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PURPOSE L'OBJET DU BUREAU

The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation was founded Le Bureau International de Documentation Fiscale fut fond en

in 1938. For reasons of organizing character this Bureau is estab- 1938. Pour des raisons d'organisation,ce Bureau est tabli comme

lished as a separate foundation according to Netherlands law. une fondation spare conformment au droit civil nerlandais.
The Bureau is a scientific, independent, non-profit making, non- Le Bureau est une institution scientique, indpendante,sans but
political foundation of which the purpose is defined in the lucratif et sans objet politique, dont le but est dni dans les
articles as follows: statuts comme suit:

(art. 2) The Object of the International Bureau of Fiscal Docu- (art. 2) Le but du Bureau International de Documentation Fiscale
mentation is the foundation and maintenance of an international est d'tablir et de maintenir un bureau international de documen-
documentation bureau, in order to supply information in fiscal tation tendant fournir des informationsconcernant la lgislation
legislation and the application of scal law, and to stimulate the scale et l'application du droit scal, ainsi qu' stimuler l'tude
study of fiscal science. de la science fiscale.

(art. 3) The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation shall (art. 3) C'est par les moyens suivants que le Bureau se propose
endeavour to realise this object by: d'atteindre ce but:
a. founding a library on scal legislation, books, periodicals and a. en tblissant une bibliothque fiscale d'ouvrages, revues et

other publications; autres publications;
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b. supplying information; b. en fournissantdes informations;
c. giving any one the opportunityto study all material available in c. en procurant tous ceux qui s'y intressent l'occasion de con-

its library; sulter ces ouvrages;
d. issuing a periodical; d. en publiant un priodique;
e. any other appropriatemeasures. e. en recourant tout autre moyen adquat.

Par une coopration troite avec l'IFA et avec l'aide de corres-
In close cooperation with the I.F.A., and with the aid of expert pondants travers le monde, le Bureau rassemble toutes les don-
correspondents throughout the world, the Bureau acquires as nes possibles en matire de droit scal international et compar.much information as possible in the field of international and De cette faon, le Bureau est mme de fournir des renseigne-

4

comparative tax law. The Bureau is thus able to supply data (but ments, mais non des avis, concernant des problmes fiscaux sp-not advice) on specific tax problems. A fee, necessary for the main- ciaux. Des honoraires, ncessaires au maintien et l'expansiondu
tenance and extension of the Bureau, is charged on a time/cost Bureau, sont demands en fonction du temps ncessaire et du
basis. The Bureau has published several series of monographs cot. Le Bureau a publi un certain nombre de monographiesincluding Selected Monographs on Taxation (a joint venture dont des monographies sur la fiscalit (tudes ralises en asso-
with Harvard Law School, International Tax Program). ciation avec Harvard Law School, InternationalTax Program).
The Bureau also publishes European Taxation, now a monthly Le Bureau publie aussi European Taxation, qui est devenu une

journal on the tax systems of Europe. Tax News Service, pub- revue mensuelle sur les systmes fiscaux europens. Tax News
lished twice per month, provides rapid information on worldwide Serice, publi deux fois par mois, donne une information rapide,
tax developments. Supplementary Seruice to European Taxation l'chelle mondiale, de tout ce qui touche la scalit. Supple-
iS a loose-leaf reference work. mentary Seruice to European Taxation est un ouvrage de rf-

rence prsentesous feuilles mobiles.
The loose4eaf series, Guides to European Taxation comprises Guides to European Taxation, galement une publication sous
The Taxation of Patent Royalties, Dividends, Interest, in feuilles mobiles, comprend L'imposition de Redevances, Divi-
Europe, The Taxation of Companies in Europe, The Taxa- dndes et Intrts en Europe, Limposition des Socits de
tion of Private Investment Income and Value Added Taxation capitaux en Europe, L'imposition de revenu des investisse-
in Europe. ments privs et La Taxe sur la Valeur Ajoute en Europe.

Tax Treaty Guides, une autre publication sous feuilles mobiles,
The loose-leafseries, Tax Treaty Guides comprises Handbookon comprend le Manuel relatif la Convention fiscale Allemagne --

the U.S.-German Tax Convention and Handbook on the Etats Unis et le Manuel relatif la Convention fiscale Pays-
Dutch-German Tax Convention (in German). The Bureau has Bas -- Allemagne (en langue allemande). Ie Bureau a galement
also published three loose-leaf reference works, Corporate Taxa- publi, Corporate Taxation in Latin America, African Tax
tion in Latin America,African Tax Systems and Taxes and Inuest- Systems et Taxes and Inuestment in the Middle East, ouvrages
ment in the Middle East. d'informationsous feuilles mobiles.

Un quatrime ouvrage, intitul Taxes and Investment in Asia
A fourth work, Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific, and the Pacfic, est prs d'tre achev. A l'heure actuelle cet
is nearing completion. It now comprises six binders, with a ouvrage est compos de six volumes; un septimevolume paratra
seventh to be issued in the near future. prochainement.

I.F.A. - INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION

General Secretariat: c/o Erasmus University,P.O.B. 1738 (50, Burg. Oudlaan), 3000 DR Rotterdam
Telephone: 14 59 57 - 14 55 11 Ext. 3657 Telegrams: IFAGRAM Telex: 24 421 ubrt nl. attention: IFA

Executiue Committee Dr. K. Beusch (German Federal Republic) pecially international and comparative fis-
R. Caraza Escobedo (Mexico) cal law and the financial and economicPresident: Alun G. Davies (United King- A. Elvinger (Luxembourg)dom) Richard M. Hammer (USA) (vice-president)

aspects of taxation.

Secretary General: Prof. Dr. J.H. Christi- G.L. Herring (Australia) Plan of Action- Article 3
aanse (Netherlands) Max Laxan (France) (by invitation) The Associationshall endeavourby all legal
Assistant Secretary General: Dr. J.C.L. J.L. Perez de Ayala (Spain) means to realise this aim: a) by scientific
Huiskamp Dr. A. Toffoli Tavolaro (Brazil) research; b) by holding congresses and con-

Ph. F. Vineberg (Canada) ferences; c) by publications; d) byGeneral Treasurer: Mr. P. den Boer (Nether- coope-
ration with all data collecting organisa-lands) The I.F.A. was founded on the 12th of tions, especially the International Bureau

Honorary Presidents: February 1938 by tax experts of a number of Fiscal Documentation in Amsterdam;Dr. Mitchell B. Carroll (U.S.A.) of countries. Purpose and working-method e) by all other appropriatemethods.
Prof. Baron J. van Houtte (Belgium) are defined as follows in the Articles:

I.F.A. has branches in 29 countries. Resi-Dr. Paul Gmuer (Switzerland) Aim -- Article 2 dents in of these countries (I.F.A.any
Members: The aim of the Association is the study and members or candidates for membership)Dr. K.V. Antal (Netherlands) advancementof internationaland compara- can approach the secretary of the local
Dr. R. Bechinie (Austria) tive law in regard to public finance and es- Branch.

Members who live in countries where IFA has no Branch are registered as direct members of the Association. They can get in touch
with the General Secretariatof I.F.A. (this also applies to candidates for membership).
Conditions of direct membership of I.F.A. for 1980 are: individuals USS 38.- p.a. - corporations USS 85.- p.a.
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Aleksas Juocys: totales auparavant en vigueur et les remplace par des exemptions par-

COMPENSATIONOF EXPATRIATESTRANSFERRED tielles et dgressives pour des priodes allant de 10 25 ans. Une carte

TO BRAZIL 3 montrant les diffrentes zones de dveloppement complte l'article.
*

This article discusses - apart from the tax treatment of compensa- PUERTO RICO: DAS NEUE GESETZ BEZGLICH DER
tion and benefits paid to the expatriate - other subjects of crucial STEUERBEFREIUNGEN
importance to persons wishing to enter Brazil, such as visas to enter Der Verfasser stellt das neue Gesetz zur Frderung von Industriean-
the country, personal belongings brought to Brazil, the legal require- siedlungen in Puerto Rico vom 2. Juni 1978 vor, womit die frher gel-
ments for obtainingpermanentresidentstatus etc. tenden Vorschriften entscheidendgendert wurden. Das neue Gesetz er-

COMPENSATIONSACCORDEESAUX EXPATRIESET setzt die frher bliche vllige Steuerbefreiungdurch partielle, fallende
Steuerbefreiungen fr Zeitrume von 10 bis 25 Jahren. Eine dem Ar-TRANSFEREESAU BRESIL
tikel angefgte Karte zeigt die verschiedenen Entwicklungsgebiete.Cet article tudie -- en plus du traitement fiscal applicable aux com-

pensations et bnfices verss aux expatris -- d'autres suJets d'une
U.S.A.: SURVEY OF THE FEDERAL INCOME TAXimportance capitale pour les personnes dsirant entrer au Brsil, comme
RATES 14les visas ncessaires pour y entrer, les objets personnels apports au

Brsil, les conditions lgales requises pour obtenir le statut de rsident U.S.A.: EXPOSE DES TAUX DE L'IMPOT FEDERAL SUR
permanent etc. LE REVENU

DIE STEUERLICHE BEHANDLUNG DER ENTSCHDIGUNGEN U.S.A.: BERSICHT BER DIE WICHTIGSTEN STEUERSTZE
VON NACH BRASILIEN EINWANDERNDENPERSONEN
Dieser Artikel undersucht die steuerliche Behandlung von Entsch- Y.C. Jao:
digungen und anderen Vorteilen der nach Brasilien einwandernden

HONG KONG'S NEW TAX ON OFFSHORE BANKINGPersonen. Darberhinaus werden auch andere Fragen, die fr diese
PROFITS 15Rersonen von entscheidender Bedeutung sind, behandelt, und zwar

The author discusses new legislation enacted on August 16, 1978 (butsolche bezglich der mitgebrachten persnlichen Gegenstnde, den
rechtlichen Erfordernissen bezglich der Gewhrung einer stndigen retroactively effective as from April 1, 1978) introducinga new tax on

Aufenthaltserlaubnis,usw. net profits arising from offshore transactions of banks and depository
institutionscarrying on business in Hong Kong.

THAILAND: BUSINESS TAX REPLACES CAPITALGAINS HONG KONG: LA NOUVELLE TAXE SUR LES BENEFICES
TAX ON PRIVATE SHARE TRANSACTIONS 7 BANCAIRESOFFSHORE

Note describing the newly introduced business tax on sale of shares L'auteur commente la nouvelle lgislation promulgue le 16 aot 1978
by private investors which replaces the short-lived (May 1-July 26 (mais entre en vigueur rtroactivement le premier avril 1978) intro-
1978) capital gains tax. duisant une taxe sur les bnfices nets tirs des transactions offshore

THAILANDE: TAXE INDIRECTE REPLAANT LA TAXE des banques et institutions de dpts exerant leurs activis Hong
SUR LES PLUS-VALUESSUR LES VENTES D'ACTIONS Kong.

PRIVEES HONG KONG: NEUE STEUERN AUF GEWINNE AUS DEM
Note dcrivant la taxe indirecte qui vient d'tre introduite sur la vente OFFSHORE-BANKING
d'actions par les investisseurs privs, cette taxe remplace la trs brve Der Verfasser untersucht die neue Gesetzgebung, die am 16. August
(ler mai-26 juillet 1978) taxe sur les plus-values. 1978 (rckwirkend zum 1. April 1978) in Kraft getreten ist. Durch

dieses Gesetz wird eine neue Steuer auf solche Gewinne erhoben, dieTHAILAND: DIE GEWERBESTEUERERSETZT DIE STEUER
AUF VERUSSERUNGSGEWINNEBEI PRIVATEN aus offshore-Geschften von Banken und Finanzinstituten in Hong

Kong stammen.AKTIENGESCHFTEN
Diese kurze Abhandlung berichtet ber die neuerding erhobene Gewer-

Richard P. Casna:
besteuer im Falle der Verusserung von Aktien durch private Anleger.
Diese tritt an die Stelle der lediglich in der Zeit vom 1. Mal-26. Juli U.S.A.: THE FOREIGN EARNED INCOME ACT OF 1978;

1, 1978 gltigen Steuer auf Verusserungsgewinne. THE TAXATION OF U.S. CITIZENS OVERSEAS 19
This article gives an overview of the provisions of the recently enacted

Arthur J. Mann: Foreign Income Tax Act of 1978 which significantly changes the in-
come tax assessmentof Americans workingabroad.PUERTO RICO: THE NEW TAX EXEMPTION LAW 8

The author discusses the new Puerto Rican Industrial Incentives Act of U.S.A. LA LOl DE 1978 SUR LES REVENUS REALISES A
June 2, 1978 which significantly changes earlier legislation. The new L'ETRANGER; L'IMPOSITIONSDES CITOYENS AMERICAINS
aw eliminates total tax exemptions which were formerlyavailableand DOMICILIESA L'ETRANGER

replaces them by partial and declining tax exemptions for periods of Cet article donne un aperu des dispositions de a loi de 1978, qui vient
from ten to 25 years. A map showing the various development zones d'tre promugue, sur les revenus raliss 'tranger, cette oi modifie

complements the article. considrablement l'tablissement de l'impt sur le revenu des Amri-
cains travaillant l'tranger.PORTO-RICO: LA NOUVELLE LOI SUR LES EXEMPTIONS

FISCALES U.S.A. DIE BESTEUERUNG DER IM AUSLAND TTIGEN U.S.-
L'auteur commente la nouvelle loi portoricaine du 2 juin 1978 sur les STAATSBRGER
avantages fiscaux en matire industrielle qui modifie considrablement Dieser Artikel vermittelt einen berblick ber die krzlich in Kraft ge-

L la lgislation existante. La nouvelle loi supprime les exemptions fiscales tretenen Vorschriften des Foreign Income Tax Act 1978, wodurch die

t 1979 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation 1



Erhebung der Einkommensteuerfr die im Ausland ttigen Amerikaner NIVEAU DES IMPOTS ET STRUCTURES FISCALES DANS LES

wesentlich gendert wurde. PAYS MEMBRES DE L'O.C.D.E.

Rsum du bulletin annuel des statistiques sur le niveau des impts et

les structures fiscales dans les pays membres de I'O.C.D.E. contenant

Ms. E.A. de Brauw: un graphique du revenu fiscal total en fonction du produit intrieur '
#

EGYPT: NEW TAX MEASURES 25
brut de 1976 et un graphique montrant l'volution du revenu fiscal

total en fonction du produit intrieur brut au cours des annes 1965-
This note descrjbes recent tax changes introducedby Law No. 46/1978

1976.
including, inter alia, the extensionof the tax on industrialand commer-

cial profits to a numberof real property transactions, the exemption of DIE HHE UND DIE STRUKTUREN DER STEUERN IN DEN MIT- /

certain interest from the tax on movable capital and various amend- GLIEDSLNDERNDER OECD ,:

ments of the tax on wages and salaries (the new tax rates are also Zusammenfassung des alljhrlich verffentlichten Bulletins bezglich

given).
der Hhe und den Strukturen der Steuern in den Mitgliedslndern der

OECD. Angefgt ist ein Tabelle mit den gesamten Steuereinnahmen,
EGYPTE: NOUVELLE MESURES FISCALES ausgedrckt als Prozentsatz zum Bruttosozialprodukt,sowie eine ber-
Cette note dcrit les dernires modifications fiscales introduites par la

sicht, womit die Entwicklung der gesamten Steuereinnahmen im Ver-

loi no. 46/1978, entre autres l'extension de l'impt sur les bnfices in-
hltnis zum Bruttosozialproduktwhrend der Jahre 1965 bis 1976 dar-

dustriels et commerciaux un certain nombre de transactions sur les
gestellt wird.

biens immobiliers, l'exemption pour certain intrts de la taxe sur les

valeurs mobilires et diffrentes modifications de l'impt sur les traite-

ments et salaires (les nouveaux barmes sont incus). Richard C. Casna:
AEGYPTEN: NEUE STEUERLICHE MASSNAHMEN

Diese Abhandlung beschreibt die krzlich durch das Gesetz Nr. 46/ UNITED STATES: THE ZENITH CASE 30

1978 eingefhrten nderungen auf steuerlichem Gebiet. Diese be- The author discusses the case of Zenith Radio Corporation v. The

inhalten u.a. die Ausdehung der Steuer auf industrielle und gewerb- United States of June 21, 1978, in which the U.S. Supreme Court up-

liche Gewinne auf eine Reihe von Immobilien-Geschften,die Befreiung held the decision of the U.S. Customs Court refusing to impose coun-

bestimmter Zinsen von der Steuer auf bewegliche Vermgen, sowie ver- tervailing duties on certain Japanese electronic products which has re-

schiedene nderungen auf dm Gebiet der Lohnsteuer. Ferner werden ceivedan exemption from Japanese indirect tax.

die neuen Steuerstzeaufgefhrt. U.S.A.: L'AFFAIRE ZENITH

L'auteur commente l'affaire Zenith Radio Corporation contre les Etat-

Unis du 21 juin 1978 dans laquelle le Cour Suprme amricaine con-

M.P. Dominic: firme une dcision de la Cour des douanes amricainesqui refusait d'in-

troduire une taxe compensatoire sur certains produits lectroniques

SRI LANKA: BUDGET 1978/79 - TAX PROPOSALS 26 japonais ayantt exempts de la taxe indirecte japonaise.
A new inand RevenueAct will be introducedwhich will rationalizethe

U.S.A.: DAS ZEN ITH-U RTE I L'
tax structure of Sri Lanka. The new provisionsdeal, inter alia, with tax

Der Verfasser untersucht das Urteil des U.S. Supreme Court in der

amnesty, changes of the rates of income tax, tax holiday for small and
Sache Zenith Radio Corporation gegen die U.S.A., bei welchem das

medium industries, export relief, free depreciation of business assets
hchste amerikanische, Gericht die Entscheidung des U.S. Customs

investmentdeductions, wealth tax and estate duty. Court besttigt. Dieser hatte die U.S.A. aufgefordert, auf gewisse elek-

SRI LANKA BUDGET 1978/79 - PROPOSITIONSFISCALES tronische Gter japanischen Ursprungs, die in Japan von indirekten

Une nouvelle lgislation fiscale doit tre introduite au Sri Lanka afin de Steuern befreit wurden, Ausgleichszllenicht zu erheben.

rationaliser la structure fiscale existante. Les nouvelles dispositions
portent, entre autre, sur l'amnisti en matire fiscale, la modification

des taux de l'impt sur le revenu, l'exemption fiscale pour les petites et H.W.T. Pepper:
moyennes industries, les dgrvements en matire d'exportation,
l'amortissement libre des immobilisations, les dductions en matire TAX GLOSSARY 35

d'investissements,l'impt sur la fortune et les droits de succession. GLOSSAIRE FISCAL

SRI LANKA: DER HAUSHALT 1978/79 - STEUER-VORSCHLGE STEUERGLOSSARIUM
Ein neues Steuergesetz wird eingefhrt, wodurch das Steuersystem neu-

gestaltet werden soll. Die neuen Vorschriften befassen such u.a. mit CONFERENCE DIARY 39
dem Steuernachlass, der Vernderung der Einkommensteuerstze,der

CARNET DES CONVENTIONS
Steuerfreiheit fr kleine und mittlere Industriebetriebe, den Export-

Vergnstigungen, den freien Abschreibungsstzenfr Gegenstnde des VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER
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r.--

in contrast, in the U.K., public com- minimum tax requirement is obviously MINORS, TAX LIABILITY OF -- A per-
panieswhich are not CLOSE COM- not a system which could be recom- son under the age of attainment of his
PANIES have been required to restrict mended for general application. as per-majority is regarded liable to
dividend payments as an anti-inflation Moreover the cash needs of the leasing sonal taxes even though too young to
measure. government may often be met by vote for or against them. While a

charging royalties (or export duty) on trustee or executor may be made
MINIMUM TAX -- Agreements may be minerals, etc. extracted, calculated responsible for assessment and pay-

made between the government of a without regard to the profits earned ment of a minor's tax, if there is no

country (or its tax department)and an from extraction. In the U.S.A. where such person involved, e.g., in the case

' entrepreneur by which the entre- income tax reliefs to the (wealthy) of a youthful employee, the tax may
preneur is given the right, for example, individual taxpayer were for a long be collected directly from the young
to work mineral deposits, fell timber time considerd too generous, a mini- person even though he may, by law,
or engage in some monopoly activity. mum tax provision now charges 15% avoid certain other types of debt. See,
The agreement may specify special tax as a kind of clawback on certain however, AGGREGATION, in respect

f rates of tax and special arrangements reliefs (preferences) granted. The of income settled on a minor by a

for computing tax but occasionally 15% charge is not reducible by any parent as a tax-avoidancedevice.
provision will also be made for a credit for foreign tax, but only applies
minimum payment of tax, regardless to taxpayers who receive substantial MOBILISATION OF RESOURCES -- A
of the results of the enterprise in any (over $10,000) preferences. term often applied to the efforts of a

particular year. Generally speaking, government to raise revenue by various
j where such minimum paymentexceeds forms of taxation or by loans and

the tax liability calculated on the MINOR, RELIEF FROM INHERITANCE other forms of saving by the public.
agreed basis, the excess will be carried TAX -- A beneficiary wh is a minor
forward to offset against subsequent (i.., under 18, or 21, etc. depending MOINS-VALUES -- (Belgium and France)
tax liabilities; the object of the mini- on the law of his country) and who Capital losses.
mum tax payment requirement is to inherits from the estate of a parent or

assure certain minimum fiscal revenue other person at a tine before he has IVIOIVIS -- (Denmark) Value Added Tax.
to the government making the agree- completed his education is granted
ment. Since, however, the requirement more relief than would be granted to a

puts additional burden on an enter- more mature person, because of his
be continued]prise at a time when it may be particu- greater need, in some countries, [to

larly short of working capital a notably Japan.
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Compensat'onofExpatr'ates
TransferredtoBrazil
by Aleksas Juocys*

I. INTRODUCTION obtain a temporary visa for the period of a course, of a

service agreement or of an assignment to be carried out
1. Companies that have Brazilian investments or inter- in Brazil.
ests usually send executives or technicians (if technolo- 6. Upon applying for a temporary visa, it is necessarygy has been transferred) to the Brazilian companies with to provide the following documents: (a) a passport orwhich they are associated. Before leaving their country the equivalent; (b) a health certificate; (c) an inter-to work on a foreign assignment these employees want national vaccination certificate; (d) evidence of meansan assurance that the salary they will receive abroad will of support; (e) criminal clearance certificate equiva-a orbe at least equivalent to the salary they earn in their lent at the discretion of the Brazilian consulate. Evi-own country, in addition to their travel expenses and

dence of of support consist of employ-their annual vacations. means can an

ment agreement endorsed by the Justice Departmentof
2. In order to induce their employees to accept a trans- the Brazilian Ministry of Justice, or of a written promisefer to another country, foreign companies thus assume of work previously submitted to the National Labor
the responsibility for all transfer formalities, from the Department of the Ministry of Labor and Social Securi-
sale or lease of the employee's house abroad and the ty in Brazil.
obtainment of a passport, to the calculation of the ex-

penses that will be reimbursed to him and of the tax he
B. The permanent visa

may have to pay in excess of the tax he normally paid in
his own country. 7. The permanent visa is granted when a foreigner
3. For the purpose of establishing the entire scheme of intends to transfer his residence to Brazil. The docu-
compensation of an expatriate employee, foreign com- ments to be attached to the application are practically
panies should have at least a general idea of the income the same as required for the temporaryvisa. In the case

tax implications of the transfer as regards the foreign of a permanent visa, however, there are certain immigra-
company itself, the Brazilian company to which the em- tion requirements for all countries except Portugal.
ployee is assigned and the employee himself. These requirements vary according to the needs of

Brazil at the time, preference being given to the profes-
sions that are not readily available on the Brazilian

Il. PASSPORT AND VISA TO ENTER BRAZIL market. The easiest procedure to obtain a permanent
visa, particularly in the case of employees sent by for-

4. In view of the possible tax and other implications, eign companies to their Brazilian subsidiaries, is to draw
the kind of visa with which the expatriateemployee will up a written promise of work and to have it previously
enter Brazil should be carefully examined when plan- approved by the National Labor Department of the
ning the transfer. There are various kinds of visas: transit Brazilian Ministry of Labor and Social Security.
visa, tourist visa, temporary visa, permanentvisa, official 8. In some cases the Brazilian Consulate may, as evi-
visa, diplomatic visa. Only the temporary and perma- dence of means of support, accept the deposit of an
nent visas are suitable for an expatriate employee as a amount of USS 25,000 at the local agency of Banco do
tourist visa will not permit him to carry out any re- Brasil S.A. or at another foreign bank which has a Bra-
munerated activity in Brazil and the other visas men- zilian branch.
tioned do not apply to an employee. 9. A foreigner who enters Brazil with temporary visaa

can obtain a permanent residence permit without leav-A. The temporary visa ing Brazil, provided that he satisfies the conditions for
a permanent The application for such a5. A temporary visa is normally granted to a foreigner obtaining visa.

who intends to spend a limited period of time in Brazil permanent visa should be made at the Ministry of Jus-
tice in Brazil.without transferring his residence. The temporaryvisa is

thus suitable for trips made for purposes of education,
business or to render technical services either under an * Accountancydegree in 1948 and law degree at the Universityagreement or on behalf of the Brazilian government. of Law of So Paulo in 1958, with several courses of specializa-The temporary visa is usually valid for a period of 180 tion in taxation law. One of the senior partners of the law firm
dys, with an option to extend it for an equal period. Pinheiro Neto & Cia. -- Advogados, of which he beame a mem-

By providing proper evidence it is, however, possible to ber in 1958.
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Ill. BAGGAGE BROUGHTTO BRAZIL zilian income tax as regards income derived from his

personal or real property abroad, this exemption being
10. The baggage which the expatriate may bring to maintained during the first five fiscal years of perma-

Brazil is limited to personal belongings in a quantity and nent residence in Brazil.

of a quality that is not commercial, according to the

values, quantities, conditions and periods established by A. Permanent residence in Brazil for less than

applicable law. If the quantity or quality of the baggage twelve months

suggests a commercial intent, import duty and the tax'
on manufactured products will be due, in addition to 14. A foreigner who comes to Brazil on a temporaryvsa

the legal sanctions. andwho remains in the country for less than twelve

months will not be considered a Brazilian resident for
11. The baggage which a foreigner may bring when income tax purposes. Accordirigly, all his foreign
entering Brazil with a temporary visa consists basically income will not be taxed in Brazil and the income he
of the following. (a) clothing and linen; (b) jewelry and

personal articles; (c) books and magazines; (d)other
earns from Brazilian sources will be subject to the with-

articles of own domestic or professional use. Souvenirs holding of Brazilian income tax at the rate of 25 percent

may be brought up to a limit of USS 100 or the equiva-
unless a lower tax rate is established in a double taxa-

tion treaty between Brazil and the foreigner's country
lent in another currency. Clearance is not given to any of domicile.
electric or electronic appliances brought in a passenger's
luggage. B. Permanent residence in Brazil for more than
12. When entering Brazil on a permanentvisa, a foreign- twelve months .

er may bring immigratinbaggage without paying taxes.
If the foreigner is not immigratingto Brazil for the first 15. A foreigner who remains in Brazil for more than

time, he will have to prove that he spent at least five twelve months, either on a temporary or a permanent
years abroad in order to be able to bring immigration visa, will be deemed to be a Brazilian resident for in-

baggage. This baggage includes: furniture and other come tax purposes as from the twelfth month or per-

household articles, such as chinaware and kitchen ap- manence in Brazil. Consequently, all the foreigner's
pliances, a limit of one piece applying to objects worth income including both that earned abroad (except in the

more than USS 100; animals, seeds and seedlings, pro- income derived from foreign property as mentioned in

fessional tools, instruments, appliances and machines, paragraph 13 above) and that earned in Brazil will have

small farming units and one tractor; used jeeps, trucks, to be included in the annual income tax return that the

bicycles, and motorcycles, limited to one of each per foreigner is obliged to file in Brazil. The income received

immigrating person or family and provided that they are from Brazilian sources will thus be taxed at the normal

in the ownership of the immigrant for more than sx rate applied to all Brazilian residents. If the foreigner
months prior to the date of departure from the country receives Brazilian source employmentincome, his salary
of origin. During the six months after arrival in Brazil, will be subject to the withholding of income tax at the

the immigrant enjoys exemption from the tax on manu- following rates (valid for 1978);
factured products to purchase a Brazilian car, boat or

aircraft, provided that payment is made with cruzeiro :

funds resulting from the conversion of foreign currency
Net mnthly nome Income tax .

' Deduction ;-

rate

brought by the immigrant. Import duty exemption is
(In Cr$) . (/o) (in Cr$) ;'.

.

attributed to such baggage only if accompanied by a up to 5,500 exempt , .:'

.
.

-'

complete list endorsed by the Brazilian Consulate from 5,501 ito 6,200 ; 5 275
,z,

abroad prior to the shipment. This baggage may not be
from 6,201 to 8,100 .. 8 46 '

,,,

from 8,101 11.,500 10 623
'

to
'

transferred to other persons for a period of five years from' 11,501 15,500 12 853 :
to .',

unless the other person is equally an immigrant and '. from :15,501 o . 21,600 16

.

1,473 .

.

authorization has been obtained from the proper tax from 21,601 ' to

.

33,700 20 , 2,337
.

.,

authority. from' 33,701 to 54.000 , 25 4,022 :

above ' :. ,54,000 30 6,722 f.
, , ;' ,

-

IV.LEGAL REQUIREMENTSFOR PERMANENT
RESIDENCE IN BRAZIL AND INCOME TAX The amount of tax to be withheld by the paying agency

is determined by multiplying the salary paid by the

13. Upon arriving in Brazil with temporary or per- applicable tax rate and then deducting the amount given
manent visa, the foreigner has a period of 15 days to under deduction For example, if in a given month.

go to the Federal Police Department to obtain an Identi- the employee receives a net monthly salary of Cr$
ty Card for Foreigners. The foreigner must also enrol 25,000 after the deductions permitted by law, the in-

himself with the Individual Taxpayers Register (CPF) if come tax withheld at source will be Cr$ 25,000 x 20% =

he wants to carry out any transactions, such as buying Cr$ 5,000 -- Cr$ 2,337 = Cr$ 2,663. The amount of in-

a car or renting a house in his own name. If the foreign- come tax withheld at source will thus be Cr$ 2,663. The

er intends to remain in Brazil for more than twelve amount of tax thus withheld represents an advance on

months, the first return he files in Brazil to obtain his the income tax due according to the annual income tax

CPF enrollment should indicate all the property he return filed by the Brazilian resident, the amount with-

owns. This return will give him exemption from Bra- held at source enjoying monetary correction.
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C. Permanentvisa foreign txation are entitled to credit the foreign tax
against the Brazilian income tax they owe according to

16. Foreigners who come to Brazil on a permanentvisa their income tax return, provided that the foreign coun-
are immediately considered resident nd domiciled in try offers the same treatment to Brazilians who live
Brazil for all legal and tax effects. Such foreigners thre and receive Brazil-source income. This deduction
should therefore obtain their CPF (Individual,Taxpayers not exceed the Brazilian incom tax that
Register) enrollment shortly after arrval, by declaring

may, however,
would be due if the foreign income had not been in-

all the property they own, including their foreign prop- cluded.
erty and pertinent income, so as to qualify for the five-
year tax exemption given for their foreign-source .in-
come during the first five financial years of permanent
residence in Brazil (see last part of paragraph 13 above). V. TAX TREATMENTOF COMPENSATIONAND

BENEFITS PAID TO THE EXPATRIATE
17. The income which the foreignermay receive abroad
and which is not derived from real or personal property 20. As mentioned, multinational companies seek to
owned there will, however, have to be included in the compensate the employees they transfer abroad with
annual income tax return filed in Brazil for purposes of several fringe benefits in the form of cash, goods, or
Brazilian taxation. The net income reflected in the services, to assure these employees at least the same
annual income tax return, after all applicable deductions net earnings that they would have in their own country.and abatements for medical, dental and educationalex- In this sense, expatriate employees receive not only full
penses and for dependents, is taxed at the following
progressive rates (valid for 1978): coverage or reimbursement of their moving expenses,

but also the travel fares and support in leasing or selling
the home or property they may have in their country

'

coursesNet anriual income bracket Tax rate Deducton of origin, payment of to learn the language of
(,n Cr$)

' '

. (P/o) . (n Cr$) the country to which they are transferred, the rent of
the new home, a car, the school expenses of the child-

up to 47 300 . exempt. .

compensation for taxes, annual vacations with the: from 47,301 55.500 , . 1,892 ren,to 4
.

family, etc. These benefits from tofrom 55.501 to 66,400 . 6 3,002 vary company com-

from 66.401 to
' 80.100 9 .. 4,994 pany and depend on the category of employee nvolved.

from 80.101 to 95,500 12
,

7,397,

.

'

from 95.501 to 115.600 15 1,0,262 Deductibilityof115.60ifrom to 140,100 19 14,886
A. costs

from 140.t01 to . 169 300 , 23 20.490
an

-.

21. All these benefits represent additional cost for
from 169,301 to 203.800 27 27,262 the abroad and the matter should therefore befrom 203.801 to 244,800 . 31 35,414 company

asfrom 244,801 to 297.600 :

'

35
'

45,206 carefully examined, particularly regards the deducti-
from 297.601, to 358,500 ,

:. 39 57,110 bility from the income taxable in the foreign country
and the tax treatment afforded in the country to whichfrom 358,501 to

. 433,200 ,
42 67.865,,',

from 433,201
'

564,200, 45 80,861 the employee is transferred. The deductibility of the : !to ,:
-

from 564.201 : to 910.000 , '

48 97,787 cost abroad probably depends on the, nature of the 6.

.: :.:,above 910,000' 50 115.987 transfer and on how the country of origin treats income,

, ,
, ,

derived from foreign branch subsidiary. If the legis-The amountof tax payable s calculatd,by mltlplyng the nt in- a or

come by the apphcable tax rate and deducting the amount ndcated lation of the country in which the company is estab-
' under deductlon 'Accordingly.fd th het annual income is Cr$ lished provides for consolidatedbalance sheets of all the

390,000. the income tax due wll be Cr$ 390.000 x 420/0 = Cr$ companies of.the group, both local and abroad, permis-
163,800 - Cr$ 67,865 = Cr$ 95.935 The income tax due will thus sion may possibly be granted for the deduction of all,

be Cr$ ,95.935 with the deduction, if 'appicabe, of the ncme tax the transfer expenses. Otherwise, this permission is
:, already w,thheld at source (see last part.of.paragraph 15) probably not granted as the employe will be incurring

all the expenses to become the' employee of another
18. Upon determining the net income that is subject to company in another country, this representing an in-
the withholding of income tax at source (see paragraph crease of the burden of transferring an employee
15), the following deductions may generally be made: abroad.
(a) family support (Cr$ 900 per dependent in the year 22. In the specic case of Brazil, Brazilian legislation1978); (b) contributions to retirement and pension and authorities consider the foreign and the Brazilian
funds; (c) union contributions; (d) alimony paid under
a court decision. The following are also excluded from

company as en.tirely independent for income tax pur-
poses, even in the case of a Brazilian branch of a foreignthe net income: severance and prior notice pay in cash

upon dismissal, within the limits provided by law; sick- company. Consequently, the expenditure made by the
foreign company to assign an.employee to a Brazilian

ness allowance and work accident allowance; medical, branch or subsidiary cannot be deducted as an expensehospital and dental service maintainedby the company; of the Brazilian enterprise (not even if it is a branch)free meals; free transportation,per diem and cost allow- and its amount car equally not be remitted abroad. The
ances paid to reimburse travel expenses and the ex-

same will apply to the amounts paid to the employee bypenses of transferring the taxpayer and his family to a the foreign company while he is working for the Brazili-
place other than that of his former residence. .

an company, except in a few special cases with the au-
19. Foreigners who receive income abroad subject to thorization of the National Institute of Industrial Prop-
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erty and of the Central Bank of Brazil. Therefore, seven directors. The remuneration of employees and

except in these special authorized cases of transfer of directors of Brazilian companies normally includes all

technology, the expenses or salaries paid by the foreign fringe benets, such as rent, educational allowance,
company to the employee assigned to the Brazilian com- vacation travel, etc. Some fringe benefits are not deem-

pany may not be charged to the latter, as the Brazilian ed to be a part of the remuneration, such as the use of

company cannot deduct them for income tax purposes a company car, membership of a club in the name of
nor remit them abroad. It is thus preferable for the ex- the company, free meals, hospital and medical assist-

penses to be made directly by the Brazilian company, ance, provided however that such assistance is granted
which will then be able to deduct them provided that to all employees.
they are essential to the transfer of the foreign em- 26. Some foreign companies attempt to minimize the
ployee and that such transfer is necessary for the devel- burden by deferring the payment of the benefits either
opment and maintenanceof the source of income of the directly through trusts until the expatriateemployeeor
Brazilian company. Under this procedure, it is possible returns to his country of origin through loans granted
that some of the payments will not be taxed in the

or

to the expatriate employee abroad. If the company has
hands of the employee, such as the reimbursement of

a stock option plan, the expatriate employee may
the moving expenses, travel fares, and some other items. acquire shares against future payment payment afteror

23. When the expatriate employee begins working in the the exercise of the option and sale of the shares.
Brazilian company, the foreign company usually also
maintains all the benefits that the employee would en- D. Stock option plan
joy if he had not been transferred, particularly as

regards salary differences, incoeme tax, stock option 27. Stock option plans should be examined as regards
plans, educational allowance, etc. This maintenance also the implications of Brazilian legislation. The strict ex-

gives rise to serious difficulties in connection with Bra- change control existing in Brazil does not permit an

zilian income tax, as the Brazilian company cannot pay employee to remit money abroad to contribute to a

nor reimburse these expenses to the foreign company stock option plan, which can thus only be exercised
nor deduct them from its taxable income. The impossi- with funds which the employee already has abroad or

bility of remitting the amount of such expenses abroad with advances or loans or with deferred payment. If the

is imposed by the Central Bank of Brazil. The situation employee acquires stock with funds that he owns

is delicate since the income tax legislation of the coun- abroad, he should indicate in the annual estate return

try in which the foreign company s established proba- attached to his income tax return that these funds were

bly also forbids this deduction on the grounds that the used for such purpose. If the employee has no funds of

expatriate employee is no longer working directly for his own abroad, the foreign company can either lend or

the foreign company. The situation becomes even more advance the necessary sum to the employee or sell the

complicated when consideration is given to the fact that shares against paymentwhen sold by the employee. The
these expenses are usually also taxed in the annual in- expatriate employee can, however, also not remit the

come return that the employee is obliged to file in amount of such advance or loan abroad, as determined
Brazil. by the Central Bank of Brazil. Brazilian residents can

only remit an amount of USS 300 per month either to
B. Labor law relatives or to support an individualabroad.

24. Under Brazilian labor law, upon dismissal or other- In the case of expatriate employees, the most practical
wise an employee can claim that the benefits he received manner of implementing a stock option plan is by per-

are a part of his salary. This claim may also include the mitting the employee to sell the shares and thus pay the

benefits paid to him by the foreign company as well as option price with the proceeds of such sale. Any excess

the period of service he worked for the foreign company may be either credited or remitted to the expatriate
on the grounds that he is the employee of a group of employee in Brazil. The excess will, however, represent
companies to which the Brazilian branch or subsidiary a profit and will be subject to 25 percent income tax

belongs. without any deductions or to progressive taxaton in
schedule H of the employee's annual income tax re-

C. Alternatives
turn. No tax will be levied if the shares are sold through
a stock exchange or only five years after the date of

25. In spite of all these disadvantagessome foreign com- their acquisition.
panies continue to offer all these benefits as a means of

inducing their employees to accept a transfer to another E. Taxation of an individual's income
country. Other companies, however, seek to pass all
these expenses to the Brazilian company where they can 28. In Brazil the income of an individual is taxed upon

be deducted from the taxable income of the Brazilian receipt or when legally available to the individual. Ac-

company if due under a formal employmentagreement cordingly, future income attributed to an expatriate
and where in some cases they are not even taxed in the employee while in Brazil is not legally available to him

hands of the employee. In this respect it is important and is thus not taxed in his income tax return. This ap-

to note that the remunerationof directors and managers plies to income tht will only be made available to or

of Brazilian companies may be treated as an operational received by the employee when he returns to his coun-

expense only up to the limit of Cr$ 38,500 (in the year try of origin, even if such payment is made directly by
1978) per month per director, up to a maximum of the foreign company or through a trust. A loan does not
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represent income and is thus equall not taxed in Brazil, months, he will not have any income tax problems upon
although it is not deductible for taxation purposes. The retuming to his country of origin, as Brazilian tax, if
interest paid on such a loan is deductible if duly evi- due, will already have been withheld at the source by
denced and limited to an amount of Cr$ 10,000 (for the the paying agency.
year 1978), as in the case of interest paid for bank or 30. If the expatriateemployee came on a temporaryvisaother loans taken in Brazil. This understanding is, how- but stayed in Brazil for more than twelve months and
ever, a point of discussion as the loan granted to the intends to leave the country definitely, he will have to
employee abroad is not recognizednor registered by the file an income tax return covering the period until theCentral Bank of Brazil and it is thus not possible to date of his application for the certificate of income taxremit the principal and interest abroad. The principal clearance, in order to obtain the exit visa in his passport.and interest of the loan may thus only be paid with
funds that the employee owns or receives abroad. 31. This requirement also applies to foreigners who

entered the country with a permanentvisa, even if they
remained in Brazil for less than twelve months, when
they leave the country on a definite basis.

32. When the expatriateemployee leaves Brazil definite-
VI. RETURN OF EXPATRIATE EMPLOYEE TO ly, he can obtain Central Bank of Brazil authorization

HIS COUNTRYOF ORIGIN to convert his cruzeiro savings into foreign currency at
the official exchange rate, provided that he can prove

29. If the expatriate employee came to Brazil on a tem- the origin of his savings, particularly by means of his
porary visa and remained in Brazil for less than twelve annual income tax returns.

THAILAND: Businesstax replacescapitalgainstax
on privatesharetransactions

(follow-upon Recent Tax Changes in to levy a 10 percent capital gains tax on
Thailand, Bulletin, November 1978 issue)

Turnover of private share trading in the Securities capital gains arising from trading shares be-
tween May 1, 1978 and December 31,

The short tem capital gains tax of 10 per-
Exchange of Thailand

1979 if the shares traded within 6were
cent introduced as of May 1, 1978 has

(Million Baht) months of their acquisition.
been replaced by a new business tax on

To make matters the authoritiesprivate share trading transactions as of worse,

July 26, 1978. The business tax is levied
1976 1977 1978 failed to issue clear-cut regulations before

and even after the introduction of theat a rate of 0.1 percent, plus a municipal January 69.6 167.0 3,453.9 short term capital gains tax. In addition,surtax of 0.01 percent on the gross pro- February 63.9 198.1 3,038.4 the discovery of fake share certicate re-ceeds from sales regardless of whether the
March 104,5 471.4 2,231..0 ceipts, share certicates and transfer formsseller is making a capital gain or not.
April 106.0 1,230.7 1,661.1 further rocked the shaky confidence of in-

The business tax must be deducted at May 61.5 475.8 1,712.8 vestors in the early stages of development
source by Members of the Securities Ex- June 113.5 917.4 1,480.6 of a stock market such as the Securities
change of Thailand (SET) and they are Exchange of Thailand is.
obliged to remit the amount to the Govern-

Sub-Total 519.0 3,460.4 13,577.8
It was expected that the new business taxment on the 15th of the followingmonth.

July 63.0 1.655.7 will improve the stock market condition-

Certain transactions are exempt, i.e. sales
of Unit Trust certicates, government

August 91.9 3,779.7 -- and provide more confidence to investors
September 78.7 2,721.2 - who want shares of companies in Thailand.bonds and state organization bonds.
October 79.9 5,661.6 --

of the of the busi-The news passage newThe new business tax was introducedunder November 86.9 7,027.2 --

stock trading by the Nationalness tax onthe Act amending the Revenue Code (No. December 74.3 1,975.4 --

Legislative Assembly July 14, 1978on23) B.E. 2521 (1978) and has been pub- Grand Total 993.7 26,281.2 13,577.8 might have provided such stimulus in thelished in the Government Gazette Volume
stock market as turnover jumped from an95, Part 74, dated July 25, 1978.

Source: Securities Exchange of Thailand. 19 million Baht for the first fouraverage
The volume of shares traded on the Securi- days (Monday to Thursday) to 62 million
ties Exchange of Thailand took a deep Baht on the final day of the 28th week,
plunge in April 1978 after having reached One of the reasons was the Announcement according to daily reports prepared by the
record heights during 1977, which is illus- Number 10 of the Revolutionary Party International Trust and Finance Company
trated by the accompanyingTable. which authorized the Revenue Department Limited.

1979 International Bureau ot Fiscal Documentation 7



ARTHUR J. MANN*:

eNew
ax -xem tion Law

in PuertoRico

I. INTRODUCTION: HISTORY OF TAX Total tax exemption (from income, property, and

INCENTIVES municipal levies) for ten years was given if a qualifying
firm located in an area of high industrial development,

On June 2, 1978 a new Puerto Rico Industrial Incen- for 12 years if located in a zone of intermediate indus-
tives Act (Act No. 26) went into effect. This piece of trial development, and for 17 years if located in an

legislation substantially modifies the tax legislaton that industrially underdevelopedregion.
has underlain Puerto Rico's economic development
policy for the past three decades. The principal change
deals with the eliminationof total tax exemption, offer- Two periods may be distinguished:
ing hereafter partial (and declining) tax exemption for -- legislation adopted from 1919 through 1936
periodsof from ten to 25 years. had little effect on economic development

since no income tax exemptions were offered;
Before looking at the major provisions of the new tax -- starting with 1947 income tax exemptions in
exemption law, a brief glance at the history of tax in- various forms were introduced which were re-

centives in Puerto Rico may perhaps aid in placing the markably successful in furtheringPuerto Rico's
1978 law in a more appropriate historical perspective. economic growth.
Industrial tax exemption laws had been passed in 1919,
1925, 1930, and 1936. However, they had little effect
in attracting new capital investment since, among other Until passage of the 1978 law, which supplants the 1963
factors, they did not offer exemption from income legislation, the latter had been subject to 44 legislative
taxes and applied only to the first established firm in a amendments. For example, in an effort to further
given industry. promote industrial decentralization, complete tax ex-

A tax exemption act approved in 1947 gave total ex- emption by zone had been augmented to periods of 10,
emption from income, property, and municipal taxes 15, 25, and 30 years. But there had always existed a

for a maximum period of 12 years, with the possibility reservoir of doubt regarding both the continued exten-

of obtaining an additional partial three-yearexemption. sion of tax exemption and the principle of a 100 per-
This law was soon replaced by Law 184 of 1948, which cent tax holiday. For instance, the Puerto Rican Trea-

extended the 1947 tax exemptionsto dividends received sury Department was unable to collect more than

from tax exempt enterprises. However, the 1948 law $ 3,426,000,000 in tax revenue between 1948 and 1977

was to expire by 1962, thereby reducing the attractive- due to the tax holiday clauses. Of course, the massive

ness of tax exemption as time passed. inflow of new capital attracted by tax exemption may
have more than compensated for such losses by

In 1954 legislation was passed which extended total tax

exemption for a period of ten years from the date of the generating expanded and higher tax bases for other im-

beginning of operations of an industrial establishment. ports. However, over the last decade more capital-inten-
sive industries have ben established. Such industries not

Furthermore, dividends from tax exempt firms were

exempted from personal income taxes for seven years,
only require expanded public infrastructure provision,
but generate few jobs in an economy where the unem-

and no property taxes were to be paid for five years
on machinery and equipment valued at less than ployment rate has, since 1974, hovered around the 20

$ 1,000,000. Tax exemption as a basis for maintaining percent mark. Furthermore, the problem of retaining

high rates of economic growth was extended as official a firm after its tax exemption period has expired has

public policy under Law 57 of 1963. In addition to always been a difficulty facing policy-makers. It is with

maintaining the fundamental concepts of the 1948 and some of these problems that the new law attempts to

1954 laws, the 1963 legislation moved to decentralize grapple.
industrial development,which had become concentrated
around the San Juan metropolitan area (with smaller * Associate Professor of Economics, University of Puerto Rico

concentrations around the Mayaguez and Ponce areas). in Mayaguez.
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10 High Industrial DevelopmentZonesPuerto Rico was a Spanish colony for 400 years until it was ceded to the United States in 1898. ill .....

years --

Puerto Rico is now a self-governing Commonwealth associated with the United States .but
which has its own Constitution. In 1952 it acquired the right to elect its own Governor. The 15 years -- Intermediate Industrial Develop-
executive power is 'vested in the Governor and a Cabinet of fourteen Secretaries. There is a ment Zones
bicameral Legislative Assembly consisting of a Senate of 27 members and a House of Repre-
sentatives of 51 members. Puerto Rico is represented by a Resident Commissioner in the U.S. 20 years- Low Industrial Development Zones

J
House of Representatives but he does not possess full voting rights. Citizens of Puerto Rico
have the status of U.S. citizens.

25 years -- Vieques and Culebra



In concluding these introductory remarks, in retrospect (albeit quite limited), as does the provision permitting
the overall policy of tax exemptionhas been a resound- a tax deduction of five percent of the production pay-
ing success in Puerto Rico in terms of the economic roll to those firms that meet given standards with
growth objective. Between 1947 and 1977 per capita respect to job creation(and at the same time receive

personal income in terms of constant (1954) dollars rose partial tax exemption).
from $ 295 to $ 1,113; constant dollar gross product
rose at an annual rate of 5.6 percent; total employment Conversion to partial tax exemptionin manufacturing rose from around 50,000 (net of em-

ployment in the now defunct home needleworksector) An important feature of the new law permits conversion
to 144,000, and total employment in all sectors in- to partial exemption of those tax exemption grants
creased from 572,000 to 739,000 (figures which, of made under the prior 1963 law. By opting for partial
course, belie extensive compositional changes in the exemption instead of full exemption, a firm is able to
labor force). Admittedly, the existence of tax holiday extend its (partial) tax exemption for up to ten years
provisions representedonly one of the many variables in after the expiration of the original grant period. The
the overall growth equation, and many problems remain firm which selects to convert will then receive 50 per-
(e.g., unemployment). cent income tax exemption for the first five years and

35 percent, 40 percent, 45 percent, or 50 percent ex-

emption during the ensuing five-year period according
to the industrial development zone in which the enter-

prise is located. The tax exemptionprovision applicable
Il. THE PUERTO RICO INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES to property and municipal taxes is at a 50 percent rte

ACT OF 1978: AN OVERVIEW 2 under the conversion clauses. A further benet acquired
under the conversion provisions is that of repatriationof

Total tax exemption has been eliminated. For those exempt earnings accumulated prior to January 1, 1978,
firms that qualify, partial exemption grants are offered by paying a withholding, or tollgate, tax of 4 percent
that cover from ten to 25 years, depending upon the (which, under certain conditions, generates a carry-for-
region in which the enterprise is established.The overall ward credit).
exemption periods are divided into five-year subperiods,
with declining tax exemption rates of 90 percent, 75 Those firms operating in the textile, clothing, leather,

percent, 65 percent, 55 percent, and 50 percent being and shoe industries whose tax exemption grant expires

applied at each five-year interval. As under the 1963 between 1978 and 1982 are permitted to extend their

legislation, a partial tax exemption period of ten years tax exemption grants for five additionalyears at 90 per-

applies to firms that locate in High Industrial Develop- cent income tax exemption; their previous exemptions
ment zones, of 15 years to those locating in Inter- with respect to property and municipal taxes are also

mediate Industrial Development zones, of 20 years to extended, subject to the condition that the firm not

those situating in Low Industrial Development zones,
reduce its annual production or employmentby 20 per-

and of 25 years to those establishing operations in the cent or more in conparison to the preceding three-year
island municipalities of Vieques and Culebra. As previ- period. The intent of this provision is to further stimu-

ously, all partial exemptions are valid with regard to late those rms which are relatively labor-intensive.

income and property taxes.

Small enterprises
Ill. PARTIALTAX EXEMPTION UNDER THE

In order specifically to aid smaller enterprises and to 1978 ACT
soften the fiscal impact of partial exemption, total tax

exemption is given to the first $ 100,000 of net income As stated in Part II of this article, 100 percent exemp-
of those exempted enterprises whose net income is less tion from certain taxes has been replaced by partial (and
than $ 500,000 these same businesses are also exempt- declining) tax exemption. With respect to taxes on

ed from real and personal property taxes for the first industrial development income (defined below), the
$ 100,000 of the assessed property value. proportions of net taxable income exempt from pay-

ment of income taxes decrease over subperiods of five

Service industries years in the following fashion:3

For the first time, certain types of service industries

may qualify for partial tax exemption. In the past, ex- 1. The official Spanish title of the law is Ley de Incentivos

emption had applied only to manufacturing establish- Industriales de Puerto Rico de 1978. Appearinghere is the offi-

ments and certain hotels. To be eligible, a service-pro- cial English title.

ducing firm (i) must completely market its services out- 2. What is presented at this juncture and in subsequent Parts

side of Puerto Rico, (ii) 80 percent of its employees
III-VI is merely a summary view of the principal aspects of the
new legislation. This must be the case since the law is a very

must be residents of the island and work more than 20
lengthy document. As a result, many details are necessarily

hours per week, (iii) at least 80 percent of invoice value omitted. Subsequent footnotes, which begin with Part III, permit
must be generated domestically, and (iv) the services the reader to refer to those sections of the law from which each

must not be utilized even indirectly in Puerto Rico. summary part of this article is drawn.

Such a provision has employment-generatingobjectives 3. Refer to Section 3(a).

10 1979 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation



ed firm in commercial banks, savings and loan

Subperiods Exempt portion Maximum effective associations, and similar savings institutions do-

tax rate
* ing business in Puerto Rico under determination

by the Secretary of the Treasury that these
serve5 years and less 90% 4.5 deposits will to expand employment and

income.6-10 years 75% 11.3
3. Dividends or benefits of a corporation or partner-11-15 years 65% 15.8

16-20 years 55% 20.3 ship which is a member of a tax exempt firm if
distributed from income made in the two above-21-25 years 50% 22.5
cited ways.

*

Assuming a 45 percent corporate income tax rate, the Although the new legislation only partially exempts in-
present maximum. dustrial development income from taxes, income from

those investments listed above under 2(a-l) remains
totally exempt.

The first subperiod begins as of the date of commence-

ment of operations and is determined jointly by the Tax exemption periodSecretary of the Treasury and the Economic Develop-
ment Administrator. If a firm has already begun opera- High Industrial DevelopmentZones : 10 yearstions prior to filing the tax exemption application, the Intermediate Industrial DevelopmentZones : 15 yearsexemptionperiod begins on the date the applicationwas Low Industrial DevelopmentZones : 20 yearsfiled.

Vieques and Culebra : 25 years
Industrial developmentincome is defined as:4
1. An exempted firm's net income from operations

declared exempt; The duration of the partial tax exemption period, from
2. Eligible interest, rent, and dividend income derived ten to 25 years, depends upon the geographical area of

from: the island in which the business locates. 5 These zones

a. obligations of the government of Puerto Rico, have already been generally defined in Part II above, and :

its instrumentalities,and political subdivisions; are determined by the Governor of Puerto Rico upon '.:

b. loans made or insured by the Housing Bank of the recommendation of several agency heads. If later
Puerto Rico; reclassification of zones is undertaken, the exemptions .

c. mortgage loans or loans guaranteed by any of firms already established in the area are not affected.
agency or instrumentalityof the governmentsof In the calculation of taxable income, those exemptPuerto Rico and the United States made to firms engaged in manufacturing whose industrial de-
finance housing construction, purchase, or im- velopment income during the taxable year does not ex-
provement in Puerto Rico; ceed $ 500,000 are able to deduct the first $ 100,000 of

d. loans for the construction, expansion, or pur- income in the determination of taxable income under
chase of land or industrial buildings and for the income tax statutes. However, if the firm elects to take
acquisition of machinery, equipment, and work- the payroll deduction described in the following sen-
ing capital used in the exemptedenterprise; tences, it is not permitted to take the $ 100,000 deduc-

e. loans for financing the maritime operations of tion from taxable income.
businesses serving Puerto Rico;

f. loans executed by Puerto Rico's Development Production payroll deductionBank, Industrial Development Company, Com-
mercial Development Company, and instru- The production payroll deduction deals with another
mentalities and subdivisions of the island's gov- part of the new law that seeks to reduce the tax load
ernment; caused by the elimination of total tax exemption. Under

g. loans or participations in such loans made to this provision a manufacturing firm may deduct from
small businesses operating in Puerto Rico en- its pre-tax industrial development income five percentgaged in manufacturing, commerce, and services of its production payroll up to an amount not to exceed
that are guaranteed by any agency or instrumen- 50 percent of such income. The production payrolltality of the governmentsof Puerto Rico and the specfically excludes the salaries of executives, super-United States; visors, and administrativepersonnel, and relates to those

h. obligations issued by the Conservation Trust of employees who receive wage and salary income directlyPuerto Rico; linked to the productive activitiesof the business.6
i. capital notes issued under the Banking Law of

Puerto Rico;
j. real or personal property leased to the govern-

Exemption for central and municipal real property taxes

ment of Puerto Rico or its instrumentalitiesand Partial tax exemption applies not only to income taxessubdivisions; but to central and municipal government real and per-k. funds invested in non-redeemable preferred
stock of banks organized under Puerto Rican 4. Refer to Section 2(a).
laws; 5. Refer to Section 3(d).

1. funds deposited for fixed terms by the exempt- 6. Refer to Section 3(a).
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sonal property taxes7 (income taxes are levied only by both an Intermediate Industrial Developmentand ,a Low
the central government). All the property of the Industrial Development zone; 20 years of exemption is
exempted firms used in the development, organization, granted for establishmentin Vieques and Culebra. These
and operation of an enterprise is exempted from proper- same rates and periods of partial tax exempt duration
ty taxes at the same percentages and for the same peri- are also granted to special, scientific, educational, and
ods specified above (i.e., 90 percent exemption during recreational facilities.
the first five years, 75 percent exemption between and
including the sixth and tenth years, etc.). Taxation com-

mences upon the start of operations and not upon the IV. THE CONVERSIONOPTION TO PARTIAL
beginning of construction, and the duration of partial TAX EXEMPTION 12

exemption depends upon the designated industrial zone.

Manufacturing enterprises are annually exempted from Those business firms that, as of January 1, 1978, were
the payment of taxes on the first $ 100,000 of the as- receiving tax exemption grants under previous legisla-
sessed value of real and personal property; the duration tion, are able to exercise the option to convert such
of this latter provision also depends upon the industrial grants to the provisions of the new law. The conversion
zone. All intangible personal property in the nature of application must be made by December 31, 1978. By
patents, trademarks, or production licenses used by the accepting partial taxation under this option, the firm
exempt firm in its operations is totally exempt from receives a partial tax exemption grant extension for ten
personal property taxes. Finally, with regard to munici- years (see Part V below). The proportions of industrial
pal taxes (principally gross receipts levies), total exemp- development income which are taxable upon conversion
tion is granted for the periods that vary according to vary according to the number of years remainingon the
industrial zone.8 original grant, and are as follows:

I

Extension to service industries
Remaining term Percent of industrial Maximum effective

The 1978 law extends partial tax exemption to service of converted development income tax rate
*

units in such areas as investment banking, insurance, grant exempt
advertising, cinematography, news syndication, com- 4 years or less 73.3 12.0
puter and consulting services, public relations, repairs, 4 - 8 years 77.7 10.0
and packaging.9 The concept of a tax exempt service 8 -12 years 85.5 6.5
unit is quite flexible, and additional firms producing 12-16 years 90.0 4.5
services for export may be designated by the Governor 16-20 years 91.0 4.1
upon receipt of a favorable recommendation from the more than
Secretary of the Treasury and the Economic Develop- 20 years 93.3 3.0
ment Administrator. The principal criteria to be taken
into account are external demand for such services, the *

Assuming 45 percent corporate income tax rate, thea
service firm's domestic job-creating potential, and its present maximum.
total payroll. However, as noted in Part II of this ar-

ticle, the service producing firm must meet rather stiff
requirements to obtain tax exempt status, for it must Property and municipal taxes are not affected by the
produce exclusively for markets outside Puerto Rico conversion feature, and continue to be paid at the per-
but generate from sources within the island at least centages stipulated in the original grant.
four fifths of the value of the services billed.10 If the firm which applies for the conversion option has

more than six years remaining on its original grant, it
may choose to be partially taxed on only ten percent

Tax exemption period for service units of its industrial development income. Moreover, it re-

ceives a right to carry over as a credit in future tax years
High Industrial DevelopmentZone :10 years an amount equal to two thirds of the net income tax
Intermediate Industrial DevelopmentZone : 15 years bill it pays under this alternative provision. However, by
Low Industrial DevelopmentZone :15 years selecting this alternative the firm loses its vested rights
Vieques and Culebra :20 years to request the partial tax exemption extension for ten

additionalyears.

Only a maximum of 50 percent of the industrial devel- Preferential treatment for accumulatedearnings
opment income and assessed property value of service

The firm selecting the conversion option also receivesunits is exempt from income and property levies
respectively;11 the municipal tax exemptions are the preferential treatment with respect to its accumulated
same as those authorized to manufacturing concems.

The duration of the partially tax exempt period varies 7. Refer to Section 3(b).

slightly from that granted to manufacturingenterprises.
8. Refer to Section 3(c).
9. Refer to Section 2(0).An exempted service unit established in a High Industri- 10. Refer to Section 2(q).

al Development zone receives ten years of exemption, 11. Refer to Section 3(0).
but receives only 15 years of exemption if located in 12. Refer to Section 3(i)
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earnings. Those earnings accumulated pror to January tingent upon the condition that the firm not reduce by
1,1973, may be distributed over a two-year period (50 more than 20 percent its annual production, operations,
percent per year) upon paymentof a four percent with- or employment in comparison with the averages for
holding, or tollgate, tax (as opposed to a maximum ten these variables in the three-year period preceding the
percent rate). Not less than 50 percent of those distrib- date of request for extension. However, such conditions
uted earnings (net industrial developmentincome) accu- may be waived under extraordinarycircumstances.
mulated between 1973 and 1978 must be invested in
Puerto Rico in specific areas during a five year period in
order that the firm may qualify for payment of the VI. ADDITIONALASPECTS
reduced four percent tollgate tax. These investment
areas include additional structures and equipmentof the Those persons receiving dividends or profits distributed
firm itself, the principal balance of any debt incurred by by an exempt firm from its after-tax accumulated net
the firm for the acquisition of equipment or property income are exempt from the payment of the individual
to be used in industrial development, and in those in- income tax in the same proportions in which the indus-
vestments which generate interest, rental, and dividend. trial development income is exempt from taxes. 14 This
income as listed in Part III of this article. The remaining iS contingent upon the accumulated net income having
earnings can be repatriated in five annual installments been invested and maintained for at least five years in
(i.e., ten percent per annum). In addition, half of the those areas of investment specified above in Part IV
reinvested earnings accumulated during this latter five- pertinent to earnings accumulated between 1973 and
year period may be distributed (or repatriated) after the 1978 (so that the firm may qualify for the reduced four
fifth year upon payment of the four percent tollgate percent tollgate tax). Those persons who qualify for
tax. such treatment must either be (i) residents of Puerto
The firm that selects the conversion option earns the Rico or (ii) non-residents who bear no tax obligation in

right to carry over as a tax credit in future tax years an their country of residence; non-residents who may not

amount equal to the sum it pays as the four percent toll- take (or only partially take) the Puerto Rican tax as a

gate tax. However, the credit cannot exceed one half of deduction or tax credit from dividend distributions in
the obligation in a given tax year. Upon liquidation, their own country also qualify. In the case of a non-

these firms become exempt from the four percent toll- Puerto Rican corporate stockholder, such distributions
gate tax on earnings accumulted prior to January 1, are generally subject to a ten percent tollgate tax. How-
1978. ever, these distributions may receive a credit of 50 per-

cent of the tax if the exempted firm meets the criteria
of investing and maintaining not less than 50 percent of

V. THE EXTENSION OF PARTIAL TAX its net industrial development income for not less than
EXEMPTION 13 five years in specified investments (again refer to the

third paragraph of Part IV of this article).
In order to reduce the number of firms that cease opera- A tax exemption grant or stock in an exempt firm may
tions after their tax exemption grant has terminated, be transferred only by written approval of the Governor
those firms that elect the conversion option automatic- of Puerto Rico (such approval may be made retroactive-
lly receive an extension of their tax exemption grants ly under extraordinarycircumstances). If such a transfer
for an additional ten-year period; grants under the hew is made without approval, tax exemption may be for-
law may also receive the extension, but in their case feited, although certain types of transfers are permitted
there arises no acquired right. Service and special facility without prior consent. 15

firms also qualify for the extension, but only for a span That income received by individuals generated by theof five years. The percentage exemptions applicable to
complete liquidation 16 of a tax exempt firm is notindustrial development income are equal to 50 percent generally subject to Puerto Rican taxes, conditionedduring the first five years and vary according to the in-

dustrial development zone in which the firm is located upon compliance with the investment criteria set forth
in Part IV. Subject to a four percent tax under the newduring the latter five years. The following schedule sets law are liquidating distributions paid to U.S. parentout these percentages: companies (except for pre-1978 accumulations in the
case of a conversion).

Zone Percentage Exemption A successor firm (i.e., a firm that applies for tax exemp-
Years 1-5 Years 6-10 tion to pursue an economic activity similar to that of a

predecessor exempted firm) may receive a tax exemp-High Industrial Development 50 35 tion grant provided that: 1 7
Intermediate Industrial Develop- (a) the predecessor has not ceased operations for more

ment 50 40 than six consecutive months prior to or after theLow Industrial Development 50 45 filing of the application;Vieques and Culebra 50 50

13. Refer to Section 3(m).
14. Refer to Section 4.

During the same ten-year extension period, a 50 percent 15. Refer to Section 5.
exemption from property and municipal taxes is also 16. Refer to Section 6.
granted. All such extension-relatedexemptions are con- 17. Refer to Section 7.
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(b) the predecessor maintains its average annual produc- 1947. Revocation of a tax exemption grant can be made
tion and employmentfor the last three taxable years when the grantee fails to comply with the obligations
terminating with the clause of the taxable year pre' imposed by the legislation. In the case of a grant obtain-

ceding the filing of the application; ed through false or fraudulent representation, all pre-

(c) the average annual employment of the successor is viously reported net income (distributed or undistrib-

more than 25 percent of that of the predecessor; uted) is subject to regular taxation.

(d) the successor does not use the predecessor'sphysical As under previous tax exemption legislation, the agency
facilities; additions to physical facilities may be ex- directly in charge of carrying out the provisions of the
empt from this clause upon Executive determina- law is the Puerto Rican Industrial Tax Exemption
ton. Office. The Director is appointed by and responsible to

There is, however, a great deal of flexibility incorpo- the Governor. Applications for and hearings on tax ex-

rated into this section of the law, and non-compliance emption are administered by this Office. Nevertheless,
with the above-listed provisions does not, under reason- the overall process of grant approval entails analysis of

able circumstances, prevent the successor business from the application and its economic effects by several con-

gaining tax exempt status. cerned governmentalagencies. 19

Applications for tax exemption may be refused on such As pointed out in the Introduction to this article, this

broad grounds as conflicting with public interest, not new piece of legislation took effect on June 2, 1978.

benefiting the people of Puerto Rico, or creating un- Applications for tax exemption grants under the Act are

fair competition with products of ineligible (for tax to be received until June 30, 1988.20

exemption) businesses. 18 The principal eligibility cri-
terion continues to be the production on a commercial 18. Refer to Section 9.
scale of a manufactured product not produced on a 19. Refer to Section 10.
commercial scale in Puerto Rico prior to January 1, 20. Refer to Section 15.

UNITED STATES:
Surveyof the federal incometax rates

CORPORATIONS On that part of income between tax in
%

Income tax

On the first $25,000 of profits 17 percent $ 0 $ 3,400 0

on the next $25,000 of profits 20 percent $ 3,400 $ 5,500 14

on the next $25,000 of prots 30 percent $ 5,500 $$ 7,600 16

on the next $25,000 of profits 40 percent $ 7,600 $ 11,900 18

on profits in excess of $100,000 46 percent $ 11,900 $ 16,000 21
$ 16,000 $ 20,200 24

(plus State income tax) $ 20,200 $ 24,600 28
$ 24,600 $ 29,900 32

Minimum tax on tax preferences $ 29,900 $ 35,200 37
(this does not apply to tax option corporationsand per- $ 35,200

r $ 45,800 43
sonal holding companies) $ 45,800 $ 60,000 49

15 percent of the difference between the total of tax $ 60,000 $ 85,600 54

preference items (e.g. certain accelerated depreciation $ 85,600 $109,400 59

rates, depletion etc.) and the regular income tax or -- if $109,400 $162,400 64

the regular income tax amounts to less than $10,000 -- $162,400 $215,400 68

$10,000. Over $215,400 60

The minimum tax is levied in addition to the income tax. (plus State income tax)

INDIVIDUALS
Income tax

2. Married individuals may file separate returns. In this

1. Married ndividuals filing joint returns and surviving case the income brackets are reduced by half, while

spouses: the rates remain the same.

[to be continued on p. 331
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Y.C. Jao*:

'/V- }

4,-
ji HongKongsNewTaxon

OffshoreBaakingProfits

A new tax on the net profits arising from offshore obstacles to world trade. For instance, France, the
transactions of banks and depository institutions that Netherlands and Switzerland do not impose tax
carry on business in Hong Kong, at the standardrate of on the profits earned through foreign branches by
17 percent as for incorporatedcompanies, has recently firms established in those counfries. Again, the
been introduced. The enabling legislation, the Inland Netherlands, Switzerland and, in certain cases,
Revenue (Amendment)Bill 1978, was passedon August Canada, do not charge resident companes in
16, 1978 and took effect retroactiuely as from April 1, respect of the diuidends they draw from overseas
1978. In view of Hong Kong's growing importance as a subsidiaries.
financial centre, particularly for the Asian-Pacific Having reaffirmed the territorial source principle, the
region, a short note on the backgroundand significance Review Committee then considered the detailed applica-of the tax is in order.

tion of the principle to the individual categoriesof taxes
in the light of changing commercial practices and case

law that have developed during the last three decades.I. BACKGROUND
With regard to profits tax, the Review Committee re-

commended that, while there should be no generalThe tax has its origin in one of the recommendationsof extension of the tax to profit made outside Hong Kong,a tax reform committee appointed in 1976 and official- there ought to be legislation taxing what it called thely known as the Third Inland Revenue Ordinance Re- intermediate category of profit which accrues in theview Committee (hereinafter abbreviated as the Review
Committee). A discussion of the main recommenda-

course of carrying on a trade or business in Hong Kong
without the substantial intervention of any branchtions of the Review Committee by the present writer elsewhere. 3 The same principle of levying tax on suchhas appeared in a previous issue of this Bulletin. 1
profits should, in the view of the Review Committee,Among the terms of reference of the Review Committee also apply to net interest earned by banks and deposit-was to consider the territorial ambit of the various taking companies which operate in Hong Kong, collectschedular taxes. The Review Committee'srecommenda- deposits from the Hong Kong public, and redeposit suchtion regarding the general territorial source principle of proceeds in overseas markets (such as the Euro-dollartaxation, to which Hong Kong adheres, is worth quoting market), or on-lend them to overseas borrowers. Withagain, not only because of its obvious relevance and im- regard to the important principle of where the sourceportance to the new tax now being discussed, but also of any given interest is located, the Review Committee,for its unequivocal stand on a question that has given in contrast to the prevailing tendency of the law courtsrise to much unnecessary misunderstandingand disputa- to give preponderant consideration to the place wheretion: 2
the original credit or loan is given (the so-called provi-In the circumstances, we haue come to the con- sion of credit test), came to the conclusion that theclusion that the broad principle of excludingprof-

its and earnings received in Hong Kong but having
their origin elsewhere should continue to operate.

* Reader in Economics and Dean of the Faculty of Social

Although we have pointed out that the exclusion Sciences, University of Hong Kong.
makes the ambit of the Inland Revenue Ordinance 1. Y.C. Jao, Tax Reform and Fiscal Policy in Hong Kong, 32

Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation, 175 (Aprilnarrower than that of the income tax codes of 1977).
many other territories, it can also be said that the 2. Report of the Third Inland Revenue Ordnance Reviewrule of exempting particular typesof incomeorigi- Committee, Hong Kong, 1977, para. 110.
nating outside a country's borders is well recog- 3. The branch or branch organisation is defined to be
nised as a method of preventing the international identical to the concept of permanent establishment normally
double taxation whch could otherwise create used in double taxation conventions.
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economically valid test should be the place where the institution by way of interest whch arises directly
credit or loan proceeds are actually employed. In the or indirectly through or from the carrying on by
words of the Review Committee, the bank or other financial institution of its busi-

the purpose must be to subject to tax under the ness in the Colony, notwithstandng that the
Inland Revenue Ordinance all signifcant ows of moneys in respect of which the interest is received
income which are the result of economic activity or accrues are made available outside the Colony.
carried on in Hong Kong rather than elsewhere. 4

The publication of this proposed amendment Bill in
The Report of the Review Committee was published in March gave rise to strong oppositions from the banking
early 1977. The Government of Hong Kong then ap- and financial community. Some of the major criticisms
pointed another working party of officials, chaired by of the Bill which were not accepted by the Government
the Financial Secretary, Mr. C.P. Haddon-Cave, to ex- may be briefly noted.
amine the recommendations of the Review Committee The first objection is that the Bill violates the territorial
with regard to their economic and social implicationsas

source principle to which Hong Kong has traditionally
well as political and administrative feasibility. The work-

adhered, under which only income arising in or derived
ing party eventually decided to reject the proposed from Hong Kong is chargeable to tax. As explained
general extension of the ambit of profits tax to the in-

earlier, the Review Committeereaffirmed this principle,
termediate category of profits which a business active- but sought to reinforce it by applying a more stringent
ly carried on in Hong Kong obtains without the sub- test in respect of net profits from offshore transactions
stantial interventonof any branch elsewhere. The work- earned by banks and financial institutions. In the view
ing party also rejected the Review Committee's recom- of the Review Committee, it is bank depository
mendation, in respect of interest income generally, that

a or

institution's permanent establishment in Hong Kong,
the territorial source criterion should be extended by which enjoys and exploits the local infrastructure in
ascribing a local origin to interest paid by a person collecting funds and on-lending them, that constitutes
carrying on a trade or business in Hong Kong on bor- the source of its profits from interest. The allegation
rowed money employed or expended to produce assess- that the proposed extension of the profits tax ambit is
able profits, not because it disagreed with the underly- inconsistent with the source principle is therefore in-
ing rationale of the proposal, but because it thought the valid. To assuage the fears of the financial and business
administrative problems associated with the proposal community, however, the Financial Secretary felt it
would be too complex to be acceptable. However, the

necessary to reconfirm the Government's commitment
working party agreed that the extension of the ambit of to the territorial source concept. 7 Indeed, as shown
the profits tax to include interest earnings which a bank earlier, the Review Committee went much further than
or depository institution actively carried on in Hong the Government was prepared to go in extending the
Kong obtains without the substantial intervention of a territorial source ambit to cover all intermediate cate-
branch elsewhere can be achieved within the framework of profits and interest earned by non-bank enti-gory
of the territorial source criterion. In the words of the ties.
Financal Secretary,

the Governmentagrees wth the Review Commit- It has been suggested by the legal profession that the

tee that it is a bank's organisation in Hong Kong, existing loophole arising from sole reliance on the pro-

and the use to which that organisation is put to vision of credit test can in fact be plugged without an

collect funds for lending, which are the source of amending Bill, since the said test need not be the only
its profits from interest. Thus, where such a bus- determining factor influencing the decision of a court.

ness is carred on in Hong Kong, any resultng The Government, however, has also rejected this sug-

profits ought to be chargeable to tax here in the gestion on the ground that the credit test is well estab-

same way as commissions, fees and exchangeprofit lished in case law so that to ignore or challenge it would

dealings are charged at the present time. With the create an atmosphere of unacceptableuncertainty.

rapid expansion of offshore business, an increasing Another complaint by the opponents of the tax is that

proportion of the profits of these institutions it is discriminatory against the financial institutions.
would otherwise escape tax. There is no justifica- They point out that when an individual or corporation
tion for this n as much as these profits are, in places surplus funds abroad, the interest earnings there-

effect, derived from economc activities carried on from are not taxable. The Government's explanation is
in Hong Kong.5 that banks and depository financial institutions are

uniquely different from other entities in that only they
collect deposits from the public as a business. In the

Il. LEGISLATION words of the Financial Secretary,

The amendments to the existing Inland Revenue Ordi-
nance take the form of inserting definitions of a bank
and financial institution in Section 2(1) and adding a 4. Ibid, para. 100.

new sub-section to the deeming section 15(1) of the 5. The 1978-79 BudgetSpeech, paxa. 173, March 1, 1978.

principal Ordinance. The original version of this new
6. Hong Kong Gouernment Gazette, Legal Supplement No. 3,

sub-sectionsought to bring into charge: 6 March 3, 1978.
7. Speech by the Financial Secretary in the Second Reading

Sums, not otherwise chargeable under this Part, Debate on the Inland Revenue (Amendment) Bill 1978, August
receved by or accrued to a bank or other financial 16, 1978, para. 7.
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to the extent that the operations involved in ther double taxation, however, is restricted only to compa-
borrowing and lending transactions take place in nies managed and controlled in Hong Kong, since com-

Hong Kong, it is entirely logical that the profits panies managed and controlled elsewhere are likely to

from such transactions should be liable to Hong receive unilateral relief under their own domestic tax

Kong tax. 8 legislation.
The Governmenthas long taken the view that banks and

depository institutions are in a privileged tax position Ill. EVALUATION
generally in that they enjoy an effective tax rate well
below that paid by other incorporatedentities. 9

In so far as the newly-introduced tax on net profits
The financial community has also warned that imposi- from offshore interest earnings of banks and financial
tion of the new tax at 17 percent would adversely affect institutions with permanent establishments in Hong
Hong Kong's status as a financial centre, as banks and Kong represents a reform measure designed to plug a
financial institutions affected by the tax might migrate loophole, the Government in general has a very strong
to low-rate centres such as Singapore and Manila, where case indeed, particularly as the said reform has been
the corresponding rates on offshore banking profits are implemented within the framework of the territorial
10 and 5 percent respectively. The Government'scoun- source principle. It has also been shown that the tax is
ter-argurnent is that taxation is only one of the many not neant to discrirninate against or penalise the finan-
determinants of a bank's or financial institution'schoice cial sector, but rather to correct an anomalous situation
of operating base. Hong Kong's other well-known ad- whereby banks and financial institutions enjoy a lower
vantages will, it is implied, more than outweigh the effective tax rate than other non-financialconcerns.

slight tax differential resulting from the new tax. The
whole question is of course an empirical one, incapable Most responsible critics would not dispute the principle

that banks and depository financial institutions shouldof being proved or disproved on a priori grounds. We
shall return to this point again later. share a fair and equitable part of the tax burden. Never-

theless, they are still unhappy over the fact that, despite
Finally, it has been suggested that, since a bank or some last-minute revisions, the Inland Revenue (Amend-
financial institution is distinguished from other non- ment) Bill of 1978 still leaves roorn for possible conten- ,i
financial entities by its deposit-taking activity, the em- tion and litigation. In particular, they point out that the :.

ployment of its shareholders' funds overseas should failure to incorporate the key phrase without the sub-
be segregated and excluded from the incidence of the stantial intervention of a branch elsewhere used by the
tax. This argument has also been rejected by the Review Committee means that there is still some un-
Government mainly on the ground that it is neither certainty over the exact scope of the tax. 11

possible nor desirable to draw an artificial distinction
between interest income derived from assets which are Two important hypothetical situations can be cited to

claimed to represent shareholders' funds and those illustrate the general sense of uncertainty. How should

which do not. offshore loans which are purely garaged in Hong
Kong, in the sense that they are merely book-entries

The Government did, however, agree to make a few made in the accounts of a Hong Kong office, without
minor concessionsto its critics, in ordr to the said office playing any active part, be treated

minimise msunderstanding and reduce appre- Again, in the case of those offshore loans where the
hension that the Bill is cast wider than was in- Hong Kong office has only played a minor part, how
tended 10 should the tax liability be determined The incorpora-

tion of the key phrase without the intervention of a

Firstly, a financial institution, originally defined as branch elsewhere in a statutory form could have re-

any person, other than a bank, who is carrying on in moved this uncertainty, or at least provided a tangible
the Colony a business the principal activity, or one of basis for argument. However, the Government's
the principal activities, of which is the borrowing and adamant refusal to do so means that each case must be
lending of money, has now been amended to mean judged on its totality of circumstances which in the
a bank licensed under the Banking Ordinance; a critics' view is a poor substitute for clarity and preci-
deposit-taking company registered under the Deposit- sion.
taking Companies Ordinance; and any associated cor- The Government was also on less secure ground when it
poration of a bank or deposit-taking company which refused to consider the exemption of shareholders'
itself carries on the business of taking deposits. funds from the new tax. Although the Review Commit-
Secondly, the words directly or indirectly in the new- tee did not specifically discuss the position of these
ly added sub-section to the deeming section of the prin-
cipal Ordinance have been deleted. Thirdly, a new clause
has been inserted to ensure that the extension of the
charge only affects the profits of licensed banks and re- 8. Ibid, para. 11.

gistered deposit-taking companies for that part of the 9. This was pointed out, for instance, by the Financial Secre-
some five years ago. See The 1973-74 Budget Speech, para.

year of assessment in which they are so licensed or
tary
195.

registered under their respective Ordinances. Finally, 10. Speech by the Financial Secretary in the Second Reading
a new clause has also been inserted to provide for the Debate on the Inland Revenue (Amendment)Bill 1978, para. 26.
deduction from profits brought into charge of any 11. The key phrase does appear in the explanatorymemorandum

foreign tax already paid on those profits. This relief for of the Bill which however does not have any statutory force.
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funds, it did stress the deposit-taking functionof banks part of foreign banks would seem to lend strong support
and financial institutions.Thus it argued that to the claim that foreign banks are not too concemed

the basic situation is one in which the organisa- with the implications of the new tax, and that Hong
tion which the bank possesses in Hong Kong is Kong's well-known advantages -- low standard tax rate,
brought into exstence and put to work for the liberal governmental policy towards private enterprise,
purpose of collecting (as deposits) the very funds absence of exchange control, stable social conditions,
which are used for the purpose, amongstothers, of rapid economic growth, and, last but not least, proximi-
entering into the transaction which gives rise to the ty to China, a country which is embarking on a huge
receiptof interest industrialisation programme and is reported to be will-

ing to tap the credit facilities of foreign banks -- easily
and concluded that outweigh any disadvantages that might arise from the

the profits obtaned n thid way could not have new tax. On the other hand, outstandingoffshore loans
been obtained but for the exstence of the organi- of the banking system, which had been growing rapidly
sation through which the deposits are gathered before the announcement of the tax, appear to have
in. 12 peaked. Thus, after reaching a record high of

A strict interpretation of these passages would appear HK$ 19,634 million in February, they began to level

to favour the view that only deposit funds are the off and by the end of June had fallen to HK$16,749
source of profits from interest earned on overseas loans million. It is not yet clearwhether this reversal of trend

or investments.There is some force in the argument that represents only a temporary consolidation after years

shareholders' funds of banks and depository financial of phenomenal growth -- about 72 percent per annum

institutions are analogous in principle to the investment from December 1969 to February 1978 --

or a calcu-

qerseas of funds by an individual or a corporation, lated reaction to the new tax. However, the possibility
interest on which is not taxable under the amended that the tax has influenced, at least to some extent, the

Ordinance. It is acknowledged that there are legal and reshuffling of banks' overseas loan portfolios cannot be

accounting difficulties in segregatingshareholders' funds ruled out. If this is the case, then the Government's

from depositors' funds, but some banking experts have original estimate that the new tax will yield about

claimed that these difficultiesare not insurmountable. HK$ 145 million in fiscal year 1979-80 and HK$ 80
million annually thereafter may have erred on the opti-

It remains to be seen whether the implementationof the mistic side. 14

tax would drive away business and adversely affect

Hong Kong's position as a financial centre. Only the Finally, it is to be noted that the tax on offshore bank-

passage of time can enable one to draw up a balance ing profits is only one of the tax reform measures re-

sheet of quantifiablebenefits and costs. Certain develop- commended by the 1976 Review Committee. Some
have already been rejected by the Government, while

ments in recent months can be used as proximate in-
others still being considered. A discussion of these

dicators of the longer-run trends. Shortly after the are

issues must be left to another occasion.
Government announced its intention to introduce the
new tax from the current fiscal year beginning April 1,
it also liberalised its bank licensing policy with respect
to foreign banks. 13 These banks will now be allowed to 12. Report of the Third Inland Revenue Ordinance Review Com-

operate a single branch ofce in Hong Kong provided mittee, Hong Kong, 1977, para. 131-133.

that they are incorporated in countrieswhose monetary 13. The ban on new bank licences was imposed in 1966 after a

authorities exercise effective supervision, that they have serious banking crisis erupted in 1965.

total assets, net of contra items, of not less than US 14. Another factor that may reduce the estimated yield is the

$ 3,000 million, and that some form of reciprocity is
fact that the spreads between borrowing and lending rates in

offshore syndicated loans, normally expressed in terms of per-
available in their countries of incorporation to Hong centage points over the London Inter-bank Offer Rate (LIBOR),
Kong banks. Since the new banking policy was an- had steadily narrowed in recent years. The lowest spreads for
nounced on March 15, 1978, twenty-one foreign banks prime borrowers, for example, declined from about 1.25 percent
have been issued full licences. This swift response on the in 1976 to about 0.5 percent in mid-1978.
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USA
Il. TAX YEARS BEGINNING IN 1977

Since the new legislation delays the application of the
1976 T.R.A. provisions effecting the Sec. 911 exclu-
sions until after 1977, the pre-1976 T.R.A. exclusion

The ForeignEarned rules apply to income earned abroad in 1977.3

IncomeActof1978:
It is therefore appropriate to briefly discuss the effect of
these pre-1976 T.R.A. rules in respect to the treatment
of foreign earned income. In addition, it is pointed out
that the Internal Revenue Service has recently granted

TheTaxationof 1977 overseas taxpayers who were out of the country
on April 15, 1977 a filing date extensionuntil February
15, 1979 for their 1977 tax returns. Therefore, those

U.S. CitizensOverseas taxpayers who have already filed their 1977 returns
based on the 1976 T.R.A. provisions should review their
return to determine if a lower tax liability would result

by Richard R Casna* under application of the more liberal pre-1976 T.R.A.
provisions and, thus, obtain any refund of tax which
may be due the taxpayer by filing an amended return.

The recently enacted Foreign Earned Income Act of
1978 (H.R. 9251) dramatically affects the taxation of Under the rules prior to enactment of the 1976 Tax
Americans living and working abroad. Significant Reform Act, a U.S. citizen who met either the bona

changes in the assessment of income tax on foreign fide resident test 4 or the physical presence test 5

eamings by non-residentAmericans will result from ths was entitled to exclude $ 20,000 of earned income de-
new legislation. rived from sources outside the United States from his

or her gross income. Furthermore, if the U.S. citizen .

The following article presents an overuiew of the provi- was a bona fide resident of a foreign country for three
sions of the new law and how they will be applied to the consecutive years or more, he or she was entitled to a

taxaton of American citizens living abroad. $ 25,000 earned income exclusion.

This income exclusion is limited to sums received as

wages, salaries, professional fees or compensation for
I. INTRODUCTION personal services actually rendered. Moreover, the non-

excludable income is taxed, under the rules prior to
On Sunday, October 15, 1978, the United States Con- enactment of the 1976 T.R.A., on the basis asif it were ,

gress enacted H.R. 9251, the Foreign Earned Income the only income, i.e., it is taxed at the rate which would
Act of 1978 (F.E.I.A.) which represents the long-await- apply if there were no other income.
ed legislation regarding the taxation of non-resident , j,,',
American citizens. The new law, signed by President Furthermore, unilateral relief is granted in the form of a
Carter on November 9, 1978, significantly establishes tax credit for foreign taxes paid or accrued which were
sweeping and profound changes in the manner of this allocable to the excluded income. 6 Individuals not en-
taxation. Basically, this new legislation replaces the titled to the exclusion may claim both the foreign tax
earned income exclusions from gross income available credit and the zero-bracketamount. 7 For taxableyearsunder Sec. 911 of the Internal Revenue Code with a

series of special deductions under a new Sec. 913. The * J.D., Southwestern University, Los Angeles, 1978 Intern --

new law, effective for taxable years beginning after McGeorge European Programs, McGeorge School of Law, Sacra-
December 31, 1977, delays the effective date of the mento, California and Salzburg, Austria.

changes made by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (T.R.A.) 1. F.E.I.A. Sec. 209(c)(1).
2. Appreciation is expressed to Mr. Charles M. Bruce, Counseluntil after 1977 and, in addition, provides an optional to, the Committee Finance of the United States Senate, whoon

transitional rule for use by taxpayers in 1978.1 In ef- generously provided the author copies of the Conference Reportfect, this means that the more liberal pre-1976 T.R.A. and legislative text from which the article is drawn and to the
rules apply to taxable years beginning in 1977 while tax- staff of the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation for
payers may choose between applying the 1976 T.R.A. their assistance in the preparationof this article.
rules or the new rules under the F.E.I.A. to taxable 3. Tax Reform Act of 1976, Sec. 1011(d), as amended by the
years beginning in 1978 only. For taxable years begin- Tax Treatment Extension Act of 1977 Sec. l(a).
ing after 1978, the rules as provided in the new legisla- 4. Any U.S. citizen who was a bona fide resident of a foreign
tion are to be the sole basis of taxation of non-resident country for an uninterrupted period including an entire taxable

Americans year.
5. Any U.S. citizen who was present in a foreign country for 17
out of 18 consecutivemonths.This article, therefore, will review the new legislation 6. I.R.C. Sec. 901.

and analyze the application of its provisions in respect 7. The zero bracket amount refers to the income bracket
to taxable years beginning in 1977, 1978 and there- amounts in the tax rate schedules and tax tables on which no or
after. 2 zero tax is imposed.
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beginning in 1977, if an individual who is entitled to the 1978 and, if elected, the alternative basis for tax years
earned income exclusion claims the foreign tax credit, beginning in 1978, is provided by the new provisions of
he or she is required to make an unused zero-bracket the F.E.I.A. of 1978. The basic net effect of these

amount computation in accordance with Code Sec. 63. provisions is to allow an overall deduction for excess

This computation is the zero-bracket amount in excess foreign living costs rather than an earned income exclu-

of the taxpayer's itemized deductions and is added to sion from gross income. 9

the taxpayer's adjusted gross income. No credit, how-

ever, is available for foreign taxes paid on U.S.-source The new law provides that this overall deduction shall

income. be comprisedof five elements:
1) Cost-of-livingdifferential,

Ill. SPECIAL ELECTION PROVISION FOR 1978 2) Housing expenses,

For tax years beginning in 1978 only, taxpayers are 3) Schoolingexpenses,

given the option of applying the law as amended by the 4) Home leave travel expenses,

1976 T.R.A. or applying the new provisions of the 5) Hardship area deduction.

F.E.I.A. of 1978.8 This option is provided in order to

prevent any provision of the new law, which is effective Furthermore, it should be noted that the total amount
of the deduction cannot exceed the individual's net

as of January 1, 1978, from havng a mandatory retro-

active effect. Therefore, before discussing the provisions foreign source earned income, i.e., the individual's for-

of the new legislation, a brief review of the rules of the eign earned income 10 for the portion of the taxable

1976 T.R.A. as they effected the taxation of non-resi- year in which his or her tax home 11 is in a foreign
dent American citizens is in order. country reduced by the value of employer-fumished

meals and lodging which is excluded from income and

The basic effects of the 1976 T.R.A. rules upon the other deductions allocable to the foreign earned income

International Revenue Code sections relating to the such as, for example, foreign real property taxes. 12

taxation of overseas Americans were restrictive in
nature. A reduction in the amount of the earned income Moreover, the bona fide resident and physical pre-

exclusion and less liberal use of the foreign tax credit sence tests are retained, however, the new law now

were the two primary changes effected as a result of this stipulates that resident aliens, including those aliens not

legislation.
covered by treaties containing non-discrimination
clauses, can, if otherwise qualified, avail themselves of

If a taxpayer elects this option -- to be taxed in 1978 the physical presence test. Under prior law, only U.S.
under the provisions of the 1976 T.R.A. -- the bona citizens could avail themselves of this test. Still, only
de resident test or physical presence test must still U.S. citizens can avail themselves of the bona fide resi-
be met, however, the increased exclusion for those tax- dent test.

payers resident overseas three years or more is elimi-
nated. The earned income exclusion from gross income A. The qualified cost-of-livingdifferential
is reduced to $ 15,000 and, moreover, the taxpayer is

subject to the following three 1976 T.R.A. rules modi- This element of the special overall deduction provided
fying the exclusion rules: 1) the foreign income taxes by the new Sec. 913 represents the amount by which

paid on amounts attributable to earned income which is the general cost of living in the foreign place in which
excluded from U.S. tax are not creditable or deductible the taxpayer's tax home is located exceeds the general
against U.S. tax, 2) any ncome (including U.S.-source cost of living for the metropolitan area in the continen-

income) not sheltered by the exclusion is subject to U.S. tal U.S. (excluding Alaska) having the highest general
tax at the rate bracket that would apply if none of the cost of living (currently New York City). 13 This

foreign earned income was excluded, and 3) any income amount will be determined in accordance with tables to

earned abroad that is received outside the country in be provided by the Internal Revenue Service which are

which it is earned is ineligible for the exclusion if one of to be revised at least once during each calendar year in
the purposes of receiving this income outside the coun- order to reflect changing economic conditions. The

try was to avoid that country's tax. As the net effect
under this option reduces the income exclusion, limits
the foreign tax credit and taxes the non-excluded in-

8. F.E.I.A. Sec. 209(c)(1).
9. Since the deduction is taken in arriving at adjusted gross in-

come at higher rates, it would appear that this choice individuals claim the deduction though they do
partcularly benefits those taxpayers in the lowest in-

come, may even

not itemize other deductions.
come brackets, and especially benefits those taxpayers 10. Earned income refers to sums received as wages, salaries,
who fail to have the type of expenses which fall under professional fees or compensation for personal services actually

any of the special deductions provided by the new law rendered, excluding amounts paid by the United States or any

and which is the other alternative available to taxpayers agency thereof. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(j)(1)(A).
for determiningtheir 1978 income tax liability. 11. Tax home means, with respect to any individual, such

individual's home for purposes of section 162(a)(2) (relating to

travelling expenses while away from home). An individual shall

IV. TAX YEARS BEGINNING AFTER 1978 not be treated as having a tax home in a foreign country for any

(and, if elected, for 1978) period for which his or her abode is within the United States.
F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(j)(1)(B).

The sole basis for the determination of the tax liability 12. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(c).
of overseas Americans for tax years beginning after 13. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(d).
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I.R.S. is allwed to take into account, in preparing these of education from the kindergartenthrough the twelfth
tables, the State Department's Local Index of Living (12th) grade in a U.S.-type school.
Costs Abroad relating to such foreign places. 14 The
cost-of-livingdifferentialwill reflect the daily reasonable The reasonable education expenses include the cost of
living expenses (excluding housing and schooling ex- tuition, fees, books, and local transportation, in addi-
penses) and will vary depending on the composition of tion to any other expenses required by the school. 23
the taxpayer's family residing either with him or or at a Expenses for room and board and for transportation
qualified second household. In addition, in making the other than local transportation are allowed only in the
comparison, the tables will assume that the family in- situation where an adequate U.S.-type school is not
come equals the salary of a U.S. Governmentemployee available within a reasonable commutingdistance of the
paid at the level of Step 1, grade GS-14, 15 regardless taxpayer's tax home. Where this is the case, room and
of the taxpayer'sactual taxable income. board expenses in addition to the transportation ex-

pense of the dependent each school year between the
Moreover, the cost-of-living differential will be denied taxpayer's tax home and the location of the school will
the taxpayer who receives meals and lodging furnished be treated as allowable schooling expenses. 24

by the employer where these are excluded from gross
income under Code Sec. 119.16 In the situation where there is an adequate U.S.-type

school available within a reasonable commutingdistance
B. Qualified housing expenses of the taxpayer's tax home but the dependent attends

some other school (including in'the U.S.) the allowable
This deduction represents the excess of the individual's schooling expenses may not exceed the amount which
housing expenses over his base housing amount. 17 would have been charged had the dependent attended
Housing expenses include the reasonable expenses paid the school located within a reasonable commuting dis-
or incurred during the taxable year for housing in a for- tance of the tax home. 25

eign country such as utilities and insurance, but do not
include expenses for mortgage interest, real estate taxes Furthermore, the allowable schoolingexpenses attribut-
or other expenses which are otherwise deductible under able to education will only be taken into account for
other provisions of the Code. Expenses which are con- the period during which the individual's tax home is in
sidered lavish or extravagant under the circum- a foreign country. 26
stances will not be treated as reasonable and, hence, not
allowable as deductible. 18 The base housing amount
represents one-sixth (1/6) of the taxpayer's net earned
income and is equal to twenty percent (20%)of the
excess of the individual'searned income (from whatever 14. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(d)(2)(D). Some examples of cost-of-living
source reduced by such trade or business expenses prop-

differentials, for a family of four persons, are:

-

erly allocable thereto) over the sum of his housing ex- Cost-of-living Cost-of-living
:

penses, cost-of-living differential, schooling expenses,
differential differential :

iLiving in: $ Living in: $home leave travel expenses and any qualified hardship Argentina none Italy 300 !.

area deduction. 19 Australia 1,700 Japan 7,000, !
Austria 5,700 Mexico none

r:

If an individual's tax home is in a hardship area and he Belgium 7,000 Netherlands 3,700
maintains a second household for his spouse and de- Brazil 1,000 Saudi Arabia 3,700
pendents at a foreign place other than his tax home, the Canada none Spain 300
base housing amount for the household maintained at China none Switzerland 7,000
his tax home will be zero. 20 France 4,600 United Kingdom none

German Fed. Rep. 5,700 Venezuela 4,600Indonesia 2,300In addition, the new law further provides that, except in
cases of a qualified second household (described below), These cost-of-living deductions are based on figures of April 1,

1978. It is reported that the Treasury will soon publish figures re-housing expenses of only one house can be deducted at
flecting the situation July 1, 1978, to reflect the decline inas per

a given time and that house must be the one which bears value of the dollar.
the closest relationship to the individual's tax home. 21

15. Step 1, GS-14 salary is currently $ 32,442 annually.
16. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(d)(2)(E). Code Sec. 119 entitles a taxpayerAgain, as with the cost-of-living differential, the deduc- to exclude the value of employer-furnished meals and lodging

tion for housing expenses will be denied where the em- from gross income when furnished for the convenience of the
ployee receives employer-furnished meals and lodging employer.
the value of which is excluded under Code Sec. 119. 17. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(e).

18. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(e)(2)(B).
19. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(e)(3)(A).C. Qualified schooling expenses 20. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(e)(3)(B).
21. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(5).This deduction allows the taxpayer to deduct the rea- 22. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(f).sonable schooling expenses paid or incurred during the 23. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(f)(2).

taxable year for the education of each dependentof the 24. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(f)(3).
taxpayer at the elementary or secondary level. 22 Ele- 25. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(4)(4).
mentary or secondary level is defined as the equivalent 26. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(t)(5).
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D. Qualified home leave travel expenses or her tax home, a taxpayer maintaining a qualified
second household may deduct the excess of the ex-

This deduction permits the taxpayer to deduct the rea- penses of maintaining the second household over his or

sonable amounts paid or incurred for the transportation her base housing amount. 33 For this purpose, the base

of the taxpayer, his or her spouse and each dependent housing amount of the qualified second household is
from the location of their tax home outside the United determined by reducingearned income by the full hous-

States to either the individual's present (or, if none, ing costs at both the tax home and the qualified second
most recent) principal residence in the U.S. or (if never household.
having resided in the U.S.) to the nearest port of entry
in the continental United States (excluding Alaska). 27 Furthermore, the deduction for excess housing costs at

the qualified second household is not disallowed for
The amount of the deduction is limited to the cost of an days during which the taxpayer excludes the value of

economy or coach roundtrip fare per person and also to meals and lodging at his or her tax home under Sec.
one such trip for each continuous period of 12 months 119, and the rule permitting the taxpayer to deduct
for which the taxpayer's tax home is in a foreign coun- only those costs with respect to the household having
try. In order to so qualify, the spouse and dependents, the closest relationship to his or her tax home is modi-

except in the case of a qualifying second household, fied so as to permit the deduction of excess housing
must reside with the taxpayer. costs at the qualified second household.

E. Qualified hardship area deduction C. Schoolingand home leave travel expenses

The new law uniquely distinguishes taxpayers working For purposes of determining the amounts of these de-
and residing in so-called hardship areas. These areas ductions for the expenses of spouses and dependents in
are defined by the F.E.I.A. as being those areas desig- the case where a qualified second household is main-
nated by the Departmentof State where extraordinarily tained, the determinationswill be made with reference
difficult living conditions, notably unhealthful condi- to the location of the qualified second household rather

tions, or excessive physical hardships exist and for than to the location of the tax home. 34

which a post differential of fifteen percent (15%) or

more is provided U.S. Government personnel present
there, or if none present, would be provided if there VI. INDIVIDUALSRESIDING IN CERTAIN CAMPS
were. 28 A deduction computed on a daily basis at an

annual rate of $ 5,000 is allowed for days during which The new legislation makes available special provisions
a taxpayer's tax home is in a hardship area. 29 covering those citizens and residents who, because of

their employment, reside in camps set up by employers
in hardship areas. These provisions provide that such

V. SPECIAL RULES FOR TAXPAYERS taxpayers may elect a $ 20,000 annual exclusion (com-
MAINTAININGSEPARATE HOUSEHOLDS puted on a daily basis) in lieu of the special deduction

for excess foreign living costs created by Sec. 913. 35

In addition to the above describedprovisions relating to

the five particular deductions, the new law provides If this election is made the taxpayer is still entitled to

special rules for taxpayers who, because of adverse living claim the Sec. 119 exclusion for employer-furnished
conditions 30 at their tax homes, maintain separate meals and lodging. However, they will not be permitted
households for spouses and dependents. 31 Basically, to take a foreign tax credit for amounts excluded from

the general effect of these rules is that the computation income. The camps must meet three requirements in

of the five various elements of the special deduction order to qualify as such for these purposes.
shall be based on the second qualified household rather

than on the taxpayer's tax home. These special rules are

summarizedbelow. 27. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(g).
28. A list of areas to which U.S. government personnel are pre-

A. Cost-of-livingdifferential sently assigned which qualify as hardship areas is provided in

the Appendix. Other areas or countriesmay be classified as hard-

Here, the computation to determine the cost-of-living ship areas, however, to which no U.S. government personnel are

differential is to be based with reference to the foreign currently assigned.

place where the qualified second household is located 29. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(h). A special provision of the new law

and not on the place of the taxpayer's tax home. In pertaining to those individuals residing in labor camps within

addition, although the taxpayer receives no separate a hardship area is discussed infra at Section VI.

cost-of-living deduction for his or her tax home, the 30. Adverse living conditions mean living conditions which

deduction is not disallowed for days during which the are dangerous, unhealthful, or otherwise adverse. F.E.I.A. Sec.

taxpayer excludes the value of meals and lodging pro-
913(j)(1)(D).
31. There is no requirement that such taxpayer's tax home be

vided by his or her employerunder Sec. 119.32 located in a hardship area.

32. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(i)(1)(A)(ii).
B. Qualified housing expenses 33. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(i)(1)(B).

34. F.E.I.A. Sec. 913(i)(C).
In addition to deducting the full cost of housing at his 35. F.E.I.A. Sec. 202.
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1) The camp must constitute substandardhousing 3) The period of time during which temporary living ex-

which is provided by or on behalf of the em- penses would be deductible as moving expenses is in-
ployer for the convenience of the employer creased from 30 to 90 days. In addition, deductible
because the place at which the taxpayer works moving expenses include the reasonable costs (without
is in a remote area where satisfactory housing any dollar limitation) of moving household goods and
is not available on the open market. personal effects to and from storage and of storing the

2) The camp must be located, as near as practic- goods and effects for part or all of the period during
able, in the vicinity of the place where the tax- which the taxpayer's new place of work abroad con-

payer works. tinues to be his principal place of work. 39

3) The lodging must be furnished in a common

area (or enclave) which is not available to the B. Meals or lodging furnished to employees
public and which normally accommodates ten under certain conditions
(10) or more employees. 36

Under Sec. 119 of the Code taxpayers are allowed to
Moreover, where the taxpayer elects this exclusion, the exclude from gross income the value of meals and lodg-
camp will be considered part of the employer's business ing furnished them by their employer for the conve-

premises for purposes of excluding the value of meals nience of the employer.
and lodging from gross income under Sec. 119.

The new legislation expands this exclusion to include
the value of meals and lodging furnished by or on behalf

Vll. MISCELLANEOUSRULES of the employer to the taxpayer, his or her spouse, or

any dependents for the convenienceof the employer.40
In addition to the provisions amending Sec. 911 and By way of illustration, the housing provided by the
adding Sec. 913, the Foreign Eamed Income Act of prime contractor on a construction job to an employee
1978 provides significant new rules conceming other of a subcontractor for the convenience of the sub-con-
miscellaneous areas which effect the taxation of non- tractor would meet this requirement.
resident Americans. These provisions are briefly dis-
cussed below. C. Suspension of running of the period under

Section 1034 for purchasinga new principal
A. Moving expenses residence

Under Sec. 217 of the Internal Revenue Code when a Section 1034 of the Code grants the taxpayer who sells
taxpayer moves his or her residence because of employ- his or her home an eighteen to twenty-four month
ment reasons he or she is entitled to a deduction of period during which he or she can replace the residence I
various costs incurred as a result of the move. The new and postpone payment of the capital gains tax on the I
legislation in respect of foreign moves makes several sale of the first residence. The new law extends this :
changes to these regulations. period for four years during such time that the taxpayer

has a tax home outside the United States. 41 However,
It should be noted that foreign move is defined as a no period of time so suspended may be extended
move in connection with the commencement of work beyond the date four years after the date of the sale of
by the taxpayer at a new principal place of work located the old residence.
outside the United States. 37 Thus, a move from the
U.S. to a foreign country or from one foreign country D. Wage withholdingto another is a foreign move, but a move from a foreign
country to the U.S. is not a foreign move. However, Following the date of enactment of the new legislation
moves to the U.S. from a foreign country when carried foreign earned income is not to be subject to withhold-
out by an individual who is returning to the U.S. as a ing to the extent that the employer reasonably believes
result of the bona fide retirementof the individual from the employee will have deductionsunder Code Sec. 913
employment where the principal place of work and relating to certain expenses of living abroad. 42

former residence were outside the U.S. or who is return-
ing as the survivor of any decedent who (as of the time
of his death) had a principal place of work outside the Vlll. CONCLUSION
U.S. and the moving costs are incurred in connection
with a move which began within six (6) months after It is worth noting in conclusion that the changes made
the death of that decedent, shall be treated as foreign in respect to Sec. 911 by the new legislation have been
moves. 38 The changes made by the new law to the estimated to reduce fiscal 1979 revenues by $ 255 mil-
determination of the deduction for moving expenses
are: 1) The deductionfor pre-movehouse searchingcosts,
temporary living expenses and residence-relatedsale or

36. F.E.I.A. Sec. 202(b).
37. F.E.I.A. Sec. 204(a).lease expenses is increased to an overall limit of $ 6,000 38. F.E.I.A. Sec. 204.

(the former limit was $ 3,000). 2) The expenses relating 39. F.E.I.A. Sec. 204(2).
to house-hunting trips and temporary living expenses at 40. F.E.I.A. Sec. 205.
the new job location are deductible to a maximum of 41. F.E.I.A. Sec. 206.
$ 4,500 (formerly $ 1,500) of the overall $ 6,000 limit. 42. F.E.I.A. Sec. 207.
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lion. Furthermore, Sec. 208 of the new law directs the pertinent characteristics of persons claiming
Secretary of the Treasury to transmit, as soon as practic- the benefits of sections 911, 912 and 913 of
ble after the close of the calendar year 1979 and after the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
the close of each second calendar year thereafter, a 2) the revenue cost and economic effects of the

report to the Committee on Ways and Means of the provisions of such sections 911, 912, and 913
House of Representatives and to the Committee on and
Finance of the Senate setting forth with respect to the 3) a detailed description of the manner in which

preceding two calendar years the following information: the provisions of such sectons 911,912, and
913 have been administered during the preced-

1) the number, country of residence, and other ing 2 calendar years.

APPENDIX
The list below contains those foreign locations to which U.S. Govemmentpersonnel
are presently assigned and which qualify as hardship areas. Note that other foreign
locations to which no U.S. Governmentpersonnel are currently assigned may also

qualify as hardship areas

Afghahistan Tsoying) & Taichung (incl. -- except Osan AB (incl. Romania

Algeria Ching Chuan Kang and Pyongtaek),Pusan and -- except Bucharest

Angola Ching), Tainan, and Taipei Seoul (incl. Ascom, Suwon, Rwanda
Luanda Congo Kimpo irfield), Camps Saudi Arabia--

Antarctic & Artlc regions: Cook Islands Eiler, Mercer & Thompson Senegal
Posts or areas south or Costa Rica Kuwait Sierra Leone
north of the 60 degree -- except San Jose Laos Sinai Field Mission
latitudes Cuba Lebanon Somalia

Ascension Island -- Havana -- Beirut Sri Lanka
Bahrain Djibouti Liberia Sudan

Bangladesh Dominican Republic Libya Surinam
Belize -- except Santo Domingo Madagascar

-- except Paramaribo
Benin Ecuador Malaysia Syria
Bolivia Egypt -- except Kuala Lumpur & Tanzania

exept Cocha-bambaand -- except Alexandria& Cairo Penang Thailand--

Santa Cruz Ethiopia Mali -- except Bangkok
Brazil Falkland Islands Mauritania Togo

Acre French West Indies Midway Islands Trust Territory of the Pacific--

Amapa Gabon Mozambique Islands
Amazonas Ghana -- Maputo Tunisia

Cuiaba Greenland Nepal ,-- Makthar
Goias Guatemala Nicaragua Turkey
Guapore -- except GuatemalaCity Niger

-- Prininclik
Haranhao Guinea Nigeria United Arab Emirates

Hato Grosso Guinea-Bissau Oman UnitedKingdom
Para Guyana Pakistan -- Belfast and Londonderry
Piaui Haiti , Panama Upper Volta
Rio Branco Honduras -- except Panama City & USSR

Bulgaria India Santiago Yemen Arab Republic
except Sofia Indonesia Paraguay Zaire--

Burma Iran -- except Asuncion Zambia
Burundi -- except Isfahan, Shiraz, Peru -- Lusaka
Cameroon Tabriz, Tehran -- except Arequipa& Lima Other Foreign Locations
Canada Iraq Philippines -- US Governmentcivilian

North West Territories Ivory Coast -- except Baguio City, employeesassigned to--

Cape Verde Jordan Cagayan de Oro, Cebu, locations not shown above

Central African Empire -- except Amman Los Banoz, Manila (incl. receive no post (hardship)
Chad Kenya Cavite), San Fernando, La differential or less than 15

Chagos Archipelago -- Garissa, Kitale, Hgomeni, Union, San Miguel Zam- percent.
China (Taiwan) Hajir , bales, and San Pablo

except Koahsiung (incl. Korea (South) Qatar--
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(4) General income tax

EGYPT:
The following is provided:

(i) The exemption limit is raised from
L.E. 1,000 to L.E. 1,200. In addition, a

family burden exemption amount will be

New ax Veasures*
allowed from net annual income of L.E. 75
for each dependent child and for the tax-

payer's wife with a maximum of L.E. 300
(previously L.E. 50 with a maximum of
L.E. 200). Where income exceeds L.E.
3,000 the family burden exemption will
not be granted.
(ii) The deduction from taxable income
for life assurance premiums is raised to 10

The text of Law no. 46 of 1978 published between L.E. 1 per month (where rental percent of net total annual income or L.E.
in Ofcial Journal No. 29 Bis (a) of July does not exceed L.E. 3 per roon) and 400, whicheveris lower.
20, 1978, has been received by the Inter- L.E. 8 per month (where rental value ex-

(iii ) A deduction from taxable incomenew
national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation. ceeds L.E. 10 per room).50percent of the is provided with respect to amounts con-
The Law which amends Laws Nos. 14 of rental value may be deducted for costs tributed by taxpayer in the form ofa se-
1939 and 99 of 1949 and other laws where more than one furnished unit in curities toward new investment projects,relating to income taxation contains, inter non-tourist places is rented and where any amounts paid for governmentdevelopmentalia, the followingprovisions: part of a furnished unit in a tourist district bonds amounts deposited in EgyptianiS rented.

or an

bank for a continuous period of at least(1) Tax on industrial and commercial The tax on basis of prots may not be less ve to maximum of L.E. 3,000.profits than the value of the fixed rates referred to years, up a

Such securities must be deposited in an
above for units rented in non-touristplacesThe tax on industrial and cmmercial activ- Egyptian bank and may not be disposedof
and three-fold that valued for units rentedities is extended to: for a period of ve years.in tourist districts.

(i) Profits from single trnsactions. This provision is an addition to that allow- (iv) The rates of the tax are now as fol-

(ii) Profits from disposal of built property ing for the taxation of profits from leases lows:

or lands in urban areas. The creation of of furnished commercial or industrial

usufruct on property or a lease for a period premises. more up to at the i
than L.E.- rate

exceeding 50 years Will be regarded as a (v) Profits from fruit crops of orchards
L:E. (%)disposal. Only amou'nts in excess of L.E. exceeding 3 feddans in area, crops of

10,000 will be subject to the tax. The rate decorative, medicinal and aromatic plants First bracket up to 1,200 exempted
of tax will be the same as the proportional where area exceeds 1 feddan and crops of Second bracket 1,200 2,000 8

duty prescribed by Law no. 70 of 1964 plant nurseries, irrespective of cultivated Third bracket 2,000 3,000 9 '

concerning publicity and notarisation fees. area (unless solely for the owner's personal Fourth bracket 3,000 4,000 10 1

Where, however, there is more than one use). Fifth bracket 4,000 5,000 11 .

disposal within a period of 10 years then
(vi) Profit from automated poultry raising

Sixth bracket 5,000 6,000 12r

the profits from such disposals will be sub-
and hatching and livestock breeding. New

Seventh bracket 6,000 7,000 15

ject to the normal rate of tax on industrial Eighth bracket 7,000 8,000 20 ':'

and commercialprots (39.7 percent). projects set up after the commencementof
Ninth bracket 8,000 9,000 25

Exemption is provided for: the law will, however, be exempt for five
Tenth bracket 9,000 10,000 30

1. disposal by an heir of property, in the years from the financial year following the
Eleventh bracket 10,000 15,000 35

date on which activities commence.
condition as inherited from the lega- Twelfth bracket 15,000 20,000 40

tor, where the amount thereof does Thirteenth bracket 20,000 30,000 45

not exceed L.E. 20,000. Where it ex- (2) Tax on incorne frorn rnovable capital Fourteenth bracket 30,000 40,000 50

ceeds this amount tax will be levied Fifteenth bracket 40,000 50,000 55

on the excess;
Interest on deposits with banks and postal Sixteenth bracket 50,000 60,000 60

2. property contributed as capital to in. savings funds and banks is exempted from Seventeenth bracket 60,000 70,000 65

vestment projects under Laws no. 43 the tax on income from movable capital as Eighteenth bracket 70,000 100,000 70

of 1974 as amended and no. 86 of an encouragementto savings. Nineteenth bracket 100,000 80

1964, or as contributions to the capi-
tal of establishments subject to the (3) Tax on wages and salaries
provisions of Laws no. 60 of 1976 and (5) Miscellaneous
no. 111 of 1973, being the law on The following is provided:
general organisations and public sector

(i)
.

Exemption for taxpayers whose annu-
(i) A tax is to be imposed on work per-

companies. al income does not exceed L.E. 600 (or
mits issued for Egyptians applying for
work abroad or for any foreign project in

iii) Profits from the division of building L.E. 680 in the case of married persons Egypt at the rate of L.E. 50 for highly
land and disposal thereof. with children). Taxpayers with income ex- qualified personnel and L.E. 25 for others

(iv) Prots from the letting of furnished ceeding these limits will only be taxed on for every authorisedyear.
premises to persons subject to the tax on

the excess.

profits from non-commercial activities (ii) Tax at the rate of 10 percent will be
whether for purposes of lodging or exer- imposed, without any reduction, on

cising their activities. The tax will vary ac- amounts paid to foreign experts whose em- * Note submitted by Ms. E.A. de Brauw-

cording to the rental value per room (for ployment does not exceed six continuous Hay, Senior Staff Member of the Inter-
the basis of property taxes) and will be months. national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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(ii) A tax to be imposed on entertainment vided that the govemment, local authori- to the country for trading purposes or for
consumptions, e.g. on entertainment par- ties, public sector companies, trade unions, processing to the account of the industrial
ties at hotels and public tourist places, tax private joint stock companiesand branches and commercialprofits tax due by them.
will be imposed at the rate of 20 percent of of foreign companies, hotels and other The percentage due will be laid down by
the amount paid, and on tickets for travel establishments whose capital exceeds L.E. the Minister of Finance.
abroad paid for in local currency at the 5,000 will deduct a certain percentage
rate of 10 percent of the price of the tick- from amounts exceedingL.E. 10 represent- (v) Introduction of tax cards: in order for

et. ing commission, amountspaid for supplies,
a taxpayer to obtain a new licence or

old to exercise trade in-
contracting operations or services etc. to

renew an one a or

(iii) Introductionof the wealth return:
private sector individuals to the accuntof dustry he must be the holder of a tax card.

any taxpayer whose net annual income ex-
the industrial and commercial profits tax

In the same article it is also provided that

ceeds L.E. 1,200 must submit once every due by such individuals.
owners of properties being constructed,

ve years a declaration of all sources of It is also provided that the customs depart-
restored or demolished must inform the

wealth with respect to himself, his wife and ment will collect from private sector in-
Taxation Department of the contractor
etc. carryingout the work.his minor sons. dividuals a percentage of the value of their

(iv) Deduction of tax at source: it is pro- commodity imports authorised for supply

Plan. Such investments will not qualify for
other incentive available under the Inland
Revenue Act. The amnesty will not apply

SRI I AN A:
to cases already under investigation.

Income tax

Bucget 978/79- percent (previously 60 percent). Foreign
The company tax will be reduced to 50

companies will pay, in addition, a tax of
5 percent (previously 6 percent) in lieu of

Proposals
estate duty. The refundable tax of 331/3

ax paid while the rate of tax on religious and
percent on dividends will continue to be

charit;able institutionswill be reduced from
the present rate of 23 to 20 percent. The
present marginal rate of personal income
tax will continue to be 70 percent. The
rate schedule applicable to residents will

A new Inland Revenue Act effective from nesty period for investment in specied also apply to non-residents. However, the

1979/80, designed to rationalize the tax areas; otherwise they must be kept in such 12,000 Rs. exemption will not apply.
structure, will be introduced. a special account until 31 March 1983. Husband and wife will be separately assess-

Monies lying in the National Savings Bank ed. The income of children under 18 years
Tax amnesty and awaiting investment wiIl earn interest of age will be added to that of their father

Tax amnesty covering all taxes and levies at the savings deposit rate of 8.4 percent. during the duration of the marriage. Where
the marriage ceases to exist the income of

will be given to persons who make invest- The approved areas in which investments
ments in specified development projects, be made under this scheme will in-

the child will be added to that of the

utilizing undeclared prots of any period
may parent who in fact maintains the child. In-
clude companies with which the Greater to 12,000 Rs. will be exempt. The

prior to 31 March 1977. A tax of 30 per- Colombo Economic Commission has en-
come up

cent will be imposed. The amnesty period tered into agreements, approved invest-
present system of allowances will be abol-

begins 1 December 1978 and will end 31 ments in industries, agriculture, horticul-
ished.

March 1979. The amnesty will be admin-
ture, fisheries, tourism, housing (including Public servants will .be fully exempt from

istered by the National Savings Bank and projects approved by the Urban Develop. income tax on their employment income.
not by the Inland Revenue Department. ment Authority, etc.), donations to the

The undeclared monies must be deposited Government and expenditure incurred by * Note submitted by M.P. Dominic,
in special accounts in the National Savings the private sector on approved projects in- Attorney at law, Sri Lanka, Drs. in de
Bank and may be withdrawn after the am- cluded in the Government Development rechtswetenschappen(Netherlands).
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From the year of assessment 1979/80, vestment allowance will be raised from 20 Wealth tax
assessment will be made on a current year percent to 331/3 percent of the assessable

Owner-occupied houses will be exemptbasis. income of a taxpayer. Premia for medical from wealth tax. Separate wealth taxinsurance will also qualify for investment
assessments will be made on husband andallowance. An individual who constructs a
wife.Income tax incentives house using his own nancial resources

The scope of the tax holiday for small and may claim investment allowance, as at
Estate duty

medium industries will be enlarged. In- present, subject to the maximum limit. It is
The exemption limit for estate duty pur-

dustrial undertakings with capital up to proposed to allow the taxpayer to carry
poses will be increased from 50,000 Rs. to

1,000,000 Rs. (earlier only 500,000 Rs.) forward and deduct the balance of the con-
100,000 Rs. The value of one house owned

will qualify. The exemption limit is in- struction cost over the subsequent years. by the testator will be exempt for estate
creased to 200,000 Rs. (earlier 100,000 The same will apply to the purchase of one

duty this will be subject topurposes; a

Rs.). The entirety of the dividends declared house or one site for the constructionof a
maximum limit of 300,000 Rs. That part

by such conpanies will be exempt. house.
of the life insurance policy payments

New export-oriented companies manufac- The maximum limit on investment allow- which is required to pay the estate duty
turing non-traditional products for export,

ances will not apply to donations to Gov- will be exempt from estate duty.
if incorporated on or after 15 November ernment and local Government institutions

In addition, the following exemptions will
1978, will be eligible for the 8-year tax and expenditure on approved Govemment

be granted:
holiday if they are approved by the Min- projects. Any amount which cannot be de-

(a) the value of single annuity toducted in one year can be carried forward a up
ister of finance for such purposes. This is 10,000 Rs.;and deducted in subsequentyears.not a new tax holiday. A similar tax holi- (b) legacies to bona de employees up to
day was already available, however, the Withdrawal of the investment allowance in 10,000 Rs. if they take effect within
scheme was not in operation. respect of realization of investment within a period of 2 years of death;
Depreciation allowances -- At present,,100 5 years will not apply if the proceeds are (c) bequests made to an approved charity
percent depreciation is allowed in the first reinvested in shares in other approved in- up to 100,000 Rs. if they take effect

year in respect of plant, machinery and vestments. No investmentallowance will be withina period of 2 years of death;
fixtures. This scheme will apply until 31 given on such reinvestment. (d) household and personal effects includ-
March 1980. Housing reliefs will be standardised. The ing jewellery up to 25,000 Rs.; and

Currently, certain buildings qualify for 50 present exemption of the capital gains on (e) the value of a life interest passing on

percent once-and-for-alldepreciation in the the first sale of a house constructed by an death relating to property given to the
Government.

first year. Commercial buildings do not, in individual is subject to restrictions relating
general, qualify. It is proposed to extend to floor area and extent of land. These

the once-and-for-all 50 percent deprecia- restrictions will be removed. Further, the Others

tion allowance to commercial buildings exemption will apply to the rst sale of a Stamp duty on issue of shares will be
constructed by any company for its own

house irrespective of whether it is con- reduced from 1 to 0.05 percent. The exist-
use or for letting; any company which structed, purchasedor inherited. ing high rate band for transfer of shares
takes meaningful and positive steps to con- Company formation expenses will be will be replaced by a flat rate of 1 percent.
struct commercial buildings prior to 31 allowed to be deducted, as will research Export duty on block rubber is increasedMarch 1980 will be able to claim the and development expenditures incurred by to 75 percent.depreciation. any business.

Export duties on minor export crops have
However, it is proposed, with effect from In the case of savings in the National Sav- been reduced:
1 April 1980, to introduce a new scheme ings Bank, one third of the interest earned Cinnamon chips -- 5 percentof capital allowances. A xed percentage up to 2,000 Rs. will be exempt. The partial Cinnamon quills -- 10 percentof the cost of constructionof buildings and exemptionsgiven in respect of medium and Citronellaoil -- 5 percentof the cost of the acquisition of plant, long term capital gains arising from transfer Cocoa -- 12.5 percentmachinery and fixtures, depending on the of immovable property will be extended to
life of such assets, will be written off annu- movable properties, including shares in Bank debits tax will be repealed.
ally over a period of years under this public and private companies. The purpose Interest will be paid at 1 percent per
scheme. This scheme will then be in con- of granting partial exemption is to,take month on tax refunds which are overdue.
formity with the present accounting and inflation into account.

The subsidy for rubber replanting will becommercialpractice in other countries. Limited income tax exemptions will be increased from 3,000 Rs. to 4,000 Rs. per
The maximum limit imposed on the in- granted to sportsclubs. acre.
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TaxLevelsand Structuresn-

OECDMemberCountries

The OECD has just published its annual land, Luxembourg and the Netherlands, tobacco and alcoholic drinks have some-

statistical bulletin on tax levels and struc- this increase has been very large. This in- what declined.
tures in OECD Member countries. 1 The creasing trend also remains true for most

bulletin contains the most comprehensive countries between 1970 and 1976, but Data on the allocation of tax revenues by
information that is at present available on during this period, the ratio of total taxes levels of government during 1975 are pro-

an intemationally comparable basis, con- to GDP remained more or less stable in vided in an annex to the publication. The

ceming the amounts of receipts collected Canada and Japan and even slightly de- annex highlights the wide differences in the

by OECD Member countries and the vary- clined in the United Kingdom and the proportion of tax revenues accruing to each

ing ways in which these receipts are raised. United States. Most countries have tended level of government and the varying meth-

ods that are used to finance local govern-
The 35 comparative tables contained in the to place more reliance on personal income

taxes and/or social security contributions ment.
report, as well as the numerous country
tables, show how countries differ in the as well as value-addedtaxes, while corpora- A second annex to the edition provides, for

proportionof their Gross Domestic Product tion taxes, property taxes and taxes on most OECD countries, 2 provisional esti-

taken in taxes and the different reliance
that they place on the variouskinds of taxes: TOTAL TAX REVENUE AS PERCENTAGEOF GDP
income taxes, social security contributions, 1965 1976
consumption taxes, etc. The commentary

-

which accompanies the tables draws atten-
--

52
tion to how the level and compsition of 52--

tax revenues have changed between 1965 50- / -- 50

and 1976. In all countries the ratio of tax-
to-GDP has increased during this period 48_

-- 48

and in the Nordic countries, Belgium, Ire-
46 -- ./ ' ...... - 46

Denmark-Oanemark .

,'-'''J44-- i
- 44

TOTAL TAX REVENUE AS PERCENTAGE l --f- / --4242- -'*NetherlandsOF GDP-1976 Sweden-Sude /
Pays-Bas.

4040 --

- --_'2/- Norway-Norvge
--

r / -_- ,

SWEDEN 50.89

i /.
I1

38--

,..-.S Alh 38
LUXEMBOURG 50.45 t--el£.ci.e!

NORWAY 46.18 36 ,/---r:6 -g!@------ -JJ 36
---

_

NETHERLANDS 46.16 .. ,
-

DENMARK 44.70 34_ -
34

/',
,

FINLAND 42.19
'-. --,

32 Gernany United Kingdom 32
_

BELGIUM 41.87 Allemagne Royaume-Uni
Finland Luxembourg 30

FRANCE 39.45 30_ 7
Finlande

_

AUSTRIA 38.91

IRELAND 36.81
UNITED KINGDOM 36.70 36 / 36

--

--

GERMANY 36.70
34 34

ITALY 35.82 _

Ireland
CANADA 32.89 32 Italy Canada [rlage /:/ 32

NEWZEALAND 31.83
_

Italie .-b- -----1 --

f 30
SWlTZER LAND 31.59 30

**I.-. 1+
--.--

-rz-=
AUSTRALIA 29.98 .... :Cnited State--.----

--- --N-- ///28 -/ 28

UNITED STATES 29.29 --

---I.-- ---/.' Etats Un /-

'

/ 26
GREECE 27.94 26 _. /

_

Znd *FPORTUGAL 26.51 'ew Zeaand-Nlle Australa-Australie
Greece

24 - Grce 24

TURKEY 24.87 --

JAPAN 20.91 22 22

SPAIN 20.27 S---- Portugal20 Swtzerland-Susse _- 20

18 18

1. Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Japon_____------_- %
Countries 1965-1976 -- A Standardized 16 Spain-Espagne

16

Classification.
_ Turkey-Turquie

14
291 pages, OECD, Paris, 1978. 14

$ 15.50-£-- 7.60 -- F 62. o'7 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I I I .

,0

Available from OECD Sales Agents. 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76

2. All OECD countries except, Australia, YEARS

Greece, Portugal and Spain.
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mates of tax receipts for the main categories is available, there was a small increase in This edition contains two special features.
of tax for the previous calendar year (in this this ratio. These differences may to some The first describes the use of sample sur-

case 1977). Even though these estimates extent reflect short term economic policy veys and tax models to estimate the effects
are subject to revision, and for this reason changes and some of them may indeed dis- of changes in the income tax legislation on

are reproduced in an annex in order not to appearwhen the data are eventually revised. tax yields and describes the measures of
confuse them with the more denitive data Countries' relative reliance on the three the elasticityof the income tax systems that
in the main body of the publication,some main groups of taxes taxes on income are used in some OECD Member countries.

--

interesting tentative results emerge as to and profits, social security contributions The second updates to 1977, data on the
what has been happening to tax levels and and taxes on goods and services has re-

amount of income taxes and social security--

structuresin the most recent period. mained more or less unchanged. There contributions paid and family cash benets

In Germany, Italy, Sweden and Turkey, has, however, been a tendency to place received by a t;ypical worker in various

there appears to have been a large increase somewhat greater emphasis on employ- family circumstancesin the differentOECD

in the tax-to-GDP ratio between 1976 and ers' social security contributions, in com-
countries.

1977. This contrasts with the situation in parison with taxes on goods and services. The attached table comparesthe total taxes
Finland, Ireland and United Kingdom, Personal income taxes continue to be the in OECD Member countries, as a ratio of
where this ratio declined somewhat. In the most important source of revenue for most GDP, in 1976 and a graph indicates how
remaining countries for which information countries. this ratio has changed since 1965.
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UnitedStates: statute. It concluded, however, that this
administrative practice could not be sus-

tained in light of this Court's decision in
Downs u. United States, 187 U.S. 496

THEZENITHCASE:CountervailingDuties (1903), which held that an export bounty
had been conferred by a complicated

and a Strengtheningof the GATT Principles* Russian scheme for the regulation of sugar
production and sale, involving, among
other elements, remission of excise taxes in
the event of exportation.

In the case of Zenith Radio Corp. u. The and any tax paid upon the shipment of a

United States, the U.S. Supreme Court, by product is refunded if the product is sub- On appeal by the Government, the Court

a unanimous decision on June 21, 1978, sequently exported. Thus the tax is re- of Custons and Patent Appeals, dividing
upheld the reversal of a decision of the mitted on exports. 2 3-2,3, reversed the judgment of the Cus-

U.S. Customs Court requiring the United toms Court and remanded for entry of

States to impose a countervailing duty on
In April 1970 petitioner, an American summary judgment in favor of the United

Japanese electronic products which had manufacturer''of consumer electronic prod- States. 562 F. 2d 1209 (1977). The majori-
received an exemption from an indirect ucts, filed a petition with the Commission- ty opinion distinguished Downs on the

tax. The U.S. Customs Court decision had er of Customs, requesting assessment of ground that it did not decide the question
far-reaching implicationsas it representeda countervailing duties on a number of con- of whether nonexcessive remission of an

major departure from the GATT principles sumer electronic products exported from indirect tax, standing alone, constitutes a

as well as from a long-standing practice in Japan to this country. Petitioner alleged bounty or grant upon exportation. The

international trade. 1 The decision of the that Japan had bestowed a bounty or court then examined the language of s. 303

U.S. Supreme Court, while affirming the grant upon exportation of these products and the legislative history of the 1897 pro-

prior rule of practice, will continue to have by, inter alia, renitting the Japanese Com- vision and concluded that, in determining
meaningful significancewhen viewed in the modity Tax that would have been imposed whether a bounty or grant has been con-

had the products been sold within Japan.light of the current MTN and GATT
In January 1976, after soliciting the views

ferred, it is the economic result of the for-

negotiations. In view of this, a large eign government's action which controls.

portion of the report of the Supreme of interested parties and conducting an in- 562 F.2d, at 1216. Relying primarily on

Court's decision is provided below follow- vestigation pursuant to Treasury Depart- the long-continued and uniform ad-

ed by an explanationand analysis.
ment regulations, the Acting Commissioner ministrative practice, id., at 1218-1219,
of Customs published a notice of final 1222-1223, and secondarily on congres-

Mr. J. MARSHALL delivered the opinion determination, rejecting petitioner's re- sional acquiescence in this practice
of the Court. quest. 41 Fed. Reg. 1298 (1976). through repeated re-enactmentof the con-

Under s. 303(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, Petitioner then filed suit in the Customs trolling statutory language, id., at 1220,
46 Stat. 687, as amended, 19 U.S.C.s. Court, claiming that the Treasury Depart- the court held that interpretation of

1303(a) (Supp. V, 1975), whenever a for- ment had erred in concluding that remis- bounty or grant so as not to include a

eign country pays a bounty or grant sion of the Japanese Commodity Tax was nonexcessive remission of an indirect tax

upon the exportation of a product from not a bounty or grant within the purview is a lawfully permissible interpretation of
that country, the Secretary of the Treasury of the countervailing duty statute. The s. 303. 562 F.2d, at 1223.
is required to levy a countervailing duty, Department defended on the ground that, We granted certiorari, and we now affirm.
equal to the net amount of such bounty since the remission of indirect taxes was
or grant, upon importationof the product nonexcessive, the statute did not require 11
into the United States. The issue in this assessment of a countervailing duty. In the
case is whether Japan confers a bounty Department's terminology, a remission of It is undisputed that the Treasury Depart-
or grant on certain consumer electronic taxes is nonexcessive if it does not ment adopted the statutory interpretation
products by failing to impose a conmodity exceed the anount of tax paid or other- at issue here less than a year after passage
tax on those products when they are ex- wise due; thus, for example, if a tax of $ 5 of the basic countervailing duty statute in
ported, while imposing the tax on the is levied on goods at the factory, the return 1897, see T.D. 19321, 1 Synopsis of
products when they are sold in Japan. of the $ 5 upon exportation would be (Treasury) Decisions 696 (1898), and that

nonexcessive, whereas a payment of $ 8 the Department has uniformly maintained
1 from the government to the manufacturer this position for over 80 years. This long-

upon exportation would be excessive by standing and consistent administrative
Under the Commodity Tax Law of Japan, $ 3. The Department pointed out that the interpretation is entitled to considerable
Law No. 48 of 1962, see App. 44-48, a current version of s. 303 is in all relevant weight.
variety of consumer goods, including the respects unchanged from the countervail-
electronic products at issue here, are sub- ing duty statute enacted by Congress in * Note submitted by Richard P. Casna,ject to an indirect tax -- a tax levied on 1897, and that the Secretary in decisions J.D., Southwestern Univ., 1978 Intern.--

--

the goods themselves, and computed as a dating back to 1898 --has always taken Mc George European Program.
percentage of the manufacturer's sales the position that the nonexcessive remis- 1. A report of the Customs Court deci-
price rather than the income or wealth of sion of an indirect tax is not a bounty or sion appeared in the June 1977 issue of the
the purchaser or seller. The Japanese tax grant within the meaningof the statute. Bulletin, at p. 276.

applies both to products manufactured in 2. For purposes of this opinion, the

i Japan and to those imported into Japan. On cross-motions for summary judgement, Court adopts the convention followed by
On goods manufactured in Japan, the tax the Customs Court ruled in favor of peti- the parties and uses the term remission

is levied upon shipment from the factory; tioner and ordered the Secretary to assess to ecompass both the exemption of ex-

imported products are taxed when they are countervailing duties on all Japanese con- ports from initial taxation and the refund

withdrawn from the customs warehouse. sumer electronic products specified in peti-
to the exporter of any taxes already paid.
3. Of the five judges of the Appellate

Only goods destined for consumption in tioner's complaint. 430 F.Supp. 242 Court, three voted to reverse the decision
Japan are subject to the tax, however. (1977). The court acknowledged the Secre- of the lower court and two voted to affirm
Products shipped for export are exempt, tary's longstanding interpretation of the the decision. (Note by ed.)
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Moreover, an administrative practice has The 1897 statute greatly expanded upon sales taxes, but would also collect, through
peculiar weight when it involves a con- the coverage of the 1894 provision by the use of the countervaingduty, the in-
temporaneous construction of a statute by making the countervailing duty require- direct tax imposed by the exporting coun-
the (persons) charged with the responsi- ment applicable to all imported products. try on domestically consumed goods.
bility of setting its machinery in motion, of Tariff Act of 1897, s. 5, 30 Stat. 205. Executive Branch GATT Studies, Senate
making the parts work efficiently and There are strong indications,however, that Committee on Finance, 93d Cong., 2d
smoothly while they are yet untried and Congress intended to retain the net Sess., 17-18 (1974).
new. Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co. v. bounty concept of the 1894 provision as This intuitively appealing principle regard-United States, 288 U.S. 294, 315 (1933); the criterion for determining when a coun- ing double taxation had been widely ac-
see, e.g., Power Reactor Co. v. Electri- tervailing duty was to be imposed. Al- cepted both in this country and abroad for
cians, 367 U.S. 396, 408 (1961). though the proviso in the 1894 law was

deleted, the 1897 statute did provide for many years prior to enactmentof the 1897

The question is thus whether, in light of levying of duties equal to the net
statute.

the normal aids to statutory construction, amount of any export bounty or grant. The Secretary's interpretation of the coun-

the Department's interpretation is suffi- And the legislative history suggests that tervailing duty statute is as permissible to-
ciently reasonable to be accepted by a this language, in addition to establishing a day as it was in 1898. The statute has been
reviewing court. Train v. Natural Resources responsive mechanism for determining the reenacted five times by Congress without
Defense Council, 421 U.S. 60,75 (1975). appropriate amount of countervailingduty, any modificationof the relevant language,
Our examination of the language, the legis- was intended to incorporate the prior rule and, whether or not Congress can be said
lative history, and the overall purpose of that nonexcessive remission of indirect to have acquiesced in the administrative
the 1897 provision persuades us that the taxes would not trigger the countervailing practice, it certainly has not acted to
Department's initial construction of the requirementat all. change it. At the same time, the Secretary's
statute was far from unreasonable; and we position has been incorporated in the Gen-
are unable to find anything in the events B eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
subsequent to that time that convinces us (GATT), which is followed by every major
that the Department was required to aban- Regardless of whether this legislative his- trading nation in the world; foreign tax
don this interpretation. tory absolutely compelled the Secretary to systems as well as private expectations thus

interpret bounty or grant so as not to have been built on the assumption that
A encompass any nonexcessive remission of countervailing duties would not be im-

an indirect tax, there can be no doubt that posed on nonexcessive remissions of in-The language of the 1897 statute evolved such a construction was reasonable in light direct taxes. In light of these substantialout of two earlier countervailing duty of the statutory purpose. reliance interests, the longstanding ad-provisions that had been applicableonly to

sugar imports. The first provision was en- This purpose is relatively clear from the ministrative construction of the statute

acted in 1890, apparently for the purpose face of the statute and is conrmed by the should not be disturbed except for cogent
of protecting domestic sugar refiners from congressional debates: the countervailing reasons. McLaren u. Fleischer, 256 U.S.

unfair foreign conpetition; it provided for duty was intended to offset the unfair 477, 481 (1921); see Udall v. Tallman, 380
a xed countervailing duty on refined competitive advantage that foreign pro- U.S. 18.

sugar imported from countries that ducers would otherwise enjoy fron export Aside from the contention... that the
subsidies paid by theirpay. . ., directly or indirectly, a (greater) governments. Department's construction is inconsistent

bounty on the exportation of rened In deciding in 1898 that a nonexcessive with this Court's decisions, petitioner's
sugar than on raw sugar. Tariff Act of remission of indirect taxes did not result in sole argument is that the Department's
1890, s. 237, 26 Stat. 584. Although the the type of competitive advantage that position is premised on false economic as-

congressional debates did not focus sharp- Congress intended to counteract, the De. sumptions that should be rejected by the
ly on the meaning of the word bounty, partment was clearly acting in accordance courts. In particular petitioner points to
what evidence there is suggests that the with the shared assumptions of the day as modern economic theory suggesting that
term was not intended to encompass the to the fairness and economiceffect of that remission of indirect taxes may create an

nonexcessive remission of an indirect practice. The theory underlying the De- incentive to export in some circumstances,
tax.., the bounties consisted of the partment's position was that a foreign and to recent criticism of the GATT rules
amounts by which government payments country's remission of indirect taxes did as favoring producers in countries that rely
exceeded the excise taxes that had been not constitute subsidization of that coun- more heavily on indirect than on direct
paid upon the beets from which the sugar t;ry's exports. Rather, such remission was taxes. But, even assuming that these argu-
was produced. viewed as a reasonable measure for avoid- ments are at all relevant in view of the

once legislative history of the 1897 provision-

This concept of a net bounty -- that is, ing double taxation of exports by
and the longstanding administrativethe foreign country and once upon sale in con-

a remission in excess of taxes paid or other-
this country. As explained in recent struction of the statute, they do notawise due -- as the trigger for a counter- demonstrate the unreasonableness of thestudy prepared by the Department for thevailing duty requirement emerged more Senate Committee Finance, Secretary's current position. Evenon

clearly in the second sugar provision, en- modern economists do not agree on the
acted in 1894. Tariff Act of 1894, s. (the Department's construction was) ultimate economic effect of remitting in-
1821, 28 Stat. 521. The 1894 statute ex- based on the principle that, since exports direct taxes, and -- given the present state
tended the countervailing duty require- are not consumed n the country of pro- of economic knowledge -- it may be diffi-
ment to all imported sugar, raw as well as duction, they should not be subject to con- cult, if not impossible, to measure the pre-
refined, and provided for payment of a sumption taxes in that country. The theory cise effect in any particular case.
fixed duty on all sugar coming from a has been that the application of counter-

country which pays, directly or indirect- vailing duties to the rebate of consumption More fundamentally, as the Senate Com-
ly, a bounty on the export thereof. A (and other ndirect) taxes would have the mittee with responsibility in this area

proviso to the statute made clear, how- effect of double taxation of the product, recently stated, the issues involved in
ever, that no duties were to be assessed in since the United States would not only m- applying the countervailing duty law are

the event that the bounty did not ex- pose its own indirect taxes, such as Federal complex, and... internationally, there is
ceed the amount of taxes already paid. and state excise taxes and state and local (a) lack of any satisfactory agreement on
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what constitutes a fair, as opposed to an here, imposed a countervailing duty based pays no tax at all ... When a tax is im-

'unfair' subsidy. S. Rep. No. 93-1298, on the value of the certificates alone, and posed upon all sugar produced, but is re-

p. 183 (1974). In this situation, it is not not on the excise taxes remitted on the mitted upon all sugar exported, then, by

the task of the judiciary to substitute its exports themselves. Downs, the importer, whateuer process, or in whatever manner,

views as to fairness and economic effect for sought review, claiming that the Russian or under whatever name it is disgused,
those of the Secretary. system did not confer any countervailable it is a bounty upon exportation.

I III
bounty or grant within the meaning of the

I 1897 statute. He did not otherwise chal- This passage is inconsistent with both pre-

Notwithstanding ail of the foregoing con- lenge the amount of the duty assessed by ceding and subsequent language which

siderations, this would be a very different the Secretary. suggests that the Court understood the

case if, as petitioner contends, the Secre- bounty to reside in the value of the cer-

tary's practice were contrary to this The issue as it came before this Court, tificates.

Court's decision in Downs. United States, therefore, was whether a nonexcessive

187 U.S. 496 (1903). Upon close examina- remission of an indirect tax, together with In our view the passage does no more than

tion of the admittedly opaque opinion in the granting of an additional benet repre- establish the proposition that an excessive

that case, however, we do not believe that sented by the value of the certificate, con- remission of taxes -- there, the combina-

Downs is controlling on the question pre- stituted a bounty or grant. Since the tion of the exemption with the certifi-

sented here. amount of the bounty was not in question, cates -- is an export bounty within the

neither the parties nor this Court focused meaningof the statute.
The Russian sugar laws at issue in Downs carefully on the distinction between remis-
were, as the Court noted, very compli- sion of the excise tax and conferral of the No one argued in Downs that a nonex-

cated. Much of the Court's opinion was certicate. Petitioner argues, however, that cessive remission of taxes, standing alone,
devoted to an exposition of these provi- certain broad language in the Court's would have constituted bountya on ex-

sions, but for present purposes only two
opinion suggests that mere remission of a portation, and indeed that issue notwas

features are relevant: (1) excise taxes im-
tax, even if nonexcessive, must be con- presented the facts of the case. It muston

posed on sugar sales within Russia were sidered a bounty or grant within the mean- also be remembered, of course, that the
remitted on exports; and (2) the exporter ing of the statute. Petitioner relies in par- Court did affirm the Secretary's decision,
received, in addition, a certificate entitling ticular on the following language: and that decision rested the conclusion
its bearer to sell an amount of sugar in

on

that a bounty had been paid only to the

Russia, equal to the quantity exported, The details of this elaborateprocedure for extent that the remission exceeded the

without paying the full excise tax other- the production, sale, taxaton and exporta- taxes otherwise due. In light of all these
wise due. This certificate was transferable tion of Russian sugar are of much less im- circumstances, the isolated statement in
and had a substantial market value related portance than the two facts which appear Downs relied by petitionercannot beupon
to the amount of tax forgiveness that it clearly through this maze of regulations, dispositive here.
carried with it. viz.: that no sugar is permitted to be sold

The Secretary, following the same inter- in Russia that does notpay an excise tax of The judgmentof the Court of Customs and

pretation of the statute that he followed R. 1.75 perpound, and that sugar exported Patent Appeals is, accordingly, afrmed.

ANALYSIS

By this opinion, the sweeping effects anticipated as a Court's discussion of the process of determining
result of the lower court's decision are seen to be rather whether or not a 'bounty' has, in fact, been conferred.

short-lived. The Zenth decision, however, represents a The Court reiterated language of the appellate court to

significant statement by the Court and contains several the effect that the controlling factor in this determina-

points which should be noted. tion is the 'economic result' of the foreign government's
action. In reaching its decision, the Court gave consider-

First of all, the Court was unanimous in stating that a able weight and recognition to the legislative history of

nonexcessive remission of an indirect tax, standing the statute and to the administrative manner in which

alone, will not be sufficient to trigger the countervailing it has been enforced. The fact that no consensus exists

duty provisions of the U.S. Tariff Act, and that a remis- n economic thought as to the effects of remissions of

sion is nonexcessive whenever it does not exceed the indirect taxes, coupled with the fact that it may well be

amount of tax paid or that would be otherwise due. The impossible to determine any particular effect, led the

tax considered in the Zenth case -- the Japanese Com- Court to conclude that the application of the statute to

modity Tax Law -- is an example of such a tax. There- only those of excessive remissions reasonablecases was a

fore, similar types of taxes such as value added taxes, in method of enforcement.The foundationof this premise
the sense that they do not provide for excessive remis- was grounded in the theory that such application of

sion of taxes, would likewise be considered as not coun- countervailing duties was recognized as one method of

tervailable under the Zenith decision. The Court was avoiding double taxation of exports. In this same vein,
careful to point out, however, that excessive remissions, the Court noted the lack of any agreement, internation-

i.e., those which exceed the amount of tax paid or due, ally, as to what constitutes a fair, as opposed to an 'un-

would be considered as subject to imposition of the fair' subsidy. This aspect of the decison is particularly
countervailingduties. significant coming as it does at a time when the United

A second significant aspect of the decision concerns the States government is calling for a reduction of trade
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barriers and for the reaching of an international agree- preme Court amicus curiae briefs are permitted with the
ment on the content of subsidized exports. In these consent of the parties to the case, or by motion in the
circumstances the Court was inclined to state that the absence of consent. The Clerk, in his letter to the
role of the judiciary does not include the re-fashioning Solicitor General, noted that in the unlikely event that
of legislative and administrative action in these matters. any other party should decline to consent, the Supreme
A third and final aspect of this case which deserves Court would almost certainly grant a foreign govern-
comment involves a procedural matter, and, though not ment's motion for leave to file as amicus curiae. This
addressed directly in the opinion, resulted from the ac- type of brief is in liberal use in all jurisdictions and

tion in this proceeding. When the case went to the provides a convenient and efficient way of communi-

Supreme Court for consideration, the Government of cating particularviews to a court by outside parties. The

Japan and the Delegation of the Commission of the Solicitor General has suggested to the Department of

European Communities sought to present their views State, as a result of this, that the Department of State

on the issues of the case to the Court. This was accom- communicate to foreign governments this preferred
plished by way of diplomatic notes via the U.S. Depart- manner of communicatingwith the Supreme Court.
ment of State and the Solicitor General. However, in a In light of current trade negotiations, the Zenith case

letter to the Solicitor General the Clerk of the U.S. can be viewed as a definitional step along the path to-
Supreme Court pointed out that the transmission of ward clearer focus on the content of export subsidies.
diplomatic notes to the Court was not authorized by Additional significance of the decision stems from the
the Court's rules and suggested that, in the future, for- fact that one item on the agenda of the next U.S. Con-
eign governments seeking to- present their views to the gress is trade legislation. At a time when the principles
Court in a particular case, do so by filing a brief as of GATT are being carefully examined, the Zenith case
amicus curiae. Under Rule 42 of the Rules of the Su- appears to strengthen those principles.

UNITED STATES: SURVEY OF THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX RATES [continued from p. 14]

3. Single individuals Minimum tax on tax preferences .:
:

On that part of income between tax in 15 percent of the difference between the total of tax

% preference items and half of the regular income tax or -- ,I,.
if this amounts to less than $10,000 -- $10,000. ,:,

$ 0 $ 2,300 0 The minimum tax is levied in addition to the income tax.
$ 2,300 $ 3,400 14
$ 3,400 $ 4,400 16 Alternative tax

$ 4,400 $ 6,500 18
$ 6,500 $ 8,500 19 If the alternative tax exceeds the regular income tax and

$ 8,500 $ 10,800 21 the minimum tax on tax preferences, the excess must be

$10,800 $ 12,900 24 paid in addition to the regular income tax and the mini-

$ 12,900 $ 15,000 26 mum tax on tax preferences. The alternative tax is cal-

$ 15,000 $ 18,200 30 culated on gross income, less deductions allowed and in-

$ 18,200 $ 23,500 34 creased by the sum of tax preferences for adjusted item-

$ 23,500 $ 28,800 39 ized deductions and for the capital gains deduction.

$ 28,800 $ 34,100 44 The rates of that tax are:

$ 34,100 $ 41,500 49 10 percent on the alternative minimum income

$ 41,500 $ 55,300 55 above $20,000 through $60,000
$ 55,300 $ 81,800 63 20 percent on such income above $60,000 through
$ 81,800 $108,300 68 $100,000

Over $108,300 70 25 percent of such income above $100,000.

(plus State income tax) SOCIAL SECURITY AND UNEMPLOYMENTTAXES
4. There is another table for heads of households

(e.g. a divorced person with a child). The rates are Old age benefit tax
about the average of the rates of single persons and Employer and employee must pay 6.13 percent each of
married persons filing joint returns. the employee's employment income through $22,900

for social security and hospital insurance (Medicare).
Exemption from taxable income

Personal exemption for the taxpayer, his spouse and Unemploymenttax

each dependent: $1,000. The employer must pay 3.4 percent of the first $6,000
paid to a covered employee for unemploymentbenefits.

Maximum tax rate:
on earned income 50 percent Self-employmenttax

on unearned income --

e.g. dividends, Self-employed persons must pay 8.1 percent of their in-
interest, rent 70 percent come through $22,900 for unemployment benefits.
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TAX GLOSSARY
available for support in certain special
circumstances.

GROUP RELIEF -- Relief may be claimed,
e.g., under the U.K. corporation tax

law, where one companywithina group
(or consortium)applies to surrender all
or part of a tax-deductible loss for the
benefit of another company within the

group. (See also GROUP TREAT-

MENT.)
GROUP TREATMENT-- The term used to

describe the tax treatment whereby
the profits and losses of associated

by H.W.T. PEPPER
*

companies may,be grouped together
and, in effect, treated as the aggregated
profits of a single enterprise. The treat-
ment has particular relevance to such
situations as (a) excess profit taxes
where comparison is made between

GROSS PRODUCT TAX -- A tax on the the tax deducted or paid. The restora- current profit and those of earlieran
'

tion credit of the tax referred to ingross product or gross profit of a firm, or
year or years. Some companies in the

a principle now embodied in VAT a sense can only be logically done in
group may attract substantial tax lia-

(q.v.) which taxes the added value the context of a computationof tax in bility while others show deficits com-
at each stage of production and dis- the home country on the gross income pared with earlier results and greater
tribution. Added value is the gross before deduction of tax. equity is likely to result when a glob-
amount charged by each entrepreneur Relief or credit for the tax deducted al comparison is made; and Cb) as an
for his efforts before deducting his ex- abroad is usually done in the com- anti-avoidance provision where a grad-
penses, and variously also described as putation of tax in the home country uated scale of rates is applied to com-
his gross profit or gross product. by taxing the foreign income on the panies or corporations which encour-

amount before deduction of for- the fragmentationof single largeGROSS PROFIT -- The profit computed gross ages a

by deductingpurchasesfrom sales, with eign tax and charging local tax less a enterprise into a large number of small
credit for the foreign tax, the amountdue adjustment for increases or de- companies in order to obtain multiple
of the credit being fixed in the coun- benefit from the lower rates in thecreases in stock in trade or inventory,

but without taking account of other try's own tax laws as modified by any schedule. (See also ORGANSCHAFT

expenses is referred to as the gross provisions in a DOUBLE TAXATION and GROUP RELIEF.)
profit. The figure computed is of sig- TREATY (q.v.) betweenthe two coun-

tries involved. GROUPS OF COMPANIES-- Two or morenificance in computing the GROSS
PROFIT RATIO (q.v.) and is also GROUND ANNUALS See GROUND

companies may be held to constitute a
--

group where is subsidiary ofone aequivalent to added value, which is
RENTS.

the tax base for VAT (q.v.). the other or both are subsidiaries of a

third. The precise degree of sharehold-
GROSS PROFIT RATIO -- The ratio of GROUND RENTS Rents receivable by ing, etc. which constitutes control is

--

the GROSS PROFIT (q.v.) to the sales the ground landlord for a site on
usually defined in tax legislation.

of a business or, alternatively, to the which, usually, buildings have been

adjusted purchases, or goods con- erected by the lessee, the latterholding GROWTH IN VALUE -- As an extension

sumed, during the accountingperiod. the land on a lease, which may be for of the ordinary application of income

as as or even years, tax to accrued income, liability exists
GROSS RECEIPTS TAX -- A tax, usually long 99 999 but

in instances unrealised gains.
at a low rate, upon the gross receipts nowadays tends to be for shorter per- some on

iods. The system of separate owner- One example is the tax treatment of
of a business which usually takes the

shares acquired by director
form of a CASCADE TAX (q.v.) (or ship of land and buildings assists de- a or em-

velopment in that the developer (who ployee from his company under a
TRANSACTIONS TAX) on the trans-

may be merely erecting a residence for share option scheme. Under the U.K.
actions of traders at all levels of pro- himself on the land) does not have to tax provisions, tax liability exists on

duction and distribution. the growth in value of shares thusfind the capital to buy the land as well ac-
The levying of tax on the RECEIPTS

as to finance the building. Both own- quired for a period of 7 years after ac-
of a business may, however, be allowed ers have interest in the land and quisition, or at the date of disposal, oran
as an option to traders (instead of tax-

may be liable to income and capital upon the date there cease to be any
ing them on sales) as a feature, e.g., gains taxes, well perhaps, to taxes restrictions on the shares held, which-as as,
of a retail sales tax, where the trader's

on development. ever of the three dates occurs earliest.
accounts are kept in such a way as to The ending of restrictions on shares
make it easier to extract details of GROUPING NOTICE -- An application to held by directorsor employees is tech-
cash receipts in the taxable period the tax authorities for associated com- nically known as their unclogging.
than of sales effected therein. panies to receive GROUP TREAT- (See FIRST LETTING TAX for anoth-

MENT (q.v.). er example of tax liabilityon unrealisedGROSSING UP -- Where income is subject
to deduction of income tax at the GROUP OF TEN -- The group consists of gains.)
source or where foreign income is Belgium, Canada, France, Germany,
brought into the country after the pay- Holland, Italy, Japan, Sweden, the
ment of foreign income tax thereon, U.K. and the U.S.A., and its purpose is
the taxpayer receives a net sum after to endeavour to exert a stabilising ef- * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-

tax and is usually entitled to relief for fect on currencies by rnaking funds national Bureau of Fisca Documentation.
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GRUBSTAKER -- (Canadian) See PROS- allow relief against property tax for HOBBY FARMING -- The term applied to

PECTORS AND GRUBSTAKERS. low-income families in respect of the agricultural activities, often conducted
sales levied by the state of food. (See not on strictly commercial lines, by a

GRUNDSTEUER -- (Austria, Germany) also, FAMILY INCOME SUPPLE- gentlemanor dog and gun farmer,Land tax.
MENT, NEGATIVE INCOME TAX.) where the farm is usually not the main

GRUNDERWERBSTEUER-(Austria,-- Ger- activity of the taxpayer and is owned
many) Tax on the transfer of land. HARMONISATION OF TAX, E.E.C. DI-

for prestige recreationalor purposesRECTIVES -- The Commission of the
GUIDELINE LIVES -- The estimated use- council of the European Communities

rather than s a business proposition.
Because farming losses normallyful life of plant, machinery, etc. for have submitted a number of Directives

are

available for offset against other in-the purposesof computingdepreciation on the harmonisation of taxes among
for U.S.A. tax purposes. The guideline the 9 members of the E.E.C. (agreed

come when computing income tax, in-
dividuals who are subjected to veryfigures may be changed from time to upon in general principles). Among

time in the light of actual experience. these was the adoption of value added high marginal rates of income tax

(and/or surtax) may find that farming
tax, the harmonisation of income tax losses are very largely offset by the

H
rates and structures regarding com- income tax relief allowable in respect
panies, capital and other taxes on of the losses, and hence consider it
registration of companies, purchase worthwhile to run a hobby farm. Anti-

HALF-INCOME RULE -- Certain capital and sale of securities, and so on. The avoidance measures taken to restrict

gains tax regimes (U.K., U.S.A.) directives are partly intended to
or deny relief for hobby farm losses

provide that an individual instead of assist in removing obstacles and usually take the form of endeavouring
paying tax at the normal CGT rate on

difficulties in the way of the move-
to show by an analysis of the trans-

his gains may have one-half the total ment of investment capital between actions and activities of the farm that

gains added to his income and pay
the member countries so as to facili- there has been no serious attempt to

income tax at the appropriate basis tate economic development. make it profitable and, therefore, that
on this reduced figure instead of CGT HEALTH TAX -- The term applied to an no trade or business has, in fact, been
on the total gain. This provision is extra tax (of 7 pence per 20 cigarettes) carried on.

sometimes known as the half-income introduced by the April 1978 Budget HOBBY TRADING Where a trade,--

rule. in Britain to apply (from September profession, or vocation is carried on

1978) to cigarettes with a tobacco tar hobby, rather than seriousHANDLING CHARGES -- See CUSTOMS as a as a
content above 20 milligrams. The tax make commercial profits,HANDLING CHARGES. is in addition to ordinary fiscal levies.

attempt to

relief for losses incurred is normally
Research had shown that the health denied.HARDHEIDSCLAUSULE-- (Holland) Dis-

cretionary power of the tax adminis- danger from smoking increased along
with the ratio of the tar content in HOLDING COMPANY -- When one com-

tration in Holland to mitigate any the tobacco. (See also, NATIONAL pany owns shares in another the
harsh results of the tax law.

HEALTH CONTRIBUTIONS, PAY- possibility of double or dual taxation

HARDSHIP -- Hardship is often taken into ROLL TAXATION.) arises. Most tax systems take account

account, not in the computation of of this factor, which is also recognised
HEARTH TAX -- A form of poll tax in double taxation treaties. Where the

taxes, such as income tax or property
on holding is significant, e.g., 10% or

tax (local rates), but as a factor in payable the basis of the household
unit rather than by, e.g., each adult more, relief is usually given in respecteither abating or cancelling the tax

computed as due. Relief for hardship person. of tax withheld from dividends pay-

may be given either because the tax- HEIGHT, OF TAX SYSTEM Term able to the holding company and/or

payer has by misfortune or impro- invented by Dr. J.B. Bracewell-Milnes from the tax charged on that com-

vidence inadequate means to pay, or (in his Measurement of Fiscal Po- pany. Where the holding is large
tobecause the incidence of the tax has licy) to refer to a method of com- enough give control other factors

worked inequitably in his particular paring the varying incidence of diffe- arise. (See CONTROL, etc.)
circumstances. Sometimes hardship rent tax systems at the top, using HOME CONSUMPTION -- In computing
may merely be taken into account coefficients compiled by adding the the taxable profits of a business,
as a factor justifying an extension of maximum tax rates for 8 taxes, account is usually taken of any goods
the period of time in which the tax namely, those on earned income, or services provided by the business-
has to be paid. In the case of property investment income, expenditureout of man for his own home and family.
taxes in some countries, and the each of these, legacies and gifts re- To make this adjustment is in any case

equivalent levying of local rates in ceived and transmitted, capital gains, the only correct method in account-
Britain, where the tax charge is based and wealth. ancy terms of computing accurately
not on actual ability to pay but by the results of his business activities.
reference to the value of property HERD BASIS -- A method of computing

On the other hand, suitable debit has
owned or occupied, and to the quan-

income tax in the case of farmers or a

tum of local government expenditure livestock rearers, whereby a breeding to be made for work done in the busi-

which has to be apportioned among
herd or flock is regarded as a capital ness by members of the family who

remunerated by payment in kind
the owners and occupiers within the asset. Income tax is chargeable on the are

which is duly credited to sales. (See
government's jurisdiction, there are profits from the sale of progeny less

various schemes for hardship relief. the cost of replacementof units in the also, INTERNAL USE, CONTRA

Abatements of property tax, or herd, but not upon the sale of the herd ACCOUNTS.)

rates rebates, may be given to persons
as a whole or of sections of it in the HOTEL TAX Taxation may be levied--

in the lowest income groups, the event of the herd being sold or being
upon hotels in several ways, the most

abatement being graded according to reduced in size.
important being an occupancy or

the income of the taxpayer or of the HIDDEN TAXATION -- See TAXE ROOM TAX (q.v.), and sales tax on

family unit. Some American states OCCULTE. gross receipts from room-letting and
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selected other services such as restau- work may be done in places remote the attendant crime wave) into a

rant and bar, laundry, and, finally, the from farming areas. positive revenue from licences, duties,
modern trend to levy VAT on total HUT TAX A form of poll tax levied on

and taxes on the commodity.--

receipts. Apart from these levies there inhabited dwellings huts usually at After failing to eliminate completelyor
may be licensing duties on the hotel

early stage of development of the activities of illegal street bookies
and its bars and restaurants, imposed

an an
taking off-course bets horse

economy when it is necessary to raise on races,
more for control purposes than for funds for administration but not Britain finally legalised betting shops
revenue, although where as an in-

possible to introduce an income tax. in towns far from the race tracks, and
centive to the development of tour- Such taxes usually levied at fixed collected tax revenue therefrom.

are a
ism hotels are exempted from income

rate hut and therefore, In France, efforts to ban pornographic
tax on prots, sales and licensing

per are, re-
and violent films recently aban-gressive, although it has been argued were

levies assume more importance as the that there is degree of graduation doned in favour of levying a speciala
manner in which a government may where affluent taxpayer in tax of 20% on the profits of pro-a more a
secure some revenue to help finance duction, distribution, and exhibitionpolygamic society owns several huts,development. fo such films in addition to theinstalling a different wife or family in or-

tax.HOUSEKEEPER -- Although income tax each. Such taxes have, in general, dinary 50% corporation
reliefs to individual taxpayers are been replaced by graduated poll taxes, Britain has (1978) introduceda special
mainly given in respect of the cost of income taxes and other forms of taxa- extra tax on cigarettes with a high
maintaining dependents who are re- tion. tobacco tar content (See HEALTH

lated to the claimant, it is fairly HYPOTHECATION OF REVENUE- See
TAX) instead of banning the use of
such cigarettes, or smokingaltogether.common practice to grant relief where EARMARKINGOF REVENUE. In the U.S.A., and

a bereaved spouse has to employ more more states

someone to act as housekeeper, 1
are now running their own State

especially where there are dependent lotteries, which may be more effective

children, and the taxpayer has to go
than police efforts in stamping out

out to work, and especially where the IDLE LANDS,TAX ON -- The theory that illegal Street lotteries (sometimes
housekeeper (who need not be a economic development may be pro- known as the numbers racket). (See
relative) lives with the family. moted by taxing idle land, on the also GAMING DUTIES, LOTTERY

grounds that the owner will then TAX, POOLS BETTINGSDUTY.)
HOUSE PURCHASE -- It is the practice in either develop the land or sell out to IMMIGRANT There is often special tax--

some countries to allow special tax someone else who will, has sometimes treatment of coming tosomeone
relief to persons, particularly em- been advocated as a means of pro- reside in the taxing country, particu-ployees, who are buying residences. In ducing revenue as well as stimulating larly in the year of entry when there
Britain and France interest payable on development. In practice, where lands is most danger to the ofnewcomer
mortgages relating to a residence is have not been developed because they double taxation (in the old as well as
tax-deductible. Germany allows a are not ripe for development, or be- the new country). In Britain, for
special deduction for residents of West cause they are too remote from roads, example, there is a rule that where a
Berlin of 50% of the cost of con- population centres, etc., to make source of income ceases before arrival,structing their own houses. development feasible, taxes have not no tax liability will arise on remit-

been successful in generating develop- tances of income from the oldHOUSING ASSOCIATIONS -- (U.K.) sources,

Housing Associations are non-prot-
ment since if the owner is forced to after arrival of the immigrant.

making organisations, the function of sell his lands for the payment of taxes
IMMOBILISATIONS (France) Fixed

which is to provide housing accommo-
he is unlikely to find a buyer to take

--

assets.
dation for its members, often by

on the lands, which now have the

rehabilitating old property. Such asso-
added disadvantage of a tax burden as IMPACT OF TAX The impact of a tax--

well as being not ripe for development. be distinguished from its inci-ciations are encouraged by being may

charged at a more favourable tax rate Taxes on vacant sites or lots in de- dence, the impact being usually
than ordinary commercialconcerns. veloped areas have, on the other hand, regarded as the effect on the person

something to recommend them and who has to pay the tax in the first
HOUSING FOR EMPLOYEES -- In gene- are, in fact, a feature of site value place, while where he is able to pass

ral the value of free living accommoda- taxation and other forms of urban the burden on to someone else the
tion provided by an employer for his property taxation which take into true incidence will be upon the latter
employee and family is regarded as a account the market value of land, person. Some writers, however, use the
taxable PERQUISITE (q.v.). Where whether occupied or not. terms impact and incidence inter-
the employee is required to live in a changeably in relation to the person
particular residence, e.g., to be near a IF YOU CAN'T BAN THEM, TAX THEM who ultimatelybears the tax.
factory or other work-place, however, -- Certain human activities are regard-
it is not usual to tax the value of the ed by sections of public and religious IMPORT DEPOSITS -- Import deposits are

accommodation. (See also, REPRE- opinion with some degree of disfavour. deposits usually expressed as a per-
SENTATIVEOCCUPATION.) Governments, not usually anxious to centage of the value of goods imported

incur unpopularitywith any section of imposed upon importers in an attempt
HUSBANDRY -- The term husbandry is society, can sometimes gain public to reduce imports, while at the same

m'ore or less synonymous with farm- support when taxing the undesirable, time providing a certain extra cash

ing. Husbandry has, however, been though they might incur serious hosti- flow to the government from the
defined in U.K. tax law to cover lity if they tried to ban the activity. surviving imports, usually in a period
activities such as the intensive rearing Prohibitionof alcohol in the U.S.A. when there is a balance of payments
of hens in batteries, calves in stalls, was very unpopular, and its repeal problem. Import deposits have been
and other so-called factorymethods enabled the Government to turn a used at different times in these cir-
of farming, where no farm in the negative revenue (the cost of trying cumstances, for example, in Italy and
traditional sense is required and the to enforce Prohibition and deal with more recently in Britain and the Domi-
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nican Republic. Since they have a IMPOT SUR LES REVENUS DES COL- exceeding the amounts of tax paid.
restrictive and unequal effect on trade, LECTIVITES -- (Luxembourg) Cor-
import deposits are usually highly porate income tax. INCIDENCE OF TAX The incidence--

unpopular with a country's trading of a tax is the amount of tax which an

partners, and may have a dispro- IMPOT SUR LES SOCIETES -- (France) individual has ultimately to bear

portionately large effect in inflating Corporate income tax. (which may be contrasted with his

local prices. IMPUTATION -- (Belgium, France) Credit. ability to pay or taxable capacity).
(See also IMPACT OF TAX.)

IMPORT DUTIES -- See CUSTOMS DU- IMPUTATION SYSTEM The imputation--

TIES. system, in the context of the taxation INCOME SPLITTING -- In the U.S.

IMPORT QUOTAS -- The introduction of corporate income and dividends, is Federal Income Tax system an in-

of import quotas is usually regarded the system whereby: dividual is liable to tax such that

internationally as an inferior method (a) all corporate income, whether successive slabs of his income are

of limiting imports, although, from distributed or not, would be liable to liable to gradually increasing rates of

the importing country's viewpoint, it corporate income tax at the same rate, tax. When the individual marries he

has a much more predictable effect but may opt to have his own and his

than the raising of tariffs. Since the (b) part or all of the corporate tax on wife's income aggregated and then

actual imports may be quantified the income distributed would be have the joint income taxed in ac-

under a quota scheme, the importing available to be set as a credit against cordance with a graduated scale in

country is able to plan its trade with the shareholder's tax liability on the which the slabs of income chargeable
some precision. In the exporting dividends received or be wholly or at each rate are double in size. The

country, however, the effect may be partly repaid to him if the tax thus term income-splitting derives from

that some traders may be more fortu- credited exceeded his personal tax the relevant provision in the tax law

nate than others in obtaining portions liability. which enacts: In the case of a joint
return of husbandand wife ... theof the quota available to the exporting INCAPACITATED PERSON -- An indivi- a

country as a whole, with resulting dual, regarded by the law as incapable tax imposed shall be twice the tax

inequity between different traders. of looking after his or her own affairs,
which would be imposed if the tax-

able income were cut in half
IMPORT SURCHARGE -- In recent years which are thus to be handled by

(Section U.S. Internal Revenue
....

2,
the import surchage has been used as trustees or executors. For tax pur-

Code).
a means of restricting imports, which poses, recourse has to be to the

at the same time garners some extra trustees, etc., with the exception INCOME TAX -- The term income tax

revenue, in Britain and the U.S.A., in mentioned below. The group includes is usually applied to a graduated
each case in an attempt to tackle a persons declared mentally unfit, in- annual tax on the aggregated income

large balance of payments deficit. The fants (persons below the age of ma- of all types received by a person,
device is usually regarded as tempora- jority, usually 18 or 21) and some- which in the case of an individualmay
rily expedient and on that footing times married women, who though include the income of his spouse or,
is sometimes more acceptable to ex- mentally capable were at one time in some tax systems, also that of his

porting countries than a quota scheme barred from some transactions,mainly minor children. In practice, SCHEDU-
or a more permanent raising of tariff as a protection from being imposed LAR TAXES (q.v.), whichcharge taxes

barriers. The surcharge is normally upon by tricksters. In the case of at different rates and sometimes
levied as a percentage addition to infants, the protection of the law is according to different rules on dif-

ordinary customs duties. (See also mainly concerned with money, etc. ferent types of income, may also be

CUSTOMS REGULATOR.) coming to the child from external regarded as income taxes since each
souoees (and directed to be held in schedule imposes tax on a particu-IMPOST TAX -- The term is used for infant has been heldtrust), but an lar type of income even though there

levies on imports made in Guernsey. to be properly taxable in his own is aggregation.no

IMPOSTA SUL REDDITO DELLE PER- right on money he earns himself.

SONE FISICHE (IRPEF) --(Italy) INCENTIVES In the context of taxation
INCOME TAX, NEGATIVE The term--

--

National personal income tax. the term incentive is generally used negative income tax has been

applied to systems of welfare pay-IMPOSTA SUL REDDITO DELLE PER- to refer to the situation where either
ments which are calculated on the

SONEGIURIDICHE(IRPEG)-(Italy) no tax is charged upon certain types basis of the actual income, usually of
National corporate income tax. of income, or less tax than would

a family group, compared with what
IMPOSTA SUL VALORE AGGIUNTO usually be levied is charged, so that

are taken to be the minimum income
(IVA) -- (Italy) Value Added Tax. the taxpayer is encouraged to pro- levels for survival. The FAMILY

duce or earn a particular kind of
IMPOT -- (Belgium, France, Switzerland) income particular kind of

INCOME SUPPLEMENT (q.v.) in
or carry on a

Britain is type of negative incomea
Tax. activity. Briefly, incentives may either

tax and a proposal for such a taxis
IMPOT ANTICIPE -- Withholding tax, take the form of EXEMPTIONS or

currently being processed in the
such as the Federal tax on income TAX HOLIDAYS (q.v.) or of special U.S.A.
from capital in Switzerland. deductions being made which are

either deductions which are not INDEX-LINKED ADJUSTMENTS-- Some
IMPOT DES PERSONNES PHYSIQUES- normally given which allowed systems of capital gains taxation seekor are

(Belgium) Individual income tax. at a higher rate than normal. (See to eliminate from the tax computation
IMPOT DES SOCIETES -- (Belgium) also DEPRECIATION, FREE and that part of the gain which is attri-

Corporate income tax. INVESTMENT ALLOWANCES.) butable to currency depreciation and

In the case of SELECTIVE EMPLOY- thus allow the original cost of the
IMPOT SUR LA FORTUNE --(France) MENT TAX (q.v.), in Britain, in- asset, disposed of at a profit in money

Wealth tax. centives in the shape of REGIONAL terms, to be written-up by an ad-

IMPOT SUR LE REVENU- (France) EMPLOYMENT PREMIUMS (q.v.) justment based, for example, on

Individual income tax. were paid to employers in sums changes in the cost of living index over
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the period of ownership. Since the INDICIA, EXTERNAL, OF WEALTH -- term would also cover payroll taxation
value of personal and other reliefs See EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF levied upon an employer's wage bill
from income tax which are expressed MEANS. without reference to the circumstances
in money terms lose part of their value of individual employees and not in-
when money depreciates, it is usual to INDIRECT TAXATION -- This term tended to be passed on the employees.
increase income tax reliefs from time relates to taxes which are borne by INDKOMSTSKAT (Denmark) Income--

to time in order to compensate. Some someoneother than the person respon- tax.countries, notably Belgium and Bri- sible for paying them initially (see also
0

tain, have now formally undertakento DIRECT TAXES). Broadly, indirect INDKOMSTAR-- (Denmark) Income year.
index personal reliefs so that falls in taxation is that levied on goods and
their money value are ,automatically services, including customs and excise [to be continued
adjusted from year to year. duties and sales taxation, but the

ConferenceDiary
prises on death and inter-vivos; II. The ef-
fect of losses in one country on the income
tax treatment in other countries of an en-

terprise or of associatedcompaniesengaged
in international activities. For the seminars
the following subjects are suggested:
Trends in income tax treaties involving de-
veloping countries, with special reference
to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends inFEBRUARY 1979 MAY 1979 Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den-
mark), September 4-8 (English, French,British Branch of I.F.A.: The taxation im- Investment and Property Studies: The German, Spanish).plications of the Hofstra Report, London Vienna Conference (including international

(U.K.), February 22 (English). tax planning), Vienna (Austria), May 16-18
(English). FEBRUARY 1980

MARCH 1979
Business Perspectives: 6th InternationalJUNE 1979 Tax Conference. Singapore, February 4-8Business International Institute: Doing (English).Business in the U.S.A. (including The U.S. The Taxation Institute of Australia: First

Tax System), Mont Plerin-sur-Vevey International Convention (including Fun-
(Switzerland),March 4-7 (English). damental Concept in Double Taxation SEPTEMBER 1980

Treaties, Guide to Estate Planning Far East
Conventions -- Kopel Tours Ltd. Jubilee locations), Hong Kong, June 10-16 (Eng- 34th Annual Congress ofLF.A.: I. The dia-Convention of Accountancy and Taxation, lish). logue between the tax administration andJerusalem (Israel), March 11-15 (Hebrew, taxpayer up to the filing of the tax return;English and German). II. The determination of the source of in-SEPTEMBER 1979 come. For the seminar the subject is TheBritish Branch of I.F.A.. Self Assessment, flight to tax havens, their use and abuse.London (U.K.), March 15 (English). 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The Paris (France),September 14-19 (English,taxation of transfers of family-held enter- French, German, Spanish).International Bureau of Fiscal Documen-
tation: Tax, Investment and Trade Pros-
pects in the Middle East, London (U.K.),
March 19-21 (English). FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION
British Branch of I.F.A.: The work of the PLEASE WRITE TO:
OECD Fiscal Committee, London (U.K.),
March 29 (English). British Branch of I.F.A.: Secretariat, c/o International Fiscal Association (I.F.A.):Williams & Clyn's Bank Ltd., P.O. Box General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.448, 20 Birchin Lane, London EC3P Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DRAPRIL 1979 3DP (U.K.). Rotterdam (Netherlands).

Business International Institute, 12-14 International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-Management Centre Europe: International chemin Rieu, 1208 Geneva 17 (Switzer- mentation, Sarphatistraat124, P.O. BoxTaxation (a working conference), Vienna land). 20237, 1000 HE Amsterdam (Holland).(Austria), April 18-20 (English, French and
German). Business - Perspectives: 11 Alexander Investment and Property Studies Ltd.,Place, London SW7 2SG. Tel. 01-589- Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-
Institute for International Research: 1979 3197. Telex: 917036. don EC4A lAB (U.K.).
Corporate Tax Conference, London (U.K.), Conventions -- Kopel Tours Ltd., 122 ManagementCentre Europe, Avenue desApril 25-27 (English). Hayarkon Street, P.O. Box 3054, Tel Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).Aviv (Israel).
Business International Institute: Interna- The Taxation Institute of Australia,

Institute for International Research, 70 19th Floor, C.A.G.A. Building, 8 Benttional Seminar (including International
Taxation), Port Chester, New York Warren Street, LondonWlP 5PA (U.K.). Street, Sydney, 2000, Australia.
(U.S.A.), April 30 - May 11 (Engish).
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and

corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and forthose
in foreign countries planning or doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This denitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessman or corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa

without becoming taxable as a permanntestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'll also find:
1. The full official text of every existing treaty, supplementary treaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for
easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty countr with another...

permits a single unied index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'11 make sure, speedy decisionsat the flip of a wrist.

3. Official reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and ofcial material that affects

you.
To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-
subscription to this unique
publicationat the low rate of ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...
only $ 120, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings giving you the latest judicial and ofcial word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

Englewood Cliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its

New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX
U.S.A, TREATIES.
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The publications listed in this bibliography have BUSINESS STUDY: AUSTRALIA

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which London, Touche Ross International, 1977. 135 pp.
on awill gladly supply further information upon request Monograph Australia which is part of series, Business Study,

prepared by Touche Ross International for the use of the firm and(please quote the reference numbers). They should, interested clients. The contents deal with investment factors,
however, be ordered through a bookseller or drect financial institutions and business regulations, forms of business
from the publisher indicated, and not through the entities, accounting and auditing and taxation in Australia.

(B. 51.150)Bureau.

INVESTMENTIN AUSTRALIA

Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1976.
105 pp.

ALGERIA Information book setting out foreign investment in Australia and :
how to comply with the foreign investment guidelines; relevant

GUIDE DES ENTREPRISESETRANGERESEN ALGERIE statutes thereto are appended. (B. 51.147).
5me Edition, fwier 1978. Algiers, Chambre Franaise de Com-

CCH BUSINESS GUIDE TO BELGIUMmerce et d'Industrieen Algrie, 1978. 160 pp.
Guide providing information to foreign enterprises doing business By Jean-Pierre de Bandt. With accountingand auditing chapter by
with or investing in Algeria. Company law, business law, labour Arthur Andersen & Co., Brussels. Chicago, Commerce Clearinglaw and taxation aspects are considered. (B. 10.952) House, Inc., 1978. 303 pp.

General presentation of information on doing business in
ARGENTINA Belgium, banking and finance, labour law and social security, :,

taxation, accounting and auditing and other relevant subjects.
FINANZASPUBLICAS (B. 101.463) .i

Esbozo de una teora general. By Dino Jarach. Buenos Aires, LA FISCALITEIMMOBILIERELIEE A LA
Editorial Cangallo, 1978. 650 pp. POLITIQUE D'URBANISATION :'

Outline of a general theory on public finance. (B. 15.818)
By Jean van Houtte. Brussels, Etablissements Emile Bruylant,
1978. 9 pp.ASIA Extract of Belgian report on real estate taxation and policy of
city development delivered at the lOth International CongressGLOSSARY OF TAX TERMS IN MEMBER-COUNTRIES of Comparative Law, held in Budapest, August 23-28, 1978.OF THE STUDY GROUP ON ASIAN TAX ADMINI- (B. 101.403)STRATIONAND RESEARCH

(A SGATAR Project). Manila, National Tax Research Center, CANADA
1978. 109 pp.
Tax glossary explaining in Part I tax terms commonly used by CORPORATEMANAGEMENTTAX CONFERENCE 1978
two or more countries and in Part II tax terms as defined in the
internal laws of the respective participating countries: Australia, Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1978. 253 pp.
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Singa- The two subjects discussed at the 1978 Corporate Management

Tax Conference printed herein are: Tax Planning for Corporatepore and Thailand. (B. 51.142)
Distributions before 1979 and New Strategies for Corporate
Acquisitions. (B. 101.484)AUSTRALIA
ESSAYS ON CANADIAN TAXATION

1978 AUSTRALIANMASTER TAX GUIDE
Editors Brian G. Hansen, Vern Krishna, James A. Rendall and

North Ryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1978. 672 pp. contributors. Toronto, Richard de Boo, Ltd., 1978. 760 pp.Annual guide providing explanation of the corporate and in- Collection of essays discussing various taxation topics intended
dividual income tax for the 1978 income year. (B. 51.141) as a useful source of readings for students or teachers in Canadian

tax law. (B. 101.456)
AUSTRALIEN: RECHTSBESTIMMUNGENUND
RICHTLINIENFUR USLNDISCHEINVESTITIONEN INCOME TAX ACT

Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation, 1978. Annotated. 9th Tax Reform Edition 1978 consolidated with
Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- und amendments to July 1978 with related tax legislation and the
Steuerrecht, No. 109/109A. 70 pp., 6 DM. income tax regulations. Editor-in-Chief H. Heward Stikeman.
Legislation and related information concerning foreign invest- Toronto, Richard de Boo, Ltd., 1978. 1172 pp.
ments in Australia. (B. 101.474) Annotated text of the Canadian Income Tax Act updated to July
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1978 with related tax regulations. The full texts of the double Third revised edition of a handbookon public finance.
taxation treaties with USA and U.K. are included. (B. 101.455) This supplement deals especially with the structural development

of public finance and general tax theory. (B. 101.432)

COMMON MARKET (EEC) HANDBUCHZUR LOHNSTEUER1978

Stand: 1. Juli 1978. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978. Schriften
BUSINESS STUDY: COMMONMARKET des Deutschen Wissenschaftlichen Steuerinstituts der Steuer-

London, Touche Ross International, 1976. 115 pp. berater und SteuerbevollmchtigtenE.V. 581 pp., 45 DM.

Monograph on the Common Market which is part of a series, Monograph containing all provisions, executive orders, rulings,
Business Study, prepared by ToucheRoss Internationalfor the use etc. relevant to the West German wage tax. (B. 101.437)
of the firm and interested clients. The present study deals with
the individual countries of the Common Market with respect to HCHSTRICHTERLICHERECHTSPRECHUNGZU

exchange controls, investment factors, business entities and taxa- INTERNATIONALEN DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN
tion. A description is given of the EEC -- what it is and how it By Rudolf Weber-Fas. 2 Volumes. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul
works (12 pages). (B. 101.537) Siebeck), 1978. 410 + 420 pp., 74 DM per volume.

Collection of those decisions of the Supreme Tax Court (Bundes-
FINANCIELEHULPVERLENINGDOOR DE EUROPESE finanzhof) and the Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungs-
GEMEENSCHAP gericht) which are concerned with conventions for the avoidance

Luxembourg, Bureau voor Officile Publikaties der Europese of double taxation. (B. 101.414)
Gemeenschappen,1976. 27 pp.
Information on the financial aids providedby institutions of the KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ1977

Community to interested parties. (B. 101.427) Mit einschlgigenVorschriftendes EStG und UmwStG 1977.
Handkommentar. By Kay D. Klschen. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag,

GERMANY (FED. REP.) 1977. 746 pp., 48 DM.
Loose-leaf publication commenting on the provisionsof the West

AUSSENSTEUERRECHT German Corporate Income Tax Law 1977. (B. 101.433)

Grundriss fr Studium und Praxis. By Wolfgang Lipps. Bonn, RECHNUNGSLEGUNGUND PRFUNG DER
Stollfuss Verlag, 1978. Schriftenreihe Recht und Praxis, Band 6. VERSICHERUNGSUNTERNEHMEN
303 pp., 29.80 DM.
Explanation of general aspects of German taxation in the case Herausgegebenvom Institut der Wirtschaftsprferin Deutschland

of international business relations (German taxation of foreign e.V. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1978. 488 pp., 76 DM.

source income, tax treaties, the Foreign Investment Law, the Comprehensive description of all the details of the accounting,
Developing Countries Tax Law, and, in particular, the Foreign auditing and taxation of insurance companies in West Germany.
Tax Law). Texts of relevant statutes are appended. (B. 101.402) (B. 101.438)

BESTEUERUNGDER PERSONEN-UND KAPITAL-
GESELLSCHAFTEN

GREECE
3., neubearbeitete und erweiterte Auflage 1978. By Hugo von

Wallis and Wolfgang Heinicke. Heidelberg, Verlagsgesellschaft TAX PROFILE: GREECE
Recht und Wirtschaft, 1978. 264 pp., 54 DM.

Explanation of the taxation of the most common forms of part- Prepared by Touche Ross International, Athens, July 1978.

nerships, corporations,etc. (B. 101.434) London, Tax Planning International, Finax Publications, 1978.
16 pp. (B. 101.488)

BUSINESS STUDY: FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

London, Touche Ross International, 1976. 165 pp.
Monograph on the German Federal Republic which is part of a HONG KONG
series, Business Study, prepared by Touche Ross International
for the use of the firm and interested clients. The contents deal BUSINESS STUDY: HONG KONG
with investment factors, business practices, forms of business
entities, accounting and auditing as well as taxation (46 pages). London, Touche Ross International, 1977.96 pp.

Monograph on Hong Kong which is part of a series, Business
(B. 101.534) Study, prepared by Touche Ross International for the use of the

firm and interested clients. The contents deal with investment
DAS EINKOMMENSTEUERRECHT factors, trading and labour conditions in Hong Kong, business
Kommentar zum Einkommensteuergesetz. 12. verbesserte und practices, forms of business entities, accountingand auditing and
erweiterte Auflage. Band I. By Eberhard Littmann. Stuttgart, taxation in Hong Kong (9 pages). (B. 51.149)
Fachverlagfr Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht Schffer & Co., 1978.
1668 pp., 175 DM.
Comprehensive commentary on the West German Individual ICELAND
Income Tax Law, Sections 1-12. (B. 101.435)

GRUNDZGEUND BEISPIELE ZUM
TAXES IN ICELAND 1978

ANRECHNUNGSVERFAHRENNACH DEM Short description of the taxation of individuals and companies
KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ1977 in Iceland 1978. (Assessment year 1978; Tax Year (Income year)

By Georg Renner and Jrgen Scheider-Ludorff. Ludwigshafen 1977). Prepared by S. Thorbjrnsson. Reykjavik, Government

(Rhein), Friedrich Kiehl Verlag, 1978. 148 pp., 22 DM. Printer, 1978. 17 pp. (B. 101.466)

Monograph presenting the principles of the West German Cor-

porate Income Tax System as enacted in 1977 with practical
examples. (B. 101.436) INDONESIA

HANDBUCH DER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT PAJAK KEKAYAAN

Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeitete Auflage under Mitwirkung von Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1976.75 pp.
Norbert Andel und Heinz Haller. Herausgegeben von Fritz Neu- Consolidated text in the Indonesian language of the Net Wealth

mark. Lieferung 16, Band II, Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Sie- Tax Law of 1932 as amended. Implementing provisions are

beck), 1978. 80 pp., 16.80 DM. appended. (B. 51.119)
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INTERNATIONAL and interested clients. The contents deal with investment factors,
labour and business practices, forms of business entities, account-

CONVENTIONSFISCALES ENTRE PAYS DEVELOPPES ing and auditing, as well as taxation in Japan (33 pages).ET PAYS EN DEVELOPPEMENT (B. 51.148)
Septime rapport. Rapport du Groupe d'experts des conventions
fiscales entre pays dvelopps et pays en dveloppement sur les GUIDE TO JAPANESETAXES 1978-79
travaux de sa septimerunion. New York, United Nations, 1978. By Taizo Hayashi. Tokyo, Zaikei Shoho Sha, 1978. 234 pp.
72 pp. Annual updated information on Japanese taxes levied as of
Seventh report on tax treaties between developedand developing April 1, 1978. (B. 51.140)
countries (in French). An English edition of the same is avail-
able. (B. 101.473)

KENYA
INTERNATIONALCONVENTIONON MUTUAL
ADMINISTRATIVEASSISTANCE FOR THE AN INTRODUCTIONTO TAXATION IN KENYA

PREVENTION,INVESTIGATIONAND By Safdar Ali Butt and Amirali Sokwala. London, Cassell &
REPRESSIONOF CUSTOMSOFFENCES Company, Ltd., 1978. 176 pp.

Brussels, Customs Co-operationCouncil, 1977.52 pp. Guide explaining income tax, corporation tax and capital gains
(B. 101.475) tax in Kenya. It is designed as a textbook for students with

worked examples, questions and examination papers appended.
INTERNATIONALTAX AVOIDANCE The text is based on the Income Tax Act (Cap. 470) as of Janu-

ary 1, 1978. (B. 10.951)
A study by the Rotterdam Institute for Fiscal Studies.
Volume B. Counry Reports. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 344 pp.
Study in two volumes analyzing the policy of six western Euro- LATIN AMERICA
pean countries towards international tax avoidance from the
statutory as well as economic points of view. Volume B contains ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROGRESS IN
country reports as of January 1, 1978 for Belgium, France, Ger LATIN AMERICA
many, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and the U.S.A. 1977 Report. Washington, Inter-American Development Bank,(B. 101.416) 1977. 450 pp.

Report presenting a detailed review of developments in LatinTHE INTERNATIONALTAX TREATIESSERVICE America viewed from two principal aspects: economic and social.
Editor Michael Edwardes-Ker. Dublin, In-Depth Publishing, Ltd., Statistical summary is appended. (B. 15.820)
1977.
Loose-leaf publication service which analyses the OECD 1977 ESTUDIOS DE DERECHO TRIBUTARIO
Model Tax Convention on an article by article basis. The text of INTERNACIONAL
each article is quoted, followed by the Commentary, and then By Ramn Valds Costa. Montevideo, Rosgal S.A., 1978. 225 pp.by Editorial comments. Then each court decision or ruling n any Compilation of conferencesand lectures held between 1970-1977State relating to that particular article is analysed. Supplements
will update the material. (B. 101.460)

on international tax law. (B. 15.813)

EL INTERCAMBIADE INFORMACIONBAJO
IRAN TRATADOSTRIBUTARIOS

Documentos e informes de la XIX ConferenciaTecnica del CIAT, ,
INDIVIDUALAND CORPORATETAX IN IRAN Curazao, Antillas Holandesas, Agosto 28 -- Septiembre 3, 1977.
Prepared by Bruce A. Miller of Touche Ross International, Panam, Secretaria Ejecutiva del CIAT, 1977. 231 pp
Tehran, August 1978. London, Tax Planning International, Finax Documents submitted to and informationexchanged at the CIAT
Publications, 1978. 36 pp. (B. 51.138) Technical Conference in 1977 on the exchange of information

provision of tax treaties. (B. 101.289)
ISRAEL

MEXICO
THE ENCOURAGEMENTOF CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
LAW 5719-1959 LEY DEL IMPUESTOSOBRE LA RENTA

Incorporating all amendments to that Law, up to and including Reglamento y disposiciones complementarias. Trigsimoquinta
Amendment No. 17. Jerusalem, A.G. Publications, Ltd., 1978. edicin. Mexico, Editorial Poicra, 1978. 629 pp
32 pp. Thirty-fifth edition of consolidated text of the Income Tax Law
English translation of the law to attract foreign and local capital (both individuals and companies) as amended at the end of 1977.
investment in Israel of 1959 as amended. Regulationsthereto are Complementary regulations and other provisions are appended.
appended. (B. 51.110) (B. 15.819)

ITALY MIDDLE EAST

BUSINESS STUDY: ITALY ATT GRA AFFRER I MELLERSTASTERN
London, Touche Ross International, 1977. 170 pp. By Sten F.W. Bille. Stockholm, Nova Media, 1978. 154 pp.
Monograph on Italy which is part of a series, Business Study, Compendium entitled Doing Business in the Middle East
prepared by Touche Ross International for the use of the firm designed to describe legal, economic and social circumstances in
and interested clients. The contents deal with investment factors, the Middle East markets. The countries covered are Iran, Saudi
business practices, forms of business entities, accounting and Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, Abu Dhabi, Dubai and
auditing, as well as taxation (46 pages). (B. 101.532) Sharjah. Tax aspects are mentioned. (B. 101.458)

JAPAN MOROCCO

BUSINESS STUDY: JAPAN L'EVOLUTIONDU DROIT DES INVESTISSEMENTS
ETRANGERS AU MAROCLondon, Touche Ross International, 1976. 127 pp.

Monograph on Japan which is part of a series, Business Study, By Jean Lamodire. Aix-Marseille, Centre National de la
prepared by Touche Ross International for the use of the firm Recherche Scientifique, 1977. Les Cahiers du C.R.E.S.M. (Centre
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de Recherches et d'tudes sur les Socits Mditerranennes, A practical guide to the system of investment incentives (WIR),
No. 6. 175 pp. which provides for several subsidies. (B. 101.418/418A).
Study of the development of foreign investment law in Morocco.
(B. 10.950) ZESDE RICHTLIJN EN NEDERLANDSE

OMZETBELASTING

THE NETHERLANDS By D.B. Bijl and J.B. van der Zanden. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978.
112 pp., 27.50 Df[.

AAN DE GRENS Explanation of the Dutch value added tax as affected by the bill

Enkele randvakkenbij de studie van het belastingrecht. to adjust the Dutch VAT legislation to the provisionsof the Sixth

By J. Reugebrink. Deventer, FED, 1978. 163 pp.
Directive on VAT. Texts of the statutes are appended.

Entitled At the frontier, this work aims to provide students in (B. 101.446)
tax law some knowledge of customs duties, excise taxes and other
taxes levied by local authorities (municipalities) in the Nether-
lands, of the motor vehicle tax, as well as the pollution tax to be NETHERLANDSANTILLES

paid by the polluter. (B. 101.469) CORPORATETAXATIONIN THE NETHERLANDS

BASIC GUIDE TO ESTABLISHINGINDUSTRIAL ANTILLES

OPERATIONS By F. Damian Leo and Antonio A. Amador. Deventer, Kluwer,
The Hague, Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, 1978. 95 pp., 31.20 Dfl.

1978. 48 pp. English translation of the text of the corporate income tax law

Information guide to business and industrial opportunities for in the Netherlands Antilles followed by an explanation of each

foreign investors contemplating operations in the Netherlands. article. (B. 15.821)
Taxation aspects are included. (B. 101.426)

BUSINESS STUDY. NETHERLANDS& NETHERLANDS O.E.C.D.
ANTILLES

STATISTIQUESDE RECETTESPUBLIQUESDES
London, Touche Ross International, 1977. 225 pp. PAYS MEMBRESDE L'OCDE
Monograph on the Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles
which is part of a series, Business Study, prepared by Touche Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries 1965-1976.

Ross International for the use of the firm and interested clients. Une classification normalise / A standardized classification.

The contents deal with investment factors, business practice, Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
forms of business entities, accounting and auditing, as well as

1978. 292 pp., 62 Ffr.

taxation (44 pages). A section on the Netherlands Antilles is Seventh publication of an annual seris providing data in respect

appended, covering the same subjects including taxation (26 of general government tax revenues, including compulsory social

pages). (B. 101.538) security contributions for member countries of the OECD during
the years 1965-1976. This is a bilingual publication in the French

FINANCIEELMEMO 1978 and English languages. (B. 101.476)

Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 71 pp., 14 Dfl.
Revised edition of Financial Memo providing financial and PORTUGAL
economic figures and other information. (B. 101.428)

CODIGO DE PROCESSODAS CONTRIBUIES
FISCAAL MEMO E IMPOSTOS

Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 70 pp. Lisbon, Ministry of Finance, 1976. 156 pp.
Revised edition of Fiscal Memo providing practical information Compilation of law concerning court proceedings in tax matters.
in a nutshell concerning tax provisions and such related subjects (B. 101.409)
as social security contributionseffective as of July 1978.
(B. 101.429) CODIGO DO IMPOSTO DE TRANSACES
INTERNATIONALEFISCALE NONDISCRIMINATIE Lisbon, Ministry of Finance, 1977. 394 pp.

Codification of the sales tax legislation;supplementary legislation
(2). Een onderzoek naar het verbod van internationaal differen- is included. (B. 101.410)
tirende behandeling bij de Nederlandse directe belastingen.
Besprekingvan het preadviesvan Mr. C. van Raad. GUIA FISCAL
Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Geschriften van de Vereniging voor

Belastingwetenschap,No. 149.36 pp. Lisbon, Ministry of Finance, 1976.

Preliminary report prepared by C. van Raad concerning inter- Loose-leaf publication (2 volumes) of the Ministry of Finance

national fiscal non-discrimination under the Netherlands' direct containing a survey of all tax laws and forms. (B. 101.407)
taxes (e.g. corporate and individual income tax). Part 2 contains
the report on the debates, answer and closing remarks. IMPOSTO SOBRE VEICULOS

(B. 101.498) Lisbon, Ministry of Finance, 1976.45 pp.
Compilation of the laws concerning tax on vehicles. (B. 101.412)

KERNPUNTENVAN PENSIOEN

By L.G.M. Stevens and P. van Yperen. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. LEGISLAOFISCAL

140 pp., 35 Dfl. Anotaes para actualizaio e corrigenda. Lisbon, Ministry of
Survey of private pension problems from several points of view: Finance, 1977. 289 pp.
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Amsterdam, NederlandscheMiddenstandsbank,1978. 18 pp. SAUDI ARABIA
Outline of the Law on Investment Incentives (WIR). (B. 101.317)

TAXATIONIN SAUDI ARABIA
WIR.EEN PRAKTISCHETOELICHTING Prepared by Bruce A. Miller of Touche Ross International,
By M.C. van der Harst and J.A.M. Klaver. Deventer, Kluwer, Tehran, July 1978. London, Tax Planning International, Finax
1978. 142 pp. Publications, 1978. 15 pp. (B. 51.137)
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as of July 1978. (B. 51.123)

DEVELOPMENTLAND TAX

SPAIN London, Board of Inland Revenue, 1978. 94 pp.
Booklet explaining the provisions of the Development Land Tax
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56 pp., £ 3.50. (B. 101.415)
SWITZERLAND

A GUIDE TO DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENTINTO

BEREINIGTEERLUTERNDESKIZZE. FR DIE THE UNITED KINGDOM

VERORDNUNGDES BUNDESRATESUBER DIE NEUE By Peter M. Barclay and John R. Poole. London, Finax Publica-
FORM DER UMSATZSTEUER tions, 1978. 174 pp.

Bern, EidgenssischeSteuerverwaltung,1977.35 pp.
The law and practice outlined herein are as of March 1978. The

Explanation of the proposed value added tax. However, this taxes levied in the U.K. are described and U.K. anti-avoidance

first VAT Bill was rejected in a referendum. A French edition is legislation is dealt with. (B. 101.450)
available. (B. 101.471) THE HAMBRO TAX GUIDE 1978-79

BOTSCHAFTZUR BUNDESFINANZREFORM1978 By A.S. Silke and W.I. Sinclair. Consulting editor G.S.A. Wheat-
VOM 15. MRZ 1978 croft. London, Macdonald and Jane's, 1978. 238 pp., £ 5.50.

Bern, EidgenssischeSteuerverwaltung,1978. 78 pp.
This seventh edition deals with the tax system for the 1978-79

Explanation of the proposed Federal Finance Reform 1978 of fiscal year and covers capital transfer tax, individual income tax,
March 15, 1978 concerning the amendment in the Constitution, capital gains tax, the imputation system of corporation tax,
the introduction of a value added tax and amendments in the development land tax and the value added tax. (B. 101.452)
federal direct taxes. A French edition is available. (B. 101.470) KEY TO INCOME TAX

BUSINESS STUDY: SWITZERLAND,LIECHTENSTEIN Finance Act 1978 edition. By J.M. Cooper and Percy F. Hughes.
London, Touche Ross International, 1978. 178 pp.

London, Taxation Publishing Company, Ltd., 1978. 265 pp.,
£ 4.75.

Monograph on Switzerland and Liechtenstein which is part of a

series, Business Study, prepared by Touche Ross International Annual reference guide explaining the individual income tax

for the use of the firm and interested clients. The contents deal changes effected by the 1978 Finance Act. (B. 101.449)
with investment factors, business practices, forms of business
entities, accounting and auditing, as well as taxation (40 pages). PUBLIC SECTOR ECONOMICS

A section on Liechtenstein is appended and covers the same By. C.V. Brown and P.M. Jackson. Oxford, Martin Robertson &

subjects, including taxation (12 pages). (B. 101.533) Company, Ltd., 1978. 452 pp., £ 16.-.
This work examines the relationship between public expen-
ditures, taxation and, in particular, the behaviour of economic

TURKEY agents such as individuals, householdsand rms. (B. 101.459)

CONDUCTINGOPERATIONSIN TURKEY SIMON'S TAXES

Prepared by Touche Ross International, July 1978. London, Tax Finance Act 1978. The provisions relating to income tax,
Planning International, Finax Publications, 1978. 13 pp. corporation tax and capital gains tax with annotations. Together
Tax aspects are included. (B. 101.489) with a survey of the whole Act. London, Butterworths, 1978.

113 pp., £ 3.30. (B. 101.453)

UNITED KINGDOM THE STRUCTUREAND REFORM OF DIRECT TAXATION

Report of a Committee chaired by Professor J.E. Meade for the
BUSINESS STUDY: UNITED KINGDOM Institute for Fiscal Studies. London, George Allen & Unwin,

1978. 18 pp. (B. 101.244)London, Touche Ross International, 1978. 196 pp.
Monograph on the United Kingdom which is part of a series, TAX PHILOSOPHERS
Business Study, prepared by Touche Ross International for the
use of the firm and interested clients. The contents deal with Two hundred years of thought in Great Britain and the United /
investment factors, business practices, forms of business entities, States. By Harold M. Groves. Edited by Donald J. Curran.
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tax treaties and other items of a permanent nature, published in
the weekly Bulletin in the second half of 1977. (B. 101.462) Caracas, GovernmentPrinter, 1978. 10 pp.

Report of the Parliamentary Finance Commission on the

RECOMMENDEDTAX LAW CHANGES proposed new income tax law. (B. 15.786)

Recommendations for amendments to the Internal Revenue
Code. Washington, American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, Federal Tax Division, 1977. 123 pp. (B. 101.366) WESTERN EUROPE

TAX & TRADE PROFILES: WESTERN EUROPE
STATE TAX HANDBOOKAS OF OCTOBER 1, 1978

London, Touche Ross International, 1977. 186 pp.
Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 240 pp., $ 8.50. General guide to inform business enterprises planning to operate
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RAPPORT DU COMITE D'ETUDE SUR L'IMPOSITION d'imptssur le revenu et sur la fortune (texte)
INDIRECTE (1977-78)
Cet article prsente une critique des conclusions du Comit Jha DOUBLE TAXATION CONVENTION BETWEEN

qui a tudi une ventuelle modification de l'imposition in- SWITZERLANDAND BELGIUM (WITH AN ENGLISH

directe en Inde. SUMMARY)

STEUERREFORM IN INDIEN: EINE AUSWERTUNG DES Message concerning a double tax convention with Belgium
BERICHTS DER ENQUETE-KMMISIONFR INDIREKTE Overview
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DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMENZWISCHEN DER
SCHWEIZ UND BELGIEN (MIT ENGLISCHER

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG)
Prof. Dr. Hans Spiller: Botschaft bezglich eines Doppelbesteuerungsabkommensmit

THE PROMOTIONOF HOUSE CONSTRUCTION IN Belgien
GDR TOWNS AND COMMUNITIESBY THE STATE bersicht
FINANCIAL SYSTEM ......................... 61

This is a -discussion of the philosophy underlying house con- Abkommen zwischen der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft
struction in the GDR which is totally directed by the State. A und dem Knigreich Belgien zur Vermeidung der Doppelbe-

major subject which is discussed iS the financing of house con- steuerung auf dem Gebiet der Steuern vorn Einkommen und

struction which may be carriedout by the State, by cooperatives vom Vermgen (Der text des Abkommens ist in franzsisch)
or by private individuals. There is also a brief discussion of

taxation.

MALAYSIA: TAX CHANGES FOR 1979 - Extract from theENCOURAGEMENTA LA CONSTRUCTIONDE MAISONS
Malaysian Budget for the fiscal year 1979 presented by Finance

. D'HABITATION DANS LES VILLES ET AGGLOMERATIONS
Minister Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah October 20, 1978... 76onDE LA REPUBLIQUE DEMOCRATIQUEALLEMANDE

The Budget Speech deals, inter alia, with the following im-A L'AIDE DU SYSTEME FINANCIER NATIONAL
L'auteur tudie la philosophie sous-jascente la construction de portant subjects: the introduction of a reinvestment allowance,

maisons en Rpublique Dmocratique Allemande qui est en-
an export duty on copra and fresh coconuts,an exemption from
interest withholding tax and incentives for shipping and fortirement dirige par l'Etat. Un sujet important qui y est tudi
saving. 0

est le financement des .constructions de maisons qui peuvent
tre effectues par l'Etat, les coopratives ou des personnes MALAYSIE: MODIFICATIONSFISCALES POUR 1979 --

prives. Quelques aspects fiscaux y sont galementtraits. Extrait de Budget malais pour l'anne fiscale 1979

DIE FRDERUNG DESWOHNUNGSBAUESINDEN prsent le 20 octobre 1978 par le Ministre des Iinances

STDTEN UND DRFERN DER DDR DURCH DAS Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah
La prsentation du Budget traite entre autres des sujets suivants:STAATLICHE FINANZIERUNGSSYSTEM
l'introduction d'une allocation de rinvestissements, un droitDer Verfasser untersucht die Hintergrnde der Wohnungsbau-
d'exportation sur le coprah et les noix de coco fraches, unepolitik in der DDR, die vollkommen in den Hnden des Staates
exemption de la retenue la source sur les intrts et des avan-

liegt. Behandelt werden Fragen der Finanzierung sowie steuer-
tages offerts dans l'exploitation des navires et pour l'pargne.liche Aspekte, die mit der Errichtung von Wohnbauten -- sei es

durch den Staat, durch Genossenschaften oder Private -- zusam- MALAYSIA: STEUERNDERUNGEN1979--- Auszug
menhngen. aus dem Haushalt von Malaysia fr des Finanzjahr 1979,
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der von FinanzministerTengku Razaleigh Hamzah am INDIEN: ABSCHREIBUNGAUF MUSTER UND PLAENE

20. Oktober 1978 vorgelegt wurde GESTATTET -- Auszug aus einer Entscheidungdes

Die hierzu abgegebene Haushaltsrede befasst sich u.a. mit fol- Karnataka High Courtvom 13. Juli 1978

genden wichtigen Themen: der Einfhrung eines Steuerabzugs Der Karnataka High Court entschied, dass im vorliegenden Fall

fr Reinvestitionen, einem Exportzoll fr Kopra und frische Muster und Plne als Betriebsanlage entsprechend der Defini-

Kokosnsse, einer Befreiung von der Quellensteuer fr Zinsen tion des indischen Einkommensteuergesetzes zu betrachten

sowie mit steuerlichen Anreizen fr die Schiffahrt sowie fr seien und demzufolge Aufwendungen fr solche Gter als

die Sparttigkeit. Abschreibungengeltend gemacht werden knnen.

CONFERENCEDIARY......................... 81 CUMULATIVE INDEX ......................... 85

CARNET DES CONVENTIONS INDEX RECAPITULATIF

VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER FORTGESCHRIEBENESINHALTSVERZEICHNIS

H.W.T. Pepper:INDIA: DEPRECIATIONON DESIGNS AND
BLUEPRINTSPERMITTED- Extract of a decision TAX G LOSSARY............................. 86

of the Karnataka High Court of July 13,1978 .......... 83 GLOSSAIRE FISCAL
The Karnataka High Court held that in the present case designs
and blueprints can be considered to be plantas defined in the STEUERGLOSSARIUM

Indian Income Tax Act and that, therefore, expenditures on
BIBLIOGRAPHY

suchassets are eligible for depreciation. ............................. 89
books--

INDE: ACCEPTATION D'AMORTISSEMENTSUR LES -- loose-leafs
MODELES ET PROJETS D'ETUDE -- Extrait d'une

BIBLIOGRAPHIE
dcision du 13 juillet 1978 de la Haute Cour de Karnataka

La Haute Cour de Karnataka considre que dans le cas qui lui
-- livres

est prsent, les modles et proets d'tude peuvent tre con-
- priodiquessur feuilles mobiles

sidrs comme matriel et outillage, en retenant la dfinition BIBLIOGRAPHIE
de la loi indienne de l'impt sur le revenu, les dpenses s'y -- Bcher

rapportant pourront donc bnficierdu rgime d'amortissement. -- Loseblattausgaben
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TAXREFORM IN ND A
An Evaluationof the Reportof the Indirect
TaxationEncuiryCommittee(1977-78)
by G. Thimmaiah*

1. INTRODUCTION

Tax reform is supposed to set right any inconsistencybetween the prevailing 1

design of tax structure and the policy objectives of the government. Such in-
consistency may be the result of failure to design the tax structure appropri-
ately or the result of changed circumstances which make the old design of ;

the tax structure out-of-date. Periodical reforms are, therefore, necessary to
adapt the tax structure designed in the past to the same objective in a *.t'changed socio-economic situation, or to serve changed objectives with the 4

0-
same socio-economic situation, or both. For this purpose, recommendations 4: .

for tax reform should be based on empirical findings of the actual effects of
the existing tax structure and a thorough examination of he sources of in-
consistency between the policy objectives and tax levers.

Indian tax structure, which was designed by the British rulers mainly for
raising revenue and remotely for reducing inequalitiesof income, was found
inadequate for meeting the challenges of planned development which was
ushered in by the government-sponsored Five-Year Plans. Therefore, the
need arose early in the fifties for tax reform and, accordingly, the Taxation
Enquiry Commission 1 (TEC), was appointed in 1953 to suggest required
changes in the tax structure to support the objectives of the Five-Year
Plans. The TEC outlined the changed objectives of economic policy, and
recommended required reforms for the purpose of achieving new econo- Contentsmic policy objectives in a changed socio-political situation. The suggested
reforms were based on theoretical arguments, survey of the then existing tax 1. Introduction
structure of the Central, state and local governments, and also empirical 2. Approach to tax reformresults on the incidence of taxation. The Committee's recommendations
were by and large accepted and implementedby the Governmentof India. 3. Reform of Union excise duties

4. Reform of import duties

Large scale 5. Reform of sales tax
tax evasion

6. Reform of octroi

Soon after, it was found that there was large scale evasion of income tax; as 7. An overall assessment

a result the objective of reducing inequalitiesof income and wealth required 8. Government's action on the recommen-
certain reforms in the direct tax structure. The Governmentof India invited dations
Nicholas Kaldor 2 to suggest ways and means of redesigning and adapting
the direct tax structure for achieving the objective of reducing inequalitiesof
income and wealth. He suggested an integrated direct tax structure, con-
sisting of income tax (at a moderate rate), wealth tax, gifts tax, capital gains * The author is Senior Fellow in Econo-
tax and expenditure tax. The Government of India accepted his recommen- mics and Head, Economics Unit, Institute
dations and implemented them with a difference, i.e., as against the suggest- for Social and Economic Change, Banga-
ed moderate rates of income tax, the Government of India introduced high lore, India.

marginalrates of income tax, and also levied other direct taxes suggested by
1. Report of the Taxaton Enqury Com-
mission, Vols. I, II, III (Chairman: JohnKaldor.
Mathai) Ministry of Finance, Government
of India, New Delhi, 1954.Subsequently, the economic structure of the country changed so fast and 2. Indian Tax Reform: Report of a Sur-became so much more sophisticated that the other policies of the govern- vey, Ministry of Finance, Government of

ment started off-setting the effects of direct taxation in reducing inequalities India, New Delhi, 1965.
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Further, there was a plethora of hurdles in tax laws and reform of direct taxation was overemphasised, required
procedures. The Government of India, therefore, reform in indirect taxation was delayed for too long.
appointed a one-man Committee 3 to examine these Hence, a Committee 5 was constituted in July 1976 to

complications and to recommend measures for rationali- examine the required reforms within the whole struc-
sation and simplification of the structure of direct as ture of indirect taxes including those levied by Central,
well as indirect taxes. The Government of India, how- state and local governments. The Committee submitted
ever, did not accept all the recommendations of this an Interim Report in April 1977, Part I of the Report in
one-man Committee. But the problem of tax evasion October 1977, and Part II of the Report in January
was further accentuated by the high marginal rates of 1978. The terms of reference of this Committee were

income tax and widespread corruption. Hence in 1970 far-reaching as were its recommendations;however, the
the Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee 4 was appointed Report has not received the public attention it deserves.
to go into the matter thoroughly and suggest appropri-
ate measures. The Committee suggested reducing mar-

ginal rates to encourage honesty in reporting income for 2. APPROACH TO TAX REFORM
taxation and this was implemented in 1975.

The Committee has recognised that the industrial out-
The JHA put has grown in volume and diversity, that the foreign
committee exchange constraint has lost its importance in view of

increased foreign exchange reserves, and that tax

However, by this time the relative importance of in- administration has reached a high degree of sophistica-
direct taxes had increased and as a consequence their tion and experience. Furthermore, new lines of produc-
adverse economic effects were felt all over the economy. tion have been established and the pattern of consump-
The economic distortionscreated by indirect taxes were tion has changed in the sense that products which were

only recognised towards the end of the Fifth Plan once considered luxuries have become commodities of
period. The Government of India realised that while the widespread consumption because of their cheapness. In

the light of these structural changes in the Indian econ-

omy, the Committeehas observed that
one of the basic tasks of reform of the system of

INDIAN INDIRECTTAX SYSTEM indirect taxation is to reconcile the revenue ob-
jectives with the objectiues of establishing a struc-

In India indirect taxes include Union excise duties, customs ture of taxation whch would meet the ends of
duties, state excise duties, Central sales tax, state sales tax, equity, growth and efficiency, keeping in view the
tax on passengers and goods, entertainmenttax, octroi and structural changes in the economy which have been
cesses. accruingas a result of the developmentprocess'. 6

The Central Government levies six types of Union excise For the purpose of its deliberations, the Committee has

duties which are levied on manufacturedgoods (other than defined indirect taxes

intoxicating liquors) at the point of production. These in the conventional sense of covering those taxes

duties resemble the manufacturers' sales tax. Though the which are expected or intended to be passed on,
Central Government levies additional Union excise duties whether or not they are passed on, to someone

(one of the six types) in place of the former states' sales else, 7

tax on six commodities, the net yield is distributed among and has based its analysis of the existing structure of
the states on the advice of the Finance Commission. In such indirect taxes on empirical studies commissioned

addition, the Central Government levies Central sales tax on by the Committee and, furthermore, has recommended
inter-state sales, but the revenue is collected and appropri- the required reforms to achieve the main objectivesof a

ated by the state governments. The Central Government is more desirable tax structure. The Committee has main-
the sole authority to levy customs duties (taxes on exports tained that a sound tax system should satisfy at least
and imports) as in other countries. four criteria:

The state governments levy excise duties on the production
of liquors, sales tax on the sale of all types of commodities
for consumption. States' sales tax has been levied mostly
at single point, though double-point and multiple point 3. Final Report on Rationalisation and Simplification of the

sales taxes are still in operation in some states. The state Tax Structure (Chairman: S. Bhoothalingam), Ministry of Fi-
Governmentof India, New Delhi, 1967.

governments also levy entertainment tax and a tax on the nance,
4. Final Report of the Direct taxes Enquiry Committee (Chair-value of the passenger fare and goods freight carried by man: K.N. Wanchoo), Ministry of Finance, Governmentof India,

motor vehicles. However, they have delegated the power to New Delhi, 1971.
levy octroi and cesses to urban local bodies. Octroi is levied 5. Indirect Taxation Enquiry Committee: Part II (Chairman:
on the quantity of goods brought into the municipal area L.K. Jha), Ministry of Finance, Governmentof India, New Delhi,
either for sale or for consumption. Cesses are levied in the January 1978.
form of surcharges by the urban local bodies, mostly on 6. Interim Report of the IndirectTaxationEnquiry Committee

property tax, and the revenue from them is earmarked for (Chairman: L.K. Jha), Ministry of Finance (Department of

specic purposes, e.g. education, public library, health, etc. Revenue and Banking), Government of India, New Delhi, April
1977, p.iv.
7. Ibid., p. 10.
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(1) built-in-elasticityof yield; incidence of tax measured with reference to per capita
(2) progressivity in its overall incidence; consumer expenditure. In other words, for measuring
(3) planned non-neutrality in its effect on production, the actual incidence the actual per capita yield from

employment, investmentand relative costs; and, indirect taxes is allocated in proportion to the per capita
(4) simplicity in tax administration. consumer expenditure of different classes of consumers.

These characteristics of a sound tax system are too well- This gives a progressive incidence which is a necessary
known to need any elaboration. Starting from these condition for progressivity (see Table 2), but this is
premises, the Committee has examined the structure of merely a necessary condition and not a sufficient con-

Union excise duties, import and export duties entirely dition. The sufficient condition is that its incidence on

levied and collected by the Central government, sales the nature of commodities taxed should also be pro-
taxes levied and collected by the state governments, and gressive. That is, it should be progressive by nature of
octroi 8 which is levied and collected mstly by urban commodities in the sense that the proportion of tax
local governments. Of these, it has given more impor- paid by different expenditure groups should be low on

tance in its enquiry to the Union excise duties and sales necessities like foodgrains, higher on comforts and high-
taxes because of their revenue importance (see Table 1) est on luxuries. This is not borne out from the Commit-
and their significant distortion effects in the economy. tee's study which may be observed in Table 3. Even

then, the Committee has tried to suggest reforms to
make indirect taxes more progressive which implies that

TABLE 1 the Committee is not confident about the results it has
obtained. Further, the Committee has not specified

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCEOF DIRECT AND what kind of progression the indirect taxes should have
INDIRECT TAXES IN THE in India nor how to reconcile it with incentives to save,

INDIAN TAX SYSTEM, 1976-77 invest and work. Probably the Committee thought that
these are relevant for direct taxes only.

Category Percentage contribution to

total tax revenue of the Planned

country non-neutrality

1. Indirect taxes, of which 79.3 As regards planned non-neutrality, almost all indirect
(a) Union excise 34.6 taxes are found to be distorting in their effect on rela-
(b) Customs 12.3 tive costs and prices mainly because -of the haphazard
(c) Sales tax 19.0 way the rates of indirect taxes are fixed for different
(d) Other indirect taxes 13.4 commodities without making distinctions between

2. Direct taxes, of which 20.7 inputs, raw materials and final products. In this context,
the Committee has maintained that(a) Income tax 8.0

(b) Corporation tax 9.2 a considerable divergence (exists) between the

(c) Other direct taxes 3.5 'nominal' rate of tax of which the consumer is
aware when he buys a product, and... the

3. All taxes 100.0 'cumulative levy' whch would represent the sum

total of all the indirect taxes levied by different
Soirce. authorities at various stages before the final prod-
Report of the Indirect Taxation Enquiry Committee, uct reaches the consumer. 10
Part Il, January, 1978, pp. 6-7.

The Committee has observed that,
seen from the purely theoretcalpoint of view, itBuilt-in elasticity

is laCking is important to remember that neutrality is a desir-
able attribute only in so far [as] taxation is looked

The Committee has found that whereas the yield from upon as purely a means of raising revenue 11

sales tax satisfies the built-in elasticity criterion, other
indirect taxes do not. This is so with Union excise
duties and is mainly attributed to the reliance on the
specific rates. But it has been pointed out that,

8. This is a tax levied mostly by the urban local bodies in India

A basic factor which has been ignored by the
on the goods entering into their municipal boundaries intended
either for consumption or for sale within the municipal boun-

Committee which is responsble for this inelasticty daries. The word octroi is not mentioned in the Indian Constitu-
of tax revenue is the widespread exemptions tion. But it is used to refer to the tax powers of the state govern-
provided for the small sector which accounts for ments under the entry 52 of the State List in the Constitution
40 percentof industrialproduction.9 which reads as taxes on entry of goods into a local area for

consumption, use or sale therein. The state governments have

delegated the power to levy these taxes to the local bodies and
Progressivityof the urban local bodies are levying octroi under such delegated
indirect taxes

power.
9. A Bagchi, Central Budget 1978-79; A Symposium,

However, the Committee has found that all these in- Margin: A Quarterly Journalof NCAER, April 1978, p. 54.
direct taxes are progressive in their incidence in relation 10. Interim Report, p. 27.

to consumer expenditure. This finding is based on the 11. Interim Report, p. 19.
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TABLE 2 ministrative procedures are as complicated as

they ever were, notwithstanding the appoint-
INDIRECT TAXES AS PERCENT OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE ment of several Committees 14 which were

AND TOTAL CASH EXPENDITUREBY PER CAPITA asked to examine them and to suggest measures

EXPENDITUREGROUPS (1973-74) to simplify them.

Rural Urban All India 3. REFORM OF UNION EXCISE DUTIES
Monthly
per capita Tax as Tax as Tax as Tax as Tax as Tax as

The TEC judged the suitability of a commodityexpenditure percent percent percent percent percent percent for the levy of excise on the basis of the extent
group of total of total of total of total of total of total

to which indigenous production had grown(in Rs.) expen- cash ex- expen- cash ex- expen- cash ex-
under the umbrella of protection, whereas the

diture penditure diture penditure diture penditure Committee has judged it the basis of theon

0 15 2.91 4.55 3.63 4.44 2.96 4.56 nature of the commodity, i.e., whether it is a

15 28 3.33 5.25 6.31 6.79 3.63 5.46 necessity or luxury, and the uses to which it is
28 - 43 4.45 7.27 7.36 7.93 4.89 7.41 put, for example, whether as an input 15 or the
43 - 55 6.18 10.32 9.66 10.31 6.85 10.31 final product. Further, the Committee has found
55 - 75 6.71 11.40 11.86 12.70 7.92 11.82 a plethora of rates on similar commodities
75 - 100 10.02 16.43 14.80 15.85 11.40 16.21 arbitrarily fixed mainly for revenue purpose.

100 & above 16.17 22.46 30.19 31.35 21.96 26.77 And even these rates have been varied in re-

All house- sponse to pressures brought upon the govern-
holds 8.03 12.87 17.96 19.03 10.54 14.96 ment by vested interests on various grounds. The

result has been an anarchy of rates. For instance,
Source: Op.cit., p.90. the Venkatappaiah Committee 16 has pointed

out that there were three hundred statutory
basic rates of excise duties on all excisable com-

But, the Committee has pointed out, modities which were increased to two thousand effec-

In India, where investment and productionare to tive rates through administrative notifications. On tex-

be carred on according to planned priorities and tile items alone there were about two hundred effective

reduction of inequalites is an accepted objective, rates. Even after implementingthe VenkatappaiahCom-

indirect taxation will have to be used, where neces- mittee recommendations there are still fifty effective

sary, in a non-neutral way for bringing about re- rates on textiles. Furthermore, specific duties domi-

allocation of resources as between different con- nated the excise duty structure, thereby making it less

sumer products and for introducingprogression in progressive and less revenue-elastic. This will be evident

the distributionof the tax burden. 12 from Table 4. Therefore, the Committee has recom-

mended a speedy switch-over to ad valorem duties to

Preservationof resources make their yield elastic and their incidence progressive.
through indirect taxation

The Committee has suggested the following guidelines
Further, the Committeehas argued that: for reformingexcise duties:

The market price of a resource may not reflect its (i) the rates of duties on raw materials should be lower-
true scarcity value to society, in such a case in- ed and the revenue loss, if any, made good by devis-
direct taxation can be used as a tool to conserve ing an upward adjustmentof rates on final products;
that resource and to encourage the utilisation of (ii) the rates of duties on substitute raw materials
substitute resources which may be less valuable should be the same except in cases where their use

from the long-term interestsofsociety.13 is to be economised,

The Committee has further maintained that such inter-
vention by the government to influence prices through
indirect taxes may cause a short-term welfare loss

through the traditional excess burden, but will be 12. Ibid.
offset by long-term wlfare gains to society. Here, the 13. Interim Report, p. 20.
Committee has raised a point without proving it con- 14. They are: CustomsReorganisationCommittee(1958), Central

vincingly. It would have been more acceptable if the Excise Administrative Reorganisation Committee (1963), Com-

Committee had justified the case for progressive struc- mittee on Rationalisationand Simplificationof the Tax Structure

ture of indirect taxes on the basis of the political deci- (1967), Working Group of the Administratiue Reforms Com-

sion of the Party in power instead of taking shelter mission on Customs and Central Excise Administration (1968),
and (Central Excise (Self Removal Procedure) Review Com-

under long-term social gain to the society -- whch is
mittee (1975).

only a mirage! 15. The term input has been used by the Committee to refer to
raw materials, semi-finishedgoods and intermediategoods.

The administration of any tax is never satisfactory and, 16. Central Excise (Self Removal Procedure) Reuiew Committee
hence, it deserves periodicalscrutiny. But it is surprising (Chairman: B. Venkatappaiah), Governmentof India, New Delhi,
to know from the Committee's findings that the ad- 1975.
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(iii)the rates of duty on components
as well as on final goods may be
the same; and

TABLE 3 (iv) packing materials used in essen-

tial goods may be taxed mode-
DISTRIBUTIONOF THE BURDEN OF INDIRECTTAXES rately.
AS PERCENT OF TOTAL CONSUMPTIONEXPENDITURE If an unforeseen revenue contingen-

(1973-74) cy arises, a surcharge on all commod-
ities may be levied on a short term
basis, but if it becomes permanent,
then appropriate upward adjust-
ments in rates should be carried out.

Monthly per capita expendituregroups (in Rs.)
Committee recommends

Commodities 0-15 15-28 28-43 43-55 55-75 75-100 100 & All introduction of a small
number of basic ratesabove urban

house- The Committee has recommended
'

holds that there should be minimum ofa

Foodgrains four or five basic rates such as 10,
and atta 20, 30, and 40 percent ad valorem
(wheat flour)* 0.30 0.37 0.36 0.33 0.28 0.24 0.18 0.26 and that the highest need not be a

Sugar 0.61 0.46 0.60 0.55 0.54 0.51 0.38 0.47 ceiling rate. Some products like
Tea & Coffee 0.00 0.05 0.14 0.15 0.22 0.33 0.28 0.23 foodgrains, handloom textiles, etc.
Vegetable prod- may be exempted for the purpose of

ucts, oil & fats 0.00 0.33 0.46 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.47 making the incidence of indirect
Kerosene oil 0.00 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.51 0.50 0.45 0.50 taxes progressive. Products of wide-
Drugs and spread consumption like vanaspati

medicines 0.00 0.09 0.17 0.23 0.28 0.36 0.52 0.36 (hydrogenated edible oil) and
Tobacco products 0.00 0.34 0.57 1.03 1.16 1.55 3.12 1.80 refined vegetable oil may be taxed
Liquor* 0.00 0.13 0.02 0.20 0.16 0.74 2.46 1.03 between five and ten percent ad va-
Cotton fabrics* 0.00 0.12 0.01 0.18 0.51 0.59 1.68 0.81 lorem. The twenty percent rate may
Art and rayon silk 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.15 0.25 1.31 0.52 be applied to the generality of the
Matches 0.00 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.07 products for mass consumption and
Soap and the thirty to forty percent rates may

detergents 0.00 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 be applied to products in the nature
Paper & paper of comforts and luxuries. The excep-

products 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.21 0.20 0.31 0.22 tions to these would be the products
Motor spirit 0.00 0.18 0.21 0.26 0.28 0.29 4.45 1.66 on which outlay is small (e.g.,
Refined diesel oil 0.00 0.33 0.35 0.52 0.73 0.79 1.36 0.88 matches) which may be taxed at high
Tyres & tubes 0.61 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.17 0.39 0.23 rates even though they are not luxu-
Iron & steel 0.00 0.48 0.54 0.68 0.76 0.80 1.30 0.91 ries. At present, foodgrains and salt
Total for are exempted from union excise

17 items 1.52 3.62 4.25 5.64 6.66 8.00 18.75 10.53 duties even though foodgrains are

Total incidence covered by a single-point sales tax.
for all indirect Textiles are taxed at low rates, but
taxes 3.63 6.31 7.36 9.66 11.86 14.80 30.19 17.96 synthetic fabrics are taxed at higher

rates on the assumption that they are
Note: *Taxes on these commodities are levied only by the states. used mostly by the wealthy. The
Source: Op.cit., pp. 102-103. Committee has recommended lower

rates on artificial fabrics because of
their widespread use and in view of a

changed pattern of consumption.The last column is only a summary of the per capita tax paid on different commodities. Raw materials are recommended toI n order to know whether an indirect tax is progressive or not, we have to read the per be taxed at low rates, because,capita tax paid on different commodities by the consumers belonging to different levels Apart from reducing unjustifiedof consumption expenditure. For instance, the per capita incidence of indirect taxes on discrimination between computingfoodgrains and atta, sugar, kerosene oil, and matches is regressive if we compare the per raw materials, changes in thecapita tax paid at different levels of monthly per capita expenditure. Except sugar, the excise duty on raw materialsremaining three commodities are necessities in India. Therefore, though the incidence of should aim at lowering the costsindirect taxes is progressive in terms of aggregate consumer expenditure as indicated in
of those consumergoodson whichTable 2, it is egressive when we consider it both by consumer expenditure groups and
we are anxious to avoid having tooby commodities like necessities and luxuries.
high a cumulative levy. 17

17. Interim Report, p. 69.
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the Committee has suggested the use of one criterion,
TABLE 4 viz., the value of production, on a slab basis. Thus, the

industries whose annual output is below Rs.0.25 million

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCEOF AD VALOREM may be exempted, and those whose annual output is

AND SPECIFIC EXCISE DUTIES IN 1976-77 above this amount up to Rs. 1 million, and between
Rs. 1 million and Rs. 1.5 million, may be taxed at con-

Revenue Percentage of cessional rates. Above this limit (turnover of over Rs.l.5

Commodity group (1976-77) total excise million), normal rates may be made applicable. It is

(Rs. in million) revenue noteworthy that the Committee has cautioned that its

suggestions are solely in the nature of model guidelines
1. Subject to specific duty 21j278.7 50.7 notwithstanding specific recommendations relating to

2. Subject to ad valorem duty 190,008.4 45.3 several commodities.

3. Others:
The Committee has maintained in one instance that,a Ad valorem component 976.9 2.3

Fiscal concessions should be an adjunct to rather
b) Specific component 703.1 1.7

than a substitute for a positive well-thought-out
4. Total 41,967.1* policy for developing decentralisedproduction.19

However, later the Committee observed

Notes: li The item others above includes commoditiessub- that the situation is not one which can be viewed

ject to ad valorem-cun-specific rates such as alu- as presenting a choice between fiscal concessons

minium. on the one hand and alternative ways of helping
the small scale sector on the other. The question is

(ii) Some commodities are subvidided in a number of

sub-headings of which some are subject to specific
one of evoluing an appropriate mix of policy mea-

rates while the others are subject to ad valorem sure to ensure that smaller industrial units derive
and retain adequate dynamism. 20

rates, e.g. copper and copper alloys.
* Gross revenue excluding cesses and miscellaneous

How this should be done is not outlined by the Com-
receipts. These cesses refer to surcharges levied

by the Central Government on the commodities mittee, with the exception of vague statements such as,

subject to Union excise duties. The revenue from tax concessions to small producers should be so

these cesses is earmarked for the handloom indus- devised that they do not inhibit the naturalgrowth
try. These cesses are one of the six types of of the concerned units or encourage undesrable

Union excise duties levied by the Central Govern- practicesof one kind or another. 21

ment.
Quite apart from such generalisations, the Commitee

Source: Report of the Indirect Taxation Enquiry Committee, has made no attempt to integrate tax concessions to
Part Il, January 1978, p. 23. small industries into the social objectives they are in-

tended to serve, such as, the requirement to provide
minimum wages and workman's accident benefits,

The Committee has specificallysuggested a reduction of etc. Otherwise, if tax concessions are given mainly on
rates on packaging materials such as aluminium foils the basis of the value of the output, such small pro-
which are used in the packaging of essential drugs. How- ducers may reap a tax-subsidy in addition to the
ever, the Committee has failed to recognise the admin- exploitation of helpless labourers without payment
istrative difficulty in distinguishing its use for packag- of minimum wages. This integrated approach is over-

ing of essential drugs from its use for packaging of non- looked by the Committee.
essential drugs. The Committee has also suggested freer
and more liberal use of the present relief from taxation
for inputs under section 56A of the Central Excise 4. REFORM OF IMPORT DUTIES
Rules, 1944. The Committee has felt that the present
rate of 28.5 percent duty on grey cement is high and, The Committee has found that import duties have been
hence, it deserves reduction. Regarding the taxation of used to provide protection to domestic industries and
capital goods, the Committee has maintained that to conserve foreign exchange, and therefore, has pointed

capital goods in the nature of plant and machin- out that the classification of imported goods into capital
ery should not be subject to a cumulatiue excise goods, raw materials, intermediaries and consumer

levy higher than 5 percent, unless there are good goods has not resulted in a uniform levy on each of
and identifiable reasons for a higher imposition.18

these categories, in rising scale of levies thesenor a on

different categories of goods. This is mainly due to the
In regard to the excise duty concessions which are in- charging of countervailing duties in addition to import
tended for both the administrativereason of identifying
the producers and for the economic reason of protect-
ing small producers, the criteria used for providing con- 18. Report of the Indirect Taxation Enquiry Committee, Part I,
cession, such as (a) the value or quantity of production Governmentof India, October 1977, pp. 74-75.
in a year, (b) the number of workers employed, (c) the 19. Interim Report, p. 171.

use of power, and (d) the value of the plant and machin- 20. Interim Report, p. 177.

ery installed, are considered to be complicated. Hence, 21. Interim Report, p. 179.
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duties. Countervailing duties on imported goods are poses. However, the Committee has recommended the
intended to equalise the landed price of imported goods retention of countervailing duties in disagreement with
with the price of those produced in the country. For the Bhoothalingam Committee's suggestion of abolish-
instance, 120 percent import duties plus countervailing ing them. The Committee has, however, recommended
duties on consumergoods makes no distinctionbetween its abolition on goods which are not produced in the
necessities and luxuries. Though import of capital goods country. The Committee has particularly recommended
is taxed at lower rates, raw materials are heavily taxed lowering of import duties on fine raw wool imported to
at 45 percent, thereby adding to the cascading effect. produce garments which are considered necessities
The Committee has opined that, during the winter season in some parts of India. The

In so far as taxation is looked up'on as an instru- Committee has felt that the danger of loss of revenue is
ment of mobilising savings for investment, the tax exaggerated and protection may still be provided
on capital goods is not to be commended as it is domestic producers through alternative means. The im-
likely to be met out of the country's savings at port duties on capital goods may be considered suffi-
least in the short-run. 22 cient to protect domestic producers. The Committee has

opined that the principle behind the countervailing
The Committee recommends duties (protection of domestic producers) is sound, and

the reduction of import duties that such duties should be maintained, but the rates
may be scaled down to equate the landed price with

Therefore, the Committee has felt that the domestic price. The Committee has ruled out the
the level of existing import duties on capital case for specific duties and instead has justified ad
goods as a class is higher than necessary. So is the valorem duties even in the case of import duties.
severity of import restrictions. 23

Economic role of
Hence, the Committee has suggested the present rate of

export duties
40 percent be reduced. In regard to raw materials, it has
been recommended to reduce the duty except in the Regarding export duties, the Committee has ruled out
case of raw materials which have to be restricted for the case for the specific nature of the duties and has
want of foreign exchange. Any revenue loss may be maintained that their future role is mainly economic,recovered by pushing up the rates on final products. ViZ.,
According to the Committee, details of such modifica- driving a wedge between high ouerseas prices and
tions may be based on an industry-to-industry study low domestic prices so that export demand does
entrusted to the Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices. not unduly raise internalprices. 26
In the case of intermediate and semi-processed goods,
the present rate of 75 percent is consideredtoo high and, While the Union excise duties and import duties are
hence, reduction to a level necessary for protection is levied by the Central government, sales taxes are levied
recommended. The Committee has observed that, by the state governments and octroi is levied by urban

The high leuel of import duties has undoubtedly local bodies. Therefore, the Committee has rightly main-
contrbuted to the development of a high cost tained that,
structure. 24

In our federal system, the total burden on the
The Committeehas maintained that, consumer is the result of the interaction of taxes

in the altered foreign exchange context and with- levied by the Centre, the States and the Local
out concern for the augmentationof revenues, we Bodies; and obviously no final answers can emerge
would urge that special study should be under- until an acceptable and vsible solution, possibly
taken to see what class of consumergoods can be through appropriate Constitutional amendment,
allowed to be imported in a longer measure with- has been found to the problems created by the
out entailing a wasteful use of foreign exchange. overlappingof jurisdiction. 27

Imports of some of the luxuries of the rich may
well contnue to be banned. After a careful reuiew,
it should be possible to allow imports, on a more 5. REFORM OF SALES TAX
liberal basis, of articles already being allowed for
import as well as of new ones which will satisfy The Committee has found that state sales taxes cover

the needs of various consumer groups as well as many commodities not covered by Union excise duties.
professionalclasses like doctors, photographersand In the words of the Committee,
even students and sportsmen. 25 primary agricultural products as a class are not

subject to excise duties. For administrative reasons

Regarding the import of inputs (raw materials, semi- small and scattered producers have to be left out
finished goods and intermediate goods), the Committee
has recommended that the import duty should be suf-
ficient to equalise the landed price with the domestic

22. Interim Report, 194.
price. In certain cases, in lieu of levying prohibitive p.

23. Interim Report, p. 197.
duties, it is better to provide subsidy to the domestic 24. Interim Report, p. 208.
producers or to arrange for price-pooling arrangements. 25. Interim Report, p. 92.
The Committee has recommendedabolition of auxiliary 26. Interim Report, p. 105.
duties which have been levied only for revenue pur- 27. Interim Report, p. vi.
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of the excise net. Then again the value added to on the legal and proceduralplane would be desir-

the product aer manufacturing stage, at whole- able and need not touch upon the rate structure

sale and retail levels, does not come withn the pur- which each state would be free to determineacting
view of excise taxation. To the extent that sales within its own legislativepowers. 31

taxes affect these areas, not only is there no over-

lapping or duplication but they serue some legiti-
mate economic and fiscal purpose. They achieue a 6. REFORM OF OCTROI

wideningof the tax base. 28

The Committee, after narrating the adverse effects of
The Committee, however, has found certain disadvan- octroi levied by urban local bodies, has recommended
tages in the presently operating sales tax. They include: its abolition and subsequent replacement by alternative
(i) legal, administrative and procedural complexities

which afflict trade and industry,
sources of revenue. In this connection, the Committee
has drawn the attention of the Central, state and local

(ii) unhealthy trends generated by the existence of dif- governments to similar recommendations of several
ferent rates of sales tax on the same commodity in earlier official Committees. After examining the relative
different states. merits of alternative sources of revenue suggested by

(iii)ways in which sales taxes imposed by one state these earlier Committees to replace octroi, the Commit-
affect other states; and tee has, however, recommended

(iv) the problem of cascadingof and distortions in factor a small turnover tax for various reasons including
prices. the fact that at least two competent Committees

The Committee has maintained that, looking at the problem from the states' point of
From the economic point of view there is no view have recommendedit... 32

dfference between an ad valorem excise duty and
a single point sales tax at the manufacturing The Committee has also examined the advisability of
stage. 29

(i) extending sales taxes to the sale of services, as it is a

The Committee, therefore, has felt that sales tax rates, residuary power vested in the Central government,
particularly multipoint sales tax, have created a cas- (ii) raising the Constitutional limit imposed on the

cading effect and that high Central sales tax rates have amount of profession tax that can be levied by the

resulted in resource transfers from the poorer states to state governments, and
the richer states. (iii)abolishing the separate levy of electricity duty.

The Committee has recommended that it would be

The Committee urges more better to levy a Central sales tax on the sale of services

uniform sales taxes and even if the revenue is transferred to the states, and to

reduction of their rates persuade the state governments to abolish electricity
duty by making appropriate adjustments in electricity

In its Interim Report, the Committee suggested the tariffs.
first alternative of replacing sales taxes with Union
excise duties. 30 But because of the constitutional and The introductionof VAT as

political implications of this alternative, the second a long-term measure

alternative suggested is to use Central government
powers to curb heavy taxation on certain Essential De- After making all these recommendationsfor immediate

clared Goods and to reduce Central sales tax rates from reform of indirect taxes, the Committee has also sug-
the present four percent to one percent. The Committee gested, as a long-term reform measure, the introduction

has also suggested that sales taxes should not be levied of value added tax in the nature of manufacturer'sturn-

on inputs (raw materials, semi-finished goods and over tax manvat in place of Union excise duties on

intermediate goods), but only on finshed products and factory production. This long-term reform is reported
that the states should switch over to single-point, etc. to be supported by the Federation of Indian Chambers
The Committee has furthermore stressed the need for of Commerce and Industry. The Committee is not cer-

extending additional Union excise duties to cement, tain about the revenue implications of this long-term
medicines, vanaspati and petroleumproducers. Over and measure. Therefore, the Committee has suggested that

above these recommendations, the Committee has re-

commendedthat,
It would ...be advantageous both to state gov-
ernments and to business and industry, if uniformi-
ty in sales tax legislation and procedures was

achieved in all states, either through Central legs- 28. Interim Report, p. 212.

lation or by the drafting of a model law by a 29. Interim Report, p. 209.

Central Agency like the Law Commission which 30. The Interim Report of the Committee was circulated among

each state could adopt. The former could be the state governments for eliciting their opinion. Most of the

achieued by getting the consentof the statesunder
state governments opposed the first alternative. Therefore, in
Part II of the Report, the Committee totally dropped the propos-

Article 252 of the Constitution. Alternatively, a al to centralise sales tax.
small group of representativesfrom differentstates 31. Report of the Indirect TaxationEnquiry Committee, Part II,
could be set up who could jointly evolve the draft January 1978, p. 228.

of such law after agreement. Such standardisation 32. Ibid., pp. 244-245.
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It would be prudent to make a start with 3 or 4 Second, the Committee was asked to suggest ways and
ndustries which produce final products (such as means of procedural simplification. But recommenda-
automobiles and diesel engines). Such a pilot tions to simplify the administrative procedures and the
project would enable Tax Administration to test required administrative reorganisation to implement the
out procedures and study the reaction of tax- Committee's recommendations have not been contem-
payers.33 plated or integrated. Perhaps this part of the Commit-

The Committee has felt that prior to introduction of tee's report is very pedestrian.
manvat
it would be necessary, as one of the preparatory

In regard to its recommendationof replacing octroi by
steps, to rationalise the excise duty structure so as

a turnover tax, the Committee has failed to make an

to have only 4 or 5 rates. 34 in-depth all-India study. While the adverse effects of
octroi, such as regressivity in incidence, inelasticity,
administrative corruption and hindrance to the smoothFinally, the Committee has recommended certain pro- flow of trade and transport, do justify its abolition, thecedural changes to make the administration of indirect alternative source of revenue to replace it does nottaxes as simple as possible. In addition, the Committee necessarily appear to be the same for all the states.has reiterated the need for establishing an independent Hence, the Jha Committee, by referring to the recom-machinery to resolve disputes under Customs and mendations of other Official Committees, has onlyCentral excise laws, at present in the hands of Depart- shifted its responsibility.mental bureaucrats. This was first suggested by TEC in

1954, and endorsed by the Supreme Court but has re-

mained unfulfilled. The Committee has suggested adopt-
ing a law similar to one in operation in Gujarat state to 8. GOVERNMENT'SACTION ON THE
prevent excess collection of excise duties by the dealers. RECOMMENDATIONS

Before we turn to the action taken by the Government
of India on the recommendationsof the Committee, it

7. AN OVERALLASSESSMENT is necessary to mention briefly the history of the Com-
mittee. It was appointed by the Government of 'India

The Committee has no doubt begun with rational headed by Mrs. Indira Gandhi during an emergency
criteria which the suggested reforms should inject into period. It appeared as though it were another step to
th. Indian indirect tax structure. But the Committee meet the demands of the organised private sector in
has totally ignored the problem of conflict between order to obtain its support for the state of emergency.
these criteria and the need for the ordering of these Most of the members and the Chairman were sympa-
criteria in terms of priorities to resolve the conflict. thisers of Mrs. Gandhi.
Besides, the Committee has overlooked the need for
broad guidelines for trade-off in cases of a tie between However, within less than one year from the date of
two criteria even in their ordered arrangement. Thus, appointment of the Committee, the Indira Gandhi gov-
the Committee has overemphasised the theory of tax ernment lost power in the 1977 General Elections and
reform but overlooked the practical guidelines based on the Janatha Party government assumed power. However,
compromisesneeded for actual implementation. being more democratic in its outlook, it did not dis-

solve this Committee. 36 In fact, the new government
The Committee has commissioned some empirical asked the Committee to submit an Interim Report and
studies relating to income elasticity of revenue and in- a summary of their findings for consideration for imple-
cidence of indirect taxation, the cascading effect of mentation, which the Committeedid. However, the Pre-
many indirect taxes, and a feasibility study of value budget Economic Survey for 1977-78 maintained that
added tax. Thus, the homework done by the Committee these recommendations could be implemented, subject
is adequate for the enormous task it was called upon to to administrative feasibility. But, the Finance Minister,
undertake. But these empirical studies are presented instead of accepting any of the recommendationsof the
against the background of sophisticated theoretical con- Committee, introduced changes in indirect taxes which
cepts to give an impression that the empirical methods
and results have comprehended complicated economic
phenomena. For instance, the Committee has main- 33. Interim Report, pp. 146-147.
tained that 34. Interim Report, p. 148.

the incidence of taxation should accordingly be 35. Report of the Indirect Taxation Enquiry Committee, Part II
defined as the change in the distribution of real January 1978, p. 108.
income available for private use 35 36. It may be mentioned here that in Australia, where the

following Richard A. Musgrave. But they have measured Commonwealth Government headed by McMahonappointed The

the incidence of indirect taxes in terms of per capita Commonwealth of Australia Taxation Review Committee under
the Chairmanship of Mr. Justice Asprey, in 1972, which wasmonetary consumer expenditure at current prices while confirmed by the Whitlam Government; after the report wasthere is no reference to change in the distribution of submitted in 1975, the Fraser Government considered it for im-such monetary consumer expenditure in the interpreta- plementation in 1977. See for details, Ross Parsons, A View of

tion of the result. In effect, what is measured is the Tax Reform, Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation,
traditional final burden of indirect taxation. March 1977, pp. 107-114.
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I

went against the main theme of the Committee's re- However, Dr. R.M. Honavar, the Chief Economic Ad-
commendations. For instance, he imposed a blanket viser to the Ministry of Finance, has defended these
five percent surcharge on all the rates of excise duties levies in the followingway:
of the existing system. And he levied a two percent ... the considerations which went into levying
excise duty on two inputs, viz., electricity generated and such a tax was the factthat not enough was being
coal produced, which was contrary to the recommenda- realised from these two sources in which farly
tions of the Committee. Dr. R.J. Chelliah, one of the large amounts of investment have been made over

members of the Committee, observed in the course of the years. In the case of electricty, for instance,
his comments on the budget that since the state governments were not either willing

... on the ground of administrativenon-feasibili- or in a position to raise the price of electricity, t
ty, reluctance to take innovatve action could was felt that we could sort of bear the odium and

always be justified. I must say I am disappointed. levy an excise duty on electricity generated. Simi-
Instead of not merely not implementingany of the larly, it has been felt for a fairly long time that the
basic recommendationsof the Jha Committee, the price of coal should be raised because the current

task of rationalisation has been made very difficult price is uneconomic. 39

by intensifying and compounding the evil effects On the question of the future of the Committee's re-

of the existingsystem. 37
commendations,he has maintainedthat:

It is not a sort of bureaucratic device not to do

anything but really readjusting the tax structure

along the lines suggested by the Jha Committee is
He has further maintained that, a time consuming affair, and therefore I think we

did not undertake the task without the careful
In particular, I disapprove of the tax that has thought which the Jha Committees proposals
been leved on coal and electricity. Ths goes deserved. 40

directly counter to the suggestion made by the It is learned that the Governmentof India is bringing an
Committee that since taxation of inputs leads to indirect taxes reform bill before the Parliament in the
cascading, and many other undesirable effects and winter session. Therefore, we have to wait and see what
increases the cost ofproducton,only to the extent specific measures will be introduced by the government
that we are able to provide for relief in respect of to implement the well-intendedrecommendationsof the
input taxaton that input should be taxed. The tax Committee.
on coal and electricity, in addition to being eco-

nomically undesirable, partly also encroachesupon 37. Central-Budget 1977-78: A Symposium, Margin: A Quar-
the sphere of the state governments because state terly Journalof NCAER, April 1978, pp. 40-41.
governmentsare specifically empoweredto leuy an 38. Ibid., p. 42.

electricity duty. . . No attemptat coordinationhas 39. Ibid., p. 49.
been made. 38 40. Ibid., p. 51.
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German DemocraticRepublic(GUH)*:

The Promotionof HousingConstructionin GDRTowns
and Communitiesby the State FinancialSystem
By Prof. Dr. Hans Spiller**

1. The Constitutionalprinciple of the managementand geries, veterinarians for catte-breeding -- which to a

planning of all social development processes also deter- large degree is done along industrial lines -- agricultural
mines the GDR's policy in the fields of housing cons- chemists, and pilots of special airplanes to spray pest-
truction and urban planning. The economic and socio- icides and fertilizers. This, in turn, creates corresponding
political targets of urban planning and housing cons- cultural, social and accommodation requirements.

' truction are directed and promoted in multiple ways
by means of the state financial system. Here, all cate- These and other factors, due to the systematic pro-

gories of the financial system are integrated. In this motion of qualified working and living conditions,
way the direct financing from the state budget, the prevent a migration from country to town and can be

temporary, long-term financing from the state credit regarded as the essential reasons for avoiding an

funds, the protective and risk financing from the state uncontrolled urbanization. GDR housing policy, in
insurance fund, and also the differentiated taxation respect of its aims, is not confined to the problems of
serve as instruments for achieving the aims of urban a planned, harmonious development of the towns;
planning and residentialbuilding. rather, it is directed toward a housing policy corres-

ponding to the social requirements of town and
Urbanization in a number of capitalist states some- country.
times leads to uncontrolled building because housing
construction is only orientated toward profit, to so-

The obligation imposed on smaller towns and rural
called dormitories (disintegrated satellite suburbs), communities to provide for sufficient flats satisfying
and, in connection with unemployment and under- modern standards of accommodation while taking
employment, to the emergence of slums. These into account present and future demands -- for ex-

negative phenomena are prevented in the socialist ample, when establishing large agro-industrialcomplexes
countries by a systematic, harmonious development in the country -- represents the necessary correlate of
of towns and communities. town planning. In this way, and by means of numerous

other socio-political measures, a well-balanced develop-
The socialist order of society, which is based on the ment of town and country is secured.
principle of management and planning of the national
economy, not only brings about a systematic increase
in the material and cultural living standards of the 2. The housing programm adopted by the Central
people, but at the same time solves a nunber of further Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany
problems related to social and regional development. (SED) and the GDR government in 1973 stipulates
The socialist economic policy safeguards the continuous that the housing question as a social problem will be
realization of the basic right to work. Moreover, in view completely solved by 1990. Until that time, the social
of the high growth rates in production, a very careful and territorial differences which have developed as a

disposition of the potential labour forces is called for. result of the historical situation concerning housing
This systematic structural policy with regard to the conditions are to be qualitativelyabolished, and further
national economy renders it possible to set up, on the essential prerequisites of the socialist way of life and
basis of state investments, single industrial enterprises personal development in town and country are to be
and whole industrial complexes in what were indus- provided for. This implies the construction of a suf-

trially less developed regions. The development of ficient number of modern flats so that each family will
agricultural production cooperatives, prevalent in GDR have a self-contained flat with a number of rooms

agriculture, tends to ever greater units and specialized corresponding to the nunber of family members, the

associations with industrial production methods, to- necessary sanitary facilities and modern heating. To

gether with own or state-owned cultural, social and achieve this aim there is a plan to set up residential
medical centres. It takes the course of gradually elim- complexes and, simultaneously, the necessary cultural

inating the social and cultural differences between
towns and country. The continuing mechanization and * English version of a paper which was prepared in the German
industrialization of agriculture require highly qualified language for the Xth InternationalCongress for ComparativeLaw
labour forces with technical and university qualifi- (Budapest 1978) in particular for the discussion held in Section

cations, such as qualified agricultural economists IV.E. which dealt with the subject of taxation of land and town

engineers for agricultural machines, physicians for planning.
centralized outpatient departments and doctor's sur- ** Martin-Luther-Universitt,Halle (Saale)/GDR.
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and social facilities, including kindergartens, schools, use charge is imposed. Based on the quality of the

outpatient departments, shops and public services such soil, it amounts to as much as 400,000 Marks per
as restaurants, cinemas, and theatres, parks, sports hectare and the revenue goes to the state budget.2
grounds and further facilities for recreation.

State construction of housing and community facilities
The state is responsible for fulfilling the tasks of urban is financed from the budget of the local bodies with the

planning and housing constructionin their entirety. state banking system granting considerable credits.3
While the lender takes a minimum interest of 10 per-

It directs central planning activities in accordance with cent, the state banking system grants credits for finan-
the national economy's development, regional policy, cing further expenditures on the planned building
environmental protection, etc., and safeguards finan- projects. These credits are strictly tied to that purpose
cing. Here, the differentiated application and the and have to be repaid annually in the form of fixed
stimulating effect of the various nancial instruments

a

amount of 5 percent of the credit granted (with in-
are of great significance. cluded interest of 4 percent annum).per

As to the individual regions, the local state bodies (i.e., The credits raised are repaid from budgetary means by
the counties, districts, towns and communities) are the local state bodies or the institutions acting on their
responsible for putting into practice the political behalf (nationally owned enterprises, housing admin---

measures of urban planning and housingconstruction.1 istration), in accordance with legally stipulated interest
The scope of competence of the local state bodies and repayment rates and other terms conceming credit
stretches over all forms of property, i.e., both state agreements. Like the central budget, the budgets of the
housing construction as well as cooperative and n- local state bodies are established on the principle that
dividual housing construction, but at the same time receipts and expenditures have to be well-balanced and
comprises all kinds of extensions to and maintenanceof the credit obligations are included on the side of ex-

buildings. This implies in detail: penditures. When the revenues of the local state bodies
the constructionof new blocks of flats; do not suffice to cover the planned expenditures, such--

the modernization, re-building and extension of bodies are assigned a legally stipulated share of the re-
--

flats; ceipts of the central budget within the framework of
the repair of flats and dwellinghouses; the GDR's state budget annually adopted by the

--

the construction of new community facilities People's Chamber.
--

(schools, hospitals, kindergartens, etc.) and their

repair. The state banking system fulfils its credit tasks in the
framework of an over-all credit plan adopted by the

These are tremendous tasks as far as material and
government. This credit plan is coordinated with the

financial expenditure are concerned. So in the period budget, the plan of note circulation and the major
from 1976 to 1980, at an expense of 55,000 million development indexes of the national economy. In
Marks, 75,000 flats will be provided by building new connection with price stability, the credit plan to an
houses or modernizing old ones. The extension of the essential degree decides upon the systematic character
capacity of schools and kindergartens, which are fin- of note circulation and thus represents prerequisitea
anced from budgetary means, requires special expend- for the stability of the GDR's currency.
iture for the additional reason that general compulsory The crediting of housing construction is considered to
education has been extended to 10 years, and the be a part of the over-all credit plan. Fulfilling the
percentage of children who attend a kindergarten or function of a creditor, the banking system simultan-
a nursery

-- presently amounting to more than 80 eously takes over important tasks in controlling the
percentshall be raised. purposeful use of credits, the systematic realization

of building projects and the repayment of credits in
due time. These data can always be made available at

3. From the total volume of residential construction short notice. This fact, just as in the situation of the
in the GDR, about 45 percent is construction, 45 development of territorial building becoming obvious
percent cooperative construction and 10 percent from credit development, enables clear analyses to be
private construction (owner-occupiedhouses). made concerning the systematic development and

Within the framework of the state plan, the local state financing of buildings, and thus fulfils the signalizing
bodies decide on the territorial building conception, function for state management required by the finan-

the creation of materil prerequisites, the allocation cial system.
of building capacities, and the location of the buildings
themselves. Furthermore, they are responsible for

development activities. State building ground is placed
at the disposal of social-legal entities to be used for 1. Law on the Local Popular Representationsand their Bodies in

dwelling houses, without return and for an unlimited the GDR, of July 12, 1973, Gesetzblatt (GDR Law Gazette,
period of time. in the following GB1.), part 1, p. 313, paras 26,40,58.

2. Decree on the Land-Use Charge of June 15, 1967, GB1. part
In order to prevent arable land from being used in a way II, page 487 and following.
which was not intended, in addition to cases of using 3. Decree on the Financing of National Housebuilding and the

arable land as building land for such purposes as, for Construction of State Facilities of December 12,1970 (GB1. part

instance, industrial buildings, a non-recurring land- II, P. 764 and following).
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Besides state housing construction, the construction of building permit of the competent local state bodies,
entire industrial complexes on a cooperative basis is of which is given only if the territorial provisions of

growing significance. Interested parties can unite on a housing construction are observed, forms the pre-

cooperative basis for setting up dwelling houses and are requisite for all promotionalmeasures.

given state support on a large scale. In the majority of

cases, the financial and material assistance of nationally- As to financial assistance, people who want to build

owned enterprises is extended in the interest of em- their own houses receive credits from the local banks

ployees who are members of building cooperatives and the Banks for Agricultureand Food Economy of up

temporarily offering them means of transportand other to 75 percent of the overall buildingcosts. Moreover the

technical assistance. local state bodies grant numerous additional benefits to

workers' families and larger families, as, for instance, re-

The members of a cooperative have to purchase shares bates of interest, partial repayment of credits, the right
for the flats to be built, these shares being calculated to use national building ground offered without charge,
in accordancewith the size of the flat. and exemptions from licence fees. Nationally-owned

enterprises employing the builders of owner-occupied
To ease the tight manpower situation in the GDR, in houses can grant additional redemption allowances
addition to the low payable share, 400 to 450 working up to an amount of 10,000 Marks, provided that the
hours (according to the size of the flat) must be per- workers commit themselves to work in these enterprises
formed and only exceptionallymay be paid for. for a longer time. Young married couples who build their

The workers' housing construction cooperatives are re-
own houses, as a rule, receive credits without interest,

quired to raise 15 percent of the overall building costs and, moreover, they are partly exempted from re-

from their own fund; the building costs exceeding paying a credit upon the birth of any children.6

this sum are offered to them in the form of bank credits Private ownership of an owner-occupied house is ex-
on a contractual basis with terms similar to those of clusively confined to the accommodation requirements
state housingconstructionprojects. In order to promote of a single family.these cooperatives, the budgets of the local state bodies
pay an annual 4 percent interest rate for the bank In addition, there is private ownership of larger dwelling
credits raised by these cooperatives, while the co- houses the flats of which, in general, are rented. These
operatives themselves pay from their rental income an flats are registered by the state housing allotmentbodies
annual redemption rate of 1 percent of the credit sum.4 and given to people who are seeking a flat.

In addition to the previously mentioned promotional
measures of the state, all socialist workers' housing According to the principle of steadiness of prices and in-

construction cooperatives are exempted from taxation. admissibility of price increases, which has been valid in
the GDR for decades, rent increases are not allowed.

The far-reaching promotional actvities of the state,
together with the modern arrangement and outfitting The owners of such tenant houses mentioned above are
of residential areas built on a cooperative basis, have required to meet the general obligation to pay taxes.
caused a rapid development of this form of building. This is particularly so in the payment of the income tax
Thus, the members' initiatives and participation in and property tax (when exceeding the exemption limit)
cooperative management bodies and building act- and of the land tax.7
ivities become effective factors of rationalization. For
this reason, growing importance is attached to this The rental income of the of tenant houses,form of building and the quantitative proportion of

owners

after payment of the taxes for the state budget (whichit in the GDR's total building volume will continue
to increase.

are of small significance), is used for repairs or extension
of the dwelling houses. If this income does not suffice

The direct state-financing aid received from the local for carrying out the necessary repairs or extensions, the
bodies' budgets and from the state crediting system
presupposes that all these building projects do not
exceed the framework established by overall planning, 4. Decree on Workers' Housing Construction Cooperatives of
the stipulations of urban planning adopted by the local February 23, 1973, GB1. part I, p. 389, and Regulation on the

popular representations, and the state standards of Planning, Financing and Accounting of State Grants for Socialist

environmental protection. The linking of state plans Workers' Housing Construction Cooperatives in the Budgets of

for urban planning and housing construction on the the Local State Bodies of June 19, 1974, GB1. part I, p. 323.

one hand and financial means on the other facilitates 5. Decree on the Promotion of the Construction of owner-

housing construction more immediately than would occupied Houses of November 24, 1971, GB1. part I, p. 709 and

real estate and other taxes. following.
6. Decree on the Granting of Credits on More FavourableTerms

The individual construction of owner-occupied houses, to Young Married Couples, of May 10, 1972, GB1. part II, p.

being a further form of housing construction is en-
316.
7. Law on the Income Tax of September 18,1970, separate print

couraged in the GDR. For social reasons the pro- of the Gesetzblatt no. 670; Law on the Property Tax of Sep-
motional measures are in the first place directed at tember 18, 1970, separate print of the Gesetzblatt no. 675;
workers' families, large families and families of co- Law on the Land Tax of September 18, 1970, separate print
operative farmers living in the country.5 Also, the of the Gesetzblattno. 676.
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owners can apply for credits from the local bank on side, whereas the obligatory payments of the national
favourable interest terms.8 economy to the state budget as well as taxes are of a

greater significance with regard to other developmentAs a further incentive for maintainingand enlarging this
processes.

housing volume, exemption from taxation is granted
for a period of ten years following the compliancewith Here, the purposeful utilizationof financial instruments
these measures, regarding the enlargement or improve- is directed at the harmonious development of compre-
ment of accommodations.9 hensive housing construction which comprises, apart
The remaining taxes from private tenant houses form from the construction and modernization of flats,
the general budgetary receipts for all expense items of the setting up of a sufficient number of schools,
the state budget. Due to their volume they only cover nurseries and kindergartens, facilities of the health
a small portion of state expenditures for financing service, shops and public services, homes for aged
of housing construction, whereas the major part is people, as well as cultural and sports centres. Rents
financed by means of the state income from the of flats are so low that, as a rule, they do not cover

national economy. the costs and, therefore, are backed by the state.

In summation, it can be stated that under the conditions The state's broad financing of comprehensive housing
of the planned socialist economy, the nancial system, construction, resting on a legal basis, allows the setting
with its multiple legal instruments (budget, credit, up of socialist residential areas in towns and com-

interest, taxes), also serves the promotion of housing munities which through their functional and archi-
construction in the towns and communitiesof the GDR tectural arrangementsolve fundamentalquestions of the
in a differentiated and effective way. Through dialect- material basis of the socialist way of life.
ical interrelations between the material and financial
development, the financial instruments, in addition to
the direct financing task, fulfil coordinated functions 8. Decree on the Financing of Private Building Measure for
in the fields of stimulation, signalization and control Creating and Maintaining Private Housing, of April 28, 1960,
which aim at the optimum realization of the targets GB1. part I, p. 351 and following.
of social development. 9. Compare the legal provisions in the previous footnote and in

the 3rd Decree on Amending and Supplementing the Rules on

As to urban planning and housing construction, bud- the Imposition of the Land Tax of June 5,1968, GB1. part II,
getary and credit instruments dominate the financial p. 340.
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Conventiondedouble impositionentre la Belgiqueet la Suisse

Doubletaxationtreaty between Belgiumand Switzerland

Readers who are interested in the Belgian.Swiss tax treaty are also referred to an article appearing in EUROPEAN TAXATION

1/1979 entitled: Belgium and Switzerland conclude tax treaty; Deviations from the OECD Model Convention1977

VUE D'ENSEMBLE THE BELGIAN- SWISS TAX TREATY FINALLYCONCLUDED

La Belgiqueest le seulpays importantd'Europeoccidentale On August 25,1978Belgimand Switzerland,after 25 years
avec lequel la Suisse ne soit pas lie par une convention de of negotiation, signed a treaty for the auoidance of double
double imposition. Le prsent accord comble donc une taxaton with respect to taxes on income and net worth.
lacune considrable dans le rseau des conventions suisses The majorstumbngblocks to the agreementhave been the
de double imposition, lacune due essentiellementaux con- distnctions between the Belgan and Swiss tax systems, the
ceptions diamtralement opposes dfendues jusqu' tout taxation of dividends (especially between parent andsubsid-
rcemmentpar les deux pays, notamment en matire d'im- ary companies) and interest. As is to be expected, the

position des revenus de capitaux. treaty basically follows the OECD Draft Convention of
1977. The followingare some of its main features.

La convention conclue le 28 aot 1978 est fidle au modle
The treaty appes to taxes income and net worth,--

de convention de 1977 de l'Organisation de cooprationet
on

de dueloppement conomiques (OCDE) et correspond
but excludes withhoMing tax on gains realized on

la pratique suisse en la matire. Vivement souhaite par
lotteries, games and bettings. It is noted that only
Switzerland levies a tax on net worth.l'conomie suisse, elle respecte dans une large mesure les

voeux exprims par les cantons lors des procdures de -- Business ncome wll be subject to tax n the country
consultation.Les redevances de licences, en particulier, sont where the permanent establishment (branch office) is
exclusivement imposables dans l'Etat de domicile de leur located through which the income is derived.
bnficiaire. Les intrts sont certes grevs, en principe, -- Dividends are in principle taxed in the country where the
d'un impt de 10 pour centdans l'Etatde leurprovenance; recipient is resident. The country of origin (i.e. where
cette rgle comporte toutefois des larges exceptionsdans le the distributing company is situated) may levy a with-
domaine du financement l'exportation o seul l'Etat du holding tax of 15 percent, which is reduced to 10 per-
domice du bnficiaire est habit percevoir l'impt. cent, if the recipient is a company owning at least 25
Enfin, la rglementationconcernant les dividendes est gale- percent of the distributing company. Belgium will not
ment satisfaisante dans la mesure o le taux gnralement extend its imputationsystem to Swiss residents.
applicable dans l'Etat de la source (15%) correspond la
solution adopte dans plusieurs conventions suisses, et le

-- Similarly, interest is also taxed in the country where the

taux relatif aux dividendes de filiales (10% ) reprsente un recipient is resident but the country of origin (i.e. where

compromis raisonnable entre les propositions suisses (5%) the debtor resides) may leuy a withholding tax of 10

et la pratique belge (15%). percent An exemption from wthholding tax applies
where the interest is paid n connection with the sale
on credit of goods and merchandise from one enterprise
to another or where it is paM in connection with a sale

MESSAGE
on credit o industrial, commercial or scientific equip-
ment. In addition no withholding tax is due where the
interest is paid from any loan - not evidencedby bearer

1. Gense securities - granted by a bank.

--Royalties are only taxable in the country where the
La convention du 28 aot 1978 est le fruit de plus de 25 ans de payee (licensor) is resident. The country of origin
laborieuses ngociations. C'est en effet en 1952 que les premiers (i.e. the country where the payor or licensee resides)
pourparlers techniques ont eu lieu. Aprs deux ans, force fut de may not levy any tax on royalties paid to the recipient
constater que les systmes fiscaux et les principes communment in the other country.
admis de part et d'autre taient trop diffrents pour permettre Now becoming in treaties concludedby Switz---

une harmonisationdes points de vue.
common

erland, the treaty contains detailed rules directedagainst
Les ngociations furent relances la suite d'un voyage d'infor- abusive use of its provisions.
mation entrepris en novembre 1967 par une dlgationgouverne-
mentale belge en vue de stimuler les investissements suisses en

-- The treaty also contains non-discriminationprovisions

Belgique. La Belgique avait entre-temps procd une profonde which, inter alia, result n a reduced rate of Belgian
rforme de sa lgislation fiscale, qui lui avait permis de conclure corporate income tax (48 percent) on income deried

plusieurs conventions inspires du projet de convention de by a Swiss corporation through a Belgian branch.

l'OCDE de 1963. Ces lments laissaient mieux augurer des n- -- The treaty is not yet in effect, but shall apply to ncome
gociations venir. Le Conseil fdral dcida donc d'accepter la of the year during which the instruments of ratification
proposition belge et de reprendre les pourparlers enliss depuis are exchanged.
1954.
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Les ngociations de 1968, 1969 et 1972 conduisirentmalheureu- Article 5 (Etablissementstable)
sement la constatation que les divergencesentre les deux dlga- La dfinition de l'tablissement stable donne par le modle de
tions taient encore trop nombreuses et importantes pour abou- convention de 1977 a t intgralement reprise dans la conven-
tir un accord. La principale pierre d'achoppement tait con- tion.
stitue par le droit d'imposition des intrts et dividendes; la
Belgique souhaitait en effet accorder l'Etat de la source un droit Le paragraphe 6, relatif aux agents indpendants at complt
de 15 pour cent dans les deux cas, taux que la Suisse jugeait par une disposition selon laquelle on considre qu'une entreprise
inacceptable puisque contraire sa pratique; la dlgation suisse d'assurance possde un tablissement stable lorsqu'un interm-
souhaitait obtenir l'exonration des intrts et un taux rduit diaire a le pouvoir de conclure des contrats en son nom et qu'il
pour les dividendes de filiales. Ces ngociations permirent nan- l'exerce habituellement. Cette disposition correspond la pra-
moinsde s'entendresur plusieurs autres points, notammentsur les tique belge; elle est motive par le fait qu'il est particulirement
redevances de licences. difcile, de l'avis des autorits belges, de dterminer si un agent

d'assurance jouit d'un statut dpendantou indpendant.La Belgique s'tait en effet dclare d'accord avec l'imposition
exclusive de ces revenus dans l'Etat du domicile de leur bnfi- Il est entendu que les bnfices de cet tablissement stable ne

ciaire. comprennent pas les revenus provenant d'oprations d'assurance
ou de rassuranceconclues par le sige de l'entreprise.Les ngociationsreprirent en 1977, sur la base des rsultats acquis

en 1972, et aboutirent rapidement un accord, la Belgique ayant
ramen ses prtentions relatives l'imposition la source des Article 7 (Bnfice des entreprises)itrts et dividendes un niveau acceptable pour la Suisse.
Consults en dcembre 1977, cantons et groupements cono- Cet article est galement conforme au modle de convention de

miques intresss ont nouveau exprim l'intrt qu'ils avaient 1977. Il contient au surplus une disposition selon laquelle les
une rglementation des relations fiscales entre la Suisse et la Etats contractants sont autoriss, dfaut de comptabilit rgu-
Belgique et approuv dans un trs large mesure les solutions lire ou d'autres lmentsprobants, calculer le bnce imposa-
envisages. ble d'un tablissement stable au moyen de comparaisonstablies

avec d'autres entreprises de mme genre exerant le mme type
d'activits (par. 4, let. a).

2. Commentairesdes dispositionsde la convention Article 9 (Entreprisesassocies)
Dans le message du 13 juillet 1965 concernant la convention avec Cet article correspond au paragraphe 1 de l'article 9 du modle de
la Sude du 7 mai 1965, le Conseil fdral a comment en dtail convention de 1977; un Etat peut corriger sur le plan fiscal les
les dispositions du projet de convention de l'OCDE de 1963 (FF bnfices d'une entreprise lorsque certains d'entre eux ont t
1965 II 732), dont la Suisse s'est inspire pour ngocier ses transfrs au dtriment de cette entreprise dans une autre entre-

conventions de double imposition. Ce modle a t remani prise du mme groupe.

depuis lors; la version revise a t publie en avril 1977 par le Le nouveau paragraphe 2 propos par l'OCDE n'a past repris;
Conseil de l'OCDE, accompagne d'une nouvelle recommanda- la Suisse rejette un engagement pris dans un trait international
tion. Les innovations ont dj pu tre prises en considration lors de rectifier dans la mme proportion ses propres impts lors de
des ngociations avec la Grande-Bretagne et ont fait l'objet de contestations de prix de transfert par l'autre Etat (cf. message du
remarques particulires dans notre message du 11 janvier 1978 11 janvier 1978 concernantune convention de double imposation
relatif la nouvelle convention conclue avec ce pays le 8 dcem- avec le Grande-Bretagne;FF 1978 I 199).
bre 1977 (FF 1978 I 193). Les commentaires qui suivent s'at-
tachent ds lors essentiellement dgager les particularits de la
convention avec la Belgique. Artcle 10 (Dividendes)
Article 2 (Imptsviss) La convention limite 10 pour cent l'impt qui peut tre peru

l'Etat de la les dividendes de filiales dtenant
La convention s'applique aux impts sur le revenu et sur la

par source sur

socit
au

moins 25 pour cent du capital de la servant les dividendes,
fortune, l'exclusion des impts perus la source sur les gains et 15 pour cent dans les autres cas. Le taux de 15 pour cent est
raliss dans les loteries, jeux et paris. conforme au modle de convention de 1977 et la solution

adopte par plusieurs conventions suisses, alors que le taux de 10
Article 4 (Rsidents) pour cent constitue un compromis entre la recommendation de
A l'article correspondant du modle de convention de 1977 ont l'OCDE, prconise par la Suisse (5%), et la pratique belge (15%).
t apports les complmentssuivants. Le paragraphe 3, relatif la dfinition des dividendes, a t
Les socits en nom collectif et en commandite de droit suisse complte la demande de la Belgique, qui assimile les revenus de
ainsi que les socits de personnes de droit belge qui ne sont pas capitaux investis dans des socits de personnes belges des
traites comme des personnes morales en droit fiscal, sont consi- dividendes, quel que soit le statut fiscal de ces socits.
dres comme des rsidents des Etats contractants, ce qui leur Par ailleurs, la Belgique a institu en faveur des actionnaires de
permet de demander en leur nom d'tre mis au bnfice de la socits de capitaux belges le systme dit du crdit d'impt. Les
convention (par. 1). actionnaires rsidant en Belgique peuvent imputer sur leurs pro-
Le paragraphe 4, chiffre 1O, prcise, comme le font quelques pres impts sur le revenu affrents aux dividendesreus de socits
autres conventions suisses, que la convention ne peut tre in- de capitaux belges, une part de l'impt prlev sur la socit qui
voque par des ayants-droits effectifs et non pas par des fiduciai- les a distribus. La dlgation belge a refus d'accorder aux

res intercales; en outre, les personnesphysiques qui n'acquittent actionnaires suisses un avantage correspondantau crdit d'impt;
pas dans leur Etat de domicile des impts complets sur les revenus elle s'est cependant engage revoir ultrieurementla question si
provenant de l'autre Etat contractant sont exclues, en vertu du la Belgique venait accorder aux actionnaires de socits belges
paragraphe 4, chiffre 2, des avantages de la convention (cf. rsidant dans un Etat tiers un avantage qui tienne compte du
message du Conseil fdral du 5 mai 1976 concernant la conven- crdit d'impt et si l'octroi de cet avantage n'tait pas motiv par
tion de double imposition avec l'Italie, FF 1976 II 653). des considrationsparticulires cet Etat.
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Article 11 (Intrts) d'impt, lorsque le bnficiairesuisse des revenus n'a pas droit au

La Suisse n'a pas pu obtenir de la Belgique que le taux de l'impt dgrvement des impts belges, en vertu des dispositions sur

rserv l'Etat de la source soit infrieur, en rgle gnrale, aux l'utilisation abusive des conventions.
10 pour cent recommandspar le modle de convention de 1977.
Le paragraphe 3 dispose toutefois que les intrts lis la vente Article 25 (Non-discrimination)crdit d'quipements industriels, commerciauxou scientifiques,
la vente crdit de marchandises livres par une entreprise une L'article correspondant du modle de convention de 1977 a t
autre, ou pays sur un prt bancaire, ne sont imposables que dans complt par une disposition particulire relative au taux appli-
l'Etat du domicile de leur bnficiaire. cable aux tablissements stables belges des socits suisses (par.

6). D'aprs la lgislation belge, les tablissementsstables de soci-Le paragraphe 7 prvoit que le taux rserv par l'article 10 ts trangres sont imposs un taux plus lev que celui qui est(Dividendes) l'Etat de la source est galement applicable aux applicable aus socits belges (actuellement 54% au lieu de 48%).intrts excdant le montantnormal dont seraient convenus deux Grce la convention, les tablissementsstables de socitssuissespartenaires indpendants. seront traitsde la mmemanireque les socitsbelges et leur taux
d'imposition ne devra pas excder celui qui est gnralementArtcle 12 (Redevancesde licences) applicableaux socitsbelges (actuellement48%).

L'article 12 accorde le droit exclusif d'imposer les redevances de
licences l'Etat du domicile de leur bnficiaire. Le paragraphe 4
prvoit que le taux d'impt rserv par l'article 10 (Dividendes) Article 26 (Procdure amiable)
l'Etat de la source est galement applicable aux redevances de Ies dispositions relatives la procdure amiable correspondentlicences excdant le montantnormal dont seraient convenus deux quelques exceptions prs au modle de convention de 1977. La
partenaires indpendants. disposition selon laquelle un accord amiable doit tre excut

sans gard aux dlais du droit interne n'a pas t reprise. A la
Article 17 (Artistes et sportifs) demande de la Belgique, la possibilit de s'entretenir des cas non

L'article correspond au modle de convention de 1977 et la viss par la convention et de procder un change de vues au

pratique suisse. L'imposition a lieu l'endroit o est exerce sein d'une commission mixte a d tre carte. En revanche, la
l'activit artistique ou sportive, mme lorsque les revenus de cette possibilit qu'ont les autorits comptentes de dlibrer en com-

activit sont attribus une autre personne que l'artiste ou le mun des mesures permettantde faire chec un usage abusif de la

sportif (par. 1 et 2). Cette imposition est toutefois exclue lorsque convention constitue une innovation (par. 3). Enn ce n'est pas
l'activit de la personne est subventionnedans une large part par

en vertu de cet article mais de l'article 29, paragraphe 3, que le
des fonds publics (par. 3). autorits comptentessont habilites communiquerdirectement

entre elles.
Article 18 (Pensions)
En drogation au principe de l'impositiondes pensions dans l'Etat Article 27 (Echange dinformations)
du domicile de leur bnficiaire (par. 1), l'imposition des presta- La Belgique a insist pour qu'une clause en matire d'changestions accordes aux victimes de guerre, militaires ou civiles, at d'informations soit insre dans la convention. L'article 27 cor-rserve l'Etat dbiteur de ces rentes (par. 2). respond aux dispositionscontenues dans les conventionsconclues

avec l'Allemagne, l'Autriche le Danemark, la France et l'Italie i:Article 22 (Prvention de l'usage abusif de la convention) (cf. message du Conseil fdral du 5 mai 1976 concernant la
Les dispositions visant lutter contre les utilisations abusives de convention de double imposition avec l'Italie; FF 1976 II 653).
la convention correspondent celles que contiennent les conven-
tions avec l'Allemagne (art. 23), la France (art. 14) et l'Italie (art.
23). Article29 (Divers)

Le paragraphe ler rserve la Belgique le droit dimposer les
Article 24 (Mthodes pour liminer les doubles impositions) rachats d'actions et les liquidations de socits belges confor-
La Belgique et la Suisse vitent la double imposition par la mment sa seule lgislation. Cette rserve, qui correspond une

mthode de l'exonration. La dtermination du taux global (par. pratique belge constante, a pour consquence que les oprations
1, ch. 1O, et par. 2, ch. 1O ) est rserve. vises ci-dessus ne sont pas assimiles des distributions de

dividendes auxquelles s'applique l'article 10. La Belgique consi-Pour les dividendes, intrts et redevances excdentaires, la Bel- dre en effet que les impts prlevs ces occasions reprsententgique accorde l'imputation d'impt prvue par sa lgislation une charge grevant la socit elle-mme et non les actionnaires.interne (par. 1, ch. 2o) et la Suisse l'imputation forfaitaire
d'impt (par. 2, ch. 2). Le paragraphe 2 prcise que la Belgique peut prlever son pr-

compte mobilier sur les revenus de valeurs mobilires trangresLes socits domicilies dans un Etat contractantpeuventbn- lors de leur encaissement en Belgique. Cet impt ne peut toute-cier des mmes avantages fiscaux, pour des dividendesprovenant fois pas tre peru la charge des rsidents de la Suisse.de l'autre Etat contractant, que pour les dividendespays par une

entreprisedu premier Etat (par. 1, ch. 3, et par. 2, ch. 4 ).
La Belgique a demand l'insertion d'une disposition spciale pour

Article 30 (Entre en vigueur)
viter les doubles dductions de dettes (par. 1, ch. 4). Une La convention s'appliquera pour la premire fois aux impts de
entreprise belge qui a subi des pertes dans son tablissement l'anne au cours de laquelle les instrumentsde ratificationsauront
stable suisse et a pu dduire ces pertes des bnfices imposables t changs.
en Belgique ne peut bnficier, en Belgique, au cours d'une autre
priode fiscale, de l'exonration de ses bnfices suisses lorsque
ceux-ci ne sont pas imposs en Suisse parce qu'ils sont compenss Article 31 (Dnonciation)
avec les pertes subies.

La convention est conclue pour une dure indterminemais peutLe paragraphe 2, chiffres 2' et 3, prcise, pour la Suisse, que c'est tre dnonce moyennant un pravis de six mois, pour la fin de
l'imposition des montants nets des dividendes, intrts et redevan- chaque anne, partir de la troisime anne suivant l'change des
ces qui s'applique en lieu et place de l'imputation forfaitaire instrumentsde ratification.
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3. Consquencesfinancires toute la politique suisse en matire de commerce extrieur.

Comme toute convention de double imposition, la prsente con-

vention entrane un abandon de recettes scales de la part des 4. Constitutionnalit
deux Etats. Pour la Suisse, cet abandon se prsente sous deux

aspects. D'une part, la partie de l'impt anticip qui excde les La convention est conclue conformment l'article 8 de la

taux limites d'imposition des dividendes (10 et 15%) et des constitution. L'Assemble fdrale est comptente pour approu-
intrts (10%) devra tre rembourse aux rsidents de Belgique ver la convention en vertu de l'article 85, chiffre 5, de la constitu-

(personnes physiqueset socits) qui en feront la demande. Faute tion. La convention est conclue pour une dure ferme de trois

de donnes statistiques ou d'estimations sur le volume des titres ans, mais elle est dnonable ds lors pour la n de chaque anne
suisses dtenus par des rsidents de Belgique, il est pratiquement civile; elle ne prvoit pas l'adhsion une organisation internatio-

impossible d'indiquer l'ampleur que prendra ce remboursement. nale et n'entrane pas une unification multilatrale du droit;
Cette perte sera essentiellement la charge de la Confdration. l'arrt fdral n'est donc pas soumis au rfrendum facultatif en

L'autre forme de pertes de ressources fiscales est constitue par vertu de l'article 89, 3e alina, de la constitution. La porte
l'imputation forfaitaire d'impt pour les dividendes et intrts matrielle et territoriale restreinte de la convention ne justifie
chant des rsidents de Suisse. L galement, nous sommes pas, en outre, qu'elle soit soumise au rfrendum facultatif par
hors d'tat de fournir des chiffres, mme approximatifs, concer- une dcision des deux Chambres prise en application de l'article

nant l'ampleur du cot de l'imputation forfaitaire. Selon la cl de 89,4e alina, de la constitution.

rpartition fixe en 1967 et toujours en vigueur, la Confderation
prend sa charge le tiers du cot de cette imputation
forfaitaire, le solde tant la charge des cantons (et des com- 5. Conclusions
munes).
En contrepartie de ces pertes de ressources fiscales, certains La convention complte utilement le rseau des conventions

avantages financiers pourront rsulter de la convention pour les suisses de double imposition puisque la Belgique est le seul Etat
fiscs suisses. Les montants bruts des revenus provenant de Bel- important d'Europe occidentale avec lequel notre pays n'a pas

gique seront imposables en Suisse, alors que jusqu'ici on devait conclu d'accord de ce genre. La convention facilitera le dvelop-
admettre titre de dduction le montant de l'impt belge la pement des changes commerciaux entre les deux pays et mettra
source (20% pour les dividendes p.ex.), d'o une augmentation les entreprises suisses au bnfice des mmes avantages que celles

gnrale des revenus imposables. Au surplus, il convient de rappe- des nombreux Etats tiers dj lis la Belgique par un trait
ler que les conventions de double impositions ne sont pas con- fiscal. Les solutions convenues s'inscrivent dans la pratique suisse
clues dans l'intrt des fiscs, mais bien dans celui des contri- et ont reu l'approbationdes cantons et des milieux conomiques
buables et de la libralisation des changes, pierre de touche de intresss.

Convention entre la Confdrationsuisse et le Royaume de Belgique
en vue d'viter les doubles impositionsen matire d'impts

sur le revenu et sur la fortune

Texte original

Le Conseil fdral suisse Article 2 Imptsviss comptes ainsi que les taxes additionnelles
et 1er. l'imptdes personnesphysiques,
Sa Majest le roi des belges, La prsente Convention s'applique (ci-aprsdnommsl'imptbelge);

aux impts sur le revenu et sur la fortune
Dsireux d'viter les doubles impositions perus pour le compte d'un Etat contrac- 2 en Suisse:
en matire d'impts sur le revenu et sur la tant, de ses subdivisionspolitiquesou de ses les impts fdraux, cantonaux et commu-

fortune, ont dcid de conclure une Con- collectivits locales, quel que soit le systme naux

vention et ont nomm cet effet comme de perception. a) sur le revenu (revenu total, produit du
Plnipotentiaires,savoir: travail, rendement de la fortune, bnfices

2. Sont considrscomme impts sur le
Le Conseil fdral suisse: revenu et sur la fortune les impts ordinaires industriels et commerciaux, gains en capital
Monsieur Pierre Aubert, Conseiller fdral, et extraordinairesperus sur le revenu total, et autres revenus),
Chef du Dpartementpolitique fdral sur la fortune totale, ou sur des lmentsdu et

Sa Majest le roi des belges: revenu ou de la fortune,y compris les impts b) sur la fortune (fortune totale, fortune

Son ExcellenceMonsieur Georges Puttevils, sur les gains provenant de l'alination de mobilire et immobilire, fortune indus-

Ambassadeurde Belgique Berne biens mobiliers ou immobiliers, les impts trielle et commerciale, capital et rserves et

sur le montant global des salaires pays par
autres lments de la fortune),

Lesquels, aprs s'tre communiqu leurs les entreprises, ainsi que les impts sur les (ci-aprs dnomms l'impt suisse).
pleins pouvoirs, reconnus en bonne et due plus-values. 4. La Convention ne s'applique pas
forme, sont convenus des dispositions sui- aux impts percus la source sur les gains
vantes: 3. Les impts actuels auxquels s'appli- faits dans les loteries, jeux et paris.

que la Convention sont notamment:
10 en Belgique: 5. La Convention s'applique aussi aux

Chapitre I: Champ d'applicationde la Con- a) l'impt des personnesphysiques; impts de nature identique ou analogue qui
vention b) l'impt des socits; seraient tablis aprs la date de signature de

Article 1er Personnesvises c) l'impt des personnesmorales; la Convention et qui s'ajouteraient aux

d) l'impt des non-rsidents; impts actuels ou qui les remplaceraient.
La prsente Conventions'applique aux per- e) la participation exceptionnelle et tem- Les autorits comptentes des Etats con-

sonnes qui sont des rsidents d'un Etat poraire de solidarit, tractants se communiquent les modifica-
contractant ou des deux Etats contrac- y compris les prcomptes, les dcimes et tions apportes leurs lgislations fiscales
tants. centimes additionnels ces impts et pr- respectives.
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Chapitre Il: Dfinitions un rsident des deux Etats contractants, sa 4. Nonobstant les dispositions prc-
situation est rgle de la manire suivante: dentes du prsent article, on considre qu'il

Article 3 Dfinitionsgnrales a) cette personne est considre comme n'y a pas tablissementstable si:
1er. Au sens de la prsente Convention, un rsident de l'Etat o elle dispose d'un a) il est fait usage d'installationsaux seu-

moins que le contexte n'exige une inter- foyer d'habitation permanent;si elle dispo- les fins de stockage, d'exposition ou de

prtation diffrente: se d'un foyer d'habitation permanent dans livraison de marchandises appartenant
l'a) le terme Belgique dsigne le Royau- les deux Etats, elle est considre comme l'entreprise;
me de Belgique et, employ dans un sens un rsident de l'Etat avec lequel ses liens b) des marchandises appartenant l'en-

gographique, il dsigne le territoire natio- personnels et conomiques sont les plus treprise sont entreposesaux seules fins
nal ainsi que les zones de juridiction natio- troits (centre des intrtsvitaux); de stockage, d'exposition ou de livrai-

nale en mer du Royaume de Belgique; b) si l'Etat o cette personne a le centre son;

b) le terme Suisse dsigne la Confd de ses intrts vitaux ne peut pas tre c) des marchandisesappartenant l'entre-

ration suisse; dtermin, ou si elle ne dispose d'un foyer prise sont entreposesaux seules fins de

2 les expressions un Etat contractant d'habitation permanent dans aucun des transformation par une autre entre-

et l'autre Etat contractant dsignent, sui- Etats, elle est considre comme un rsi- prise;
vant le contexte, la Belgique ou la Suisse; dent de l'Etat o elle sjourne de faon d) une installation fixe d'affaires est

3' le terme personne comprend les per- habituelle; utilise aux seules fins d'acheter des

sonnes physiques, les socits et tous autres c) si cette personne sjourne de faon marchandises ou de runir des infor-
habituelle dans les deux Etats ou si elle ne mations,pour l'entreprise;groupementsde personnes;

4' le terme socit dsigne toute per-
sjourne de faon habituelle dans aucun e) une installation fixe d'affaires est utili-

sonne morale ou toute entit qui est consi- d'eux, elle est considre comme un rsi- se aux seules fins d'exercer, pour
dent de l'Etat dont elle possde la nationa- l'entreprise, toute autre activit dedre comme une personne morale aux fins

d'imposition dans l'Etat dont elle est un lit; caractre prparatoire ou auxiliaire;
rsident; d) si cette personne possde la nationalit f) une installation fixe d'affaires est

5' les expressions entreprise d'un Etat des deux Etats ou si elle ne possde la utilise aux seules fins de l'exercice
contractant et entreprise de l'autre Etat nationalit d'aucun d'eux, les autorits cumul d'activits mentionnes aux

contractant dsignent respectivement une comptentes des Etats contractants tran- alinas a) e), condition que l'acti-

entreprise exploite par un rsident d'un chent la question d'un commun accord. vit d'ensemble de l'installation fixe
Etat contractant et une entreprise exploi- 3. Lorsque, selon les dispositions du d'affaires rsultant de ce cumul garde
te par un rsident de l'autre Etat contrac- paragraphe ler, une personne autre qu'une un caractre prparatoireou auxiliaire.

tant; personne physique est un rsident des deux 5. Nonobstant les dispositions des
6 l'expression trafic international Etats contractants, elle est considre paragraphes ler et 2, lorsqu'une personne
dsigne tout transport effectu par un comme un rsident de l'Etat o son sige -- autre qu'un agent jouissant d'un statut
navire ou un aronef exploit par une en- de direction effective est situ. indpendant auquel s'applique le para-
treprise dont le sige de direction effective graphe 6 agit pour le compte d'une
est situ dans un Etat contractant, sauf 4. N'est pas considre comme un

entreprise et

--

dispose dans Etat contrac-rsident d'un Etat contractant au sens du un
lorsque le navire ou l'aronef n'est exploit tant de pouvoirs qu'elle y exerce habituel-
qu'entre des points situs dans l'autre Etat prsent article:

lement lui permettant de conclure des10 une personne qui, bien que rpondant con-
contractant; trats au nom de l'entreprise, cette entre-
7' l'expression autorit comptente

la dfinition des paragraphes ler 3
prise est considre ayant ta-comme un

dsigne: ci-dessus, n'est que le bnficiaireapparent blissement stable dans Etat toutescet pour
a) en Belgique, le Directeur gnral des

des revenus, ces revenus bnficiant en
les activits cetteralit -- soit directement, soit indirecte- que personne exerce pour

contributionsdirectes, et l'entreprise, moins que les activits de
b) en Suisse, le Directeur de l'administra- ment par l'intermdiaired'autres personnes cette soient limites celles--

une personnetion fdrale des contributions. physiques ou morales qui personne ne

ne peut tre regarde elle-mme comme un qui sont mentionnes au paragraphe 4 et

2. Pour l'application de la Convention rsident de cet Etat au sens du prsent qui, si elles taient exerces par l'inter-

par un Etat contractant, toute expression article; mdiaire d'une installation fixe d'affaires,
qui n'y est pas dfinie a le sens qui lui 2 une personne physique qui n'est pas

ne permettraient pas de considrer cette

attribue le droit de cet Etat concernant les assujettie aux impts gnralement perus
installation comme un tablissementstable

impts auxquels s'applique la Convention, dans l'Etat contractant dont elle serait un
selon les dispositionsde ce paragraphe.

moins que le contexte n'exige une inter- rsident selon les dispositions des para- 6. Une entreprise n'est pas considere
prtation diffrente. graphes prcdents, pour tous les revenus comme ayant un tablissementstable dans

gnralement imposables selon la lgisla. un Etat contractantdu seul fait qu'elle y
Article 4 Rsident tion fiscale de cet Etat et provenant de exerce son activit par l'entremise d'un

l'autre Etat contractant. courtier, d'un commissionnaire gnral ou
er. Au sens de la prsente Convention, de tout autre agent jouissant d'un statut in-

l'expression rsident d'un Etat contrac- dependant, condition que ces personnes
tant dsigne toute personne qui, en vertu Article 5 Etablissementstable agissent dans le cadre ordinaire de leur ac -

de la lgislation de cet Etat, est assujettie er. Au sens de la prsente Convention, tivit.
l'impt dans cet Etat, en raison de son l'expression tablissementstable dsigne Toutefois, lorsqu'un intermdiaireagit pourdomicile, de sa rsidence, de son sige de une installation fixe d'affaires par l'inter- le compte d'une entreprise d'assurance etdirection ou de tout autre critre de nature mdiaire de laquelle une entreprise exerce dispose dans Etat contractant deun pou-analogue; elle dsigne galement les so- tout ou partie de son activit.
cits de droit belge, autres que les socits voirs qu'il y exerce habituellement lui per-

par actions, qui ont opt pour l'assujettisse- 2. L'expression tablissementstable mettant de conclure des contrats au nom

ment de leurs bnfices l'impt des per- comprend notamment: de cette entreprise, celle-ci est considre

sonnes physiquesdans le chef de leurs asso. a) un sige de direction, comme ayant un tablissement stable dans

cis ainsi que les socits en nom collectif b) une succursale, cet Etat.
et en commandite simple de droit suisse c) un bureau, 7. Le fait qu'une socit qui est un

ayant leur sige de direction effective en d) une usine, rsident d'un Etat contractant contrle ou
Suisse. Toutefois, cette expression ne com. e) un atelier et est contrle par une socit qui est un
prend pas les personnesqui ne sont assujet- f) une mine, un puits de ptrole ou de rsident de l'autre Etat contractant ou qui
ties l'impt dans cet Etat que pour les gaz, une carrire ou tout autre lieu

y exerce son activit (que ce soit par l'in-
revenus de sources situes dans cet Etat ou d'extraction de ressources naturelles. termdiaire d'un tablissement stable ou
pour la fortune qui y est situe. 3. Un chantier de construction ou de non) ne suffit pas, en lui-mme, faire de

2. Lorsque, selon les dispositions du montage ne constitue un tablissement l'une quelconque de ces socits un tablis-

paragraphe ler, une personne physique est stable que si sa dure dpasse douze mois. sement stable de l'autre.
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Chapitre Ill: Impositiondes revenus ment tre tabli dans cet autre Etat con- d'une entreprisede l'autre Etat contrac-

formment sa propre lgislation, compte tant,
Article 6 Revenus mmobiliers tenu des bnfices normaux d'entreprises et que, dans l'un et l'autre cas, les deux

er. Les revenus qu'un rsident d'un analogues du mme Etat, se livrant la entreprises sont, dans leurs relations com-

Etat contractant tire de biens inrnobiliers mme activit ou des activits analogues merciales ou financires, lies par des con-

(y compris es revenus des exploitations dans des conditions identiques ou analo- ditions convenues ou imposes, qui diff-

agricoles ou forestires) situs dans l'autre gues. rent de celes qui seraient convenues entre

Etat contractant, sont imposables dans cet b ) S'l est d'usage, dans un Etat contrac- des entreprisesndpendantes, les bnfices

autre Etat. tant, de dterminer les bnfices mpu- qui, sans ces conditions, auraientt rali-

tables un tablissement stable sur la base ss par l'une des entreprises mais n'ont pu
2. L'expression biens mmobiliers a d'une rpartition des bnfices totaux de l'tre en fait cause de ces conditions,

le sens que lui attribue le droit de l'Etat .,

entreprise entre ses diverses parties, peuvent tre nclus dans les bnfices de
contractant o les biens considrs sont

aucune disposition du paragraphe 2 cette entreprise et mposs en consquence.
situs. L'expression comprend en tous cas n'empche cet Etat contractant de dter-
les accessoires, le cheptel mort ou vif des miner les bnfices mposables selon la Article 10 Dividendes

exploitations agricoles et forestires, les rpartition en usage; la mthode de rparli- ler. Les dividendes pays par une so-
droits auxquels s'appliquent les dispos- tion adopte doit cependant tre telle que cit qui est rsident d'un Etat contrac-un
tions du droit priv concernant la proprit le rsultat obtenu soit conforme aux princi- tant rsident de l'autre Etat contrac-un

foncire, l'usufruit des biens mmobilierset
pes contenus dans le prsent article. tant sont mposablesdans cet autre Etat.

les droits des paiementsvariables ou fixes

pour 'exploitation ou la concession de 5 Aucun bnfice n'est imput un 2. Toutefois, ces dividendes sont aussi

l'exploitation de gisements minraux, sour- iablissement stable du fait qu'l a sirnple- imposables dans l'Etat contractant dont la

ces et autres ressources naturelles; les na- ment achet des marchandisespour l'entre- socit qui paie les dividendes est un rsi-

vires, bateaux et aronefs ne sont pas consi- prise. dent, et selon la lgislation de cet Etat,
drs comme des biens mmobiliers. 6. Aux fins des paragraphes prc- mais si le bnficiaire effectif des dividen-

3. Les dispositions du paragraphe 1 er dents, les bnfices mputer l'tablisse- des est un rsident de l'autre Etat, l'mpt
ainsi tabli peut excder:

s'appliquent aux revenus provenant de l'ex- ment stable sont dtermins chaque anne ne

ploitation ou de la jouissance directes, de la selon la mme mthode, moins qu'l a) 10 pour cent du montant brut des
dividendes si le bnficiaireeffectif est

location ou de l'affermage, ainsi que de n'existe des motifs valables et suffisants de une

toute autre forme d'exploitation de biens procder autrement. socit (autre qu'une socit de personnes
de droit belge ayant opt pour l'assujettis-

mmobiliers. 7. Lorsque les bnfices comprennent sement de ses bnfices l'mpt des per-
4. Les dispositions des paragraphes ler des lments de revenus traits sparment sonnes physiques) qui dtient directement

et 3 s'appliquent galement aux revenus dans d'autre articles de la prsente Conven-
au moins 25 pour cent du capital de la

provenant des biens mmobiliers d'une tion, les dispositions de ces articles ne sont socit qui paie les dividendes;
entreprise ainsi qu'aux revenus des biens pas affectes par les dispositions du prsent b) 15 pour cent du montant brut des
immobiliers servant 'exercice d'une artide. dividendes, dans tous les autre cas.

professionndpendante.
Article 8 Navigation maritime, ntrieure

Le prsent paragraphe n'affecte pas l'mpo-
sition de la socit au titre des bnfices

Article 7 Bnfices des entreprises et arienne qui servent au paiement des dividendes.
ler. Les bnfices d'une entreprise d'un 1er Les bnfices provenant de

. 3. Le terme dividendes employ
Etat contractant ne sont mposables que l'exploitation, en trafic international, de dans le prsent article dsigne les revenus
dans cet Etat, moins que l'entreprise navires ou d'aronefsne sont mposablesque provenant d'actions, actions ou bons de
n'exerce son activit dans l'autre Etat con- dans l'Etat contractanto le sige de direc- jouissance, parts de mine, parts de fonda-
tractant par l'intermdiaire d'un tablisse- tion effectivede l'entrepriseest situ. teur ou autres parts bnficiaires 'excep-
ment stable qui y est situ. S l'entreprise tion des crances, ainsi que les revenus
exerce son activit d'une telle faon, les 2. Les bnfices provenant de l'exploi- d'autres parts sociales soumis mme
bnfices de l'entreprise sont mposables tation de bateaux servant la navigation

au

rgime fiscal que les revenus d'actions par
dans l'autre Etat mais uniquement dans la ntrieure ne sont mposables que dans

la lgislationde l'Etat dont la socit distri-
mesure o ls sont mputables cet tablis- l'Etat contractant o le sige de direction

butrice est rsident. Ce terme dsigneun
sement stable. effective de l'entreprise est situ. galementles revenis mmeattribus- sous

2. Sous rserve des dispositions du 3. S le sige de direction effective la forme d'ntrts - mposables au

paragraphe 3, lorsqu'une entreprise d'un d'une entreprise de navigation maritime ou titre de revenus de capitaux nvestis par les

Etat contractant exerce son activit dans ntrieure est bord d'un navire ou d'un associs dans les socits autres que les

l'autre Etat contractant par l'ntermdiaire bateau, ce sige est considr comme situ socits par actions qui sont des rsidents

d'un tablissement stable qui y est situ, l dans l'Etat contractanto se trouve le port de la Belgique.
est mput, dans chaque Etat contractant, d'attache de ce navire ou de ce bateau, ou

4. Les dispositionsdes paragraphes 1 er

cet tablissement stable les bnfices qu'l dfaut de port d'attache, dans l'Etat con-
et 2 ne s'appliquent pas lorsque le bnfi-

aurait pu raliser s'l avait constitu une tractant dont l'exploitant du navire ou du
ciaire effectif des dividendes, rsident d'un

entreprise distincte exerant des activits bateau est un rsident. Etat contractant, exerce dans l'autre Etat
dentiques ou analogues dans des condi- 4. Les dispositions du paragraphe 1 er contractant dont la socit qui paie les
tions dentiquesou analogues et agissant en

s'appliquent aussi aux bnfices provenant dividendes est un rsident, soit une activit
toute ndpendance. de la participation un pool, une exploita- ndustrielle ou commerciale par l'nter-

3. Pour dterminer les bnfices d'un tion en commun ou un organisme nterna- mdiaire d'un tablissementstable qui y est

tablissement stable, sont admises en tional d'exploitation. situ, soit une profession ndpendante au

dduction les dpenses exposes aux fins moyen d'une base fixe qui y est situe, et

poursuivies par cet tablissement stable, y Article 9 Entreprisesassocies que la participationgnratricedes dividen-

compris les dpenses de direction et les Lorsque
des s'y rattache effectivement. Dans ce cas,

frais gnraux d'administrationainsi expo- a) une entreprise d'un Etat contractant les dispositions de l'article 7 ou de l'article

ss, soit dans l'Etat o est situ cet tablis- participe direclement ou ndirecte. 14, suivant les cas, sont applicables.
sement, soit ailleurs. ment la direction, au contrle ou au 5. Lorsqu'une socit qui est un

4. a) A dfaut de comptabilit rgulire capital d'une entreprise de l'autre Etat rsident d'un Etat cintractant tire des bn-

ou d'autres lments probants permettant contractant, ou que fices ou des revenus de l'autre Etat contrac-

de dterminer le montant des bnfices b) les mmes personnes participent direc- tant, cet autre Etat ne peut percevoir
d'une entreprise d'un Etat contractant,qui tement ou ndirectement la direc- aucun mpt sur les dividendes pays par la

est mputable son tablissement stable tion, au contrle ou au capital d'une socit, sauf dans la mesure o des dividen-

situ dans 'autre Etat, l'impt peut notam- entreprise d'un Etat contractant et des sont pays un rsident de cet autre
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Etat ou dans la mesure o la participation contracte et qui supporte la charge de ces excdentaire des paiements reste imposable
gnratrice des dividendes se rattache effec- intrts, ceux-ci sont considrs comme selon la lgislation de chaque Etat contrac-
tivement un tablissementstable ou une provenant de l'Etat o l'tablissement tant, mais lorsque la partie excdentaire
base fixe situs dans cet autre Etat, ni stable, ou la base fixe, est situ. des redevances est comprise dans le revenu

prlever aucun impt, au titre de l'imposi- en imposable du dbiteur et que celui-ci est
tion des bnfices non distribus, sur les

7. Lorsque, raison de relations
socit, l'impt relev cette partieune sur

bnfices non distribus de la socit, spciales existant entre le dbiteur et le
excdentaire dans l'Etat contractant d'obnficiaire effectif ou que l'un et l'autre

mme si les dividendes pays ou les bnfi-
entretiennent de tierces le les redevances proviennent ne peut excder

avec personnes,
ces non distribus consistent en tout ou en celui qui serait applicable si les redevancesmontant des intrts, compte tenu de la
partie en bnfices ou revenus provenant crance laquelle ils sont pays, excde taient des dividendes auxquels s'applique
de cet autre Etat. pour

l'article 10.celui dont seraient convenus le dbiteur et
le bnficiaire effectif en l'absence de pa-

Article 11 Intrts reilles relations, les dispositions du prsent Article 13 Gains en capital

ler. Les intrts provenant d'un Etat article ne s'appliquentqu' ce dernier mon- er. Les gains qu'un rsident d'un Etat

contractant et pays un rsident de tant. Dans ce cas, la partie excdentaire des contractant tire de l'alination de biens im-

l'autre Etat contractant sont imposables paiements reste imposable selon la lgisla- mobiliers viss l'article 6 et situs dans

dans cet autre Etat. tion de chaque Etat contractant, mais lors- l'autre Etat contractant, sont imposables
que la partie excdentaire des intrts est dans cet autre Etat.

2. Toutefois, ces intrts sont aussi comprise dans le revenu imposable du dbi-
imposables dans l'Etat contractant d'o ils teur et que celui-ci est une socit, l'impt 2. Les gains provenant de l'alination

de biens mobiliers qui font partie de l'actifproviennent et selon la lgislation de cet prlev sur cette partie excdentaire dans
Etat, mais si le bnficiaire effectif des l'Etat contractant d'o les intrts provien-

d'un tablissement stable qu'une entreprise
d'un Etat contractant dans l'autre Etatintrts est un rsident de l'autre Etat, nent ne peut excder celui qui serait appli-

a

l'impt ainsi tabli ne peut excder 10 cable si les intrts taient des dividendes contractant, ou de biens mobiliers qui
pour cent du montant brut des intrts. auxquels s'applique l'article 10. appartiennent une base fixe dont un rsi-

dent d'un Etat contractant dispose dans
3. Nonobstant les dispositions du l'autre Etat contractant pour l'exercice

paragraphe 2, les intrts mentionns au Article 12 Redevances d'une profession indpendante, y compris
paragraphe ler ne sont imposables que de tels gains provenant de l'alination de
dans l'Etat contractant dont le bnficiaire ler. Les redevances provenant d'un Etat cet tablissement stable (seul l'en-ou avec
effectif est un rsident, si ces intrts sont contractant et payes un rsident de semble de l'entreprise) ou de cette base
pays: l'autre Etat contractantne sont imposables fixe, sont imposables dans cet autre Etat.
a) en liaison avec la vente crdit d'un que dans cet autre Etat, si ce rsident en

quipement industriel, cornrnercial ou est le bnficiaireefectif. 3. Les gains provenant de l'alination

scientifique, 2. Le terme redevances employ
de navires ou aronefs exploits en trafic

b) en liaison avec la vente crdit de dans le prsent article dsigne les rmunra- international, de bateaux servant la navi-

marchandises livres par une entreprise tions de toute nature payespour l'usage ou
gation intrieure ou de biens mobiliers af-

une autre entreprise, ou la concession de l'usage d'un droit d'auteur
fects l'exploitation de ces navires, aro-
nefs bateaux, sont imposablesc) sur un prt de n'importe quelle nature, sur une oeuvre littraire, artistique ou

ou ne que
dans l'Etat contractanto le sige de direc-non reprsent par des titres au porteur, scientifique, y compris les films cinmato- tion effective de l'entreprise est situ.consenti par un tablissementbancaire. graphiques et les films ou les enregistre-

4. Le terme intrts employ dans ments conus pour la radio et la tlvision, 4. Les gains provenant de l'alination

le prsent article dsigne les revenus des d'un brevet, d'une marque de fabrique ou de tous biens autres que ceux viss aux

crances de toute nature, assorties ou non de commerce, d'un dessin ou d'un modle, paragraphes ler, 2 et 3 ne sont imposables
de garanties hypothcaires ou d'une clause d'un plan, d'une formule ou d'un procd que dans l'Etat contractant dont le cdant

de participation aux bnfices du dbiteur, secrets, ainsi que pour l'usage ou la conces- est un rsident.

et notamment les revenus des fonds publics sion de l'usage d'un quipement industriel,
et des obligations d'emprunts, y compris commercial ou scientifique ne constituant Article 14 Professions indpendantes
les prirnes et lots attachs ces titres. Ce pas un bien itnrnobilier vis l'article 6 et

terme ne comprend pas les pnalisations Pour des informations ayant trait une ler. Les revenus qu'un rsident d'un

pour paiement tardif ni les intrts assimi- exprience acquise dans le domaine indus- Etat contractant tire d'une profession lib-

ls des dividendes par l'article 10, para- triel, commercialou scientifique. rale ou d'autres activits de caractre in-

graphe 3, deuxime phrase. 3. Les dispositions du paragraphe ler dpendant ne sont imposables que dans cet

Etat, moins que ce rsident ne dispose de
5. Les dispositions des paragraphes ne s'appliquent pas lorsque le bnficiaire faon habituelle dans l'autre Etat contrac-

ler, 2 et 3 ne s'appliquent pas lorsque le effectif des redevances, rsident d'un Etat tant d'une base fixe pour l'exercice de ses

bnficiaire effectif des intrts, rsident contractant, exerce dans l'autre Etat con- activits. S'il dispose d'une telle base fixe,
d'un Etat contractant, exerce dans l'autre tractant d'o proviennent les redevances, les revenus sont imposables dans l'autre
Etat contractant d'o proviennent les in- soit une activit industrielle ou commer- Etat mais uniquement dans la mesure o ils
trts, soit une activit industrielle ou com- ciale par l'intermdiaire d'un tablissement sont imputables cette base fixe.
merciale par l'intermdiaire d'un tablisse- stable qui y est situ, soit une profession
ment stable qui y est situ, soit une profes. indpendanteau moyen d'une base fixe qui 2. L'expression profession librale

sion indpendante au moyen d'une base y est situe, et que le droit ou le bien comprend notamment les activits indpen-
fixe qui y est situe, et que la crance gnrateur des redevances s'y rattache dantes d'ordrescientifique,littraire,artisti-

gnratrice des intrts s'y rattache effecti- effectivement. Dans ce cas, les dispositions que, ducatif ou pdagogique, ainsi que les

vement. Dans ce cas, les dispositions de de l'article 7 ou de l'article 14, suivant les activits indpendantes des mdecins, avo-

l'article 7 ou de l'article 14, suivant les cas, cas, sont applicables. cats, ingnieurs, architects, dentistes et

comptables.sont applicables. 4. Lorsque, en raison de relations

6. Les intrts sont considrs comme spciales existant entre le dbiteur et le

provenant d'un Etat contractant lorsque le bnficiaire effectif ou que l'un et l'autre Article 15 Professions dpendantes
dbiteur est cet Etat lui-mme, une subdivi- entretiennent avec de tierces personnes, le er. Sous rserve des dispositions des
sion politique, une collectivit locale ou un montant des redevances, compte tenu de la articles 16, 18 et 19, les salaires, traite-
rsident de cet Etat. Toutefois, lorsque le prestation pour laquelle,elles sont payes, ments et autres rmunrations sirnilaires
dbiteur des intrts, qu'il soit ou non un excde celui dont seraient convenus le qu'un rsident d'un Etat contractantreoit
rsident d'un Etat contractant, a dans un dbiteur et le bnficiare effectif en l'ab- au titre d'un emploi salari ne sont impo-
Etat contractant un tablissement stable, sence de pareilles relations, les dispositions sables que dans cet Etat, moins que l'em-
ou une base fixe, pour lequel la dette don- du prsent article ne s'appliquent qu' ce ploi ne soit exerc dans l'autre Etat con-

nant lieu au paiement des intrls a t dernier montant. Dans ce cas, la partie tractant. Si l'emploi y est exerc, les rmu-
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nrations reues ce titre sont imposables Article 18 Pensions ment avant de se rendre dans un Etat con-

dans cet autre Etat. tractant, un rsident de l'autre Etat con-1er. Sous rserve des dispositions de
2. Nonobstant les dispositions du l'article 19, paragraphe 2, les pensions et tractant et qui sjourne dans le premier

paragraphe ler, les rmunrations qu'un autres rmunrations similaires, payes Etat seule fin d'y poursuivre ses tudes

rsident d'un Etat contractant reoit au un rsident d'un Etat contractant au titre ou sa formation, reoit pour couvrir ses

frais d'entretien, d'tudes ou de formation
titre d'un emploi salari exerc dans l'autre d'un emploi antrieur, ne sont imposables

ne sont pas imposables dans cet Etat,
Etat contractant ne sont imposables que que dans cet Etat. condition qu'elles proviennent de sources
dans le premier Etat si: 2. Les pensions, rentes et autres allo- situes en dehors de cet Etat.
a) le bnficiaire sjourne dans l'autre cations, priodiques ou non, payes par un
Etat pendant une priode ou des priodes Etat contractant -- autrement qu'au titre Articles 21 Autres revenus
n'excdant pas au total 183 jours au cours d'un emploi antrieur -- aux victimes de
de l'anne civile, et guerre, militaires ou civiles, aux victimes ler. Les lments du revenu d'un

b) les rmunrations sont payes par un militaires du temps de paix ainsi qu'aux rsident d'un Etat contractant, d'o qu'ils
employeur ou pour le compte d'un em- ayants droit des victimes prcites ne sont proviennent, qui ne sont pas traits dans les

ployeur qui n'est pas un rsident de l'autre imposablesque dans cet Etat. articles prcdents de la prsente Conven-

Etat, et tion ne sont imposables que dans cet Etat.

c) la charge des rmunrations n'est pas Article 19 Fonctionspubliques 2. Les dispositions du paragraphe ler
supporte par un tablissement stable ou s'appliquentne pas aux revenus autres que
une base fixe que l'employeur a dans ler. a) Les rmunrations,autres que les

les provenant de biens immobiliers
l'autre Etat. pensions, payes par un Etat contractant revenus

tels qu'ils sont dfinis l'article 6, para-
3. Nonobstant les dispositions pr-

ou l'une de ses subdivisionspolitiques, col-
graphe 2, lorsque le bnficiaire de tels

lectivits locales ou personnes morales de
cdentes du prsent article, les rmunra- droit public une personne physique, au revenus, rsident d'un Etat contractant,
tions reues au titre d'un emploi salari titre de services rendus cet Etat ou cette exerce dans l'autre Etat contractant, soit
exerc bord d'un navire ou d'un aronef subdivision, collectivit ou personne mora-

une activit industrielle ou commerciale

exploit en trafic international, ou bord l'intermdiaire d'un tablissement
d'un bateau servant la navigation int- le, ne sont imposablesque dans cet Etat. par

stable qui est situ, soit profession
rieure, sont imposables dans l'Etat contrac- b) Toutefois, ces rmunrations ne sont y une

tant o le sige de direction effective de imposables que dans l'autre Etat contrac- indpendanteau moyen d'une base fixe qui
tant si les services sont rendus dans cet Etat y est situe, et que le droit ou le bien

l'entreprise est situ.
et si la personne physique est un rsident gnrateur des revenus s y rattache effecti-

de cet Etat qui: vement. Dans ce cas, les dispositions de

Article 16 Tantimes (i) possde la nationalit de cet Etat, ou l'article 7 ou de l'article 14, suivant les cas,

ler. Les tantimes, jetons de prsence et (ii) n'est pas devenu un rsident de cet sont applicables.
autres rtributionssimilaires qu'un rsident Etat seule fin de rendre les services.

d'un Etat contractant reoit en sa qualit 2.a) Les pensions payes par un Etat Articles 22 Prvention de l'usage abusif de

de membre du conseil d'administrationou contractant ou l'une de ses subdivisions la Convention

de surveillance d'une socit qui est un politiques, collectivits locales ou person- ler Une socit qui est un rsident d'un
rsident de l'autre Etat contractant sont nes morales de droit public, soit directe- Etat contractant et dans laquelle des per-
imposables dans cet autre Etat. Il en est ment sout par prlvement sur des fonds sonnes qui ne sont pas des rsidents de cet
mme des rmunrationsd'un associ com- qu'ils ont constitus, une personne phy- Etat ont un intrt prpondrantdirect ou

mandit d'une socit en commandite par sique, au titre de services rendus cet Etat indirect sous forme d'une participation ou

actions qui est un rsident de la Belgique. ou cette subdivision, collectivit ou per- d'une autre manire, ne peut bnficier

2. Toutefois, les rmunrationsque les sonne morale, ne sont imposablesque dans d'un dgrvement des impts de l'autre

personnesvisesau paragraphe1er reoivent cet Etat. Etat contractant perus sur les dividendes,
de cette socit en une autre qualit sont b) Toutefois, ces pensions ne sont impo- intrts et redevances, provenant de cet

imposables, suivant les cas, conformment sables que dans l'autre Etat contractant si autre Etat, conformment aux dispositions
aux dispositionsde l'article 14 ou de l'article la personne physique est un rsident de cet des articles 10, 11 et 12, que si:

15, paragraphe 1
er Etat et en possde la nationalit. lO les comptes crditeurs portant intrt

ouverts au nom de personnes qui ne sont
3. Les dispositions des articles 15, 16

pas des rsidents du premier Etat ne s'l-
Article 17 Artistes et sportifs et 18 s'appliquent aux rmunrations et vent pas plus de six fois le total form par

pensions payes au titre de services rendus le capital-actions (ou le capital social) et les
ler. Nonobstant les dispositions des dans le cadre d'une activit industrielle ou rserves apparentes; cette disposition ne

articles 14 et 15, les revenus qu'un rsident commerciale exerce par un Etat contrac- s'applique banques des deux Etats
d'un Etat contractant tire de ses activits tant ou l'une de ses subdivisionspolitiques,

pas aux

personnelles exerces dans l'autre Etat con- collectivits locales ou personnes morales
contractants;

tractant en tant qu'artiste du spectacle, tel de droit public.
2 les dettes contractes envers les mmes

qu'un artiste de thtre, de cinma, de la Toutefois, les dispositions des paragraphes personnes ne portent pas intrt un taux
excdant le taux normal; est considr

radio ou de la tlvision, ou qu'un musi- er et 2 du prsent article s'appliquentaux
comme taux normal:

cien, ou en tant que sportif, sont imposa- rmunrations et pensions payes, au titre
bles dans cet autre Etat. de services rendus, par les organismes a) pour la Belgique, le taux des intrts

admissibles au titre de charges profession-
2. Lorsque les revenus d'activits suivants: nelles vertu de la lgislationbelge;en

qu'un artist du spectacle ou un sportif a) en Belgique: b) la Suisse, le taux du rendementpour
exerce personnellement et en cette qualit

-- la Socit nationale des chemins de fer
moyen des obligations mises par la Con-

sont attribus non pas l'artiste ou au belges; fdrationsuissemajor de deux points;
sportif lui-mme mais une autre person-

-- la Rgie des tlgraphes et des tl-
3 50 pour cent au plus des revenus en

ne, ces revenus sont imposables, nonob- phones; question provenant de l'autre Etat contrac-
stant les dispositions des articles 7, 14 et

-- la Rgie des postes;
15, dans l'Etat contractant o les activits b) en Suises: tant sont utiliss servir des engagements

de l'artiste ou du sportif sont exerces.
-- les Cheminsde fer fdrauxsuisses; (intrts dbiteurs, redevances de licences,

l'Entreprise suisse des postes, tl- frais de dveloppement,de rclame, de pre-
--

3. Les dispositionsdes paragraphes ler mire installation, de voyage, amortisse-
phoneset tlgraphes;et 2 ne sont pas applicables aux revenus l'Office national suisse du tourisme.

ments de biens de toute nature y compris
--

provenant des activits d'artistes du spec- les biens incorporels, procds, etc.) envers

tacle qui sont subventionnes, directement Article 20 Etudiants
des personnes qui ne sont pas des rsidents

ou indirectement,pour une part importante du premier Etat;
par des allocations provenant de fonds pu- Les sommes qu'un tudiant, un apprenti ou 4 les dpenses en relation avec les reve-

blics. un stagiaire qui est, ou qui tait immdiate- nus en question provenant de l'autre Etat
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contractant sont exclusivementcouvertes appartiennent une base fixe dont un 1o Lorsqu'un rsident de la Suisse reoit
l'aide de ces revenus; rsident d'un Etat contractantdispose dans des revenus ou possde de la fortune, non
5 la socit distribue 25 pour cent au l'autre Etat contractant pour l'exercice viss aux 2, 3 et 4' ci-aprs, qui sont
moins des revenus en question provenant d'une profession indpendante est imposa- imposables en Belgique conformmentaux
de l'autre Etat contractant. ble dans cet autre Etat. dispositions de la prsente Convention, la
Les mesures plus tendues qui ontt ou 3. La fortune constitue par des Suisse exempte de l'impt ces revenus ou

seront prises par l'un des Etats contractants navires et des aronefs exploits en trafic cette fortune, mais elle peut, pour calculer
et qui visent empcher des prtentions international, par des bateaux servant la le montant de ses impts sur le reste du
abusives un dgrvementd'impt peru navigation intrieure ainsi que par des biens revenu ou de la fortune de ce rsident,
la source par l'autre Etat contractant mobiliers affects leur exploitation n'est appliquer le mme taux que si les revenus

restent applicables. imposable que dans l'Etat contractanto le ou la fortune en question n'avaient past
exempts.

2. Une socit qui est un rsident de la sige de direction effective de l'entreprise 2' Lorsqu'un rsident de la Suisse reoitSuisse et dans laquelle des personnesqui ne est situ.
des qui, conformment dis-revenus aux

sont pas des rsidents de la Suisse ont un 4. Tous les autres lments de la positions des articles 10 et 11, sont
intrt prpondrant direct ou indirect fortune d'un rsident d'un Etat contractant mposables en Belgique, la Suisse accorde
sous forme d'une participation ou d'une ne sont imposables que dans cet Etat. un dgrvement ce rsident, sa
autre manire, ne peut prtendre, mme si demande. Ce dgrvementconsiste:
elle remplit les conditions poses au para- a) en l'imputation de l'impt pay en

graphe er, au dgrvement des impts Chapitre V: Mthodes pour liminer les Belgique conformment aux disposi-
perus par la Belgique sur les intrts ou les doubles impositions tions des articles 10 et 11 sur l'impt
redevances provenant de la Belgique qui lui suisse qui frappe les revenus de ce
sont pays que si, dans le canton o cette Article 24 rsident, la somme ainsi impute ne
socit a son sige, ces intrts ou rede- pouvant toutefois excder la fraction de
vances sont soumis l'impt cantonal sur 1er. En ce qui concerne la Belgique, la l'impt suisse,calculavant l'imputation,
le revenu dans des conditions identiquesou double imposition est vite de la manire correspondant aux revenus qui sont
similaires celles prvues par les disposi- suivante: imposs en Belgique, ou

tions concernant l'impt fdral pour la 10 Lorsqu'un rsident de la Belgique reoit b) en une rduction forfaitaire de l'impt
dfense nationale. des revenus ou possde de la fortune, non suisse, ou

viss aux 2 et 3' ci-aprs, qui sont c) en une exemption partielle desUne fondation de famille qui est un rsi- imposables en Suisse conformment aux
revenus

dent de la Suisse ne peut prtendre au dispositions de la prsente Convention, la
en question de l'impt suisse, mais au

moins en une dduction de l'imptpaydgrvement des impts perus en Belgique Belgique exempte de l'impt ces revenus Belgique du brut desen montantsur les dividendes, intrts et redevances ou cette fortune, mais elle peut, pour revenus reus de Belgique.provenant de la Belgique qui lui sont pays, calculer le montant de ses impts sur le Toutefois, dgrvement consistesi le fondateur ou la majorit des bnfi- reste du revenu ou de la fortune de ce
ce en une

dduction de l'impt pay Belgique duciaires sont des personnes qui ne sont pas rsident, appliquer le mme taux que si les
en

montant brut des questiondes rsidents de la Suisse et que les revenus revenus ou la fortune en question n'avaient
revenus en reus

de Belgique, lorsque le bnficiairersidenten question profitent ou doivent profiter past exempts. de la Suisse vertu despour plus d'un tiers des personnesqui ne 2' En ce qui concerne les dividendes
ne peut, en

sont pas des rsidents de la Suisse. imposables conformment l'article 10, dispositions de l'article 22, bnficier du
dgrvement prvu aux articles 10 et 11 de

3. La surveillance, les enqutes et les paragraphe 2, et non exempts d'impt l'impt belge frappant les dividendes et les
attestations qu'implique l'application des belge en vertu du 3 ci-aprs, les intrts intrts.
paragraphes ler et 2 sont du ressort des imposables conformment l'article 11, La Suisse dterminera le genre de dgrve-autorits comptentesde l'Etat contractant paragraphes 2 ou 7, et les redevances

ment et rglera la procdure selon les
dont le bnficiairedes revenus en question imposables conformment l'article 1 2, prescriptions concernant l'excution des
est un rsident. paragraphe 4, la quotit forfaitaire d'impt conventions internationalesconclues laSi les autorits comptentesde l'autre Etat tranger prvue par la lgislation belge est par

Confdration en vue d'viter les doubles
contractant d'o proviennent ces revenus impute, dans les conditions et aux taux

impositions.ont des indications valables pour mettre en prvus par cette lgislation, sur l'impt 3 Lorsqu'un rsident de la Suisse reoitdoute des dclarationsfourniespar le bnfi- belge affrent ces revenus. des redevances et peut, vertu desne en
ciaire de ces revenus dans la demande de 3 Lorsqu'une socit qui est un rsident dispositions de l'article 22, bnficier du
dgrvement et attestes par les autorits de la Belgique a la proprit d'actions ou dgrvement, prvu l'article 12, de
comptentes du premier Etat, elles trans- parts d'une socit qui est un rsident de la l'impt belge frappant ces redevances, la
mettent ces indications aux autorits com- Suisse et y est soumise l'impt sur le Suisse accorde une dduction de l'imptptentes du premier Etat; celles-ci proc- revenu des socits, les dividendes qui lui pay en Belgique du montant brut des
dent une nouvelle enqute et informent sont pays par cette dernire socit et qui redevances.
les autorits comptentesde l'autre Etat du sont imposables en Suisse conformment 4 Lorsqu'une socit qui est un rsident
rsultat. En cas de divergencesde vues per. l'article 10, paragraphe 2, sont exempts de de la Suisse reoit des dividendes d'une
sistantes entre les autorits comptentes l'impt des socits en Belgique, dans la socit qui est un rsident de la Belgique,des deux Etats, les dispositions de l'article mesure o cette exemption serait accorde elle bnficie en ce qui concerne l'impt
26 trouvent leur application. si les deux socits taient des rsidents de suisse affrent ces dividendes, des mmes

la Belgique. avantages que ceux dont elle bnficierait
4 Lorsque, conformment la lgislation si la socit qui paie les dividendes tait un

Chapitre IV: Imposition de la fortune belge, des pertes subies par une entreprise rsident de la Suisse.
belge dans un tablissement stable situ en

Suisse ont t effectivement dduites desArticle 23 Fortune bnfices de cette entreprise pour son

er. La fortune constitue par des biens mpositionen Belgique, l'exemptionprvue Chapitre VI: Dispositionsspciales
immobiliers viss l'article 6, que possde au 10 ne s'applique pas en Belgique aux

un rsident d'un Etat contractant et qui bnfices d'autres priodes imposables qui Article 25 Non-discrimination
sont situs dans l'autre Etat contractant, sont imputables cet tablissement, dans la er. Les nationaux d'un Etat
est imposable dans cet autre Etat. mesure o ces bnfices ont aussi t contractant sont soumis dans l'autrene

2. La fortune constitue par des biens exempts d'impt en Suisse en raison de Etat contractant aucune imposition ou

mobiliers qui font partie de l'actif d'un leur compensationavec lesdites pertes. obligation y relative, qui est autre ou plus
tablissement stable qu'une entreprise d'un 2 En ce qui concerne la Suisse, la lourde que celles auxquelles sont ou

Etat contractant a dans l'autre Etat double imposition est vite de la manire pourront tre assujettis les nationaux de
contractant ou par des biens mobiliers qui suivante: cet autre Etat qui se trouvent dans la mme
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situation. La prsente disposition s'appli- Article 26 Procdure amiable gnrales du droit des gens, soit des
que aussi nonobstant les dispositions de 1er. Lorsqu'une personne estime que les dispositionsd'accords particuliers.
l'article ler, aux personnes qui ne sont pas mesures prises par un Etat contractant ou 2. Aux fins de la Convention, les
des rsidents d'un Etat contractant ou des les deux Etats contractants entranent membres d'une mission diplomatiquepar ou
deux Etats contractants.

ou entraneront pour elle une imposition d'un poste consulaire d'un Etat contractant
2. Le termenationauxdsigne non conforme aux dispositions de la accrdits dans l'autre Etat contractant ou

a) toutes les personnes physiques qui prsente Convention, elle peut, indpen- dans un Etat tiers, qui ont la nationalit de
possdent la nationalit d'un Etat con- damment des recours prvus par le droit l'Etat accrditant, sont rputs tre des
tractant; interne de ces Etats, soumettre son cas rsidents dudit Etat s'ils y sont soumis aux

b) toutes les personnes morales, socits l'autorit comptente de l'Etat contractant mmes obligations, en matire d'impts sur

de personnes et associations constitu- dont elle est un rsident ou, si son cas le revenu et sur la fortune, que les rsidents
es conformment la lgislation en relve de l'article 25, paragraphe ler, de cet Etat.

vigueur dans un Etat contractant. celle de l'Etat contractant dont elle
possde la nationalit. Le cas doit tre 3. La Convention ne s'applique pas

3. L'imposition d'un tablissement soumis dans les trois ans qui suivent la aux organisations internationales, leurs
stable qu'une entreprise d'un Etat contrac- premire notification de la mesure qui organes ou leurs fonctionnaires, ni aux

tant a dans l'autre Etat contractant n'est entrane une imposition non conforme aux personnes qui sont membres d'une mission
pas tablie dans cet autre Etat d'une faon dispositionsde la Convention. diplomatiqueou d'un poste consulaire d'un
moins favorable que l'imposition des Etat tiers, lorsqu'ils se trouvent sur le
entreprises de cet autre Etat qui exercent la 2. Cette autorit comptente territoire d'un Etat contractant et ne sont
mme activit. La prsente disposition ne s'efforce, si la rclamation lui parat fonde pas traits comme des rsidents de l'un ou

peut tre interprte comme obligeant un et si elle n'est pas elle-mme en mesure d'Y de l'autre Etat contractant en matire
Etat contractant accorder aux rsidents apporter une solution satisfaisante, de d'impts sur le revenu et sur la fortune.
de l'autre Etat contractant les dductions rsoudre le cas par voie d'accord amiable

personnelles, abatternents et rductions avec l'autorit comptente de l'autre Etat Article 29 Divers

d'impt en fonction de la situation ou des contractant, en vue d'viter une imposition 1er. Les dispositions de la prsente
charges de famille qu'il accorde ses non conforme la Convention.

Convention limitent l'impositionne pas
propres rsidents. 3. Les autoritscomptentesdes Etats d'une socit qui est un rsident de la

4. A moins que les dispositions de contractants s'efforcent, par voie d'accord Belgique, conformment la lgislation
l'article 9, de l'article 11, paragraphe 7, ou amiable, de rsoudre les difficults ou de belge, en cas de rachat de ses propres ac-

de l'article 12, paragraphe 4, ne soient dissiper les doutes auxquels peuvent tions ou parts ou l'occasion du partage de

applicables, les intrts, redevances et donner lieu l'interprtationou l'application son avoir social.

autres dpenses pays par une entreprise
de' la Convention. Elles peuvent galement 2. Aucune disposition de la Conven-

tion tre interprted'un Etat contractant un rsident de se concerter pour envisager des mesures en ne peut comme

l'autre Etat contractant sont dductibles,
vue de faire chec un usage abusif de la empchant la Belgique de percevoir,
Convention. charge de personnes autres que des rsi-

pour la dtermination des bnfices dents de la Suisse, le prcompte mobilier
imposables de cette entreprise, dans les d conformment dispositions de
mmes conditions que s'ils avaient t Article 27 Echange de renseignements

aux sa

en
pays un rsident du premier Etat. De 1er.

lgislation interne raison de l'encaisse-

mme, les dettes d'une entreprise d'un Etat Les autoritscomptentesdes Etats ment sur son territoire de revenus de va-

contractants changent les renseignements leurs mobilires trangres.contractant envers un rsident de l'autre
Etat contractant sont dductibles, pour la (que les lgislations fiscales des deux Etats 3. Les autoritscomptentesdes Etats
dtermination de la fortune imposable de permettent d'obtenir dans le cadre de la contractants communiquent directement
cette entreprise, dans les mmes conditions pratique administrative normale) nces- entre elles l'application de la Conven-

saires pour une application rgulire de la pour
que si elles avaientt contractes envers tion.
un rsident du premier Etat. prsente Convention. Tout renseignement

chang de cette manire doit tre tenu 4. Les autoritscomptentesdes Etats
secret et ne peut tre rvl qu'aux contractants se concertent au sujet des

5. Les entreprises d'un Etat personnes qui s'occupent de la fixation, de mesures administratives ncessaires l'ex-
contractant, dont le capital est en totalit la perception, de la juridiction ou des cution des dispositions de la Convention et
ou en partie, directement ou indirecte- poursuites pnales des impts auxquels se notamment au sujet des justifications
ment, dtenu ou contrl par un ou rapporte la Convention. Il n'est pas fournir par les rsidents de chaque Etat
plusieurs rsidents de l'autre Etat contrac- chang de renseignements qui dvoile- pour bnficier dans l'autre Etat des
tant, ne sont soumises dans le premier Etat raient un secret commercial, bancaire, exemptionsou rductionsd'impts prvues

aucune imposition ou obligation y industriel ou professionnal ou un procd cette Convention.
relative, qui est autre ou plus lourde que commercial.
celles auxquelles sont ou pourront tre
assujetties les autres entreprises similaires 2. Les dispositions du prsent article Chapitre Vll: Dispositionsfinales
du premier Etat. ne peuvent en aucun cas tre interprtes

comme imposant l'un des Etats contrac- Article 30 Entre en viguer
tants l'obligation de prendre des mesures er

6. Aucune disposition du prsent administratives drogeant
1 La prsente Convention sera ratifie

sa proprearticle ne peut tre interprte comme reglementation
-

ou sa pratique administra-
et les instruments de ratification seront
changs Bruxelles aussitt possible.empchant la Belgique d'imposer au taux tive, ou contraires sa souverainet, sa

que

prvu par la lgislation belge le montant scurit, ses intrts gnraux ou a Fordre 2. La Conventionentrera en vigueur le
total des bnfices d'un tablissement public, ou de transmettre des indications quinzime jour suivant celui de l'change
stable belge d'une socit qui est un qui ne peuvent tre obtenues sur la base de des instruments de ratification et elle
rsident de la Suisse ou d'une association s'appliquera:sa propre lgislation et de celle de l'Etat
ayant son sige de direction effective en qui les demande. lO en Belgique
Suisse, pourvu que le taux prcit n'excde a) aux impts perus par voie de retenue
pas le taux gnralement applicable aux la source, sur les revenus attribus ou
bnfices des socits qui sont des rsidents Article 28 Agents diplomatiques et fonc- mis en paiement partir du 1er Janvier
de la Belgique. tionnaires consulaires de l'anne au cours de laquelle les

ler. Les dispositions de la prsente instruments de ratiication aurontt
7. Les dispositions du prsent article Convention ne portent pas atteinte aux changs;

s'appliquent, nonobstant les dispositionsde privilges fiscaux dont bnficient les b) aux autres impts tablis sur des
l'article 2, aux impts de toute nature ou membres des missions diplomatiqueset des revenus de priodes imposables pre-
dnomination. postes consulaires en vertu soit des rgles nant fin partir du 31 dcembre de
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l'anne au cours de laquelle les Article 31 Dnonciation 2' en Suisse:
instruments de ratification aurontt a) aux impts perus par voie de retenueLa prsente Convention restera indfini-changs; ment en vigueur; mais chacun des Etats la source sur les revenus dont la mise

2' en Suisse: en paiement intervient au plus tard lecontractantspourra, jusqu'au 30 juin inclusa) aux impts perus par voie de retenue
de toute anne civile partir de la 31 dcembre de l'anne de la dnon-

la source, sur les revenus dont la mise
troisime anne dater de celle de ciation;

en paiement intervient partir du 1er b) aux autres impts perus pour lesl'change des instrumentsde ratification, lajanvier de l'anne au cours de laquelle dnoncer, par crit et par la voie annes fiscales prenant fin avant le 31
les instruments de ratification auront dcembre de l'anne qui suit immdia-
t changs; diplomatique, l'autre Etat contractant.

tement l'anne de la dnonciation.En cas de dnonciation avant le 1er juilletb) aux autres impts perus pour les
d'une telle anne, la Conventions'applique-annes fiscales commenant le 1er.

janvier de l'anne au cours de laquelle
ra pour la dernire fois:

En foi de quoi, les Plnipotentiaires des
les instruments de ratification auront lO en Belgique: deux Etats ont sign la prsente Conven-
t changs et aprs cette date. a) aux impts perus par voie de retenue tion et y ont appos leurs sceaux.

3. L'accord conclu par change de la source sur les revenus attribus ou Fait Berne le 28 aot 1978 en double
notes du 5 dcembre 1957 entre le Conseil mis en paiement au plus tard le 31 exemplaire, en langue franaise et en
fdral suisse et le Gouvernement belge dcembre de l'anne de la dnoncia- langue nerlandaise, les deux textes faisanttendant viter la double imposition des tion; galement foi.
entreprises de navigation maritime ou, b) aux autres impts tablis sur des
arienne est abrog et cesse ses effets pour revenus de priodes imposables pre-

Pour le Conseil fdral suisse:
les impts auxquels la prsente Convention nant fin avant le 31 dcembre de l'an- Pierre Aubert
est applicable conformmentau paragraphe ne qui suit immdiatementl'anne de Pour Sa Majest le roi des belges:2. la dnonciation. Georges Puttevils

'
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MALAYSIA'.
palm oil was restructured only last year, I

propose to provide duty exemption of 30
percent in respect of palm oil produced
and exported from Sabah and Sarawak.
The temporary assistance in the form of 50
percent export duty exemption which was

axCancesbr979
granted
Sabah and

in the
Sarawak

last few
Land Development

only to theyears

Boards for the benefit of settlers and small
farmers is at the same time withdrawn so

that the 30 percent duty relief will now be
enjoyed by all producersalike in Sabah and
Sarawak.

Extract from the Malaysian budget for the fiscal year 1979 presented by I would like to inform Hon'ble Members

Finance Minister Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah on October 20, 1978 that I do not intend to revise the export
duty structure on commodities this year
especially after the major revision that I

THE 1979 BUDGET PACKAGE OF TAX MEASURESWITHIN THE CONTEXT introduced in my Budget last year.
OF ITS BUDGET STRATEGY However, I wish to assure Hon'ble

Members that this matter is under constant
review and that even now it is being
studied.

I would now like to outline the specific offer Incentves under the Investment (See Appendix II.)

major measures that would constitute the Incentiues Act 1968, in the form of

Budgetary Package that has been prepared investment tax credit amounting to 50 TIMBER ROYALTY AND TIN PROFITS

to realise the objectives of my Budget percent of qualifying capital expenditure TAX

Strategy. on food production. However, because

capital expenditure in the case of agricul- There are two adjustments that I wish to

ture is generally smaller than in the case of make this year and these relate to royalty

REINVESTMENTALLOWANCE manufacture, there is a need to adopt a
on timber and tin profits tax. In regard to

different concept of qualifying develop- payment of timber royalty, existing in-

Existing incentives under the Investment ment expenditure for agriculture, if the come tax law provides that only payments
Incentives Act in the form of pioneer incentive is to be really beneficial to those to State Governments are allowed as

status, investment tax credit, labour engaged in the commercial cultivation of deductions in computing taxable income,
utilisation relief, etc. cater almost exclu- food crops and the rearing of livestocks.

the intention being to discourage Ali Baba

sively for new business enterprises. In The concept to be used would be made operations. However, because the practice
recognition of the potential contribution known together with other specific details

in some states is the SEDCs (State
Economic Development Corporations) to

that existing industries could make to on this incentive when the Minister of whom forest concessions alienated, in
national development, I am therefore Trade and Industry tables a Bill on this

are

proposing to grant a Reinvestment Allow- matter for debate in this House shortly. I
turn realienate to private loggers who

ance amounting to 25 percent of the would like to add that this incentive is actually engage in the timber extraction,
the present tax provision operates to the

expenditure on plant, machinery and available only to companies and coopera-
industrial buildings incurred for expansion tives. For the general information of the disadvantageof such people who are in fact

during the next three years. All existing Hon'ble 1VIenbers, only the production of
not Ali Babas. It is thus proposed to amend

companies engaged in manufacturing and the following food items will be eligible for
the Act so as to make royalty payments to
SEDCs and other State authorities allow-

processing which are not enjoying any the incentive for a start, and these are:

form of incentives under the Investment able for deduction. In regard to the tin
(i) cultivation of food crops and fruits. profits tax, Hon'ble Members recall

Incentives Act including those which have (ii) cultivation of vegetables.
may

the amendment made last to provideceased to benefit from such incentives for (iii) rearing of fresh water fish and prawns
year

at least 3 years, would be eligible for this and marine culture.
inducement for increased tin production

reinvestment allowance. This incentive will (iv) rearing of livestock for meat and dairy
particularly by gravel pump mines and

be administered directly by the Income products.
other small tin mning operations. I now

Tax Department but before companies Additions to the list would be announced
propose to reduce the top marginal rate of

could avail themselves of this incentive, by the Minister of Trade and Industry from
tax from 15 percent to 12 percent. With

their expansion programme must first have time to time.
this relief, I hope the tin industry would be

been approved by the Ministry of Trade in a better position to expand production
and Industry unless they are exempted (See Appendix I.) particularly in the context of current

under the Industrial CoordinationAct. market conditions.
EXPORT DUTY ON COPRA AND FRESH

Hon'ble Members are aware that there have COCONUTS
(See Appendix I.)

been complaints of some red tape in the

implementation of our industrial policies. In order to discourage exports so as to EXEMPTION FROM WITHHOLDING

In order to meet these complaints and to ensure increased supply of copra to the TAX ON INTEREST

overcome these problems, the Government domestic oil mills which would in turn be

recently established the One Stop Agency beneficial to consumers, I am proposing to Withholding tax of 15 percent on interest

or the Central Unit within FIDA to further raise the export duty on copra and fresh payable to non-residents discourages com-

streamline administrative procedure and to coconuts from 10 percent to 15 percent.
mercial banks in Malaysia as well as those

expedite the implementation of our indus- This should not affect coconut farmers abroad from making an international

trial policies. because there is sufficient domestic
market for the ringgit mainly because in
order to do so effectively, banks abroad

Even though we have adequate agricultural demand from oil mills as well as house- need to maintain ringgit balances in

land for cultivation of food, the agricultur- holds. Malaysia while Malaysian banks have to
al potential of such land is often The palm oil industry in Sabah and borrow abroad to fund their foreign
underexploited. Since greater and better Sarawak which developed later than in exchange operations. Since such balances
utilisation of agricultural land benefits the Peninsular Malaysia has requested assis- and loans are basically short-term in
nation in terms of savings in foreign tance in the form of partial export duty nature, the interest thereon attracts with-

exchange and lower domestic prices of relief in view of higher cost of production. holding tax, thereby adding to the cost of
food as supplies increase, it is proposed to Although therefore the export duty on foreign exchange transactions. This addi-
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tional cost is, in turn, passed on by the earnings from total savings deposits of apples and oranges. There is justificationcommercial banks to exporters making about $33,400 at an interest rate of 6 for the reduction because fruit dealers have
them less competitive. It also means that percent. This is higher than the tax been taking advantage of the high importthe ringgit rates of exchange quoted in exemption provided currently on interest duty and the short supply of domestic
Malaysia and abroad could not be as fine as from savings not exceeding $20,000 fruits to raise to unreasonable levels the
it could otherwise have been. This situation deposited with the National Savings Bank. prices of even the domestic fruits. The
has serious implications on the promotion I would like, however, to clarify that only farmers, on the other hand, have not been
of Kuala Lumpur as an attractive interna- deposits in savings accounts would qualify benefitting as much from the higher pricestional centre for the trading of commodi- for tax exemption. while consumers are being made to payties. In addition, the burden of the

(See Appendix I.) excessive prices. This situation needs to be
withholding tax discourages Malaysian rectified through import duty reduction
banks and merchant banks from engaging INCREASE IN RELIEF FOR INSUR- which would have the effect of bringing
actively in foreign currency loans for ANCE AND EMPLOYEES PROVIDENT down prices of domestic fruits with greater
Malaysian institutions, since such loans are FUND CONTRIBUTIONS competition provided by imported fruits.
normally funded abroad on a short-term Even though the rates are reduced by 50
basis. Foreign banks, however, do not have I have also reviewed the present position percent, the tariff level after the tax
this disadvantage. In view of the factors regarding savings in the form of contribu- change, is still adequate to provide
which I have mentioned, I propose to tions to provident funds and insurance protection to our fruit farmers. I would
exempt Malaysian commercial banks, premia in regard to which a maximum certainly like to see that the reduction of
including the merchant banks, from having deduction of $3,000 is allowed for income duty by 50 percent is passed on to
to withhold tax on interest payable to tax purposes. The present limit of $3,000 consumers in the form of lower prices on
non-residentbanks. has been in effect for many years and fruits. At the same time the investment tax

(See Appendix I.) needs to be revised considering that rates credit which I have proposed for the
of contributionsto provident fund schemes production of food crops including fruits

TAX INCENTIVES FOR SHIPPING have increased over time and so have the should encourage the production of more

premium rates on insurance policies. At the local fruits on a commercial scale and
I would like now to touch on shipping in same time, it is felt that the level of thereby benefitting farmers as well as

regard to which, Hon'ble Members may allowance should not be such as to benefit consumers.

recall the anouncement which I nade in largely those in the high incone groups Radio and TV sets provide a popularlast year's Budget that a study will be who could in any case take out large channel of communication and as suchundertaken on the possibilitiesof providing insurance policies and provide for other should be made accessible to a wide sectionincentives for the shipping industry. This forms of retirement funds. Accordingly, I of the population. With the proposedscheme has now been framed and I would am raising the total allowable deduction in introduction of colour TV service, as nanylike to mention only its main features. The respect of provident funds contributions people as possible should be able to enjoyincentive to be offered to Malaysian and insurance premia to $3,500. colour transmission. As the bulk of theshipping enterprises is in the form of full population could only afford to purchaserelief from income tax for a period of 12 (See Appendix I.)
smaller colour TV sets, it is proposed to

years beginning from the year of initial TAX ON BUSES lower the import duty on colour as well asoperation. In addition, dividends declared black and white TV sets of 16 inches or
up to a maximum of 10 percent of the Public transport, particularly in the urban less from 45 percent to 25 percent whilepaid-up capital would be tax exempt in the has been the target of criticism in on sets of more than 16 inches the dutyhands of shareholders. However, shipping areas,

would be lowered 35 only.respect of the standard and efficiency of to percentcompanies are required to credit the service. The public transport industry is Excise duty on locally assembled setsbalance of the net profit, after allowing for generally operating under difficult condi- would at the same time be reduced fromdividend distribution, to a fleet expansion tions because of increased operating costs 10 percent to 5 percent for sets of 16
reserve to be utilised for the acquisition of and the large amount of capital expendi- inches or less while for larger sets, theadditional vessels. Shipping enterprises ture required for purchase of buses. The present excise of 10 percent remains. Inwhich have already been in existence may fares of bus companies on the other hand respect of radios, the import duty rates are
find themselves ineligible because of the could be raised only if approved by the reduced from 30 percent or 25 percent,conditions stipulated. In this case theY Government. Thus their net earnings are depending on type, to 20 percent or 15
could apply separately to My Ministry so often inadequate to enable them to percent respectively.
that an appropriate application of the improve their services by replacing at the I have also withdrawn the import duty onincentive could be determined on the appropriate time used buses or adding to printing and writing paper. The importmerits of each case. the existing fleet of vehicles. With a view to duties on nusical instruments are reduced
(See Appendix I.) assisting them to improve their services I from 45 percent generally to 25 percentpropose to reduce the excise duty on buses and on cosmetics and perfumery from thefrom 15 to 5 percent. The engine tax on high level of 60 percent to 45 percent.
FISCAL INCENTIVES FOR SAVINGS buses is also reduced by 25 percent. At the Other changes in import duties have been

same time, the passenger seat tax which undertaken for various purposes includingCurrently, only savings with the National according to earlier plan is to be abolished rationalisationand harmonisation.
Savings Bank benefit from tax exemption by the end of 1979 is now completely
in respect of interest earned on deposit not withdrawn. With this substantial tax relief (See Appendixes III and IV.)
exceeding $20,000. It is now proposed that to operators of public transport I look
savings with commercial banks and other forward to much more improvement in our SALES TAX

approved institutions such as cooperatives, public transport services. The collection of sales tax from tailors isfinance companies, Bank Pertanian and the (See Appendix V.) causing problem as there are numerousPilgrims Management and Fund Boards small tailors. Due to lack of book-keepingshould also qualify for this incentive, but IMPORT DUTY knowledge and the generally small businesssubject to a lower tax exempt limit, so that nature of tailoring establishments, tailorsthe competitive position of the National As a continuing exercise aimed at alle- could not be expected to act as effectiveSavings Bank is not weakened. I am viating the burden of inflation and at the agents for the collection of sales tax onsuggesting a ceiling in terms of interest same time generating moe trading activity behalf of the Government. In order toamounting to $600 against a limit of for the business community, action is overcome this problem, it is proposed to$1,400 allowed in the case of the National taken to reduce import duties on a range of exempt tailors from the requirement of
Savings Bank. The maximum interest consumer items. The most significant is the having to be licenced under the Sales Tax
which a saver could benefit is therefore reduction in import duty on fruits by 50 Act. This exemption does not however
$2,000 which would represent interest percent. These fruits include durians, cover garment manufacturers.
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ESTATE DUTY Fund) contributor's next of kin on his or quate in view of the heavier financial
her death before the age of 60. This commitment required for bringing up

The legal process entailed in the settlement exemption has retrospective effect to children. Accordingly, I am revising the
of estate duty is the subject of numerous August 1, 1977 when the EPF death level of allowances to $800 for the first
complaints and I am aware of the hardship benefit scheme came into operation. child, $700 for the second child, $600 for
which beneficiaries have to go through. (See Appendix I.)

the third child, $500 for the fourth child,
Pending a comprehensive review of the and $ 400 for the fifth child thereby giving
Estate Duty Enactment, I have decided a maximum relief of $3,000 or $650 more
that instead of interest penalty being CHI LD ALLOWANCES than the present maximum. Opportunity is
leviable from the date of death, no interest also taken to raise the deduction which
shall be charged for the period from the I do not propose to amend personal relief would be allowed in respect of handicap-
date of death to the expiration of 30 days at the moment as tax payers are already ped children from $300 to $400.
from the date of issue of assessment. I am getting a tax rebate of $60 each as well as a (See Appendix I.)also taking action to exempt from estate rebate of $30 for the wife. However, in
duty the payment of additional death regard to allowances for children, it is felt
benefits to an EPF (Employees Provident that the present level has become inade-

5. Tin Profits Tax
APPENDIX I

Present Tin profits tax is charged at scale rates on

provision: taxable tin profits in excess f $10,000 at
SUMMARYOF DIRECT TAX MEASURES the following rates:

First $200,000 5%
1. ReinvestmentAllowance Next $200,000 10%

Scope: The incentive is open to manufacturing and Exceeding$400,000 15%

processing industries undertaking expansion Proposed change: The top rate of tax is to be reduced from 15%
approved by the Ministry of Trade and In- to 121%
dustry. Effectivedate: Year of assessment 1979.

Nature of 25% of expenditure on plant, machinery and
incentive: industrial building will be allowed to be de- 6. Fiscal Incentives for Savings

ducted from adjusted income (similar to re-

investment tax credit). Present Interest earned on savings deposits are taxable
provision: except for interest earned with the Bank

Effective date: Year of assessments 1980, 1981 and 1982 for Simpanan Nasional on savings deposits up to
respective basis years 1979, 1980, 1981. $20,000.

2. Tax Incentivesfor Shipping Proposed change: (a) Interest up to $600 earned on savings
deposits either in commercial banks,

Scope: The incentives are open to shippingoperations. Tabung Haji, Cooperatives, Bank Per-
Nature of a) Statutory income of a shipping company tanian and licensed borrowing companies
incentives: for a period of 12 years from the date of is to be exempted.

commencementof business. (b) For the Bank Simpanan Nasional instead

b) Payment of tax-free dividends up to 10% of defining the exemption level in terms
of paid up capital is allowed. of the existing $20,000 worth of savings

with the bank, an exemption on interest
Effective date: Year of assessment 1979.

up to $1,400 earned from such savings is
given.3. Incentives for Food Industry

Effective date: Year of assessment 1979.
Scope: The incentives are open for the cultivation of

food crops, fruits, vegetables, rearing of fresh 7. Children Relief
water fish, prawns, marine culture and rearing
of livestocks for meat and dairy. Scope: The increase in child relief is for the benefit of

resident taxpayers.Nature of An investment tax credit of 50%of expenditure
incentives: incurred in the process of establishing an ap- Nature of relief: The proposed increase in relief is as follows:

proved project is allowed. Present Relief Proposed Relief
Effective date: Year of assessment 1979. 1st child $750 $800

2nd child $500 $7004. Exemption of WithholdingTax on Interest 3rd child $500 $600
Scope: The exemption is to be extended to domestic 4th child $300 $500

5th child $300 $400commercialand merchant banks.

Nature of The withholding tax of 15% on interest paid to $2350 $3000
exemption: non-residents abroad by domestic commerciai For handicapped children the relief is revised

and merchant banks is to be abolished. from $300 to $400 each.

Effective date: Year of assessment 1979. Effective date: Year of assessment 1979.
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8. Increase in Relief for Insurance and EPF Contributions BTN No. Items Unit of Existing Proposed
i Quantity Rate Rate

Present The present relief allowed as deduction for
provision: income tax purpose for insurance premiums

08.06 Apples, pears and

quinces, fresh tonne $1322.77 $661.40and Employees Provident Fund Contributions
is $3000. 08.07 Stone fruit, fresh

(peaches, plums) tonne $1322.77 $661.40
Proposed The allowance is to be increased from $3000 08.08 Berries, fresh tonne $1322.77 $661.40
measure: to $3500. 08.09 Other fruit, fresh

Tropical fruit (like ram-Effective date: Year of assessment 1979. butan, papaya, durian
langsat, water-melon) tonne $1322.77 $661.40

9. Estate Duty 08.10 000 Fruit, preserved by
freezing tonne $1654.46 $826.70Present (a) The Employees Provident Fund has in- 08.11 Fruits provisionallyprovision: troduced a new scheme called the Death preserved but un-

Benet Scheme under which payments suitable for immediate
are made to the beneciaries of a de- consumption;in air-

ceased member who dies before the age of tight container tonne $1653.46 $826.70

60. Such payments are liable to estate 08.12 000 Fruits other than the

duty. above headings tonne $1322.77 $661.40

(b) Interest is imposed on estate duty payable 08.13 000 Peels of fruits tonne $330.69 $165.35
from the time of death at 3% for the first 85.15 Colour television
6 months, 6% for the next 6 months and receivers

12% after that. 210 mains operated, with
screen of 41.6cm and

Proposed (a) Payments made to beneficiaries under the below No. 45% 25%
Changes: Death Benet Scheme will be exempted 220 mains operated, other No. 45% 35%from estate duty. whichever

(b) Any interest on estate duty payable from 230 battery operated,with is the higher
the date of death will be exempted up to screen of 41.4cm and

below No. 45% 25%a period of 30 days from the date of ser- 231 battery operated, other No. 45% 35%
vice of assessment. (new)

Monochrome televisionEffective date: 1st August 1977. receivers
250 mains operated, with

screen of 41.6cm and
below No. 45% 25%

APPENDIX 11 260 mains operated, other No. 45% or 35%
270 battery operated, with $250 each.

screens of 41.6cm
and below' No. 45% 25%

CHANGES IN EXPORT DUTIES 271 battery operated, other No. 45% or '35%
(new) $250 each.

BTN No. Items Existing Proposed
85.15 311 Radio broadcastre-

ceivers fitted
Rate Rate 319 to motor vehicles with

recorders or reproducer No. 30% 20%
08.01. 110 Fresh Coconuts 10% 15% 391 Car radios without re-

corders or
12.01. 200 Copra 10% 15% 399 reproducer No. 25% 15%

411 Portable radio receivers15.07. 180 Palm oil Rate as specified Producers in with
in Appendix E Sabah and 419 recorders and repro-1 of Customs Sarawakwill ducers No. 30% 20%
Duties Order, only pay 70% 491 Portable radio without

1978. of the existing
recorders

499 or reproducers. No. 25% 15%
rate. 511 Other radios, mains

operated with recorders
or reproducers No. 30% 20%

APPENDIX 111 521 Radios, battery operated
with recorders and
reproducers No. 30% 20%

CHANGES IN IMPORT DUTIES 531 Radios without recorders
or reproducers, mains No. 25% 15%

BTN No. Items Unit of Existing Proposed operated. No. 25% 15%
541 Radios without recordersQuantity Rate Rate

or reproducers,battery
08.01 Avocados, operated.

mangoes, guavas
92.01 Pianos (including auto- No. 45% 25%and mangosteens. tonne $881.85 $440.90

matic pianos, whether
08.02 Citrus fruits, fresh or not with keyboards):

or dried Oranges harpsichordsand other
110 fresh tonne $1322.77 $661.40 keyboard stringed instru-
120 dried kg. 1.32 0.66 sen ments; harps but not in-

08.03 Figs, fresh or dried tonne $1322.77 $661.40 eluding seolian harps:
92.02 Other string musical in- No. 45% 25%08.04 Grapes, fresh or dried tonne $1322.77 $661.40

struments: Box instrum-
08.05 Nuts (e.g. almonds, ents and Plucked string

hazelnuts) kg. 44 sen 22 sen instruments
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BTN No. Items Unit of Existing Proposed BTN No. Items Unit of Existing Proposed
Quantity Rate Rate Quantity Rate Rate

92.03 000 Pipe and reed organs, in- 83.07 Lamps and lighting
cluding harnoniumsand fittings etc. of other base

the like No. 45% 25% metals: Value 30% 20%

92.04.000 Accordions, concertinas 84.12 Air conditioning
and smilar musical in- 990 (New) Parts No. -- 45%

struments;mouth organs No. 45% 25% 87.02 Motor vehicles for the

92.05 000 Other wind musical in- transport of both goods
struments No. 45% 25% and passengers Dual

purpose vehicle
92.06 000 Percussionmusical in- No. 45% 25% 102 completely built up No. 60% to 30%

struments (for example, 100%
drums, xylophones,
cymbals, castanets) 94.01 100 Chairs and other seats No. 25% 50%

92.07 000 Electro-magnetic,elect- No. 45% 25% 94.01 900 Parts Value 25% 50%

rostatic, electronic and

similar musical nstrum-
ents (for example, pianos,
organs, accordians) APPENDIX IV

92.08 000 Musical instruments No. 45% 25%
not falling within any CHANGES IN EXCISE DUTIES
other heading of this
Chapter (for example, Item Code Item Existing Proposed
fairground organs, mech- Rate Rate
anical street organs;
musical boxes, musical 14.14.1 Colour T.V. - with screen of 10% or $60 each 5%

saws); mechanical singing 41.6cm and below whichever is the

birds; decoy calls and ef- higher
fects of all kinds; mouth- 14.14.2 Colour T.V. - with screen of 10% or $60 10%

blown sound signalling more than 41.6cm each whichever

instruments (for example, is the higher
whistles and boatswains' 14.15.1 Black/whiteT.V.-with screen 10% or $60 5%

pipes) of 41.6cm and below each whichever
is the highest

92.10 Parts and accessories of
musical nstruments, in- 14.15.2 Black/white T.V. - with 10% or $60 10%

eluding perforated music sereen of more than 41.6cm each whichever

rolls and mechanisms for is the highest
musical boxes; metro- 15.3.1 Dual Purpose Vehicles 25% -- 60% 15%
nomes, tuning forks and

pitch pipes of all kinds No. 45% 25% 15.2 Motor buses, being vehicles 15% 5%

33.0 Perfumery, cosmetics with seats for more than

and toilet preparations: 6 persons

aqueous distillates and
aqueous solutions of
essential oils, including
such products suitable APPENDIX V
for medicinal uses. Value 60% 45%

48.01 Paper and paper board: CHANGES OF TAXES ON BUSES
Printing paper and

writing paper Items Existing Rate Proposed Rate

Uncoated printing paper Petrol Petrol
in rolls: 1. Engine Tax Less than 2000c.c. ...S10/- Less than 2000c.c....$7.50

211 not exceeding 25 cm on buses month per month
in width Tonne 30% nil

per
More than 2000c.c. ...$15/- More than 2000c.c. ...$12.75

33.01 Essential oils, like per month per month

citronellaoil
eucalyptus oil Diesel Diesel
patehouli oiI
of pepper L 30% nil Less than 1500c.c. Less than 1500c.c.

$80/- per month $60/- per month
39.07 620 Fluorescent lamp 1500c.c. 2500e.c. 1500c.c. 2500c.c.-- --

fittings Value 30% 20% $100/- per month $75/- per month
690 other Value 15% 20% 2500c.c.-- 3500c.c. 2500c.c. -3500c.c.

70.14 Illuminating glassware $120/- per month $90/- per month

110 designed or fitted with Exceeding 3500c.e. Exceeding 3500c.e.

electricity Value 45% 20% $220/- per month $165/- per month

71.09 Platinum and other 2. Seat Tax $4 per seat per month or Seat tax to be abolished.
metal of platinum group kg. 15% 5% 4% of collectiongross per

71.10 000 Rolled Platinum kg. 15% 5% month.
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Business International Institute: Doing Inuestment and Property Studies: The FOR FURTHER
Business in the U.S.A. (including The U.S. Vienna Conference (including international INFORMATION
Tax System), Mont Plerin-sur-Vevey tax planning), Vienna (Austria), May 16-18 PLEASE WRITE TO:
(Switzerland),March 4-7 (English). (English).
Conuentons --- Kopel Tours Ltd.: Jubilee AMR International, 6-10 Frederick
Convention of Accountancy and Taxation, JUNE 1979 Close, Stanhope Place, London W2 2HD
Jerusalem (Israel), March 11-15 (Hebrew, (U.K.)
English and German). The Taxation Institute of Australia: First

International Convention (including Fun- British Branch of I.F.A.: Secretariat, c/o
British Branch of I.F.A.: Self Assessment, damental Concept in Double Taxation Williams & Clyn's Bank Ltd., P.O. Box
London (U.K.), March 15 (English). Treaties, Guide to Estate Planning Far East 448, 20 Birchin Lane, London EC3P

locations), Hong Kong, June 10-16 (Eng- 3DP (U.K.).
International Bureau of Fiscal Documen- lish).
tation: Tax, Investment and Trade Pros- Business International Institute, 12-14
pects in the Middle East, London (U.K.), chemin Rieu, 1208 Geneva 17 (Switzer-
March 19-21 (English). SEPTEMBER 1979 land).

Institute or International Research: How 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The Business Perspectives: 11 Alexander
to diversify and acquire successfully taxation of transfers of family-held enter- Place, London SW7 2SG. Tel. 01-589-
(including Tax and financial planning for prises on death and inter-vivos; II. The ef- 3197. Telex: 917036.
diversication and acquisition). London fect of losses in one country on the income
(U.K.), March 20-21 (English). tax treatment in other countries of an en- Conventions -- Kopel Tours Ltd., 122

terprise or of associatedcompaniesengaged Hayarkon Street, P.O. Box 3054, Tel

British Branch of I.F.A.. The work of the in intemational activities. For the seminars Aviv (Israel).
OECD Fiscal Committee, London (U.K.), the following subjects are suggested: Institute for International Research, 70March 29 (English). Trends in income tax treaties involving de-

Warren Street, LondonWlP 5PA (U.K.).veloping countries, with special reference
to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in
Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- International Fiscal Association (I.F.A.):
mark), September 4-8 (English, French, General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.APRIL 1979 Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DRGerman, Spanish).

Rotterdam (Netherlands).
AMR International: Project Financing (in- FEBRUARY 1980 International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-
cluding tax implications of project financ- mentation, Sarphatistraat124, P.O. Box
ing), London (U.K.), April 2-3 (English). Business Perspectives: 6th International 20237, 1000 HE Amsterdam (Holland).

Tax Conference. Singapore, February 4-8
Management Centre Europe International (English). Investment and Property Studies Ltd.,
Taxation (a working conference), Vienna Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-
(Austria), April 18-20 (English, French and don EC4A lAB (U.K.).
German). SEPTEMBER 1980

ManagementCentre Europe, Avenue des
Institute for International Research: 1979 34th Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The dia- Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).
Corporate Tax Conference, London (U.K.), logue between the tax administration and
April 25-27 (English). taxpayer up to the filing of the tax return; The Taxation Institute of Australia,

II. The determination of the source of in- 19th Floor, C.A.G.A. Building, 8 Bent
Busness Intemational Institute: Interna- come. For the seminar the subject is The Street, Sydney, 2000, Australia.
tional Seminar (including International flight to tax havens, their use and abuse.
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and

corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those
in foreign countries planning or doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This denitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessmanor corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

e How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa

without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also finl:
1. The full official text of every existing treaty, supplementary treaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for

easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...
permits a single unified index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'11 make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Official reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and ofcial material that affects

you.
To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-
subscription to this unique ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...publicationat the low rate of
only $120, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings giving you the latest judicial and ofcial word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

Englewood Cliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its

New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX

U.S.A, TREATIES.
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nd'a: with M/s. Nippon Communication Indust-
rial Company Ltd., Japan, on December
27, 1966. The agreement was for collabor-
ation in the erection of a manufacturing

DEPRECIATIONON DESIGNS plant for production of capacitors. Under
art. 3(b)(i) of that agreement the said
Japanese company agreed to provide de-

ANDBLUEPRINTSPERMITTED signs, plans, drawings, specifications and
engineering know-how to enable the
licensee to construct a manufacturing

Extractofadecisionofthe plant and to commence production of the
capacitors. The Japanese company also

KarnatakaHighCourtof agreed to assist the assessee in other ways
uch as furnishing information with regard
to specications and procurement sources

July13,1978 of the machinery and equipment required
for the production of capacitors and
rendering assistance in the testing of mater-
ial procured by the assessee in accordance
with the recommendations and specifica-
tions furnished as stated above. Under art.Under the Indian income tax law the computationof taxable business income 6 of the agreement in consideration of the

is based on the suiplus by which the gross receipts of a business exceed the services and assistance to be rendered in
expenditure incurred on land, labour, capital, manageral skill and all other accordance with the agreement and dis-
tangible or intangible assets used for the purpose of the business. Ordinarily, closure to the assessee of the Japanese
any expenditure which is not of capital nature incurred in the course of company's proprietary information and
business or trade is treated as reuenue expenditure, but so far as the fixed technical know-how in accordancewith the

assets, which are utilised for thepuiposeof business, are concemed, a certain provisions of art. 3(b) referred to above,
the assessee agreed to pay 20,000 U.S.percentage of their value, popularly known as depreciation , is deducted dollars. After its incorporation,the assessee

periodically in the course of computation of the profits made. Without entered into an agreement dated October
taking into account such depreciation, it would not be possible to arrive 12, 1967, with another Japanese companyat the true profits. That is why the Income Tax Act has provMed for de- known as M/s. Sansei Denki Kabushiki
preciation allowance being allowed under s. 32 of the Act in respect of Kaisha, known in English as M/s. Sansei
buildngs, machinery, plant or furniture owned by the assessee and used Electric Company Ltd., Japan, in connect-
for the purpose of the business, subject to certain conditions. ion with the manufacture of switches.

Under that agreement the said Japanese
S. 43(3) of the Act states that plant includes shis, vehicles, books, companyundertook to provide the assessee

with its designs, plans, drawings, specifica-scientific apparatus and surgical equiment used for the puipose of the
tions and engineering know-how, to enablebusiness. The definition is not an exhaustiue one. As time passes it is not the assessee to construct a manufacturingonly tangble assets that depreciate but also intangible assets like technical plant and to commence production of

knowledge that become obsolete as progress is made in scientific research. switches and in consideration thereof the
Moreover, when technical know-how necessary for the business is acquired assessee agreed to pay 2,500 sterling
by incurring expenditure, there is no justification in denyng appropriate pounds. The construction of the buildings
deduction in respect of its cost while computing taxable profits if it can be was started in August, 1967. Installation
brought under the heading Plant'. Hence, the word plant, when t is of machinery was taken up during June/
construed liberally, includes within its meaningsuch designs and blue-prints July, 1968, and was completed by Sep-
also. tember, 1968. Two Japanese experts

arrived and assisted the assessee in the
erection of machinery and trial runs.Where the assessee-company had used the designs, dmwings, plants, and Commercial production of capacitors wastechnical data which t acquired for valuable consideraton from a foretgn started in January, 1969, and of switches

company in the course of its business, and the cost thereof was not treated in May, 1969. In the books of account of
as reuenue expenditure, if no depreciation was aowed n the case of these the assessee, there was.a capitalisation of
items, it would not be possible to ascertain the true profits of the assessee. a total sum of Rs. 4,62,000 as on June 30,
The assessee-company could not have erected the factory for carrying on 1968. This sum included the sum of Rs.
the manufacturingprocess without the expenditure incurred on the acquisit- 1,95,300 paid to the Japanese companies
ion of these items which could be compendiously included in the expression towards technical assistance and some

technical know-hownecessary for the pu,pose of carryingon the business. other expenses. During the Assessment

Therefore, the designs and blue-prints constitute plant for the puipose of year 1970-71 (relating to the accounting
period ending June 30, 1969) the assesseeallowingdepreciationunder s. 32 of the Act.
claimed that the sum of Rs. 1,95,300
which had been paid by it to the Japanese

1. Re: Nippon Electronics (P.) Ltd v.
I. THE FACTS 2 was incorporated on June 12, 1967. One Commissioner of Income Tax, Karnataka.

Mr. M.S. Nagappa is its managing director. Reported in Income Tax Reporter, Madras
The assessee is a company in which the Prior to the incorporationof the company, (1979) 116 I.T.R. at 231.
public are not substantially interested. It Mr. Nagappa entered into an agreement 2. As found by the High Court.
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companies under the agreements referred designs and blue-prints constituted plant incurred in the course of business or

to above had been paid for the purpose of for purpose of allowance of depreciation trade is treated as revenue expenditure,
acquiring the necessary drawings, designs under the I.T. Act, 1961 but so far as the fixed assets which are

and technical data for the purpose of utilised for the purpose of business are

construction of the plant for manufactur- concerned, a certain percentage of their
ing capacitors and switches and that the Ill. JUDGMENT value is deducted periodically in the course

said drawings, designs and technical data of computation of the profits made by
constituted plant referred to in s. 32(1) At the instance of the assessee, the Tri- him. The amount so deducted is popularly
of the Act and that it was entitled to bunal has referred the two questions ex- know as depreciation. Without taking
depreciation allowance in respect of it. tracted above. The first question relates into account such depreciation, it would
The Income Tax Officer disallowed the to the latter part of the nding recorded not be possible to arrive at the true prots.
claim of the assessee oberving: by the Tribunal, and the second question It is only on account of this the statute

The assessee has capitalised expenditure
relates to the earlier part. has provided for depreciation allowance

incurred up to 30th June, 1968. This It is clear from the terms of the two agree- being allowed in certain repects under s. 32

figure includes technical assistance fee paid ments which are referred to above that the of the Act subject to certain conditions.

to the foreign collaborator amounting to assessee paid the amounts payable under That section specifically refers to four

Rs. 1,95,300. The technical assistance the agreements in consideration of the items on which depreciation can be allow-

fee paid is for technical information Japanese companies furnishing necessary ed, namely, buildings, machinery, plant

passed on by the foreign collaborator designs, drawings, technical data and other or furniture owned by the assessee and

and the assessee can use the infomation information necessary for the erection of used for the purpose of the business. There

passed on even after the expiry of the the factory for manufacturing capacitors iS no dispute that the items with which we

period of agreement. Thus, admittedly it and switches, and also in consideration are concerned, namely, designs, drawings,
is a capital asset. But the assessee has of other assistance rendered to it by them. plans and technical data do not come with-

in the category of buildings, machineryallocated this expenditureon buildingsand We are of the view that part of the am- and furniture. Under 43(3) of the Acts.
plant and machinery. This procedure is ounts so paid must be treated as having an inclusive definition of the plant is
irregular for the reason that the value of been paid in consideration of the Japanese given. It states that plant includes ships,the land, building, has not been increased companies providing designs, drawings, vehicles, books, scientic apparatus and
by the assessee possessing certain technical plans and technicaldata. The Tribunal was, surgicl equipment used for the of
information. Thus, the procedure of therefore, in error in holding that the pay-

purpose
business or profession. The definition is

capitalising this payment to plant and ments were not in regard to these items. It not exhaustive There is disputebuilding is not correct. It is an item of should have held that the payments had
an one. no

in this case that the assessee has used the
capital expenditure on which no deprec- been made partly for these items and part- designs, drawings, plans and technical data
iation can be claimed. Hence, the claim for ly for other assistance rendered by the which it acquired for valuable considera-
depreciation on this is not allowed. In the Japanese companies. The answer to the tion from the Japanese companies in the
revised working this amount has been rst question has, therefore, to be in the
excluded for the purposes of depreciation negative.

course of its business. The expenditure
incurred by the assessee in that connection

and depreciation has been allowed onlY The answer to the next question depends is not treated by the departmentas revenue
on the net gures. upon the construction to be placedon s. 32 expenditure. As mentioned earlier, if no

In the appeal led by the assessee, the of the Act. S. 32(1) of the Act provides depreciation is allowed in the case of
Appelate Assistant Commissioner did not for allowing depreciation in respect of these items, it would not be possible in
deal with this issue at all though he allowed buildings, machinery, plant or fumiture this case also to ascertain the true profits.
some relief in other respects. On further owned by the assessee and used for the The principal argument urged on behalf of
appeal, the Tribuanl held: We find it purpose of business or profession in accor- the department before the appellate
difficult to hold that designs and blue. dance with the prescribed rates, in the authorities to deny the depreciationallow-
prints constitute plant for the purpose of course of the computation of the profits ance was that these items did not come

depreciation. In any case, on the basis arising out of the business carried on by within either the traditionalmeaning of the
of the agreement the payments are not for the assessee for purposes of determination expression plant or within the extended
designs and blue-prints as such but for of the tax payable under the Act. meaning of that expression in s. 43(3) of
diverse considerations, the major one of Whereas the contention of the assessee be- the Act.
which appears to be know-how , and fore the authorities under the Act was that In Commissioner of Income Tax u. Elecon
dismissed the appeal. the designs, drawings, plans and technical Engineering Co. Ltd. 3 the High Court

data which were necessary for the erection of Gujarat after considering several cases

of the factory for manufacturing goods including Rolls Royce's 4 case, where some
Il. THE ISSUE

fell within the meaning of the expression doubts have been expressed about the

At the instance of the assesse The Tribunal plant found in s. 32 of the Act, the true nature of technical know-how, came

referred the two following qestions to the contention of the department was that to the conclusion that items such as draw-

High Court: they did not. ings, patterns and technical information

It is well known in the world of commerce necessary for the carrying on of busin-
(i) Whether, on the facts and in the that the income of a businessman is always ess came within the meaning of the ex-

circumstances of the case and on a proper the surplus by which the gross receipts pression plant under s. 32 of the Act and
interpretation of the two agreements from his busines exceed the expenditure the assessee was entitled to claim de-
dated 27th December, 1966, and 12th incurred on land, labour, capitai and mana- preciation allowance in respect of them in
October, 1967, the Tribunal was right in gerial skill and all other tangible and in- accordance with the rules governing it.
holding that the payments of Rs. 1,95,300 tangible assets used for the purpose of the After reviewing several authorities the
were not for designs and blue-prints as business. The capital contributed by a Gujarat High Court observed (at p. 698):
such but for diverse considerations businessman in the course of his business

(ii) If the answer to the first question is may be in the form of fixed assets or

in the negative, whether on the facts and circulating capital. Ordinarily, any ex- 3. Income Tax Reports, (1974) 96 at 672.

in the circumstances of the case, the penditure which is not of capitai nature 4. Income Tax Reports, (1965) 56 at 580.
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On reviewing these authorities, a broad less plant because it is small in size or become obsolete as progress is made in
consensus emerges from which the essent- cheap in value or a large quantity thereof scientic research. Moreover, when tech-
ial characteristics of plant can be clearly is consumed while being employed in nical know-how is acquired by incurring
gleaned. The word 'plant', in its ordinary carrying on business. In the ultimate analy- expenditure, there is no justification in

meaning, is a word of wide import and in sis the inquiry which must be made is as to denying appropriate deduction in respect
the context of s. 32 it must be broadly what operation the apparatus performs in of its cost while computing taxable profits
contrued. It includes any article or object, the assessee's business. The relevant test to if it can be brought under the heading
xed or movable, live or dead, used by a be applied is: Does it fulfil the function of plant. In view of the foregoingwe would
businessman for carrying on his business. plant in the assessee's trading activity Is not be committing an error in t;aking the
It is not necessarily conned to an ap- it the tool of the taxpayer's trade If it is, view that the word plant when it is

paratus which is used for mechanical then it is plant no matter that it is not very construed liberally as required by the Sup-
operations or processes or is employed in long4asting or does not contain working reme Court in Taj Mahal Hotel's case 5,
mechanical or industrial business. It would parts such as a machine does and plays a includes within its meaning designs and
not, however, cover the stock-in-trade,that merely passive role in the accomplishment blue-prints also. We, therefore, hold that

iS, goods bought or made for sale by a bus- of the trading purpose. the designs and blue-prints referred to in
inessman. It would also not include an art- We respectfully agree with the view taken question No. 2 do constitute plant for
icle which is merely a part of the premises by the High Court of Gujarat. The time has purposes of allowing depreciation under
in which the business is carried on as dis- now come when we may have to revise s. 32 of the Act.

tinguished from a part of the plant with our views in some respects regarding the In the result, the first question is answered
which the business is carried on. An article distinction which is being observed so far in the negative and the second question in
to qualify as plant must furthermore have between tangible assets and intangible as- the affirmative.
some degree of durability and that which is sets while considering the question of de- The parties shall bear their own costs.

quickly consumed or wom out in the preciation allowance. We cannot forget
course of a few operations or within a that as time passes, it is not only that tan-
short time cannot properly be called gible assets that depreciate but also intan-

'plant'. But an article would not be any the gible assets like technical knowledge 5. Income Tax Reports, (1971) 82 at 44.
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TAX OSSARY
on the goods supplied to him which
form his inputs.

INSTRUCTION-- (France) Ruling.

INTEGRATION, VERTICAL -- Where
businesses which are concerned with
different stages in the production and
distributionof goods are amalgamated,
this is said to be a vertical integration,

by H.W.T. PEPPER *
in contrast with the horizontal
integrationof firms encounteredat the

i level of production distribu-same or

tion. The significance of a vertical

INDUSTRIALBUILDINGSALLOWANCE component which has been assembled integration is mainly for purposes of
sales taxation, since cascade taxSee CAPITAL . ALLOWANCES. in the course of producing the nished a may--

product. be partly avoided by such an inte-
INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE -- A concept gration, a fact which led to anti-

used in the U.K. DEVELOPMENT INHABITED HOUSE DUTY -- A tax on avoidance such the FOR-measures as

LAND TAX (q.v.); the tax which the occupation of residential property FAITAIRE SYSTEM (q.v.) and the
would be payable on development is introduced in 1978 which preceded ZUSATZSTEUER (q.v.) levied in con-

deferred on buildings and land used in the introduction of income tax under nection with cascade taxes in Europe.
manufacture, mining, and certain SCHEDULE A (q.v.) in Britain.

INTENSION A concept developed byother trades, i.e., where put to ndus- INHERITANCE TAX -- A tax levied on

--

Dr. Bracewell-Milnes, partly as antrial use. the transmission of assets on death.
improvement over terms such as

INFANT -- See INCAPACITATED PER- (See also CAPITALTRANSFERTAX, progressivity, and intensity of a

SON. DEATH DUTIES, SUCCESSION DU-
tax system, and intended mathe-

TY.)
as a

INFANT INDUSTRY- An industry which matical means of comparing systems.
is new to the country or region in INITIAL ALLOWANCES -- Initial allow- Intension incorporates several ele-

which it is set up, especially such an ances are allowances made under CA- ments, the level of income which

industry which is encouraged by PITAL ALLOWANCES (q.v.) for de- attracts the highest rate of tax, the

tariff protection, customs duty exemp- preciation in the first year for which a level of the maximum tax rate, the

tion on imported materials, income tax deduction is due in respect of a difference between the highest and

tax exemption, sub-economie site or qualifying asset, the allowance being lowest rates, and the ratio of the

factory rents, etc., payroll tax or other usually additional to the ordinary number of taxpayers liable at the

concessions. Care has to be taken not annual allowance. While the latter is highest rate to the total number of

to overdo the concessions to new in- usually calculated with some regard to taxpayers.
dustry in case those lead to the setting the actual wear and tear of an asset by

INTEREST EQUALISATIONTAX This
up of industries which are not really reference to its estimated working life,

--

viable, thus causing the indefinite an initial allowance is usually intended tax has been levied in the U.S. in order

prolongation of concessions and justi- as a form of incentive to encourage the to discourage the investment of

fying the jibe that Infant industries entrepreneur to install new plant, money abroad to obtain a higher
interest rate than would be obtainable

never grow up. (See also PIONEER machinery, etc. Such allowances, how-

INDUSTRIES.) ever, may also be regarded as a token on a local investment. In the U.S.

of the fact that the largest drop in the example, certain countries were

INFLATION FACTOR -- A decline in the value of depreciating asset exempted from the operation of thea occurs
value of money through currency in- in the first year after purchase. tax, being countries where the policy
flation is taken account of by some of the U.S. government was to permit
countries in computing capital gains INKOMEN -- (Holland) Income. investments to be made, e.g., as a

expressed in money terms, usually (1) BELASTBAAR INKOMEN is tax- form of economic aid from the private
by writing up the cost of the asset able income for purposes of personal sector. The levy is intended to equal-
disposed of by a factor representing income tax. ise the interest obtainable from the
the currency inflation which has (2) ONZUIVER INKOMENis income foreign nvestment with that obtain-
taken place over the period the asset less deductible expenses but before able locally by making an appropriate
has been held. In some tax systems, deduction of (a) persoonlijke ver- charge on the former.
the cost of assets which may be de- pliehtingen, (b) buitengewone last-

preciated for tax purposes is also en and (c) deductible gifts (for INTEREST IN LAND The term some---

permitted to be written up by re- purposesof personal income tax). times used, kind of catchallas a
ference to an inflation factor. (See expression, in connection with taxes
also INDEX-LINKEDADJUSTMENT.) INKOMSTEN -- (Holland) Income items. on land development as the subject

INGREDIENT, PHYSICAL -- A term used matter of taxation. It is not necessary
INKOMSTENBELASTING -- (Holland) to be sole of land to benefitin connection with sales taxation, Personal income tax.

owner

particularly where commodities which from its development, and anyone

form part of a finished product have with an interest may do so, and

suffered some form of indirect tax INPUT TAX -- The term is used in con- therefore be taxable. (See, e.g., LAND

such that there is a danger of double nection with VAT to denote the tax DEVELOPMENTTAX.)
taxation where the finished product embodied in the purchases made by
is also subjected to sales tax. A phy- a trader or entrepreneur who will
sical ingredient may be a raw material usually be able to obtain a credit for * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-

which is processed or it may be a the tax that his suppliers have paid national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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INTEREST ON DRAWBACK Where the profits of a business for income Depreciation allowances were granted
goods which are subject to a high tax purposes, account has to be taken only on the net capital expenditure
customs or excise duty are exported of the value of goods and services of the trader.
such that a refund or drawbackof the absorbed for use in the business or

INVESTMENT INCOME -- See UN-duty is due to the exporter, he may taken for domestic or private use by
nevertheless have incurred deprecia- the proprietors. EARNED INCOME.

tion expenditure by way of interest INVESTMENT INCOME SURCHARGE
on the money locked up in the tax. INTERNATIONAL BOYCOTT INCOME

-- Some tax regmes favour earned
Some countries (notably Britain)

-- See BOYCOTT. income investment (sometimesover

therefore have made arrangements for INTER VIVOS GIFTS -- See GIFTS labelled unearned) income (see
the payment of interest as well as INTER VIVOS. EARNED INCOME, RELIEF FOR),
drawback with regard to a limited by granting relief for the former
number of exported items which are INVENTORY -- A list or catalogue of which is not available for the latter.
subject to heavy duties on import. articles such as the stock in trade of The other way of discriminating is to

a business -- in North American charge both types of income at theINTEREST ON UNPAID TAX --Interest parlance inventory is generally used basic rates and add surchargesame a
on tax which remains unpaid after to refer to the stock in trade itself, i.e., upon investment income. In the U.K.,the due date is normally chargeable the goods which the business sells, of where the latter system is adopted,in a number of countries, partly to which stocks are maintained so that the surcharge is at starting rate ofa
remove a possible incentive to tax- customers may be served on demand. 10%, increasing to maximum ratea
payers to delay agreement of their

of 15%.
liability, partly to recoup the taxing INVENTORYADJUSTMENT-- Where the
authority for the interest loss caused rate of currency inflation in a country INVESTMENT METHOD -- The method
by the delay. Interest will run even is exceptionally high, provision may used, in connection with VAT, of
though the tax assessment is disputed, be made to permit the revaluation of giving an mmediate credit against tax
and eventually be charged on that the inventory or stock in trade in hand for that part of expenditure incurred
part of the finally-determined liability at the commencement of the trading during the year on the acquisition of
which remains unpaid. The taxpayer period, particularlywhere the quantity business assets (such as machinery or
is thus encouraged to make payment of goods held is customarily high in plant by a manufacturer) which
on account of the tax which he relation to the annual sales. This relates to the tax element in the price
regards as the amount due. adjustment is intended to counteract of those assets. The AMORTISATION

the slightly artificial profit which may METHOD (q.v.) of spreading theINTER-STATE, AND INTRA-STATE
be made by realising at current prices credit be contrasted. It alsoTRANSACTIONS: SALES TAX -- may may
goods which were purchased at much be noted that even where the invest-Where sales tax is levied at state or
lower prices but of which the replace- ment method is used, in the transi-provincial level in a federation of
ment cost would be considerably tional period immediatelyafter the taxstates, sales tax revenue in one state
higher. (See also STOCK ADJUST- is introduced, the tax credit is some-may be avoided by its residents
MENTS.) times abated because of the heavymaking purchases of goods from

cost in terms which would berevenuebusinesses in other states, either by INVENTORY DUTY -- The term applied incurred if full allowances were mademail order or by crossing the state in Scottland to PROBATE DUTY from the outset.line or boundary on shopping expedi- (q.v.) formerly imposed there.
tions. Some attempt is usually made to INVESTMENT PREMIUM -- See DOL-INVESTERINGSAFTREK -- (Holland)counter such avoidance by requesting LAR PREMIUM.

Investment deduction (allowance).firms whose activities cover a number
INVESTMENTRELIEF Some countries,--

of states or provinces to declare what INVESTMENT ALLOWANCE-- This term notably Federal Germany, have en-proportion of their sales relate to resi- has been applied to allowances on couraged taxpayers to save and invest,

1
dents of the taxing state. (See also depreciable assets for income tax and hence to limit current consump-SALES AND USE TAX.) purposes, the allowances being related tion by making a tax allowance in

to the cost of the assets but not being of sums invested. In addition,INTERNAL TAXATION REBATE -- respect
Where goods which are exported have taken into account in calculating the some countries (e.g., U.S.A.), have
been subjected to indirect taxation written down value of the asset for encouraged investment in developing
within the exporting country, it is tax purposes. For example, if an countries by their own taxpayers byinvestment allowance of 20% werenormal to rebate or refund such allowing tax relief equivalent to a

taxation to the exporter. The internal made, the total capital allowances for percentage of such investment. As
taxation may be readily quantified in depreciation of the particular asset regards the former type of allowance,would amount to a maximum of there is administrative difficultythe case of a value-added tax (or not some

imposed in the first place in the case
120% of the cost, assuming a nil in ensuring that the amount invested

of a single stage tax using a RE- value of the machinery at the end of does not subsequently become dis-
its working life.GISTRATION or RING SYSTEM invested, or that a sum similar to that

(q.v.)), but in other cases the quanti- INVESTMENT GOODS -- See CAPITAL invested is withdrawn from some
fication may be a matter of some GOODS. other form of investment, so that
difficulty (see EXPORT REBATE). there is no real decline in personalINVESTMENT GRANT -- A system of consumption increase in total netor

INTERNAL USE OR CONSOMPTION- investment grants was used for a time investment, in which case tax revenue
Sales taxes are usually levied not only in Britain (1965 to 1971), whereby will have been sacrificed in vain.
on sales or deliveries to third parties cash was paid out by the government (See also SAVINGSTAXES.)but on taxable goods which are used up to a certain percentage of capital
within the business itself or taken by expenditure, to encourage entrepre- INVESTMENT TRUST -- Special treat-
the proprietors for personal or do- neurs to incur such expenditure on ment, e.g., in respect of capital gains,
mestic use. Similarly, in calculating buildings, plant and machinery, etc. may be given to a company qualifying
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as an inyestment trust, e.g., in the itinerants, stall-holders in open mar- KENNEDY ROUND -- One of the main
U.K. at one time a rate of 171 % kets, etc., on the same lines as or- objectives of the General Agreement
instead of the usual rate of 52% was dinary traders but deploy special on Tariffs and Trade is the reduction

applied. Shareholders who use such a sections of the tax staff to deal with and stabilisation of tariffs on a re-

trust for their investments are them- them. ciprocal basis. Five rounds of multi-
selves taxable on capital gains realised lateral negotiations were held between
on their holdings and may then claim J 1947 and 1962 to achieve this ob-
an offset for the gains tax already paid jective and a 6th round, which opened
by the trust. To qualify, a company JAAR -- (Holland) Year. on 4 May 1964 and concluded on

must obey certain rules such as full (1) AANSLAGJAAR-- (Belgium)As- 30 June 1967, and which achieved
distribution of income and re-invest- sessment year. substantial reductions, was known as

ment of its capital gains. (2) BELASTINGJAAR -- (Belgium, the Kennedy Round.

INVOICE BASIS -- The method of apply- Holland) Tax year. KEY INDUSTRY DUTIES -- Duties

ing VAT (in contrast to the AC- (3) BOEKJAAR-- (Belgium,Holland) which introduced in Britain inwere

COUNTS BASIS) to the price at Financial year. 1921 on non-Commonwealth imports
which the goods or services are in- (4) KALENDERJAAR -- (Belgium, to protect certain classes of goods,
voiced, with a deduction for the tax Holland) Calendar year. e.g., synthetic or organic chemicals,
(if any) charged at previous stages. JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT -- A tax scientic and optical instruments and
The effect of using the invoice basis assessment made where there is some optical glass.
is that VAT is eventually charged on danger of tax being lost, e.g., through KICKBACK, I LLEGAL A commission--

the full price paid by the consumer. the time limit for making an assess- paid by A to B, where B has im-
INVOICE, STATUTORY -- The tax ment running out. properly passed on certain business to

administrations of some countries A, to the latter's prot. In U.S.A.JOINT ASSESSMENT- Where taxation of
prescribe the form which invoices

the kind be levied at diffe-
law such payments are specifically

same mayshould take -- usually in such a way disallowed as deductions in computingrent levels of government within the
as to bring out clearly the sales or tax on A's prots.

same country, one authority may use
other taxes payable as a result of the

the tax base the other for the KI LDESKAT (Denmark) Tax at source,
transaction. An alternative sometimes

same as
-

adopted is to stipulate that the form purpose of charging its tax, and, where withholdingtax.

the two tax systems are compatible, KINDERAFTREK (Holland) Childof invoice which the trader wishes to
--

arrangements may be made to charge deduction,abolished in 1978.use should first be approved by the both taxes in a joint assessment, which
authority. is usually mutually convenient to the KIRCHENSTEUER -- (Germany) Special

INVOICE TAX -- A tax, usually at a low taxpayer and the tax departments. income tax levied on behalf of the

rate per cent, upon transactions Examples of such co-operation include church of the taxpayer's choice.

which are covered by documents, the central and provincial income KNOW-HOW -- Information about how
particularly in the form of an invoice. taxes in Sweden and the state and best to use patents and processes as

Although the tax may be ostensibly county/city sales taxes in some of the a separate item from the patents, etc.
on the form of the transaction, in states in the U.S.A. themselves is now a recognised ele-
practice it may be extended into a

JOINT COLLECTION In order to mini-
ment commanding a price in trade

--

general transactions tax to prevent and industrial circles. Receipts from
mise collection costs, in countries

legal avoidance by way of making the sale of know-how are usuallywhere more than one level of govern-transactions other than by using in- taxable as trade receipts and the
ment has taxing powers, taxing autho-voices. In substance, the tax is a form purchase, along usually with the costrities which collect taxes from theof cascade tax which often omits the of an associated patent or process,

retail stage where sales are unlikely to same body of taxpayers, and at rough- rank for tax deductions. In themay
be adequately documented for the ly the same periods of the year, may U.K., for example, expenditure oncombine their efforts so that oneeffective operation of such a tax at know-how may be written off at thecollection operation covers all thethat stage. rate of one-sixth per annum for 6

sums due. In some countries there is
ITINERANT TRADERS, TAX ON --

joint collection of water and electri- years.

Apart from the registration or licence city charges, and in Britain water KOMMUNESKAT -- (Denmark) Local
dues often imposed on itinerant charges or rates are collected jointly income tax.
traders for the right to trade, some with local government rates, while KOOPMANSGEBRUIK (GOED) (Hol---

countries make special provisions for the Inland Revenue Department col- land) (Sound) commercial practicetaxing itinerants owing to the difficul- lects contributions for graduated pen- (rule applied to valuation of assets).ties of enforcing tax where the tax- sions along with P.A.Y.E. remittances.
payer has no fixed place of business.
In regard to sales taxes, it is fairly KRPERSCHAFTSTEUER (Austria,
usual to exclude the itinerant trader K

--

Germany) Corporate income tax.
from registrationfor sales tax purposes
so that he will buy his goods on the KABUSHIKI-KAISHA -- (Japan) Joint KOSTEN VAN VERWERVING -- (Hol-
same tax footing as a consumer stock company. land) Expenses incurred to acquire

income.(though normally with trade dis- KAPITALERTRAGSTEUER -- (Austria,
counts), the sales tax being paid by his Germany) Withholding tax on divi- KUPONSTEUER -- (Germany) Withhold-

supplier. Some countries, however, tax dends and certain interest. ing tax on bond interest.

[to be continued]
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CHILEThe publications lsted in this bibliography have
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which A STATEMENT OF THE LAWS OF CHILE IN MATTERS
will gladly supply further information upon request AFFECTINGBUSINESS

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Fourth edition. By Luis Pascal Vigil and Igor B. Stancic-Rokotov,
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct Washington, General Secretariat, Organization of American

from the publisher indcated, and not through the States, 1977. 342 pp.

Bureau. The book explains the main Chilean laws in matters affecting
business such as civil law, commercial law, tax law, labour and
social law, etc. (B. 15.827)

AUSTRALIA

INCOME TAX ASPECTS OF THE INCOME OF CHARITIES
AND GIFTS TO CHARITIES DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES

By B.T. Colditz. Sydney, Taxation Institute Research and HANDBUCHDER DRITTENWELTEducation Trust, 1978.40 pp., Aus$ 2.-.
Research paper examining the special tax provisionswith respect Band 4. Unterentwicklungund Entwicklung in Asien.
to exemption of income of charities and allowability of deduct- Halbband I: Afghanistan - Laos. Halbband II: Libanon -

ions for donations to charities in Australia, United Kingdom, Ozeanien. Hamburg, Dieter Nohlen u. Franz Nuscheler/Hoffmann
U.S.A., Canada and New Zealand. (B. 101.431) und Campe Verlag, 1978. 870 pp., DM 68.-.

Volume 4 of a series of handbooks on the Third World, in two
parts, presenting description by various authors on each country
in Asia, Pacific and the Middle East with respect to their social,

AUSTRIA political and economic development. (B. 51. 139)

FORSCHUNGSZUWENDUNGENALS STEUERLICHE
ABZUGSPOSTEN

By Gerold Stoll. Vienna, Verband der wissenschaftlichenGesell- EUROPE
schaften sterreichs, 1978.68 pp.
Study of the deductibility for tax purposes of research expenses

AUDITINGSTATEMENTS
under Austrian tax law. A comparative analysis, in the form of Empfehlungen zur Abschlussprfung. Recommandations de
some charts, with respect to this problem in other countries is Rvision Comptable. Munich, U.E.C. (Union Europenne des
appended. (B. 101.510) Experts Comptables), 1978.

Loose4eaf publication on auditing statements, in English, Frehch
GRUNDRISS DES OSTERREICHISCHEN STEUERRECHTS and German. First supplement includes the preface. (B. 101.494)
Band I: Einkommensteuer, Krperschaftsteuer, Gewerbesteuer,
Umsatzsteuer. By Werner Doralt and Hans Georg Ruppe.
Vienna, Manzsche Verlags- und Universittsbuchhandlung;Wirt-
schaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, 1978. 280 pp., S 280.-. FAR EAST
First part of a systematic explanation of Austrian tax law.
This part mainly discusses the taxes which are important for CURRENT LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING BUSINESS IN THE
enterprises: individualand corporate income tax, business tax and FAR EAST
turnover tax. The second part, to be published in the near future, Editor Richard C. Allison. New York, American Bar Association,will discuss the other Austrian taxes. (B. 101.540) 1972. 208 $15.-.pp.,

KOSTENRECHNUNGUND PREISPOLITIK Text of proceedings of an American Bar Association National
Institute sponsored by the Section of International Law, held

Eine Einfhrung. By Peter Swoboda. Vienna, Industrieverlag in New York on May 19 and 20, 1972. Investment and business
Peter Linde, 1978. Schriftenreihe der sterreichischen Steuer- law important to foreign investors in Japan are considered (aboutund Wirtschaftskartei,No. 14.82 pp. 150 pages) followed by a forecast of trade and investment trends
Monograph on the various forms of cost accounts and their in the People's Republic of China, Taiwan, Indonesia and South
relation to price policy. (B. 101.525) Korea. (B. 51.152)
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FRANCE INDIA

COMMENTCONSTITUERET GERER UNE S.A.R.L. THE CUSTOMS ACT, 1962

13e Edition. By Francis Lemeunier. Paris, Editions J. Delmas (Act 52 of 1962). Second edition. By B.C. Mitra. Calcutta,
et Cie, 1978. 310 pp. Eastern Law House, 1978. 464 pp., USS 12.-.
Thirteenth edition of monograph explaining how to establish Monograph explaining the Indian Customs Act of 1962 as

and administer a lmited liability company (socit responsa- amended. All important decisions, Indian and English, have been
bilit limite). Tax aspects are dealt with. The material is updated included in the commentary. Texts of statutes (Acts, regulations,
as of July 1, 1978. Text of relevant statutes and a bibliography orders, rules and notifications) have been appended. (B. 51.171)
are appended. (B. 101.511)

THE LAW OF CENTRALSALES TAX

Third edition. By Shambhu Dayal Singh and Vishnu Dayal Singh.
Luchnow, Eastern Book Company, 1977. 747 pp.GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC Revised edition of monograph explaining the Indian central
sales tax. Case law has been kept up to date in the commentary,AUSSENSTEUERRECHT and relevant statutes have been appended. (B. 51.173)

By Gnther Rudolph. Frankfurt, Kommentator Verlag Gmbh.,
1977.
Loose-leaf publication containing the text and administrative
guidelines of the Foreign Tax Law and comments, a survey of INTERNATIONAL
other provisions in tax laws relevant for residents of Germany
with foreign activities and an overview of the tax treaties and COMPENSATINGINTERNATIONALEXECUTIVES
treaties for mutual assistance concluded by Germany.
(B. 101.539)

New perspectives & practices. New York, Business International
Corporation, 1978. 145 pp.
Research report based on international personnel policies of

GUTACHTENZUR EINKOMMENSBESTEUERUNGDER 32 multinational corporations interviewed in order to evaluate
LANDWIRTSCHAFT their policies and practices as they affect non-local professional
Bonn, Wilhelm Stollfuss Verlag, 1978. Schriftenreihe des and managementworkforces. (B. 101.485)
Bundesministeriumsder Finanzen, Heft 24. 111 pp.
Report of the ministerial Committee advising on ncome THE EXCHANGEOF INFORMATIONUNDER TAX
taxation of agricultural enterprises, including a recommendation TREATIES
for achieving a tax reform in this special area of taxation.
(B. 101.542) Proceedings of the 19th Technical Conference of the Inter-

American Center of Tax Administrators C.I.A.T., Curaao,
Netherlands Antilles, August 28 -- September 3, 1977. PublishedHANDELS-UND WERTPAPIERRECHT
at the request of and in cooperationwith C.I.A.T.

By Klemens Pleyer and Ben Elsner. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr Amsterdam, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,
(Paul Siebeck); Dsseldorf,Werner Verlag, 1978. 114 pp. 1978. Publications of the International Bureau of Fiscal
Introductory comment upon commercial law and the legal pro- Documentation,No. 25. 195 pp
visions with respect to securities. (B. 101.464) Printed text of the papers presented and final report of the

conference of the Inter-American Center of Tax Administrators
RECHNUNGSLEGUNGUND PRFUNG DER AG UND GmbH (CIAT) held in Curaao, Netherlands Antilles, from August 28
NACH NEUEM RECHT to September 3, 1977. (B. 101.508)
(4. EG-Richtlinie). By Lothar Schruff. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, GIDS VOOR DE BELASTINGPARADIJZEN1978. 428 pp.
Text and synoptical explanation of the 4th EEC Directive on Beknopte inleidingvoor beginnende belastingreizigers.
company law as regards the presentation and content of the By Edouard Chambost. Nijmegen, B. Gottmer; Brugge, Orion,
annual accounts and report, methods of valuation and publica- 1978. 237 pp., Dfl. 45.90.
tion of those documents. (B. 101.506) Dutch edition of introductory handbook describing and assess-

ing tax havens in the world for both individual persons and
STEUERLEITFADENFR RZTE UND ZAHNRZTE companies, illustrated by documents and pictures. (B. 101.541)
By Peter Albrod, Klaus Friele, Klaus-Reiner Jarosch and Willi
Spiegels. Cologne, Deutscher rzte Verlag, 1977. 448 pp.,

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES OF AN INTERNATIONAL TAX

DM 49.80. LAWYER

Loose-leaf publication containing practical income tax guide- A memoir. By Mitchell B. Carroll. Hicksville, N.Y., Exposition
lines for physicians and dentists. The text is clarified by num- Press, 1978. 150 pp.
erous examples and an extensive index is appended. (B. 101.505) Informative memoirs of world tax developments experienced

by a former president, now honorary president, of the Inter-
STEUERTIPSZUM JAHRESENDE1978 national Fiscal Association. (B. 101.444)
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag, 1978. Sammlungder Steuersparer,
Band 21. 180 pp., DM 18.80. INTERNATIONAL INCOME TAXATION AND AFRICAN
Practical guide containing hints to reduce the income tax burden, DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES

as well as information on tax rates, tax free amounts, lump-sum By Charles R. Irish. Amsterdam, International Bureau of Fiscal
taxation, etc. (B. 101.543) Documentation, 1978. Studies on Taxation and Economic

Development,Vol. IV. 100 pp.
Monograph on the international tax system as it operates between
Africa and the industrialized countries of Western Europe, North

HUNGARY America and Japan. (B. 101.509)

REAL ESTATE TAXATIONAND POLICY OF CITY ISSUES IN INTERNATIONALTAXATION
DEVELOPMENT In: Law and Policy in International Business. Georgetown,
By Tibor Nagy. 10th International Congress of ComparativeLaw Georgetown University Law Center. Vol. 10, No. 2, 1978.
held in Budapest, August 23-28, 1978. Hungarian report. 717 pp.
Budapest, Publishing House of the Hungarian Academy of This issue is dedicated to the late Nathan N. Gordon. The subject
Sciences, 1978.18 pp. (B. 101.404) matter of the articles deals with aspects of international taxation
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as contributed by various authors, inter alia: Reflections on structure and administration to foreigners engaged in business
the allocation of income and expenses among national tax juris- activities in Korea and providing information on the Korean tax
dictions by tanley S. Surrey; International issues in corporate system to foreign countries, in particular those negotiating tax
tax integration by Hugh J. Ault; The nondiscriminationarticle conventionswith Korea. (B. 51. 105)
in tax treaties by James G. O'Brien; and A comparison of the
United States and OECD Model Income Tax Conventions by
Robert J. Patrick, Jr. (B. 101.440)

MIDDLE EAST
SOCIAL INDICATORS: PRELIMINARY GUIDELINES AND
ILLUSTRATIVESERIES CURRENT LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING BUSINESS IN THE

MIDDLE EAST -- SAUDI ARABIA, EGYPT AND IRANNew York, United Nations, 1978. Statistical Papers, Series M,
No. 63. 134 pp. (B. 101.472) Editors: Warren G. Wickersham and Benjamin P. Fishburne, III.

Chicago,AmericanBar Association, 1977. 200 pp., $ 22.-.
USING TAX HAVENS SUCCESSFULLY Printed text of papers read at the conference convened by the

National Institute in Washington on November 11-12, 1979.By Edouard Chambost. English edition by Thomas Crawley. (B. 51.136)London, Insititute for Internatinal Research, Ltd., 1978,
224 pp., £ 9.95.
English edition of book originally published in French under the
title Guide de Paradis Fiscaux, providing an assessment of tax

THE NETHERLANDShavens in the world and their use by individuals and companies.
(B. 101.515) DE BELASTINGVAN DE TOEKOMST

By S. Cnossen. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 41 pp., Dfl. 12.50.

IRELAND Text of speech on expenditure tax as The tax of the Future,
delivered on October 5, 1978 on the occasion of the acceptance

TOLLEY'S TAXATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND by Mr. Cnossen of the office of ordinary professor in tax law at
the faculty of economic science at the Erasmus University in1978/79 Rotterdam. (B. 101.500/553)

By Eric L. Harvey and Nigel A.D. Lambert. Croydon, Tolley
Publishing Company, Ltd., 1978. 112 pp., £ 5.-. FISCALE ASPECTEN VAN GOEDEREN- EN DIENSTEN-
A detailed guide to taxation in the Republic of Ireland, in- VERKEER TUSSEN GELIEERDEMAATSCHAPPIJEN
cluding the Finance Act 1978, capital gains tax, capital acquisit- By J. de Kater and M.R. Reuvers. Deventer, Kluwer;The Hague,ions tax, wealth tax, corporation tax and value addied tax. Fenedex, 1978. Fiscale en juridische documentatie voor inter-(B. 101.545) nationaal zakendoen,No. 2.53 pp., Dfl. 21.-.

Text of lecture (and ensuing discussion) on intercompanypricing
between associated companies given at a seminar on March 7,

ITALY 1978 convened by Fenedex, The Hague. (101.468)

LA FISCALITE IMMOBILIERE LIEE A LA POLITIQUE AN INFLATION-ADJUSTEDTAX SYSTEM
D'URBANISMEEN ITALIE A summary of the report by Professor H.J.Hofstra on the eli-
By Ignazio Manzoni. Italian National Reports to the Xth Inter- mination from the Dutch tax system of the distorting effects
national Congress of Comparative Law, Budapest 1978. Milan, of inflation. The Hague, Government Printing Office, 1978.
Dott. A. Giuffr Editore, 1978.34 pp. 75 pp. (B. 101.502)
Extract of Italian report on real estate taxation and policy of
city development delivered at the 10th InternationalCongress of KENBAARHEID EN WENDBAARHEID IN HET FISCALE
Comparative Law held in Budapest, August 23-28, 1978. RECHT
(B. 101.405) By F.H.M. Grapperhaus. Deventer, FED, 1978. Serie Belasting-
L'IMPOSTA SUL REDDITO DELLE PERSONE GIURIDICHE consulentendag,No. 23.80 pp., Dfl. 13.50.

Text of lecture and ensuing discussion on the subject of deli-
By Paolo M. Tabellini. Milan, Dott. A. Giuffr Editore, 1977. mitation of just and unjust interpretation of tax law, from the
765 pp. viewpoints of both the taxpayer and the tax administration.The
Handbook on the corporate income tax. The book is updated lecture was held on the occasion of the 1978 Tax Consultant
through 1976. (B. 101.528) Day (Belastingconsulentendag)on April 29, 1978, convened by

the Nederlandse Federatie van Belastingconsulenten (Dutch
MANUALEDELLE IMPOSTE DIRETTE Federation of Tax Consultants). (B. 101.447)
By Giuseppe Giuliani. Milan, Dott. A. Giuffr Editore, 1976/77. PROJECTUITVOERING IN HET MIDDEN-OOSTEN/NIET1711 pp./77 pp. VERDRAGSLANDENHandbook on direct individual and corporate income taxes and
the collection of taxes. Laws, administrative rulings and case Nederlandse en lokale fiscale aspecten, o.a. Saoedi Arabi, Iran,
law are arranged per article of the relevant laws. A supplement de Golfstaten, Egypte en Libi. By J.M. van Kempen. Deventer,
updates the book to 1977. (B. 101.529/530) Kluwer; The Hague, Fenedex, 1978. Fiscale en juridische

documentatie voor internationaal zakendoen, No. 3. 150 pp.
L'ORDINAMENTOTRIBUTARIOITALIANO Study on the unilateral relief provisions of Netherlands tax law

By Enrico Potito. Milan, Dott. A. Giuffr Editore, 1978. 775 pp.
with respect to income from construction projects in the Middle
East countries (non-tax treaty countries) with references to theHandbook on Italian taxation. After an extensive introduction,

the various taxes and duties are explained. The book is updated tax aspects in such countries as Saudi Arabia, Iran, the Gulf

through February 1978. (B. 101.504) States, Egypt and Libya. (B. 101.507)

TERUGWERKENDEKRACHT OP HET GEBIED VAN
BELASTINGWETGEVING

KOREA (SOUTH) Preadvies van Mr. H. Prast. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Geschriften

KOREANTAXATION 1978
van de Vereniging voor Belastingwetenschap, No. 150. 48 pp.,
Dfl. 17.50.

Seoul, Tax System Bureau, Ministry of Finance, 1978, 243 pp. First part of report by H. Prast on the retroactive applicationof
Revised and updated publication explaining the Korean tax tax law in the Netherlands. (B. 101.499)
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DE WET INVESTERINGSREKENINGWIR SWITZERLAND
Eerste druk 1978. By F.H. Lugt. Deventer, FED, 1978. Fed's
Fiscale Brochures: Diversen 3.91 pp.

EINFLUSS DES STEUERRECHTSAUF DAS

Monograph concerning the new investment incentives. HANDELSRECHT

(B. 101.544) By Walter Ryser. Basel, Helbing & Lichtenhahn Verlag, 1978.
SchweizerischerJuristenverein,Vol. 112, Heft 2, 1978.

WIR EN SIR P. 137-196.

Verslag van een seminar over dit onderwerp, gehouden op 8 juni Consideration of the impact of tax law on Swiss commercial law.

1978 te Amsterdam. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 100 pp. (B. 101.477)
Report of a seminar on the new Investment Incentives Law and
the Industrial Deconcentration Act, held on June 8, 1978 in EINFHRUNG IN DAS SCHWEIZERISCHE AKTIENRECHT
Amsterdam. (B. 101.524) By Peter Forstmoser and Arthur Meier-Hayoz. Bern, Verlag

Stmpfli & Cie AG., 1976. 376 pp.
Entitled Introduction to the Swiss Company Law, this mono-

PAKISTAN graph provides an outline of the most important aspects of Swiss
company law. (B. 101.526)

TAXATION

The Leading Monthly Journal on Pakistan's Taxation Laws. FEDERALISMECOORDONNE

Chief editor S.M. Raza Naqvi. Volumes 33 and 34, 1976. Lahore, Elments pour un synthse entre l'harmonisation fiscale, la
Taxation, 1976. 350 + 300 pp. politique rgionale et la prquation financire.
Bound volumes 33 and 34, 1976 of the journal Taxation, con- By Jean-Jacques Schwartz. Bern, Verlag Paul Haupt, 1978.
taining statutes, circulars, articles on taxation, texts of compre- Schriftenreihe Finanzwirtschaft und Finanzrecht, Band 24.
hensive double taxation treaties (with Malta, Libya and Poland) 72 pp., Sfrs. 18.-.
and reports of cases of the Supreme and High Courts of Pakistan Summary explaining the necessity for a synthesis in the treatment
and India. (B. 51.154/155) of the interdependentissues of tax harmonization,regional policy

and equalization in Swiss federal government fiscal policy.
TAXATION (B. 101.478)
The Leading Monthly Journal on Pakistan's Taxation Laws.
Chief editor S.M. Raza Naqvi. Volumes 35 and 36, 1977. Lahore, UNITED KINGDOM
Taxation, 1977. 325 + 360 pp.
Bound volumes 35 and 36, 1977 of the journal Taxation, con- THE BRITISH TAX SYSTEM
taining statutes, circulars, articles on taxation and reports of cases

of the Supreme and High Courts of Pakistan and India. By J.A. Kay and M.A. King. Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1978. 275 pp.(B. 51.156/157) Study using economic analysis to examine the British tax system
with emphasis on the evaluation of the economic effects of each

PHILIPPINES kind of tax and with respect to the tax system as a whole.
(B. 101.550)

NATIONALINTERNALREVENUE CODE OF 1977
INCOME TAX

Manila, GovernmentPrinting Office, 1977. 684 pp.
Consolidated text of the National Internal Revenue Code of Including corporation tax and capital gains tax. Tenth edition.

1977 which consolidated and codified all national revenue laws By Henry Toch. Estover, Plymouth, Macdonald and Evans, Ltd.,
of the Philippines. (B. 51.153)

1978. 212 pp.
Revised edition of handbook intended for students in account-

ancy, law, secretarial practice and business studies providing
explanation with examples on income tax, corporation tax and

PORTUGAL capital gains tax. The material is updated as of the Finance Act
1977 and the budget proposals for 1978. (B. 101.480)

FUNDO DE DESEMPREGO
RECEIVERSHIPMANUAL

Lisbon, Ministry of Finance, 1976.45 pp.
Legislation concerning the fund destined to compensate em- By Donald Chilvers and Paul Shewell. Croydon, Tolley Publishing

ployees in the event they stop working. (B. 101.411) Company, Ltd., 1978. 131 pp., £ 7.50.
Manual considering the principal problems of a person who has

been appointed a receiver under debentures. No attempt is made
to deal with any differences of law and practice in Scotland and

SOMALIA Northern Ireland. (B. 101.479)

THE UNIFIED ACCOUNTINGSYSTEM FOR SOMALIPUBLIC SURVEY INTO COMPANYCAR SCHEMES

AGENCIES Compiled by G.J. Watson and T. Wilson. Croydon, Tolley Pub-

Prepared by Dr. Ahmed H. El-Gowainy. Mogadishu, Somali Insti- lishing Company, Ltd., 1978.56 pp. (B. 101.483)
tute of Development, Administration and Management, 1976.
286 PP. (B. 10.958) TAX PLANNINGWITH PRECEDENTS

Eighth edition. by D.C. Potter and A.R. Thornhill. London, Sweet
& Maxwell, 1978 388 pp., £ 16.-.
Revised and updated edition of guide in the field of tax planning.

SPAIN The method employed is to discuss the relevant general principles
applicable and then to illustrate the practical possibilities with

WHERE TO GO annotatedprecedents. (B. 101.531)

Spain; a practical guide to living in Spain. By Ken Mortlock.
TOLLEY'SCORPORATIONTAX 1978-79

London, Finax Publications, 1978. 120 pp., £ 6.-.
Guide describing the factors to be considered before emigrating A comprehensive detailed guide to corporation tax including
to Spain and all the procedures that should be followed. Con- the 1978 Finance Act and relevant case law to 31 July 1978.
sidered are cost of living, property laws, exchange control and By Eric L. Harvey and David G. Young. Croydon, Tolley Pub-
taxation laws. (B. 101.448) lishing Company, Ltd., 1978. 148 pp., £ 3.50. (B. 101.496)
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TOLLEY'S INCOME TAX 1978-79 AN INTRODUCTIONTO TAXATION
A comprehensivedetailed guide to income tax including the 1978 1979 Edition. By Ray M. Sommerfeld, Hershel M. Anderson andFinance Act and relevant case law to 31 July 1978. Horace R. Brock. New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,63rd Edition. By Eric L. Harvey. Croydon, Tolley Publishing 1978.5O0 pp.
Company, Ltd., 1978.400 pp., £ 6.-. (B. 101.481) Revised tax textbook explaining the tax law in its political,

social, and economic context. Each chapter concludes with aWHEATCROFT AND WHITEMAN ON CAPITAL GAINS TAX number of short-answerquestions. (B. 101.512)
Second supplement. By Robin Mathew. London, Sweet &,
Maxwell; Edinburgh,W. Green & Son, 1978.96 pp.

NEW PENSION AND EMPLOYEEBENEFITSPROVISIONS IN-
This second supplement to the basic work on capital gains tax CLUDING REVENUE ACT OF 1978, PREGNANCY DISCRIM-
includes the 1974 Development Tax and a brief summary of the INATION AMENDMENT, ERISA REORGANIZATION PLAN
first draft of the Finance Bill 1978. The material is updated as Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 145 pp., $ 3.-.of January 3, 1978. (B. 101.482) Report explaining the Revenue Act of 1978, the Pregnancy

Discrimination Amendment and the ERISA ReorganizationPlan
with the texts of the laws. (B. 101.514)

REVENUE ACT OF 1978
U.S.A.

Also included Energy Tax Act, Foreign Earned Income Act.
Law - Explanation - Committee Reports. Chicago, CommerceAMERICAN FEDERALTAX REPORTS
Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 650 pp., $ 6.-.

Second series. Volume 41, table of cases to volume 41. This book sets out the Revenue Act of 1978, the Energy Tax Act
Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978. 1582 pp. and the Foreign Earned Income Act, with the full texts of the
This bound volume contains unabridged federal and state court laws, controlling committee reports and explanation thereon bydecisions arising under the federal tax laws (previously reported the CCH Editorial Staff. (B. 101.547)in Prentice-Hall Federal Taxes) on income tax, estate and gift
tax and excise tax. (B. 101.549) REVENUE ACT OF 1978 AND ENERGY TAX ACT OF 1978

Complete explanation - code sections as amended - CommitteeFEDERALBUDGET POLICY
reports - index. Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978.

Third edition. By David J. Ott and Attiat F. Ott. Washington, 1004 pp., $ 7.-.
The Brookings Institution, 1977. 178 pp., $ 9.95. Handbook providing the up to date information needed to re-
This study aims to describe and analyse the history of U.S. search the law enacted by the 1978 Revenue Act and the 1978
federal expenditures, taxes, the national debt and the budget Energy Tax Act. (B. 101.487)
process and analyses the effects of the fiscal policy on economic
activities. (B. 101.457) SIMPLIFICATION AND COMPREHENSIVE TAX REFORM

By Harvey Galper and Michael Kaufman. Washington, Office ofFEDERALTAX GUIDE 1979 Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department, 1978. OTA Paper No.
Volume 1. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 34, September 1978.65 pp.
Loose4eaf publication consisting of four binders designed to Study presenting for discussion the basic structure of a tax
provide information on the federal income tax code. The texts system predicated on a comprehensive measure of income.
of the Internal Revenue Code and the income tax regulations (B. 101.491)
cover three volumes. The explanation,current reports on changes
and the index fill another volume. Supplements will keep the U.S. INCENTIVES AND RESTRICTIONS ON FOREIGN
material up to date. (B 101.513) INVESTMENT

By Raymond J. Waldmann.Washington,TransnationalInvestment,1979 GUIDEBOOKTO LABOR RELATIONS Ltd., 1978. 400 pp.
Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 392 pp., $ 8.50. Guide presentinga summary of U.S. federal and state government
Annual guide explaining and summarizing the general principles investment programs and investment restrictions. (B. 101.486)of labor relations law and the important rules developed under
the statutes and decisions. (B. 101.548)

THE INCOME TAX AND BUSINESS DECISIONS VENEZUELA
An introductory tax text. Fourth edition. By William L. Raby. A STATEMENTOF THE LAWS OF VENEZUELAIN
Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978. 525 p. MATTERS AFFECTINGBUSINESS
Introduction explaining tax provisions which affect business Fourth edition. By Pedro Silveira Barrios, Washington, Generaland investment decisions. The book's primary emphasis is the Secretariat, Organization of American States, 1977. 333 pp.income tax, but it also explores transfer taxes as far as they have Explanation of the legal system, including short explanation ofan impact on the estate planning process. (B. 101.546) the tax system. (B. 15.826)
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Loose-Leaf Services
Received between December 1 and December31, 1978

AUSTRALIA CANADATAX LETTER FRANCE
releases 297 and 298

AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX - LAW Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. JURIS CLASSEUR DROIT FISCAL-- --

AND PRACTICE: COMMENTAIRES-- IMPOTS DIRECTS

Bulletin release 1115--

CANADATAX SERVICE - RELEASE Editions Techniques, Paris.releases 18-26
Cases releases 218, 219 and 220--

releases 25-34 Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL--

Replacementpages FISCALITEIMMOBILIERE--

releases 18, 19 and 20 CANADIANCURRENTTAX release 21
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood. release 47 EditionsTechniques,Paris.

Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.SALES TAX EXEMPTIONAND JURIS CLASSEUR-- FISCAL--

CLASSIFICATIONS CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES
CANADIANSALES TAX REPORTSrelease 30 release 6098

Commissionerof Taxation, Canberra. releases 131 and 132 Editions Techniques,Paris.
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

JURIS CLASSEUR-- CODE FISCAL
BELGIUM CANADIANTAX REPORTS release 194

releases 355,356 and 357 Editions Techniques, Paris.
DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
INZAKE BTW/LEDOSSIER
PERMANENTDE LA TVA GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLICDOMINIONTAX CASES
releases 99 and 100

releases 31, 32 and 33 RECHTS-UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXISEditions Service, Brussels. CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. STEUERRECHT

FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE release 227
VANDEWINCKELE PROVINCIALSUCCESSIONDUTY Forkel Verlag GmbH., Stuttgart.
Tome III, release 39 AND GIFT TAX SERVICE

WORLD TAX SERIES -- GERMANY
Tome VIII, release 166 release 46 REPORTS
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide ever publishedfor taxpayers
with income from foreign sources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Continuously Supplemented. ...... Always Up to Date- -

This outstandingnew Service is created specically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from, or taxable in the
U.S. U.S.

If you fit any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operations benefits -- tax benefits.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular, every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-savingdevice.

Authoritative, specific guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the first 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weekly
N.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day you
OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorycharter subscription.

i

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publication has been even more enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for
reference volume. $ 186 a year.
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IN MEMORIAM 99 INDIEN: DER BUNDESHAUSHALT1979
Dr. K.H. Dronkers by Prof. J. van Hoorn Jr Auszge aus dem Haushaltsentwurf1979
Jean Baugniet by Prof. E. Schreuder Der indische Finanzminister kndigte hhere Steuern an, um das grosse

Haushaltsdefizit zu decken und um gleichzeitig Mittel in produktive
C.S. Yeoh: Sektoren zu lenken. Diese Massnahmen sehen u.a. hhere Einkommen-
MALAYSIA: THE REAL PROPERTYGAINS TAX und Krperschaftsteuern vor und sollen die Landwirtschaft, arbeits-
ACT 1976 100 intensive Produktionsbetriebeund die Exportwirtschaftfrdern.

Discussion of the recently introduced real property gains tax whose

main purpose is the collection of revenue, with as a secondary motive
the curbing of landspeculation.

THE SRI LANKA BUDGET 1979MALAISIE: LOI DE 1976 SUR L'IMPOT SUR
Extracts from the Budget Speech 1979 123LES PLUS-VALUES IMMOBILIERES

Commentaire sur l'impt sur les plus-values immobilires introduit rcem- Major proposals concern the drafting of a new Inland Revenue Act to

co-ordinate the tax system, changes of the individual income tax, taxment et dont l'objectif principal est la collecte de revenu et titre secon-
holidays, Free Trade Zones and other investment incentives, individ-daire l'empchement la spculation foncire.
ual and corporate income tax rate payment of interest by the tax ad-

MALAISIA: DAS GRUNDSTCKSGEWINN-STEUERGESETZ1976 ministrationand tax amnesties.
Untersuchung der krzlich in Kraft getretenen Grundstcksgewinn-
Steuergesetzes, dessen hauptschlicher Zweck in der Erhebung von

BUDGET POUR 1979 DU SRI LANKA
Extraits de la prsentation du Budget pour 1979Steuern liegt, womit allerdings auch die Spekulation mit Land einge-

schrnktwerden soll. Dispositions les plus importants concernant le projet d'une nouvelle loi
de finances afin de coordonner le systme d'imposition, les modifica-

UNITED STATES: FIVE PERCENTWITHHOLDING RATE tions de l'impt sur le revenu des personnes physiques, les rgimes
DENIED TO ANTILLES HOLDING 115 d'exemptions temporaires, les zones franches et autres encouragements

In Revenue Ruling 79-65 the U.S. tax administration expressly denied aux investissements, les taux de l'impt sur le revenu des personnes

the benefit of the reduced 5 percent rate of U.S. withholding on divi- physiques et des socits, le paiement d'intrts par l'administration

dends distributed by a U.S. subsidiary company to its Antillesparent. fiscale et les amnisties en matire fiscale.

ETATS UNIS: 5 POUR CENT DE RETENUE A LA SOURCE DER HAUSHALT 1979 IN SRI LANKA

REFUSE AUX HOLDINGS DES ANTILLES Auszge aus der Haushaltsrede 1979

L'administration fiscale amricaine dans son instruction 79-65 a expres-
Diese Abhandlung stellt die wichtigsten Vorschlge des Entwurfs des

sment refus le bnfice du taux rduit de retenue la source de 5 neuen Steuergesetzes vor, wodurch die verschiedenen Bestimmungen
pour cent sr les dividendesdistribus par une socit filiale amricaine aufeinander abgestimmt werden sollen sowie Vernderungen bezg-

lich des Einkommensteuergesetzes,der zeitweiligen Steuerfreistellun-sa socit-mreantillaise.
gen, der Freihandelszonen sowie anderer Steueranreize eingefhrt

U.S.A.: VERWEIGERUNGDES 5-PROZENTIGEN werden. Ferner wird auf die neuen Steuerstze der Einkommen- und
QUELLENSTEUERSATZESBEI EINER HOLDING Krperschaftsteuer, auf die Zahlung von Zinsen durch de Steuerbe-
AUF DEN ANTILLEN hrden sowie auf die Amnestie bei Steuersachen hingewiesen.
Im Revenue Ruling 79-65 verweigert die U.S.-Steuerverwaltungaus-

drcklich die Gewhrung des ermssigten Quellensteuersatzes von

5 Prozent auf solche Dividendenzahlungen,die von einer U.S.-Gesell-
schaft an ihre Muttergesellschaft auf den Antillen geleistet werden. K.S. Jap:

ASIA: RECENT DEVELOPMENTSIN REGIONALTAXINDIA: UNION BUDGET 1979
COOPERATION 129Extracts from the 1979 Budget speech 116

The following is discussion of the recent efforts of the Asian andThe Indian Finance Ministerannounced increasedtaxation with the aim
a

Pacific DevelopmentAdministration Center (APDAC) to improve taxof covering a large deficitandat the same time channellingresources to
administration in Asian countries.

productive uses. The new measures will, inter alia, increase individual
and corporate taxation and promote agriculture, labour intensive pro- ASIE: DEVELOPPEMENTSRECENTS EN MATIERE

duction and exports. DE COOPERATION FISCALE REGIONALE
Commentaire sur les efforts dploys rcemment par le Centre d'Ad-INDE: BUDGET DE L'UNION 1979
ministration et de Dveloppement de l'Asie et du Pacifique (APDAC)Extraits de la Confrencede prsentation du Budget amliorer l'administrationfiscale dans les asiatiques.En Inde, le Ministre de Finances a annonc une augmentation des pour pays

impts afin de couvrir un dficit important et de canaliser en mme ASIEN: ENTWICKLUNGEN IN DER REGIONALEN
temps les ressources vers des fins productives. Les nouvelles mesures ZUSAMMENARBEITAUF DEM GEBIET DES STEUERRECHTS
entralnent entre autre l'augmentation de l'imposition des personnes Dieser Artikel untersucht die krzlich unternommenen Anstrengungen
physiques et des socits, encourageront l'agriculture, l'emploi de la des Asian and Pacific Development Administration Center (APDAC),
main d'oeuvre et les exportations. die Steuerverwaltung in den asiatischen Lndern zu verbessern.
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IRELAND: BUDGET SPEECH 1979 Glenn A. Abraham:
Extractfrom the proposals 130 UNITED STATES: TAXATION OF U.S. TRANSFERORS

Some of the most important measures announcedare the reductionof ON TRANSFERSOF PROPERTYTO FOREIGN
individual income tax, the continuation of a number of incentives for ENTITIES 136
business, the confirmation of the 10 percentcorporate income tax rate Discussion of the imposition of excise duty non-recognizedgainsan on
for manufacturingcompanies and the introduction of new VATprovi- derived through the transfer of property to foreign entities.
sions.

ETATS UNIS: IMPOSITION DES CEDANTSAMERICAINSSURLE
IRLANDE: CONFERENCE DE PRESENTATIONDU BUDGET

TRANSFERTDE PROPRIETE A DES ENTITES ETRANGERES
Extrait des propositions Commentaire sur l'imposition d'un droit spcial sur les bnfices non-
On peut compter parmi les dispositions les plus importantes, la rduc-

raliss tirs du transfert de proprit des entits trangres.
tion de l'impt sur le revenu des personnes physiques, la prolongation
d'un certain nombre de stimulants fiscaux, la confirmation du taux de U.S.A.: DIE BESTEUERUNGVON U.S.-PERSONEN,
10 pour cent de Impt sur les socits pour les socits productrices DIE VERMGEN AUF AUSLNDISCHEGESELLSCHAFTEN

et l'introductionde nouvelles dispositionsde TVA. BERTRAGEN
Untersuchung betreffend die Erhebung einer Sondersteuer auf nicht-

IRLAND: DER HAUSHALT 1979 realisierte Gewinne, die durch die bertragung von Vermgen auf eine
Auszge aus dem Entwurf auslndische Gesellschaftentstehen.
Die wichtigsten der angekndigten Massnahmen betreffen die Senkung
der Einkommensteuer,die Weitergewhrung einer Reihe von Anreizen, CONFERENCEDIARY 137
die Besttigung des Krperschaftsteuersatzesvon 10 Prozent fr Pro-

duktionsgesellschaften sowie der Einfhrung neuer Bestimmungen in CARNET DES CONVENTIONS

das Mehrwertsteuergesetz. VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER
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In Memoriam
K.H. DRONKERS then through mergers as a director of the Amsterdam --

RotterdamBank in Amsterdam.
It is with deep regret that we announce the death ofDr. K.H. Dr. Dronkers became well-known in nternational tax circles
Dronkers at the age o 78 on November 7, 1978 on the sland through his membership of internationalcommissions, and as

of Tenerife where he had lived for the past few years. Secretary-Generalof the InternatonalBureau of FiscalDocu-
mentation.

Dr. Dronkers will be remembered for his many talents and
particularly his wisdom. In the days of DutchEast Indies (now A man of few words. A wise man.By theirverynature, interna-

the Republic of In- tional associations tend to be beset with internalconflicts and

---li
donesa) he was, for sometimes sharp differences of opinion. The inuence of Dr.

example, a prominent Dronkers personality was felt not through fiery participation
't. official of the reenue

in such discussions but through his calm summing-up of
service. With Mr. Th. proceedings. His perceptiue but uncompromising conclusions

Lance, his colleague were reached with a thoroughness and maturity which won

at the time, he wrote him universal respect. An outstanding lawyer and tax expert,
'.:.

a commentary on the but above all someone with deep understanding of human

Dutch East IndiesCor. nature, and the innerpeace ofa strong character-
I

potate Income Tax The strengtheningof the structureof the 1.F.A. during the ten
.

-.'' I'
. Law of 1925 which

or so years that he was Secretary General is one of his manyremained the standard

..* ,.;k:.k... achieuements from which the presentmembersstill benefit. He
... :., j work on the subject traelled great deal and frequentlypresentatmeetingsofa was

., for many years, euen
national not only in the Netherlands but also in

'- ::... --7'.-:...-y.'-If. after Indonesia's in- groups,

) France, Germany and elsewhere. At congresses, he usually
'.'.:3-. ,. dependence. At the

remainedmodestly in the backgroundbul in fact the piuot
.

:'
culmination of his ca-

was

aroundwhich everthingelse reuolued.

.:..
reer in the Dutch East
Indies, he held the Dr. Dronkers gave the International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-
post of Chief Trea- mentation his wholehearted support. While he himself re-
surer and Paymaster- mained modest and unassuming, his suggestions and aduise
Generalof the Depart- were always listened to closely.

-

mentof Finance.
It is a priuilege to have know him,as a friend, colleagueand an

After the Second World War, Dr. Dronkers embarked on adviser.
a successful banking career with the Nederlands --Indische
Handelsbank, later renamed the Nederlandse Overzeebank,and , J. uan HoornJr.

J. BAUGNIET recteur de l'Universit Libre de Bruxelles, btonnierde l'ordre
des avocats de la capitale et

i

L'I.F.A. ient de perdre un de ses membres les plus ancienset membre titulaire de l'Acadmie 4Lfc,
les plus actifs en la personne de M. Jean Baugniet, dcd Royale de Belgique.
inopnment Bruxelles le er fvrier 1979 l'ge de 77ans.

L'clat de personnalit pass
'.

sa a

Membre-fondateur de l'association, il a particp presque
les frontires; il tait professeur

tous ses Congrs: il tait la Haye en 1939 et Sydney en
honoris causa de plusieurs uni-
uersits belges et amricaines,

1978. Pendant quarante annes, le dfunt a apport II.F.A.
les qualits d'une personnalit attachanteet communicativeet

et aussi l'Universit hbraque
de Jrusalem. Pendant la guerrele concours d'un juriste consomm qui sntressait tous les
1940-1945, il fut un rsistant

dbats. Son abord sans apprt, son commerce chaleureux
resteront dans la mmoire de tous ceux qui ont eu le privilge courageux et sa vie tout entire a

t un exemple de dvouementet
de le frquenter au cours des rencontres informelles qui en

d'attachement etson pays
marge des discussions toujours denses et laborieuses, pro- la dmocratie et modle deun
curaient aux congressistes ia plus charmante des dtentes.

toMrance et de comprhension

Membre du Comit scientifquepermanentetprsidentduJury pour les convictionsd'aufrui unies
une grande fermet dans la dfense de l'affirmation de

du Prix Mitchell Carroll depuis de nombreuses annes, M.
Baugniet a toujours accomp avec soin et dans un grand souci

ses propres opinions.

d'efficacitles missionsqui lui furentconfies. Cet homme de bien et cet honnte homme restem prsent dahs

Auocat et professeur, ses talents et ses mrites ont t la mmoire et dans le coeur de ses amis.

reconnus au plus haut niveau dans son pays, puisqu'il a t E. Schreuder
The drawing is reproduced from Mlanges en hommage au ProfesseurJean Baugniet (1976).

I
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

A. INTRODUCTION:
THE LAND SPECULATIONTAX ACT, 1974 A. INTRODUCTION:THE LAND

SPECULATIONTAX ACT, 1974

Capital gains arising out of land and property transactions were, prior to B. THE REAL PROPERTY GAINS TAX

the enforcement of the above Act, exempt from tax. The preamble to the ACT, 1976

Act, which had effect from February 6, 1973 to November 6, 1975 and I. In general

received the Royal Assent on March 8, 1974, states that it s an Act to make 11. Scope of charge

provision for the imposition, assessment and collection of a tax on capital
111. Year of assessement

IV. Basis of assessment
gains derived from land speculation. It was an accurate description since V. Rate of tax
the main object of the Act was to curb land speculation in order to check VI. Chargeable assets
the spirallingprices of land and houses in Malaysia. The Act initiallyprovided V II. Persons chargeable
that the tax of 50 percent was to be levied only on the gain arising out of Vlll. Chargeable gains and losses

a disposal of an asset which was owned for less than two years after its date IX. Notice to be given on disposal

of acquisition and the consideration for the disposal was $200,000 or more. and acquisition
X. Payments in advance

XI. Return to be made by chargeable
However, by an amendment in 1975 the limit of $200,000 was reduced to

$100,000 with effect from November 13, 1974. The Land SpeculationAct,
persons

X Ii. Assessments
1974 was repealed with effect from November 7, 1975 but wthout pre- X Il l. Advanced assessment

judice to the right of the Director General of Inland Revenue to take any X IV. Deceased persons

acton which he was empowered to take under the Act to assess and enforce XV. Additional assessments

payment of land speculation tax for the yearsof assessment 1974 and 1975. XVI. When acquirer may be assessed

For all purposes, therefore, the Act remains in force for the periodDecem- X V I I. Notice of assessment

ber 6, 1973 to November 6, 1975 in respect of those transactionsfor which XVIII. Appeals

tax remainsto be assessedor collected. XIX. Error or mistake relief

XX. Finality of assessment

XXI. Payment of tax

XXII. Recovery of tax

XXIII. Repaymentof tax

XXIV. Anti-avoidance

B. THE REAL PROPERTYGAINS TAX ACT, 1976 XXV. Revision of tax

X XVI. Powers of Director-General

I. In general
XXvli. Penalties
X XVI Il. Administration

XXIX. Schedule I taxable persons
The preamble to the Act, which received the Royal Assent on March 18,

-

XXX. Schedule Il -- computation of
1976, states that it is an Act to provide for the imposition, assessment and taxable gains
collection of a tax on gains derived from the disposal of real property and XXXI. Schedulelll Private resi--

matters incidental thereto. With the passing of the Act, the limited form of dences

capital gains tax introduced by the Land SpeculationAct was further widen- XXXII. Schedule IV - Exemption
ed. Whereas the Land Speculation Tax Act, 1974 was introduced with the
main object of curbing land speculation, the Real Property Gains Tax Act, * The law is stated as of October 1, 1978.

1976 can be said to be mainly an act for the collection of revenue with the ** Executive Director, SGV-KC Taxation Ser-

curbing of land speculation as a secondary motive. vices Sdn. Bhd., Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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MALAYSIA: REAL PROPERTYGAINS TAX
say on 1.6.78, at $120,000, the gain of $20,000 is to be
liable to a 40 percent rate of tax, that is $8,000.

Extract from the text of the Speech by the Minister A graduated scale of rates in accordance with the holding
of Finance Datuk Hussein bin Onn, introducing the period is intended to differentiate between gains which
1976 Budget on November 6, 1975. accrue from speculative transactions and gains arising from

investment. The shorter the holding period, the greater is
the element of speculation and it, therefore, justifies a

As Hon'ble Members are aware, at present, gains derived levy of a higher rate of tax. It will be seen from the rate
from a disposal of lands and buildings situated in Malaysia structure which I have just mentioned, that the rate appli-
and any interest, option or other rights in or over such cable to a disposalof real property made within twoyears
lands and buildings, are liable to tax at the rate of 50 per- after the date of acquisition remains at 50 percen4 as

cent, 1 if such a disposal is made within two years after the presently provided in the Land SpeculationTax Act.
date of the acquisition of the property. However, if the It s proposed to provide that where the amount or value
amount or value of the consideration for the disposal does of the consideration for the disposal of a property is less
not exceed $100,000, it is exempted from the tax. This tax than $50,000, such disposal is to be exempted from the
iS provided in the Land SpeculationTax Act, 1974, and it is tax. This is intended to provide some measure of relief to
intended to discourage speculative activities in such proper- people of lesser means, who for some reasons have to sell
ty which, among other factors, had contricuted to an alarm- theirproperties.
ing rise in the prices of immovable property. It will be noted that the proposed exemption limit is lower
Therefore, a gain made from a disposal of immovable than what is presently provided in the Land Speculation
property, beyond the period of two years after its acquisi- Tax Act, which is $100,000 in the amount or value of the
tion, is beyond the scope of this land speculation tax. Nor consideration. This gure was originally $200,000,but was
is it liable to income tax under the income tax legislation, reduced to the present gure in the last Budget, in order to
since a gain on realisation is not normally regarded as in- make the tax more effective. Further observation into the
come. Such gains, if taxed, can proide a good source of operation of the land speculation tax, has shown that a
revenue to the Govemment. From the equity point of view, very large portion of the sales of real property was in the
it cannot be denied that such gains add to a person's wealth range of less then $100,000 in value. A reduction of the
in the same way as any additional income such as bonus or exempton limit to the proposed value of less than $50,000
dividends. He is certainly better off than a person with the is also justifiable if the speculative activities in land trans-
same income, but having no such gains. It is therefore in- actions are to be further discouraged.
equitable that such gans should be free from tax. Further-

As in the case of the land speculation tax, there will bemore, a tax on such gains would add a further element of provision for the treatmentof losses. However, since in thisprogressivity in our tax system. The case for taxing such
case the tax is to be imposed on a scale of rates dependinggans becomes euen stronger when they accrue, not out of a
on the length of the holding period, the treatmentof lossesperson's own exertions, but purely fortuitously, resulting naturaly poses more problems than in the case of a flat ratefrom Gouernment'sdevelopmentefforts. of tax like the land speculation tax, where a loss from one

On both revenue and equity grounds, it is nowproposed to transaction can easily be offset against a gain from another.
introduce a tax on gains derived from a disposal of real As an equitable solution to the problem, losses will not be
property, that is, land including building, situated in allowed as a deduction from gains. Instead, tax relief for
Malaysia and any interest, option or other right in or over losses will be allowed, at the mte of tax applicable to the
such land. From this it can be seen that the type of the category of disposal giving rise to the loss, as a deduction
chargeable asset is still the same as under the Land Specu- from the total tax assessed on chargeable gains derved in
lation Tax Act. For this purpose, it is proposed to intro- the year of assessment in which the loss is suffered, with
duce a new legislation to be called Real Property Gains prouision to carry forward unabsorbed tax relieffor losses.
Tax Act, 1976and to repeal the existing Land Speculation In this way, neither the tax payer nor the Governmentwill
Tax Act, 1974. I should make it clear that the repeal of the be unduly affected by the treatment of losses.
Land Speculation Tax Act does not mean that the Govem-
ment proposes to abandon the intention of discouraging As to the question of valuationof the property for purpose
speculative activities in real property. On the contrary, as of this tax, it is proposed to provide a certain rule in
will be clear from the proposed provisions for the rates determining the value of property acquired in the past. The
structure and the exemption limit which I shall mention difference between the acquisition price and disposal, is
later, the new legislation will discourage such actiuities a gain or loss as the case may be. Acquisition price is the
even more. purchase consideration and incidental costs incurred for

the purchase of the property by the disposer, plus anyUnder this proposal, gains from a disposal of real property further expenses incurred by him in improving the pro-are to be taxed on a diminishingscale of rates in accordance perty. However, in the case of property acquired in thewith the length of the holding period as follows: distant past, in view of the difficulty in determining the
50 percent if the property is disposed of within historical cost and further expenses up to date, the market
the first or second year after the date of its ac- alue of the property as at 1st January, 1970 will be used,
quisition, instead of the purchase consideration, incidental costs and
40 percent within the third year, further expenses incurred by the disposer up to 1st Jan-
30 percent within the fourth year, uay, 1970.... 20 percent within the fifth year, and
10 percent within the sixth year or thereafter. 2

To illustrate, if a person buys a piece of land on 1.1.76 at 1. Editor's note: Currently 40 percent.
A a cost of $100,000, and sells it in the third year of holding, 2. Editor's note: Currently 40, 30, 20, 10 and 5 percent.
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Apart from the rate structure, the exemption limit, and the provide, for example, an exemption from the tax on the

special provision for the treatment of gains and losses, the gains made from a disposal of one private residence in
Real Property Gains Tax Bill contains basically the same certain circumstances. Similarly, genuine housing de-

provisions as the Land Speculation Tax Act, 1974. After velopers have no cause for alarm because they will not be

all, the present proposal is merely an expansion of the affected by this tax. Their profits, being regarded as ordi-

scope of the tax in the Land Speculation Tax Act to cover nary business income, are liable to ordinary income tax.

gains derived from any disposal of land and buildings
made beyond two years after their acquisition. However,
since the present proposal is to cover not only speculative The tax wl be imposed on gains made on disposal of real

gains, but also long term gains on disposal of real property, property on or ater 7th November, 1975. It is estimated
it is considered necessary to introduce a new legislation the tax will generate about $10 million of additional
altogether. The new legislation, therefore, continues to revenue in 1976.

II. Scope of charge Ill. Year of assessment

The tax has effect from November 7, 1975 and is levied The tax is charged for each year of assessment. The first
on all gains arising out of the disposal of any real prop- year of assessment is the period beginningon November

erty. Real property, which is referred to throughout the 7, 1975 and ending on 31st December, 1976 and there-
Act as chargeable asset, has been defined as any land after the year of assessment is to be the calendar year
situated in Malaysia and any interest, option or other starting with the calendaryear 1977.

right in or over such land. Land is further defined to
include: IV. Basis of assessment

(a) the surface of the earth and all substances forming The tax is to be charged the total amount of charge-
that surface;

on

(b) the earth below the surface and substance therein;
able gains accruing to a chargeable person in a year of
assessment in respect of the category of disposal. Losses

(c) buildings on land and anything attached to land
or permanently fastened to anything attached are not allowed as deductions against gains but tax relief

assess-
to land (whether on or below the surface);

is given for allowable losses against the total tax

(d) standing timber, trees, crops and other vegatation
ed. Unabsorbed tax relief for allowable losses may be

carried forward indefinitely.growing on land; and

(e) land covered by water.
V. Rate of tax

Thus the Act only applies to transactions, wherever
taking place, in respect of land situated in Malaysia The rate of tax chargeable on every complete dollar of

but not land situated outside Malaysia. Gains which are the amount of chargeable gains is as follows:

subject to or exempt from income tax are not liable to
Category of disposal Rate of tax Rate of tax

Real Property Gains Tax. with effect from with effect from

Whereas Land Speculation Tax was chargeable on gains Nov. 7, 1975 to Oct. 29, 1977

arising from speculative land transactions, i.e. only on Oct. 28, 1977

assets disposed of within two years after the date of
Disposal within two

acquisition of the asset by the disposer, under the Real years
after the date of

Property Gains Tax Act, the scope of charge has been
acquisition of the

extended with the result that both short and long term
chargeable asset 50% 40%

gains arising from the disposal of land situated in
Disposal in the third

Malaysia are chargeable at varying ratesdependingon the year
after the date of

holding period of each asset. In applying the rate of the
tax on chargeable gains, a distinction is made between acquisition of the

chargeable asset 40% 30%
short and long term gains. Short term gains are taxable Disposal in the fourth
at higher rates in order to cover the element of specula-

year
after the date of

tion beginning with 50 percent (40 percent from Octo-
acquisition of the

ber 29, 1977) for disposals within two years after the
chargeable asset 30% 20%

date of acquisition and descending to 20 percent (10 Disposal in the fifth
percent from October 29, 1977) for disposals in the

year

after the date of
fth year after the date of acquisition. Long term

acquisition of the
gain arising from a disposal in the sixth year is taxable

chargeable asset 20% 10%
at the lower rate of 10 percent (5 percent from October

Disposal in the sixth
29, 1977).

year
after the date of

The following notes attempt to explain briefly the acquisition of the

provisions and scheme of the Real Property Gains Tax chargeable asset or

Act, 1976: thereafter 10% 5%
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VI. Chargeable assets disposer in respect of the transaction to which the noti-
fication relates, compute the amount of tax which is or

A chargeable asset, for the purposes of the Act, is any will be payable under the Act in respect of any such
land situated in Malaysia and any interest, options and gain wthout taking into account any allowable loss
other rights in or over such land. Interest, options and suffered by the disposer in respect of any other trans-
other rights in or over land are situated where the land is action in the year of assessment and serve upon the
situated. The term rights in or over includes rights to disposer a written requisition calling upon him to pay
purchase. the amount so computed.

Any sum so demanded is to be paid by the disposer on
VIl. Persons chargeable the service of the requisition.
Every person whether or not resident in Malaysia for a The Director-Generalwill send to both the disposer and

year of assessment is chargeable with the tax in respect to the acquirer a certificate of clearance on the pre-
of chargeable gains accruing to him in that year on the scribed form on payment being made in accordance

disposal of any chargeable asset. with the above provision or where he is satisfied that no

chargeable gain has arisen.

Vlll. Chargeable gains and losses Where on a disposal the consideration consists wholly
or partly of money, the acquirer is required, until he

Where a chargeable asset is disposed of, then:
receives the Director-General's certificate of clearance,

(a) if the disposal price exceeds the acquisition price to retain the whole of that mney (subject to a maxi-
there is a chargeable gain; mum of the amount of tax payable if it was imposed

(b) if the disposal price is less than the acquisition price on the full sale price). The Director-Generalmay at any
there is an allowable loss; and time before he sends the certificate of clearance require

Cc) if the disposal price is equal to the acquisition price, the whole or any part of the sum retained to be de-
there is neither a chargeable gain nor an allowable livered to him by the acquirer within a time to be speci-
loss. fied in the requisition. For example, if a person disposed

An allowable loss means a loss suffered on the disposal of an asset for $100,000 and the rate of tax applicable ::

of a chargeable asset which, if it had been a gain, would is 40 percent, then the acquirer is obliged to withhold
have been chargeable with the tax. $40,000 and not 40 percent of the chargeable gain. ::

Gains or losses on assets disposed of at less than $50,000
are not taken into account in computing the gain XI. Return to be made by chargeable persons
chargeable to tax for a year of assessment up to October
28, 1977. With effect from October 29, 1977 the Act Every chargeable person who disposes of a chargeable
was amended to provide that all transactionsare taxable asset is required, within three months after the end of

but an exemption of $5,000 or 10 percent of the a year of assessment in which the disposal took place,
chargeable gain, whichever is the greater, will be allowed to make a return of all disposals of chargeable assets

instead. made by him during that year:

Schedule II to the Act sets out the method of deter- (a) specifying in respect of each asset disposed of, the

mining disposal price and acquisition price and the acquisition price, the disposal price and the gain or

expenses which may be allowed in computing the loss from the disposal;
amount of chargeable gain or allowable loss. Cb) furnishing all information necessary to determine

the acquisition price and disposal price of each

IX. Notice to be given on disposal and acquisition
asset disposed of; and

Cc) a statementof any payment made on the requisition
A disposer of a chargeable asset and an acquirer of the by the Director-General at the time of the disposal
asset are required, within 30 days after the making of of the asset and also the receipts for any such

an agreement for the disposal of the asset, to send payments.
separately to the Director-General: Every nominee is required within three months after the

(a) a notification of disposal (or, as the cas may be, end of any year of assessment in which he makes dis-

the acquisition) in the prescribed form with all such posals of chargeable assets on behalf of any person to

particulars as are called for thereby; make a return specifying:
Cb) where the market value of the asset is for the (a) the name and address of the person on whose

purposes of the Act to be taken as the consideration behalf the disposal is made;
for the disposal, a written valuation of the asset by (b) the assets disposed of; and
a valuer; and (c) the date on which he first began to hold the asset as

Cc) if he is a nominee, sufficient informationto identify nominee for that person.
the person on whose behalf he is acting. Where any assets acquired:

X. Payments in advance (a) from any person by a company controlled by that

person, by his wife or by him jointly with his wife,
On receipt of a notification from a disposer or an or a connected person; or

acquirer, the Director-General will determine whether Cb) with the approval of the Director-General, by a

any chargeable gain has accrued or will accrue to the company from another company in the same group,
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are transferred by the acquiringcompany to its stock in XVI. When acquirer may be assessed
trade, the acquiring company is required, within thirty
(30) days after the transfer, to make a return giving Where there is a disposal and:
particulars of the assets so transferred. (a) the consideration on the disposal of a chargeable
Where a person is required to make a return for the asset consists of another asset (whether chargeable
purposes of the Income Tax law, he is required to or not); or

make a declaration in the return whether or not he has (b) there is a failure by both the disposer and the

made disposals of chargeable assets in the year imme- acquirer to notify the Director-General of the

diately preceding the year of assessment for which the intended disposal of a chargeable asset; or

return is made. (c) the consideration for the disposal of a chargeable ,

asset is, for the purposes of the Act, the market

Xll. Assessments value of the asset,
the Director-General may make on the acquirer an

Where a person makes a return the Director-General assessment on an amount equal to the amount of the

may: tax payable by the disposer as well as a sum equal to
10 percent of that amount as penalty. 1

(a) accept the return and make an assessment according-
ly; or An assessment made in such circumstances is to be

(b) make an assessment after making such adjustments treated for all the purposes of the Act as having the
as he considers necessary. same effect as though it were an assessment made on

the person disposing of the asset. In making such anWhere a person does not make a return, the Director- assessment the acquirer, he is not to be allowedon
General, if he is of the opinion that that person is to set off the amount of any losses suffered by him.
chargeable with the tax, will make an assessment on him The acquirer, however, may recover, as a debt due to
accordingly. him from the disposer, the amount of any payment

made in pursuance of the assessment; for that purpose,XI Il. Advanced assessment he may require the Director-General to furnish a cer-

Where it appears to the Director-General,either because tificate specifying the amount paid. Any certificate so

a chargeable person is about to leave Malaysia or for any furnished is to be conclusive evidence of the facts stated
other reason, that an assessment should be made forth- therein.

with on that person, he may at any time make whatever
assessment he considers appropriate. Any assessment so XVII. Notice of assessment

made is to be adeopted with such revision, if any, as the The Director-General is to serve on every person as-Director-General thinks necessary, as the assessment for
sessed a notice of assessment indicating:that year in the year of assessment to which it relates

when the time allowed for making a return of the dis- (a) the year of assessment to which the assessment
posal has expired. relates;

(b) the chargeable gains and allowable losses taken into
-- account in making the assessment;XIV. Deceased persons (c) subject to the proviso below:

The death of a chargeable person is not to prevent the (i) the amount of the chargeable gains on which the

making of an assessment in respect of disposals by him tax has been assessed;
before his death. Such assessments may be served on (ii) the amount of the tax payable;
the executor of the deceased person and the assessment (iii)the place at which and the time within which

will have the same effect as regards imposing a liability the payment is to be made; and

on the estate of the deceased person as it would have (iv) the existence of a right to appeal.
had if it had been made during his lifetime. However,
no such assessment may be made more than 3 years 1. This paragraph is enacted in Section 16 of the Act to assess

after the end of the year of assessment in which the and recover the tax payable on the disposal of a chargeable asset

death took place. on the acquirer instead of the disposer in the circumstances
mentioned in (a) and (c) because in both cases the consideration
is not for cash but rather in kind e.g. exchange of assets or

XV. Additional assessments non-exempt gifts of real property. In the circumstances the
acquirer is unable to retain any monies as required under the Act

The Director-Generalmay, where it appears to him that and to prevent loss of revenue, the law imposes on him the
no or insufficientassessmenthas been made on a person responsibility of paying the tax due on the disposal by the

chargeable to tax for any year of assessment, make transferor with a right of recourse to the transferor for recovery
within 12 years after the end of that year of assessment, of the tax paid by him (the acquirer).
whatever assessment or additional assessment he consi- It is also provided in the proviso to Section 16 that the 10 per-

ders to be appropriate on that person. Where the person
cent penalty shall not be charged in circumstances (a) and (c)
unless the disposer failed to make payment. Therefore, althoughchargeable to tax has been guilty of any form of fraud the provision is there for the Director-Generalof Inland Revenue

or wilful default in connectionwith or in relation to the to have final recourse to the acquirer to settle the tax payable
tax, he may make an assessment on that person for the by the transferor, such powers are not invoked unless there is
purpose of making good any loss of tax attributable to default by the transferor in settling the tax due from him in a

the fraud or wilful default at any time. non-cash transaction.
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Where a tax is not payable, the notice of assessment is year or making an additional assessment where there is
to contain, instead of matters referred to in (c) above, an underpaymentof tax.
a statement that no tax is payable for the year of
assessment in question and a statement of the amount,
if any, by which: XXI. Payment of tax

(a) the allowable losses for that year exceed the charge- Tax payable under an assessment is payable on the
able gains; or service of the notice of assessment on the person as-

(b) any payment in respect of a gain which is to be sessed and is due and payable at the place specified in
taken into account in assessing the tax payable for that notice, whether or not that person appeals against
that year exceeds the tax so payable. the assessment.

Where tax payable under an assessment is increasedXVII I. Appeals
on appeal, the additional tax payable by virtue of the

A person aggrieved by an assessment made on him may increased assessment is payable on the service of the

appeal to the Special Commissioners against the assess- notice of increased assessment on the person assessed.
ment in the same manner as an appeal against an assess- Where any tax due and payable on the service of a
ment of income tax made under the Income Tax Act. notice has not been paid within 30 days after the
The provisions of sections 99 to 102 of the Income Tax service of the notice, so much of the tax as is unpaid
Act, in as far as they are applicable and with necessary at the end of that period may be increased by a sum

modifications, apply to an appeal against an assessment equal to 10 percent of the tax so unpaid.
made under this Act.

The provisions of Schedule V to the Income Tax Act,
1977 apply with necessary modications to the hearing XXlI. Recovery of tax

of appeals to the Special Commissioners and to the
hearing of further appeals.

The Act grants powers similar to those contained in
the Income Tax Act for the Director-Generalto prevent

Where a person appeals under the Act, he is not entitled a person from leaving the country without paying all
in the appeal to re-open any issue which has been finally tax payable by him.
and conclusively settled unless it is an issue already
re-openedby the Director-General. 2 Tax due and payable may be recovered by the Govern-

ment by civil proceedings as a debt due to the Govern-

XIX. Error or mistake relief ment.

In any proceedings for the recovery of tax, the Court
A person upon whom a notice of assessment is served may not entertain any plea that the amount of tax
may, within 6 years after the end of year of assessment sought to be recovered is excessive, incorrectly assessed
in which the assessment is made, apply to the Director- or under appeal.
General for a revision of the assessment on the grounds
that the assessment is excessive, by reason of an error

or mistake in the return or other statementmade by the
person for the purposes of the assessment.

2. The procedure for appeals as laid out in the Income TaxNo relief, however, may be given in respect of an error Act, 1967 is as follows:
or mistake as to the basis on which the liability of the Section 99 -- A person aggrieved by an assessment made on him
person concerned ought to have been computed where may appeal to the Special Commissioners of
the return containing the error or mistake was, in fact, Income Tax within 30 days of the service of the
made on the basis of or in accordancewith the practice notice of assessment by a written notice of appeal
of the Director-Generalgenerally prevailing at the time stating his grounds of appeal.
when the return was made. Section 100 - This section provides for an application for ex-

tension of time of appeal in cases where no or

late appeals (after the 30 day period) are lodged.
XX. Finality of assessment Section 101- This section provides for the Director-General of

Inland Revenue to review the assessment appealed
An assessment is final and conclusive for all the pur- against with a view of coming to an agreement
poses of the Act as regards the amount of tax payable with the taxpayer.
under it or the allowable loss indicated, as the case may Section 102 - This section provides for the Director-Generalof

be: Inland Revenue to forward the appeal to the
Special Commissionerswhere he is of the opinion

(a) on the expiry of the time for appeal against the that there is no reasonable prospect of reaching
assessment;or an agreementwith the taxpayer.

(b) where an appeal is made, on the appeal being The Special Commissioners of Income Tax is a special tribunal
finally disposed of. set-up under the Act and whose members are appointed by

the Yang Di-Pertuan Agong. Appeals are usually heard by threeThe above does not apply in the case of an advance Commissioners and at least one of whom must be a person with
assessment until it has been adopted as the assessment judicial or other legal experience. Appeals against the decisions of
for the year of assessment to which it relates and does the Special Commissioners may be made, on a point of law, to
not prevent the Director-Generalfrom making, in respect the High Court and then to the Federal Court and finally to the
of any year of assessment, a proper assessment for the Privy Council.
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XXII I. Repaymentof tax XXV. Revision of tax

Where it is proved to the satisfaction of the Director- Tax paid or payable by any person may be remitted
General that any person has paid tax for any year of wholly or in part:
assessment in excess of the amount payable under the (a) on grounds of poverty by the Director-General;
Act, that person is entitled to have the excess refunded (b) on grounds of undue hardship or justice and equity
by the Government. However, where the excess was by the Minister.
paid by the acquirer of an asset, the excess is not to be
refunded to the acquirer unless he satises the Director- XXVI. Powers of Director-General
General that he has not recovered it from the disposer.
Where the acquirer has recovered the tax from the The Director-General has been given the same powers

disposer, the refund is to be made to the disposer. as in the Income Tax Act to call for informationand to
have access to buildings and documents for the purpose

However, if the acquirer is unable to satisfy the Direc-
of ascertaining person's liability to the tax.

tor-General that he has not recovered the amount from
a

the disposer, then the excess will be retained by the XXVIl. Penalties
Govemment.

No claim for repayment is valid unless it is made within Any person who fails to give notice of a disposal or fails

six years after the end of the year of assessment to to make a return or fails to make a declaration in his

which the claim relates. The right to claim a refund does income tax return as to the disposals made in a year
not operate to extend any time limit for appeal, validate preceding a year of assessment is guilty of an offence

any appeal which is otherwise invalid or authorise the and on conviction may be liable to a fine not exceeding
revision of any assessment or other matter which has $5,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
become final and conclusive. The Government may not 12 months or to both. The burden of proving that a

be compelled to refund the excess amount of tax paid return has been made or notification given or the

in respect of an assessment unless the assessment has declarationmade is upon the accused person.
been finally determined. Where a person fails to give notificationof a disposal or

fails to make a return under the Act or fails to make

XXIV. Anti-avoidance the declaration in the income tax return, then if the
Director-General has not instituted prosecution pro-

Where an asset which is disposed of was acquired by a ceedings in relation to the failure, he may:

person making the disposal for a consideration wholly (a) require the person to pay a penalty equal to treble
or substantially provided by a connected person 3 the amount of tax which is payable for that year;
(otherwise than a bona fide loan made in the course of and
carrying on the busness of a moneylender), the asset (b) if that person pays that penalty, not charge that
is to be deemed to have been disposed of by that con- person for an offence under the Act on the same
nected person and not by the person making the dis- facts.
posal. However, where the asset disposed of was ac-

quired by the person making the disposal from the Any person who makes an incorrect return or gives any

person who lent the money, that latter person is, for incorrect information is, unless he satisfies the Court

the purposes of computing any gain or loss, to be that the incorrect return or the incorrect information

deemed to have acquired the asset at a price equal to the was made or given in good faith, guilty of an offence

market value of the asset at the time when the asset was and, on conviction, may be liable to a fine not exceed-

disposed of to the person making the disposal. ing $5,000 and to a penalty of double the amount of
tax which has been under-charged in consequence. In

Where the Director-General has reason to believe that lieu of institutingproceedings, the Director-Generalmay
any transaction has the direct or indirect effect of: require the person to pay a penalty equal to the amount

(a) altering the incidence of tax payable; of the tax which has been under-chargedin consequence
(b) relieving any person from any liability which has of the incorrect retum or information and if the person

arisen; pays the penalty he is not liable to be charged for the

(c) evading or avoiding any duty or liability which is offence.

imposing;or In the case of wilful default or fraud, on conviction, the
(d) hindering or preventing the operation of the Act in

person is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceed-
any respect; ing three years or to a fine not exceeding $10,000 or to

he may, without prejudice to such validity as the both and to a penalty of treble the amount of tax which
transaction may have in any other respect or for any has been under-charged.
other purpose, disregard or vary the transaction and
make such assessment as he considers just and proper

The provisions relating to the penalties which may be

in the circumstances. imposed on a person leaving Malaysia without payment
of tax, obstruction of officers, breach of secrecy and

Transaction in this context means any trust, grant, offences by officials and unauthorised collection and
covenant, agreement, arrangement or other disposition other offences, are broadly similar to those contained
or transactionmade or entered into and includes a trans- in the Income Tax Act.
action entered into by two or more persons with any
person or persons. 3. For a definition see para. 22 of XXX. Schedule II, below.
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The Director-General is empowered to compound by the chargeable person or body of persons in question
offences in the same way as he may under the Income and for any other matter to be done by virtue of the
Tax Act. Act.

XXVIII. Administration
XXX. Schedule Il - computation of taxable gainsThe care and management of the tax is with the Direc-

tor-General of Inland Revenue. His powers are delegated This Schedule sets out the manner in which the charge-
to various officers and the scope of the powers of the able gains and allowable losses are to be computed and
officers is set out in the same manner as in the Income other related matters (see also Section VIII. supra).
Tax Act.

1. Every method, scheme or arrangementby which the
In a suit for tax under the Act a certificatesigned by the
Director-General giving the name and address of the ownership of an asset is transferred from one person to

another including compulsory acquisition under any lawdefendant and the amount of tax due from him is to be
constitutes an acquisition of the asset by the transfereesufficient evidence of the amount so due and sufficient

authority for the Court to give judgement for that and the disposal of the asset by the transferor.

amount. 2. In the following cases, the disposal price is deemed
Except where Schedule I provides otherwise, returns to be equal to the acquisitionprice:
under the Act on behalf of a person are to be made by (a) the devolution of the assets of a deceased person on
the person responsible under the Income Tax Law for his executors or legatee under a Will or intestacy or

making a return of the income of that person. If a a trustee of the trust created under his Will;
person is not resident in Malaysia then the trustee, (b) transfers of assets owned by an individual, his wife,
guardian, committee, attorney, factor, agent, receiver, by them jointly or with a connected person to a
branch or manager of that person in Malaysia is res-

company controlled by the relevant person or

ponsible for making the return.
persons;

The Director-General is empowered to declare any (c) transactions between an individual or his wife and a

person to be an agent of another person and the person nominee or trustee where beneficial interest does
so declared to be the agent may be required to pay any not pass;
tax due from any money which may be held by him or (d) the conveyance or transfer of an asset by way of a

due by him to the person whose agent he is declared to security or the transfer of a subsisting interest or

be. right by way of a security in or over an asset;
The Director-Generalis to prescribe the forms which are (e) gifts made to the Government, a State Government,
to be used for the purposes of the Act. The Minister a local authority or charitable organisation exempt
may make rules for facilitating the operation of the Act. under the income tax law.

Such rules may include rules providing for returns to 3. Although the above provision states that the assets
;

be made in cases other than those in relation to which a in the above circumstancesare deemed to be transferred
return has to be made under the Act. at a price equal to the acquisition price of the transferor, i

....

thus exempting the transaction from tax, it does not
also provide that the date on which the transferor ac-

XXIX. Schedule I - taxable persons quired the asset is to be deemed to be the date of

This Schedule sets out the persons who are to be charg- acquisitionby the transferee.

ed under the Real Property Gains Tax Act. Basically the 4. (a) Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c) below, the
provisions are similar to those contained in the Income acquisition price of an asset is the amount or value of
Tax Act but the following differencesmay be noted. the consideration in money or money's worth given by
(1) A partnership or body of persons, and not the or on behalf of the owner wholly and exclusively for

individuals constituting it, is assessable and charge- the acquisition of the asset (together with the incidental
able with the tax in respect of any chargeable gains cost of acquisition) less:

accruing on the disposal of any chargeable assets of (i) any sum received by him by way of compensation
the partnership or body of persons. The precedent for any kind of damage or injury to the asset or for
partner or the manager, the secretary or the trea- the destruction or dissipation of the asset or for any
surer, as the case may be, of the body of persons is depreciationor risk of depreciationof the asset;
assessable and chargeable with the tax payable by (ii) any sum received by him under a policy of insurance
the partnership or the body of persons respectively. for any kind of damage or injury to or the loss,

(2) In the case of companies the manager or other destructionor depreciationof the asset;
principal officer in Malaysia, the directors or the (iii)any sum forfeited to him as a deposit made in con-

secretary of the Company, are to be jointly and nection with the intended transfer of the asset.

severally assessable and chargeable to tax payable by (b) Where any receipt of the kind specified in (i) to (iii) i
the compary. above exceeds the cost of acquisition, the amount of

Where the Act specifies that a person is to be charge- the excess is to be treated as a chargeable gain accruing
able or assessable with tax under the Act, the person so to the owner at the time when he receives the sum. The

specified is to be responsible for paying the tax payable acquisitionprice in such a case is deemed to be nil.
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(c) Where an asset, which is disposed of, was acquired (iv)the cost of advertising to find a buyer and cost

by the disposer prior to January 1, 1970 the market incurred in making any valuation or in ascertaining
value of the asset as at that date shall be substitutedfor: the market value for the purposes of the Act.
(i) the consideration plus incidental costs paid by the (b) Interest which is deductible for income tax purposes

purchaser; or is to be excluded for purposes of Real Property Gains
(ii) the value of the asset for estate duty purposes; or Tax.
(iii)the amount of the legacy or the value of the asset

for estate duty purposes, whichever is lower; 7. In computing the acquisition price or disposal price
as the case may be. January 1, 1970 is thus the base of an asset the following items are not to be taken into
date for purposes of the Act. By adopting January 1, account:
1970 as the base date, the effect is that when an asset (a),

any outgoings and expenses allowable as deductions
acquired prior to 1970 is disposed of, the gain, if any, in computing adjusted income or adjusted loss for
due to the appreciation in value up to December 31, income tax purposes;1969 and so also the loss, if any, due to the decline in (b) any outgoings and expenses which would have been
value up to December31, 1969 is excluded for purposes allowable for income tax purposes but for an
of the Act. exemption or insufficiency of gross income; and
(d) Where on the transfer of an asset the acquisition (c) any outgoings and expenses which (if the asset on

price paid by the transferorplus the permittedexpenses or in respect of which they were incurred was and
incurred by him are to be taken to be the acquisition had at all times been held or used as part of the
price paid by the transferee and subsequent to the fixed capital of the business, the profits of which
transfer, the transferee receives any sum of the kind are chargeable to income tax) are allowable as a

mentioned in (i) to (iii) above, the amount so received deduction in computing the adjusted income or

is to be deducted from the deemed acquisition price. adjusted loss of the business for income tax pur-
If the sum received exceeds the acquisition price then poses.
the excess is to be treated as a chargeable gain and the

acquisition price in the hands of the transferee is to be 8. If an asset is a building which is rented out, normal
treated as nil. expenses incurred such as interest on monies borrowed

to acquire the asset or to construct a building thereon,5. The disposal price of an asset is the amount or value quit rent, assessment, repairs, maintenance and upkeepof the consideration in money or money's worth for the
expenditure, would be allowable as deductions for

disposal of the asset less: income tax purposes. Where the gross income is less
(i) any expenditure wholly and exclusively incurred on than the amount of the expenditure incurred, the excess

the asset at any time after its acquisition for the would not be allowed as deductions for income tax
purpose of enhancing or preserving the value of the purposes. Nevertheless, in computing the chargeable
asset, being expenditure reflected in the state or gain arising from the disposal of the asset, no part of
nature of the asset at the time of the disposal; or the expenses of the above kinds, although not fully

(ii) in establishing, preserving or defending his title to allowed for tax purposes, could be taken into account
or his right to the asset; and in computing the chargeable gain.

(iii)the incidental costs to the disposer of making the
disposal. 9. Any sum received by the owner of an asset, al-

Where a person acquired land and incurred expenditure though no asset is acquired by the person paying the
on the construction of a building thereon, the cost of capital sum, will be treated as received in respect of a

construction of the building will be allowed as a de- disposal of an asset. This provision applies in particular
duction in arriving at the disposal price of the asset. to:

However, if the building was dstroyed before the (i) capital sums received in return for forfeiture or

disposal and any recoveries were received in respect of surrender of rights or for refraining from exercising
the destruction, no deduction will be allowed in respect rights; and
of the cost of construction of the building because the (ii) capital sums received as considerationfor the use or

expenditure incurred will not be reflected in the state exploitation of assets.
or nature of the asset at the time of disposal of the
land. Compensations and premiums would fall within this

category.
6. (a) Incidental costs in relation to acquisitions and The time of disposal in such cases is to be the time when
disposals consist of expenditure wholly and exclusively the capital sum is received and the sum so received is
incurred on the acquisition or disposal, as the case may to be treated as constituting a chargeable gain accruing
be, of the following kinds: at that time.

(i) fees, commission or remuneration paid for the pro-
fessional services of any surveyor,valuer, accountant,

10. In the following cases the acquisition or disposal of

agent or adviser; an asset is to be deemed to be for a considerationequal
(ii) cost of transfer, includingstamp duty; to the market value of the asset:

(iii)the cost of advertising to find a seller and any (a) where a person acquires or disposes of an asset
interest paid on capital employed to acquire the otherwise than by way of a bargain made at arm's
asset; length or by way of gift;
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(b) where he acquires or disposes the asset wholly or (ii) where there is no agreement, on the date of com-

partly: pletion of the disposal of the asset.

(i) for a consideration that cannot be valued; or (b) Except where otherwise provided in any disposal of
(ii) in connection with his own or another's loss of

an asset, the date of acquisition of the asset by the
office or employment or diminution of emolu- acquirer is deemed to coincide with the date of the
ments; or disposal of the asset by the disposer.

(iii)in consideration for or recognition of his or

another's services or past services in any office c) The date of completion of a disposal means:

or employment or of any other service rendered (i) the date on which the ownership of the asset dis-

or to be rendered by him or another; or posed of is transferred by the disposer;or

(ii) the date on which the whole of the amount or

(c) where he acquires an asset as trustee for the cre- value of the consideration in money or money's
ditors of any person in full or partial satisfactionof worth for the transfer has been received by the
any debt due from that person or where he transfers disposer, whichever is the earlier.
an asset as trustee for the creditors of any person to
the creditors in full or partial satisfaction of any (d) A transfer of ownership of an asset is deemed to

debt due to the creditors; or
take place on the date when the last of all such things
has been done as is necessary under any written law for

(d) where he acquires or disposes of an asset in con- the transfer of the ownership of the asset.
nection with the transfer of a business for a lump
sum consideration. 14. Where a contract for the disposal of an asset is

conditional and the condition is satisfied, the acquisi-
11. Where a person is deemed for the purposes of the tion and disposal of the asset are treated as taking place
Act to acquire an asset at its market value and he at the time when the contract is made, unless the

subsequently disposes of the asset, the market value is amount of the consideration depends wholly or mainly
to be adopted as the acquisition price for the purposes on the value of the asset at the time when the condition
of computing any gain accruing to or loss suffered by is satisfied, in which case the transaction is regarded as

him on the disposal. taking place when the condition is satisfied.

12. (a) The market ualue of an asset is a price which it
would fetch if it was sold in a transaction between

independent persons dealing at arm's length with each SOME HIGHLIGHTSOF THE MALAYSIAN
other at the time of the acquisition or disposal. REAL PROPERTY GAINS TAX

(b) If the parties to the disposal of an asset are unable
to agree on its market value or there is only one party * The tax is mainly a tax to collect revenue with curbing
to the disposal of an asset, or the Director-General is of land speculation as a secondary motive. An addi-

of the opinion that the market value of an asset as tional effect is that it improves equity since capital

agreed to by the parties is incorrect, the market value gains add to a person's wealth as much as other income.

of the asset is to be determinedby the Director-General. * Both individuals and legal entities are subject to the

(c) Where an asset is disposed of by way of gift then the tax.

disposal is deemed to have been made at the market * The rates vary from 40 percent if the disposal takes
value of the asset. However, where the donor and place within two years to 5 percent if the property is
recipient are of full age and are husband and wife, disposed of after five years.
parent and child or grandparent and grandchild, they The taxable base is the difference between the
may jointly elect to have the disposal treated as a

ac-

disposal in which there is neither a gain nor a loss to quisition price and the disposal price.

the donor and the recipient is to be deemed to have 1 There is no adjustment for inflation.

acquired the asset at the acquisition price paid by the 1 Qualifying owner-occupied private residences are

donor plus the permitted expenses incurred by the exempt.
donor.

(d) Where an asset is exchanged for another asset, the
market value of the asset received by the disposer is to
be taken as the consideration for the disposal. But if Transferof assets between companies
the asset received has no market value the Director- 15. (a) Where, with the prior approval of the Director-
General may take the market value of the asset disposed General, asset is transferred between companies in
of as the consideration for the disposal.

an

the same group for consideration consisting of shares
or substantially of shares and the balance of a money

13. (a) A chargeable gain or an allowable loss on the
payment for the purpose of bringing about greater

disposal of an asset is deemed to accrue to or be suffer- efficiency in the operation of the group, the transfer is
ed by the disposer at the time of the disposal, whether deemed to take place at the acquisition price of the
the consideration is payable by instalments or not. transferor plus the permitted expenses incurred by the
The disposal of an asset is deemed to take place: transferor. Where such an asset is taken into the trading
(i) where there is an agreement for the disposal of the stock of the transferee company on or after the date of

asset, on the date of such agreement; or coming into force of the Act and the value at which the
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asset is so taken in exceeds the acquisition price paid by 1970 if the legacy or asset was received before that
{ the transferor plus the permitted expenses incurred by date;

the transferor, the taking in is deemed to be a disposal (c) where an asset of a deceased person is disposed of
of the asset by the transferee company and the excess by his executors or by the trustees of a trust created
constitutes a chargeable gain accruing to the transferee under his Will, the executors or trustees are deemed
company at the date when the asset or part thereof is to have acquired the asset at a price equal to the
taken into stock. value of the asset for estate duty purposes or its

value as at January 1, 1970 whichever is the later;
16. The circumstances above are also applicable where (d) where there has been a withdrawal of the approvalthe transfer of assets is between companies which are for the transfer of an asset from one company to
involved in a scheme of reorganisation, reconstruction another in a group and an asset acquired by the
or amalgamation and where such scheme is carried out transferee is disposed of outside the group, the
in compliance with Government Policy on capital disposer is to be deemed to have acquired the asset
participation in industry. at a price equal to the disposal price taken by the

(b) Where there is a transfer of an asset from one com- Director-General in making any assessment on the

pany to another company in a group, whatever price transferor company or its value as at January 1,
may have been agreed upon between the transferorand 1970 whicheveris the later;
the transferee, the companies may apply to the Di- (e) where an asset has been transferred by an individual,
rector-General for approval of the transfer to be treated by his wife or by them jointly or with a connected
as having taken place at a price equal to the acquisition person, and the asset is subsequentlydisposed of by
price of the transferor so that no such liability to Real the company, the company is deemed to have ac-

Property Gains Tax arises. However, if the transferee quired the asset at a price equal to the acquisition
treats the asset transferred as its stock in trade, then on price paid by the transferor plus the permitted
the date when the asset is transferred to the stock in expenses incurred by the transferor or its value as

trade, the difference between the price at which the at January 1, 1970. Where the company transfers
asset was in fact transferred to the transferee company the asset into the trading stock of the company at

and the acquisition price of the transferor will be a value which exceeds the acquisition price, as so

treated as a chargeable gain of the transferee and be defined, the taking in is deemed to be a disposal of

charged to Real Property Gains Tax. the asset by the company and the excess constitutes
a chargeable gain accruing to the company at the

(c) The Director-General may withdraw any approval time when the asset or part thereof is taken into
given in relation to a transfer within 3 years after giving stock.
it, if:

(i) it appears to him that the transfer was made wholly 18. Where an asset is acquired subject to a subsisting
or partly for some purpose other than for bringing charge or encumbrance, any payment made by the
about greater efficiency in the operation of the acquirer on account of the charge or encumbrance is
group; deemed to form part of the acquisition price, and where

(ii) the transferee company ceases to be in the same the asset is disposed of subject to an existing charge or

group of companies as the transferor company; or encumbrance, the full amount of the liability assumed
(iii)the transferee company ceases to be resident in by the acquirer is deemed to form part of the disposal

Malaysia; price.
and where the approval is withdrawn, the Director-
General may make such assessments on the transferor 19. Where, on a person making a disposal, any des-

or transferee company as he considers proper in the cription of property derived from the asset remains

circumstances. undisposed of, there is deemed to be a part disposal of
an asset and where there is a part disposal of an asset,

Where by reason of the acquirer's default the considera- the acquisition price of the asset and any allowable
tion for the disposal or part thereof of an asset has expenses are to be apportioned between that part of the
not been received by the disposer, the chargeable gain asset and the remainder thereof on whateverbasis is most
accruing in respect of the disposal is to be reduced by appropriate, so much of it as is so apportioned to the
an amount equal to so much of the consideration as part of the asset disposed of is to be taken as the ac-

has not been received by the disposer. quisition price of that part.

17. For certain assets the acquisition price is as follows: 20. Where an asset consists of a lease and part of the
asset becomes subject to a sublease for which a premium

(a) in the case of a gift of an asset on death, the re- is paid, a fraction of the acquisition price of the asset
cipient is deemed to acquire the asset at acquisition which bears the same proportion to the whole price
price equal to the value of the asset for estate duty as the multiple of the duration of the sublease and the
purposes or its value as at January 1, 1970 if the area subleased bears to the multiple of the duration and
deceased died before that date; area of the lease is to be taken as the acquisition price

(b) where a legatee accepts an asset in place of a money for the part subleased.
legacy, the asset is deemed to be acquired by the
legatee at a price equal to the amount of the legacy 21. In the case of a distribution of assets by an invest-
or the value of the asset for estate duty purposes, ment club, an investment trust, a unit trust or a part-
whichever is the lower, or its value as at January 1, nership, among all its members, each member is deemed
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to acquire the assets received by him at an acquisition premium paid is to be disregarded in computing the

price equal to that paid for the appropriate assets plus acquisition price of the lease on the subsequentdisposal
any permitted expenses incurred thereon by the in- of the lease by the transferee. The question whether a

vestment club, investment trust, unit trust or partner- consideration is of only nominal value is to be deter-
ship, as the case may be. mined by the Director-General whose decision is final

and not subject to appeal.
22. (a) An asset acquired as a result of a transaction
between connected persons is treated as having been 26. A person who disposes of land which is or has been

acquired otherwise than by way of a bargain made at leased is not entitled to deduct from the disposal price
arm's length. any expenditure incurred by the lessee in erecting

buildings on or otherwise improving the land.
(b) The following relationshipsgive rise to persons being
treated as connected persons for the purposes of the 27. No allowance is to be made in computing the dis-
Act: posal price:
(i) husband and wife or a relative of the individual;
(ii) a trusteee or a settlor and any person connected (a) in the case of a transfer of a lease, for any liability

with such individual; remaining that was assumed by the disposer which is

(iii)a partner and husband and wife or relative of the contingent on a default in respect of liabilities
assumed by the acquirer; or

partner. (b) for any contingent liability of the disposer in respect
(c) In the case of companies, if the same person has of any covenant for quiet enjoyment or other
control of them, or a person has control of one and obligation assumed by the transferor;or

persons connected with him have control over another (c) for any contingent liability in respect of a warranty
or if two or more groups of persons have control of each or representation made on the disposal of the asset.
company and the groups either consist of the same

persons or of persons connected with them, the com- However, if after the disposal a liability of the kind
mentioned therein has become enforceable and is beingpanies are connected with each other.
or has been enforced, the Director-General is to make

(d) If a person has control over a company or if the such adjustments as the circumstancesmay require.
person and persons connected with him together have
control of it, they and the company are connected with 28. (a) The grant of an option over a chargeable asset is
each other. to be treated as a disposal of a chargeable asset, namely,

the option.(e) Where two or more persons acting together can

secure or exercise control of a company or persons (b) Where a right under an option is exercised, the grant
acting on the directions of any of them to secure or of the option and disposal is to be regarded as one

exercise control of a company, they are connectedwith transaction and the amount paid for the option is
the company. deemed to be part of the consideration for the disposal

of the asset.
23. Where land was acquired before the date of coming
into force of the Act and the construction of building (c) Where a right under an option is disposed of at a

on the land was either begun on or after the date of the loss, the loss is not to be taken as an allowable loss
unless the right is subsequently exercised by the personcoming into force of the Act or begun before that date

and finished on or after that date, the asset is deemed to acquiring the right or his successors.

have been acquired on or after that date at a price equal 29. Transactions by nominees or trustees for persons
to the acquisition price of the land. The cost of con- absolutely entitled as against the nominee or trustee are
struction and other expenses incurred is then to be to be treated as carried out by the nominee or trustee
treated as permitted expenses in computing the gain or on behalf of the person or persons for whom he is a
loss on a subsequent disposal of the asset. nominee or trustee.

24. Where, under an agreement made for the disposal of 30. Where an asset has been given by way of security or
an asset before the date of the coming into force of the is charged and the person entitled to the security or to
Act, payment for the asset was to be by instalments, the the benefit of the charge or encumbrance disposes of
date of disposal and acquisition is to be the date on the asset for the purposes of enforcing or giving effect
which all the instalments were paid. Where all the in- to the security, charge or encumbrance, he is to be
stalments were paid after the date of the coming into treated as if he were a nominee for the person entitled
force of the Act, the disposal and acquisition is to be to the asset.
treated as having been made after that date.

31. Expenditure incurred in relation to an asset which is
25. (a) The grant of a lease is to be treated as disposal of to be reimbursed to the disposer by any other person or
the asset, namely, the lease. by any governmentor other authority is not to be taken

(b) Where the lessee transfers the lease for which he has into account as expenditure allowable for the purpose
paid a premium, a fraction of the premium paid by him of the Act.
and attributable to the unexpired term of the lease is
to be treated as the acquisitionprice of the lease. Where 32. Any allowable loss suffered in a year of assessment
the lease is transferred without consideration, or for a is not to be allowed as a deduction against chargeable
consideration which is of only a nominal value, the gains accruing in any previous year of assessment.
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33. Any deduction allowable on the disposal of an asset assets at the price at which the partnership acquired or

may not be deducted more than once in a computation is deemed to have acquired them.
under the Schedule. (d) Where after the death of a member of the partner-
34. A loss suffered in respect of the disposal of an asset ship his executor or legatee withdraws from the part-
is not to be allowed if: nership and thereby causes any assets of the partnership

to cease to be the assets or interest of the partnership,
(a) the date of the disposal was before the date of the there is deemed to be a disposal of the asset of the

coming into force of the Act; or partnership at a price equal to its acquisition price.
(b) any gain accruing in respect of the disposal would

have been exempt from tax under this Act; or XXXI. Schedule Ill- exemption of private residences
(c) the disposal is not included in a return made under

the Act. 1. Section 8 of the Act provides that a gain accruing to
an individual in respect of the disposal by him of his

Transfer of chargeable asset from an individual to a private residence is to be exempt from tax. However,
controlledcompany the exemption only applies if it falls within the rules set

out in this Schedule.
35. (a) Where an asset is transferred to a company by a

person having control over the company or by his wife 2. A building or part of a building is not owned by any

or connected person for a consideration consisting of person for the purposes of the schedule unless he is

shares in the company or for consideration consisting registered under the law relating to the registration of

substantially of shares and partly of money, the ac- title of the land as proprietor of the land on which it

quisition price paid for the asset by the transferor plus stands or as a holder of the lease of that land, or if he

permitted expenses incurred by him less the amount of was the purchaser of that land under an agreement of

any money payment is to be taken as the acquisition purchase and sale of that land.

price of the shares. 3. A residence owned and occupied by an individual's
(b) Where the money payment exceeds the acquisition wife or by an individual and his wife jointly is to be
price paid for the asset by the transferor plus the treated for the purposes of the schedule only to be
permitted expenses, the acquisition price of the shares owned and occupied by the individual.
is to be treated as nil and, if the payment was made on

or after the date of the coming into force of the Act, 4. Where an individual is exempted on the gain ac-

the excess is to constitute a chargeable gain accruing to cruing in respect of the disposal of a residence, the wife

the transferor. is not to be chargeable with tax on the same gain.

(c) A disposal of any of the shares acquired by the 5. A private residence is a building or part of a building
transferor is deemed to be a disposal of a chargeable owned by an ndividual and occupied by him imme-
asset by the transferor. diately before the time of its disposal as his only place

of residence in Malaysia or rented out by him for oc-
36. Where an asset is an asset of a trust or partnership cupation as a place of residence.
then, in whatever person the ownership of the asset is
vested, the acquisition or disposal of the asset is to be 6. The exemption is not to apply to an individualwho
treated as an acquisition or disposal by the trustees or owns and is occupying two or more private residences in
the partnership at a price at which the asset was in fact Malaysia on the coming into force of the Act except as

acquired or disposed of and any gain or loss in respectof provided for in the Schedule.
the disposal is to be assessed on or attributed to the
trustees or the partnership. 7. A private residence owned and occupied by an in-

dividual in such circumstances that a gain accruing in
37. (a) Where a person who is the owner of an asset is respect of the disposal would qualify for an exemption
a member of a partnership or becomes a member of the is referred to as a qualified private residence. A
partnership on its formation or in any other way and qualified private residence will continue to be so quali-
transfers the asset to the partnership, the partnership is fied although the individual acquires any further private
deemed to acquire the asset at an acquisition price equal residence.
to the price paid by the person plus the permitted
expenses incurred by him before he transfers it to the 8. An individual,who is occupyingtwo or more private
partnership. residences in Malaysia on the coming into force of the

Act, is required to nominate one of those residences
(b) Where one partnership is succeeded by another and for the of the exemption and residence
at least one person who was a member of the old part- purposes any so

nominated is to be treated as the individual's onlynership is a member of the new partnership, both part- private residence in Malaysia.nerships are to be treated as one continuingpartnership.
(c) Where on the dissolution of a partnership a person 9. An individual, who owned and occupied one private
who is a member of the partnership immediately residence only on the coming into force of the Act or

before its dissolution carries on the business formerly has nominated a private residence, is not entitled to

carried on by the dissolved partnership and acquires treat any other residence as his private residence for the

any of the assets which were formerly assets of the dis- purposes of the exemption, unless the residence owned
solved partnership, he is deemed to have acquired those and occupied on the coming into force of the Act or
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the residence so nominated was in fact owned by his tion price of the part disposed of is to be apportion-
wife and in consequence of a dissolution of marriage ed by reference to the area of the land;
or separation of spouses is no longer occupied by him. (c) if the land on which the residence stands is acquired

by the disposer with the residence and the total area
10. An individual is entitled to exemptionunder Section of the land is one acre or less, then a proportion of
8 in respect of the disposal of one private residence the disposal price as the area disposed of bears to
only, provided that: the total area of the land is deemed to be chargeable
(a) he elects that such exemption shall apply to that gain.

private residence;
(b) on such election being made, there shall be no XXXII. Schedule IV - exemption

further exemption in respect of the disposal of any
of his other private residences; The followingare exempt from tax:

(c) the election so made shall be addressed in writing (1) a gain accruing in respect of the disposal of a charge-
to the Director-General and shall be irrevocable. able asset before the date of the coming into force

An individual who has been granted an exemption of the Act;
under the repealed provisions of the Land Speculation (2) an amount of 5,000 ringgit or ten percent of the

Tax Act, 1974 is not entitled to any further exemption chargeable gain, whichever is greater, in respect of

under this Act. a chargeable gain accruing on the disposal of a

chargeable asset;
11. Where an individual, who owns and occupies two (3) a gain accruing to the Government, a state Govern-
or more private residences on the coming into force of ment or a local authority.
the Act, failed to nominate a private residence in
accordance with the Schedule, the exemption is not to

apply to a gain accruing in respect of the disposal of
any of those residnces. However, if after disposing of
one or more, he nominates, as provided in the Schedule,
one of those residences which remain in his ownership
and occupation, or if only one of those residences
remains in his ownership and occupation, the exemption
will apply to a gain accruing in respect of the disposal
of that particular residence.

EXAMPLE I
12. Every nomination of a private residence is to be
made in writing: A taxpayer acquired a piece of vacant land on December

(a) where he occupies more than one residence, within 1, 1960 for $100,000. He sold the property on July 1,
three months after the coming into force of the Act; 1978 for $600,000. The market value of the property as

(b) where a marriage is dissolved or the spouses sepa-
at January 1, 1970 per a valuation report is $400,000.

rate, within three months after the dissolution or He had to pay the valuer $500 for the report, 2% com-

separation;and mission to the broker and legal fees of $500. What is

(c) in a case to which the preceding paragraph applies, his tax liability
within three months after he has become entitled
to do so. Answer: Year of assessment 1978

13. Where a gain accrues or a loss is suffered in respect $ $
of the disposal of a building which is only partly occu- Disposal price 600,000
pied as a private residence by the disposer, only a Less:
portion of the gain is to be exempt or a part not allow- Acquisitionprice -- market
able and the portion so exempt or not allowable is to value as at 1.1.70 400,000
be computed by reference to the area occupied as the Commission (2%) 12,000
residence of the individual as a fraction of the total Valuation fee 500
area of the building. Legal fees 500

14. Where a part of the land attaching to a private 413,000
residence as its garden or grounds is disposed of without
the residence, then: 187,000

Less:
(a) if the land on which the residence stands is acquired Exemption$5,000 or 10%

by the disposer without the residence, then the of $187,000 whichever
acquisition price of the part disposed of is to be is the greater 18,700
apportionedby reference to the area concerned;

(b) if the land on which the residence stands is acquired Chargeable gain 168,300
with the residence and the total area of that land Tax thereon at 5% 8,415
exceeds one acre, the acquisition price of the land
without the residence is to be deemed to be one-

third of the total acquisition price and the acquisi-
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EXAMPLE 11 1 EXAMPLE IV . -

Assuming that in the same year, the taxpayer also sold Company Z acquired an asset on December 10, 1973
another property at a loss of $15,000. This property and transferred it to Company Y on November 9, 1976
was acquired by him on March 1, 1976 and was sold on with the prior approval of the Director-General of
November 30, 1978. Compute the tax payable. Inland Revenue at a value of $300,000. Company Z's

acquisition price in 1973 was $200,000 inclusive of all
Answer: Year of assessment 1978 incidental expenses. Company Y commenced business

$
as a housing developer in February 1977 and transferred
the asset to development account as trading stock at a

Tax payable as per above 8,415 value of $300,000. Compute Company Y's tax liability.
Less:

Tax relief allowed for loss Answer

(30% x $15,000) 4,500 $
Tax payable 3,915 Company Z's acquisition price 200,000

NB: As the property was sold in the third year of Company Y's value on transfer to

acquisition the applicable rate of tax is 30%. current asset account
(trading stock) 300,000

100,000
EXAMPLE 111 Less:

Exemption -- $5,000 or 10% of
X acquired an asset on January 1, 1972 and made a $100,000 whichever is the greater 10,000
gift of it to his major son B on June 1, 1976. They both
elected under paragraph 12 of Schedule 2 so that X Chargeable gain 90,000
makes neither a chargeable gain nor loss. X's acquisition Ta thereon at 40% 36,000
price of the property was -

$ NB: As Company Y took the asset into trading stock
within two years after the date of transfer by CompanyCost of property 100,000 Z, the rate of tax applicable is 40%.

Improvementsand alterations 50,000
Architect's fee 1,000
Legal and stamp fees 2,000
Commissionpaid 2,000

155,000

As the property was transferred to B, B's acquisition
cost is $155,000 and assuming B sold the property in

August 1979 for $250,000, compute his liability.

Answer

$ $

Disposal price 250,000
Acquisitionprice 155,000
Incidental costs of disposal (say) 5,000

160,000

90,000
Less:

Exemption-- $5,000 or 10%
of $90,000 whichever is
the greater 9,000

81,000
Tax thereon at 30% 24,300

NB: As B's date of acquisition is June 1, 1976, the

disposal will be in the third year and thus the applicable
rate is 30%.
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UNITEDSTATES: NetherlandsAntilles; tax avoidance

--ive ercen-Wi-ocing2a-e
A domestic corporation that does not provide
information when requested by the Service
to establishment that its relationship with its

Deniec -oAn-i es -ocing*
Netherlands Antilles parent was not arranged
or maintained prmarily with the intention of

securing the reduced tax rate on dividends

provided by Article VI l (1) of the U.S. --

Netherlands tax convention as extended to

the Netherlands Antilles has not satisfied all

requirements for obtaining the 5 percent rate.

Advice has been requested whether a divi- Article VII (1) of the Convention, as it has not been arranged or maintained
dend to be paid to a Netherlands Antilles applies to the Netherlands Antilles, pro- primarily with the intention of securing
corporation under the circumstances des- vides that: the reduced rate of 5 percent, and (iii)
cribed below will be subject to a reduced the Antilles corporation at no time during
rate of withholding of United States tax

The rate of United States tax on divdends
the taxable in which such dividendsderived from a United States copomton year

pursuant to Article VII (1) of the 1948
by a resident or corporationof the Nether- are derived has engaged in trade or business

Income Tax Convention between the within the United States through a per-lands not engaged n trade or business tn
United States and the Netherlands, T.D. the United States through a permanent manent establishment.
5778, 1950-1 C.B. 92, as extended to the establishmentshall not exceed 15 percent: In the instant situation, S declined toNetherlands Antilles by the Protocol of Provided that such rate of tax shall not provide informationwhen requested by theJune 15, 1955, T.D. 6153, 1955-2 C.B. exceed 5 percent f such Netherlands Internal Revenue Service to establish that777 (the Convention), and as modied corporation controls, directly or indirectly, the relationship between S and P notwasand supplemented by the Protocol of at least 95 percent of the entire voting arranged maintained primarily with theOctober 23, 1963, 1965-1 C.B. 624 (the or

Protocol). power in the corporaton payng the divi- intention of securing the 5 percent rate.
dend and not more than 25 percentof the Specifically, S was requested to demon-

P, a foreign corporation organized in 1975 gross income of such paying corporation is strate that business exigencies dictated the
under the laws of the NetherlandsAntilles, derived from interest and dividends, other organization of P in the Netherlands
owns all the stock of S, a domestic corpo- than interest and dividends rom its own Antilles and that any dividends distributed
ration. subsidiary corporation. Such reduction of from P to A were paid not merely as a

P's sole shareholder is an individual, A, the rate to 5 percent shall not apply if the result of the receipt of a distributionfrom
who is not a citizen or a resident of the relationship of the two corporations has S. S failed to provide information that the

United States, the Netherlands, or the been arranged or is maintained primarily corporate structure of P and S is not an

NetherlandsAntilles. with the intentionofsecuringsuch reduced arrangement primarily motivated by tax
rate. avoidance purposes.A's country of residence does not have a

tax convention with the United States. P Section 505.302 (c) (1) of the Convention Consequently, all requirements for obtain-
does not have a permanent establishnent withholding regulations provides, in part, ing the 5 percent rate have not been satis-
in the United States. that under the proviso of Article VII (1) ed.

of the Convention, dividends derived from
S was incorporated in state X on June 30, a domestic corporation by an Antilles Accordingly, the dividend to be paid to P by

S during 1978 will not qualify for the with-1971. S is an operating company that has corporation that controls, directly or
never had any income from interest, divi- indirectly, at the time the dividend is paid, holding of United States tax at the rate of

5 percent. The dividends will qualify fordends, or passive investment. S has issued 95 percent of nore of the entire voting the 15 percent rate if the dividendsand outstanding l0x shares of voting stock, power in the corporation paying the
con-

stitute dividends derived from Unitedeach share of which is entitled to one vote. dividend are subject to United States a

States corporation by a residentS had gross income for taxable year 1975, tax at a rate not in excess of 5 percent if
or corpo-

ration of the NetherlandsAntilles.1976, and 1977 of 50x dollars, 55x dollars, (i) not more than 25 percent of the gross
and 65x dollars, respectively. income of the paying corporation for the
In the past when S has paid dividends to three year period immediately preceding
P, P in turn has paid dividends to A that the taxable year in which the dividend is
were identical in amount to those paid by paid consists of dividends and interest, * Revenue Ruling 79-65, Internal Re-
S to P. S plans to pay another dividend to (ii) the relationship between the paying venue Bulletin No. 8 of February 20, 1979
P during 1978. corporation and the Antilles corporation at 48.
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INDIA:
- - fication than inequalities of income. I,

therefore, propose to raise the rates of
wealth-tax on high slabs of net wealth. The

UnionBudget1979
rate will now be 3 percent as against the
current rate of 2.5 percent on the net
wealth between Rs. 10 lakhs and Rs. 15
lakhs and 5 percent as against 3.5 percent

Extractsfromthe1979BudgetSpeech
on net wealth over Rs. 15 lakhs. The rates
of wealth-tax on slabs up to Rs. 10 lakhs
will remain unchanged. There will be cor-

i responding changes in the rates applicable
to Hindu undivided families having one or

On February 28, 1979 the Union Finance Minister Charan Singh presented more members with independent net

the Union Budget 1979 to Parliament for approval. Following is an extract
wealth exceeding the exemption limit.
These changes will yield an additional re-

of his Budget Speech as fas as tax proposals are concerned. venue of Rs. 6.6 crores in a year. Since,
however, the new rates of wealth-tax will

apply prospectively from the assessment
I now come to my proposals on fresh taxation. year 1980-81, there will be no accretion to

A gap of this magnitude 1 cannot obviously be covered wthout a large tax revenue during 1979-80.

effort However, in addition to mobilsing the required resources, my tax It has to be recognised that by merely ad-

proposals aim at three objectives which, I think, would be acceptable to justing direct tax rates we cannot reduce

everyone in ths House. In a country in which the bulk of the population disparities in income and wealth to toler-

lives below the poverty line disparitiesn income have to be minimised. Such able levels. As the House knows, tax eva-

sion which is the basic cause of generationdsparites lead to luxury consumption whch affects the propensity to save of black money greatly affects the progres-
and the will to work hard. Therefore, tax policy should seek to reduce such sive impact of direct taxes. Black money is
disparities. a corrosive influence which works through
Secondly, they aim at ncreasingproduction and avoiding waste. Poverty eli- the entire economy. It is important that

mination requires primarily an increase in production. Since resources are this scourge is fought through the effective

scarce, tax polcy should preuenta diversion of resources to wastefuland un- implementation of our tax laws. I wish to

productive uses and conserve them forproductivepurposes. I should also dis- assure the House that I shall address myself
to this task with the utmostzealand vigour.

courage such consumptionas is positively injurious to people's health.
As I am raising the surcharge on income-

Thirdly, they aim at eliminating unemploymentand under-employmentbY tax on personal incomes, I think the corpo-
stimulating agricultural'production, by encouraging labour intensive tech- rate sector should also be required to con-

niques of production and by improving the competitive capacity of small tribute a little more to the exchequer. I

scale and cottage ndustries n relation to large scale industry. accordingly propose to raise the surcharge
on income-tax in the case of companies
from 5 percent to 7.5 percent. This will
not cast a heavy burden on them, because

I. DIRECT TAXES Union purposes as the revenue accruing the effective rate of taxation on corpora-
from surcharge is not shareable with the tions is lower than the nominal rates. This

Let me take up direct taxes rst. States. But in framing my other fiscal pro- measure will yield an additional revenue of
I propose to raise only the rate of sur-

posals I have taken care to see that the about Rs. 35 crores in a year. The accre-
States get their legitimate share of the gains tion during the 1979-80 will, however,charge for Union purposes on income-tax year
from the additional tax effort of the be of the order of Rs. 28 crores.in the case of all categories of non-corpo- Centre.

rate taxpayers from 15 percent to 20 per-
cent. The effect of this proposal will be to Under the rate schedule prescribed in the Abolition of capital gains tax

raise the marginal rate of personal income- Finance Act, 1978, in cases where the tax- exemption and reduction of other
tax from 69 percent at present to 72 per- able income exceeds the exemption limit advantages benefittinghigh-income
cent. This measure will yield an additional by a small margin, the tax liability is limit- taxpayers
revenue of Rs. 46 crores in a year. The ac- ed to 70 percent of the excess over Rs.
cretion during 1979-80 will, however, be 10,000. This provision operates rather The scheme of taxation of capital gains was

of the order of Rs. 37 crores. This is a harshly in some cases. In order to provide modied in 1977 in several directions. One
small sacrifice I am asking the 35 lakh 2 for a smoother progression in marginal of the changes made was to provide for ex-

taxpayers, who constitute an insignificant cases, I propose to limit the tax payable in emption from income-tax on long-term
proportion of the total population, and such cases to 30 percent of the excess over capital gains if the sale proceeds of any
who receive a substantial share of the coun- Rs. 10,000. This will benet individuals asset were re-invested within six months in
try's income, to make for their poorer fel- having incomesup to Rs. 12,000. certain preferred assets. Since asset owners
low citizens. secure capital gains largely through no ef-

In view of the imperative need for resour- fort on their own part, this exemptioncon-
Increase of individual and corporate ces, I propose to continue the CompulsorY fers an unfair advantageon asset holders as

income-tax and wealth tax, Deposit Scheme for Income-tax Payers for compared to income earners and thus con-

continuationof the compulsory a further period of two years. This will gen- tributes to the disparity in society. I there-

deposit scheme erate additional resources to the tune of fore, propose to withdraw this exemption
Rs. 160 crores during the nancial year
1979-80.I am aware of the views of the State Gov- 1. Rs. 10,975 crores (1 erore = 10,000,000).

ernments against recourse to surcharge for Inequalities of wealth have even less justi- 2. 1 lakh = 100,000.
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FINANCE BILL - 1979

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT CHANGES PROPOSED IN
DIRECT TAXATION

WEALTH TAX

By K.C. Khanna
It is proposed to raise the rates of wealth tax in the higher
slabs of net wealth. For individuals, the suggested rate will

PERSONALTAXATION be 3 percent instead of the existing 2/6 percent on the slab
of net wealth from Rs. 1,000,001 to Rs. 1,500,000 and

(a) It is proposed to increase the surcharge on personal 5 percent on the slab of net wealth over Rs. 1,500,000 as

income-tax from 15 percent to 20 percent thereby raising against the existing 31 percent. The proposed rates will

the maximum rate of personal income-tax from the existing come into force from the assessmentyear 1980-81.

69 percent to 72 percent.

(b) It is proposed to modify the existing provisions relating CORPORATETAXATION
to the deduction in respect of long-term savings through life

insurance, contributions to provident funds, superannuation (a) While the basic rates of corporate taxation will remain
funds etc. as follows: unaltered, it is proposed to increase the surcharge on corpo-
(i) the quantum of deduction in respect of long-term savings rate income-tax from 5 percent to 712 percent in all cases

for the rst Rs. 5,000 of the qualifying amount will
thus raising the rate of tax applicable to a widely-held do-

remain unaltered at the rate of 100 percent; mestic company to 59.12 percent. However, the suggested
(ii) the deduction for the next Rs. 5,000 will be granted at increase in surcharge will not affect the rates of tax applicable

the rate of 35 percent as against the existing 50 percent; to foreign companies on royalties and technical know-how
and fees payable under agreements made on or after 1st April

(iii) the deduction in respect of the balance will be granted
at the rate of 20 percent instead of the existing 40 per-

1976, and on income from dividends.

cent. (b) At present, a tax holiday on profits of new industrial
undertakings within specied limits and conditions is allowed

The proposed changes will apply for the assessment year for a prescribed number of years commencing from the
1980-81, i.e. incomes earned during the salary year 1979-80. assessment year in which the undertakingbegins manufacture,
(c) The compulsory deposit scheme for income-tax payers provided such manufacture is commenced not later than
iS proposed to be continued for another two years at the 31st March, 1981. It is suggested to withdraw the tax holi-

existing rates. day, with effect from 1st April, 1979, with respect to non-

(d) At present, capital gains arising from the transfer of priority industries listed in the Eleventh Schedule to the
Income Tax Act, 1961.

long-term capital assets are exempt from tax if the consi-
deration for the transfer is invested in specied financial (c) It is proposed to allow a deduction in respect of donations
assets within a period of six months from the transfer. It made to an approved association or institution which has as

iS intended to withdraw the aforesaid exemption in respect its object the training of persons for implementing pro-
of transfers of long-term capital assets made after 28th Febru- grammes of rural development.
ary, 1979. (d) It is proposed to provide that expenditure incurred by
(e) It is proposed to enlarge the denition of technician all domestic companies on advertisementsor publicity outside

by empowering the Central Government to notify any ad- India in respect of goods, services or facilities dealt in or

ditional field in which a foreign technician having the re- provided by the taxpayer in the course of the business, and

quisite specialised knowledge and skill would become liable also other specified expenditure, will qualify for a weighted
for tax exemption. The proposed amendment will take effect deduction of 1331/3 percentof the actualexpenditureincurred.
from 1st June 1979 and will apply to th assessment year The suggested tax benefit will be admissible with effect from
1980-81. the assessmentyear 1980-81.

of capital gains in respect of transfersmade next Rs. 5,000 of such savings and 40 per-
-

after 28th February, 1979. This measure cent on the balance. Under my proposal, Promotion of labour intensive techniques
will yield an additional revenue of Rs. 14 while the first Rs. 50,000 of qualifying through taxation to combat

crores annually. Since, however, advance savings will continue to be eligible for 100 unemployment
tax is not payable in respect of capital percent deduction, the deduction in re-

gains, there will be no accretion to revenue spect of the next Rs. 5,000 of such savings The large scale unemploymentin the coun-

during the year 1979-80. will be reduced to 35 percent and in re. try requires the promotion of labour inten-

spect of the balance to 20 percent. This sive techniques instead of capital intensive

The present concessions in respect of long- measure will yield Rs. 9.6 crores annually. techniques. While it may be true that in

term savings through life insurancepremia, The accretion during the financial year
some industries the choice of techniques is

provident fund contributionsand other ap- 1979-80 will be Rs. 7.6 crores. limited, our preference should be for

proved forms of savings, though they sub- labour intensive methods of production
serve certain desirable social and economic wherever feasible. Our fiscal laws and tax

objectives, give a disproportionately large I propose to lower the threshold for pay-
concessions in particular should be so de-

tax benefit to taxpayers in higher income ment of advance tax by the registered firms signed as to foster production techniques
brackets. At present, 100 percent deduc- from Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 20,000. This mea-

which enlarge opportunities for employ-
tion is allowed in respect of first Rs. 5,000 sure will yield an additional revenue of Rs. ment.

of qualifying savings, 50 percent on the 12 crores during 1979-80. I, therefore, propose to appoint an Expert
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Committee of economists and tax admin- opment programmes. To expedite the ance. A weighted deduction under section
istrators to study the impact of concessions clearance of such schemes of rural develop- 35B of the Income-tax Act will now be
provided for in our tax laws- particularly ment, I propose to provide that they will available to all exporters at a uniform rate
those relating to corporation tax and Cen- henceforth be approved at the State level of 133.3 percent of the qualifying expen-
tral excise -- on the techniques of produc- by a Committee consisting of the Com- diture. For this purpose, expenditure on
tion used in industry and make recommen- missioner of Income-tax and a senior of- advertisement or publicity outside India in
dations which will encourage the adoption ficer of the State Government nominated respect of the goods, services or facilities
of labour intensive methodsof production. by it. dealt in or provided by the taxpayer in the
The composition of the Committeeand its I also propose to exempt from income-tax course of his business will be included in
terms of reference will be settled soon and donations made by taxpayers to approved the qualifying expenditure. This conces-
it will be asked to submit its Report with institutions engaged in imparting training sion will result in a revenue loss of about
the least possible delay. to persons to equip them for implementing Rs. 5 crores annually. The loss in 1979-80
One of the tax concessionswhich is related rural developmentprogrammes. will, however, be of the order of Rs. 4

crores.to the employment of capital is the tax At present, taxpayers engaged in business
holiday provision in the Income-tax Act.

or profession alone are entitled to 100 per-
In order to encourage the writing of Uni-

This concession is at present available in cent deduction in respect of donations versity level text books in Hindi and other
respect of all industrial undertakings that made to approved institutions engaged n

Indian languages, I propose to allow a de-
go into production before 1st April, 1981.

carrying out programmes of rural develop- duction equal to 25 percent of the income
I propose to withdraw this concession in

ment. I to extend this concession derived by the authors of such books. Au-
the case of industrial undertakingsengaged

propose
thors of dictionaries and encyclopaediasinto other categories of taxpayers as well.in non-priority industries listed in the A similar dispensation will be extended to these languages will also get the benefit of

Eleventh Schedule to the Income-tax Act, donations for scientific research made to
a similar deduction in the computation of

if they go into production after 31st
approved scientific research associations,

their taxable income. This concession will
March, 1979.

universities, colleges and other institutions. be available for the assessment year 1980-
81 and four subsequentyears.

Stimulation of agriculture through I propose to provide that insurancepremia
tax concessionsgranted to rural banking paid by federal milk co-operativessocieties While I want to step up the drive against

tax evasion, I also would like to promoteand various other tax measures for insuring cattle belonging to members of
affiliated primary co-operative societies greater expedition in the settlement of in-

come-tax cases. At present, the Income-taxIn recent years, commercial banks, particu- shall be allowed to be deducted in comput-
Settlement Commission is debarred fromlarly public sector banks, have been asked ing their taxable profits.
proceeding with a case if the Commissionerto reach out into the rural areas and to ex- In order to promote the cultivation of of Income-tax objects to the applicationpand rural credit. In order to promote rural mushrooms, I propose to exempt from in- being proceeded with certain grounds.onbanking and to assist the scheduled com- cone-tax one-third of the income derived The Direct Tax Laws Committee has re-mercial banks in making adequate provi- fron the business of mushroon growing commended that the application for settle-sions from their current income to provide under controlledconditions, or Rs. 10,000, ment should be rejected only after thefor risks in rural advances, I propose to whichever is higher. Commission is satised that the objectionamend the Income-tax Act to grant a de-
has been raised by the CommissionerAs Hon'ble Members are aware, the Fi- onduction in respect of provisions made for

and valid grounds. I to im-bad and doubtful debts by scheduled com-
nance (No. 2) Act, 1977, has conferred ex- proper propose

mercial banks relating to advancesmade by emption from income-tax on the Khadi plement this recommandation subject to
and Village Industries Commission. I now the safeguard that before overruling the ob-their rural branches. Such a deductionwill, jection raised by the Commissioner of In-however, be limited to 1.5 percent of the propose to exempt from income-tax the
income of the State Khadi and Village In. come-tax, the Settlement Commission

aggregate average advances made by the should hear him.dustries Boards set up under the Staterural branches. This measure will result
in a revenue loss of Rs. 12 crores during Acts. The Direct Tax Laws Committee has also
1979-80 but it will be in a good cause. Consumer co-operative societies have been proposed certain amendments to the In-

come-tax Act and the Wealth-tax Act withI have earlier referred to the exemption doing commendable work in supplying
view to plugging loopholes in thefrom the corporation tax which I wish to goods to consumersat reasonable prices. In a some

order to encourage the development of provisions relating to prevention of tax
extend to the Agricultural Renance and avoidance through intra-family transfers of
Development Corporation. This is in line such societies so that they can play a

income and wealth. I have theirwith a similar exemption already being en- proper part in the public distribution sys- accepted

joyed by the Industrial DevelopmentBank tem that is sought to be developed, I pro- recommendationsand given effect to them
through the Finance Bill.of India. This decision will result in a reve- pose to raise the quantum of tax-exempt

nue loss of Rs. 5 crores annually. The loss profits in the case of such societies from

during 1979-80 is estimated at Rs. 10 the present level of Rs. 20,000 to Rs. Conspicuousconsumption in luxury
hotels heavily taxed

crores because advance tax paid during 40,000. more
i

1978-79 also is refundable.
Export promotion measures will be As I mentioned earlier the second objec-

At present, expenditure incurred by com- liberalised tive of my proposals is to prevent the life
panies and co-operative societies on ap- style of the affluent sections from having
proved programmes of rural development The scope of section 35B of the Income- an adverse mpact on saving and investment
qualifies for deduction in computing their tax Act relating to export markets develop- through the demonstration effect. In this
taxable prots. For this purpose, the pro- ment allowance was curtailed last year. I connection, the lavish manner in which ex-

gramme has to be approved by the pres- have referred earlier to the decline in ex- penditure is incurred on accommodation
cribed authority, which is an Inter-Min- ports in the current year and the need to and entertainmentin luxury hotels calls for
isterial Committee headed by the Secreta- promote them. Therefore, to enable expor- serious notice. With a view to checking
ry, Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation. ters to develop export markets on a long- such conspicuous consumption in luxury
Companies and co-operativessocietieshave term basis, I propose to liberalise the scope hotels, I propose to levy a new tax on the
shown considerable interest in rural devel- of the export markets development allow- gross receipts of hotels. Since it is my
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intention that States should continue to and by small industry, I propose to extend of duties on manufactured tobacco pro-
levy sales tax as hitherto on items of food the benefit of this reduction in excise duty ducts.
and drink supplied to guests in hotels, the to all users without any distinction. The I shall touch cigarettes later. For thesale proceeds of these items will not be in- loss to the exchequer on account of this upon

present, I shall deal with the other manu-cluded in the tax base. The details of this concession will be Rs. 12.40 crores per an- factured tobacco products. In respect of
new measure are being worked out and the num. branded biris, the present tobacco stage
necessary legislation in this regard will be

I also to exempt tillers im- duty plus biri duty to about Rs. 3introduced in Parliament soon.
propose power comes

ported by State Agro-Industries Corpora- per thousand biris; I propose to fix a con-
Other changes being made in the Income- tions and the Central Government totally solidated rate of Rs. 3.60 per thousand
tax law through the Finance Bill are of from customs duty as these mplements branded biris. Unbranded biris produced
minor significanceand are largely in the na- can promote agricultural production in by manufacturers of both branded and un-

ture of clarification and rationalisationof small holdings. Hon'ble Members may be branded biris will pay the same duty. At
existing provisions. aware that indigenously manufactured present, unbranded biris are exempt from

The total addition to revenues from all power tillers are already exempt from Cen- biri duty; but they are subject to tobacco

these tax measures will be Rs. 101.2 crores
tral excise duties. stage duty which works to about ninety

in a full year and Rs. 58.6 crores during Pipes made of PVC resins can reduce seep-
paise per thousand biris. I propose to levy

1979-80. Of this, about Rs. 12 crores will age and wastage of water in fields and a nominal consolidated duty of Rs. 1.60

accrue to the States as their share in 1979- thereby increase the effectiveness of irriga- per thousand on other unbranded biris.

80. Besides, additional resources of Rs. 160 tion. Since I wish to make this raw material However, to provide relief to the really
crores will accrue in 1979-80 from the con- available at cheaper prices for the manufac- small manufacturers of unbranded biris, I

tinuance of the Compulsory Deposit ture of PVC pipes for irrigation and at the propose to exempt manufacturerswho pro-
Scheme for Income-taxPayers. same time prevent a misuse of the conces- duce only unbranded biris from payment

sion for other purposes, I propose, as an of duty on their clearances of the first 60

experimental measure, to exempt PVC re- lakhs biris in a year. I also propose to make
Il. INDIRECTTAXES sins imported for the purpose fron cus- suitable upward duty adjustments in re-

toms duties as soon as the modalities of a spect of chewing tobacco, snuff and smok-
I now turn to indirect taxes. scheme which will serve both the objectives ing mixtures. I also propose to levy a duty

have been worked out. of 20 percent ad valorem on branded man-
I would like to straightaway indicate the ufactured hookah tobacco.
more significant reliefs in excise duties

Relief for medicine As interim I towhich I propose to provide. The Central an measure, propose pro-

excise duties on all chemical fertilizerswill vide for suitable relief in product stage
I would also refer to the relief in the field duty in the case of those products manu-be reduced to 50 percent of the existing of drugs and medicines. I propose to fully factured out of duty paid unmanufacturedrates. This will mean that the basic Central

excise duty on urea, which is the most im- exempt from customs duties 22 specified tobacco except in respect of smoking mix-

portant chemical fertilizer, will be reduced bulk drugs required for the formulationof tures and manufactured hookah tobacco.

from 15 percent ad valorem to 7-l percent life saving drugs, and to reduce the cus-

ad ualorem; that on single and triple super
toms duty on 17 specified bulk drug inter- The Indirect Taxation Enquiry

phosphate fertilizer will be reduced from mediates from a total of 75 percent ad Committee (Jha Committee)
7.5 percent to 3.75 percent ad ualorem. valorem to 25 percent ad valorem. On the

This reduction will also be correspondingly excise side, I propose to exempt patent or Hon'ble Members will recall that the Indi-

reflected in the countervailing duties levi- proprietary medicines, including life sav- rect Taxation Enquiry Committee under

able on imported chemical fertilizers. With ing drugs, from the levy of the special ex- Shri L.K. Jha submitted Part II of its final

this change, it should be possible to reduce cise duty. Taking these measures together, report in January, 1978.3 The Committee

the price of urea by about Rs. 100 per
the revenue sacrifice is estimated to be of has indicated the broad lines on which ra-

the order of Rs. 7.04 crores a year. tionalisation of the excise tariff should betonne. The prices of other kinds of fertili-
zers will also become lower with reference attempted both in the short term as well as

to the excise duty relief now announced. New measures for the tobacco industry in the long term. I have given close and

This decision would result in a sacrifice of careful consideration to the Committee's

revenue of Rs. 75.6 scrores under Central I now turn to a proposal of far-reachingsig- recommendations.A major restructuringof

excise and Rs. 30 crores under customs. nificance. This concerns unmanufactured the excise tariff has to be ruled out in view

tobacco, excise on which dates back to the of the need for resources and on other
-

year 1943. This levy brings the excise ma- pragmatic considerations. Also there is

Relief for agriculture by reducing chinery into contact with a large nunber reason to apprehend that a major depar-
tax on fertilizer, diesel oil and of growers and licensees. I propose to com- ture from the present pattern of excise

PVC pipes pletely exempt unmanufactured tobacco taxation may upset the balance between

from excise duties, including additional different sectors of production. However,
Although the number of electric pump sets excise duties and thus, relieve at one as part of the follow-up action on the Com-

is increasing rapidly with increasing rural stroke, nearly a million tobacco growers, mittee's recommendations, I have attempt-

electrification, farmers have still to use curers, small dealers and warehouse licen- ed to restructure the excise duty rates on a

pump sets driven by diesel engines in large sees from excise control. I have no doubt wide range of consumer and finished pro-

parts of our country. As a measure of relief that this bold decision to do away with a ducts.

to this large class I propose to reduce the vexatious levy -- a legacy of the colonial Let me state at the outset that as a result
excise duty on light diesel oil from the era -- will be widely welcomed by farmers of this restructuring, the number of effec-
existing level of Rs. 155.72 per kilolitre to in the tobacco growing tracts of our coun-

Rs. 75 per kilolitre. I am aware that only try. This measure would involve loss of
45 percent of this oil is used in the agricul- Central excise revenue of the order of Rs. 3. See also G. Thimmaiah: Tax Reform in In-

tural sector. Since it is difficult to monitor 121.20 crores. I, however, propose to re-
dia. An evaluation of the Report of the Indirect
Taxation Enquiry Committee (1977-78) in

end use and a significant quantity of even coup Rs. 115.71 crores of this loss through Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation,
the balance is used for generating power suitable upward adjustments in the rates February 1979 at 51.
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tive excise duty rates have been reduced bearing in mind the sections of the society manufacture of finished products. Pre-
from 28 to 16 in respect of commodities that consume such items. Thus, excise sently, such facilities are available in a
covered by the present exercise. I have also duties are increased on instant coffee from limited area. Wide extension of these
availed of this opportunity to introduce 21 percent to 25 percent, on prepared or facilities as recommended by the Com-
further progression in the duty structure preserved food, biscuits and processed mittee would have major revenue implica-
and stepped up the duty on quite a few cheese from 10.5 percent to 15 percent tions apart from throwing additional ad-
luxury and semi-luxury items. Excise du- and on cocoa powder, chewing gum and ministrative burden in working these
ties are being increased on cosmetics and chocolates from 10.5 percent to 20 per- procedures. However, industry has been
toilet preparations (other than perfumed cent. In aerated waters, I propose to urging that this measure be given a trial. I
hair oil) from 63 percent to 100 percent, increase the duty rate on plain soda from propose to extend, as an experimental
on airconditioners from 105 percent to 15.75 percent to 20 percent.,In respect of measure, the provision of pro forma credit
110 percent, on parts of refrigerating and other aerated waters I propose to have two to some of the products of the engineering
air-conditioning machinery from 105 rates--one of 60 percent for those con- industry, where the incidence of duty on

percent to 125 percent, on stereo and hi-fi taining caffeine and the other of 30 per- inputs is perceptible. While doing so, I
equipment from 36.75 percent to 40 per- cent for those not containing caffeine. I have also proposed upward rate adjust-
cent, on higher priced television sets from also propose to withdraw the present con- ments in respect some of the final
21 percent to 30 percent, on higher priced cessional rate applicable to clearances of products. The details of these changes are

radios and radiograms from 36.75 percent the rst 50 lakh bottles in a financial year. available in the Budget papers.
to 40 percent. I have maintained the duty However, the existing exemptions in res- The net effect of the proposalsrevenue
dfferential of 15 percent ad valorem in pect of aerated waters in favour of small for restructuring the Central excise tariff,
respect of those electronic products where manufacturerswill continue.

along with few minor changes in of
such duty differential exists for small scale

a some

the items affected, is a gain of about Rs.
units. 100 crores in a full year.Restructurationof duties
I have also taken this opportunity to step on consumer products
up suitably the duty rates on durable con-

Increase of indirect taxsumer articles on the considerationthat the
to raise resourcesoutlay on these items is mostly of a non- In restructuring the duty rates on con-

recurring nature and the incidence of duty sumer products, I have reduced the inci-
is spread over a period of time. In this dence on a number of items by exempting I substantiveproposals to raisecategory, I propose to increase excise them from special excise duty. I would

now turn to

duties on pressure cookers from 10.5 per- like to make particular mention of the
resources.

cent to 15 percent, on steel furniture from duty reduction from 42 percent to 30 On the excise side, the most important
21 percent to 25 percent, on domestic percent on fluorescent lighting tubes, proposals relate to a few najor products
electrical appliances from 26.25 percent to which are widely used for street lighting of the petroleum group. Hon'ble Members
30 percent, and on safes and strong boxes and which help in reducing the consump. are aware that the OPEC countries have
from 21 percent to 35 percent. tion of electricity. I also propose to extend announced a phased programmeof increase

I have also selected some consumer items the scope of the present excise exemption in the price of crude oil. We are still, to a

like soap, tooth paste, tooth brush and for low priced footwear valued up to Rs. 5 signicant extent, dependent on imports
detergents, for increase in duties taking per pair to footwear valued up to Rs. 10 of crude oil and the anticipated increase in

the out-flow of foreign exchange conse-
care, at the same time, to see that the per pair.
goods produced by the small units in the I have also rationalised the rates applicable

quent on the increases in crude prices is
substantial. After the initial drop in con-decentralised sector are not adverselY to personalised modes of transport. Mo-
sumption of petroleum products in theaffected by this increase. Excise duties will peds, which are used by comparatively wake of the steep increase in crude pricesgo up on household and laundry soap from less affluent people and consume less fuel, in the 1973, consumption has regis-5.25 percent to 20 percent, on low priced will bear a lower duty of 10 percent as

year
tered a sizable upward trend. From thetoilet soap from 10.5 percent to 15 per- against the existing rate of about 13.1

cent, on high priced toilet soap from 15.75 percent. Scooters, motor cycles and three- point of view of evolving a viable energy
on ourpercent to 20 percent, on detergents from wheelers will bear 20 percent as against the policy which minimises the strain

13.13 percent to 20 percent and on tooth existing level of 13.13 percent, while cars
foreign exchange resources, I have no

doubt that it is essential to restrain thepaste from 10.5 percent to 25 percent. will pay duty at 25 percent as against the
consumption of the important pet-morealso propose to impose a 25 percent dutY existing rate of 18.38 percent. The con- roleum products. My proposalsrevenueon tooth brushes. Let me state clearly that cessional rate applicable to cars used as

my objective in increasing the rates on taxis and auto-rickshaws will be increased
have been formulated keeping this m-

these commodities is partly to ensure that from 10 percent to 15 percent. The rate
portant objective in mind.

the small-scale nanufacturers, with the on commercial vehicles will also go up I propose to raise the Central excise duty
advantage of duty exemption, are able to marginally from 13.1 percent to 15 percent on motor spirit from the existing level of
increase their share of the market for as part of the schemeof rationalisation. Rs. 2,253.88 to Rs. 2,750 per kilolitre.
these products. Since the bulk of the consumption of

In manufactured inputs, I have mainly con- petrol is by the upper classes in society I
Among food items, I have avoided im- fined myself to streamlining the existing have no regrets in doing this. I also propose
posing any further burden on articles of rates having regard to their usage and to raise the duty on high speed diesel oil
nass consumption such as processed edible their relative importance. The details of from the existing level of Rs. 404.04 to
oils or vanaspati. I have, in fact, reduced these changes are contained in the Budget Rs. 500 per kilolitre because of the rapid
the duty on vanaspati by exempting it

papers. growth in its consumption.
from special excise duty. However, I have
considered items like prepared or preserved Another tax reform suggested by the In- As Hon'ble Members are aware, kerosene
food, instant coffee, biscuits, processed direct Taxation Enquiry Committee is to was being used, in that past, to adulterate
cheese, cocoa powder, chewing gum and extend pro forma credit facilitiesn respect high speed diesel oil when there was a price
chocolates as fit for further increases, of the duty paid on inputs used in the differential in favour of kerosene. It has
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been our endeavour in the last few years courge higher production in selected in- textile industry, I propose to withdraw
to check this tendency by maintaining, dustries, which was announced in the year the concessional rate of 8 percent ad
as far as possible, parity between the 1976, is due to expire on 31-3-1979. I valorem on power-processed white power-
rates of duty on these two products. do not propose to contiue the scheme loom cotton fabrics of finer varieties so

Besides, we have had, in the recent past, beyond this date, This withdrawal is that such fabrics also pay the same rate of
to rely heavily on imports of kerosene. expected to yield an additional revenue of 12 percent ad valorem as is applicable to
Bearing these considerations in mind, I Rs. 40 crores. other power-processedfabrics.
propose to increase the duty on kerosene I have also taken this opportunity to This Government is committed to thefrom the existing level of Rs. 408.19 to Rs. review a number of existing notifications encouragement of the handloom sector.500 per kilolitre. I also propose to effect and I to modify withdraw The competitive capacity of handlooma sympathetic increase in the rate of duty

propose or some

of them. The details of this will be found fabrics in relation to fabrics produced byon liqueed petroleum gas, which is in the Budget powerlooms and composite mills has toprimarily used as cooking fuel in urban papers.
be mproved further. I, therefore, proposeand seni-urban areas, from the existing In nay search for additional resources I
to increase the excise duty on cotton andlevel of Rs. 262.50 per metric tonne to have, of necessity, to fall back upon the
cellulosic spun yarn of finer counts usedRs. 400 per metric tonne. old faithful, cigarettes. I have already

referred to the withdrawal of the duty on by composite textile mills and powerlooms
My proposals relating to the petroleum tobacco at the unmanufactured stage by about 10 percent of the existing rates.
products are expected to yield an addi- which is borne by cigarettes. I Details of these changes are available innow proposetional revenue of Rs. 223.25 crores under the Budget papers. Additional revenue ex-to adjust the rate structure on cigarettes inCentral excise and Rs. 55.7 crores under pected from these measures is aboutsuch a way as to further secure an addi-customs. Rs. 10 crores.tional sum of Rs. 60 crores from this item.

Taking into account the revenue expected The special duties of excise imposed as aNext, I propose to increase the rate of duty to accrue from this measure and the re- part of the 1978 Budget are due to expireon the residuary heading Item 68 of the casting of the rate structure applicable to on 31-3-1979. I propose to continue theseCentral Excise Tariff from the existing the manufactured tobacco products, which levies for another at the existing rateyearlevel of 5 percent to 8 percent ad valorem. I have referred to earlier, the States' share of 1/20th of the effective basic exciseThis will yield an additional revenue of Rs. in respect of additional excise duty in lieu duties. However, it is proposed to exempt100 crores. As Hon'ble Members are aware, of sales tax will go up by Rs. 18.31 crores from this levy items in respect of whichthere is already a provision for giving set
a year. rates have been restructured well theas asoff of the duty paid on goods falling under

new levies; the existing exemption in res-Item 68 which are used in the manufacture As Hon'ble Member are aware, the excise

of other excisable goods. The increased duty mechanism has been used consciously pect of electricity, coal and Item 68 will
also be continued.

levy should, therefore, not have any ap- to encourage the production of natches in

preciable cascadingeffect. the non-merchandisedsector. I propose to

carry this process farther by stepping upAs the House is aware, small scale manu- the duty on matches produced by the Customs duties: withdrawal
facturers producing goods falling under mechanised sector from the existing level of exemption from
Item 68, whose clearances of all excisable of Rs. 4.83 per gross boxes of 50 matches countervailingduties
goods during the preceding year had not to Rs. 9.20. I also propose to round off the
exceeded Rs. 30 lakhs, presently enjoy existing level of duty applicable to the I shall now deal with the proposals con-
exemption from duty payable on their non-mechanised sector, other than cottage cerning customs duties. The most m-rst clearances up to a value of Rs. 30 units, from the existing level of Rs. 4.52 to portant of them relates to withdrawal oflakhs. There have been persistent repre- Rs. 4.50. As regards cottage sector units, I the existing exemption from countervailingsentations that in computing the eligibility propose to reduce the duty applicable to duties of customs applicable to importedof a small scale unit for this concession, the them from Rs. 3.36 to Rs. 1.60. I am sure goods, which attract classification undervalue of goods falling under Items other this package of measures will result in a Item 68 of the Central Excise Tariff. Whenthan Item 68 should be excluded. There further accelerated growth of the non- this residuary entry introduced in thatwashave also been demands that the clearances mechanised sector in general and cottage Tariff in 1975, imported goods werefor exports should be excluded so that the units in particular. The additional revenue exempt from the corresponding counterunits in the small scale sector are en- yield from this measure is expected to be vailing duty of customs. This exemptioncouraged to step up their export efforts. of the order of Rs. 8 crores during a year. which was initially granted when theI accept the validity of these demands.

excise duty indigenous goods 1on wasKeeping these as well as the proposed Machine-made carpets produced in a few
percent ad valorem has continued, evenincrease in duty under Item 68 in view, organised units constitute an item of elite
though the rate has sucessively beenI propose to rationalise the existingscheme consumption. I can see no justificationfor
stepped up to 5 percent. As I have alreadyof exemption. Under the revised scheme encouraging this line of production when
stated, I have proposed a further increasewhich would be effective from 1st April, we have a large number of traditional in the Central excise duty under Item 68,1979, small scale manufacturers whose carpet weavers whose skills have won in-
from 5 percent to 8 percent ad valorem. Inclearances for home consumptionof goods ternational renown. I would not like the
this context and of protectionas a measurefalling under Item 68 in the preceding livelihood of these weavers to be threaten- to the indigenous goods classifiable underfinancial year did not exceed Rs. 30 lakhs ed by the proliferation of machine-made Item 68, I to withdraw the exist-would enjoy complete exemption from the carpets. I, therefore, propose to impose a

propose
ing exemption in respect of mportedduty payable under Item 68, on their rst duty of 30 percent on such machine-made
goods. In withdrawing this exemption,clearances of a value up to Rs. 15 lakhs; carpets. Handmade carpets will be totally however, I have not proposed changethey would pay duty at 4 percent, which is exempt from this levy. The estimated any
in the duty in regard to project importshalf of the rate of duty proposed for this additional yield from this proposal is
and also the items of machinery whichon

item, on clearances between Rs. 15 lakhs Rs. 1.9 crores.
the customs duty in the recent past,was,and Rs. 30 lakhs. Consistent with the above approach, with a reduced to 25 percent ad valorem on the

As the Hon'ble Members are aware, the view to encouraging labour oriented non- consideration that such machinery is not
scheme of excise duty concession to en- power processing sector of the cotton indigenously produced. This measure will
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yield an additional revenue of Rs. 96 crores aware, the unit costs of a number of our monetary policies give me confidence that

by way of countervailingduty. postal services exceed the revenues they we shall be able to maintain reasonable

In the context of the sizable gap between fetch. Moreover, the modernisation of price stability in the coming year.

supply and demand of edible oils, sub- telecommunication services involves large
stantial imports of these ils have taken capital investment. These factors necessi-

place in the past and are continuing. As a
tate an increase in postal and telecom- With this I have come to the end of my

means of assuring remunerative prices to munication tariffs. A memorandum labours. I have attempted in this budget to

indigenous producers of oil seeds, I pro- showing the proposed tariffs is being cir- put the maxmum emphasis on agricultural

pose to levy basic customs duty on palm culated along with the Budget papers. The and rural developmentand labour intensiue

oil, rapeseed oil, soyabean oil, sunflower letter card (inland letter) and the letter industry, because it is now accepted by all

oil and palmolein oil at 121 percent ad will cost five paise more. The rate for the that only that way can we eradicate

valorem. They will, however, be exempt post card has been left untouched. As pouerty and unemploymentin the country.

from auxiliary and countervailing duties. regards telecommunication tariffs, the I haue, howeuer, not neglected large

This measure is expected to yield an addi- ordinary telegram of 8 words will cost industry and inrastructure in the process.
Rs. 2.25 as against Rs. 2 at present and On the contrary, I haue positively en-

tional revenue of Rs. 33.5 crores.
each additional word will cost 30 paise as couraged them. But I haue no sympathy

It is proposed to continue the auxiliary against 25 paise at present. The rate for with those industries which cater to the

duties of customs for the next financial press telegrams will, however, remain un- wants of the rich. We can have no room for
year at the existing levels. changed. Local call charges, beyond 1,750 production which caters to the rich and is

calls per quarter, will be 40 paise par call, thus a visible manifestation of the dis-
Taking Union excise duties and customs

duties together, my proposals will lead to
as against 30 paise at present. I will not parities which exist in society.

a net revenue gain of Rs. 606.14 crores in go into other details which are given in the The elmnation of the kind of pouerty
memorandum. The tariff revisions, which

a full year, of which Rs. 413.15 crores will which exists in our country cannot be
will be given effect to from a date to be

accrue to the Centre and Rs. 192.99 crores achieued ouernight. It is a long process
notified by the Government after the

to the States. which involves large investment through
Finance Bill is passed, are estimated to the mobisation of surplus resources

Where changes are proposed to be made by result in additional revenue of Rs. 57.96 whereuer they exist in society, better or-

notifications, effective from the 1st March, crores per annum. The yield during 1979- ganisation and the developmentand frans-
1979, copies of such notifications will be 80 is placed at Rs. 48.30 crores and has fer of appropriateknow-how to millionsof
laid on the Table of the House in due been accounted for in estimating the small engaged in agriculture andpersons
course. internal resources of the Posts and Tele- allied occupations and village industries

Members are aware that in respect of every graphs. throughout the country. The ultimate ob-

international journey paid for in Indian Our tax effort will bring in about Rs. 665 jective is not merely to raise the standard

currency, Foreign Travel Tax is being crores, of which Rs. 205 crores will accrue of living of the poor but to bud a socety
collected fron passengers. In order to to the States leaving Rs. 460 crores with of men and women with skills, resources,

simplify the administration of the tax, and the Centre. Taking also into account Rs. imagination, and above all, hope. I like to

to guard against the possibility of evasion, 160 crores of accretions of compulsory think that this budget is a small step in
that direction. But its really de-

I propose to revise the scheme and replace deposits by income-tax payers, there will success

be a residual deficit of Rs. 1,355 crores, pends upon a national consensusabout the
the ad valorem levy with a specific one. which I to leave uncovered. I have desirability of the objective and the need
The new arrangementswill be brought into propose

assessed carefully the inflationarypotential to work hard for it and a wlingnesson the
force as soon as possible after legislation in

of deficit of this size. The large food out- part of the powerful and affluent sectionsa
this behalf is enacted. This measure will

put of the current year, the large stocks of of society to make the necessary sacrifices.
not have any signicant revenue effect.

food and other commodities that have, I seek the help of this House in achievingwe

I have now a few words to say on behalf the large volume of foreign exchange such a consensus and securing the required
of my colleague, the Minister of Com- reserves and a continuationof the current sacrifices.
munications. As Hon'ble Members are supply management and restrictionist
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SRILANKA: ment income so that in these cases the
exemption limit could increase to
Rs. 18,000. In the case of non-employees,

BUDGET1979
however, the exemption limit for an

individual is only Rs. 6,000. The maximum
exemption limit in the case of a family
consisting of husband, wife (both non-

employees) and three children would be
- only Rs. 8,000.

In addition, where husband and wife are

Reproduced below is an extract from the Budget Speech for 1979 presented both employed their incomes are taxed

on November 15, 1978 by Mr. Ronnie de Mel, the Minister of Finance and separately up to an aggregated income of
Rs. 30,000, i.e. each spouse is treated as a

Planning of The DemocraticSocialist RepublicofSri Lanka. The extractonly separate individual. This facility is not

covers the proposedtax changes. available to self-employed persons and
other taxpayers. Further an employee who
does not claim the allowance of Rs. 9,000

-

is granted over and above the allowances
granted to other taxpayers, an earned in-

NEW INLAND REVENUE LAW income is paid after a lapse of time. Non- come relief of an amount up to Rs. 3,000.
Mr. Speaker, the present tax system in this employment income in a certain year may The Government, Mr. Speaker, places great
country is complicated, complex and con-

be high, but the tax on that income will emphasis on increasing economic activity
fusing and increasingly difficult to admin- have to be paid in a later year when income through self-employment and entre-

ister. It has become necessary, therefore, to may become low. As a result the taxpayer preneurship. Income from self-employment
rationalise and simplify the entire system. may find it difficult to pay his taxes. This is equally the product of effort as in the
A simple and consistent tax structure is delay in the payment of tax from sources case of employment and is quite often the

essential not only for effective administra- other than employment means that the product of greater effort and higher risk.
tion but also to eliminate the fairly wide- effect of Government'sfiscal policy will be We wish to encourage every individual to

spread avoidance and evasion of tax. felt by the taxpayer only in a later year. contribute his utmost to development and
Also the Government will not receive the economic growth and encourage wives also

The Inland Revenue Act which is now in immediate benefit of the tax on increased to share in this effort. Hitherto, anyforce was enacted in 1963. Several anend- incone. income a wife earned from her own effort
ments have been made to this Act from such as catering, dress-making and other
time to time. The piecemeal and ad hoc With a view to removing this anomaly, I

worthwhile occupationshas, in many cases,amendments made in recent years have propose, Mr. Speaker, to implement a
not been included in the returns of income

cluttered up practically every section of scheme which seeks to assess all income on
for tax because it would bethe Act. A number of these amendments a current year basis with effect from the purposes aggre-

apply to specific years of assessment and Year of Assessment 1979/80. This will gated with the husband's income and taxed
at the higher rates. With the growth of

are no longer in force. Our tax laws have simplify the entire system. In order to
employmentof the time has surelybecome a veritable jungle. I propose, Mr. effect the switchover, Income Tax will be women,

Speaker, to introduce in this House, payable on two bases for the year of assess-
come to treat men and woman on an equal

so as
immediately after the Budget Debate, a ment 1979/80. Income Tax will be payable footing far taxation is concerned.

completely new Inland Revenue Act which under the Self Assessnent Scheme on all I also propose, Mr. Speaker, to extend the
will come into effect from the year income of the current year i.e. on incone present schene of Limited Non-Aggrega-
1979-80. This new Act will co-ordinate our from 1st April, 1979 to 31st March, 1980. tion of Employment Income of Husband
tax legislation and rationalise the entire The income of the preceding year i.e. and Wife to all categories of income.
tax structure of the country. Order will income from 1st April, 1978 to 31st Henceforth the income of the two spouses
replace chaos. March, 1979 from sources other than will not be aggregated whatever the source

employment will be assessed to tax by the of their income may be. The income of
The new Inland Revenue Act contemplated Assessors of the Department of Inland children under 18 will be added to that of
by our Governmentwill form the basis of a Revenue and notices will be issued to tax- their father during the subsistence of the
stable long-term scheme. A stable tax payers calling for payment of this tax in 20 marriage. Where the marriage ceases to
system will enable a person to plan his equal instalments over a five-year period. subsist the income of the child will be
investment activities effectively over the This will prevent any undue hardship added to that of the parent who in fact
next few years. Rapid changes in tax legis- caused by the change in the system. maintains the child. The new scheme of
lation are not conducive to economic taxing each spouse on his or her income
growth and development and dampen con- Mr. Speaker, I regret I cannot exempt from

will the for wives to inpave way engagefidence among potential investors. We hope ncome tax non-employment income
useful occupations, reasonable tax

to avoid such changes in future. earned during the transition period. Our pay a on

financial requirements for development the income earned and make a positive
Mr. Speaker, a simple Income Tax Return and employment are of such a magnitude contribution to the national effort towards
is a sine qua non of a simplified tax system. that the Government just cannot afford to generating economic growth. Liberationof
It is a gross under-statement to describe forgo any tax on income which has been women, should surely be followed by the
our present tax return form as one of the received. Other countries which have liberation of the tax system for women !

longest and most complicated in the world switched over to the current year basis of In place of the present system of allow-
a veritable mountain producing a assessment have adopted this ances, I propose, Mr. Speaker, to grant a

--

same proce-
mouse ! I hope to put an end to this scan- dure. flat allowance of Rs. 12,000 to each tax-
dalous waste of paper and the time of the payer who is a resident individual. This
taxpayer as well as of the tax admin- means, in fact, that nobody with an in-
istrator. The Tax Return, in future, will be TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS

come of less than Rs. 12,000 per year or
a simple form which any tax-payer will be A feature of the present system of taxation Rs. 1,000 a month pays income tax in
able to fill up on his own if he chooses to of individuals is the advantage that is grant- future. This will be a great boon to the
do so. ed to employees as compared with other lower middle class which has been called
Income Tax is paid, at present, on employ. classes of taxpayers. An employee is upon to bear a heavy burden in recent
ment income on the current year basis and exempt from income tax on an income up times. Since the husband and wife are

on other incomes on the preceding year to Rs. 9,000. Where the two spouses are assessed as separate individuals, each of
basis. Tax on employment income is thus both employed each spouse could claim an them will be entitled to this allowance in
paid while it is earned while tax on other allowance of up to Rs. 9,000 from employ- determining liability to tax. The allowance
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of Rs. 12,000 will be afixed amount and tion of a house will also apply to the a difficult period. The apathy and lethargy
will not vary with the number of children. purchase of one house or one site for the in certain sections of the Public Service has
I trust this will be an appropriatedisincen- constructionof a house. been the direct result of a lack of proper
tive to large families. It is my intention to Mr. Speaker, it is fervent hope that motivation and incentives to give of one's
introduce further tax disincentives to large my best due to poor salary and working condi-

these tax reliefs will lead to a new boom in
families in due course. Population growth house construction by the private sector

tions. As a consequence there has been a

must be curbed if we are to achieve our complementary to the large-scale One drain of talent both to foreign countries
objectives of eliminating unemployment. Hundred Thousand Houses Programme of and to the private sector at home. There is

,

shortages of food and housing and the the Hon'ble Prime Minister. no reason as to why Sri Lankans who work
depletion of our natural resources. Tax so hard abroad should not give of their best
policy will be geared to this end. The limit of 1/3 of the assessable income at home provided conditions are made

Mr. Speaker, I also propose to grant ade- for all deductions will not, however, apply favourable for them. Our Government has
to donations to Government and Local decided to lay the foundation for this

quate concessions to persons who con-
Government institutions and expendituretribute to the overall effort of demestic within the limit of the resources at our

savings and investment. Our foremost need on approved Government projects. Dona- disposal. We have decided to take two steps
tions to Government will also include in this regard. The first is to increaseis more and more savings and more and

more investment. In providing these reliefs works of art, antiques etc. In the case of salaries and wages. We have already done so

these donations and expenditure, the full in Budget of last and I haveand the reliefs mentioned earlier, I have my year

borne in mind the need for simplicity in amount will be deductable without any already announced a further increase in

the tax system. At present a large number upper limit. Any amount which cannot be this Budget. A Salary Review Committee

of total or partial deductionsare granted as
deducted in any one year of assessment under Mr. V. Tennekoon, retired Chief
could be carried forward and deducted in Justice has also been appointed to lookdeductions from assessable income in order

to encourage certain selected transactions. subsequent years. The greatest concessions into the salary structure in the Public
will be given to those who help the Govern- Service. The second is to free publicAmong these deductions are contributions
ment's development

ser-

made by employees to approved provident programme. vants from all income tax on their official

funds, premia paid on life insurance and At present, Mr. Speaker, investment relief Public Service emoluments with effect

annuity policies, approved investments, once granted is withdrawn if the invest- from the year of assessment 1979/80. This

approved donations and donations to the ment is realized within five years. This will be a far-reaching and revolutionary
Government or Local Government institu- provision hinders the free transfer of shares change in the Public Service and should

tions. They also include expenditure and housing stock. In future, investment lead to a contented Public Sector giving of

incurred by any person with my approval relief granted on the purchase of shares in its best to the country. We hope that

on GEvernment development projects. approved investments will not be with- public servants will now be in the vanguard
There exist not only a multiplicity of drawn if the proceeds are re-invested in rather than in the rear in the march

reliefs and deductions, but also consider- shares in other approved investments. In- towards economic development and

able confusion arising from the different vestment relief will, however, not be growth. These concessions will also apply
limits for different types of reliefs based on granted on the sum re-invested. A person

to Judges, employees of Public Corpora-
upper ceilings, proportionsof assessable in- can claim investment relief for housing so tions, Statutory Boards, Universities, the

come and proportions of the payment or long as he continues to own the house. Local Government Service and pensioners
investment which qualifies for relief. The Relief already granted will not be with- of any of these employments.
present scheme of reliefs also compart- drawn if the house is sold.

TAX HOLIDAYS
mentalizes the different categories of I must emphasize, Mr. Speaker, that a com-

payments or investments and restricts the which is approved for certain objects In last year's Budget, this Government

taxpayer's right to obtain maximum relief pany provided several tax holidays with viewand obtains the benefit of investment relief a

by combining the different payments and must utilize its funds for these very same
to encouraging developmentand increasing

investments according to his own free objects. Investment relief granted will be employment. I propose, Mr. Speaker, to
choice. streamline and enlarge the scope of thesewithdrawn if there are any abuses in this
I propose, Mr. Speaker, that in respect of regard. tax holidays bearing in mind certain

difficulties which have been experiencedall the payments and investments referred Once the above co-ordinated scheme of over the years in the operation of the Tax
to above and premia for medical insurance, reliefs is mplemented, contributions to Holiday Scheme.
the full payment will qualify for relief approved or regulated scheme of super
subject only to the overall limitation that annuation as well as the deductionallowed
the total of the deductions from a person's to professionally qualified employees for

In the Inland Revenue (Amendment) Law

assessable income must not exceed 1/3 of subscriptions to professional associations,
No. 30 of 1978, a tax holiday was provided

his or her assessable income. purchase of books, etc. will also be in-
to small and medium scale industries locat-
ed outside municipal limits. The capital of

These deductions will also include invest- cluded in the payments which qualify for the industry which would qualify for this
ment relief for housing. The present relief. The upper limit of 1/3 of the assess- tax holiday was limited to Rs. 500,000.
scheme of granting investment relief for able income will apply to these reliefs too. Representations have been made that a

housing will be simplified. An individual In addition to these reliefs, I propose, Mr. much higher level of capital is required
who constructs a house with a loan taken Speaker, to grant a direct incentive for today for even small and medium-sized in-
from the Commissioner for National dustries. I therefore, to increasesavings deposited in the National Savings propose,
Housing, a Bank, or other approved institu- Bank. At present, up to Rs. 1,000 of the this limit to Rs. 1 million. Correspon-
tion, will in future be able to deduct from interest paid by the National Savings Bank dingly, the limit of profit exempt from tax
his or her income the capital repaid subject to an individual is exempted from income during the tax holiday period will be in-
to a maximum limit of 1/3 of his income tax. In the case of a family unit, this creased from the earlier Rs. 100,000 to
for all reliefs. An individual who constructs exemption is granted up to six individuals Rs. 200,000 per year. Also, as I shall
a house using his own financial resources in the family. I propose, Mr. Speaker, to indicate later, the entirety of the dividends
could also deduct from his income the

exempt from income tax 1/3 of the declared by these companies during the tax
amounts spent subject to the same interest received by an individual from holiday period will be exempt from income
maximim limits. He could carry forward savings deposited in the National Savings tax.
and deduct the balance of the construction Bank, or up to Rs. 2,000 per individual
cost over the next four years. This will whichever is higher. I hope that this will be Export-oriented companies grantedwere
eliminate the present anomalous situation an added incentive to mobilization of tax holidays in earlier under sectionyearswhere persons who have their own re- savings in this country. 7A of the Inland Revenue Act. This section
sources resort to obtaining loans in order provided for an eight-year tax holiday on
to obtain greater tax relief. PUBLIC SERVICE EMOLUMENTS export profits from the date of incorpora-
The same relief granted for the construc- The Public Service, has been going through tion of the company. Although this relief
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was in the statute book the previous March, 1980. Businesses, therefore, could and 50 percent exemption up to 2,000
Government had, as a matter of policy, modernise and expand their production square feet. The restriction by reference to
stopped granting tax holidays under this units till 31st March, 1980, without losing floor area encourages the construction of
section after June, 1975. Major export in- any of the benefits of the scheme an- smaller houses for sale which is desirable.
dustries located in the Investment Promo- nounced last year. I anticipate that my There will be no other restriction on this
tion Zone are granted tax holidays by proposal announced well in time will result exemption.
negotiation with the Greater Colombo in immediate investment to replace, The present exemption of the capital gainsEconomic Commission. In order to en- moderniseand expand where necessary. on the first sale of a house constructedbycourage export activity outside the Invest- The defect in the present scheme of capital individual, which is subject to restric-anment Promotion Zone, I propose to

allowances is that commercial buildings do tions relating to floor and extent ofconsider for approval under section 7A of area

the Inland Revenue Act companies which
not qualify for the grant of capital allow- land, will, however, be replaced by a total

manufacture non-traditional products for ances unless they are constructed by in- exemption of the capital gains arising from
dustrial or agricultural undertakings or the first sale of a newly constructedhouse.export. The grant of the tax holiday will be

considered in the case of new companies approved projects for their own use. Where any individual has for the first time

incorporated on or after 15th November, Today, there is an urgent and pressing need sold a house on or after 1st April, 1978, he
for commercial buildings especially in the will be exempt from capital gains irrespec-1978. The tax holiday will also be limited
context of the rapid growth of the tive of whether the house sold was con-to a maximum of five years. I therefore, Mr. structed, purchased inherited by him.economy. propose, or

Speaker, to extend the grant of capitalCAPITAL ALLOWANCES The of these reliefs well invest-allowances for commercial buildings con- grant as as

Mr. Speaker, in the Budget for 1978, I structed by any conpany for its own use ment relief for the purchaseof houses will,
introduced a new scheme of capital allow- or for letting. Since this allowance will be I hope, eliminate the serious undervalua-
ances for plant, machinery,- fixtures and available only for one year, we propose to tion of house property in deeds of transfer
buildings. An allowance equal to the full grant this concession to any company that as the purchaser will now obtain substan-
cost of plant, machinery and xtures has taken neaningful and positive steps to tial relief on the purchase price paid for a

purchased and used in a trade, business, construct cornmercial buildings prior to house. It will, therefore, be in his interest
profession or vocation was granted as a 31st March, 1980. to ensure that the full purchase considera-
deduction in computing income. The full tion is stated on the deed of transfer.
cost was also allowed in the case of DEDUCTION OF EXPENSES ON COMPANY
buildings constructed for use as dwelling FORMATION AND RESEARCH

SALE OF PADDY TO THE PADDY MARKET-

houses for non-executiveemployees. In the ING BOARD
case of certain other buildings constructed I have stated, Mr. Speaker, that it is the Income tax concessions were offered to
by industrial and agricultural undertakings policy of this Government to encourage encourage individuals to sell paddy to the
and approved projects, an allowance of 50 economic development through company- Paddy Marketing Board. These concessions
percent of the cost was granted. Ware- formation. As an added incentive to the

were offered at a time when it was
houses too qualify for this allowance as incorporatior of companies, I propose to

necessary to encourage people to sell
long as they are used in the business of the permit the deduction of company-forma- paddy to this organisation. With the revi-
owner. tion expenses in calculating the profits of a sion of the rice rationing scheme and with
I am of opinion that the granting of these company. the bumper harvests that we have been
capital allowances places capital intensive Approved export-oriented businesses have enjoying, these concessions are no longer
businesses at a distinct advantage over hitherto been allowed to deduct expendi- necessary. I propose to withdraw the
labour intensive businesses which are the ture incurred by them in research in Sri exemption from incone tax on the profits
paramount need of our country. However, Lanka. I propose, Mr. Speaker, to grant a on sale of paddy to the Paddy Marketing
in view of the fact that businesses had been deduction to all businesses for research Board.
starved of capital equipment during the expenditure incurred by them. I hope this
years before 1977 and in view of the will provide an impetus to research and CAPITAL GAINS
overall need for replacementand expansion development in the commercial, industrial The present concessions on Capital Gains
of machinery, equipment etc. these allow- and other sectors which is a crying need in Tax allowed for immovable properties will
ances had to be granted to enable our country today. also be extended to movable properties

1 businesses to start off without undue We hope to introduce a new Company Law including shares in public and private com-

accountliquidity problems. Mr. Speaker, I feel the and to establish a proper Stock Exchange panies. This takes into inflation
which has taken place since the 1950'stime is opportune to shift the emphasis n due course. This will be the foundation when the Capital Gains Tax intro-from mere increase in prodution to in- for a reformed and revitalised private

was

crease in production combined with a sector.
duced.

substantial increase in employment. I
lropose, therefore, with effect from 1st HOUSING

INCOME TAX RATE SCHEDULE FOR IN-

April, 1980, to introduce a new scheme of DIVIDUALS

capital allowances. A fixed percentage of In addition to the relief for investment in tr Speaker, in the last Budget the
the cost of constructionof buildings and of housing which I nentioned earlier, several maximum marginal rate at which income
the cost of acquisition of plant, nachinery other tax reliefs are at present available for tax was payable by a resident individual
and fixtures, depending on the life of such housing. These include exemption of the was increased from 50 percent to 70
assets will be written off annually over a

net annual value of one house used as a percent. I propose to continue the opera-
period of years under this scheme. This residence, exemption of income from new tion of this marginal rate. The marginal
scheme will be in conformity with the houses for specified periods and exemption rate of 70 percent will not bear too heavily
present accounting and commercial of the whole or a part of the capital gains on individuals in view of the scheme of
practice in other countries. At the sane or trade profits on transfer of houses. reliefs I proposed earlier. Far reachingl time it will remove the bias of the present These reliefs, though liberal, are hemmed incentives have also been granted to those
system towards capital intensive as against in by a number of exemptionsand qualific- individuals who contribute to the growth
labour intensive businesses. It will also ations making confusion worse con- of the economy.
eliminate certain abuses in the present founded. I, therefore propose, Mr. Speaker,
scheme. to standardise and simplify these reliefs. In the present rate schedule for income

tax, the first two slabs are increased by
Mr. Speaker, the present scheme of grant- The profits from the construction and sale Rs. 600 for the wife, Rs. 600 for one or

ing a 100 percent allowance for plant, of houses already receive full exemption two children or dependents, and a further
machinery and xtures and a 50 percent from income tax where the floor area of Rs. 600 for three or more children or

allowance for certain buildings, will, the house is 500 square feet or less, 75 dependents. The present method of grant-
however, continue to operate until 31st percent exemption up to 1,250 square feet ing relief provides the least amount of
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relief at the lower income ranges where are taxed at a reduced rate of 35 percent. recent inflation in house property values,
relief is most required. I propose, Mr. Where the profits of the company exceed the payment of wealth tax on a house
Speaker, to introduce a rate schedule of Rs. 50,000 the excess is also added to the which a taxpayer owns and uses as his
income tax that is not dependent on family tax payable by the company until the tax residence imposes tremendous hardship on
circumstances. Relief to the lower income rate reaches the present company rate of the taxpayer. This is particularly so as he
groups is provided by the increase in the 60 percent. This Government,Mr. Speaker, does not derive any income from the house
tax free allowance to Rs. 12,000 which places emphasis on private sector participa- he uses as his residence. I, therefore,
means that nobody pays any tax up to an tion in development. We desire more and propose to exempt from wealth tax the
income of Rs. 1,000 per month from all more company formation, particularly value of one house owned and occupied by
sources. small companies for agriculture, horti- an individual. In addition to providing
The same income tax rate schedule will culture, food production, fisheries and much needed relief, this proposal would

apply to non-resident individuals. However, rural industries. With this objective and also encourage the construction of houses
also taking into account the present in- for one's occupation thereby easingnon-resident individuals will not be entitled own

to the tax free allowance of Rs. 12,000 creased capital requirements, I propose to the acute housing shortage.
which is provided for resident individuals. grant special relief to small companies, the As in the of income tax, the wealth ofissued capital of which do not exceed case

The new system will considerably simplify Rs. 500,000. These companies will be
the two spouses will be taxed separately.

the rate schedules and grant relief where taxed on a graded scale of corporate tax.
The wealth of children under 18 will be

relief is due. In these matters of taxation, it The first Rs. 50,000 of taxable income will aggregated with that of the father during
is good for us to reflect sometimes on the be taxed at 20 percent, the next

the subsistence of the marriage. If a

advice of our revered teacher, the Lord Rs. 100,000 at 30 percent and the balance marriage does not subsist, the wealth of the
Buddha who stated 2,500 years ago, A at 40 percent.

children will be aggregated with that of the
wise ruler gives to his people when they are spouse who in fact maintains the children.
in need and collects from them when they The present concession applicable to

are prosperous. He should exercise his broad-based People's Companies will also INTEREST ON DELAYED REFUNDS
correct judgment when collecting taxes and be continued. People's Companies with an Mr. Speaker, who does not hisa person paymake the levy as light as possible, thus issued capital of less than Rs. 500,000 taxes in time is called to in
keepinghis people consonant. could obtain the additional benefits now upon pay,

addition to the tax, an automatic penalty.applicable to small companies. This induces prompt payment of taxes. But

TAXATION OF COMPANIES Foreign companies will be required to pay there is no corresponding payment to a
income tax at the rate of tax payable by taxpayer who has overpaid his taxes and

Mr. Speaker, at present a resident company the resident company, i.e. 50 percent plus whose refunds are held up in the Depart-
iS liable to income tax on its profits at a an additional 5 percent in lieu of Estate ment of Inland Revenue. I propose to
rate of 60 percent. It is required, in Duty. They will continue to pay the wealth provide with effect from the year of assess-
addition, to pay a refundable tax of 33 1 /3 tax and the non-refundable tax on ment 1979/80 for the payment of interest
percent on dividends declared. This rate of remittances of profits to which they are at at 1 percent per month on refunds which
60 percent is one of the highest rates of present liable. are overdue. This will, I hope, ensure

Company Tax levied in any country. If our prompt settlement of refund claims by the
intention is to promote company forma-

RELIGIOUS AND CHARITABLE INSTITU- Department. Where taxes are overpaid on

tion, investment, and rapid development, it TIONS self-assessment the interest will accrue after
is imperative that this rate should be six months from the date of the claim for
reduced to a reasonable level. The rate of Mr. Speaker, I also propose to grant certain refund. Where assessments made have been
Company Tax in most countries in our tax concessions to religious and charitable reduced on appeal interest will accrue from
region is generally around 40 to 45 per- institutions. The rate of tax on religious six months after the date on which the
cent. I propose, Mr. Speaker, to reduce our and charitable institutions will be reduced assessment becomes final and conclusive.
rate of Company Tax to 50 percent. A from the present rate of 23 to 20 percent.
company will, however, continue to pay
the refundable tax of 331 /3 percent on SPORTS CLUBS TAX AMNESTY FOR INVESTMENTS

dividends declared. Mr. Speaker, production and employmentWhile there is an urgent need, Mr. Speaker,
Although the rate of Company Tax is being to promote sports in this country, sports are the primary goals of this Government.

reduced, the actual tax payable by a com- clubs continue to be taxed on the net With this end in view, I wish to explore all

pany will not in effect be reduced for the annual value of their premises and their avenues of mobilising resources for invest-

next five years if the income of the com- sports grounds. The levy of this tax on ment. It is well known that there is a

pany remains the same. Because of the such notional income not only creates substantial amount of black money in the

change over the current year basis of taxa- hardship, but is also anomalous in a situa. economy. The only method of getting this

tion, the company will be required to pay tion where an individual is exempt from money into the economy and making it

income tax on its profits for each succeed- income tax on the net annual value of a available for investment is to declare a tax

ing year at 50 percent and the taxes house owned and occupied by him. I there- amnesty. I admit, Mr. Speaker, that the

payable for the year of assessment 1979/80 fore propose, Mr. Speaker, to exempt grant of an amnesty is to a certain extent

on the precedingyear basis over a period of sports clubs from the payment of incorne unfair by the honest taxpayer. However,
five years, i.e. at the rate of 10 percent per tax on the net annual value of premises keeping in mind the need for investment

year. This will in effect mean 60 percent owned and used by them in the course of and employment, I propose to declare an

for the next five years. However, I antici- their sports acitivities. However, if such amnesty for a period of 4 months com-

pate, Mr Speaker, that companies will grounds, etc., are rented out, the rental mencing on 1st December 1978 and ending
make use of the present opportunity to income will be liable to income tax as part

on 31st March 1979.

develop their businesses, increase their in- of the business profits of the Sports Club.
vestments, and thereby make higher This concession will apply only to clubs Amnesties have been declared before in

prots. A company which responds to my promoting genuine physical sports and 1964 by the SLFP Government, in 1965
call for development will naturally benefit recreation. It will not apply to social clubs. by the U.N.P. Government and in 1971 by

the last Government. This Amnesty will beas the tax on the increased income in
future will be at the rate of 50 percent. WEALTH TAX

different from previous amnesties in that it
will be linked directly to specific invest-

At present, Mr. Speaker, concessional With regard to Wealth Tax, Mr, Speaker, I ment in approved areas which will help to
treatment is granted to small companies in wish to provide some relief by exempting sustain the development programmeof the
order to encourage company formation. from tax the value of one house owned and Government. It will, thus, be an Invest-
Where the issued capital of a company does occupied by the taxpayer. At present all ment Amnesty rather than a general
not exceed Rs. 250,000, the first house property owned by an individual is amnesty of the *ype granted in the past.
Rs. 50,000 of the profits of the company included in the wealth tax return. With the Such an amnesty has necessarily to be a
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cash amnesty. The undeclared income must vestigate any declaration under the am- Often properties have to be sold to meet
be deposited in cash and invested in ap- nesty. It will be entirely administered by the duty payable. In order to mitigate the
proved investments. the National Savings Bank. Taxpayers will hardship caused, I propose to provide for

deal direct with the National Savings Bank. an exemption from estate duty of that partThe tax amnesties offered in the past
applied only to income tax. The taxpayer They will not be required even to call at of the proceeds of a life insurance policy as

who took advantage of the amnesty could the Department of Inland Revenue to is required to pay the Estate duty. In-

still be subjected to normal assessments in make their declarations. The tax due on cidentally, this will also encourage the

respect of his other tax liabilities including the amounts deposited will be remitted by prudent habit of taking life insurance

the Business Turnover Tax. I am of the the National Savings Bank to the Depart- policies.
opinion, that if an amnesty is to be effec- ment of Inland Revenue. The mode of I am also providing for the following
tive, it should cover all taxes and levies. acquisition of the monies invested in these

exemptions:
The present amnesty will, therefore, cover

accounts in the National Savings Bank will (a) the value of a single annuity up to
all taxes and levies administered by the not be questioned at any time by the Rs. 10,000;
Department of Inland Revenue and no Departmentof Inland Revenue. (b) legacies to bona fide employees up to

questions will be asked. The amnesty will Rs. 10,000 if they take effect within a

be complete.
BANKS DEBITS TAX

period of two years of death;
A Bank Debits Tax is at present levied on (c) bequests made to an approved charityI am aware that since the previous am-

nesties were administered by the Depart-
debits to a person's current account. up to Rs. 100,000 it they take effect

ment of Inland Revenue the response was Although the rate of Bank Debits Tax is within a period of two years of death;
small it acts disincentive to the (d) household and personal effects in-

not as good as it should have been. I am,
very as a

therefore, proposing a new method of banking habit. I propose, Mr. Speaker, to cluding jewellery up to Rs. 25,000;

administering the amnesty. The Inland repeal this tax. The repeal of this tax will and
result in the loss only of a part of the (e) the value of a life interest passing on

Revenue Department will not administer
this Amnesty.

revenue which is now collected from this death relating to property gifted to the
tax as its abolition will increase the Government retaining life interest.

It has been the usual practice in the past to business profits of depositors and thereby The present rate of interest delayedlevy a tax rate of 33 1/3 percent on the increase the income tax paid by them. A
on

amnesty declaration. Under earlier am- part of this tax will also be recouped by an
payments is 4 percent and has been

nesties, however, a taxpayerhaving paid his increase of the present concessionary unchanged since 1938. Honourable
Members will agree that this is far too low33 1/3 percent tax was free to spend the Stamp duty of 6 cents levied on every a rate and results in the non-payment of

rest of the money in any manner he chose cheque leaf issued by a bank to 10 cents.
without any conditions being imposed. As estate duty by certain persons for long
the present Amnesty will only cover ESTATE DUTY periods. I, therefore, intend raising the rate

of interest to 8 percent from the present 4
money invested in approved investments, a

In Budget Speech last I introduc- for the second and third of
tax rate of 30 percent will be levied. my year, percent years

ed a common rate schedule for estate duty non-payment and to 12 percent after the
The Amnesty will apply only to persons and gifts tax in order to simplify the exist- third year. Provision will also be made for
who make investments in specified ing system. I now intend to introduce a the calculation of interest for a quarter
development projects. These investments few more reforms to give further relief and rather than on a daily basis.
may be made with undeclared profits of to correct certain anomalies in the law. I shall also take early rectifyany period prior to 31st March, 1977. There is a saying that even at death, the steps to cer

tain other anomalies and bring the EstatePersons who wish to take advantage of the, taxman cometh but let me try to soften Duty Ordinance date.toAmnesty will be required, in the first the blow and ease the hardships. I am
up

instance to deposit their moneys in special reminded at this point of Virgil's cele-
accounts in the National Savings Bank. brated line in his Aeneid where he

STAMP DUTY

These monies could be withdrawnafter the describes the dead in the underworld The Stamp Ordinance is the oldest revenue

amnesty period for investment in specified stretching their hands with yearning for the law which the Department of Inland
areas; otherwise they must be kept in such a further shore -- Tendebantque manus Revenue administers. It has been in
special account till 31st March, 1983. ripae ulterioris amore -- Like Charon let existence since 1909 and during the last 69
Monies lying in these special accounts in me help these souls across with the least years it has only been subject to a few
the National Savings Bank and awaiting pain and suffering for those they leave amendments. It is my intention to amend
investment will earn interest at the savings behind. it taking into account the various changes
deposit rate of 8.4 percent. I therefore, to raise the

that have taken place in the social and
propose, exemp- economic spheres in this country.The approved areas in which investments tion limit for estate duty from Rs. 50,000

could be made under this scheme will in- to Rs. 100,000. In view of the effects of I wish to place more responsibility on

clude companies with which the Greater inflation it is clear that some relief is notaries in respect of proper stamping of

Colombo Economic Commission has necessary. The present exemption limit of instruments in relation to their value. In
entered into agreements under section 17 Rs. 50,000 has been in force for the last order to achieve this objective, I have
of the Greater Colombo Economic Com- twelve years. While the reduction in decided to bring to book those notaries
mission Law, and approved investments in revenue resulting from my present proposal who do not place the proper value on in-

industries, agriculture, horticulture, will be negligible, the relief will be substan- struments with a view to evading stamp
fisheries, tourism, housing including tial at the lower levels. duty. I, therefore, propose to levy penalties
projects approved by the Urban Develop- I also intend giving some additional relief by amending the Stamp Ordinance.
ment Authority etc., donations to the to house-owners in the case of smaller A few years ago the Stamp Ordinance was
Government and expenditure incurred by estates. Previously, where the total estate amended to enable employers to pay com-
the private sector on approved projects
included by the Government in the

was less than Rs. 150,000 and the testator position duties on salary receipts. But not
owned one residence, relief was granted in nany enployers came under this schene.

Government's Development Plan. In view respect of this residence. I intend to
of the fact that the incomes invested in I therefore, propose to make it com-broaden this relief by applying it to the
these areas would already have benefited value of one house in all cases. However, pulsory for certain categoriesof employers
from the amnesty, such investment and the relief will be limited to Rs. 300,000 with large work forces to pay these
expenditure will not qualify for any other

or
composition duties. This wouldthe value of the house whichever is less. measure

relief available under the Inland Revenue not only add to revenue but also increase
Act. compliance which was not forthcoming allOne of the problems that cause particular
The amnesty will not apply to cases hardship in relation to Estate duty is the these years because it was optional.
already under investigation. However, the fact that payment can become difficult At present there are varying rate bands and
Inland Revenue Department will not in- where the cash left at death is limited. varying rates within the Stamp Duty rate
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schedule. I propose to simplify this as by our Government to foster the develop- production inputs, and from export duty
much as possible in conformity with ment of the economy. The Greater on products. Tax holidays of around five
current commercialpractices. Colombo Economic Commission, which to seven years and, on expiry of the

administers an area of authority of 190 holiday, very low rates of turnover tax ofAs it is the Government's intention to

encourage the formation of limited liability square miles, has decided to develop two or around 2 percent on exports and 10 per-
three zones initially, the first at cent tax on royalty and technical services,companies, I propose to reduce the stamp Katunayake. also allowed. In special with sub-

duty on issue of shares from 1 percent, to
are cases

stantial capital investmentand/or introduc-
9 percent. I also propose, as a corollary to The Katunayake Investment Promotion

tion and development of technology,this, to revise the existing high rate band Zone is approximately 500 acres in extent
new

additional concessionsare granted.for transfer of shares by introducing a flat and the capital cost of facilities to be
rate of 1 percent. This will encouragemore provided by way of internal roads, elec-

According to the Commission, 118 specificactivity in share transactions. The loss in tricity, water supply, drainage and sewer-

revenue by these reductions would be age, post and telecommunications, etc., is enquiries and project applications were

received upto the end of October, 1978, of
negligible. Any such loss, I believe, would estimated to be around Rs. 300 million. A
be more than compensated by the in- major part of this work is already under- which 46 projects with an estimated total

creased activity in the Share Market which way and will be completed early next year. capital investment of Rs. 1',600 million,
we envisage. A sophisticated telecommunicationsystem and involving a range of products from

with international direct dialling facilities garments to building materials, industrial
The law governing the issue of receipts in

will be available by the end of 1979. A chemicals, sailing crafts and fishing gear
respect of monies received over Rs. 20 has 10-line SPC telex exchange and 100 telex have been approved. The foreign capital
been in existence for a long time. In view

machines also to be installed. component of these projects is Rs. 1,160
of the new economic conditions, I propose

are
million. Of the approved projects 24 enter-

to raise the limit to Rs. 100 and increase Outside the Zone, efficient roadways be- prises have already signed formal agree-
the Stamp Duty to 25 cents. This will tween the Zone and Colombo city, modern ments with the Commission and many of
eliminate unnecessary hardship to persons cargo handling facilities including container them have commenced building operations.
dealing in small amounts, particularly the cargo handling at the Colombo Port and Two factories are expected to go into
low income groups. modern air cargo facilities at the Airport production shortly. According to estimates

Mr. Speaker, I am confident that the entire are also being planned. It is also proposed made by the Commission, the approved
to develop Negombo as a town to service enterprises will, at capacity operation,tax system of the country will be con-
the Zone.

siderably simplified by these far reaching generate a total employment of over

changes and that they would produce a net 26,000 and earn foreign exchange amount-

increase in revenue as well. The Commission grants incentives on a ing to over Rs. 1,000 million per annum.

graded scale taking into considerationsuch The foreign collaborators in the projects
factors as employment creation, use of approved so far come from U.S.A., U.K.,FREE TRADE ZONE local raw materials, foreign exchange earn- West Germany, Switzerland, Belgium,

Mr. Speaker, remarkable progress has been ings, capital investment and transfer of India, Norway, France, Hong Kong,
made in the Free Trade Zone Project, technology. The incentives include exemp- Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Iran, Korea
which is the second major project designed tion from import duty on equipment and and Dubai.

In next issues:

Brazilian legislationon industrial development
by Antonio Mendes--

Use of presumptive tax assessment techniques in taxation of small traders and professionals in Africa
by LA. Malik--

France: Re-orientationof the discussion on capital taxation
by Jean-Loup Hay--

United States income taxation of foreign investment in U.S. real estate
by Robert C. Forst--

Recent theoreticaldevelopments in public finance
by Nizar Jetha--

Continuationof H. W.T. Pepper's Tax Glossary

'
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ASIA:
Recen- )eveopmen-sin Reciona TaxCoooera-ion*

The efforts of the Asian and Pacific Deuelopment AdministrationCenter (APDAC) to improue the
tax administration in Asian countries

Introduction personnel. The Meeting recommended that APDAC
should, therefore, concentrate on programs for the

The Asian and Pacific Development Administration training of middle and upper level staff and focus its
Center (APDAC), formerly known as the Asian Center attention on establishing training programs in the
for DevelopmentAdministration(ACDA), has embarked managerial aspects of tax administration. In addition,
on a program to improve the tax administration in it was suggested that APDAC collaborate with estab-
Asian countries. lishing training programs in the managerial aspects of
A preliminary organizational meeting of representatives tax administration. In addition, it was suggested that
from a number of Asian countries was held in Kuala APDAC collaborate with established training centers

Lumpur, Malaysia, from April 17-22, 1978. The goal to conduct regional courses or seminars on specific
of this meeting was defining and formulating more subjects or areas of tax administration, e.g. nvesti-

clearly the structure of APDAC's Program on Tax gation techniques and tax research.

Administration, and to make recommendations for a

Seminar to be held in early 1979 to discuss matters Tax research involves an in-depth study of the tax

connected with improvement of tax administration, system, .e.:

including strategies for the training of tax officials (1) tax structure;
and the developmentof training courses. (2) tax administration;
It is hoped, that with the realisation of the objectives (3) public tax consciousness.

of the Program and the resulting improvement in tax The Organizational Meeting recognised the fact that tax
administration in each of the respectiveAsian countries, research was a useful tool not only for the formulation
the urgent and escalating amounts of funds needed for of tax policy, but also to assist in a more effective ad-
national development and economic welfare for the ministration and enforcement of the tax system. The

people in the region will be assured. The program for meeting also recommended to APDAC that tax re-

improvement of the tax administration in Asian search be fully discussed at the forthcoming seminar
countries focussed primarily on the administration of early in 1979 with an in-depth study made on the role
direct taxes, such as individual income tax and cor- of research in tax administration. It was decided that
porate income tax. perhaps APDAC can also attempt to collect information

relating to the tax manuals used in different Asian
Present at this organizational meeting were represen- countries and, on request by a particular country, to
tatives from India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines. assist in preparing or revising their own tax manuals.
Sri Lanka, Singapore and Thailand. Each representative
who attended the meeting delivered a paper setting out Finally, it was suggested that APDAC should attempt to
his own ideas and suggestions relating to the outline, compile a dirctory of experts and a bibliography of

scope and methodology of the program. These papers publications on tax pertaining to the Asian region.
formed the basis of the discussionsat the meeting. Participating countries can assist in this project by
Other documents used at the organizational meeting providing the information relating to their countries.

were extracts from the reports of the Study Group for The meeting concluded that the countries which will

Asian Tax Administration and Research (SGATAR) 1 be invited to the proposed Seminar are not to exceed

and parts of the Report of the 1974 tax seminar con- ten and that they should be composed of the ASEAN

ducted by the German Foundation for International member countries and other interested countries.

Development. 2 The proposed actual number of participants should not
exceed 25 but exceptions can be made for middle level

The Meeting on the Improvementof Tax Administration officials who would be classified as observers who would
also benefit from the exercise. 3

The OrganizationalMeeting resolved that its main focus,
in keeping with its objective to mprove tax adminis-
tration, must be directed towards the training of tax

* Note submitted by Mr. K.S. Jap.

officials. Efforts at improving tax administration are 1. See Asia: Regional cooperation in taxation and customs,

seriously impaired at their outset by the shortage of by Mr. K.S. Jap. Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation,

qualified personnel in the majority of the participating 1978/1, pages 23-25.
2. Report on the Seminar Tax Law and Tax Policy in Indus-

Asian countries. Although all the participatingcountries trialized and Less Industrialized Countries for Directors and
have training programs it was generally concluded that Senior Officers from Asia in the Federal Republic of Germany
they tended to concentrate on the training of lower from 19 May to 8 June 1974.
level technical grades. Generally fewer programs were 3. Report of the Consultative Meeting of Improvement of Tax

available for the training of the middle and upper level Administration.Tax Monthly, April 1978.
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IRELAXD: as appropriate, there will be tax in-
creases not exceeding £15 a year. If
these taxpayers are, in fact, entitled to

BUDGET1979
other allowances, these income points
will be higher.
The document, Principal Features of
the Budget, gives further examples of
the effects of the various changes I have
mentioned. The cost of these changes in

personal allowances and in the tax rates
On February 8, 1979 the Minister for Finance, Mr Colley, pronounced his and bands will be £30 million in 1979
Budget Speech. An extract of the relevant tax aspects is reproduced below. and £47 million in a full year.

For single or widowed taxpayers with
- dependent children there will be a sub-

stantial new relief which I shall now

indicate.
The additional expenditure allocations The increases in the personal allowances
which I have announcedwill add a total will be as follows: ONE-PARENT FAMILIES
of £141 million to my starting current the single allowance to be increased
deficit of £208 million. From this I am from £865 by £250 to£1,115; A category deserving of particular con-

deducting £40 million for unspent the widowed allowance to be in- sideration is the one-parent family.
balances in the hands of Departmentsat creased from £935 by £250 to £1,185, Where the parent of a dependent child
the end of 1978, giving a currentdecit and or children is widowed, deserted, sepa-
of £309 million. the married allowance to be increased rated or unmarried, the special circum-
Thus, taking account of the Exchequer from £1,730 by £500 to £2,230. stances justify, in my view, the giving of
borrowing requirement for capital The structural modication consists of additional tax relief. I have decided that
purposes of £490 million, the overall abolishing the 20 percent rate of income this should be done by the introduction
Exchequer borrowing requirement for tax payable at present on the first £500 of a special allowance of £250. The
1979 stands at £799 million at this of taxable income and applying the rate allowance will apply as from April 6th
point. of 25 percent to the first £1,100 of next and will be in addition to whatever
Before presenting my specific tax taxable income, that is, after the person- other allowances and reliefs are available
proposals, I would like to stress that the al and other allowances, including the under existing law. The cost of the relief
Government's objective is to minimise increases I have just mentioned, have will be £700,000 in 1979. The necessary
the tax burden, to ensure that it is been taken into account. provisions will be contained in the
spread equitably and does not discour- These changes will benefit all married Finance Bill.
age personal and corporate initiative. taxpayers,of whom some 21,000 will be
Many signicant changes in taxation completely freed from liability. The INTERESTRELIEF
have already been introduced by the great majority of ther taxpayers will
Government from which all sectors have also benefit and about 19,000 of them As deputies will be aware, income tax
benefited. The personal and corporate will be freed from any liability to relief is given in respect of personal
taxation concessions in last year's income tax. interest, including house-mortgage in-

Budget will cost some £130 million this In the case of married taxpayers with- terest. This relief is a valuable one for

year. The abolitionof rates on domestic out children the liabilities, if not remov- householders who, it must be remem-

dwellings and the removal of motor ed altogether, will be cut by amounts bered, have also benefited from the
vehicle duties from all but large cars will ranging from £100 to £135 a year, abolitionof domestic rates.
cost about £124 million this year. The dependingon income. Since 1974, there has been a limit of

proposals which I will outline today are The effects for married couples with £2,000 a year on the amount of person-

designed to carry our policies a stage children will be broadly similar, but al interest qualifying for relief. There
further. here it is necessary to take into account have been many representations for an

also two other Budget changes which I increase in the limit to take account of

have already outlined, namely, the changed circumstances. I have decided
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX: ALLOW- increases in the Social Welfare Chil- to raise the limit to £2,400 a year, with
ANCES, RATES AND BANDS dren's Allowances and the associated effect from April 6th next.

I have also decided that the relief ordi-
The increases provided last year in the reduction of £22 in the Income Tax

main personal allowances for income Child Allowance of £240 per child. narily allowable should be scaled down
cases an em-

tax purposes were unprecedented in For those not removed from tax liabili- appropriately in where

size. They have been, and continue to ty, the combined effects of the changes ployee enjoys a preferential rate of
interest. The reduced relief in such cases

be, of substantial real benet to all in income tax and in the Social Welfare
will be computed by reference to the

income taxpayers. Children's Allowances will be to benet
It is not to be expected that reliefs of married couples by amounts varying proportion that the actual rate of in-

terest paid bears to a specied rate.
such a large order could be repeated this upwards from about £100 a year in

The provisions to give effect
year. Nevertheless, subject to the re- cases where their children qualify for necessary

to these changes in interest relief will be
sources constraint, the Government the Social Welfare Allowances.

included in the Finance Bill. There will
wish to give further expression to their As regards taxpayers who are single or be no net cost to the Exchequer.
policy of reducing the disincentive widowed without children, most of
effects of personal taxation. With this in these will benet by varying amounts. TRUSTEE SAVINGS BANKS
view I propose a further improvementin For those of them who are not entitled
personal allowances combined with an to any allowance other than the single The increase in the limit on interest
amendment of the lower income tax or widowed person's allowance and relief will benefit house-buyers,so this is

bands. whose incomes exceed £7715 or £7785, an appropriate point at which to men-
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tion a measure which will increase the STOCK (INVENTORY) RELIEF allocations for industrial promotion,
amount of funds available to house- development and credit, and for the
buyers. I have been asked to consider sympa- infrastructural development needed to
I propose to empower the trustee thetically the continuation of stock support industry.
savings banks to grant house mortgage relief which, under existing legislation, The general regime for industry is one

loans. The overall limit on lending by is available for stock increases in ac- of the most favourable in the world,
these banks will still apply -- 15 percent counting periods ending before April comprising as it does an impressive array
of the balances due to depositors-- but, 6th, 1978. of incentives.
since their aggregate lending has gener- This ad hoc relief was introduced as a The Government now looks to private
ally been well within this limit, it still temporary measure in the 1975 Budget sector enterprise to make decisive pro-
leaves them worthwhile scope for addi- in recognition of the fact that, because gress this year towards achieving the
tional lending in the housing area. of very heavy inflation, a substantial national investment and employment
The same requirements will apply in portion of the accounting prots of targets.
regard to the allocation of mortgage many businesses was, in practice, tied All enterprises, irrespective of size, have
funds and Certificates of Reasonable up in increased costs of trading stock. It a part to play. The contribution that
Value as are being applied by the has since been continued, with some can be made by small and medium-sized
Minister for the Environmentin the case modifications. rms should not be underestimated.
of the building societies. In considering the question of a conti- The Government is gratified by the

nuance of the relief, it is appropriate to tremendous response from such firms to
have regard to the reduction of the rate the special investment loan facilitiesHEALTH INSURANCE
of inflation which has taken place. The that are being provided for them by the

At present, premiums paid under per- rate is now down significantlybelow the Industrial Credit Company in conjunc-
manent health insurance schemes, which level which led to the introduction of tion with the European Investment
are schemes designed to maintain earn- stock relief and the grounds for conti- Bank.

ings during illness, are not allowed as nuing it have diminished, to say the The favourable interest rate charged on

deductions for tax purposes. The least. However, I have decided to give it such loans is made possible by the fact
benefits payable are not regarded as for a furtheryear, on the basic of allow- that the foreign exchange risk on the
income chargeable to tax unless and ing three-quarters of the relief granted loans is being borne by the Exchequer.
until they have been received for over a heretofore. The renewal will cost the This assistance will continue to be avail-

year. Exchequer £5 million this year. The able.
It is now proposed that tax relief will be detailed technical provisions will be For business as a whole, 1979 is a year

given in respect of such premiums, but contained in the Finance Bill. of opportunity and challenge. Part of
the benefits under the policies will be the challenge will be provided by parti-
treated as taxable income from the INVESTMENTALLOWANCE cipation in the EMS. The potential
outset. The change will take effect from (DEDUCTION) benets from participation are consi-

April 6th, 1980. derable. For its part, the Government
I intend to move in the Finance Bill that stands by the assurance already given

BUSINESS INCENTIVES the existing legislation governing the that, if any significant short-term dif-

special investment allowance of 20 per- culties should arise from our decision to
The tax and other measures taken by cent for new plant and machinery in the participate in the system, the Govern-
the Government over the past 18 designated areas be renewed for a ment will respond in a positive and
months have afforded very considerable further period up to the end of 1980, sympatheticway.
stimulus to enterprise and have created after which the proposed Corporation
a climate in which the business world Tax scheme for manufacturing com- VALUE-ADDEDTAX
can plan ahead with confidence. panies will apply throughout the State.
The various substantial tax reliefs for I come now to a proposal affecting
families and individuals have operated CAPITAL ALLOWANCE value-added tax.
to boost demand. In addition, I intro- As deputies will be aware, one of the
duced in last year's Budget a package of At present capital allowances on new changes required by the EEC Sixth Di-
tax changes designed to ensure direct plant and machinery are given on the rective on VAT, which was adopted by
relief for businesses. Chief among these basis of gross cost; in other words, no the Community in 1977, is the abolition
changes were the large increase in the deduction is made in respect of grants of the first tier of the special two-tier
prots thresholds for Corporation Tax payable from public funds. The effect VAT which applies at present to a
and the improvement of the three-year of this is that the Exchequer gives tax limited range of goods. As announced
scheme for an incentive rate of 25 per- relief in respect of a considerable some time ago, March 1st, 1979, the
cent for manufacturingcompanies. element of expenditure which the first tier of the two-tier VAT will be

Exchequer itself has borne. This has replaced by appropriate excise duties
EXPORT SALES RELIEF always been recognised as anomalous designed to match the part of the VAT

and there can be no reasonable ground revenue forgone.
I should also mention the new scheme, for complaint if this anomaly is I have, however, received representa-
already announced by the Minister for removed. I intend to do so in the Fi- tions seeking a variation of that inten-
Industry, Commerce and Energy, for nance Bill. tion in so far as certain goods handled
the replacement of export sales relief. by the electrical trade are concerned.
The 10 percent rate of CorporationTax, INDUSTRY: GENERAL The representations made have stressed
which will be applicable to manufactur- the adverse effects on traders in the
ing profits earned from January, 1981, Clearly, the direct Exchequer cost of State of cross-Bordersmugglingof these
to the end of the century, should act as tax incentives is not the only indicator goods and have sought an alleviation of
a dramatic stimulus immediately and of the Government's priority for in- this position through a reduction of tax.
lead to continuinggrowth over the years dustrial expansion. So, also, are the The Revenue Commissioners are, of
ahead. massive increases in the expenditure course, making every effort to prevent
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this smuggling and the associated tax allowance for investment needs in further 6,000 full-time farmers, or

evasion. Having reviewed the position, I agriculture, the farmer's contribution 27,000 in all, liable for tax. Also, the
have decided, by way of concession, to falls far short of the share of income multiplier which is used to calculate
refrain from imposing excise duties on contributed in taxation by the rest of farmers' income on the notional basis
two of the categories of goods in the community, as is clear from the fact will be increased from 90 to 125. This

question, namely, radios and record that employees paid about £526 million new multiplier is fully justified by
players, but a VAT rate of 20 percent in income tax in 1978, representing reference to farm incomes in 1978.
will apply to them instead of 10 per- about 16 percent of their earnings. As a result of these changes, farmers'
cent. This will bring the VAT treatment income tax will yield about £30 million
of these goods, from March 1st, 1979, THRIVING SECTOR OF ECONOMY in the income tax year 1979/80, almost
into line with that of other related all of which will accrue in the calendar
items. It is equitable that such a thriving sector year 1980.
The concessions will cost about £1 mil- of the economy should move as rapidly There are two other income tax matters

lion in 1979, inclusive of £0.3 million in as possible, without damage to its conti- I should mention. The farming organisa-
respect of a special relief required in nued expansion, to the stage of full tions have drawn my attention to the
order to avoid double taxation, of acceptance of its share of funding the possibility that a farmer who had opted
stocks which will have already borne the community's needs. It is only fair to say to have his income assessed on the
rst tier of VAT. that comments from individuals and notional basis could nd himself then

those in a representativecapacity would being taxed on an income assessment
FARMER'STAX indicate that the general body of farmers appreciably in excess of his actual

is willing to do so. prots, because under the provisions of
It is estimated that total farm income In line with this principle, I am taking the Finance Act, 1978, he must con-

last year was almost 140 percent higher further measures this year to increase tinue on that notional basis for two

than in 1973, the year of our entry to the farming sector's contribution to the subsequent years. This could happen,
the EEC. That figure understates the cost of public services. The threshold particularly in a case where stock losses

for liability to income tax will be reduc- occurred by reason of disease.actual improvement in the fortunes of
our individual farmers because farm in- ed from £60 RV to £50 RV, making a I arranged to have this problem examin-

come is now divided among a smaller
number of farmers than was the case six
years ago. Our main agricultural pro-
ducts have had the benets of guar- HIGHLIGHTSOF THE IRISH BUDGET 1979
anteed prices and unlimited outlets.
Investment in farming is continuingat a

high rate and the prosperity of agricul- On February 8, 1979 the Minister or Finance pronounced his Budgetture -- and of rural Ireland in general --
is plain for all to see. Speech. Some of the most significantfeatures are the following:
This prosperity is highlighted by the -- The reduction of individual income tax by increasing various personal
1977 Farm Management Survey of An allowances (deductions). A new £250 allowance will be introduced for
Foras Taiuntais, published last August. one-parentfamilies.
The Survey noted that the standard of
living enjoyed by a sizeable proportion

-- The maximum deductible amount for personal interest will be increased

of our farmers must have improved out from £2,000 to £2,400.
of all recognition and that modernised

-- Premiums paid for schemes to maintain eamings during illness will
farming is very prosperous, with many become deductible whereas the benefits received under such scheme
farmers having assets, investment levels

a

will be henceforth taxable.and incomes formerly associated with
the world of commerceonly. -- The rate structure of individual income tax wiU be changed, i.e. the 20
During these years, the farming com- percent mte wl be abolished and the 25 percent rate will apply to the
munity has continued to benet from a first £1,100of taxable income.
degree of State support which is very
considerable. The Estimates for 1979

-- Confirmation of the introducton, as o January 1, 1981 of the 10

contain a total provision of £160 mil- percentcoporation tax rate for manufacturingcompanies.
lion for State aid to agriculture. In -- Various incentives for business will be continued. For instance, stock
addition, it is estimated that the Euro-

(inventory) relief will be extended for the basis of
pean Agricultural Guidance and Guar-

one more year on

three quarters of the existing relief The investment allowance of 20antee Fund will benet Irish agriculture
to the extent of some £385 million. It is percent for new plant and machinery in designatedareas will be renewed

clear that Irish agriculture can no longer foran additionalperiodup to the end of 1980.

be regarded as an underendowed sector -- On March 1, 1979 new provisions of VAT will become effective as a
of our economy. . result of the changes which Ireland is required to make under the Sixth
It is against this background of in- Directive on VAT. This will, inter alia, result in the abolition of the first
creasing prosperity that we must look at

er of the special two-tier VAT. This first tier wi be generally replacedthe question of farmer taxation.
Farmers will pay about £16 million in by an excise duty except for radios and record players. However, these

income tax in 1979 and about £36 items wl be subject to 20 percent of VAT instead of the normal 10

million in rates on land. This total of percent.
£52 million represents a contributionof

-- The excise duties on tobacco and alcoholic beverages will be increased.
5 percent of farm income. Last year
the contribution was £38 million, or 4
percent of farm income. Making due
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ed in discussions over the past year if it were to be passed on to domestic signicant proportion of total sales it is
between the farming organisations and consumers through the price of food. proper, nevertheless, that the excise
the Revenue Commissioners. The Government will be concerned to duty structure should reflect the differ-
These discussions have now resulted in ensure that this does not happen. ences in strengths.
an agreed recommendationto the effect Accordingly, the excise duty will in
that a farmer may opt out of the no- future provide for three categories. The
tional basis at any stage provided he TOBACCO AND ALCOHOLIC rate for the lowest category, which in-
remains on accounts for the year con- DRINKS cludes ordinary cider and perry, will be
cerned and the two subsequent years; 30p per gallon. The rate for the inter-
the Revenue Commissionerswould have Mr Colley said that the Governmenthad mediate category will be £1.25 per
the right to demand accounts for the decided that the various additions to the gallon and the rate for the strongest
preceding one or two years of notional deficit on current account should in category will be the same as the new

assessment and to reassess accordingly if part be offset by the following in- rate for made wine, that is £2.466 per
the accounts indicateda higher tax liabi- creases in indirect taxation. gallon.
lity. I am pleased to accept this recom- It was three years, he said, since the These changes represent an increase of
mendation, and I will include provisions excise duties on tobacco products and roughly 6p in the tax element in the
accordingly in this year's Finance Bill. alcoholic beverages were last raised and price of an ordinary flagon of cider. The
I consider that this arrangement will it was appropriate to look to these for increases for the stronger cider and
remove any danger of a farmer having to an additional contribution this year. perry would be greater, depending on

pay tax on an income he did not have, The proposed increases are as follows: their alcoholic strength. It is estimated
while at the same time it guards against that these changes will bring in extra
the possibility of tax avoidance, which TOBACCO revenue of £200,000 in 1979.
is the basic aim of the three-year re- The various increases in excise duties
quirement. An increase of 6p is proposed in the tax will operate from midnight tonight

element in the retail price of the packet (Wednesday). They will yield £37.7 mil-
of 20 cigarettes in the most popular lion of extra revenue this year. It is

AGRICULTURALLEVY price category. Pro rate increases are estimated that they will have the effect
proposed for cigars and other tobacco of increasing the Consumer Price Index

The second matter concerns income products. These increases are estimated by about 1.1 percent.
averaging. I announced in last year's to bring in extra revenue of £16 million The Minister for Industry, Commerce

Budget that discussions were to take in 1979. and Energy will make an announcement

place between the farming organisations shortly about price increases on some of

and the Revenue Commissioners about SPIRITS these commodities which have been

the possibility of providing for a suit- recommended by the National prices
able system of income averaging. These An additional 6p is proposed in the tax Commission.
discussions are now nearing completion element in the retail price of a glass of

and I expect to be in a position to make spirits. This will mean an extra 3p on
SMALL BREWERIES

the necessary provision in the Finance the normal half-glass measure. This is

Bill. estimated to bring in extra revenue of By way of a concession, Mr Colley
My final item concerning farmers relates £10.5 million in 1979. intends to continue for a further year,
to the cost of services. In addition to at a cost of £276,000 in 1979, the
the measures which are being taken to BEER scheme, introduced in the 1978 Budget,
recover a proportion of the cost of the

An increase of 2p is proposed in the tax which re-adjusts the incidence of excise
animal disease eradication programmes, element in the retail price of the pint of duty on beer so that the smaller pro-
the Government consider that the farm- ducers bear a somewhatlesser burden of

beer. This is estimated to bring in extra
ing community is now in a position to duty while the larger producers payrevenue of £9 million in 1979.
pay for the cost of the education, somewhatmore.

research and advisory services specially WINE
provided for agriculture. TAX EVASION
These are estimated to cost about £30 An increase of 10p is proposed in the
million in the currentyear. The cost will tax element in the retail price of a I indicated when dealingwith the provi-
be recovered by means of a levy of two bottle of table wine. In the case of sions this year for job creation that I

percent on the following agricultural stronger wines and sparkling wines the propose a substantial strengthening of

products -- cattle, milk, pigs, sheep, proposed increase is 20p bottle. revenue staff to intensify the campaignper
sugar beet and cereais. These products These increases are estimated to bring in against tax evasion.
will account for an estimated 90 percent extra revenue of £2 million in 1979. There is evidence that some self-employ-
of total agriculturaloutput this year. ed persons, such as traders, landlordsof
The levy will be charged at the point of CIDER AND PERRY residential premises and professional
sale of the products into the processing people, who would be liable for tax, are

stage and on unprocessed exports. It The existing rate of excise duty of 5p not making any returns of their income
will be introduced as from May lst, per gallon on cider and perry has not to the Revenue Commissioners.
1979 in the case of cattle and milk and been altered since 1940 and is now Even in those cases where accounts are

as from August 1st, 1979 in the case of completely out of line with the duties furnished, there are indications that
the remaining products. These are the charged on other alcoholic beverages. there may be evasion. Some people in
earliest dates from which the necessary Moreover, changes in traditional the community may not be making any

statutory and administrative arrange- methods of manufacture have led to a contribution at all to the Exchequer
ments can take effect. It is estimated situation where it is feasible to produce when they should be doing so, or may
that the levy will produce about £16 cider and perry at a much higher than be making a grossly inadequateone.

million in this financialyear. usual alcoholicstrength. Whilst this very I am determined that this situation must

It would defeat the purpose of the levy strong cider would not constitute a be tackled as a matter of urgency.
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Progress has been made already in com- and comprehensiveattack on evasion. The revenue changes which I have
batting evasion. Forms of evasion have The campaign will include such mea- outlined involve tax concessions
been identified and dealt with by sures as examination in depth of parti- amounting to £37 million in 1979 and
devising systems of control, as for cular accounts and, where there are tax and other revenue increases which
example in the case of the taxation of indications of evasion, reconciling them will bring in an extra £57 million in
certain groups in the building trade. with the general state of the business 1979. This gives a net increase in reve-

Back duty enquiries have been intensi- and the taxpayer's life-style. Evasion nue of £20 million. The current decit
fied in the special cases which come to will also be followed up more inten- will therefore be £289 million, compar-
the attention of the Investigation sively in the case of PAYE and VAT. ed with £397 million last year, a reduc-
Branch. These measures, however, are In future, mre emphasis will be placed tion of £108 million or 27 percent.
proving inadequate and it is clear that on legal proceedings, rather than com- My final Exchequer borrowing require-
existing Revenue staff resources are not promise action, where the making of ment is £779 million, which is 10
sufficient to deal with the problem. false returns is uncovered. percent of GNP, in line with the
I am therefore making provision for a I am confident that this deployment of Government'spolicy commitment.
substantial strengthening of the staffing resources will prove worthwhile from
of the Revenue Commissioners in order the point of view of revenue collection
to enable them to mount an effective and equity among taxpayers.
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THAILAND:

Promotionof InternationalTradingCompanies

I. INTRODUCTION must be exported in the first year of operation; this
must be increased to 400 million baht in the second

In an effort to boost Thai exports the Government has year and to a minimum of 500 million baht each
introduced a wide range of incentives for so-called year thereafter.
'promoted trading companies', i.e. international trading (f) The goods to be exported are classified into 3 lists.
companies which are granted the promotionalprivileges The value of the export of the goods in list 1 to be
under the Law on promotion of nvestment. The Board included in the export target may not exceed 100
of Investment (BOI), chaired by Prime Minister million baht a year. The value of goods in list 2 may
Kriangsak Chomanan, issued Announcement NO. not exceed 250 million baht a year. The export
40/2521 of October 3, 1978 by virtue of which business value of goods in list 3 must not be less than 50
operations by promoted trading companies are entitled million baht in the first year, 100 million baht in
to the tax incentives and other privileges under the the second year and 150 million baht in the third
Investment Promotion Act of 1977. This Announce- year.
ment No. 40/2521 is effective as of September 28, List 11978.

Cattle, water buffalo, frozen fish, frozen squid,
In addition, the Thai Revenue Code and the Royal tapioca products (including tapioca flour), maize,
Decree No. 54 B.E. 2517 (1974) re Reduction and rice, rice products, sorghum, castor seed, cotton
Exemption of Business Tax have been implementedand seed, sugar, molasses, fishmeal, portland cement,
amended by Royal Decrees in line with the incentives tungsten, rubber, cattle and buffalo hide and
granted under the Announcement of the Board of In- leather, kenaf, tin, mineral ores, and goods whose
vestmentNo. 40/2521. exports are legally controlled.

List 2These Royal Decrees are:
Frozen chicken, dry squid, frozen shrimp, poultry,(i) The Royal Decree issued in accordance with the
orchids, beans, fresh fruits, sesame, canned fish,provisions of the Revenue Code governing Exemp- canned marine products, canned pineapple, tobaccotion of Business Tax (no. 78) B.E. 2521 (1978) leaves, plastic and plastic products, fluorite,which was published in the Government Gazette, veneer

wood, parquet wood, wooden utensils, syntheticSpecial Issue, Volume 95, Part 120, dated October thread, synthetic yarn, cotton yarn, cotton textiles,30, 1978, pages 45-47; kapok, jute products, readymade clothes, jewelry(ii) The Royal Decree issued in accordance with the and pearls, electronic circuits, and furniture andprovisions of the Revenue Code governing Exemp- parts thereof.tion of Business Tax (No. 79) B.E. 2521 (1978)
which was published in the Government Gazette, List 3

Special Issue, Volume 95, Part 120, dated October All goods other than goods shown in lists 1 and 2.
30, 1978, pages 48-50.

Il. Conditions to be met Ill. I ncentives

In order to qualify for the incentives, the following The following incentives are provided:
conditionsmust be satisfied: Exemption of import tax on raw materials im-
(a) The company must be granted the 'promoted ported by the promoted trading companies for the

status' by the Board of Investment. use in the manufacture of the goods exported.
(b) The promoted trading companies may be public -- Exemption of business tax on raw materials im-

companies, limited companies or partnerships. ported by the promoted trading companies or

However, they must become public companies supplied by local suppliers for the use in the
within 5 years and listed with the Securities manufactureof the exported goods.
Exchange of Thailand (SET). -- Business tax exemption for manufacturers selling

(c) The promoted trading company must have an initial such goods to promoted trading companies.
minimum paid-up capital of 30 million baht. The -- Business tax exemption for companies contracted
minimum paid up capital must be increased to 50 by the promoted trading companies to produce
million baht within 3 years from the date of com- such goods.
mencementof operations. -- Business tax exemption for brokers or agents who

(d) The Thai holding must be at least 75 percent. sell their products to trading companies.
(e) A minimum of 300 million baht worth of goods -- Deduction of foreign tax from Thai corporation tax
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on the operations abroad of the promoted trading IV. APPLICATION FOR PROMOTED TRADING

companies. COMPANYSTATUS
Double deduction of export development expenses--

including foreign branch establishment costs, It is reported that companies belonging to the Siam

foreign branch operational expenses, costs of Motors Group and some other companies have orga-

sending trade missions, advertising and marketing nized themselves into a new tradingcompany under the

expenses. name International Trade Company Limited to seek

Permission to open foreign currency deposit promotional privileges from the Board of Investment--

accounts. under Industrial Category 6.13 International Trading
Loans on attractive terms to be given by the Bank Company.--

of Thailand. The International Trade Company Limited comprises
the Thai-Scott Company Limited, Sammit Motors Com-

The BOI may, however, announce any change or amend- pany Limited, Thai Metal Drum Industry Company

ment of the above lists og goods, without affecting the Limited, Siam Motors Company Limited, Universal

persons who prior to the date of the change have been Mining Company Limited, etc.

operating their promoted business for a period not Fluorite is the main product that will be handled in the

exceeding five years. export business of the new international trading com-

pany at an estimated annual tumover of 100 million
baht. In addition, among other products for export are

It should be noted that promoted trading companies are tissue paper, oil filters and automotiveparts. 1

not entitled to exemption from the juristic person in-
come tax as granted under Section 31 of the Promotion
of InvestmentAct B.E. 2520 (1977). 1. News Synopsis, Bangkok, October 30, 1978.

applies only to that amount of gain which is not re-

cognized by the transferorat time of transfer.
U.S.A.: TAXATION OF U.S. TRANSFERORSON TRANSFERS

OF PROPERTYTO FOREIGN ENTITIES * Note that prior to the Tax ReformActof 1976, this tax
was applied only to transfers of appreciatedsecurities,
and at a rate of 2712 percentof the excessof fair market
value over adjusted basis (i.e. wthout regard to recog-

Sec. 1491 of the U.S. Internal Reuenue Code applies a nzed gain).
special excise tax to certain transfers of appreciated
property to foreign entities, when such transfers are Applicabilityof the Tax

effected to avoid paymentof federal income tax.
The tax applies to all transfers, including tax-free ex-

Imposition of the Tax changes, whether or not made with donative intent, and
whetheror not made at fair market value.

The tax is imposed on the transfer of property by a However, Sec. 1492 provides a number of exemptions
US. citizen or resident, a domestc corporation or from the applicability of Sec. 1491. The excise tax is
partnership, or an estate or trust subject to US. taxation not imposed where the transferee is a tax-exempt
to a foreign corporation (as a contributon to capital organization. Nor does it apply to contributions by
or as paid-n surplus), a foreignpartnership, or a foreign controlling shareholders to the capital of foreign cor-
estate or trust. Under the RevenueAct of 1978, a non- porations. And, the tax will not be levied if the trans-
resident alien who is married to a U.S. citizen or re- feror elects, under Sec. 1057, to treat the transfer as a
sident and who elects to be treated as a resdent for sale or exchange, and to recognize as gain the amount
joint tax return purposes is treated as a resident for by which fair market value exceeds adjusted basis.
purposes of Sec. 1491, and is thus subject to the tax.

A further exemption is that where the transferor can
The tax rate is 35 percent of the excess of the fair establsh to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the
market value of the transferred property ouer the sum

of the adjusted basis plus any gain recognized by the
transferor at the time of the transfer. Thus, the tax * Note submitted by Mr. Glenn A. Abraham.
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Treasury that the transfer is not intended to avoid Paymentand Collection
income taxes. (Although Sec. 1492 requires that such
be established prior to transfer, Sec. 1494(b) prouides Sec. 1494 prouides that the transferor must file a

that, if after transfer the taxpayer does so establish, verified return on the day of the transfer. Unless the
then the tax may be abated, refunded or remitted.) transfer is exempted from taxation under a provision
Normally, where the transferor is directly or indirectly of Sec. 1492, the tax is due and payable immediately.
related to the transferee, the transfer is subject to the The statutory deficiencyproceduresof Sees. 6211-6216
tax. do notapply to the Sec. 1491 excise tax.

, ConferenceDiary
APRIL 1979 Management Centre Europe: Intemational

Tax Management, Brussels (Belgium),June
AMR International: Project Financing (in. 21-22 (English).
cluding tax implications of project nanc- FOR FURTHER
ing), London (U.K.), April 2-3 (English). INFORMATION

SEPTEMBER 1979 PLEASE WRITE TO:

Management Centre Europe: International
Taxation (a working conference), Vienna 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The

(Austria), April 18-20 (English, French and taxation of transfers of family-held enter-

German). prises on death and inter-vivos; II. The ef- AMR International, 6-10 Frederick
fect of losses in one country on the income Close, Stanhope Place, London W2 2HD

Institute for Internatonal Research: 1979 tax treatment in other countries of an en- (U.K.)

Corporate Tax Conference, London (U.K.), terprise or of associatedconpaniesengaged Business International Institute, 12-14
April 25-27 (English). in international activities. For the seminars chemin Rieu, 1208 Geneva 17 (Switzerthe following subjects are suggested: land).
Business International Institute: Interna- Trends in income tax treaties involving de-
tionl Seminar (including Intemational veloping countries, with special reference Business Perspectives: 11 Alexander
Taxation), Port Chester, New York to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in Place, London SW7 2SG. Tel. 01-589-

(U.S.A.), April 30 - May 11 (English). Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- 3197. Telex: 917036.

mark), September 4-8 (English, French,
German, Spanish). Institute for International Research, 70

MAY 1979 Warren Street, London WlP 5PA(U.K.).

InternationalFiscal Association(I.F.A.):Seminar Services Intemational: The lOth General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.
multi-choice International Tax Planning FEBRUARY 1980 Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DR
Symposium, Montreux (Switzerland), May Rotterdam (Netherlands).
7-9 (English, French and German). Business Perspectives: 6th International

Tax Conference. Singapore, February 4-8 Investment and Property Studies Ltd.,
Investment and Property Studies: The (English). Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-

Vienna Conference (including international don EC4A lAB (U.K.).
tax planning), Vienna (Austria), May 16-18
(English). SEPTEMBER 1980 ManagementCentre Europe, Avenue des

Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).

JUNE 1979 , 34th Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The dia- Seminar Services International, 1 Pas-

logue between the tax administration and sage Perdonnet CH-1005 Lausanne
The Taxation Instiute of Australia: First taxpayer up to the ling of the tax return; (Switzerland).
Intemational Convention (including Fun- II. The determination of the source of in-
damental Concept in Double Taxation come. For the seminar the subject is The The Taxation Institute of Australia,
Treaties, Guide to Estate Planning Far East flight to tax havens, their use and abuse.

19th Floor, C.A.G.A. Building, 8 Bent

Locations), Hong Kong, June 10-16 (Eng- Paris (France),September 14-19 (English,
Street, Sydney, 2000, Australia.

lish). French, German, Spanish).
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide euer publishedfor taxpayers
with income from foreign sources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS

ContinuouslySupplemented........ Always Up -to- Date

This outstandingnew Service is created specifically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from, or taxable in the

U.S. U.S.

If you t any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operationsbenets- tax benefits.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular, every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-saving device.

Authoritative, specific guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent-- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the first 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weekly
N.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATIN Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day you
OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorycharter subscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publication has been even more enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for

reference volume. $ 186 a year.
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The publications listed in this bibliography haue

recently been acqured by the Bureau's lbrary whch THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN

will gladly supply further information upon request CYPRUS

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Partnerships; Companies; Taxation and Tax Incentives; Off-shore
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct Companies; Restrictions and Exchange Control; Legal Security.
from the publisher indicated, and not through the By Kypros Chrysostomides. Nicosia, Kypros Chrysostomides,
Bureau. 1978. 34 pp.

Booklet designed to provide foreign investors contemplating
doing business or investing in Cyprus with information including
tax aspects and tax incentives. (B. 101.563)

ARGENTINA DENMARK
IMPUESTOSNACIONALES

EJENDOMSSALG1. HALVR 1978

Leyes. Reglamentos. Resoluciones. Textos completos acutali- Udarbejdet af Statsskattedirektoratet, Vurderingsafdelingen,
zados con las ltimas modificaciones. Buenos Aires, Arindo S.A., September 1978. Copenhagen, GovernmentPrinter, 1978. 67 pp.
1978. 355 pp. Statistics on the free sales of real property in the first half of
Compilation of all the important tax laws, decrees, rulings up to 1978 (thus auction sales not included) in Denmark prepared by
1978. (B. 15.828) the Evaluation Department of the National Tax Directorate.

(B. 101.578)
AUSTRALIA

ETHIOPIA
REPORT 1977

Foreign Investment Review Board. Canberra, Government THE CUSTOMS TARIFFS REGULATIONS

Publishing Service, 1977. 51 pp. Legal Notice No. 42 of 1976. In: Negarit Gazeta, Vol. 35, No. 40,
Report submitted by the Foreign Investment Review Board con- August 1976. Addis Ababa, Provisional Military Government of

cerning activities exercised during the period from April 8, 1976 Socialist Ethiopia, Ministry of Finance, Customs & Excise Tax
to June 30, 1977. (B. 51.194) Administration,1976. 172 pp. (B. 10.970)

REVENUE LAW IN AUSTRALIA FRANCE

By Charles A. Sweeney and J.H. Telfer. Sydney, Butterworths, ' FINANCESPUBLIQUES
1975. 500 pp.
Guide explaining the income tax, gift duties, death duties and Politique budgtaire et droit nancier. By Jean Cathelineau. Paris,
stamp duty in Australia as of October 10, 1975.(B. 51.238) Librairie Gnrale de Droit et de Jurisprudence,1975. 235 pp.

Textbook on public finance with historical background of the
SALES TAX IN AUSTRALIA French developments in this respect. A supplement brings the

By Jeffery E. Hodgins. Sydney, Butterworths, 1976. 200 pp.
work up-to-date as of September 1, 1978. (B. 101.616)

Monographexplaining the sales tax in Australia. (B. 51.237)
GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC

BRAZIL
GRUNDLAGEN DER INTERNATIONALEN BETRIEBSWIRT-

DEUTSCHE UEBERSETZUNG DES DEKRET-GESETZESNR. SCHAFTLICHENSTEUERLEHRE
1.598 VOM 26.12.1977 UEBER DIE KOERPERSCHAFTS-
STEUER

2., erweiterte Auflage. By Lutz Fischer and Perygrin Warneke.

Berlin, Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1978. 422 pp., DM 76.-.

Traduo alem do Decreto-lei No. 1.598, de 26.12.1977 sobre o Second, extended edition of a study which is the outgrowth of an

Imposto de Renda -- Pessoa Jurdica. Rio de Janeiro, interest in broadening the scope of corporate tax administration

Deutsch-Brasilianische Industrie- und Handelskammern, 1978. from national to internationalbusiness transactions, to encompass
80 pp. foreign tax systems and double taxation treaties which necessarily
The text of Decree Law No. 1.598 of December 26, 1977 and its arise in international business operations. Changes as compared
German translation. (B. 15.830) with the rst edition concern the New Fiscal Code and the new
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Corporate Income Tax Law in Germany as well as a new discus- TAXATIONOF COMPANIES & THEIR OFFICERS
sion of matters of current interest such as intercompanypricing,
joint-ventures,etc. (B. 101.557) Third edition, 1972-73. By Ram Niwas Lakhotia. Calcutta, Asha

PublishingHouse, 1972. 1124 pp.
PRFUNGSPLANUNG Third revised and enlarged edition of a monograph explaining the

taxation of companiesand their officers. The texts of the Income
By Andreas Sperl. Dsseldorf, IdW Verlag GmbH., 1978. Schrif- Tax Act, 1961, the Finance Act, 1972, the Wanchoo Committee
tenreihe des Instituts fr Revisionswesen der Westflischen Report and other allied Acts and Income Tax Rules are ap-Wilhelms-UniversittMnster, Band 12. 275 pp., DM 65.-. pended. In addition a 1973-74 supplementbased on amendments
Monograph discussing various aspects with respect to tax audit as introduced by the Finance Act, 1973 is attached to the bound
and the planning thereof, such as operational criteria, structure volume. (B. 51.168)
and results of such planning. (B. 101.566).

STEUERBERATERKONGRESS-REPORT1978 INTERNATIONAL

Deutscher Steuerberaterkongress 1978 der Bundessteuerberater- INTERNATIONALTAX PLANNINGSYMPOSIUM
kammer. Ansprachen, Referate, Diskussionen. Munich, Verlag
C.H. Beck, 1978. 475 pp., DM 70.-. Held in Amsterdam,November 22-24, 1978 convened by Seminar
Annual tax congress report 1978 containing the text of the Services International. Lausanne, Seminar Services International,
proceedings, lectures and debates of topics such as the desirability 1978.+-+ 600 pp.
of a reform of taxation of enterprises, the adaptationof German Text of lectures by various speakers on international tax plan-
VAT-law to the 6th EEC Directive, detailed questions with ning. To mention a few: The tax treatment of non-residents--

respect to the imputation system etc. (B. 101.569) special problems by J. van Hoorn Jr.; Tax aspects of foreign
business investment in the U.S. by John I. Forry; International
tax planning by Joseph G. White; Transfer of income to
affiliated companies and base companies by Jacques Malherbe;
Intercompany pricing provisions in France by Andr A.

INDIA Breton; Tax aspects of international mergers nd acquisitions
within the Common Market by H.J. Friend. (B. 101.608-611)

A.N. AIYAR'S INDIAN TAX LAWS (1978)
Revised by T.A. Raj Gopal and T.R. Ananthan. Madras, Company JAPAN
Law Institute of India Private, Ltd., 1978. 1185 pp.
Compilation of 1978 amending tax laws and relevant circulars AN OUTLINE OF JAPANESETAXES 1978
issued during 1977-78. Consolidated texts of the Income Tax
Act, 1961, Companies (Profits) Surtax Act, 1964, Wealth Tax Tokyo, Tax Bureau, Ministry of Finance, 1978. 291 pp.
Act, 1957, Gift Tax Act, 1958 and Estate Duty Act, 1953 as

Annual revised edition of information guide to Japanese taxes as

amended by the Finance Act, 1978. Appended are the Finance amended by the 1978 tax reforrn. (B. 51.197)
Act of 1978 and the Recommendationsof the Direct Tax Laws
Committee. (B. 51.161) LIECHTENSTEIN
A CRITIQUE OF PROFESSIONTAX BERICHT BER EINE REFORM DER LIECHTENSTEINI-
Commentary on Maharashtra State Tax on Professions, Trades, SCHEN STEUERORDNUNGZU HANDEN DER GEMEINDEN,
Callings and Employments Act, 1975. (MaharashtraAct No. XVI WIRTSCHAFTSVERBNDE UND INTERESSENVEREINI-
of 1975). By Bal Raj Varma. Bombay, N.M. Tripathi Private, GUNGEN
Ltd., 1978. 228 pp. Vaduz, GovernmentPrinter, 1977.62 pp.The author focusses on both the merits and demerits of the tax on Study of a reform of the Liechtenstein tax system. (B. 101.559)professions, trades, callings and employments levied in the State
of Maharashtra. (B. 51.172)

MALAYSIA
INCOME TAX APPELLATETRIBUNALMANUAL

Edited by: the Editorial Board of I.L.B.C. Calcutta, International THE 1979 BUDGET

Law Book Centre, 1973. 580 pp. Kuala Lumpur, GovernmentPrinter, 1978, 55 pp.This manual is a compilation of all the leading full judgementsof Text of speech by the Minister of Finance introducing the 1979
the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal of the different Benches of Budget on October 20, 1978 in Parliament (House of Represen-
India in relation to all the direct taxes such as income tax, wealth tatives). (B. 51.203)
tax, gift tax, estate duty, etc. (B. 51.169)

THE LAW & PRACTICE OF INCOME TAX IN INDIA THE NETHERLANDS

By Ram Niwas Lakhotia. Calcutta, Asha Publishing House, 1975. DE BELASTING-ALMANAK 1979 VAN ELSEVIERS WEEK-
720 pp. BLAD
Explanation of the income tax law of 1961 with reference to case
law. The material is updated as of the Finance Act, 1975 and the 24e editie. By J. Viersen and E.J. Jonker. Amsterdam,Annoven-
Taxation Laws (Amendment)Act, 1975. (B. 51.170) tura, 1979. 304 pp., Dfl. 14,50.

Annual guide providing information for filing 1978 individual
THE LAW & PRACTICE OF INCOME TAX IN INDIA income tax and 1979 net wealth tax returns. (B. 101.640)
August 1976 edition. By Ram Niwas Lakhotia. Calcutta, Asha KLUWERS BELASTINGGIDS1979
PublishingHouse, 1976. 671 pp.
Textbook explaining the provisions of the Income Tax Act of Deventer, Kluwer, 1979. 248 pp., Dfl. 12,-.
1961 as amended by the Finance Act, 1976. References to case Annual guide providing information to file 1978 individual
law, questionsand their solutionsare appended. (B. 51.198) income tax returns and 1979 net wealth tax returns. (B. 101.619)

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS DE TELEGRAAFBELASTINGGIDS1979
IN THE FINAL REPORT OF DIRECT TAX LAWS COM-
MITTEE (CHOKSHICOMMITTEE) By J.L. van Hedel. Amsterdam, Teleboek, 1978. 304 pp.,

Dfl. 14,50.
New Delhi, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Annual guide providing information for filing 1978 individual
Industry, 1978. 47 pp. (B. 51.176) income tax and 1979 net wealth tax returns. (B. 101.639)
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DE VENNOOTSCHAPONDER FIRMA UNITED KINGDOM
De hefng van inkomstenbelasting bij oprichting en ontbinding
van de firma en bij toe- en uittreden van firmanten. 4e herziene THE ECONOMICSOF TAXATION

druk. By J. Spaanstra, J.F.M. Giele and W.A. Vermeend. By Simon James and Christopher Nobes. Oxford, Philip Allan
Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Fiscale Monografien, No. 10. 284 pp., Publishers, Ltd., 1978. 310 pp., £5.-.
Dfl. 42,50. Textbook on the economic theory of taxation together with a

Fourth revised edition of monograph dealing with the income discussion of the tax system operating in the United Kingdom.
taxation aspects of the partnership on its establishment, liquida- (B. 101.558)
tion and entering of new partners. Legal aspects are dealt with.
(B. 101.595) KEY TO CORPORATIONTAX

Finance Act 1978 edition. By T.L.A. Graham and Percy F.
NIGERIA Hughes. London, Taxation Publishing Company, Ltd., 1978,

361 pp., £5.50.
NIGERIA. AFRICA'S ECONOMICGIANT Annual reference guide explaining the corporate income tax

Geneva, Business InternationalS.A., 1979. 147 pp.
changes as affected by the 1978 Finance Act. (B. 101.564)

Research report on Nigeria as an investmentmarket or how to do LEAVINGBRITAIN
business in Nigeria. Incentives and taxes are dealt with.
(B. 10.980) A tax and legal guide for intending emigrants and individuals

working overseas. By Michael Hamilton. London, THR Book

PORTUGAL Centre, Ltd., 1978. 72 pp.
Guide designed to introduce the prospective emigrant to the tax
and financial problems which he must face if he does decide to

IMPOSTO DO SELO leave Britain. (B. 101.565)
Regulamento e tabela. Lisbon, Ministrio das Finanas, 1978.
256 pp. MARCHMONTTAX CARDS

Annotated text of the stamp duty law. Tables and regulations Compiled by G.V. Hart. Flow-charts and algorithmswhich get to
thereto are appended. (B. 101.613) the heart of tax legislation in a refreshingly clear anddirectway

SINGAPORE plus comprehensive tax-tables. London, MarchmontPublications,
Ltd., 1978.35 pp. (B. 101.571)

CAPITAL ALLOWANCES ON INDUSTRIALBUILDINGSAND
PLANT & MACHINERY U.S.A.
By Lee Fook Hong. Singapore, Industrial & CommercialTraining
& Consultancy Organisation Singapore, 1978. 86 pp. THE AMERICAN PRESENCE ABROAD AND U.S. EXPORTS

Monograph on all the provisions of the Income Tax Act of By John Mutti. Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Trea-
Singapore on capital allowances as amended with examples.
(B. 51.196)

sury Department, 1978. OTA Paper 33, October 1978. 38 pp.
(B. 101.275)

SOUTH AFRICA 1978 COMPENDIUMOF TAX RESEARCH

SILKE ON SOUTH AFRICAN INCOME TAX Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department,
1978. 316 pp.

Ninth edition. By Aubrey S. Silke, Costa Divaris and Michael L. Compilation of studies with respect to the effects of the tax
Stein. Cape Town, Juta & Company, Ltd., 1978. 1528 pp. system on the U.S. economy. The papers presented herein are
Ninth edition of general purpose textbook on income tax with such as: Optimal taxation of foreign-source investment income
reference to case law, to be updated by supplements. Texts of by O.H. Brownlee; The overall vs. the per-country limitation on

comprehensive double taxation treaties, sea and air transport the U.S. foreign tax credit by Thomas Horst; Corporate tax
agreements are appended. (B. 10.979) integration: incidence and effects on financial structure by J.

Gregory Ballentine and Charles E. McLure Jr.; Integration and
1978/79 SUPPLEMENT TO SILKE ON SOUTH AFRICAN investment incentives by T. Nicolaus Tideman. (B. 101.570)
INCOME TAX

Ninth edition. By Aubrey S. Silke, Costa Divaris and Michael L. ESTATE PLANNING

Stein. Cape Town, Juta & Company, Ltd., 1978. 381 pp. Quick reference outline. Twenty-third edition, 1976. By William
This supplementarybook is meant to be used in conjunctionwith R. Spinney. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1976.
the ninth edition of Silke on South African Income Tax. The 160 pp., $3.-. (B. 101.584)
consolidated text of the Income Tax Act 1962 is appended.
(B. 10.978) FEDERAL TAX HANDBOOK 1979

SPAIN Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979. 635 pp.
Quick reference guide to specific tax problems in paying federal

LIZENZ- UND KNOW-HOW-VERTRGE MIT SPANISCHEN taxes. (B. 101.618)
FIRMEN

IMPROVINGREAL PROPERTYASSESSMENT
(Contratos de licencia y know-how con firmas espaolas). Stand
September 1978. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammer fr A reference manual. Chicago, International Association of

Spanien, 1978. 28 pp., DM 35.-. Assessing Officers, 1978. 443 pp., $25.-.
Brochure explaining the regulations with respect to licence and Study written for assessors and their staffs who are responsible
know-how agreementswith Spanish firms. (B. 101.582) for evaluating assessment practices and for implementing better

assessment systems and procedures. (B. 101.572)
DIE SOZIALVERSICHERUNGIN SPANIEN

INDIVIDUALRETIREMENTPLANS
(Seguridad Social en Espaa). 3. neubearbeiteteAuflage. Angaben
unverbindlich. Stand Juli 1978. Barcelona, Deutsche Handels- Individual retirement accounts; individual retirement annuities;
kammer fr Spanien, 1978. 27 pp. government retirement bonds; simplified pension plans. Chicago,
Third revised edition of brochure explaining the social security Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 32 pp., $1.50.
system in Spain. (B. 101.596) (B. 101.583)
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTSIN U.S. ANTI-BOYCOTTLAWS 1979 U.S. MASTER TAX GUIDE

Prepared by Howard O. Weissman of Burt and Gray, Marblehead, For 1978 income tax returns and 1979 tax planning. Chicago,
Massachusetts. London, Tax Planning International, Finax Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 560 pp., $8.-.
Publications, 1978. 12 pp. (B. 101.554) (B. 101.594)

TAX PLANNING 1979

Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 160 pp.
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of the April 1979 issue

Jean-Loup Ha DIE ANWENDUNG VON SCHTZUNGSMETHODENBEI DER

FRANCE: A RE-ORIENTATIONOF THE DISCUSSION BESTEUERUNG VON KLEINENGEWERBETREIBENDEN
UNDFREIBERUFLICHTTIGEN IN AFRIKAOF CAPITAL TAXATION (Part I) .................148
Der Verfasser untersucht die Schwierigkeiten, die insbesondere inDiscussion of the report of a three-man committee of experts on

taxation of wealth. This Committee rejects the introduction of an
Entwicklungslndernin bezug auf kleine Gewerbetreibendeund frei-
beruflich Ttige auftreten, die keine ordnungsgemsse Buchhaltungannual wealth tax and favours the revision and increase of inherit-
fhren knnen. Er stellt sowohl eine Reihe von Mglichkeiten vor,

ance tax.
mit denen diese Kategorie von Steuerzahlern von der Besteuerung
erfasst werden kann, wie auch die in verschiedenen afrikanischenFRANCE: REORIENTATION DU DEBAT SUR
Lndern angewandten pragmatischen Methoden.

L'IMPOSITION DU CAPITAL (1re Partie)
Commentaire du rapport prsent par le Comit des trois Sages por-

tant sur l'imposition sur la fortune. Ce Comit repousse l'introduc-

tion d'un impt annuel sur la fortune et prfre la rvision et l'aug-
mentation de l'impt sur les successions. UNITED KINGDOM: MR. HEALEY'SCARETAKER

BUDGET ..................................179

FRANKREICH: EINENEUORIENTIERUNGDER DISKUSSION On April3,1979 the British Chancellorof the Exchequerpronounc-

BEZGLICH DER VERMGENSBESTEUERUNG(1. Teil) ed his Budget Speech which contains very few amendments to cur-

Dieser Artikel untersucht den Bericht eines drei-kpfigen Experten- rent tax law becauseof pendingelections.

Ausschusses im Hinblick auf die Vermgensbesteuerung.Dieser Aus-

schuss weist die Einfhrung einer jhrlichen Vermgensteuerzurck ROYAUME UNI - LE BUDGETTRANSITOIREDE

und zge die Abnderung und Erhhung der Erbschaftsteuer vor. MONSIEUR HEALEY

Le Chancelier de l'Exchiquier britannique a prsent le 3 avril

H.W.T. Pepper 1979 le Budget qui ne contient que trs peu d'amendements la loi

fiscale actuelle-en raison des lections qui vont avoir lieu.
THE FALKLAND ISLANDS .....................158

A brief survey of the tax system. GROSSBRITANNIEN;MR. HEALEY'S BERGANGS-HAUSHALT
Am 3. April 1979 hielt der britische Schatzkanzlerseine Haushalts-

LESILESFALKLAND
rede, in der er wegen der bevorstehenden Neuwahlen zum Unterhaus

Court rsum du systme d'imposition. keine grsseren Vernderungenankndigte.

DIE FALKLAND INSELN
Eine kurze bersicht ber das Steuersystem.

TAX PLANS OF THE CONSERVATIVEPARTY
I.A. Malik

...... .180

USE OF PRESUMPTIVETAX ASSESSMENTTECHNIQUES GRANDES LIGNES DES PROJETS FISCAUX DU PARTI

IN TAXATION OF SMALL TRADERS AND CONSERVATEUR

PROFESSIONALSIN AFRICA ...................162
The author describes the problems encounteredparticularly in de- DIE STEUERPLNE DER KONSERVATIVENPARTEI

veloping countries with respect to the taxation of small traders and

professionals, who are not able to keep adequate financial records.
He discusses a number of possible methods to bring these catego- Lee Fook Hong
ries of taxpayers into the tax net and the pragmatic solutions ap-

plied in a number of African countries. SINGAPORE'S1979 BUDGET ....................181
The 1979 Budget is a painlessBudget, containing no new taxes

APPLICATION DES TECHNIQUESD'IMPOSITION butonly several tax concessions.

FORFAITAIREA LA TAXATION DES PETITS COMMERANTS
ET DES PROFESSIONS LIBERALES EN AFRIQUE LE BUDGET DE SINGAPOUR POUR 1979

L'auteur dcrit les problmes rencontrs particulirement dans les Le Budget pour 1979 est indolore; iI ne contient pas de nou-

pays en voie de dveloppement quant l'imposition des petits com- veaux impts mais seulementquelques concessions fiscales.

merants et des professions librales, ceux-ci tant dans l'impossibi-
lit de tenir l'ensenble de la documentation financire adquate. Il DER HAUSHALT 1979 IN SINGAPUR

examine galement un certain nombre des mthodes permettant Der Haushalt des Jahres 1979 wird als schmerzloscharakterisiert,
l'imposition de ces catgories de contribuablesainsi que les solutions da er keine neuen Steuern vorsieht, gleichzeitig aber verschiedene

pratiques appliques dans quelques pays africains. steuerliche Erleichterungengewhrt.
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- loose-leafs 189
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Islamic law imposes the obligation upon the State to collect Zakat BIBLIOGRAPHIE

and Ushr from Muslims, the proceedsof which are used to assist the
-- livres 185

poor.
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La loi islamique impose l'Etat l'obligation de percevoir les Zakat
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and

corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those
in foreign countries planning or doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This definitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American 1

businessmanor corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa

without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also find:
1. The full ofcial text of every existing treaty, supplementary treaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for

easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...

permits a single unied index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'll make sure, speedy decisionsat the flip of a wrist.

3. Ofcial reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and ofcial material that affects

you.To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisionsand rul-
subscription to this unique
publicationat the low rate of ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...
only $ 120, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and ofcial word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

Englewood Cliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its
New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX
U.S.A, TREATIES.
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F-AE.. A Re-Orien-a-ono:-e
DiscussiononCa,-al-axa-on DAR--

byJean-_ouol-a*
-

I. INTRODUCTION
COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEEOn January 12, 1979 the French Gouernmentpresented a report to Parlia-

ment enttled Prluementsur es fortunes(Impositionof wealth tax), the
Mr. Gabrie VENTEJOL, Chairman ofpurpose of which s to study the impositionof tax on large ndiuidua for- the French Economic and Social Counciltunes. This Report, which was draftedby a CommitteecomposedofMessrs. Mr. Robert BLOT, Inspector Genera ofG. Ventejol, R. Blot and J. Mraud, does no more than present the outline of Finance

a solution. It now rests upon the legslature to solue a great number Ofpracti- I Mr. Jacques MERAUD, InspectorGeneral
cal problems. of the I.N.S.E,E. (National Institute for

It may be expected that the French Pariament will during the Spring 1979 Statstics and Economic Studies, Mem-

sessons deuote many sittings to the debate the direction the reform of
ber of the Board of the Center for St!dyon
of Incomes and Costs, Chairman of thethe tax system on ndiuidual wealth should take. When this has been decided Committee Social Inequalitieson

upon the Gouernmentwli most certainly submt a draft bill. Mr. Patrick CAREIL, Committee Repor-
At first glance the task of the legislature and the executie does not at all ter, Inspector of Finances

appear to be easy and this for deueralreasons. Mr. Yvon LEFEBVRE, Inspector of
Taxes, n charge of the Secretariat of the

The first one s that t s particularly difficult to propose the reform of eer- Commission
tain partsof the French tax system without engenderingpassionatereactions
whose effect wil be to depriue the discussionofal calmnessand objectiuity. * Research Fellow at the University of
The second reason s that numerous bils and proposals to adopt an annual Nice and the Center for International Tax
net wealth tax (A.W.T.) 1 haue already been presented during the years fol- Research. Mr. Ha s the author of Tech-

lowing the ntroductionof the NationalSoldarty Law (Imptde Soldarit niques et Politique d'Imposition du Capi-
Nationale)n 1945.2 ta1 which s his doctoral thesis presented

on November 30, 1978. He has been n
The third reason s linked to the fact that n the matter Of capital taxation contact with Mr. Careil, the Committee Re-
the experts presentsharply opposed opinions. Indeed some Of them consder porter, who ndicated that the above work
that capital salready ouertaxed'; 3 whereas forothers the adoption ofan has been used as one of the Committee's
A. W.T. would notably be a means to ncrease the degree Of equity Of the main sources of nformation.
French tax system. . Note from the editor. Mr. Ha will n a

future article to be published n the Bulle-
Finally, it s possible to mention a fourth reason, snce many persons are tin present and analyse the bills and pro-conunced that there s a close connecton between the study Of the prob- posals for the introduction of a tax on ca-

lems concerning the taxation Of weatth and reection upon our tax system pital and wealth which have been published
as a whole. Such study presents for them an excellent opportunity to pro- in France since 1914.

pose a general tax reform which would make our tax system simpler and 2. This war wealth levy was composed of
clearer. a capital levy based on the value of ndivi-

dual wealth on June 4, 1945 and a capitalThus, there wl be no doubt that the ReportOf the Committee- which has ncrement levy mposed the ncrease ofon

ndisputable merits and which contains proposals which are worth consider- capital acquired between January 1, 1940
ng - will greatly assist the Members OfParliament. Taking nto account the and June 4, 1945. The rates of the first tax

experencesof the past and the mpact of numerousproposals for a tax re- ranged from 3 to 20 percent whereas the

form, 4 the French Gouernmentwil haue a uariety ofopinionsat ts disposal rates of the second tax started at 5 percent
to assist it n ts decision as to what action should be undertaken. at the bottom of the rate table but reached

100 percent at the highest brackets. For
This paper s an attempt to throw some light on the reasonng used by the more details and an nternational compari-
Members Of the Committeen their Reportand the course Ofaction they ad- son, see Robson, P.: CAPITAL LEVIES
uocate, selecting those ponts which are essential for our subject. The paper IN WESTERN EUROPE AFTER THE
further ntends to show the deuelopment of thought of the trois sages SECOND WORLD WAR in the Reuiew

(. e. the three wise men as the Members Of the Committee are usually of Economic Studies 27 (72), 1959, pp.

called) through the analysis of the form and outine of the Report as welas
23-43.

by the demonstration of the importance of the conclusons and proposals.
3. This s n fact the title of an article by
P. Salin, Le Monde, January 16, 1979, pp.
19-20.A preliminary inspection of the outtine adopted for the Report shows that 4. Note from the editor. Thets first part contains of certain aspects of the French and foreign

paper an-
a suruey nounced n note 1 above will present a des-

tax systems. In the second part the Committee discusses the uarious options cription of the different taxes on wealth
and their merits n the tax, economic, social and adminstratiuefelds. and capital mposed n France.
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Il. THE TECHNICALAPPROACH: CLASSIFI-
OUTLINE OF THE REPORT CATION, BURDEN AND PLACE OF TAXES

ON WEALTH
The draft version of the Report, which has been printed in a

limited edition and is not available to the general public, is di-
The analytical and statistical information gathered byvided into two volumes:
the Committee with a view to examining the taxation

VOLUME I: This Volume contains -- in addition to (i) copies methods with respect to individualcapital in France and
of the letters exchanged between the French Prime Minister, the O.E.C.D. Member Countries enables one to distin-
Mr. Raymond Barre and the members of the Committee; (ii) guish four differentgroups.
an extract of the ofcial statementof the Council of Ministers The first two groups pertain to the oldest method ofof July 5, 1978 proposing the nominationof the trois sages; taxation of wealth which is known in France, i.e. theand (iii) a brief foreword -- the followingmaterial:

succession duties. 5 We will analyse the arguments
(a) a synthesis which: which are used to show the lack of balance in the

shows the necessity of the imposition of tax;--

French capital transfer tax system and then proceed to
delimits the scope of the research intended; comparison of the tax burden in a number of hypothe-

--

recapitulates the arguments in favor of an annual
tical followed by discussion of the significance

--

wealth tax and the effects of the introduction of such cases a

for total tax revenue of the capital transfer tax systemstax;
demonstrates that the solution should be found in eli- a-- in number of foreign countries.

minating the defects of the French capital transfer The second two groups are basically concerned with ca-
tax system by adopting measures which ensure social pital taxes which have regard to other taxable events,justice, further economic progress and increase tax such as the possession, the disposal or the acquisition of
revenue. The discussion mainly focuses on the A.W.T.,property.

(b) the text of the report itself which is divided in two parts but other capital taxes such as land tax, capital gains tax
each containing three chapters, as follows: and tax on capital transfers are also dealt with.
Part One: The aspects of French and foreign tax sys-

tems which are related to individual wealth.
Chapter I: The taxation of wealth: a permanent prob-

blem in tax theory and history. A. The taxation of capital transfers in France:
Chapter II: The taxation of capital assets in France.
Chapter III: The taxation of capital assets in foreign

a system to reform

countries.
For the detailed study of the French capital transfer taxPartTwo: Thought and proposals of the Committee.

Chapter IV: The reasons for taxing wealth. system (succession and gift duties) the Committee Re-

Chapter V: The advantages and disadvantages of an an- porter concludes that:

nual wealth tax. (i) the French succession and gift duty system is not
Chapter VI: The justication and the methods of a re- sufficiently progressive, since the rate applicable to

form of succession and gift duties. the last bracket is relatively low and since 1959 no

sufficient inflation adjustment has been applied to
VOLUME II: This volume contains the supplements to the Re- its rate structure nor to the exemptions it offers;
port, inter alia: (ii) because there are numerous statutory and effective
(a) a list of 46 persons selected for their particular qualifica- exemptions, it is in particular the large estates which

tions who gave oral evidence -- eventually submitting can avoid totally or partially the capital transfer tax;
written evidence- to the Committee (Appendix 1); (iii)various measures in favor of gifts reduce the progres-

(b) a list of 68 bibliographical sources in connection with the sion even further. 6

subject (Appendix 2);
(c) the appendices relating to each of the first three chapters a. Progressivityiofthe tax

(Part I of the Report) i.e.:
The first defect of the current French capital transfer

for Chapter I appendices 3 through 5,-- -

tax system (see (i) above) has been thoroughlyexamin-
for Chapter II appendices 6 through 25, paper we our-

-- -

ed by the Committee. In this will limit
for Chapter II appendices 26 through 31. selves to the reproduction of the tables related to the

-- -

In its final version, for public distribution by La Documenta- succession duty on the transfer of wealth in the direct
tion Franaise, the Report will be divided in three volumes, line of consanguinity.
namely: Taking into account the rate and exemption changes
VOLUME I: the synthesis, the report itself and the ap-

pendices.
VOLUME II: the tax experiments in foreign countries and 5. As indicated by the Committee Reporter, the French suc-

an extract from the bibliography which ap- cession duties date from the Edict of 1645 which was extended

pears in the doctoral thesis of the author of by the Order in Council of 1703 (see the text of the Report in its

the present article. draft version at 16). However, during the Middle Ages the Suze-
rain taxed every portion of an estate acquired by the successor of

VOLUME III: The minutes of the session during which oral
a Vassal (Report at 16, footnote 5).

evidence was given. 6. See the Report, draft version, Vol. 1 at 39 (end of Chapter
II,1 ).
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which were introduced in 1959, 1968 and 1974 7 the on the French inheritance tax system;
Committee shows the results of the non-adjustmentfor (2) the increase of the burden of the inheritance tax has
inflation of: been inversely proportionate to the importance of

(i) The exemption which is granted to inheritors in the the amount acquired by the heir or legatee; and
direct line of consanguinity, i.e. each heir or legatee (3) the introduction of a new bracket of 20 percent for
in the direct line (father, mother, survivingchildren amounts acquired in excess of 100,000 Fr.Frs. has
and those taking on behalf of a deceased child) may not actually increased the progressivity of the in-
each take a certain amount free of succession duty. heritance tax.
This exemption is also given to the surviving spouse
(see Table I); b. Adverse effect of exemptions

(ii) The tax credit which is granted to a spouse or to an

inheritor in the direct line who has three or more The second defect of the French capital transfer tax --

children (either living or representedby living heirs). which causes a further disturbing effect -- finds its
The tax credit is available for each child beyond the origin in the various statutory and effective exemptions
second one (see Table II); which permit large estates partially or totally to escape

(iii)The rate schedule of the sucession duty (see Table capital transfer taxation. For example, a great number

III). of immovable and movable assets can at their first trans-
fer be transferred exempt from tax, provided that cer-

tain conditions which contain a time element have been
TABLEI met (e.g. dwelling houses which have been constructed

after December31, 1947).
EXEMPTION FOR TRANSFERS IN THE DIRECT LINE

For some other assets, only 25 percent of their actual

1959 1974 1978 value constitutes the taxable base on which the succes-

sion or gift duty is imposed. This is, for instance, the

In Fr.Frs. in the case with rural real property which has been rented

year concerned 100,000 175,000 175,000 under a long-term contract.

In Fr.Frs attheir
value in 1978 309,000 257,250 175,000 Finally, substantial advantages can be derived from the

use of the so-called pacte tontinier, which is a sort of
association among persons who are in the receipt of per-
petual or life annuities, with the agreement that the

TABLE 11 shares or the annuities of those who die shall accrue to
the survivors. Such a transfer is not subject to the nor-

TAX CREDIT FOR EACH CHILD BEYOND THE mal rate of succession duty but to a flat 5.4 percent rate
SECOND ONE which is the rate generally applicable to capital transac-

tions. In addition to these exemptions which legally re-
1952 1959 1978 duce the taxable base, some taxpayers benefit from the

fact that certain assets are anonymous, i.e. not reg-
In Fr. Frs. in the year istered in the name of their owner, so that it will be
concerned 2,000 2,000 2,000 hard for the tax administration to prove that they have
In Fr.Frs. at their been transferred. Other forms of tax evasion also exist
value in 1978 7,860 6,180 2,000 which cause a de facto reduction of the taxable base or

sometimes even result in an outright exemption. The
social and economic consequences of these phenomena

TABLE 111 are serious because they tend to be cumulative, i.e. if
the transfer of assets is concealed at one transfer it is

RATE SCHEDULE most likely that they will also not be declared at the
next transfer and so on.

1959
Tax in Fr.Frs. in the in Fr.Frs. at their c. Gifts

rate year concerned value in 1978 1978 The third defect of the French capital transfer tax sys-
tem is the number of benefits granted in the case of

5% 50,000 154,000 50,000
10% 50,000-100,000 154,000-309,000 50,000- 75,000 gifts inter vivos. For instance, in the case of a dona-

15% 100,000 309,000 75,000-100,000 tion-partage, which is a kind of a gift in contemplation
of death, reduced rates apply (reduction of 25 percent)20% - - 100,000

7. These changes concern mainly (i) the adoption of rate sche-
dules with rates of 5, 10 and 15 percent and the grant of an ex-

A synthesis of these different influences directly linked emption of 100,000 Fr.Frs. to the surviving spouse and each child
to the rate of inflation in France from 1959 through (Law of December 28, 1959),(ii) the introductionof an addition-
1978 is presented in Table IV. The conclusion which al bracket of 20 percent (Law of December 27, 1968) and (iii)
may be drawn from that table is that: the increase of the above exemption from 100,000 to 175,000
(1) inflation has had since 1959 a disturbing influence Fr.Frs. (Finance Act 1974).
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In excess of
TABLE IV Portion of the estate 150,000 325,000 500,000 1million 5 million 10 million

COMPARISON OF THE Amountof tax calculated in conformitywith 1959 rules

INHERITANCE TAX BURDEN
Exemption 309,000 -- 16,000 191,000 691,000 4,691,000IN 1959 AND 1978
Duties 5% 800 7,725 7,725 7,725

(Computed in Fr. Frs. 10% 3,700 15,500 15,500
at their 1978 value) 15% -- 57,300 657,300

TOTAL 11,425 80,520 680,520

Tax credit for 4 children:
2 x 6,180 = 12,360 -- 0 0 68,160 668,160
Tax burden in % in 1959 0 ' 0 0 1 13.5 rate approaches

15%

Tax due n 1978

Exemption 175,000 -- 150,000 325,000 825,000 4,825,000
Duties 5% 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500

10% 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500
15% 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750
20% 10,000 45,000 145,000 945,000

TOTAL '

18,750 53,750 153,750 953,750

Tax credit for 4 children:
2 x 2,000 = 4,000 14,750 49,750 149,750 949,750
Tax burden in % in 1978 0 5 10 15 19, rate approaches

20%

Difference in tax burden

1978/1959 0 +5 + 10 +8 + 5.5 +5

if such a gift is made to a donee in the direct line. In (a) In order to show the differences in capital transfer
the cse of donation of bare ownership the taxable taxation the Committee Reporter has drawn up a
base is substantially reduced (i.e. if the donee is younger graph (Figure 1) which compares the capital transfer
that 20 years gift duty is only due on 30 percent of the taxes of seven countries whose economic and social
value of the asset). Under this scheme the original owner development level is similar to that of France. For
retains the beneficial use of the asset whereas the donee this purpose he has computed the hypothetical ca-

possesses the bare legal title to the property, which will, pital transfer tax which would be due in case an in-
however, ripen into full ownership at the death of the heritance is acquired in the direct line and at vary-
donor. Since there is no transfer at the death of the ing amounts. The following three assumptions have
latter no duties are imposed. been made:

A striking example is also where a gift is made in the (i) the deceased has only one heir;
form of a manualgift (i.e. a gift by direct tradition (ii) the heir has two children;
whereby property is physically handed over to the (iii)in the case of the United States only the Federal

1 donee, for instance cash). In such a case no gift duty is Estate tax is taken into account. 8

due and the gift is also disregarded at the death of the
The advantage of this approach is that it not onlydonor, except where the donee is an heir.
shows that the progressivityof capital transfer taxes
in France is relatively ineffective but it also indicates

B. The capital transfer tax systems in some O.E.C.D. that the way to ensure (i) an effective exemption of
countries: examples to follow small inheritances, (ii) a light tax burden on average.

inheritances and (iii) a heavy burden on major in-
A study which is limited to the characteristics of the heritances is that which is followed by the United
French capital transfer tax system is not the best means States Estate Tax legislation at the Federal level.
to conceive a policy correcting its defects or to deter-
mine the function of capital transfer taxes in the tax (b) If such a reform of the French capital transfer tax

system were to be envisaged it would result in a
system as a whole.

combined reform of the top and lowest rates as well
Consequently, the Committee analyses various systems
applicable in a number of O.E.C.D. countries from both
the theoretical and practical points of view. 8. See the Report, draft version, Vol. 1, at 113.
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as of the exemptionsand the threshold at which the lation between the levels of the top rates and the
maximum marginal rate would apply. 9 In addition, existence of an A.W.T. in a tax system; on the other
like the policies adopted in the United Kingdom hand it appears from Table VI that the countries
and the United States 10 reducing the tax advant- which have the highest yield of capital transfer tax
ages of trust property, France could reduce the op- have no A.W.T. 12

portunities to evade tax. Thus France could retain
if not increase its current level of the capital

-- --

transfer tax as a percentage of GNP and as a per- 9. See Table V.
centage of total tax revenue. 11 10. These policies concern trusts and settlements in the United

(c) A very important conclusion reached by the Com- Kingdom which are treated in Schedule 6 of Finance Act 1975,
mittee with respect to the function of various capi-

and in the United States the treatment of the so-called genera-
tion-skipping trust which was amended by the Tax Reform oftal taxes in the tax system as a whole is that there is 1976.

no positive correlation between the A.W.T. and a 11. See Tables VI.A and VI.B.
high yield of capital transfer taxes. On the one hand 12. The case of Ireland is a particular one because of the major
it can be concluded from Table V there is no corre- reform of the capital tax system enacted in 1974-75.

Exemption
TABLE V (including Minimum Level at which

brackets at rate top rate Top rate
CAPITAL TRANSFER TAXES Countries Categories of beneficiaries zero rates) % applies %
ON INHERITANCES:

Austria + Surviving spouse 8,150 2 15*
THRESHOLDSAND RATES Children 8,150 2 15*

Grandchildren 8,150 4 16.3 25*

(in Fr.Frs.) Parents 1,630 6 , million 40*
Brothers and sisters 4,130 6 Fr.Frs. 40*
Nephews and nieces 1,630 8 50*
Non-related persons 410 14 60*

Belgium + Surviving spouse 25,450 3 or 7 17 or 3
Children 25,450 3 17
Grandchildren none 3 17
Parents none 3 , 1,270,000' 17
Brothers and sisters none 13 65
Nephews and nieces none 15 70
Non-related persons non 20 75

Denmark + Surviving spouse 81,000 2 32
Children 6,500 2 32
Grandchildren 6,500 2 32
Parents 40 10 , 760,000 80
Brothers and sisters 40 10 80
Nephews and nieces 40 10 80
Non-reiated persons 40 15 90

Finland + Surviving spouse 10,450 3.5 11
Children 2,600 3.5 11
Grandchildren 2,600 3.5 11
Parents 2,600 3.5 130,200 11
Brothers and sisters 2,600 7 22
Nephews and nieces 2,600 10.5 35
Non-related persons 2,600 17.5 55

France Surviving spouse 175,000 5 20
Children 175,000 5 20

, 100,000Grandchildren 175,000 5 20
Parents 175,000 5 20
Brothers and sisters 10,000 35 150,000 45
Nephews and nieces 10,000 55 %1 flat rate

55
Non-related persons 10,000 60 ) 60

Germany + Surviving spouse 480,500 3 35*
Children 173,000 3 35*
Grandchildren 96,000 6 192.5 50*
Parents 18,750 11 , million 65*
Brothers and sisters 18,750 11 Fr.Frs. 65*
Nephews and nieces 18,750 11 70*
Non-related persons 5,750 20 70*

+ This symbol indicates those countries where an annual wealth tax was in effect on 1 st January 1976.
* Global progression (average rate).
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TABLE V (CONTINUED) Exemption
(including Minimum Level at which
brackets at rate top rate Top rate

Countries Categories of beneficiaries zero rates) % applies %

Ireland + Surviving spouse 1,520,000 25 50
Children 1,520,000 25 / 2,535,000 50
Grandchildren 152,000 5 J 50
Parents 152,000 5 1,955,000 50
Brothers and sisters 101,500 10 50
Nephews and nieces 101,500 10 1,045,000 50
Non-related persons 50,750 20 892,500 60

Italy Surviving spouse
Children
Grandchildren
Parents
Brothers and sisters 25,500 3 7,350,000 19
Nephews and nieces 14,650 3 7,350,000 24
Non-related persons 7,350 3 7,350,000 29

Japan Surviving spouse
Children
Grandchildren
Parents 10 , 8,200,000 ' 75
Brothers and sisters
Nephews and nieces
Non-related persons

Luxembourg+ Surviving spouse 2.5 or 5 4.4 or 11
Children 2.5 or 5 4.4 or 11
Grandchildren 2.5 or 5 4.4 or 11
Parents , 2,550 2.5 or 5 ' 2,230,000 4.4 or 11
Brothers and sisters 15 33
Nephews and nieces 15 33
Non-related persons 15 33

Netherlands+ Surviving spouse 470,000 3 17
Children 11,250 3 17
Grandchildren 11,250 5 22
Parents 94,000 10 , 940,000 28
Brothers and sisters 3,000 18 36
Nephews and nieces 3,000 27 45
Non-relatedpersons 3,000 36 54
Non-profit institutions 19,000

Norway + Surviving spouse total exemption -- --

Children 8 405,450 35
Grandchildren 10 315,300 50
Parents 45,050 8 405,540 35
Brothers and sisters 10 50
Nephews and nieces 20 / 315,300 60
Non-related persons 20 60

Portugal Surviving spouse 36,500 8 32
Children 36,500 4 35
Grandchildren 36,500 4 35
Parents 18,250 10 , 9,100,000 48
Brothers and sisters 18,250 10 48
Nephews and nieces 1,825 30 75
Non-relatedpersons 1,825 30 75

Spain Surviving spouse 840 3 21
Children 840 3 21
Grandchildren 840 3 21
Parents 840 5 , 8,350,000 26
Brothers and sisters 28 58
Nephews and nieces 40 69
Non-related persons 58 84

+ This symbol indicates those countries where an annual wealth tax was in effect on 1 st January 1976.
* Global progression (average rate).
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TABLE V (CONTINUED) Exemption
(including Minimum Level at which
brackets at rate top rate Top rate

Countries Categoriesof beneficiaries zero rates) % applies %

Sweden + Surviving spouse 34,250 5 65
2

Children 17,150 5 J 5,700,000 65
Grandchildren 17,150 5 65
Parents 3,450 8 72
Brothers and sisters 3,450 8 1,141,550 72

Nephews and nieces 3,450 8 72
Non-related persons 3,450 8 72

Switzerland Survivingspouse
(Zurich) + Children 57,250 2 6

Grandchildren 57,250 2 6
Parents 57,250 4 950,000 12
Brothers and sisters 9,750 6 18

Nephews and nieces 10 30

Non-related persons 12 36

+ This symbol indicates those countries where an annual wealth tax was in effect on 1st January 1976.
* Global progression (average rate).

C. The Annual Wealth Tax as a source of disparities it should be possible to establish the ownership of

and Iow yield such property the tax administrationoften possesses
only feeble means of checking on the taxpayers.

When studying the A.W.T. the Committee focussed its In this respect the Committee Reporter implicitly
attention mainly on three points regarding technical touches on a important aspect, i.e. that the more

aspects and yield. general the A.W.T. is made, or correlatively the

(a) The search for taxable wealth and the determination more power of control that is granted to the tax ad-

of its value meets with a number of problems. In the ministration, the more the individual taxpayer will
first place objets d'art, jewels, bearer securities, be restricted in his investment decisions. Waiving
gold, etc. are often anonymous in the sense that bank secrecy may be one aspect of such restriction.

there is either no legal obligation to have such prop-

erty registered in the name of the owner or that (b) Some detrimental disparities may appear with re-

there is no actual possibility to ascertain whether spect to the valuation of property, either because of

the taxpayers own such property. Secondly, even if different periods of time between two valuations or

TABLE VI.A

TAX BURDEN ON WEALTH, CAPITALAND MOVEMENTSOF CAPITAL (IN %OF GNP)

Unted
United King- Luxem- Nether- Switzer-

Kind of tax Austria Denmark States Finland France dom Ireland bourg Norway lands Germany Sweden land

Land taxes 0.33 1.73 3.68 - 0.7 3.98 2.5 0.28 0.17 0.63 0.4 -- 0.17

paid by households 2.28 1.79

paid by corporate enterprises 1.4 2.19

Annual Wealth Tax 0.41 0.2 0.2 -- -- 0.11 0.33 0.66 0.25 0.44 0.23 1.37

paid by households
paid by corporateenterprises

Capital Transfer Taxes 0.08 0.16 0.42 0.09 0.28 0.3 0.38 0.16 0.1 0.17 0.05 0.11 0.21

on gifts 0.03 0.3

on successions 0.38

Taxes on Capital
Transactions 0.2 0.47 0.03 0.48 0.48 0.26 0.32 0.87 0.09 0.42 0.2 0.17 0.38

Taxes on Industry and Trade
(Professional Tax) 0.70 -- -- -- 1.09 ..... 0.85 -- -

Capital Gains Taxes -- 0.02 0.58 0.04 0.02 0.51 ...... 0.34

TOTAL 1.72 2.58 4.71 0.81 2.57 5.05 3.31 1.64 1.02 1.47 1.94 0.51 2.47
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TABLE VI.B

TAX BURDEN ON WEALTH, CAPITAL AND MOVEMENTSOF CAPITAL (IN % OF TOTAL TAX YIELD)

United
United King- Luxem- Nether- Switzer-

Kind of tax Austria Denmark States Finland France dom Ireland bourg Norway lands Germany Sweden land

Land taxes 0.84 4.03 12.15 -- 1.89 10.84 7.33 0.6 0.37 1.35 1.13 0.58

paid by households 0.21 7.53 1 4.88 0.68 0.58

paid by corporate enterprises 0.63 4.62 0.89 5.96 0.45

Annual Wealth Tax 1.05 0.46 -- 0.53 -- -- 0.31 0.7 1.49 0.53 1.24 0.49 4.63

paid by households 0.38 0.46 -- 0.51 0.23 0.89 0.53 0.46 0.48 2.83

paid by corporate enterprises 0.67 -- -- 0.02 0.47 0.6 0.78 0.01 1.8

Capital Transfer Taxes 0.2 0.38 1.38 0.23 0.76 0.81 1.13 0.34 0.22 0.37 0.14 0.25 0.72

on gifts 0.11 0.1 0.81 0.03 0.03 0.02
on successions 1.27 0.66 1.13 0.22 0.34 0.11 0.23 0.72

Taxes on Capital
Transactions 0.52 1.1 0.1 1.29 1.31 0.7 0.94 3.38 0.2 0.9 0.57 0.36 1.3

Taxes on Industry and Trade
(Professional Tax) 1.78 -- -- -- 2.95 -- -- 4.93 -- -- 2.42 -- --

Capital Gains Taxes 0.05 1.92 0.11 0.05 1.38 ...... 1.15

TOTAL 4.39 6.02 15.55 2.16 6.93 13.73 9.71 9.95 2.28 3.15 5.50 1.10 8.38

because of differentprocedures used to compute the TABLE VII
value of the taxpayer's assets.

BREAK DOWN OF TAX YIELDS OF CAPITAL TAXES
The risk exists that the task of the tax administra- IN FRANCE
tion will be made heavier and more complex if there

Yield in Yield % ofas a

will be a tendency to reduce the period of time be- 1,000,000,000 total taxation
tween valuations so as to approach as closely as pos- Fr.Frs. (state and local

sible the actual value of the assets. Kind of tax (1977) authorities)

(c) The yield of the A.W.T. is not only low, but it also Tax on unimproved real

tends to decrease. Tables VI.A and VI.B show that property 2.9 0.72%

except in the case of Switzerland the total revenue Tax on improved real property 6.8 1.7 %

received from an A.W.T. does not exceed 1.5 per- Business (professional) tax 23.1 5.8 %
cent of the total tax revenues.

Succession and gift duties 3.76 0.95%

The Committee, when comparing the statistical data Taxes on capital and
with the technical and legal aspects of the A.W.T., financial transactions 3.5 1.12%

remarks that in addition there are two paradoxes Special tax on cars 3.3 0.82%
connected with this tax, i.e.:

Capital gains taxes 0.624 0.16%
in the Scandinavian countries where the valua---

tion procedure is rather rigorous and where the Taxes on income from land 3.3 0.82%

rates of the A.W.T. are both progressive and Taxes on income from stocks

high, the yield of this tax as a percentage of and shares 10.7 2.7 %

GNP is lower than in Austria, Germany, Luxem-

bourg and Switzerland where its applicationand gains, transfer of capital and income from capital which
the valuation procedures are less strict and are currently in force in France.
where the rate is generally lower;
in seven of the nine countries imposing an-- (a) The Committeenotes that there is a great number of

A.W.T., the yield of this tax does not exceed such taxes, that their rates are not negligible and

0.25 percent of GNP, irrespective of the rates that their total yield is substantial. 13 Indeed, ac-

and taxable base. cording to a conservative estimate the French capi-
tal taxes in 1977 produced 2.07 percent of total tax

Therefore, the A.W.T. does not appear to provide a revenue. This percentage includes only the capital
good solution for France. This becomes increasing- transfer taxes (succession and gift duties) and the
ly valid if the other statistical data related to the tax on capital transactions (i.e. the droits d'enre-
various kinds of capital tax are considered. gistrement sur les mutations titre onreux, such

as the registration duty on the transfer of land). If

D. Capital taxation by using different non-exclusive the yield of the land taxes, the taxes on motorcars

taxes and the capital gains tax is added to the yield of the
above taxes a percentage of 5.47 is obtained. Final-

The Committee examines each type of tax on wealth,
capital and manifestations of capital, such as capital 13. See Table VII.
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ly, if one takes into account the business tax (taxe (ii) The yield of capital transfer taxes and land taxes
professionnelle), 50 percent of which is based on iS generally more substantial in those countries
capital, 14 the total reaches a tax burden equal to where the A.W.T. does not exist;
8.37 percent of the total tax revenue. (ii)The yield of A.W.T. should to some extent be

considered a compensation for the lack of a tax(b) The Committee is not only interested in these quan- based realized capital gains.titative aspects but also in the different treatments on

which are based on the nature of the capital assets. ***
A great number of assets -- some of them movable
and some immovable -- are not only exempt from It appears that on the one hand the statistical data andcapital transfer tax or receive privileged treatment the information with respect to the structure of capitalunder this tax but are also exempt from other taxes which were available to the Committee were nottaxes. 15 On the other hands, other assets 16 are in favor of the adoption of A.W.T. After rejectinganbrought within the scope of many taxes and thus this method of taxation and justifying its opinion thesuffer a high rate of tax in relation to their real Committee would have been entitled to consider its taskmarket value.

completed.
(c) Considering the observationsmade by the Committee On the other hand, it was clear that the question of aas to (i) the fact that the tax base of the A.W.T.

possible reform of the French tax system has not beensystems studied in the report is non-general in its solved.
scope but rather focusses on certain categories of When considering the theoretical and practical argu-assets and (ii) the fact that the capital taxes in force

ments used by the opponents and supporters of anin France have a much more global impact also with A.W.T. the Committee was obliged to express itsrespect to the tax burden suffered by the taxpayers, thoughts and to carry on the debate on the same level atit seems perfectly justified that the Committe reach- which present discussionsare being held. In doing so theed the opinion that the reform of one of the other
Committee could state that it thought the introductiontypes of tax on wealth or capital (i.e. succession
of A.W.T. to be inopportuneand it could suggestan an-and gift duties) is the best solution as an alternative
other solution based the observation of the factualto the introductionof an A.W.T. on

situation in France and abroad, also taking into account
(d) A brief comparison of the burden and function of certain goals which it had earlier defined.

different taxes based on capitaI in a number of
O.E.C.D. countries supports this conviction. Indeed,
the data presented in Table VI.A prove that:
(i) The total burden of the different taxes on capi-

tal and wealth imposed in France places this 14. The other part (50 percent) of the tax base is constituted

country just ahead of the United Kingdom and by wages paid (payroll).
15. In particular, cash vouchersand Treasury Bills.the United States where no A.W.T. exists but 16. The worst tax treatment seems to be the one which is im-

just behind most of the countries where there is posed on immovable assets used for industrial and commercial
such A.W.T.; activities.

[to be continued]
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Figure 1 -- Theoretical burden of duties on the portion of the estate received in the direct line in seven countries
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by H.W.T. Pepper
Islands

1. Introduction CONTENTS

The economy of the Falklands is basically a monoculture, the overwhelm- 1. Introduction

ingly important product and export being long-staple wool of the Shet- 2. Communications

land variety. Other productive activities in the cash economy are the 3. Government revenue

4. Death duties
tourist industry (mainly relatively brief calls by cruise ships), a small

5. Company taxation
export of sheepskins, and a small production of mementoes for sale to

tourists. Potential industries for the future include the exploitationof the
a. Registration
b. Income tax

rich beds of kelp around the islands for the manufacture of alginates, 6. Income taxation

deep-sea fishing, and oil exploration. a. General: scope

The small population (approx. 1800) are virtually self-sufficient in fresh b. Deductionsallowable

vegetables, grown locally, and meat, but flour, sugar, tinned goods, and c. Companies income tax

other groceries are imported, as well as all manufacturedgoods.
d. Individual income tax

(i) Residence and scope

(ii) Computation of individual income tax

(iii) Personal reliefs
2. Communications (iv) Tax rates

e. Double taxation relief

Apart from calls by cruise ships, and a chartered freighter which brings f. Example of computation: individual income

in supplies and takes out wool 4 times a year, there is a twice-weeklyair tax

service linking the islands to Argentina and the rest of the world. There g. Basis of assessment

are also telephone, telex, and cable connectionswith the rest of the world. h. Losses

Internal communication is mainly by seaplane and boat, using the many
i. Depreciation

ne harbours, and overland by 4-wheel drive landrover. A highway is, . Obsolescence

k. Example of depreciation calculation
however, now being built to connect the capital Port Stanley to the main I. Dividend tax relief

provincialsettlementat Darwin. 7. Customs duties

3. Governmentrevenue 4. Death duties

Governmentrevenue is derived mainly from two sources; Death duties have little importance as a revenue source.

income tax on individuals and companies, and customs The maximum rate is 10 percent but most property is
duties on alcohol and tobacco products. Tax revenue outside the scope of the levy since most land and build-

comprises direct and indirect taxation in the ratio of ings are owned by overseas companies, whose share-
5:1 in favour of direct tax, a most unusual situation in holders are also resident overseas.

an underdeveloped country, though of course quite
compatble with social justice. Freight charges on im-

ports are very high and there are virtually no customs
5. Company taxation

duties on items other than tobacco and alcohol.

Philatelic and numismatic issues produce relatively large a. Registration
(non-tax) revenue from overseas sales. The maximum fee payable on registrationof a company

There are no sales taxes, nor any form of levy on the in the Falklands is £250. This is a once-for-all fee,
production or export of wool, nor on the small export there being no subsequent annual registration fees,
of hides and skins. There are no land or property taxes though there are trivial fees for filing documents etc.

except in the capital, Port Stanley, where there is an

annul levy (rates) on the annual (rental) value of b. Income tax

rel property. Companies' incomes are subject to ncome tax at a flat
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rate of 45 percent -- the same rules on taxable and British case law on the subject of what is whol-
deductible items applying as those to businesses carried ly and exclusively incurred is relevant in
on by individuals and partnerships. Dividends paid are determining what is appropriately deductible in
not deductible from income but there is full imputation the Falklands.
of the company tax of 45 percent in dividends paid to
shareholders out of such income. See following notes c. Companies income tax

on Income Tax in general. A company is regarded as resident in the Falklands
for tax purposes if the management and control is
exercised in the country. A resident company is taxable

6. Income taxation on its world income. A non-residentcompany is taxable
only on its income arising in the Falklands.

a. General: scope Company income, from whatever source, is taxable at a
Income tax in the Falkland Islands applies to income flat rate of 45 percent, subject to relief for double
arising in the country, and to the foreign income of taxation, and for dividend tax (q.v.).
persons resident in the Islands. In the case of individuals

foreign income is fully assessable if the individual is d. Indivdual income tax
domiciled and ordinarily resident as well as resident in
the country (see also separate notes under companies (i) Residenceand scope

and individuals). Certain types of income are exempt An individual who is resident in the Falkland Islands,
from tax in the Falklands,viz.,: and also ordinarily resident and domiciled there, is

taxable on his world-wide income, whether remitted or
the official income of the Governor, and of diplo- not.

--

matic and consular officials;
remuneration of members of H.M. Armed Forces There is an exception to the above rule in that earned

--

and H.M. Government officers generally (the income from overseas, i.e., remuneration, or a pension
exemption does not extend to Falklands Govern- relating to an employment previously carried on over-

ment employees); seas, is taxable upon persons in the above category only
wounds and disability pensions; to the extent that the income is remitted to the Falk-

--

income of local authorities land Islands, and then, of course, subject to any double
--

charities' incomes; taxation relief that may be due.--

building societies; If an individual is resident, but either not ordinarily--

friendly societies; resident, not domiciled in the country, he is liable to-- or

Government savings bank's income and interest tax on his world-wide income, but only on that part--

credited by the bank to depositors; which is derived in the country, and that part of his
Governmenteducationalgrants. income which is remitted to the Falklands.-- overseas

There are special arrangements for the taxation of An individual who is not resident in the Falklands is
whalers and sealers but these are of no present signi- taxable there only on income arising in the country. An
ficance since these trades have ceased. individual is not regarded as resident in the Falklands

for a particular tax year if he is present in the country
b. Deductonsallowable for a temporary purpose only and is there for less than

The following deductions are allowable in arriving at 6 months of the year.
the taxable income, whether the business is carried on

by companies or individuals either sole or in partner- (ii) Computationof individual income tax

ship: The question of whether income should be taxed on

the arising or remittance basis is dealt with in
All outgoings and expenses wholly and exclusively the immediately preceding paragraphs. Deductions from
incurred during the basis year by the taxpayer in pro- income are dealt with above under that heading.
duction of the income including the following:

In addition, however, individuals resident in the Falk-
(a) interest on borrowed capital used in acquiring the lands are entitled to certain personal reliefs as indicated

income; below.
(b) rent of land and buildings used in acquiring the

income; (iii)Personal reliefs
(c) replacement of obsolete plant and machinery (see Certain deductions are made from the assessable income

also Obsolescencebelow); of a resident individual in computing the amount of

(d) expenditure on repairs of premises, plant and income to be subjected to tax, viz.:

machinery, repair or alteration of articles used in Personal relief Individual £400
acquiring the income; Wife £350

(e) bad and (reserves for) doubtful debts (recoveries Child relief Each child £300
are treated as income); Child being educated

(f) annuities paid. overseas (each) £320
Note The restriction of deductions to those wholly Dependentrelatiue

and exclusively incurred .... in productionof Each £300
the income is similar to that in the British Female relative in
Income Tax Code -- accordingly a large body of charge of children £175
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Earned income relief Child relief
1/5th of earned income 2 x 300 = 600
(maximum relief = £850) I x 320 = 320

Wfe's earned ncome relef Dependent relative 300 3,020
1/5th of her earned
income (maximum Taxable income 3,180

% £relief = £850)
=

Old age relief a deduction of 2/3rds 500 @ 17A 87.5
=

(persons over 65) difference between total 500 @ 22A 112.5
=

(married) income and £1050 500 @ 27 137.5
=

(single) a deduction of 1/3rd 1,000 2,500 @ 35 350.0
680 @ 40 = 272.0differencebetween total

income and £1050 Total tax = 959.5
N.B. the old age relief only helps those with incomes less dividend tax credit 200 @ 45 = 90.0
below £1,050.
Dividend tax relef Net total tax payable = 869.5

See penultimate paragraph of these g. Basis of assessment
notes. The tax year commences 1 January and ends 31 Decem-

(iu)Tax rates ber, and tax is assessed on the income of the previous
The tax rates applicable to the incomes of resident year, both for individuals and companies.
individuals, after all deductions and reliefs are deducted Where the accounts of a business are annually made upare: to some date other than 31 December, the Tax De-
Taxable income Rates (%) partment will normally accept the accounting year

instead of the calendar year as the basis year the profitsFirst £ 500 17 of which will be assessed in the tax year.
Next £ 500 2212
Next £ 500 271A h. Losses
Next £1,000 35 A loss made in the tax year may be offset against the
Next £1,000 40 assessment of that year (which is based on the previous
Next £1,000 45 year's income) or be carried forward to set against
Remainder 50 future income of the taxpayer, at the taxpayer's option.

e. Double taxation relief i. Depreciation
There is a Double Taxation Agreement between the Depreciation allowances are given in respect of property
Falkland Islands and the United Kingdom. The Agree- including plant and machinery used in producing the
ment has also been extended to Denmark, Norway, income. The rate of allowance is required to be the
Sweden, Switzerland and the USA. reasonable rate, which of course, varies from item
If a taxpayer is resident in the Falklands for tax pur- to item. Depreciable assets include agricultural buildings
poses, relief is given from Falklands tax in respect of and fencing. Allowances are computed on original cost
the foreign tax at the rate of tax applied to the doubly- in the first year; subsequently on written-down value.
taxed income in the foreign country or at h the Falk-
lands rate of tax, whichever is less. j. Otsolescence

When assets are scrapped, or sold for less than theThe relief applied to doubly-taxed income in the Falk-
written-down value after deducting depreciation allow-lands where the taxpayer is non-resident, is lh the rate

of tax applied in the foreign country. ances, an allowance is due of the difference between the
written-downvalue and the sale proceeds, if any.

f Example of computatonof ndiuidual's income
tax liablity k. Exampleof depreciationcalculation

Asset (machinery) bought for £4,000 1 March 1974.
A has the following income: Rate of Depreciation agreed at 15 percent.

£ Machinery damaged and scrapped October 1978.
New (replacement) machine bought for £6,000 OctoberSalary from employment 5,000 1978.Dividends from local company 200

Wife's salary (part-time job) 1,000 The depreciationallowances are as follows:

3) 6,200 Allowance

Less Cost of machine = 4,000
Earned income relief 1975 Tax year 15% dep'n 600 600

self 850 (max.) Written-down-value 3,400wife 200 (1/5th of £1,000) 1976 Tax year 15% 510 510Personal relief
,

self 400 W.D.V. 2,890
wife 350 1977 Tax year 15% 433 433
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W.D.V. 2,457 receives relief in respect of the 45 percent tax deducted.1978 Tax year 15% 369 369 Where the shareholder is a resident individual the tax
W.D.V. 2,088 charged upon his total income may be payable at a

Scrapped in 1978: proceeds 150 lower rate of tax than 45 percent, in which case there
will be a net gain to him in respect of the tax imputed(Obsolescenceallow- to the dividend.

ance 1,938)
New machine bought 1978 6,000 7. Customs duties

1979 Tax year 15%
depreciation 1938 + 900 2,838 Almost the whole revenue from customs duties is

obtained from the duties on alcohol and tobacco,5,100
which are as follows:1980 Tax year 15% 765 765

Beer, ale, etc. £0.33 per gallonW.D.V. 4,335 Spirits £15.00 per gallon
Wines £0.90 per gallonl. Dividend tax relief Vermouth, sherry and port £1.10 per gallonTax is deductible from dividendspaid by Falkland Cigars £5.00 per poundIsland companies at the rate of 45 percent, the rate of

avoirdupoistax applicable to the income of the company out of Cigarettes £3.30 per poundwhich the dividends are paid, i.e., there is full imputa- avoirdupoistion of the company tax to the shareholder. Tobacco £2.80 per poundThe shareholder is assessable on the gross dividend but avoirdupois
V

---

I Legal, Accounting and Tax Aspects of Business in the

Dutch Business Law
Netherlands by S. R. Schuit, J. M. van der Beek and B.
K. Raap

Lawyers and businessmen involved in Dutch business
operations need an understandingof the general
features of the Dutch legal, accounting and tax system.
This understanding can provide the context in which
questions can be discussed and decisions can be taken.
The purpose of this book is to assist businessmen in
communicatingon Dutch legal, accounting and tax
matters. It may also contribute to the communications
between foreign lawyers and businessmen and their
Dutch counsel.

Moreover, Dutch lawyers, bankers and businessmen
who are advising foreign clients and businesspartners
on Dutch law may find in this book some support in
their efforts to give accurate description of the legalan

and tax situations.

Bound, 580 pages, Dfl. 125,- (approx. USS 62,50)

Kluwer
Law and Taxation Publishers

P.O. Box 23 - Deventer
The Netherlands
Telephone (31)5700-91911
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.A.IVa ic*:

UseofPresumptiveTaxAssessment
TechniquesinTaxationofSmallTraders
andProfessionalsinAfrica

I. INTRODUCTION ments concerned but also causes further distortions in
the prncples of equity in taxation. This awareness is at

The small traders and various categoriesofself-employ- the back of the mind of tax administrators in many
ed are generally recognisedas hard to tax groupsof tax- countries who have started experimenting in recent

payers. In more deuelopedcountrieshoweuer, the prob- years with the adoptionof special tax assessment tech-

lem is not so acute as in the lss dvelopedcountries be- niques in such cases.

cause of the wider couerage of the tax systems and the
existence of comparatively better and efficient tax ad- Il. DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM
ministrations. However, the problem of taxing these
groups of taxpayers is particularly acute in African de- The self-employedcategories of taxpayers in African de-
veloping countries in view of the general low tax morali- veloping countries, as in other countries, cover a wide
ty, illiteracy and inadequate tax administrations.This has spectrum. In these categories are included such occupa-
resulted in a situation in which the numberofpotential tional groups as small and medium sized traders, retail-
taxpayers required to meet their tax obligationsunder ers, fumiture makers, masons, carpenters, fitters, elec-
theirexisting tax laws is uery large. tricians, tailors, taxi or truck owners, transport contrac-

Fiscal policy makers and tax administratorsare natural- tors, bar, cafe and teashop owners, shoemakers, bakers,
ly disturbed with this situation which not only results in barbers, doctors, herbalists, lawyers, oath commission-

the loss of much needed tax revenues to the Govern- ers, photographers, goldsmiths, garages, repair centres
and fishermen, etc.

There is no doubt that the bulk of income earners in
these categories in Africa have low incomes which fall
below the exemption limits provided in the tax laws of

TABLE OF CONTENTS
the countries concerned. However the numbers above

I. INTRODUCTION the exemption limits who are not caught in the tax net
are quite substantial. The crucial task of the tax admin-

Il. DIMENSIONOFTHEPROBLEM istrators in these countries therefore is:

Ill. SOME COUNTRY EXPERIENCES: INGENERAL (a) to identify these potential taxpayers and
A. The French Legacy - Rgime du forfait (Forfait Re- (b) to assess and collect the tax which is due.

gime) There are no doubt enormous difficulties involved in
B. Estimated or Best Judgement Assessments
C. Presumptive Assessments this task. Most of these income earners do not keep any
D. Standard Assessments proper accounts which could form the basis of preparing

their tax returns as required. Even in cases in which ac-
IV. GHANA'S SYSTEM OF STANDARD ASSESSMENT counts are kept, the non-submission of the tax returns

V. CASE STUDY OF MAURITIUS: RECOMMENDATIONOF to the authorities is deliberate. In many developng
BESTJUDGEMENTASSESSMENTS countries in Africa, because of weak and inefficient tax

administrators there are hardly any attempts to force
VI. BURUNDI'S SYSTEM OF TAXING PROFESSIONAL IN- these tax evaders to comply with the requirements of

COME: FIXED TAX SYSTEM
the tax law. Even in countries where the tax administra-

Vll. THE PROPORTIONALTAX SYSTEM OF CAMEROON tors are abreast of the problem this has not been tackled
in a well-planned and co-ordinated manner with the re-

Vlll. THE ANTICIPATED PAYMENT SYSTEM OF GABON sult that the measures taken being sporadic in character
do not often produce the desired results. This weakness

IX. MADAGASCAR'SFIXED CHARGE SYSTEM

X. THE TAXATIONOF SELF-EMPLOYEDIN SIERRA LEONE * ECA Senior Regional Adviser in Public Finance & Budgetary
XI. MOROCCO'SSOLUTION Management. The material presented in this article is based on a

draft ECA study recently conducted by the author. This study is

Xll. ECA STUDY OF THE LESOTHO PROBLEM in course of finalisation and the author would feel grateful for
any suggestions and materials to make it more comprehensive.

Xlll. BROAD CONCLUSIONSAND SUGGESTIONS The opinions expressed in this article are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent the views of the ECA.
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on the part of the tax administrators is well known to
the tax evaders who make full use of it to their advant- In developingcountries lump sum taxation
age. is a prerequisitefor an equitable tax system

which offers governmentsthe means to
It need hardly be emphasised that the successful im- further social and economicdevelopment
position of income tax requires the wide-spreadaccept-
ance and prevalence of the practice of the maintenance
of proper accounting records and compliance with the Under normal circumstances, the tax administration
provisions of the law for the submission of account re- would be concerned with the determinationof the actu-
turns. However, these essential prerequisites are still al income of the taxpayer. Where this s not possible, be-
lacking in many African countries especially in the cases cause of lack of accounting records and non-submission
of small traders and other categories of self-employed of tax returns or submissionof incorrect returns, the tax
income earners. In a situation like this the question legislation in practically all cases allows the tax authori-
arises what is to be done Should the countries concern- ties to resort to techniquesof determiningor estimating
ed wait until the taxpayers fulfill this essential condition income for tax purposes. It would not be wrong to say
or the tax administrations become sufficiently strong that the essence of the concept behind the exercise of
and efficient to be able to force the defaulters to com- estimation or presumption is the same although there
ply with the provisions of the law There are obvious may be differences in the methodology applied. It
dangers in this approach of waiting until things become is interesting to note that there are different names
better. In the meantime this would perpetuate the given to this exercise in different countries depending
patterns of tax evasion and make indulgence in the same on the information, factors or techniques made use of in
a rewardingexercise. Further it would accentuate the in- reaching income estimates in the absence of information
come distribution distortions. Therefore, in view of on real taxable income. The tax systems based on the
these circumstances, the developing countries in Africa British Law, for example, more commonly use the term
cannot afford to wait. The need for generating ever in- Best Judgement Assessment. In Sweden the term
creasing amounts of domestic resources for the econo- applied is Discretionary Assessment. Brazil uses the
mic and social developmentof these countries is so great term Assessment Ex-officio, France applies the term
that something has surely to be done in the short run Taxation d'office while Switzerland uses the term
to plug the loopholes of tax evasion as fas as possible Estimated Assessment. The tax systems of some
and at the same time to take measures to strengthen and countries have also a lump sum tax or ImptSpcial
improve the tax administration. or agreed income tax or forfait.

What is ECA
ECA or the Economic Commission for Africa is a regional eco- Mauritius South Africa (suspended since 1963)
nomic commission of the United Nations whose purpose is to Morocco Sudan
initiate and to take part in measures for facilitating Africa's Mozambique Swaziland
economic development. It was founded in 1958, and its head- Niger Tanzania
quarters are located in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Nigeria Togo
Other regional commissions are the EconomicCommission for Rwanda Tunisia
Europe (ECE), the Economic and Social Commission for Asia So Tom and Prncipe Uganda
and the Pacific (ESCAP), the Economic Commission for Latin Senegal Upper Volta
America (ECLA) and the Economic Commission for Western Sierra Leone Zaire
Asia (ECWA). Somalia Zambia

Members of ECA are: Associate members are: France, Namibia (South West Africa)
Algeria Gabon and the United Kingdom,whereas Djibouti became eligible for

Angola The Gambia full membership when it joined the United Nations in Septem-
Benin Ghana ber 1977.

Botswana Guinea
Burundi Guinea-Bissau The organization of the ECA consists, inter alia, of the Con-
Cameroon Ivory Coast ference of Ministers which decides on matters of general policy
Cape Verde Kenya and priority to be assigned to the program and other activities
Central African Empire Lesotho of the Commission. The latter's task is to promote and facili-
Chad Liberia tate concerted action for the social and economic development
Comoros Libya of African countries. A Technical Committee is charged with
Congo Madagascar the examination of studies prepared by the ECA secretariat
Egypt Malawi and the Executive Committee assists the Executive Secretary
Equatorial Guinea Mali in implementing the work program and the resolutions of the
Ethiopia Mauritania Commission.
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The Best Judgement Assessment in trying to deter- lII. SOME COUNTRY EXPERIENCES
mine real income as far as possible generally assumes
the character of a sanction. However, the taxpayer In the light of the above discussion of the dimensions
may be given the right to show, if he is able to, that the of the problem, let us now look briefly at the experi-
assessment made upon him is an overestimation.On the ences of some of the African countries, and some other
other hand, Estimated, Presumptive or Potential In- countries which have a strong inuence on the African
come Assessments are usually based on some external tax systems, in the use of presumptiue or estimated
factors of signs of wealth, averages, gross sales, value assessment techniques.
of property, number of employees, location of business,
types of trade inventories, age and quality of equipment
used and so on. Thus, instead of trying to judge or A. The French legacy - Rgimedu forfait
determine real income by these approaches, it is at- (Forfait regime)
tempted to determine as far as possible a substitute for
real taxable income with the help of such criteria as

The experience of France itself is quite rich in this re-

become available easily. It is not my intention here to spect. Moreover, France has bequeathed the legacy to

go into details on the differences in terminology in most of the French-speaking countries in Africa. So it

these cases. 1 The essence of the matter in all such would be helpful to begin with a look at the French sys-

approaches is that the tax administratorrelinquishes the tem. The basic features of this system are:

idea of having recourse to the actual accounts records to
1. Estimating taxable incomedetermine taxable income under the normal procedures.

The tax returns may still be required to be submitted For more than 1,000,000 French businessmen, the nor-

and the account books produced under the law as it mal procedures for determining taxable income have
stands but in actual practice, in view of the obvious little relevance. These taxpayers are not required to re-

difficulties, these requirementsmay not be insistedupon. port their actual business income (bnfice rel); in-
Once the system of presumptive or estimated assessment stead, each taxpayer individuallymakes a bilateral agree-
is made applicable (by law generally), the basis for ment with the tax administration as to the amount of
assessments cannot be changed by the administration his estimated business income. This is France's celebrat-
unless the taxpayer agrees to submit full accounts and ed forfat regme.
agrees to be assessed in future on the basis of his returns The taxable income which the forfait system seeks to
of actual income. In that case he will be struck from fix is normal income which is not the income that an
the list of assessees on estimated or presumptive basis. enterprise actually earns in a particular year; it is the
Mr. A. Lapidoth2 thinks that if the taxpayer is given sum that an enterprise should normally be able to earn,
the option to prove his actual income the assessment determined in so far as possible on the basis of income
resembles that of a Best Judgement Assessment. earned over several years (a period sufficiently long so
However, if he is deprived of the right to prove his that the income fixed may be considered as the expres-
actual income the assessment is on estimated income. sion of average results). The forfait system applied to
There is no doubt that Mr. Lapidoth has made a great business income is an individual forfait, as distin-
contribution in making these distinctions clear in view guished from the collective forfait applied to agricul-of the variety of approaches used. These clarifications tural income. The aim is to determine the average in-
can be considered in the light of the tax law of each come of a particular taxpayer, not of a class of taxpay-
country and the rules and procedures laid down there- ers.
under.

The starting point in the determination of normal in-
come is the submission by the taxpayer of form 951.

In actual practice, in most of the countries in Africa the The taxpayer and the administration then proceed to
tax administration is authorised to presume income reach agreement (or disagreement) on the amount of the
where the taxpayer fails to supply information for a taxpayer's normal businessincome. The agreementunder
direct determination. However, in most cases the tax- the present law establishes a figure applicable for two

payer is given the right to rebut the presumption by years; the year prior to the year during which the agree-
providing adequate proof. Since the taxpayer is entitled ment is reached, and the year during which the agree-
to rebut the Best Judgement Assessment as well, ment is reached. In the majority of cases, and under
there is not much difference in actual application of ordinary circumstances, this agreed figure is renewed

presumptive, estimated, or best judgement assessments for another one-year period by tacit agreement (re-
in the African situation. However, what is important is nouvel par tacite reconduction). But the agreed figure
the right of rebuttal by the taxpayer. As the exercise of
this right would be subject to the productionof proper
returns and records required under the law, this would 1. For a more detailed discussion on semantic and conceptual
provide an incentive to the taxpayers to comply with differences in the use of these terms refer to The Use of Estima-

these requirements. Presumption at somewhat higher
tion for the Assessmentof Taxable Business Income by A. Lapi-
doth in the series Selected Monographs on Taxation, Vol. 4 pub-rates than seems probable may even have the effect of lished by the Harvard Law School and the International Bureauforcing the taxpayers to keep and produce proper re- of Fiscal Documentation (1977). See also his article: The Is-

cords, thus laying the basis for the application of nor- raeli experience of using tachshiv for estimating taxable income,mal procedures which should be the ultimate aim of tax in 31 Bulletin 99, 417 (1977).
administration. 2. Id.
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may be denounced for the future by either party. De- latter cases, however, no conclusive presumption is
nunciation of the agreed income figure does not in- established and the taxpayer may, if he can sustain thevolve abandonment of the agreed income system and a burden of proof, demonstrate that his income is less
change to the actual income system; it means only that then the government'sestimate. This procedure is called
one party to the agreement is dissatisfied with the taxation ex officio (taxation d'office) and is used pri-agreed figure and seeks to establish a higher or lower fi- marily as a sanction against delinquent taxpayers in the
gure. Nevertheless, business taxpayers who keep ade- cases listed below:
quate books have a unilateral option to be taxed on the (a) a taxpayer has failed to file a timely return;basis of actual income. (b) a taxpayer has filed a retum but then failed to make
The General Tax Division periodically issues instructions a timely response to a demand by the tax admin-
to the local tax authorities to aid them in administering istration for implementation or justification of data
the agreed income system. These instructionsare of con- on the return;
siderable importance in determining the policies to be c), a taxpayer's personal expenditures, open and no-

followed by local tax agents. In June 1959, for example, torious, exceed his reported income; and
material was issued to tax inspectors covering toys and (d) a taxpayer being an individual neither domiciled nor

games, at both manufacturing and retail stages. Such resident in France who has income from French
matters as diversity of products, impossibility of long sources and failed to designate a representative in
production runs, typical prices, seasonal factors, nature France when asked to do so by the tax administra-
of customers, geographical dispersion, kind of equip- tion.

ment, relative importance of hand labour, circuits of 4. Individuals not domiciled but maintaining a resi-distribution,and inventory requirementswere discussed. dence in FranceCost breakdowns for typical products were given, as well
as estimated or average profit. Net income was estimat- are taxed only on income from sources in France. How-
ed at 6 to 8 percent of sales, smaller enterprises might ever their taxable income is conclusivelypresumed to be
earn 10 percent, and family firms employingno outside not less than three times the rental value of the resi-
labour, 12 percent or more. The document was supple- dence which they maintain in France.
mented by a confidential study available only to agents
of the administration and directed especially to the 5. Income from professional sources and non-
problems of verification. The most important feature of commercia activities
this study was a detailed analysis of the evolution of the Income received from the practice of the liberal profes-industry, increase or decrease in number of firms, aver- sions, e.g. doctors, lawyers, architects, writers, accoun-age sales, average income and the like. Such national

tants, painters, composers, etc. and related occupations,studies are sometimes supplemented by departmental iS taxed as a separate category of income in France asmonographsof a similar nature.
income from non-commercial activity. Most taxpay-In addition to using the more or less general statistical ers receiving income under this category have an optionmaterial, the tax inspector will co)npare the taxpayer's either to report actual net income or to come to an

reported figures with those of other taxpayers in the agreement with the tax administrationon the estimated
same business and locality. These figures are typically amount of presumed net income from the activity. This
arranged in the order of reported turnover, which is process of estimation is essentially similar to the agreedregarded as the most characteristic element of the income regime (forfait) available in some cases for
enterprise. Any unusual feature of the particular tax- business income as already described above. However, ifpayer's figures may then become apparent. such persons habitually engage in commercial activi-

ty, their income is treated as income from business2. Determination of income on the basis of external rather than income from non-commercial activities.criteria of wealth
To summarise the French system in respect of taxationThe provisions of the French tax law have also laid of small enterprises, it may be stated that there are twodown that if determination of taxable income on the main types as follows:basis of external criteria of wealth is warranted, and if (a) The contractual 'forfaitthe income declared by the taxpayer is less than that This is an agreed assessmentapplied to small tradersdetermined by this method, the higher figure is used in- whose turnover is below a certain ceiling and tostead of the declared figures. The presumption that the those who exercise a profession, but not to compa-taxpayer's income is not less than that so determined is nies. The taxpayer applies for this type of assess-irrebuttable under the law; the taxpayer may not show, ment at the end of the year preceding the year forfor example, that he is living on capital, on sums re- which it is claimed. He is obliged to furnish a returnceived from the sale of capital assets, on gifts or loans, of turnover, purchases, stocks, wages, number ofor that he did not in fact receive the amount of income vehicles, size of the family and other details. Afterhe is presumed to have enjoyed. discussion with the taxpayer, the tax department

determines an agreed figure of assessment, which is3. Unilateral estimation of income
valid for two or three consecutive years, as the case

Apart from the case in which income is presumed to ex- may be. In some countries following the French sys-ist on the basis of external criteria of wealth, there are stem, if the taxpayer objects to the proposed assess-
various cases in which the tax administrationmay make ment a settlement may be reached by a joint Com-
a unilateral estimate of the taxpayer's income. In these mittee. In some other countries, agreement on the
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assessment of a whole class of taxpayers, such as have authority in the matter is of crucial importance to

doctors, is reached between the tax departmentand the success or failure of such techniques. As regards the
the professional association concerned. In the case revenue and economic effect, there may be difference of
of Niger, for instance, if the taxpayer does not keep opinion. But in a situation of large scale tax avoidance

any records at all and is unable to complete the re- and tax evasion the use of these techniques may be of

turn, tax is fixed at double the amount of trade great significance in raising tax revenues.

licence fees paid by him. In so far as the economic effects of a presumptive in-
(b) The unilateral forfait come tax are concerned, it may be mentioned in passing

This is an imposed or arbitrary assessment. It also that while an income tax levied on a presumptive basis
applies to individuals. The taxpayer is obliged to fur- is in theory an attempt to tax income, it is actually a tax
nish information about his turnover, and the tax de- on the factors on which the presumptive income tax is
partment determines the income by applying a ratio based. The economic effects of a presumptive income
to the turnover as prescribed by the Minstry of Fi- tax are therefore quite different from those of a true tax
naice for different types of business. on net income and it will tend to be shifted like any

6. Some observationson French techniques
other tax on factors.

In short the advantages and disadvantages of the for-
The unique aspect of the above feature of presumptive fait system be summarised follows:
techniques in the French tax system is its wide scope.

may as

The French feel that no other country gives as impor-
tant a place to the agreed income method of determin- 7. Advantages
ing taxable income. Observers outside France are, how- (i) It is easy to administer.
ever, of the opinion that the systems may result in the (ii) It suits countries suffering from a shortage of staff.
systematic undervaluation of business income. This has (iii) Assessments, once settled, are valid for two or three
not been denied in France. The French answer to the consecutiveyears.
charge is that in this respect, at least, the administrator
has been wiser than the legislator. It is argued that the 8. Disadvantagesof the system
progressive individual income tax rates imposed by the
tax code, compounded by inflation which puts taxpay- (i) It does not encourage the taxpayer to improve or

ers in higher income brackets than justified by the ac- modernise his accounts.

tual increases in their purchasing power or economic (ii) The taxpayer generally has an advantage over the

status, would result in an intolerable tax burden on tax department.
small business enterprises if they were taxed on their ac- (iii) Very large numbers of taxpayers seek to be assessed

tual income. It is observed that although the French tax under this system, obviously because of its advan-

code contains rules designed to counteract the impact of tages.
inflation (in the field of inventory valuation and depre- (iv) It fails to collect full taxes from the taxpayers.

ciation, for example), in practice these rules aid only
larger enterprises, which are not eligible for the agreed
income system in any event.

B. Estimated best judgement assessmentsor

In support of the system the French also often express
the view that small business taxpayers are incapable of This system is prevalent in some of the English-speaking
computing their actual income and the Government is countries. It applies not only to small traders and tax-

incapable of verifying it. The bookkeeping knowledge payers but also to companies which fail to furnish the
and standards of the small businessmenusing the agreed statutory return and accounts within the statutory pe-
income regime are such, it is felt, that it is unrealistic to riod or whose accounts are defective and unacceptable.
expect them to keep the kind of records needed for a The assessment is made to the best of the ability of the
determination of actual income. At the same time, the assessment officer. It is based on the application of a

number of small businessmenof this kind is so large that rate of gross profit to the turnover, investments made
the administration could not be expected to make an by the taxpayers, the size of his family expenditure, or

adequate verification of actual income reported in each on the basis of past year's assessments. The taxpayer
case. The agreed income system, it is stressed, seeks to may accept the assessment and pay the tax. If he ob-
reduce the bookkeeping obligations of these taxpayers jects he has to pay half the tax assessed and furnish ac-

and to permit the determination of taxable income by counts. If the accounts are acceptable, assessment is re-

agreement without the necessity for an elaborate audit. vised accordingly. If they are unacceptable, the objec-
There is no doubt that the French forfait regime is tion is dismissed and the taxpayer has a right of further

,

a necessary compromise between simplicity and ease of appeal to the court for final determination.

application on the one hand and exactitude on the In French-speaking African countries, a similar system
other. The French experience demonstrates clearly the applies to individuals and companies which do not sub-

important role that presumptive techniques can play in mit returns in time (taxation d'office); if the assessment

tax administration, especially in developing countries is objected to, the burden of proof is on the taxpayer.
where the administrative resources are very thin. How- The same system is also prevalent in Nigeria but with

ever, it must be emphasised that in the application of one difference. If the taxpayer objects to the assess-

such techniques in tax assessment the calibre and ment, he must pay full tax on the undisputed income

honesty of the tax inspectors and other tax staff who and half the tax attributable to the disputed income.
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C. Presumptiveassessments troduction of the system was to bring the large number
of self-employed individuals and small traders assessable

Under this system, the tax department issues a presump- to income tax within its net. The Income Tax Law pro-
tive or estimated assessment in the beginning of the vided that any person whose income in any year exceed-

year. For instance, in the case of Ghana where this ed N(400 was liable to pay income tax. There were

system is applied the presumptive assessmentsare issued many traders and other self-employed persons who en-

in July. The assessment is based on the previous year's joyed net incomes above this exemption limit but were

figures or gross profit rate generally observed in similar not paying any income tax to the Government. Faced
businesses. This system is applied in Ghana to all types with the continuing pressure for increased real revenues

of taxpayers, including companies but excluding wage to finance an expanding public sector, the Government
earners and salaried employees. The taxpayer may ac- of Ghana had to take measures to tackle effectively the

cept the assessment and pay the tax. If he objects, he problem of large scale tax avoidance by such persons. In

has to pay half the assessed tax and furnish a return and view of the scarcity of tax administrators, it was found

accounts, on the basis of which the assessment may be necessary to develop a system which should not only be

revised either upwards or downwards. This technique is simple to operate but also effective in bringing the large
very effective in collecting taxes at the beginning of the number of self-employed individuals within the tax net.

assessment year itself and thus is helpful in improving Recourse was therefore taken to apply rough and ready
the cash position of the Government. It also spurs the presumptive techniques to reach incomes in the self-

taxpayers to furnish their returns and accounts prompt- employedsector of the economy.

ly. As the first step towards reaching such persons was their
location and identification, a decree was issued requir-

D. Standard assessments ing all persons carrying on any trade, business or profes-
sion -- as specified n the schedule attached to the de-

This system is prevalent in Ghana and some of the states cree -- in any year of assessment to register with the

in Nigeria. It is based on law and prescribes a certain Commissioner of Income Tax on payment of a pres-

fixed amount of tax to be paid by persons engaged in cribed nominal fee of N(2. However, such persons who

specific trades and professions, such as artisans, lawyers, were required to be registered or licensed or granted
doctors, nurses, midwives, taxi owners, blacksmiths, bar- permit, etc. by any other authority were not required

bers, tailors, etc. The taxpayer has to pay the fixed to register wth the Income Tax Department. In such

amount applicable to him irrespectiveof his actual earn-
cases the decree provided for the issue of notices to the

ings, but is still obliged to file his return and accounts. If authorities concerned not to register or grant permit,
his real liability is found to be more than the standard etc. without the production of a tax clearance certifi-

tax collected, additional assessments can be made to re-
cate by the person concerned from the Income Tax

cover the additional tax. The advantages of this system Department. In view of non-compliance with these re-

are a minimum of administrative work, convenience to quirements by many persons, t was found necessary

taxpayers who do not or cannot keep accounts, and ear-
to assemble a small field staff within the Income Tax

ly collection of tax. The disadvantage is that the stan- Department to go round in a systematic manner to

dard tax may be less than the actual amount due from collect information about the potential taxpayers who

lawyers, doctors, etc. Better trained staff and simple were not included in the list of income tax assessees and

procedures are keys to the success of the system. In to follow up the matter with the issues of notices and

some Nigerian states where the system is applied, it reminders, etc. As a large number of self-employedper-

covers a much wider field of individuals and profession- sons like taxi drivers, wine and beer sellers, contrac-

als than in Ghana. The standard assessment, once made, tors, designers and midwives, etc. were already register-
is final in Nigeria.

ed with authorities like police, ministry of health and

In view of the detailed application of the Standard
Assessments in Ghana the case material on the system is

presented below.

IV. GHANA'S SYSTEM OF STANDARD AFRICA
ASSESSMENT 1

aGhana
The experience of Ghana in this respect is very signifi-
cant. The system of standard assessment was introduced
there in 1963 by the enactment of the Standard Assess-
ment Act which provided for the collection of a stan-

dard income tax from certain classes of self-employed
ndividuals before actual assessments were made on

them. The Commissioner of Income tax was thereby
empowered to specify by Legislative Instrument the
class of persons subject to the standard assessment regu-
lations, and the standard rate and manner of its 'pay-

Lo
ment by each such class. The intention behind the in-
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public works department, etc., their help was invaluable to whom the certificate related or that such person had
in locating them. Help in certain cases -- although not to made arrangementssatisfactory to the Commissionerfor
the desired extent --

was also received from local coun- the payment of the tax due from him.
cils and municipalities. For the purpose of the Standard Assessment Act the
However, for lack of adequate staff the entire country Commissionerwas also authorised:
could not be covered in a comprehensive manner and (a) to inspect any premises for the purpose of the Act,the main emphasis continued to be on urban centres and and
classes of professions for which information became (b) to request in writing any person to keep such re-
available from subsidiary sources. In the beginning, help cords, returns and other documents as he may de-
was also received from the Income Tax Police Squad of termine for the purposes of the Act and to furnish
24 policement in civilian clothes under an inspector at- any such records, returns or documents to him with-
tached to the Income Tax Department. They were pri- in the period specified in the request. Failure to
marily used for serving notices and getting addresses, comply with this requirement or to furnish false or
etc. They could also draw help from the regular police incorrect records, returns or documents was punish-
department for getting the enquiry forms filled in by able under the Act.
the persons concerned. The assistance rendered by the In case of default the standard tax could be sued for andpolice squad was of particularhelp in the case of vehicle

recovered in a court of competent jurisdiction by theowners. Despite all this, however, there was a general Commissioner in his official name with full costs of suitreluctance on the part of the police department to pro- from the persons liable to pay such tax as a debt due tovide its services over a wide area for tax purposes. the Government.

In order especially to extend the coverage of the system The major tasks to be performed as already referred to
outside the capital city, a mobile unit was formed in above were (i) the preparation as far as possible of a
1970. It covered fairly satisfactorily the urban centres comprehensive list of self-employed persons under vari-
of Accra, Tema, Cape Coast and some other places. For ous occupational groups; (ii) the formulation of stan-
lack of financial resources, however, the employmentof dard assessment instruments fixing the rates; and (iii)
this mobile unit could not be continued for very long. the issue of notices to persons concerned to come and

Despite the fact that the standard assessment tax system pay to the Income Tax Department.
has been in operation in Ghana for about the last fifteen In case of non-compliance by certain individuals the In-
years, there is still a large number of viable cases not come Tax Staff went round, gathered relevant particu-
covered by the system, especially in the outlying dis- lars and issued notices of assessment for the current
tricts. The number of standard assessment cases register- year. If there was reason to belive on the basis of infor-
ed with the Revenue Department as of 31 December mation collected that grounds existed for assessment
1970 was 99,000 against the total number of self- for earlier years, notices were accordingly issued for
employed persons of 2,253,000 in the whole country, previous years as well.
based on the census conducted in 1960 by the Town The standard rates were worked out on the averageand Country Planning Division of the Ministry of Lands chargeable income of some taxable units taken at ran-
as quoted in the National Physical Development Plan dom under each class of self-employedcategories.1963-1970. There is no doubt that the census figure of
self-employed persons may contain a large number of

1. Control forms and recordsfishermen and other self-employed persons from the
agricultural sector who, because of their illiteracy and The Income Tax Department maintains a Standard
poverty, may not be expected to comply with even the Assessment Card for each self-employed assessee. This
registration requirements. However, this comparison shows his name, address, assessment number, registra-
shows the extent of the problem still to be faced, especi- tion number, occupation and payments made for each
ally in the outlying areas. quarter. A Standard Assessment Control Register is also

maintained with the Inspector of Taxes in Charge ofThe essence of the system as incorporated in the Ghana
Standard Assessment Tax in the Income Tax Commis-decree to ensure compliance was the production of tax
sioner's Office. This is designed to doubleclearance certificates in respect of payment of standard serve as a
check in case any of the cards gets lost. Moreover, itassessment tax as a prerequisite for issue of a licence,
serves as a ready reference to the Inspector for controlpermit or registration deed or for clearance of goods in-

The Standard Assessment Cards kept withtended for sale from any part of any factory, payment purposes. are
the cashier of the Income Tax Department and entriesof insurance money in respect of any claim made under of the payments made recorded the card fromare onany policy, issue of authorisation in respect of the con-
the duplicate copies of the receipts issued at the timestructioh of/any building, sale or grant of any lease by

the State Housing Corporation, issue of import licence payments are made by different assessees.

to any trader or the award of any contract for the exe-

cution of any works, etc. the consideration of which 2. Observations on the Ghana system
was not less than N{$l,000 or the sale of external cur- Although the system provides for the collection of a

rency by an authorised dealer under the Exchange Con- standard income tax as an advance before actual assess-
trol Act. The tax clearance certificate in such cases ments on the submission of regular returns, the pay-
meant a certificate issued by the Commissioner of In- ment of the standard tax is generally not followed by
come Tax stating that no tax was due from the person the submission of income tax returns although this is
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required under the Income Tax Decree. Most of the sessment Tax System in the case of market women and
assessees covered under the Standard Assessment Tax small traders in Ghana was due to the fact that the as-System being illiterate, the submission of income tax sessing officials were not able in many cases to deter-returns with proper details is not even insisted upon mine the right income class for tax purposes of differentand followed by the Income Tax Department. This has traders. As the three groups of standard tax system tra-resulted in the perpetuation of the system of standard ders determined had to pay N(50, N100 or N200,assessment, which is no doubt against the spirit and pur- respectively, many of them found it burdensome, and
pose of the original enactment. as the procedures for review in individual cases of hard-
The major advantage of the Standard Assessment Tax ship were not applied, this led to a general dissatisfac-
System as applied in Ghana is no doubt its administra- tion; thus, the system had to be withdrawn on political
tive simplicity. If a too complicated system is adopted grounds. In determining the threegroupsofsmall traders
in a developing country like Ghana, it can easily be referred to above, an attempt was made to determine
worse in all respects than the alternative of tying to the tax liability of individual traders on the basis of
apply the regular income tax. Better staff and simple information about the monetary limit of their credit
procedures are the keys to success. It may be required purchases from the wholesalers as recorded on their
by law that all persons engaged in trade, business or the passbooks. But as soon as the passboks began to be used
professions maintain accounting records in some stan- for purposes of assessments, many retailers chose to pay
dard, simple, easily understood form. This requirement their suppliers in cash to avoid disclosing their turnover.
may be enforced by special penalties on the keeping of There was hardly any effective way to check this ten-
inadequate records and by allowing specific induce- dency.
ments to the keeping of correct records. These induce- Although the operation of the standard assessment tax
ments might include, for example, the right to claim system in Ghana has not been an unqualified success,accelerated depreciation and to carry forward losses. the presumptive techniques of assessing small tradersThe need is to extend the coverage of the system in and other professionals is attracting increasingattentionGhana to derive full revenue and other advantages. It is of other African developing countries; the ECA Fiscalalso necessary to keep the operations of the Standard Advisory Service has been involved in determining theAssessment Tax System under constant review and to feasibility of the introduction of presumptive tech-improve its application with a view to encouraging the niques on the pattern adopted by Ghana. The observa-maximum number of assessees to submit their regular tions of one of such missions are given in brief towardsincome tax returns. It is crucial that progress towards a the end of this article for illustrativepurpose.shift from presumptive to book basis is maintained. The
greatest incentive to this shift would be presumptionat
a high rate. There would also be great advantage in V. CASE STUDY OF MAURITIUS: RECOMMEN-
strengthening of investigation teams and streamliningof DATION OF BEST JUDGEMENTASSESSMENTS
investigationprocedures.

A local training workshop in Budget-Plan Harmoniza-The over use of presumptive techniques wthout proce- tion and Tax Policy and Administration conducted bydures for investigation and review would result in
the Economic Commission for Africa at Mauritius infreezing many potential regular taxpayers into an in-
February 1977 devoted special attention to the problemequitable and arbitrary position. Even if the initial pre- of 3 taxation of traders and professionals. The generalsumptive factors chosen and the value attributed to
feeling of the Workshop that not much income taxwasthem were accurate, they tend to become much less so
was being collected from traders in general and profes-over time.
sionals. It was also agreed that a good number of small

The system particularly failed in the case of small tra- traders would have income below the exemption limit
ders and ' Mamis, or market women, who were taken on account of personal deductions. However, the Work-
from the list of standard assessees in 1969. The bulk of shop had no doubt that a substantial number of them
the small traders thus continued to be a tax problem in had income above the exemption limit and were not in
Ghana. There is a general feeling in the country that this the tax net because of enormousadministrativedifficul-
class of persons, especially a large number of market ties.
women, continue to escape the income tax even in cases The Workshop further noted that the Income Tax De-where their incomes are in fact high enough to make partment had the same problem not only with tradersthem liable to tax. In view of the huge number of illiter- who were not on the tax register but also with thoseate petty traders in Ghana, it is of course difficult to en- who appeared on it. Most of the income earners do notforce successfully any scheme for giving incentive to keep any proper records in contravention of the provi-,
proper record keeping. sions of the law which could be enforced to ascertain
The levy of higher licence fees on retailers no doubt their income for tax purposes. Invariably, the reasons
could be used with some advantage if there were a sys- for non-compliance on the part of earners ranged from
tem of proper trade licensing in the country. However, illiteracy, and total absence of commercialprinciples to
the levy of high licence fees and their differentiationac- lack of tax morality and the quasi-certainty on their
cording to widely different sizes and profitability of
establishment would also involve the same problems of

3. Mission Report by Mr. I.A. Malik, ECA Senior Regional Ad-enforcement and collection as the standard assessment.
viser in Public Finance and Budgetary Management, FebruaryPerhaps the reason for the failure of the Standard As- 1977.
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part that the arm of the Income Tax Department was percentage of gross profit was then applied and the esti-

quite short and would not reach them. mated income was then arrived at. The recording of

The Workshop considered the measures adopted in cer-
purchases had to be policed at several levels. The Work-

tain other countries to deal with the problem of effec- shop thought, however, that such policing would involve

serious administrative problems which the Income Tax
tive taxation of traders, etc. The Workshop noted that
under the French forfait regime traders were not re-

Department would not be able to cope with in Mauri-
tius. About Ghana's experience with the Standard

quired to show their actual business ncome; instead Assessment the Workshop noted the tremendous diffi-
they entered into agreement with the Tax Department culties faced in the matter of obtaining informationand
as to the amount of their estimated business income. tracing the small businessmen.
The Workshop was informed that the Mauritius Income
Tax Commissioner had conducted talks in Reunion on Best judgementassessments

the forfait regime. On the basis of the rnformation The Workshop therefore did not favour formally adopt-
gathered by him, it appeared that the businessmen there ing the forfait regime or standard assessments, but

had to keep records of all purchases, opening and clos- favoured calling its own presumptive technique Best

ing balances of inventories and overhead expenses. A Judgement Assessments. These, it thought, should be
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'I....

raised in accordance with the present practice of the tors. Tax is assessed in accordance with declarations
Income Tax Department pursuant to Sections 75 and signed by persons liable to tax. The taxable gains of tax-
76 of the Income Tax Act 1974 - in those cases where payers who keep regular accounts are determined in ac-

either few or no records are kept or the records are in- cordance with their actual gains; those of others with an

adequate or unreliable. assessment made by the authority under its statutory
A best judgement estimate of a trader's income for tax powers. Since 1967 providers of services or accommoda-

purposes is similar to standard assessmentand would be tion where turnover does not exceed 5,000,000 (other
based on the following factors: taxpayers, 10,000,000) francs a year may simply be

'

ii) application of a reasonable percentage to turnover, charged the professional tax. This measure has reduced

which is itself adjusted to cover possible understate- the number of verifications needed and has brought in

ment; more income tax. The introductionof the fixed tax sys-

(ii) investmentsmade by the taxpayer; tem followed since 1967 consisted chiefly in the enact-

(iii)his annual requirementsfor family consumptionand ment of a general power to inspect and require dis-

other private expenditure;and closure of documents by corporations and individuals.

(iv) his past years' assessments. The fixed taxes at present are more or less efficiently
In this connection the Workshop made two further re- imposed and the compilation of files has made it possible

to identify and tax most of the population who oughtcommendations:

(i) The number of field inspections should be substan- to pay.

tially increased. The reasons are: firstly, to have first
hand reports on the quality, size and nature of the
businesses; and, secondly, on-the-spot visists might
have a desirable deterrenteffect not only on the par-
tcular businessman but equally on his neighbours. orocco-

(ii) The Act under which trade licences are issued : AFRICA ilkshould be amended with a view to compelling the
traders to produce a tax clearance certificate from

eonCameroon
Sierra

'
_

the Income Tax Department before their licences
are renewed. The Act may, for example, require
businessmen to produce the tax clearance certificate lllGabo;
once every two years or such other periods as direct-

l Burdi t
ed by the Commissioner. Thus, instead of the De- Mauritius
partment chasing the businessmen, the latter would ,A -

have to come to the Department. This measure

AsothO' /Mada-would also pave the way for quck settlementof the
arrears backlog. ., gascar

L'

VI. BURUNDI'SSYSTEM OFTAXING PROFES-
SIONAL INCOME: FIXED TAX SYSTEM Vll. THE PROPORTIONALTAX SYSTEM OF

CAMEROON

The base of this tax is profts of industrial or real prop-
erty undertakings, remuneration of various kinds, pro-

There are two systems of taxing the profits of business,
fits of liberal professions and all other profits. Profits craft and non-commercialundertakings:
from liberal professions are taxed gross less professional ii) The system for impersonal profits which is govern-

expenses, which in the absence of evidence are fixed at ed by the same rules as corporation tax.

25 percent of receipts but may not exceed 300,000 (ii) The presumptive system for taxpayers in the catego-
francs. ry liable to the tax on business or craft profits with

an annual turnover not exceeding 20,000,000 francs
Persons liable to pay a fixed tax must submit before 1 in the case of commercial transactions or 5,000,000March of each year the special declaration as laid down francs in all other cases and liable to the tax
by law. Individuals must sign their declarations before

on non-

commercial profits where the turnover does not ex-
1 April r within three months after the end of their ceed 7,500,000 francs.
accounting year. The taxation authority may fix the tax
due: In the case of taxpayers engaged in business with an an-
ii) if the declaration is sent in late or not at all; nual turnover not exceeding 2,000,000 francs the pro-
(ii) if a foreign company does not submit a special ac- portional tax is fixed presumptivelyat 50 percent of the

count of its dealings in Burundi; principal amount of the licence duty and is collected at
(iii)if evidence supporting information required or an the same time as this duty. It is also worth noting that

answer is not sent in within the proper period; or the tax system for agricultural profits is also presump-
(iv) an account is submitted in irregular form. tive. The taxpayer may not be taxed on the real profit
Professional tax assessments unless he exercises an option to be taxed on this basis.

Assessment and inspection are performed by tax inspec- Moreover persons who cannot be considered liable to
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the progressive surtax (levied on the total income from X. THE TAXATION OF SELF-EMPLOYED IN
various sources less the non-exhaustivelylisted charges if SIERRA LEONE
they are not taken into account in assessing the income
liable to the proportionaltax) or the minimum of 2,400 The tax administration is concerned with the problem
francs are liable to the presumptive tax. The peasantry of identification of self-employed taxpayers. A signifi-
and some traders are, generally speaking, taxable in this cant part of the self-employed citizens are small shop-
way. keepers, hawkers, small transport operators and various
The co-efficient of the presumptive tax, which is fixed craftsmen. There are also small farmers scattered about

yearly by the National Assembly, may vary from one in the interior. There is at present no complete record of

department, arrondissement, district or commune to an- the self-employed population and it is not possible with
other in accordance with its economic rating. The basic the present organisation of the Income Tax Department
rate, known as rate A, applies to the standard level of to carry out a survey to identify all self-employed tax-

living in the area concerned. Higher rates apply to tax- payers in the country. Some remedy to help reduce this

payers with a higher standard of living than that of tax- problem has been applied by the enactmentof the Busi-

payers taxable by rate A. There are, therefore, four ness Registration Act. The Act makes it compulsory for
rates: every self-employedperson, includingcompanies, to reg-
Rate A: varies from 250 to 1400 francs ister his business and to renew such registrationannual-
Rate B: twice rate A ly, making it an offence and providing penalties for
Rate C: three times rate A failure to do so. The effective implementation of the
Rate D: four times rate A provisions of the Act will help the Tax Departmentto a

great extent in identifyingmany taxpayers.The taxpayers are classified by a roving commission in
each administrative division. The village or ward chiefs The problem of determining the correct annual income
collect the tax and issue vouchers certifying payment. of the identified taxpayer is even a bigger problem.
Though this method of collecting tax is often adversely Many self-employed persons do not keep books of ac-

criticised, it seems the best suited to the peasants' cir- counts, or, if they keep them, they are in most cases

cumstances since it makes them put their produce on incomplete and inaccurate. The Income Tax Act pro-
the market. The yield of this tax was about 1,100million vides a penalty for persons who fail to keep records,
francs in 1973. but, from experience, it is difficult to force a person

who does not normally keep records for his own interest
to keep them for purposes of income tax. If he is com-

pelled to keep records by the imposition of penalties, he
will only enter what he likes to enter; in the end, such

Vlll. THE ANTICIPATEDPAYMENTSYSTEIVI OF records may not help the department to solve its prob-
GABON lem. Consideration should also be taken of the degree

of literacy of many of the traders and businessmenand
The small traders are required to pay their personal the fact that the small ones could not afford to employ
taxes at the same time as their licence fees. There are qualified bookkeepers or the services of professional
the class 7 licensees, i.e. those with a capital of between accountants to look after their books.
100,000 and 500,000 francs and the class 8 licensees,
with a capital of not more than 100,000 francs. At the As a measure to deal with this situation, especially the

beginning of the calendar year or of the financial year, determination of the income of the numerous small tax-

these taxpayers pay, at the same time as their licence payers, the Income Tax Standard Assessment Orders

tax, the fixed income tax, the fixed national solidarity 1973 were introduced and published on 30 March 1973.
tax and the neighbourhoodtax. Taxi owners are also re- Thse orders provided for the payment of a certain an-

quired to pay in advance a six-monthly licence fee in- nual amount of minimum tax by identified classes of

cluding the tax on individual and commercial profits, self-employed persons either in one payment or by in-
the general income tax and the turnover tax. stallments on specified dates without the Commissioner

of Income Tax issuing any notice of assessment. The
Commissioner nevertheless still had the power to make
an assessment on any person who fell within the above-
mentioned identified classes if he considered it necessa-

IX. MADAGASCAR'SFIXED CHARGE SYSTEM ry, in which case the minimum tax paid under the Stan-
dard Assessment Orders would be given as a set off in

A person who has neither a professional establishment, determining the net tax payable on the assessment. Al-
his normal residence, nor real property in Madagascar though the order was introduced in 1973, its actual ope-
but who nevertheless conducts a business there subject ration has remained suspended due to administrative
to the tax on profits, the general tax on income and the difficulties.
single tax on turnover, is required to pay the fixed
charge. The basis for the charge is determined by the
volume of gross receipts. The rate charged is fixed at 1

percent for activities subject to the trade tax only, 13 XI. MOROCCO'SSOLUTION
percent for activities subject to both the trade tax and
the single tax on turnover and 20 percent for activities Two principal direct taxes are applied to traders and
subject to all the taxes and charges. professionals.These are:
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A. The Licence Tax (Contribution des patentes). It is (2) The real net profit system. The taxpayers have the
levied on the exercise of an industrial, trade or liberal option, irrevocable for two years, of coming under the
profession, irrespective of the profit earned. It is based real net profit system. However this system is compul-not on income but on certain external signs characteris- sory for companies and other legal entities. For busi-
tic of the profession. The tax is levied on any individual nesses holding concessions to operate a public utility
or legal entity, irrespective of nationality, engaging in a or public service, and for others liable to the tax whose
profession, industry or trade in Morocco. Exemptins turnover reaches or exceeds 1,000,000 DH in the case
are made for persons engaging in a taxable profession of a company selling goods or providing housing, and
only in the exercise of a public function. Farmers are 200,000 DH for other cases, the net real profit for the
also exempt for the sale of their harvest and cattle other nancial year consists of the margin of gross profits over
than in a shop. The basis for taxation is determined each costs and expenses paid or incurred for business pur-
year by an AssessmentBoard, in the light of rental value poses. The tax assessment on professional activities not
and the number of persons employed. The professions subject to licensing is established in the light of total
are classied, according to their nature, in two tables: net gains and profits of the year. Taxpayers are required
Table A: Trade, small-scale industry and liberal profes- to sign, before 1 April, a statement of turnover. Those
sions, comprisingsix classes; taxed under the net real profit system must submit
Table B: comprises two classes for certain professions copies of the balance sheet, the trading account, the
and for industry. profit and loss account, the statement of overheads, de-
The tax consists of: preciation, reserves and payment to third parties. Fail-

(1) A proportional tax on the normal gross rental value ure to do so will render them liable to arbitrary taxa-
tion.of the business premises, as well as on all production

means and material, depending on whether the profes-
sion is classed in Table A or Table B. The rate of this tax Xll. ECA STUDY: CASE STUDY OF THE LESOTHOranges from 10 to 30 percent. PROBLEM 4
(2)A tax per person employed which ranges, depending
on the classification, from 10 to 24 dirhams. For the A mission was undertaken in 1971 by the Economicpurpose of this tax, all persons employed by a company Commission for Africa at the request of the Govern-in any capacity are counted, with the exception of the ment of Lesotho to determine the feasibility of the in-senior partner and other partners. troduction of a Standard Assessment Tax System to(3) A variable tax on the characteristic elements of cer-

cover small traders.tain professions classified in Table B (for example, mo-
tive power). This request followed an appraisal by the Government

of the recommendationscontained in the InternationalThe law provides for a minimum of taxation calculated
Monetary Fund's Report on Direct Taxation, under-in the light of the classicationof the establishmentand
taken by Mr. F.G. Reynolds in 1969. The IMF reportthe municipalities in which it is active. Special surtaxes, recommended that Trading and other similar licencesix in number, are charged in addition to the base tax. fees should be increased substantially but should be-The taxes amounting to less than 10 DH are not collect-
come partly deductible from Income Tax. In this re-ed. These taxes are levied for the benefit of the State, spect the mission further recommended that there wasurban municipalities and chambers of commerce and in-

dustry. an immediate case for imposing a system of standard
assessments on the Ghanian pattern so that income

B. The tax on professionalprofits. The tax is levied on could be mputed statutorily to all persons engaged in
the profits of the trades, industries and professions sub- trade varying in amount with the estimated profitabili-ject to the licence tax, and on the profits derived from ty of each kind of trade, and in some instance with the
all gainful employment and other sources of profit not locality.
subject to the licence tax or to a special tax. Companies, The salient features of the ECA survey are summarisedwhatever their form and purpose, are subject to the tax below.
on professional profits in so far as concerns their profits
or gains not subject to another tax, or not expressly ex- Lesotho, a small, mainly mountainous country of
empt therefrom. There are two systems for assessing the 11,716 square miles and a population of a little less than
taxable profits: 1,000,000 with a per capita income of about USS 90,
(1) The lump sum system. This form is part of the ordi- is entirely surrounded by the Republic of South Africa.
nary law. The taxable profit is determined by applying Wool and mohair account for some 70 percent of the
to the turnover a coefficient which is established for country's export earnings. Another 15 percent is con-

' each branch of activity by decree of the Minister of Fi- tributed by mining of diamonds. Few industries exist
nance. For taxpayers not coming under the real net pro- presently although various tax incentives are allowed to
fit system, gross annual income may not be lower than investors in manufacturing and processing ventures.
a minimum income equal to the total of two elements, Lesotho is a part of the South Africa Customs Union
one fixed and the other variable, which are determined and the South African monetary area, with the South
in the light of the basis used for the licence tax for the
preceding year. The variable element is determined by 4. Mission Report of Mr. I.A. Malik, ECA Regional Adviser in
applying to the rental value used to calculate the Public Finance on Feasibility of the Introduction of Standard
proportional licence tax a coefficient which may not ex- Assessment Tax System in Lesotho to cover small traders, etc.,
ceed five. ECA, Addis Ababa, September 1971.
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African Rand being used as a currency. More than half a. Normal income tax procedures
of the local revenues are raised under the Customs The categories of licensed wholesalers, bankers, clubs,
Agreement with South Africa, Botswana and Swaziland. hotels, industrial manufacturers, speculators, etc., being
The wholesale trade is largely managed by firms which small and manageable enough, could be dealt with under
have their head offices in the Republic of South Africa. the normal income tax procedures. The remaining im-

Trading conditionsare largely dependent on crop yields, portant categories of traders which contained the bulk

but returning migrant workers from South Africa cre- of the untaxed pool were identified as follows:

ate a substantial cash flow, which is a mainstay in time
of drought. Natureof busness licence Numberof licences

1. General traders 258
1. Trade licensing 2. Bakeries 129

An elaborate system of trade licensing is in operation 3. Wood and coal merchants 118

under the Trading Proclamation of 1951 which had as 4. Transportcontractors, buses

its main purpose the control of trade by the establish- and taxis, etc. 192

ment of Boards with power to refuse an application for 5. Bucheries 698

a trade licence for various reasons like overtradingor the 6. Restricted traders 1,402
financial position of the applicant. Different rates of 7. Cafs 2,311
licence fees are levied on differentcategories of traders. 8. Beershops (reserve areas) 523

There are also rate differentials between reserve and 9. Millers 340

non-reserve areas and Lesotho and non-Lesotho traders. 5,971
The system of trade licensing can no doubt play a vital
role in taxation of traders. It was found that the number of traders (includingcom-

Income tax and company tax legislation are closely panies) who were making returns for normal tax pur-

modelled on the legislation in force in the Republic of poses did not exceed 350. This included about 50

South Africa. Liberal personal income tax relief is pro- wholesalers, banking institutions, manufacturers, hotels

vided in the form of tax rebates on account of domestic and speculators, etc. not included in the above nine

circumstances. Besides the regular income tax and com- classes of traders. It was estmated that out of the above

pany tax, there is a basic tax payable by every male citi- number of 5,971 traders, big and small, the maximum

zen. A pay as you earn system of tax collection number submitting income tax returns under the normal

covers salaried persons more or less adequately since procedures did not exceed 300 taxpayers. This left

1969. Revenues from basic tax constitute over 50 per- about 5,671 traders, bg and small, whch formed part
cent of the total receipts from direct taxes. The scope of the untaxed pool. Observation and analysis (on a

for Government initiative in raising revenues through in- sampling basis) of these categories of licensed trading
direct taxes, viz. customs, excise or sales tax rates, is establishments and their average monthly turnovers

absent except in the context of the Customs Union around some districts (both n reserve and non-reserve

Agreement. This leaves the field of direct taxes to be areas) established that at the most 10-13 percent of this

looked into not only in respect of choice of new tax number (say 600-800) could be considered as doubtful

measures but also in making improvements in tax ad- cases with net incomes below the taxable limit of R250.

ministraton and procedures for plugging the loopholes This margin, it was thought, would also cover some

of tax avoidance and tax evasion. cases of fictitious licensees who had obtained trading
licences but were not actually in business. They were

paying licence fees in order to derive the benefit of
2. Pool of untaxed traders and professionals wholesale purchases for themselves and their friends or

possibly sale to hawkers. A proper application of trade
The above background and considerationscalled for the licensing and tax procedures, it was suggested, would eli-
determination of the number of potential traders, etc.

minate this fictitious element. Allowing for these and
who were not in the tax net and formulation of mea- other factors the mission found that a substantial
sures for bringng them in.

some

number of 4,800 were then successfully evading pay-
The mission in this respect went through the records of ment of income tax.
various business names registered with the licensing au-

thorities in various districts of the country. The infor-
mation collected in this respect showed the total num- b. Need for adoption of presumptive techniques
ber of traders, etc. registered in the whole country dur-

ing 1971 as 6,244. This number was on the low side, as The mission suggested that while measures should be

in the case of three districts (viz. Mafetong, Q. Nek and taken to strengthen the tax administration to deal with

Mohales Hock) information abou the number of trans- the above potential taxpayers, recourse should be taken

port contractors, and taxi and bus owners, etc. could to rough and ready techniques similar to the Ghanaian

not be collected in time, and in the case of other dis- standard assessment system in the short run. The mis-

tricts as well for which this information was collected sion observed that any attempt under the existing situ-

there was short reportng as well. No beershop lcences aton to deal with these cases would result n poor. re-

were included in the informationsupplied for Mafetong sponse and might result in widespreadnon-enforcement

and Leribe districts. Despite these shortcomingsin data, which would prejudice the whole future of income taxa-

the mission reached the following conclusions. tion of the self-employed.
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c. Income imputation tween Rl,200-Rl,300 and 4 had a monthly turnover
more than R3,000. The report of this survey also men-

To begin, income imputation for tax purposes may be tioned that gross profit on groceries was about 15 per-made for the major categories referred to above as these cent and gross profit on soft goods was about 30 per-covered the bulk of tax evading traders. In view of the cent. In view of this analysis, the net profit, includingdifferent circumstances of traders under these catego- salary of the owner/manager,might be assumed to be in
ries, depending on their average turnover and location, any case below 10 percent of the turnover. While sug-
etc., it would be necessary to establish two or more gesting the measure of about 10 percent of turnover in
classes of standard tax rate ranging from higher to determining taxable income, the mission cautioned that
middle and lower brackets of small traders according to enterprises be carefully classified by type and location.
their presumptive incomes. The major technical problem The degree of refinementthat could be employed in this
in this respect which needed to be clarified related to respect would have to be seen in relation to the toler-
the factors that should be taken into account in deter- able inequities and the cost and effect of taking more
mining the presumptive tax rates. Among those factors details into account. It was observed that one obvious
could be cited gross sales, value of property, housing of flaw in the application of standard tax rates determined
the trading establishment, number of employees, loca- according to the above method would be that these did
tion of business, type of trade, inventory, age and quali- not take into account family circumstancesof individual
ty of equipment used, private style of living of traders taxpayers as was the case in the application of normal
and so on. Variationscould be constructed for different income tax which allowed the deduction subject to cer-
trades: for instance, in the case of taxi-drivers the year tain limitations of allowances and rebates from income
and make of vehicle and estimated mileage might be tax payable in consideration of such circumstances.
taken into account. All this, however, involves compli- However, as it would always be open to any taxpayer to
cated and refined investigations in each individual case get his name removed from the list of standard tax
and would be difficult to carry out fairly and effectively assessees by submitting a proper tax return, the inequi-in view of the existing constraints. A sophisticated sys- ties of the standard tax assessment system could be re-
tem of investigations was not therefore recommended moved by taking such action. Moreover, the discretion
for Lesotho at that stage, since the evasion problem it- of the tax authorities in placing a taxpayer in a lower
self arose from the scarcity of trained administrators standard tax bracket could be used to decide cases of
and the administration's inability to determine the very hardship when appeals supported by proper facts and
sorts of norms and standards needed in any complicated details were submitted for their decision. It was made
presumptive system. The fact of the matter was that the clear that the standard assessment tax system, in pro-small traders in Lesotho, generally speaking, were in- viding for a unilateral estimation of tax liability by the
capable of computing their actual income, and the In- tax administration, was a sanction against taxpayers
come Tax Department as then constituted was by and who failed to file returns. It permitted the determina-
large incapable of verifying it. The bookkeepingknow- tion of tax liability without the necessity of an elabo-
ledge and the standards of small traders were such that rate audit. As such, it was at best a necessary compro-it would be unrealistic to expect them to keep the kind mise between simplicity and ease of application on the
of records needed for a determinationof actual income. one hand and exactitude on the other.
Moreover, in view of the large number of traders involv-
ed who were scattered throughout the country and diffi-
cult to reach even in some cases because of lack of e. Incentives for submitting returns

proper roads or other means of communication,the ad- The ultimate object of the standard assessment tax sys-ministrationcould not be expected to make an adequate tem, it was explained, should be to induce taxpayers to
verification of actual income or for that matter to in- settle their tax liabilities on the basis of actual submis-
dulge in the exercise of determiningpresumptive income sion of income tax returns required under normal cir-
in eah and every case. cumstances rather than on the basis of standard rates de-

termined unilaterally. The greatest incentive to this shift

d. Monthly turnovers would be the establishment of high presumptive in-
comes. A milder alternative would be to grant special

Despite the above difficulties, however, the mission ob- concessions and incentives only to these traders, etc.
served that a fruitful attempt could be made to deter- who maintain adequate records. It must, however, be
mine the average monthly turnover of distinct classes in ensured that the option to be taxed on the basis of ac-

each trade category on a sample basis in different loca- tual income rather than on the basis of standard rates
tions in each district, and on this basis to work out aver- should be allowed to be exercised only by a taxpayer
age taxable incomes and standard tax rates for different who can meet the bookkeeping requirements imposed
classes of each trade. Generally speaking, the mission on other taxpayers reporting actual business income.
worked out that the average taxable income would be The taxpayer must, for example, attach to his income
about 8-10 percent of the annual average turnover. This tax return a copy of a balance sheet and profit and loss
assumption was also borne out by an ILO survey of statement.
small-scale enterprses in Maseru conducted by Mr. B.
Koch in February 1970. Mr. Koch then found that out f. Monetary limits of application
of 53 retailers surveyed in Maseru, 18 had a monthly
turnover of less than R250; 26 had a monthly turnover It was thought necessary to specify monetary limits of
between R250-Rl,200; 5 had a monthly turnover be- income to ensure that the standard assessment tax sys-
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tem be made applicable only to small businessmen. All mining the class to which any particular taxpayer would
major business enterprises above the prescribed limits belong. This should be determined as objectively as

must be made to report actual income for tax assess- possible and guarded against through a percentage test
ment. If during the course of investigation any cases of check of the assessmentsat higher levels.
higher taxable income are found which are covered
under the standard tax assessment system, these should h. Overlapping trade categories
be promptly taken out of the ambit of the system and

regular files opened for them for consideration under For purpose of grant of trade licences the mission sur-

the normal tax procedures. mised that the categories mentioned above appeared to
be distinct, but in actual practice there was a consider-

g. Standard rates able overlapping of commodities dealt with by licensed
traders. A grocery, a cafe and a restricted trader, for in-

On the basis of a sample survey of various trading estab- stance, would have many common items in which they
lishments in different income brackets, the mission at- were dealing. The most importantconsideration in such
tempted to suggest standard rates for the categories of cases, therefore, was their turnover rather than the com-

traders referred to above for four classes determinedon modities in which they were dealing.
the basis of annual average turnover in the four districts
of Maseru, Teyateyanang, Leribe, and Butha-Buthe. It i. Licensing malpractices
was noticed that nearly 10-15 percent of the small
licensed traders had average annual turnover less than It was also reported that some wholesalers were selling
R3,500, with their net taxable income after deducting goods even to persons who did not hold licences. This

general expenses less than the exemption limit of R250. cut across the interest of licensed retailers. It was sug-
The average turnovers and standard rates for the four gested, therefore, that a person or company having a

classes which were worked out for incomes above the wholesale licence should not be allowed to have retail

exemption limit were as follows: outlets at the same time. Moreoever, people who had
obtained trading licences but who had not erected their

Broad range of average Standard tax business houses often abused their licences by buying
Class annual turnover per annum goods from wholesalers for non-licence holders, thus

illegally competing with proper trading licensees. The

A above R20,000 R 120 mission believed that the introduction of the standard

B between R 15,000-20,000 R80 assessment tax system would facilitate the task of eli-

C between R 7,000-15,000 R40 minatingsuch malpracticesconsiderably.
D between R 3,500- 7,000 R20

j. Collaboration between the Ministry of Trade and
In case of transport contractors, however, the following I_ncome Tax Department
rates were suggested on the basis of capacity and weight.

The mission strongly urged the need for close collabo-

Standard rate ration between the Trade and Income Tax Departments
Class per annum

not only for the proper functioning of the trade licens-

ing system but also for tax purposes. In this connection,
A in respect of each vehicle it was suggested that in cases where under any enact-

up to 5 tons R32 ment any person or authority is empowered to issue a

B in respect of each vehicle licence, a permit, a registration certificate or any other

above 5 tons R80 similar document to such small traders, etc., the Collec-

C taxi owners in respect of tor of Revenue should request officially such person or

each vehicle R32 authority in writing not to issue such document unless
the person applying therefor produces to such person or

authority a tax clearance certificate issued by the collec-
These standard rates were suggested with due regard to tor or other officer authorised on his behalf indicating
the net average taxable incomes expected after deduc- that the standard assessmentof tax or instalments there-
tion of general expenses, etc. and average deduction of of liable to be paid by such applicant have been paid.
allowances and rebates, subject to the limitation that When this practice was firmly established it would auto-
the net tax payable is not allowed to fall below the spe- matically ensure compliance with the requirements of
cified limits. It was made clear that these rates were ten- the standard assessment tax system.
tative and had been worked out on the basis of existing
tax legislation for illustrative purpose and their primary k. Set off against income tax liability
aim was to initiate the process of thinking and verifica-
tion by the Income Tax Department to refine the It should also be provided that the payment of the stan-

methodology further. It was further elaborated by the dard tax could be set off against the income tax actually
mission that the exercise in determining standard tax payable by any person. Connected with this is the re-

rates for different classes under each category of traders quirement to remove a person from the list of persons
would involve application of judgement on the part of subject to the standard tax assessment on the submis-
the authorities. The important thing to remember, how- sion of a proper income tax return to the satisfaction of

ever, was that the income tax officer or his staff should the Collector of Revenue. Thereafter his case would
not act dishonestly,vindictively or capriciously in deter- have to be dealt with as a regular income tax assessee.
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I. Period of application of the system number of such potential taxpayers is very large and the
income tax administration in most countries is under-

The mission recommended that the system be applied staffed, the problem is only handled marginally and the
initially for a period of three years and that before the bulk of such potential taxpayers continues to be outside
end of the period the resultsobtainedshould be reviewed the tax nets. Even where comprehensive campaigns of
and decision taken about the extent of the continued tax audits could be mounted, the problem cannot be
application of the system along with any amendments handled in normal circumstancesin most cases either be-
that might be called for in the standard rates and the cause of illiteracy or lack of tax morality: information
classes of persons to be covered by it. It was also needed for determining tax liabilities, viz. books and
suggested that more categories of traders like dryclean- records, is not generally forthcoming and even when it
ers, hairdressers, tailors, motor garages, electricians, car- were forthcoming it would not even be adequate to
penters, watchmakers and bricklayers, etc. could be assess the amount of actual income. Moreover from theadded and brought under the system as might be found point of view of the tax administration, there are also
necessary. It was also noted that the transport contrac- limitations of an economic nature since the cost oftors and bus and taxi owners presented a special prob- audit, etc. is in many cases larger than the tax liabilitylem as they were not carried at all on the list of licences. involved. In the case of a developing country in LatinSpecial measures should, therefore, be taken with the America, for instance, where serious efforts were madeauthorities responsible for registrationand inspection of to tackle this problem it was found that small taxpayersvehicles and the police to recover the amounts of stan- who were forced to pay differences and fines throughdard tax from them. audits, as a result of having declared income below ac-

tual income, in a few months returned to the practicem. Administrative procedures of declaring income below actual income, and but a few
months later returned to the practice of declaring in-On the administration of the system it was suggested come for derisive amounts. 5that a Senior Inspector of Taxes should be made

responsible for looking after the operation of the system Since the problem is very much before us we have to
under the overall supervision of the Chief Collector of find practical solutions to deal with the situations in the
Revenue. The first assessrnents on the introduction of light of our existing African realities- political, admin-
the system should be completely checked by the In- istrative and resource wise -- which differ in different
come Tax Officer. A test check of at least 25 percent countries. However, in view of the need for revenues
should also be carried out by the collector of revenues and to establish an equitable tax system, it is necessary
personally. While it would be desirable to administer the to find solutions to the problem in a pragmatic manner

system from Maseru in matters of making assessments applicable both in the short run and in the long run. The
and watching recoveries, etc., it would be necessary to country surveys given above are instances of systematic
involve the sub-accountancies as far as possible in mak- attempts made by African and other countries to deal
ing recoveries and the introduction of the system in its with the problem and there is no doubt that they are on

initial stages. A complete card index and taxpayer rolls the road to deal with the same in an effective manner.
At the conclusion of this article the author does notshould be maintained of all the standard tax assessees in

the Income Tax Office for prompt follow-up action. want to be dogmatic in suggesting any one solution
Bi-monthly progress reports on the progressof recoveries applicable to all conditions. However, in order to act as

under the system should be prepared by the Income Tax a catalyst for the African countries to concentrate at-
Inspector concerned and submitted for the information tention on the problem, a resume of some of the rele-
of the Accountant General through the Chief Collector vant basic conditions is given below:
of Revenue. This report should also be periodically sub- i) Experience has shown that the problem of tax eva-

mitted for the information of the Permanent Secretary sion discussed in this study cannot be effectively
of Finance. solved through repressive measures, since these

could lead to serious problems.
ii) The ideal system in this field seems to be that of

establishing a single tax on low income taxpayers
Xlll. BROAD CONCLUSIONSAND SUGGESTIONS which may be based on their working capital or an

assessment of their income by the tax office. How-

Many countries are faced with the problem of the con- ever, variants of this criterion could be introduced,
trol of complance with the tax obligations due from dependingon administrativefeasibility,etc.
small traders and professionals. This group is generally iii) In order not to bring about too much resistance
formed by owners of small industrial business, retailers, from taxpayers, it may be necessary in most of the

craftsmen, etc., who usually do not have the type of conditions to adopt a system for establishing some

business organisation that keeps the minimum accounts fixed dues on the basis of assumed income and pro-
records needed for submission of meaningful tax re- fit, especially in the case of low income taxpayers.

v) It may be convenient to take gross income as a basisturns.
for differentiation of the small taxpayer from theSince in most such cases it is not possible to conduct large enterprise in the establishment of special pro-audits of such concerns, most of the developing coun-

tries in Africa are resorting to some sort of arbitrary 5. See a case study on Mexico, Treatmentof Small Taxpayersimputation of the income that may be determined by by Mr. Eduardo Acevedo C. n Fourth General Assembly Proceed-
some sort of rough and ready techniques. But since the ings of Inter-American Center of Tax Administrators (1970).
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cedures for tax payment. Although in normal cir- ed income, it would be necessary to carry out perio-
cumstances, the difference between large and small dical reviews, say, after every 3-4 years of modifica-

taxpayers continues to be based on the annual tions in output, turnover or other indicators. Help
amount of their net income from sales or services, in such reviews could be obtained from established

other possible solutions could be studied by taking traders' associations or chambers of commerce etc.

into account the fact that this very net income ix) In case of enterprises, traders, etc. who keep records

causes the greatest distortion on the taxpayers' re- in the manner required by the law and submit regu-

turn. The amount of inventories, total assets and in- lar tax returns, they should not be subjected to the

vested capital could also be successfully considered presumptive assessments unless there are strong rea-

as factors that could allow for the identification of sons to doubt the accuracy of the returns and re-

the small taxpayer. However, these may sometimes cords produced.
be misleading as they do not give a correct idea of x) We have discussed in this paper the presumptive as-

the importance of the business concern since they sessments for purposes of income tax. However, pre-

are only of use if the longer or shorter rotation of sumptive or assumed assessments could also be made

inventories is also considered. Considering all cir- in case of sales tax, etc. or such presumptionscould

cumstances, it seems better to assume that net in- be combined for these two taxes and the taxpayer
come gives a better indication of the taxable capaci- could liquidate his tax liability by a single payment
ty of the taxpayer. Each country would thus have to in case of sales tax and income tax, e.g. as is done in

decide on a broad definitionof its small traders, etc. Chile. However, arrangementsin this case have to be

v) It is essential that any new presumptive, fixed or
devised for broad agreement of the taxpayers. It s

standard assessment tax system be properly explain- evident that this again is a matter which it is not

ed to the taxpayers and ther agreementobtained in proposed to go into detail here and has to be left to

order to obtain as far as possible the immediate ful- the differing conditions. It must, however, be em-

fullment of their tax obligations rather than resort- phasised that a definite solution to the problem of

ing to long drawn out and cumbersome legal proce-
taxation of small traders must be found wthin the

dures. existing boundaries of the tax structure. In this con-

text it would be necessary to take into account the

vi) Since in most cases it may be found that the esti- situation of low income business firms as regards the
mates that the taxpayers supply with respect to tax on sales and services but also as regards income
their total income would not be true, they should be tax and lcence fees if any to be paid by them.
required to provide data on purchases and sales and xi) In the last analysis any presumptive, standard
the monthly turnover, the number of employees in

or

fixed system to be enforced in respect of small tax-
their service, the salaries paid, rentals for the site of must be analysed in terms of the cost-benefit
the business, expenses for light, telephone, state

payers
principle so that the simplicity or applicability of

taxes, social security and other expenses in connec- the system must be in drect proporton to its yield
tion with the business, with special emphasis on the and ease in controls. However, in view of substantial
cost of the merchandise. Special forms could be de- income tax evasion and avoidance in these areas,
vised to elicit such information. Moreover it may be

new and imaginative procedures have to be evolved
necessary to form special squads of officials with and applied where existing procedures have failed.
full knowledge of tax provisionsalong with account- In any case, the filing requirements should be made
ing and trade practices. Selected establishments obligatory for all self-employed persons engaged in
should be visited by these squads to verify the data certain activities, including trade, restraurants, ser-

filled in the forms. The visiting inspectors should try vice establishments, small manufacturing and all
to reach agreement on the disputed areas in the in- licensed establishmentsand professions.
formation filled in the forms so that as far as poss- xii) It has been clearly demonstrated in the country case

ible agreement is reached on assumed income that studies that renewal of a licence to operate should
will form the basis for tax assessment. be made contingent on proof of payment of tax by

vii) Income tax could be assessed on the net assumed n- the production of a tax clearance certificate or the

come by applying the percentages established by law . filing of the tax return.

for assessment in each branch of activity in those xiii)Legal provisions should be introduced in the tax

cases in which it cannot be based on normal ac- laws whenever these are found to be necessary in or-

counting procedures, that is to say, the taxable in- der to enable the tax administrations to assume in-

come could be derived from the multiplication of come where the taxpayer fals to supply nformation

the estimated income by the respective legal ratio. for a direct determination. It may be reiterated that

To the result of this operation a progressive rate in cases where a presumptive tax is applied, the tax-

established by law could be applied in order to ob- payer should have the right to rebut the presump-
tain the assumed income. In those cases in which it tion if he wants to do so, by producingproof of ac-

s found that the ratios are notorously higher than tual costs, gross ncome, exemptonsand deductons,
the taxes actually paid by the taxpayer, a special etc. There is no doubt that effective income tax en-

rapid investigationcould be carried out to determine forcement is not now possible without presumptive
the ratio to be applied. power, and such power must be used in an equitable

viii)Since the system adopted would be based on assum- manner.
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UnitedKingdom: the calendar year 1978 -- was 8.9 percent,
but because of the rounding adjustments

Mr.Healey'sCaretakerBudget the actual increase in the allowances pro-
posed in the Bill is just over 9 percent.
However, we have also provided that no

changes should be made in the amountsof

On April 3, 1979 the Chancellor of the Exchequer pronounced his Budget tax due under P.A.Y.E. until 1 August
1979. The purpose of this is to give the

Speech which because of the pending elections announced no major new next Chancellor time to decide what he
developments.His statementswith respect to taxation are reproducedbelow: wishes to propose to the House before pay
I come now to the coverage of the Finance caretaker Budget should fully reflect that packets are effected. By this means we

shall have made clear what the revalorizedBill. The purpose of the Bill is to enable fact. This indeed is the effect of the law,
the tax rgime to continue on its present although the actual figures to which the allowances should be and we have ensured
basis during the period when Parliament is allowances would be increased under the that no-one can proceed against the Inland

Revenue for failure to implement a sta-dissolved. It follows discussions which my indexation provision are not precisely
Rt Hon. friend the Chief Secretary and I specified. Moreover there could be some tutory responsibility. But we have done
have had with the Rt Hon. Member for confusion if the indexed allowances took so in such a way as to give rise to no Party
Surrey East and his colleagues and is immediate effect and were then changed a advantage.
intended to ensure that, so far as circum- second time by the new Chancellor. I wish to stress the point that, if the nextstances allow, the Chancellor of the Ex- There was more than one way open to us Government secured the agreement of thechequer in the incoming Government,who- of dealing with this situation, but the solu- new House not to implement th'e Rooker-
ever he may be, will be faced with the same tion we have adopted is to lay down in the Wise amendment, the increases in allow-
scope for tax changes in his Budget as Finance Bill new figures for the main per- ances now set out would never actually bewould have been available to me had I been sonal allowanceswhich correspond (subject implemented and they would not bestanding here in rather different circum- to rounding adjustment upwards) to the reflected in pay packets. They will not takestances. figures which are required under the in- effect before or during the Election
RENEWALOF ANNUAL TAXES dexation provisions. The percentage in- campaign and they will only take effect

crease --

As the House knows, some of our taxes -- requiredunder the latter that is to after the Election if they remain unchang-
income tax, corporation tax and advance say the increase in the retail price index for ed by any Budget introduced thereafter.

corporation tax - have to be imposed each
year. Under the Provisional Collection of
Taxes Act income tax can be collected APPENDIX I - 1979-80 Rates and allowances
until 5 May on the basis of the law prevail-
ing in the tax year now ending, but there is Note: The rates and allowances may possiiblly be Personall alllowance

no power to continue its collection beyond altered by a subsequent Finance Act. Single. . . 1,075
that date. Similar provisions relate to cor- I NCOME TAX Married. .

. 1,675

poration tax and advance corporation tax. % Wife's earned income allowance 1,075.......

Hence the first and foremost purpose of Lower rate
Additional personal allowance. 600the Finance Bill is to renew these annual (payable on first £ 750)*.......... 25

taxes at the rates in force over the last Basic rate Dependent relative allowance, 100 or 145
twelve months. (payable on next £ 7,250)* . 33

Housekeeper alowance. 100Higher rates
INDEXATIONPROVISIONS (payable on excess of £ 8,000) Son or daughter's service allowance. 55

However, it has been necessary to go a next £ 1,000................. 40
Child minder housekeeperallowance 100....

little further than that. In renewing the next £ 1,000. . . . . 45
Blind allowance ........... 180income tax we have had to take account of next £ 1,000 . 50 persons

the indexation provisions to be found in next £ 1,500................. 55 Child allowance ---

section 22 of the Finance Act 1977 -- the next £ 1,500 60 no allowance available except for:.................

so-called Rooker-Wise amendments. These next £ 2,000.... . . 65 (a) students;
require that, unless the House decides next £ 2,500.................. 70 (b) children residing overseas.

otherwise by affirmative Order, the main next £ 5,500... 75
Limit of relief for interest on loans

personal allowances -- that is the single al- Remainder 83..................

for the purchase or improvementlowance and the wife's earned income * The lower rate may apply to an increased
of land 25,000relief, the married allowance, the age al- amount, with a corresponding restriction in tax

. .

lowances and the additional personal al- at the basic rate, where there are wife's earnings. CORPORATIONTAXlowance which, broadly, is given to single I nvestment income surcharge FINANCIAL YEAR 1978parents -- should be revalorized each year Taxpayers under 65in line with the increase in the retail price First £ 1,700 NiI
%

index over the previous calendar year. I
................... ..

Full rate 52.

Next £ 550.. 10
have no intention of asking the House to

Remainder 15 Small companies rate 42.

lay aside the Rooker-Wise amendment this
.................

year. Indeed, if I had been able to intro- Taxpayers ove 65 Small companies --- marginal relief:

duce a normal Budget I would have pro-
First £ 2,500. : ..... ... NiI Lower relevant maximum ........£50,000

posed an increase in income tax thresholds Next £ 500.. . . - 10 Upper relevant maximum . .£85,000

higher than envisaged in section 22 of the Remainder................. 15 Fraction . . . . . . . ......... 1/7th

Finance Act. Parliament has decided that Age allowance £
ADVANCE CORPORATIONTAXthese increases in the allowances should be Single. . 1,420
FINANCIALYEAR 1979made and hence it seems right that any Married....................2,265

continuation of the income tax in this (Income limit £ 4,400) 33/67ths
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On the other hand if the next Government that our tax affairs are carried on in an sals against a backeloth essentially similar
wishes to maintain or increase them it will orderly manner while Parliament is dissolv- to that against which in other circum-

be able to do so within weeks of introduc- ed and ensures that the next Chancellor stances I might have been producing a

ing its Budget without waiting for 1 Au- will be able to consider his Budget propo- normal Budget today.
gust. And in that case they will of course

be back-dated to 6 April. APPENDIX 11 Finance Bill Resolutions-

REMOVAL OF CHILD ALLOWANCES
INCOME TAX said Act of 1970 (pay as you earn) before 1

I now turn to the child tax allowances. August 1979.
(1) I ncome tax for the year 1979-80 shall be

The House will recall that these allowances
charged at the same rates as for the year 1978-79. (4) No relief shall be given under section 10 of

have been progressively reduced over the the said Act of 1970 (child allowances) fortax
last two years at the same time as child (2) I n section 8 of the Income and Corporation

the year 1979-80 or any subsequent year of
benefit was introduced and increased. My Taxes Act 1970 (personal reliefs):

assessment except in the case of a child to whom
Rt Hon. friend the Chief Secretary an- (a) in subsection (1)(a) (married) for £ 1,535

nounced last July that proposals would be there shall be substituted £ 1,675;
section 25 or 26 of the said Act of 1977 applies.

included in this year's Finance Bill for the (b) in subsection (1) (b) (single) and (2) (wife's (5) I n paragraph 5(1) of the Schedule 1 to the

final abolition of these allowances, apart earned income relief) for £ 985 there Finance Act 1974 (limit on relief for interest on

from non-resident children and the purely shall be substituted £ 1,075; certain loans for the purchase or improvementof

transitional provisions for certain students. (c) in subsection (l A) (age allowance) for land) the references to £ 25,000 shall have effect

Moreover -- and here again I must salute £ 2,075 and £ 1,300 there shall be sub- for the year 1979-80 as well as for previous years

the efforts of one of the Government's stituted £ 2,265 and £ 1,420 respec- of assessment.

supporters, in this case my Hon. friend for tively; CORPORATIONTAX
Islington South -- the present arrange- (d) in subsection (1B) (income limit for age

ments for the allowances have been made allowance) for £ 4,000 there shall be sub- (1) Corporation tax shall be charged for the

only on a year by year basis. Hence if no stituted £ 4,400; financial year 1978 at the same rate as for the

provisions were to be made in this Bill for and in section 14(2) and (3) of that Act (addi- financial year 1977; and the small companies rate

the child allowances, they would revert to tional relief for widows and others in respect of and the fraction mentioned in section 95(2) of

the level at which they were last xed per- children) for £ 550 there shall be substituted the Finance Act 1972 (marginal relief for small

manently, that is to say the level for £ 600 companies) shall also be the same for the finan-

1975-76 -- at a cost of well over £ 1 billion (3) Neither paragraph (2) above section cial year 1978 as for the financial year 1977.
nor

in a full year. Accordingly in order to 22(2) or (3) of the Finance Act 1977 shall re- (2) The rate of advance corporation tax for the
remove any uncertainty and to ensure that quire any change to be made in the amounts de- financial year 1979 shall be the same as for the
no-one can seek to get his allowances re- ductible or repayable under section 204 of the financial year 1978.
stored the Bill provides for the removal of
the allowances along the lines which my TaxPlansof theConservativePartRt Hon. friend originally announced to
take place simultaneouslywith the increase
of £ 1 in Child Benefits. The tax policy which will be followed by the Conservative Party -- if it

comes into power
-- centers around the reduction of individual income tax,

1979-80 P.A.Y.E. CODE NUMBERS
the reform of Capital Transfer Tax (inheritance and gift tax) and Capital

The Inland Revenue have already prepared Gains Tax. Some of the most significant passages in the Conservative Mani-
the 1979-80 P.A.Y.E. code numbers on the

festo 1979 read as follows:basis that the House would approve the

proposals in my Rt Hon. friend's an- CUTTING INCOME TAX parison with members of occupational
nouncement. Hence the deductions which or inflation-proofedpension schemes.

family men will suffer in their pay packets We shall eut income tax at all levels to re-

next week will reflect the loss of the allow- ward hard work, responsibilityand success; Growing North Sea oil revenues and re-

ances: at the same time, however, child tackle the poverty trap; encourage saving ductions in Labour's public spending
benefit is being increased to £ 4 per week and the wider ownership of property; plans will not be enough to pay for the

and for over 90 percent of families the in- simplify taxes-like VAT; and reduce tax income tax cuts the country needs. We

crease in the child benet will be greater bureaucracy. must therefore be prepared to switch to

than the effect of the loss of child tax al- It is especially importantto cut the absurdly
some extent from taxes on earnings to
taxes on spending. Value Added Tax does

lowance. Indeed if account is taken also of high marginal rates of tax both at the
not apply, and will not be extended, to

the 70 p advance payment of child benefit bottom and top of the income scale. It necessities like food, fuel, housing and
made last November more than ninety- must pay a man or woman significantly transport. Moreover the levels of State
nine families out of a hundred entitled to more to be in, rather than out of, work. and other benefits take price
child benefit will see their income increas- Raising tax thresholds will let the low-paid pensions

rises into account.
ed. out of the tax net altogether, and un-

employmentand short-termsickness benefit A PROPERTY-- OWNING DEMOCRACY
MORTGAGE INTEREST must be brought into the computation of

We reject Labour's plan for a Wealth Tax.
Finally the Finance Bill provides for the annual income. We shall deal with the most damaging
continuation for another year of the ceiling The top rate of income tax should be cut features of the Capital Transferand Capital
on mortgage interest relief at £ 25,000. No to the European average and the higher tax Gains Taxes, and propose a simpler and less
change of policy is implied here and it will bands widened. To encourage saving we oppressive system of capital taxation in
be open to the next Chancellor to propose will reduce the burden of the investment the longer term. We will expand and build
that the gure be varied if he considers

ncome surcharge. This will greatly help existing schemes for encouraging em-
that desirable.

on

those pensioners who pay this additional ployee share-ownershipand our tax policies
This, then, is a caretaker Finance Bill. It tax on the income from their life-time generally will provide incentive to save and

provides what is essential in order to ensure savings, and who suffer so badly by com- build up capital.
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Singapore's1979Budget-
A Summary
On March 5, 1979, Mr. Goh Chok Tong, Senior Minister If the protectionistpolicy in civil aviation of Austra-
of State for Finance, presented his 1979 Budget to the lia succeeds, and worse, proliferates, the volume of
Parliament of the Republic of Singapore. Before out- tourist stopover traffic in Singapore will decrease. We
lining the financial policy for the comingyear, he made must therefore increasingly develop Singapore as a

destination point in the Pacific area. Tourists cana survey of the economic performance of Singapore in
only be attracted to Singapore if there are sufficient1978.
attractions and diversions here and in the neigh-

He revealed that the Singapore economy grew by bouring countries. One way to do this is to develop
8.6 percent in 1978 as compared to 7.8 percent in 197. Singapore into a resort destination. Unfortunately,
The economic growth for the previous year was con- there are currently no resort hotels of international
sidered satisfactory but its performance was modest class in Singapore. We are therefore prepared to con-

compared to Taiwan, South Korea and Hong Kong.
sider giving incentives to a limited number of first
class resort hotels which could be developed on

Singapore's external trade increased by 15 percent but Sentosa.
it was lower than the rate of 18 percent achieved in It has also been pointed out by the Minister that there1977. Imports increased at a faster rate than exports is a need to further develop the convention business inand Singapore's balance of payment continued to be Singapore and to maximise the export of Singaporein healthy surplus because of higher capital inflows. professional and technical expertise. The proposedOn problems and prospects for 1979, the Minister said reduction in company taxation for earnings derived bythat he was not optimistic about the outlook for eco- consultancy companies or firms from approved overseas
nomic growth in 1979. In view of the present cautious projects to 20 percent will stimulate more efforts by the
growth policies of industralised countries, the proposed private sector to penetrate the overseas market.
four-stage oil price increase and the protectionist poli- After quoting figures for the total estimated expendi-cies of developed countries, the Minister warned that ture and revenue for the financial year 1979, the Minis-past efforts and performance had to be improved ter proposed the following tax concessions:if the same growth rate in 1979 as in 1978 were to be
achieved.

1. Personal I ncome Tax
In examing the specific objectives that Singapore is
pursuing in 1979, the Minister first spoke on industrial (a) CentralProvident Fund Contribution
developmentand announced: The maximum allowable relief for Central Provident

Fund Contribution will be increased from $4,000To further assist product development, we will be
prepared to extend to new manufacturingcompanies per year to $5,000 per year with effect from Year
the existing provision which currently permits only of Assessment 1980.
existing companies to deduct expenditure incurredon
research and deuelopment for Income Tax purposes. (b) Pension

On trade development, the Minister said the prospects Tax exemption willbe granted on the whole of the
for world trade expansion in 1979 are not bright. He pension income of resident pensioners with effect
added, from Year of Assessment 1979.

The double tax deduction scheme currently ap- 2. Company Income Taxplicable to expenses incurred in the participation in
trade fairs, trade missions and setting up of overseas (a) Off-shore insurance businessoffices has been found to be useful to exporters.
Since its introduction, 503 companies have taken The 10 percent concessionary tax rate on income
advantage of the scheme. To encourage more aggres- derived from off-shore re-insurance business is ex-
sive marketing overseas, the double tax deduction tended to income derived from general inward
scheme will now also apply to expenses incurred in direct insurance business covering off-shore risksadvertising and promotional campaigns overseas, the with effect from Year of Assessment 1980.productionof sales literaturesand brochures, and the
undertakingof marketsurveys. (b) Company-ownedcars

On services development, the Minister revealed that The maximum allowable capital allowance forthere was further growth in 1978 in the field of tourism. company-owned cars is increased from $15,000 toHe said: $25,000 with effect from April 1979.
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(c) Double tax deduction The $200,000 limit for the house will apply t the

Double tax deduction will be allowed for expenses
full share of any one house in a deceased's estate. If

incurred by exporters in advertising and pro-
the deceased is a part owner of a house, the exemption

motional campaigns overseas, production of sales will depend on his proportionate share of that house. A

literature and brochures and the undertaking of house given as an inter vivos gift will not qualify for the

market surveys. The concession is to encourage exemption, notwithstandingthat the value of the house

more aggressive marketingoverseas.
is included in the valuation of the estate if the gift is

made within five years of the date of death.

(d) Researchand development Houses which are registered in the names of companies
Tax deduction for expenditure incurred on re- will not be eligible for the concession which will apply
search and development granted to existing com- to only residentialunits.

panies will be extended to new manufacturing
companies. This is to further assist product devel-

opment.
***

3. Estate Duty As can be seen from some of the above concessions
for personal income tax and estate duty, the aim is to

The exemption limit for estate duty will be raised from reward hard work and encourage saving for home

$100,000 to $300,000. Ths will be effective from Aprl ownershp and old age security.
1, 1979. The existing $100,000 limit still applies re- The 1979 budget has offered not only taxes but
gardless of the composition of the estate, but the ad-

no new

several tax concessions. It has been described by the
ditional $200,000 relief is applicable only to one Minister as completely painless budget anda even

residential property up to that value and not including mildly pleasurable. Some businessmen have comment-
other assets. ed that it is a cautious and realistic budget which will

For example, if the estate comprises a house assessed stimulate the investment climate and the national

at $250,000 and other assets of $100,000, estate duty economy. Prepare for the worst and work to achieve

will be payable on $50,000 only- i.e. on the value the best is the philosophy of the 1979 budget, said

of the house above $200,000. the Minister in his conclusion.

In next issues:

Brazilian legislation on industrial development
by Antonio Mendes---

France: Re-orientation of the discussion on capital gains taxation, Part I l

by Jean-LoupHa--

Recent theoretical developments in public finance

by Nizar Jetha--

Tax consideration for investment and business decisions in Nigeria
by A. C Ezejelue--

The system of indirect taxation in the Caribbean Common Market

by Roy T. Gobin--

Custons valuation principles and practices
by Luc de Wulf--

The 1979 income tax changes in the Republic of South Africa

by Dr. Erwin Spiro--

Taxation and savings: some new empirical evidence in the Indian economy, 1960-76

by N. R. Vasudeva Murthy---
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or not, a majority of the share of assets of which is held

Towardsan IslamicOrder by Muslims.

inPakistaq;
Deduction will be allowed for debts from the value of
the assets on which Zakat is imposed in the manner and
to the extent specified in the rules. However, no deduc-

INTRODUCTIONOF tion will be allowed in respect of debts which are

incurred in respect of assets not liable to Zakat.

ISLAMICTAXFS Zakat in respect of Amwale-Batinah(invisible assets),
current account deposits with banks and other financial

(ZakatandUshr)
institutions, animal and fish and other catch or produce
of the sea will not be compulsorily collected;it may be
paid voluntarily. A Shahib-i-Nisab from whom Zakat
is not compulsorily realisable under the Collection of

oyDrs. IV. R Dominic Zakat and Ushr Order, or the amount of the Zakat
realised from whom is less than what is payable under
the Islamic Law, may voluntarily pay the Zakat or the
difference, as the case may be. Amwale-Batinah

The President of Pakistan, in a major address on Febru- means such assets as are ordinarily not publicly known

ary 10, 1979 on the establishment of Islamic order in and are held in private custody by any person; it in-

Pakistan, announced the introduction of Islamic taxes: cludes gold and silver and other precious metals and
Zakat and Ushr. The President hopes that the intro- stones and manufactures thereof, cash not deposited
duction of these two Islamic taxes will be the first step with a bank or other financial institution and prize
towards Islamisation of the individual and collective bonds.
life. The impositon of these taxes and the use of the In other words, Zakat will be compulsorily collected
proceeds for purposes ordained by Islamic law is consi- only on Amwale-Zahirah (visible assets). The Am-
dered one of the fundamental pillars of Islam. The wale-Zahirah assets are set out in the Schedule to the
Federal Minister and Deputy Chairman of the Planning draft Order. They are:

Commission, Prof. Khurshid Ahmad, stressed that
Islamisation also fitted in with the Government's aim (1) financial deposits in banks and financial institutions

above 1,000 Rs. and excluding those in currentof making the country self-reliant in a short period and
accounts;eliminatingpoverty from the country. (2) government saving certicates such as defence

On February 13, 1979, the draft Collection of Zakat bonds or NIT Units: Zakat will be payable on the
and Ushr Order was issued. Suggestions to improve the face value of the units at the time of payment of
draft order will be received by the Law Division up to return;
April 30, 1979. The Order is proposed to be promul- (3) ICP Fund certificates, shares in limited companies
gated on July 1, 1979, the commencement date of the and insurance policies: Zakat will be deducted at
new fiscal year. source after the adjustment of liability on account
Islamic law imposes an obligation on the State to collect of debts;
Zakat and Ushr from all Muslims in possession of (4) assets of more than 10,000 Rs. in commercial and
Nisab (see below). The purposes for which the taxes industrial undertakings: Zakat will be charged on

are collected are also specified in Islamic law. Basically, the market value on the valuation date; in the case

the proceeds from collection of such taxes must be used of industrial undertakings, the charge would be on

to assist the needy to lead a life free from hunger and finished goods and raw materials.

poverty. No Zakat will be compulsorily collected on buildings,
shops and houses.

Zakat paid will be deductible from taxable income for
ZAKAT income tax purposes. Assets on which the Government

will collect Zakat will be exempt from wealth tax
Zakat is a form of wealth tax; it will be charged and assessment. Information furnished to the Government
collected from every Shahib-i-Nisab for each Zakat on assets for levy of Zakat will be treated as secret and
year in respect of the assets as on the valuation date. will not be used against the persons supplying it for any
The rate is 2.5 percent. Shahib-i-Nisabmeans a person other purpose.
who owns or possesses assets of the value of Nisab or

more, but does not include the Federal Government or

a local authority or a company or other enterprise USHR
wholly owned by the Federal Government, a provincial
Government or a local authority. Nisab means assets In the agricultural sector, the draft Order envisages a
equal in value to 87.48 grams of fine gold. The currency compulsory levy of 5 percent (Ushr) on all agriculturalequivalent of Nisab will be notified for each Zakat produce. It will be charged and collected from land
year.

owner, grantee, lessee or lease holder. A holder of
Zakat will be imposed only on Muslims and a company unirrigated land may voluntarily pay an additional 5
or other association of persons, whether incorporated percent of the produce. Ushr will be the first charge on
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the produce and will be collected in cash. However, (ii) handicappedand disabled persons;
where produce consists of wheat or paddy, Ushr may (iii) orphans and widows in need of such assistance;
be collected either in cash or in kind. (b) establishment of hospitals for the benefit of the
The rate of Ushr fixed in the Shariah is 10 percent of poor;
the agricultural produce on barani (unirrigated) land (c) establishment of educational, industrial and voca-
and 5 percent of the produce on well and canal-irrigated tional training institutions to impart skills to the
lands. However, under the draft Order compulsory needy for the purpose of gainful employment;
collection will be made only at 5 percent on agricultural
produce on barani lands; the other 5 percent payment (d) meeting expenditure on the collection and adminis-

is voluntary. tration of Zakat and Ushr; and

Exemption from payment of Ushr is given if the pro- (e) any other purpose permitted by Islamic law.

duce from the land is less than 5 Wasqs (948 kilo- The establishment of hospitals and educational, in-

grams) of wheat or its equivalent in value in the case of dustrial and vocational training institutions will be
other crops. The currency equivalent of 5 Wasqs of made through a loan from the Fund and shall be repaid
wheat will be notified for each Zakat year. A person over a period by chargingappropriate fees from persons
eligible under Islamic law to receive assistance from the using facilities of those institutions, except persons who
Zakat Fund will be exempt from payment of Ushr. are eligible to receive Zakat or Ushr.

Ushr may also be paid voluntarily by a person from Every person who pays Zakat or Ushr will be entitled
whom Ushr is not realisable under the Collection of to indicate to the AdministratorGeneral or his nominee
Zakat and Ushr Order or the amount of the Ushr that an amount not exceeding 15 percent of his pay-
realised from whom is less than what is payable under ment be disbursed to designated institutions. He may
the Islamic Law. also claim reimbursement of a like amount on produc-
Ushr will replace land revenue and the development tion of evidence that he has already spent the amount

less leviable under any provincial law on lands in respect
on any of the said purposes.

of which Ushr is levied. But water tax will continue. It It is being emphasised that Zakat and Ushr payments
is expected that the yield from Ushr will be ten times should not be considered as an increase in the tax
the present yield from land revenue. The collection of burden on the payer but as part of his religious duties.
Ushr will be enforced from October 1979.

The payment of Zakat and Ushr will be made to the The economic consequences arising from the introduc-
Zakat Fund. The Zakat fund will have three accounts: tion of these taxes are not yet clear. Money in cir-

local, provincial and Central. culation in Pakistan has risen since the announcement
of the introduction of these two taxes. Currency bills

Local account issued in the week following the announcement in-
creased by 10.1 percent from the previous week; cur-

All sums collected on account of Zakat and Ushr at the in circulation increased by 9.7 percent from the
local level in a village, Mohallah or locality will be rency

previous week. There was also an increased demand
deposited in this account. for bank loans in the week. Call and short term money

loans increased by $3.7 million from the previous week.
Provincial account Current accounts and time deposits declined by $17.3
25 percent of the local account deposits will be credited million. Whether this increase in money circulation is
to the provincial account. a short or long term consequence is not clear. Bankers

are divided in their opinion.
Central account Prof. Khurshid Ahmad, the Federal Minister and Deputy
Zakat levied directly on deposits and assets with the Chairman of the Planning Commission, estimated that
banks and other financial institutions will be deposited the yield from the two Islamic taxes will be 3,000
in this account. As and when necessary, money will be million Rs. He also estimates that the yield from Ushr
diverted from the Central account to the local and will be 10 times the present yield from land revenue.

provincial accounts. However, it must be noted that there will be a reduction

In addition, alms and donations will also be credited to in the Government's present revenue arising from the

these accounts. income tax deduction for Zakat tax payment and the
exemption from wealth tax. The Minister of Finance

The Central account has already been established with has been cautious in estimating the yield from the
2,250 million Rs. This amount includes contributions imposition of these two taxes and he expressed the
from King Khalid bin Abdul Aziz and Crown Prince hope that the receipts will be substantial to meet the
Fahd bin Abdul Aziz of Saudi Arabia and the President obligations for which Zakat and Ushr are to be ex-
of the United Arab Emirates, Shikh Zaid bin Sultan pended.
Al-Nahyan.

Pakistan, by tying the eradication of poverty to re-
The moneys in the Zakat Fund will be applied in ac- ligious duty, may achieve a certain amount of social
cordance with Islamic law for the following purposes: security for the poor. Hence, they may be considered
(a) rehabilitationof, and assistance to: as social security deductions earmarked for the poorer

(i) the poor and destitute; sections of Pakistan.
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emphasis on political and economic developments. The subjectThe publications listed in this bibliography have matter has been organized section-wise under a common outline,

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which comprising politics, economy, individual economic sectors, e.g.
will gladly supply further information upon request agriculture, mining and energy, industry, banking, monetary
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, measures, transportation and international trade. The reports

have been published during 1977 and 1978 primarily in English,however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct German and French. (B. 51.270)
from the publsher indicated, and not through the
Bureau. COSTA RICA

L'IMPOSIZIONEMOBILIARENELLA REPUBBLICADI
COSTA RICA DELLE SOCIETA COMMERCIALI

ARGENTINA By Andrea d'Ambrosio. Rome, La Rassegna Editrice, 1978. 1

32 pp.

ZAKENDOENIN ARGENTINI Summary explaining the present income taxation of business
enterprises (companies) in Costa Rica and also related taxes.

Juridische en fiscale aspecten. Uitgave juli 1978. (B. 15.833).
By C. Langbehn. The Hague, Fenedex, 1978, 17 pp.
Legal and tax aspects explained arising from business activities in CYPRUS
Argentina. (B. 15.834)

THE LEGAL AND TAX ASPECTS OF FOREIGN INVEST-ASIA MENTS IN CYPRUS

FISCAL POLICY AND TAX STRUCTURESIN AUSTRALIA By Kypros Chrysostomides. Nicosia, Kypros Chrysostomides,
1978. 98 pp.Twelve country surveys; six panel papers; summary and high- Guide explaining company law, foreign exchange law, labour lawlights. Amsterdam, International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-
and taxation for purposes of foreign investors in Cyprus.tion, 1978. Studies on Taxation and Economic Development, (B. 101.592)Vol. V. 240 pp.

Printed texts of seminar held in Sydney on the fiscal policy and
tax structures in Asia and the Pacific. Country surveys include: FINLAND
Australia, Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Republic of Korea, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka SKATTEFRFATTNINGARNA1978
and Western Samoa. (B. 101.651)

6th Edition. Edited by Hillel Skurnik. Helsinki, Finlands Jurist-
BELGIUM frbund, 1978. 460 pp.

Compendium of Finnish tax laws in the Swedish anguage. Case
DROITS DE SUCCESSION ET DE MUTATION PAR DECES: law has been included and the laws are printed as of No. 314/78
TAXE COMPENSATOIREDES DROITS DE SUCCESSION of the Official Gazette of Finland. (B. 101.657)

By Maurice Donnay. Brussels, Maison Ferd. Larcier, 1978. Reper- FRANCEtoire Notarial, Tome XV -- Matires diverses, Livre X1. 1198 pp.
Loose-leaf publication in three volumes dealing with the Belgian FISCALE ASPECTEN VAN ONROEREND GOED IN FRANK-inheritance law, gift tax and death duties and connected subjects. RIJKDouble ()iaxation treaties on death duties are considered.
(B. 101.663/64/65) By R. Boon, G. Brunschot and A. Leemreis. The Hague, Fenedex,

1978. 27 pp., 44.20 Dfl.
CHINA (People's Rep.) Study of the taxation of real property investment in France.

(B. 101.628)
CHINA IM SPIEGEL DER WELTPRESSE

LES SIGNES EXTERIEURSDE REVENUSDokumentation ausgewhlter Beitrge und Daten zu politischen
und wirtschaftlichen Entwicklungen 1977 und 1978. Wilhelm G. Le contrle et la reconstitutiondu revenu global par l'administra-
Franken unter Mitarbeit von Detlev Passarge, Marlies Prigge, tion fiscale. By Jean-PierreCasimir. Paris, L.G.D.J.; Dijon, I,ibrai-
Hubert-Gnter Striefler. Abgeschlossen: 31.10.1978. Hamburg, rie de l'Universit, 1979. 510 pp., 106,- Ffr.
Verlag Weltarchiv, 1978. 820 pp., DM 68,-. Study of income taxation based on external signs of wealth of the
Reproduction of articles from selected daily newspapers and taxpayer, or in other words his way of living rather than his
common popular periodicals which report on China with declaration of annual income. (B. 101.614)
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HONG KONG PRINZIPIEN DES INTERNATIONALEN STEUERRECHTS
ALS PROBLEM DER STEUERPLANUNGIN DER MULTINA-

GUIDEBOOK TO TAXATION AND INVESTMENT LAW IN TIONALEN UNTERNEHMUNG
HONG KONG By Horst Rieger. Berlin, Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1978. Steuer-

By John Bush. North Ryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1978. 257 pp. beratung -- Betriebsprfung -- Unternehmensbesteuerung,Band

Reference work to inform local and foreign businessmen and 4.352 pp.
lawyers transacting business in Hong Kong. Dealt with are the Survey of the principles of international tax law, particularly with

constitution and framework of Government, company law, taxa- respect to tax planning of multinational companies, from both

tion, stamp and estate duty, banking and finance and exchange the theoretical and practical points of view. (B. 101.593)
control. (B. 51.268/269)

STEUERKONOMISCHEANALYSE DER VERRECHNUNGS-

HONG KONG ANNUAL DEPARTMENTREPORT PREISE INTERNATIONALERUNTERNEHMUNGEN

By the Commissioner of Inland Revenue R.V. Giddy for the By Horst Krger. Berlin, Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1978. Steuerbera-

financial year 1977-78. Hong Kong, Government Printer, 1978. tung -- Betriebsprfung -- Unternehmensbesteuerung, Band 5.

70 pp. (B. 51.205) 183 pp.
Survey of the tax aspects of intercompany pricing. The author

ICELAND discusses these aspects on the basis of the principles of inter-
national tax law in the Federal Republic of Germany, France and

TAXES IN ICELAND 1978 the United States and on the basis of other legal provisions and
economic principles. An extensive index and bibliography are

Short description of the taxation of individuals and companies in
Iceland 1978. (Assessment year 1978; tax year (income year) appended. (B. 101.556)

1977). Prepared by S. Thorbjrnsson, Director of Internal

Revenue, August 1978. Reykjavik, Government Printer, 1978. TAX STRATEGYFOR GENERALMANAGEMENT

17 pp. (B. 101.516) Economic and social issues. By John Chown and John Humble.
London, Foundation for Business Responsibilities, 1978. 25 pp.

INDIA Study recommending a regular taxation strategy audit and an

action plan which asks searching questions on companies' tax

AN OUTLINE OF LABOUR LEGISLATION AND PRACTICES operations. (B. 101.490)
IN INDIA

New Delhi, Indian Investment Centre, 1976. 60 pp.
Second revised edition of information guide on labour law in
India. (B. 51.241) IRAQ

EXCHANGECONTROL A STUDY. THE WORKER -- EMPLOYERAND LABOUR LAW
NO. 151OF 1970 (AS AMENDED)

New Delhi, Indian Investment Centre, 1975. 72 pp.
The Foreign Exchange Regulation Act explained. (B. 51.242) Part 1. By Khalid Issa Taha. Baghdad, Khalid Issa Taha, 1977.

Studies in Iraqi Laws and Regulations, Volume III, 1977. 117 pp.

TAXATION IN INDIA Explanationof labour law in Iraq. (B 51.199)

Questions and answers. New Delhi, Indian Investment Centre, A STUDY. THE WORKER -- EMPLOYER AND LABOUR LAW
1977. 55 pp. NO. 151 OF 1970 (AS AMENDED)
Explanation of the direct taxes levied in India. Supplement of

September 1978 updates the basic work. (B. 51.243) Part 2. By Khalid Issa Taha. Baghdad, Khalid Issa Taha, 1977.
Studies in Iraqi Laws and Regulations, Volume IV, 1977. 147 pp.

TAXES AND INCENTIVES 1978-79 Explanation of conditions relating to employment of aliens and
the Trade Union Organisation. Texts of relevant regulations are

A gude for investors. New Delh, Indian Investment Centre, appended. (B. 51.201)
1978. 141 pp.
Revised edition of guide providing information on direct taxes in KEY TO LIST OF LEGAL STUDIES
India, i.e. individual income tax, corporate income tax, wealth
tax, gift tax and estate duty. (B. 51.244) By Khalid Issa Taha. Baghdad, Khalid Issa Taha, 1978. Studies in

Iraqi Laws and Regulations, Volume VI, 1978. 43 pp.

TAX INCENTIVESAND EXPORT INCENTIVES IN INDIA Sourcebook for studies in Iraqi laws and regulations. (B. 51.200)

New Delhi, Indian Investment Centre, 1977. 57 pp.
Summary of tax incentives and export incentives in India. An
addendum to the basic brochure of September is appended to the LATIN AMERICA
1977 edition. (B. 51.248)

INTERNATIONAL THE ANDEAN LEGAL ORDER

A new Community Law. By F.V. Garca-Amador. New York,
EXCISE SYSTEMS Oceana Publications, Inc., 1978. 423 pp., $ 30,-.
A global study of the selective taxation of goods and services. By Study of the Cartagena Agreement and other treaty sources of

Sijbren Cnossen. London, The Johns Hopkins University Press, the law of the Andean Group and competent subregional organs

1977. 192 pp., £ 9.75. thereof. Texts of relevant documents are appended. (B. 15.842)

Study of excise systems in the world (without socialist countries)
with reference to sales tax systems. (B. 101.624/625) MINING AND PETROLEUM LEGISLATION OF LATIN

AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
FOREIGN INVESTMENTPOLICIES Compiled by the General Secretariat, Organization of American

Select country profiles. New,. Delhi, Indian Investment Centre, States. New York, Oceana Publications, Inc., 1978. 1 binder,
1976.118+95pp. $ 75,-.
Profiles, in 2 volumes, on 22 countries in the world regarding Loose-leaf publication summarizing basic mining and petroleum
foreign investment policies, the procedures of investment, corpo- laws for 24 Latin American and Caribbean member states of the

rate tax structure and various concessions. The countries dealt Organization of American States. Each country is presented in

with are considered of importance to Indian entrepreneurs who accordance with a common outline for comparison purposes.
want to invest outside India. (B. 51.245) (B. 15.846)
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MIDDLE EAST NETHERLANDSANTILLES

DOING BUSINESS IN SAUDI ARABIA AND THE ARAB GULF BELASTINGENIN DE NEDERLANDSEANTILLEN
STATES

Belastingheffing en fiscale faciliteiten meer in het bijzonder ten
By Nancy A. Shilling. New York, Inter-Crescent Publishing & aanzien van Antilliaanse naamloze vennootschappen. Derde, her-
Information Corporation (IPIC), 1975. 455 pp. ziene en uitgebreide druk. By Irving C. Plantz and Karl F. Wal-
Reference work providing information in a cmmon outline for boom. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 236 pp. 45.- Dfl.
six countries in the Middle East: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Third revised and extended edition of monographon taxes in the
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi and Netherlands Antilles with emphasis on the corporate income tax.
Dubai). Covered are politics and administration, the economy, Texts of important tax laws, by-laws and double taxation treaties
development, foreign investment and participation, banking and are appended. (B. 101.658)
finance including taxation. (B. 51.272)

THE NETHERLANDSANTILLES AS A FINANCIALCENTER
DOING BUSINESS IN SAUDI ARABIA AND THE ARAB GULF
STATES Willemstad, Pierson, Heldring & Pierson, 1978. 60 pp.

Study of the profit taxation of NetherlandsAntilles corporations.
1977 Supplement. By Nancy A. Shilling. New York, Inter- English translation of the text of the Netherlands Antilles Profit
Crescent Publishing & Information Corporation (IPIC), 1977. Tax Ordinance as amended and the company law (articles 33 to
147 pp. 155 inclusive) of the Commercial Code of the Netherlands
Supplementary information on the basic work updating the Antilles are appended. (B. 15.848)
material on six countries in the Middle East: Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (Abu TRANSFER OF SEATS OF NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Dhabi and Dubai). (B. 51.271) CORPORATIONS

Message to the 32nd congress of the InternationalFiscal Associa-
tion, Sydney 1978. Bonaire, R.H.D. Debrot, 1978. 7 pp.
English translation of a bill concerning the transfer of corporate
seats of the Netherlands Antilles and foreign corporations into or

from the NetherlandsAntilles. (B. 15.847)
THE NETHERLANDS

THE IMPACT OF THREE MAJOR SYSTEMS OF CORPORATE NEW CALEDONIA
INCOME TAXATION WITHIN AN INTEGRAL MODEL OF
FIRM BEHAVIOUR PRINCIPAUX TEXTES FISCAUX EN VIGUEUR EN

NOUVELLE-CALEDONIEBy Piet W. Moerland. Rotterdam, Erasmus University, 1978. .

Discussion Paper Studies, No. 7801/P. 16 pp. (B. 101.423) Document No. 45, September 1976. Mis jour en fvrier 1977. ':
Noumea, Centre de Productivit et d'Etudes Economiques, 1977.

HET NEDERLANDS-SPAANSE VERDRAG TER VOOR- 155 p.
KOMING VAN DUBBELE BELASTING Text of tax statutes and relevant by-laws. Text of the investment

law is appended. The material is updated as of February 1977.
3e druk, januari 1978. By Th.J.F. Zeegers and P.E. Hollander. (B. 51.206)
The Hgue, Fenedex, 1978. 18 pp. .2
Consideration of the double taxation treaty of 1971 between the
Netherlands and Spain with a summary of the Spanish tax

system. (B. 101.641) NEW ZEALAND

PERSOONLIJKEVERPLICHTINGEN NEW ZEALAND INCOME TAX LEGISLATION

Tweede druk 1978. By J.C.J. van Vucht. Deventer, Fed., 1978. 5th Edition. Incorporating 1977 Amendments. Income Tax Act,
Fed's Fiscale Brochures, IB: 2.2.64 pp. 13.75 Dil. Income Tax (Annual) Act, Land Tax (Annual) Act, Land Tax
Second edition of mongraph explaining the special deduction Act, Property Speculation Tax Act, Inland Revenue Department
alowance for expenses borne by individual taxpayers in com- Act, Regulations and Orders. Auckland, Commerce Clearing
puting their annual taxable income. (B. 101.650) House (New Zealand), 1978. _+ 1100 pp.

Compilation of tax laws including related regulations and orders.
TAX INCIDENCE AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION: TOWARDS Texts of comprehensive double taxation treaties are appended.
AN OPERATIONAL GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL FOR (B. 101.655)
THE NETHERLANDS

NEW ZEALAND INCOME TAX TABLES 1977/78 AND
By Wouter J. Keller. Rotterdam, Erasmus University, 1978. 1978/79Discussion Paper Series, No. 7802/P. 58 pp. (B. 101.424)

Auckland, Commerce Clearing House (New Zealand), 1978.
DE WAARDEBEPALINGBIJ OVERDRACHT EN OVERGANG 246 pp.(B. 101.653)
VAN AANDELEN IN BESLOTENVENNOOTSCHAPPEN

1978 NEW ZEALAND MASTER TAX GUIDE
By Robbert Wessels. Deventer, Kluwer, 1979. 608 pp., 55.- Df[.
Thesis on the determination of the value of shares in a private Auckland, Commerce Clearing House (New Zealand), 1978.
company (besloten vennootschap) in case of transfer and similar 523 pp. Guide explaining the income tax system in New Zealand
transactions. (B. 101.623) based on the Income Tax Act 1976 including all 1977 amend-

ments. (B. 101.654)
WET INVESTERINGSREKENING

Commentaar op WIR en SIR. By H.M.N. Schonis and J. Renes.
Arnhem, Gouda Quint, 1978. 424 pp. NORWAY
Monograph commenting on the Law on Investment Incentives
(Wet Investeringsrekening.--WIR) and on the Law on Selective COMPANY,TRADE AND TAX LAW IN NORWAY
Investment Levies (Wet Selectieve Investeringsrekening-- SIR). In
addition, the investment premium scheme (Investeringspremie- By Andreas Arntzen, Jens Bugge and Ulf Underland. Oslo, Den
regeling IPR) is considered. Relevant texts of the statutes Norske Creditbank, 1978. 502- --

as pp.
well as explanatory notes to the bills are appended. (B. 101.638) Guide to provide information concerning Norwegian laws with
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respect to the establishment of new business, types of company, MESSAGE A L'APPUI DE LA REFORME DES FINANCES
registration of firms, taxation, concession rules, foreign exchange FEDERALES 1978, DU 15 MARS 1978
regulations and other business legislation. The material is updated
as of December 31, 1977. It is probably the most detailed guide Bern, Eidgenssische Finanz- und Zolldepartement, 1978. 84 pp.

to Norwegian company, trade and tax regulations published in Missive of the Federal Council proposing to modify the turnover

the English language. (B. 101.621) tax and the direct taxation. (B. 101.470)

NKKELENTIL SELVANGIVELSENFOR 1978 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
By Per Magnus, Svein Torre Nilsen and Kai Vareide. Oslo, Norsk

Skattebetalerforening,1978/79. 117 pp.
LEITFADEN FR GESCHFTE MIT DEN VEREINIGTEN

Book entitled 'Key to 1978 tax return', containing details of all ARABISCHENEMIRATEN

relevant provisions of the income and net wealth tax law, to guide By Hubert Lang. Stuttgart, Industrie- und Handelskammer
individual taxpayers filing ther tax returns. (B. 101.620) Mittlerer Neckar, 1978. 53 pp., 20.- DM.

Guide providing information on doing business with the United
SPAIN Arab Emirates. Tax aspects and foreign exchange regulations are

dealt with. (B. 51.236)
MITNAHME VON PKW'S UND SPORTBOOTEN BEI REISEN
UND BERSIEDLUNGNACH SPANIEN

(Automvilesextranjerosy embarcacionesdeportivas en desplaza- UNITED KINGDOM

mientos temporales o definitivos a Espaa). 4. neubearbeitete
Auflage, Stand Dezember 19,1978. Barcelona, Deutsche Handels- CAPITALTRANSFERTAX

kammer fr Spanien, 1978. 20 pp. Issued by the Board of Inland Revenue. London, November
Brochure explaining the regulations in Spain with respect to 1977.146 pp.
motor vehicles and sportboats entering Spain on either a tempo- Book explaining the capital transfer tax provisionsof the Finance
rary or permanent basis. (B. 101.629) Act 1975 and the succeeding Finance Acts. (B. 101.634)

VESTIGINGALS BEDRIJF IN SPANJE DEVELOPMENTLAND TAX

Zesde uitgave. By P.E. Hollander, L. Hooijer and G. van Kooten. Issued by the Board of Inland Revenue. London, 1978. 94 pp.
The Hague, Fenedex, 1977. 67 pp. Book explaining the provisions of the Development Land Tax
Establishing a business in Spain explains company law, foreign Law of 1976 as amended by the Finance Act 1977. (B. 101.635)
investment law, taxation, financial institutions, labour law and
the social security system of importance to companies as well as TAX REFORM AND CONSERVATION
individuals establishing a business or residing in Spain.
(B. 101.642) By Richard Lecomberand Jonathan Fisher. London, Institute for

Fiscal Studies, 1978. IFS Lecture Series, No. 9. 47 pp.

SWITZERLAND (B. 101.644)

BEREINIGTE ERLUTERNDE SKIZZE FR DIE VERORD- U.S.A.
NUNG DES BUNDESRATES BER DIE NEUE FORM DER
UMSATZSTEUER DISTRIBUTIONAL ASPECTS OF TAX REFORM DURING

THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS
Bern, Eidgenssische Finanz- und Zolldepartement, 1977. 35 pp.
Explanation of the proposed VAT legislation. (B. 101.471) By Benjamin A. Okner. Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S.

Treasury Department, 1978. OTA Paper No. 35, October 1978.
LA FRAUDE FISCALE EN SUISSE 50 pp. (B. 101.555)

By Andr Hofer. Geneva, Editions Grounauer, 1978. 170 pp. STOCK VALUES AND DIVIDENDS FOR 1979 TAX
Tax fraud in Switzerland and the possibilities of the tax admin- PURPOSES
istration to act against fraud. Proposals for more effective

provisions to combat tax fraud. (B. 101.659) Market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly
quoted stocks for 1979 federal, state and local tax purposes.

GESETZ BER DIE DIREKTEN STEUERN DER KANTONE Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1979. 160 pp., $ 5.50

UND GEMEINDEN (B. 101.647)

Bundesgesetz ber die direkte Bundessteuer. Entwurf der 1979 TAX ANGLES IN SPECIAL AREAS
Koordinations-Kommissionvom 3. August 1973/20. Juli 1976.

Bern, EidgenssischeFinanz- und Zolldepartement,1978. 320 pp. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 344 pp.
Bill for an act concerning a law for direct taxes in the cantons and Special areas include: corporate executives, professional persons,
municipalities as well as for a federal law concerning direct retailers, manufacturers, wholesalers, builders, contractors,
federal taxes, prepared by the Co-ordination Committee from fiduciaries, investors, oil, gas, mines, farmers, salespersons, school-

August 3, 1973 to July 20, 1976. (B. 101.520) teachers. (B. 101.586)
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Loose-Lea-' ervces
Received between February 1 and February 28, 1979

AUSTRALIA CANADIAN INCOME TAX: CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRESET DES
CONTRIBUTIONSINDIRECTESTax planning and management

--

AUSTRALIAN INCOME TAX -- LAW
releases 32,33 and 34 release 1AND PRACTICE:
Revised Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

--

Bulletin releases 49 and 50--

releases 27-30 Butterworths, Ltd., Scarborough. JURIS CLASSEUR-- CHIFFRE
Cases D'AFFAIRES-- COMMENTAIRES

--

releases 35-38 CANADIAN SALES TAX REPORTS
release 6099Replacementpages

--

release 134 Editions Techniques, Paris.releases 21, 22 and 23
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.Butterworths,Ltd., Chatswood.

CANADIANTAX REPORTS

BELGIUM releases 364-367 GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS-
INZAKE BTW/LE DOSSIER DOMINION TAX CASES NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER .

PERMANENTDE LA TVA STEUERFLLEreleases 3,4 and 5
release 102 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. releases 64 and 65
Editions Service, Brussels. Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN CANADA
FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE DOPPELBESTEUERUNGReport Bulletin
VANDEWINCKELE

release 50 Korn -- Dietz -- Debatin
Tome II, release 32 Prentice-Hall of Canada, Ltd., release 37
CED-Samsom, Brussels. Scarborough. Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.

'

GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT PROVINCIALTAXATION SERVICE HANDBUCHDER GMBH

release 400 release 362 Wilke -- Gottschling-- Gaul -- Berg
Editions Service, Brussels. Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. release 18

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
CANADA DENMARK

KOMMENTARZUM

CANADA TAX LETTER SKATTEBESTEMMELSER: ERBSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZUND
SCHENKUNGSTEUERGESETZ

release 300 -- Skattenyt
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. release 123 R. Kapp.

Skattebestemmelser-- release 12

CANADATAX SERVICE-- RELEASE release 116 Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor,releases 224 and 225 KOMMENTARZURCopenhagen.Riehard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. ABGABENORDNUNGUND

FRANCE FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG
CANADIAN CURRENTTAX

Hbschmann-- Hepp -- Spitaler
releases 3-6 BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION release 90
Butterworths, Ltd., Scarborough. PRATIQUE DES TAXES SUR LE Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
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KOMMENTARZUR FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD UNITED KINGDOM
EINKOMMENSTEUER releases 1703-1706

(Einschl. Lohnsteuer und Krperschaft- FED, Deventer.
SIMON'S TAX CASES

steuer) releases 4 and 5

release 124 DE GEMEENTELIJKEBELASTINGEN Butterworth & Co., London.

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. A.M. Dijk, G. Jansen, J.C. Schroot, F.
SIMON'S TAXES

RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS Verstegen.

STEUERRECHT
release 33

releases 265,266 and 267 Butterworth & Co., London.

release 229 VUGA, The Hague.
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart. SIMON'S TAX INTELLIGENCE

HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN

STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM UITVOER:
releases 3,4 and 5
Butterworth & Co., London.

releases 206-209 -- Tarief voor invoerrechten

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. releases 168 and 169 VALUE ADDED TAX- DE VOIL

Kluwer, Deventen release 67
STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN Butterworth & Co., London.
KARTEIFORM KLUWERS FISCAALZAKBOEK

releases 322-325 releases 132 and 133

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Kluwer, Deventer.

STEUERTABELLEN KLUWERS TARIEVENBOEK

release 17 releases 206,207 and 208 U.S.A.

Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich. Kluwer, Deventer.
FEDERALTAXES -- REPORT
BULLETIN

UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ NEDERLANDSEBELASTINGWETTEN

(MEHRWERTSTEUER) releases 5 and 7
W.E.G. de Groot

G. Rau -- E. Drrwachter release 154
Prentice-Hall, Inc., nglewood Cliffs.

release 29 Samsom, Alphen a.d. Rijn. FEDERALTAX GUIDE
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

DE PARLEMENTAIREBEHANDELING releases 4-9

VAN DE NIEUWE Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

INTERNATIONAL BELASTINGONTWERPEN
FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS

release 55
JURA EUROPAE releases 17-20Samsom, Alphen a.d. Rijn.

Droit d'tablissement/Niederlassungs---

Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.

recht VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE

release 6 ENCYCLOPEDIE: FEDERALTAX TREATIES-- REPORT
BULLETIN

Editions Techniques Juris Classeur, Paris. -- Inkomstenbelasting1964
releases 256-260 release 12

Loonbelasting1964 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.--

THE NETHERLANDS releases 167 and 168

Omzetbelasting1968 STATE TAX GUIDE--

DE BELASTINGGIDS releases 64 and 65

Vennootsehapsbelasting 1969 releases 682 and 683--

release 76 release 59 Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

Kluwer, Deventer.
TAX HAVENS OF THE WORLD

BELASTINGWETGEVING:
Walter Diamond

Vennootschapsbelasting release 18--

release 20 Matthew Bender, New York.
NORWAY

Noorduijn, Arnhem.

CURSUS BELASTINGRECHT SKATTE-NYTT
TAX IDEAS -- REPORT BULLETIN

release 38 A, release 1
releases 1 and 2

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Norsk Skattebetalersforening,Oslo.

TAX TREATIES
EDITIE VAKSTUDIE
BELASTINGWETGEVING: release 324

SWITZERLAND Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
Suikeraccijns--

release 9 DIE STEUERN DER SCHWEIZ/LES U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL
Belastingen Rechtsverkeer IMPOTS DE LA SUISSE OPERATIONS-- van en

Registratiewet
release 25 Tome IV, release 47 releases 1 and 2

Kluwer, Deventer. Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
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ConferenceDiary
MAY 1979 AUGUST 1979 Paris (France), September 14-19 (English,

French, German, Spanish).
Seminar Services Intemational: the lOth 9th Congress of the Latin American Insti-
multi-choice International Tax Planning tute of Tax Law: (a) Joint Ventures; (b) NOTE: The I.F.A. Conferenceat Copenhagen

Symposium, Montreux (Switzerland), May Bonded Warehouses, Free Ports and Free will be held from 3-7 September 1979 and

7-9 (English, French and German). Zones, Asuncin (Paraguay), August 20-24 not from 4-8 September as erroneouslystated

(Portuguese, Spanish). in preceding issues.

Investment and Property Studies. The
Vienna Conference (including international
tax planning), Vienna (Austria), May 16-18 SEPTEMBER 1979 FOR FURTHER

(English). INFORMATION
33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The PLEASEWRITE TO:

13th General Assembly of CIAT: I. Devel- taxation of transfers of family-held enter-

opment of Management Processes for Plan- prises on death and inter-vivos; II. The ef- Asociacin Paraguaya de Estudios Ad-

ning, Implementation and Control of the fect of losses in one country on the income ministrativos y Fiscales, Yegros No.
Resources of the Tax Administration; II. tax treatment in other countries of an 837, Asuncin (Paraguay).
Taxpayer Control; III. Problems of Vlue enterprise or of associated companies en-

Inter-American Center of Tax Admini- .:
Added Tax Administration; IV. Reports of gaged in internationalactivities. For the se-

strators (CIAT), Apartado 2129, Zona ...
CIAT Conferences and Courses; V. Mini- minars the following subjects are suggest-

9 A, Panam (Rep. de Panam).
mum Legal Powers of a Tax Office; Quito ed: Trends in income tax treaties involving
(Ecuador), May 26-June 1 (English, Spa- developingcountries,with special reference International Fiscal Association(I.F.A.): .'

nish). to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.
Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DR
mark), September 3-7 (English, French, Rotterdam (Netherlands).
German, Spanish). Investment and Property Studies Ltd.,JUNE 1979

Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-
don EC4A lAB (U.K.).

The Taxation Institute of Australia: First FEBRUARY 1980
desInternational Convention (including Fun- Business Perspectives: 6th International

ManagementCentre Europe, Avenue
Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).damental Concept in Double Taxation Tax Conference. Singapore, February 4-8

Treaties, Guide to Estate Planning Far East (English). Marchmont Conferences, Vogue House,
locations), Hong Kong, June 10-16 (Eng- 1 Hanover Square, London WlR 9RD

lish). (U.K.).
SEPTEMBER 1980 SeminarServices International,1 Passage

Management Centre Europe: International Perdonnet CH-1005, Lausanne (Switzer-
Tax Management, Brussels (Belgium),June 34th Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The dia- land).21-22 (English). logue between the tax administration and

taxpayer up to the filing of the tax return; The Taxation Institute of Australia,
Marchmont Conferences: Third Interna- II. The determination of the source of in. 19th Floor, C.A.G.A. Building, 8 Bent
tional Tax Planning Conference, Washing- come. For the seminar the subject is The Street, Sydney, 2000, Australia.
ton D.C. (U.S.A.), June 27-29 (English). flight to tax havens, their use and abuse.
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide ever publishedfor taxpayers
with income from foregn sources.

1

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Continuously upplemented. ...... Always Up to Date- -

This outstandingnew Service is created specifically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
With investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving incom from, or taxable in the
U.S. U.S.

If you fit any of these categories -- or fyou counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operations benefits -- tax benefits.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular, every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-saving device.

Authoritative, specific guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent-- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the rst 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weekly
N.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day you
OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorycharter subscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publicationhas been even more enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for

reference volume. $ 186 a year.
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of the May 1979 issue

MR. VAN HOORN RECEIVES SILVER MEDAL ....... 196 AFRIQUE DU SUD: PRESENTATION DU BUDGET 1979

Speech of Burgomaster LI. Polak on the occasion of the pre- Le Ministre des Finances a indiqu .

sentation of the silver medal of honour of the City of Amster-
Extrait de la Prsentation du Budget par le Ministre des

dam, May 4,1979. Finances, quant la fiscalit.

M. VAN HOORN REOIT LA MEDAILLE D'ARGENT REPUBLIK SDAFIKA: HAUSHALTREDE 1979
Discours du Maire d'Amsterdam, M. Polak, l'occasion de la Was der Finanzministersagte
remise de la mdaille d'argent de la Ville d'Amsterdam, le

...

4 mai 1979. Passagen aus der Haushaltsrede des Finanzministers, die sich

mit Steuerfragen beschftigen.
HERR VAN HOORN EMPFNGTEHRENMEDAILLEIN

SILBER

Aussprache von Brgermeister W. Polak anlsslich der ber- Jean-Loup Ha:
reichung der Ehrenmedaille in Silber der Stadt Amsterdam am FRANCE: A RE-ORIENTATIONOF THE DISCUSSION ON
4. Mai 1979. CAPITAL TAXATION (PART II) ................. 219

Antonio Mendes:
Continuation of the discussion of the report on taxation of

wealth. This Part especially deals with the Committee's argu-
BRAZILIAN LEGISLATIONON INDUSTRIAL ments for a reform of the existing gift and inheritance taxes.

DEVELOPMENT ............................ 198
FRANCE: REORIENTATION DE LA DISCUSSION SUR

Detaileddiscussion on investment incentives in Brazil
L'IMPOSITION DU CAPITAL (ll-ime Partie)

LEGISLATION BRESILIENNE SUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT Suite de discussion du rapport sur l'imposition sur Ia fortune.
INDUSTRIEL Cette partie porte essentiellement sur les argurrents du Corn-
Etude dtaille sur les encouragements aux investissenents mission quant une rforme des impts actuels sur les donations
au Brsil. et les successiors.

DIE BRASILIANISCHE GESETZGEBUNG IM HINBLICK FRANKREICH EINE NEUORIENTIERUNG DER DISKUS-
AUFDIE INDUSTRIELLE ENTWICKLUNG SION BEZGLICH DER VERMGENSBESTEUERUNG (Il.
Ausfhrliche Untersuchung der in Brasilien gewhrten Investi- Teil)
tionsanreize. Fortsetzung der Diskussion ber den Bericht zur Vergens-

besteuerung. Dieser Teil beschftigt sich insbesondere mit den

Dr. Erwin Spiro: Argurrenten des Ausschusses fr eine Reform der gegenwrtig

THE 1979 INCOME TAX CHANGES IN THE REPUBLIC erhobenen Sehenkungs- und Erbsehaftsteuern.

OF SOUTH AFRICA ......................... 210
The manoeuvrability afforded to the Finance Minister by the Jap Kim Siong:
success of the introduction of the Sales Tax and the excellent

result of financiaipolicy in recent years enabledhim to propose ESCAP: COMMONWEALTHHEADS OF GOVERNMENT

a number of income tax reductions. REGIONAL MEETING ........................ 226
Brief discussion of the first Commonwealth Heads of Govern-

LES MODIFICATIONS APPORTEES A L'IMPOT SUR LE
ment Regional Meetingwhich was held in Sydney from February

REVENU DE 1979 EN REPUBLIQUESUD-AFRICAINE
13-16,1978.

Le succs remport par l'introduction de Ia taxe sur le chiffre

d'affaires et l'excellent rsultat de la politique financire au ESCAP: REUNION REGIONALE DES CHEFS DE GOU-

cours des dernires annes permettent au Ministre des Finances VERNEMENT DU COMMONWEALTH

de proposer un certain nombre de rductionsde l'impt sur le Bref comentaire du la preire renion rgionale des chefs (je

revenu. Gouvernement qui s'est tenue Sidriey de 13 au 1 6 fvrier 1978.

DIE FR 1979 GEPLANTEN NDERUNGEN BEI DER ESCAP: REGIONAL-KONFERENZDER REGIERUNGSCHEFS

EINKOMMENSTEUER IN DER REPUBLIK SDAFRIKA DER COMMONWEALTH-I_NDER
Der Finanzminister nutzt den finanziellen Spielraun, der durch Dies(; kur7e Abhandlung berichtet bnr die erste Regionalkon-
die erfolgreiche Einfhrung der Umsatzesteuer (sales tax) und ferez der R(;gieriingsehefs derienigen Coronwealth-Lnder,

die sehr guten Ergebnisse der in den vergangenen Jahren betrie- die gleichZeitig der ESCAP angehren. Dieses Treffln and

benen Finanzpolitik entstanden ist, dazu, eine Reihe von Erleich- zwischen d{: 13. und 16. Februar 1978 in Sydney statt.

terungen bei der Einkommensteuervorzuschlagen.

A.A. de Silva:
SOUTH AFRICA: BUDGET SPEECH 1979 .......... 213

TAX CHANGES IN ZAMBIA'S BUDGET FOR 1979 .... 227
What the Ministerof Finance said ... The 1979 Budget contains number of changes with respect toa

Extract of the Finance Minister's Budget Speech dealing with personal and company income tax and indirect taxes. The rate

taxation. of the company income tax will be reduced.
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MODIFICATIONS FISCALES DANS LE BUDGET 1979 BIBLIOGRAPHY ............................ 233
DE ZAMBIE - books 233

Le Budget de 1979 contient un certain nombre de modifica- -- Iosse-leafs 237

tions quant l'impt sur le revenu des personnes physiques, BIBLIOGRAPHIE
celui sur les socits et les impts indirects. Le taux de l'impt livres 233--

sur les socits sera rduit. priodiquessur feuilles mobiles 237-

STEUERNDERUNGEN IN ZAMBIA'S 1979 - HAUSHALT BIBLIOGRAPHIE
Der Haushalt 1979 enthlt sowohl eine Reihe von nderungen Bcher 233-

bezglich der Einkonrrensteuern bei natrlichen Personen und
Loseblattausgaben 237--

bei Gesellschaften als auch bei den indirekten Steuern. Bei der

Einkonmensteuerfr Gesellschaften wird der Steuersatz herun- CUMULATIVE INDEX 239
tergesetzt.

.........................

INDEX RECAPITULATIF

FORTGESCHRIEBENESINHALTSVERZEICHNIS
H.W.T. Pepper:
TAX GLOSSARY . . 230 CONFERENCE DIARY 240........................

GLOSSAIRE FISCAL CARNET DES CONVENTIONS

STEUERGLOSSARIUM VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER

1

ERRATUM

Due to a printing error, a grievous mutilation of text occurred in the second

paragraph of the right-hand column of the obituary of Dr. K.H. Dronkers,
which should in fact read as follows:

Dr. Dronkersbecame well-known in internationaltax circles through
his membership of international commissions, and as Secretary-
General of the International Fiscal Association (I.F.A.). Up until

his death, he had also for many years been a member of the Board

of Trusteesof the InternationalBureauof Fiscal Documentation.

In next issues:

Braxilian legislation on industrial development (Part II)
by Antonio Mendes--

Recent theoretical developments in public finance

by Nizar Jetha--

Tax consideration for investment and business decisions in Nigeria
by A.C. Ezejelue--

The system of indirect taxation in the Caribbean Common Market

by Roy T. Gobin--

Customs valuation principles and practices
by Luc de Wulf--

Taxation and savings: some new empirical evidence in the Indian economy, 1960-76

by N.R. VasudeaMurthy--

A review of the Ethiopian fiscal system
by M. Fissehatsion--

Japan: the 1979 tax reform

by Makoto Miura--
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Having been away now for some time, I think I can

-CL underline in a uery objectiue way the importanceof the
/.. Bureau for Amsterdamas an internationalcity.-=-I-I. 11 -*----r..

About one year ago the Amsterdam City Councl
I

accepted the international ofI. a statement on contacts-

the ctty.
BurgomasterW. Polak In this statement, the Bureau of Fiscal Documentation

figured as an example of an Amsterdam based insti-
tution that provokes many internationalactivties.

Of course it is very easy to illustmte this point: thanks
Ladies and Gentlemen, to the Bureau we get many foreign usitors and re-
Mr. uan Hoorn, searchers who come to stay, work or confer here.

I should, in particular, mention various seminars that
I am pleased that you allow me to be back in this have been held here in Amsterdam with, as Iunderstood,
august assembly of the Trustees of the International much success.
Bureauof FiscalDocumentation. The fact that E.S.C.A.P. asked the institute to organise
As most of you probably know, I haue not only beena seminars for Asia says something about the Bureau's
Trustee of this Bureau myself, but like all ofyou here, a international reputation.
positiue and active Trustee, in the sense that I always This worldwide reputation of the Institute is partly
regarded it as an honour to be a Trustee of this in- attributable to the up to date documentaton on the
stitution founded by one of our most respected pro- taxes levied in the Africanand LatinAmerican,European
fessors, prof Adriani. We went through very difficult and Middle East countres -- documentation compled
times with the Bureau in those days when we were on a compamble bass -- while the same documentation
not at all sure that t could suruiue its, then, seuere will be shortly available on Asian countries as well if
financial troubles. I am well informed.
Being here again, I actually feel tempted to participate I said the worldwide reputation of the Institute is
once more n your dscussions. partly attributable to the documentationpreparedhere
Yet, that is not the reason why I came. in Amsterdam..... because I am sure the reputation is
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attributable as well to the enormousamount of kno-
'

ledge and work done by you personally, Mr. uan Hoorn. .*b

I know, I am not the first one to speak about the things
you haue accomplishedas not only has Her Majesty the -'

Queen honoured you with the rank of Officer in the .
, : 3*

'

Order of Oranje Nassau, but the Italiangouernmenthas
honoured you as well. Prof. J. van Hoorn Jr.

It is also noteworthy that, at the request of the Dutch
Government, you have assisted in many meetings n
Latin Americaand Asia. You started as Directorof the Bureau with justa handful
And then, you are not only a hard working director of people, while now the permanentstaffof the Bureau

of an internatonally renowned Institute, but you are a number 40 not countingseveral others who work on a

Professor as well, teaching at the University of Brussels temporary basis.
and lecturing at the Europa College in Bruges and the Perhaps you think I came here to say that I understand
Europa Instituteof the Universityof Amsterdam. your problems in housing your Institute which, as you
Beside these many and diverse undertakings, you have might guess, is a well known problem at the City Hall --

also been an actve inhabitantofAmsterdam. to say the least.

As an example of one of your actvities in a completely Actually, I did not come to speak about the accom-

different field I should like to mention that for many modation needs of the Bureau as I am afraid the dis-

years you have been a uery active president of our cussion on this subject can continue for decades, as is

public library-foundation. the case with the plans for accommodating the City
Yet, 25 years ago, when Mr. van Hoorn was nomnated Council itself.
directorof the Bureau, none of this was euident. I do want to inform you that the Board ofBurgomaster
In the beginning of my speech I reminded you of the and Aldermen has decided to award you, Mr. vanHoorn,
difficult period we had to go through when I was a the silver medal of honour of the city -- our highest
member of the Board of Trustees. I may safely say now distinctionawarded in these times.

that to a great extent it was through you andMr. Antal's Please allow me to congratulate you and the Trustees
work that we managed to survive. ofyour Institute with this award.
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I. INTRODUCTION
--

The origin of the present Brazilian system of industrial development incen-
tives lies in the creation of the Executive Group of the Automobile Industry crable
(GEIA) by means of Decree No. 39,412 issued on June 16, 1956 during the
Government of President Juscelino Kubitscheck. This Executive Group was ofContent formed to apply the guidelines established for the organizationof the Brazi-
lian automobile industry. The contribution of GEIA permitted the creation
of an effective automobile industry in the country, the multiplyingeffects of I. Introduction

which gave rise to the Brazilian automobile parts industry and resulted in Il. Controlling bodies
considerable economic growth. After GEIA, other Executive Groups were 2.1. Economic Development Council

also created for the developmentof other industrial areas of the country and -- CDE

all contributeddecisively to the growth of their respective areas. 1 2.2. Industrial Development Council
CDI--

The system that had been created was revised after the Revolution of March 2.3. Superintendencyof Fishing

31, 1964. On April 29, 1964 Decree No. 53,898 created the Industrial De- Development- SUDEPE

velopment Commission (C.D.I.) within the Ministry of Industry and Com-
2.4. Brazilian Institute of Forest

Development- IBDF
merce in order to provide for and direct the expansion of the country's 2.5. National Tourism Council--
industrial facilities. The C.D.I. was given the special task of establishing CNTUR; Brazilian Tourism

general criteria to govern the concession of governmental incentives. Company - EMBRATUR
2.6. Brazilian Aviation Company

Shortly afterwards, Decree No. 53,975 of June 19, 1964 subordinated the -EMBRAER

existing Executive Groups (some already reorganized) and the new Executive 2.7. Executive Group of the Mining

Groups created by the same Decree to the Industrial Development Com- Industry - GEIMI

mission. At the time there were seven Executive Groups:
2.8. Commission for the Concession of

Tax Benefits to Special Export
(a) Executive Group of the Mechanical Industry (GEIMEC), which resulted Programs - BEFIEX

from consolidation of the Executive Groups of the Automobile Industry 2.9. Commission of Company

(GEIA), the Agricultural and Highway Machinery Industry (GEIMAR) Consolidation and Merger -- COFIE

and the Heavy Mechanics Industry (GEIMAPE);
2.10. Superintendencyof the

Developmentof the Northeast.-

(b) Executive Group of the Metallurgic Industry (GEIMET); SUDENE

2.11.Superintendencyof the

Cc) Executive Group of the Textile, Leather and Textile and Leather Articles Developmentof the Amazon --

Industry (GEITEC), which resulted from consolidationof the Executive SUDAM

Groups of the Textile Industry (GEITEC) and the Shoe Industry 2.12.Superintendencyof the

(GEICAL);
Developmentof the South Region

SUDESUL--

(d) Executive Group of the Chemical Industry (GEIQUIM), which resulted 2.13.Superintendencyof the

from consolidation of the Executive Groups of the Parmaceutical Indus- Development of the Mid-West

Region -- SUDECO
try (GEIFAR) and the Fertilizer Industry (GEIFERC); 2.14. Fund for the Economic Recovery

Ce) Executive Group of the CinematographicIndustry (GEICINE);
of the State of Espirito Santo --

FUNRES

(f) Executive Group of the Electronic Materials and Telecommunications 2.15. Company for the Development

Industry (GEITEL); and
OF the So Francisco Valley

CODEVASF--

Cg) Executive Group of the Food Products Industry (GEIPAL). 2.16.Superintendencyof the

Developmentof the Free Zone
of Manaus -- SUFRAMA

2.17.National Integration Program
-PIN

* Study presented at the Seminar on Industrial Development Legislation in Latin 2.18.Program for the Redistribution of

America, organized by INSTITUTO PARA LA INTEGRACION DE AMERICA LA- Land and for the Furtherance of
the Agricultural Industry of the

TINA (INTAL) together with the CONSEJO LATINO AMERICANO DE DERECHO Y
North and the North-east

DESAROLLO, held in Buenos Aires on October 5 and 6, 1977, revised and updated to PROTERRA--

August 1978. 2.19. Investment Funds -- Fundes
** Law degree of the Law School of Franca, Franca, So Paulo, Brazil (1964), Master of 220. National Bank of Economic

Comparative Law degree of the Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, United States Development-- BNDE

of America (1967), partner of the law firm Pinheiro Neto & Cia. -- Advogados, So Paulo, 2.21.Customs Policy Council -- CPA

Brazil. Ill. Sectorial incentives
1. Executive Group of the Cinematographic Industry (GEICINE), created by Decree 3.1. Industrial development incentives
No. 50,278, of February 17, 1961; Executive Group of the Agricultural and Highway 3.2. Incentives for the exportation of

Machinery Industry (GEIMAR), created by Decree No. 50,519, of May 2, 1961; Execu- manu factured products -- Special
tive Group of the Heavy Mechanics Industry (GEIMAPE),created by Decree No. 50,522, Export Programs
of May 3, 1961; Executive Group of the Metallurgic Industry (GEIMET), created by 3.3. Company merger and consolidation

Decree No. 50,521, of May 3, 1961; Executive Group of the Pharmaceutical Industry
incentives

3.4. Mining incentives
(GEIFAR), created by Decree No. 52,471, of September 13, 1963; Executive Group of

3.5. Forestation and reforestation
the Fertilizer Industry (GEIFERC), created by Decree No. 52,732, of October 23, 1963; incentives
Executive Group of Textile Industry (GEITEC), created,by Decree No. 53,585, of 3.6. Fishing incentives
February 21, 1964; Executive Group of the Shoe Industry (GEICAL), created by Decree 3.7. Tourism incentives
No. 53,586, of February 21, 1964. 3.8. Aeronautics industry incentives
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IV. Regional incentives 5.3. Other programs manufactured by companies not
4.1. Incentives for investments in the controlled by national capitalVI. Financing Fund of the Acquisition of

Amazon
Industrial Machinery and Equipment4.2. Incentives for investments in the

FINAME
Northeast

-- Vll. Risk investments: EMBRAMEC,
6.1. Small and Medium-Sized FIBASE and IBRASA

4.3. Incentives for investments in the
Company ProgramManaus Free Zone

6.2. Long Term Program Vl II.Customs protection for the national
V. Financing from the National Bank of 6.3. Special Program industry

Economic Development -- BNDE 6.4. Component Importation 8.1. Similar national product
5.1. Basic Inputs Program Financing Program 8.2. Increase of imoort duty rates
5.2. Basic Equipment Program 6.5. Enrolment of new products 8.3. Import restrictions

Decree No. 65,016 of August 18, 1969 created the In- (f) Commission for the Concession of Tax Incentiues
dustrial Development Council (CDI) to be presided over to Special Export Programs (BEFIEX), created by
by the Minister of Industry and Commerce and to re- Decree-LawNo. 1,219ofMay 15, 1972.
place the Industrial Development Comission. The inter- During the same period an incentive system was created
nal organization of the Industrial Development Council for regional development and its application was attri-
(CDI) has suffered some changes since the date of its buted to several bodies organized specially for this
creation and the former Executive Groups have been

purpose:
replaced by Sectorial Groups. The CDI is today the

authority competent to conduct the industrial develop- (a) Superintendency of the Developmentof the North-

ment policy of the country. east (SUDENE), created by Law No. 3,692 of
December 15, 1959;

(b) Superintendency of the Development of the Ama-
zon (SUDAM), created by Law No. 5,173 of Octo-

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTCOUNCIL 2 ber 27, 1966; 3

(c) Superintendency of the Developmentof the South
Sectorial Group I - Capital Goods Industries Region (SUDESUL), created by Decree-Law No.

301 of February 28, 1967; 4
Sectorial Group Il - Basic Metallurgic and Intermediary (d) Superintendency of the Development of the Mid-

Metal Products Industries
West Region (SUDECO), created by Law No. 5,365

Sectorial Group Il I - Chemical, Petrochemical and Phar- of December 1, 1967;
maceutical Industrial (e) Fund for the Recoery of the State of Espirito

Sectorial Group IV - Intermediary Non-Metal Products Santo (FUNRES), instituted by Decree-Law No.
Industries and Cement, Paper, and 880 of September 18, 1969;
Cellulose Industries (f) Superintendency of the So Francisco Valley

(SUVALE), created by Decree-Law No. 292 ofSectorial Group V - Automotive and Automotive Com-
February 28,1967;and

ponents Industries
(g) Superintendency of the Free Zone of Manaus

Sectorial Group VI - Consumer Goods Industries (SUFRAMA), instituted by Decree-Law No. 288 of
Sectorial Group Vll - War Materials Industries February 28,1967.

The incentives granted by the CDI and by the other
During this period of evolution of the CDI, other bodies of sectorial development, as also those granted
sectorial development bodies were also created. The by the bodies of regional development, are examined
special characteristics of their respective sectors have in more detail below. At the beginning of this study it
caused these bodies to remain separate to this day. They should, however, be mentioned that the incentives of
are the following: the CDI and of the other industrial developmentbodies

(a) SuperintendencyofFishingDevelopment(SUDEPE), consist mainly of exemption or reduction of import
created by Delegate-Law No. 10 of October 11, duties for imports of equipmentnot produced in Brazil,
1962; together with credit and tax incentives, while the in-

(b) Brazilian Institute of Forest Deuelopment (IBFE), centives of the bodies of regional development are

created by Decree-Law No. 289 of February 28, represented mainly by contributions of non-voting
1967; risk capital.

(c) Brazilian Tourism Company (EMBRATUR), sub-
ordnate to the National Tourism Council, both These two kinds of incentives are not exclusive; an

created by Decree-Law No. 55 of Nouember 18, industrial project enjoying regional development in-

1966;
(d) Brazilian Auiation Company (EMBRAER), created 2. Decree No. 81,651, of May 11, 1978, Art. 5.

by Decree-LawNo. 770 of August 19, 1969; 3. SUDAM substituted the Superintendency of the Plan for
(e) Executiue Group of the Mining Industry (GEIMI), the Economic Valorization of the Amazon (SPVEA), created by

created by Decree No. 62,352 of March 5, 1968; Law No. 1,806, of January 6, 1953.
and 4. See Decree-Law No. 576, of May 8, 1969.
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:

centives can also obtain CDI incentives or incentives 2.2. Industrial DevelopmentCouncil - CDI
I from other bodies of sectorial development, suh an

accumulation of incentives being normal. An examina- The CDI is the body responsible for conducting the
tion of the history of sectorial and industrial incentives industrial development policy of the country under the
reveals that they contributed considerably to the growth guidance and direction of the Minister of Industry and
of Brazilian industry, first by replacing impooEs and Commerce. For such purposes the CDI establishes the
second by permitting the manufacture of export- programs and conditions for the implementationof this
oriented Brazilian products. Brazil is today practically policy and provides for the regional plans to be com-
self-sufficient as regards consumer goods. All efforts are patible with the national policies of industrial develop-
now concentrated on the production of machinery and ment. 9

, equipment, especially heavy machinery and equipment, The CDI is presided by the Minister of Industryover
and of basic inputs (in the sense of raw materials and

and Commerce and has the following members: thebasic products) in order to eliminate imports in these
Minister in Charge of the Secretariat of Planning of the

areas and encourage the exportation of manufactured
Presidency of the Republic, the Minister of Finance, the

products in general. 5
Minister of the Interior, the Minister of Mines and

Parallel to these incentives, Brazilian industries and Energy, the Minister in Charge of the Armed Forces, the
particularly Brazilian entrepreneurs have received con- President of the Central Bank of Brazil, the President of
tinuous support in the form of loans under favorable the Banco do Brasil S.A., the President of the National
conditions. These loans are mostly granted by the Bank of Economic Development (BNDE), the President
National Bank of Economic Development (BNDE). of the National Industry Confederation, and the Presi-

dent of the National Commerce Confederation. 10

The CDI has an Executive Secretariat and the technical
NATIONAL BANK OF

and administrative units defined in its Internal Regula-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT tions. 11 It should be explained that applications for
The BNDE has four subsidiaries CDI benefits involve two phases. The first consists of

the presentation of a Consultation Letter in order toFINAME - Special Agency of Industry Financing;
have the project qualified for the industrial policy ofEMBRAMEC - Brazilian Mechanic Company: the country. Once the Consultation Letter has beenFIBASE Basic Inputs Company for Financing

and Participation; accepted, an industrial project is prepared, the actual+ ,.

onIBRASA - Brazilian Investment Company; enjoyment of the requested benefits depending its

FINAME grants financing to the private sector of produc- approval.
tion of capital goods. A Commission especially constituted by the Minister of ,

EMBRAMEC, FIBASE and IBRASA contribute risk capital Industry and Commerce examines the Consultation
to enterprises of interest to the economic development of Letters, and in the case of undertakings that are of
the country. major importance due to their dimensions or excep-.,

tional qualities, the conditions for classification of the
:

respective Consultation Letters are submitted by the
Minister of Industry and Commerce to the prior exami-

Il. CONTROLLING BODIES nation of the plenary session of the CDI. The approval .

of the project is the responsibility of the Minister of

2.1. Economic DevelopmentCouncil - CDI Industry and Commerce. 12

The Executive Secretariat of the CDI is subordinate to
The Economic Development Council is a body of the Minister of Industry and Commerce who appoints
immediate assistance to the President of the Republic, its Secretary General. The Executive Secretariat co-

presided over by the President himself and formed by ordinates the studies and the implementation of the
the Ministers of Finance, Industry and Commerce, measures required to apply the industrial policy and to

Agriculture, Interior, and the Secretariat of Planning of grant the incentives. 13

the Presidency of the Republic. 6 Other Ministers of There Sectorial Groups, listed in Section I,are seven as
State may be invited to attend CDE meetings, and above, of this study. The industrial projects submitted
these invitations are frequently made in view of the to the CDI are analysed and appraised by the Sectorial
various matters to be discussed. 7

Groups, which prepare a technical opinion on each
Article 10 of Decree-Law No. 1,376 of December 12,
1974 granted the CDE the responsibility for proposing
the Brazilian policies for the investment of regional and 5. Law No. 6,151, of December 4, 1974, which approved the

sectorial resources derived from the FINOR, FINAM Second National DevelopmentPlan (PND) (1975-1979).
and FISET funds, and for establishing the guidelines 6. Law No. 6,036, of May 1, 1974, Arts. 1, 3 and 4.

and priorities to be observed according to the general 7. Id., Art. 4, 1.

concept of natonal developmentplans. 8 The SUDENE, 8. See 2.19, below.

SUDAM, SUDEPE, IBDF and EMBRATUR agencies
9. Decree No. 81,651, Arts. 1 and 3.
10. Id., Art. 2.

receiving the resources of these funds thus implement 11. Id., Arts. 5 and 9.
their respective programs according to the guidlihes 12. Id., Arts. 3, 1, 3, IV.
established by the CDE. 13. Id., Art. 7.
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project, which opinion is then examined by the Execu- (BNDE), Banco do Brasil S.A., the National Agriculture
tive Secretary of the CDI and, subsequently, submitted Confederation and the National Industry Confedera-
for final decision to the Minister of Industry and tion. 22

Commerce. The Sectorial Groups are also responsible The IBDF is administered by a President appointed
for following up and controlling the implementationof by the President of the Republic upon the nomination
the industrial projects approved by the Minister of In- of the Minister of Agriculture. 23
dustry and Commerce and for analysing the fields of
business affected by the project's activities, suggesting, The decisions on whether to grant tax incentives to

where appropriate, changes in the economic policy forestation and reforestation projects are taken after

instruments. 14 deliberation by the President of the IBDF, such projects
to be prepared in accordance with the rules periodically
established in Rulings issued by the IBDF. 24

2.3. Superintendencyof Fishing Development
SUDEPE-

SUDEPE is the body in charge of orienting and imple- 2.5. National Tourism Council - CNTUR; Brazilian

menting the Brazilian fishing development policy. Tourism Company - EMBRATUR

SUDEPE is a federal autonomous body and is thus an

entity of indirect federal administration which has its The National Tourism Council and EMBRATUR were

own legal identity. 15 SUDEPE is administered by a created by Decree-Law No. 55 of Novermber 18, 1966

Superintendent appointed by the President of the Re- as the beginning of the Brazilian policy of tourism

public and responsible for the Executive Unit of the incentives.

entity. This Executive Unit has several administrative The National Tourism Council is responsible for formu-
bodies which carry out the services and fulfill the lating, coordinating and directing the Brazilian tourism
purposes for which SUDEPE was created. 16 The policy. It is presided over by the Minister of Industry
Superintendent of SUDEPE has the authority to ap- and Commerceand composedof the following members:
prove projects of investment or tax incentives in the the President of EMBRATUR, the Delegate of the
fishing area, 17 and in addition, controls the investment Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Delegate of the Ministry
connected with the incentives granted, through a of Transportation, the Delegate of the Ministry of the
Department of Incentive Investment. 18 SUDEPE has Air Force, the Delegate of the Management of the
a Deliberative Council composed of the Superintendent National Historic and Artistic Patrimony, the Repre-
of SUDEPE, as its President, and of representatives of sentative of the Travel Agents, a Representative of
the following bodies: Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry Transportation, and a Representative of the Hotel
of Finance, Ministry of Industry and Commerce, Minis- Industry. 25

try of the Navy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry In regard to the tax incentives offered to tourism, the
of Transportation, Ministry of the Interior, Secretariat National Tourism Council approves projects of invest-
of Planning of the Presidency of the Republic, and

ment in the construction expansion of hotels in
Banco do Brasil S.A. 19 The Deliberative Council

or or

works and services for tourism purposes. The projectsbasically has functions of orientation, although it
are submitted to EMBRATUR, the supported opinion

approves financial operations, approves the National of which is essential for the decision of the National
Plan of Fishing Development (PNDP) to be submitted to Tourism Council. 26 EMBRATUR is a public com-
the Ministry of Agriculture, and gives its opinion on the pany, i.e. it is a separate legal entity organized as a
matters submitted to it by the Superintendent of
SUDEPE. 20

14. Id., Art. 8.
2.4. Brazilian Institute of Forest Development - IBDF 15. Delegate-Law No. 10, of October 11,1962, presently regu-

lated by Decree No. 73,632, of February 13, 1974.

The IBDF was created by Decree-Law No. 289 of 16. Delegate-Law No. 10, Art. 4; Decree No. 73,632, Art. 4.

February 28, 1967 and is the body responsible for set- The Internal Regulationsof SUDEPE were established by Portaria

ting the policy for the Brazilian forestationand refores- No. 105, of March 5, 1975, of the Minister of Agriculture.
tation policy. The IBDF is a federal autonomous body

17. Decree No. 73,632, Art 10, III.
18. Id., Art. 19.

subordinate to the Ministry of Agriculture and is thus an 19. Id., Art. 6.
entity of indirect federal administration. 21

20. Id., Art. 9.

The IBDF has a Forest Policy Commission as its con- 21. Decree-Law No. 289, of February 28, 1967, Art. 1 and De-

sulting and regulatory body. This Forest Policy Com- cree No. 73,601, of February 8,1974, Art. 1.

mission is composed of the President of the IBDF, who 22. Decree-Law No. 289, Art. 8, Decree No. 62,018, of Decem-

presides over the IBDF, and of technicians specifically
ber 29,1967, Art. 4, and Decree No. 73,601, Art. 3.

familiar with forest problems who represent the Minis-
23. Decree-Law No. 289, Art. 9, Decree No. 62,018, Art. 4,
and Decree No. 73,601, Art. 2.

try of Agriculture, the Ministry of Industry and Com- 24. Normative Portaria No. 08-DR, of IBDF, of February 1977.
merce, the Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency of 25. Decree-Law No. 55, of November 18, 1966, Art. 5.
the Republic, the Administration Department in charge 26. Decree-Law No. 1,191, of October 27, 1971, Art. 4, with
of the Coordination of the Regional Bodies, the Armed the amendments of Decree-Law No. 1,439, of December 30,
Forces, the National Bank of Economic Development 1975 and Decree No. 78,379, of September 6, 1976.
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company which indirectly serves federal administration BEFIEX is formed by the Secretary General of the CDI,
purposes. 27 who is its President and by representatives of the

EMBRATUR is administered by a Board of Directors Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency of the Re-

composed of a President and three Directors. 28 The public and of the Ministry of Finance. 33 Its current

task of EMBRATUR is to further and encourage the Internal Regulations were established by Portaria No.

development of the tourism industry. For this purpose,
212 of July 30, 1974 of the Minister of Industry and

EMBRATUR is authorized to carry out the decisions Commerce.

of the National Tourism Council, to examine and issue The rules for the preparation of applications for the
technical opinions on tourism investment projects, benefits offered to Special Export Programs are con-

and to manage the resources of the General Tourism tained in BEFIEX Resolution No. 1 of January 26,
Fund (FUNGETUR). 29 EMBRATUR controls, releases 1973, which sets forth the basic outline to be followed.
and supervises the investment of the resources derived Special export programs are approved by the Minister of
from the amounts available under the tax incentive Industry and Commerce based on the conclusive opi-
programs granted to tourism. 30 nion of BEFIEX.

2.6. Brazilian Aviation Company - EMBRAER 2.9. Commission of Company Consolidation
and Merger- COFIE

EMBRAER is a mixed-economy corporation (its opera-
tion being equivalent to that of a private entity) orga- COFIE was created by Decree-Law No. 1,182 of July
nized according to Decree-Law No. 770 of August 19, 16, 1971 and is a collegiate body of the Ministry of
1969. It is thus also an entity of indirect federal ad- Finance, directly subordinate to the Minister of Fi-
ministration. Its purpose is to further and develop the nance. COFIE was organized to control and examine
Brazilian aviation industry by investing the funds at projects of consolidation, merger or other forms of
its disposal and designing and building its own airplanes. corporate combination or association for the purposes

EMBRAER is managed by a Managing Council of regu- of obtaining tax incentives. 34

latory character and by an Executive Board of Di- COFIE is managed by a President, this position being
rectors. Since it is a mixed-economy corporation, its held by the Secretary General of the Ministry of Fi-

operational methods are the same as those of companies nance. It is divided into a Plenaryand an Executive
in general, with no particularpeculiarities. Secretariat. 35 The Plenary of COFIE is composed of :.

the Secretary General of the Ministry of Finance, as

its President, and of representativesof the Secretariat of '

2.7. Executive Group of the Mining Industry - GEIMI Planning of the Presidency of the Republic, the Minis-

try of Industry and Commerce, the Central Bank of
GEIMI was created by Decree No. 62,352 of March 5, Brazil and the Secretariat of Federal Revenue of the
1968 in order to further the exploitation of the coun- Mnistry of Finance. 36

try's mineral resources, provide for the substitution of
mineral imports and encourage the exportation of COFIE's tasks relative to the concession of the benefits ,:

mineral products. provided for in applicable legislation include: (i) formu- .

lation of the basic guidelines and definition of the
The President of GEIMI is appointed by the Minister of priorities to be observed in the policy of consolidation
Mines and Energy and its members are representativesof and merger and of the opening of companies' capital;
the Ministry of Mines and Energy, the Secretariat of (ii) examination of projects of consolidation, merger
Planning of the Presidency of the Republic, the Ministry and other kinds of combination or association of com-
of Industry and Commerce, the Ministry of the Interior, pany interests; (iii) verification of the adequate utiliza-
the Ministry of Transportation, and the Armed tion of the benefits granted and their application for
Forces. 31 Its Internal Regulations were established by the objectives of the approved projects; (iv) statements
Portaria No. 356 of April 2, 1976. as to the revaluation of the assets and declarationof the

GEIMI approves projects of implementation and ex-

pansion of mineral industries, proposes incentives and 27. Decree-Law No. 55, Art. 11.

benefits for their expansion, including credit assistance, 28. Law No. 6,253, of October 10, 1975, and Decree No.

and coordinates the procedures for the performance of 78,549, of October 11,1976.
such projects. 32 29. Decree-Law No. 55, Arts. 6 and 14, Decree-LawNo. 1,191,

Art. 11, and Decree-LawNo. 1,439, Art. 13.
30. Consolidation of Resolutions of the National Tourism

2.8. Commission for the Concession of Tax Benefits Council, of October 4, 1972, Art. 65, II.

to Special Export Programs- BEFIEX 31. Decree No. 62,352, of March 5, 1968, Art. 30.
32. Id., Art. 2.
33. Decree No. 74,199, of June 21, 1974, Art. 1.

BEFIEX was created by Decree-Law No. 1,219 of May 34. The Internal Regulations of COFIE ratified by Porta-
15, 1972 to grant incentives for the exportation of

were

ria No. 170/76 of the Interim Minister of Finance, of May 18,
manufactured products. BEFIEX was originally set up 1976.
within the Ministry of Finance but was transferred to 35. Decree-Law No. 1,182, of July 16, 1971, Art. 3, Portaria
the Ministry of Industry and Commerce on June-21, No. 170/76 of the Interim Minister of Finance, Arts. 2 and 4.

1974 by Decree No. 74,199. 36. Decree-Law No. 1,182, Art. 3.
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new values of the fixed assets of companies operating in Ministry of Agriculture; Ministry of Communications;
the country. 37 Ministry of Education and Culture; Ministry of Finance;

Ministry of Mines and Energy; Secretariat of Planning
2.10. Superintendencyof the Developmentof of the Presidency of the Republic; Ministry of Foreign

the Northeast- SUDENE Affairs; Ministry of Health; Ministry of Industry and
Commerce; Ministry of Labor; and Ministry of Trans-

SUDENE is the body in charge of supervising,coordina- portation. 44

ting and controlling the implementation of investment The Deliberative Council of SUDAM has the authorityprojects for the development of the Northeast region to approve projects and programs utilizing tax funds
of Brazil. It is managed by a Superintendencyappointed to develop the Amazon region. 45 The Superintendent
by the President of the Republic and has an Executive of SUDAM is, however, authorized to approve projectsSecretariat. 38

which are of interest to the developmentof the Amazon
SUDENE has a Deliberative Council composed of for purposes of concession of benefits. The projects
twenty-six members, as follows: the Superintendent of thus approved are submitted to the Deliberative Council
SUDENE, the General Director of the National Depart- at the first meeting held after the approval of the Super-
ment of Drought Precaution Works, the President of intendent. 46

CODEVASF, ten members appointed by the Governors
of the Northeast States and by the Governor of the The executive functions are in the hands of the Super-
State of Minas Gerais, a representative of the Armed intendent of SUDAM through an Executive Secretariat.
Forces and twelve representatives of the following These functions, which include the analysis of projects
bodies: Ministry of Mines and Energy, Ministry of for purposes of concession of the tax incentive funds, 47

Industry and Commerce, and the So Francisco Hydro- are carried out with the assistance of the Incentive
electric Company. 39 Administration Department, which also controls the tax

benefits granted. 48
The task of the Deliberative Council of SUDENE is to
formulate the guidelines for the policy of developing Banco da Amazonia S.A. (BASA) also participates in
the Northeast and to follow up its implementation the implementation of SUDAM programs. BASA acts
according to the directive plan approved by the Presi- as the financial agent of SUDAM and also gives the
dent of the Republic. 40 The Deliberative Council also cooperation requested in programs for the development
approves projects of investment in the SUDENE region of the Amazon region. 49
for purposes of enjoying the available tax benefits. 41

The executive functions are carried out by the Super- In addition, one should also mention the Program of
intendent of SUDENE through the Executive Secreta- Agricultural and Agromineral Poles (POLAMAZONIA)
riat. These functions include the preparation of sup- which was created by Decree No. 74,607 of September
ported opinions on the investment projects to be 25, 1974 to provide for the integrated exploitation of
decided by the Deliberative Council. the agricultural, agro-industrial, forestry and mineral

It is important to note that the Banco do Nordeste do resources in priority areas of the Amazon region.
POLAMAZONIA has special resources for implementa-Brasil S.A. must give SUDENE all the technical co-

operation it may request in order to analyse and control tion through SUDAM, SUDECO and BASA. 50

the projects of investment in the region. 42

2.11. Superintendencyof the Developmentof 37. Decree-Law No. 1,346, of September 25, 1974, Art. 3, 1,
the Amazon - SUDAM and Portaria No. 170/76 of the Interim Minister of Finance,

Art. 7.
SUDAM is a federal autonomous body linked to the 38. Law No. 3,692, of December 15, 1959, Arts. 3, 4, and 6,
Ministry of the Interior. Its purpose is to direct federal and Decree No. 52,346, of August 12, 1963.

action in the Amazon area. It was created by Law No. 39. Law No. 3,692, Art. 5, with the amendments introduced by

5,173 of October 27, 1966 to replace the then extinct Law No. 3,995, of December 14, 1961, Art. 20, Decree No.

Superintendency of the Plan for the Economic Valori- 76,962, of January 31, 1975, Art. 4.

zation of the Amazon (SPVEA). It is managed by a
40. Id., Art. 13.

Superintendent appointed by the President of the Re-
41. Law No. 3,995, Art. 34; Decree No. 55,334, of December

31,1964, Arts. 7,14, 1, and 18.
public, who commands an Executive Secretariat. 43

42. Decree No. 55,334, Art. 14, 3.
SUDAM has a Deliberative Council composed of the 43. Law No. 5,173, of October 27, 1966, Art. 11; Decree No.

Superintendent of SUDAM, the President of Banco do 73,630, of February 13, 1974, Art. 6.

Estado da Amazonia S.A., representativesof each of the 44. Law No. 5,374, of December 7, 1967, Art. 16.

States and Territories which belong to the Amazon 45. Decree-Law No. 756, of August 11, 1969, Art. 2, 4.

region, and members of the following bodies: Armed
46. Law No. 5,734, Art. 5.

Forces; Superintendency of the Free Zone of Manaus;
47. Decree-Law No. 756, Art. 2, 3; Decree No. 73,630, Art. 6.
48. Portaria No. 1,289, of August 8, 1975, of the Minister of

National Bank of Economic Development (BNDE); the Interior, published in the Official Gazette of the Union, (I),
National Institute of Agrarian Development; National page 10,661, Arts. 54 and 55.
Institute of Agrarian Reform; Foundation of Special 49. Law No. 5,122, of September 28, 1966, Art. 1.
Public Health Service; National Research Council; 50. Decree No. 74,607, of September 25, 1974, Arts. 3 and 4.
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2.12. Superintendencyof the Developmentof ning and after consulting the Ministries and federal

the South Region - SUDESUL bodies acting in the affected areas. It must thus prepare
the Directive Plans for the Developmentof the Mid-West

SUDESUL is a federal autonomous body created by Region.
Decree-Law No. 301 of February 28, 1967, Article 9, As there are no tax incentives available for the develop-
to provide for the development of municipalities situ- ment of the Mid-West region, SUDECO's activities are

' ated in the South region of Brazil. It is managed by a not the same as those of SUDENE and SUDAM. Besides
Superintendent chosen by the President of the Re- making studies for the development of the region,
public, who commands an Executive Secretariat. 51 SUDECO seeks the investment of federal funds in pro-

SUDESUL has a Deliberative Council formed by the grams which favor the region and attempts to attract

Superintendent of SUDESUL, as its President, and by the participation of private groups in the projects
representatves of the following entities: Armed Forces; outlined in its Directive Plans. These activities are

States of the South Region (one for each); National In- carried out by the Superintendent of SUDECO under

stitute of Development, Colonizaton and Agrarian the guidance of the Deliberative Council which decides

Reform (INCRA); Banco Regional de Desenvolvimento on each proposal presented by the Superintendent. 57

do Extremo Sul S.A.; Ministry of Agriculture; Ministry
of Communications;Ministry of Education and Culture; 2.14. Fund for the Economic Recovery of the
Ministry of Finance; Ministry of Mines and Energy; State of Espirito Santo FUNRES-

Ministry of Planning of the Presidency of the Republic;
Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Ministry of Health; and FUNRES was instituted by Decree-Law No. 880 of
Ministry of Transportation. 52 September 18, 1969. 58 It is managed by the Executive

SUDESUL is entrusted with the formulation of the Group for the Economic Recovery of the State of

guidelines for the policy of developing the area included Espirito Santo (GERES), created by the same Decree-

in the southern region in which it operates. For this Law No. 880, article 7. FUNRES provides for the in-
.

purpose, it is responsible for preparing the Development vestment of funds in fishing, tourism, agricultural or

Plan for the region and coordinating and providing for industrial projects approved by GERES.
its implementation. 53 GERES is composed of two representatives of the

Like SUDECO, which is dealt with below, SUDESUL Government of the State of Espirito Santo and of re-

cannot count on funds derived from tax incentive presentatives of the following bodies: 59 Secretariat of :

schemes to carry out its programs. Its activity lies in the Planning of the Presidency of the Republic, Ministry of

preparation of studies for the investment of federal the Interior, Ministry of Finance, National Bank of

funds in programs of interest to the region or of finan- Economic Development (BNDE), SUDENE, EMBRA-

cial support for private investments in the area. This TUR and the Executive Group of Coffee Plantation

work is done by the Superintendent of SUDESUL with Rationalization (GERCA). The representative of the

the assistance of the Deliberative Council which decides Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency of the Re-

on the proposals presented by the Superintendent. 54 public acts as the Coordinator of GERES. With the

approval of the other member, the Coordinator ap-
points the Executive Secreatry of GERES, who per-

2.13. Superintendencyof the Developmentof forms the work of implementing the activities of'

the Mid-West Region - SUDECO GERES. 60

GERES approves the projects which are to obtain the
SUDECO is a federal autonomous body linked to the benefits of FUNRES, controls the investment of funds
Ministry of the Interior with the objective of directing
federal action in the Mid-West Region of Brazil. It was

created by Law No. 5,365 of December 1, 1967. It is 51. Decree-Law No. 301, of January 28, 1967, Art. 14. See also

managed by a Superintendent apponted by the Pre- Decree No. 72,775, of September 11, 1973, which establishes the

sident of the Republic, who controls an Executive
basic structure of SUDESUL.

Secretariat./55
52. Decree-Law No. 840, of September 8, 1969; Decree-Law

No. 1,110, of July 9, 1970.

SUDECO has a Deliberative Council consisting of the 53. Decree-LawNo. 301, Art. 10.

Superintendent of SUDECO, as its President, and by 54. Id., Arts. 11, 15 and 17.

representatives of the following entities: 56 Ministry 55. Law No. 5,365, of December 1, 1967, Art. 4; Decree No.

of Agriculture, Ministry of Communications, Ministry 72,777, of September 11, 1973, Arts. 3, 4 and 5; Internal Regula-

of Education and Culture, Ministry of Finance, Ministry
tions of SUDECO, Art. 2, published in the Official Gazette of the

Union (I) (II), of May 13, 1968, page 1,032.
of Industry and Commerce, Ministry of Mines and 56. Law No. 5,365, Art. 6; Law No. 5,457, of June 20, 1968,
Energy, Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency of the Art. 1.

Republic, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Transporta- 57. Law No. 5,365, Arts. 2 and 5; Internal Regulations of SU-

tion, Ministry of Labor, Armed Forces, States of Goas DECO, Art. 3.

and Mato Grosso, Federal Territory of Rondonia 58. The term for the investment options established by Decree-

and SUDAM. Law No. 880, of September 18, 1969, was extended up to and in-

cluding the fiscal year 1978, by Decree-Law No. 1345, of Sep-
The task of SUDECO is to formulate the directives for tember 19, 1974.
the policy of development of the Mid-West region 59. Decree No. 66,547, of May 11, 1970, Art. 18.

according to general guidelines of governmental plan- 60. Id., Arts. 18(a) and 19.
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and prepares studies for the economic recovery of the organizing the preparation and implementation of
State of Espirito Santo. 61 The Bank for the Develop- the programs and projects which are of interest to the
ment of Espirito Santo (BANDES) acts as the financial development of the Free Zones (c) rerdering technical

agent of GERES in the implementation of the program assistance to public or private entities in the preparation
entrusted to it. 62 or implementation of programs of interest to the Free

Zone, (d) maintaining constant contact with SUDAM,
2.15. Company for the Developmentof with the Government of the State of Amazon and with

the authorities of the municipalities located in the Freethe So Francisco Valley -- CODEVASF
Zone and (e) carrying out and divulging research, studies

CODEVASF is a public company created by Law No. and analyses to systematically determine the economic

6,088 of July 16, 1974 to replace the Superintendency potential of the Free Zone. 70

of the So Francisco Valley (SUVALE). 63 Its purpose SUFRAMA is managed by a Superintendent,appointed
is to utilize the water and soil resources of the So by the President of the Republic, and who is assisted
Francisco Valley for agricultural, livestock and agro- by an Executive Secretary and an AdministrativeCoun-
industrial ends. 64 CODEVASF seeks to promote the cil and Administrative Units. 71 The funds of SUFRA-

integrated development of priority areas located in the MA are mainly derived from budget allocations and

region of the So Francisco Valley and to organize additional credits. 72

agro-industrial and farming districts. For this purpose, it
provides infra-structure facilities, particularly water
collection for irrigation and the building of channels, as 2.17. National Intergration Program - PIN
well as basic sanitation, electricity and transportation
facilities. PIN was created by Decree-Law No. 1,106 of June 16,
CODEVASF is directed by a Board of Directors consis- 1970 for the specific purpose of financing the plan for

ting of a President and three Directors appointed by basic utility works in the areas administeredby SUDENE
the President of the Republic. 65 It also has a Directive and SUDAM to permit a quicker integration of these

Council presided over by the President of the company areas into the national economy. PIN was initially
and composed of representatives of the Secretariat of established for the fiscal years 1971-1974, having later

Planning of the Presidency of the Republic, the Ministry been extended to and including the fiscal year 1978.73
of Agriculture, the Ministry of Transports, the Ministry Due to its objectives as described above, PIN cannot be
of Mines and Energy, and four members appointed by considered as a part of the industrial development pro-
the Minister of the Interior. 66 grams examined in this study. Knowledge of its exis-

The funds of CODEVASFare formed by its capital paid tence and organization is, however, important for a

up with the incorporation of personal and real property perfect understanding of pertinent Brazilian legislation.
of SUVALE and supplemented by subscription by the In practice, this Program was to be implemented with
National Treasury. CODEVASF is authorized to charge funds derived from a credit to PIN of 30 percent of the
for water utilization in its area of administration and total amounts deducted from income tax for investment
also for the services it renders. 67 in tax incentive programs. The amount available for

CODEVASF does not receive any funds from tax incen- use in incentive investment projects was thus reduced

tive schemes to grant to projects to be installed in the to 70 percent (see, however, also 2.18. below). 74

area under its control. The region of the So Franciso

Valley is, however, situated in the Northeast region of
Brazil and its projects can thus benefit from all the tax
incentives administeredby SUDENE.

61. Id., Art. 17.
62. Id., Art. 2.
63. SUVALE was an autonomous body created by Decree-Law
No. 292, of February 28, 1967, to promote the development of

2.16. Superintendencyof the Developmentof an area named Bacia do So Francisco as a replacement for the
the Free Zone of Manaus - SUFRAMA former Vale do So Francisco Commission. It was abolished by

Decree No. 76,962, of December 31, 1975.

SUFRAMA is an autonomous body with its own legal 64. Law No. 6,088, Art. 4.

identity and its own assets. It is linked to the Ministry 65. Id., Art. 5.

of the Interior and is responsible for administering the 66. Id., Art. 5, and Decree No. 74,744, of October 22, 1974,
Art. 17.

facilities and services of the Free Zone of Manaus. 68
67. Law No. 6,088, Arts. 6,7 and 8.

The Free Zone of Manaus is an area of free import and 68. Decree-Law No. 288, of February 28, 1967, Art. 10, and
export trade and of special tax incentives, which was Decree No. 61,244, of August 28, 1967, Art. 23.
established to create an industrial, commercial and 69. Decree No. 61,244, Art. 1.

agricultural center in the heart of the Amazon region, 70. Decree No. 61,244, Art. 24, and Decree No. 76,991, of

capable of economic development in spite of the local January 7, 1976, Art. 3.

conditions and the great distance from the centers that 71. Decree No. 76,991, Arts. 4 and 6.

consume its products. 69 72. Decree No. 61,244, Art. 59.
73. Decree-Law No. 1,106, of June 16, 1970, Art. 1, and

The responsibilitiesof SUFRAMA include: (a) preparing Decree-Law No. 1,243, of October 30, 1972, Art. 1, sole para-
the Pluriannual Directive Plan of the Free Zone and graph.
coordinating or providing for its implementation, (b) 74. Decree-Law No. 1,106, Art. 5.
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Note that under the Brazilian investment incentive and were sometimes not even in a position to choose a

programs the amount of the investment, or part thereof, project. This situation gave rise to the organizationof a

may be deducted from income tax, i.e. the system great number of incentive investment offices which
resembles an investmentcredit system. basically caused two different distortions: the invest-

The rules for the investment of PIN funds are establish- ment cost increased and the funds were not always
ed by the Minister of Finance, the Minister in Charge channelled to the better projects but to those which

of the Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency of the offered the investmentoffices higher earnings.
Republic and the Minister of the Interior, subject to Decree-Law No. 1,304 of January 8, 1974 was issued to
the approval of the President of the Republic. 75 end this practice by transferring the administration of

The first PIN phase is aimed at building the Transa- the tax incentive funds to the institutions of the Na-

mazon and Cuiab-Santarm highways and initiating a
tional Financial System. The Central Bank of Brazil was

plan for the irrigation of the Northeast. given the duties of establishing the operational rules to
be adopted and of controlling compliance with such
rules. 80

2.18. Program for the Redistributionof Land and
for the Furtheranceof the Agricultural

Decree-Law No. 1,376 of December 12, 1974 establish-

Industry of the North and Northeast ed an indirect system for the investment in tax incentive

PROTERRA programs by organizing the Investment Funds which are
-

commonly called Fundes (Big Funds),of whichthere

PROTERRA was instituted by Decree-Law No. 1,179
are three: the Northeast Investment Fund (FINOR);

of July 6, 1971 in order to permit man to have easier the Amazon Investment Fund (FINAM); and the
Sectorial Investment Fund (FISET). Obviously, FINOR

access to land, to create better conditions for the

employment of labor and to encourage the agricultural
and FINAM handle the investment of the tax incentive

industry in the areas administered by SUDAM and programs of SUDENE and SUDAM, respectively. FISET
takes care of the investments of the funds for the fish-

SUDENE. PROTERRA was initially organized for

application up to the fiscal year 1976 but was then ing, forest and tourism development programs co-

ordinated by SUDEPE, IBDF and EMBRATUR, res-
extended to and including the fiscal year 1978.76

pectively. 81
Like PIN, PROTERRA is not actually an industrial
development program but knowledge of its existence The Investment Funds are operated by banks: FINOR

and organization is necessary for a full understanding by Banco do Nordeste do Brasil S.A.; FINAM by ,

of pertinent Brazilian legislation. In the case of Banco da Amazonia S.A. (BASA); and FISET by Banco

PROTERRA there are, however, provisions which pro-
do Brasil S.A. In the case of FISET, Banco do Brasil

vide for funds to be invested in financing projects of S.A. must keep three separate accounts for the fishing,
expansion of agricultural industries, thus making this forest and tourism programs. 82 It is important to note

program more similar to the field discussed in this that Article 22 of Decree-Law No. 1,376 established

study. 77 that Banco do Nordeste do Brazil S.A., Banco da
Amazonia S.A. (BASA) and Banco do Brasil S.A. are

The investment of PROTERRA funds must comply the only financial agents of the regional and sectorial
with programs and criteria approved by the President developmentagencies in all dealings with the Investment
of the Republic and prepared by a Council composed Funds.
of the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Transporta-
tion, the Minister of Agriculture, the Minister of Mines The regional and sectorial developmentagencies are still

and Energy, the Minister of Industry and Commerce, directly responsible for the administrationof the Invest-

the Minister of the Interior and the Minister in Charge
ment Fund accounts and for analysing and approving

of the Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency of the the projects and thus authorizingthe release of resources.

Republic. 78 PROTERRA is to be implemented with The mentioned banks are only responsible for the

funds derived from 20 percent of the total amounts operation of the Investment Fund accounts. 83

deducted from income tax due, for investment in tax
incentive programs. 79 Mechanicsof the InuestmentFunds

The PIN and PROTERRA programs have thus reduced Upon filing their income tax returns, investors may
the amount actually available for investment in tax choose the funds in which they intend to invest the
incentive programs to half of the amount available allowable portion of their income tax. Based on these
before the organization of these two programs which

jointly consume the other half. 75. Id., Arts. 2 and 3.
76. Decree-Law No. 1,179, of July 6, 1971, Art. 6, and Decree-

2.19. Investment Funds- Fundes Law No. 1,493, of December 7, 1976, Art. 11.
77. Decree-Law No. 1,179, Art. 3.

The mechanism originally established for the investment 78. Id., Art. 4.

in tax incentive programs was based on the direct 79. Decree-Law No. 1,179, Art. 6.

investment in projects selected by the investor himself.
80. Resolution No. 281, of the Central Bank of Brazil, of Fe-

bruary 19, 1974.
The system worked well in the case of major investors. 81. Decree-LawNo. 1,376, of December 12, 1974, Art. 1.
Serious difficulties arose, however, in the case of small 82. Id., Arts. 5,6 and 7.
and medium investors who had no project of their own 83. Id., Art. 8.
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choices, the Secretariat of Federal Revenue issues the Law No. 1,376 has now been attributed to the Tax
certificates of investment in the Funds. 84 These certi- Incentive Coordination Commission (COCIF), created
ficates are nominative and untransferrableand are issued by Decree No. 78,312 of August 27, 1976. COCIF is

according to the income tax actually paid. They are presided over by a representative of the Secretariat of
called Certificates of Investment in Tax Incentives Federal Revenue and composed of representatives of

(CAIF), and the current model was approved by Norma- the agencies of regional and sectorial development and
tive Ruling SRF No. 018 of March 21, 1977. of the banks which operate the Investment Funds

The CAIFs are exchanged for quotas of the corres-
created by Decree-Law No. 1,376. The Internal Re-

ponding Investment Funds within one year after the gulations of COCIF were established on June 15, 1977

date of their issuance and the value of any CAIFs not by Portaria No. 291 of the Minister of Finance.

exchanged in this period is added to the corresponding The companies which benefit from the of theresources
Fund. The quotas are nominative and endorsable and are

Investment Funds created by Decree-LawNo. 1,376quoted daily by the respective:operatingbanks. 85 are

obliged to obtain special registration with the Central
The Investment Funds, in turn, invest their incentive Bank of Brazil, as required by the Regulationsapproved
resources in approved projects against the receipt of by Circular Letter No. 316 issued by the Central Bank
securities representing such investments. 86 At the on November 19, 1976.
option of the investor, the Fund quotas may be con-

verted into securities held by the Funds according to
their respective quotation. 87

2.20. National Bank of Economic DevelopmentThe collection of the investment portion attributed to
BNDE-

EMBRAER (see 2.6., above) also follows the samesystem,
the ecretariat of Federal Revenue issuing the corres-

The BNDE created June 20, 1952 to act theponding investment certificates. These certificates
was on as

represent proper qualification for subscription to agent of the Federal Government in its financial opera-
tions for the reequipment and furtherance of the na-EMBRAERshares. 88
tional economy. 89 It was transformed into a public

In order to permit the practical implementation of the company by Law No. 5,562 of June 21,1971, subor-
system, the proportionate participationof each Fund or dinate to the Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency
Special Program is calculated with regard to the total of the Republic. Its basic purpose is to cover the fi-
amount collected under the incentive system. This nancing requirements of private and public companies
calculation is published by means of a Portaria issued by so as to further the economic development of the
the Minister of Finance. The current values were es- country. 90
tablished by means of Portaria No. 781 of December
20, 1977 and are as follows: The BNDE has a Council composed of eleven members,

including the President of the BNDE, the Secretary
General of the Ministry of Finance and the SecretaryFUNDS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS PERCENTAGE IN
General of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. The

TOTAL INCENTIVES Council is responsible for the higher managementof the
Bank which is administered by a Board of Directors

FINOR 20.07
composed of six members.

FINAM 7.07

FISET - Fishing 0.58

FISET - Tourism 0.89
FISET- Reforestation 15.71 2.20.1. Special Agency of Industrial
FUNRES 0.59 Financing - FINAME
EMBRAER 1.87

MOBRAL 2.54 The FINAME Agency is a public enterprise, a sub-
PIN - FINOR (BNB) 12.04 sidiary of the BNDE, charged with the administraton
PIN - FINAM (BASA) 4.20 of the Financing Fund for the Acquisition of Machinery
PIN - Others (BNB) 14.21 and Industrial Equipment (FINAME), organized to meet

PROTERRA - FINOR 8.03 the financial needs caused by increased sales of capital
PROTERRA - FINAM 2.80 goods produced in Brazil, to contribute to the expan-
PROTERRA-Others 9.47

84. Id., Art. 15, Portaria No. 305, of August 14, 1975, of theTOTAL 100.00
Ministerof Finance.

Note that the table results from the selection made by
85. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 15, 1, 2 and 3, and Resolu-
tion No. 381, of June 24, 1976, of the Central Bank of Brazil.

the taxpayers each year, and consequently varies from 86. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 8.
year to year. It is used to facilitate the apportionment 87. Id., Art. 17.
of funds upon actual collectionof taxes. 88. Id., Arts. l(f) and 17.

89. Law No. 1,628, of June 20, 1952, Art. 8.
90. Its By-Laws were approved by Decree No. 73,713, of March

The task of coordinating and harmonizing the proce- 1, 1974, with the amendments made by Decree No. 74,011, of
dures of the tax incentive system governed by Decree- May 6, 1974, and Decree No. 75,953, of July 8, 1975.
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sion of the national production of capital goods, and The CPA is presided over by the Minister of Finance,
to encourage their exportation. 91 or, in his absence, by the Minister in Charge of the

The FINAME Agency is administered by an Adminis- Secretariat of Planning of the Presidency of the Re-

trative Board composed of the President of the BNDE, public. It is further composed of the Minister of In-

who is its President, the Director-Superintendentof the dustry and Commerce, the Minister of Foreign Affairs,
BNDE and a Council member of the BNDE, in addition the Minister of Agriculture, the Minister of the Interior,
to representatives of the Mechanical Industry appointed the President of the Central Bank of Brazil, the Presi-

by the Brazilian Association for the Developmentof the dent of the National Industry Confederation, the

Base Industry, the Regional and State Development President of the National Commerce Confederation, the

Banks, the CommercialBanks, the Financing Companies President of the National Agriculture Confederationand
the President of the National Industry Workers Con-and the Private InvestmentBanks.
federation.

The CPA has an Executive Secretary appointed by the
2.20.2. EMBRAMEC, FIBASE, IBRASA Minister of Finance and an Executive Commission

responsible for directing and coordinating the adminis-
The BNDE established three subsidiaries in 1964 in tration of the customs policy. This Executive Com-
order to provide nationally-controlled companies with mission is presided over by the Minister of Finance or,
risk capital: in his absence, by the Executive Secretary of the CPA,
EMBRAMEC -- Mecnica Brasileira S.A., to support the and is composed of representatives of the Secretariat

developmentof the national capital goods industry; of Planning of the Presidency of the Republic, the
Ministry of Industry and Commerce, the Ministry of

FIBASE -- Insumos Bsicos S.A. Financiamento e
the Interior, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Banco do

Participaes, to contribute to expediting the produc- Brasil S.A., the Foreign Trade Department (CACEX),tion of the basic inputs required for the industrial the National Bank of Economic Development (BNDE),developmentof the country; the National Industry Confederation, the National
IBRASA -- Investimentos Brasileiros S.A., to support Commerce Confederation and the National Agriculture
economic development projects in sectors not covered Confederation.
by the two other subsidiaries. It should be pointed out that Brazilian imports are

These companies operate as corporations and their controlled by CACEX, which is the body charged with
action is subordinate to the general policy established the issuance of import licenses. The CPA thus works
by the BNDE. closely with CACEX and even passes on some specific

tasks to CACEX, as, for example, the responsibility for
determining whether there are similar national products

2.21. Customs Policy Council - CPA (see 8.1. below).

The CPA is the governmental body responsible for
formulating the basic guidelines of tariff policies as 91. The FINAME Agency was formed to be the financing fund

regards imports, in order to adapt the customs mecha- of the BNDE, by Decree No. 55,275, of December 22, 1964. It

nism to the requirements of economic development was transformed into an autonomous body by Decree No.

and national labor protection. It was instituted by Law 59,170, of September 2, 1966; Decree-Law No. 45, of November
18, 1966, permitted its transformation into a mixed-economyNo. 3,244 of August 14, 1957 (Article 21) and its
company. Its transformation into a public company was effected

compositionand operation are now governed by Decree- by Law No. 5,662, of June 21, 1971, Art. 10. Its By-Laws result-
Law No. 730 and by Decree No. 64,926, both of Au- ed from the applicable provisions of Decree No. 59,170 and De-

gust 5, 1959. cree-Law No. 45.

[To be continued]
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The1979IncomeTaxChanees
intheRepublicofSout_1Africa

tyDr.ErwinSoiro
I --

effected in the top marginal rate of tax, applicable
The manoeuvrability afforded to him by the success of to that portion of the taxable amount in excess of

R 30,000 (previously R 28,000) in the case ofindirect taxation in the form of the sales tax and ge-

nerally the excellent result of the disciplined approach married persons and in excess of R 22,000 in respect
of unmarriedpersons.to financial policy in recent years enabled Senator

O.P.F. Horwood, the Minister of Finance, to propose
It is true that the loan levy of 10 percent which is still

a
in his budget speech a number of widely welcomed payable is not true tax because it is redeemable, but

income tax concessions for 1979 whch wll be brefly practically at least it is felt as a tax, and the maximal
marginal tax rate may, therefore, well be regarded asconsidered. being 60.5 percent.
Retirement gratuities. The maximum exemption from
tax in respect of retirement gratuities paid to an em-

I. COMPANIES ployee will be increased from R 12,000 to R 15,000.
Pension and retirement annuity funds. The maximum

Loan levy. Conscious of the need for companies to amountallowablein respect of members'contributionsto

improve their profitability and cash flows in times of a pension fund will now be fixed at 712 percent of the
lower turnovers and higher costs the Minister proposed member's taxable income derived from his employment
to reduce, for all companies, the present loan levy of or R 1,750, whichever is the greater.
15 percent to 10 percent. In the case of non-gold and The maximum amount allowable in respect of con-

non-diamond companies, due regard being had to the tributions by a self-employed persn to a retirement
5 percent surcharge which remains, there is thus a annuity fund will in turn be fixed at 15 percent of the
reduction in the 48 percent composite rate of tax and member's taxable income derived from his business
loan levies to 46 percent. or profession, excluding investment income, or R 3,500,
Surcharge on gold and diamond mning companes. The whicheveris the greater.
differential 2A percent tax surcharge imposed on gold Marred women. The Minister proposed that for tax
and diamond mining companies over and above the purposes the deduction of R 750 from the earnings of
normal company surcharge is now to be removed. married women be increased to R 900.

Divorcedor separatedpersons. A divorced or separated
Il. INDIVIDUALTAXPAYERS parent who wholly or mainly supports children of the

dissolved marriage out of his or her own resources will
Abatements and rates. The amount of tax payable by no longer be restricted to an additional abatement of
individual taxpayers is in South Africa determined by R 500, but will now be taxed as a married person.
two factors: abatements deducted from income to
arrive at the taxable amount and the rate of tax. Provisional taxpayers
The primary abatements will be increased from R 1,200
to R 1,500 in the case of a married person and from Taxpayers with incomes of less than R 1,000 per annum

R 700 to R 1,000 in the case of an unmarried person.
from sources other than remuneration will be relieved

The additional abatement applicable to persons over
of the duty of completing two provisional tax forms in
addition to their annual income tax return.the age of 60 years will be increased from R 700 to

R 1,000. For the purpose of this report it is not ne-
Farmers

cessary to deal with the various increases of the second-
ary abatements and the decrease in the rate of dimi- The rate to be applied to the taxable income derived by
nution of abatements. a farmer who has elected to be taxed under the system
The new rates of tax, which will be found in Table I of five-year equalization of tax rates will in future be
and Table II annexed hereto, show the following fea- the lower of the equalized rate or the actual rate ap-
tures: plicable to such taxable income.

(a) The commencingrate for married persons is reduced
Elimination of discriminationsfrom 9 percent to 7 percent and that for single

taxpayers from 12 percent to 10 percent. Taxation on Blacks. With effect from the earliest possi-
(b) The rate of progression is evened out, and, in the ble date relief will be granted to Black income tax payers

case of single taxpayers the acceleration in the by raising the threshold from which liability for tax

progression on taxable amounts between R 4,000 commences from R 361 to R 1,201, and by adjusting
and R 8,000 is reduced. the tax rates to afford relief to all remaining taxpayers.

(c) A reduction from 60 percent to 55 percent is Next, steps will be taken to achieve parity between the
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income tax payable by Black and other taxpayers. be added to such tax. The effective rate is thus 46 {
Finally the phasing in of these steps will be done with cents per R1:
due regard to the costs involved and their administrative (ii) taxable income deriued from gold mining:
feasibility, the aim being to achieve parity within the (a) on any mine other than a post-1966 gold mine
next three years. an amount determined in accordance with one
In order that tax relief be as widely based as possible, of the formulae laid down plus a surcharge
the governments of various Black States were duly con- which is not payable in respect of certain as-

sulted and have agreed to grant similar relief to their sisted gold mines equal to 5 percent of the said
citizens, the governmentof the Republic having decided amount and a loan portion equal to 10 percent
to compensate them. thereof;
Workers' training allowances. The present provision for (b) on post-1966 gold mines an amount determined
Black workers' training allowances will be amended to in accordance with one of the formulae laid
embrace the training of all populationgroups. down plus a surcharge of 5 percent of the said

amount and a loan portion of 10 percent there-
of;

Ill. WALVIS BAY (c) in the form of excess recoupments over capital
expenditure accruing to companies which are

Since September l, 1977, Walvis Bay has again been or have been gold mining companies the average
administered as part of the Cape Province, and residents rate of tax as determined in accordance with the
have become subject to the South African income tax Act or 35 cents per R 1 whichever is higher.
laws which provide for higher tax rates. Therefore, a (iii) taxable ncome derived from mning for diamonds:
special temporary diminishing rebate on normal tax will 45 cents per R 1 plus a surcharge of 5 percent of
be allowed to persons resident in Walvis Bay on the last such amount and a loan portion of 10 percent
day of the year of assessment, if they were so resident thereof;
for a period of at least six months during such year. This (iv) taxable income derived from mining operations
rebate will commence from the year ended February 28, other than mning for gold or diamonds (or natural
1978, and will be calculated on a sliding scale of 100 ol): the position is the same as in the case of a

percent of the difference between the South-West non-miningcompany (see (i) above);
African and the South African tax for the first year, (v) taxable income derived from mining for natural
diminishing each year thereafter by 25 percent until oil: in respect of taxable income derived from.,
phased out by 1981. mining for natural oil (excluding gas) normal tax

at the rate applying to non-mining income plus an

amount equal to 40 percent of the balance re-

IV. THE FUTURE maining after deducting the normal tax and in
respect of taxable income derived from mining for

After proposing all these benefits the Minister turned to natural oil in the form of gas normal tax at the
some severities (using an expression of Machiavelli), rate applying to non-mining income, the normal
the first relating to the taxation of fringe benefits and and additional taxes chargeable being subject to
the second to a very limited and modest capital gains such a reduction as the Minister of Mines, in con-.

tax. The Minister intends to publish a report in respect sultation with the Minister of Finance, may deter-
of fringe benefits towards the middle of the year, and a mine. Where sulphur, salt or any other mineral is
draft bill on the capital gains tax will be published for won in the course of mining for natural oil, the
comment in the second half of this year. income derived from the mining of sulphur, salt or

other mineral is deemed to be derived from mining
for natural oil.

V. RATES OF INCOME TAX (NORMAL TAX)

Persons other than companies. Persons other than com- VI. RATE OF OTHER TAXES CONTAINED IN THE
panies are, in respect of the taxable income derived in INCOME TAX ACT
the years of assessment ending on February 29, 1980, or

June 30, 1980, subject to the tax at the rates contained Non-resident shareholders' tax. The non-resident share-
in the two tables annexed hereto. These tables are based holders' tax is 15 percent of the amount of the dividend
on taxable amounts remaining after deducting from or interim dividend in question.
taxable income as defined the abatement applicable. Undistributed profits tax. The undistributed profits
Provided the tax is R 150 or more, there is added a tax is 331/3 cents on every R 1 by which the distri-
redeemable loan levy of 10 percent. butable income as defined exceeds the amount of
Companies. The rates for companies in respect of dividends distributed during the specified period as

taxable income derived in the Republic of South Africa defined.
for the year of assessment, that is the financial year Non-residents' tax on interest. The non-residents' tax
ending during the twelve-month period from April 1, on interest is 10 percent on the amount of the interest
1979, to March 31, 1980, are as follows: in question.
(i) taxable income derived otherwise than from mining: Donations tax. The donations tax is at progressiveblock

40 cents per R 1. A surcharge of 5 percent of such rates, the block exceeding R 90,000 being taxable at
tax and a loan portion of 10 percent thereof are to the rate of 25 percent.
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ANNEXURE- Table I ANNEXURE -Table Il
Taxable amount Rates of tax in respect of married Taxable amount Rates of tax in respect .of persons

persons who are not married persons

Where the taxable amount -- Where the taxable amount --

does not exceed R 1,000 7 percentofeach R 1 of the taxable does not exceed R 1,000 10 percent of each R 1 of the taxable

amount; amount;
exceeds but does not exceed exceeds but does not exceed
R 1,000 R 2,000 R 70 plus 8 percent of the amount R 1,000 R 2,000 R 100 plus 11 percent of the amount

by which the taxable amount exceeds by which the taxable amount exceeds
R 1,000; R 1,000;

R 2,000 R 3,000 R 150 plus 9 percent of the amount R 2,000 R 3,000 R 210 plus 12 percent of the amount.

by which the taxable amount exceeds by which the taxable amount exceeds
R 2,000; R 2,000;

R 3,000 R 4,000 R 240 plus 10 percent of the amount R 3,000 R 4,000 R 330 plus 13 percent of the amount

by which the taxable amount exceeds by which the taxable amount exceeds
R 3,000; R 3,000;

R 4,000 R 5,000 R 340 plus 11 percent of the amount R 4,000 R 5,000 R 460 plus 14 percent of the amount

by which the taxable amount exceeds by which the taxable amount exceeds
R 4,000; R 4,000;

R 5,000 R 6,000 R 450 plus 12 percent of the amount R 5,000 R 6,000 R 600 plus 16 percent of the amount

by which the taxable amount exceeds by which the taxable amount exceeds
R 5,000; R 5,000;

R 6,000 R 7,000 R 570 plus 14 percent of the amount R 6,000 R 7,000 R 760 plus 18 percent of the amount

by which the taxable amountexceeds by which the taxable amount exceeds
R 6,000; R 6,000;

R 7,000 R 8,000 R 710 plus 16 percent of the amount R 7,000 R 8,000 R 940 plus 20 percent of the amount

by which the taxable amount exceeds by which the taxable amount exceeds
R 7,000; R 7,000;

R 8,000 R 9,000 R 870 plus 18 percent of the amount R 8,000 R 9,000 R 1,140 plus 22 percent of the

by which the taxable amount exceeds amount by which the taxable amount
R 8,000; exceeds R 8,000.

R 9,000 R 10,000 R 1,050 plus 20 percent of the R 9,000 R 10,000 R 1,360 plus 24 percent of the
amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 9,000; exceeds R 9,000;
R 10,000 R 11,000 R 1,250 plus 22 percent of the R 10,000 R 11,000 R 1,600 plus 27 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 10,000; exceeds R 10,000;
R 11,000 R 12,000 R 1,470 plus 24 percent of the R 11,000 R 12,000 R 1,870 plus 30 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 11,000; exceeds R 11,000;
R 12,000 R 13,000 R 1,710 plus 26 percent of the R 12,000 R 13,000 R 2,170 plus 33 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 12,000; exceeds R 12,000;
R 13,000 R 14,000 R 1,970 plus 28 percent of the R 13,000 R 14,000 R 2,500 plus 36 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 13,000; exceeds R 13,000;
R 14,000 R 15,000 R 2,250 plus 30 percent of the R 14,000 R 15,000 R 2,860 plus 39 percent of the

amount by which the taxable arrount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 14,000; exceeds R 14,000;
R 15,000 R 16,000 R 2,550 plus 33 percent of the R 15,000 R 16,000 R 3,250 plus 42 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 15,000; exceeds R 15,000;
R 16,000 R 18,000 R 2,880 plus 36 percent of the R 16,000 R 18,000 R 3,670 plus 45 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 16,000; exceeds R 16,000;
R18,000 R 20,000 R 3,600 plus 39 percent of the R 18,000 R 20,000 R 4,570 plus 48 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 18,000; exceeds R 18,000;
R 20,000 R 22,000 R 4,380 plus 42 percent of the R 20,000 R 22,000 R 5,530 plus 52 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 20,000; exceeds R 20,000;
R 22,000 R 24,000 R 5,220 plus 45 percent of the R 22,000 R 6,570 plus 55 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 22,000; exceeds R 22,000.
R 24,000 R 26,000 R 6,120 plus 48 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 24,000;
R 26,000 R 28,000 R 7,080 plus 51 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 26,000;
R 28,000 R 30,000 R 8,100 plus 54 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 28,000;
R 30,000 R 9,180 plus 55 percent of the

amount by which the taxable amount

exceeds R 30,000.
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SouthAfrica:
Govemment Notices to give effect to the
amendments in respect of the import sur-

charge, excise and ad valorem excise and
customs duties will be publishedtomorrow.

BUDGETSPEECH1979 The amended and new duties will become
effective on 29 March 1979 and be ap-
plicable to all the importedgoodsconcerned

WhattheMinisterof Financesaid...
which have not been entered for domestic
consumption before tomorrow, and on all
the excisable goods concerned which by
tomorrow have not been removed from

On March 28, 1979 the Minister of Finance pronounced his Budget Speech the premises of manufacturers and owners

the main tax features of which were discussed in the preceding article by of warehouses licensed by the Department
of Customs and Excise.

Dr. Erwin Spiro. We reproduce below -- as far as is relevant -- those parts
of the Finance Minister's Budget Speech which deal with taxation. The net loss of customs and excise revenue

as a result of all these proposalswill amount
to R157,5 million in 1979-'80.

I. INDIRECT TAXATION I expect of the wine industry that the TAX REFORM.

prices, particularly of the less expensive
A. Surcharge on imports natural wines, will immediatley be ad- r

In introducing the Sales Tax Bill last year,
1 As I have said more than once, the justed downwards so as to pass on the I stated that it was the most comprehensive

benefit of the concession to the consumer. measureimport surcharge introduced in 1977 is
The loss of for 1979-'80 is

tax to be applied in South Africa
a temporary fiscal measure which will revenue es- since the introduction of the Income Tax

timated at R2,2 million. Act in 1914 and that it heralded the startbe phased out as circumstances permit.
I now wish to propose that the surcharge D. Grain spirits

of what could be termed a major tax re-

be reduced by 5% from 12.5 to 7.5%. This form programme. I explained that it was

reduction must be passed on by the trader The Board of Trade and Industries ex- the intention to bring about a gradual
to the consume in the form of reduced amined the position of grain spirits is-- shift from direct to indirect taxation in '

prices at the earliest possible opportunity. vis that of cane and wine spirits. To give order to achieve a more balanced dis- -

In most cases the price reduction to effect to the Board's recommendations I tribution of the tax burden over the
the final consumer should be more than propose that the excise duty on grain whole population and a stabilizationof the
5%. spirits be increased from 74579 cents to tax flow, which would ensure that short-
The cost to the Exchequer will amount 80 612 cents per 100 litres absolute falls in one type of tax would not ne-

to R160 million in 1979-'80. alcohol and that an effective duty of cessarily give rise to tax increases in the
79222 cents per 100 litres absolute years to come.

B. Motorcycles alcohol be payable when grain spirits are
This I hope to take another majorused in the production of gin. year

Because of the fuel situation I propose that step forward on this road thanks, chiefly,
the 5% ad ualorem excise and customs duty The additional revenue from this source is to the manoeuvrabilityafforded me by this +-

on motor cycles, auto-cycles and cycles estimated to amount to approximately Rl major new source of revenue, namely the
fitted with auxiliary engines with an engine million. general sales tax, and the underlying
capacity of less than 200 cc be abolished. position of strength from which we are

The loss of revenue for 1979-'80 is es-
E. Dieseluehicles proceeding as a result of our disciplined

timated at R300 000. The necessity for South Africa to use fuel approach to nancial policy in recent

sparingly need not be stressed.My colleague years.
C. Wine and fermented apple, pear and the hon. Minister of Economic Affairs

Before I spell out what I have in mind
orange beuerages and of EnvironmentalPlanning and Energy here, I want to refer to two aspects of

has repeatedly warned that the tendencyLast year the excise duty on unfortified taxation which are being closely studied
to change over to diesel-powered motor-wine was reduced by 3 cents per litre to 4 at present, and also to deal with what
cars and light goods vehicles results in an

cents per litre because it became evident might be called a few housekeepingundesirable increase in the use of dieselthat the excise duty of 7 cents per litre
fuel which in turn creates imbalance

items aimed at tax relief. Machiavelli
tended to have a detrimental effect on the an

once said Severities should be dealt
in the optimum utilization of the country'ssale of natural wines. out all at once, that by their suddenness
oil supplies. Available diesel should rather

Turnover in the wine industry as a whole be reserved for heavy goods vehicles and they may give less offence; benefits should
be handed out drop by drop that theystill has not come up to expectations and stationary engines. be relished the more. (Interjections.)although I do not think that the remaining may

4 cents per litre is a material cost fact or,
I therefore propose that an additional ad I shall start with two severities.
ualorem excise and customs duty of 10%

especially for the more expensive types, I
be imposed diesel-powered motor-cars, A. Fringe benefitsnevertheless would like to propose, as a

on

station wagons and similar dual-purposegesture, that the excise duty on unfortified, The first relates to fringe benefits. These
fortified as well as sparkling wines be re-

motor vehicles, minibuses, light goods are generally resorted to more and more as

duced by 1 cent per litre. In order not to vehicles with a gross vehicle mass not ex-
a method of avoiding taxation and as

disturb the relative position of each in the ceeding 2450 kg, and on certain of the substitutes for cash payments. The em-

overall picture, excise duty on unfortified, lighter types of vehicles designed to ne- ployee is often nowadays more interested
fortified and sparkling fermented apple, gotiate unusual terrain. in what fringe benefits are offered him

pear and orange beverages will also be re- The revenue from this source for 1979-'80 than in his cash remuneration. This ten-
duced by 1 cent per litre. is estimated at R4 million. dency is not unexpected in any country
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with a progressive income tax system and I II. HOUSEKEEPING ITEMS I have considered the representation of
a relatively high rate of inflation but by organized agriculture in this regard and
the same token is not a particularlyhealthY And now for the housekeepingitems: would, therefore, like to propose that,
phenomenon. Both benets are taxable, with effect from the tax year ending on 29
but whereas cash payments are readilY A. Walvis Bay February or 30 June 1980, as the case may
ascertainable and are fully taxed, fringe Since 1 September 1977 Walvis Bay has be, the rate to be applied to the taxable
benefits as a type of remuneration are not income derived by a farmer who has elected

as
always as clearly identifiable or reported, again been administered part of the Cape to be taxed at equalized rates should be theProvince and residents have become sub-
resulting in many instances in them either lower of the equalized rate or the actual
escaping tax or not being taxed at a value ject to the South African income tax laws.

rate applicable to such taxable income.
commensurate with the benet enjoyed

South West African income tax rates are

lower with the result that residents of This proposal does not involve any sacrifice
by the recipient. Walvis Bay have since been faced with of tax revenue for 1979-'80 although for

certain transitional problems. a full year the loss is expected to amount
Both the Standing Commissionon Taxation to R3 million.
and the Department of Inland Revenue The potential depopulation of the area is

have been studying this problem for some viewed with concern by the Government
D. Estate duty

time and a report on the matter is expected and although taxation is not the only
any time now. The Chairman of the factor in the new situation, I wish to pro- Substantial concessions have been made in

Commission has, meanwhile, given me an Pose that a special temporary diminishing recent years to minimize the impact of in-

outline of the findings and recommen- rebate on normal tax be allowed to persons flation on the taxable values of estates, but

dations. I intend publishing this report resident in Walvis Bay on the last day of the problem remains, as someone reminded

towards the middle of the year so that the year of assessment, if they were so me the other day, that where there's awill

comments on the practical application resident for a period of at least six months these are relatives. [Interjections.]
of the proposals ean be submitted and duringsuchyear. This rebatewill commence I now wish to propose that the primary re-

considered before any decisions are taken. from the year ended 28 February 1978, bate and the rebates applicable to children
I want to stress that the Government has and will be calculated on a sliding scale and the surviving spouse of a deceased be
not in any way committed itself to any of 100% of the difference between the increased by R5 000 each. This means, for
kind of decision here. South West African and the South African example, that where a deceased is survived

tax for the rst year, dimishing each year by a wife and two children his estate must
thereafter by 25% until phased out by have a dutiable value in excess of R140 000
1981. before it will be liable for estate duty.

In addition, I wish to propose that the

B. Prouisional tax maximum allowable deduction from the
B. Capitalgains tax total value of an estate in respect of in-

I wish to propose, next, that the threshold
The second severity I wish to refer to is at which provisional tax becomes payable

surance policy proceeds, local registered
due to the constant search for new sources be increased from R500 to Rl 000. The

stock and Land Bank debentures be in-

of revenue to broaden the tax base and effect will be that taxpayers with incomes creased from R70 000 to R80 000, ofwhich

thereby, to a meaningfulextent, to alleviate of less than R1000 per annum from
not more than R40 000 may be in the form
of insurance policy proceeds. This willthe burden of some existing forms of sources other than remunerations will be

en-

taxation. The Department of Inland relieved of the duty of completing two abel a testator to provide for the pay-
Revenue has submitted proposals for a provisional tax forms in addition to their ment of estate duty on an estate of up to

very limited and modest capital gains tax annual income tax return. Of course, all R532000 without the need for disposal of
to the Standing Commission. These were income from whatever source must still any other assets to meet the tax.

considered by the Commission some time be reflected in the annual tax returns and The increased abatements and this en-

ago already. the tax thereon will be reflected in the hanced deduction will apply to the estates

assessments. of persons dying on or after 1 April 1979.

Many misconceptions and even fears have lthough this measure does not entail
These concessionswill entail a loss of R.1,5

arisen as to the form such a tax would take. the sacrifice of any revenue, an amount
million in 1979-'80 and R4 million in a

fullIts inhibiting nature has been exaggerated of R10 million in tax and loan levy re- year.
out of all proportion, its place in the tax ceipts will be deferred to the followingmixture is not always appreciated, and E. Retirementgratuities
sight is quite often lost of the fact that

year when it will again be collected on

assessment. Remuneration, and consequently re-
while normal earnings are fully taxed, tirement benefits, have increased sub-
capital gains which also do add to the stantially in money terms during the past
wealth of the recipient, escape tax com- few years. I feel the time has arrived to in-
pletely. This to me is not altogether fair.

C. Tax rate. Equalization for farmers
the maximum exemption from taxcrease

I feel we should seek a just balance. As a A farmer's income is all too often subject at present allowed in respect of a gratuity
result I have requested the Secretary for to the vagaries of nature. The problen of paid to an ernployee by reason of his re-
Inland Revenue to publish for conment increased taxation caused by inordinatelY tirement or impending retirement, and
a draft Bill on this natter in the second high incomes in exceptionally good years I propose that the current anount of
half of this year. I am encouraged to has been catered for ever since 1968 bY R12 000 be raised to R15 000.
invite public debate on these measures the introduction of a system of five-year
because of the good results obtained by the equalization of tax rates. However, it The loss of revenue for 1979-'80 is esti-

Department of Inland Revenue in the could have the effect, for example, that mated at RO,5 million and for a full year

course of its consultations on the general when four good years are succeeded by a at R2 million.

sales tax last year. Once again I want to bad one, the bad years's taxable income
stress that the Government has not com- could be taxed at a higher rate than that F. Pension and retirement annuity funds
mitted itself to this kind of tax in any which would have applied had the actual The Income Tax Act has for years included

shape or form. rate applicable to such income been used. stipulations designed to encourage people
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to make provision for their retirement or to be able to announce that the Exchange The cost to the Exchequer will be Rlll
for their dependants in the event of early will initiate and operate a market in million for 1979-'80 and R94 million for
death. Whereas the contributions of em- Krugerrand. An open market where prices a full year. Once again, the higher loss for

ployees and employers to pension funds and turnovers are published daily ought to 1979-'80 is due to the recoupment of

can, in most cases, provide for adequate be to everybody'sadvantage. loan levy paid at the higher rate in 1978-'79.
, retirementbenefits, it is not always the case

as far as self-employed persons are con- H. Workers' trainingallowances K. Diuorcedpersons
cerned. Flowing from the recommendationsof the I have received representations from

Many businesses and professional partner- Naud Committee, the Department of divorced or separated persons that they
ships have been converted into companies Labour undertook the implementation of should be treated as married persons for
for the sole purpose of securing the tax an in-service training scheme similar to that income tax purposes. I am unable to agree
advantages flowing from a pension fund, at present enjoyed by Blacks, for all other to such a general change in the law. How-
but this solution I know, is not possible for workers, and I am happy to say that en- ever, the position of the divorced or sepa-
all professions. I have considered the al- abling legislation will be introducedby my rated parent who whollyor mainlysupports
ternative of resolving the problem by colleague the hon. Minister of Labour children of the dissolved marriage out of

allowing partners in, or owners of, busi- during the current session of Parliament. his care or her own resources deserves
nesses and professionalpractices to become We need a more efficient and more highly special consideration. At present such a

members of a pension fund established for skilled labour force in South Africa and I parent is entitled to an additional abate-
the benefit of their own employees, but

propose to contribute towards the achieve- ment of R500 but is treated as unmarried
for a variety of reasons this solution is not ment of this aim by amending the present for tax purposes. I now propose that he or

consideredpractical in all cases. she be taxed as a married person.provision for Black workers' training
l I therefore wish to propse that the present allowances in the Income Tax Act to em- The loss of revenue for 1979-'80 is es-

limitation of R3 500 on contributions to brace the training of all population groups timated at Rl million and for a full year
a reitrement annuity fund by a self- once the enabling labour legislation has at R3 million.

employed person be amended to the effect been approved by Parliament.
that from the tax year ending on 29 The concession will cost the ExchequerR3

L. Financing requirements
February or 30 June 1980, allowable con- million in 1979-'80 and R10 million in Considering the substantial list of conces-a
tributions to such a fund be restricted to full ear. sions I have announced thus far, it is
15% of the member's taxable income necessary to return for a moment to the
derived from his business or profession- I. Income tax surcharge gold and Exchequeraccounts. Hon. memberswill re-

excluding investment income-or R3 500,
on

diamond miningcompanies call that after allowing for the proposed in-
whichever is the greater. creased expenditures, total Exchequerout-

A differential 2/ % tax surcharge imposed
In view of this new ceiling I also wish to

on gold and diamond mining companies lay for next year will amount to Rll 190

propose that the maximum amount al-
over and above the normal company sur-

million. Similarly, after allowing for the

lowable in respect of members' contri- proposed concessions on the revenue side,
charge has been levied for many a year

butions to a pension fund be fixed at 7%% customs and excise receipts are expected
purely as a revenue-raisingmeasure.

of the member's taxable income derived to total Rl 282 million. In the case of

fron his employmentor Rl 750, whichever I think the tine has now come for its Inland Revenue I have proposed various

is the greater. removal, and I propose accordingly. It tax concessions amounting to R52 million,
will apply in respect of all tax years ending excluding consequential loan levy relief,The loss of revenue-includingconsequen- during the 12-month period to 31 which will reduce expected from

tial loan levy loss-for 1979-'80 is estimated up revenue

March 1980. this source to R7 504 million.
at R5 million and for a full year at R10
million. The loss of revenue will amount to R22 In sum, the Exchequer can thus expect

million for the 1979-'80 financial year to collect a total of R.8 786 million,
and R18 million for a full year. The higher which leavesa decit-beforeborrowinrof

G. Transactions in marketable securities loss next year is due to the recoupmentof R2 404 million. After adding loan redemp-
In order to redress somewhat the present surchargepaid at the higherrate in 1978-'79. tions totallingRl 112 million the financing
imbalance in costs between dealing in requirements at this stage amount to
securities here and abroadand to induce the R3 516 million.
market to make greateruse of local facilities, J. Loan levy I that this amount be nancedpropose as
I am of the opinion that a measure of re- Recently I have agreed to the earlier re- follows:
lief should be given. I feel, however, that payment of company loan levies for the

R million

the concession should be of a general 1973 and 1974 tax years. I am fully con-
Public Debt Commissioners 1 350

nature so as to embrace transactions by scious of the need for companies to im- Reinvestmentof maturing stock 856

both residents and non-residents. New stock issues 550
prove their profitability and cash flows in

Non-marketabledebt 300
I therefore wish to propose that the rate of times of lower turnovers and higher costs.

stamp duty payable in respect of regis- By now proposing to lower, for all com-
Loan levies, adjusted for

tration of transfers of marketable securities panies, the present loan levy of 15% to
concessions 444

and the rate of marketable securities tax 10% and thus, for example, effecting a R3 500

payable in respect of every purchase of reduction in the 48% composite rate of tax This leaves me with a deficit of only R16
such securities by a stockbroker on behalf and loan levies for non-gold and non- million before allowing for foreign bor-
of a client, be reduced by one-third from diamond mining companies to 46%. I rowing or the utilization of any available
1 to 1% in respect of transactions in such trust that companies will be encouraged to balances. Nietzsche once said: Gentlemen,
securities concluded on or after 1 April advance their investment and expansion let us distrust our first reactions;they are in-
1979. The loss of revenue is estimated at plans wherever possible. variably much too favourable. I invite
R10 million. I propose that.this reduction be granted in you, therefore, to bear with me for another
While dealing with matters affecting the respect of all tax years ending during the few minutes to see what the final position
JohannesburgStock Exchange,I am pleased 12 months up to 31 March 1980. amounts to.
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The healthy state of the Exchequer re- regard to the income of their citizens a good investment because they always
presents an achievement which I think the wherever resident in the Republic. increase . [Interjections]
Republic can be justly proudof. It probably Approval by Parliament of these measures The rates of tax which I now propose and
reflects at least as sound a position as is to can affect only those Blacks who are not which will be tabled in detail in the form
be found in today's world and proves to citizens of one or the other of the Black of tax proposals, have the following
me once again that in time of need South States. In order that tax relief be as widely features-
Africans, as a nation, are prepared to accept based as possible, the Governments of the
the yoke of increased taxation, of higher various Black States were duly consulted (a) the commencing rate for married
duties and imposts, and of disciplined and have agreed to grant similar relief to persons is reduced from 9 to 7% and

expenditure and conservative financing. their citizens. The Treasuries of the that for single taxpayers from 12 to
10%.

I therefore feel duty bound when oppor-
Black States are, however, unable to absorb

tunity presents itself to propose meaningful this loss and the Government has decided (b) the rate of progression is evened out
to compensate them accordingly. Theconcessions to the man who has been and, in the case of single taxpayers the

responsible for contributing so uncom- position will be reviewed annually in the acceleration in the progression on tax-

plainingly to the State coffers. I am re- light of circumstances prevailing at the able amounts between R4 000 and

ferring here to the individual income time. R8 000 is reduced;and

taxpayer. The relief I am anxious to give The loss of revenue to be borne in (c) a reduction from 60 to 55% is effected
him is closely bound up with what I 1979-'80 is estimated at R33 million for in the top marginal rate of tax, ap-
earlier called a major step forward in the this first phase. licable to that portion of the taxable
reform of the tax system. The reform amount in excess of R30 000-pre-
revolves around improvements in the viously R28 000-in thecase of married
system of taxation of Blacks, more liberal N. Individual income tax persons, and in excess of R22 090 in
abatements, a more gradual run-down of I now wish to deal with personal income respect of unmarried persons.
the abatements themselves,and a reduction tax. I think it was Browning who once
in marginal tax rates. said: The best is yet to be .! I shall, The sum total of these concessions will. .

however, have to leave that to hon. afford considerable and, I feel, just tax
M. Taxation on blacks members' judgement. The amount of tax relief to individual taxpayers. Normally
In last year's Budget Speech, I mentioned payable is determined by two factors, one would have considered reducing loan
that an Interdepartmental Committee was

abatements deducted from income to levies on individuals before adjusting tax
at that time studying the graduated income arrive at the taxable maount and the rate rates, but I feel it preferable to retain these
tax payable under the Black Taxation Act of tax. levies for the time being and to grant re-

of 1969 and that attention would be given The main abatements have remained fixed lief in the form of abatements and rate

to the disparities which existed between for some time now and I propose that they concessions for two reasons: Firstly, it

the tax rates and taxes payable under this be increased as follows-- affords an opportunity to make sub-
Act and under the Income Tax Act, stantial progress with our tax reform
1962. Primary abatement-fromRl 200 to Rl 500 programme and, secondly, it provides the

in the case of a married person and R700 sort of fiscal flexibility which proved so
The Committee has concluded its work and to R1000 in the case of an unmarried useful last year in permitting earlier loan
the Commission for Plural Affairs, after person; levy repayments for the purpose of stim-
consultation with the Department of Additional abatement-applicable to ulating consumptionexpenditure.Inland Revenue, has made certain re- the of 60 years-fromcommendations to my colleague the hon. persons over age

R700 to Rl 000; It is estimated that the expected yield ofMinister of Plural Relations and Devel-
opment. These include: Child's abatement-for each of the first income tax from individualswill be reduced

two children-from R500 to R6OO, and for by as much as R394 million--including a

(a) that with effect from the earliest
each of the third and successive consequential reduction of R36 million in

possible date relief be granted to Black children-fromR6OO to R700; loan levy-in 1979-'80 and by no less than
income tax payers by raising the R516 million-includingR46 million in loan
threshold from which liability for tax Dependant's abatement-from R250 to levy-in a full year.
commences from R361 to Rl 201, R350 and from R100 to R200 depending
and by adjusting the tax rates to on the extent of maintenance provided;
afford relief to all remaining tax. and Benchley once remarked that there are

several ways to apportion the family in-
payers; Medical and insurance abatement-from come, all of which are unsatisfactory.With

(b) that steps be taken to achieve parity Rl 000 to Rl 200 in respect of married due respect for him, however, I believe I
between the income tax payable by persons and from R750 to R950 in respect may have succeeded in achieving a more
Black and other taxpayers;and of unmarried persons. just apportionment of earnings between

(c) that the phasing in of these steps be At present the aggregate of these abate- the taxpayerand the tax collector.
done with due regard to the costs ments is reduced by R2 for every R10 by Permit me to quote just a few examples
involved and their administrative which taxable income exceeds R5 000. I to illustrate the effects of these proposals:
feasibility, but that the aim must be to now propose, in addition to the higher (1) The abatements for a married person
achieve parity within the next three abatements, that their rate of diminution with two children and with R500 in
years. be decreased to Rl for every R10 of the medical fees and insurance will hence-

taxable income in excess of R5 000. forth only fallI am glad to be able to announce that these away entirely at the

recommendations have been accepted by The introduction of these concessionsalone R37000 income level as against the
the Government and will be implemented entails a very considerable sacrifice of tax present R18 500 level.
with effect from 1 May 1979 in three revenue but I deem it desirable to go one (2) The total tax plus loan levy payable by
phases. The Black States have taxing step further at this stage and announce married persons under the age of 60
powers in terms of the Black States substantial changes also in the tax rates-if years with two children will be as
Constitution Act of 1971, inter alla, in only to disprove the saying that taxes are follows:
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Taxable Present Proposed Decrease
income tax tax COMPARATIVESUMMARYOF THE STATE REVENUE ACCOUNT

R R R R %
2 700 45 -- 45(100) Revised Budget Percent-
3 000 72 21 51 (71) figure figure age
5 000 297 194 103 (35) 1978-'79 1979-'80 change

10 000 1276 921 355 (28) Rm Rm Rm %
15 000 3 031 2 259 772 (26) Expenditure:
20 000 5 192 4 303 889 (17) Printed Estimate(R.P. 2-1979;
25 000 7 832 6 890 942 (12) First print) 11 034
30 000 11 000 9 979 1 021 (9) ,:- Plus: Budget proposals in respect of:
40 000 17 600 16 148 1 452 (8) Pension concessions 59,8

(3) In the case of married persons over Sasol I l extension 50,0

the age of 60 years with no minor Assistance to farmers 6,4

children, liability for income tax will Consolidation of Black States 20,0
commence at an income level of Subsidy on bread 20,0
R2 501 as against the present Rl 901. 156,2 say 156

These proposals will apply to tax years
Total Expenditure 10 000 11 190 11,9

ending 29 February or 30 June 1980,
as the case may be. Revenue:

Inland Revenue at existing rates
More needs to be done in the field of (excluding loan levies) 7556
income tax reform but I feel further steps Less: Taxation proposals in re-
will have to wait for another day. There is spect of:
an old English saying: Alwaysputoff until Provisional taxpayers 9,0
tomorrow the things you should not do Estate duty 1,5
today. Retirementgratuities 0,5

Retirement annuities 4,5
O. Taxaton of income of marred women Stamp duty and marketabe

There is, nevertheless, one further conces- securities tax 10,0
sion which I feel should still be made today, Training of workers 3,0
one that will apply to the earnings of Surcharge on gold and diamond

married women. mines 22,0
Divorced 1,0

.

personsHon. members will recall that in dealing I ncome tax on Blacks 33,0with this matter in the House two years Income tax on individuals, 358,0
ago I said that I agreed with the conclusion Married working women 12,0
of the Standing Commission on Taxation
and the Department of Inland Revenue 454,5 say 455

,.,

that the root of our problem is rather the 6 591 7 101 7,7
high marginal rate of income tax on in-

Customs and Excise existing rates 1 439 tat
dividuals and that it would be desirable to Plus: Taxation proposals in re-
lower it as soon as the fiscal situation of :spect
permitted. Excise duty on grain spirits 1,0
I am therefore grateful that we have Excise duty on diesel vehicles 4,0
succeeded to an important extent in doing 5,0 5
just that, but I feel I can go one step
further. I wish to propose that for tax 1 444

purposes the deduction of R750 from the Less. Taxation proposals in respect
earnings of married women be increased of:
to R900 with effect from the tax years Surcharge on inports 1600
ending 29 February or 30 June 1980, as Excise duty or motor cycles 0,3
the case may be. Excise duty on wine 2,2
The estimated loss of revenue-including 162,5 say 162
the loan levy-for 1979-'80 will be R13,5
million and for a full year R18 million. 1 493 1 282 -14,1

Total revenue 8 084 8 383 3,7
P. Foreign loans and the stabilization Deficit (beforc; loars) 1916 2 807 46,5

account
Loan Redemptions:The effect of all the income tax conces-

Dorrestic loans 1 379 935sion on individuals will be to reduce
loan levy receipts by R38 million. If one

Foreigri loars 234 136

adds to this the tax concessions totalling
Loan levies 266 10

R403 million in respect of income tax,
I M F crc!dits 271 31

taxation on Blacks and the earnings of 2 150 1112 -48,3
married women, the earlier deficit of Financing Requirements 4 066 3 91'9 '

3,6--

R16 million will now increase to R457
million. (Continued on next pagel
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indirect taxation, which remains one of
(Continued) Revised Budget Percent- the long-term objectives of tax reform

figure figure age in South Africa..

1978-'79 1979-'80 change In regard to short-term policy, the BudgetRm Rm Rm % makes it clear that it is not our aim to

Financing: stimulate the economy in the first in-
Domestic loans: stance through increased government

Public Debt Commissioners 1 400 1 350 spending. On the contrary, provision is
Reinvestmentof maturing stock 856 made foran increase in governmentspending
New stock issues 2 047 550 of less than 12%, which is not much more

Non-marketabledebt: 300 than the present rate of inflation. What
National Defence Bonds 90 our policy is aimedat, is the encouragement
Bonus Bonds 100 of expansion in the private sector. It is to

Treasury Bonds 100 this end that I have proposed net tax and
Other 10 loan levy concessions amounting to R762

million.
300

Foreign loans 110 200 Taking the Budget as a whole, the main
fiscal stimulus to the private sector will be

Loan levies at existing rates 556
Less: Concessions to companies imparted through the planned increase in

the total deficit, excluding borrowing, of
and individuals 150

46.5% to a figure of R2 807 million.
406 516 406

Use of surplus of previous year 129 36 This increase amounts to about 2% of
Transfer from StabilizationAccount -- 221 gross domestic product and represents a

significant addition to the direct income
4 202 3919

generated by the Government's fiscal
operations. It should have a substantial

Balance: 136 expansionary impact on private consumer
Disposal of 1978-'79 surplus: and investment spending, and therefore on

Transfer to Special Defence the rate of economic growth.
Account 100

Transfer to 1979-'80 financial year 36 As part of the proposed financing of this
deficit, provision is furthermore made for
the transfer of the expected balance of
R36 million at the end of the current
nancial year to the new year and a

A source of financing which I have not printed version of the Budget Speech (see drawing on the Stabilization Account of
dealt with yet is foreign borrowing. chart). R221 million. These nancing methods
South Africa's credit rating abroad has should have the effect of moderately
improved remarkably during the past increasing the money supply and thereby
year and the borrowing situation in the V. CONCLUSION also promotingeconomic expansion.
international market is better than it has
been for quite some time. I should therefore The Budget I have introduced today, like The overriding conclusion to be drawn
like to propose that a portion of this deficit that of last year, contains elements of from this Budget is, I believe, that financial
be financed by raising new loans abroad structural tax reform and elementsof short- discipline is the key to the success of
amounting to the equivalent of R200 term economic policy. economic policy. In difficultcircumstances,
million. Of this amount a substantial South Africahas respondedto the economic
sum has already been secured, leaving The main elements of tax reform are the challenges confronting it with courage and
only a srnall balance still to be found. lowering of and adjustments to income determination. When the situation called
By adding to this the surplus of R36 tax scales, the increases in abatements, the for restrictive action, governmentspending
million carried over from 1978-'79, and decrease in the rate of diminution of

was curbed, taxes were raised, bank credit
by drawing an amount of R221 million abatements, and the initiation of a pro- and the money supply were restrained and
as a balancingtransferfrom the Stabilization gramme of phasing out the disparities interest rates were allowed to rise. Sacrifices
Account, I feel confident that we shall be between income taxes paid by Blacks and

were made by both the public and private
able to achieve the targets we have set for others. sectors. Today we are reaping the benefits
ourselves in the coming year. Following upon the introduction of the of these policies. There can be no question

general sales tax and the reductions in that it was our strategy of discipline and
IV. SUMMARY direct taxes announced in last year's consolidation which laid the foundation

Budget, these new steps should have the for today's Budget and for our new co-

As is customary, a summary of the Gov- effect of shifting the burden of taxation ordinated scal and monetary policy of
ernment's accounts is subjoined in the somewhat further from direct towards growth from strength.
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DiscussiononCaoitalTaxation-PAR 2
oy ean-Louo-a*

A REASONEDAPPROACH: NO RECOURSE TO A NEW TAX BUT A REFORM OF EXISTING DUTIES

In the first part of this article the effortsof the Ventejol wealth distribution if not actually to reduce such in-

Blot Mraud Committee were described which re- equalities.-- --

sulted in an ex tensive and in-depth study of the ele- In this connection it is interesting to recall that this line
ments of various kinds ofpossible capital tax systems in of argument was also used by the authors of the official
order to demonstrate what sort of reform should be documents published by the Irish and British govern-
adopted in France to improve the French capital tax ments, respectively, on February 28, 1974 (Capital
system. The members of the Committee, in the last part taxation) and in August 1974 (Wealth tax). 17

of their report, gave an extensive explanationorganized
along the following lines: In the first of these documents, a distinction is made be-

tween the arguments related to the problem of equity
1. A summary of some of the reasons which justify ca- and the arguments connected with social justice. How-

pital taxation; ever, one can find once more the same motives as those
2. The weighing of the advantages and disadvantages of the French Committee,viz.:

connected with the adoption of an Annual Wealth 4

Tax (A. W.T.), takng into account important factors Contribution in proportion to ability to pay was

such as fiscal equity and economic and administra- [formerly] considered solely in terms of the income...

tiue efficiency; of taxpayers. It is now generally recognised, how-

3. The justification of the capital transfer tax system ever, that income of the taxpayer alone is not neces-

(in the sense of an inheritance and gift tax system) sarily a complete test of taxable capacity or of abili-

from the social, economic and administrativepoints ty to pay. Fair treatment in a taxation context re-
;,

of uiew; quires that individual citizens in similar circumstan-

4. The presentation of the reform proposals of the ces be treated on a basis bf equality. Income, in the ,

Committee in relaton to the aims set by it. commonly accepted sense of the term, is not the :
sole measure of comparative circumstances.( 46,

The thought process of the Committee is characterized p. 23)
by an internal coherence which can only be understood Wealth gives its possessor advantages even when no

if the presentation of its main logical arguments is fol- money income is derived from it. The enjoymentof

lowed in the same order as indicated under points 1 the possession of works of art or of anitique furni-

through 4 above. Any other method of analyzing the ture cannot be quantified or evaluated.

Committee's line of argument -- which reaches its con- Capital also confers security. Income from capital
clusion after a well-documentedanalysis of the technical is permanent and transmissible.... There are addi-

and juridical aspects -- would present the risk of doing tional advantages in the ownership of capital which

injustice/to the line of thought of the Committeeand its are not quantifiable in income terms, e.g. social

reporter. Nevertheless the author of this article will ven- status, prestige and influence. ( 47 and 48, pp.

ture to make some personal comments concerning the 23-24)
different points discussed by the Committee. The promotion of social justice requires that the

tax system should contribute to the achievementof
a more equitable distribution of wealth and income

A. WHY CAPITAL TAXATION in the community. A proportionate or even a pro-

The Committee'sopinion is that there exist three prima- * Research Fellow at the University of Nice and the Center
ry justifications for he taxation of capital. -In the first

for InternationalTax Research.
place, the possession of a certain amount of wealth in-

17. Capital Taxation, laid by the Minister for Finance be-
creases the owner's taxable capacity. Secondly, it seems fore each House of the Oireachtas, Government Publications
legitimate to discriminate for tax purposes between n- Sale Office, Prl. 3688, Dublin, Eire. Wealth Tax, Green Paper
come frm capital and income from work. Finally, the presented to Parliament by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
taxation of capital would normally serve to counteract (Denis Healey) by command of Her Majesty, HMSO, Cmnd.
the tendency towards an increase of inequalities in 5704, London.
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gressive income tax will not achieve this objective be easy to recognise that persons deriving the second
since it will have no effect on the distribution of sort of income have more means to take -independent
existing accumulations of wealth. It can only to a decisions and have more freedom of action than those
very limited extent prevent the accumulationof new who receive only the first kind. Since the taxation of
concentrations of wealth.... In the absence of a com- capital would result in a higher tax burden on income

prehensive system of capital taxation the bulk of from capital than on income from work, the difference
this increase in wealth will accrue to those who are between the two kinds of incomes would be taken into

already wealthy. A tax system which is ineffective account. One could say that through the introductionof
in distributing existing wealth cannot hope to devel- an A.W.T. the theoretical principle revenue connu

op a greater effectiveness in distributing the accre- gal, imptgal (equal incomes will be subject to equal
tions of that wealth.( 50 and 52, p. 24) tax) would be replaced by potentialits de dpenses

gales, imptgal (equal potential to spend will be sub-
In the second document, the emphasis is put on the ne-

ject to equal tax). Secondly, the introduction of an
cessity to seek out an equitable distributionof the pub- A.W.T. in the French tax system would allow remedya
lic burden and to succeed in establishing a society cha- for the fiscal injustice caused by the introductionof the
racterized by fewer social and economic inequalities: capital gains tax. Under this tax only gains which are

The fundamental purpose of the wealth tax is to realized through the sale or other disposal of assets are

make the distribution of the tax burden accord taxed, whereas under the A.W.T. the owner of assets
more closely with taxable capacities and thereby whose value has increased over the years will be brought
contribute to the creation of a more equitable socie- in the tax net, whether these assets are sold or not. This
ty in which social divisions characterised by differ- would be more equitable since the owner of an asset
ences of wealth are reduced and in which social and who is not forced to sell the asset will generally be
economic power created by the possession of wealth financially stronger than a person who is forced to do
is less concentrated than at present. ( 71, p. 20) SO.

This document was presented by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, D. HEALEY, with the following comments: The preference of the Committee for the improvement
of the current French inheritance and gift tax system

The Government is committed to use the taxation
over the introduction of an A.W.T. seems to be more

system to promote greater social and economic justified if one takes into account the purpose of redis-
equality. This requires a redistribution of wealth as tribution of wealth. Of course, it is possible to reach the
well as income. Thoroughgoing reforms are needed conclusion that for this purpose the best conceivable
in the taxation of capital.... One of the main pur- method very likely consists in a limitation of the possi-
poses of personal direct taxation is to share out the bilities to transfer individual wealth by way of a gift or
burden of taxation fairly in accordance with ability at death and to check the power to transfer wealth.
to pay. In this country [Great Britain] we have come Such action would have more chance to succeed if it
to think of income as the main yardstick of taxable

were supplemented by an effective policy to stimulate
capacity and have sought to promote a greater equa- saving and by a limitation of the power to accumulate
lity through a progressive income tax. However, in- wealth.
come by itself is not an adequate measure of taxable

capacity. The ownership of wealth, whether it pro- However, the effect of redistribution of wealth through
duces income or not, adds to the economic resour- an inheritance and gift tax will probably be more signi-
ces of a taxpayer so that the person who has wealth ficant in a country where transfer of assets by way of
as well as income of a given size necessarily has a gift or at death is firmly embedded in the social struc-
greater taxable capacity than one who has only in- ture. The author is inclined to believe that this is indeed
come of that size. ... Once the additional taxable ca- the case in France. A sample survey in 1970 carried out
pacity represented by ownership of wealth is ade- in France by the French Institute of Public Opinion
quately brought into charge, excessive inequalities (I.F.O.P.) shows that: ... the principle of transfer of
of wealth will in time be eroded, and it will be wealth through inheritance is very broadly accepted:
possible to reduce the high rates of tax on earned in- nine Frenchmen out of ten declare themselves favorable
come. (Foreword,p. iii)

Therefore, one cannot be surprised to note that, except
for Eire where the A.W.T. was experimented with for 18. In the Republic of Eire, the Wealth Tax Act adopted in 1975
three years, 18 the acceptance of these arguments has constituted only part of the general reform of the capital taxa

led to a rejection of the A.W.T. and a thorough reform system. However, the wealth tax was abolished in 1978.
of the capital transfer tax system. However, it should be 19. The Law No. 59-1472 of December 28, 1959 introduced a

noted that in the particularcase of France the adoption unitary income tax system in France, i.e. it introduced the single
of the A.W.T. formula would have had at least two ad- tax on the income of individual persons (impt unique sur le reve-

vantages which are not to be expected from even the nu des personnes physiques or I.R.P.P.) which replaced the pro-

best system of capital transfer tax. In the first place, it portional (income) tax (taxe proportionnelle)and the progressive
surtax (surtaxe progressive). For further details see: Ams and

would be the best means to re-introduce a more just results of the Law of December 28,1959, introducing the tax on

policy, from a social point of view, than the present one the income of physical persons, study presented by the Section
which has led since 1959 19 to similar tax treatmentof of Finance, Credit and Taxation the Report by Mr Michelon

income derived from work (earned income) and in- Richard of November 28, 1967, Economic and Social Council,
come derived from capital (unearned income). It will Paris, 156 p.
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to it. 20 In their book La Richesse des Franais, A. Ba- average rate of 0.5 percent, would be very low, i.e.
heau and D. Stauss-Kahn write that -- according somewhere between 1,000,000,000 and 1,500,000,000
to their computation -- during recent years more than Fr. Frs., whereas the administrative cost as well as social
50 percent [of the wealth] possessed by households psychic cost would not be negligible. The administrative
has been acquired through inheritance. 21 cost is estimated to amount to approximately 10 per-

The Committee has certainly paid attention to this as-
cent of the yield of the A.W.T.

pect of the behavior of the French, but also pondered Before declaring itself in favor of an alternative solution
the fact that, as was correctly remarked by L.C. Thurow to that of the introductionof an A.W.T. the Committee
in the particular case of the United States: discusses the advantages which are inherent in the capi-

... in theory, inheritance and gift taxes could re- tal transfer tax system.
duce the concentration of wealth substantially. In
practice, loopholes have become so large that in-
heritance taxes have virtually ceased to exist: collec- C. THREE REASONSWHY A CAPITAL TRANSFER

tions amount to an annual wealth tax of less than TAX IS SUPERIOR TO AN A.W.T.
0.2 percent. For all practical purposes, gift and in-
heritance taxes do not exist in the United States. According to the Committee a capital transfer tax can

They do not stop wealth from being transferred be justified on the grounds of (i) social efficiency, (ii)
from generation to generation. 22 economic effects and (iii) the ease with which the ad-

ministration can be accomplished.
A similar opinion was expressed with respect to the Bri-
tish Estate Duty which was in 1974 replaced by the pre-

In this part of the Committee's report the proposed re-

sent Capital Transfer Tax: the Estate Duty was fre- form begins to take shape. In the first place, the capital
quently considered as a voluntary tax! transfer tax to be introduced should become an effec-

tive instrument to control the factors which govern to a
The deficiencies of the present French legislation with large degree economic inequality. It should also be a
respect to capital transfers lead to the conclusion that means to compensate inequalities inherent in birth. With
the French inheritance tax is currently not a good in-

a view to attaining this goal, it is necessary to limit to a
strument for furthering an equitable distribution of reasonable extent the amount of wealth which can be ,i
wealth and for reducing current wealth inequalities. This transferred to heirs and donees by very rich persons '

opinion leads to a further conclusion,viz. that a reform and to take into account in a simple and equitable 4
of the French capital transfer tax system is at this mo-

manner the size of families, which is a fundamental fac- +

ment more necessary than anything else. The latter con- tor with respect to the inequality of opportunitiesand,clusion is strongly supported by a critical analysis of the finally, to avoid by suitable exemption measures the
arguments brought forward by the advocates of an taxation of small transfers and to facilitate the transfer
A.W.T. of small and medium amounts of wealth... (Report, p. +

178).
B. WHAT CAN BE EXPECTED FROM THE A similar reform proposal was actually presented by an-

ADOPTION OF AN A.W.T. other Committee -- i.e. the Committee on Social In-

equalities -- whose main concern was to complete the
,

The Committee in its report reviews the various argu- actions to break up the present structure of primary in-

ments presented by the supporters of the introduction come distribution by a more efficient and equitable re-

of an A.W.T. in the French tax system, keeping in mind distribution (Report of this Committee, p. 54). The

those purposes of a tax reform which it considers essen- Committee Reporter wrote that in order to arrive at this

tial, i.e. social and economic justice, economic efficien- result: ...the capital transfer tax system could be used

cy and net productivity of the tax (by considering the in two ways to contribute to the reduction of inequali-
minimisation of the cost of collection and administra- ties of wealth between families. The first one was pre-
tion and maximisation of the financial yield). cisely: ... to take into account the resources -- of capi-

tal and income -- ofheirs for the computationof [succes-These arguments and -- where pertinent -- their refuta-
tion are presented in Table VIII.

With a view to completing its refutation of the argu- 20. See Attitude of the French towards capital transfers at

ments most currently brought forward in favor of the death, published in Sondages- French review ofpublic opinion,

introduction of an A.W.T., the Committee indicates 1970, No. 4, pp. 33-36. This is confirmed by a more recent

sample survey in March 1976 by Sofres for the newspaperLe Fi-
some negative economic effects which might be expect- garo.
ed if this method of taxation were introduced and if the 21. Published in 1977 by the Presses Uniuersitairesde France, see
tax were imposed -- as is the case in the majority of for- 197. For further details and information thep. more see papers
eign A.W.T. legislations -- on real property, whether presented Wealth accumulation and distribution, Paris, 5-7,on

used for dwelling purposes or for professional use, on July 1978;moreinparticularthepapersofDennis Kessler. Wealth
stocks and bonds and on all business assets. transmissionsand of Andr Masson and DominiqueStauss-Kahn:

Finally, the Committee even further justifies its rejec- Accumulation, transmission and wealth inequalities in France.
22. See: Generating inequality, MacMillan Press Ltd., London,tion of the A.W.T. by stating that -- according to a pru- 1975, p. 197. As we observed in the first part of this paper, the

dent estimate -- the revenue to be expected from an United States Federal capital transfer consideredtax system was

A.W.T., were it to be introduced in 1979 in France at an by the Committee as an example to follow.
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TABLE Vill

THE PROS AND CONS OF THE A.W.T.

Arguments in favor ofan A.WT. Observationsofcontrary opinionspresentedby the Committee

The A.W.T. is

IA A means to arrive at a higher degree of fiscal equity I,B Fiscal equity will also be increased by certain improvementsof exist-

ing taxes so that there is no need to introduce a new tax which would

lead to a fundamental change in individual customs and uses and in

the relationship between taxpayers and the tax adm inistration

Il A A tool for the reduction of inequalities in wealth and ll B A substantial reduction of inequalities in wealth would require a

consequently also for the reduction of social relatively high tax rate (confiscatory rate). In such a case the taxpayer

inequalities would not be able to pay the A.W.T. out of his income

III A A neans to improve the tax administration's IIIB The tax administration generally receives sufficient information

possibilities to check on wealth and incomes regarding taxpayers but lacks the means to make adequate use of

them and to check on them, both with respect to their quality and to

their credibility

IVA An instrument to compensate for too Iow tax assess- IVB In France, the Land Tax (impt foncier) partially fulfills this func-

ments because of incorrect tax declarations tion. However, the argument has only a theoretical value since in

practice it would be necessary to find a perfect method to estimate

income from various sources

VA A means to correct the situation in which non- VB It will only be possible to take a relatively srnall number Of such

monetary (psychic) income is not subject to tax benefits nto account for tax purposes. For instance, the Tax on

Improved Real Property (impt sur le foncierbti) can be supple-
mented by a tax on presumed rentals. Other elerrents of wealth, like

jewelry, would not be so easy to spot and to value, so that the psychic
income resulting from their possession would escape taxation

VIA A means to tax capital gains on an accrual basis and VI B Potential capital gains are eventually only temporary. Taxng reaised

thus to supplement taxalion of realised capital gains gains is more realistic. Anyway, the A.W.T. should only tax on a per-

manent basis the increased value, i.e. the newly created abilily to pay

tax. A capital gains tax has the advantage that it is an ad hoc penalty
on speculative gains.

Vll A An incentive (i) to dispose of assets which are not Vll B This implies that everyone acts rationally and always serves his own

sufficiently productive; (ii) to select the best invest- interest. However, certain decisions are often taken for purely senti-

ments; (iii) to increase the mobility of productive nental reasons which show little rationality. There is one risk an

assets; and (iv) to use them in an optimal nanner A.W.T. could be an incentive to invest ir assets which can easily be

hidden fron the fisc and it could stirulate a capital flow to foreign
countries where capital is treated nore favorably.

V Il l A An incentive for enterprises to invest in labor rather Vlll B This argumenl is not sufficiently realistic and moreover it is

than in taxed capital erroneoijs. It may be true that an and machine are in competition
in the short run ard at a nicro-economiclevel, however, they supple
nent each other in the lorg run and at a macro-economic level
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sion] duties to be paid on every transfer in connection D. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED REFORM
with death (with of course an exemption for a certain AND ITS PURPOSES
minimum amount). 23

In order to understand better the Committee's recom-

mendationswith respect to a reform of the capital trans-
Secondly, the various negative economic effects which fer taxes it is useful to show the relations which exist
are inherent in an A.W.T. - particularly in the case of between the aims and the of the proposedmeans re-

taxation of industrial, commercial and agriculturalbusi- form. This is the main purpose of Table IX.
nesses -- would not manifest themselves in case of an

improved capital transfer tax system. In particular, a

succession tax is not shifted to other persons and does
not lead to particular payment difficulties. Even if such
taxation would present a risk for the survival or develop- E. CONCLUSION

ment of the business of which the owner - whether he
is a sole proprietor or has a majority interest -- was the The Committee's Report has a threefold merit, i.e.: (i)
decedent it would be possible, according to the Com- it proposes new and feasible solutions, ii) it demon-

mittee, to find solutions to such problems connected strates the numerous difficulties which must be solved

with the transfer of property which are not economical- in order to reconcile various goals set, and (iii) it meets

ly prejudicial to the financial situation of the heirs or to the wishes of President Giscard d'Estaing, 25 of the

the economic continuity of enterprises or businesses Committee Mraud 26 and of a large number of French-

which the decedent possessed (Report, p. 179). men. Moreover the reform proposals it contains are very
courageous. On the one hand, it is common know-

The Report indicates that here lies a serious problem for ledge that it is risky to propose an amendment of
small and medium-sized businesses which needs careful French inheritance tax since the French feel strongly
study. Probably the best way to approach this problem about being able to transfer capital. Therefore, this
is in terms of business economics and not only in fiscal attitude will present a serious handicap for any reform
terms. On this matter J Boswell has advocated a tough- and it will certainly mobilise the taxpayers to oppose
er inheritance tax system supplementedby financial aid the proposals. On the other hand, it is impossible to ig-
from the governmentas follows: 24

nore the fact that to abandon the idea of the introduc-
It is hard to resist the conclusion that the best tion of an A.W.T. will be repugnant to those persons
point at which to secure changes -- humanely as who are in favor of this tax. A recent sample survey
well as effectively -- is when small firm bosses reach shows that 60 percent of the French are for the intro-
retirement or die. The method would be a combina- duction of an A.W.T. and that 47 percent consider the
tion of tougher inheritance taxation with public ac- French capital transfer system to be completely un-

tion to deal with transitionalproblems... If a private just. 27

company sector is to be retained and indeed re-

inforced by new blood, ... then established wealth A great number of amendments and improvements will
should be transferred from old sectors to new uses. certainly be presented when the reform proposals are

Inheritance taxation, rather than taxes on annual discussed. One can be fairly certain that two very im-
wealth or income, is classically the best way of faci- portantpoints will emerge:
litating this. Coupled with other measures, a reduc- (i) it will be argued that the surtax is inequitable in
tion of inheritance would help to prevent two great those cases where the inheritor's or donee's wealth
sources of waste: the decline of many good firms stems from his own efforts rather than from do-
and the unhealthy survival of many bad ones. nations or inheritancesreceived by him; and

(ii) many persons will object to the principle of taxation
on a lifetime cumulative basis as is the case under

Thirdly, the sole fact that the Legislature could intro- the British capital transfer tax system.
duce a reform of an existing tax (whose yield is already
four times the expected yield of an A.W.T.) would make It is also true that the Report already goes very far by
it possible to maintain if not even to increase fiscal pro- proposing the surtax and the revision of rates and ex-

ductivity. emptions and that no reform of any part of the French
tax system will be easily accepted by the French tax-

Moreover, since one would have to do with an old
payers, even if these would only affect a very small

tax it would not be necessary to create new administra- category.tive services for the assessment and collectionof the tax
and the checking of the taxpayers. Thus it is hoped that
administrative costs, which are estimated to be 10 per-
cent of the gross yield under an A.W.T., can be reduced 23. See: Report of the Committeeon 'Social inequalities , La

to only 2.5 percent as is currently the case for the suc- DocumentationFranaise, Paris, 1975, p. 59.

cession tax. 24. See: The rise and decline of small firms, London, G. Allen

and Unwin, 1972, pp. 185 et seq.
This need to maintain the productivity of the succession 25. See: Dmocratie franaise, Paris, Fayard, 1976, Chapter
tax at a high level is one of the five goals enunciated by VII.
the Committee for the tax reform whose essential ele- 26. See note 23, supra.
ments are described in the next section. 27. Le Nouvel Obseruateur, November 30, 1976, pp. 59 et seq.
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TABLE IX

PURPOSES MEANS

TRANSFER IN THE DIRECT LINE
1. The re-establishmentof a Exemption o Revaluation of the basis of the exemption accorded in 1959

higher degree of progressivity (100,000 Fr.Frs.), taking into account economic development
since 1959. Multiplication factors which could be used are:

3.09 (price increase since 1959); or-

7 (increase of average wealth since 1959)-

o Regular adjustment of the exemption to take into account mone-

tary development
Rates o Ranging from 5 to 40 percent

o 40 percent rate applicable to gifts and inheritances exceeding
2,000,000 Fr.Frs.

o Regular adjustment of brackets to take into account monetary
development

Tax credit o Minimum increase: to take into account price developmentsfrom

1952-1978, i.e. multiply the present credit of 2,000 Fr.Frs. by 4;
o Maximum increase: multiply the present credit by a multiplication

factor higher than 4 in conformity with the Government'swish to

increase the birth rate.

OTHER TRANSFERS
Exemption o Increase for brothers and sisters (150,000 Fr.Frs. in 1979)

o Increase of the minimum exemption (10,000 Fr.Frs. in 1970)
Rate o Uniform rate for all persons other than those in the direct line:

30 to 60 percent
o 60 percent rate applicable to gifts and inheritancesexceeding

2,000,000 Fr.Frs.

General measures o Reduction of the tax burden for small and medium-sized transfers

2. The reduction of the growth of private o Imposition of a surtax which is a function of the wealth of the
wealth through capital transfer beneficiaries:

full exemption if the inheritance or gift tax is less than 10,000--

Fr.Frs.
deduction allowed on the nheritor's or donee's wealth of--

1,000,000 Fr.Frs.
the standard inheritance or gift tax is multiplied by a co--

efficient which ranges from 1 if the inheritor's or donee's wealth
is 1,000,000 Fr.Frs. to 1.5 if this wealth exceeds 10,000,000or

12,000,000 Fr.Frs.

3. The extension of the taxable base to total o The inheritance and gift tax should be a function of total wealth
wealth of decedent, inheritor and donee of the decedent

o The surtax should be a function of total wealth of the inheritor
or donee

o The existing exemptionsand other favored treatmentshould be
either abolished or revised

4. The removal of opportunities to avoid tax o Revision of the gift tax system by introducing a degressive reduc-
tion of the tax which is a function of the age of the decedent (no
reduction being available when the decedent reaches the age of 65)

o Taxation of importantgifts which are directly handed over to the
donee (such as cash amounts)

o After death, safe deposit boxes of the decedent should be inspect-
ed

o Control of any changes of a matrimonial contract

o Removal of possibilities to hide certain assets from the fisc

5. The prevention of loss of revenue o Revision of the rates and exemptionswhich are applicable to sub-
stantial transfers (inheritancesor gifts)

o Imposition of a surtax on wealthy inheritors or donees
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Annual wealth tax and success on duties - PART Il
A selected bibliography Books published in French
In the first part of this bibliography, the reader will find the -- BABEAU, A., STRAUSS-KAHN, D., La richesse des
reports in which the problems and proposals concerning the franais, Paris: P.U.F., 287 p.
A.W.T. and succession duties are presented in the same -- GROSCLAUDE, J., L'mpt sur la fortune, Paris:
manner as in the Ventejol -- Blot -- Mraud.CommitteeRe- Berger-Ievrault,1976, 225 p.
port; in the second part, the major books and articles on -- LATTES, R., La fortune des franais, Paris: J.-C.
the same subjects are listed. In those instances where only a Lattes, 1977, 278 p.
portion is relevant to the questions treated in this article,
the page numbers are indicated in parentheses. Books published in English
PARTI

-- ATKINSON, A.B., Unequal Shares, London: Allen and
Unwin, Penguin Press, 1972, 279 p.

O.E.C.D. -- BRACEWELL-MILNES,J.B., Is CapitalTaxationFair,
L'imposition des personnes physiques sur la fortune, London: Institute of Directors, Oct. 1974, 114 p.--

les mutations et les gains en capital (The taxation of net -- FLEMMING, J.S., LITTLE, I.M.D., Why We Need a

wealth, capital transfers and capital gains of individuals), Wealth Tax, London: Methuen, 1974, 33 p.
Report of the Committee on Fiscal Affairs of O.E.C.D., -- KAY, J.A. and KING, M.A., The British Tax System,
Paris: 1979, 213 p. (pp. 9 ff.). London: Oxford University Press, 1978, 275 p. (pp. 157-

175).
Australia -- MEADE, J.E. (Chairman) Committee, The Structure

and Reform of Direct Taxation, London: I.F.S./All,en andTaxation review committee, Full Report, Canberra:--

Australian Government Publishing Service, 1975, 594 p.
Unwin, 1978, 533 p. (pp. 317-366).
--

(pp. 439-511). MUSGRAVE, R.A., MUSGRAVE,P.B.,PublicFinance
in Theory andPractice, Tokyo - Dsseldorf: McGraw Hill --

Canada Kogakusha, 1973, 762 p.
SANDFORD, C.T., Taxing Personal Wealth, London:--

Commission Royale d'Enqute sur la fiscalit (Royal Allen and Unwin, 1971, 304 p.
--

Commission on Taxation) (Chairman: K. le M. CARTER), -- SANDFORD, C.T., WILLIS, J.R., IRONSIDE, D.J.,
Report, Ottawa: Queen'sPrinter, 1966-1967,6 vol. + index. An Annual Wealth Tax, London: Heinemann, 1975, 353 p.

Ontario Committee on Taxation (Chairman: L.J. -- SHOUP, C.S., Federal Estate and Gift Taxes, 2nd ed.,
--

SMITH), Report, Toronto: Queen's Printer, 1967, 3 vol. Washington: Brookings Institution, 1967, 253 p.
(Vol. 3, pp. 131-208). -- STUTCHBURY, O., The Case for Capital Taxes, Lon-

don: Fabian Society, Dec. 1968, 28 p., Fabian Tract 388.
Eire -- TAIT, A.A., The Taxation ofPersonal Wealth, Urbana,

Capital Taxation, Dublin: Stationery Office, 1974, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1967, 238p.--

66 p.
Notes on Wealth Tax, Dublin: Revenue Commissioners, Articlespublished in French--

Sept. 1975, 15 p. -- FRANK, M., Problme d'un impt sur le patrimoine
Notes on Capital Acquisitions Tax, 2nd ed., Dublin: en Belgique, papier prsent au Colloque sur le patrimoine

--

Revenue Commissioners,Nov. 1976, 35 p. des mnages, Bruxelles: May 19, 1978, 19 p.
HANNEZO, C., Rapport l'imposition du capital,-- sur

Great Britain Appendix VI to the General Report of the Group for Fis-
Taxation of Capital on Death a possible inheritance cal Studies, Statistiques et Etudes Financires, supplment--

tax in place ofEstate duty, Cmnd. 4930, London: H.M.S.O., 125, May 1959, pp. 706-724.

April 1972, 35 p. MARTINEZ, J.-C., L'imposition du capital dans la--

Wealth Tax, Cmnd. 5704, London: H.M.S.O., August fiscalit franaise et allemande, Revue de Science Finan---

1974, 9 p. cire (3), July-Sept. 1978, pp. 830-869.

Capital Transfer Tax, Cmnd. 5705, London: H.M.S.O.,--

August 1974, 9 p. Articlespublished in English
Select Committee on a Wealth Tax, Report, London: -- CUTT, J., A Net Wealth Tax ForCanada, in: Public

--

H.M.S.O.,Nov. 1975, 4 vol. Finance in Canada, Selected Readings, 2nd ed., edited by
A.J. Robinson and James Cutt, Toronto-London:Methuen,

India 1973 (pp. 249-261).
Department of Economic Affairs, Report of the Taxa- -- DOBSON, J.H., An Analysis of European Wealth--

tion Inquiy Commission 1953-1954, New Delhi: Ministry Taxes, Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation
of Finance, 1955, 3 vol. (Vol. 2, pp. 242-248). 30(6), June 1976, pp. 213-247.

PEACOCK, A.T., Economics of a Net Wealth Tax for--

Japan Britain, The British Tax Review (6), Nov.-Dec. 1963, pp.
388-399.

Shoup Commission, Report on Japanese Taxation, To---

--

kyo: General Headquarters, Supreme Commander for the PEPPER, H.W.T., The Taxation of Wealth, Bulletin
for International Fiscal Documentation 21(7-8), July-Aug.Allied Powers, Sept. 1949, 2 vol.
1967, pp. 291-315.

TANABE, N., The Taxation of Net Wealth, Staff--

Germany Papers 14(1), March 1967, pp. 124-166.
MONTER, W., Zur Steuerreform: Die Vermgensteuer, THUROW, L.C., Net Worth Taxes, National Tax-- --

Bonn: Institut Finanzen und Steuern, Dec. 1971, 77 p. Journal 25(3), Nov. 1972, pp. 417-423.
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monwealth Regional Consultative Group

ESCAP:CommonwealthHeadsof on Trade. This group will examine mea-

sures to facilitate travel within the region,

GovernmentRegionalMeeting*
to improve communicationsand reduce the
cost of inter-regional transportation of
goods. The group will also study ways and
means of improving trading opportunities

One of the efforts to enhance regional countries compared to their world trade. for the countries of the region in the major
trade cooperation in the ESCAP region 1 Their export to each other amounted to developed-country markets for goods pro-

was initiated by the commonwealthcoun- only 15 percent of their total world ex- duced by the developing countries in the

tries situated in the Asia and Pacific ports, while imports from other countries region. 4

region. 2 in the region were equally insignificant,
apart from the Pacific countries' trade with * Note submitted by Jap Kim Siong.

The first CommonwealthHeads of Govern- Australia and New Zealand. 1. The ESCAP region ofcially comprises the

ment Regional Meeting was held in Syd- At present some of these nations have
countries of Afghanistan, Australia, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Brunei, Burma, China, the Cook Islands,ney, Australia, from February 13 to 16, almost no trade with most of the 12 parti-

1978. Democratic Kampuchea (Carrboda), Fiji, the

cipating countries. For instance, India, Gilbert Islands, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
The Commonwealth Heads of Government which was one of the prime architects of Iran, Japan, Democratic People's Republic of

Regional Meeting in Sydney was only the conference and which is to host the Korea, Republic of Korea, Lao People's Demo-

successful on relatively easy subjects where next meeting in 1979, sends only 5 percent cratic Republic, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nauru,

agreement was reached: cooperation on of its exports to the region, of which half Nepal, New Zeeland, the Pacific Islands, Pakistan,

energy resources, solving problems of small go to Australia and Singapore (See Table). Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Samoa,
Singapore, Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, the

states and fighting terrorism and drug India provides a market for just under one Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Tonga.
trafficking. The really sticky subject was of the region's exports. When 2. See: ASEAN: Recent Developmentin Trade
trade on which the conclusionswere some-

percent Preferences and comprehensive Double TaxationSingapore is excluded, the rest of the
what vague. The main economic argument region absorbs only about three percent of Agreements, by Jap Kim Siong, Bulletin for

of the meeting centred on protectionism Malaysia's exports. Australia buys about
International Fiscal Documentation 1978/4 at
146.and the ways in which the countriesof the five percent of Singapore's exports and

Asian and Pacific region could develop
3. Singapore Economic Bulletin, March 1978

trade among themselves. 3 Malaysia 16 percent. at page 17: Summary of Key-note Speech by The

The rest of the region buys only 4 percent.
Prime Minister, Mr. Lee Kuan Yew, On Trade
and Development at the Commonwealth Heads

During the meeting, Prime Minister Lee At the end of the meeting the Common- of Government Meeting of 12 Asian and Pacific
Kuan Yew of Singapore presented figures wealth Heads of Government of the Asian Countries in Sydney (14 February 1978).
to show the insignificant proportion of and Pacific Region produced a com- 4. Singapore Economic Bulletin, March 1978

inter regional trade of the 12 participating munique. They agreed to set up a Com-' at page 3.

TABLE

Exports to co-ordinatecountries as percentage of exports to whole world 1976

Exports to Austra- Bangla- Fiji I nd ia Malay- Nau ru New Papua Singa- Sri Tonga Western Total

lia desh sia Zealand New pore Lanka Sanoa

Guinea

Exports from

Australia - 0.1 0.6 1.5 1.8 0.1 4.9 1.6 1.7 0.3 12.8..

Bangladesh 2.7 -- 1.8 0.2 0.6 0.1 3.4 0.2 8.9
.. ..

..

Fiji 18.2 . . . . 2.7 0.1 10.2 0.4 5.0 . . 2.3 3.3 42.2-

I ndia 1.2 0.9 0.1 -- 0.9 0.4 1.0 0.5 5.0
. . . ..

Malaysia 2.2 0.1 ., 0.6 .. 0.4 . 18.3 0.1 .. 21.7-

Nauru 40.4 ........ 52.6 ........ 95.1--

New Zealand 12.2 0.1 1 3 .. 0.9 .. 0.3 1.9 . 0.2 0.3 17.2-

Papua New Guinea 14.0 .......... 0.1 0.1 .... 15.4--

Singapore 5.1 0.4 0.4 .7 15.2 .. 1.0 0.8 0.2 .. 24.0-

Sri Lanka 2.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 . 1.0 0.1 2.0 ,.
6.7-

Tonga 3.2 . 6.5 ...... 29.0 ...... 38.7-

Western Samoa 3.8 .. 0.4 ...... 36.5 ........ 40.7

Group Average (1 ) 15.4

Averages of Groups (2) 4.5 0.30 0.42 0.97 4.4 0.05 2.5 0.80 4.7 0.25 0.02 0.04

(1) The figure of 15.4% represents the proportion of intra-exports to world exports of the group
as a whole.

(2) This row shows, at the bottom of each column, the proportion represented by exports to the

country at the top of the column by the other countries in th(,' group, compared with world

exports of the same countries. Thus the figure of 4.5% at the botto,T of the first column repre-

sents the share of the world exports, from Banglash through to Western Samoa as listed, going
to Australia.

Source: Comrronwealth Heads of Governrrient Regional Meeting, Asi Research Bulletin, Sir,gapore
Part 6, March 31,1978.
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-- first five years of operation has been reduced from
35 percent to 30 percent.

Tax Changesin profits earned from the export of goods manufactured
The other changes are the exemption from tax of any

from domestically produced agricultural raw materials

ZambiabBudget
and the system of incentives for manufacturing firms
which create new jobs. The latter is in the form of
a job credit system under which firms will receiye a

credit against assessed income tax of K 500 for each

roti979 net addition to the number of full time employees.
The credit would continue for three years after the net
addition so that the total benefit for a firm for each
new job created will be a credit against income tax of

BYA.A.DESILVA K 1,500. Newly established companies will be entitled
to credits only for new jobs created two years after

The Hon. Minister of Finance proposeduariousreuenue the commissioning of their production. Non-liable

measures in his budget for 1979. Among these measures companies which are not liable for a particular year or

were changes relating to personal income tax and whose liability is insufficient to absorb the credit

company tax. available will be allowed a carry over to subsequent tax
years subject to a maximumof five years.

Some of the other significant revenue measures pro-
Personal income tax posed are as follows:

(1) Mineral tax -- The rate on cobalt has been increased
The existing and proposed tax structures are as follows: from 10 percent to 20 percent.

(2) Sales tax -- The rate on clothing and footwear has
Existing Proposed been reduced from 20 percent to 15 percent and the

rate on furniture will now be 20 percent as against the .,

Taxable income (K) Rates (%) Taxable income (K) Rates (%) previous rate of 30 percent.
(3) Excise duty -- On beer there is an increase of 5

First 500 5 First 1,000 5 bottle and petrol and diesel fuel 2ngwee per on ngweeNext 1,500 10 Next 1,000 10
per litre.

Next 2,000 25 Next 2,000 20
Next 2,000 35 Next 2,000 30 (4) With immediate effect the basic rate of interest on

Next 2,000 45 Next 2,000 45 government loans has been raised from 7 percent to
Next 2,000 55 Next 2,000 55 10 percent.
Next 2,000 65 Next 2,000 65 (5) The fee on Government guarantees on loans from

domestic or foreign sources has been raised to 2 percentBalace 75 Balance 70
from the existing fee of 1.25 percent. The fee was

originally introduced on such loans guaranteed under
the Loans and Guarantees (Authorisation) Act. TheIt will be seen that the changes from the existing struc-

ture are that the initial rate of 5 percent is now levied objectives in increasing the rate are to compensate the
Government adequately in the risk taken in guaran-on the first K 1,000 of taxable income, the next rate of

10 percent is applied to the next K 1,000 of taxable teeing loans and to discourage borrowing unless it is

income instead of to the next K 1,500, the rates ap-
absolutely essential.

plicable to the next two tax brackets of K 2,000 each
have been reduced from 25 percent and 35 percent to Comment
20 percent and 30 percent respectively and finally the
maximum rate will now be 70 percent as against 75 In dealing with the economic conditions which formed
percent. the background to the budget the Minister referred,
The Minister indicated that as a result of the changes an among other matters, to mineral prices. He forecast
average family of a working man, wife and three chil- poor prospects for major improvements in the price of
dren earning K 4,000 per annum will pay K 215 in tax copper which, as is well known, is the most important
as against K 256 paid at present, a reduction of about of the country's minerals. His view was based on the
16 percent. Families of the same size earning K 10,000 anticipated slow down of economic activity in industrial
and K 15,000 per annum will pay income tax reduced countries with the resultant depressing effect on the
by approximately 9 percent and 5 percent respectively. prices of all primary commodities. Even if world con-

sumption of copper exceeded production there are

large stocks sufficient to cover the excess. Although
Company tax a small increase in price levels is expected it is not

likelyto be much in excess of the general level of
The rate has been reduced from 50 percent to 48 inflation. (Since the budget was presented there has
percent. The concessional rate of tax applicable to been an unexpectedly large increase in the price of

companies operating in the rural areas during the copper and the upward trend is expected to continue
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for some time. Despite this the forecast is that the also a contributory factor to the high rates of taxation.

average increase in the price of copper in 1979 is not It is against this background that one must view the
likely to be significant.) The prospects for the mining budget proposals of 1979 in relation to income tax
sector have nevertheless brightened as a result of the which in the Minister's words are minor amendments
increasing prices fetched for cobalt. The price of cobalt to the tax structure. These amendments will result in
increased threefold in 1978 from K 10,000 a ton at the

an estimated total loss of about K 5.5 million and the
beginning of the year to K 35,000 a ton by the end of total yield from income tax estimated at K 216 million
the year. Production of cobalt is expected to increase is only marginally above the figure of K 200 million for
rapidly in 1979 and at current price levels the economy 1978.
as a whole will benefit substantially. The estimated
revenue for the year from mineral tax on cobalt is The changes in relation to personal income tax have

estimated at K 9 million. been introduced with a view to relieving the burden cast
on fixed income earners whose incomes have not risen

It is interesting to go back a few years and examine the in proportion to the increase in the cost of living and
role played by copper as a revenue earner. In 1969, 10 who have to part with a substantial part of whatever
years ago, a third of the recurrent expenditure budgeted increases they get in their earnings in the form of higher
for was to be funded by mineral royalties and copper taxation in the absence of adjustments to the tax rates.
export tax. From then on the revenue from copper Another factor which influenced the Minister in intro-
declined steadily and is not now budgeted for. The ducing the changes, especially the reduction in the
changing pattern is best illustrated by the table below maximum rate, was the discouraging effect of high
which also includes revenue from income tax indicating taxation on top managers and professional men. The
that income tax has been steadily increasing in im- extent of such a discouragingeffect is dubious.
portance as a source of revenue.

The reduction in the rate of company tax is intended
to improve the liquidity position of companies and

Year Revenue from copper Income tax encourage investment as a means of stimulating pro-
duction. The consequent saving in tax in the case of

1969 103 98 the larger companies would be substantial and should
1970 114 122 go a long way towards achieving the Minister's objective.
1971 7O 166 The reduction of the concessional rate of tax applicable
1974 62 144 to companies operating in the rural areas in order to
1976 60 180 encourage more companies to invest in these areas is
1978 NiI 200 positive step. This coupled with the incentivesa pro-
1979 Nil (Cobalt 9) 216 vided by the Industrial Development Act of 1977 to

(The above figures are in millions) companies carrying on manufacturing enterprises in
the rural areas, such as the eligibility for loans from the

Development Bank of Zambia, should make investment
The other major source of increased revenue has been in the rural areas more attractive and profitable. It is
customs duties. This source is bound to play a less gratifying that the government has recognsed the need
important role in future years in view of the policy of for encouraging large scale investmnt in the rural areas

drastically reducing imports as a result of the severe as part of its rural developmentpolicy.
shortage of foreign exchange. It is inevitable therefore
that the much needed revenue has to be obtained in
future from income tax. In presenting his budget in
1976 the then Minister of Finance stated: I have Taxation in Zambiareferred to the need for the Government to raise more

revenue in order to continue providing essential services
to the people. It is necessary on this account to increase The pre-Budget rales of the main taxes existing in Zambia
some taxes in order to raise the revenue required. are shown below:

Greater emphasis will have to be placed on income tax
Individual income tax:

in the future. 5-75 percent (on income exceeding K 12,000)

A feature of the revenue pattern in Zambia is the Company income tax:

relatively high proportionof income tax recovered from
50 percent

companies which together with the tax recovered under Mineral tax:

the PAYE scheme forms the bulk of the revenue from Rates vary viz: 51 percent on copper, 20 pircent on lead

income tax. In 1969 of the K 98 million from income and zinc, 15 percent on ar;)elhyst and beryl and 10 percent
on gold, cobalt, silver, nickel, iranium and a number of

tax, K 68 million was from companies. In 1970 and
other rrinerals.

1971 income tax from companies amounted to K 91
million and K 129 million out of total income tax of Selective employmenttax:

K 122 million and K 166 million respectively. The
20 pcreent or) the salary bills of employers of ron-Zanbians.

pattern has not changed since and the burden of taxa- For fi,rther d{.'taits of ZaTbian taxatior se{; African Tax

tion has by and large fallen very lightly on the non- Systers (sectio B), a loose-leaf publication of lhe Int,r

company business sector. This of course militates natioral Bireau of Fiscal Docuentation.

strongly against equity and justice in taxation and is
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The other proposals are the exemption from income tax ensure greater compliance. The collectible income tax
of the profits earned from the export of goods made arrears are substantial and are in fact about a third of
from domestically produced raw materials and the job the averag total annual tax yield. If the reduction in
credit system. The former is a move in the right direc- tax had been accompanied by a greater administrative
tion but could encounter serious difficulties from an effort there would have been a revenue gain.
administrative point of view. The Department of Taxes
will have to equip itself to ascertain whether the neces- In the present context of the serious economic problems
sary conditions, such as that the products have in fact facing Zambia income tax must necessarily play an
been made from domestic raw materials, are satisfied. increasingly important role. Many countries which
Again the computation of the amount of profits attri- have thrown off the colonial yoke have resorted, in
butable to such exports may prove complicated and the addition to income tax, to related taxes such as wealth
basis of computation will have to be worked out care- and capital gains taxes not only as measures to generate
fully. The job credit system is theoretically a real in- much needed funds for economic developmentbut also
centive and a departure from the traditional pattern. as instruments to effect sometimes radical social change.
However the need for an increase in jobs arises only in Up to now Zambia has not resorted to these measures
the context of an expanding economy and the budget, but may have to very soon depend on this type of
viewed as a whole, in particular the reduction in govern- economic tool in its march towards the goal of so-
ment expenditure, does not hold out the prospect of cialism. Wth these in mind the government should give
an expandingeconomy. priority to a thorough examination of the existing tax
On an overall assessment the amendments proposed by structure and introduction of remedial and progressive
the Minister are commendable and welcome. But they measures in several areas in which the need for such
have not been supported by administrative measures to measures is evident.

Introduction to Dutch :

Law
edited by D. C. Fokkema

The intensification of international traffic has led to an

enormous increase in contacts of foreign organizations
and lawyers with Dutch law. This in turn has ..'*.I.
augmented the need for a quick and easy orientation as

to Dutch law. To the many treaties in preparation, to

which The Netherlands will be a party, as well as to the

many attempts at harmonization and unification this
Introduction will provide a very useful contribution.
For the first time all aspects of Dutch law will be

covered in one volume, which also includes a

bibliography and a list of addresses of Publishing
Houses, Law Faculties, Libraries, etc., which facilitates
the entry to Dutch law for foreign lawyers.

Bound, 710 pages, Dfl. 120,- (approx. US $ 60,-).

Kluwer
Law and Taxation Publishers

P.O. Box 23 - Deventer
The Netherlands
Telephone (31)5700-91911
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AX GLOSSARY
would be better deployed in other
business assets, and accordinglysell the

property and lease it back from its
new owner, the lease rent being de-
ductible in computing the business

profits. Such operationshave, however,
been used for tax avoidance purposes,
e.g. by selling property or a relatively
long lease thereon, to achieve a capital

by H.W.. PEPPER* gain, and then leasing back on a shorter
term at a high initial rent so as to obtain
an artificially high current deduction
for rent in computing profits. Legis-
lation, e.g. in the U.K., of a fairly

L in legal provisions, so that where there complex kind has been introduced to

S genuine hardship, instalment pay- counter such devices, partly by taxing
ments may be arranged without adding as income some of the sums received

the burden of a penalty. (See also as capital on sale. (See also TAD-
LAND TAX -- A tax based on the capital INTERESTON UNPAID TAX.) POLE LEASES.)

or annual (or rental) value of the land

normally exclusive of any improve- LATIN AMERICAN FREE TRADE AREA LEASE, LONG Because of the tax avoid---

--

possibilitiesarising from the grant-ments. In Britain it is an ancient land (L.A.F.T.A.) An association of La- ance

tax, which originated in 1692 as a war
tin American states (Argentina, Boliv- ing of leases for relativelyshort terms,

tax charged initially at 20% of the ia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, regulatory legislation (see LEASE-

annual value of land, but which also Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and BACK) defines what is a long lease,
contained provisions whereby the tax Venezuela) formed with the generalob- which will be outside the scope of the

could be commuted, i.e. got rid of jective of removingtax barriers to trade law. In the U.K. alease of over 50 years

for a single once-for-all payment. This between the members and broadly avoids an income tax charge on any

was finally abolished in 1963, having
similar to other groupings such as the premium charged on the lease, and a

long survived early complaints that it EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMU- lease of 50 years or more is not re-

NITY (q.v.), COMECON (Council for
discriminated against land owners in garded as a WASTING ASSET (q.v.),

Mutual Economic Assistance, a group- while for the of DEVELOP-favour of merchants. (See also COM- purpose

MUTATION OF TAX, LOCALRATES ing of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East MENT LAND TAX, a long lease is one

AND TAXES, PROPERTYTAX.) Germany, Hungary, Outer Mongolia, which exceeds 35 years at the time
Poland, Romania, and the USSR), MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT(q.v.) is

LAND VALUES TAX -- A capital levy EFTA (European Free Trade As- begun.
proposed in Britain by Lloyd George sociation, of Austria, Finland,Norway,
in 1909/1910 but not, in the end, Portugal, Sweden, and Switzerland), LEASE, PREMIUM ON --See PREMIUM

actually imposed. CACM (Central American Common ON LEASE.

LATE FILING PENALTIES -- Most Market, of Costa Rica, Guatemala, El LEASE, SHORT -- May be defined as a

countries have penalties for the ne- Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua), lease which is not a LONG LEASE

glect to render a tax declaration Dr EAEC (East African Economic Com- (q.v.).
return form by a statutory time limit, munity, a union of African countries, LEASING IMMOBILIER (Belgium,--

subject to a period of grace in the which presenlly includes Burundi, France) Hire-purchaseof real property,
event of exceptional circumstances Ethiopia, Kenya, Malagasy, Malawi, also known CREDIT BAIL.as
such as ill health or the absence of the Mauritius, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania,
taxpayer from his ordinary place of Uganda, and Zambia, with other LEGACY DUTY -- A tax on bequests by
business or residence during the countriespossibly being included later). way of legacy made in the will of a

deceased The duty is usuallyrelevant period. In some countries, LEARNED SOCIETIES -- It is usual in person.

penalties are routinely imposed where tax legislation (a) to exempt from tax
related to the circumstances of the

the declaration is submitted after the the income of learned societies which beneficiary rather than of the testator
and be levied in addition totime limit has expired (in the absence are non-profit-making and formed to may es-

of special considerations)and penalties encourage research and to regulate and
tate duty on the total estate of the

are almost always imposed where the preserve the ethics of particular
deceased. Legacy duty was imposed in

date of rendering or filing the form professions, and (b) to authorise tax
Britain in 1780 on certain types of

has a direct bearing on the date of pay- deductions in respect of membership bequest and was abolished in 1949.

ment of the tax. fees payable by membersof professions (See also ESTATE DUTY, SUC-
CESSION DUTY.)

LATE PAYMENT , PENALTIES -- For who exercise their skills in the course

reasons of tax equality or neutrality, of earning their livings and who are LEISURE TAXES -- The term sometimes

tax legislation may contain provisions usually compelledto maintainmember- applied to taxes on entertainment

charging interest or penalties on late ship as a condition of being allowed to and leisure activities, which can be

payment. Such provisionsare necessary use those skills. defended in principle as taxes on

to deter the wilier taxpayers from using luxuries rather than necessities.
--

devices, such as appeals procedures,for
LEASE See LEASE, LONG. Items falling within the scope of

delaying payment, or taking advantage leisure include ADMISSION and EN-

of grace periods, or the time it takes LEASE-BACK -- (of LAND, ETC.) A bus- TERTAINMENT taxes on cinemas,
to generate legal recovery processes, iness which owns real property (land,
and then paying at the last possible buildings, etc.) -- or other assets -

moment. It is also desirable, however, employed in its trade may decide that * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-

to include some discretionary powers the capital represented by ownership national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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theatres, circuses, etc., TELEVISION controlling the particular economic relief, by limiting the percentage
ADVERTISING DUTY, taxes on activity of the licensee. In some cases, premiums bear to the capital sum

hunting in the U.S.A. and Japan. There however, the duty or tax is a source assured -- e.g. to 15% -- and the al-
iS usually a bias in favour of partici- of revenue and substantial levies are lowable premiums to a proportion of

pation sports, and amateur as against often made on an activity such as income for the tax year --typically
professional sports, and also in favour the sale of liquor or tobacco, the run- the premiums are not to exceed 1/6
of live theatre as against canned ning of a casino, and the provision of totalincome.The special treatmentwas

entertainment such as films, records, certain types of entertainment, parti- justified in a Royal Commission on

tapes, etc., which can be projected or cularly night clubs and cabarets. (See Taxation in the U.K. in 1920, which

played withoutthe participationof per- also LICENCE, TRADE, DEPRIVA- stressed that life insurancewas the only
formers. (See also GAMINGDUTY.) TION OF.) manner of saving which assured a

LESS DEVELOPEDCOUNTRIES(LDCs)- relatively large capital sum to thesaver,
LICENCE FEES, RADIO -- Radio licence in the event of untimely death, from

The distinction between developing
fees, usually a small annual charge, the instant that the saving scheme

countries and industrialised nations is
have been collected in some countries commenced.

to some extent recognised in tax legis- where the Sate supplies radio
lation. Within CARIFTA (Caribbean pro- LIFEINTEREST--Assets may be given, or

Free Trade Area), for example, the grammes for public enjoyment. With
bequeathed, to for his

the invention of pocket-sizedtransistor
one person or

her lifetime benefit, with thelarger countries (Barbados, Guyana, radio sets the system has become in-
use or

Jamaica, Trinidad) are labelled the stipulation that after that person's
creasingly difficult to operate, and the

MDCs (More Developed Countries) (the life tenant's) life time, the asset
emphasis, with the coming of tele- shall to another beneficiary. Aand the others the LDCs (Less De- pass
vision, has passed to TELEVISION

aveloped Countries) and in double
LICENCE FEES (q.v.). Somecountries

typical transaction would be that of

taxation treaties between the members man bequeathing his house to his
have instead made a once-for-all levy widow to live in for the rest of her lifethe MDCs allow more favourable
on the purchase of a new radio set,treatment to the LDCs. Similarly,some (but with no power to dispose of it),
which may be collected, with less

of the industrialised countries have the house to pass to his son on the
reduced their customs duties in favour trouble, from dealers; elsewhere com- death of the widow. In tax terms it is

mercial advertisements on radio haveof the goods exported to them by usual for less tax (or none at all) to be
LDCs. provided revenue where programmes levied on the first transfer, but tax

have been provided commercially,and usually arises when the son inherits.
LETTER BOX COMPANY -- A company taxes on such advertisinghave provided

registered in a TAX HAVEN, where it Government revenue where Govern- L.I.F.O. -- The method (Last In First

is usually free of income tax, and ment has remained involved in the pro- Out) of valuing stock in trade or

4

managed elsewhere. Also known as vision of programmes. (See also TELE- inventory whereby the supplies last

BRASS PLATE COMPANY. (See VISION ADVERTISEMENT LEVY.) purchased are regarded as those which

OFFSHORE COMPANY.) LICENCE FEES, TELEVISION See
are first sold. This system is more rarely

--

used than the alternative system of
LEVY, EXCESS PROFITS -- See EXCESS TELEVISIONLICENCE FEES. F.I.F.O. (First in First Out).

PROFITS LEVY. LICENCE, TRADE, DEPRIVATIONOF --

LIGHT DUES A levy made shippingon--

LEVY, LOAN -- The principle of a loan The sanction of terminatinga traders's for the maintenance of light-houses ,,

levy is to take out of circulation licence is sometimes used as an extreme and light-ships. In Britain such dues :

money which might have been spent on
measure in the case of wilful neglect are collected by the Customs and

consumption, particularly at a time of to pay tax, or in cases of serious tax Excise departmenton behalf of Trinity ,

inflationary pressures, not by way of evasion. The justification may be that House.
where a trader, by virtue of his trade,tax but by way of a loan which is to
is responsible,for example, for charging LIQUIDATION It is usual in corporationbe refunded at a specified date. Ex-

--

sales taxes on his turnover which is tax law to have special provision foramples of such levies have been the
borne by consumers, and is responsible the where toPOST WAR CREDITS and POST case a company ceases

for paying these over to the tax de- trade into liquidation havingWAR REFUNDS (q.v.)n Britain which or goes
partment such that he has a form of undistributed income which would

were made in war time and the loan
trustee status on behalf of the have been taxable on the shareholders,levies which have been made in South
government, the point may be reached etc. if it had been distributed duringAfrica and Israel in recent decades. In
where it is no longer justifiable to allow the lifetime of the company. Such ac-each of these examples the loan has
him to continue to hold this privilege.been calculated as a percentage of the cumulationsare usually apportioned

income tax payable, in the form of a LIFE INSURANCE (ASSURANCE) RE- to or deemed to have been distributed

supplementary, refundable, tax, but LIE F -- Although life assurancepolicies to the shareholder for the purpose of

although the system still has poten- which provide for a lump sum en- calculation tax.

tialities there have been comparatively downment for the holder in return for L!ZENZGEBUEHREN-(Germany)Patent
few examples of its use. (See also his premiums, payable over a term of royalties.
BUSINESS CYCLE EQUALISATION years, are merely one of a number of

LOAN LEVY See LEVY, LOAN.--

RESERVE.) ways in which the small man may
save for the future (see, e.g. S.A.Y.E.), LOCAL AUTHORITY, EXEMPTION,

LICENCE DUTIES AND TAXES -- it has long been customary in some TAXING POWERS -- it is usual for
Licence duties and taxes may take countries, notably the U.K., to favour local authorities (states, provinces,
the form merely of a registration the saver with tax relief on his pre- counties, prefectures, cities, munici-
charge or fee for the privilege of miums. The typical policy assures a palities, etc.) to be exempted from
carrying on a certain trade or pro- lump sum payment on death, if this taxes imposed by the Central, or

fession, the charge made being more or occurs before the endownmentterm is Federal, Authority and also to be
less the amount required to defray the completed; to prevent tax avoidance granted some taxing powers of their
administrative cost of supervising or schemes, there are often restrictionson own (one reason for the latter being
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the desire of the Central authority development, so as to avoid capital tries, e.g. Britain, the carry-forward is

not to monopolise the unpopularity gains tax which will be followed by indefinite, in others losses may only
that comes from the levying of taxes!). death duties when they die. be carried forward for a fixed period
Where similar taxes are collected by LOCOMOTION TAXES Taxes which

of years. (See also HOBBY FARMING
--

authorities at different levels there and TAX-LOSS COMPANIES.) A
were imposed in Britain at various

may be scope for joint assessment and
times during the 19th century

refinement which is not so widely
on

collection -- as practised with income adopted is the provision, on the ces-
certain forms of transport, e.g. coaches

tax at national and local level in sation of a business, for losses of the
and horses, canals, and passengers in

Sweden and with sales taxes in Cali- final year to be carried back for a year
steamboats and railway trains. In the

fornia, and New York. (See also REVE- or two against previous profits. Al-
U.S., more recently, a 10% federal

NUE SHARING,LOCALRATES AND though such relief is equitable (e.g. the
excise tax has been charged on trans-

TAXES.) U.S. allows losses to be carried forward
portation within the country. for 5 and back for 3 Japanyears years,

LOCAL RATES AND TAXES- Where LODGERS, RETURN OF --- Taxation allows 5 years forward and 1 year

in a country there is a central or authorities usually maintain or have back), there is a budgetary cash flow

federal governmentwith separate levels access to registers of those owning and drawback in that in a year of economic

of government at state, provincial, occupying land and houses and can depression, not only will there be a

county or city levels, each level of check whether those registered are also decrease in current revenue from taxes

government may have taxing powers. paying income or other taxes. No such on incomes, but the revenue fall will

Taxes levied at the lower levels of check is available on those who neither be exacerbated by refunds having to

government are commonly referred to own, nor occupy as tenants, real be made of previous years' taxes. (See
as local taxes and most commonly property, but instead live in hotels, also NET OPERATINGLOSS.)
include taxes on real property (or local pensions, boarding or lodging-houses. LOTTERIES FOR CONSUMERS Some-

rates), registration and licensing Some tax authorities, therefore, call countries (e.g. Brazil, Chile) encourage
dues, but may also include sales taxes for returns from such establishments

consumers to demand receipts for
and, more exceptionally, income taxes. of those who reside therein, other than their purchases from traders in order
(See also RATES.) for brief sojourns as transients. to compel the trader to keep fuller

LOCATION OF ASSETS -- The location LONG LEASE -- See LEASE, LONG. records of his transactions with the

of an asset is relevant to the deter- LONG-TERM GAINS TAX A capital general idea that the result will be
--

mination of whether it is within a gains tax which applies only to gains
better tax compliance. The ncentve

taxing authority's jurisdiction. It is where the realisation of the asset takes to the consumer is that the receipts
increasingly common to lay down place after the lapse of a certain mi- may be brought to a governmentoffice

rules on location in the tax legislation. nimum period of time. Where the dis-
and exchanged for lottery tickets of

For example, capital gains tax in the posal takes place within the minimum
a value proportionate to the receipts

U.K. does not apply to a resident there period the surplusmay be deemed to be
handed in, the lottery prizes being paid

if he is not domiciled there and the income for income tax purposes, or
for out of government revenues. The

asset is located overseas. A share- taxed as a short-term gain at a rate receipts may then be processed by
holding in a limited company which higher than that applied to long-

the tax department, which may make

gives rise to a capital gain would be re- term gains. (See also CAPITAL GAINS spot checks of selected receipts to

garded as an overseas asset if it were TAX, SHORT-TERMGAINS TAX.)
ensure that the trader concerned has a

registered in a foreign share register. If record of the transaction in the books

there are no location or situs rules in LOONBELASTING-- (Holland) Wage tax. upon which his tax returns for sales
and income tax are based.the tax law, the general law applies; in LOSS, CASUALTY -- See CASUALTY

tax

the U.K. the common law applies in LOSS. LOTTERY PRIZE TAX --- See LOTTERY
the case of CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX.
TAX. (See also SOURCE RULE, re

LOSS OF OFFICE OR EMPLOYMENT --

DOUBLE TAXATION TREATIES.) Where a director or employee loses LOTTERY TAX -- Taxation on lotteries

his office or employment unexpec- is generally an ad valorem levy on the
LOCKED-IN-- This term is used to refer tedly, take-over price of the tickets sold, thee.g. on a by one or am-

to the situation where there is a of another, money may be ounts staked by punters (see alsocompany
capital gains tax and values have risen paid to him in compensation. Such POOLS TAX). The alternative form of

sharply so that substantial tax would payments were traditionally regarded taxing lotteries is to levy a tax (some-
be payable in the event of realisation as not subject to income taxation. The times at graduated rates) on the actual
of assets which have thus appreciated. exemption, however, led to prolifer- prizes. On the general grounds that all
Sometimes special tax relief is granted ation of schemes of tax avoidance and forms of betting are luxuries whether
for a period to unfreeze the market, thence to the passing of anti-avoidance the punter wins or loses, a tax on the

e.g. in land, where developmentis being laws. In the U.K.,e.g.,aceiling is placed gross amounts wagered is preferable.
hampered. Such action was taken, for on the amount of compensation Some countries combine a (sales)tax
example, in the U.S. in 1921 when the regarded as tax-free. (See also RE- on the total sums wagered with income
rate of tax on long-term gans was re- DUNDANCYPAYMENTS.) taxes or gains taxes on the prize-
duced to a flat 12,&%of such bunched winners. Where a lottery is State-run
gains. LOSS RE LI EF-Itis-- common for income the profit on the operation is a form

Where capital gains tax is not payable tax laws to provide for relief for loss of tax on the ticket buyers. (See also

on the assets of a deceased person, i.e. in a trade or profession, either by PARI-MUTUEL,TOTALISATOR.)
where transmission on death is not re- carrying forward the loss to offset

garded as a disposal for capital gains it against profits made from the same

tax purposes, there may be a similar source in subsequentyears or to offset

locked-in effect in that elderly per- the loss against other income of the

sons may be unwilling to sell assets, same taxpayer in the year in which the [to be continued]
particularly land which is ripe for loss has been incurred. In some coun-
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CANADA
The publications listed in this bibliography haue

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which 1978 BRITISH COLUMBIA TAX SEMINAR,VANCOUVER,
will gladly supply further information upon request BRITISH COLUMBIA

(please quote the reference numbers). They should,
however, be ordered through a bookseller or drect Canadian Tax Foundation in co-operation with the University of

British Columbia, Faculty of Law, May 26, 1978. Toronto,
from the publisher indicated, and not through the Canadian Tax Foundation, 1978. 206 pp.
Bureau. Papers presented at the Seminar include: The significance of

paid-up capital in income tax law by G.T.W. Bowden; Inter-
corporate losses by Joel Saunders; Purchase of shares by 3
M.J.O 'Keefe; Sale of shares by S.N. Sheinin. (B. 101.677)

j

AUSTRALIA
CANADIANMASTER TAX GUIDE 1979

AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX GUIDE
A guide to Canadian income tax. 34th Edition. Don Mills, CCH

23rd Edition. By E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris. Sydney, Butter- Canadian, Ltd., 1979. Canadian Tax Reports, No. 360, January
worths, 1978. 812 pp. 1979. 727 pp.

'

Guide explaining the Australian income tax law as of December Annual guide explaining the Canadian federal income taxation
31, 1977. More detailed comment is contained in Australian including all amendments to the Act and Regulations to
Income Tax Law and Practice. (B. 101.089) December 15, 1978 as well as references to official Interpretation

Bulletins, Circulars and Court and Board decisions. (B. 101.683)

AUSTRIA

DIE LOHNSTEUERIN FRAGE UND ANTWORT

By Ernst Prll, Ernst Sailer, Karl Kranzl and B. Mertens. Vienna, COMMON MARKET (E.E.C.)
Im Selbstverlagder Verfasser, 1978. 787 pp.
Source book containing the texts of the relevant laws and other DE VIERDE RICHTLIJN

provisions with respect to the wage tax, clarifying comments on

the law and practice-oriented case studies on many aspects of the Gevolgen voor jaarrekeningen en jaarverslagen van naamloze ven-

wage tax. (B. 101.283) nootschappen met beperkte aansprakelijkheid. Edited by J.G.M.
Vollaard and G.R. Smith. Whinney Murray Ernst & Ernst. Deven-

STEUER-INDEXBER RECHTSMITTEL-ENTSCHEIDUNGEN, ter, Kluwer, 1978. 162 pp.
ERLASSE UND SCHRIFTTUMDES JAHRES 1977 Explanation of the impact of the Fourth Directive concerning

harmonization of company law in the E.E.C. member countries.

By Kurt Neuner and Oskar Zechmeister. Vienna, Wirtschaftsver- The Fourth Directive focusses in particular on the drafting of the
lag Anton Orac, 1978. 290 pp. balance sheet and the annual reporting of corporations and
List of case law, regulations, books, double taxation treaties and closelyheld corporations. Texts of statutes are appended. The
essays on Austrian tax matters published in 1977. (B. 101.667) same is also available in other languages. (B. 101.652)

BELGIUM
CYPRUS

DE REGIONALIS.ATIE,NIEUWE OPGAVE VOOR DE OPEN-
BARE FINANCIN CYPRUS-GERMANDOUBLE TAX TREATY

By Sylvain Plasschaert, Brussels, Ministry of Finance, 1977. Analysis and possible uses. By Chrysses Demetriades. Limassol,
DocumentatiebladNo. 10, October 1977.35 pp. Cypropublico, Ltd., 1978. 103 pp., $ 15.-.
Reprint of revised text of lecture given on March 17, 1977 for the Study of the salient features of the comprehensive double taxa-
Belgian Institute of Public Finance on fiscal regionalism. tion treaty between Cyrpus and the German Federal Republic,
(B. 101.261) signed May 9, 1974. (B. 101.159)
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EASTERNEUROPE DER EINFLUSS DES STEUERRECHTSAUF DIE
STANDORTENTSCHEIDUNGDEUTSCHLAND-SCHWEIZ

MULTINATIONALEUNTERNEHMENSOZIALISTISCHER UNTER BESONDERERBERCKSICHTIGUNGDES
LNDER DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMENSUND DES

AUSSENSTEUERGESETZES

By Peter Lorenz. Baden-Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,1978.
Rechtswissenschaftliche Verffentlichungen, Osteuropa-Insttut By Wolfgang Thieme. Munich, Wolfgang Thieme, 1975. 534 pp.
an der Freien Universitt Berlin, Band 8. 187 pp., 35 DM. Study of the tax aspects of the decision to establish the place of

Monograph discussing the various legal and economic aspects and management of a business in Germany or Switzerland, with

the characteristiscs of multinational companies in the Comecon, emphasis on the German-Swiss tax treaty and the foreign tax law.

e.g. foundation, management, planning, taxation, accountancy, (B. 101.660)
winding-up, as opposed to Western multinational companies.
(B. 101.668) DER EINSPRUCH IN DER PRAXIS DER FINANZMTER

By Wido Schlter. Cologne, Peter Hanstein Verlag, 1977. Klner
Wirtschafts- und SozialwissenschaftlicheAbhandlungen, Band 25.

EUROPE 422 pp.
Empirical examination of the reasons for, and settlement of,

INVESTMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAMS IN WESTERN protests at the tax office in Cologne. (B. 101.274)
EUROPE HANDBUCHDER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT

By Raymond J. Waldmann and Thomas B. Mansbach.

Washington, International Division Chamber of Commerce of the Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeite Auflage. By Norbert Andel and

United States, 1978. Loose-leaf study of financial and taxation Heinz Haller. Herausgegeben von Fritz Neumark. Lieferung 15.

incentives for investment in 18 countries in Western Europe Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1978. 80 pp., 16.80 DM.

including financial incentivesprovided by organs of the European Supplement to The theoretical study of public finance.

Community. The countries comprise Austria, Belgium, Denmark, (B. 101.234)
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, DAS NEGATIVE KAPITALKONTODES KOMMANDITISTEN

United Kingdom and Yugoslavia. (B. 101.674) By Arndt Raupach. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1978.144

WECHSELSTEUERNIN EUROPA pp., 34 DM.
Study of the company law and fiscal law aspects of the current

By Friedel Bodenstein, Uwe Jahn and Eberhard Schtz. Cologne, problem of capital debts (negatives Kapitalkonto) of partners

Deutscher Wirtschaftsdienst,1978. 45 pp.
with limited liability in limited partnerships. The problem is of

Brochure dealing with the relevant provisions with respect to current interest in Germany because of the possibility to avoid

taxes and fees on bills of exchange in all European countries. tax liability through such capital debts. However, legislative

(B. 101.690) action is expected to repeal the possibility of capital debt.

(B. 101.669)

FRANCE INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONALESSTEUER-LEXIKON GUIDE DES PARADIS FISCAUX

ZusammenfassendeDarstellungder Steuersystemevon 19 Staaten
By Edouard Chambost. Paris, Tchou, 1978. 260

der OECD. Band 2: Frankreich. By Johannes Viegener. Zrich, pp.
Introductory handbook describingand assessing tax havens in the

Verlag Organisator, 1978. 208 pp. world both for individual and companies illustrated by
One of a series of books providing an outline of the tax systems persons

documents and pictures. Also available in the Dutch and English
in 19 countries of the OECD. This publication covers France.

languages. (B. 101.694)
Texts in German language of the double taxation treaties con-

cluded with the German Federal Republic and Switzerland are INTERNATIONALBANK REGULATION
appended. (B. 101.670)

By James C. Baker. London, Holt-Saunders, Ltd., Praeger
Publishers, 1978. 226 pp.,£ 12.75.
Study of bank regulations in the U.S., Japan, Canada, Western

GERMAN DEMOCRATICREPUBLIC Europe and the Middle East countries with emphasis on inter-
national banking. (B. 101.678)

WRTERBUCHder KONOMIE,SOZIALISMUS
INTERNATIONALESSTEUER-LEXIKON

By W. Ehlert, H. Joswig, W. Luchterhand and H.K. Stiemerling.
Berlin, Dietz Verlag, 1973. 1082 pp. Zusammenfassende Darstellungder Steuersystemevon 19 Staaten
Dictionary of economic, financial and legal terms as used in a der OECD. Basis Band.] Beitrge zum internationalenSteuerrecht
socialist State-controlledeconomy. (B. 101.117) -- Steuer-Planung -- Ubersichten. By Ernst K. Briner. Zrich,

Verlag Organisator, 1978. 226 pp.
First in a series of books providing an outline of the tax systems
in 19 countries of the OECD. This is the basic work dealing with

GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC tax planning, surveys and international tax law. (B. 101.673)

CDIGO TRIBUTRIOALEMO INTERNATIONALESSTEUER-LEXIKON

AO -- 1977 de 16 maro de 1976, com as alteraes da Lei das Zusammenfassende Darstellungder Steuersystemevon 19 Staaten

Adoes, de 2.7.76, e retificao de 21.1.77. So Paulo, Com- der OECD. Band 4: Belgien, Niederlande, Luxembourg. By Luc

panhia Editora Forense, Instituto Brasileiro de Direito Tributrio, Hinnekens, Ernst K. Briner, Robert D. Kramer and Alfons
1978. 195 pp. Schmid. Zrich, Verlag Organisator, 1978. 196 pp.
Translation of the German Fiscal Code (up-dated to January 1, One in a series of books providing an outline of the tax systems in

1977) into Portuguese. (B. 101.675) 19 countries of the OECD. This volume covers Belgium, the
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Netherlands and Luxembourg. German texts of double taxation NIGERIA
agreements with German-speaking countries are appended.
(B. 101.671) NIGERIAN TAX HANDBOOK1978

INTERNATIONALESSTEUER-LEXIKON Nigerian Tax Handbook 1978. Incorporating petroleum tax,
income tax, capital gains tax. Edited by G.A. Sotinwa. Croydon,

ZusammenfassendeDarstellungder St.euersystemevon 19 Staaten Tolley Publishing Company, Ltd., 1978. 286 pp.
' der OECD. Band 7: Liechtenstein, sterreich. By Enrst Brem, The handbook sets out the taxation enactments (in amended

Ernst K. Briner, G. Gottlob and J. Reiter. Zrich, Verlag Ogani- form) of the Federation of Nigeria. The material is updated as of
sator, 1978. 154 pp. September 21, 1978. Text of comprehensive double taxation
One of a series of books providingan outline of the tax system in treaties concluded by Nigeria has been appended. (B. 10.981)
19 countries of the OECD. This volume covers Austria and
Liechtenstein. Texts in German of double tax agreements con-

cluded with German-speaking countries are appended. O.E.C.D.
(B. 101.672)

FINANCIALMARKETTRENDS
THE MONTE-CARLOTAX CONFERENCE 10-12th MAY, 1978

No. 1, October 1977. Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-opera-London, The International Tax Planning Association, 1978. tion and Development, 1977. 115 pp., 28 Fr. Frs.
+120 pp. This publication provides a regular assessment of trends and
Programme and working papers of the tax conference on tax prospects in the international and major domestic financial
havens of the Caribbean and connected materials. (B. 101.277) markets of the OECD area. It appears five times a year.

(B. 101.068)TAXATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

FINANCIALMARKET TRENDS
Twelve critical studies. Edited by J.F.J. Toye. London, Frank
Cass & Co., Ltd., 1978. 300 pp., £ 12.-. No. 2, December 1977. Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-
Twelve studies by various authors exploring different aspects of operation and Development, 1977. 101 pp., 28 Fr. Frs.
potential links between national development objectives and the This publication provides a regular assessment of trends and
tax system. (B. 101.676) prospects in the international and major domestic financial

markets of the OECD area. It appears five times a year.
(B. 101.069)

LATIN AMERICA SINGAPORE

EL INTERCAMBIODE INFORMACIONBAJO TRATADOS ANNUAL REPORT 1977

TRIBUTARIOS
Customs and Excise Department, Singapore. Singpare, Govern-

Documentos e informes de la XIX ConferenciaTecnica del CIAT, ment Printer, 1977. 50 pp.

Curazao, Antillas Holandesas, Agosto 28 -- Septiembre 3, 1977. Annual report for 1977 on the activities governed by the Customs

Panam, Secretaria Ejecutiva del CIAT, 1977. 231 pp. and Excise Department. (B. 51.143)
Documents submitted and information exchanged at the Tech-
nical CIAT Conference in 1977 on the exchange of information
provision of tax treaties. (B. 101.289) SPAIN

MONTAGENUND BAUKONTRAKTEIN SPANIEN

(Montajes y contratos de obras en Espaa). 5. neubearbeitete
Auflage. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammerfr Spanien, 1978.

THE NETHERLANDS 23 pp.
Tax and other consequences of the sending of engineers and the

DE EENZIJDIGE REGELING imputation of tools, spare parts, etc. for assembling or repair of
imported machinery and for the establishment of industrial

Een commentaar op het besluit voorkoming dubbele belasting. By plants. (B. 101.278)
R.L. van de Water. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Fiscale Monogra-
fien, No. 31. 129 pp., 27.50 Dfl.
Monograph explaining section-wise the law relating to the SRI LANKA
unilateral measures for the avoidance of double taxation on

income/net wealth with reference to case law and literature. BUDGET SPEECH 1979
Relevant texts of allied tax laws are appended. (B. 101.066)

Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Finance & Planning, November 15,
SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE NEDERLANDSE 1978. Colombo, Government Printer, 1978. 58 pp.
BELASTINGEN Printed text of the Budget Speech 1979. (B. 51.252)

1 2e druk, 1 januari 1978. By H.J. Doedens. Deventer, Kluwer,
1978. 20 pp., 7.25 Dfl.
Revised and updated 12th edition of comparative survey con- SWITZERLAND
cerning Netherlands tax laws effective as of January 1, 1978.
(B. 101.164) EIDGENSSISCHEWEHRSTEUER

TEMPORARYJOBS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED:THE DUTCH Statistik der 17. Periode (1973-1974). Bearbeitet von der
EXPERIENCEWITH DIRECT JOB CREATION Eidgenssischen Steuerverwaltung. Bern, Eidgenssisches

Statistisches Amt, 1978. Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz,
By M.G.C.M. Peeters and J.J.M. Theeuwes. Rotterdam, Erasmus Heft 616. 58 pp.
University, 1978. Institute for Economic Research, Discussion Statistical data on the national defense tax in the 17th period
Paper Seres, No. 7805/G. 28 pp. (B. 101.162) (1973-1974) as compared to prior periods. (B. 101.258)
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FFENTLICHEFINANZEN DER SCHWEIZ A Comprehensive detailed guide to capital gains tax including the
1978 Finance Act and relevant case law to November 30, 1978.

Finances publiques en Suisse, 1976. Bearbeitet von der (B. 101.681)
Eidgenssischen Finanzverwaltung. Bern, Eidgenssisches
Statistisches Amt, 1978. Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz,
Heft 615. 118 pp.
Statistical data on revenue and expenditures of the Confedera- U.S.A.
tion, the cantons and municipalitiesfor 1976. (B. 101.257)

THE AMERICANPRESENCEABROAD AND U.S. EXPRTS
UNITED KINGDOM By John Mutti. Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S.

PINSON ON REVENUE LAW Treasury Department, 1978. OTA Paper 33, October 1978.
38 pp. (B. 101.275)

Comprising income tax; capital gains tax; development land tax; DOMESTIC INTERNATIONALSALES CORPORATIONS
corporation tax; capital transfer tax; value added tax; stamp
duties; tax planning. By Barry Pinson. With sections on value By Robert Feinschreiber. New York, Practising Law Institute,
added tax and development land tax by John Gardiner. Twelfth 810 Seventh Avenue, N.Y. 10019., 1978. 433 pp., $ 35.-.
edition. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1978. 647 pp., £ 18.-. Monograph on the DISC tax program.'

' The law is stated so as to
Textbook on revenue law as of September 1, 1978. (B. 101.682) include the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and all changes that have

occurred prior to September 20, 1977. (B. 101.189)
ROWLAND'SGUIDE TO THE TAXES ACTS & CTT

INCOME TAXATION OF ESTATES AND TRUSTS
Editors Nigel Eastaway and David Trill. London, Butterworths,
1978. 750 pp. 10th Edition. By Arthur Michaelsonand Jonathan G. Blattmachr.

Supplementary guide to Butterworth's Yellow and Orange Tax New York, Practising Law Institute, 810 Seventh Avenue, N.Y.
Handbooks which reproduce the actual legislation currently in 10019., 1978. 187 pp., $ 25.-.
force. This guide provides a practical explanation of the actual Revised 10th edition of monograph on the taxation of income of

legislation. It includes a brief explanation of the Income Tax estates and trusts. (B. 101.190)
Acts, Corporation Tax Acts, Taxes Management Act 1970,
Capital Gains Tax enactments, Development Land Tax enact- INTERNALREVENUE CODE
ments. References are made to Simon's Taxes, Foster Capital
Taxes Encyclopaedia and the Land Development Encyclopaedia. Including 1978 amendments. Income, estate and gift tax provi-
(B. 101.680) sions Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1979. 2165 pp.,

$ 9.50.
THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF INCOME TAX Annotated text of the Internal Revenue Code with respect to

income tax and estate and gift tax provisions as amended through
By Richard A. Toby. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1978. 210 pp. the end of 1978. Non-income tax provisions of the Code such as

Study describing from a socio-economicstandpoint the principles Federal Unemployment Tax Act and excise taxes are not
and practice of income taxation as it has developed in the United included. (B. 101.699)
Kingdom, with additional references to former British overseas

territories. (B. 101.656) THE POLITICS OF RAISING STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE

TOLLEY'S CAPITAL GAINS TAX 1978-79 By Richard D. Bingham, Brett W. Hawkins and Ted F. Hebert.
New York, Praeger Publishers, 1978. 220 pp.

By David G. Young and David R. Harris. Croydon, Tolley Collection of studies on taxation and the distribution of govern-

Publishing Company, Ltd., 1978. 174 pp., £ 5.-. mental, state and local revenues. (B. 101.684)
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LUC DE WULF: INDIEN: BERSICHT UBER DIE GEGENWRTIG ANZU-
WENDENDEN STZE DER EINKOMMEN- UND QUELLEN-CUSTOMSVALUATION PRINCIPLES
STEUERN, UND ZWAR AUF EINKNFTE, DIE AUSLANDI-l AND PRACTICES ........................... 243 SCHEN GESELLSCHAFTENZUFLIESSEN

The author discusses in non-mathematical terms the need for
Tabelle, die die gegenwrtig erhobenen Steuerstze fr ausln-

generally accepted and uniform customs valuation procedure. dische Investitionen in Indien wiedergibt. Wiewohl diese Stze
als ziemlich hoch erscheinen mgen, so sind doch verschiedenePRINCIPES ET PRATIQUES D'EVALUATION DOUANIERE
Behrden der Meinung, dass die effektiven Stze aufgrund derL'auteur discute en termes non-mathmatiques de la ncessit
zahlreichen Vergnstigungenschlussendlich niedrig sind.d'une procdure gnralement accept et uniforme de l'valua-

tion douanire.

ROY T. GOBIN:
PRINZIPIEN UND PRAXIS BEI DER BESTIMMUNG DES ;THE SYSTEM OF INDIRECTTAXATION IN THEZOLLWERTES

CARIBBEAN COMMON MARKET ................ 252Der Verfasser erklrt mittels nicht-mathematischer Begriffe die
This examines the design and the operation of the salespaper ,Notwendigkeit der Einf.hrungvon Verfahren, die eine allgemein
tax systems in 4 major countries in the Caribbean Commonanerkannte und einheitlichte Bestimmung des Zollwertes er-
Market (CARICOM). :.!

mglichen sollen.

LE SYSTEME D'IMPOSITION INDIRECTE DAN LE MARCHESINGAPORE: BUDGET STATEMENT ............. 249
COMMUN DE CARAIBES

The 1979 Budget is painless budget and mildly plea-
''

a even
Cet article tudie la forme et l'application des systmes d'imposi-surable as the Minister stated. No new taxes are introducedand
tion sur le chiffre d'affaires dans les 4 principaux Etats du

the numberof tax concessions is increased.
March Commun des Carabes.

SINGAPOUR: PRESENTATION DU BUDGET
DAS SYSTEM DER INDIREKTEN BESTEUERUNG IM GE-

Le Budget de 1979 est sans douleur et mme plutt agr- MEINSAMEN MARKT DER KARIBIK (CARICOM)able a indiqu le Ministre. Aucun impt nouveau est introduitet Diese Abhandlung untersucht das Konzept und die Erhebung der
le nombre de concessionsfiscales est augment. Umsatzsteuer in den vier wichtigsten Staaten des Gemeinsamen

Marktes der Karibik (CARICOM).
SINGAPUR: ANMERKUNGENZUM HAUSHALT
Der Haushalt fr das Jahr 1979 ist nicht nur ein schmerzloser
Haushalt, sondern hat darberhinaus sogar gewisse erfreuliche READERS' GUIDE TO THE TREATY
Zge, wie es der Min ster formu erte. Es werden keine neuen OF CHAGUARAMASESTABLISHINGTHE
Steuern eingefhrt, gleichzeitig aber eine Reihe von Steuerver- CARIBBEAN COMMUNITY .................... 258
gnstigungen ausgedehnt. Analysis of the Caribbean Community Treaty and its Common

Market Annex.
KAILASH C. KHANNA:

INDIA: SURVEY OF CURRENT INCOME AND GUIDE DU LECTEUR DU TRAITE DE CHAGUARAMAS

WITHHOLDINGTAX RATES ON INCOME INSTITUANT LA COMMUNAUTE DES CARAIBES

Analyse du Trait de la Communaut des Carabes et An-DERIVED BY FOREIGN COMPANIES ............. 251 son

Chart stating current rates of tax on foreign investment in India. nexe sur le March Commun.

Although these rates are seemingly high some authorities feel
that effective rates are low because of the numerous tax con- LEITFADEN ZUM VERTRAG VON CHAGUARAMAS,
cessionswhichare available. DURCH DEN DIE KARIBISCHE GEMEINSCHAFT BEGRN-

DETWURDE

INDE: RESUME PORTANT SUR LES TAUX ACTUELS Analyse des die Karibische Gemeinschaft begrndenden Ver-

L'INCOME TAX ET DE LA RETENUE A LA SOURCE SUR trages und des den Gemeinsamen Markt betreffenden Anhangs.
LE REVENU REALISE PAR LES SOCIETES ETRANGERES.
Tableau indiquant les taux de l'impt sur les investissements CONFERENCEDIARY ........................ 265
trangers raliss en Inde. Bien que ces taux semblent levs, CARNET DES CONVENTIONS
certaines autorits considrent que les taux rels sont finale-
ment faibles en raison du grand nombre de concessions fiscales. VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER
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, CustomsValuationPrinciples
andPractices
ByLucdeWulf* .

An adequate and uniform customs valuaton system large intra-firm trade which presents special valuation
facilitates the analysis of national trade policy and problems, led to international efforts to foster the
international trade negotiationsand fosters the interest adoption of adequate and uniform valuation principles
of the tradng community. Ths paper discusses in non- and practices.
mathematical terms the need for generally accepted and A desirable valuation system would be based on the full
uniform customs valuaton principles and practices and economic value of the imported good and would be
briey traces the international attempts for more stan- neutral vis--vis specific policy objectives. The concept
dardized customs valuaton procedures. The implica- of full customs value of imports will become clearer
tions of differences in customs valuaton practces on later in this article; for the moment it is sufficient to
the value and comparabilityof international trade statis- state that it includes both the cost of production and
tics are also briefly traced. the cost of transportation to the importing country.

This principle rules out f.o.b, valuation and administra-
tive or minimum values. An adequate valuation system

1. NEED FOR AND BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF must also value the imports as if they were traded
AN ADEQUATE VALUATIONSYSTEM between unrelated parties (i.e. on the basis of open

market prices). Sometimesadjustmentsmust be made to
Customs valuation practices and customs duties are to the invoice price to arrive at open market prices. How-
some extent interchangeable policy instruments in that

ever, regulation should prevent arbitrary decisions on
several fiscal and trade objectives can be achieved the part of the customs administration.
through the manipulation of either one or both. For
example, given the tariff structure, it is possible to alter The choice of a c.i.f. valuation base has sometimes been

the applicable valuation system so as to obtain higher challenged because it discriminates against the distant

import tax bases as well as higher revenues. Alterna- suppliers who incur larger insurance and freight costs

tively, these results can be obtained by changing the than nearby suppliers. 1 This criticism seems to imply
tariff schedule without altering the valuation system. that global resource allocation would be improved if the

However, the analysis of trade policy and its instru- production costs of various suppliers were equalized.
ments is vastly complicated when both valuation princi- However, this approach fails to recognize that efficient

ples and tariffs are used to foster particular objectives. resource allocation among trade partners does not re-

Continued adherence to a theoretically sound valuation quire the equalization of production costs, but it does

principle, along with the use of tariffs as trade policy require the equalization at the margin of the total

instruments, presents analytical advantages that would amount of resources used to supply the importer's
permit a better trade policy. market. In fact, allocative efficiency requires c.i.f.

valuation because, under the broadly valid assumptionTariffs are comparable across countries. Differences in that like products sell for about the same price in the
valuation systems, on the other hand, are more difficult country of importation, the c.i.f. value base results in
to assess internationally. Such differences belong to the equal tariff-price relation for all products irrespectivenon-tariff trade barriers that complicate international

an

of their origin. This guarantees that the directions of
trade negotiations. The manipulation of these valuation trade that would have existed in the absence of tariffs
systems may sometimes nullify the effect of tariff are not affected by the c.i.f. valuation. In addition, the
concessions. Hence, an effective and universally adhered protection policy of an importing country is also better
to valuation system would be highly advantageous. served through c.i.f. customs valuation because this
Historically, each country has developed a customs practice guarantees domestic producers the desired
valuation system of its own, in part to implement its nominal protection, irrespective of the origin of the
national objectives. These systems took into account
the interests of importers and of producers of products
that compete with imports, as well as the capabilitiesof * The author is presently employed by the InternationalMone-
the customs administration, but they did not consider tary Fund. The views expressed here do not necessarily represent
the interest of the foreign exporter, to whose business those of his employer. Thanks go to Mr. Adrian Goorman, with
the great diversity and arbitrarinessof valuation systems whom I discussed many aspects of customs valuation.
often cause an effective hindrance. This fact, together 1. For example, R.K. Pandey, Customs Valuation Systems
with the emergence of multinational enterprises with . (Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi, 1970), p. 3.
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product. From an administrative point of view, how- ordinary course of trade under fully competitive con-

ever, c.i.f. valuation has no particular advantage over ditions; 3 Ce) in the absence of actual value to base
f.o.b, valuation. the dutiable value on the nearest ascertaiable equiva-

lent of such value; Cf) to use the exchange rates publish-An important requirement of an adequate valuation ed by the IMF when prices expressed in foreignsystem is its overall ease of administration. This aspect
curren-

cies are to be converted in domestic currencies.
is important when it is recognized that a valuation
system that does not meet some of the above-mentioned b. The Brussels Definition of Value
criteria may well achieve more adequate overall results The GATT rules, however, do not set forth the elements
than a fully adequate system if its implementation is of complete valuation standard. Therefore, the Euro-
beyond the capabilities of the customs administration.

a

Customs Union Study Group, established in 1947,The administration of an adequate valuation system
pean
prepared its own valuation principles, which were to

requires customs officers to be able to see the need for be consistent with those of the GATT that had justvaluation inquiries and to request and use all the data been agreed upon. In 1950, the resulting norms were
needed to valuate the imports. This often requires the

agreed upon. At the same time, the Customs Coopera-investigation of trade between related parties and may tion Council (CCC) was established to supervise the
require post-clearance inspection, which depends in

implementation of these principles. Countries applying
part for its success on the quality of the bookkeepingof what became known as the Brussels Definitionof Value
the importer. Where demands for an adequate valuation (BDV) are estimated to account for 60 percent of 1976
system exceed local capabilities, the valuation principles world imports. 4 They include most Western Europeanand practices must be adjusted accordingly. countries, Japan, many African countries, and most
The next section presents the valuation principles that Latin American countries. The United States, Canada,
are binding on members of the General Agreement on and most Asian countries use different valuation prin-
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the Brussels Definition of ciples.
Value to be implemented by the countries that accede The BDV is notional standard in that the dutiable
to that valuation convention, and the valuation princi-

a

value of a product is the price at which goods would
ples applied by the United States, Mexico, and Brazil be sold under specific conditions. 5 As such it permitsand the valuation system adhered to by Australia prior the customs officials to adjust the declared value of the
to its recent adoption of the Brussels Definition of

so as to conform to the standard, an adjustmentValue. 2 A final section of this article provides an
product
for which alternativevaluation criteria are available. The

evaluation of these systems in light of the requirements BDV states that:
spelled out above.

For the purpose of levying ad valorem duties of
customs the value of any goods imported for home

2. VALUATION PRINCIPLES
2. Mexico and Brazil are undertaking the necessary studies to

a. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade incorporate the Brussels Definition of Value in their legislation
(GATT) (Latin American Free Trade Association, Newsletter No. 36,

May-June 1976, p. 2).In 1929 and 1930 the Economic Conference of the
3. The use of fully competitive conditions was not intended

League of Nations addressed the problem of the use of to refer to the specific market structure of free competition. The
multiple customs valuation standards. Although the authors of these regulations intended to refer to open market
participating countries agreed in principle on the need prices, which are prices between unrelated parties. Such prices
for action, none resulted. In 1947, when these issues do not depend on the particularmarket structure.
were brought up again by the Contracting Parties to 4. In 1976, 80 countries were members of the Customs Co-

the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT), operation Council, 30 of which were contracting parties to the

an agreement in principle was reached. The GATT Valuation Convention. In addition, some 65 countriesare known

Articles pertaining to customs valuation are included to have valuation systems based on the BDV (Customs Coopera-
in Part II of the Agreement; they are now provisionally tion Council, The Activities of the Council, Bulletin No. 21

applied by about 80 GATT members and more than a
(Brussels, 1976).
5. This notional standard contrasts with the positivedozen additional countries who apply the GATT rules standard according to which goods are to be valued in terms of

de facto. The GATT Articles set forth broad principles the price at which goods are sold under specified conditions.
that the member countries undertake to observe in their The notional standard raises problems when imported goods are

customs laws and administration.The pertinent Articles consigned for sale or imported on hire, when goods are sold
of the GATT contain the following commitment: Ca) between affiliates, in which case the price of like merchandise
not to alter the method of determining the dutiable (which may not exist) must be used, and when fictitious invoice

value so as to decrease any concession provided under prices are used, in which case inquiries into the cost of produc-
the GATT; (b) to adhere to and administeruniformly a tion of these products is necessary. These problems arise from the

stable and published valuation method so as to enable fact that the positive notion calls for the ascertainment of that

importers to estimate, with a reasonable degree of cer- price as a question of fact, so that no other price or consideration

tainty, the dutiable value of their goods; (c) to base the
is relevant to it (Customs Cooperations Council, Explanatory
Notes to the Brussels Definition of Value (Brussels, 1971),dutiable value on actual value, not on the value of
pp. 16-18). In 1970 a positive standard was reportedly used in

merchandise of national origin or on arbitrary or ficti- India, Libya, Iran, and Maldives (R.K. Pandey, Customs Valua-
tious value; Cd) to define actual value as the price at tion Systems (Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi,
which such or like merchandise is offered for sale in the 1970)). The U.S. valuation system is also basicallypositive.
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use shall be taken to be the normal price, that is The U.S. valuation system is basically a positive one,
to say, the price which they would fetch at the although certain elements of some of the standards are

time when the duty becomes payable on a sale in of notional content. 10 Within the overall U.S. valua-
the open market between a buyer and a seller in- tion system there are six different sub-systems for

dependent of each other. 6 determining customs values. The system to be used is
determined by the article to be valued. Each sub-system

* A brief discussion of the basic elements of this definition
contains primary and alternate valuation standards. In

brings forth its salient features, as noted below.
all, there are nine such standards, some of which differ

Time: Goods are to be valued when they enter the only slightly from each other. Seven standards are based
country of importation. However, recognizing that there on the value of the goods in the country of exportation,
usually is some time between the placing of the order and two are based on the selling price in the United
and the time of importation and that some goods are States of the domestic counterpart of the imported
traded under forward contracts, a degree of tolerance is article (American selling price or ASP). Those standards
accorded in respect of this time element. that are based on the value of goods in the exporting
Place: Goods are valued on the assumption that all country relate either to the value of goods sold for

costs, charges, and expenses incidental to the sale and export to the United States or to the value of goods sold

delivery to the place of introduction into the country for domestic consumption.These values can be obtained

of importationare included. This definition corresponds in three ways: (a) actual sale price minus the insurance

to the c.i.f, value. 7 and freight elements, (b) through building up of foreign

Quantity and level of transaction: The value of the costs, or (c) the U.S. selling price of such or similar
imports, minus the expenses of bringing such goods into

imported product is the one that pertains to the quan- the United States. These standards clearly opt for the
tity of the goods to be valued at the level (wholesale or f.o.b, basis. 11 The ASP standards base the dutiable
other) at which that transaction is effected. Hence, value the price of like similar competingdomestic
quantity discounts and/or wholesale discounts reduce

on or

articles in the U.S. market.
the dutiable value of the import.

Australia: Until recently, the valuation system used byOpen market conditions: Dutiable value must be an the Australian Customs Administration follows:was as
open market price. An open market price presupposes dutiable value the higher of either (a) the actual
that: (a) the price is the sole consideration;(b) the price

was

f.o.b, transaction price so adjusted to disallow anyis not influenced by any commercial, financial, or other discount that would not be available to other domestic
special relationship between the buyer and the seller; purchasers, or (b) the value of the same goods sold for
and (c) no part of the proceeds of any subsequent domestic consumption in the countryofexports, plusresale or use of the goods will accrue to the seller or any charges necessary for placing the goods free on board
person associated in business with him. In 1965, in res- at the port of export. Most imports valued underwere
ponse to traders who criticized this definition as being the latter alternative. Where problems in assessing
open to interpretation, the CCC recommended that if

arose

the dutiable value according to the above standards,the transaction price is considerably lower than the the customs authorities had considerable discretion in
price at which identical or similar products are available arriving at a dutiable value.
to other buyers, such price must be uplifted to obtain
the dutiable or normal price. Such uplifts may be done Some products made in Australia are given a support
on the basis of market price of the imported good in the price. On these products the importer is required to pay

importingcountry.
Patents and foreign trademarks: The value of goods 6. Customs Cooperation Council, Customs Valuation Explana-
manufactured in accordance with a patented invention tory Notes, Annex 1 to the Convention on the Valuation of

or imported under a foreign trademark is established Goods for Customs Purposes, Article 1 (Brussels, 1971), p. 103.

under the assumption that it includes the value of the 7. The CCC is at present considering the technical aspects of

right to use the patent, design, or trademark in respect applying the BDV on an f.o.b, basis, permitting countries that

apply such a valuation system to accede to the BDV convention
of the goods. (CCC, The Activities of the Council, Bulletin No. 21), p. 10.

Currency conversion: The official spot exchange rate is 8. Such a practice adds to the foreign exchange risk presently
to be used to convert prices expressed in foreign curren- borne by the trading community as a result of fluctuating ex-

cies into prices expressed in local currencies. 8 change rates.
9. This subsection is based on U.S. Tariff Commission,Customs

c. Selected other valuation practices
Valuation (Washington, 1970), pp. 42-49. The complexityof the

U.S. valuation system stems in part from the fact that initial recom-

United States: The multiplicity of customs valuation mendations of the Administration which were partly incorpo-
systems used in the United States makes this system rated in the 1956 Customs Simplification Act were not retained

difficult to comprehend and complex to administer. 9 for the goods for which the new valuation system would have

However, some of this complexity is more apparent
caused the dutiable value to decrease by more than 5 percent.

than real, as a large share of U.S. imports enters duty
The old valuation system is used for these products.
10. For a discussion of this positive value concept, see footnote

free (in 1970, 31.7 percent) or bears only specific rates 4.
(in 1970, 23.9 percent). Of those imports to which ad 11. The f.o.b. basis was implicitly written into the U.S. Con-
valorem or a combination of ad valorem and specific stitution, where it is recognized that tax levied on a c.i.f. basis
duties apply, some 98 percent is valued according to might divert trade between ports, which at the time was consi-

only two valuation systems. dered an unequitablepractice.
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an additional import duty equal to 90 percent of the 3. CUSTOMS VALUATION AND INTERNATIONAL
difference between the landed duty-paid cost and the TRADE STATISTICS
support price, if the landed duty-paid cost is less than
its support price. Although products for which such a The considerable diversity in valuation principles and
support price is given constitute only a small share of practices applied by customs administrations around
total Australian imports, this practice has given rise to the world cast some doubt on the exactness of the
objections from exporters to Australia. import statistics and on their international compara-

bility. The comparability of these statistics is further
Mexico: Mexican ad valorem tariff rates are levied on undermined by the faking of invoices by importers.
the higher of (a) the f.o.b. invoice price, or (b) official Such practices can be used by importers as a mechanism
prices established by the Mexican authorities. Since to channel profits and capital abroad to reduce their
most official prices are higher than the invoice prices, profit tax or customs duty liability or to provide funds
this second basis is used in most cases. Official prices which can be sold on the domestic black market for
are established for protective purposes or when the foreign exchange. 14

f.o.b. price is unavailable or suspect. In the latter case, The customs valuation practices and the faking of in-
official prices are based on the wholesale price of the

voices would not greatly affect the validity of importproducts in the country of origin or, if this is not poss- statistics if these statistics gathered from other
ble, on the value of equal or similar merchandise in the

were

national market. Official prices are also established
sources than the customs data. However, a survey based

when the foreign wholesale prices are notably less than
on the responses of 75 IMF member countries, which in
1973 accounted for 75 percent of world trade, found

those for similar merchandise in the domestic market
or when they are less than the cost of production in that, although more than 30 percent of the weighted

a
Mexico. In these cases, the official price is based on the replies reported preference that the invoice price of the

domestic wholesale price or on the cost of production. imports be used as the standard of reporting trade

All official prices must be adjusted upward every time statistics, only one third of these replies showed that

there is a change of 10 percent in the basis on which imports were actually recorded on such a basis. 15

these prices were established. In those cases where administrative or minimum prices
are used in lieu of actual import values for the determi-

Brazil: The dutiable value of Brazilian imports is de- nation of import duties, the bias can be quite serious.
termined on a c.i.f. basis and is the normal open Correction for such biases is complicated by the fact
market price of the goods to be valued or of similar that the importer is not required to report his invoice
goods at the time of importation. 12 The invoice price price. Where he is required to do so, he complies with
is generally taken as a basis for determining the normal the assurance that this figure will rarely be questioned
price. However, about 10 percent of total Brazilian as it has no repercussion on his import duty liability.
imports is vaIued according to either the minimum Also, customs authorities often apply an upward adjust-
values or base prices. Minimum values are established to ment to the prices charged on intra-firm trade. Such
combat fraud and to value products whose normal adjustments may take quite some time to be prepared
value is difficult to determine, products that are the by the customs authorities, challenged by the importer,
object of dumping, 13 and products whose prices and finally settled. In these cases, the valuation of such
fluctuate widely. In 1970 minimum prices existed for trade flows is often recorded by the statistics depart-
about 200 products, but this number has since de- ment at the original price rather than at the price that
creased. is later uplifted by the customs authorities. 16 The

Base prices are used instead of the normal value in systematic biases in import statistics, therefore, cannot

cases where import prices very widely among importers be determined without detailed analysis of the customs

and where falling import prics cause prejudice, or

might cause prejudice, to the domestic production of
similar products. Import taxes on products whose c.i.f.

import value is less than the base price are made up of a
12. The Brazilian legislation basically copies Article II of the

specific tax, equal to the difference between the c.i.f. BDV when defining open market conditions.
price and the base price, and of the prevailing ad va- 13. In this case some other countries use a tariff rate that is
lorem tariff applied to the base price. double the rate applied to goods not suspected of dumping.

14. Luc De Wulf, Customs Valuation and the Faking of In-
Morocco: The Moroccan customs code states that the voices (forthcoming). Obtainable from the author. Luc De

import value to be used for customs purposes is the cash Wulf, Statistical Analysis of Under- and Overinvoicing of
wholesale value of goods delivered at the customs office Irnports, Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section 1978.

before paymentof customs duties and assimilated taxes. Papers presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Statis-

In practice, however, importers state on their customs tical Association, San Diego, August 1978 (Washington, D.C.,
declaration both the invoice value of the imported item 1979).
and the wholesale price at which they will sell those 15. International Monetary Fund, Balance of Payments Manual

goods domestically. Import taxes paid, customs clear- (Washington, 1977) p. 185.
16. Once such uplifts are made they are usually applied to

ance expenses, and a profit rate established for specific all subsequent similar shipments. Hence this problem toseems

groups of commodities at between 15 and 30 percent occur only for the valuation of the original shipment. Without
are then deducted from this domestic sale price to ob- further research on this topic it is impossible to assess the quanti-
tain the customs values. tative importance of this problem.
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I valuation and invoice practices, while keeping in mind quate bookkeeping practices of traders. The desire to

the share of trade that is likely to be affected by these limit the margin of discretion available to the inspecting
practices. officer probably also contributed to the use of ad-

ministrative values. Such a practice conflicts with BDV
principles, but it must be understood in view of the

4. EVALUATION administrative shortcomings of the customs administra-
tion in particular countries. Therefore, a limited use of

The above survey has shown that despite the fact that administrative prices -- periodically revised to follow
the BDV has received wide acceptance since its estab- price developments --

may better achieve the objectives
lishment, considerable diversity still exists in customs of the BDV than inadequate implementation of a full-

valuation systems. The fact that an increasingnumber of fledged BDV.

countries is adhering to the BDV Convention is a posi-
tive development. Compared with the other valuation
principles surveyed, the BDV leads to greater certainty 5o THE TOKYO ROUND OF THE MULTILATERAL
for traders with respect to the value that will be assigned TRADE NEGOTIATIONSON CUSTOMS
to their goods and the duties that are to be paid. While VALUATION 18

some difficulties exist pertaining to the valuation of
intra-firm trade, it must be admitted that the extreme Background
complexity and diversity of such trade relations On April 12, 1979 the Tokyo Round of the Multilateral
probably preclude completely satisfactory solutions to Trade Negotiations (MTN) came to a substantial con-
these valuationproblems. The most that can be ex- clusion, following five years of intensive negotiations.
pected from any valuation principle is that it sets forth After discussing a wide area of tariff and non-tarifftrade
proceduresthat lead to less arbitrary decisions. restrictions, the partners to the MTN presented a set of
The complaint sometimes voiced by developing coun- codes, declarationsand decisions which Mr. Oliver Long,
tries that the c.i.f. valuation discriminates against them Director General of the GATT hailed as an important
is not acceptable from a theoretical point of view. The boost to international trade in the coming years and a

CCC's consideration of allowing countries that adhere check on protectionism.
to an f.o.b. valuation to accede to the BDV Convention With respect to customs valuation the purpose of the I,

certainly is welcome to developing country critics of MTN was to arrive at a fair and neutral system that is ).
the c.i.f. valuation. Yet, the access of developing coun- both operational and internationally agreed upon. :

tries to the export markets in the rest of the world Such an exercise was deemed necessary because it was -
would be better served through trade preference agree- realized that the 1947 GATT valuation principles do
ments. 17 not provide all the elements of a complete valuation
It is alleged that systems such as those used by the standard and that some provisions of the BDV (Brussels ,

United States and, until recently, by Australia give Definition of Value) not only remain open to different ,

discretion to the customs authorities. This can create a interpretations but, according to some, that the BDV .

barrier to access to these markets, and de fact cn is not an adquate instrument to deal with the present -:

discriminate against exporters from developing coun- problems of international trade which -is characterized 0

tries that are often new to these markets. However, such by a large volume of trade between multinational
countries have a system of judicial review whose aim it companies.
is to prevent arbitrary applications of the valuation During the course of the discussions several drafts of the
principles. Code of Valuation were prepared. Despite protracted
Administrative prices are often used by countries that negotiations, some aspects of the provisions on methods

are not members of the GATT Treaty, but not ex- of valuation continued to present considerable diffi-

clusively by them. 18 Such a practice is mostly followed culties for some countries. These countries- mainly
for protective reasons, as in the cases of Mexico and the least developing countries -- maintained that the

Brazil. It reduces the information base of the tariff draft Code of Valuation: (a) should have a special and

schedule and reduces the impact of multinational trade differential treatment to developing countries, (b) is

negotiations that deal with tariff concessions because
changes in these administrative values occur more

frequently than tariff changes, as such changes often
17. For more on this issue, see Bahram Nowzad, Differential

require only administrativedecsions. Thus, considerable
Economic Treatment in Favor of Less Developed Countries,
InternationalMonetary Fund, Washington, D.C., July 15, 1977.

uncertainly is added to the trade activity. 18. Using a clause of the BDV Convention that permits ex-

Administrative prices are often used by developing ceptional use of administrative prices, the European Economic

countries for reasons other than protection. Customs Community (EEC) introduced such prices for steel imports
administration often draws up lists of such prices to during the first three months of 1978. The United States uses

a basically similar approach to protect ts steel production tem-
guide officials in their valuation tasks. The need for porarily.
such a list arose because customs officials often lacked 18. This section draws on GATT, The Tokyo Round of Multi-
the educational background and training to verify and, lateral Trade Negotiations. Report by the Director General of
when the need arose, to challenge the invoice prices GATT, Geneva, April 1979, and Mark Allen, Complex Con-
presented by the importer. Furthermore, post-inspec- clusions of Tokyo Round Add Upto Framework for Future
tion verification is often difficult because of the inade- Trade, IMF Survey, May 7, 1979, pp. 133-37.
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not neutral as between related and non-related traders, taxes incurred in the importing country and/or asso-

(c) favored firms and enterprises of developedcountries ciated with the resale of the goods will be deducted. If
and (d) did not deal adequately with the problem of the reslae price of the goods in question is not available,
price reduction not freely available or with the problem then the price of identical or similar imported goods can

of sole agents or distributors. be used. f
The procs-verbal signed on April 12, 1979 by 23 The fih method is based on a computed value which ;
of the 99 MTN participants reflected this disagreement consists of material and manufacturing costs, profits
between developed and developingcountries. It contains and general expenses for the goods being valued. The
two separate texts on customs valuation and govern- relevant information should be supplied by the produ-
ments could accept either one. Signature of the pro- cer and if he cannot or does not want to do this then
cs-verbal indicates no more than an intention to the use of this standard will be virtually impossible.
submit the relevant text, or legal instrument, to the If all the five methods turn out to be inapplicable then
national authorities for approval. The procs-verbal the customs value shall be determined using reasonable
can be signed on a selective basis, thus limiting its means consistent with the principles of the Agreement
effects to only some texts. Amongst the developing and of Article VII of the GATT, on the basis of data
country partners of the MTN only Argentina signed. available in the country of importation.
The existence of these parallel texts on customs valua-

Provision is made for the transaction value to be
tion may create legal problems in the future and exten- ac-

sive consultations will probably be necessary to arrive cepted by the Customs in sales between related persons
when the importer demonstrates that this value closelyat the uniform custom valuation procedure initially

envisaged by the MTN. approximates for instance the transaction value in sales
between unrelated buyers of identical or similar goods
for export to the same country.
Each party to the Agreement may choose whether it

Main Features of the Texts of an Agreement will apply it on an f.o.b. or c.i.f. basis.

a. Features common to both texts
b. Provisionsappearing in developingcountry text only

Five valuation methods are set out. These methods are
These provisions should be applied to or by developingarranged in a hierarchical order which is to be followed

by customs officers in all cases. Only when no valid countries only and should have precedence and be

customs value can be found under the first method, applied as if other provisions of the Agreement were

can the second method be used, and so on.
not existing or were accordingly modified. The main
elements of these provisions are the following:

Under the first, and primary, method, the transaction (1) a developing country. accepting the Agreementmay
value as expressed by the invoice price should be ac- delay its application for a period of ten years;
cepted as accurate. 19

(2) the burden of proof that a relationship between
If the transaction value is not acceptable because there buyer and seller does not influence the price lies
is no invoice price and/or the sale does not take place with the importer;
under fully competitive conditions, 20 then Customs (3) an importer may exercise his option between the
will use the second method, e.g., transaction value of fourth and fifth method of valuation only if the
identical goods sold under fully competitive conditions, Customs so agree;
for export to the same country of importation, and (4) in addition to the elements specified in the Agree-
exported at or about the same time as the goods being ment the following may be included in the customs
valued. value:

If this method cannot be used, then the next one pro- (a) any additional consideration which may in-
fluence the price (e.g. advertisingcosts);vdes for determination of customs value on the basis

of the transaction value of similar goods sold under the (b) any price reduction not freely available;
same conditions as described in the precedingparagraph. (5) definition of related person is more flexible, to

cover, for example, sole agents or sole distributors;
If all three methods turn out to be inadequate, the (6) special derogations, if agreed by all parties, are

importer can choose between the fourth and fifth envisaged in special cases (e.g. minimum prices).
methods to establish the value. If he does not exercise
this option, then the hierarchical order will be main- 19. This definition opts for the positive value standard. This
tained and the fourth method will be applied. Under implies that the burden of the proof that the invoice price is not

this method, the imported goods' resale price will be an open market price rests with the customs authorities.
used as a starting point, from which the estimated 20. See note 3 above for the meaning of fully competitive
commission or profit and all necessary expenses and conditions.
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Last year, I warned the House of the
protectionist sentiments in the world. Pro-

Singaoore: tectionism has now been extended to the
air. The new duopolistic end-to-end Inter-
national Civil Aviation Policy initiated by
Australia and apparently supported by

979 BUDG -
A EV-EN growth of airlines of intermediatedevelop-

' other developed countries, will stifte the

ing countries and affect their tourist-
related industries. Singapore stands to lose
about 50 percent of the present number of
Australian tourists, besides the loss of

The 1979 Budget Statement was presented on behalf of the Finance Minister by the revenue for our national carrier. Singapore
Senior Minister of State (Finance), Mr. Goh Chok Tong, on March 5, 1979.* He said, together with ASEAN and the Group of 77

developing countries must resist the pro-inter alia, the following: tectionist tendencies of developed coun-

tries and help bring about an international
economic order that will benet the I

SINGAPORE'SECONOMY IN 1978 Singapore's external trade rose by 15 per- developing countries. In the light of the

cent to reach $52.6 billion in 1978. This above problems, we must improve on our
World economic performance in 1978 was past efforts and performance if wish to
lackadaisical. The industrialised countries was, however, lower than the rate of 18 we

percent achieved in 1977. Imports in- achieve the same growth rate in 1979 as in
grew at 3.5 per cent, a quarterof a percent creased at a faster rate than exports thus 1978. I would now like to examine in more
lower than the previous year. The volume

widening the visible trade deficit by $1,183 detail the specific objectives that we will be
of world trade grew at 5 percent, margi- million to $6.6 billion. This is a reversal of pursuing in 1979.
nally higher than the rate in 1977. The rate the trend since 1975. The main reason for
of inflation, however, eased slightly, and this was the slower expansion of our INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
for the Organisation for Economic Coope- exports, both domestic and re-exports. 1978 the best for the manufactur-was yearration and Development (OECD) countries, Notwithstanding this, Singapore's balance ing investments since 1975. Investmentit was around 8 percent. Last year was the of payments continued to be in healthy commitments totalled $825 million,Year of the Horse and my confidence that surplus because of higher capital inflows. representing increase of 100 percentanSingapore would put on the extra gallop to Visitor arrivals in the tourist sector 1977. If major petroleum project ofover achallenge and beat the 1977 growth rate exceeded 2 million during the year, $330 million excluded, the increasewas not misplaced. was

registering a growth of 10 percent. Our was still a creditable43 percent. Our major
The Singapore economy grew by 8.6 per- nancial and business services also con- investors continued to be Japan and the
cent, better than our expectation of a 6-8 tinued to expand. Loans and advances of United States. Expansions and diversica-
percent growth, and higher than the 7.8 banks and ACUs increased by 20 percent tions of existing industries in 1978 as a
percent achieved in 1977. At current and 21 percent respectively. Activity was percentage of total commitmentsrose to 56
prices, growth was 9.7 percent. Growth much higher in the local stock market than percent, from the CPF Building and World
was achieved amidst price stability as the the previous year's. All in all, 1978 was a Trade Centre by Ministries and Depart-

,

GDP deflator rose by only 1.0 percent satisfactoryyear for us. ments, and on the new Residents' Com-
compared to 1.5 percent in 1977. mittees in Constituencies.Grants, Subsidies
However, as a result of rising food prices, and Other Transfers, comprising largely
particularly of rice, the Consumer Price PROBLEMSAND PROSPECTS FOR 1979

grants for the recurrent expenditure of
Index rose by 4.8 percent against an in- I am not optimistic about the outlook for Statutory Boards, tertiary education insti-
crease of 3.2 percent in 1977. While our world economic growth in 1979. The tutions and aided schools will increase by
growth can be considered satisfactory, our present cautious growth policies of $45 million or 12 percent over the current
workhorse was no match for the swifter industrialised countries are not expected to povision. This increase is to cater for
stallions in Hong Kong, Taiwan and South generate grow.th of more than 3 percent in normal salary increments, increase in CPF
Korea. Their economies raced along at be- 1979. Many believe that the United States contributions and provision for new posts.
tween 10-13 percent last year. The engine economy in the wake of recent stringent
of growth in Singapore last year was the monetary policies will decelerate. It is REVENUE
transport and communications sector. It hoped that there will be an offsetting
grew by 16 percent and accounted for 30 expansion in Japan, West Germany and The total estimated revenue for FY 79 at

percent of the increase in GDP. The other smaller industrialised countries. existing tax rates is $3,885 million, re-

manufacturing sector came second, grow- Given our open economy, and our depen- presenting an increase of 5.6 percent over

ing by 12 percent and contributing 28 dence on industrialised countries for the revised estimate for FY 78. This

percent of the incremental GDP. Especially export markets, any slowdown in the increase compares favourable with the

heartening was the invigorating recovery in world economy will have an adverse effect expected revenue growth of 3.4 percent for

private investments in capital equipment. on Singapore. An added depressant to the FY over FY 77. Income tax continues to

After 3 years of continuous decline follow- world economic outlook is the proposed account for the largest single source of

ing the oil crisis in 1974, private invest. 4-stage oil price increase totalling 14.5 per. revenue at 36 percent of total revenue

ments in plant and machinery increased by cent in 1979 by OPEC. Even more sombre receipts. For FY 79, income tax is expect-
20 percent in 1978. This augurs well for is the prospect of a world oil shortage ed to yield $1,400 million, an increase of 8
the manufacturing sector and the economy following disruption of supply from Iran. percent over the expected receipts in FY
in the next few years. In 1978, 41,000 jobs The future supply and price of oil will
were created, mostly in the manufacturing determine the world economic per- * See also the article by Mr Lee Fook
sector (21,000), and the commerce sector formance. As for ourselves, we should step Hong: Singapore's 1979 Budget in
(12,000). As a result, unemployment fell up efforts to economise on the consump- the April 1979 issue of the Bulletin (p.
to a record low of 3.6 percent. tion of oil and electricity. 181).
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78. The revenue estimate of $3,885 million present rate of 161 percent exceed $4,000 provide sufficient relief in many cases if
covers the estimated recurrentexpenditure per year and those whose income brackets the deceased had a house. Therefore, to

of $3,374 million, leaving a surplus of are in the ranges which did not benefit further encourage home ownership and to

$511 million available for transfer to the from the reduced tax rates last year, i.e., relieve the hardship of those most affected

Development Fund. Despite this transfer, those with chargeable income between by the escalation in property prices, I have '

however, there is still a deficit of $1,186 $20,000 and $35,000. To rectify this, I decided to exempt from estate duty, any
million to finance the large development have decided to increase the allowable one house in a deceased's estate subject to

expenditure. This will be met by borrow- deduction for statutory CPF contributions a maximum value of $200,000. This con-

ings and a drawdown of the Development to $5,000 per year. This will also benet cession is in addition to the existing
Fund. The question can be asked whether all other tax payers whose CPF contribu- exemption limit of $100,000 which will
this deficit should not also be partially tions exceed $4,000 per year. This exemp- still apply regardless of the compositionof
financed by additional taxes --which tion applies equally to contributions to the estate, but excludinghouses. The effect

brings me to the bugbear of every Budget other approved pension and provident fund of this concession will be that the existing
Session -- tax changes. schemes in lieu of CPF. Where the statu- exemption limit of $100,000 is being

tory contributions exceed $4,000 a year, raised by $200,000 only if the deceased's
no tax relief will be given for life insurance estate includes 'one' house. For example, if

TAX CHANGES premia and other voluntary contributions the estate comprises a house assessed at
to super-annuation schemes. However, $250,000 and other assets of $100,000,

For FY 79, I intend to introduce no new where the statutory contributions do not estate duty will be payable on $50,000
taxes. Instead, I intend to give the follow- exceed $4,000 a year, the difference is only, ie. on the value of the house above
ing tax concessions. It is our policy that allowable for tax deduction on contribu- $200,000. If the $350,000 estate com-

effort, talent and skills at all levels should tions made to other approved pension and prises entirely of assets other than a house,
be equitably rewarded. Tax is a necessary provident fund schemes and premia on life estate duty will be payable on $250,000, as

evil of any good government but it must insurance policies. This concession will at present. The exemption limit of
never be so high as to become a disincen- take effect from Year of Assessment1980. $200,000 for the house will apply to the
tive to work harder. The revenue loss is estimated at $4.9 full share of any one house in a deceased's

Last year, the burden of personal income million per year. estate. This should cover most public and

tax was lightened. The tax reductionvaried Second. At present, only half the pension private flats, and terrace and semi-detached

from 7.7 percent to 20.7 percent, received by resident pensioners is taxed.
houses. If the deceased is a part owner of a

depending on the tax bracket. The average Out of the total number of 1,240 resident house, the exemption will depend on his

tax cut was 14.8 percent. The tax cut last pensioners who paid income tax in 1977, proportionate share of that house. For

year has checked the rising trend of 800, or 64.5 percent of them, had charge- example, if the deceased owned one fourth

personal income tax expressed as a per- able income, including pension income, of
of a house valued at $350,000, the
maximum exemption granted to the estatecentage of total revenue. In 1970, personal less than $7,500 per year. 412, or 33.2

income tax represented 7.3 percent of total percent, had chargeable income of $2,500
for that house will be one-fourth of

A house which isgovernment revenue. It rose steadily every per year or less. For this group of pen-
$200,000 or $50,000.

year until 1977 when it reached 13.8 per- sioners, the pension income constitutes 82 given as an inter vivos gift will not qualify
cent. With the substantial revision to for the exemption, notwithstanding that

percent of the chargeable income. For the value of the house is included in thepersonal income tax last year, its propor- them, the pension is practically the only valuation of the estate if the gift is madetion to total government revenue has been source of income and sustenance. Another within five of the date of death. Thisbrought down to within 10 percent. I am 260 pensioners, or 21.0 percent of the
years

concession will apply only to residentialsatisfied that the general tax burden on total number of tax-payingpensioners, had units. Houses which registered in theindividuals in Singapore is well within the chargeable income including pension of
are

names of companies will not be eligible for
international average. I shall therefore not between $2,500 to $5,000 per year. Having the concession. The concession, which will
make any changes to personal income tax considered this, and recognising both the take effect from 1 April 1979, will
rates this year but will periodically review past services rendered to the nation by

ensure

that in lmost all families will not
them to ensure that bth the marginal tax pensioners and the ravages of inflation, I cases,

lose their homes on account of estaterates and the effective average tax rates of have decided to remove the tax burden on duties. The loss is estimated atrevenuetax payers in various income brackets will resident pensioners, even though as I have $16-$17 million per year.never be so high as to deter them from told the House on another occasion that
wanting to strive for more rewards through there was nothing immoral in taxing
excellence in performance and diligence in pension which is income for past services.

Fourth. In my 1977 Budget Statement I

application of time and effort. The first We have to be a hard-headed Government, granted a 10 percent concessionary tax on

three concessionswhich I intend to give are but we are not hard-hearted. Wherever we
income derived from offshore reinsurance

therefore aimed at rewarding hard work can afford to we shall show in some
business. To further encourage offshore

and encouragingsaving for home ownership tangible way that those who have served insurance business in Singapore, I have

-and old age security. First. Members will
are not forgotten. With effect from Year of decided to extend the 10 percent con-

recall that after the general revision to Assessment 1979, tax will be exempted on cessionary tax rate to income derived from

personal income tax rates last year, the the whole of the pension income of general inward direct insurance business
CPF contribution was raised from 151 resident pensioners. The largest group of covering offshore risks. This concession

percent to 16 percent in July 1978. The pensioners who will benefit from this con-
will take effect from Year of Assessment

maximum allowable deduction for CPF 1980.cession are those with chargeable income
contribution and life insurance premia of less than $5,000 per year. The revenue
remained at $4,000 per year. As a result, loss as a result of this concession is estimat- Fifth. Under the income tax legislation, the
the benefits gained from the concessionby ed at $290,000 per annum. existing capital allowance allowed for com-

the lower-middle income groups were pany registered cars is restricted to a

eroded by their increased CPF contribu- Third. Rising prices of properties have had maximum of $15,000. With effect from 1
tions. Relatively most affected are those the effect of increasing the value of estates, April 1979, I have decided to raise the

earning between $1,900 and $2,500 per at all levels. The present exemption ceiling ceiling of capital allowance for company-
month whose CPF contributions at the of $100,000 for estate duty does not owned cars to $25,000 to take into
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account the higher present day prices of the perseverance and courage to overcome oil supplies in Iran the U.S. was expected
company cars. the many obstacles to our survival and to have a downturn in its economy later

gone on to achieve a higher standard of this year. Now thereare all the imponder-
CONCLUSION living. We have exercised prudence in our ables of when and at what levels oil will be
Mr, Speaker, Sir, this year's Budget State- financial policy and we will continue to exported by Iran. The problems of un-

ment does not match the excitement of exercise careful restraint on government employment and protectionism in the
last year's. This is as it should be as we expenditure. Now we have a sound foun- industrial countries are persisting. And the
should take stock of the effects of the dation for sustained growth. Provided we world is nervous over the dangers of
various tax changes made last year before continue to be practical and realistic, further escalation and involvement in the
we embark on further tax changes. It is a adapting rapidly to changed circumstances conflicts caused by Vietnamese troops in

completely painless budget, and even and always prepared to work hard to earn Kampuchea and Chinese troops in

mildly pleasurable. But there is a moral to and pay for oud needs we can face the Vietnam. For Singapore in 1979 as it has

this, and that is, to achieve nirvana you uncertain and wintry economic climate been from time to time in 1965, 1968 and
must first experience pain. We have all without the fears and anxieties which 1973, it means, prepare for the worst and
worked hard in the past. We have all made plagued us from 1965-1969, and again work to achieve the best. This is the
sacrifices. We have never flinched from the from 1973-1974. The outlook for the philosophy of this budget. Sir, I beg to

harsh realties of the world. We have had world is sombre. Even before the cut-offof move.

INDIA: SURVEY OF CURRENT INCOME AND WITHHOLDINGTAX RATES
ON INCOME DERIVED BY FOREIGN COMPANIES*

As may seem from this chart, income Statement showing rates of income tax payable in India by foreign companies on

and withholding tax rates on foreign profits and gains of business, dividends, royalties and technical know-knowfees,etc.

companies are relatively high in India.

However, some authorities -- e.g. Mr. Nature of income Rates of income tax includingsurcharge

E. Srinivasan, former Member of the
1. Profits and gains of business derived by an

Central Board of Direct Taxes -- fe_:
Indian branch of a foreign company 75.25 percent

that the effective rate of tax is still
low because of the numerous tax 2. Dividends received by a foreign company

exemptions and reductions which are
on equity investment in a domestic company 25 percent

available. 3. Income by way of royalty payable by an

Indian concern to a foreign company:

It should also be kept in mind that (a) in pursuance of an agreement made

foreign investment in India is at present
before Aprii 1,1976 53.75 percent of the gross amount less

negligible because of strict Government
a maximum deduction of 20 percent of
the amount for expenses.

control and the introduction of the (b) in pursuanceof an agreement made

Foreign Exchange Regulations Act. after March 31,1976 40 percent of gross amount.

Most of the collaboration agreements (c) if the agreement is made after 1976,
between Indian and foreign companies on so much of the royalty income as ,3

which currently receive Government consists of lump-sum consideration .

approval entail only the use of foreign for the transfer outside India of infor-

technical know-how and expertise and mation in respect of any data, docu-

do not permit nancial participation. In mentation, drawing, specification etc. 20 percent of the gross income.

addition, except in the case of core 4. Income by way of technical service fees

sector industries, the subsidiariesof all payable to a foreign company:

foreign companieshave been directed to (a) in pursuance of an agreement made

reduce foreign participation to a maxi- before April 1,1976 53.75 percent of the gross amount less

mum of 40 percent and this has now by
a maximum deduction of 20 percent of

and large been complied with. There
the amount for expenses.

(b) if the agreement is made after March
are very few branches of foreign com- 31,1976 40 percent of gross amount.

panies operating in India.

Rates of income tax including surcharge payable by domestic companies

i) Widely-held company with income up to Rs. 100,000 48.37 percent
ii) Other widely-held companies 59.12 percent
iii) Controlled industrial company with incorne up to Rs. 200,000 59.12 percent
iv) Controlled industrial company 64.5 percent
v) Other controlled company 69.87 percent

Tax on intercorporatedividends

With the exception of about a score of priority companies which enjoy complete exemption
fron tax on intercorporate dividends, all other companies pay tax on 60 percent ofthe divi-

dends received from another company even if the dividend-payingcompany is a wholly owned
* Compiled by Kailash C. Khanna. subsidiary -- tax deductible at source at 24 percent.
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RoyT Gobin*:
'

TheSystemofIndirectTaxation
in theCaribbeanCommonMarket

-

I. INTRODUCTION
CONTENTS

In deuelopng economes commodity or indrect taxaton offers several ad-
uantages ouer drect taxation 1 and can be an important nstrument in pro- I. INTRODUCTION
moting developmental objectives if optimally designed. 2 This paper exa- Il. SYSTEM OFSALESTAXATION

mines the design and operationof the sales tax systems of the 4 major coun- IN CARICOM

tries in the Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM) -- Trinidad, Jamaica, 1. Structure of sales taxes

Barbados and Guyana. The common market consists of 1 2 English-speaking 2. Coverage and rate structure

countries that perceive regional integration as a mechanism which may serue
3. Exemptions

to mitigate the economic handicaps 3 which small, open economies expe-
4. Sales tax administration

Ill. EVALUATIONOF THE SYSTEM
rence. Consequent on the formation of the common market, commodity OF SALES TAXATION
taxes need to be structured in a manner which not only promotes national

/ IV. CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS
objectives, but they also must be harmonized, i.e. contribute toward the
achieuementof regionalgoals.

Il. SYSTEMOFSALES TAXATION INCARICOM
THE CARIBBEANCOMMUNITYAND
COMMON MARKET (CARICOM) 1. Structure of sales taxes

In terms of legislative design, a primitive variant of a
The CARICOM was created by the Treaty of Cha. manufacturers' sales tax was initially introduced in Tri-
guaranas in 1973 with a view towards unity in the nidad in 1963 in the form of its Purchase Tax. The tax
Caribbean area. Its man purpose is the economic bore no resemblance to a wholesale sales tax as its label
integraton of ts members by means of the Carib- would suggest; rather it applied to the importation and
bean Common Market which superseded the for- manufacture of finished goods as' does a manufacturers'
mer Caribbean FreeTradeAssociation(CARIFTA). tax. However, unlike a true manufacturers' sales tax,
Its main organs are the Heads of GovernmentCon- under which coverage is general, the Purchase Tax ap-
ference in which final authority is vested, the Com- plied only to items which were regarded as luxuries.
mon Markt Council conistng of Government Hence, in practice the Purchase Tax could have been
Ministers appointed by the member States and a more accurately characterized as an extended indirect
Secretariat whose main divisions are () trade and tax system. A similar tax was introduced shortly after-
integraton and (ii) general services and administra- wards in Jamaica (the Consumption Duty, 1965). This
tion. Some associate institutons are the Caribbean tax represented an additional set of indirect taxes super-
DevelopmentBank, the Caribbean InvestmentCor. imposed on those already placed upon domestic pro-
poration, the Regional Shippng Council and the duction. Rates were low initially -- between 3 and 5 per-
Universitiesof Guyana and the West indies. cent -- and the apparent rationale for a separate set of

'

excises seems to have been an attempt to construct a
The membercountres are: flexible element in the excise system, with a relatively
Antigua Jamaica uniform rate structure which would be readily adjustedBarbados Montserrat to meet revenue needs. However, for almost 10 yearsBelize St. Christopher.Nevis-Angula the rates remain unchanged. Barbados had introduced a
Dominica St Lucia Consumption Tax before Trinidad, in 1962, but no
Orenada St,. Vincent
Guyana Trinidad and Tobago

more than 10 commoditieswere ever covered during the
1960's.

'rhe CARICOM's main functions are to co-ordina
tion of development planning, the introduction of
a common extemal tariff, the establishmentof an

* Loyola University of Chicago. The author is grateful to John

integrated system of tax incentivesto industry and F. Due for helpful comments.

the setting of double tation arrangementsbe- 1. See Due, J.F., Indirect Taxation in Deueloping Economies,up
tween the richer and poorer members of the Com- Ch.1 (Johns Hopkins UniversityPress, 1970).

munity.
2. Due, J.F., op. cit.
3. Caribbean Community Secretariat, The Caribbean Communi-

V ty: A Guide (Georgetown,Guyana, 1974).
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Interest in making greater use of commodity taxes arose duties. All major domestic manufacturing activity and
largely in response to the need for additional revenue to most finished imported goods were brought under the
supplement the sluggish growth of customs duties (see scope of these taxes. Hence with expanded coverage,
Table 3). In the early 1970's slower growth rates in im- from an analytical viewpoint, the consumption taxes -

port duties resulted not from a narrowing of the import bear closer resemblance to a true manufacturers' sales
-

base due to economic diversification as is usually im- tax. The Consumption Tax introduced in Guyana in

plied by theories of tax structure development, 4 but 1968 was from its inception a true manufacturers'sales ::

rather from the freeing of intra-regional imports from tax, taxable items were based on the Brussels Tariff No-
'

tariffs under the Caribbean Free Trade Agreement menclature (BTN) classification. The extension of cover-

(CARIFTA) and from an import substitution policy age and greater use of sales taxation is reflected in its in-
which made an increasing proportion of capital and creasing importance in the tax structure, as is evidenced
intermediate imports non-dutable. As the administrative by Table 1 below.
apparatus already existed under the Consumption taxes, 4. Hinricks, J., A General Theory of Tax Structure Change Dur-
coverage was extensively expanded between 1970 and ing Economic Development (Cambridge: The Harvard Law
1974 to compensate for the slower growth in customs School, 1966).

Table 1

REVENUE IMPORTANCEOF THE MANUFACTURERS'SALES TAX

Jamaica Trinidad Guyana Barbados

% of % of % of % of

% of Tax Indirect % of Tax Indirect % of Tax Indirect % of Tax I nd i rect

Year Revenue Tax Revenue Revenue Tax Revenue Revenue Tax Revenue Revenue Tax Revenue

1965 _ a _ a 3.6 7 a a 4.9 8.2
1970 1 2 6.8 14 4.4 8.0 5.9 -11.9
1973 7.8 15.3 9.5 20.6 12.4 22.6 5.3 11.3
1974 12.2 24.8 2.8 21.3 12.6 34.9 7.4 16.6
1975 18.0 35.8 n.a. n.a. 9.6 35.8 5.9 13.9

Source: Computed from budget data on individual countries.
a = negligible.
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Sales taxation now contributes about one-fifth of total the rate structure in a manner which would, by commo-

indirect tax revenues in Jamaica, Trinidad and Guyana; dity class, recoup revenue that was lost as a result of

in Barbados, its contribution is about 15 percent. In the lowering of the customs tariff rate structure which

Jamaica and Guyana, it is presently the single most im- was necessary when Guyana's tariff structure was

portant indirect tax revenue source, while in Trinidad brought into conformity with the common external

and Barbados it ranks behind import duties as the major tariff. Most consumer goods are subject to tax rates be-

contributor to indirect tax revenues. With the exception tween 10 and 25percent. There is a special tax (Pur-
of Jamaica, the major proportion of revenue from this chase Tax) levied on the purchase of motor vehicles,
source is collected on imports in all the territories. The with rates varying between 25 and 52 percent.
division between tax revenues collected at importation Unlike the case of Guyana, where the rate structure
and that collected from the domestic base is shown in does not reflect any apparent tax criteria, the rate struc-
Table 2 below. ture of the Purchase Tax in Trindad s designed not

only to generate revenues but also some consideration
was given to equity criteria, as relatively higher rates of

Table 2 taxation are imposed on goods regarded as luxury items.

MANUFACTURERS'SALES TAX -- COLLECTION BY BASE Clothing.and furniture were subject to low rates of taxa-
tion -- 3 percent and 10 percent respectively, but since

% of Tax Collected % of Tax Collected on the beginning of 1977 the purchase tax has been re-

Country Year at Importation Domestic Production moved from these items. Imported food and fruit are

subject to a rate of 5 percent, while locally processed
Jamaica 1976 17 83 goods are exempt. On the other hand, refrigerators are

Trinidad 1976 50 50 subject to rates of 10-20 percent depending on cubic

Guyana 1976 65 35 capacity, and other household durables, such as tele-

vsons, radios, electrical appliances, etc., to rates of
Barbados 1975 60 40 20-30 percent; duties on alcoholic beverages range from

10 to 25 percent. The rate structure is characterizedalso
Source: Unpublished data, Customs Departments in various countries.

by a two-part column which distinguishes between do-
mestic and common market products (Part 1) and non-

CARICOM imports (Part 2). Rates in the Part 2 sche-

2. Coverage and rate structure dule are for some products (mainly processed food and

As indirected, items subject to the sales tax in the Car- fruit) discriminatory in order to offer additional protec-
tion to local industry. As is the case in Jamaica and

ibbean are restricted to locally manufacturedgoods and
Guyana special levy (motorvehicle tax) is imposed

imports of finished products. The destination principle
a on

the purchase price of cars with rates varying between
of taxation is applied both to intra-union trade and 15 and 50 percent.
trade with the rest of the world, i.e. exports are tax ex-

empt while imports, irrespective of source, are in general The number of products covered under the tax in Barba-

subject to the same rates of taxation as locally produced dos is not as extensive as in the other countries, partly
goods. The use of the alternative principle of taxation -- reflecting a narrower manufacturingbase. Prior to 1976,
the restricted origin principle -- has never been consider- only 36 items were subject to the tax, but since the abo-

ed in CARICOM. Under this principle exports are taxed lition of the retail sales tax in 1976 articles subject to

in the originating country and intra-union imports are tax have been expanded to about 85 items. In addition

tax exempt; the destination principle is retained for to specific rates on liquor, tobacco and cement, ad valo-

trade with the rest of the world. rem rates are applied to products ranging from 15 per-
cent on stoves, cookers anti washing machines to 25 -30

The tax is payable on a wide range of consumergoods, percent on water heaters and air-conditioning equip-
including alcoholic products. With the exception of a ment. Generally, a rate of 15-20 percent is applied to

few specific rates, levied mainly on alcoholic products, most household appliances. Prior to the rate revision in

th rate structure of the sales tax is characterizedby ad 1976, rates were extremely low -- about 5-10 percent
valorem rates. Only in Jamaica do relatively uniform ad on most items. The upward structuring of rates appears

valorem rates prevail, 5 percent on all taxable consumer to be, as is the case in Trinidad, in accord with the prin-

items; the major exceptions are refrigerators (10 per- ciple of levying heavier taxes on the consumption of

cent) and stereo equipment (15 percent). These pro- luxury items.

ducts, along with a few others in the same commodity
class, are also subject to additional indirect taxes of 10

percent under the Retail Sales Act; rates of 52-57 per-
3. Exemptions

cent are imposed on the purchase of motor vehicles. At Unprocessed primary products -- agricultural pro-
the other extreme, in Guyana the rate structure is highly duce, fishing, etc. -- are exempt from any form of in-

differentiated, with as many as 27 different ad valorem direct taxation in the region. In principle, there is no

rates prevailing. Rates range from 2 percent on paints to reason why the tax cannot be extended to primary pro-
76 percent on motor spirits and lubricatingoils. In addi- ducts. In practice, however, because the marketing of

tion, specific duties are levied on liquor, tobacco, these products is principally in the hands of small ven-

cement, carbonated beverages and petroleum products. dors, it is administratively difficult to levy a tax at this
This wide variety of rates reflects an attempt to design level, given the unorganized nature of distribution. In-
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asmuch as an increasingproportionof primary products file returns of receipts and inventory balances of mate-

is now being handled by government-ownedmarketing rials acquired tax free. Auditors are then in a position to

corporations and larger supermarkets, the force of this carry out a crude input-output check, i.e. to verify
argument is reduced. Nevertheless, as will be argued whether reported sales plus final goods in stock approxi-
later, the exemption of unprocessed primary products mate the level of production indicated by the use of tax

can be justified on the grounds of equity. free capital equipment and raw materials. In Jamaica,

Services in the Caribbean are also outside the scope of auditing of the consumption tax is linked to the admin-
istration of indirect taxes since the final level of produc-

sales taxation. A few services are taxed through the im-
tion must be reported for indirect tax Trini-

position of special levies. In Barbados and Jamaica, the purposes.
dad attempts a more rigid, policing approach to the ad-

services taxed are those usually associated with the tou- ministration of its Purchase Tax. Manufacturers
rist industry. In Barbados an 8 percent tax s leved on

are re-

to keep raw materials in bond until released
restaurant sales and on the cost of hotel rooms and food quired

under the supervision of a customs officer. Claims for
(Hotel and Restaurant Sales Tax); Jamaica imposes a tax

tax exemption subject to greater control, therebyare
of 5 percent (taxe de sjour) on hotel accommodations. facilitating estimate of the level ofa more accurate pro-
Guyana levies a travel on the sale of airline tickets and duction. Given inventory in stock, the Purchase Tax
financial services are indirectly reached by requiring division can then assess the accuracy of the value of
commercial banks to purchase special operatng licen- sales reported.
ses. Professionals -- doctors, dentists, lawyers -- need

similar licenses. Tax treatment of most services remains The system of physical surveillance is likely to become

limited in the region. increasingly ineffective --

a concern already expressed
by the indirect tax administrators --

as the number of
Throughout the region all industrial machinery and raw domestic establishments engaged in taxable activities in-
materials are exempt from any form of sales taxation.

Administratively the suspension method is used in the
creases. As will be argued later, the suspension method
is inappropriate within a common market context as it

granting of exemptions. Exports are also not subjected is difficult under the system to guarantee the
to sales taxation, thus avoiding any tax-induced reduc-

common

tax treatment of inputs.
tions in competitivenessin foreign markets.

4. Sales tax administration

The basic tax administrative structure in CARICOM is Ill. EVALUATIONOF THE SYSTEM OF
typical of the British Commonwealth countries. The SALES TAXATION
administration of the system of indirect taxes is the

responsibility of the Customs and Excise departments Given the present system of purchase and consumption
(called the Comptroller General's Office in Jamaica) taxes in CARICOM, the question arises as to whether
while direct taxes are administered by the Inland Re- this structure is the most optimal form of sales taxation
venue departments. In Jamaica, Guyana and Barbados, for the region. An answer to this issue can be provided
under the Consumption Tax Act, firms engaged in man- by evaluating the present structure using criteria which

ufacturing must be registered with the Consumption define an optimal sales tax structure. 5 The criteria :

Duty Division of the Customs departments. In Trinidad, which can be employed are the following: the contribu-
manufacturers are not required to register specifically tion of the tax to total revenues; its impact in promot-
for the purpose of the tax; instead, use is made of the ing a desired pattern of resource allocation and reducing
registry of approved industries (i.e. industries which inequalities in the distribution of income; and finally,
seek to import capital goods and other inputs on con- the ease with which the tax can be administered.
cessionary terms) kept by the Industrial Development In terms of its contribution to revenues, since the
Corporation. There are no exemptions for small scale

1970's when coverage expanded, not only have the
manufacturers except in Guyana where firms whose

was

taxes become important revenue sources
turnover sales are under G$10,000 (G$50,000in the fur- consumption

but they have recorded the highest growth rates among
niture and jewelry industries) are exempted. At present
(1977), there are 1900 firms registered in Jamaica, 184

the major tax sources (see Table 3 below).

in Guyana and 93 in Barbados. In practice, most small However, in spite of the high productivity in terms of

scale manufacturingenterprises escape from the tax net revenue, the potential revenue yield can be increased

, in the countries in which they are not tax-exempt and since under the present tax neither the wholesale nor

are only brought within the tax when aught during retail margins are included in the tax base.

field audits or reportedby competitors. For equal tax rates, tax yields will be higher under a

With the exception of Barbados, the tax is applied to sales tax levied closer to the retail level than at the man-

the duty-paid value of imports. On domestic produc- ufacturing stage; or alternatively for equal revenue

tion, firms file and meet their tax liability on a monthly yields higher tax rates must be imposed under a manu-

basis. The taxable price is based on the factory value of facturers' sales tax than under a tax imposed at a later

the product. The system is one of self-assessmentwith a stage n the distrbution process. In order to illustrate

system of physical inspection and controls used in the the magnitude of the excluded tax base, we compared
enforcement and auditing of the tax. Firms are required
to keep a record of their registered stock -materials, 5. A detailed examination of the various criteria can be found
etc. -- bought tax free. In addition, they are required to in Due, J.F., op. cit.
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Table 3
CONTRIBUTIONAND GROWTH TRENDS OF MAJOR TAX SOURCES: 1970-1975

Jamaica Trinidad a Guyana Barbados

% of Total Growth % of Total Growth % of Total Growth % of Total Growth
Revenue Rate b Revenue Rate b Revenue Rate b Revenue Rate b

Tax Sources (average) (%) (average) (%) (average) (%) (average) (%)

Total Direct Taxes 48.6 18.8 64.6 36.1 59.2 c 35.7 53.9 15.5

Personal Income Taxes 24.4 24.2 15.6 23.2 12.0 13.0 47.2 16.5

Corporate Income Taxes 22.2 10.4 45.7 41.5 20.0 14.9
Wealth Taxes 2.0 50.0 3.3 4.3 1.0 -- 6.7 8.3
Total Indirect Taxes 51.4 15.3 35.4 9.2 40.8 10.4 46.1 10.4
Excise Duties 16.7 3.8 6.9 3.3 7.2 8.1 3.7 d

_

Sales Taxes (Consumption and Purchase Tax) 4.0 86.0 6.3 17.4 9.5 41.8 6.1 13.3

Import Duties 17.2 6.7 15.4 7.4 17.5 - 24.9 6.2
Other Taxes e 8.5 17.3 6.8 11.4 6.6 7.6 11.4f 21.0

Total Revenue 100.0 17.0 100.0 27.4 100.0 24.8 100.0 13.1

a: Refers to period 1969-74 Tt_r
b: Annual average growth rates were computed using the formula: r=Lj -- 1 ] 100

where T = tax value in final year Tt 0

TO = tax value in initial year

n = number of years
c: The Export Levy introduced on sugar was considered to be a direct tax

d: Excludes Tax on Motor Sports
e: Also includes Tax on Motor Sports and Retail Sales Tax

f: Includes Stamp Duties, Betting and EntertainmentTaxes, special retail sales taxes, Motor Vehicle and other licenses, etc.

the income originating in the distribution sector with Extending the tax beyond the manufacturing level can

that in the manufacturingsector in Table 4 below. also reduce a major potential source of intra-union trade
distortion. Under the destination principle of taxation,
which is applied to intra-uniontrade in CARICOM with

Table 4
a manufacturers' sales tax, imported goods may be fa-

INCOME IN THE MANUFACTURINGAND vored relative to domestically produced goods since the
DISTRIBUTIONSECTORS (1974) costs of advertisingand other distributionalactivities are

(in millions of dollars) excluded from the taxable price of imports. Complete
neutrality with respect to intra-union trade can be

Jamaica Trinidad Guyana Barbados attained under a manufacturers' sales tax only if the

Manufacturing 250.0 276.1 49.6 a 42.3 origin principle of taxation is applied to intra-union
trade and the rates of sales taxation within the union are

Distributive Trades 274.0 300.6 80.8 121.7 equalized. 8 A switsch from the destinationprinciple to
the origin principle can only be justified if there are sub-Source: National Income Accountsof I ndi4dual countries
stantial administrativeeconomies to be derived from the

a = Excludes the processing of rice and sugar.
removal of fiscal frontiers. 9 At this stage in the evolu-
tion of the common market, however, intra-regional

As indicated by the above table, the distributionsector trade accounts for only a small proportionof total trade

(wholesale and retail) contributesmore to GDP than the conducted by member countries (ranging from about

manufacturing sector -- a structural feature of these 3 percent in the case of Trinidad to 20 percent for

economies which indicates that revenue gins are likely Guyana), making any significant administrative savings
to be substantial if sales taxation is extended beyond unlikely from a substitution of the origin for the desti-
the manufacturing level. The distribution sector in the
Caribbean area is characterized by the coexistence of a 6. Evidence on the nature of the distributionchannels in CARI-

large number of small vendors with larger established COM is provided in Gobin, R., An Analysis of Indirect Taxation

firms, 6 indicating that a tax at the wholesale/retail level in the Caribbean Common Market: Its Impact on Tax Perform-
with small vendors excluded may be feasibly implement- ance and Role in Tax Policy, Ch. 6, unpublished Ph. D. disserta-

ed in the Caribbean. Reform of this nature may allow tion, University of Illinois, Champaign.
7. Results from Gobin, R., op. cit., Ch. 3.

governments in the Caribbean to either widen the pre- 8. Shown by Krauss, M., Tax Harmonization in Economic
sent narrow income tax brackets and/or reduce the Unions,Public Finance, No. 3, 1968.
steep effective marginal rates of taxation which may de- 9. Gillian, M., Some Fiscal Aspects of the Latin AmericanFree
press the level of capital formation, 7 and induce an Trade Association, in Shoup, C.S. (editor), Fiscal Harmonization

out,migrationof needed skills from the region. in Common Markets, Vol. II (Columbia University Press, 1967).
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nation principle. In addition, the loss of fiscal autonomy dence studies in Guyana 10 and Jamaica 11 indicate
as a result of rate equalization if the origin principle that at best the incidence of sales taxation is propor-
were introduced may not be politically acceptable at tional to income, suggesting that indirect taxation as an

present. Since the retention of the destinationprinciple instrument may be only marginally effective in bringing
appears reasonable, sales taxation on intra-union im- about greater equality in the distribution of income.

ports must be levied in a truly compensatory manner,
i.e. the elements which enter into the taxable value of
domestic production should be the same as those on IV. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
intra-regional imports. This can only be achieved if a

sales tax is imposed closer to the retail level. The present system of commodity taxation which pre-

Commodity taxes can also affect the sectoral allocation vails in CARICOM does not appear to be the most

of resources within an economy. In CARICOM the gen- appropriate form of sales taxation for the region. An

eral rates structure which prevails under the system of examination of the productive structure and the dis-

consumption taxes may encourage a flow of resources tributional channels in the four countries suggests that a

into desired lines of production. Production of non- sales tax extended beyond the manufacturing stage to

luxury goods is subject to lower internal tax rates than the retail level, with small vendors exempted, may be

luxury items. Rates of sales taxation vary between 20 feasibly implemented. Such a tax may allow some re-

and 30 percent on goods regarded as luxuries in Trini- duction in the heavy reliance on direct taxation that is

dad, Guyana and Barbados, while non-luxury goods are now present in the region -- a policy which may adver-

subject to rates between 5 and 20 percent. In Jamaica, sely affect the supply of effort and skills, and depress
in addition to the sales tax of 5 percent, luxury goods the level of real savings and capital formation in the re-

are subject to special retail levies (10 percent) and gion. From a common market perspective,the use of the

higher excise rates. Hence if demands are elastic, resour- value-added technique is preferred to a Honduras-type
ces will tend to flow from high-taxedactivities (produc- wholesale/retail hybrid tax in order to ensure the com-

tion of luxury goods) into more desired productive ac- mon tax treatment of inputs within the common mar-

tivities. However, within this general structure, there ket. In addition a value-added tax is likely to improve
appears to be an undue amount of rate differentiation administrative efficiency as it entails the use of account-

which satisfies no apparent tax criteria under the Con- ing audits rather than a system of inspection and physi-
sumption Tax in Guyana and the extended system of cal controls which the suspension method necessitates.

excises in Jamaica. Consequently allocative inefficien- The cross-audit feature of VAT also reduces the danger
cies (excess burdens) can result: in addition the highly of complete evasion from sales taxtion. The successful

....

differentiated rate structures complicate the administra- operation of VAT usually necessitates a uniform rate

tion of the indirect tax system. structure. Therefore from an equity viewpoint, VAT
will need to be upplemented by selected indirect taxes

From an equity viewpoint, the system of sales taxation under which higher rates of taxation applied to luxu-
is in general structured in a manner designed to redress

are .

inequities in the distributionof income. The tax burden ry goods; the present system of exemptions can be
maintained. Reform of this nature is likely to increase .

on those in the lower income groups is alleviated to the
the effectiveness of sales taxation instrument inas an

extent that goods which are regarded as essential, such
promoting economic and regional growth in CARICOM.

,

-
as food -- both processed and unprocessed- housing,
public transport, are tax-exempt while a relatively hea-
vier burden is imposed on those in the higher income 10. Gobin, R., op. cit., Ch. 5.
brackets, as higher rates of taxation are levied on those 11. McClure, C., The Incidence of Jamaican Taxes 1971-72,
goods regarded as luxuries. However, two recent inci- Faculty Working Paper, Rice University, 1974.
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Readers'Guid otheTpeatyofChauaramas
Establishingthe CaribbeanCommunity*

INTRODUCTION THE TREATY are designated as More Developed Coun-
(Excluding The Common Market Annex) tries. This division reflects the wide

To those who are acquainted with the disparities between the Member States
CARIFTA Agreement, the Treaty There are four Chapters in this part of the designated as Less Developed and those
establishing the Caribbean Communitywill Treaty. The first deals with what is referred designated as More Developed in popula-
not be an entirely unfamiliar document. to as the Principles and covers among tion, geographical size, levels of develop-
The Caribbean Community, in its econo- other matters the membership of the Com- ment, income per head, etc. But the Treaty
nic aspects -- the Caribbean Common nunity and its objectives. Chapter Two does not stop at the nere recognition of
Market -- has evolved from the Caribbean deals with the organs of the Community -- this fact. There are a number of special
Free Trade Association. It is no surprise, the arrangements for its operation. Chapter provisions relating to the Less Developed
therefore, that many of the features of the Three contains the substantive provisions Countries in the Common Market Annex.
CARIFTA Agreement have been carried in the sense that it defines the programme These provisions will be discussed in the
over with modifications wherever neces- of action for the Member States in the field course of our examination of that part of

sary, into the new Treaty. of functional cooperation. Chapter IV the Treaty.
deals with certain formal arrangementsThe framers of the Community Treaty usually covered by all treaties. Objectives of the Community

have made it quite easy for us to see the
Ihe specific objectives of the Communityconnection between the Treaty and the

Membershipof the Community are set out in Article 4 of the Treaty.CARIFTA Agreement. All the provisions However, the Preamble is also of relevancerelating to the evolutionof CARIFTAhave Under Article 2 of the Treaty, membership in this connection in that it sets out thebeen placed in one section of the Treaty -- of the Community is open to the twelve
broader considerationswhich have motivat-the Common Market Annex. This Annex Member Territories of the Caribbean Free
ed the establishment of the Community.could be detached from the rest of the Trade Association and the Bahamas. The

Treaty and, with minor changes, operated Bahamas, though not a Member of The Preamble proclaims the determination
of the ContractingParties to strengthen the

as a separate Agreement. In effect, it would CARIFTA, has been for many years an

amount to the CARIFTA Agreement active participant in other areas of regional long standing ties which have existed

adapted to correct the deciencies and cooperation and, as a matter of fact, has among their peoples; their dtermination
weknesses that have manifestedthemselves been a contributor to the budget of the to eliminate unemployment; to improve
in the operation of that Agreement as an Commonwealth Caribbean Regional standards of work and living; and their

instrument for the development of the Secretariat, the administrative organ for recognition that these objectives could be

Commonwealth Caribbean region. This CARIFTA as well as for other regional attained most rapidly by the optimum
should not, however, be taken as implying activities. It is important to note that the utilisation of available human and natural

that what is left of the Treaty after extract- Community is not a closed arrangement in resources, by accelerated, coordinated and

ing the Annex is entirely new. Outside of the sense of being confined to the twelve sustained economic development, parti-
the Common Market arrangements, the CARIFTA countries and the Bahamas. cularly through the exercise of permanent
Treaty covers cooperation in a number of Participation in the Community is open to sovereignty over their natural resources;by
fields, including foreign policy coordina- any other state in the Caribbean Region the efficient operation of common services
tion -- an important new development. In which is willing and able to exercise the and functional cooperation in the social,
some of these areas, such as shipping, rights and assume the obligations of mem- cultural, educational and technological
meteorology, health and education, the bership under the Treaty (Article 2:1(b)). elds and by a common front in relation to

governments of the Region have for many As provided for in the Treaty, any such the external world. It is against this back-

years been operating projects or cooperat- state, upon application to the Conference ground that we ought to consider the

ing in other ways. It would be true to say, for membership of the Community, may specic objectives set out in Article 4,

therefore, that the Community Treaty be admitted upon such conditions as the (a) the economic integration of Member
including the Annex does not represent a Conference may decide. Provision is also States
new departure in Caribbean cooperation. made for associate membership which is (b) the coordination of Member States'
Ihe Treaty more or less seeks to bring open to those countries eligible for full policies towards the rest of the world;
together within a single comprehensiveand membership. Associate members will not and
integrated arrangement the initiatives of participate fully in the Community ar- (c) functional cooperation including the
the past, laying the foundation for further rangements. efficient running of certain common

development in the future at the same Article 3 designates some of the Member services and activities.
time. States as Less Developed Countries and These objectives will be more fully appre-
We shall begin our analysis of the Treaty others as More Developed Countries. ciated after we have dealt with the provi-
by directing out attention, firstly, to that Antigua, Belize, Dominica, Grenada,
part which covers coordination of foreign Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St.
policies and functional cooperation, that is, Lucia and St. Vincent are designated as * Source: Caribbean Community Secre-
the Treaty excluding the Common Market Less Developed Countries. Barbados, tariat: The Caribbean Community: A
Annex. Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago Guide. Georgetown, Guyana, June 1973.
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sions of the Treaty relating to their The Standing Committee of Ministers first time at the Fourth Conference in
implementation. responsible for Agriculture. Bridgetown in 1967.

The Standing Committee of Ministers In the past, the Heads of GovernmentCon-The Organs of the Community responsible for Mines. ference met purely informalas a arrange-
Chapter Two of the Treaty is concerned Provision is also made for the creation of ment. It had no constitutional status, no
with the Organs of the Community, the additional Institutions by the Conference direct authority in relation to any regional
Institutions or bodies responsible for its as the need arises. programme, and operated without formal
administration and development. The rules of procedure. This does not mean
Principal Organs of the Community are the Decisions and recommendations of the

however, that the Conference was no more
Heads of Government Conference and the Conference have to be supported by all the

than forum for the exchange of ideas.a
Common Market Council. There are also a Members. The same obtains for decisions Over the the Conference has playedyears,
number of other bodies referred to as

of the Institutions,except that in their case
powerful role in regional affairs and hasa

Institutions. abstentions are not considered as negative been the moving force behind im-votes as long as at least three-quarters of many
The Heads of Government Conference is the Members including at least two of the portant developments including the estab-

comprised of the Heads of Government of More Developed Countries vote in favour
lishment of the Caribbean Free Trade

the Member States (the Prime Ministers, of such decisions.
Association and now the Caribbean Com-

Premiers and Chief Minister). It is the munity. Also, although there is no indica-

highest policy making body of the Com- Recommendationsof an Institutionshall be tion of this in the CARIFTA Agreement,
munity and may issue directions as to the made by a two-thirdsmajority vote of all its the Heads of Government Conference has

policy to be pursued by the Common Members including at least two of the always functioned as the supreme policy-
More Developed Countries. Special voting making body of CARIFTA. It would notMarket Council and other institutions of

the Community. The Conference is the procedures are laid down for the Standing be incorrect to say, therefore, that what
final authority for the conclusion of Committee of Ministers responsible for the Community Treaty has done is to give
Treaties on behalf of the Community and Foreign Affairs and for the Common formal recognition to the traditional role

for entering into relationships between the Market Council. These procedures will be of the Heads of Government Conference.

Community and other internationalorgani- described in the appropriate sections As a matter of fact, it would not be in-
below. accurate to that in the of institu-sations and states. say area

tion building, the Treaty has done more byThe Conferencemay consult with organisa- of consolidatingexisting arrangementstions within the Region and for this Associate Institution of the Community way
than of creating new institutions.

purpose may establish appropriate There are certain other bodies in the
machinery. An example of such action, Region, besides those listed, whose work is The Community Secretariat
even before the establishment of the Com- of great importance for the developmentof
munity, is the creation of the Joint Con- the Community. Some of these bodies, The Commonwealth Caribbean Regional
sultative Group consisting of represen- even though not in a strict legal sense Secretariat, with a change in name to the

tatives of Industry, Labour and Consumers within the Community arrangements, have Community Secretariat, will function as

to consult with the CARIFTA Council of been established by Governments of the the principal administrative organ of the

Ministers. Region in furtherance of the objectives of Community. In this regard, there will be no

substantive change in the position of the
Below the Heads of Government Con- regional cooperation in the areas con-

Secretariat which since 1968 has been the
ference is the Common Market Council, cerned. These bodies are referred to as

administrative for CARIFTAand fororgan
the second most important Organ in terms Associate Institutions of which ten are

other regional The functionslisted in Article 14, namely, programmes.
of scope of responsibility. The Common of the Secretariat which are purely
Market Council is the successor to the the Caribbean DevelopmentBank administrative and technical in scope are
CARIFTA Council and is directly the Caribbean Investment Corporation set out in Article 16 of the Treaty.
responsible for the running of the Common the West Indies Associated States Council
Market. The composition of and pro- of Ministers Coordination and Functional Cooperation
cedures within the Council will be the Eastern Caribbean Common Market Chapter Three of the Treaty deals with
discussed in relation to the Common Council of Ministers regional collaboration in the field of
Market Annex. the Caribbean'ExaminationCouncil foreign policy, the operation of common

the Council of Legal Education services in a number of areas and the
Institutionsof the Community the University of Guyana promotion of certain other activities. The

the University of the West Indies
Subject to the general direction of the Con-

the CaribbeanMeteorologicalCouncil Chapter is confined to three short articles,
ference, the Institutions may formulate

the Regional Shipping Council.
but this is in no way a measure of the

such policies and perform such functions as scope of the operationscovered.
are necessary for the achievement of the The institutional arrangementsof the Com- Article 17 provides that Member States
objectives of the Community within their munity do not represent any radical should aim at the fullest possible coordi-

I respective spheres of competence. development. Meetings of Ministers of the nation of their foreign policies and should
Seven Institutions are listed in Article 10, Region in furtheranceof common interests seek to adopt, as far as possible, common

namely
are nothing new. Moreover, the Heads of positions in major international issues. To
Government Conference already has a this end the Article provides for the estab-The Conference of Ministers responsible

for Health. distinguishedhistory. lishment of a Standing Committee of
The Standing Committee of Ministers The first Heads of GovernmentConference Ministers responsible for Foreign Affairs. It
responsible for Education. was held in Port-of-Spain as far back as is important to note that the Committee
The Standing Committee of Ministers 1963 and was attended by Barbados, does not have the power to make decisions
responsible for Labour. Guyana (fhen British Guiana), Jamaica and that are binding on Member Governments.
The Standing Committee of Ministers Trinidad and Tobago. Up to April 1973, It can only make recommendationswhich,
responsible for Foreign Affairs. there have been eight such Conferences, in all cases, must command unanimous
The Standing Committee of Ministers the Windward and Leeward Islands, Belize support. In other words, a recommenda-
responsible for Finance. and the Bahamas being represented for the tion cannot be made if any one of the
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Member States disagrees with the proposal. Withdrawal Market. Provision is also made for

With regard to functional cooperation (the Any Member State may withdraw from the Associate membership.
running of common services and the pro- Community by giving twelve months' According to Article 3 of the Treaty, the
motion of other activities), Article 18 of notice in writing. A withdrawing Member Common Market shall have as its objectives

'

the Treaty provides that Member States will be required to meet any financial (a) the strengthening, coordination and
should make every effort to cooperate in obligation assumed during its membership regulation of the economic and trade /

certain specified areas listed in the of the Community. relations among Member States in order to
Schedule to the Treaty. These are as promote their accelerated,harmoniousand
follows: balanced development;
1. Shipping THE COMMON MARKET ANNEX

(b) the sustained expansion and continu-
2. Air Transport ing integration of economic activities, the
3. Meteorological Services and Hurricane The main provisions of the Common

benefits of which shall be equitably sharedMarket Annex can be put into five distinctInsurance taking into account the need to provide
4. Health groupings, corresponding more or less to

5. Intra-Regional Technical Assistance five Chapters in the Annex. These special for the Less Developed Countries;

and Public Service Arrangements groupings are as follows (c) the achievement of a greater measure

6. Education and Training (1) Trade liberalisation, that is, the of economic independence and ef-

7. Broadcastingand Information removal of duties, quotas or licensing fectiveness of its Member States in dealing
8. Culture arrangements and other obstacles to with states, groups of states and entities of

9. Harmonisation of the Law and Legal the importation and exportation of whateverdescription.
systems of Member States. goods between Member States Th-provision of special opportunities for

10. Position of -Women in Caribbean (Chapter III). the Less Developed Countries is part of the
Society objectives of the Community Treaty. This

11. Travel within the Region (2) The Common Protective Policy which
is not in the CARIFTA Agreement. Inso

12. Labour Administration and Industrial provides for the adoption by all
the Community Treaty this objective has

Relations Member States of the Common
been implemented in 18 of the 40 sub-

13. Technological and Scientific Research External Tariff (common rates of
stantive provisions of the Annex (Chapters

14. Social Security customs duties on imports from non-
III to VII and Chapter VIII. Articles 56,59

15. Other Common Services and Areas of Member States) as well as the adoption and 60, the other articles in Chapter VIII
Functional Cooperation as may be over a period of time of a coordinated

being merely references to earlier provi-
from time to time determined by the import policy in relation to non-

sions).
Conference. Members (Chapter IV).

In many of the areas listed, there are (3) The rights of persons or companies of The Common Market Council

already on-going regional arrangements one Member State to engage in The Common Market Council is the prin-
some of which have been in existence for economic activities in other Member cipal Organ of the Common Market. Its
decades. Cooperation in shipping, for States (Rights of Establishment); the membership comprises one Minister from
example, has continued from the days of movement of investment capital each of the Member States. In the absence
the West Indies Federation and coopera-

within the Common Market; and the of the Minister, a Member State may
tion in Education in the form of the rights of persons from one Member designate any person as an alternate to

University of the West Indies goes back to State to engage in self-employed attend in his stead.
the 1940's. The Treaty has integrated these activities in other Member States

and similar activities into the Caribbean (Services) (Chapter V). Except in specified cases, decisions and
recommendations of the Council require

Community System (apart from adding (4) The coordination of economic policies the unanimous support of all its Members.
new ones) and provides a solid foundation and development planning (Chapter However, their validity is not impaired by
for their continued development. VI). abstentions if at least three-quarters of the

(5) Special measures for the Less Devel- Members including at least two represen-

Settlementof Disputes oped Countries (Chapter VII). tatives of the More Developed Countries
vote in favour. Generally speaking, deci-

Except for purposes of the Common The remaining Chapters deal with the
sions recommendations requiringor

Market, the Conference shall be the final questions of membership and objectives
majority votes those relating toare

authority for the settlement of disputes. (Chapter I); Organs of the Common Market
disputes concerning the implementationor

Under the Common Market Annex (Chapter II); and the General and Final
operation of the Treaty derogationsor

disputes may be referred to the Common Provisions (Chapter VIII). from its provisions.
Market Council which may decide to
submit the matter to a tribunal. Any Membershipand Objectives

Trade Liberalisation
Member State involved in a dispute may As stated in Article 2, the membership of
also request that the issue be referred to a the Common Market is open to the twelve (a The Removalof Import Duties

tribunal. Member Territories of the Caribbean Free Article 15 of the Annex provides for the
Trade Association. The Bahamas is there- removal of import duties on all goods when
fore not included in the first instance. imported from one Member State into

Legal Capacity of the Community However, the Common market is also open another, subject to conditions described
The Caribbean Community is endowed to other states in the Caribbean Region and below. Temporary exceptions have been
with full legal personality. It may enter so the Bahamas may, at any time in the made for a list of commodities when
into agreements with Member States, future, exercise the option of participating imported into the Less Developed Coun-
non-Member States and international in the arrangements. Article 2 of the tries. The list is commonly referred to as

organisations. The conclusion of such Annex, together with Article 2 of the the Reserve List and is set out in Schedule

agreements is the function of the Con- Treaty does imply that the Bahamas can be III to the Treaty. There are thirty-ve
ference, and will require the unanimous a member of the Caribbean Community tariff items on the List. The Less Devel-

support of all Heads of Government. without participating in the Common oped Countries have up to 1983 for the
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removal of duties from imports of these the accounting data necessary to establish tative restrictions will not, however,
items from within the Common Market. the percentage of foreign or domestic prevent Member States from taking action
Moreover, they are not bound to make value. to counter evasion of any prohibitions or

their first reduction before 1st May, 1978 restrictions which they apply to imports
when the duties should be reduced to at (b) Removalof Export Duties from outside the Common Market. Such
least 50 percent of the levels existing Under Article 18 of the Annex, Member evasion could take the form of the im-
immediately before the establishment of States are required to remove export duties Portation from an outside country of
the Common Market. Also, they are not on goods exported to other Member States. prohibited goods, indirectly in the form of
bound to make any further reductions However, there are exemptions in respect raw materials or semi-finishedproducts, for
before 1st May, 1983, when the duties are of a specied list of commoditiesset out in final processing or manufacture in one

due to be eliminated altogether. Thus, the Schedule V to the Annex. Member State and shipment ultimately to
Less Developed Countries can maintain

There good for the
another Member State which maintains im-

tariff protection on imports of the Reserve are very reasons
port restrictions prohibitions againstor

List commodities from their more develop-
removal of export duties. In the case where that outside country.

ed partners for up to ten years. This is not
an industry in one Member State depends

the only provision under which the LDCs on raw materials imported from another Member States are also required to remove

Member State, the imposition of high quantitative restrictions on exports to
can maintain tariffs against the MDCs. other Member States. As in the ofOther instances will be given later. Also, a export duties by the raw material case

number of other exceptions applicable to producing State could seriously disrupt export duties, such restrictions could have

all Member States will be referred to in due production in the importingMember State. a damaging effect on industries in other
This device could be used by the raw territories which are dependent on the raw

course.
material producing State to strengthen the materials.

Before an imported commodity can be position of a competitive industry in its
entitled to duty-free treatment under the own territory. Such actions would be com- (e) Removal of Other Barriers to Trade
Treaty, it must satisfy one of three condi- pletely contrary to the Common Market
tions. Goods meeting any of these require- spirit of fair competition.

Tariffs and quantitativerestrictionsare not

ments are said to be of Common Market the only barriers to the free movement of

origin. The rst alternative is that it must (c) Revenue Duties goods between countries. There are other
practices which could have a similar effectnot contain any raw materials imported While the Community Treaty requires trade tariffs quantitativeon as orfrom non-Member States, that is, it must

Member States to import duties
be wholly produced within the Common remove on restrictions. Such non-tariff measures

Market region from materials obtained exports from other Member States, it does (including quantitative restrictions already
not seek to interfere with the right of dealt with) are generally referred to asfrom one or more Member States. The
Member States to raise by non-tariff barriers to trade. The problemsecond alternative is that the commodity

revenue

whatever means they consider appropriate, was recognised by the drafters of thewhere not wholly produced must be sub-
revenue number of provisionsstantially manufactured in a Member State including duties collected by Treaty and a as

customs authorities. The only requirement explained below have been included to dealin the sense that materials imported from
iS that duties imports must not with these situations.outside the Region and used in its manu-

revenue on

exceed the internal duties on like domestic
facture must not exceed in value more than
50 percent of the export price of the goods production. (i) GouernmentAids

(40 percent in the case of the Less Article 17 of the Annex provides that, in Certain types of government aids, by
Developed Countries) that is, the price any case where the revenue duties on im- subsidising the operations of export in-

received by the exporter excluding cost of ports exceed the revenue charges on like dustries, could considerably strengthen
transportation between the territories. This domestic production, the difference must their competitive position against in-

criterion is relaxed somewhat by the Basic be eliminated. A similar provision existed dustries in other Member States. To
Materials List which contains a number of under the CARIFTA Agreement. All the prevent such a situation developing,Article

commodities, the value of which if im- Member States were given up to May 1, 25 of the Annex provides that any goods
ported from outside the Region will not 1973, to eliminate such difference except receiving such aid may be denied the bene-
count as foreign value when used in the that the Less Developed Countries were fits of free trade under the Treaty. An
manutacture of other goods. This addition- given ten years in respect of rum, later exception is made for exports from the
al facility recognises the fact that most of extended to -fifteen years. So the position Less Developed Countries to the More
the countries of the Common Market is that by the time the Common Market is Developed Countries excluding such
depend to a considerable extent on raw established all the Member States will have exports to Barbados.
materials imported from outside the already equalised the revenue duties while
Region for their industries. The third alter- the Less Developed Countries would have (ii) Public Undertakings
native is the Process Criterion which states another ten years to run (up to 1983) fer Government organisations, including
that if a product is manufactured by a rum. This privilege they will now enjoy central government departments, public
specified process in a Member State, it will under Article 52 of, and Schedule IV to, corporations and local government bodies
qualify without any further requirement the Annex as Members States of the could in their purchasing policies, favour
for duty exemption. Provision was made Caribbean Community. local industries even though imports from
for a process criterion under the CARIFTA other Member States might be available on

Agreement, but the list of processes was (d Removal of Quantitative Restrictions better terms. This buy local policy is not
never drawn up due largely to the unavail- (Quotasor Licensing Requirements) quite appropriate in the contextof regional
ability of persons with the expert knowl- Under Article 21 of the Annex, Member economic integration. Article 26 has there-
edge to undertake the task. However, States are required to remove quantitative fore made it a breach of the Treaty for this
work has already commenced on a Process restrictions (basically import licensing or policy to be adopted by governments or
List for the Common Market and it is quota requirements) on goods imported public bodies. An exception is made, how-
hoped that this criterion will be available from Member States, provided these goods ever, for trade in agriculturalproducts until
to manufacturers and exporters in the near are of Common Market origin. This proviso a Common Market policy with respect to
future. The eriterion has the advantage of did not exist under the CARIFTA Agree- production and marketing (including sub-
simplicity in that it eliminates the need for ment. The obligation to remove quanti- sidies) of these products has been agreed.
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(ii) RestrictiveBusinessPmctices Exceptions to Trade Liberalisation action to protect their industries from such

Restrictive business practies could also (i) Excluson from the Annex harm by the imposition of quantitative
operate to distort intra-Common Market All CARIFTA countries have a policy of restrictions subject to certain conditions as

trade and competitionand hinder the reali- granting protection to domestic industries to duration.

sation of the benefits expected from the by maintaining protective tariffs against Common Protective Policyoperation of the Annex. These practices imports or by reducing imports through
include the operation of monopolies to quotas or licensing arrangements. These (i) The Common ExternalTariff (CET)
take unfair advantage of consumers in the

measures are often the result of express A cardinal feature of a common market is

Common Market or arrangements between agreements between the governments and the maintenance of a common customs

enterprises to carve up the market among the manufacturers concerned. It would be tariff (a common external tariff in the
themselves and to charge unfair prices. difficult for a governmentin liberalising its language of the Community Treaty) by the
Article 30 of the Annex contains arrange- trade in a common market arrangement to Member States. Article 31 provides for the
ments for dealing with these problems. The decide suddenly to terminate protection establishment and maintenance of a com-

Article provides for the investigation of before the end of the period for which it mon external tariff on commodities im-

any complaints of restrictive business has been offered under a prior agreement Ported from third countries. No details for

practices and for the Common Market with industry. The problem was solved the introduction of the tariff have been
Council to recmmend appropriate action under the CARIFTA Agreement by allow. included in the Annex. The detailed ar-

to deal with proven cases. ing special exemptions for the products rangements will be set out in a special
covered under these arrangements and this decision of the Conference to come into

provision is carried over into the Com- effect simultaneouslywith the Treaty.
munity Treaty (Article 13 of the Annex).

(iu) Dumping The countries exercising this right and the The Common Extemal Tariff will not be

Article 19 of the Annex provides for action products affected are set out in Schedule I implemented immediately. The MDCs will

in the event of dumping, both against to the Common Market Annex. Such coun- implement the full CET in three years

imports from Member States as well as tries are required under the Annex to take except that for certain items Barbados will

from outside the Region. Basically, an all reasonable steps open to them to come
have up to eight years.

export industry engages in a dumping into line with the provisionsof the Annex. There will be change in the tariffs of the
practice when the price at which its ex-

no

LDCs when they join the Common Market.
ports are sold to the importing country is

significantly below that at which it sells to (ii) Balance of Payments Difficulties In keeping with paragraph 9 of the George-
wholesalers in its own domestic market. Of Developing countries are very susceptible town Accord and Article 31 of the Annex,

to balance of payments difficulties. A com- these countries (excluding Belize) will be
course, a lower price in the export market
could be justiable on economic grounds mon cause of this is high spending on free to continue until 1977 to apply the

and so the establishment of dumping re- imports and lagging earnings from exports. Customs Tariffof the East Caribbean Com-

quires careful investigation.By the employ- This could be a result of ambitious efforts mon Market. Belize is free to continue

ment of dumping practices an exporter in a
to promote economic development. In applying its national customs tariff until

Member State could cause considerable order to stop the outflow of foreign 1977 at which time it will begin to move

harm to an industry in the country in exchange resulting from an unfavourable towards the CARIFTA Common External

which the goods are dumped or to an
trade position or from other causes, the Tariff. Article 31 provides for annual

industry in another Member State export- country might have no alternative but to reviews of the tariffs of both the East

ing to that market. This is obviously an take direct action to reduce imports. One Caribbean Common Market and the Carib-

unfair practice and cannot be allowed to of the most effective means of achieving bean Common Market for the purpose of

take place.
this is by quantitative restrictions (import determining appropriate arrangements for

licensing). The Common Market Annex implementation by the LDCs of the Com-

(Article 28) has therefore provided that mon External Tariffof the Caribbean Com-
Member States may, for limited periods, mon Market. In these reviews, the econo-

() OtherMeasures impose quantitative restrictions in order to mic situation of the LDCs will be taken

Measures adopted (or not adopted) n deal with balance of payments difficulties. into account. The longer period for the

fields besides those mentionedabove could LDCs is designed to enable them to move

(iii) General Exceptions towards the CET with the least possiblealso unintentionally hamper the free move- Under Article 23 of the Annex, a country difculty.ment of goods within the Common Market.
can impose quantitative restrictions for a

Thus differential or uncoordinatedrequire- number of special reasons including the
ments imposed by laws or by practices protection of public morals, the prevention (ii) ExtemalTrade Policy
with respect to trademarks, standards, of disorder or crime, the protection of During the period to 1981, Member States
labelling, plant and animal quarantine human, animal or plant life, the need to undertake to pursue policies with respect
restrictions, etc. could present difculties protect or relieve critical shortages of to quantitative restrictions on imports
to exporters. In recognitionof this, Article foodstuffs or to preserve exhaustible from third countries as would facilitate the
42 makes provision for the harmonisation natural resources. All these and others are implementation of a common policy for
of laws and practices in the following fields referred to under Article 23 as General the protection of industries in the Region
(a) companies Exceptions. as soon as practicable after this transition-

(b) trade marks al period. Article 34 also provides that

(c) patents (iu) Difficulties in ParticularSectors Member States should seek progressively to

(d) designs and copyrights None of the Member States of the Com- coordinate their trade relations with third

(e) industrial standards mon Market can afford to stand by and countries or groups of third countries. This

(f) marks of origin allow any of its industries to go out of is an importantpre-requisite for the coordi-

(g) labellingof food and drugs existence as a result of increased competi- nated planning of the national economies

(h) plant and animal quarantine restric- tion from Common Market imports and finds a parallel in other integration
tions stimulated by the removal of tariffs and groupings such as the Central American

(i) restrictive business practices other barriers to trade. The Annex (Article Common Market and the European
(j) dumpingand subsidisingof exports. 29) thus allows Member States to take Economic Community where the provi-
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sions go even further than the Caribbean States into their Territories. However, this freedom to nance their trading activities
Community Treaty. does not prevent individual Member States including the payment for goods imported

from entering into arrangementswith other from Partner States. Article 43 of the
Establishment,Services and Capital Member States for greater freedom of Annex therefore provides that these pay-
( Rights ofEstablshment movementbetween their Territories. ments should not be' subject to any
The question of rights of establishment

Coordination of Econonic Policies and
restrictions. The Annex goes even further

could have been dealt with under non-tariff and requires that all current account pay-
barriers because the denial of such rights DevelopmentPlanning ments (payments other than for investment
could affect the development of trade (i) EconomicPolicies purposes) should be free from restrictions.
within the Common Market; in other A cardinal feature of the Caribbean Com. Member tates have a*ed aso to permit
words, it could constitute a barrier to mon Market is its concern with the whole payments on capital account, that is, for
trade. Freedom of establishment includes question of economic development. In this investment purposes, to the extent that
the right of nationals of one Member State regard, the Common Market represents a such payments are necessary to further the
to enter another Member State to set up or significant advance from CARIFTA. At a objectivesof the Treaty.
manage commercial or manufacturing general level, Member States agree to The harmonisation of monetary policies is
enterprises. pursue their economic and nancial also an objective towards which Member
Article 39 of the Treaty provides that policies in a manner to promote the States have agreed to work. These policies
Member States should not impose restric- objectives of the Common Market. To this include such matters as exchange rates and
tions on such activities by nationals of end, they have agreed to arrange for collab- foreign exchange payments and will call for
other Member States by discriminating oration between appropriate ministries, close collaboration.between Ministries of
against them vis-a-vis their own nationals to administrative departments and agencies, Finance, Central Banks and other mone-
the extent that such discrimination to coordinate their statistical services in

tary authorities.
prevents the nationals of other Member areas affecting the operation of the Com-
States from exploiting the opportunities mon Market and to consult and collaborate

(u) Ownership and Control of Regionalcreated by the integration of national in connection with international con-
Resources

markets. ferences dealing with trade, economic and
The Annex to the Treaty deals with thenancial matters.
question of the ownership and control of(ii) Services

Article 36 of the Annex provides that in (ii) Fiscal Incentives the natural resources of the Region by
relation to the provision of services Mem- Menber States have also agreed (Article 40 providing in Article 44 that Member States

ber States should, as far as practicable,give of the Annex) to harmonise their scal keep the natter under constant review
with the aim of increasing the degree of

preferential treatment to nationals or per- incentive laws under which tax concessions
national participationin the economiesand

sons belonging to other Member States are granted to pioneer industries and, to

over persons belonging to states outside of this end a separate regional agreement on working towards the adoption, as far as

fiscal harmonisation has already been Possible, of a common policy on foreignthe Common Market. The services referred
worked out. In this agreement, the Less investments.

to include, in particular, commercial or in-
dustrial activities, professional activities, Developed Countries are free to offer more

favourable terms to investors than the (vi) DeelopmentPlanningand the work of tradesmen, provided that
More Developed Countries. Article 45 of the Annex provides for thesuch work is not done for wages or salaries.

preparation of a long term economic plan
'

(i) Intra-Regional and Extra-Regional for the Common Mtarket to(i) Capital Double Taxation
serve as a

franiework for the 'development of theMost common markets aim at promoting Under Article 41 of the Annex, Memberthe movement of investment capital from
States to adopt principles in

Region. It also provides for regular con-

one partner state to another. In the present agree common sultations among Member States in drawing
circumstances of the Caribbean Common negotiating double taxation treaties with up their medium term operationalplans.third countries. The basic objective inMarket countries, the complete liberalisa-
tion of capital movements may do more negotiating these treaties is that the non-

(vii) IndustrialProgrammingmember country would grant relief fromharm than good in that investment capital taxation in respect of income earned by its
The rapid industrialisation of the Region

may move from the less advanced Member will depend, to a great extent, on the
States to other Member States more highly citizens from investments in the countries

cooperationof Member States in exploitingof the Region. Such agreements would bedeveloped and offering greater opportuni- the possibilities of the wider regionalties for investment. Member States have an inducement to investors from third
market. To this end, the Common Market

acknoivledged, however, that the flow of countries to establish industries in the
Annex (Article 46) has provided for a

investments to the Less Developed Coun- Region, and would reduce the basis for
of industrial planning withinprocess a

tries could contribute to a more balanced discriminationbetween Member States.
regional perspective aimed at achieving the

development of the Region. Article 37 of With a view to encouraging the ow of following objectives:
the Annex therefore provides that Member capital within the Common Market,
States should examine ways and means of particularly to the Less Developed Coun- (a) the greater utilisation of the raw

introducing a scheme for the regulated tries, Member States agree to adopt similar materials of the Common Market;
movement of capital within the Common double taxation schemes among them- (b) the creation of production linkages
Market, particularly to the Less Developed selves. One such scheme, between the Less both within and between the national
Countries. Developed countries on the one hand and economies of the Common Market;

the More Developed Countries on the (c) minimisingproduct differentiationandFreedom of Movement Not Covered by other, has already been worked out. achieving economies of large scale produc-Treaty
tion consistent with the limitations of

As a general note, it should be made clear (u) Monetay, Payments and Exchange marketsize;
that the Common Market Annex does not Rate Policies
place Member States under any obligation The provisions relating to the free move- (d) the encouragement of greater ef-

to permit unrestricted entry of nationals, ment of goods would be completely ciency in industrial production;
or of persons belonging to, other Member ineffective if importers do not have the (e) the promotion of exports to markets
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both within and outside the Common agricultural production in order to increase the establishment of industries in the Less
Market; and the supply of agricultural products for Developed Countries.

(f) the equitable distribution of the (i) domestic consumption; Finally, the More Developed Countries
benets of industrialisation paying parti- (ii) export to regional as well as extra- have agreed (Article 60 of the Annex) to
cular attention to the need to locate more regional markets; and provide opportunities for the Less Devel-
industries in the Less Developed Countries. (iii) inputs for agro-based industries oped Countries to make use of their tech-

Member States also agree (Article 47) to (d) replacement of imports on a regional nological and research facilities.

work towards the development of joint basis; According to Article 62 of the Annex, the
projects for the increased utilisationof the

(e) increasing the income and standard of Common Market Council will review
natural resources of the Region and to col-

livingof the rural population; annually the need to strengthen the
laborate in promoting research and the existing mechanisms or to introduce new

exchange of information. (f) contributing to the achievementof full
employment for the peoples of the Com-

ones to provide greater benefits to the Less
Developed Countries.

mon Market;
(viii) AgriculturalDevelopment The designation of Member States as Less
The Common Market Annex (Article 48) (g) the provision of greater opportunities Developed Countries and More Developed
provides for the adoption of arrangements to the Less Developed Countries for the Countries for the purposes of the Treaty
for the marketing of certain selected expansion of agricultural production for should not blur the fact that all the Mem-
agricultural products. In fact, two separate exports to markets within and outside the ber States are less developed in a world
arrangements have already been worked Common Market. context and face, without exception, very
out, one covering certain selected agri- Tourism serious problems of under-development.
cultural products and the other covering Viewed against this background, the
oils and fats products. These two arrange- Article 50 of the annex provides that measures adopted for the Less Developed
ments which are set out in Schedules VII Member States should cooperate in the Countries within the grouping represent a

and VIII respectively to the Common promotion and development of the tourist high degree of commitmentto the cause of
Market Annex are in fact the old Agricul- industry. Such collaborationcould improve regionalism on the part of their four more

tural Marketing Protocol and the Oils and the competitiveness of the Caribbean developed partners. As a matter of fact, in
Fats Agreement appropriatelymodied. tourist industry to the benet of all no other integration arrangement is there

Member States. such a wide range of measures in favour ofThe Schedule VII arrangements cover a

selection of 22 agricultural commodities. Special Regime for the LDCs
the economically weaker members of the

Under this scheme, the surpluses of export- grouping. While these measures cannot by
ing countries are allocated to the importing Chapter VII of the Treaty provides a series themselves guarantee the Less Developed
countries and Member States are required of measures specifically designed to further Countries either economic development,or

to trade within these arrangements. the development of the LDCs and to a high level of participation in intra-

Imports of the 22 commoditiesfrom coun- reduce the disparities between them and regional trade, they do in a way provide
tries outside the Region are not allowed the MDCs. In this Chapter, six of the the kind of opportunities that would

unless all available supplies within the eleven Articles refer to earlier provisionsof hardly be available to the Less Developed
Common Market are absorbed. In practice, the Annex. Three additional measures have Countries outside of the context of Carib-

the surpluses of the LDCs are allocated been provided. bean integration.
before those of the MDCs are taken into Under Article 56, the Less Developed
account. Schedule VIII makes similar Countries can, with the approval of the The Status of CARIFTA

arrangements for trading in copra and Common Market Council introduce tariffs In accordance with Article 70, the four
coconut oil. or quantitative restrictions on imports More Developed Countries have agreed to

The Common Market Treaty does not stop from the MDCs in order to encourage the terminate their CARIFTA relations as

at agricultural marketing. It also makes development of an industry in any one of between themselves from the day the Com-

provision for the development of agricul- their territories. The exercise of this privi- mon Market Treaty enters into force (lst
tural production. Article 49 of the Annex lege does not affect the rights of access of August, 1973). They have also given notice

provides for the adoption of a scheme for the LDCs to the markets of the More in accordance with Article 33 of the
the rationalisationof agriculture within the Developed Countries, except in the case of CARIFTA Agreement of their intention to

Common Market. It is a well-known fact Barbados which may impose tariffs or withdraw from CARIFTAwith effect from
that the Member States are competitive quantitative restrictions on exports from 1st May, 1974. Between 1st August, 1973

producers of a wide range of agricultural the LDCs of goods similar to those of its and 1st May, 1974, the operations of

crops while there are many commodities in exports against which the LDCshave taken CARIFTA will not be affected because the

great demand in the Region which are not action. CARIFTA relations among the More

produced at all or are available only in Article 58 of the Annex makes provision Developed Countries will be replaced by
small quantities. The aim of the rationalisa- for the encouragement of the ow of in- the correspondingrelations under the Com-
tion programme is to reduce uneconomical vestment from the More Developed Coun- mon Market Annex. But from 1st May,
duplication in agricultural development tries to the Less Developed. Among the 1974, CARIFTA will diminish to an

giving particular attention to the need to means contemplated are joint ventures arrangement between the Less Developed
increase agricultural production and trade between investors from the MDCs and Countries, provided that the LDCs them-

in the LDCs. The rationalisation scheme investors from the LDCs, double taxation selves do not terminate this arrangement.
will have the following basic objectives. agreements, already referred to, and

In fact, it is expected that on May 1, 1974,
the Less Developed Countries (or at least

(a) the development of a regional plan for measures to facilitate the flow of loan capi- six of them) will formally leave CARIFTA
the integration of agricultural development tal. Article 58, also provides for the estab-

and join the Caribbean Community and
in the Common Market; lishment of an appropriate investment

Common Market.institution -- an objective which is near
(b) the achievement of the optimum utili- realisation with the conclusion of an agree- According to the terms of the Georgetown
sation of agricultural resources; ment for the establishment of the Carib- Accord,..th Community Treaty will come

(c) the improvement of the efficiency of bean Investment Corporation to promote into effect with the four More Developed
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Countries on 1st August, 1973, with the constitute agreement and undertaking to tions in order to promote its objectives.
SiX Less Developed Countries, Belize, sign and ratify the Community Treaty Negotiations for this purpose will be car-

Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts-Nevis- subject to and in accordance with its con- ried out by the Council and shall be subject
Anguilla, St. Lucia and St. Vincent, joining stitutional procedures so as to become a to ratification by the Heads of Government
on 1st May, 1974. With respect to the Contracting Party thereto on 1st May, Conference.
remaining two Less Developed Countries 1974.
paragraph 5 of the Accord states as follows

All Signatory Governments note the Legal Capacity and External Relations Withdrawal

declared intention of the Governmentsof The Common Market, as in the case of the The conditions relating to the withdrawal
Antigua and Montserrat to give urgent Community, is endowed with international of Member States from the Common
consideration to joining in this Accord, juridical personality. It may nter into Market are the same as those applying to
signature of which by either Government agreements with Member States, non- withdrawal from the Community as stated
at any time prior to 1st May, 1974, will Member States and international organisa- above.

4
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Braz ianLeg's at'onon

ndustrialDevelopment
ByAntonioMendes

Part c'wo
Ill. SECTORIAL INCENTIVES The incentives described in items (a) and (b) of the

preceding paragraph were modified by Decree-Law No.

3.1. Industrial development incentives 1,428 of December 2, 1975, which reserved the benefit
of import duty and IPI tax exemption to undertakings

3.1.1. Incentives granted by the Industrial of relevant national interest approved by the President

DevelopmentCouncil -- CDI of the Republic. As of then the CDI was authorized to

grant only reductions of import duties and IPI tax.

The incentives in favor of industrial development pro- The provisions of Decree-Law No. 1,428 were regulated
jects were systematizedas of the issuance of Decree-Law by Decree No. 77,065 of January 20, 1976, which
No. 1,137 of December 7, 1970. This Decree-Law was granted the CDI the authority to reduce import duties
regulated by Decree No. 67,707 issued on the same and IPI tax: (i) by 50 percent in favor of industrial
date. projects in sectors contained in the list approved by the

The incentives established at that time and for which CDI; and (ii) by 80 percent in favor of sectors expressly
the CDI is responsible were listed in Article 1 f Decree- listed in Article 1, Paragraph 1, item II, of Decree No.

Law No. 1,137 as follows: 92 77,065.

(a) exemption from import duties for equipment, According to the provisions of Article 1, Paragraph 4,
machinery, devices and instruments, accessories and item VI, of Decree-LawNo. 406 of December 31, 1968,
tools, not produced in the country, and for parts
which supplementnational production; 92. Article 1(f) of Decree-Law No. 1,137, of December 7,

(b) exemption from the Tax on IndustrializedProducts 1970, also mentions an incentive representedby the registration
(IPI) for the goods mentioned above; of foreign financing or investment, according to the regulations

(c) credit for the purchaser of domestically manu- established by the monetary and exchange authorities. In prac-

factured equipmentof the IPI tax amount; tice, the regulations regarding the registration of financing or in-

(d) accelerated depreciation on nationally-produced vestment do not differ as a result of their referring or not refer-

goods, for purposes of assessing income tax; ring to approved projects. There is, however, an exception: the

(e) preferred financial support from official credit importation of machines and equipment for projects favored by
incentives, when financed abroad for a period of over five years,

entities; and iS exempt from the compulsorydeposit required for importations
(f) priority in the Customs Policy Council's examina- in general. See Resolution No. 443 and Circular No. 371, issued

tion of changes of customs rates in order to support by the Central Bank of Brazil on September 14, 1977 and April
the national industry. 5, 1978.

rable IV. Regional incentives 6.1. Small and Medium-Sized

ofContent8
4.1. Incentives for investments in the Company Program

Amazon 6.2. Long Term Program
4.2. Incentives for investments in the 6.3. Special Program

I I I. Sectorial incentives Northeast 6.4. Component Importation
3.1. Industrial development incentives 4.3. Incentives for investments in the Financing Program
3.2. Incentives for the exportation of Manaus Free Zone 6.5. Enrolment of new products

manufactured products -- Special rnanufactured by companies not

Export Programs V. Financing from the National Bank of controlled by national capital
3.3. Company merger and consolidation Economic Development--- BNDE

Vll. Risk investments: EMBRAMEC,
incentives 5.1. Basic Inputs Program FIBASE and IBRASA

3.4. Mining incentives 5.2. Basic Equipment Program
3.5. Forestation and reforestation 5.3. Other programs V I Il.Customs protection for the national

incentives indlJstry
3.6. Fishing incentives VI. Financing Fund of the Acquisition of 8.1. Similar national product
3.7. Tourism incentives Industrial Machinery and Equipment 8.2. Increase of import duty rates

3.8. Aeronautics industry incentives -- FINAME 8.3. Import restrictions
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products imported with import duty exemption are also has established a new condition for the concession of
entitled to exemption from the Tax on the Circulation tax incentives to Brzilian companies, namely that they
of Goods (ICM). This exemption thus represents an commit themselves not to make any changes in their

' additional incentive. It is important to note, however, share control without first obtaining the consent of the
that in the case of mere import duty reduction, ICM tax CDI, any breach of this commitment resulting in the
will be fully due. 93 loss of the benefits received. This rule is intended to

As regards the importation of supplementary parts, avoid the transfer of national companies which have

benefits may be granted in consideration of the respec-
received CDI incentives to foreign groups. This condi-

tive nationalization programs (in the sense that it is the tion has also been applied in the case of official finan-

Brazilian Government's intention to have as many pro- cing, particularly when granted by the National Bank of

ducts locally produced as possible). The enjoyment of Economic Development (BNDE).
the incentive benefits is thus subject to compliance
with the pre-establishednationalizationindices. 94 3.1.2. Other industrial development.incentives
For example, in the case of tele-printing machines the

following table was established with five-year bene- According to Decree-Law No. 1,136 of December 7,

fits: 95 1970, the Minister of Finance is authorized to grant
industrial establishments the right to an IPI tax credit

Nationalizationindex Reduction of on nationally produced machinery, devices and equip-
based on value of parts Import Duties ment intended for installation, modernization and

30% 30% expansion and for incorporation into the fixed assets
50% 70% of the favored companies. On the basis of this authori-
75% 100%

I zation the Minister of Finance issued Portaria No. 665

This means, for instance, that if a company is capable on December 10, 1974 to list the machinery, devices

of manufacturing a tele-printing machine with 75 per- and equipment for which the benefit of the IPI tax

cent locally manufacturedparts it will receive a 100 per- credit may be obtained. This list is still in effect with

cent import duty reduction (i.e. a full exemption). only a few additions. The machinery, devices and equip-
ment covered by Portaria No. 665 of the Minister of

There are other requirements to be met by companies Finance also enjoy exemption from ICM tax according
interested in obtaining incentives. In Resolution No. 35 to Convention AE-08/74entered into by the Secretaries
of December 12, 1974 the CDI established the following of Finance of all the Brazilian States, includin the
basic conditions for industrial projects: Federal District, on December 11, 1974.

(i) they must be destined to replace imports; The enjoyment of the benefits provded by Decree-
(ii) they must be committed to export objectives in Law No. 1,136 does not require approval of the projects

the appropriate sectors which have an existing but is automatically granted if the products acquired
availability;

:

are covered by Portaria No. 665 of the Minister of ,.

(iii) they must contribute to industrial decentraliza- Finance. 97 .
tion or reduction of regional unbalances;

(iv) they must be supported by an adequate financial 93. The importation of products to be inorporated in the .

structure as regards own capital in relation to fixed assets of the importer is not subject to payment of ICM tax,
third party capital; even if no exemption from import duty has been granted (Sum-

(v) they must have sufficient fixed and working mary No. 570 of the Federal Supreme Court).
capital to meet the specific conditions of the 94. For example, CDI Resolution No. 5-71 of July 7, 1971 re-

undertaking; quires a 75 percent ntional content for tele-printing machines

(vi) they must provide for a more intense use of and CDI Portaria No.,28-71 of July 19, 1971 requires a 75 per-
cent national content for motor excavator carriers. There are

national resources; several CDI Portarias setting national content percentages for
(vii) they must provide for the adoption of technolo- different products. See also Decree-Law No. 1,428, of December

gical processes suitable for sectorial and regional 2, 1975, Art. 2.
development; 95. Resolution No. 5-71, Arts. 2, 3 and 5.

(viii) they must be production scales compatiblewith 96. CDE, Resolution of the Presidency of Republic No. 47-76,
the maintainingof competitivecosts; of December 22, !976.

(ix) they must satisfy anti-pollutioncriteria. 97. Decree-Law No. 1,428, Arts. 4 and 5, contains provisions

The examinationof the projects is further subject to the
aimed at substituting the incentives established by Decree-Law
No. 1,136. They are the following:interested parties presenting a year-by-yearperformance (a) exemption from IPI tax for nationally produced equip-

forecast of the total proposed imports. When the pro- ment, machines, apparatus, instruments, accessories and tools,
jects are approved, maximum import values will be listed by the Minister of Finance according to a CDI proposal,
established for each fiscal year, the validity of the in- with the right to maintain and utilize credits for raw material, in-
centives being subject to the strict fulfillment of the termediate products and packaging material used in the manufac-
established forecast. 96 ture of the goods exempt from IPI tax as described above; and

(b) a tax credit of up to 15 percent calculated on the domestic
Industrial incentive legislation makes no distinction market sales of equipment, machines, apparatus, instruments,ac-
between national industries and foreign-controlled in- cessories and tools, granted to industrial establishments listed by
dustries as regards the enjoyment of incentive benefits. the Minister of Finance and proposed by the CDI.
A multitude of projects controlled by foreign groups These provisionsare not in force, as the correspondinglist has not

have been approved. More recently, however, the CDI yet been issued by the Minister of Finance.
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3.2. Incentives for the exportation of manufactured the net value of the average yearly exports of manu-

products- Special Export Programs factured products. 107

Experience has shown that only major companies,
Within the scope of this study, it is also important to nearly always large international companies, have
examine the incentives offered for exports as in the case assumed the risk involved in signing a Special Export
of Special Export Programs. Federal authorities have Commitment. So much so, that news has spread that
made the acceptance of an export commitment a con- the ruling may be broadened to permit export commit-
dition for the approval of several projects of establish- ments for only five years and thus allow smaller national
ment or expansion of foreign-controlledcompanies. 98 companies to have access to these incentives.

The concession of incentives for the exportation of
manufactured products under Special Export Programs 3.3. Company merger and consolidation incentives

is covered by Decree-Law No. 1,219 of May 15, 1972,
as amended by Decree-Law No. 1,428 of December 2, The incentives for the merger and consolidation of

1975 and by Decree No. 77,065 of January 20, 1976. companies are currently governed by Decree-Law No.

These incentivesconsist of the following: 1,346 of September 25, 1974, as amended by Decree-
Law No. 1,532 of March 30, 1977.1O8

(a) a 70 percent to 90 percent reduction of import
duties and IPI tax in the importation of the ma- The incentives, which are valid until December 31,
chinery, equipment, devices, instruments, acces- 1979, are the following: 109

sories and tools required to implement the Pro- (a) one single revaluation of the fixed assets in excess

gram; 99 of the monetary correction limits indicated in tax

(b) a 50 percent reduction of import duties and IPI tax law but up to the market value, with suspension of
in the importationof the raw materials, components payment of income tax on the value increase re-

and intermediary products relating to the Pro- sulting from the revaluation;110

gram; 100 (b) the suspension of payment of income tax on the

(c) the deduction from the taxable profit of the portion capital increase resulting from the asset revaluation,
of profit represented by exports of manufactured such benefit extending to the corporate and indivi-
products; 101 and

(d) the exemption from the compulsory deposit in the 98. There are separate regulations to encourage exports, which

importation of the products covered by the Special are not analysed in this study. The basic legislation relating to

Export Program. 102 these incentives is Decree-Law No. 491, of March 5, 1969, regu-
lated by Decree No. 64,833, of July 17, 1969, with the amend-

The benefits described in the preceding paragraph may ments introduced by Decree No. 78,986, of December 21, 1976.

not be enjoyed cumulatively with other tax incentives 99. Decree-Law No. 1,219, of May 15, 1972, Art. 1, 2, I;

provided for in current law. 103 Full import duty and Decree No. 77,065, Art. 5.

IPI tax exemption may be granted in the cases des-
100. Decree-Law No. 1,219, Art. 1, 2, II; Decree No. 77,065,

cribed in (a) and (b) above provided that the Program
Art. 5, sole paragraph.
101. Decree-LawNo. 1,219, Art. 10.

has also been approved by the President of the Republic 102. Decree-Law No. 1,427, of December 2, 1975, established

upon being deemed to be of relevant economic nterest the compulsory deposit of an amount corresponding to the FOB
to the country. 104 value of the import license. This amount is returned after 360

Obtaining the benefits in question requires the interest- days, during which no interest or monetary correction accrues.

ed company to sign an Export Program with BEFIEX
The application of Decree-Law No. 1,427 was regulated by Reso-

(see 2.8., above) expressly establishing the export
lution No. 443, of the Central Bank of Brazil, of September 14,
1977. Exemption from the deposit for importationsmade under

commitment assumed by the company and the benefits Special Export Programs approved by BEFIEXwas authorized by
to be received in exchange. 105 Export Programs have item IV, item 20 of Resolution No. 443.

been signed for ten-yearperiodsand theirvalue is normal- 103. Decree-Law No. 1,219, Art. 15.

ly around USS 400,000,000, although one of the latest 104. Decree-Law No. 1,428, Art. 1, 2.

approved Programs provides for an export commitment 105. Failure to carry out the export commitment subjects the

in an amount exceeding USS 1,000,000,000. There are participant companies to the payment of the taxes from which

also Programs for small and medium industries, esta- they were exempted, or which would otherwise be due, with

blishing export commitments for substantially lesser monetary correction and a fine of up to 50 percent (Decree-Law

amounts.
No. 1,219, Art. 4).
106. Decree-Law No. 1,219, Art. 3, 2.

The exports are determined on the basis of the net 107. Id., Art. 3. According to the provisionsof 1 of this Art. 3,
amount of average yearly exports, understood as the the annual value of imports does not include the value of goods
FOB value of the total exports of manufactured pro- imported with the exemptionsgranted by Decree-LawNo. 1,137.

ducts, less the value of any components imported by 108. The incentives were initially establishedby Decree-Law No.

the exporter under any special ruling and incorporated 1,182 of July 16, 1971, with the amendments introduced by De-

into the exported manufactured products, divided by
cree-Laws Nos. 1,253 and 1,300 of December 29, 1972 and De-

the years of duration of the Programs. Insurance and
cember 28, 1973, respectively. Decree-Law No. 1,182 subjected
the enjoymentof the benefits to a commitmentfor the interested

freight, when paid to a Brazilian insurance or transport company to open its capital (Art. 4, II). This condition was ex-

company, are added to the export value. 106 The cluded from the present regulation.
value of the goods imported in each year with the 109. Decree-Law No. 1,346, Art. 13.

mentioned exemptions may not exceed one third of 110. Id., Art. 1.
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dual partners or shareholdersof the company which in the capital of the company within twelve
may effect a capital increase under the same con- months; 114 and
ditions by incorporating the amounts distributed (b) financial support for research and for investigation
(i.e. stock dividends are exempt); 111 and development of mineral processing techniques,

(c) amortization in more than one financial year of the such support being provided in the form of loans in
expenses and other charges resulting from the re- amounts of up to 80 percent of the total cost of the
organization or modernization of companies with undertaking. The financial support may be given
effects on the operational results extending beyond with or without participation in the risk of the
the financial year in which they were incurred, undertaking. In the case of such participationin the
provided that such expenses and other charges are risk a correspondingcompensation is established and
deductible from the taxable profit, such amortiza- charged in the form of a risk quota. 115 The Mineral
tion being authorized by the National Monetary Resources Research Company (CPRM) is responsible
Council in the case of financial institutions, and by for controlling the geological and technical progress
the Minister of Finance in all other cases, both of the undertaking. 116

subject to the prior opinion of COFIE (see 2.9.. Incentives were also created for the exportation ofabove) in cases of merger and consolidation. 112
minerals that abundant in the in processedare country

The suspension from payment of income tax, as men- form (e.g. pellets) by means of Decree-Law No. 1,240
tioned in item (a) of the preceding paragraph, is trans- of October 11, 1973. These incentives are to be main-
formed into exemption within three years, once the tained up to and including the year 1978 and are the
economic and financial objectives of the project ap- following:
proved by the Minister of Finance have been attained.
It should be mentioned that the figure resulting from (a) deduction from the profit subject to income tax

of the portion corresponding to the exportationthe revaluation must necessarily be used for a capital of such minerals; 117
increase within 180 days of the date of approval by
the Minister of Finance. 113 (b) deposit of 50 percent of the tax levied on dividends

paid to residents (both individuals and legal entities)
These incentives are applicable to mergers, consolida- of other countries (at the rate of 25 percent in a
tions or other forms of company combination or asso- special blocked account with Banco do Brasil S.A.
ciation, when considered to be of interest to the na- for later use in the payment of other federal taxes
tional economy according to the criteria established in (except the Sole Tax on Minerals) or for investment
Article 1 of Decree No. 75,247 of January 21, 1975. in other mining projects in the manner approved by
They include associations for the main purpose of GEIMI. 118

obtaining economy of scale, development of the com- In order to enjoy the benefits described in the precedingpetitive powers of companies, reinforcement of the
paragraph, the company must be controlled by na-national financial system, the penetration, expansion or tionals; the undertaking must have had its financialmaintenance of foreign markets, the installation or structure approved by the Ministry of Finance and itsmodernization of undertakings for the manufacture of technical and economic structure by the Ministry ofproducts that are scarce in the country, installation or Mines and Energy; the company must export at leastmodernization of agricultural-industrial undertakings half of its production as evidenced by confirmed con-

or of undertakings related to the agricultural industry, tracts for the purchase of the product over a term ofand installation or modernization of undertakings for not less than ten years, the unit value of the processedthe production of capital goods. mineral to be at least 50 percent greater than that of
Decree-Law No. 1,532 extended these incentives up to the same unprocessedmineral. 119
June 30, 1978 to companies which have priority pro- In the specific case of the incentive described in (b)jects for the expansion of their activities under re-

above, the legal entity domiciled abroad must acquire,organization or modernization programs financed with for its own use or for the use of an industry abroadtheir own resources or with those of official financial in which it holds a majority interest, a portion of theentities.

3.4. Mining incentives 111. Id., Art. 2.
112. Decree-LawNo. 1,303, of December 31, 1973.

All the industrial incentives established by Decree-Law 113. Decree-Law No. 1,346, Art. 6.
Decree-Law No. 1,096, of March 23, 1970, Art. 1.No. 1,137 and discussed in 3.1. above were extended

114.

to mining activities by Decree-Law No. 1,287 of Octo-
115. Decree No. 66,522, of April 30,1970, Arts. 1, 5, 6 and 10.
116. The CPRM was created on August 15, 1969, by Decree-Law

ber 18, 1973. In addition to these incentives, mining No. 764, amended by Law No. 6,399, of December 10, 1976. Its
companies also enjoy the following benefits: present By-Laws were established on May 24, 1971, by Decree

(a) deduction from their real profit, for income tax No. 68,672. The purpose of the CPRM is to encourage the dis-

purposes, of a mineral resources depletion quota covery and intensify the exploitation of mineral and hydric re-

equivalent to 20 percent of the gross income earned sources, to guide and favor private enterprise in the field, and to
re-in the first ten years of exploitation of the mine. supplement private enterprise in the strictly limited field of

search of mineral and hydric resources.
This incentive does not affect the company's right 117. Decree-Law No. 1,240, of October 11, 1973, Art. 1, I.
to depreciate its assets according to current law. The 118. Id., Art. 1, II and Art. 2.
amount of this deduction should be incorporated 119. Id., Art. 3.
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production not below the proportion of the capital of the project's voting capital, the other investors being
it holds in the Brazilian company in question. 120 required to hold at least 5 percent each (FISET Own

Projects). 123

3.5. Forestation and reforestation incentives There are special rules for investment in forestation pro-
jects of third parties -- FISET Open Projects -- which

The origin of the current Brazilian legislation on tax rules are rather complex. One can briefly say that each
incentives for forestation undertakings can be traced project states the minimum investment it can receive,
back to Law No. 5,106 of September 2, 1966, which this minimum amount being determined on the basis of

granted incentives for investments made by both indivi- the costs and of the planting area, and subject to
duals and legal entities in projects of such kind. The the approval of the IBDF. 124

system applied at the time was different as regards the The limits established for investment by legal entities
investments made by individuals or by legal entities. of part of the income tax due by them are the follow-
In the case of individuals, the investments made in ing: 125
approved forestation projects during the base year
could be deducted from the gross income up to the Base-Year 1974 up to 45%

limit of 50 percent of such gross income. In the case Base-Year 1975 up to 40%

of legal entities, the applicable system was the invest- Base-Year 1976 and next years up to 35%

ment in approved forestation projects of up to 50 At present PIN and Proterra receive one half of the

percent of the income tax due. above percentages, i.e. 30 percent and 20 percent,
Several changes were introduced as time went by and respectively, of the above proceeds. 126 The profits
the legislation that now governs the matter is quite earned on investments made with portions of income

complex. Today there are two basic systems which are tax may not be transferred abroad, neither directly nor

known by the name of the main law that refers to each: indirectly, subject to the revocation of the tax incentives

the System of Law No. 5,106 and the System of Decree- obtained and to a demand for the income tax not paid,
Law No. 1,134. plus a fine of 10 percent per annum, in addition to

other specific sanctions for non-paymentof income tax.
This prohibiiton does not, however, apply to remittance

Systemof Law No. 5,106 abroad of the portion of the profit attributed to direct
investmentsof foreign capital in the project. 127

The basic system of Law No. 5,106 for investments
made by individuals is still in force. In other words, Legal form of projects
individuals wishing to take advantages of the incentives
should during the basic year make investments in The projects must be organized either as (i) sociedades
forestation projects of their choice. The major change annimas or, (ii) non-share companies with multiple
is that the amount so invested is treated as a credit participation. In the latter case, the company is actually
against income tax, while under the initial system it a special partnership governed by Articles 325 to 328
was a deductionagainst gross income. of the Brazilian Commercial Code, in which the active
The limits have been altered and the general rule is a partner is responsible for the forestation undertaking
credit up to 20 percent of the income tax due by and for its representationbefore the IBDF. 128

individuals, although up to 42 percent may be credited
for investmentsmade in projectssituated in the SUDENE Projectareas
and SUDAM areas. 121

It is important to note that as of the fiscal year 1977,
Systemof Decree-LawNo. 1,134 forestation projects may only be implemented in

Prioritary Forestation Regions or in Industrial Foresta-
This is the system for investments made by legal enti- tion Districts. The Prioritary Forestation Regions are

ties. It derives from Decree-LawNo. 1,134 of November
26, 1970 and permits companies to use part of the in- 120. Id., Art. 3, 1.
come tax they owe for investment in approved foresta- 121. Decree-Law No. 1,338, of July 23, 1974, Art. 2(i) and (p),
tion projects. and Decree No. 79,046, of December 27, Art. 20.

The current procedure was established by Decree-Law 122. See discussion regarding FISET in Sub-section 2.19 of this

No. 1,376 of December 12, 1974 122 channelling the study.
123. Decree-LawNo. 1,376, Art. 18.

investments through the Sectorial Investment Fund 124. Normative Portaria No. 08-DR, of the IBDF.
(FISET -- Forestation and Reforestation). In practice, 125. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 11, IV, amended by Decree-

legal entities which wish to invest part of their income Law No. 1,478, of August 26, 1976.
tax in forestation projects make this option at the time 126. See discussion regarding PIN and PROTERRA in Sub-sec-

of filing their income tax return. The funds allocated for tions 2.17 and 2.18 of this study.
this purpose are later invested in projects approved by 127. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 11; abd Decree-LawNo. 1,563,
the IBDF. of July 29, 1977.

128. Decree-Law No. 1,134, of December 23, 1970, Art. 1, 1;
The investment may be made in a project of the com- Decree No. 79,046, Art. 25, and Normative Portaria No. 08-DR,
pany itself, provided that the investor, individually or of the IBDF, Art. 5; and Portaria No. 153, of May 2, 1975, of the

jointly with other investors, controls at least 51 percent Minister of Finance.
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determined by the IBDF after hearing the Forestation proved by the President of the Republic. Based on an

Policy Council. The Industrial Forestation Districts are opinion of SUDEPE, the Minister of Finance may grant
determined by a decree of the President of the Re- the reduction of these taxes.
public based on a joint recommendationof the Ministers There are detailed rules for the preparation of the fish-of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, the Interior ing projects to be submitted to the examination of SU-and the Secretary of Planning of the Presidency of the DEPE, established in Portarias which are periodicallyRepublic. Exceptions are made only for projects for issued by SUDEPE. The company must cover atfruit trees and palmito (palm hearts) and for projects least one third of the entire investment with its ownwith eminently conservationisteffects. 129

funds. 133 SUDEPE established special rules which
make the proportion of own funds vary according to

3.6. Fishing incentives priority criteria fixed in view of the purposes of the pro-
ject and of the area in which it is to be implemented.

The incentives for the fishing industry were established For projects situated in the SUDENE or SUDAM areas,
by Decree-Law No. 221 of February 28, 1967, initially the own funds must represent a minimum of 25 percent
valid up to the year 1972. This period was entended to of the total project.
1977 by Decree-Law No. 1,217 of May 9, 1972, which The results of investments made with income tax allow-also made some changes in the initial system, and then
extended to 1982 by Decree-Law No. 1,594 of Decem-

ances may not be directly or indirectly transferred
abroad, subject to revocation of the tax incentives ob-ber 22, 1977.
tained and to demand for the income tax not paid,a

The incentivesavailable are the following: 130 plus a fine of 10 percentper year and the other specific
(a) exemption or reduction of import duty, of IPI tax sanctions for non-payment of income tax. This prohibi-

and of import duties and other federal duties, for tion does not, however, apply to remittance abroad of
the importation of fishing boats, equipment, machi- the profit portion attributed to direct investments of
nery, apparatus, instruments and respective spare foreign capital in the project. It also does not hinder the
parts, tools, appliances and devices for fishing in utilization of the profits or earnings derived from the
connectionwith projects by SUDEPE; tax incentive investments for the purchase of foreign

(b) exemption or reduction of IPI tax for nets and net equipment not produced in Brazil, provided that this :

parts intended exclusively for commercial fishing or purchase has been duly authorized. 134

fishing research;
(c) exemption or reduction of IPI tax on boats intended

3.7. Tourism incentivesexclusively for commercial fishing or fishing re-

search;
(d) exemption from federal taxes and duties for the fish Decree-Law No. 1,439 of December 30, 1975 establish-

caught, whether or not it is processed in the coun-
es the incentives which are at present available for tou-

135
try, whether intended for local consumption or for rism, favoring hotels and other means of lodging,
exportation; tourism restaurants and undertakings which support

136
(e) exemption or reduction of import duties and other tourism activities.

federal duties for importations favored by import The incentives available are the following: 137

duty and IPI tax exemption, when made by compa- (a) financial aid from the Sectorial Investment Fund
nies that manufacture fishing equipment and appli- (FISET -- Tourism);
ances intended for catching, processing, transporting (b) financial aid from the General Tourism Fund (FUN-
and trading fish; GETUR);

(f) exemption, at the discretion of the Minister of Fi- (c) reduction of income tax and non-refundable addi-
nance based on the opinion of SUDEPE, from the tional charges; and
income tax due on the financial results obtained
from undertakings approved by SUDEPE. The 129. Decree No. 79,046, Arts. 4,5 and 6.
amount of this exemption should be incorporated 130. Decree-Law No. 221, of February 28, 1967, Arts. 73, 74,
into the capital of the favored company up to the 77, 78, 80 and 81, with the amendments introduced by Decree-
end of the nancial year following that of the Law No. 1,217, of May 9, 1972, and Decree-Law No. 1,594.
exemption; 131.See sub-sections 2.17 and 2.18 of this study on PIN and

(g) the amount of investment in fishing project approv-
PROTERRA.

Decree-Law No. 221, Art. 75.ed by SUDEPE may be credited up to 25 percent
132.
133. Id., Art. 81, 2.against corporate income tax. This credit may reach 134. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 11; and Decree-LawNo. 1,563.

up to 50 percent if the projects are located in the 135. The former regulation was established in Decree-Law No.
SUDENE or SUDAM areas. In practice, the benefit 55, of November 18, 1966, with the substantial amendments in-
of the investment is actually reduced by half, since troduced by Decree-LawNo. 1,191.
one half must be assigned to PIN and to PRO- 136. Decree No. 78,379, Art. 1.
TERRA. 131 137. Decree-Law No. 1,439, Art. 3. FUNGETUR, created by

Decree-Law No. 1,191, Art. 11, and presently regulated byThe importation benefits are subject to specific regula- Decree-Law No. 1,439, Art. 13 and following, is allotted mainlytions and apply only to products that are not manufac- budget funds to support tourism activities which are: small and
tured in Brazil. 132 Decree-Law No. 1,428 of December medium-sized; located in preferred areas; have medium prices and
2,1975 reserved import duty and IPI tax exemption for tariffs; or are engaged in local activities, particularly those destin-
undertakings of relevant national interest which are ap- ed to recreation or lodging of the low income class.
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(d) financing by ofcial credit establishmentsaccording vided that his purchasehas beenproperlyauthorized. 145

to the rules they adopt.
The financial aid from FISET -- Tourism and from 3.8. Aeronautics industry incentives
FUNGETUR for capital investment is limited to 50 per-
cent of the investment in a favored undertaking. This The incentives available for the formation of a Brazilian

percentage may be increased to 75 percent by determi- aeronautics industry were established by Decree-Law
nation of the National Tourism Council, in accordance No. 770 of August 19, 1969, which created Empresa
with the conditions of priority and superiority estab- Brasileira de Aeronutica S.A. (EMBRAER). The Re-
lished by the ExecutivePower. 138 public must hold at least 51 percent of the capital of

The income tax reduction favors tourism undertakings EMBRAER and the remaindermay be subscribed by in-

which are being built or which are to be built on the dividuals or legal entities. Article 7 of this Decree-Law

basis of projects approved prior to December 31, 1985. permitted legaI entites to deduct 1 percent of ther n-

This reduction, which may go as high as 70 percent, is come tax for investment in shares of EMBRAER. 146

granted for successive annual periods up to a total of ten The results of investments made with portions of in-

years. 139 An identical benefit may be granted to under- come tax may not be transferred abroad, directly or in-
takings which are expanded, according to the criteria directly, subject to revocation of the tax incentives ob-
and conditions established by the Executive Power, tained and to a demand for the income tax not paid,
based on the expansion cost and on the total value of plus a fine of 10 percent per year and the specific sanc-

the undertaking. 140 In both cases, the amount of the tions for non-payment of income tax. 147 The EM-
reduction must be incorporated into the capital of the BRAER funds must be invested in airplane design and
favored company in the year following that of the bene- construction and the company has to date developed a

fit, for direct investment in tourism activities. significant number of models. In addition, EMBRAER

Article 6 of Decree-LawNo. 1,439 provides further that encourages private aviation projects and should for this

companies which own operating hotels for at least five purpose, whenever possible, resort to qualified private
years and which have not taken advantage of the bene- initiative by transferringconstruction tasks. 148

fits established in Decree-LawNo. 1,191 of October 27,
1971 may up to the year 1978 pay their income tax
with a reductionof up to 70 percent, provided that they IV. REGIONAL INCENTIVES

prove that they have in each year invested an amount of
at least twice the reduction in operational improvements 4.1. Incentivesfor investments in the Amazon
during the correspondingbase period.
Legal entities may deduct up to 12 percent of their in- For the purposes of the incentives in question, the Ama-
come tax for investment in tourism projects approved zon includes the entire area formed by the States of

by the National Tourism Council. 141 This reduction Acre, Par and Amazonas, by the Federal Territories of

may reach up to 50 percent in the case of projects locat- Amap, Roraima and Rondonia and by the area of the
ed in the SUDENE or SUDAM areas. In practice, this State of Mato Grosso which lies north of the 16th pa-
reduction is actually reduced to half, since the other rallel, of the State of Gois north of the 13th parallel,
half must be assigned to PIN and to PROTERRA. 142 and of the State of Maranho to the west of the 44th

neridian. 149
Up to and including the financial year 1985, individuals
may deduct from their income tax an amount for sub- The incentives available for investments in the Amazon

scription of shares of publicly held sociedades anni- region are currently regulated by Decree-Law No. 756

mas (companies) engaged in tourism undertakings ap- of August 11, 1969. They are intended for agricultural,
proved by the National Tourism Council, this amount livestock, industrial and basic service projects, which

being limited to 20 percent of the income tax due. 143

The benefits granted to tourism projects may only be 138. Decree-LawNo. 1,439, Art. 3, sole paragraph.
enjoyed by Brazilian companies registered with EM- 139. Id., Art. 4.

BRATUR, in which the majority of the voting capital is 140. Id., Art. 5.

held by individuals resident and domiciled in Brazil or 141. Id., Art. 9, and Decree-Law No. 1,514, of December 30,

by national legal entities which satisfy the same require- 1976.

ments. 144 142. See sub-sections 2.17 and 2.18 of this study on PIN and
PROTERRA. The system initially established by Decree-Law No.

The results of investments made with portions of in- 55 was more favorable, as it permitted a reduction of up to 50

come tax may not be transferred abroad directly or in- percentof the tax due.

directly, subject to revocation of the tax benefits ob- 143. Decree-Law No. 1,338, Art. 2(m), with the amendment in-

tained and to a demand for the income tax not paid, troduced by Decree-LawNo. 1,439, Art. 12.

plus a fine of 10 percent per year and the other specific 144. Decree-LawNo. 1,439, Art. 2.

sanctions for non-payment of income tax. This prohibi-
145. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 11; and Decree-LawNo. 1,563.

tion does not, however, apply to the remittance abroad
146. The term initially established by Decree-Law No. 770, of

of the profit portion attributed to direct investments
August 19, 1969, for the option to invest in EMBRAER (up to

fiscal year 1975) was extended by Decree-LawNo. 1,408, of July
of foreign capital in the project. It also does not hinder 7, 1975, up to and including the fiscal year 1980.
the profits or earnings derived from investments made 147. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 11; and Decree-LawNo. 1,563.
with tax incentive funds from being utilized for the pur- 148. Decree-LawNo. 770, Art. 2.

chase of foreign equipment not produced in Brazil, pro- 149. Law No. 5,173, Art. 2.
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SUDAM has declared to be of interest to the develop- bition does not, however, apply to the remittance
ment of the Amazon. 150 The incentives available are abroad of the portion of the profits attributed to direct
the following: investments of foreign capital in the project. It also does
(a) funds from the Amazon Investment Fund (FI- not hinder the utilizationof the profit or earnings deriv-

NAM); 151 ed from nvestments of tax incentive funds to purchase
(b) funds from the Fund of Private Investment in the foreign equipmentnot produced in Brazil, provided that

Developmentof the Amazon (FIDAM); 152 other authorizations for the purchase have been obtain-
(c) 50 percent reductionof income tax and non-refund- ed. 160

able additional charges, for the results obtained up Individuals may reduce the income tax they owe onto and including the financial year 1982, this reduc- their annual income tax return by an amount used fortion being granted to economic undertakings exist-
subscription of shares of industrial agriculturalor com-ing on the date of the enactment of Decree-LawNo.

756; 153 panies having projects approved by SUDAM, up to a

limit of 42 percent of the income tax due. 161
Cd) exemption from income tax and from non-refund-

able additional charges, for industrialand agricultur- No requirement of national control of capital is made
al undertakings in the SUDAM area, which are set for tax incentives to be granted to projects in the Ama-
up, modernized, expanded or diversified up to and zon region.
including the fiscal year 1982. The period of validity
of this exemption is ten years as from the financial 4.2. Incentives for investments in the Northeast
year following that in which the undertaking starts

operating normally at the discretion of SUDAM. For the purposes of the incentivesunder discussion, the
The exemption period may be extended for another Northeast includes the entire area constituted by the
five years if the undertaking meets one of the fol- States of Maranhao (except the area situated to the west
lowing conditions: (i) it is located in under-develop- of the 44th meridian, which is part of the Amazon),
ed microregions; (ii) it has, during the exemption Piau, Cear, Rio de Grande do Norte, Paraba, Pernam-
period, a profitability of 12 percent or less of the buco, Alagoas, Sergipe and Bahia, the region of the
average capital and reserves of the period; (iii) it State of Minas Gerais situated in the Drought Polygon,
absorbs raw materials and inputs produced in the and the Territory of Fernando de Noronha. 162

region in an amount exceeding 50 percent of the
productioncost; 154 The incentives now available for investments in industri-

Ce) exemption or reduction of import duty, of IPI tax al or agricultural projects approved by Sudene in the
and of other federal duties for the importation of Northeast region were established by Law No. 4,239 of

machinery and equipment not produced in Brazil, June 27, 1963, amended by Law No. 4,869 of Decem-
when intended to implementundertakingsapproved ber 1, 1965 and by Law No. 5,508 of October 11,1968.
by SUDAM; 155 These three laws were regulated by Decree No. 64,214

(f) refund of 50 percent of the income tax due, for in- of March 18, 1969, which is still in effect. 163 The in-
dustrial, agricultural, livestock and basic service centives available are the following:
companies which invest an equivalentamount in the
modernization, supplementation, expansion or di-
versification of their activities, under a project
approved by SUDAM. 156 150. Decree-Law No. 756, of August 11,1969, Art. 1. The basic

services for the purposes concerned are those related to energy,
The FINAM funds may represent up to 75 percent of transportation, communication, colonization, education, sanita-
the capital of a company engaged in an economic under- tion and public health.

taking approved by SUDAM, the interestedgroup con- 151. Id., Art. 1.

tributing at least 25 percent of the company's capi- 152. FIDAM was created by Law No. 5,173. The funds available

tal. 157 The proportion between own funds and FINAM to FIDAM are specified in Art. 33 of Decree-Law No. 756, and

funds is determined by SUDAM at the time of approval
are constituted mainly of budget allowances, being applied by
BASA as financing or refinancing (Decree-LawNo. 756, Art. 34).of the project. 153. Decree-Law No. 756, Art. 22.

The amount of the income tax exemption or reduction 154. Id., Art. 23; Decree-Law No. 1,328, of May 20, 1974, and

enjoyed by a company located in the Amazon must be Decree-LawNo. 1,564, Art. 1.

capitalizedin the companyup to 31 Decemberof the year
155. Decree-LawNo. 756, Art. 26.

new
following that in which the benefit was taken. 158 Legal

156. Id., Art. 29, with the wording established by Decree-
Law No. 1,564, Art. 4.

entities can deduct up to 50 percent of their income tax 157. Decree-LawNo. 756, Art. 1, 3.for investment in projects approved by SUDAM. In 158. Id., Art. 24.
practice, the benefit of the investment is reduced by 159. See sub-sections 2.17 and 2.18 of this study on PIN and
half, since one half must be assigned to PIN and to PROTERRA.
PROTERRA. 159 160. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 11, and Decree-LawNo. 1,563.
The results of investments made with income tax por-

161. Decree-LawNo. 1,338, Art. 2(i).
162. Law No. 3,629, of December 15, 1959, Art. 1, and Decreetions may not be transferred abroad directly or indirect- No. 64,214, of March 18, 1969, Art. 4, 3.

ly, subject to revocation of the tax incentives obtained 163. The terms of validity of the incentives were extended suc-
and to a demand for the income tax not paid, in addi- cessively by Decree-Law No. 1,196, of December 23, 1971;by
tion to a ne of 10 percent per year and to the specific Decree-Law No. 1,328; by Decree-LawNo. 1,563; and by Decree-
sanctions for non-payment of income tax. This prohi- Law No. 1,624, of May 3, 1978.
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(a) funds from the Northeast Research and Natural Re- made with tax incentive funds from being used to pur-
sources Fund (FURENE); 164 chase foreign equipment not produced in Brazil, provid-

(b) funds from the Northeast InvestmentFund; 165 ed that all authorizations are obtained for the pur-

(c) a 50 percent reduction of income tax and non- chase. 174

refundable additional charges, for the results obtain- Individuals may reduce the income tax they owe under
ed up to December 31, 1982, this reduction being their annual income tax return by an amount for sub-
granted to companies that were in existence at the scription of shares of industrial or agricultural compa-
time of the issuance of Decree No. 64,124 and to nies having projects approved by SUDENE, this reduc-
companies having undertakings which do not meet tion being limited to 42 percent of the income tax
the exemption conditions and which have operating due. 175
industrial or agriculturalestablishments;166

(d) exemption from income tax and from non-refund- There are no requirements of natonal capital control

able additional charges, for companies having new for SUDENE projects to enjoy the tax incentives in

industrial or agricultural undertakings approved by question.
SUDENE and which are installed, modernized, ex-

panded or diversified up to and including the year 4.3. Incentives for investments in the Manaus Free Zone
1982. The period of validity is ten years as from the
financial year following the date of normal start-up The Manaus Free Zone is an area defined by Article 2 of
of the undertaking, according to a statement of Decree No. 61,244 of August 28, 1967, its main points
SUDENE. The exemption period may be increased of reference being the Port of Manaus, the left banks of
to 15 years if the undertaking satisfies one of the the Negro and Amazonas Rivers, the Urubu River and

following requirements: (i) it is located in under- the Cuieiras River.
developed microregions; (ii) it has a profitability, The incentives available for investments in the Manaus
during the exemption period, of 12 percent or less

Free Zone established by Decree-Law No. 288 of
of the average capital and reserves of the period; (ii)

were

it absorbs raw materials and inputs produced in the February 28, 1967, regulated by Decree No. 61,244.

region in an amount in excess of 50 percent of the They are the following:

productioncost; 167 (a) exemption from IPI tax for goods produced or pro-
cessed in the Free Zone, wether for local consump-

(e) exemption or reduction of import duty, of IPI tax tion for trade within the Brazilian territory; 176
and of other federal duties, for the importation of

or

machinery and equipment not produced in Brazil, (b) exemption from IPI tax and ICM tax, for goods of
national origin intended for consumption and pro-

when intended for the execution of projects approv- cessing in the Free Zone, for reexportation
ed by SUDENE; 168

or

abroad; 177
(f) refund of 50 percent of the income tax due, for in-

(c) exemption from IPI tax and from import duty, for
dustrial, agricultural, livestock and basic service foreign goods entering the Free Zone for local con-

companies that invest an equal amount in the mo-
sumption, any degree of industrial processingor im-

dernization, supplementation,expansion or diversifi-
cation of their activities, according to a project ap-

provement, agriculture, fishing, installationand ope-
ration of industries and services of any kind, or stor-

proved by SUDENE. 169
age for reexportation;178

The FINOR funds (see 2.19. above) may represent up
to 75 percent of the capital of a company that has an in-
dustrial or agricultural project approved by SUDENE,
the interested party contributing at least 25 percent of 164. FURENE was created by Law No. 5,508, of October 11,

the company's capital. 170 In the case of a foreign capi- 1968, Art. 8. Its funds are mainly budget allowances to be ap-

tal investment, the proportion of own funds must be at plied in financing the research and development of technology

least 50 percent. 171 The amount of income tax exemp-
adequate for the region and for the research of natural resources,
like mining.

tion or reduction, as mentioned above, must be capital- 165. Law No. 4,239, of June 27, 1963, Art. 18(b), and Law No.

ized in the company in the year following that in which 4,869, of December 1, 1965, Art. 18. These incentives are also

the benefit was enjoyed. 172 Legal entities may deduct available for telecommunicationprojects approved by SUDENE.

up to 50 percent of their income tax for investment in 166. Decree No. 64,214, Arts. 1 and 3.

projects approved by SUDENE. In practice, the benefit 167. Id., Art. 2 and Art. 16, 2, and Decree-Law No. 1,564.

of the investmentis reduced by half, since one half must 168. Law No. 3,692, Art. 18.

be assigned to PIN and to PROTERRA. 173 169. Law No. 5,508, Art. 23, with the new wording given by
Decree-LawNo. 1,564, Art. 4.

The results of investments made with portions of in- 170. Decree No. 64,214, Art. 29, 1.

come tax may not be directly or indirectly transferred 171. Id., Art. 37.

abroad, subject to revocation of the tax incentives ob- 172. Id., Art. 9, 3.

tained and to a demand for the income tax not paid, 173. See sub-sections 2.17 and 2.18 of this study on PIN and

plus a fine of 10 percent per year and the specific sanc-
PROTERRA.
174. Decree-Law No. 1,376, Art. 11; Decree-Law No. 1,563.

tions for non-payment of income tax. This prohibition 175. Decree-LawNo. 1,338, Art. 2(i).
does not, however, apply to the remittance abroad of 176. Decree-LawNo. 288, Art. 9.
the portion of the profits attributed to direct foreign 177. Decree-Law No. 288, Art. 4; Law No. 4,502, of November

capital investments in the project. It also does not 30, 1964, Art. 7, I; Federal Constitution,Art. 23,7.
hinder the profits or earnings derived from investments 178. Decree-Law No. 288, Art. 3.
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(d) reduction of the IPI tax rate for raw materials im- balance of payments of the country and permit the

ported for industrial processing, at the time of sale development of heavy equipment technology, thus con-

of the processed product to other parts of Brazil, solidating the infra-structure of the national production
such reductionapplying to the value added in the in- industry.
dustrial processing in the Free Zone; 179 In this financing is granted for terms of to 15area, up

(e) exemption from export duty for the exportationof years at interest rates of 3 to 5 percent per year, the
goods from the Free Zone to other countries, re- principal being readjusted according to the ORTN in-
gardless of the origin of the goods. 180

dex.
The incentivesdescribed above are not available for

arms, ammunition, perfume, tobacco, alcoholic drinks
and passenger cars. 181 5.3. Other programs

Decree-Law No. 356 of August 15, 1968 extended the
tax incentives granted under Decree-Law No. 288 to These are divided in the following manner:

goods received, originating from, improved or manufac- (a) Operationswith agents;
tured in the Free Zone for local utilization and con- (b) Modernizationof companies;
sumption in pioneer areas, frontier zones and other (c) Infra-structure;
places of the West Amazon. The West Amazon consists (d) Technologicaldevelopment;and

of the area of the States of Amazonas and Acre and of (e) Others.

the Federal Territories of Rondonia and Roraima, ac-

cording to paragraph 4 of Article 1 of Decree-Law No.
291 of February 28, 1967. 5.3.1 Operationswith Agents - Joint Operations

Program (POC)
It should finally be mentioned that the area of the Free
Zone is included in the area of SUDAM (i.e. the Ama- This Program is an incentive for the economic develop-
zon region), so that all the tax incentives available for ment of the country by strengtheningprivate national
the SUDAM area are also available for the Manaus Free enterprises, in particular small and medium-sizedcompa-
Zone. nies. The financing is granted through Financial Agents

which are previously accredited by the BNDE. These :

Financial Agents analyse and follow-up the opera- (V. FINANCING FROM THE NATIONAL BANK OF tions for which they assume responsibility.ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT- BNDE ::

The POC funds are extended by means of the following,
BNDE financing is granted either directly or through operations: (i) Program Operations, (ii) Package Opera- ,

previously accredited Financial Agents. The BNDE also tions and (iii) Project Operations.
engages in the following operations: the rendering of The Program Operations apply to similar, supplemen- .:

guarantees, corporate participation, underwritingopera- tary or interdependentprojects for raw materials, goods 41
tions and the rendering of guarantees to winners of in- or services, preferably for the expansion of production =

ternational bids. 182 capacity in microregions or in sectors of activities of a :.,

The priority programs of the BNDE are the following: significantly local vein.

I. Basic inputs (raw materials and basic products); The Package Operations are meant to cover the financ-
II. Basic equipment;and ing requirements of small and medium-sized companies
III. Other programs. for the developmentof their projects.

The Project Operations are aimed at major undertakings.
5.1. Basic Inputs Program The repayment term of the financing is up to ten years

for Program Operations and Project Operations and upThe Basic Inputs Program is intended to meet the
to eight for Package Operations. Working capitaldomestic demand for raw materials and basic in- years
financing is granted for terms of up to three years.dustrial inputs in order to diminish the importation of

these products. The Program is available to the follow- The Interest rate is established according to certain cri-

ing sectors: mining, steel industry, non-ferrous metals teria stipulated by the Board of Directors of the BNDE

industry, chemical and petrochemicalindustry, fertilizer and ranges from 0.5 to 4 percent. The principal is read-

industry, cellulose and paper industry, and cement in- justed according to the monetary correction of the

dustry. ORTNs and a commission of 2 to 2.5 percent is due to
the Financial Agent.

The term of BNDE financing reaches up to twenty years
at interest rates of 3 to 5 percent per year. The principal
is subject to readjustmentaccording to the index applic- 179. Id., Art. 7, with the amendments introduced by Decree-

able to ReadjustableNational Treasury Bonds (ORTNs). Law No. 1,435, of December 16, 1975.
180. Id., Art. 5.

5.2. Basic Equipment Program
181. Decree-Law No. 340, of December 22, 1967, amended by
Decree-LawNo. 355, of August 6,1968.
182. The BNDE prepared several pamphlets which present a

The Basic Equipment Program is intended to expedite summary of each of its operational methods. These pamphletsare

the development of the sector in order to improve the available at the BNDE and were used in composing this study.
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5.3.2. Modernizationof companies- Industry ed through development banks which, in the opinion of
Modernizationand Recovery Fund the BNDE, have a closer relationshipwith small and me-

dium-sized companies. The second program of this kind
This is a sub-program organized to reequip private na- -- FINAC II -- was approved by BNDE Resolution No.
tional companies with funds derived from the Industry 507/77. The financing term is up to ten years, subject
Modernization and Recovery Fund (FMRI). 183 The to nterest and charges established according to the

financing may cover 50 to 100 percent of the project region in which the company is located, and to mone-

for a term of up to ten years at interest of 4 to 8 per- tary correctionaccording to the ORTN index.
cent per year. The principal is readjusted according to During 1978 the financinggranted by the BNDE and by
the ORTN index. other federal financing institutions to their financial

agents under programs of support for the capitalization
5.3.3. Infra-structure of private national enterprisesshall enjoy a tax incentive

in the form of the limitationof the applicablemonetary
This is another sub-program by which the BNDE gives correction to 20 percent during the same financial year
governmental entities assistance in infra-structure pro- and relative to the balances outstandingunder the agree-
jects for the improvement of the economy. The two ments. 184

priority sectors are railways and highways. The BNDE

provides up to 50 percent of the investment for a term
of up to 15 years at interest of 4 to 8 percent per year, VI. FINANCING FUND FOR THE ACQUISITIONOF
the principal being readjusted according to the ORTN INDUSTRIALMACHINERYAND EQUIPMENT
index. -. FINAME

5.3.4. Technological development FINAME was created by Decree No. 55,275 of Decem-
ber 22, 1-964 in order to finance operations of purchase

This sub-program offers highly subsidized financing and sale, including exportation, of nationally produced
(without monetary correction) to induce companies to machinery and equipmentand of importationof supple-
invest in research and developmentprojects. This financ- mentary parts and components. Its funds are held at

ing is available to universities and research institutions BNDE. The FINAME Fund is managed by the Special
for joint projects with private companies. Industrial Financing Agency (FINAME), this Agency

and the Fund having the same name.
The financing may cover from 80 to 100 percent of the

project, with terms of up to ten years and interest of 0 The operations of the Finame Agency are carried out

to 4 percent per annum, without monetary correction. through previously authorized public and private finan-
cial agents, namely: regional and state development
banks, commercial banks, investment banks and financ-

5.3.5. Capitalizationof private enterprises ing companies. The FINAME Agency establishes the
criteria to be adopted in the operations it supports, in-

Among the non-priority programs of the BNDE, there cluding crteria as regards the cost of the operations.This

are two recent programs organized to encourage the cost is represented by interest charged at more favorable

capitalization of private national enterprises: PROCAP rates, monetary correction and the remunerationof the

and FINAC. Agent.
The Special Program of Support for the Capitalization There four kinds of operations: 185
of National Private Enterprises (PROCAP) favors the

are

capitalization of mainly small and medium-sizedcompa-
(a) Small and Medium-SizedCompany Program;
(b) Long Term Program;nies through the capital market. The Program is thus im-

plemented through investment banks. The second pro-
(c) Special Program;

gram of this kind -- PROCAP II -- was approved by (d) Component Importation FinancingProgram.
BNDE ResolutionNo. 506/77.

6.1. Small and Medium-SizedCompany ProgramThe PROCAP funds are intended to permit a Brazilian
shareholder to pay up only part of share issues under a

The Small and Medium-Sized Company Program is
guarantee given by the investmentbank that carried out
the operation. The financing limit is 50 percent of the regulated by FINAME Agency Circulars Nos. 26 and 34

and favors machine and equipment purchases made by
value of the securities which have to be registered with
the Central Bank of Brazil. The repayment term of ths
loan is five years subject to interest and charges estab- 183. The FMRI is an accounting fund, created within the BNDE
lished according to the region in which the company is by Decree No. 67,323, of October 2, 1970.
located, and to monetary correction according to the 184. Decree-Law No. 1,621, of April 13, 1978, Art. 1 and 3.
ORTN index. 185. The Programs are regulated by Circulars issued by the FI-

The Program of Shareholder Operations and Financing
NAME Agency; copies can be obtained at the BNDE. The Pro-

(FINAC) is intended to support the capitalization of grams listed herein were regulated by Circulars No. 26,27 and 28,
all dated November 1, 1976, Circular No. 32, of May 18, 1977,

mainly small and medium-sized companies by means of and Circular No. 34 of March 31, 1978. The Operational Rules of

financingextended to the shareholders for investment in the Programs were established by Circulars Nos. 25,29 and 30, all
their own companies. This Program is to be implement- dated November 1, 1976.
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small and medium-sized Brazilian companies which are when the national content is 60 to 80 percent. Interest
controlled by national capital and which engage in pre- is charged at the rate of 1 to 7 percent per year as estab-
dominantly industrial activities. The beneficiariesof the lished by the FINAME Agency in each case, monetary
Program may not belong to an economic group having a correction being applied according to the ORTN index
net worth in excess of 1,000 ORTNs (see 5.1. above). and the Agent's commission being due at the rate of 2
This Program is available only for machinery and equip- percent per year.
ment manufactured in Brazil with a national content of

more than 80 percent or with a progressive nationaliza- 6.4. Component Importation Financing Program
tion program approved by the CDI.

The Component Importation Financing Program isUnder this Program the FINAME Agency finances 70
percent of the amount for a term of up to 60 months regulated by FINAME Agency Circular No. 32 and

benefits companies which manufacturecapital goods. Asand with a grace period of 3 to 18 months. The moneta-
established in item II (2) of Circular No. 32, this Pro-

ry correction is established at 10 percent per year, the
interest at 9 percent per year and the Agent's commis- gram is available for supplementary parts and compo-

nents:
sion at 3 percent per year. (a) which covered by financing already contractedare

between the FINAME Agency and the credit institu-
6.2. Long Term Program tions of the country of origin;

(b) which are not produced in the country;
The Long Term Program is regulated by FINAME Agen- (c) which are intended for incorporation into machine-
cy Circulars Nos. 27 and 34. It benefits Brazilian compa- ry and equipment to be produced by the capital
nies controlled by national capital which (a) use, (b) goods manufacturers;and
lease, (c) manufacture the machinery and equipmentto (d) the importation of which is given priority by the
be financed. The beneficiaries of the Program may not FINAME Agency.
belong to an economic group having a net worth of

Under this Program the FINAME Agency finances 85
more than 1,000 ORTNs. This Program may favor ma-

chinery and equipment produced in Brazil with a natio- percent of the FOB import value. The term is establish-
ed for each case based on the productionprogram. Thenal content of at least 80 percent or a progressive natio-
interest is also establishedfor each by the FINAMEnalization plan approved by the CDI, when basically in- case

tended for the activities which FINAME deems to have Agency, the limit being 7 percent. Monetary correction
is charged accordingto the ORTN index and the Agent'spriority. Under this Program the FINAME Agency commission is 2 percent.finances 80 percent of the amount for a term of 36 or

72 months depending on the degree of priority of the
activity. 6.5. Registration of new equipmentmanufacturedby

companies not controlled by national capitalInterest is charged at the rate of 3,5 or 7 percent per
annum, also depending on the degree of priority of the FINAME issued May 18, 1978 Circular No. 35
activity, monetary correction being applied accordingto

on con-

cerning the registration of new equipmentmanufactured
the ORTN index and the Agent's commission being due

by companies that are not controlled by national capi-at the rate of 3 percent per annum.
tal, i.e. control by Brazilian individuals by Brazilianor

companies which are controlled by Brazilian individuals.
6.3. Special Program Foreign nationals who reside permanently in Brazil may

qualify as Brazilians for this purpose. Circular 35 sets
The operational system of the Special Program was forth the system and criteria to be observed for such
established by FINAME Agency Circular No. 28. It purpose. It discusses the enrolmentof the manufacturer
benefits Brazilian companies controlled by national itself and then the enrolmentof the product.
capital, which use or manufacture the machinery and

For the manufacturer to be registeredwith FINAME he
equipment to be financed. This Program is available for

must supply information indicating, in his field of acti-
machinery and equipment produced in Brazil, which
meet one of the following conditionsspecified in Circu- vity, (a) the kind of machinery and/or equipmentalrea-

lar No. 28, item II: 186 dy traditionally financed by FINAME and (b) the kind

(a) they are produced to order and represent a relevant of machinery or equipment that he intends to manufac-

technology innovation or greater national content of
value and weight, compared to those already manu-

186. Circular No. 27 of the FINAME Agency, item II, 2
factured in the country;

as

follows:
(b) they compete with imported similar products in in- (a) industrial productionof equipmentand basic inputs;

ternational competition; (b) industrial productionof other goods;
(c) they are produced to order and require special draw- (c) rendering of basic services such as: generating and trans-

ings for their design; or mitting electric power, telecommunicationsand railway transpor-
(d) they are intended for projects of relevant interest to tation;

the national economy. (d) agriculturaland livestock production;
(e) freight and passenger highway transportation, complyingUnder this Program the FINAME Agency finances the with the technical requirements established in the Circular;

total value of the machinery and equipment having a (f) rendering of other services at the discretion of the FINAME
national content of 80 percent or finances 80 percent Agency.
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ture. Besides this, the manufacturerwill have to indicate Vll. RISK INVESTMENTS: EMBRAMEC, FIBASE

the other types of equipment that he already produces. AND IBRASA
Finally, the interested company has to declare that its
facilities are in good working condition and adequate These BNDE subsidiaries were incorporated in 1974 in

for the manufacture of the product to be registered by order to support national industries in their expansion
FINAME. A certified copy of the Certificate of approval plans. These subsidiaries bring risk capital to companies
of the interested company's project by the CDI and/or by means of a minority participation in the subscription
of the Certificate of Registered Product under Portaria of shares or convertible debentures. Their participation
No. 513 of February 2, 1978 of the CDI also have to be is added to that of national entrepreneurs upon deter-

presented. These documents are not required in the case mining the nationalityof the control of a company. It is
of small and medium-size companies, unless specifically thus possible for a Brazilian group to improve the pro-

requested by FINAME. portion of own capital/third party capital under actual

national control.

The interested company will not be accepted for enrol-
ment in the event it maintains agreements still in effect The risk investments are made after an examinationof a

with foreign concerns that provide for direct or indirect project submitted by the company, the examination

remittances for the payment of technology. The com- being based on internal criteria. Foreign groups may par-

pany making application for registration with FINAME ticipate in the companies receiving such risk invest-

will have to satisfy FINAME in all respects in regard to ments, although only in a minority position.

this point. FINAME may accept, however, if properly EMBRAMEC invests in the field of machinery and

justified, agreementsentered into by the interested com- equipment, FIBASE in the area of basic inputs and

pany for additional technology, if these agreements are IBRASA in other fields of business.

with companies with which the applicant has no direct
or indirect relationship. Occasional payments for speci-
alized technical services may also be accepted by
FINAME. Vlll. CUSTOMS PROTECTION FOR THE NATIONAL

INDUSTRY

The national industry is given customs protection by
Circular No. 35 treats separately the enrolmentof serial means of two basic mechanisms: the protection of simi-

products and the enrolmentof eqipmentmanufactured lar national products and the increase of customs duty
to order. Enrolmentf serial products is possible when rates to favor the creation of a national market for pro-
these products meet percentages of national content of ducts manufacturedin Brazil.
value and weight equal to or higher than the minimum

percentages provided for in Circular No. 30 or the high- 8.1. Similar national product
est percentage achieved in the country. It is only
possible to enroll equipment manufactured to order The question of national similarity is partcularly impor-
when there are less than four manufacturersof the same tant since tax or exchange favors are usually not granted
equipment already enrolled with FINAME, and the per- for the importation of products when there is similar
centages of national content of value and weight, calcu-

a

national product. In addition, public entities are obliged
lated according to the critera defined in Annex V of

to prefer the purchase of nationally produced materi-
the Operational Norms of FINAME, are equal to or 187

higher than the greatest of (a) the minimum percentage
als. The matter is dealt with in Articles 17 to 21 of
Decree-Law No. 37 of November 18, 1966, and is regu-

established in item I of Circular No. 30, or (b) 10 per- lated by Decree No. 61,574 of October 20,1967.188
centage points above the hghest percentages achieved in Article 1 of this Decree establishes the following:
the country.

Article 1 -- A national product is deemed to be similar

Special treatment may be obtained when there is only
to the foreign product if it is capable of replacing an im-

one manufacturer of the same equipment already en- ported product and meets the following basic condi-

rolled, in which case a reductionof the percentage men-
tions:

tioned in the precedingparagraph may be obtained. On- I. equivalent quality and specificationsadequate for its

ly in exceptional situations will the enrolment be con- purpose;

sidered when there are already four or more manufac- II. a price not above the foreign currency cost of im-

turers of the same equipmentenrolled. portation of the foreign product, such cost being
calculated on the basis of the normal price plus the

taxes levied on the importationand other equivalent
Finally, FINAME has discretion to consider the enrol- charges;
ment of a product, without regard to the restriction III. term of delivery which is normal current for thea or

established in Circular No. 35, when the interested com-
same kind of product.

pany is able to demonstrate that in the preceding year
it exported at least 50 percent of its production of the

equipment in question, observing, however, the mini- 187. Decree No. 61,574 of October 20, 1967, Arts. 17 to 24.

mum percentages of national content of value and 188. See Decree No. 64,017, of January 22, 1969, which gave

weight calculated according to the applicable criteria. new wording to Art. 2 of Decree No. 61,574.
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Sole Paragraph -- The concept of similarity as establish- tion of import duties; 192 and
ed in this article shall not apply if it results in a fraction- (b) the reference price, which is a price intended to pro-
ing of the part or machine to the detriment of its good tect national production of similar products in cases

operation or with the delay of its term of delivery or of great disparity of prices of importations from
assembly. several origins and in cases of general fall of import
The responsibility for determining such similarity was prices.

expressly given to CACEX by CPA Resolution No. 497
of November 14, 1967. This determination is made for 8.3. Import restrictions
each case prior to importation. 189

A difference should, however, be made between the in-In practice there are two basic situations. In the first, centives of customs nature and the restrictions im-the national manufacturer provides for the CPA to give a

its products the similar registration. This registration posed on imports, the latter being temporarily estab-
lished when the country is in a difficult balance of pay-is made by means of a CPA resolution published in the

Official Gazette of the Republic. Once the registration
ments situation. Import restrictions were introduced re-

has been obtained, it represents definite evidence of the cently to reduce the flow of convertible exchange to
other countries. These restrictions obviously favor theexistence of a similar national product. The opposite national industry of similar replacement products.occurs in the second case: if there is no similar registra-

or

The criterion adopted is, however, not aimed at the pro-tion, the importer who wishes to enjoy importation fa-
tection of the national industry itself but at hinderingvors must obtain a declaration of non-existence of a

or

similar national product, issued by the Brazilian manu- hampering the importation of certain products until the

facturers of the field or by the association representing country's convertible currency reserves have improved.
their class. The two mechanisms currently used by the Brazilian

authorities are the compulsory deposit and the tempo-Decree No. 61,574 (Art. 23) also provides for the possi-
bility of Participation Agreements in order to accom- rary suspension of issuances of import licenses for non-

essential goods.modate the interests of the manufacturer of a similar
national product with those of setting up a project of The compulsory deposit was instituted by Decree-Law
relevant economic interest. The matter is dealt with in No. 1,427 of December 2, 1975 and regulated by Reso-
CPA Resolution No. 1,793 of August 29, 1973. The lutions No. 354, 358, 387 and 422, of December 2,
regulations for the execution of such Participation 1975, February 5, 1976, August 18, 1976 and March

:

Agreements are contained in a CACEX Notice dated 28, 1977, respectively, and by Circular No. 340 of

September 25, 1973. These regulations establish the in- March 28, 1977, all issued by the Central Bank of
formation to be supplied and the course of action to be Brazil. The compulsory deposit is a requirementfor the
followed for the consideration of a ParticipationAgree- importer to deposit a cruzeiro amount equivalent to the
ment proposal, the proposal being previously submitted FOB price of imported goods as stated in the import
to CACEX for the determinationof its feasibility. Once license. The deposited amount is refunded to the im-
this feasibility has been established, CACEX appoints porter after 365 days, without interest or monetary cor-

the categories of entities which are to participate in the rection.

negotiations and may also appoint an entity to assist The suspension of issuances of import licenses was intro- o,

CACEX in the coordination of the Participation Agree- duced by CACEX Communiqu No. 574 of December
ment. Once the Agreement has been signed and ratified 20, 1976, whereby CACEX suspended up to December
by CACEX, the import licenses will be issued for the 31, 1977 the issuance of import licenses for products
portion to be acquired abroad without any further exa- classified as superfluous by applicable law. The suspen-
mination as to the existence of similar national pro- sion was maintainedin the year 1978 by means of Com-
ducts. muniqu No. 78/2, of January 2, 1978, which extended

it to December 31, 1978. There are exceptions to this
8.2. Increase of import duty rates legal rule, including drawback importations and pro-

ducts imported for the exclusive purpose of exportation
The CPA is authorized to increase import duty rates by or reexportation, subject to the prior approval of CA-
up to 30 percent ad valorem within the maximum and CEX.
minimum limits established for the chapter in which the

product is classified. Such increases may be applied to
189. When applying for the Import License, the importershould

products for which it is of relevant interest to encourage declare whether he wishes to enjoy any tax or extra-fiscal benefit
their local production or to those for which a similar in the importation. If so, the import license will only be issued
registrationhas been obtained. 190

against evidence that there is no similar national product.
The CPA normally raises the import duty rates after re- 190. Law No. 3,244, of August 14, 1957, Arts. 3 and 22; Import

ceiving a request from a Brazilian manufacturer,usually duty is a federal tax, the Executive Power having the authority to

made through the association representing its class. The
fix the corresponding rates, according to the Federal Constitu-
tion, Arts. 21, I, and 153, 29.

CPA also has the authority to establish, for purposes of 191. Decree-Law No. 730, of August 5, 1959, and Decree-Law
calculating import duties: 191

No. 1,111, of July 10, 1970.
(a) the minimum tariff value, which is the pre-establish- 192. Portaria GB-355, of September 5, 1969, of the Minister of

ed price of the goods and the basis for the calcula- Finance.
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TAX OSSARY
it is usual to provide marginal relief for
cases where the income or capital is
only slightly above the exemption
limit.
The same principle applies where a

rate of tax is charged on income or

capital up to a certain level and a

higher tax rate applies above that level
to the whole income or capital.
Usually the relief consists of grantingby H.W.T. PEPPER* the same treatment to the income or

capital as if it were no greater than the
limit which it exceeds. The excess,
however, is then charged to tax at a

much higher rate of tax than would
LUBRICANTS-- See CATALYSTS. MAINSTREAM (CORPORATION)TAX - otherwise apply the result is that the--

A term used in the U.K. to refer to the benefit of the marginal relief dimin-
LUNCHEON VOUCHERS -- Many busi- ishes the income capital gets

nesses provide canteen facilities for liability of a company, under the Cor- as or

further above the limit, until it finallytheir employees, who are usually poration Tax regime introduced in

able to obtain meals and refreshments 1973, to tax on its income. AD- disappearsaltogether.
VANCE CORPORATION TAX (q.v.) Where personal relief, e.g. for a

therein at less than the commercial dependent relative, is subject to
prices prevailing outside. Where a busi- payments on dividends paid out of an

income limit for the relative,
ness has no canteen, it may provide corporate income rank to be offset a com-

mon expedient is to diminish the relief
employees with luncheon vouchers against mainstream tax.

by deducting from it the amount bywhich may be used in part payment which the relative's income exceeds
of meals, etc. taken in commercial MANAGEMENT EXPENSES -- A

the relief (in effect, at this point the
restaurants. In the U.K., suchvouchers, company whose income is derived

relative would not be regarded as
provided they do not exceed a certain from investments, and which is not

dependent). (See, by contrast,
value per day, are regarded as a non-

concerned in dealing in investmentsor
TRANCHESYSTEM.)

taxable perquisiteof the employee. in any other form of trade, will never-

theless incur expenses of management
(LUXURY TAXES) -- Indirect taxes on and administration. MARKETING BOARDS -- In some coun-

luxuries are traditionally the easiest Since income from investments may
tries marketing boards may be set up

forms of tax to justify. Unfortunately, accrue without exertion on the part
under regulatory laws, in particular to

governments are usually unable to ob- of the company there may be no
handle the marketing of agricultural

tain the whole of the revenue they re- general statutory provision under produce. (Another such device is the

quire by taxing only luxury goods and
-- Producers' Co-operative society, usual-which the company could claim

services. Moreover, there is some dif- deductions from its investment in- ly set up on the initiative of the

ficulty in defining luxuries, since what come. Accordingly,specific clauses are producers, though normally subject to
are fairly regarded as luxuries at one inserted into the tax laws in some

some statutory controls.)
time may become the necessities of a countries to allow deduction of such Although the activities of such boards
later age. expenses for companies whose (and societies) will in general not be

M
business consists wholly or mainly in regarded as producing taxable
the making and holding of invest- prots (see MUTUALITY PRIN-

ments. CIPLE), they may achieve some defer-

MACHINERY AND PLANT - Machinery ment of tax for their members by
and plant employed in a business MANUFACTURERS' (SALES) TAX --A setting up reserves.

usually qualify fpr depreciation allow- single-stage sales tax on the sales or In the U.K. the income tax law in-

ances, and these are at a higher rate deliveries by a manufacturer of his cludes provisions dealing with

than those on buildings and other products. The term Manufacturers' Marketing Boards' reserves. Surpluses
assets. Tax is used in Canada, but the tax is on operations are in any event statu-

The precise definition of machinery broadly the same as the COMMODITY torily required to be put to reserve

alld plant thus has some importance TAX in Japan, the old PURCHASE which, in effect, confers exemption
and has been the subject of much case TAX in the U.K., and various WHOLE- because sums paid to reserve are tax-

law to expand the concept of the SALE TAXES. The tax normally deductible. Sums paid out of reserves

words as used in ordinary speech, as embodies BORDER ADJUSTMENTS, are, however, to be treated as trading
well as being occasionally elaborated e.g., an equivalent charge is made on receipts unless distributed to members

in statute law. comparable imports from manufac- (to whom they will be taxable

Machinery and plant for tax purposes turers in other countries, so as to receipts) or handed over as levies to

include the cost of installation, and assure TAX NEUTRALITY between the Government. There are also provi-
may also include fixtures and fittings, local and foreign manufacturers. sions to ensure that reserves will not

safety equipment, and anti-pollution be built up, tax-free, to levels in excess

of reasonable requirements.devices. The modern tendency is for MARCHE COMMUN -- (France &

governments to be more generous in Belgium) The EUROPEAN ECO-
the interpretation of what constitutes NOMIC COMMUNITY(q.v.). MARKET PRICE -- See VALUATION.

machinery and plant and in relief for
its depreciation. (See CAPITAL MARGINAL RELIEF -- Where income or

ALLOWANCES, DEPRECIATION, capital is exempted from tax up to a

FREE and WRITING DOWN ALLOW- certain figure, and above that figure * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-
ANCES.) the whole income or capital is taxable, national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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MARK-UP -- The margin which a trader required to be matured is slightly METHODS OF CALCULATING DEPRE-

adds to the cost of the goods he buys higher than on whisky. The maturing CIATION -- The methods used in

in order to fix his selling price. The condition was imposed during World various countries include DECLINING

mark-up, or GROSS PROFIT (q.v.), War I so as to slow down the sale (and BALANCE (see REDUCING

roughly represents the value added by consumption) of spirits in order to BALANCE), STRAIGHT LINE (q.v.),
the trader, which is the subject of help the war effort. and SUM OF THE YEARS' DIGITS

VALUE ADDED TAX. (See also (q.v.). (See also DEPRECIATION,
UPLIFT.) MAXIMUM TAX -- In some countries, FREE CAPITAL ALLOWANCES,

although graduated tax rates may rise MONETARYCORRECTION.)
MARRIED WOMAN -- In many countries to a fairly high top rate, a maximum

the practice of requiring a husband to rate of overall tax rnay be applied as a MILLS, FACTORIES, ALLOWANCE --

make a declarationof his wife's as well kind of cut-off measure. For example, The old type of depreciation relief in-

as his own income for income tax in the U.S.A. the maximum tax that troduced in Britain in 1918 (of an

purposes has a long history. The may be levied on earned income is amount equal to the difference

tradition was formerly based on the 50% of that income, although the top between the gross and net annual value

fact that married women, or women in rate of tax is 0%. In the Solomon of the premises) for factories and

general, had more limited rights Islands the top rate of graduated tax other buildings which were subject to

(partly for their own protection) on individuals was 35% but the total wear and tear, e.g., through the vibra-

under the law in financial matters. tax bill for an individual could not tion of the machinery they contained.

In addition the tax on a married exceed 25% of his income prior to The allowances were eventually re-

couple's joint income was often higher 1976. placed by the Capital Allowances

than it would have been had they had System inaugurated in 1945, and

the same incomes as unmarried indi- MCGOVERN'S FIRST LAW OF TAXA- subsequently by WRITING DOWN

viduals. TION -- Money made by money ALLOWANCES(q.v.).
Current trends are for married women should be taxed at the same rate as

to be given greater equality with single money made by menY' (expounded MINERAL DEPLETION -- See DEPLE-

individuals, as well as greater responsi- during the 1972 U.S. Presidential TION.

bility, under tax laws. In the U.K. a Election Campaign).
married woman has long had a right to MINERAL RIGHTS DUTY -- A levy in-

declare her own income and pay her MCKENNA DUTIES -- The import duties troduced in Britain in 1910 at a rate of

own share of the joint tax (see imposed in 1915 in Britain on motor 5% on the rental value of all rights to

SEPARATE ASSESSMENT) and is vehicles, musical instruments, clocks, work minerals, other than clay, sand,

nowadays virtually taxed as a single watches and films, which heralded chalk, limestone or gravel. The duty

woman on her EARNED INCOME Britain's departure from the policy of {vas abolished in 1967.

(q.v.). In the U.S.A. discrimination free trade which had endured from

against married couples for income tax 1860 to 1915. The McKenna duties, MINERAL ROYALTIES -- Payments for

has been largely eliminated by IN- like Purchase Tax in the second World the right to extract minerals, the pay-

COME-SPLITTING (q.v.) provisions. War, were, however, imposed to ments being usually related to the

(See also AGGREGATION.) restrict consumptin for reasons of quantity of minerals extracted, or in

war-time economy, not as protective some cases to the area of land or

MATCHING RELIEF -In double taxation duties. volume of ores, etc. worked. Where

treaties or in unilateral provisions in the minerals are not owned by the

tax laws to avoid double taxation, MEDIAN LINE -- See CONTINENTAL state, there will normally be a tax on

relief is sometimes given, e.g. by the SHELF. the royalties. The operator in comput-

country of residence, in respect of re- ing his profits from mineral workings
liefs (such as tax holidays) which are MEDICAL EXPENSES -- Some countries may deduct the royalties he pays. (See
provided in the country of source of (e.g., Australia, Japan, U.S.A.) permit also EXPENSING OF ROYALTIES.)
the income which is taxable in both deductions in computing individuals'
countries. (See also TAX SPARING income tax in respect of expenditure MINERS' FREE COAL -- It has been tradi-

and TAX SHADOWING.) on medical fees, the cost of medicine, tional in the U.K. for coalminers to

etc. Usually there is some restriction receive a substantial FRINGE

MATERIAL OF CHIEF VALUE -- A con- on the allowance mainly to limit the BENEFIT (q.v.) in the form of free

cept used (e.g., in connection with administrative work otherwise in- coal for household use. This particular
r Customs duty in Canada) with respect volved. For example, the allowance in benefit has remained income tax free,

to a CATCH-ALL clause in which the U.S.A. is in respect of medical partly no doubt because the miners'

N.O.P.'s (goods not otherwise pro- expenses which exceed 3% of gross occupation was formerly low-paid and

vided for) are grouped and charged a income and the cost of medicines and remains dangerous, earning popular j

flat rate of duty. Where the main con- drugs when they exceed 1% of gross sympathy and respect, and partly
stituent by value of such an item is income. because of the political pull exer-

itself listed elsewhere in the tariff and cised by miners' trade unions.

charged at a higher duty rate there, the MEHRWERTSTEUER -- The value added
usual provision is that the whole value tax in the Federal Republic of Ger- MINIMUM DISTRIBUTION-- In countries
of the item in question shall be many. where the top personal income tax

charged at the higher duty rate. rates are higher than corporation tax

MERES ET FILIALES (REGIME DE rates, it is usual to require minimum
MATURED SPIRITS -- Under British Law, SOCIETES) -- Term used regarding levels of dividend distribution by

whisky may not be sold until it has exemption granted from French CLOSE COMPANY(q.v.) which other-
been matured (usually in a bonded corporation tax in respect of dividends wise could leave profits undistributed
warehouse) for 3 years. The duty on received by a parent corporation from to permit tax avoidance, or tax defer-
other spirits, such as gin, which are not its subsidiary. ment, by the controlling shareholders.
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CORPORATE/SHAREHOLDER
TAXINTEGRATION,4

NationalMeetingof theUS.A.BranchoftheInternational
FiscalAssociation(I.EA.)onJanuary12,1978,NewYork

Introductionto Subject
BY RICHARD M. HAMMER*

I. INTRODUCTION ment for US investors, as compared, say, with business
in the partnership or sole proprietorship form. The

The US tax system, embodying a complete separation structure of the corporate tax system is not only a

for tax purposes of corporationsand their shareholders, factor influencing domestic investment decisions, but
wth the resulting double taxation of corporate income, also affects crossborder investments. Many countries
has been labeled the classicalsystem. Why Perhaps this have n recent years changed their systems, not only for
is because our system has always been that way and thus domestic reasons, but also to encourage or discourage
it is classical. However, if you were to look back at the inward or outward investmentand flows ofcapital.
history of older tax systems, you might find that the
partnership, or conduit, approach to the taxation of The prncipal systems in use today around the globe
corporations and their shareholders, at least n part, is include the classical system (ours), imputation systems
more classical than our separate entity approach. (.e., partial or full), the split rate systemsand dividend

deduction systems. The classical system results in com-
For example, the U.K. system, in the days before their plete double taxation of corporate income. A partial
1965 tax reforms, taxed corporatons on ther net n- mputaton system allows the indvdual shareholder,
come, but allowedshareholders to receive their dividend upon receipt of a dividend, a credit for some portionof
income free of further tax, except for the surtax which the corporate tax attributable thereto, and s in use
was imposed at higher income levels. The technique today in Canada, France and the UK. A full imputation
used by the UK was to require a UK indivdual system allows the shareholder a credit upon the receipt
shareholder to gross up his actual dvidend receved by of a dividend for a the corporate tax attributable
the standard rate of income tax prevailing in the year of thereto -- this is in use only n Germany, to the best of
distribution. The gross amount thus constituted divi- my knowledge, with its 1977 reformed system. The
dend ncome subject to the indivdual tax at the stan- split-rate system prouides for a lower rate of corpo- U
dard rate, with a credit for the same standard rate tax. rate tax on distributed eamings and is used in Germany 1
Thus, n theory, the creditelmnated the indidual tax and Japan (Germany having a combinationsystem since
and no tax was payable on dividends received by share- January 1, 1977). The dvdenddeductonsystem (smi-
holders. This then was an integrated system, providing lar to the split-rate concept) allows a deduction for
for a single tax on corporate income. Some ofyou Iam dividends paid, whereby the corporationpays tax only
sure remember the pre-1966 U.K. system. on current retained eamings and the shareholderpays a

I full tax on dividends received. This is used in Norway, ,

The issue of effecting some form of integration in the Finlandand Greece.
U.S. has been over the last year or so in the forefrontof
US. tax reform discussions. With a US. corporate tax The international aspects of these systems depend on

of 48 percent (which could be reduced to 45 or 46
percentnext year ) andpersonal taxes reaching levels of * Vice-President of IFA, former President of the USA Branch of
70 percent, the proponents of integration point to the IFA.
inherent tax disincentives to corporate equty inest- 1. In 1979 the rate of corporate income tax is 46 percent.
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how the receipt and redistributionof foreign eamings is prouiding the corporation with an incentive to pay divi-

treated, how the system interacts with the territorial dends, particularly if the difference in rates is substan-
method, where used, whetherdomesticshareholdersare tial. Where the split-rate applies to foreign shareholders
allowed imputation credits with respect to foreign cor- as well as domestic shareholders, the system tends to

porate earnings, whether foreign shareholders are favor foreign investors, unlke imputationsystems which
allowed imputation credits and whether there are with- tend to discriminate against them. Germany and Japan
holding taxes on dividends distributed to foreign share- are two countries which use the spt-rate system, al-
holders. There are treaty considerationsas weil. though the differential is more marked in Germany than

Japan, euen subsequent to the 1977 German reform.
These are questions we face n considering integration.

Allowing for the fact that there are many computational
factors and other circumstances which make the statu-

tory rates diverge from the true effectiue rates (i.e., the

Il. IMPUTATIONSYSTEMS tax as a percentage ofpre-tax book income), t is neuer-

1
theless apparent that the mputation system countries

Of the systems which can be described as integrated in today retain a higher tax on corporate profits paid to

part or in whole, the imputationsystems, althoughmore foreign shareholders when compared to the old German

complex, seem to be finding more current favor among split-rate system. The combined rates of corporate and

the developed countries than the split-rate or dividend withholding taxes n Canada, France and Germany
deduction methods. As Ialready mentioned, an imputa- (under its new system) exceed the US corporate rate of

tion systempermits a domestic individualshareholder to 48 percent. Thus, US parent companies of subsidiaries

receive a tax credit for some portion (or all)of the in those countries are likely to have excess foreign tax

domestic corporate tax paid on the corporation's in- credits with respect to dividends received from them,
which can be exacerbatedby the 1.861-8 regs.come. The UK., after a briefflirtation with the classical

system (1965 to 1973), has reuerted to an imputation
system. France adopted it in 1965, Canada in 1972,
Germany in 1977 and other Common Market countries
have adopted t (Belgium) or plan to do so. The Dutch IV. DIVIDEND DEDUCTION METHOD

are against. While imputaton systems of varous coun-

tries may haue broadly similar consequencesfor domes- Under the dividend deducton method, some or all ofa

tic shareholderswith respect to domestic income, there corporate dividend is deductible in arriving at taxable

are many variations among them in their relationship to corporate income. A number of countries use this

foreign investors and foreign investment. The US. in system, which is another method ofintegratingpersonal
particular has had diffculties in accommodatng its tax and corporate income taxes at corporate level and bears

treaty negotiating posture to these systems. Before the considerable resemblance to the split-rate system, since

signing of the still unratified 1975 US.-U.K. treaty, the rate of tax depends on distributions. Norway, Fin-

only one major country, France, had concludeda treaty land and Greece use this system.

protocol with the US. incorporating the imputaton
credit, but only for US. portfolio investors (less than 10

percenO. The discriminatory aspects of these systems V. U.S. PROPOSALS
have been stumbling blocks to the renegotiation'of
important tax treaties with France, Canada and Ger- In 1975, then Secretary of Treasury Simon set forth in
many. testimony to the Ways & Means Committee a US

proposal for integration, a proposal which was a com-
The UK, for example, has been wling to extend, to a bination of dividenddeductionsystem and imputa-
material extent, its imputaton credit to both U.S port-

a an

tion credit system. It got little reaction from the public
folio shareholders (100 percent) and US. direct in- and Congressat that time. It was complex.
uestors (50 percent). France may be willing to extend
some portion of its avoir fiscal to direct investors (new However, the Carter Administration has since its elec-
protocol not yet released). Germany and Canada, how- ton endorsed the integration concept. By now, we

ever, appear to be more reluctant to accommodateus n would have expected to have the currentAdministration
this regard. proposals, but you all know what has happened on that

score. With primarily stimulus tax cuts to be presented
by the Administration, structural reform (includingany

Ill. SPLIT-RATESYSTEMS integration proposals) wl doubtless wait a year or so

before beng exposed to the public by the Administra-
A split-rate system imposes a higher rate of tax on tion, although Al Ullman has stated that he thinks the
undistrbuted ncome than on distrbuted income, thus integrationarea should be studied this year.
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VI. HAS INTEGRATIONACCOMPLISHEDITS inflow of capital than some, have generally discrimi-
GOALS nated aganst foregn capital.

The primary focus today ofgovemment financialplan- What has been the European experience In this regard,
ners and economists is in the area of capital formation. I refer you to an excellent piece prepared by Harry
Will the world, or the U.S.A., be able to develop or Gourevitch of the Library of Congress' Congressional
create the capital necessary to keep economic activity Research Service, issued in May 1977 His conclusion
on the forward track It has been felt that an integrated can be summarized with this quotation from hs suruey:
system, because it tilts the scale to favor equity nvest-

The experience of France, Germany and thement relative to debt investment, is a necessary tool for United Kingdom with their respective tax integra-coping with this capital shortageproblem. It is question- tion schemes suggests that partial tax integrationable, however, whether countries which have used in-
may not be an effective mechanism for increasingtegrated systems have had any success in terms of addi- the rate of capital accumulationby business.

tional capital formation, resulting from their adoption
ofan integratedmethod. Perhaps this is so because these Perhaps our speakers fom these countries wl disagree
other countries, which have a great deal more of a net with Mr. Gourevitch.

InternationalAspectsof Integration*
BYEMILM.SUNLEY**

I ntroduction
I am pleased to be here today and have the opportunity to participate in this
discussion of the international aspects of integration of the corporate and Contents ,

individual income taxes. Over the past year we have looked closely at
integration, and I would like to share with you some of our thoughts on the

Introductionsubject. This will include a review of the reasons for our interest in integra-
tion, an overview of the similarities we see in the available integration Reasons for integration
methods, and a discussion of the significant foreign issues with emphasis on 1. Distortion between corporate and non-
what we have learned from foreign experience. I would like to close by corporate activities

restating the substance and rationale of our treaty position toward those 2. Distortion between dividends and retained

countries that have an integrationsystem. earnings
3. Distortion between debt/equity finance

Reasons for integration
Methods of integration

One of the most significant trends in tax policy in recent years has been the
movement in national tax structures from classical systems of separate International issues in an integrated system

taxation of corporationsand their shareholders toward some form of integra- Foreign experience
tion of corporate and shareholder taxation with respect to distributed

France
corporate profits. This trend grows out of an increasing concern over the United Kingdomimpact of the double tax burden which the classical system places on income Federal Republic of Germany
from capital in the corporate sector. The double taxation of corporate Canada

profits, once at the corporate level and again at the shareholder level, creates European Economic Community model

three types of distortions which reduce the efficiency of capital markets.
Integration for the United States

Integration of the individual and corporate taxes reduces these distortions
and thereby increases economic efficiency. These distortions represent a. Current United States position
misallocation or waste of resources. Their elimination would result in an

increase in national income and output.

1. Distortion between corporate and non-corporateactivities
Investors divide the available capital stock between corporate and non-

corporate activities so as to equalize the after-tax rates of return. Heavier
taxation of corporate income, as under the classical system, distorts the
allocation of resources toward the non-corporate sector. The corporate tax,
therefore, leads to the production of too little corporate output and too
much non-corporateoutput. Transferringcapital from the non-corporateto

* Speech delivered at the meeting of the
U.S. Branch of the International Fiscalthe corporate sector would increase national income. As a rough approxima-

tion, Arnold Harberger has estimated the cost of this distortion to be about
Associationon January 12, 1978.

0.5 percent of national income or $7.5 billion. Integration would reduce the ** Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax
size of this distortion by reducing the tax burden on corporate source Policy, United States Treasury Depart-
mcome. ment.
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2. Distortion between dividends and retained earnings

The classical tax system encourages corporations to Example I
retain their earnings in order to avoid the double taxa- Dividend deduction system
tion of dividends. This creates a capital market distor-
tion, since established firms with access to a pool of Corporation Shareholder

retained earnings may finance projects that they would
Tax rate

20% 60%
not undertake if they had to rely on external finance.

Income $100 Cash dividend $40 $40Alternatively, embryonic firms may have to forego in-
vestment opportunities because of their need to iely on

Dividend 40 Tax 8 24

external finance rather than retained earnings. Integra- Dividend deduction (50%) 20 After-tax cash flow 32 16

tion would reduce the distortion between retained and Taxable income 80 Total, corporate plus
distributed earnings. Tax (50%) 40 shareholder, tax 48 64

After-tax income 60
Retained Earnings 20

3. Distortion between debt/equity finance Dividend 40

The classical system of taxation encourages the use of
debt finance because interest payments are deductible In this example, the corporation is entitled to a $20
for tax purposes and dividends are not. This distortion dividend deduction, one-half of the actual dividend,
in favor of debt may increase the riskiness of a business pays $40 in tax, and is left with $20 in retained earn-

as well as its probability of bankruptcy. Integration ings. Shareholders are taxed at their individual rates on

would tend to reduce this distortion by reducing the tax the dividend. A shareholder in the 20 percent bracket
burden on dividends. would be left with after-tax cash flow of $32 and a 60

percent shareholderwith after-tax cash flow of $16.
In short, advocates of integrationstress that it improves
the efficiency of capital markets and increases national
income by reducing (or eliminating) the distortion bet-

Example 2
ween the form of business organization, the decision to Shareholder imputation systemretain or pay out earnings, and the method of finance.

Corporation Shareholder
Tax rate

Methodsof integration 20% 60%

Income $100 Cash.dividend $30 $30

There are a variety of methods for integrating the corpo. Corporate tax 50 Gross-up (1/3) 10 10
---

rate and individual income taxes. One could simply treat After-tax income 50 Gross dividend 40 40
the corporation as a partnership, much as we do under Retained earnings 20

Tax 8 24
our Subchapter S. That is, all of a corporation's earn-

Diviidend 30
Tax credit 10 10ings, whether distributed or not, would be imputed to

the shareholders. The corporation tax could remain in After-tax cash flow 32 16

place as a withholding tax which would be creditable Total, corporate plus

againsttheshareholders' tax liability. shareh.older, tax 48 64

A less complete or partial method would be to integrate
the corporate and individual income taxes with respect
only to dividends. This can be done by either a split rate In the second example, the corporationpays $50 in tax,
or dividend deduction method or by an imputation or distributes a dividend of $30, and is left with $20 in
shareholder credit system. Under the former, relief is retained earnings. This imputationsystem provides for a

provided at the corporate level by taxing dividends at a shareholder gross-up and credit equal to one-third the
reduced or zero rate. The imputation system provides cash dividend or $10. In effect, the corporation distri-
relief at the shareholder level by allowing a credit for butes a cash dividend of $30 and a shareholdercredit of

part or all of the corporate taxes paid on distributed $10. A 20 percent shareholder is left with $32 in cash, a

earnings. 60 percent shareholderwith $16.
Compared to the pre-integration regime, if the corpora- Examples 1 and 2 illustrate that the dividend deduction
tion maintains the same level of distribution under the and shareholder imputation systems can be made iden-
dividend deduction system, the entire increase in cash tical with respect to corporate and shareholder cash
flow will accrue to the corporation. If it maintains the flow as well as total taxes paid. The two systems differ
same cash dividend under a shareholder imputation in terms of the amount of dividends declared and the
system, the shareholder will receive the full benefit of amount of corporate after-tax profits. The corporation's
integration. As shown by the following two examples, cash dividend is lower under the imputationsystem, but
the two basic approaches to partial integration can be this is because it also is distributing the right to a

made identical with respect to their impact on corporate shareholder credit. The corporation's after-tax profits
and shareholder cash flow as well as on foreign share- (but not the corporation's retained earnings) are higher
holders. under the dividend deduction system.
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International issues in an integrated system Foreign experience

Most of the countries which have integrated their tax France
systems have opted for the shareholder imputation,
rather than dividend deduction, system. This choice has France has a territorial system of taxation at the corpo-
presumably reflected a desire to exclude foreign share- rate level. Income earned in France is taxable, but
holders from the benefits of integration. It is assumed income earned outside France, either by a foreign
that the dividend deduction system automatically branch or a foreign subsidiary of a French corporation,
extends the benefits of integration to foreign share- is exempt from French taxation. The imputationsystem
holders whereas they can be denied the benefits under in France integrates one-half of the corporate income
the other system by not extending the imputationcredit tax with the individual income tax by providing a gross-
to foreign shareholders. However, this argument over- up and credit at the shareholder level equal to one-half
looks the fact that foreign shareholders also can be of the dividend.
denied the benefits of a dividend deduction system Since profits initially are taxed at 50 percent, a corpora-through imposition of a withholdingtax.

tion with $100 in pre-tax income would have $50.1eft to
distribute. The shareholder would gross-up the dividendThe movement of investment flows across international

boundaries demands that the internationalaspects of an by $25, one-half the dividend, and the $25 imputation
credit would exactly offset the tax liability of a share-

imputation system be considered. Two questions must
holder taxed at the 33 percent rate.

be answered:
Under the French territorial system of taxation, a

(1) Which corporate taxes are going to be integrated dividend of be paid out of foreign(2) Which shareholders are going to be entitled to the
can course source

income not taxed in France. To assure that the share-
imputationcredit

holder credit actually reflects tax paid to its treasury,
The first question involves whether a foreign corporate France relies on an equalization tax, the prcompte.
tak is to be integrated with the domestic individual Assumingno French tax has been paid, the prcompte is

levied at a rate of 50 percent on distributions not paidincome tax in the shareholder's country of residence.
Consider the treatment of domestic individualportfolio out of fully taxed profits.
investment in foreign corporations. Should the foreign In the above situation, if no corporate tax had been paid
corporate tax be integrated into the shareholder's to the French treasury, $25 in prcompte would have
individual income tax by allowing a credit similar to been due on the $50 cash dividend. The prcompte is
that allowed for tax paid by domestic corporations Or, assessed even if foreign tax has been paid, either on the
if the individual's investment is through a domestic dividend or on the underlyingearnings out of which the
corporation which has foreign source income, should dividends are paid. The prcompte assures that the tax
the individual shareholderreceive a credit for the corpo- creditable at the shareholder level has been collected by
rate taxes which the domestic corporation has paid to the French treasury at the corporate level. Thus, France
the foreign government The second international does not integrate foreign corporate taxes with its indi-
question pertains to whether the country adopting the vidual income tax.
imputationsystem will extend the credit to non-resident Two factors tend to ameliorate the impact of the
shareholders in domestic corporations. prcompte. (1) Foreign withholding taxes can under tax

treaty provisions be credited against it and (2) France
The resolution of these issues depends on a number of has a dividend ordering or stacking rule wherebyconsiderations. Some argue that capital export dividends are deemed paid first from fully taxed
neutrality should be a basic principle underlying inter-

earnings from the current and then four previous years.national tax policy. Capital export neutrality is achieved
Only when this pool has been exhausted are dividends

when an enterprise pays the same total rate of tax on
deemed paid out of foreign earnings and does the

foreign profits as on domestic profits. This would
prcompte become due.

require the integration of foreign corporate and
domestic individual income taxes. That is, an individual French legislation does not extend the imputationcredit
would receive credit for corporate taxes irrespective of to either direct or portfolio non-resident investors.
whether they were paid to the home or host country. France, however, has extended the credit to non-

Others are mindful of revenue consideations and point resident portfolio investors on a treaty basis. The United
out that allowing a shareholdercredit for foreign corpo- States has obtained the credit for its portfolio investors
rate taxes can be a significant revenue drain on the and is pursuing it for its direct investors (i.e. corpora-
home country's treasury. tions having a subsidiary in the United States).

Similarly, from, the viewpoint of the host country,
extending the credit to non-residentshareholderscan be

costly. But not extending it discriminatesagainst foreign United Kingdom
shareholders in comparison to domestic shareholders. The United Kingdom uses a credit, rather than
Before discussing these issues with respect to the United exemption, method to eliminate double taxation of
States, it may be instructive to review how they have foreign source income. Under the United Kingdom
been handled by some of the countries which have integration system, corporate income is taxed at a rate
adopted integrationsystems. of 52 percent and the shareholder is entitled to a
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gross-up and credit equal to 35/651 of the cash dividend corporate income into three classes:
received. The United Kingdom charges an Advance (1) income which has been subject to the full corporate
Corporation Tax (ACT) on all distributions.The ACT is tax of 56 percent;
equal to 35/652 of the cash dividend, the same as the (2) income which has been subject to reduced corporate
gross-up and credit, and is creditable against the taxation of 36 percent; and
distributing corporation's (pre-ACT) United Kingdom (3) increases in net worth which have not been subject
tax liability. to tax or are part of retained earnings from the
Because of the ACT, the United Kingdom treasury is period preceding the adoption of the new system.
sure to collect as much tax at the corporate level as it is Dividends are deemed distributed first from class one,
liable to credit at the shareholder level. Since the United then class two, and finally class three. Thus, foreign
Kingdom eliminates double taxation of foreign source

source income which is taxed in Germany either at nila
income at the corporate level through a foreign tax

or low rate would be deemed distributed only when the
credit, without the ACT the United Kingdom could be

higher taxed pool of retained earnings had been
crediting or refunding to the shareholder tax which it exhausted. Any distributions deemed made from these
has not collected at the corporate level. To prevent this

foreign earnings would be subject to additional
outcome, foreign taxes cannot be credited against the

an

corporate tax so that the distribution bears the 36
corporation's ACT payment, but only against the percent rate in Germany. In this way the German
mainstream tax, i.e. the United Kingdom corporate treasury is sure to collect at the corporate level any tax
tax net of the ACT credit. That is, the ACT is not it is obligated to credit or refund at the shareholder
affected by the payment of foreign taxes. The United level.
Kingdom system therefore does not provide for the

integration of foreign corporate taxes with the Although the reduced rate of 36 percent is available on

individual income tax. distributions to resident and non-resident shareholders
alike, Germany has not extended, either by legislation

Like the French, the United Kingdom system treats
or treaty, ts imputation credit to non-resdent share-

dividends as being paid first out of domestic source holders.
income. Since retained profits are taxed at the full 52
percent rate, treating foreign income, to the maximum Canada
extent possible, as betng the retained portion of the

profits minimizes the loss of foreign tax credits. Prior to 1972 the Canadian tax system combined a

classical system with a non-refundable shareholder
The United Kingdom legislation does not extend the credit equal to 20 percent of dividends received from
imputation credit to either direct or portfolio non- domestic corporations. This was replaced by an imputa-
resident investors. The United Kingdom has been tion system providing for a gross-up and credit equal to
willing, however, to make the credit available to port- one-third of the dividends received. Since the imputa-
folio investors on a treaty basis and, in the case of the tion system, unlike the previous 20 percent shareholder
United States, had made one-half the credit available to credit, required the credit to be included in the share-
direct investors in United Kingdom corporations. holder's taxable income, it reduced the tax liability for

those shareholders below the 40 percent bracket and

FederalRepublic of Germany increased it for those at or above this tax rate.

Since January 1, 1977, Germany has had a hybrid At the corporate level, double taxation of foreign source

income is moderated or eliminated by a combination of
system that combines split-rate corporate tax with an

imputation credit. The rate on retained profits is 56 exemptions and tax credits. Unlike France, Germany
percent and distributed profits are taxed at 36 percent.

and the United Kingdom, Canada assesses no equaliza-
tion or compensatory tax on shareholder distributions.

Thus, if all income is distributed, the tax paid at the

corporate level is equal to 36 percent of the corpora-
Moreover, the shareholder's gross-up and credit is
invariant with respect to the source of income out of

tion's pre-tax income. A shareholder is required to
which the dividend is paid. Thus, if dividend is paida

gross-up his dividend by the 36 percent corporate tax
out of foreign income which Canadian tax

paid, and is eligible for a refundable credit of this
source on no

has been paid, the shareholdercredit may reflect foreignamount. Unlike France and the United Kingdom, the
German system provides for full integration of the corporate or withholding taxes. This lack of discrimina-

tion against foreign earnings may reflect the compara-
corporate taxes on distributedearnings. tively low rate at which dividends are grossed up. It may
Germany avoids the double taxation of foreign source also reflect the fact that, unlike the French, United
income by both the tax credit and exemption methods. Kingdom, and German systems, Canadian shareholders
Germany gives a tax-sparingcredit, equal to the German whose dividend credit exceeds their tax liability receive

'
taxes due, on income from less developed countries. no refund of their excess credits. In effect, Canada has
Income from a treaty country is exempt from German chosen to integrate foreign corporate taxes with its
taxation. Income from the relatively small number of individual income tax. It has not, however, extended the
non-treaty developed countries is subject to German imputationcredit to non-residentshareholders.
taxes, but with a credit for foreign taxes actually paid.
Apart from its dividend ordering rules, Germany does
not integrate foreign corporate taxes with its domestic 1. In 1979 33/67.
individual income tax. The German statute divides 2. Id.
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European Economic Community model attached to the dividends of the subsidiary. In contrast
to the traditional method of dividing tax revenue, which

Although there are differences in the integrationsystems gives the source jurisdiction the first bite, the EEC
which have been adopted, a couple of generalizations Directive would leave the source jurisdiction with only
can be made. Except for Canada and the ameliorative the residual corporate tax on dividends distributed to

impact of various dividend orderingor stacking rules, no non-resident shareholders. Since, however, the Directive
country integrates foreign corporate taxes with its anticipates an imputation credit of approximately 50
domestic individual income tax. In these countries percent of the corporate tax, the source country would

foreign source income may therefore be taxed more still be left with about 50 percent of the corporate
heavily than domestic income. Except by treaty, no revenue. If a country provided for full integration of its

country extends its imputation credit to non-residents corporate taxes on distributions, as does Germany, it
with the result that non-resident shareholders are taxed might collect no tax revenue on corporate earnings
more heavily than residents. Both of those foreign distributed to foreigners. The amount of tax would
investment policies probably reflect tax revenue con- depend on the tax rate in the residence country.
cerns and desired investment discrimination on the part I would conclude that the EEC model may provide a
of the countries with integrated tax systems. That is, workable solution so long as countries only integrate
ntegration countries may wish to discourage foreign about half of their corporate tax. It would not provide a
investment by their residents and domestic investment workable solution in a world where countries in effect
by non-residents. Accordingly, it may be appropriate to fully eliminate the corporate tax with respect to
review the outlines of the solution suggested by the dividends.
European Economic Community (EEC).
In 1975 the EEC issued a Draft Directive of a proposal
for harmonizing the corporate tax systems of the Com-

Integration for the United States
munity through an imputation credit method. This
directive called for each country to impose a corporate The Treasury Department devoted considerable re-
income tax at rates ranging from 45 to 55 percent and

sources this year to developing an integration proposalto provide a dividend gross-up and credit of between 45
for possible inclusion in the Administration's taxand 55 percent of the corporate tax paid. To ensure that President Carter has decided not tothe shareholder credit has been paid at the corporate program. now

level, the Directive provides for the assessment of a
propose an integration system for the United States.
This decision is based on the complexity of the issues,prcompte or ACT-type compensatory tax on distribu-

tions which have not borne sufficient crporate tax. It is
the need for an immediate economic stimulus, and the
understandably short time available for Congress to

readily apparent that the proposed system of a corpo- enact legislation in an election year. Still, I would like to
rate tax of roughly 50 percent with half of that tax shara with you some observations on how integrationbeing returned to shareholderson distributions is similar might work in the United States.
to the systems adopted by France and the United
Kingdom. In our study of integration it became clear to us that

there is great merit in a system which gives the share-
The EEC Directive provides that the imputationcredit is holder the same gross-up and credit irrespective of
to be extended to all Community residents subject to whether the dividend is paid out of domestic or foreigntax on the dividend distribution. This would include source income. This, of course, does not mean that
ndividual shareholders and corporate shareholders that foreign taxes must flow through to the shareholders
were not in a parent-subsidiary relationship, distribu- resident in the imputation country. France and the
tions between a subsidiary and its parent being tax free. United Kingdom, for example, rely on the prcompteFor ndividual investors, substantial international tax and the ACT to ensure that the credit available at the
neutrality within the Community would be realized shareholder level has been paid at the corporate level.
since investors would receive the dividend credit
regardless of the country of incorporation of the Com- To allow a full flow through of foreign taxes to our

munity corporation in which they invest. shareholders would entail a very significant revenue cost
to the Treasury Department. Since, for example, the

Direct investment is treated somewhat differently. The United States and many foreign corporate tax rates are
receipt by a parent corporation of a dividend from a about the same, and the average United States individual
subsidiary organized in another EEC state would be shareholder tax rate is below the United States corpo-tax-free to the parent and would not carry any imputa- rate rate, full flow through of foreign taxes would placetion credit payment to the parent. However, when a

parent redistributes the foreign profits to its individual
us in the untenable position of refunding taxes at the
shareholder level which, in effect, had been collected byshareholders, the compensatory tax which ordinarily a foreign government.would be levied on the distribution would be reduced

or offset by the credit attached to the dividend received Traditional practice within a classical system has given
from the subsidiary. In effect, the foreign corporate tax the source country the major portion of the tak revenue

is integrated with a domestic individual tax. from foreign investment with only residual taxing rights
accruing to the residence country. It is not clear how

The country of the subsidiary is obligated to pay to the the tax revenue from foreign investment should be
country of the parent's corporation, through a clearing divided between the host and home countries within an

house procedure, an amount equal to the tax credit integrated system. Whether the revenue split should be ]
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50-50 or something else is an open question. It is very We have had substantial success in securing the exten-

clear, however, that giving more than 100 percent of the sion of imputation credits to our residents with foreign
tax revenue to the host country is unacceptable. But portfolio investments. Only with the United Kingdom
this is precisely the effect that full flow through of have we been able to negotiate the credit for our resi-
foreign taxes to individual shareholders would often dents with direct investment. Our recent treaty with the
have. United Kingdom provides that when a dividend is paid
There are a variety of possible solutions to this problem. by a U.K. corporation to a U.S. direct investor, a refund

Foreign corporate taxes could be allowed as a credit at equal to one-half of the credit allowable to a U.K.

the individual shareholder level, but limited to the domestic shareholder, i.e. one-half of the ACT, is paid
individual shareholder's tax rate. This would avoid the to the U.S. investors. Using a rule of thumb that about

refund of foreign taxes by the residence country, but one-half of U.S. corporate profits are paid out in

would be administrativelycomplex since each individual dividends, agreement was reached by treaty to extend

shareholder would be required to compute a foreign tax one-half of the credit to U.S. direct investors, on the

credit limit. We rejected this solution. Another assumption that this credit relates to that portion of the
U.K. dividend which on average will eventually bepossibility would be for the residence country to allow a

full credit at the shareholder level for foreign corporate passed through to U.S. shareholders. This resolution

taxes, but require the source country to finance the provides a measure of fairness for U.S. investors and is
,

consistent with the theory of an imputationsystem thatcredit. This would entail an EEC type clearinghouse
relief should be available with respect to distributedpayment. A third possibility would be for the residence

country to deny the flow through of foreign taxes, but, earnings.
like France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, soften Although the U.S. does not have an integrated system, it
the impact through favorable dividend ordering or is resolute in its determination to achieve a United
tracing rules. Kingdom type solution in its treaty negotiations with

other imputation countries. This is not a view that is
held solely within the Treasury Department. In sub-

Current United States position mitting its report, a House Ways and Means Committee
Task Force on Foreign Source Income made the follow-

Let me conclude by commenting on our current posi- ing statement (123 Cong. Rec. H 1918-19, daily ed.
tion with respect to the appropriate tax treatment of March 9, 1977):
investment by U.S. residents in an imputation country.
We continue to believe in capital export neutrality: that Subsequent to the last meeting of the task force it came to

our attention that the effect of the integrated tax system of
an enterprise should pay the same rate of tax on foreign certain foreign countriesmay be to discriminateagainst invest-
profits as on domestic profits. In accordance with that ment in those countries by United States persons as compared
belief we continue to allow a foreign tax credit up to with similar investment by their own residents ....

the amount of U.S. tax due on foreign source income.
But we also believe in the time-honored principles of

... The discrimination against American investment that results
when an integrated system gives refunds or credits only to its

non-discriminationand reciprocal withholdingrates. resident shareholderscan be quite substantial.
Pursuit of these principles argues that the country
adopting an imputation system should be prepared to
extend the shareholder credit to investment by United We are greatly concerned about this situation and will, unless a

States residents. Failure to extend the credit means that mutually satisfactory resolution is forthcoming, recommend
that the committee consider legislation which would give the

a corporation owned by U.S. residents pays higher President authority, if he determines that a foreign country
foreign taxes than one owned by residents of the does not accord investment by United States residents treat-
imputation country. This is a clear violation of the ment comparable to investment by residents of that country,
principle of non-discrimination. to tax investment in the United States by nationals or resi-

We have heard it argued that since an imputationsystem
dents of that country at comparablediscriminatoryrates.

provides tax relief only at the shareholder level, it does
not affect the true corporate tax rate and the issue of It is clear that some in Congress share the concern of the
non-discrimination does not arise. If this is an accurate U.S. Treasury over the gravity of the non-discrimination
characterization of the imputation system it means that issue. Like the Ways and Means CommitteeTask Force,
U.S. residents are subject to a very high withholding tax we hope that our treaty partners will acknowledge our

on their dividends from foreign investment. This is a view that U.S. shareholders must be treated equitably
violation of the principle of reciprocal withholdingrates and that a mutually satisfactory resolution of this issue
contained in nearly all our treaties. can be negotiatedby treaty.
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IntegrationofCorporateand
IndividualIncomeTaxes*
BYJAMESR. HANEY**

I. Introduction

CONTENTS
The purpose of this paper is to focus on the implications of integrtion of
corporate and individual income taxes under either a gross-up shareholder I. Introduction

credit method or a corporate dividend deduction method.
I I. Three forms

Removal of the tax bias against corporate earnings by reducing the combined A. Complete integration (shareholder
corporate/shareholdertax burden is the primary goal. The method by which credit method)
this goal is achieved should not take on such importance so as to negate this

B. Partial integration (shareholder
primary objective. credit method)

The tax economic effect can be similar under either the gross-up shareholder C. Partial integration (dividend deduc-

cedit method on dividends paid or the dividends-paid deduction method tion method)

because both lead to similar reductions in the overall tax bias against Ill. Technical issues
corporate source income. Table 1 illustrates this point.
Each method has advantages and disadvantages in the implementation IV. Major policy issues

process. However, implementationproblems under either method should not A. Revenue impact

mply less creditability of the integration concept and should not delay its B. Debt and equity financing
adoption in concept. C. Shortfalls

D. Book and tax conformity
Any approach to integration of corporate/individualtaxes should be directed

E. Capital control and dividend
toward: payouts

1. eliminationof the tax bias against corporate source income vis--vis other F. Integration and tax preferences
sources of income; G. Loopholes and other arguments

2. eliminationof the tax bias against equity capital;
3. simplification of the administration of integration for corporations, V. Results

shareholders,and government;and A. Complete integration by share-

4. recognition of the political realities of such a change in the overall tax holder credit method

system. B. Shareholder credit on dividends
paid

The basic difference in the two methods is that the gross-up credit method
achieves the reduction by reducing the shareholder's tax, while the dividend

C. Dividend deduction method

deduction method achieves the reduction by reducing the tax paid by the VI. Concluding comments

corporation.
The revenue cost can be the same under either method, depending on the
specifics. Revenue variances would occur, however, under either method
depending on whether tax-exempts and foreign investors are allowed to
participate.

The principal problems caused by separate taxation of personal and corpo-
rate income are generally:
1. All corporate income is subject to a flat rate of 48 percent (ignoring

normal and surtax difference, investmentcredit, etc.).
2. Dividends paid are taxed at shareholder's marginal rate based upon his

entire taxable income.
3. Retained earnings are subject to capital gains tax at a lesser rate in that:

* Paper submitted to the meeting of the
a. gains are taxed only when realized, and
b. only one-half the gain is taxed. U.S. Branch of the International Fiscal

Associationon January 12, 1978.
The important effects of this three-tier corporate tax system are summarized ** Director of taxes, Inland Steel Com-
below: pany.
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1. The effective tax rate on currently distributed cor- il. THREE FORMS
porate source income is higher than the rate ordi-

narily assessed on non-corporatesource income. A. Complete integration (shareholdercredit method)
2. Capital gains are taxed at lesser rates, thus, the

effective tax rate on retained earnings is less than Complete integration would treat retained earnings as

the rate on currently distributed earnings. being constructively received by the shareholders. The
3. Low-income taxpayers pay greater effective tax shareholder's allocated retained earnings would be

rates on corporate dividend income; high-income imputed to him and taxed at ordinary regular individual
taxpayers pay lower effective tax rates if earnings income tax rates similar to the treatment of dividends
are not distributed. received. The corporation actually would continue to

4. Fast-growing rms with relatively low dividend pay the corporate tax on shareholder earnings to the

payout ratios may find their overall tax position government, the effect of which would be a with-
enhanced vis--vis non-corporate enterprises by the holding tax on behalf of the shareholders.
existence of a separate corporation income tax and Each shareholder would receive a statement indicating
preferentialcapital gains treatment. his pro rata share of retained earnings and dividends

5. Capital income carries a higher tax burden in the to him, together with the corporate tax withheld
corporate sector -- the result may be to misallocate paid

attributable to both. The total sum would be added to
capital to non-corporate income. the shareholder's other taxable income for the year and

6. Corporate executives are often more concerned his individual tax liability computed. The attributable
about the rate of return after corporate taxes on corporation tax withheld would be deducted from the
capital invested in their companies, than about shareholder's total tax liability. If the shareholder had
personal taxes (and the total tax burden on corpo- insufficient tax liability to absorb the tax credit, the
rate source income). Thus, a greater preference for

excess would be refunded.
debt financingmay result.

The shareholder's basis in his stock would be increased

Although there are many approaches to integration, this by his pro rata share of retained earnings includedin his

paper addresses itself to three variations: income. Otherwise, that income would be taxed once

when it is earned by the corporation and a second time
1. Complete integration -- a shareholdercredit on divi-

as a capital gain when the shareholder sells his stock.
dends received and on retained earnings. Distributions of these retained earnings in future years

2. Partial integration -- a shareholder credit on divi- would be received tax-free. In terms of the order of
dends received. distribution, a LIFO approach would probably be the

3. Partial integration -- a dividend deduction at the most appropriate. This is similar to the present structure
corporate level. when distributions first originate from current earnings.

B. Partial integration (shareholdercredit method)

TABLE 1 Under the partial integration method, the shareholder
Comparison of partial integration methods would gross-up his dividends received to include the

corporate tax attributable thereto, add the grossed-up
Corporation Present Credit Deduction amount to his other taxable income, compute his indi-

vidual regular tax, and use the gross-up factor as a credit
Tax computation

Income 400 400 400 against his regular tax liability. Any excess credit would
Dividends paid deduction -- -- 200 be refunded. The primary difference between the partial
Taxable income 400 400 200 credit method and complete credit method is that
Tax @ 50 percent 200 200 1 Q. retained earnings would be taxed at the corporate level

Cash Effect only.
Dividends paid 100 100 200*
Net cash retained 100 100 100 C. Partial integration (dividend deduction method)

Shareholder Under this method, the corporation would be allowed
Tax computation to deduct dividends paid in computing its taxable in-

Dividend cash 100 100 200
Gross-up - 100 -

come. Dividends would be taxed to shareholders like all
Taxable incor,e 100 200 200 other income, at the shareholder's marginal rates, as

Tax @ 40 percent 40 80 80 they are now.
Tax credit -- (100) -

In essence, the corporation income tax would become a

Cash effect tax on retained earnings at the corporation's effective
Dividends received 100 100 200 tax rate.
Tax (paid) or refund (40) 20 (80)
Net cash retained 60 120 120 From the standpoint of the corporation, dividends and

interest would be treated similarly. This would reduce
* Deduction of dividends permits a greater dividend payout without a the penalty against equity financing but would not

change in corporate retained earnings or a change in the shareholder's eliminate it. To the extent that earnings are not distrib-
net aftertax cash retained.

uted, the corporate tax would not be made neutral as

between debt and equity financing. We should keep in
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mind that the dividend paid is not necessarily a true cost dividend deducted as interest. This would also avoid an

of equity financing. allocation of retained earnings between preferred and
common stock under the complete integration method.
Under the dividend deduction method, preferred divi-

Ill. TECHNICAL ISSUES dends would automatically be treated similarly to debt.

5. Gross-up factor (effectve corporate tax rate): ThisThe following technical matters generally would be issue is present only in the credit approach, has caused
applicable to either a shareholder credit method or a much concern, and has almost infinite variations.dividend deduction method unless otherwise noted. The more finely tuned it is, the more complex it
1. Tax-exemptshareholders(wholly or partly exempt): becomes. Absolute correctness within a corporation or

Under the credit method, it would be easier to exclude within a specific time frame is perhaps impractical, if
such tax-exempts by denying them the credit. not impossibe, and perhaps unnecessary. Listed below
Equity considerations are not clear. Some argue no are some proposals which have been mentioned:
credit should go to tax-exempts because they pay no A lat 48 percent corporate tax, notwithstandinginitial tax. However, income of pension funds, while not

a.

that corporations pay tax t rates less than 48 per-taxed initially, is taxed when pension benefits are paid cent because of tax exemptions, credits, and otherout. To achieve the full economic benefits of integration tax provisions. This method encounters oppositionfrom the standpoint of increasing investment and im-
from those who that credit should beproving the allocation of resources, t may be necessary argue no

allowed in excess of the tax paid by a corporation into allow the credit to tax-exempts. If this is so, it has
givena year.also been suggested that a mild tax on all investment

b. The exact method has been suggested to satisfyincome be placed on tax-exempts. Under the dividend
the above argument. The exact method woulddeduction method, the integration benefits would be

automaticallyextended to tax-exemptshareholders. require that the gross-up factor and the rate for the
credit vary for each corporation (or industry) based

2. Foreign diuidends/shareholders:The revenue effect on the actual rate of tax that it pays. For simplicity,
may dictate allowing the integration benefits only to it could be the effective rate shown in the annual
U.S. dividendspaid to U.S. shareholders. report or 10-K. Corporations would report this tax
a. Foreign corporation dividends to U.S. investors -- rate to shareholders on Form 1099 along with the

the question is whether such dividends should be amount of dividend and/or allocable retained earn-
considered tax-exempt for purposes of U.S. income ings depending on whether partial or complete
tax integration or should they be grossed-up with a integration was in effect. Changes in corporate taxes
tax credit. resulting from audits or amended returns could be

b. U.S. corporation dividends to foreign investors - treated as an adjustment in the year such change
integration relief could be denied to foreign in- eccurs for gross-up purposes. Or a reserve for such
vestors who would look to their own governments changes could be set up and the corporate rate could
for relief, or the U.S. could impose a withholding reflect such reserve in the current year's gross-up.
tax on U.S. corporated dividends paid to foreign The latter would not seem to satisfy those who do
investors and then allow the tax to be taken as a want a credit based on taxes actually paid in the
credit similar to that used by U.S. residents. Since currentyear.
the foreign resident would not owe any U.S. per- c. Uniform gross-up factor -- A uniform corporate rate
sonal income tax, a refund would be received equal would be set below 48 percent to recognize the fact
to the corporate tax withheld. Foreign shareholders that the average effective corporate tax rate is less
would then be taxed on the U.S. corporate source than 48 percent. This may be less equitable as

income under the law of their home country. This among shareholders of differently taxed corpora-
treatment is automatic under the dividend deduc- tions than the exact method. The uniform rate
tion approach. The integrated tax system of the could be based on the national average (perhaps by
foreign countries would have some impact on what industry). Further, a separate uniform rate for small
might be the preferable approach by the U.S. businesses with less than $50,000 taxable income

could be established to reflect the impact of the tax3. Intercorporate dividends: Under the shareholder exemption on small businesses.
credit method, one approach might be to exempt from d. The gross-up eamngs method has been also sug-corporate tax 100 percent of interc'orporate divi- gested whereby preferential income would be adjust-dends received because the tax was paid by the divi- ed to a gross amount which would produce the samedend-paying corporation. Adoption of the dividend tax as at a 48 percent full corporate rate. Fordeduction method would carry with it the repeal of the

example, if the corporate rate 50 percent,existing dividend-receiveddeduction (85 percent) allow- was a

corporate capital gain of $100 would be adjusted toed to corporate distributees because the dividends $60 so that a 50 percent corporate tax rate wouldwould be deducted by the corporation that pays the
produce $30 tax (the $100 at 30dividend. a same as per-
cent). Earnings and profits would also be adjusted,

4. Preferred stock: One approach would be to not for shareholdercredit purposes, so that distributions
allow the credit on the grounds that holders of common treated as dividends subject to the shareholdercredit
stock largely bear the burden of the corporate would be limited to such adjusted eamings and
tax. Preferred stock would be treated as a debt with the profits. The gross-up credit on such dividends would
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be at the flat corporate rate of 48 percent, and any IV. MAJOR POLICY ISSUES
distributions in excess of the adjusted earnings and

profits account would be treated as a return of A. Revenue impact
capital not subject to the shareholder credit. Also
under this method, investment tax credits and Any form of integration will cause a revenue loss ini-

foreign tax credits would be passed directly to the tially. The magnitude of the loss would depend mostly
shareholders and would not be a part of the gross-up on whether tax-exempt shareholders and foreign share-

credit procedure. holders could qualify for tax relief. The initial revenue

impact of partial integration would range from a low of

6. Prospective application: The shareholder credit about $8 billion to a high of $20 billion in today's
method or the dividend deduction method undoubtedly economy. A program could be phased in, of course, to

would be applcable to corporate profits earned after minimize the initial revenue drain, and over time better

the effective date of the legislation. Earnings accumu- economic performance could make up for much or all

lated prior to this date would not qualify. of the initial losses.

Many tax provisions have been noted for potential
7. State taxes: Integration in any form would affect repeal or alteration to offset the revenue loss from
the various state mechanisms, but that effect should integration; i.e., ADR, investment tax credit, minimum

not be controlling in a decision to adopt integration at tax, foreign source income treatment, etc.

the federal level. An analysis, state by state, does not Revenue trade-off is highly political and thus un-
seem practical at this time. predictable; however, here are some broad observations.

First, many of the potential offsets are candidates for
8. Tax credts: In computing the amount of the credit revision notwithstanding the adoption of integratiqn.
for corporate taxes paid which would be passed to Second, arguments for the adoption of integration
the shareholder, a problem is presented as to whether should be made on the merits of integration and not
existing tax credits, such as the investment tax credit, simply as a vehicle to close loopholes. Third, modifi-

foreign tax credit, etc., should be components in the cation of existing tax law should be debatable only on

effective tax rate (gross-up factor) or wether such exist- its merits. If a shareholder credit is adopted, a better
ing tax credits should be passed directly to the share- argument probably could be made that the trade-off
holder and excluded from the effective tax rate com- should come from the non-businesssector.

putation. To a great extent, the investmenttax credit is In the short term, integration in form could
unrelated to earnings (the amount is based on qualified any cause

some market jitters and capital shifts. However, in the
expenditures). To pass such credits directly to the share- long term, the market place should react to smooth out
holder may cause the system to be cumbersome if a

partial integration is adopted since such credits would any disruptions.

have to be allocated in some manner to earnings, and The shareholder credit method might improve taxpayer
then allocated in some manner between dividends and compliance because the shareholder would need to

retained earnings. Under complete integration, the pass report dividends to receive the credit. Perhaps the

through might be simpler since such credits might be revenue loss from integration could be offset to some

assigned on some pro rata basis without the need to extent through such improved reporting of income.

identify them to earnings distributed or retained. At the

start-up of the system, folding such credits into the B. Debt and equity financing
gross-up factor would be simpler and perhaps better

The shareholder credit method would make dividends
accepted by the shareholder,notwithstandingits lack of

more attractive to the investor than interest because the
complete accuracy. taxpayer receiving dividend income would also receive a

tax credit that would substantially offset the additional
9. Net operatng losses: The dividenddeduction would tax liability attributable to the inclusion in the gross-up
significantly increase the extent of the net operating amount (for low margin taxpayers and perhaps sub-
losses or reduce the income against which such losses stantially more taxpayers if the maximum individual
may be offset; therefore, an increase in the period rate is lowered to 50 percent). The preference by the
during which net operating losses can be deducted investor for dividend income interest incomeover
would appear necessary. should ease the preference for debt over equity financ-

ing.
10. Dividends from preferentally taxed income: Divi- However, because dividends would still not be deduct-
dend distributions from a corporation which has tax- ible to the corporation, those in control of corporate
free and/or preferentially taxed income for the year policy would still be apt to lean toward debt and its
raises the question of whether a deduction should be accompanying interest deduction. Thus, the disparity
allowed for such dividends or whether the deduction between debt and equity investments would lessen
should be reduced by the portion attributable to such under the gross-up credit method but perhaps not as

tax-exempt or preferentially taxed income. As long as dramatically as under the dividend deduction method.
distributions do not exceed taxable income for the year,
no adjustment seems necessary. If it does, then a carry- C. Cash shortfalls
back or carryforward provision could take care of the
situation. Complete integration under the shareholder credit
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method could result in a cash shortfall to shareholders discussed in regard to the shareholdercredit, the deduc-
in high margin rate brackets who would have imputed tion for dividends would be of some concern to some

income for undistributed retained earnings. The cash corporations because its effect would be to reduce the
problem would swing the opposite direction for low corporate effective tax rate unless dividends are allowed
marginal rate shareholders. This would not be a problem to reduce income for accounting purposes also. There
under partial integration. has been very little, if any, discussion regarding a change
To alleviate the cash shortfall problem above, it has in accounting treatmentof dividends if the dividends are

been suggested that the complete integration method deductible for tax purposes.
should be accompanied by a reductionof the maximum
marginal individual tax rate to 48 percent (similar to the E. Capital control and dividend payouts
maximum corporate marginal rate of 48 percent). How- In order to encourage the rturn of dividend distribu-
ever, this reduction in the maximum individual rate to tions back to the payor corporation, some form of
48 percent would not eliminate the problem, particu- reinvestment requirement has been mentioned. Such a
larly if the gross-up factor were based on the exact reinvestment plan would minimize the capital outflow
method or a uniform rate of less than 48 percent impact on the corporation and perhaps minimize the
because there would continue to be a shortfall between argument against the shareholder credit method by cor-
the 48 percent rate and the lesser gross-up factor rate. porate mnagement fearing loss of control by the corpo-
The reduction in the maximum individual rate to cor-

ration of its capital as compared to direct capital im-

respond to the maximum corporate rate of 48 percent provement via the dividend deduction route. There is
has also been suggested as a means to improve im- also concern about the possibility that the shareholder

plementation of the partial integrationmethod, separate receiving the credit would not invest the tax savings
from the problem of retained earnings computations and/or dividends but rather will spend them. Precedent

and resulting tax cash shortage. does not seem to indicate this.

Another alternative in rate adjustment would be to The gross-up credit method has one important advan-

increase the corporate rate to 50 percent with a reduc- tage over the dividend deductionmethod because of the

tion in the individual rate to 50 percent. It does not effect on corporate accumulations. Since corporate
seem necessary for the maximum rates to be exactly the income taxes must be paid whether profits are distrib-

same, but the spread should be decreased, and a 48 uted or not, the incentive to distribute dividends to

percent corporate rate, and 50 percent individual rate obtain a deduction would not be nearly as compelling.
would be accomplished. There is precedent for a 50 However, shareholders would certainly apply pressure

percent maximum rate in individual ,taxes in present on corporate management to account for dividend
law. Its extension would seem relatively simple. payout potential. Thus, even under the gross-up credit

method, the corporate policy as to dividend distribution
would have a definite impact on investmentdecisions at

D. Book and tax conformity both the corporate management and shareholder levels.
Reformers may argue for book and tax conformity As to new and growth corporations (including small

allegedly to simplify the determination and the imple- business or closely held corporations), the gross-up
mentation thought to be involved in the gross-up factor credit method would appear more desirable because of

(effective corporate tax rate) under the shareholder their desire for little or no dividend payout.
credit method. However, there would be no substantial
difficulty in determining what the corporation's effec- F. Integrationand tax preferences
tive tax rate is. Undoubtedly, it would be less than the
maximum corporate rate of 48 percent, but that is the Present corporate tax preferences (tax expenditures)
result of desired effects of the entire tax system and not that affect the determination of corporate taxable
peculiar to an integration system. It would also un- income retain their significance under either complete
doubtedly be more or less than the marginal tax rate of or partial integration. Thus, accelerated depreciation,
the recipient shareholder, but that will be so until both ADR, depletion, intangible development expenses,
the corporations and individuals have identical flat tax deferred foreign source income, partially or fully
rates. In other words, the merits, or lack thereof, of exempt income, etc., will still remain vital tax issues.
conformity should be debated separately from the Some concern has been expressed about the effect of
merits of integration and in the context,of the overall the gross-up credit method on the status of foreigndesired economic effect within the entre tax system,
not just within the corporate sector. After all, each

source income deferral. There is concern that the
conduit integration concept applicable to domestic

taxpayer now probably has an effective tax rate less corporate net income passed through to the shareholder
than the maximum tax which could be extracted from would result in a similar flow-through with respect to
him if he had no preferential tax items. foreign subsidiary income. However, the underlyingcon-

Pressure for tax and book conformity, which might cepts of tax treatment for these two income sources are

increase because of public exposure to the effect of fundamentally different and continued differing tax
various tax provisions on the gross-up factor, does not treatment should prevail, based on the merit of present
seem any more likely under a shareholder credit than arguments for deferral.
under a dividend deduction. The present tax credits (investment and foreign), which
Although corporate effective rates are most often lower the actual rate of tax but not the amount of
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corporate income allocable to shareholders, would have resulting lower corporate effective tax rate into account
a different effect than accelerated depreciation which in financial decisions which might make otherwise
would lower both the amount of tax paid by the corpo- marginal projects more feasible.
ration and also the amount of corporate income allo- While an additional deduction at the corporate level
cable to shareholders (unless that amount would be initially appears to be the answer to corporate manage-
determined by reference to corporate earnings and ment's capital shortage, it could trigger other problems
accelerated depreciation, et al. would not be allowed to which would result in non-resolution of the capital pro-
reduce those earnings for such allocationpurposes). blem. For example, the corporationmust have sufficient
Some may feel that integration should put an end to taxable income to absorb the additional deduction;
these tax preferences. Integration itself would not, but otherwise, such a deduction would have no immediate
it might place even greater stress on the survival of these economic effect. Thus, companies with existing minimal

preferences. Most examples which describe the me- taxable income would have minimal relief.
chanics of integration ignore the implications of the Also, an additional deduction, which could be viewed as
differences in corporate taxable income and corporate a reduction in the effective corporate rate, could in-
book income. In their effort to achieve simplicity of crease the demand for elimination of other corporate
description, a key issue is swept aside. If the determina- tax provisions.
tion of corporate taxable income under integration
methods is deemed irrelevant, this is erroneous. First, Advocating the dividend deduction method involves the

corporate taxable income determines, along with the possible implication of business seeking additional pre-
effective rate, the amount of corporate tax to be paid to ferential treatment or another loophole because the

the government. Second, the corporate taxable income direct reduction of tax bias would occur at the corpo-

presumably also determines the amount of corporate rate level. In explaining the economic effects of this

profits which could be distributable as dividends to method, extreme care must be taken to point out that

shareholders. (It may be that, instead of corporate tax- the shareholder is the beneficiary through increased

able income, the amount of corporate book earnings dividends or increased capital gain on his stock.

and profitswould determine the allocation.) Whether the Advocating the shareholder credit method carries the
dividend aspect or effective tax rate in the integration taint that it is a loophole for the rich. Careful expla-
system would be linked to taxable income or to book nation is needed to point out that the shareholder
income would be important in determining the credit would still pay his highest individual marginal rate on

treatment to shareholders. dividends received. It is the corporate tax applicable to

Additionally, it has been suggested that the preferential dividends that would be eliminated, in effect. Such

treatment of capital gains should be eliminated if in- corporate tax would be eliminated for all shareholders

tegration is adopted. The difference in capital gains rates at an equal percentage rate so that each shareholder

and ordinary income rates has narrowed in recent years.
would receive the same amount of credit dollars regard-

This spread would be further diminished if the maxi- less of his own marginal tax rate, whether it is 14

mum individual tax were 50 percent and the minimum percent or 70 percent.
tax on capital gains were applicable to any given tax- It is true that proportionately more dividends are paid
payer. directly to higher income taxpayers, but it should also

be recognized that this is not true when indirect divi-
G. Loopholesand other arguments dend recipients are included such as participants in

pension plans. This fact may justify the participation,
It has been suggested that the credit method would be a at least, of tax-exempt pension trusts in any program of
loophole for high marginal rate taxpayers. However, integration.
these shareholders would get proportionately less reduc-
tion from integration than the low rate shareholders
would receive. Additionally, the lower rate shareholders V. RESULTS
could get a refund for corporate taxes paid which
exceed the shareholder's own tax rate on the dividend. A. Complete integration by shareholder credit method
The high marginal tax shareholders would still have
additional tax to pay on their dividends received be- Complete integration would eliminate all tax bias for or

cause the corporate rate paid would have been lower. against:
These taxpayers currently carry the burden of excessive 1. corporate source and non-corporate source income;
taxation and should be entitled to the benefits of the 2. debt and equity financing;
reduction of the tax bias. Furthermore, more absolute 3. dividends paid and earnings retained;
dollar relief should not be misrepresented as propor- 4. over-taxation of low marginal rate shareholders and
tionately higher relief. under-taxationof high marginal rate shareholders.

Under the dividend deduction method, the fact that the Some people urge complete integrationbecause they see

corporation income tax would apply only to retained the 48 percent corporate tax rate as a shelter for re-

earnings means that it would be a differential tax on tained profits of shareholders with individual marginal
growing companies who need their profits for expan- tax rates of 48 percent to 70 percent. However, unless
sion. The differential tax burden would be onerous for safeguards are adopted, complete integration could in-
companies too small to secure equity funds. However, volve significant tax penalties and cash shortages for
management which is paying dividends would take the some taxpayers.
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B. Shareholdercredit on dividends paid 6. Creation of fewer administrative problems for cor-

porations, shareholders, or the government.
A shareholder credit for corporate taxes paid on divi- 7. Possible penalty on growing firms that need funds
dends would also move toward eliminating the tax bias for expansion and preference to mature firms that
described under complete integration, along with the

may not need such funds.
following results: .

8. Places premium distributions (tax deductions)a on

1. The market price of dividend-payingcorporate stock to shareholders. If corporations maximize the
should increase in comparison with alternative in- deduction, less is retained for capital spending. This
vestments. Thus, new equity financing could be shortage theoretically should be overcome by in-
obtained without diluting earnings with lower rates creased investor interest in equity securities.
of pretax returns on the new capital.

2. There would be no higher differential tax at the
corporate level on retained earnings. Thus, the in-
centive to distribute dividends would not be as com- VI. CONCLUDINGCOMMENTS

pelling. This would be advantageous to new and
growth companies. Business groups urge integration because of prospective

3. Prospective tax relief on future dividends could in- tax relief for earnings on corporate capital and so that
crease the price of all corporate stock in comparison corporate source investments can compete more effec-
to other investments. tively with non-corporate source investments in the

4. The shareholder credit might make dividends more capital market-place. Often, however, business groups
attractive to certain shareholders further reducing talk in terms of a partial integration method which
retained eamings. However, gross dividendsmight be would provide tax relief for dividends, and, more parti-
reduced (because there would be an increase in net cularly, a deduction for dividends so that the tax relief
after-tax dividends to shareholders) and with a re- originates in the corporation. Such tax relief would then

sulting increase in retained earnings for the corpora- compete, within each corporation,between greater divi-
tion. Most likely, the payout ratio would remain dend payouts or greater corporate expenditures (not
unchanged. necessarily capital expenditures).

5. In terms of the equity, the result would parallel the Integration should receive a broad view by all sectors
dividend deduction method. Thus, vertical and which should realize that it increases the availability of
horizontal tax equity would result for distributed capital initially because the effective combined corpo-
profits but not for retained profits. rate/shareholder tax rate would be reduced. Longer

6. Dividends should become more attractive than in- range, the lesser burden of taxation on corporate source
terest because the shareholder would receive a tax income should lead to more corporate investment.
credit that would more than offset the additional

Within the corporate community, integration shouldtax liability attributable to the inclusion of the
gross-up amount. The preference toward dividend caue a reassessment of the choice of investment bet-

income should reduce the preference for debt over
ween companies. Long range, that choice should be in-
fluenced by the effectiveness of corporate managementequity financing. to provide the investor a greater return on his invested
capital after considering the combined corporate/share-

C. Dividend deduction method holder after-tax income. That return on investment will,
of course, be influenced by each corporation'seffective

Partial integration under the dividends-paid deduction tax rate (i.e., the mix of preferentially treated income
method would have the following results: and deductions) and by the top marginal tax rate of the

1. Reduction of the tax bias against equity financing investor (also influenced by the individual taxpayer's
because dividends and interest would be treated mix of preferentially treated income and deductions).
similarly at the corporate level. This method would In the final analysis, the ability of the corporate busi-
not eliminate such tax bias unless all earnings are ness sector to attract capital depends upon its ability to
distributed. generate a competitive rate return after combined cor-

2. Reduction of the tax bias against corporate source porate/shareholdertaxes. Whether such a favorable com-

income. petitive position can be attained, in turn, depends upon
3. elimination of the double taxation of earnings dis- the individual's particular after-tax return on all his net

tributed as dividends. income which includes many favorable preferences avail-
4. Possible increase in dividend payouts and encourage- able only to individuals. No taxpayer is a purist when it

ment of greater use of equity market to raise capital. comes to pweferential tax treatment of his taxable in-
Whether capital from retained earnings would be come or his tax deductions-- whether it be corporation,
increased depends on the dividend payout policy individual, tax-exempt, partnership, or any other tax-
which presumably would change to reflect share- payer. The investor's confidence in the corporate equity
holder desires. marketplacemust be restored and integration is a step in

5. Probably would result in the simplest method of that direction. But of equal importance, the business
integration but would provide no direct tax reduc- sector's confidence in the free marketplace as a source

tion to shareholders. Shareholders should benefit of equity capital must be restored, and a step in that
indirectly by receiving more dividends and capital direction would be to express confidence in the share-
gains on their stockholdings. holder's choice of capital investment in a free market-
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place. Perhaps this is recognition of an often forgotten Endorsement of integration probably should be limited
fact of our capitalistic system that the people are the to partial integration at this time. Phasing-in of relief
true investors in the end. seems practical because of the initial revenue mpact.

*** However, what is important is the acceptanceof the fact
that there is excessive tax on the combined corporate/

The business community should endorse the concept of shareholder income.
ntegration as a means to reduce the tax bias against
corporate source income. The primary methods for If the shareholder credit method is adopted at the start,

removing this tax bias are to allow a credit to the the gross-up factor should be kept as simple as possible
shareholder for corporate taxes paid under a gross-up conceptually with refinements following as better

procedure or to allow a dividend paid deduction to the understanding of the methodology is attained. In this

corporation. Either of these methods is acceptable. regard, a trade-off between the degree of accuracy and

simplicity might be required. However, as long as there
Other methods may be acceptable provided fairness is

are differences in rates of tax on taxable income, fine
achieved between the taxation of corporate and non- tuning in the gross-up factor would only add to com-

corporatesource income to the shareholder. plexities. Such complexities would not be understood
Both of the above methods can achieve similar tax by the shareholders or the general public or perhaps
economic results. Each method has advantages and dis- even by the people charged with implementing the

advantages in its mplementation process. One method system. Understandingof the mechanics of the integra-
may be preferred over the other depending on personal tion system by all parties to assure them of the fairness

preference. However, the problems of implementation of the system is essential to its acceptability.
should not over-shadow the fact that there is a need for Finally, the business community should strive for a
the integrationof corporateand personal income tax. consistent position that is compatible with the interests
It is recognized that the dividend deduction method of non-business groups. Otherwise, business will find

may be simpler administratively. However, administra- itself outside the policy-making circle, and, more im-

tive simplicity may have to yield to political practicali- portantly, outside the implementation circle. For years,
ties as a necessary step toward acceptance of the integra- business had advocated relief from excessive taxation on

tion concept. The climate for integration seems better corporate source income and has always advocated the

now than it has in many years which may lead to free marketplace system. The question is whether busi-
resolution of differingviewpoints. ness is willing to trust a free capital market system.

IntegrationoftheCorporateand
IndividualIncomeTaxes intheUnitedStates*
BY DR. BERNARDWOLFMAN**

I am going to discuss with you today some of the legal Then came a 22 year gap followed by the short lived

questions affecting the possibilitiesof integrationof the income tax of 1894. Not until 1909 did we again have a

corporate and individual income taxes within the United federal tax on income and that was a tax on corporate
States. The effect that any integrationscheme may have income only. In 1913 an individual income tax was

on individualsand companiesabroad, I leave to others. I added and right from the beginning there was a degree
am going to start with a little history, but when I of integration. The normal tax -- under the old personal
conclude I will come back to something that Mike income tax there was a normal tax and a surtax -- was

Boskin referred to earlier, and I may then suggest an not imposed on corporate dividends. And for a number

area ofpossibledebate. of years the rate of the corporate tax and the normal

Historically, o,r system is referred to as the classic tax were the same. So dividends were taxed only once at
the normal tax level.

system. I want to suggest, however, that if it is classic in
the sense that it is the oldest, then it would have to have For a number of years thereafter there was a great deal

antedated our first United States income tax. But our of backing and filling on the way these taxes were to

first, and in that sense classic, income tax system had interrelate. But there was always an interrelationship, a

complete integration. The Civil War income tax from
1861 to 1872 taxed corporations like partnerships. I do * Transcript of speech delivered at the meeting of the U.S.
not know what revenue agents did; I do not know how Branch of the International Fiscal Association on January 12,
they dealt with audit adjustments; but I do know that 1978.

corporations were taxed as partnerships and that our ** Consultant to the Treasury on tax policy; Adviser to the

doing so was sustained as constitutional by the United American Law Institute tax projects; Chairman of the ABA Sub-

States Supreme Court. committee on corporate-stockholderincome tax integration.
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concern about integration, from 1913 to 1936. Indeed, to do so. This is a complexity and inequity that would
from 1936 to 1953 there was no integrationat all. Since go if we had complete integration.
1953 we have had a small degree of integration. You We have problems with tax-free exchange that, if notmay remember that in the 1954 Code Dan Throop eliminated, would certainly blunt the problems, if thereSmith and his group were responsible for giving us a 4

were a completely integrated system. Other difficultiespercent credit and a $50 exclusion. In the Kennedy like those of the collapsiblecorporationwould certainlyadministration we eliminated the credit, but doubled be eliminated if we had complete integration. But sothe exclusion, and we have the doubled exclusion today. much for the problem of complexity. There is theIn 1958, now 20 years ago, we in a sense integrated other world of concern involving accumulations andwhat are defined as small business corporations deferral. We have a system that only taxes the individualthrough the enactment of Subchapter S, providing a
shareholder when he receives a distribution. And yet weright to election for certain corporations very closely have a tension within the system because not all corpo-held. Today, therefore, we see but a minimal degree of rations can be used as accumulation vehicles for theirintegration. For this discussion we can assume that we
high bracket shareholders. Only corporations that cando not have any. Using figures of about a year and a half avoid the reach of the tax unreasonable accumula-onor two years ago, the corporate tax as such pro- tions of surplus under Section 531 and the personalduced 15 percent of our federal revenues (about holding company tax under 541 can be so used. The$38,000,000,000) and the individual income tax yields problem which Sections 531 and 541 address would be3 times that amount or 45 percent of our revenue eliminatedunder complete integration.($118,000,000,000). The second largest revenue raiser,

much bigger than the corporate tax, of course, is the If as a conjunct of integration the preferential rate on
social security tax. We have problems with the corporate capital gains were eliminated,another complexity would
tax in addition to those, discussed, i.e. problems of go. The provisions on capital gain redemptions and
incidence, of not knowing for sure who bears it. There attribution of stock ownership (Sections 302 and 318)
are schools of thought with respect to this. Mike Boskin would be repealed. Lawyers would no longer spend vast
seaks for one of them, but only for one of them. periods of time seeking to convert ordinary income into

capital gain.
We have problems with respect to progressivity. We Finally, another seemingly intractible problem that
know that the existence of the corporate tax defeats the would go by the board in a partnershiptype integrationprogressivity scheme of section 1 of the Code because it scheme is the one growing out of the need to clarify the
overtaxes people who are below the corporate rate in- capital of a corporationbetween debt and equity.
dividually and it substantially undetaxes people whose We have not been able to make the classificationsuccess-marginal individual rates are greater than the corporate fully, and I suspect part of the reason is that we are notrate. The latter group enjoy the benefit of substantial

sure why the classification is necessary. We know thatdeferral. This creates equity problems and there are investment in the form of debt produces deductibleproblems of economic efficiency to which Mike Boskin interest and that investment in equity stock producesreferred.
non-deductible dividends. But we also know that except
in the case of public utilities virtually all -- that is aThe double tax structure is one which the majority of us
slight overstatement, but rot much -- public corpora-corporate tax lawyers are most at home with. We make
tions financed by of debt and retained earningsour living with it, we teach it and we complain about it. are way
and not by new capital stock investment.It is the area of complaint that at some stage makes

some of us lawyers look to the possibilities of integra- There is a bias in our system encouraging new invest-
tion. Now what are some of the structuralproblems that ment in the form of debt. The system also encourages
give us some pause about the existing system. First of all the retention of corporate earnings. The result is that
we have the doctrine that prevents us from taxing un- with interest deductible and earnings retained there has
realized appreciation. Clearly, if we were to tax unre- not been a substantial double tax because the corpo-alized gains as they accrued, and I am not suggesting rate tax is largely only compensatory, i.e. a proxy for
that, a substantial area of complexity would go by the the shareholder's tax which is substantiallydeferred.
board. We have problems with stock dividends, the

The pro-debt bias have negative effectsproblems addressed by Sections 305 and 306 and then may on corpo-
the General Utilities doctrine, codified in Sections 311 rate capital structures unrelated to taxation, however,
and 336, means that although we talk about a double since the bankruptcy potential is increased. And we do

have the frustrating problem of trying to classify invest-tax structure, we lawyers know that for large numbers
ment between debt and equity at the closely-heldof corporations-- primarily those in the close control of corpo-
rate level. There are many modes of partial integrationtheir shareholders -- that the corporate tax is never paid all short of the partnership form which I will not dis-with respect to asset appreciation. In one fasion or

another appreciated assets are distributable to share- CUSS.

holders free of corporate tax and a step-up in basis is The Treasury's draft proposal, which Emil Sunley
nevertheless possible for new owners of those assets. understandably did not refer to in specific detail, is the
What this results in, of course, is great discrimination one I will speak about. I do not work for the Treasury. I
among corporations engaged in the same activity, some have a copy of the leaked proposal, but it was not stolen
of which are ongoing and cannot take advantage of the -- it was given to me in my role with the ABA Commit-
tax-free step-up and other corporations which are able tee that is studying integration. And it is a very interest-
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ing draft proposal. In essence the Treasury'sproposal is come of the full year that follows, so that a shareholder
this. If you assume instead of a 48 a 46 percent cor- who sold, say, in midyear would in one sense be charge-
porate tax rate as the Treasury was assuming for this able with income of the corporationafter he transferred

purpose last August, earnings distributed to shareholders his ownership. But if you will just take it on faith for
would be effectively taxed at the corporate level at only now, when you read the proposals, which should be
25 percent. publishedeventually, you will see that the shareholder is

Shareholders would gross up and credit the amount of not harmed since upward basis adjustments will equate
the corporate tax on distributed earnings and there precisely with the post-sale income with which the

would be a withholding tax which the corporation shareholder is charged. The result is to tax him only on

would collect from distributions to shareholders at, say income for the period of time that he held the stock.

30 percent. The government is the loser in that scheme since
nobody will pay tax on the income past the date of sale

Subsequently the figures changed and the withholding for the balance of that year until the buyer of that stock
rate was to have been 20 percent and the corporate rate sells. The income is reflected in the buyer's downward
on distributed earnings was to have gone up to 32 basis adjustment and is just not picked until he sells.
percent. But this was the basic scheme. It struck a

up
This may not be the only way of dealing with the

number of people initially as complicated and difficult, problem but it is a simple way and one that, from the
but I think that was based on only a superficial reading. individual taxpayer's point of view, has significanta
One may differ with the proposal, and I have my differ- element of fairness.
ences, but I think that one of its best attributes was its

workability. Once nost of us on the ABA committee On the other hand, we see that although we have just
got over the shock of something very different, we gone through a period in which Jerry Kurtz's rulings
discovered that the proposal was thoughtfullyprojected have shaken up and narrowed the tax shelter world, the

and workable. Treasury's integration proposal would open up a new

tax shelter area. If corporate losses like corporate in-
Before analyzing the Treasury report from a legal or

come would pass through to shareholders, they would
structural perspective, I would like to put it aside and be able to set them off against their high bracket ordi-
look at the horizon of full partnership-typeintegration, nary income from other activity. Tax shelters all over
the type which alone among all the integration schemes again unless new at risk type limitations were devel-
would tax individuals on their corporate income at the oped for corporations as the 1976 Act did for partner-
rate provided by Section 1 of the Code. There are some ships as some people have suggested.
people who suggest that it would be unconstitutionalto
tax corporate earnings to shareholders before distribu- New complexity to be sure, but I am certain that we

tion. That is not because they ignore the fact that the lawyers can solve the problem in our typical way of

Civil War statute was sustained, but because they do taking a simple structure, seeing abuse potential and

know that in Eisner u. Macomber Justice Pitney, speak- writing a complicated statute to deal with it. I suspect
ing for the majority of the Supreme Court, said that these kinds of new complexities to be among the rea-

such a tax would be unconstitutional. It was only sons that complete integration is not on the horizon,
dictum, of course, but in effect he said that that Court but I think we need to look at complete integration to

in 1920 would overrule the decision of the Court that see why, apart from revenue loss, we have to back into

sustained the Civil War income tax, at least insofar as it partial integration if we are going to have any.

permitted the taxation of shareholderson their shares of Problems of inter-corporate dividends must also be
undistributed corporate income. Today, however, very addressed. What is the proper tax treatment of inter-
few people would say that Pitney's dictum was good corporate distributions in a world of complete integra-
law. It seems to me that if Congress decided to tax tion
corporate income to its owners, as it does in the case of

Another difficulty that would be aggravated in world
partnerships, there is nothing in the Constitutionwhich

a

of complete integration is the problem of audit. Shares
would lead today's Court to find the corporate veil

change hands. The revenue agent comes in two yearssacrosanct. And if we had full partnership taxation, we after the corporate return is filed. The in which
would eliminate the problems of deferral through

case a

proposed adjustment is contested is decided by the
accumulations, we would eliminate the debt-equity pro- United States Supreme Court 10 years after the years to
blems, we would eliminate many of the problems result- which the adjustment refers. Which shareholders to
ing from distributions of appreciated property, and

are

bear that deficiency The Treasury's draft proposal says
many of the ordinary income/capital gain conversion that it would be bome by those who are the share-
problems. However, the problems that remain and the holders in the year in which the decision becomes final,
new problems that develop with a complete integration but assumes that the market would adjust in discountingscheme are serious. stock values for potential tax deficiencies and refunds.

Maybe. I think this is a serious problem. The TreasuryThe first question arises with publicly-heldcorporations, also worries about this issue from another perspective,where shares change hands repeatedly. To which share- and that is whether shares might be transferred in order
holder would we tax the income of a corporation and to shift income or loss in anticipation of an audit
on what date The Treasury's proposal, with only a determiniation.
partial integration scheme, had to meet that question. It
suggested that the shareholder on the first day of a Another concern is that even without serious audit

corporation's taxable year be chargeable with the in- adjustments, there may be fiscal year problems. We are
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all accustomed to the fact tht in Subchapter K, in the passed through to shareholdersin a omplete ntegration
partnership area, partnerships for the most part must scheme. Presumably they would be or they would be

report on the same fiscal year as their principal partners. eliminated, and in a partial integration scheme such as

We certainly cannot request that corporationsshift their the Treasury proposed. The Treasury's approach to the
fiscal year. One of the nice questions is in what year problem initially, and as far as I know until the proposal
would the shareholder of General Motors pick up his died, was to stack them last. That meant that any
portion of the General Motors ncome for the year distribution would be treated first as a distribution of

ending June 30, 1978, for which it files its return after taxable ncome and that no preference income would be
two extensions at the end of 1979. If there is an easy treated as having been distributed until everything else
answer to that question, a lot of people would like to had been distributed. There have been suggestions for
know it. It represents a serious impediment to a practi- prorating preference ncome between retained and
cal full integrationscheme. distributed income. That would I think create an n-

tolerable burden, forcing Congress and all of us to try toSome of my predecessors on the platform today have

already referred to another problem that has been met come upon an agreed definition, a consensusas to what
s economic ncome. We have had enough trouble justabroad but still seems ntractable to some people in this

country. This is the question of how to deal with agreeing on what is taxable ncome, and I think if we

had to ssume the additional burden of agreeing on
tax-exempt and foreign shareholders. The initial

what is economic ncome, the system mightwe or
Treasury draft was not going to make the tax withheld
at the corporate level refundable when dividends were

come apart at the seams. The stacking last approach
comes as close to a workable -- if not the most equitablepaid to tax-exemptshareholdersor foreigners. system that I think we can devise.--

One of the reasons for this was the extensive revenue
And so where does this all leave us One thing we know

loss that refundabilitywould produce. Anotherwas that
is that the Treasury proposal is dead. I think that within

integration was designed td eliminate double tax on
the Treasury the strongest proponent Larry Wood-

corporate source income, not all tax. Since charitieshad was

worth. With his passing there is no strong proponent foralways in effect paid tax through the corporations they
owned, integration would not be utilized to give them a partial integration or complete integration within Trea-

big bonanza that was unnecessary to relieve the double sury. We have known for a long time that the Counsel of

tax burden to which others are subject. But, however Economic Advisors does not favor it, and if it is to rise

you might resolve that policy question, the remaining from the ashes in the mmediate future it will only be as

issue is whetheryou can effectively subject charities to a
a result of internal pressureswithin the Ways and Means

corporate tax once there is a partial integration system
Committee. It does not mean that all of the discussion
and analysis that have taken place in the past year havein effect.
been lost, because I think we have thought about things

One would suspect that if such a scheme were adapted, thatneeded thinking, and we have an opportunitynow,
enormous portfolio shifts would occur and charities in an unrushed way, to do further analysis and research
would sell their stocks to taxable shareholders who and engage in serious dialogue on an mportant matter.
would be able to get the benefit of the refundable credit

I believe that in evaluating integration schemes for thefor withheld tax on dividends. Thus the revenue loss
would be as extensive as the Treasury fears, and the long run we have to consider the equity question:

should individuals be taxed on all of their income at thecharities would take their money and invest in bonds.
progressive rates set in Section 1, or should the interven-

Of course, one of the questions is why do charitieshold tion of a corporation justify overtaxationfor some, and
stocks now. Why don't they hold only bonds. Why do undertaxationfor others
they hold an investment in an entity which pays a tax A desire for complete integration must be balanced
on income distributed to the charity Maybe the against the concem for the resulting revenue loss. How
answer is that the corporate tax was substantially would it be made up And who would bear the bur-
discounted and capitalized long ago and that the school den
of thought to which Mike Boskin adheres is either not

entirely right, or the charities just do not act rationally. With respect to complexity my own view is that the

In any event, I think there would be some behavioral partial integration schemes, even the well worked out

shift even though we have the lingeringquestion of why Treasury proposal, in the end relieve virtually none of

shifts have not occurred to a greater degree now.
the complexity that we now have in the law, because
they maintain the form and structure of the classic

The biggest problem with integration, bot complete and double tax system. Indeed they add some complexity,
partial, at least in terms of the anguish that I understand although the Treasury proposal itself is a workable one.

has afflicted people in Treasury, people on the ABA
committee and other places, has to do with the way

The partial integration schemes do not achieve vertical

so-called tax preferences would be handled under an equity in the terms we like to think embodied in Sec-

ntegration scheme. By tax preferences people tion 1 of the Code. What the Treasury's partial integra-
generally mean provisions for accelerated depreciation, tion scheme does come down to is a tax cut. And I

think we are prepared for tax cuts. But I am not
investment tax credit, municipal bond interest and the

like, items which reduce taxable income below what persuaded that partial integration is the best way to do
it. It seems to me that a cut in the corporate rate greatermight be agreed upon as economicincome.
than the 2 percent that proposed maybe 4was - per-

The question is whether those preferences are to be cent -- would be more effective. If we are going to have
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integration I would rather see more time and effort corporate equity, locked in, is not now a drag on any
devoted to a complete integrationeffort --: to a partner- capital market. The corporate tax was capitalized and
ship scheme that would tax corporate income to indi- discounted when it was imposed. In effect the corporate
viduals like their other income. tax is seen as a lump sum tax and so no deduction
There is now underway an American Law Institute would be given on old equity.
project reconsidering all of Subchapter C of the Code. Future investment would be in the form of debt or

equity without deductibility skewing the judgment.That project, part of which has already been published
as Tentative Draft No. 1, has another side of it under Some of the economists who have stimulated some of

study and I do not know how it is going to come out. this thinking are Mike Boskin's colleague at Stanford,
One of the items being considered is a scheme in which Joseph Stiglitz, and David Bradford whom some of you
the corporate tax would be preserved but new equity know from his Treasury days, and who is now at Prince-

investment would give rise to a corporate deduction for ton. I think this is an important and interesting area to
dividends in a percentage of such investment equal to explore because it achieves a great deal of what we have
the going interest rate, so this would substantially eli- been seeking to achieve in our exploration of integration
minate the debt equity problem. If the going interest and yet may do the job in a much less radical, more

rate is 7 percent, that is what you could get on your manageable way and, unless we go to complete integra-
stock on a deductible basis. Retained earnings would be tion, I think it is more workable than any of the partial
taxed because, contrary to the economic views ex- integration schemes previously considered. None of this
pressed by Mike Boskin, they are seen merely as com- is inconsistent, however, with our moving towards a

pensation for the deferral at the individual level and, old consumption tax.
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THE NEXT ISSUE

The next issue of the Bulletin will be a double issue (August/September)which will be distributed at the 33rd

Congress of I.F.A. in Copenhagen (September3-7,1979). It will contain, inter alia, the following articles:

Taxation in Denmark by Anders Andersen, Minister for Economic Affairs and Minister of Taxes and Duties-

Danish rules for dealing at arm's length by J. Mazanti-Andersen-

Multinational convention for the avoidance of double taxation of copyright royalties by J. van Hoorn Jr.-

General problems of inter-company transactions across the border by Dr. Franz Helbich-

Japan: The 1979 tax reform by Makoto Miura-

Tax considerationsfor investmentand business decisions in Nigeria by A.C. Ezejelue-
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InternationalandComparativeAspectsof
Corporate/ShareholderIntegration*
AViewfromtheUnitedKingdom
BY RICHARDT. ESAM**

Well, I think I will be able to deal with some of the which was also considered in France and in other
points very briefly because the subject is repetitive to countries .where the imputation system has been dis-
some extent. You have heard -- it has been made most cussed, as to whether there should be a fixed or variable
clea by the two other speakers-- that the big problem, prcompte (advance corporation tax), based on how
as you all know, in the imputation system in the inter- high a rate of tax the foreign income had borne. And in
national field is the discriminatorynature of the tax. We the pre-1965 period again we went a different way in
do not seem to be making a very good stab at removing the U.K. We had this very complicated system which
the discrimination and until we do I really think it is we called the net United Kingdom rate of tax, so

quite a serious problem in tle sphere of international that, although everybody notionally got an imputation
investment. credit of the same amount, if any actual repayment

of tax was involved then the ' repayment was limitedIn the pro forma which I produced for this talk I
to the actual U.K. tax paid. Thus this discriminationsketched out the history of the U.K. tax going back
factor feature tackled at that time and solvedor was wasprior to 1966, not because I want to go into the detail
in rather unusualof it but there are various factors of those years which I a way.

think are very relevant to this question of discrimi- The U.K. then went over, as you know, to the so-called
nation. Dick Hammer mentioned that we had the classical system and that did not last for very long. It
imputation system in the U.K. prior to our 1965 came in 1965 and we lost it in April 1973. I think the
system. We had it, in fact, right from the introduction interesting feature about that period was that once again
of income tax. Companies were, prior to the 1965 it was appreciated that there was going to be discrimi-
system, liable to income tax and quite a small rate of nation against overseas investment and, for a period of
profits tax. We did not know corporation tax as such 7 years, companies with overseas investments actually
and the income tax element, which at the end of the received payment from the U.K. fisc to compensate for
day was about 41 percent, was fully imputed to the the reduction in tax credit relief. This reduction resulted
shareholder. because, prior to 1965, with the rate of tax on the
Now the interesting factor, I think, about the U.K. companies of 41 percent income tax and another
system at that stage was that the U.K. attempted to 15 percent profits tax there was a total rate of 56
remove the discrimination by giving not only the percent and, of course, under the system in the U.K. of
imputation credit to the U.K. shareholder in respect taxation of world-wide income the foreign tax up to
of an investment in the U.K. company but also as a that limit of 56 percent wa available for tax credit.
relief for indirect foreign tax --

you might call it an When we went over to the classical system the foreign
imputation credit for foreign tax -- in respect of the tax credit was limited to the rate of classical tax which
individual shareholder's investment in a foreign varied between 40 and 45 percent between these years
company. So the individual shareholder in the U.K. and the companies concerned received payment from
prior to 1965 could get some form of imputationcredit the U.K. fisc called overspill relief to compensate for
whether he invested in the U.K. company or a foreign the loss of tax credit.

company and the U.K. left the foreign countries to sort The other interesting feature about the classical system
out their own affairs for their own resident share- which we had in those years was that under the treaty
holders. That was an attempt to remove the discrimi- rules, as endorsed by the OECD, the rate of withholding
nation -- in fact that was one way which was discussed tax on top 4 the corporation tax limited to 15was
in the EEC proposals and discarded. The recommen- percent in th case of individuals and 5 percent in the
dation in the EEC directive which, as you have heard, case of the parent companies so that under that regimehas not so far been adopted is that this discrimination the parent company is favored. This is one of the
hould be removed by the individual fiscal authorities problems arising when we go over to the other basis of
and that the imputation credit should be given both to
the resident shareholders and to the foreign share-
holders. And this is of course where our problems arise. *Transcript of a speech delivered at the meeting of the U.S.

Branch of the International Fiscal Association on January 12,It is also of interest, I think, in the pre-1965 legislation 1978.
in the U.K. to note that we considered the problem, **Chairman of the British Branch of IFA.
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the imputation system, particularly, of course, as we

have heard in the German context, where the parent There is this one very big difference between thecompanies find themselvespitchforked from a favofable
situation to a very unfavorable situation. I think that French prcompte and the British *'advance
this is one of the big problems. corporation tax in the sense that, as we have

heard, there are circumstancesin which the FrenchIn 1973 we changed again in the U.K. A political *'pncompte wheredecision was made in 1971 that the classical system
can be repaid under tKeaties

income has flowed through the country and thewould be abandoned and that one of two other types of
system would be adopted, either the split rate system ultimate shareholder has not received any benefit
or the imputation system. In fact the original proposals from the imputation credit, No that is not
made by the government were that the split rate system possible under the U.K. law, but we have this.

should be adopted rather on the German model as it other unusual feature, that the advance corpo*
existed at that time. The U.K. House of Commons set ration tax can be carried forward and set off
up a Select Committee to consider the situation. The against the company's liability. So we have cured,
Committee were not called upon under their terms of or partly cured, the additional burden at the
reference to make a choice between the three types of

company level, but we never repay the advancetax -- the classical, the mputation and the split rate --

but only to make the choice between the imputation corporationtax to the shareholder.
and the split rate. And they came to the conclusion --

perhaps if time permits I will give more detail later --

which went away with the classical system --was not
that the imputation system was the better one. They reintroduced. So for the first time under an mputationrecommended, however, that the previous system system we found the situation that the individual
adopted in the U.K. of trying to have an mputation shareholder in the U.K. was penalized if he invested incredit subject to restrictions by reference to a variable

a non-resident company. And this penalty on overseasnet United Kingdom rate of tax, i.e. a situation where investment was of course compounded if you had aaccount was taken of the different rates of U.K. tax U.K. company that was investing overseas and if thatactually pid by the company, should be abandoned U.K. company had foreign shareholders, so that theand that we would go for a so-called simple system income in fact was being channeled through the U.K.under which there would be a fixed prcompte, or and out again to foreign shareholders. That is theadvance corporation tax as it was called in the U.K. situation where the maximum discrimination arisesNow one of the big fears of the Inland Revenue ex- under the imputation system. And that is the situation
pressed in its evidence to the Select Committeewas that which I have tried to illustrate in the examples whichthis advance corporation tax would be eroded, I hve put in my paper. It might be a good thing to look
as they put it, by the pressures from international at that briefly although you can consider the detailedinvestors and in certain circumstances it might be figures a little more at your leisure.
reduced and foreign tax might be offset as a credit
against it so that eventually the idea of every company

I have set it out in example 1 and example 2 and I have

paying a prcompte at least equal to the imputation assumed in example 1 that it is all domestic income and.
credit to the shareholderswould disappear. there is a resident shareholder whereas I have assumed

in example 2 that it is all foreign income and thereOf some interest was the fact that the overspfll relief is a non-resident shareholder, so that income is beingthat I referred to when we went over to the classical channeled through the U.K. Now you see that for
system was continued when we had our new system example 1 the profit in the U.K. of 100 is subject tofor another four years in order to give the overseas the U.K. rate of corporation tax which is 52 percent.
company a further chance to put its house in order. Then, as you know, when we declare a dividend we have
This would really involve giving up some overseas to pay this advance corporation tax which is reallyinvestment and making sure there was the right mix of a prcompte although it is not technically identical.domestic and overseas investment to get the maximum It always has been the same and will remain the same
benet out of the new system. So for another four as the basic rate of the U.K. income tax which at the
years overspill relief has been paid to companies with moment is 34 percent. When the dividend is paid to the
overseas investments and it has only finished just this shareholder -- a dividend of 20 is paid to the share-last year. This was not an attempt to remove the holder which is in effect grossed up as in France and indiscriminatory features but to give companies an op- Germany to the 30.3 gross dividend --the advanceportunity to adjust to them. corporation tax is offset against the company's U.K.
It was with the introduction of this new imputation liability of 52 so there is no additional tax to pay at
system that the discriminatory features first arose all. The 52 just remains. Now if you come across to
because under the pre-1965 imputation system, as the column on the right, the company which has earned
I say, the problem was tackled by putting the U.K. the same income abroad and has paid the same cor-
shareholder in the same situation whether he invested in poration tax abroad is called upon to pay the same
the U.K. company or foreign company. But by the time corporation tax when the dividend is declared- the
we came to the imputation system, the U.K. shareholder same amount of advance corporation tax of the 10.3
investing in a foreign company had been deprived of in this particular case -- but it is specifically enacted
his relief for the indirect tax, and his imputationcredit in the U.K. legislation, and this in a way is a very
for the foreign tax which he had prior to 1965 -- and illogical thing, that although the advance corporation
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tax is a corporation tax it is not regarded as a can be set. If you are in the situation of having foreign
corporation tax for the purposes of the tax credit income, and only foreign income, and say the total
relief. So the tax credit relief is denied against it, the foreign tax rate is 52 percent, you may have a carry
10.3 remains payable whatever the rate of foreign forward of advance corporation tax but you will
tax which may have been paid, and we have immediate- not get any benefit from it because there will be no

ly got discrimination. U.K. tax against which it can be offset. But that is

quite a mitigating feature in the U.K. tax law.
The second part of the example is just to illustrate
what happens if that dividend of the gross of 20 cash The third mitigating characteristic inherent in the U.K.

is paid first of all to a U.K. resident and in the second system is that the system in effect also permits the

case to a foreign resident. In the case of the U.K. distribution to be made out of the most beneficial type
resident if the shareholder is liable at the basic rate of of ncome. So if there is domestic income and foreign
34 percent he gets his dividend and he gets his credit income the way the system works is that you could

his imputation credit with no further tax to pay. your-- --
distribute domestic income and gain the benefit

But in the case of the foreigner, if he is liable at 34 of the offset of the advance corporation tax before

percent, he gets no imputation credit and presumably there is any problem of displacing the tax credit relief.

his tax in his home country is charged on the net cash The aims for the U.K. govemment in introducing the
dividend and he has a further liability. imputation system were much the same as we had

--

So you have got at the end of the day on the profits outlined from the French point of view the consider-

of 100 the total liability in example 1 of 52 and the ation of the shareholder, the feeling that the imputation
total liability in example 2 of 69.1 which is a system would encourage distributions. I am not alto-

tremendous discrimination against foreign investment. gether sure that this is borne out by economic facts but
it was decided that the classical system should be

Now I should perhaps mention the mitigating features abandoned. In dealing with the reasons for adopting the
with regard to the U.K. system which is slightly imputationsystem in the U.K. I would like to think that
different from the French. But I just wanted to bring we were motivated by international feeling and a desire
out first of all this discrimination of the imputation to encourage the harmonizationof taxes but I am afraid
system which I think the U.K. has gone some little that that was not true. The decision of the Select
way towards tackling, although there is still a long Committee was made solely on the grounds that the
way to go. To my way of thinking until some success split rate system which was operating in Germany had
is achieved in this field the imputation system really a disadvantage of the so-called foreignereffect that--

militates against international investment. You have the reduced rate of corporation tax on distributionswas
seen how it causes problems at the corporate level and given willy-nilly under a split rate system both to
how it causes problems also at the shareholder level. domestic shareholders and foreign shareholders, and the
The mitigating features in the U.K. are perhaps three- Select Committee, bearing this in mind, came to the
fold. conclusion that the mputation system would probably
First of all the system in the U.K. is that if the ad- give the country a better bargaining situation when it
vance corporation tax cannot be offset against came to the renegotiation of double taxation treaties,
immediate corporation tax liabilities it can be carried which I think is probably true. But it is not a very
forward indefinitely. healthy situation unless that bargaining position is used

to try to come to some agreement bilaterally to try to
In the second place, although I have shown in my

remove some of these discriminatory features.
example the situation in which the advance corpora-
tion tax is payable and in which it is quite impossible So what has the U.K. done about this Well, we have
for foreign tax credit to be set against it there are done the same as the French and particularly the same

provisions in the U.K. tax law under which, in a group as the Germans will be prepared to do. The U.K. is
of companies, advance corporation tax can be sur- normally prepared to provide under treaties for the full
rendered from one company to another. So that if imputation credit -- the equivalent of the 34 percent
there is one company within the group with a lot of rate of U.K. income tax -- to individual shareholders in

foreign income, which pays a dividend and has to pay the other country (in fact to any shareholderother than

advance corporation tax which displaces foreign tax a company owning more than 10 percent of the shares)
credit relief and therefore threatens to be a complete subject to a levy of tax of 15 percent on their dividends.

loss, that company can surrender its advance corpo- The withholding tax in the U.K. as such has disappeared
ration tax to a fellow member of the group -- it has but the treaties provide that in order to get the im-

to be a 51 percent common hare ownership -- and that putation credit the foreign shareholder has to submit
advance corporation tax can then be earried forward to a tax of 15 percent. As you know, particularly with

by the other member of the group. It is an indefinite regard to the U.S. treaty, but more concretely perhaps
carry forward so long as the company remains in the with the Netherlands treaty which has been fully
group. This is very helpful of course -- it means that ratified, the U.K. has also been prepared to offer half

taking any one year the advance corporation tax the imputation credit to corporate shareholderswith 10
should not be wasted by displacing foreign tax credit percent or more share holdings provided the corporate
although the problem, of course, remains that in order shareholder submits to a tax of 5 percent. That, of

to use the carry forward of advance corporation tax course, links into the 15 percent and 5 percent previous-
sooner or later you have got to have domestic income ly under the classical system. The half mputation
which is taxable and against which the carry forward credit is not a very logical figure. It is really based I
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EssentialsofU.K.Dividend..

Taxation
TX ON WORLD-WIDE INCOME - SCHEDULAR BASIS
Prior to April 1966: Imputationsystem At shareholderlevel

Final rates 41.25% income tax and 15% profits tax.

Income tax only was imputed, Discrimination is increased if shareholder is unable to

gain imputationcredit.International aspects -

(i) U.K. company investing in U.K. or abroad

subject to 56.25% with DTR : net U.K. rate Treatiescure this for shareholders
- provided:

system.
(a) They are not company which controls 10% or more

(ii) U.K. portfolio shareholder investing in U.K. cem-
of voting power.

pany or foreign company

subject to personal tax with offset for 41.25% or--

(b) They submit to U.K. tax of 15% on their dividends.foreign tax which could be greater: bias towards
overseas

But unlike prcompte the ACT is never refundable to
(iii) Foreign shareholder in U.K. companies

company.
,no imputation credit passed on.-

U.S. treaty is first to try to break impasse for corporate
April 1966 -- April 1973: Classical system shareholder with than 10% of voting i.e. 50%more power,
Corporation tax 40-45%. of imputation credit is given + U.K. tax of 5%.

(i) U.K. company investing in U.K. or abroad.
subject to 40-45% with DTR: overspill relief outwarddirect investmnt-- Inwardand

transitionally.
(ii) U.K. portfolio shareholder investing in U.K. Outward

company or foreign company Discriminationbecause ACT restricts DTR.
no imputation credit or DTR (except for direct--

Inward
taxes). Discrimination because ACT (although part of

(iii) Foreign shareholder in U..K. companies 52% Corporation tax) does not give rise to impu-
subject to withholding tax 41.25-38.75%-

tation credit (contrast proposed U.S, treaty).
subject to treaty reduction to 15-50% : parent
companies favoured.

U.K. Government'sreason for adopting imputation system

April 1973 to date: Partial imputation Aim was to remove bias against distributed profits --

Repcrt of Select Committee 1971. split rate system as in Germany (old system) was

Partial imputation: advance corporation tax equal to it. originally favoured.

(i) U.K. company investing in U.K. or abroad Imputation system was adopted largely because of fo-

subject to full tax with ACT merely an accele- reigner effect.--

ration: subject to full tax with DTR limited to
Revenue were apprehensive about the ACT being ero-

mainstream tax.
ded and Select Committee specifically recommended

(ii) U.K. portfolio shareholder investing in U.K. an imputation system with a minimum corporation tax .

company or foreign company charge.
Shareholder in foreign company discriminated--

against for first time. Overspill relief (as introduced in 1965) continued for

(iii) Foreign shareholder in U.K. companies
some years to enable companies whose income is derived

wholly or mainly from overseas to adjust to the intro-Pre-1966 position virtually restored.--

duction of the new system,Discrimination except for possible treaty relief.-

Mitigationof minimum levy
Discrimination U.K. system permits companies to treat distributions

as coming primarily out of domestic income.
At company level ACT can be surrendered to a subsidiary (51% or more)

in which case it is treated as having been paid by that
100 @ 52% 52.0 subsidiary and carried forward (not back) as appropriate.
less Advance CorporationTax

(paid at time of distribution) 10.3 Aims for the future

41.7 Foreign corporation taxes should be treated as pari passu

with domestic for of credit rel ief and
/ess DTR (balance of foreign tax - taxe purposes tax

of taxes which can be attributed to shareholders as10.3 unrelieved) 41.7
nputation credit.

Mainstreamcorporation tax NNIL= Benefit of imputation credit should be enjoyed not only
by shareholders investing in their own domestic com-

Philosophy is no i,nputation credit without matching payment of panies but by shareholders investing directly or indirectly
advance corporation tax n ov;rseascompanies.
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think on the assumption that the imputation credit Dividend to shareholder = 2O
should only be given when income reaches individual
shareholders and the holding company tends on a rough (i.e. gross 30.3)
and ready basis to distribute about half its income. One Company's liability (U.K.) 52
possibility which was considered, but which would
obviously be administratively impossible, was to ask the Shareholder's liability 30.3 at 34% = 10.3
foreign holding companies to make some return of Less imputation credit 10.3
distributions and then give imputation credit related to
the amounts of profits distributed to ultimate share- NIL
holders. That would be absolutely impossible, I think.
So the compromise is to offer half the mputationcredit Total liability 52
subject to a tax of 5 percent. This is very much a half-
way house -- it does not fully remove the discrimination Net result
but it helps.
I just put at the end of my synopsis what I felt might be Profits retained by company 28

the aims for the future. I think a lot of it is pretty
Net dividend retained by shareholder 20

idealistic because there are effects obviously on the
national exchequersbut we shall not completely remove

48

the discriminatory features until we accept that foreign
corporation taxes should be trated in the same way as Example 2

domestic corporation taxes for the purposes of tax
credit relief and for the purposes of imputationcredit to Company profit 100

shareholders. And this, I think, should really be our
Corporation tax (foreign) 52

long-term aim. Now how we achieve this -whether we

do it by being rather generous unilaterally and accept-
Net profit 48

ing the impact on the national exchequers individually
=

or whether we do it in some form of setting up at the
Dividend to shareholder 20

end of the day between the various scal authorities --

I do not know. But I think that unless this problem is (i.e. gross 30.3)

tackled these discriminatory features will remain and I Company's liability (foreign) 52
+ U.K. advance corporation tax on distribution 10.3think, as I have illustrated, they do produce a very

considerable additional tax burden for international
investment. For that reason, when you are considering 62.3

=

your integration system over here these features should Shareholder's liability 20 at 34% (foreign) 6.8

be clearly before you. Total liability 69.1

ASSUMPTION:IMPUTATIONSYSTEM Profits retained by company 17.7
Net dividend retained by shareholder 13.2

Corporation tax rate (U.K. and foreign) 52%
Tax imputed to shareholders 34% 30.9
Shareholders (U.K. and foreign) liable to tax at 34%

Example 1 - Domestic income and resident shareholder. Note: For the purpose of Example 2, it is assumed that the

Exanple 2 -- Foreign income and non-resident shareholder. non-resident shareholder is entitled to neither an im-

putation credit, under a treaty, nor for tax credit, in

Example 1 respect of the U.K. tax, against his foreign tax liability.

Although in France the prcompte payable in Ex-
Company profit 100 ample 2 would be repayable on distribution being made
Corporation tax (U.K.) 52 to a non-resident shareholder in a treaty country, there

is no question in the U.K. of any refund of advance
Net profit 48 corporation tax.
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TheGermanImputationSystem
ModelComputationofTaxBurden
ofaGermanSubsidiaryor BrancW
BY DR. ALBERTJ.RADLER

1

1. New imputationsystem 3. 1978 reduction of net worth tax

As of January 1, 1977, Germany introduced full im- As of January 1, 1978 Germany will reduce the rates

putation while the existing split rate system was re- of its net worth tax from 1 to 0.7 percent for
tained in a somewhatdifferentway: residentcompanies corporations and 0.7 to 0.5 percent for individuals.
are subject to a corporation tax of 36 percent on Since net worth tax is a non-deductible expense the
distributed earnings and of 56 percent on retained impact of this reduction is substantially higher than its
earnings.' Since imputation is only available to resident nominal amount; under the new corporation tax it

shareholders, this reform substantially increased the always has to be paid of out ncome taxed at 56 per-
overall tax burden of non-resident shareholders, es- cent.

pecially of parent companies. At the same time some tax concessions in the field of

Only two other major changes should be mentioned local trade tax will become effective. These reductions,
here since they are of great interest to foreign parent however, are limited to small-sized businesses so they f

companies: are not taken into account in the following compu-_

Constructive dividends now also benefit from the--
tations.

reduced rate of corporate income tax of 36 Certain expense items, as for example interest on

percent; long-term loans, continue to be added back to taxable
income for the of trade tax and tend to

There is currently no further need to distribute- purposes

income since the lower 36 percent rate applies increase substantially the mpact of this tax. These.
additions and certain reductions also had to be dis-

to all distributions whenever made. Distributions
out of earnings originally retained and taxed at regarded in the computations. ::

56 percent thus entitle the distibuting company
to a refund of the difference of 20 percentage 4. 1978 net worth tax reductionand anticipated treatypoints. rate largely compensate 1977 corporation tax

increase

2. Revisionof tax treaties The model computationsof tax burden have been pre-
pared for a subsidiary company and a branch with a

Renegotiations of existing tax treaties especially with high return on equity of 20 percent before taxes and
respect to the rate of withholding tax have not come another one with a lower return of 10 percent before
very far. One of the reasons for this failure may be taxes (Tables 1 and 2).2
that the United States, which on account of substantial The model computations show the rather surprising
American investments in Germany was thought to be result that in 1978, in the case of maximum distribution
ready to negotiate a kind of model agreement, is itself by a subsidiary with a 20 percent return on equity,
contemplating a change-over to the imputation system. the overall tax burden will be practically the
It is generally expected, however, that Germany will

same as

it was in 1976 under the old system, assuminga revised
reduce its withholding tax rate on dividends from the

withholding tax treaty rte of 15 percent. In of
prevailing 25 percent on intercorporate dividends

case a

to the general treaty rate of 15 percent. A further
*Paper presented at the meeting of the U.S. Branch of IFA

reduction has certainly been claimed by foreign on January 12, 1978, New York.
investors and their governments, but it seems rather 1 For a detailed analysis see : Anlt: Germany: The New
unlikely that this will be accepted by the German side, Corporation Tax System, INTERTAX 1976, p. 262; ror a

unless the other government offers similar concessions complete English translation see: Ault/Rdler: The German Cor-
to German shareholders,such as, for example, extension poration Tax Reforrn Law 1977, Deventer 1976, 118 p.
of their own imputation system as already provided 2. For the situation in 1972/74 see: Rdler: Model Computation
for in an earlier agreement with France. of Tax Burden of a German Subsidiary, INTERTAX,1974, p. 32.
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company with a 10 percent return on equity the overall home country levies no further tax (exemption, possibly
tax burden would even be slightly lower than in 1976. with progression). When the home country grants
Obviously any higher before-tax return on equity than a direct and/or indirect tax credit the taxpayer's overall
20 percent would continue to be burdened by a higher position is somewhat improved by the fact that German
tax than the one in 1976. ...... taxes of the non-creditable type (net worth tax) will
As far as branch operation is concerned the model be reduced from 1978 onwards whereas the increase

computations show a slightly lower overall tax burden concerns corporate income tax, which sreligible for the

in 1978 than the one in 1976 under the old system indirect tax credit up to the ceiling under a per-country
(Table 3). or an overall limitation.

5. Repercussions in parents' home countries

The computations state the German tax burden. It is
equal to the final overall tax burden where the parent's

TABLE 1.

TAX BURDEN OF A GERMAN SUBSIDIARY with a return of 20% on equity before taxes

Income before taxes DM 1,000,000
Equity capital DM 5,000,000
Standard value of net worth DM 5,000,000

Local multiplier of trade tax 400 percent

Maximumdistribution No distribution

1976 1977 1978 1976 1977 1978

I ncome before taxes 1,000 1,000 1,000 1 ,O0O 1,000 1,000
0,8 percent trade tax on

capital ./. 40 . 40 . 40 ./. 40 ./. 40 ./. 40

Subtotal 960 960 960 960 960 960
16.66 percent trade tax on

ircore ./. 160 ./. 160 ./. 160 ./. 160 ./. 160 ./. 160

Sub-total 800 800 800 800 800 800
net worth tax (non-
deductible)

1

1976/77: 1%,
1978: 0.7% . 50 . 50 ./. 35 /. 50 ./. 50 ./. 35

Sub-total 750 750 765 750 750 765
Corporatior, I ncomc, tax ./. 2262 /. 3113 ./. 3044 /. 420s /. 4486 ./. 4486

Sub-total 524 439 461 330 302 317
25 percent withholdinq ta'x

(normal treaty raltj) ./. 131 ./. 110 ./. 115 . -- I --

Income alter Gernan taxes 393 329 346 330 3O2 317

n case of a 16% withholding lax 373 392

1. In addition lo the coral)any th non-residcnt slarelolder may be subject to net worth lax on the value of his shares if he directly or indirectly owns

more tlian 25% of the shares almi he is it protected JY a tax treaty.
2. Computation: DM 524,000 x 15.45% = DM 80,958

DM 276,000 x 52.53% = DM 144,983 4. Conputation: DM 79,545 5696 =DM 44,545x

DM 720,455 x 36% - DM 259,363
DM 800,000 DM 225.941

DM 800,000 DM 303,908
3. Computation: DM 113,630 x 56% = DM 63,632

DM 686,370 x 36% = DM 247,093 5. Computatio: DM 800,000 52.53,6 DM 420,240x =

DM 800,000 DM 310,725 6. Computation: DM 800,000 x 56% : DM 448.,000
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TABLE 2.

TAX BURDEN OF A GERMAN SUBSIDIARY

with a return of 10% of equity before taxes

Income before taxes DM 1,000,000
Equity capital DM 10,000,000
Standard value of et worth DM 10,000,000

Local multiplierof trade tax 400 percent

Maximum distribution No distribution

1976 1977 1978 1976 1977 1978

lncone before taxes 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
0.8 percent trade tax on

capital ./. 80 .. 80 ./. 80 ./. 80 ./. 80 ./. 80

920 920 920 920 920 920
16.66 percent trade tax

on income /. 153 ./. 153 ./. 153 ./. 153 ./. 153 ./. 153

Sub-total 767 767 767 767 767 767
net worth tax (non

deductible)
1

1976/77: 1%, 1978: 0.7% ./. 100 ./. 100 ./. 70 ./. 100 ./. 100 ./. 70

Sib-total 667 667 697 667 667 697
Corporation incone tax ./. 2472 /. 3223 ./. 3084 ./. 4035 ./. 4296 ./ 4296

Sub total 420 345 389 264 238 268
25 percent withholdir,l
tax (ornal treaty rate) ./. 105 . 86 . 97 .l. I -- --

Incone alttr G,'rnan taxes 315 259 292 264 238 268

In case of a 15% withholcing tax 293 331

1. In addition to the company the non-resident shareholder may be subject to net worth tax on the value of his stares if he directly or indirectly owns

more than 25% o f lle shares ard he is not protected by a tax treaty.
2. Computation. DM 420,000 x 15.45% = DM 64,890

DM 347,000 x 52.53% = DM 182,279

DM 767,000 DM 247,169

3. Computation DM 227,270 x 56% = DM 127,271
DM 539,730 x 36% = DM 194,303

DM 767,000 DM 321,574

4. Conputarion:DM 159,089 x 56% = DM 89,089
DM 607,911 x 369 DM 218,848

DM 767,000 DM 307,937

5. Compitatiu DM 767,()00 x 52.53% = DM 402,905

6. Computation: DM 767,000 x 56% = DM 429,520
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TABLE 3.

TAX BURDEN OF A GERMAN BRANCH

with a return on equity before taxes of

20A 10%

Income before taxes DM 1,000,000 DM 1,000,000
Equity capital' DM 5,000,000 DM 10,000,000
Standard value of net worth DM 5,000,000 DM 10,000,000
Local multiplierof trade tax 400 percent 400 percent

1976 1977 1978 1976 1977 1978

Income before taxes 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
0.8 percent trade tax

on capital ./. 40 ./. 40 ./. 40 .1. 80 ./. 80 ./. 80

Sub-total 960 960 960 920 920 920

16.66 percent trade tax

on income ./. 160 ./. 160 ./. 160 ./. 153 ./. 153 ./. 153

Sub-total 800 800 800 767 767 767

Net worth tax (non-
deductible}
1976/77. 1%, 1978: 0,7% ./. 50 ./. 50 ./. 35 ./. lol) ./. 100 ./. 70

Sub-total 750 750 766 667 667 697

Corporation income tax

1976: 50,47%, 1977/78:
50% ./. 404 ,/. 400 .l. 400 ./. 388 ./. 384 384

Sub-total 346 350 365 279 283 313

Withholding tax

I ncome after German tax 346 350 365 279 283 313

At the Meeting of the U.S.A. Branch of I.F.A. Mr. Pierre
Kerlan of the French Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Finance discussed the French imputation system. To our

regret his paper was not yet ready for the printer when
this issue went to press. We hope, however, to be able to

publish Mr. Krlan'scontribution in a next issue.
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RECEN THEORETICAL
DEVELOPMENTSINPUBLICFINANCE
The Effects of Taxes on the Allocation of Resourcesand Distribution of Incomes

by NIZAR JETHA *

The growing use of general equilibrium models and the The solution to the constrained maximization problem
expcit incorporation of constraints in optimizaton states that taxes should be set at levels that would result
models have resulted n a modication of traditonal in an equal proportionatereductionof demand for each
conclusions in many areas ofeconomics. The former has taxable good (from the demand that would have pre-
highlighted the dangers of ignoring interrelationshipsbe- vailed had prices equalled marginal costs). The intuition
tween different factor and product markets, and the behind this result would be easier to grasp if it is re-

latter the irrelevanceof the full (unconstrained)optimum called that taxes induce changes in the relative structure
n a situation where the optimizationprocess must take of demand by causing divergences between prices and
accountof certain unavoidableconstraints. Recent theo- marginal costs. The implicationof the solution is, there-
retical advances in public finance, occurringconcurrent- fore, that the welfare loss will be minimized if the rela-
ly with, or followingclosely upon, these methodological tive pattern of demand for the taxed goods is kept un-

developments, have prompted a reevaluation of the ef- changed. Since the price elasticities of different goods
fects of taxes on the allocation of resources, equity and will vary, the price increases (and consequently the tax
growth. The development of a general equilibrium rates) needed to secure an equal proportionate reduc-
model of incidence by Harberger 1 and extension of tion in demand for each good will also vary. The re-

Ramsey's 2 work on optimal taxation by Diamond and quired price increase for a good whose demand is not
Mirrlees.3 have, in particular, exercised a profound ef- sensitive to price will be greater than that for a good
fect on the nature of modern public finance. Since whose demand is sensitive to price. Clearly, a single tax
many recent contributions have been highly mathemati- rate will not do the trick in general.
cal, there is a need to convey the flavor of some of the One special where uniform proportional rate of
major developments in less technical terms.

case a

tax will be optimal is worth noting. When labor supply
is completely inelastic (that is, labor supply does not re-

OPTIMAL TAXATION spond to changes in net-of-tax wages), the tax which
would cause the least distortions is a tax confined to
labor income. Such a tax would not change relativeThe proposition that an indirect tax levied at a single prices among consumer goods, and the change betweenad Valorem rate on all goods will be neutral (i.e. it will the relative price of goods and leisure wouldconsumer

not lead to any changes in resource allocation) is firmly not matter because the supply of labor (and consequent-entrenched in the public finance literature. Recent work ly the consumption of leisure) could not be varied. The
on the optimal excise (which, in the context of optimal same effect would be obtained by taxing all consumer
taxation is defined as a tax on any good or service) goods at a uniform rate. 5
shows that this proposition will be valid only in excep-
tional circumstances. The crucial idea underlying the While optimal indirect taxes can be computed in the

optimal excise theory is that some goods (e.g. leisure) manner described above, they are difficult to visualize
cannot be taxed. Therefore, revenues cannot always be because they depend in a complicated way on own (di-
raised through neutral taxes; the best that can be done is rect) and cross price elasticities. Their implications in
to choose ari indirect tax structure that will minimize some simple cases are, however, of interest. First, where
the welfare loss associated with distortionary (non-neu- demands for differentgoods are independent (i.e. cross

tral) taxation. elasticities are zero), the optimal tax rates for a set of

The mathematical formulation of the problem is fairly
straightforward. Utility has to be maximized taking into * Economist, International Bank for Reconstruction and De-
account: first, that not all goods can be taxed; and velopment, Washington,D.C.

second, that a specified amount of revenue must be col- 1. A.C. Harberger, The Incidence of Corporate Income Tax,
lected. 4 Without the first constraint, the problem Journal ofPoliticalEconomy, June 1962.

would be an unconstrained optimization problem and 2. F. Ramsey, A Contribution to the Theory of Taxation,
EconomicJournal, March 1927.would yield the traditional conclusion (i.e. an identical 3. P. Diamond and J. Mirrlees, Optimal Taxation and Publicad valorem rate on all goods). The presence of the first Production, American Economic Reuiew, March and June 1971.

constraint transforms the problem into a second-best 4. D. Bradford and H. Rosen, The Optimal Taxation of Com-
problem (constrained maximization) and yields a solu- modities and Income, American Economic Review, May 1976.
tion that differs fundamentally from the traditional re- 5. A. Sandmo, Optimal Taxation: An Introduction to the
sult. Literature,Journalof Public Economics, July 1976.
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goods turn out to be inversely proportionalto the (own) accrues to a poor person or a rich person) to Rawls'
price elasticities for those goods. 6 This is the well- maximin function (which maximizes the utility of the
known inverse elasticity or the Ramsy rule. Second, in worst-off individual) were explored. 9 One of the inter-
a situation where there are two goods and labor, and esting conclusions that has emerged is that if the elasti-
leisure cannot be taxed directly, the prescription is to city of labor supply found in empirical studies can be
tax the good which is complementary with leisure at a trusted, then high marginal tax rates can be obtained
higher rate than the good which is a substitute for without appealing to extreme (Rawlsian) social welfare
leisure. In this way, leisure would be taxed indirectly. functions. 10

Optimal indirect taxes that neglect distributional con- TAX INCIDENCE
siderationswill be regressive. The Ramsey rule highlights
this: goods with a low price elasticity (i.e. those likely The major development concerning incidence has been
to be more important in the consumptionpattern of the the introduction of a. general equilibrium framework
poor) must be taxed at a higher rate than goods with a for analyzing the effects of taxes on the distribution
high price elasticity (i.e. those more likely to be impor- of ncome. The main conclusion of the traditional
tant in the consumption of the rich). Optimal indirect partial equilibrium approach is that the incidence of a 4
taxes must, therefore,incorporatedistributionalconside- tax depends on the elasticity of supply of the taxed
rations if they are to have practical relevance. One way commodity or service in relation to its elasticity of
this has been done is to introduce distributionalweights demand. 11 A major implication of this result is that a

explicitly in the constrained optimization problem. factor that can move to other sectors can partially or

Next, a distributional characteristic of a good is defined wholly avoid the burden of taxation. While the partial
in such a way that the higher the income elasticity of a equilibrium framework is useful for dealing with certain
good (i.e. the greater the share of a good in consump- problems and providesvaluable intuitionconcerningthe
tion as income increases), the lower the value of the dis- effects of taxes in the context of general equilibrium, it
tributional characteristic. A simple operational measure cannot tackle problems nvolving the incidence of
of the distributional characteristic can be derived by general product and factor taxes or even major partial
assuming that: (i) income distribution can be approxi- taxes.
mated by a lognormaldistribution;(ii) demand for each
good has a constant income elasticity; and (ii) marginal The new methodology has helped to dissipate much of

social utility of income has constant elasticity. The solu- the confusion that had surrounded the subject. In

tion to the problem then gives optimal excises that de-
pend on distributional characteristics (which in turn 6. More precisely, in two-good the (relative) optimala case,
depend on income elasticities and the value that society indirect tax rates would be:
attaches to additionalutility at various levels of income)
as well as price elasticities. 7 tl E22

t2
=

Ell
This development has great significance for policy pur- where tl, t2 optimal tax rates for goods 1 and 2 respectively;are

poses. Previously, the desirability of varying tax rates and El E22 are direct price elasticities (compensated for in-
directly with income elasticities (for distributional rea-

1,
come effects) for goods 1 and 2 respectively. The absolute levels

sons) and inversely with price elasticities (for allocative of tax rates can then be calculated by taking into account the

reasons) was understood, but it was not known how to revenue requirements.
combine information on price and income elasticities to 7. M. Feldstein,DistributionalEquityand the OptimalStructure

derive tax rates. Now optimal indirect taxes that take of Public Prices, American Economic Review, March 1972.

account of both allocative and distributive factors can 8. M. Feldstein, On the Optimal Progressivity of the Income

be determined by methods that do not make excessive Tax, JournalofPublic Economics, November 1973.

statistical demands. 9. Consider a social welfare function of the type
v liv

In contrast, the work on optimal income taxation has w = ( z u )
not yet progressed adequately to give policy guidance. =

Edgeworth's utilitarian approach implied that income
where W social welfare

Ui = utility derived by the ith individual
tax should be sufficiently progressive to equalize in- parameter of egalitarian preferencev = a

comes. This approach neglected the effects of taxation The function will give the Edgeworth and Rawls functions as

on the supply of effort, saving and willingness to bear special cases by setting v=1 and v=-c-0-- respectively.
risks. Recent approaches have sought to determine the 10. N. Stern, On the Specification of Optimum Income Tax-

optimal progressivity of income tax (on earned income) ation, JournalofPublic Economics, July 1976.

by allowing for the effect of taxation on the supply of 11. More precisely, the share of tax burden borne by the supplier
labor. of the taxed commodity is given by

dYs 1
dT 1 + Ns/NdEarly studies using this framework did not give a very =

progressive income tax. Subsequent research, therefore,
where Ys suppliers' income

T = tax revenue
focused or the sensitivity of the results to underlying Ns = elasticity of supply of the taxed commodity
assumptions. 8 In this connection, the implications of Nd elasticity of demand for the taxed commodity=

a wide variety of social welfare functions, ranging from Thus, when the supply is completely inelastic (Ns = 0), the sup-

Edgeworth's additive function (where additional utility plier bears the full burden, and when the supply is perfectly
is of the same social value regardless of whether it elastic (Ns =co), the consumer bears the full burden.
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analyzing incidence, we are concerned only with changes labor income) will depend on the nature of the pro-
in real prices leading to changes in real income, and only duction function (labor's initial share in national income
the long-term effects of taxes on income distributionare and the elasticity of substitution between labor and
relevant. Moreover, since the price of one factor (or capital) and the elasticities of supply of capital and
commodity) can be held constant and all other prices labor. For given values of other parameters, the higher
expressed in terms of that price, only relative prices the elasticity of labor supply, the lower the tax burden
matter. Viewed in this light, whether a tax has been borne by labor (that is, higher the proportion that is
shifted forward or backward becomes a matter of shifted to capital). For certain parameter values, the
semantics. burden of a payroll tax would be divided between labor

Under the assumption of fixed factor supplies, some and capital in proportion to their initial shares in na-

clear-cut propositions can be derived. A general tax on tional income. In other words, the pattern of incidence

income or consumption will be borne in proportion to would conform to that which is associated with an n-

shares in income or consumption, regardless of the come tax under fixed factor supplies. 14 The incidence

elasticities of supply and demand of the various com- of a general tax on capital income in a dynamic model

modities. And a general tax on all uses of one factor that explicitly allows for capital accumulationdepends
will be borne by that factor; this result holds nde- on the co-efficients of the production function and the

pendently of the values of various parameters. 12 elasticity of saving with respect to the net rate of return.
The higher the interest elasticity of saving, the greater

The second proposition has some far-reaching im- the ability of capital to shift the burden of taxation

plications. It indicates, for instance, that the full burden to labor. These models suggest that, under plausible
of payroll taxes (including the employer'scontributions) parameter values, labor (capital) can shift a substantial
will be borne by labor. And the burden of a property fraction of the tax burden to capital (labor). 15 This
tax will be borne by all owners of capital (and not just result also casts doubts on the incidence of partial taxes
those who own real estate). These conclusions run indicated by the Harbergermodel. But it mustbe stressed
contrary to the previous thinking on the subject. Before that models that allow for variable factor supplies lack
the development of the general equilibrium model, it generality in one respect: they embodymore aggregation
was held that the burden of payroll taxes was divided (one sector, two factors) than 'the Harbergermodel.
equally between the employee and employer; and a tax
on land was borne by the landowner, but that on im- The overall judgment at this juncture must be that while

provementswas borne by the occupier. substantial progress has been made in the study of

ncidence, a great deal remains to be done both in the
Incidence of partial taxes can also be handled in the formulation of more general models and in empirical
context of the Harbergermodel. It was, in fact, to analyze research. The findings of the burgeoning research on
the incidence of corporate taxation that Harberger de- incidence in the context of two sector growth models
veloped his two-sector, two-factor general equilibrium could, for example, modify many of the results dis-
model. Unlike the incidence of general taxes, the cussed here. Meanwhile, studies that allocate total tax
incidence of partial taxes will depend on the values of burden by income groups under assumptions that bear

number of parameters, including factor intensities, little relation to theory must be treated with scepticism.
elasticities of substitution between factors and elast-
icities of substitution in demand. Choosing plausible
values for these parameters, Harberger has shown that
the burden of corporate tax in the United States will be IMPLICATIONSFOR TAX REFORM
borne by all owners of capital, in both the corporate
and non-corporate sectors. A heuristic explanation for These and other analytical developments have afforded
this result is that the tax induces capital to move from valuable insights on the economic effects of taxation.

the corporate to the non-corporate sector, and during Empirical work, which has increasingly focused on the

this process the net-of-tax returns to capital in both parameters identified as critical by theoretical models

sectors are equalized at a lower level. (e.g. responsivenessof the supply of labor and savings to
net-of-tax returns), has also contributed to a better

Of the many directions in which the Harberger model understanding of the effects of taxation. Nevertheless,
has been extended, two are of particular interest. An

adaptation of the Scarf algorithmby ShovenandWhalley
a wide gap between theory and its implications for tax

has greatly increased the flexibility of the Harberger 12. C. McClure, General Equilibrium Incidence Analysis,
model; the model can now be disaggregated to the JournalofPublic Economics,February 1975.
desired extent and exact solutions (in contrast to the 13. J. Shoven and J. Whalley, A General Equilibrium Calculation
approximate solutions yielded by the Harbergermodel) of the Effects of DifferentialTaxation of Income from Capital in
obtained. 13 Another major development has been the the U.S., Journal of Public Etonomics, November 1972; and J.
relaxation of the assumption of fixed factor supplies. Shoven, The Incidence and Efficiency Effects of Taxes on In-

However, under the resulting more realistic model, the come from Capital, Journal of Political Economy, December

simplicity of the conclusionsderived from the Harberger 1976.

model is lost; even the incidence of general taxes comes 14. M. Feldstein, Tax Incidence in a Growing Economy with

to depend on a number of parameters. Variable Factor Supply, Quarterly Journal of Economics,
November 1974.

The consequencesof allowing factor supplies to respond 15. M. Feldstein, Incidence of a Capital Income Tax in a
' to their net-of-tax rewards is best illustrated by some Growing Economy with Variable Savings Rates, Review of

examples. Now, the incidence of a payroll tax (a tax on Economic Studies, October 1974.
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reform remains. This is in part due to the concentration by capital, then the criticism that they are regressive is
of tax literature on the design of a completely new tax ncorrect. 18 On the other hand, if the ncidence of
structure rather than on tax reform, and inadequate property taxes is not closely related to the consumption
consideration given to administrative costs associated of services provided by a local authority, then the
with alternative tax systems. 16 The gap is, however, rationale for confining property taxes at the local level

being narrowed, and future developments in public is weakened. Last, but not least, the implication of the
finance can be expected to have greater relevance for Harberger model that social security taxes are primarily
tax policy in both the developed and developing borne by labor suggests that these taxes are even more

countries. regressive than previously supposed, and that past es-

timates have overstated the rate of return to participantsSome of the recent theoreticaldevelopmentshavealready
begun to influence proposals for tax reform in the

on their contributions. 19 These factors have had a sub-
stantial impact on the continuing debate on the reform

United States. Thus, the implication of the Harberger of social security.model, that the higher taxation of the corporate sector
in relation to the non-corporatesector not only reduces
the net retum to capital but also results in a substantial
welfare loss (because capital shifts from the higher pro- 16. M. Feldstein, On the Theory of Tax Reform, Journal of

ductivity corporate sector to the lower productivity Public Economics, July 1976.

non-corporate sector), have formed major elements in 17. C. McClure, Integration of the Personal and Corporate
Income Taxes: The Missing Element in Recent Tax Reform

the case for a complete or partial integration of cor- Proposals,HarvardLaw Review, January 1975.
porate and personal taxation. 17 Attitudes concerning 18. H.J. Aaron, Who Pays the Property Tax (The Brookings
property and social security taxes have also been af- Institution, 1975).
fected, although there is less agreement on the future 19. A.H. Munnell, The Future of Social Security (The Brookings
role of these taxes. If property taxes are mostly borne Institution, 1977).
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Management Centre Europe: Managing and Business Perspectives: 6th International Tax

Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including Conference (including The Unitary System of InternationalFiscal Association(I.F.A.):
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(Belgium), September 3-5 (English). and Tax Conditions of Trading with the Oudllaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DR

People's Republic of China; Taxes on Oil, Gas, Rotterdam (Netherlands).
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tax treatment in other countries of an enter- SEPTEMBER 1980 zerland).
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international activities. For the seminars the 34th Annual Congress of LF.A.: I. The dia- Management Centre Europe, Avenue des

following subjects are suggested: Trends in logue between the tax administration and Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).
income tax treaties involving developing taxpayer up to the filing of the tax return;
countries, with special reference to the II. The determination of the source of in- Tilburgse Fisealistenvereniging: Secre-

U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in Scandina- come. For the seminar the subject is the tariat, Hogeschoollaan 225, Tilburg
vian Taxation. Copenhagen (Denmark), Sep- flight to tax havens, their use and abuse. (Netherlands).
tember 3-7 (English, French, German, Paris (France), September 14-19 (English,
Spanish). French, German, Spanish).
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niec ingcom:
crease in VAT could lead to some particu-
lar difculties, for example in relation to
telephone bills for calls made before the
date of change. I am proposing transitional
provisions to deal with this and some of

TheConservalive the other problems in this field
The increase in VAT will, of course, add
significantly to the point of sale prices of

Budge11979/1980
drink and tobacco. For example, the VAT
increase will mean about an extra 28p on
a bottle of whisky, approximately 2p on

a pint of beer and 6p on a typical packet
of 20 cigarettes.
In these circumstances, I do not think it

On June 12, 1979 the Chancellor of the Exchequer,Mr. Howe, pronounced would be justifiable to nake a separate
his Budget Speech, extracts of which, pertaining to taxation, are reproduced increase in the excise duty on drink and

below. tobacco this year.
I fully realise that this increase in Value-
Added Tax will result in a rise in prices --

in fact a rise of about 31 percent in Re-ONLY A FIRST STEP seemed to favour increases in the surcharge tail Price Index. This is, ofon National Insurance contributions or in course, a

once-for-all effect. But there never will beBefore turning to the rst of my tax pro- Advance CorporationTax.
posals, I must make it clear that today's The National Insurance Surcharge falls a time when it is easy to effect the switch

from direct to indirect taxes and the pre-Budget will only be able to deal with a on the whole of British industry, including
small part of the Government's tax agenda. production for export, but not on imports. sent moment is no exception. This much-

needed reform has been postponed tooComing, as we do, to a Finance Bill at this It is inferior in this respect to VAT, which
late stage in the year, there is a physical falls on imports but not on exports. This long already.

The House should bear in mind that, aslimit to the amount of legislation that can is clearly significant in light of the latest
be proposed and enacted. trade figures. I have already indicated, VAT does not fall

on a wide range of necessities. This meansWe have been unable to deal with many An increase in Advance Corporation Tax
that the increase will fall less heavilyimportant matters. There will be other would damage the overall liquidity of on

opportunities to consider those. At this industry at a particularly difcult time: people in the lower income groups. And,
as will be apparent when I come to mystage, we have concentratedon tax changes by contrast an increase in VAT actually income tax proposals, I shall be leavingof strategic importance. I now turn to the increases it.

rst of these. people with more money in their pockets
with which to pay the increased VAT.
The Chancellor further stated that heVAT TO 15%

SWITCH TO TAX ON SPENDING appreciated that those who are not liable
to income tax, e.g. many living on retire-For all these reasons my choice must fall

We made it clear in our manifesto that on VAT. Moreover, the increase I make ment pensions, will not benefit from the

we intended to switch some of the tax must be sufficient to provide for substan- income tax proposals. Therefore, a num-

ber of social security benefits will be.-burden from taxes on earnings to taxes tial and worthwhile reductions in income
on spending. This is the only way that we tax. I propose, therefore, that, as from increased.

can restore incentives and make it more next Monday, VAT should be charged at a

worthwhile to work; and at the same time new unified rate of 15 percent.
increase the freedom of choice of the Allowing for the wide range of goods ENERGY SAVING
ndividual. We must make a start now. and services which are zero-rated --and
I have reviewed the whole eld of indirect which will stay zero-rated -- the new rate I dealt earlier with the excise duties on

taxation to decide where the increased I propose is equivalent to 8 percent, tobacco and drink. The oil duties, however,
revenue could best come from. There are averaged over the whole of consumer raise wider issues. I have already mentioned
many cogent arguments at this stage in expenditure. This is signicantly less than the general case for measures which will
favour of Value-AddedTax. the average in the European Community. help us to meet the growing and undoubt-
First, large areas of consumer expendi- The yield from the increase to 15 percent ed need to conserve oil.
ture, in fact about half the total, are not is estimated at £ 2.035bn in 1979-8(] and At a time when there is a worldwide
chargeable to VAT. Food, children's £ 4.175bn in a full year. Thus it will pro. shortage of crude oil it is essential that we

clothes, heating and light, public transport, vide scope for further direct tax reductions should play our full part in achieving the
house prices and rents are all zero rated. in later years. The relatively small size of 5 percent reduction in consumption to
Second, poorer households tend to spend the yield this yer reflects the loss of over which the previous Government rightly
proportionately more of their income on two months' revenue between April and committed us.

such zero-rated goods. This means that, the present, and the time lag allowed to I therefore propose to increase all the
unlike most indirect taxes, VAT is not traders before they pay over VAT re- main oil duties this year. In the particular
regressive. ceipts to the authorities -- an average of case of petrol, the VAT increase from
Third, by comparison with taxes such as over three months. 1212 percent to 15 percent will be smaller
those on alcohol and tobacco, VAT is I have referred to the helpful contribu- than for many other items. With this in
much more broadly based. tion this gap provides towards improving mind I propose to increase the petrol duty
Fourthly, there is a real opportunity for liquidity. For as these funds build up in by 7p a gallon -- which will result in a

simplifying the operation of the tax by traders' hands, they provide a substantial total price change of about lOp a gallon.
' having one rate instead of two. boost to the liquidity of the firms and I also propose to increase the duty on
' In his speech on May 22, the rt. hon. companiesconcerned. derv by the same sum, 7p a gallon, and the

gentleman, the Member for Leeds East, Concern has been expressed that an in- duty on heavy oil other than derv, by p. I
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am not, however, increasing the duty for TAXATION OF CAPITAL TAXATIONOF BUSINESS PROFITS
burning oil and for domestic paraffin, REPEAL OF COMMUNITY LAND ACT
which is the oil used most commonly in I now turn to the taxation of prots. A
the home, particularlyby pensioners. We made it clear in our manifesto that we vigorous, profitable and expanding com-

were determined to make the taxation of pany sector is essential if we are to rebuild
capital simpler and less oppressive. The this country's prosperity. Profitability has
objection to Capital Gains Tax in its pre- dropped sharply in recent years and the

NO INCREASE OF CAR TAX sent form is that most of the yield comes rate of return on capital employed is now
from paper gains arising from inflation. far too low. This is especially true of

The yield from these excise duty changes The tax is, therefore, a capricious and manufacturingindustry.
is estimated at an additional £ 525m in a sometimes savage levy on the capital itself. Without higher profits we shall not see

full year, £ 400m in 1979-80. The imme. The Capital Transfer Tax, despite the the new investment and jobs which are so

diate increase in the RPI will be about one improvements secured in the last Parlia- urgently needed. Achieving those profits
quarter of 1 percent. ment by constant pressure from the Con- is very largely the task of managementand
In view of the increase I am proposing in servative benches, is oppressive, harmful workpeople. The Government can help or

the road fuel duties I have decided to make to business, and a real deterrent to initia- hinder them, and this is no time to add to
no change in the rate of vehicle excise tive and enterprise. the difficulties that they face by raising ,

duty. Our predecessors announced their It is perfectly natural that people should taxes on profits still further.
intention of abolishing the duty on petrol want to build up capital of their own and Against that background I propose no

driven vehicles. pass it on to their children; this is parti- change this year in the general system or

As my Rt. Hon. Friend, the Minister of cularly true of the small business proprie- in the rates of CorporationTax. Nor would

Transport, has already said, we are review- tor. it be right to make any major changes in

ing the future of this duty and we shall The issues involved in both of these the system of company taxation without
announce our conclusions in due course. taxes re difficult and complex. I have, careful consultation in advance.
For heavier goods vehicles, my Rt. Hon. therefore, decided that we should not Looking further ahead, however, it is
Friend will be announcing plans for attempt to deal with them in the coming important that the tax system should take

restructuring the form of this tax. Finance Bill -- abbreviated as it is bound account of the effects of inflation on busi-
Before I leave the subject of motor cars,

to be -- but should press ahead with a nesses, and do so in a way that is reason-

there is a particular issue I need to deal thorough study, with a view to legislation ably objective, equitable and simple to
with. There is a weakness in the present le- on all these matters at an early date. administer.

gislation on capital allowances which en- There is, however, one specic issue on The Government will therefore be review-
ables leased cars to avoid the special rules which legislation is required in order to ing this matter along with the accountancy
restrictingallowances for business cars. hold the present position. I propose to profession's latest proposals for current
This has resulted in a loss of tax which extend for a further two years the period cost accounting. I am arranging for the
is currently running at about £ 175m a for CTT transitional relief for capital Inland Revenue to consult the account-

year; and which could well rise to £ 200m distributions from discretionary trusts and ancy profession and business later in the
next year if I take no action. I propose to defer for two years the introduction of year.
to put this right with effect from today. the periodic charge. I need however to deal now with the

The Development Land Tax, however, is question of stock relief. The Finance Bill
a very different matter and calls for im- will include legislation to honour the
mediate action. This tax has combined undertaking which my predecessor gave

PETROLEUM REVENUE TAX with the Community Land Act to prevent last year, and which we supported, to write
much worthwhile development and to off the deferred tax liabilities arising from

I turn next to petroleum revenue tax. increase unemploymentin the construction stock relief given for the first two years of
The previous Government announced last industries. We have already said that we the scheme -- 1973-74 and 1974-75; and
August that they proposed to increase this will repeal the Community Land Act. thereafter to write off these liabilities in
tax from January 1, 1979. These proposals I propose now to deal with the Develop- respect of each subsequentyear, after they
were discussed very fully by the last ment Land Tax. In place of the present have been outstanding for six years.
Government with the industry and we rates of 662/3 percent and 80 percent, In addition, following consultations
ourselves have had representations about which the previous Government intended which the Inland Revenue have had with
them, which we have carefully considered. should rise to 100 percent, I propose that industry, I am proposing two further
I have judged them now against the Development Land Tax will in future be changes in the stock relief scheme. I in-

background of recent rises in the price of charged at a single rate of 60 percent. tend to reduce the profit restriction for
oil. On that basis, the original package of unincorporated businesses from 15 percent
PRT proposals for giving the Government The amount of development value which to 10 percent; and all businesses will be
more revenue from the North Sea is now

can be realised in a financial year without given greater flexibility in the amount of

fully justified. liability to Development Land Tax will be relief they can claim. Both these changes
There will accordingly be provisions in raised from £ 10,000 to £ 50,000. Both will be of particular benet to small
the Finance Bill to implement t. I also these changes take effect for disposals businesses.

made on or after today.propose, however, to introduce some Details of the stock relief and car leasing
I do not propose to make any further

changes in the PRT expenditure rules for proposals will be given in Inland Revenue
which the industry have been pressing for reductions in rate; and the generous in- Notices which I am making available in the
some time. And the British National Oil crease in the exempt slice should mean Vote Office.
Corporation will no longer be xempted that it will not need early revision. I now come to dividend control. If in-
from PRT. Owners of development land will, there- dustry is to flourish it needs not only
':These proposals will increase the Govern- fore, have no reason for holding back in adequate profits but a vigorous capital
ment's revenue from the North Sea (at the hope of further tax reductions. What market to provide funds for investment
1978 prices) by about £ lOOm this year, I have said today should remove the major and expansion. The control of dividends
and by about £ 1,800m over the period uncertainties which have been hanging has now outlived its purpose. The control '

to 1985. over the market. will accordingly come to an end when the
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existing legislation expires on July 31. The top rate of 60 percent on earned was £ 4,000. This year I propose raising
We on this side of the House have con- income I now propose fulls our commit- it to £ 5,000, more than twice the increase
sistently championed the cause of smaller ment to rduce the top rate to the Euro- proposed in the April Finance Act.
businesses. So I also propose to raise this pean average. For example, the top rate in Second, I propose raising the threshold
year the qualifying prot limits for the France is 60 percent. In Germany, it is for the investment income surcharge. The
small companies rate of corporation tax -- 56 percent. In the United States, it is only justication for retaining the surcharge is
to the gures of £ 60,000 at the lower end 50 percent. itself debatable. Certainly there can be no

and of £ 100,000 at the upper end. This The new top rate will still be reached at argument but that it bites at far too low
will go some way further than is necessary an income level which is lower and in some a level of income. Almost half the sur-

to maintain their real value. instances significantly lower than is com- charge is paid by people over 65.
mon elsewhere. This is a matter to which This is moreover a tax which falls with
we may meed to return on a future occa- particular severity on those who have had

MAJOR REDUCTION OF INCOME TAX sion. to make provision for their retirement out

So, while the reductions I propose are of their savings and have no occupational
In the tax eld, however, there is one substantial, they are no more than the pensions to fall back on.

measure that will do more than anything circumstancesrequire. The undue severity of the tax was re-

I else to encourage smaller businesses -- They will still in general leave people in cognised by the previous Government. But
indeed businesses of every size. That is the top income groups more highly taxed they introduced no more than palliatives,
a major reduction in the burden of income than people in corresponding positions in in the form f a reduced rate applied to

tax. other industrialised countries. We have to the first slice of income liable to the sur-

That brings me to the keystone of our compete with such countries, not only in charge and a slightly higher threshold for

policy. Excessve rates of income tax bear the sale of goods and services, but in those over 65.
a heavy responsibility for the lack-lustre attracting and retaining the talent required I propose instead to raise the threshold

performance of the Brtish economy. We to run our industry efciently and profit- to
'

£ 5,000 for everyone; the rate above

need, therefore, to cut ncome tax at all ably and thereby provide employment that level will remain at 15 percent. This
levels. opportunities that our people so desperate- approach combines a considerable sim-
For the reasons I have already explained, ly need. plication of the tax with a measure of
I cannot do as much this year as I should We have over the years spent too much justice that is long overdue.
haue liked, and I cannot do as much as s time and effort trying to level down. Third, ]: propose to implement imme-
needed. But, although it is only a first This is no good to anybody. It is much diately our election pledge to war widows.

instalment, there shouM be no doubt in more important to have a successful and Provision will be made in the Finance

anyone's mind that this Budget marks a prosperous society. And we cannot have a Bill to exempt their pensions entirely from

turningpoint. successful and prosperous society without tax.
I begin with the higher rates of tax. The successful and prosperous individuals. I come finally to the basic rate. For the

upper rates no longer affect only those on But it is not only at the top of the income great majority of taxpayers -- some 21m in

very high incomes. They apply to senior range that the burden of income tax is all -- it is the basic rate which determines
executives and middle managers in industry particularly oppressive. The same is true their tax liability. It is the basic rate (plus,
and increasingly to skilled workers: as well for those on the lowest taxable incomes, of course, the National Insurance Contri-
as to professional people and the proprie- where the tax system can help to ensure butions) which represent the deterrent
tors of small businesses. These are the that some people are actually better off effect of tax on additional earning --

people upon whom so many of our hopes out of work. whether those extra earnings come from
for initiative, greater enterprise and na- overtime, or greater productivity, or

tional prosperity must depend. reflect greater skill or the rewards of
It is universally recognised that the pre- INCREASEOF TAX THRESHOLDS promotion.
sent top rate of 83 percent on earned Everywhere one meets complaint and
income is an absurdity. The rate of 98 per- That is the importance of the tax thres. criticism that income tax erodes differen-
cent on investment income is even worse. holds, to which I turn next. The increases tials, reduces the rewards of skilled workers
Such rates bring in very little revenue. proposed in the April Finance Act, which and discourages effort, initiative and
But they kill incentive and are patentlY were not of course implemented, were responsibility. This year I propose taking
unjust. Some members of the previous plainly inadequate. I propose to double a rst and signicant step to deal with
Government recognised this. But they did these increases. This means that the amount these complaints by reducing the rate from
nothing about it. I now propose an overdue a single person can earn tax-free will go up, 33 percent to 30 percent. Our long-term
measure of reform. not by £ 90, but by £ 180. aim should surely be to reduce the basic

The married allowance will go up, not by rate of income tax to no more than 25 per-
£ 140, but by £ 280. A single person's cent.

REDUCTIONOF TOP RATES tax-free earnings will thus go up by nearly The total cost of these income tax reduc-
£ 3.50 a week. The amount that a married tions, including the cost of increases in

The top rate on earned income will be cut man can earn tax-free will go up by £ 5.38 personal allowances proposed in April but
from the present 83 percent to 60 percent. a week. And these increases in personal not implemented at the time, will be

This new top rate will apply to taxable allowances are quite apart from the change £ 4.54bn in a full year. The lion's share, no

income over £ 25,000. that I have in mind for the basic rate of less han £ 3.46bn or over three-quarters
At the other end of the higher rate scale, tax. of the total, represents the cost of in-

the present threshold of £ 8,000 is too I have in fact three other changes to creasing the personal allowances and re-

low. I propose raising it to £ 10,000. Even propose before I come to that. First, to ducing the basic rate. The cost this year
at this gure the starting point for taxation help the elderly, the age allowance will of all the income tax changes will be
at higher rates will be no higher in real be raised by £ 240 for the single person £ 3.5bn.
terms than it was in 1973. Between and £ 380 for the married person.
£ 10,000 and £ 25,000 I propose a new These again are double the figures pro-

MORE INCOME TO SPEND

scale of rates less steeply progressive than posed in the April Finance Act. Last year, As a result of the increase in the tax
the old scale. the income limit for the full age allowance thresholds 1.3m people who would other-
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wise have paid tax this year will not be simply end up by threatening jobs and The Finance Act, 1979, increased the ad-

required to do so. The number of people putting firms -- on whom jobs depend -- ditional personal allowance from £ 550 to

paying tax at the higher rates would have out of business. £ 600. It is now proposed to increase it
been 1.2m: this will be virtually halved, further to £ 650.

to 650,000. THE GOVERNMENTFINANCIAL The Finance Act, 1979, also increased the
The number liable to the investment STATEMENT age allowance for the single person from
income surcharge will be reduced to about £ 1,300 to £ 1,420, for the married from

a third of what it would have been -- from INLAND REVENUE £ 2,075 to £ 2,265, and the age allowance

850,000 to 300,000. All these changes income limit from £ 4,000 to £ 4,400. It
iS now proposed that these levels be fur-

will simplify administrationand reduce the Income Tax
ther increased to £ 1,540, £ 2,455 and

work load on the Inland Revenue. The Finance Act, 1979, increased the sin-
£ 5,000, respectively.gle person's allowance and the maximum

The changes in allowances will be imple- wife's earned income relief from £ 985 to It is proposed to extend the basic rate band
mented for most taxpayers on the first £ 1,075 and the married allowance from by £ 2,000 to £ 9,250 (reduced, as appro-
pay day after July 12. The reduction in the £ 1,535 to £ 1,675. It is now proposed priate, by any wife's earnings charged
rates of tax will be given effect as soon as that these allowances be further increased at the lower rate), and to reduce the basic
new tax tables are ready in October. to £ 1,165 and £ 1,815, respectively. rate of tax from 33 percent to 30 percent.
A full year's income tax reductions will
be received even though my Budget is

being presented two months or more after
the start of the year. EFFECTS OF THE BUDGET
On this basis the income tax changes
mean that for the married couple where The effects shown are direct effects: i.e. the difference between the yields of pre-Budget and

the husband earns £ 100 a week, which is post-Budget tax rates at the same levels of income and activity. The expenditure tax figures do,
however, allow for the effects of relative price changes on the composition of consumers' ex-

close to average earnings, there will be an pediture.
increase in take-home pay averaged over

the remainder of the nancial year of Forecast Forecast
over £4a week. for for

The increases in VAT and petrol duty will 1979-80 a full year
increase average family expenditure by £m £m

about £ 2.75. So that, taking both the
direct and indirect tax changes into ac-

INLAND REVENUE

count, the average family will be about
Income tax

£ 1.30 per week better off. I ncrease in single allowance by £ 180 and married
Similarly, where the husband earns £ 60 allowance by £ 280 - 1,541 (a) - 1,845 (a)................

per week there will be a real gain of over I ncrease in additional personal allowance by
75p a week, whil the position of the £ 100 ........................ 11 (a) 13 (a)- -

couple on £ 150 per week will improve Increase in age allowance by £ 240 (single) and

by nearly £2a week. £ 380 (married) and in income limit ....... 168 (a) 210 (a)- -

These reductions in the burden of income Reduction of 3p in basic rate .............
- 1,288 - 1,395

tax, which are as substantial as they are
Extension of basic rate band by £ 2,000 ......

- 158 - 200
- --

unprecedented, mean that wage and salary Changes in higher rate thresholdsand rates .... 305 662
I ncrease in investment income surcharge thres-

earners will have more money in their holds 22 201- --

.........................

pockets to buy the goods and services Exemption of child dependencyallowance - 5 - 6.

they help to produce. Exemption of war widows' pensions ........ 4 6- -

True, the prices of a good many of these Stock relief: reduction in profit restriction ... NiI 30 (b)--

goods and services will be increased by my
tax proposals. But we have done every- Income tax and corporation tax

thing we can to ensure that every family in Stock relief: write-off ................. Nil -- 25 (c)

the land will have more money coming in Stock relief: partial claims . NiI Negligible
Capital allowances: leased cars NiI + 200 (d)

to pay the increased bills. And what is
............

more, the choice of the way they spend Corporation tax
their income will rest increasingly with Decrease in rate of ACT to 3/7ths of the amount

people, and not with Government. of the dividend .................. 190 (e)-

These changes represent only the first Increase in limits for small company relief ..... 6 11- -

stage in the major reduction in the burden
of direct taxation that we are determined Petroleum revenuetax

to make. Increase in rate and reduction of uplift ....... + 110 + 130 (f)

I emphasise this point particularly for
Reduction of oil allowance .............. + 20 + 20 (g)
Relief for certain expenditure incurred after

those who will be involved in pay bargain- the oil is landed - 20 11 (h)
I

.

ing in the year ahead. Removal of exemption of British National OiI
Take-home pay will be substantially in- Corporation ..... NiI Nil

creased by these unprecedented cuts in
income tax. This will more than make good Developmentland tax

the price effects of higher spending taxes. Reduction in rate and increase in exempt

Any further attempts to cover those price amount ....................... 2 - 10 (i)

effects by higher pay claims will be utterly
self-defeating. The money will simply not Capital transfer tax

Extension of transitional period for discretionary
be there to finance higher pay as well as trusts Negligible NI (j).

lower income tax.
Any attempt to have it both ways will TOTAL INLAND REVENUE ....... 3,590 4,275- -
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CUSTOMSAND EXCISE for PRT from lm long tons to hm metric
tonnes a year, and to reduce the cumula-

Valueadded tax tive limit of .10m tons per field to 5m
metric tonnes.Unification of rate at 15 percent ........... + 2,035 (k) + 4,175 (k)
It is proposed to extend relief for expen-Excise duties diture to allow relief for expenditure

Increase in rate of duty on light oil, etc........ + 280 (I) + 375 (i) incurred beyond the point at which oil
I ncrease in rate of duty on heavy oil for use is first landed in the United Kingdom and

in road vehicles ................... + 80 + 100 up to the point at which oil is valued for
I ncrease in effective rate of rebatable oil duty... + 40 + 50 the purposes of PRT. It is proposed to
Variations in rates of duty on cigarettes . Negligible Negligible remove the British National Oil Corpora-

tion's exemption from PRT for chargeableTOTAL CUSTOMS AND EXCISE . + 2,435 + 4,700 periods nding after 30 June 1979.

Total Changes in Taxation .......... 1,155 + 425 Development land tax
-

It is proposed that development value
(a) Costs include the cost of revalorisation of allowances in the finance Act 1979 (£ 866m in realised from the disposal of an interest

1979-80 and £ 1,042m in a full year). in land on or after 12 June 1979 should
(b) The cost in 1980-81 will be£10m. be charged at 60 percent and that the
c) The cost in 1980-81 will be£20m. amount of develbpment value realised ind) The field in 1980-81 will be £ 175m.

a financial year which is exempt frome) Increases subsequent liabilities to mainstream corporation tax. development land tax should be increasedf) Petroleum revenue tax + £ 270m; corporation tax - £ 140m. from £ 10,000 to £ 50,000 respectsas
g) Petroleum revenue tax + £ 40m; corporation tax - £ 20m. disposals from the date.same
h) Petroleum revenue tax - £ 22m; corporation tax + £ 11 m.

(i) DLT - £ 13m; capital gains tax and corporation tax + 83m; in addition, there will be a Capital transfer tax
loss of benefit to net of tax bodies amounting to £ 1 m in 1979-80 and £ m in a full year. It is proposed to extend for a further two(j) The cost in 1980-81'will be £ 2Om. the period during which transitional

(k) VAT + £ 2,135m in 1979-80 and + £ 4,305m in a full year; excise duties and car tax
years
relief is available for distributions from£ 100m in 1979-80 and £ 130m in a full year.- -

discretionary trusts, and to postpone for(I) Oil duty + £ 265m in 1979-80 and + £ 345m in a full year; VAT + £ 15m in 1979-80 two years the introduction of the peri-and + £ 30m in a full year. odic charge oh discretionary trusts.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE

It is proposed to abolish the higher rates of Income tax and corporation tax Surcharges and rebates in respecttax above 60 percent and to increase the It is proposed to write off the balance of of excise dutieswidth of the remaining higher rate bands. stock relief still outstanding for 1973-74 It is proposed to extend for furthera yearAs a consequence of these changes, the and 1974-75 and to introduce provisions the existing under Section 1 of thestructure of personal tax rates in operation to write off so much of the relief for each powers
Excise Duties (Surcharges or Rebates)in 1979-80 will be: subsequent year as has not been recovered Act 1979 which enable the Treasury byafter a period of six years. Order to impose a surcharge or allow aBands of Taxable Income

It is proposed to allow businesses to claim rebate in respect of those excise duties to
£ Percent less than the full amount of stock relief which the Section applies.

due.0- 750 ........ 25
Value added tax751 - 10,000 30 It is proposed to introduce provisions.........

It is proposed that from 18 June 1979 the10,001 - 12,000 40 under which expenditure incurred after........

8 percent rate of value added tax should12,001 - 15,000 45 June 12, 1979, on cars acquired for long-........

be increased to 15 percent.15,001 - 20,000 50 term leasing will generally cease to qualify........

20,001 - 25,000 55 for the 100 percent first year allowance. It is proposed that from 18 June 1979 the........

over 25,OOO ........ 60 121 percent rate of value added tax should
Corporation tax cease to have effect and that the goods and

It is proposed that the investment income It is proposed that advance corporation tax services subject to it should be chargeable
surcharge for 1979-1980should be charged for 1979-80 should be payable at the rate at the 15 percent rate.
at the single rate of 15 percent, and that of three-sevenths of the amount of the It is proposed to amend the law so that thethe threshold should be £ 5,000 for all distribution. 15 percent rate of value added tax tax willtaxpayers. It is proposed for the financial year 1978 not apply in respect of charges to tele-
Following the withdrawal of child tax to increase the lower and upper limits' for phone subscribers on computer-produced
allowances in the Finance Act, 1979, it is the small companies rate of corporation tax invoices which include a rental charge
proposed to re-define the qualifyingcondi- tax from £ 50,000 and £ 85,000 to £ for a rental quarter commencing before
tions for additional personal allowance and 60,000 and £ 100000 respectively. 1 November 1979.
to repeal Section 13, Income and Corpora- It is proposed to amend the law so thattion Taxes Act, 1970 (child-minderrelief). Petroleum revenue tax goods and services supplied before the dateIt is also proposed that the child depen- It is proposed to increase the rate of petro- of the increase in the rate of value addeddency allowance received by widows and leum revenue tax (PRT) from 45 percent tax will not attract the increased rate ofcertain other social security beneficiaries to 60 percent for chargeable periods tax solely because the time of supply forshould be wholly exempt from income ending after December 31, 1978. It is also VAT is after the rate of taxpurposes newtax. proposed to reduce the uplift in respect of has into effect.come
It is proposed that war widows' pension certain qualifying expenditure from 75
should be wholly exempt from income percent to 35 percent, subject to transi- Hydrocabon oil duties
tax. tional provisions for expenditure under It is proposed, from 6 p.m. on 12 June

contracts entered into before January 1, 1979, to increase:It is proposed to reduce the profit restric- 1979.
tion in calculating the amount of stock (a) the rate of duty on light hydrocarbon
relief from 15 percent to 10 percent. It is proposed to reduce the oil allowance oil, petrol substitutes and spirits used
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for power methylated spirits by 1.5p (d) the rate of duty on gas used as road (a) to ncrease the specific element n
a litre; fuel by 0.75p a litre. the duty by £ 2.77 per 1,000 ciga-

(b) the rate of duty on heavy hydrocarbon rettes, and
oil for use as road fuel by .5p a litre; (b) to reduce the ad ualorem element

(c) the effective rate of duty borne by Tobacco .: .. from 30 percent to 21 percent of the
rebatable oils (except kerosene used It is, proposed a from 13 August 1979 to . retail price.
other than as aviation fuel) by O.llp vary th rate of tobacco products duty
a litre; on cigarettes as follows:

CJVJA-VE \ DEX-979 \os.- -6-
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law aspects of the so-called civil law company under Austrian
law. (B 101.784)

EUROPE
DIE GMBH & CO KG

COMPANY LAW IN EUROPE By P. Meinhardt
By Walther Kastner and Manfred Straube. Vienna, Wirtschafts-
verlag Anton Orac, 1978. 64 pp. Second edition. By P. Meinhardt.Hants, Gower Press, 1979. $ 62.-.
Monograph on the characteristics and the civil law consequences New second edition of loose-leaf publication on company law in
and aspects of the limited partnership (with a limited liability European countries: Austria, Denmark, France, German Federal
company as active partner) under Austrian law. (B. 101.783) Republic, Italy, Jersey, Liechtenstein, the Netherlands, Sweden,

Switzerland. The material will be updated by supplements.
(B. 101. 772)

BELGIUM
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS IN EUROPE 1976

L'ALMANACHDU CONTRIBUABLE1979
A review of employee benefit practice in 16 countries.

Elsevier. Le guide complet de l'impt des personnes physiques By David Callund. London, Employment Conditions Abroad,
1979 pour remplir la dclaration simplifie, la dclaration com- Ltd./Callund & Company, Ltd., 1976. 270 pp.
plte, la dclaration des non-rsidents. By A. Wiams and R. Monograph dealing with the social security systems and supple-
Schollaert. Brussels, Elsevier Squoia, 1979.168 pp., Bfr. 220. mentary private plans in 16 European countries. The topics
Annual tax almanac providing information for filing 1979 in- covered include social security contributions, retirement

, dividual income tax on 1978 income. A Dutch edition is avail- pensions, disability benefits, unemployment benefits, private
' able. (B.101,795) plans and their tax treatment. The countries comprise Austria,
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Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, German Federal Republic, INDIA
Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. GUIDELINESFOR INDUSTRIES 1978-79
(B. 101.773)

Part II. Scope and Prospects. New Delhi, Government of India,
Department of Industrial Development, Ministry of Industry,
1978. 148 pp.
Second part of guide dealing with the profiles of various in-

FRANCE dustries in India. (B. 51.247)

FINANCESPUBLIQUES;DROIT FISCAL
IRELAND

Troisime dition. By Franois Deruel. Paris, Dalloz, 1978. 191
pp., Ffr. 24.-. IRISH INCOME TAX AND CORPORATIONTAX
Third edition of textbook on public finance with emphasis on tax
law. (B. 101.757) lOth Edition. By F.N. Kelly and K.S. Carmichael. London, HFL

(Publishers Ltd.), 1978. 414 pp., £ 15.50.
LES IMPOTS EN FRANCE Description of the law and practice of income tax and corpora-

tion tax in Ireland based on the consolidated income tax act of \
Trait pratique de la fiscalit franaise, et plus particulirement 1967 and the corporation tax act of 1976 as amended up to the
des impts dus par les entreprises. 10e Edition. Finance Act 1977. (B. 101.786)
By Claude Gambier. Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1978. 519
pp., Ffr. 78,50.
Tenth revised edition of practical tax handbookwith emphasis on THE NETHERLANDS
the taxes levied on enterprises in France. (B. 101.756)

HET BELASTINGABC 1979
L'INTERESSEMENTDU PERSONNEL

9de Jaarlijkse editie. Amsterdam, Annoventura, 1978. 160 pp.,Edition jour au ler janvier 1979. By C. Bruno and J.M. Dil. 8,50.Lavallart. Paris, Lamy S.A., 1979. 188 pp. Ninth annual edition of guide providing information for filingComplementary monograph to Lamy Social and Lamy Fiscal 1978 income tax return. (B. 101.779)which updates, as of January 1,1979, the employees'engagement
in the expansion of business enterprises in connection with DE BELASTINGKRANT1979
general, social and fiscal aspects as provided by French law.
(B. 101.794) Amsterdam,Annoventura, 1979. 71 pp., Dfl. 3.95.

Annual publication providing information for filing 1978 in-
LAMY FISCAL dividual income tax returns. (B. 101.760)
Tome I: taxes sur le chiffre d'affaires; enregistrement et timbre; COMPENDIUMVAN HET NEDERLANDSINTERNATIONAAL
fiscalit immobilire;impts directs locaux. BELASTINGRECHT
Tome II: impts directes d'Etat; contrle, contentieux,pnalits.
Paris, Lamy S.A., 1979. 826 + 1006 pp., Ffr. 635.58. Deel I: Belastingennaar inkomen en vermogen. By A. van Keulen.
Annual publication containing an explanation of French tax Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 336 pp., Dfl. 59,-.
legislation. Supplements are issued regularly in order to keep the Part one of a compendium describing the general principles
two volumes up to date. (B. 101.792/793) governing Netherlands international tax law with regard to in-

dividual income tax, net wealth tax and corporate income tax.
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: FRANCE Part two (to be released in the future) will deal with the provi-

sions of comprehensivedouble taxation treaties concluded by the
Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development, Netherlands. (B. 101.781)1979. 63 pp., Ffr. 12,-. (B. 101.771)

FISCAALMEMO
LA TVA

January 1979. Deventer, Kluwer, 1979. 74 pp., Dfl. 14.50.
By Georges Egret. Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1978. Revised edition providing practical information in a nutshell
126 pp. concerning tax provisions and such related subjects as social
Monograph in the series Que sais-je on the value added tax contributions, of January 1, 1979. (B. 101.769)security as
viewed from its historical, technical and economic aspects.
(B. 101.753)

NIGERIA

INVESTMENTINCENTIVESAND TAXATION: NIGERIA
GERMANY (FED. REP.)

London, Touche Ross International, 1978. 20 pp.
HAFTUNGFR STEUERSCHULDEN Short study of the major provisions relating to investment in-

centives, taxation, business entities and exchange control.
By Helmar Fichtelmann.- Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1979. (B. 101.959)79 pp., DM 19.70.
Brochure on the provisions under the new 1977 Fiscal Code
concerningliability for tax debts. (B. 101.788)

PUERTO RICO
SCHACHTELBETEILIGUNGBEI DER KRPERSCHAFT-
STEUER,VERMGENSTEUERUND GEWERBESTEUERIN ASPECTOS MAS IMPORTANTES DEL SISTEMA TRIBU-
NATIONALERUND INTERNATIONALERSICHT TARIO DE PUERTO RICO

By Ulrich Moebus. Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1979. San Juan, Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico, Departamento
134 pp., DM 27,50.Explanationof the national and international de Hacienda, 1979. 131 pp.
aspects of the affiliation privilege for purposes of the corporate Summary explaining the most important aspects of the tax
income tax, the net worth tax and the business tax. (B. 101.787) system in Puerto Rico. (B. 15.854)
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SPAIN Annual guide for filing 1978 income tax returns by corporations,
partnershipsand estates and trusts. (B. 101.713)

SUCESIONES,TRANSMISIONESPATRIMONIALESY CTOS
JURIDICOS DOCUMENTADOS

ETATS-UNIS

Madrid, Boletn Oficial del Estado, 1978. 900 pp. Le systme fiscal amricain; la convention fiscale franco-amri-The taxation of inheritances,property transfer, and contracts and
caine est application France et Etats-Unis.other legal documents. Texts of the laws, decrees and rulings.

son en aux
Dossiers Internationaux Francis Lefebvre. Paris, Editions Francis(B. 101.755) Lefebvre, 1978. 208 pp., Ffr. 42.06.Monograph on the com-

prehensive double taxation treaty between France and the USA

UNITEDKINGDOM and its application in France and in the USA. The tax system in
the USA is dealt with separately. (B. 101.750)

COMPANYLAW

FEDERALESTATE AND GIFT TAXES EXPLAINEDFourth edition. By Robert R. Pennington. London, Butterworths,
1979. 874 pp. Including estate planning. 1979 Edition. Chicago, CommerceRevised fourth edition of textbook on U.K. company law and Clearing House, Inc., 1979. 349 pp., $ 7.-.other important statutes affecting company law. The material is Revised annual handbook explaining federal estate and gift taxesupdated as of August 1,1978. (B. 101.777) as affected by amendments including the Revenue Act of 1978.
A DICTIONARYOF TAX DEFINITIONS (B. 101.776)

By G.V. Hart. London, MarchmontPublications, Ltd., 1978. HAWAII INCOME PATTERNS 1979Loose-leaf publication comprising statutory and non-statutory
definitions and colloquial expressions used in the U.K. tax law. Honolulu, Tax Research and Planning Office, Department ofReferences to sources of the definitions are appended. Taxation, 1978.67 pp.(B. 101.770) Annual report on income patterns of corporationsdoing business

in Hawaii derived from data reported on income tax returns for

U.S.A. fiscal years ended between January 1, 1975 and December 31,
1975. (B. 101.798)

BITTKER AND EUSTICE'S FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION
OF CORPORATIONSAND SHAREHOLDERS OTA PAPERS

Third Edition. 1978 Cumulative Supplement, No. 3. By James E. Compilationof OTA Papers. Volume I. OTA Papers 1-25.
Eustice. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1978. 450 pp. Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, Departmentof the Treasury,This cumulative supplement brings the 3rd edition of Bittker and 1978. 700 pp.
Eustice's Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Share- Volume I contains the first 25 OTA Papers on the influence of
holders up to date by annotations through October 1978. the tax system on the U.S. economy and includes such studies as:
(B. 101.790) The effects of the asset depreciation range system on deprecia-

tion practices by Thomas Vasquez; Issues in the taxation of
COMPLETE INTERNALREVENUE CODE of 1954 petroleum and natural gas income by Seymour Fiekowsky;

Taxation of western enterprises in selected European socialist
January 1, 1970 edition. Includingchanges made by the Revenue countries by Paul Jones; Tax barriers to technology transfers
Act of 1978 and other late laws of the 95th congress. by G.N. Carlson and G.C. Hufbauer. (B. 101.774)Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979. 2500 pp.
Full text of the Code, including provisions on income and with-
holding taxes, estate and gift taxes, employment taxes, returns, SUBSTITUTING A VALUE ADDED TAX FOR THE CORPO-
assessments, collection, refunds, procedure and administration, RATE INCOME TAX
public charities, alcohol, tobacco and all other excise taxes.
(B 101.754) First-round analysis. By Stephen P. Dresh, An-Loh Lin and David

K. Stout. Cambridge, Ballinger Publishing Company, 1977.
National Bureau of Economie Research, Fiscal Studies, No. 15.

CORPORATION - PARTNERSHIP - FIDUCIARY FILLED-IN 213 pp.TAX RETURN FORMS Study examining the substitution of a value added tax of the
consumption type for the U.S. corporate income tax and its

1979 Edition. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1979. probable affects on prices resulting from the tax substitution.
128 pp., $ 3.50.. (B 101.789)
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Loose-Leaf Services
Received betweenMay 1 and May 31, 1979

AUSTRALIA STEUERLICHETABELLENSAMMLUNG CANADIAN INCOME TAX:

release 30 -- Revised
AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX- LAW Anton Orac, Vienna. release 55Wirtschaftsverlag Dr.
AND PRACTICE: Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.

Bulletin BELGIUM
--

releases 3,4 and 5 DOMINIONTAX CASES

Cases--

DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIEIN- releases 13 and 14
releases 5,6 and 7 ZAKE BTW/LE DOSSIERPERMANENT CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
Replacementpages--

DE LA TVA
releases 2 and 3

Butterworths,Pty., Ltd. Chatswood. release 105 FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN CANADA

Editions Service, Brussels. Report Bulletin

release 53
AUSTRIA FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE Prentice-Hall of Canada, Ltd., Scarbo-

VANDEWINCKELE rough.
DIE EINKOMMENSTEUER: Tome IV, release 50

Texte Tome V, release 36 PROVINCIAL SUCCESSION DUTY AND

release 13 Tome XIV, release 112 GIFT TAX SERVICE

Kommentar CED-Samsom, Brussels. reese 48--

release 14 Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. VAKCURSUSSEN
PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE

release 108

Ministry of Finance, Brussels. release 365
KOMMENTARZUM BEWERTUNGS-

Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
GESETZ

release 5 CANADA

Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. FRANCE
CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE

KOMMENTARZUM GEWERBESTEUER- REPORTS BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION
GESETZ release 118 PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS DIRECTS ET

release 11 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. DES DROITS D'ENREGISTREMENT

Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. release 2
CANADA TAX LETTER

Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
KOMMENTARZUM GRUNDERWERB- releases 302 and 303
STEUERGESETZ Rihard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL --

CODE GENERAL DES IMPOTSrelease 7

Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. CANADA TAX SERVICE - RELEASE
release 3

releases 232,233 and 234 Editions Techniques, Paris.
DIE STERREICHISCHENABGABEN- Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
GESETZE JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL --

CANADIANCURRENTTAX COMMENTAIRES-- IMPOTS DIRECTS
Textausgabe
releases 25 and 26 releases 15-19 release 117

Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. Butterworths, Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. Editions Techniques, Paris.
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GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC BELASTINGWETGEVING: UITSPRAKENV.D. TARIEFCOMMISSIE

Algemene wet inzake rijksbelastingen EN ANDERE RECHTSCOLLEGES--

ABC FHRER LOHNSTEUER release 15 INZAKE IN- EN UITVOER

release 95 -- Loonbelasting1964 release 2

Fachverlagfr Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht release 61 Kluwer, Deventer.
Schffer & Co., GmbH., Stuttgart.

-- Omzetbelasting(BTW) 1978
releases 3 and 4 VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE

DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS-- Vennootschapsbelasting--

ENCYCLOPEDIE
NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER releases 21 and 22

STEUERFLLE Noorduijn B.V., Arnhem.
-- Algemeendeel

releases 86 and 87
release 67

I CURSUS BELASTINGRECHT
-- Inkomstenbelasting1964

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. releases 264 and 265
release 40 -- Loonbelasting1964

RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS S. Gouda Quint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem. releases 172-175
STEUERRECHT -- Omzetbelasting1968

J EDITIE VAKSTUDIE BELASTING- release 66release 232 WETGEVING: Vermogensbelasting1964--

Forkel Verlag GmbH., Stuttgart.
Motorrijtuigenbelasting releases 52 and 53--

STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM release 5 Kluwer, Deventer.

GemeentelijkeBelastingene.a.--

releases 211 and 212 release 35
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Kluwer, Deventer.

NORWAY
STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD
KARTEIFORM

SKATTE-NYTTreleases 1716-1719
releases 327 and 328 FED, Deventer. A, release 4
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.

HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN
UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ UITVOER:
(MEHRWERTSTEUER)

Belastingheffingbij invoer--

G. Rau and E. Drrwachter releases 234 and 235 PERU
release 30

-- voorTarief invoerrechten
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. release 171 IMPUESTO A LA RENTA

Algemene wetgeving--

WORLD TAX SERIES -- GERMANY releases 58 and 59releases 77 and 78
REPORTS Editorial Ecnomiay Finanzas, Lima.Kluwer, Deventer.
release 118
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. KLUWERS FISCAALZAKBOEK

releases 137, 138 and 139 SWITZERLAND
Kluwer, Deventer.

INTERNATIONAL RECHTSBUCHDER SCHWEIZER
KLUWERS TARIEVENBOEK BUNDESSTEUERN

FISCALITE EUROPEENNE
release 211, release 65

release 1 Kluwer, Deventer. Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft AG,
Les Cahiers Fiscaux, Europens, Nice. Basel.

LEIDRAADBIJ DE BELASTING-
STUDIE

LIECHTENSTEIN
C. van Soest, A. Meering UNITED KINGDOM

STEUERN IN LIECHTENSTEIN releases 47 and 48
S. Gouda Quint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem. BRITISHTAX GUIDEEduard L. Hilti and Ren H. Melliger

release April 1979 OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN release 201
Grafos Verlag Aktiengesellschaft,Vaduz. BEROEP EN BEDRIJF Commerce Clearing House, Inc.,Chicago.

release 48 SIMON'S TAX CASES
S. Gouda Quint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

THE NETHERLANDS release 15, 16 and 17
Butterworth & Co., London.

DE SOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETTENDE BELASTINGGIDS

release 77 release 130 SIMON'S TAXES

S. Gouda Quint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Kluwer, Deventer.
release 35
Butterworth & Co., London.

BELASTINGWETGEVING STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF-
RECHTELIJKEWETTEN SIMON'STAX INTELLIGENCEEditie J.M.M. Creemers

,, releases 27 and 28 release 164 releases 16-19
S. Gouda Quint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Kluwer, Deventer. Butterworth & Co., London.
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U.S.A. FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS TAX IDEAS -- REPORT BULLETIN

releases 30-33 releases 9 and 10
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

FEDERALTAXES -- REPORT
BULLETIN FEDERALTAX TREATIES-- REPORT TAX TREATIES

releases 17-21 BULLETIN
release 327

Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs. release 4 Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL
FEDERALTAX GUIDE STATE TAX GUIDE OPERATIONS

releases 21-26 releases 689 and 690 releases 8 and 9
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

CUMULATIVE INDEX (continued from page 330) *

II. REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS Singapore:
Caribbean. Lee Fook Hong:
Readers' guide to the treaty of Chaguaramas Singapore's 1979 budget 181

establishingthe Caribbean Community 258 Budgetstatement 249

Egypt: South Africa:
Elizabeth de Brauw: Budget speech 1979 213
New tax measures 25

Sri Lanka:
India: Budget 1979 -- Extracts from the 1979
Depreciationon designs and blueprintspermitted Budget Speech 123

Extract of a decision of the KarnatakaHigh M.P. Dominic:
--

Court of July 13, 1978 83
Budget 1978/79 -- tax proposals 26

Union Budget 1979 -- Extracts from the 1979

Budget Speech 116 Thailand:

Kailash C. Khanna: Business tax replaces capital gains tax on private
India: Survey of current income and withholding share transactions 7
tax rates on income derived by foreign companies 251 Promotion of international trading companies 135

_

International: UnitedKingdom:
Convention de double imposition entre la Suisse Mr. Healey'scaretakerbudget 179
et la Belgique 65

Summary in English 65 Tax plans of the ConservativeParty 180--

H.W.P. Pepper: United States ofAmerica:

Tax glossary 35,86,230,285 Five percent withholdingrate denied to
Antilles holding 115

Ireland: Survey of the Federal Income Tax rates 14

Budget Speech 1979 -- Extract from the

proposals 130

Malaysia: III. CONFERENCEDIARY 39,81,137,191,240,265
Tax changes for 1979 -- Extract from the

Malaysia Budget for 1979 presented by the
Finance Minister 76

O.E.C.D.: IV. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Tax levels and structures in O.E.C.D. member
countries 28 Books 41,89,139,185,233,280

Loose-leafservices 47,94,142,189,237,283
Pakistan:

M.P. Dominic:
Towards an Islamic order in Pakistan:
Introductionof Islamic taxes (Zakat and Ushr) 183
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and

corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those
in foreign countries planning or doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This definitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessmanor corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa

without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'll also find:
1. The full official text of every existing treaty, supplementary treaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and

each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest

trends.
2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for

easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...

permits a single unified index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'11 make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Official reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and official material that affects

YOU.To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-
subscription to this unique
publicationat the low rate of ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...
only $120, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings giving you the latest judicial and official word on tax treaties.)
3,
, PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managingor

i, Englewood Cliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its
, :,I New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must - so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX
.U.S.A, TREATIES.
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of the August/September1979 issue

ALUN DAVIES ON IFA BULLETIN ............... .341 pagnies danoises qui sont dtenues ou controles par les compag-
The President of lFA urges IFA members to subscribe to the nies perolires trangres.
Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation.

DIE ANWENDUNG DES DEALING-AT-ARM'S-LENGTH-
ALUN DAVIES ET LE BULLETIN DE L'IFA PRINZIPS IM DANISCHEN RECHT -- Der spezielle Fall der

Le Prsident de l'IFA recommande aux membres de l'IFA de multinationalen lgesellschaften
souscrire au Bulletin de Documentation Fiscale Internationale. Der Verfasser untersucht den Paragraphen 12 des dnischen Ein-

kommensteuergesetzes, der von den dnischen Steuerbehrden
ALUN DAVIES BEZGLICH DES IFA BULLETINS als Grundlage zur Berichtung von Einknften jener dnischen
Der Prsident der IFA empfielt den IFA-Mitgliedern,das Bulletin Gesellschaften angezogen wird, die sich im Besitz auslndischer
for International Fiscal Documentationzu abonnieren. lgesellschaften befinden oder von solchen beherrscht werden.

WELCOME TO COPENHAGEN....................343 TAXES IN SCANDINAVIAAFFECTING
Mr. Aage Spang-Hanssenwelcomes the IFA members to the 33rd CORPORATIONS- A ComparativeStudy .352...........

IFA Congress in Copenhagen. Study comparing the corporate income tax and net worth tax as

weil as the value-added tax and other indirect taxes in Denmark,
BIENVENUEACOPENHAGUE Finland, Norway and Sweden.
Monsieur Aage Spang-Hanssensouhait Ia bienvenue au Danemark
aux membres de l'IFA l'occasion de leur 33ime Congrs LES IMPOTS SCANDINAVESSUR LES SOCIETES --

Copenhague. Etude comparative
Etude comparative des impts sur le revenu, la fortune, la valeur

WILLKOMMEN IN KOPENHAGEN ajoute et autres impts indirects au Danemark, en Finlande, en

Herr Aage Spang-Hanssen heisst die Teilnehmerdes33. IFA-Kon- Norvge et en Sude.

gresses in Dnemark herzlich willkommen.
BERBLICK BER DIE DIE KAPITALGESELLSCHAFTEN

Anders Andersen: IN SCANDINAVlEN BETREFFENDENSTEUERN-

Eine vergleichendeStudieTAXATION IN DENMARK ......................344
Diese Studie vergleicht sowohl die Krperschaftsteuerund Ver-The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation is proud to

publish an article -on recent Danish-tax--developments-by-theOa-- ----
. mgensteuer_wie_auchdie Mehrwertsteuer_und-andereirdirekte

Steuern in Dnemark, Finland, Norwegen und Schweden.nish Minister for Economic Affairs and of Taxes and Duties
which was especially written for this issue of the Bulletin.

TRANSFER PRICING AND MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISES- A new OECD Report 366IMPOSITION AU DANEMARK ..............

Le Bureau International de Documentation Fiscale a l'honneur
LA DETERMINATIONDES PRIX DE TRANSFERT ETde pouvoir publier un article du Ministre danois des Affaires Eco-
LES ENTREPRISES MULTINATIONALES Un nouveaunomiques, Impts et Droits portant sur es nouveaux dveloppe-

---

ments fiscaux au Danemark; cet article at rdig spcialement rapport de I'O.C.D.E.

pour ce numro.
VERRECHNUNGSPREISEUNDMULTINATIONALE

DIE BESTEUERUNG IN DNEMARK UNTERNEHMEN -- Ein neuer Bericht der OECD.

Das Internationale Steuerdokumentationsbro hat die Ehre, NORDIC COUNTRIES -- A selected bibliography 368einen Artikel des dnischen Ministers fr Wirtschaft, Steuern .... ..

und Abgaben ber die neuesten Entwicklungen im dnischen
PAYS NORDIOUES -- Bibliographieslectionne.Steuerrecht zu verffentlichen,der speziell fr diese Ausgabe des

Bulletins geschrieben wurde.
DIE NORDISCHENSTAATEN -- EineausgewhlteBibliographie.

J. Mazanti-Andersen: OECD STUDY - The taxation of wealth 374.............

DANISH RULES FOR DEALING AT ARM'S LENGTH -- Review of a recently publishedreport of the OECDdealing with
A special case for multi-national oil companies ..........347 various forms of capital taxation, includingannual wealth taxes,

The author discusses Section 12 of the Danish law which is being inheritanceand gift taxes and capitalgains taxes.

used by the Danish tax authorities to increase the income of Da-
nish companies which are owned or controlled by foreign oil ETUDE DE L'O.C.D.E. -- Imposition de a tortune
companies. Revue d'un ra)port de l'O.C.D.E, ptbli rcemment traitant des

diffr.tntes or,Tes d'inposition dudu capital y compris les impts
REGLES DANOISES SlJR LES OPERATIONSAT ARM'S anniels stir la fortune, taxes sur les successions et les donations
LENGTH --- Le cas F)articulier des corrpagnies ptrolires et les taxes sur les plus-values.
multinationales
L'auteur critique la section 12 de la loi danoise applique par les BER I CHT DER OECD - Die Besteuerugsdes Vermges-
aulorits fiscales danoises pour augmenter le reveru des com- Zusammenfassung eines krzlich von der OECD publizierteri Be-
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richts, der sich mit den verschiedenen Formen der Kapital-Be- Lee Fook Hong:
steuerung wie z. B. den jhrlichen Vermgensteuern, den Erb- SINGAPORE'S NEW TAX INCENTIVES 386............

schaft- und Schenkungsteuern sowie den capital-gains-Steuern' Recent legislation introduced tax incentives for international
(Besteuerungvon Verusserungsgewinnen)beschftigt. trade, warehousing and the rendering of certain services as well

as an investmentdeduction.

Dr. Franz Helbich:

GENERAL PROBLEMSOF INTER-COMPANY NOUVEAUX STIMULANTS FISCAUX A SINGAPOUR
Une lgislation rcente a introduit de nouveaux stimulants fis-TRANSACTIONSACROSS THE BORDER ........... 375
caux applicables au commerce international, l'entrept et aux

Discussion of dealing at arms length principles includingAustri-
prestations de certains services ainsi qu'une dduction pour in-

an practice in this field with respect to managementfees.
vestissements.

PROBLEMES GENERAUX POSES PAR LES TRANSACTIONS
NEUESTEUERANREIZEIN SINGAPUR

INTER-SOCIETESAU DELA DES FRONTIERES
Die krzlich verffentlichten Bestimmungen sehen sowohl steu-

Critique des transactions ralises suivant le principe at arm's
erliche Anreize im Bereich des internationalen Handels, der

length y compris la pratique autrichienne en la matire quant
Lagerhaltung und bestimmter Dienstleistungen wie auch einen

aux droits pour gestion.
Investitionsabzugsbetragvor.

ALLGEMEINE PROBLEME BEI GESCHFTSBEZIEHUNGEN
INTERNATIONALVERFLOCHTENERUNTERNEHMEN Makoto Miura:
Untersuchungdes dealing-at-arm's-length-Prinzipsunter beson-
derer Bercksichtigung der in sterreich hierzu angewandten

JAPAN: THE 1979 TAX REFORM .................390
Discussion of the recent tax changes;however to cover the enor-Praxis im Hinblick auf Managementgebhren.
mous budget deficitthe Governmentconsiderstheseamendments

as a firs: step to the introductionof a VAT-typeof turnover tax.
CONFERENCE DIARY. . ....................... 377

JAPON LA REFORME FISCALE DE 1979
CARNET DES CONVENTIONS Commentaire sur les nouvelles modifications fiscales; nanmoins

afin de couvrir l'norme dficite budgtaire le Gouvernernent
VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER considre que ces amendements sont un premier pas vers l'intro-

duction d'un impt sur le chiffre d'affaires de type T.V.A.

Dr. Jakob Strobl:
JAPAN: DIE STEUERREFORMVON 1979

GENERALTAX PROBLEMSOF TRANSFRONTIER Untersuchung der krzlich durchgefhrten nderungen des
CORPORATETRANSACTIONS ..................378 Steuerrechts. Die japanische Regierung betrachtet diese jedoch

Critica/discussionof current practicesof the German tax admin- lediglich als einen ersten Schritt zu der Einfhrung einer der
istration impeding international transactions and suggestions for Mehrwertsteuer vergleichbaren Umsatzsteuer, um die gewaltigen
the improvementof the situation. Haushaltdefiziteauszugleichen.

4

PROBLEMES FISCAUX GENERAUX POSES PAR LES

TRANSACTIONSDE SOCIETES PAR-DEL A LES NEW CHINESE JOINT VENTURE LAW .396............

FRONTIERES Law spelling out the conditions under which foreign investors
Commentaires sur le comportement courant de l'administration may carry on business in the Peoples Republic of China. Taxes
fiscale allemande mettant obstacle aux transactions internatio- will be levied.
nales et suggestions pour une amlioration de la situation.

NOUVELLE LOI CHINOISE SUR LE SOCIETES EN
ALLGEMEINE PROBLEME BEI GRENZBERSCHREI- PARTICIPATION
TENDENTRANSAKTIONENVERFLOCHTENER UNTER- Loi prcisant les conditions selon lesquelles les investisseurs
NEHMEN trangers peuvent exercer des activits en Rpublique Populaire
Kritische Untersuchung der gegenwrtig von der westdeutschen Chinoise. Des impts seront leves.

Steuerverwaltung angewandten Behandlung internationaler Ge-

schftsbeziehungen sowie Vorschlge, wodurch diese Praxis ver- DAS NEUE JOINT VENTURE GESETZ DER VOLKS-
bessert werden knnte. REPUBLIKCHINA

Das hier wiedergegebene Gesetz stellt klar, unter welchen Vor-

J. van Hoorn Jr.: aussetzungen auslndische Investoren in der Volksrepublik China

ttig werden knnen. Dabei werden verschiedene Steuern erho-
MULTILATERALCONVENTION FOR THE ben werden.
AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION OF
ROYALTIES ................................382

A.C. Ezejelue:Critical discussion of the draft treaty which was recently pub-
lished by the UNESCOand WIPO. TAX CONSIDERATIONSFOR INVESTMENTAND

BUSINESS DECISIONS IN NIGERIA ..............398
CONVENTION MULTILATERALEPOUR EVITER LA Discussion of the main Nigerian taxes and the tax incentives
DOUBLE IMPOSITION DESREDEVANCES offered which are importantfor businessdecisions.

Critique du projet de trait rcemment publi par l'UNESCO et

le WIPO. CONSIDERATIONSFISCALES POUR DES INVESTISSE-
MENTS ET LA REALISATION DES OPERATIONSAU

' MULTILATERALERVERTRAG ZUR VERMEIDUNG DER NIGERIA

DOPPELBESTEUERUNGBEI LIZENZGEBHREN Discussion des principaux irnpts nigriens lors de la prise de d-
Kritische Durchleuchtung des krzlich von der UNESCO und cision d'oprer au Niqria et les encouragements aux investisse-
Wl PO verffentlichtenVertragsentwurfs. ments qui y sont offerts.
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STEUERLICHEERWGUNGEN BEI INVESTITIONEN IN TAXATION OF NON-RESIDENTALIEN REAL
NIGERIA ESTATE TRANSACTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 414....

Darstellung der wjchtigsten der in Nigeria erhobenen Steuern Report prepared by the U.S. Treasury Departmentanalyzing the
bzw. gewhrten steuerlichen Anreize, die fr unternehmerische tax treatment of income -- including capital gains -- derived

Entscheidungenvon Belang sind. from real property situated in the UnitedStates by non-resident

individualsand corporations.
i

Mximo Bomchil: IMPOSITION DESTRANSACTIONSIMMOBILIERES

TAX INCENTIVES FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS REALISEESAUX ETATS-UNISPAR DES ETRANGERS

IN ARGENTINA .............................409 NON-RESIDENTS

Discussion of the Law of July 1977 on industrial promotion Rapport prpar par le Dpartement du Trsor amricain ana-

which marks a turning point in the Government's attitude vis-- lysant le traitement fiscal des revenus (y compris les plus-values)

vis foreign investments. tirs de proprits immobilires situes aux Etats-Unis par des

personnes physiques ou socits non-rsidentes.

ENCOURAGEMENTSAUX INVESTISSEMENTSPOUR LES

INVESTISSEURSETRANGERS EN ARGENTINE DIE BESTFUERUNG DER VON NICHTANSSSIGEN

Commentaire de la loi de juillet 1977 sur la promotion indus- AUSLANDERN IN DEN USA GETTIGTENGRUND-

trielle qui marque un tournant quant l'attitude du Gouverne- STCKGESCHFTE
ment face aux investissementstrangers. Dieser vom U.S.-Schatzdepartment erarbeitete Bericht unter-

sucht die steuerliche Behandlung der Einknfte -- einschliess-

STEUERLICHEANREIZEFR AUSLNDISCHE lich der Verusserungsgewinne -- aus in den USA belegenem

INVESTOREN IN ARGENTINIEN Grundvermgen, die von nicht in den USA ansssigen natr-

Untersuchung des Industriefrderungsgesetzesvom Juli 1977, lichen Personen und Gesellschaften erzielt werden.

dessen Verabschiedung einen bemerkenswerten Kurswechsel hin-

sichtlich der Haltung gegenber auslndischen Investitionen mar-

k ierte. IFA IN BELGIAN PARLIAMENT ..................438
The Belgian Finance Minister stresses that the presence of high
Governmentofficialsat lFA Congresses is essential.

U.S. OIL COMPANIESAND THE FOREIGN
TAX CREDIT ..............................413 L'IFA AU PARLEMENT BELGE

Revenue Ruling 79-93 provides that Libyan surtax can under Le Ministre belge des Finances souligne Ia ncessit de la pr-
certain circumstances be credited against U.S. 1979 income tax. sence des hauts fonctionnairesdu Gouvernementaux Congrs de

l'lFA.

COMPAGNIES PETROLIERESAMERICAINESET CREDIT

FISCAL ETRANGER DIE IFA IM BELGISCHEN PARLAMENT

Le Rglement sur le revenu no. 79-93 prvoit que la surtaxe Iy- Der belgische Minister der Finanzen unterstreicht die Notwendig-
bienne peut dans certaines conditions tre dduite de l'impt keit der Teilnahme hoher Beamter an den Kongressen der l FA.

amricain sur le revenu de 1979.

U.S.-LGESELLSCHAFTENUND DIE ANRECHNUNG

AUSLNDISCHERSTEUERN CUMULATIVE INDEX .........................439

Durch Revenue Ruling Nr. 79-93 wird klargestellt, dass die von

Libyen erhobene Zusatzsteuer bei Erfllung bestimmter Vor- INDEX RECAPITULATIF

aussetzungen im Jahre 1979 auf die U.S.-amerikanische Ein-

kommensteuerangerechnet werden kann. FORTGESCHRIEBENESINHALTSVERZEICHNIS
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AlunDavieson IFABulletin

It giues me great pleasure as Presidentof IFA to see that
the IFA BULLETIN is dedicating a special number to

the IFA Congress at Copenhagen (as it did for the pre-
uious congresses of 1977 and 1978 in Vienna and Syd-
ney, respectively), and that a copy of the BULLETIN is

being includedgratis in each congress kit.

It has always seemed to me a trie strange that more

membersof IFA did not take out subscriptions for the

BULLETIN, which is available to members at a very
modest subscription. I very much recommend that all
members should subscrbe, if they do not already.
The British Branch of IFA supplied a modest capital
contributon in 1976 towards the BULLETIN, so that t
could more effectvely serve as a publication directed to-

wards the dissemination of articles and studies on the

many facets of international taxation and fiscal policy
whichare the breadand butterofmembersof IFA.

I haue been watching with the greatest interest how the
BULLETIN has been developing as a publicationdevot-
ed to the stimulation of research and discussion on n-

ternational tax developments. Mr. van Waardenburg, as

editor of the BULLETIN, has cast his net far and wide

:MF *
and has made available areas of tax information which

1 are often difficult to find.
.

i To mark the specal occasion of the Congressat Copen-
'

hagen, the Danish minister for EconomicAffairsandof

r *Z Taxes and Duties, Mr. AndersAndersen, has contributed
an article on fiscal polcy. Mr. Mazanti-Andersen, who
has played an important part in helping Mr. Spang-
Hanssen in the organization of the Danish Congress,
contrbutes an article on Ol companies and transfer
pricing in which sphere he has high expertise.
This numberof the BULLETINalso includes a compara-
tive synopsis, prepared by members of the Bureau at

Amsterdam, of taxation in the Scandinauian setting,
which should be interestingand useful for Congresspar-
ticipants visiting Scandinaviafor the first time.

Before the Congress is over, we shouldhave learnt much
more about taxation in Scandinavia and I hope that

AlunG. Davies future numbers of the IFA BULLETINwill be able to

Presidentof IFA publishfurther interestingarticleson this subject.
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Subject l Sujet l Thema l

The taxation of transfers of family-held en- L'imposition du transfert des entreprises Die Besteuerung der bertragung von Fa-

terprises on death or inter vivos familiales par succession ou par donation milienunternehmen von Todes wegen oder
durch Schenkung unter Lebenden

Subject ll Sujet Il Thema 11

The effect of losses in one country on the Les consquencesdes dficits subis dans un Der Einfluss von Verlusten in einem Land
income tax treatment in other countries of pays pour une entreprise ou des entreprises auf die einkommen- order krperschaft- ,

an enterprise or of associated enterprises associes ayant des activits internationales steuerliche Behandlung von international
engaged in international activities sur l'imposition des bnficesdans d'autres ttigen Unternehmen oder verbundenen

pays Gesellschaften in anderen Lndern
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Welcometo Copenhagen
by Aage Spang-Hanssen

3 Subject I on family-held enterprises reflects the
fundamental national interest in combining the fis-

. cal interest with the interests of safeguarding the
newly established enterprises and leaving the small

enterprises the possibility of growing big -- not

being killed as infants by the combination of in-
come tax, transfer taxes etc. This subject is espe-

r cially fit for discussion in Denmark. It is often
heard that Denmark is a socialized country, and it
is true that our social security system is highly de-

veloped. But the Danish state does not- apart
from public utilities -- own one single share in any
commercial company and our economy is totally
dependent upon approximately 300,000 small

family-held enterprises. As the national reports
have shown the subject is, however, not only of in-
terest for Denmark and the Scandinaviancountries
but it also has a far-reaching interest for the future

developmentof all member-countries.

Let me start these introductory remarks by extend- Subject II on deficits in subsidiaries in foreign
ing a warm and hearty welcome to all those who countries reflects the tax problems of international
are going to attend the XXXIIIrd IFA congress in or multinational companies and thereby problems
Copenhagen. Ever since our invitation to Copen- of world-wide interest.

hagen was accepted during the congress in Jerusa- As for the seminars the world-wideaspect is cover-

lem, we in the Danish branch have devoted much ed by seminar 1 on tax treaties between developed
time and enthusiasm in the preparationof the con- and developingcountries.
gress. We do hope that the participants will feel
that the results do justice to our efforts. In chosing the theme for the national seminar,

seminar 2, we turned to the Scandinavian aspect.
I am using this opportunity to disclose our funda-

As the readers will know, Denmark is, since 1972,mental considerationson the congress.
a member of the EEC. At the same time we main-

First of all our invitation was based on using the tain our close cooperation with the other nordic
only existing Danish congress center of the needed countries: Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden.
capacity, the Bella Center. The Bella Center is at The two following congresses will be held in EEC-
one and the same time a center for congresses and countries, France in 1980 and Germany in 1981.
exhibitions. You will find that the Bella Center is a Furthermorethe only IFA congress previously held
5 year old building with all modern facilities, in- in Scandinavia was the Stockholm congress in
cluding ample parking facilities, situated a little 1967. We felt, therefore, that it would be of speci-
outside the central area of Copenhagen. fic interest for the members to be informed of the

Consequently, our first worry was how we should present situation here in the Scandinavian coun-

arrange a congress without the impressive buildings tries.
and surroundings, which in previous congresses we However, in the Danish branch we have not for-
have found in Sydney, Vienna and Jerusalem. Our gotten what you may call the social side of the
solution was to make a virtue out of necessity. This

congress. First we want you to see and feel the
means that we will emphasize and bring into focus

easy charm of Copenhagen and the quiet melodic
the central aim of the congress

-- the scientific as- countryside which surrounds it. Secondly, but not
pect. less important, we have tried to establish the best
Here we felt that this congress is favoured by the possible facilities for developingnew acquaintances
choice of the two subjects, each of far-reaching im- and friendships and for renewing old friendships
portance. from previous congresses.

--
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.TAXATION IN DENMARK ' -A.:::
.

byAndersAndersen, MinisterforEconomic 4*':.
AffairsandMinisterofTaxesandDuties -

'

'

''
'

''
orgnzations

, 4;'

At regular intervals surveys and tables by international such as .:
the O.E.C.D. and the E.E.C. are published, which show the burden of both t ,

-

direct and indirect taxation in different countries. Even though such surveys
should be read with some caution, it must be admitted that, as far as Den- '*j,-;Ut:.
mark is concerned, the trend is evident, viz. that Denmark is among the ,1

f
countries with the heaviest total burden of taxation.

I think that in order to facilitate the understandingof this position, it would ..-.
be useful to look back for a moment at the historic developmentof taxation
in Denmark. In this connection it would be natural, as our starting point to Mr. Anders Andersen
take a look at the background of the Fiscal Reform of 1903, which intro-
duced for the first time a general taxation of income and capital in Denmark. Anders Andersen, Minster for

Economic Affairs and Minister of
During th century prior to this Reform agriculture was by far the most Taxes and Duties, was born Octo-
important trade with the largest and most stable economic capacity. There- ber 1, 1912, at Voldby in Jutland.
fore it was only natural that the State and the Municipalities, whose activi- Aer a long practicaland theoreti-
ties were, at that time, still rather modest as-compared to -the present-day .. - cal agricultural education he set ---

scale, derived the bulk of their necessary revenue by the taxation of real up as an independent farmer n

property in addition to a few excise and customs duties. 1941, in 1954 taking ouer Ben-
sonslyst, his family's Tarm.

Periods of recession in agriculture that coincided with the rapid rise of

industry made it economically, politically, and psychologically inevitable
From early youth Anders Ander-

that fiscal reform must be achieved in order to spread the burden oftaxa- sen has been a politically active
member of the Venstre party

tion so that the owners of real property would no longer bear the brunt of (the Liberal-Democratic Party),
the government'staxing measures. for which he has been a member

of the Folketinget (the Danish
However, the introduction of the Fiscal Reform of 1903 did not immediate-

Parliament) continuously since
ly shift the major part of the burden fron taxes on real property to income April 21, 1953. His activitieswith-
taxes. This start was modest, for tax was charged only on larger incomes in the agrcultural organizations
and at low rates that were based on a slightly graduated scale. led to period during which hea

the principal leader of Danish
In later years, however, the change in the method of taxation became more

was

marked, which is evident from the fact that at the introductionof the Fiscal agriculture as President of the
Agricultural Council of Denmark

Reform the taxes on real propertyamounted to almost 2/3 of the total

yield of the direct taxes, whereas today they amount to just under 5 percent. from 1960 to 1973.

As a member of the Assessment

The primary importance of the Fiscal Reform of 1903 was that it formed Tribunal in his Municipality of
the basis upon which the government created an increase in the revenues residence, as leadingspokesman of
of the State and the Municipalities that coincided with the expansion of the the Venstre party in the Fol-

activities of the State and the Municipalities. ketinget in matters f fiscal poli-
cy, and as a memberof the Assess-

It must be said that the personal income tax has served this purpose well -- ment Council, Anders Andersen

some will no doubt hold the view that it has served it too well. A steady has a long practical experience in

increase in the revenues from income tax has in any case been essential the field of fiscal policy. He has,
to the development of today's Welfare State, which was, I think, developed in the capacity of Minister, twice

fastest in the Nordic countries. Gradually the State and the Municipalities been responsble for taxation

have undertaken to perform an increasing number of tasks, so that -- in matters, first. as Minister of
addition to such traditional fields as military defence and the police -- the Finance from December 1973 to

State and the Municipalities today perform entirely or almost entirely the February 1975, and since August
tasks that involve large expenditures, such as education, social security, 30, 1978 as Minister of Taxes and

health services, the sickness benefit system, national pension, roads, un- Duties.

employment benefits, etc. The fact that the State and the Municipalities
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have undertaken these tasks has involved, of course, a Neither should it be forgotten that indirect taxation,
substantial increase in the number of people employed which in Denmark is characterized above all by very

in public service, which has resulted in proportionately high excise duties imposed on a proportionately small

heavy burdens of wages and pensions. number of products (motor vehicles, spirits, wine, beer,
tobacco, etc.), and the value added tax, introduced in

It is obvious that this whole development, which has 1967, the rate of which is now 20.25 percent, are two

involved large expenditures, could not be financed other sources of revenue. The yield of the VAT and the

solely by means of direct income taxes. There seems to rest of the excise duties is shown in Table 2, and this

be an upper limit on this form of taxation too, which same table shows that these duties account for 38 per-
should for several reasons not be exceeded even in a cent of the total yield of direct and indirect taxes.

country with a high taxpayer morality and a well-

developed system of control. Up to now I have mentioned the effects of direct and
indirect taxes on the Revenue. This function of taxes,

The personal income tax includes State income tax, of course, is important, but in a modern, economically
Municipal income tax, and County income tax, and controlled society, many other uses have been made of

also some small social security contributions. The State taxation.

income tax is calculated according to a graduated scale,
whereas the local taxes and the social security contri- In Denmark taxes and duties aggregate at present ap-

butions are directly proportionalto the taxable income. proximately 43 percent of the gross national product.
The percentages upon which the rate of the local taxes It is self-evident that taxes and duties of such dimen-

is calculated are fixed by the individual local authorities sions are certain to have an effect on major fields,
according to certain requirements. especially on economic policy, on public as well as

private investments, on demand for goods and services,
The amounts of tax calculated in this manner are re- on employment, and on the balance of payments. Thus

duced by the tax value of the personal allowance. taxes and duties have become an important instrument

This tax value is calculated as the total amount of in the control of all the above fields in addition to

tax payable on an income of the same size as the per- several others.

sonal allowance, assuming that the amount is charged
to tax at the lowest rate of taxation on the National By altering the rules of depreciation it is possible either

income tax scale. Husband and wife have a personal to encourage or restrain investments, selectively from

allowance each, and any amount of personal allowance one trade to another, if so desired. Increase or reduction

which one of the spouses cannot utilize is transferred of direct taxes and duties may encourage or restrain the

to the other spouse. demand for home and foreign products and in this way
affect the employmentand the balance of payments. An

In a Municipalitywith an average Municipal income tax, increase in the duties on energy may cut down on the

the total income tax payable by a person under 67 years consumption of scarce resources, and duties and special
is in 1979 calculated according to the following scale: rules of depreciation may serve environmental policy

purposes.

The rule that establishes a lower limit of tax free in-
TABLE 1

come, and other deductions, particular rates of income

Taxable income (in DKr.)
* Income tax before deductionof tax, and graduated tax scales, etc. may contribute to a

personalallowance (in DKr.) levelling of incomes and in this way serve social pur-
poses. There are, of course, many other ways to achieve
these objects, and in this connection I wish to empha-

Not exceeding 77,400 42.9 percent size that the best way to handle these things may
Exceeding 77,400 but 33,204.60on 77,400 and

Not exceeding 139,400 57.3 percent on balance possibly be through other channels than the tax system.
Some years ago Denmark, for example, abandoned the

Exceeding 139,400 68,730.60 on 139,400 and
were a

68.1 percent on balance system by which bread-winners taxed in different

way than non-bread-winners, and it was replaced by
* 1 DKr. as of April 17, 1979 equals 0.36 DM., 0.19 USS and 0.09 £ cash payments of Government child subsidies to bread-

.

winners with children. The separate taxation of a wife's

The personal allowance is 14,500 DKr. and the tax income has also, to a great extent, been carried through,
value thereof is 6,220.50 DKr. in an average Munici- and equal personal allowances are granted to husband

pality. The total personal income taxes will in 1979 and wife.
amount to approximately 34 percent of the total
taxable income. Furthermore, in cases in which one of the spouses

assists the other in a business that is carried on by the

As mentioned above personal income taxes are not the latter, a special taxation system is used. All this is part
only ones levied to cover the revenue requirements of of the endeavour to consider everybody as an inde-

the State and the Municipalities.Among the other types pendent individual including for purposes of taxation.

of direct taxes that may be mentioned that are more or

less important are, for instance, the corporation tax and An intensive utilization of the tax system to serve

the capital gains tax (see Table 2). purposes other than the single one to procure revenues
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TABLE 2

(The year 1978) The Municipalities/ Social Total In percentageof
(1,000,000,000DKr.) State Counties Security total yield (A+Bj

Direct taxes

A. Personal income tax
*

26.9 33.5 5.9 66.3 51
Special income tax 0.6 0.3 0 0.9 1
Wealth tax

*
0.7 0 0 0.7 1

Duty on inheritance and gifts 0.6 0 0 0.6 1

Corporation tax 3.4 0.6 0 4.0 3
Tax on real property 0 4.5 0 4.5 3
Other taxes 3.0 0.3 0 3.3 3
Social Security contributions 0 0 0.6 0.6 0
Employer'scontributions 0 0 0.1 0.1 0

Total 35.2 39.2 6.6 81.0 62

Customs and excise duties
B. Value added tax 27.0 0 0 27.0 21

Tobacco 4.0 0 0 4.0 3
Beverages 4.0 0 0 4.0 3
Motor vehicles 10.7 0 0 10.7 8
Petroleum products 0.4 0 0 0.4 0
Customs 0.8 0 0 0.8 1
Other duties 2.4 0 0 2.4 2

Total 49.3 0 0 49.3 38

A+B in all 84.5 39.2 6.6 130.3 100

Gross national product 300

* Estimated

has, of course, also some drawbacks. It is, for example, step in the Nordic co-operation will, according to
inevitable that the more demands made on the tax expectation, be a mutual Double Taxation Agreement
system the more complicated and confused it will be, concluded between the five Nordic countries.
and the greater the possibilities of unintentional loop- Since January 1, 1973, Denmark has been a member of
holes or down-rightevasion. the European Communities and has loyally participated

in all efforts to harmonize taxation, where such harmo-
In recent years a more and more restrictive policy has nization would facilitate the free movement of labour,
been followed in this area and there has been an attempt goods, services and capital, and also prevent discrimina-
to simplify the tax system in different areas. It is the tion in the area of taxation, i.e. prevent distortion of
Government'sintention to continue tliese efforts. competition. It is, of course, a matter of vital impor-

tance for Denmark, a small country, the per capita
Finally I wish to mention briefly the participation of foreign trade of which is among the largest in the world,
Denmark in the area of international co-operation in that domestic production is not discriminatorily pro-
the field of taxation. Co-operation in the field of taxa- moted through special favourable tax agreements and
tion between the Nordic countries can be traced back subsidies granted by way of taxation.

many years and is reflectedin the fact that in a numberof
areas covered by fiscal legislation we have practically Denmark will likewise be among the states that will take '

uniform fiscal acts, applicable to all citizens in the an active share in combatting international tax evasion
Nordic countries, for example, the Seamen's Tax and tax avoidance. She realizes that such tax evasion

System. Furthermore, an extensive Nordic Agreement and tax avoidance can only be combatted by means of
of Mutual Assistance regarding the exchange of informa- widespread international co-operation, especially be-
tion between taxation authorities, and assistance in the tween taxation authorities, but as mentioned before, we

collection of taxes, etc. has been concluded. The next are prepared to co-operate for that purpose.
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\ I. INTRODUCTION

U t It was not until 1960 that a provision was enacted in Denmark authorising
the tax authorities to adjust transactions which had not been contracted on

an arm's length basis between associatedenterprises.

However, the introduction of this provision only constituted a codification
of the practice relating to double taxation agreements (hereinafter referred
to as Convention) having as its object the bringing of domestic law into
agreement with the various conventionsconcerned.

J. MAZANTI-ANDERSEN,M.C.J. Until recently, the Danish tax authorities only applied this provision (section
12) to a rather limited extent. In 1978, however, the taxable income of a

number of companies that were (are) resident in Denmark but were (are)J. Mazanti-Andersen, born Copenhagen, owned or controlled by foreign oil companies was increased discretionary byDenmark, July 15, 1926; admitted to

bar, 1953, Denmark. Legal education the tax authorities.

Cambridge University, England;Faculty
of Law, Uniuersityof Copenhagen(Mas-
ter of Law, 1950); New York University Il. DEALING AT ARM'S LENGTH
School of Law, U.S.A. (Master of Com-
paratiue Jurisprudence, 1956). Author:
in English, The Doctrine of Considera- Section 12(1) of the Danish Corporate Income Tax Act (1960) reads:
tion --A Comparative Analysis, 1957;
in Danish, Taxation of Corporations, If a company ... resident in Denmark, which is controlled by a foreign
Stockholders, etc., (including Partner- enterprise, s subject in its commercial or financial relations wth the
ship and Partners), 1962 and Tax latter to condtionsother than those which would apply in the case of an
Problems Relating to the Actiities of independent enterprise, the profits which it must be assumed that the
Foreign Enterprises in Denmark and
Danish Enterprises Abroad, 1965. Pri- company..,would have received if it had been an independententerprise
vate Tutor, Law of Confracts, 1949- dealing at arm's length with the foreign enterprse in question shall be

1951. Member of the Committee for included in the taxable income of the company ...
Dansk Skattevidenskabelige Forening
(Danish Association for Scientific Tax The provisions of subsection (2) hereof shall mutatis mutandis apply to
Law Research), 1965. Member of the branches of foreign enterprises with a permanentestablishmentin Denmark.
Committee appointed by the Gouern-
ment to draft and report on the Bill The explanatory statement which accompanied the Bill stated the following
amending the Act govemingDeath Tax, reasons for introducing the provision without which
etc., 1968. Member of the Committee
appointed by the Gouernment to draft
and report on the Bill amending the

GG

.,. it is to be feared that attempts could be made through manipulations
Acts on Taxation of Corporations and of the accounts and arbitrary calculations to reduce the profits as shown

Shareholders, etc. National Reporter to in the accounts of the subsidiary or branch and, consequently, the
the XXVIIthCongress-IntemationalFis- taxable income in this country of such subsidiary or branch.
cal Association, Lausanne (Switzerland)
1973 Subject II. Partnerships and Hence, the wording of the Act -- If a company : -- places the burden of. .

Joint Enterprises in International Tax proof on the tax authorities to demonstrate that (a) the company concerned
Law. Member: Danish Bar Association. is controlled by a foreign enterprise, and (b) that it is subject to other con-
Internatonal Bar Association (Member, ditions than would apply to an independententerprise.Business Section); International Fiscal
Association (DanishBranch).Languages: To the extent that they succeed in proving that the two conditions haveDanish, English and German.

been fulfilled, it is incumbent on the tax authorities to adjust the assessment
of the company, with a corresponding adjustment to the taxable income.
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In 1971 the Danish Minister of Finance stated, in a Ill. THE 1978 CASES
reply to a question put to him by a member of the
Danish Parliament, that the criteria hitherto used by As mentioned in the Introduction, the Danish tax
the Danish tax authorities do not, in principle, deviate authorities last year increased the taxable income of
from the general practice relating to concealed divi- a number of subsidiaries resident in Denmark and
dends from controlled companies or from subsidiaries owned or controlled by foreign oil companies.
of a Danish parent company trading or carrying on The following is based on research material that was
other forms of business with its principal shareholder available to the present writer up to the moment of
or parent company, respectively. writing, chiefly concerned with one of the companies
In 1973 the Ombudsman (the Danish Parliamentary in question.
Commissioner) published an opinion interpreting The arguments of the tax authorities may be sum-
section 12. marised as follows:
The Ombudsman established that the burden of proof By means of the accounting entries published through-for fulfilling the two conditions rests, in principle, on out the years a conclusion was reached that the com-
the tax authorities.

pany had been subject to other conditions than those
The Statement of the Ombudsman goes on to say: of an independent company. In particular, it was

found that a justification cannot be made for an inde-
The first condition (a) implies that the tax authori- pendent company to have accepted for a considerable
ties must demonstrate that the company's transac- number of years such modest profits as was shown in
tions are subject to nstructions, etc., from a foregn the accounts of the company.
enterprise to an extent whch cannot be characteris-

In the in point the arguments of the tax authoritiescase
ed as ordinary business relations only, cf. Thger for making the discretionary increase of the taxable
Nielsen at p. 195. et seq. income follows:are as

The second condition (b) mplies that the tax
The increase is not founded criticism of specificon

authorities must show that the company is subject items of the accounts. The crucial point has been what
to conditions which are, in a relevant way, cf. above, must be assumed to be reasonable business profitsdifferent from the conditions that would apply to

considering the nature and scope of the activities of the
an independent enterprise in such a way that these
other terms will, among other things, inuence the company.

taxable income of the company. The argument goes on to say that the discretionary
adjustment is based on a comparison of the profits of

The Ombudsman further stated that independently of those companies in question with the results obtained

the rules regarding the burden of proof mentioned by Danish subsidiaries of other multi-national oil

above, the general provisions of the tax law require that companies, in addition to taking into account the limits

the companies give information to the authorities. laid down by the Monopolies Control Authority Board
for the calculation of profit margins.

Thus the companies must, possibly at the request In reply to this argument, the companies primarily
of the tax authorities, inform the latter of the contend that the tax authorities have not proved that
commercial and financial terms imposed upon them the companies have been subject to any other condi-
so that the tax authorites may evaluate whether the tions than those which would apply to an independent
conditions (a) and (b) have been complied with ... enterprise. To put the matter in a different way, the

The proof mustparticularly be based on the informa- companies maintain that the tax authorities have not

tion provided by the company regarding the com- been able to meet the condition regarding the burden

mercial and financial relations, and it is then for the of proof. To do so would require a clear demonstration

tax authorities to prove that these relations are that the modest profits were due to commercial

materially different from those existing between conditions which do not conform to the criteria of

independententerprises. arm's length business dealing. In addition they argue
that the tax authorities increased the taxable income of
the companies before any examination was made to

If the two requisite conditions have been met, then the show that the profits were unreasonable. In support of
tax authorities must allocate to the taxable income of their view the companies also refer to the statement
the company concerned the profits which are presumed submitted by the Ombudsman (see Part II above).
to be those the company would have made had it been
an independentcompany. Furthermore, the companies argue that the discretion

has been exercised incorrectly. The requirementsof the
In respect to the exercise of such discretion the Om- law cannot be considered to be fulfilled merely by
budsman adds: a comparison with the results obtained by Danish

subsidiaries of other multi-national oil companies. If
Thus it is a question of makng a discretionary such a comparison were to have any relevance it would
evaluation, but this eualuation is limited in its scope imply, among other things, that the tax authoritieshad
as it can only aim at an adjustment of the declared in the first place made a close examination of the com-

income for distortions created by the above-men- mercial conditions between the subsidiaries concerned
tioned dependenceon the foreign enterprise. and their controlling foreign parent companies. In ad-
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dition, in the opinion of the companies, a comparison vention concluded with the United Kingdom in 1950
with the trading results of independent oil companies contains the followingprovision:
based in Denmark according to the criterion of dealing
at arm's length would have been more natural. Where --

In their arguments the companies also refer to the (a) an enterprise of one of the territories partici-
Commentary on Article 7 of the Model Convention pates directly or indirectly in the management,

(1977) which contains the followingpassage:
control or capital of an enterprise of the other
territory, or

It should perhaps be emphasized that the directive (b) the same persons participate directly or in-

contained n paragraph 2 is no justfication for tax directly in the management, control or capital
administrations to construct hypothetcal prot of an enterprise of one of the territories and an

figures in vacuo; it s always necessary to start with enterpriseof the other territory,
the real facts of the situation as they appear from and in either case, conditons are made or imposed
the business recordsof the permanentestablishment between the two enterprises, in their commercial

and to adjust as may be shown to be necessary the or fnancial relations, which dffer from those which

profit figureswhich those factsproduce. would be made between independent enterprises,
then any profits which would but for those condi-

As will be seen from the above, the Danish tax authori- tions haue accrued to one of the enterprises but by
ties' conception of the criterion the real facts of the reason of those conditions have not so accrued may
situation apparently does not coincide with that of be included in the profits of that enterprise and

the companiesconcerned. taxed accordingly.'

Notwithstanding variations in wording the tenor of the

IV. FURTHER COMMENTSON THE two provisions is in actual fact the same.

INTERPRETATIONOF SECTION 12 In this connection it is important to note that the
OF THE ACT provision contained in the British Convention is identi-

cal with Article 9(1) of the O.E.C.D. Model Convention
The unambiguous declaration of the tax authorities that 1977.
the increase is not founded on criticism of specific The Commentary (at 88) contains the followingitems of the accounts seems remarkable considering p.

that according to the statement accompanying the remarks regarding this latter provision:
Bill (see Part II above), the reason for introducing
section 12 was fear of attempts through manipulations

It should perhaps be mentoned that the provisions
of the accounts... to reduce... the taxable income of of this paragraph apply only if special conditions

(the) subsidiary.
have been made or imposed between the two

enterprses.
In the light of this and taking into account the fact that
the tax authorities have not provided clear cut decisive The words special conditions are a short reference to
reasons for the increases, one cannot but think that in the criterion conditions...which differ ...as used in
the opinion of the Danish tax authorities section 12 Article 9(1) of the Model Convention 1977 and may
enables them, depending on the circumstances,to make therefore in real terms be compared to the criterion
discretionary increases of the taxable income in all other conditions in section 12 of the Danish Act.
cases where they consider the profits shown by a

foreign-controlledenterprise to be too modest. Consequently, it may be established:
When deciding whether the provision of the Act war-

rants such a wide interpretation, the corresponding that the requirement for proving special conditions
provisions in various pertinent conventionsmust also be was introduced several years prior to the adoption
taken into consideration. in 1960 of the provision in section 12; and

that the fulfilment of this requirement as a condition
Thus the Convention concluded in 1948 between the
United States and Denmark provides in Article IV:

for the tax authorities to apply the arm's length
rules is still considered relevant and important in

Where an enterprise of one of the contracting internationallaw.

States, by reason of ts participation in the manage-
ment or the financial structure of an enterprise of In these circumstances the present writer is of the opin-
the other contracting State, makes with or imposes ion that the mere fact that the Danish tax authorities

on the latter, n their commercial or financial rela- consider the profits of a foreign-controlled enterprise
tions, conditions different from those which would too modest does not justify an adjustment under

be made wth an independent enterprise, any section 12. In support of this argument reference is also

profits which would normally have accrued to one made to the statement by the Danish Ombudsman

of the enterprises but by reason of conditions have mentioned above; the argumentsput forward by the tax

not so accrued, may be included in the profits of authorities for the increases under section 12 (see II),
that enterpriseand taxed accordingly. do not seem to fulfil the requirements for proof and

for exercise of discretionary evaluation regarding
The corresponding provision in Article IV of the Con- distortions.
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V. ARTICLE 9(2) OF THE MODEL CONVENTION Conventon and the competent authorites of the
1977 Contracting States shall if necessary consult each

other.
It is a well-known fact that the application of arm's
length provisions may give rise to economic double However, according to the Commentary to this Con-
taxation, i.e. taxation of the same income in the hands vention (at p. 88) Denmark is committed to make such
of different enterprises, as illustrated by the following adjustment only if it considers the adjustmentmade by
example: State A justified both in principle and amount.

The profits of a Danish-owned subsidiary resident in The Committee on Fiscal Affairs recommends that
State A are adjusted upwards with the consequence that existing conventions should, as far as possible, be
the company in State A will be liable to tax on an interpreted in the spirit of the new Commentaries,
amount of profit which has already been taxed in the even though the provisions of existing conventions do
hands of the Danish parent company. not yet contain the more precise wording of the 1977

Model Convention.In cases like this the new paragraph 2 of Article 9
provides that Denmark may make an appropriate This recommendation by the Committee further em-

adjustment to eliminate double taxation. phasises the importance, when interpreting domestic
arm's length provisions, of taking account of the presentArticle 9(2) of the O.E.C.D. Model Convention 1977

reads: conventions, including the opinion prevailing in the
other Contracting State regarding principle and

'Where a Contracting State includes in the profits amount.
ofan enterpriseof that State --and taxesaccordingly

profits on which an enterprise of the other Con---

tracting State has been charged to tax n that other
State and the profits so included are profits which Bibliography
would haue accrued to the enterprise of the first-
mentioned State if the conditions made between the Thger Nielsen (1965): Indkomstbeskatning I.
two enterprises had been those whch would have Jrgen Andersen (1966): Vejledning i Aktieselskabsbeskat-
been made between independent enterprises, then ning m.v.
that other State shall make an appropriate adjust- Ombudsmandensberetning (1973).ment to the amount of the tax charged therein on

those profits. In determining such adjustment, due
regard shall be had to the other provisions of this

34th IFA CONGRESSPARIS
September14-19, 1980

Subject / Sujet / Thema Subject / Sujet / Thema

I I1

General Reporter: Guy Delorme General Reporter: Robert J. Patrick
(France) (U.S.A.)

The dialogue between the tax administration and Rules for determining income and expenses as

the taxpayer up to the filing of the tax return -- domestic or foreign --

Le dialogue entre l'administration fiscale et le con Les rgles pour determiner l'origine nationale ou

tribuable jusqu'au dpt des dclarations fiscales - trangre des revenus et des charges --

Der Dialog zwischen Steuerverwaltung und Steuer- Die Regeln fr die Einordnung von Einknften
zahler bis zum Einreichen der Steuererklrung - und Ausgaben als inlndische oder auslndische --
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The most strikingly different new tax guide euer published for taxpayers
with income from foreign sources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Continuously Supplemented........ Always Up -to- Date

This outstandingnew Service is created specifically to help save money for: :,

l

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from, or.taxable in the
U.S. U.S.

If you fit any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operations benets -- tax benefits.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular,every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-saving device.

Authoritative, specific guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent -- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the first 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weekly
N.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day you
OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorycharter subscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publicationhas been even more enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for
reference volume. $ '186 a year.
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TAXES IN SCANDINAVIA
AFFECTING CORPORATIONS

A Comoara-.iveStucy
DENMARK FINLAND

I. INCOME/NETWORTHTAX I. INCOME/NETWORTHTAX

A. RESIDENT CORPORATIONS A. RESIDENTCORPORATIONS

SYSTEM: IMPUTATION OF APPROXIMATELY SYSTEM: CLASSICAL
50 PERCENT OF CORPORATE INCOME TAX

1. NATIONAL INCOME TAX 1. NATIONAL INCOME TAX

Danish: Indkomstskataf aktieselskaber Finnish: Valtion tulovero
Swedish: Statlig inkomstskatt

Taxable base

Annual world-wide income, after deduction of business ex-
Taxable base

penses. Annual world-wide income, after deduction of business ex-

penses.
Rate

Rate
37 percent.

43 percent Reduced rates apply to corporations with annual

profits below 50,000 FMk.

Computationof taxable income Computationof taxable income

Depreciationof business assets Depreciationof business assets

Normal depreciation (skattemaessige afskrivning) for build- Buildings may be depreciated only by the declining-balance
ings is generally permitted for all buildings used in a trade or method. Maximum rates varying with the main building mate-

business. No depreciation is allowed, however, for ofces and rial used and the type of the building are provided in the law.

dwelling houses unless, due to special circumstances, their Some examples are as follows:
value cannot be maintained through normal care and mainte- -- 10 percent of remaining book value for wooden industrial
nance. For most types of buildings the rate of the deprecia- buildings, power stations, workshops,warehouses,etc.
tion allowance is 6 percent of cost during each of the first 10 -- 9 percent of remaining book value for similar buildings
years, and 2 percent of cost per annum thereafter. For new made of brick.

buildings including reconstructions and improvements, the -- 6 percent of remaining book value for wooden dwelling
construction of which is started between September 1, 1977 houses and offices.
and December 31, 1980, the rate of 6 percent is increased to -- 5 percent of remaining book value for brick dwelling
10 percent for the year of acquisition and the next year. The houses and offices.
2 percent rate may be increased if it is shown that the build- -- 20 percent of remaining book value for buildingsused ex-

ing, in spite of proper care and maintenancewill lose its entire clusively for research purposes.
value in less than 50 years. For machinery and equipment normal depreciation is allowed
For cinemas, theatres, hotels, restaurants,schools, garages and on a collective basis, i.e. on the total book value of all assets at

some other categories the rate is 4 percent of cost during each the end of the previous tax year, less the price of assets sold
of the first 10 years and 1 percent of cost per annum there- and plus the cost of assets acquired during the year. The maxi-

after, unless it is shown that the building, in spite of proper mum rate of depreciation is 30 percent. Different rules apply
care and maintenance will lose its entire value in less than 100 to motorcars.

years, in which case a higher rate may apply. Free depreciation during the years\1976 through 1979 applies
For installations in buildings (air-conditioning,elevators, cen- to machinery and equipment purchsed for use in factories

tral heating etc.) the rate of depreciationis usually 8 percentin and workshops to which the above fie depreciation applies,
each of the first 10 years and 4 percent perannum thereafter. provided that the machinery and equipment is ordered not

later than October 31, 1978.
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This study is based on the information published in SUPPLEMENTARYSERVICE TO EUROPEAN

TAXATION, published by the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands. This loose-leaf publication contains similar information on other major European
countries

NORWAY SWEDEN

I. INCOME/NETWORTHTAX I. INCOME/NETWORTHTAX

A. RESIDENT CORPORATIONS A. RESIDENTCORPORATIONS

SYSTEM: NO DOUBLE IMPOSITION OF SYSTEM: CLASSICAL
CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS

1. NATIONAL INCOME TAX 1. NATIONAL INCOME TAX

Norwegian: Inntektsskatttil staten Swedish: Statlig inkomstskatt

Taxable base Taxable base

Annual world-wide income, after deduction of business ex- Annual world-wide income, after deduction of business ex-

penses. Dividends distributed are deductible for purposes of penses.
the national income tax.

Rate
Rate 40 percent.
27.8 percent.

Computationof taxable income Computationof taxable income

Depreciationof business assets Depreciationof business assets

Normal depreciation is allowed according to the straight-line For buildings, only the straight-line method is permitted. In
method. Depreciation is based on the historic cost of acquisi- general, depreciation is based on the cost price and useful life.

tion, including the investment tax. Guidelines for the expected The rates generally vary between 2 percent and 6 percent per
useful life of assets are published by the tax authorities for annum and are agreed upon by the taxpayer and the tax au-

most types of assets. thorities.

Accelerated depreciation is granted by one of the three main For machinery and equipment, two forms are permitted: a

methods which will be distinguished below under their Nor- straight-line method (planned depreciation)and a declining-
wegian names:

balance method (accountingdepreciation).The straight-line
(i) Tilleggsavskrivning is granted to all assets falling under method is based on the cost price and useful life of the asset.

the normal depreciation allowances, with certain excep-
The declining-balance method is granted upon application if

tions (e.g. motor vehicles, ofces, shops, hotels). The rate the taxpayer maintains adequate accounting records. This me-

amount to 50 percent of the normal annual depreciation thod is based on the total book value of all assets at the begin-
allowance with a maximum of 5 percent of the cost price ning of the tax year, plus the cost of the assets acquired less

per annum, and is granted in the year of taking into use the assets sold during the year. The maximumrate of deprecia-
and the next four years. The total tilleggsavskrivning tion is 30 percent. However, should in any year the straight-
may not exceed 15 percent of cost. line method of depreciation of 20 percent on all assets be

(ii) pningsavskrivning may be chosen as an alternate to more advantageous, then this depreciation is permitted.
the Tilleggsavskrivningfor At the discretion of the Government, an accelerateddeprecia-
(a) ships or aircraft ordered after January 1, 1962; tion allowance of up to 30 percent may be granted for machi-

(b) buildings and plant used in the production or storage nery and equipment in the first year of ownership, provided
of goods or the construction or overhaul of aircraft that the purchase of the assets has not been financed out of
and ships; and the business cycle equalization reserves (see below).

(c) drilling rigs and drilling ships for underwaterexplora-
ration of petroleum deposits.

For assets under (a) the allowance is 25 percent of the his-
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DENMARK FINLAND

The higher rates during the rst 10 years apply only to acqui- Items of machinery and equipmentwhose estimated useful life
sitions of buildings and installations on or after March 15, does not exceed 3 years may be fully written off in the year of
1968. For acquisitionsprior to that date only the normal rates acquisition.
of 2 percent, 1 percent, and 4 percent, respectively,apply, but Patent and other rights with a limited life may be written off
in that case the taxpayermay continue depreciationunder the under a straight-line method, over a period of 10 years, or so
rules previously in force. much less as their economic life.
For machinery and equipment used exclusively for buiness Mines and quarries etc. may be written off over their estimated
purposes, normal depreciation is allowed on a collective basis, useful life, the annual allowance being related to the amount
i.e., on the total book value of all assets at the end of the pre- extracted.
vious tax year, less the price of assets sold during the year and

plus the price of assets acquired during the first half of the Other assets, such as railways, bridges, quays and basins may

year and one-half of the price of assets acquired during the be written off (straight-line) over their estimated useful life,
second half of the year. The other half of the price of assets with a maximum of 40 years.

acquired during the second half of the year is added to the col- Accelerated depreciation is available in the following cases:
lective basis in the year following the year of acquisition. For buildings to be used as factories or workshops, the con-
The rate of depreciation is at- the choice of the taxpayer but struction of which is started between May 1, 1976 and Decem-
may not exceed 30 percent in any year. ber 31, 1977 and which are ready for use not later than Octo-

However, for machinery and equipment acquired during 1975 ber 31, 1978, free depreciation is granted during the years
and 1976, an additional depreciation of up to 15 percent of 1976 through 1979, i.e. the taxpayer may take the same de-

expenditure may be claimed by the taxpayer, which may be preciation for tax purposes as he takes for his commercialac-

spread over the years 1975 through 1978. The additional de- counts.

preciation is not available for assets eligible for the initial de- For ships of at least 19 register tons ordered by shippingenter-
preciation (forskudsafskrivning)discussed below. prises during the years 1978 through 1980 to be built in Fin-

Special rules apply to machinery and equipment used only land, depreciation may start in the year the ships are ordered,
partially for business purposes and to motorcars. but total depreciation for the time prior to the taking into use

of such ships may not exceed 30 percent of their cost; this de-
Items of machinery and equipment the cost of which does not
exceed 1,800 DKr., or whose estimated useful life does not ex-

preciation for tax purposes may also not exceed the depreci-
ation taken in the taxpayer's commercialaccounts.

ceed three years may be written off completely in the year of

acquisition. In the first two years of operation of the business, Investments made during the years 1976-79 in legally desig-
the complete write-off of items costing 1,800 DKr. or less is nated development areas and being either new industrial or

restricted to a total amount of 50,000 DKr. tourist undertakings or extensions of existing enterprises, or

modernizationsof machinery and equipmentresulting in an in-
An initial depreciation (forskudsafskrivning)applies to indus-

creased capacity in the ability to manufacture goods to
trial buildings, machinery and equipment. The latter allowance

or a

further stage of production, may be depreciatedat will during
applies only to that part of the total of contractprices during the the investments put into service and the nine sub-
the year which exceeds 700,000 DKr. 30 percent of the excess

year are

may be written off during the first four years following the sequent years. Similarl provisions applies in previous years.

award of the contract, subject to a maximum of 15 percent in

any one year.

For ships used for business purposes, a maximum 30 percent
normal depreciation on a collective basis (but not grouped
together with other machinery and equipment) is allowed.
Initial depreciation for ships under construction with a con-

tract price of 200,000 DKr. or more is allowed up to 30 per-
cent of the contract price with a maximum of 15 percent in

any one year before delivery.

Investment incentives Investment incentives

Inuestment allowance. No investment allowance is normally Inuestment allowance: An investment allowance is granted for

granted. However, a temporary investment allowance applies certain qualifying investments from 1976 to 1979 in Zone 1
to the constructionof new buildings and to the reconstruction development areas (comprising, inter alia, Lappi, Oulu, Poh-
and improvement of existing buildings insofar as the expendi- jois-Karjala and Kuopio). The investment allowance is 3 per-
ture exceeds 60,000 DKr., provided that the construction, re- cent per year during a period of 10 years. Similar provisions
construction or improvement is begun during the period from applied in previousyears.
April 1, 1975 to December 31, 1976, and provided further
that the building is put to use within 2 years from the time the An investmentallowance of 3 percent per year for the year the

work is begun for purposes which make the building eligible ship is taken into use and the three following years applies to

for ordinary depreciation allowances. The investment allow- certain ships of at least 19 register tons ordered by shipping
ance amounts to 5 percent for the year of the work's comple- companies during the years 1978 through 1980.

tion and the next followingyear. An investment allowance of 3 percent during the years 1976
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toric cost, and for assets under (b) and (c) 25 percent of

thatpart of the cost price which exceed 500,000 NKr.
This allowance may be spread over a number of years, but
the deduction in any one year may not exceed 50 percent

1
of taxable income.

(iii) Overprisavskrivning applies only to assets used in the
three northern provinces of Nordland, Trms and Fin-
mark. The types of assets eligible for this allowance are

the same as those eligible for Tilleggsavskrivning.Up to

50 percent of the cost may be depreciated in the rst ve

years of use. Some other accelerated depreciation allow-
ances are also available in those provinces.

Investment incentives Investment incentives

Inuestment allowance: No investment allowances are granted. Investment allowances: (a) At the discretion of the Govern-

Tax free reserues: There are several provisions for the creation ment, an investment allowance of up to 10 percent may be

of tax free reserves, the most importantof which are: granted on machinery and equipment in the first year of

ownership, subject to the same restrictions as the accelerated
(i)

'

Reserve for investment in capital assets depreciation referred to above;
Taxpayers engaged in trade or business may deduct up t025 (b) taxpayers engaged in business, agriculture, or forestry are

percent of annual net taxable income (50 percent of that part entitled to a temporary investment allowance with respect to
, of income which exceeds the average of the two preceding purchase and expenditures amounting to at least 10,000 SKr.

years) (with a minimum of 10,000 NKr.) to create a reserve of machinery and equipment which are intended for perma-
for the investment in capital assets intended for the produc- nent use in their business,provided that the assets are purchas-
tion, storage, transportation or turnover of goods or for the ed or produced during the period from October 15, 1975 to
transportation of persons - excluding ordinary motor cars; December 31, 1979. This investment allowance amounts to
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Also, a temporary investment allowance applies with respect through 1979 is also granted for new factories and workshops,
to purchases of machinery and equipment (except motorcars), the construction of which is started between May 1, 1976-and
depreciated on a collective basis, between September20, 1975 December 31, 1977 and which are ready for use not later than
and December 31, 1976. The allowance amounts to 20 percent October 31, 1978. The same investment allowance applies to
of the difference between cost price of qualifying investments machinery and equipment purchased for use in the above
and the amount received on the disposition of old assets dur- buildings and ordered not later than October 31, 1978.
ing the stated period. This investmentallowance is extended to Tax free Under law of December 28, 1978,reserues: a new
purchases during 1977 and 1978, at a reduced rate of 10 per- which replaces the former law of June 8, 1964 of January 1,cent.

as

1979, corporations may allocate up to 50 percent of prots
Tax-free reserue: Corporations engaged in trade or business (formerly up to 30 percent) to a tax-free investment reserve.

may allocate up to 25 percent of annual profits with a mini- The maximum allocation may be increased to 80 percent for
mum of 500 DKr. to a tax-free-investment reserve (investe- any year by Government decree. A sum equal to at least 50
ringsfonds). An amount equal to one half of the reserve must percent of the allocation must be deposited with the Bank of
be deposited in a blocked account. The reserve may be used as Finland. The reserve may only be used for qualifying invest-
of the year following the year of allocation, but not earlier ments in, inter alia, buildings, plant and machinery, research,
than three months after the date of the deposit, and not later development and export promotion in accordance with the
than 12 years after the end of the year in which the allocation Government's order or consent. If so used, the deposit is re-

has taken place, for nancing new industrial buildings, machi- leased. The assets acquired with reserve are not depreciable.
nery, equipnent and ships. Shipping enterprises may create tax free reserves during the
For the depreciation basis of such assets, the cost price or ac- years 1978 through 1980 for future purchases of ships of at
quisition price is reduced by the amounts taken from the tax- least 19 register tons to be built in Finland. In the case of com-

free reserve as an advance depreciation allowance (forlods afs- panies, 58 percent, and in the case of other taxpayers 53 per-
krivning). cent, of the reserves must be deposited at Finlands Bank. The

amount of the reserve may be used for the acquisition of a

qualifying ship and to the extent the acquisition is financed
through the reserve, no depreciation is allowed.

With respect to new buildings to be used as factories or work-

shops, the construction of which starts between October 1,
1978 and June 30, 1979 and with respect to purchases of ma-

chinery and installations a special tax free investment reserve

may be created or, alternatively, the expenditure on these

buildings, machinery and installations may be depreciated at
will. For further details, see under accelerated depreciation,
above.

Taxpayers engaged in business, except banks, insurance com-

panies and pension funds, may create, as of the year of income

1978, a business reserve. The annual allocation may not ex-

ceed 50 percent of pre-tax prots and the total reserve may
not exceed 10 percent of the annual amount of wages paid,
provided that during the years 1978 through 1981 the reserve

must be gradually built up so as not to exceed 2 percent, 4
percent, 6 percent and 8 percent of annual wages, respective-
ly. The deduction of up to 50 percent of the value of stock
(see below) and the total amount of the business reserve may
together not exceed the above limit, or the maximum 50 per-
cent deduction of the value of stock, whichever is higher.
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this sum must be deposited in a special account in the National 10 percent (later increased to 25 percent for investments be-

Bank. Reserves are released after four years, for the purchase tween May 1, 1976 and December 31, 1979) of the purchase
of new assets, or earlier if the Government so orders or con- price or cost of production,and applies to the national income

sents. When the purchase of assets is wholly or partially nanc- tax only.
ed out of the reserve, only 85 percent of the released reserve The allowance taken in any year may not exceed gross income
must be deducted from the purchase price in computing the less other deductions from the appropriate source of income.

depreciation base, thus leaving a benefit for the taxpayerequal As an alternative to the above investment allowance, a 4 per-
to 15 percent of the reserve. No addition to this reserve is cent investment subsidy from the Government is available for
allowed as of the year of income 1973 (except that as of 1975 qualifying investments during the same period, applying to a

additions to the reserve were allowed for future investments to maximum investment of 500,000 SKr. in each of the years

protect the environment). 1975 through 1979. The subsidy is increased to 10 percent for

(ii) Reserve for research and export promotion
investmentsbetween May 1, 1976 and December 31, 1979.
However, if delivery takes place between September 30, 1979

Tax free reserves may be set aside and December 31,1979, the investmentgoods must have been

(a) to cover expenses of market development abroad and ex- ordered not later than September 30, 1979 in order to qualify
ports promotion, and for the allowance or subsidy.

(b) to cover expenses of research related to the taxpayer's This investmentallowance and subsidy do not apply to
business.

machinery and .equipment with an estimated useful life of--

Up to 20 percent of the annual net taxable income may be three years or less;
allocated to this reserve with an annual minimum of 10,000 -- assets bought secondhand;
NKr. The reserve may be released if the taxpayerhas incurred -- ordinary motorcars;
qualified expenditures in subsequentyears. -- certain small boats;

(iii) Further tax free reserves may be created by mining enter-
-- machinery and equipment made by the taxpayerhimself,

prises, enterprises just engaging in a business or investing in if the manufacturestarted before October 15, 1975;
business facilities in northern Norway, and enterprises working

-- machinery and equipmentalready ordered before October

in unemploymentareas. 15, 1975;
Total allocations to the various reserves may not exceed 50

-- goods for the decoration of offices delivered after the year

percent of net prots in any year. 1978;
(c) An investment allowance or alternative subsidy similar to
those mentioned above is available with respect to the con-

struction or reconstruction of buildings for use in the taxpay-
er's business (including agriculture and forestry), provided the
construction or reconstruction is started during the period
from October 1, 1978 to September 30, 1979. The investment
allowance amounts to 10 percent of the expenditure incurred
between October 1, 1978 and March 31, 1980 with respect to
activities carried on and materials used during that period. The
allowance may not exceed gross income less other deductions
in the appropriate source of income. Expenditure of less t'...an

10,000 SKr. in any year for any constructionproject does not

qualify for the allowance. The following buildings are exclud-
ed from the allowance:

buildings or parts of buildings used for dwelling purposes;--

petrol stations, parking facilities;--

shops, offices, banks, hotels and restaurants;--

meeting halls and similar buildings;--

sports buildings and other sporting facilities.--

The investment subsidy which is available as an alternative to
the allowance if the taxpayer cannot make use of the allow-
ance amounts to 4 percent of qualifying investments. It may
apply to a maximum investment of 1,000,000 SKr. in each
tax year.

Business cycle equalization reserves: The investeringsfonder
fr konjunkturutjmning is a tax free reserve. For corpora-
tions, 40 percent of pretax income may be set aside tax free,
and 46 percent of this amount must be deposited in a special
blocked account in the Swedish National Bank to be used on

approval by or at the request of the Government for the pur-
chase of machinery, equipment, etc. Five years after the crea-

tion of the reserve, 30 percent may be withdrawn (without
special permission) for expenditures for approved types of
assets.
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Inventory valuation Inventory valuation

In general, inventory is valued at cost or marketvalue, which- In general inventory is valued at the lowest of actual cost
ever is lower. The value may, for tax purposes, be reduced by price, current cost price or market value. The value so arrived

up to 30 percent. may be further reduced, at the taxpayer's option, by up to 50
percent of that value.

Loss carry-over Loss carry-over

Losses may be carried forward to be set off against profits for Losses may be carried forward and set off against profits of
five years. For losses incurred prior to the year of income the five subsequent years. Losses incurred during the first five
1976 the carry forward is restricted to two years. No carry- years of operation may be set off against profits derived during
back is permitted. However, the tax payable for the year of the first 10 years, which means, for instance, that losses of the --

income 1974-1975 may be reduced by 37 percent of losses in- rst year may be carried forward nine years.
curred during the year of income 1975-1976. In computing
the loss eligible for this relief, initial depreciation allowances, Deductibilityof taxes paid
allocations to investment reserves and certain deductions in
stock valuation are not taken into account. In computing prots for purposes of the nationa income tax,

the national income tax itself, the local income tax and the

Deductibilityof taxespaid church tax are not deductible. Indirect taxes, such as the turn-
over tax, are deductible. Foreign income taxes paid are not de-

The national income tax is not deductible. Indirect taxes, such ductible.
as excises and import duties are deductible. However, VAT is
not deductible since it can be recouped by the taxpayer. For-

eign income taxes are not deductible.

Affiliation privilege Affiliation privilege

If a resident corporations owns at least 25 percent of the No affiliation privilege as such exists but dividends from do-

shares in any other corporation, the parent company's income mestic sources received by a resident corporation which does
tax on total income may be reduced by that part which is pro- not deal in securities are normally exempt from national and

portionally attributable to the dividends received from the local income tax and church tax. As of 1969 this exemption
subsidiary. This reduction, however, is limited to the tax paid does not normally apply to dividends from foreign sources, ex-

by the subsidiaries on their prots so distributed.With respect cept that, as of 1975, dividends from non-resident companies
to resident subsidiaries the dividends received by the parent are exempt to the extent that such non-resident companies
company will be fully exempt to the extent that the dividends have been subject to tax in Finland with respect to their pro-
are paid out of income earned in 1977 (or substituted account- fits.
ing period) and subsequentyears.

Deductibiltyof dividendsdistributed
Deductibilityof dividendsdistributed

For purposes of the national income tax only, resident cor-

Dividends paid are not deductible in computing profits. How- porations may deduct 40 percent of the difference between
ever, resident shareholders are entitled to an imputed tax cre- dividends distributed and exempt dividends received. As a tem-
dit equal to 15 percent of the dividend, for dividends paid out porary measure, the entire dividend paid will be deductible for
of profits of the year 1977 (or substituted accountingperiod) purposes of the national income tax, with respect to new

and subsequentyears. shares issued and fully paid-in during 1969 through 1980. This
full deductibility applies for the year of issue and the next ve

Relief for foreign source income years. Dividends qualifying for the 100 percent deductibility
In principle, foreign source income is taxableexcept thatwhere may not exceed 20 percent of the relevant share capital per
a corporation derives income from a foreign permanentestab- annum. In addition, the 100 percent deductibility does not

lishment, or from shipping between foreign ports, engineering apply to the extent that the dividend rate on the new shares

and contracting business operations in a foreign country, the exceeds the dividend rate on the old shares.

Danish corporation income tax on total income (including the
income from the foreign business operations) is reduced by Relief for foreignsource income
one half of the tax which is attributable proportionally to the

gross income (before deduction of foreign tax) from the As of the year of income 1972, finally assessed or withheld

foreign business operations. foreign taxes imposed on certain types of foreign source in-
come or on foreign situs property may be credited against the '

The exemption for intercorporate dividends received where Finnish national income and net worth taxes. The credit is
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Inventory valuation Inventory valuation

In general inventory is valued at historic cost price or market The general rule is that the valuation of inventory may not be

value, whichever is lower. lower than 40 percent of the cost or market value, whichever

The FIFO system is permitted, LIFO is not. is lower. The FIFO system is permitted.

Loss carry-over Loss carry-over

Losses may be carried forward to be set off against profits for Losses may be carried forward to be set off against prots for
the next ten years. When a corporation liquidates, losses may ten years. No carry-back is permitted.
be carried back to be set off against profits of the preceding
two years. Deductibilityof taxes paid

The national income tax is not deductible. However, the local
Deductibilityof taxes paid income tax may be deducted as a business expense.
Income and net worth taxes are not deductible except foreign Indirect taxes such as excises and import duties are also de-
taxes for which no other relief is available. ductible. However VAT is not deductible since it can be re-

Indirect taxes paid (e.g. import duties, excise duties, etc.) are couped by the taxpayer. In addition, foreign taxes.not covered

normally deductibly in computing the taxable income in the under unilateral or treaty relief provisionsare deductible.

years in which they are paid, unless they constitute part of the
cost of acquisition of business assets which are subject to de-

preciation allowances over their useful life. This applies, inter

alia, to the investment tax on business assets (see below). The
VAT does not normally affect the computation of business
prots as this tax is recouped by the taxpayer.

Affiliation privilege Affiliation privilege

Domestic dividends received by a resident corporationare sub- Domestic dividends received are generally exempt if the reci-

ject to national income tax but exempt from local income tax. pient is a company which owns or holds shares that represent
Foreign-source dividends are subject to both national and local at least 25 percent of the entire voting power of the distribut-
income tax. ing company. If the voting power of the shares owned or held

iS less than 25 percent, the dividends received may nevertheless
See for deductibility of distributed dividend for national in-

be exempt if the recipient that the shares
come tax purposes, below. There is no double imposition of company proves are

corporate income./ acquired for organizational reasons.

Special rules exist for closely-heldcompanies, banks, insurance

Deductibilityof dividendsdistributed companies and other nancial institutions, as well as for hold-

Dividends distributed are deductible in computing taxable in- ing and investmentcompanies.
come subject to the national income tax, so that henceforth
the national income tax will apply to retained profits only. Deductibilityof dividendsdistributed

Dividends distributed are not deductible for purposes of the Dividends paid are, in principle, not deductible. However, a

local income tax,, but they are exempt from local tax in the dividend of up to 5 percent paid on new shares is deductible
hands of the shareholders. from the gross income of the paying company during any 10

As a result of the above system corporate income s taxed only years falling within a period of 15 years after the shares have

once and double taxation at the corporate and the shareholder been paid up. This deduction is not granted if more than 50

leel is avodedcompletely. percent of the shares of the paying company are held by other
Swedish companies exempt from tax with respect to the divi-

Relief for foreign source income dends, or by foreign companies wholly exempt from the

In the absence of double taxation agreements,all income from coupon tax for the dividends received by virtue of a tax treaty.

foreign sources is included in taxable ncome except income With respect to shares issued after December 31, 1978 the
from foreign immovable property and income attributable to a annual deduction is increased to a maximum of 10 percent
foreign permanent establishment,one half of which is exempt. available for a maximum period of 20 years, provided that the

over may per-The same partial exemption may apply to dividends received aggregate deduction that period not exceed 100
cent of the qualifyingpaid-in capital.from a foreign corporation,provided that the Norwegian com-

pany, together with not more than 9 other Norwegian resi-

dents, owns at least 95 percent of the shares in such foreign
Relief for foreign source income

corporation. Foreign taxes may be deducted in computing taxable income.
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one corporation owns 25 percent or more of the shares of an- available only for foreign taxes imposed by national govern-
other applies equally to holdings in foreign corporations. ments. With respect to foreign-source income, the credit is

In addition, a credit is granted for foreign taxes paid with re-
available for: income and capital gains from immovable prop-

spect to any type of foreign income. erty, interest, royalties, income from internationalsea- and air
transport, business and professional income derived through a

permanent establishment abroad, including capital gains, in-
come of performing artists and professional sportsmen from
performances abroad, and income from employmentand pen-
sions received for duties performed abroad. Foreign tax on

dividends also qualifies, provided that the Finnish shareholder
owns at least 25 percent of the foreign company's share capi-
tal directly, or at least 40 percent together with other share-
holders who are residents in Finland. Foreign income not

qualifying for credit relief continues to be taxable in full, with-
out even a deduction for foreign taxes paid.

2. LOCAL INCOME TAX 2. LOCAL INCOME TAX

No local income tax is levied on corporations. Finnish: Kunnallisvero
Swedish: Kommunalskatt

Taxable base

Annual world-wide income, after deduction of business ex-

penses.

Major factors which influence taxable income for the local in-
come tax are the same as for the national income tax.

Rate

The local income tax is imposed at a flat rate, varying between
13 percent and 18.5 percent, depending on the municipality.
In Helsinki the rate is 15 percent.

Relief for foreign-source income

All income from foreign sources is included in taxable income
with the exception of income derived from foreign immovable

1 property and from business and liberal professions carried on

abroad.
Dividends, patent royalties and interest wholly attributable to

foreign business operations are exempt from local income tax
and church tax.

3. MISCELLANEOUSINCOME TAXES 3. MISCELLANEOUSINCOME TAXES

No other income taxes are imposed on corporations. Church tax

Finnish: Kyrkollisvero
Swedish: Kyrkoskatt

Taxable base

Annual world-wide income, after deduction of business ex-

penses.

Major factors which influence taxable income for the church
tax are the same as for the income tax.

Rate

Between 1 percent and 2 percent.
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With respect to income from employments and liberal rofes- In addition, foreign income taxes on foreign income may be

sions, and income from intemationai sea- and air transport, a credited against the National Income Tax. The amount of for-

credit is granted for any foreign income tax paid against the eign tax which may be credited may not exceed the National

Norwegian national and local income tax. As in the case of the Income Tax which would be payable on the same income be-

partial exemption mentioned above, this unilateral credit only fore deduction of foreign tax. The amount of the credit is sub-

applies in the absence of treaty provisions. sequently reduced by the amount of national and local income
tax saved through the deductibility of the foreign tax. Divi-

dends, interest and royalties from abroad are included in tax-

able income after deductionof foreign taxes.

2. LOCAL INCOME TAX 2. LOCAL INCOME TAX

Norwegian: Inntektsskatttil kommunen Swedish: Kommunal inkomstskatt

Taxable base Taxable base

Annual world-wide income after deduction of business expen- Annual world-wide income, after deduction of business expen- :

ses. Major factors which influence taxable income for the local ses.

income tax are the same as for the national income tax, except Major factors which influence taxable income for the local in-
that domestic-source dividends received are exempt from local

come tax are basically the same as for the national income tax.
income tax, and that no deduction is granted for dividends dis- The national and local income taxes may not be deducted in
tributed (see above). Local income taxes are imposed by coun-

computing income subject to the local tax, howeer.
ty and municipal districts.

Rate
Rate

A flat rate, usually about 25 percent, depending on the muni-
The rate imposed by the county districts may vary between 6

cipality.
percent and 8 percent, and the rate imposed by municipal dis-
tricts between 12 percent and 14 percent. In virtually all muni- Relief for foreign source income
cipalities tax is imposed at the aggregate maximum rate of 22

percent. There are no unilateral provisions for the avoidance of double
taxation. Foreign taxes, however, may be deducted in compu'
ing taxable income. Dividends, interest and royalties from
abroad are included in taxable income after deduction of for-

eign taxes.

3. MISCELLANEOUSINCOME TAXES 3. MISCELLANEOUSINCOME TAXES

Common tax for the tax equalization fund Undistributed profits tax

Norwegian: Fellesskatt til skattefordelingsfondet Swedish: Ersttningskatt

Taxable base This tax is levied only upon those Swedish holding companies
which fail to make adequate distributionsof profits giving tax

Annual world-wide income after deduction of business expen- advantages to individuals ultimately entitled to the profits.
ses. Major factors which influence taxable income for this in-
come tax are the same as for the local income tax. Taxable base

Rate The amount of profits deemed to be unreasonably withheld.

The rate is 1 percent. Rate

The rate is 25 percent.
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Relief for foreign-source income

All income from foreign sources is included in taxable income
with the exception of income derived from foreign immovable
property and from business and liberal professions carried on

abroad. Dividends, patent royalties and interest wholly attrib-
utable to foreign business operations are exempt from local
income tax and church tax.

4. NET WORTH TAX 4. NET WORTH TAX

No net worth tax is imposed on corporations. National net worth tax

Finnish: Varallisuusvero
Swedish: Statlig formgenhetsskatt

Resident corporations whose shareholders are subject to net
worth tax with respect to their shares in the corporation are

not subject to the national net worth tax. Other legal entities
will nrmaly be subject to net worth tax.

The rate of the net worth tax for the year 1979:1 percent. A
reduction is granted if taxable net worth is less than 50,000
FMk.

B. NON-RESIDENTCORPORATIONS B. NON-RESIDENTCORPORATIONS

Non-resident corporations are subject to the corporation in- Non-resident corporations are, in principle, subject to the na-

income tax, insofar as they carry on a business through, or de- tional income tax and local income tax -- and in some cases
rive income from, a permanent establishment in Denmark or church tax- with respect to all income from Finnish sour-

receive income from immovable property in Denmark. The ces, with the exception of interest from bonds, bank accounts,
rate of the corporation income tax for non-resident corpora- foreign trade credits and from loans which are not an invest-
tions is 37 percent, the same rate as for resident corporations. ment equivalent to the borrower'sown capital.
Non-residentcorporationsare not subject either to a net worth However, as of the year 1973, many types of income derived
tax or business tax. Dividends paid by resident corporations from Finnish sources are subject to a single withholding tax,
are subject to a dividends withholding tax (udbytteskat) of 30 which is a nal tax, and which replaces the national and local
percent, unless reduced by treaty provisions. For non-resident income tax as well as the net worth tax, infra. According to
corporations and individuals this withholding tax is the nal these new provisions, dividends are subject to a withholdingand only tax on the dividends received. tax of 25 percent, and royalties and interest (except certain

exempt categories of interest, listed above) are subject to a

withholding tax of 30 percent both computed on the gross
amount received. Other types of income continue to be sub-
ject to national and local tax for their net amount after allow-
able deductions and at the normal rates which also apply to
resident companies, i.e. 43 percent and between 13 percent
and 18.5 percent, respectively. With respect to income not
attributable to a certain municipality the local income tax is
imposed by the national government at the (Helsinki) rate of
15 percent.
Non-resident corporations remain subject to the national net
worth tax at a rate of currently 1 percent of taxable net

worth, excluding,however, assets such as shares, bonds and pa-
tents, the income whereof is subject to the withholding tax of
25 percent or 30 percent or wholly exempt.
No net worth tax is due by companies resident in.countries
which have concluded a tax treaty with Finland containing a

relevant non-discriminationclause, except for 1976, when the
net worth tax is temporarily re-introduced for resident compa-
nies.
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Petroleum income tax

The Act of June 13, 1975 relating to the taxation of Subma-
rine Petroleum Resources contains, inter alia, provisions for
the imposition of a special tax of currently 25 percent for tax-

payers engaged in production and pipeline transportation on

the Continental Shelf. This tax is in addition to the income 1
taxes imposed with respect to all activities in the area.

4. NET WORTH TAX 4. NET WORTH TAX

National net worth tax No net worth tax is imposedon residnt corporations.
Norwegian: Formuesskatttil staten

Taxable base

Net worth of corporate taxpayers.

Rate

The rate is 0.7 percent (0.4 percent for shipping companies).

B. NON-RESIDENTCORPORATIONS B. NON-RESIDENTCORPORATIONS
'

Non-resident corporations are liable to the same income taxes Non-resident corporations are subject to the national income
as resident corporations, if and insofaras they carry on business tax and the local income tax at the same rates as resident cor-

in Norway, participate in such a business, or derive income porations, but only with respect to income attributable to a '-

from tangible movable or immovable property located in Nor- Swedish permanent establishment, income from immovable
-

=f

way, subject to treaty provisions. Dividends from Norwegian property located in Sweden, income from activities executed r

corporations are subject to a coupon tax (kupongskatt)which on a continued and repeated basis (even in the absence of a 3

is levied at a rate of 25 percent, unless a treaty provides other- permanent establishment), income from royalties from Swe- ,:;
wise. dish sources and capital gains from the sale of real property or .:

business assets located in Sweden. Dividends and interestpaidNon-resident corporations are also subject to the national and
to non-resident not subject to income tax,local net worth taxes, if and insofar as they carry on a business

a company are un-

in Norway, participate in a Norwegian business or own immov- less they are attributable to a business carried on in Sweden

able or tangible movable property located in Norway. The na- through a permanent etablishment or on a continued or re-

tional net worth tax is imposed at 0.7 percent. The local net peated basis. However, dividends paid to non-residentsare sub-

worth tax is imposed at a flat rate, between 0.4 percent and 1 ject to a dividend withholding tax (kupongskatt)of 30 per-

percent, dependingon the municipality. In virtually all munici- cent, unless a treaty providesotherwise.

palities the tax is imposed at the maximum rate of 1 percent. Non-resident corporations are, in addition, liable to the na-

This local net worth tax does not apply to corporations resi- tional net worth tax (Swedish: statlig frmgenhetsskatt).
dent in countries which have concluded a treaty with Norway
containinga relevant non-discriminationclause. Taxable base

The value of net worth (whether movable or immovable) in-
vested in Sweden at the end of the year.

Rate

on net worth up to 200,000 SKr. nil
on the amount between 200,000 SKr.
and 275,000 SKr. 1 percent
on the amount between 275,000 SKr.
and 400,000 SKr. 1.5 percent
on the amount between 400,000SKr.
and 1,000,000SKr. 2 percent
on the amount exceeding 1,000,000SKr. 2.5 percent
Non-resident corporations which derive Swedish income not
attributable to a certain municipality are subject to local in-
come tax at a special rate of 10 percent.
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DENMARK FINLAND

Il. INDIRECTTAXES Il. INDIRECTTAXES

1. VALUE-ADDEDTAX 1. TURNOVERTAX

Danish: Almindelig omsaetningsafgift(general turnover tax) Finnish: Liikevaihtovero
Swedish: Omsttningsskatt

Taxable persons
Taxable persons

Entrepreneurs selling goods and services in Denmark; impor-
ters. Entrepreneurs selling taxable goods and services in Finland;

importers.
Taxable base

Taxable base
Actual sales price (excluding the tax itself) of goods and cer-

tain services, payable by all entrepreneurs. They may deduct Domestic sale or lease of movable goods and rendering of cer-

the tax paid on their own purchases. tain related services (cleaning, repair, maintenance) by entre-

preneurs and the value of imported goods. The tax is also

Rate levied on products which an entrepreneur uses for his own

consumption. In computing their taxable turnover, entrepre-
18 percent. neurs may deduct the purchase price of goods purchased or

imported for the purpose of resale, so that in essence only the
value added is taxed.

Rate

14 percent (on the consideration received including the tax it-

self, making the effective rate 16.28 percent).
16.28 percent on the value at importation (not including the
tax itself).

2. EXCISE DUTIES 2. EXCISE DUTIES

Danish: accise Finnish: Valmistevero
Swedish: Accis

The following products are subject to excise duties: tobacco,
alcoholic beverages, sweets, cosmetics, textiles, matches, gaso- The following products are subject to excise duties: tobacco,
line, gramophone records, radio and television sets. beer, sweets, mineral waters, tires, matches and liquid fuels.

3. OTHER INDIRECT TAXES 3. OTHER INDIRECT TAXES

Other indirect taxes are levied, such as stamp duties, registra- Other indirect taxes are levied, such as registration duties,
tion duties, motor vehicle tax, etc. stamp duties, motor vehicle tax, tax on certain insurance pre-

miums, etc.
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NORWAY SWEDEN

Il. INDIRECT TAXES Il. INDIRECTTAXES

1. VALUE ADDED TAX 1. VALUE-ADDEDTAX

Norwegian: Merverdafgift Swedish: Mervrdeskatt

Taxable persons Taxable persons

Registered entrepreneurs selling taxable goods and services in Entrepreneursselling goods or services within Sweden: impor-
Norway; importers. ters.

Taxable base Taxable base

The taxable base is the consideration received for sales of tax- Consideration received for sales of goods and certain services

able goods and services, and value at importation including im- rendered in relation to goods. At importation the value for

port duties. In computing an entrepreneur'sfinal turnover tax purposes of customs duty, including the customs duty itself.

liability, the tax paid on his purchases and imports may be de- In computing nal tax liability, the tax paid on purchases of

ducted, so that, in effect, only the value-added is taxed. goods and services may be deducted so that, in effect, only
the value added is taxed.

Rate

The rate is 20 percent of the consideration excluding the tax Rate

itself. 17.1 percent of the price including tax (effective rate: 20.63

percent). For certain goods and services, the above rate is

applied to 60 percent or 20 percent of the price paid which

implies effective rates of 10.26 and 3.42 percent of the price :,

including tax (effective rates: 11.43 and 3.54 percent). There
are two types of exemptions: full exemptionswith a refund of ,

the tax paid on purchases, and limited exemptions without
such refund.

2, EXCISE DUTIES 2. EXCISE DUTIES

Norwegian: Sravgifter Swedish: Accis

Many excise duties or luxury taxes are levied on domestic sales Confectioneryand certain chemical products are subject to the

of certain consumer goods. Those on alcohol, tobacco, choco- special excise tax (Srskildvaruskatt).
late, sugar, confectionery and petrol (gasoline) are the most

important.

3. INVESTMENTTAX 3. OTHER INDIRECT TAXES

Norwegian: Avgift pN investeringerm.v. Other indirect taxes are levied such as taxes on tobacco,wine

and spirits, registration duties, stamp and annual vehicle tax.

Taxable base

The taxable base is the value of xed business assets purchased
by entrepreneurs for lasting use in their business, the turnover
tax on which is deductible. This tax, in fact, replaces the for-
mer single-stage turnover tax on such business assets.

Rate

The rate is 13 percent on the cost of acquisition excluding the
turnover tax and the investment tax themselves. As of Janu-

ary 1, 1978, a reduced rate of 9 percent applies to qualifying
investments in buildings, installations and other depreciable
business assets by manufacturingand mining enterprises. As of

September 1, 1978, the special rate is further reduced to 5 per-
cent, and as of July 1, 1979 to nil.
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DENMARK FINLAND

4. IMPORT DUTIES 4. IMPORT DUTIES

Danish: toldafgift Finnish: Tultikkuvero
Swedish: Tull

Import duties are levied on importationof products.
Note that Denmark is a member of the EC, so that the com- Import duties are levied on importation of products.
mon EC tariff is applicable.

-

TRANSFERPRICINGAND ML LTIIkATIONALENTERPFISES

A NEWOECDFEPOFT*

A large share of world trade is represented by transfers of goods, flicting requirements by different government administrations.
technology and services between various entities within multina- Moreover, if national tax authorities differ in their approach to-
tional enterprises (MNEs) -- its branches, afliates, subsidiaries-- wards transfer pricing, there is a danger that an MNE as a whole
situated in different countries. The question of prices applied to may be doubly taxed.
these transactions, in other words, the transfer prices, has at-
tracted general attention as a central feature of the operations of
MNEs. The setting of acceptable price levels for tax determina- This report, which also takes into account the results of discus-
tion purposes when such transactions take place is the subject of sions with representatives of the largest MNEs, represents a first
a report just published by the OECD, TransferPricing and Mul- attempt to provide guidance on the methods and practices gen-tinational Enterprises, and of an OECD Council Recommenda- erally agreed by tax administrations for arriving at acceptable ap-tion to governments. proximations of arm's length prices for intra-group transactions.

It is thus hoped that it will not only help tax officials to approach
more effectively the problems presented by the transfer prices of

The basic premise of this work, accepted both by national tax ad- MNEs, but also the enterprises themselves by indicating ways in
ministrationsand MNEs, is that as far as possible these price levels which mutually satisfactory solutions may be found to those tax
should, for tax determination purposes, approximate to prices problems.which woudl have been charged by unrelated enterprises in simi-
lar circumstances, the so-called arm's length pce.

It is on the basis of this report that the Council has adopted a Re-
commendation inviting the tax administrations of Memberoun-The report notes that MNEs are in a position to apply artificial tries to take account of the methods of assessment proposed intransfer prices in order to minimise tax, for example, by selling this report in their audits of company accounts. The text of this

goods to a subsidiary in a tax haven country at less than a normal Recommendationis annexed to this release (see next page).market price. Substantial amounts of revenue have been recouped
by the tax authorities over recent year through the adjustment
of such artificial prices. On the other hand, the report recognises
that there are factors (e.g. the desire of subsidiaries to maximise
their profits) militating against artificial transfer pricing and that * Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, 100 pages,
it is not always easy for MNEs to calculate appropriate transfer OECD, Paris, 1979, (£4.40; $9.00; 36 Fr.Frs.) ISBN 92-64-11947
prices especially if - as may happen -- they are faced with con- -7. Available from OECD Sales Agents.
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NORWAY SWEDEN

4. OTHER INDIRECT TAXES 4. IMPORT DUTIES

Other indirect taxes, such as stamp duties and registrationdu- Swedish: Importtull
ties are levied. A luxury tax is levied on the sale of gold and
silver goods, cosmetics and some other non-essential goods. Import duties are levied on importationof productS.

5. IMPORT DUTIES

Norwegian: Innfrselstoll

Import duties are levied on importationof products.

RecommendationoftheCouncil
on thedeterminationoftransferprcesbetweenassocatedenterprises
(AdoptedbytheCouncion 16thMay, 1979)

The Council, services and of interest rates on loans between associated enter-

Having regard to Article 5(b) of the Conventionon the Organisa- prises;
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development of 14th De- Having regard to the need to achieve consistency in the approach-
cember, 1960; es of tax authorities, on the one hand, and of associated enter- .,

prises, on the other hand, in the determination of transferprices -4,
Having regard to the Declaration of 21st June, 1976 adopted by for the purposes of ensuring correct taxation of profits and avoid- ,

the Governments of OECD Member countries on International ance of double taxation.
Investment and Multinational Enterprises and the Guidelines an-

nexed thereto;
1

I. RECOMMENDSto the Governmentsof Membercountries:
Having regard to the Report of the Committee on Fiscal Affairs
of 12th March 1979 on the determination of transfer prices be- 1. that their tax administrations take into account, when re-

tween associated enterprises; viewing, and if necessary, adjusting transfer prices between associ-
ated enterprises for the purposes of determining taxable prots,

Considering that transactions between associated enterprises (i.e. the considerationsand methods set out in the Report referred to
between parent and subsidiary enterprises or enterprises under above for arriving at arm's length prices when goods, technology,
common control) may take place under conditions differing from trademarks and services are provided or supplied or loans granted
those taking place between independententerprises; between associated enterprises;

Considering that the prices charges in such transactions between 2. that they give the Report referred to above publicity in

associated enterprises (usually referred to as transfer prices) their country and have it translated, where appropriate, into their

should, nevertheless, for tax purposes be in conformity with national language(s);
those which would be charged between independent enterprises 3. that they develop further co-operation between their tax ad-
(usually referred to as arm's length prices) as provided in Article ministrations, on a bilateral or multilateral basis, in matters per-
9(1) of the OECD Model Double Taxation Convention on Income taining to transferpricing.
and on Capital;

Considering that problems with regard to transfer prices in inter- II. INSTRUCTS the Committee on Fiscal Affairs:
national transactions arise mostly between the various entities of

1. to its work issues pertinent to transfer pricing and
multinational enterprises and assume special importance in view pursue on

to the assessment of taxable profits of associated enterprises in
of the substantialvolume of such transactions; general;
Having regard to the considerations in the Report referred to 2. to report periodically to the Council on the results of its
above regarding the methods to be followed for the correct deter- work in these matters together with any relevant proposals for
mination of transferprices for goods, technology, trademarks and improved international co-operation.

-
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NORDICCOUNTRIES

a selectedbibliography

The national report of Danmark is
A. GENERAL included.

BETAENKNINGOM EN FAELLESNORDISK V. 58b, 1973: Partnerships and joint enterprises in

AKTIESELSKABSLOVGIVNING international tax law.
The national report of Denmark is

Afgivet af det af Handelsministeriet den 6, november included.
1964 Nedsatte udvalg. Kbenhavn, Statens Tryknings-
Kontor, 1969. 377 pp. (Betnkning,No. 540) V. 59a, 1974: Tax consequences of domestic and

foreign interests' establishing corpora-
Report of the Danish branch of the Nordic Committee tions as vehicles for joint ventures.
established to investigate the possibilities of harmo- The national report of Finland is in-
nizing corporate law within the Nordic countries. The cluded.
report contains a draft for a new corporate law and a

commentary to this draft. V. 59b, 1974: Tx problems resulting from the tempo-
rary activity abroad of employees of

BOLIGBESKATTNINGENI NORDEN; enterprises with international opera-
tions.

rapporter till Nordiska skattevetenskapliga forsk- The national reports of Denmark and
ningsrdets seminarium i Helsingfors i oktober 1974. Finland are included.
Stockholm, GteborgsOffsettryckeriAB, 1974, 217 pp. V. 60a, 1975: Tax treatment of the importation and
Text of reports contributed at seminar held in Helsing- exportation of technology, know-how,
fors in October 1974 convened by the Nordiska skatte- patents, other intangibles and technical
vetenskapliga forskningsrdet (the Nordic Tax Research assistance.
Committee) on the subject of company taxation in the The national reports of Finland and
north, i.e. Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. Sweden are included.
Text of the reports are in Danish, Norwegian or Swe-

V. 60b, 1975: Allocation of expenses in internationaldish.
arm's length transactions of related

PERSONSBESKATTNINGENI companies.
HGSKATTESAMHLLET The national reports of Finland and

Sweden are included.
Rapporter och inlgg vid Nordiska skattevetenskapliga
forskningsrdets seminarium i Rros i oktober 1976. V. 61a, 1976: Tax incentives as an instrument for

Vllingby, LiberFrlag, 1977. Nordiska skatteveten- achievementof governmentalgoals.
skapliga forskningsrdets skriftserie, Nr. 4. 112 pp.

The national report of Finland is in-
cluded.

Report of tax seminar held in Rros, Norway, October
V. 6lb, 1976: The definition of capital gains in various1976 convened by the Nordic Council for Tax Research

countries.
on the individual income taxation in the Nordic coun-

tries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden). The The national reports of Denmark,
Finland and Sweden are included.contributions by various contributors of the Nordic

countries are printed in the Danish, Norwegian and V. 62a, 1977: Inflation and taxation.
Swedish languages. The national reports of Denmark,

Finland, Norway and Sweden are in-
cluded.

INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION, V. 62b, 1977: Determination of the taxable profit of
ROTTERDAM corporations.

The national reports of Denmark,Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International Finland, Norway and Sweden are in-
Studies on International Fiscal Law cluded.
Schriften zum InternationalenSteuerrecht:

V. 63a, 1978: Taxation of the extractive industries.
V. 58a, 1973: The taxation of enterprises with per- The national reports of Denmark,

manent establishmentsabroad. Norway and Sweden are included.
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V. 63b, 1978: Differences in tax treatment between BEKENDTGRELSEAF LOV OM

local and foreign investors and effects of INDKOMSTBESKATNINGAF AKTIESELSKABER
international treaties. M.V.
The national reports of Finland, Nor- LovbekendtgrelseNo. 54 af 17. februar 1977.
way and Sweden are included. Copenhagen,GovernmentPrinter, 1977.19 pp.

IFA Cahiers: Volumes 58 through 60b are available Consolidated reprint of the Corporate Income Tax

from International Bureau of Fiscal Act.
Documentation,Amsterdam.

Volumes from 6la onwards are available DIRECTTAXATIONIN DENMARK.

from Kluwer Law and Taxation Publish- A brief survey: 2nd Edition.

ers, Deventer. Copenhagen, Inland Revenue Department, 1976. 67 pp.

Second up-dated edition of a survey, in English, of the

major taxes imposed in Denmark, including taxes on

BOARD OF INLAND REVENUE, income and capital, stamp duties, real property taxes,
LONDON taxes on inheritances and gifts and social security

contributions.
Income Taxes Outside the United Kingdom

HELKETT,C.
The country booklets give a fairly comprehensive OPGRELSEAF DEN SKATTEPLIGTIGE
account on the taxes on income and capital gains of

INDKOMST.
individualsand companies.
Denmark, Fnland, Norway and Sweden are ncluded 12. Udgave.
in these series. Copenhagen, GEC. GADS Forlag, 1977. 732 pp.

Twelfth edition, revised and extended by Jan Hintze,
Erling Rimborg and Eigil Thielsen, of a handbook on

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCU- present effective income taxation in Denmark with
MENTATION, reference to rules, circulars, etc. as of December 1,
AMSTERDAM 1976.

Guides to European Taxation:
LANDT, H., H.-J. MAILAND

Vol. 2: The Taxationof Companies in Europe. BESKATTNINGAF SELSKABER OG FORENINGER.

Loose-leaf service containing the Member- Copenhagen, G.E.C. Gads Forlag, 1977. 186 pp.
States of the E.E.C. plus Austria, Norway,
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. Finland will Explanation of the income taxation of corporationsand

be included in one of the next supplements. associations in Denmark. Text of relevant statute is

appended.
Vol. 4: Value added Taxation in Europe.

Loose-leaf service covering the Member-States INVESTMENTAND TAXATION: DENMARK.
of the E.E.C. plus Austria, Norway, Sweden
and Switzerland. London, Touche Ross International, 1979. 27 pp.

Monograph in a series called investment and taxation
on Denmark prepared by Touche Ross International
for the use of interested clients. The present study deals

B. DENMARK with general information, investment incentives, ex-

change control, business entities and taxation.

BOOKS
GENERALSALES TAX (TAX ON VALUE ADDED)

CORPORATIONLAW OF DENMARK. as at 1 October 1978.

Principal features including taxes, costs of incorpora- Copenhagen, Ministry of Fiscal Affairs, 1978. 44 pp.

tion, exchange control. English translation of the tax on value added as stated

London, Jordan & Sons, 1973.20 pp. on October 1, 1978.

DAS DNISCHE GESETZ BER SETTING UP IN DENMARK.
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFTEN. A business survey of economic, legal and financial as-

Zweite Auflage 1976. pects of foreign investment in Denmark.
Frankfurt a/M, Alfred Metzner Verlag, 1976, 191 pp. Copenhagen, Kjbenhavns Handelsbank, 1978, 43 pp.

Introductory explanation to the Danish Company Law
of June 13, 1973. Danish text and German translation SPANG-THOMSEN,V.

of the Company Law are appended. The explanation is SKATTE TABELLER1979.

by Bernhard Gomard and the translation is by Peter 35 rgang. Copenhagen, A/S Skattekartoteket Infor-

Behrens, Matthias Mitscherlich and Johan Asmussen. mationskontor,1979. 137 pp.
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Income and net wealth tax tables for 1979 with anno- cerning the reduction of economic double taxation of
tations. distributed corporate profits.

Revision og Regnskabsvaesen
ARTICLES WOGENSEN, S.O.

Aendringer i fusionsloven.Revisionog Regnskabsvaesen Vol. 46, No. 2, February 1977. P. 85-88.
FEDERSPIEL,T.

Survey of the recent changes in the taxation provisionsSelskabsretten i Faellesmarkedet set i dansk perspektiv regardingcorporate mergers.lidt gaeldende forskellige forslag.
--

om ret og
Vol. 42, No. 1, January 1973. P. 16-23. SkattepolitiskOuersigt
Survey dealing with changes in Danish corporate law due Skattegodtgrelsetil aktionaerer.to Denmark's entry into the Common Market. The Vol. 33, No. 1, 1977. P. 7-11.author points out that Denmark's entry has not caused
any revolutionary changes in corporate law already Survey of the new provisions regarding the imputation
existingn Denmark. system of corporate income tax.

EuropeanTaxation European Taxation

Comparative analysis of depreciation in the Common Treaty negotiations.
Market. Part V. Denmark. Vol. 18, No. 7, July 1978. P. 255-256.
Vol. 12, No. 11, November 1972. P. I/285-I/297. The Danish Inland Revenue Department has released

information on the status of negotiations regarding
Reuisionog Regnskabsuaesen the conclusion of double taxation treaties. Details are

MAZANTI-ANDERSEN,J. presented here.

Partnerships and joint enterprises in international tax
law.
Vol. 42, No. 6, June 1973. P. 260-267. C. FINLAND

SkattepolitiskOversigt
BOOKS

Foran reform af fusionsbeskatningen.
Vol. 31, No. 1, 1975. P. 17-22. VEROSOPIMUKSETSKATTEAVTALEN1974.

Survey of the proposed changes in the taxation implica- Redigerade av Hillel Skurnik.
tions of mergers. Helsinki, Suomen Lakimiesliitto 1974. 460 pp.

Double taxation treaties 1974, edited by Hillel Skurnik.
European Taxation This work contains the authentic texts of double taxa-
DYHR, P. tion treaties concluded by Finland with other countries
Denmark: Introduction of an imputation systen. with respect to income tax, death duties and mutual
Vol. 16, No. 10, October 1976. P. 342-347. assistance as published in the Finnish Official Gazette

up to date and including no. 42/1974. The text of the
InternationaleWirtschafts-Briefe O.E.C.D. Draft Convention of 1963 in the official texts
HAUSER, W. (English and French) and in the unofficial Swedish and

Finnish translations is also appended.Reform der dnischen Krperschaftsbesteuerung.
No. 22, November 1976. SKATTEFRFATTNINGARNA1978.5, Dnemark Gruppe 2, Seite 75. P. 721-724.

6th Edition. Edited by Hillel Skurnik.Discussion of the reform of the Danish corporate Helsinki, FinlandsJuristfrbund,1978.460income tax. pp.

Compendium of Finnish tax laws in the Swedish lan-

SkattepolitiskOversigt guage. Case law has been included and the laws are

printed as of No. 314/78 of the Official Gazette ofForslaget om lempelse af dobbeltbeskatningen af Finland.aktieudbytter.
Vol. 32, No. 4, 1976. P. 138-142.

ARTICLES
Survey of the proposed imputation system for the
taxation of distributed corporate profits. Bank of Finland

AARNIO, Lasse.
Reuisionog Regnskabsvaesen Direct taxation in Finland.
MIDDELBOE,B.

Vol. 52, No. 7, July 1978. P. 20-29.
Lempelse af dobbeltbeskatningen.
Vol. 46, No. 2, February 1977. P. 72-84. FinlandsForfattningssamling
Survey of the implications of the new provisions con- Lag om beskattning av begrnsat skattskyldig fr
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inkomst och frmgenhet. Given i Ndendal den 11 Oslo, Dn Norske Creditbank, 1978. 502 pp.
augusti 1978. Guide to provide information concerning NorwegianNo. 627, 1978. P. 1460-1464. laws with respect to the establishment of new business,
Text of new act on the income tax and net wealth tax types of company, registration of firms, taxation,
liability of non-resident individuals and entities. concession rules, foreign exchange regulations and

other business legislation. The material is updated as of
December 31, 1977. It is probably the most detailed

D. NORWAY guide to Norwegian company, trade and tax regulations
published in the English language.

BOOKS MAGNUS, Per; NILSEN, Svein Torre; VAREIDE, Kai.
NKKELENTIL SELVANGIVELSENFOR 1978.

ARNTZEN, Sven, Jr.; SWARTZ, Dena.
THE NORWEGIAN JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES ACT Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening, 1978/79. 117 pp.
1976. Booklet entitled Key to 1978 tax return, containing
Oslo, Sven Arntzen Jr. and Dena Swartz, 1976. 72 pp. details of all relevant provisions of the income and net

wealth tax law, to guide individual taxpayers filingEnglish translation of the text of the Joint-Stock Com- their tax returns.
panies Law in Norway.

WOLDSETH,Kjell; SYVERSEN,Jan.
BUGGE, K.L., B. SKREIBERG. TAXATION OF EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES IN
SKATTELOVENEBING III. NORWAY OR ON THE NORWEGIAN CONTINEN-
Oslo, Sem & Stennerson a/s, 1972. TAL SHELF.
5th Edition. 408 pp. Norwegian Nationl Report 32nd IFA Congress Sydney,
New revised and updated edition of volume III of a 1978.
series of books containing the text and annotated Oslo, The Norwegian Branch of the International
comment respecting various special laws concerning Fiscal Association (IFA), 1977.27 pp.
depreciation, regional development, the creation of
tax-free reserves, special provisions for taxation of INVESTMENTAND TAXATION: NORWAY
companies and shareholders, and capital gains tax, London, Touche Ross International, 1978. 30 pp.
os well as a survey of tax treaties concluded by Norway
with Denmark and Sweden. Short study of the major provisions relating to invest-

ment incentives, exchange controls, work and resi-.

SAASTAD,O. dence permits, business entities and taxation.

NKKELENTIL SELVANGIVELSENFOR 1976.

Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening, 1976/77. 107 pp. ARTICLES

Booklet entitled Keys to the 1976 tax return con-

taining details of all relevant provisions of the income Die Aktiengesellschaft
and net worth tax law as a guide to individual tax- STEINIGER,Wolfgang.
payers filing their tax returns. Das norwegische Aktienrecht.

Vol. 23, No. 7, July 1978. P. 189-196.
ARNTZEN, Sven; ARNTZEN, Dena.
THE NORWEGIANACCOUNTINGACT 1977. Act of June 19, 1969 (No. 71), providing special
Oslo, Sven Arntzen, Dena Arntzen, 1977.14 pp.

rules for the taxation of joint-stock companies and
shareholders.

English translation of the Act of 13 May 1977, No. 35 (Official translation of this Norwegian Act.)
pertaining to the obligation to keep accounts, etc.
(The AccountingAct). European Taxation

LOVGIVNINGVEDRRENDEDEN NORSKE Norway: Corporate Taxation in Svalbard.

KONTINENTALSOKKEL/LEGISLATION Vol. 9, No. 3, 1969. P. 61-62.

CONCERNINGTHE NORWEGIAN
CONTINENTALSHELF. EuropeanTaxation

5th Edition. Norwegian tax jurisdiction in connection with the

Oslo, Royal Ministry of Industry and Handicraft, Continental Shelf.

1977. 270 pp.
Vol. 10, No. 4, April 1970. P. I/101, 5 pp.

Unofficial English translation of the Norwegian text GULNES, N.
of basic law and Royal Decrees relating to the Norwe-
gian Continental Shelf, including taxation. Norwegian petroleum policy.

In: Monthly Survey, Oslo, Der Norske Credietbank,
ARNTZEN, Adreas; BUGGE, Jens; UNDERLAND,Ulf. Supplement, May 1973. P. 1-4.

COMPANY,TRADE AND TAX LAW IN NORWAY. Survey of Norwegian policy for the development of
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the Norwegian part of the Continental Shelf, including Selected Monographs on Taxation, Volume 1 (Joint
a summary of taxes and royalties payable. venture with the Harvard Law School International

Tax Program).
Act Relating to the Taxation of Submarine Petroleum

Deposits, etc. BARR, N.A.; S.R. James; A.R. Prest.

Unofficial translation of Ot.prp. Nr. 26. (1974-75). SELF-ASSESSMENTFOR INCOME TAX.

Oslo, Det. Kongelige Finans-og Tolldepartement, London, Heinemann Educational Books, 1977. 218 pp.
1975. 107 pp. £ 7.50.

Report from the Finance Committee on the Taxation of Study analyzing the income tax systems in the United

Submarine Petroleum Resources, etc. Unofficial trans- Kingdom, the U.S.A., Canada and Sweden followed

lation of Report O. No. 60 (1974-75). Oslo, Det. by arguments for and against self-assessment. The

Kongelige Finans- og Tolldepartement,1975.49 pp.
authors conclude in favour of a phased introduction of
a system of self-assessmentinto the United Kingdom.

European Taxation
BRATT, J.; O. Fernstrm.

1969 Tax reforms -- Tax on Value Added (TVA) Law, DEKLARATIONOCH BESKATTNING.
Income and Net Worth Tax Laws and Corporation --

ShareholderTax Law. Skatterna p inkomst och frmgenhet, arv, gva m.m.

Vol. 9, No. 8, 1969. P. 170-176. MervrdeskattenArbetsgivaravgifterna.
Stockholm, Norstedt & Sners frlag, 1977. 387 pp.

Act Relating to Value-Added Tax, of June 19th, 1969 Revised and extended 23rd edition of a textbook

(as amended by Act of December 19th, 1969), and explaining the income and capital taxes, death and gift
Act Relating to Tax on Investments, of June 19th, taxes, value added tax and employer's contributions as

1969. of November 15, 1977.

Oslo, Royal Norwegian Ministry of Finance, February BRACEWELL-MILNES,B.; J.C.L. Huiskamp.1970.30 pp. INVESTMENTINCENTIVES.
English translation of the Norwegian acts on value A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEMS IN
added tax and investment. THE E.E.C., THE U.S.A. AND SWEDEN.

Deventer, Kluwer, 1977. 143 pp.
Finanz-Rundschau

Study of the rational philosophy behind investment
Erdlbesteuerung in Grossbritannien und Norwegen. incentives granted, and a comparative description of
Vol. 30, No. 18, September 1975. P. 443-444. such measures prevailing in Belgium, Denmark, France,
Oil taxation in the United Kingdom and Norway. Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,

Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States of
America.

SWEDEN GEIJER, E.; E. Rosenqvist;H. Sterner.
SKATTEHANDBOK.DEL I.

BOOKS Stockholm, Norstedts, 1977. 1250 pp.

LINDENCRONA,G. Eighth revised and extended edition of handbook

SKATTEROCH KAPITALFLYKT. containing comment and text of the national and local
income taxes, the national net worth tax, and other

Stockholm, Jurist -- och samhllsvertare -- frbundets related taxes stated as of the end of 1976. This eighth
Frlags AB, 1972. 470 pp. is mainly drafted like the 1972 seventh edition and has
(Rtts- och samhllsvetenskapliga bibliotheket, 4.) been prepared by Harry Sterner, Gsta Ekman and
Thesis entitled Taxes and Exodus of Capital aims to Sven Crabo.

explore the influence of taxation on the international
mobility of portfolio investment and its owners to and LODIN, Sven-Olof.
from Sweden. Summary in English is appended. PROGRESSIVEEXPENDITURETAX-

AN ALTERNATIVE
FASTIGHETSTAXERING. A report of the 1972 Government Commission on

Stockholm, Ministry of Finance, 1973. 499 pp. Taxation.

Final report prepared by special committee of experts Stockholm, Liber Frlag, 1978.278 pp.

with respect to taxation of real property. English version of study report on an expenditure tax as

a possible alternative for the individual income tax in

NORR, M. Sweden.
RESERVESFOR FUTURE INVESTMENT:
A SWEDISH TAX INCENTIVE. SKATTE- OCH TAXERINGS FRFATTNINGARNA.

Amsterdam, International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta- SDANADE LYDER DEN 1 JANUARI 1979.

tion, 1974, 114 pp. Stockholm, Liber Frlag, 1979. 608 pp.
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Annual tax manual containing Swedish text of Swedish European Taxation

tax laws as of January 1, 1979. SCHOLTEN,W.X.

Depreciationsystems.
THE SWEDISHBUDGET 1979/80. Vol. 14, No. 4, April 1974. P. 131-135.
A summary published by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs and the Ministry of the Budget. Svensk Skattetdning
Stockholm, 1979. 147 pp. MATTSSON, N.

17th Edition of publication containing a summary of Bosttningsbegreppeti kommunalskattelagen.
the Draft Budget for the fiscal year 1979/80. Short Vol. 42, No. 7, 1975. P. 373-396.

descriptions are presented of the budget system, the Artcle on the concept of residence in the Local Tax
central economic planningand tax system. Act.

Wirtschaftsdienst

ARTICLES STRMBERG,D.

Investitionsrcklagen nach schwedischem Muster

EuropeanTaxation Vol. 55, No. 12, December 1975. P. 602-608.

STRNG, G.E. The reserve for future investment in Sweden discussed

Swedish Tax Policy. as possible tax instrument in the Federal Republic of

Vol. 10, No. 8, August 1970. P. I/190. 3 pp. Germany.

Intertax
FiscalitEuropenne LODIN, S.O.
WARNERY,C.

Taxation of international firms --

a Swedish view.
En Sude les fonds de reserve pour investissements. No. 1, 1976. P. 15-20.
2me Anne, 1971-1. P. 15, 6 pp.

Discussion of the business cycle equalization reserve InternationaleWirtschafts-Briefe
existing in Sweden and some other Scandinavian coun- HAUSER, W.
tries. Das Steuerrecht Schwedens. bersicht ber die Steuern

und ffentlichenAbgaben.
Svensk Skattetidning 1. Teil, No. 4, February 1976. P. 105-116.
ENGBLOM, R. 2. Teil, No. 5, March 1976. P. 151-158.
Tillflliga tgrder p beskattningsomrdet fr att

frmja investeringarnainom nringslivet. Survey of the income tax system in Sweden in a series ,

of essays on taxes and levies in Sweden.
Vol. 39, No. 9, 1972. P. 459, 6 pp.

A survey outlining investment incentives in Sweden. Svensk Skattetidning
FERNSTRM,O.

Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation Realisationsvinstbeskattningenvid frsljning av aktier
DAHLMAN, S.R. och annan ls egendom.
Jont establishments in Sweden. Vol. 43, No. 8, 1976. P. 567-573.
Volume XXVII, No. 6, June 1973. P. 241-245.

Survey of the main provisions regarding the taxation of
Discussion of joint establishments maintaining co- capital gains with respect to shares and other types of

operation with respect to real property and the tax movable assets.
treatment of such joint establishments.

Svensk Skattetydning
Skattenytt SUNDVIK, Ove R.R.
EKMAN, G. Fortsatta investeringsstimulanser.
Skattelttnadfr forskning och export. Vol. 44, No. 8, 1977. P. 448-451.
Vol. 23, No. 8, August 1973. P. 419-425.

Survey of the various changes, including extensions, in

Survey of the new provisions concerning tax incentives a number of investment incentives as per January 1,
for research and export promoton. 1978.

Skattenytt European Taxaton

SANDSTROM,K.G.A. GROSSKOPF,Gran.

Skattereglerna vid pensionsavsttningar; inkomst- Proposed new legislation against tax avoidance in

beskattningen d pensionsutfstelse tryggats enligt Sweden.
drom gllande bestmmelser samt d avsttning skett Vol. 18, No. 10, October 1978. P. 357-359.
till personalstiftelse.
Vol. 23, No. 8, August 1973. P. 381-413. Skattenytt

Article on the tax consequences of employer contribu- NORDEN, Jan-Hendrik.

tions to pension funds and personal funds. Utlndska bolags etablering och beskattning i Sverige.
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Vol. 28, No. 10, October 1978. P. 419-437. Overview of the various consumer taxes levied in Swe-
onArticle on the taxation implications of establishing a

den (excise taxes, value added tax, turnover tax

subsidiary company, a branch or similar business orga-
motor vehicles etc.).

nization in Sweden.
Intertax

InternationaleWirtschafts-Briefe Value added tax and foreign entrepreneurs.
HLZL, M. No. 9, September 1978. P. 334-337.
Die Verbrauchsteuernin Schweden.
No. 15, August 1976. P. 489-495.

V

OIEC[] 8TU[ler*
IheTaxalionofWealth

All OECD countries tax wealth or capital gains in one FORMS OF CAPITAL TAXATION IN OECD MEMBER
way or another. Today many of their governments are COUNTRIES, 1976

reviewing how existing provisions fit in with their over-

all tax policies and their economic and social policy Net

aims. It is in this context that the OECD Fiscal Commit- Wealth Transfer Capital gains
1 2 3tee has just published a study entitled The Taxation of Country Tax Tax Taxation

Net Wealth, Capital Transfers and Capital Gains of Indi- Australia E--

--

viduals, covering capital taxes in force in 21 OECD Austria W* H B
countries -- that is, all except Iceland, Greece and Tur- Belgium H B-

key.** Canada -- -- I

The report, which generally refers to the position in Jan- Denmark W H C

uary 1976, though recording changes between January
Finland W H B
France -- H i 4

1976 and June 1978, covers the following taxes:
Germany W* H B

(i) annual net wealth taxes. This refers to taxes on the Ireland W*5 H C
value of assets minus debts related to such assets; Italy -- E and H B

(ii) capital transfer taxes. These refer to taxes imposed Japan -- H I
on transfers of assets during lifetime or at death; Luxembourg W* H B

(iii) capital gains taxes, which refer to taxes imposed on Netherlands W* H B

gains from the sale of assets. Though not strictly New Zealand -- E -

speaking taxes on capital, they are included in the Norway W H I

report because the objectives of taxing capital gains Portugal -- H C
--

are often similar to those of taxing net wealth and Spain H I
Sweden W H I

capital transfers and so are the administrative prob- Switzerland 6 W H and E C and I and B
lems encountered. United Kingdom - E C

For each of these three taxes, the report concentrates United States -- E I

on the taxation of individuals and not of companies. of America

As well as summarising the policy issues, including the W means personal net wealth tax.

arguments for and against adopting these taxes and par- E means estate-type transfer tax.
ticular forms of them, the report gives a comprehensive H means inheritance-type transfer tax.

description of the taxes in force in OECD Member coun- C means separate capital gains tax.

tries, including the practical problems of their admin- I means comprehensivetaxation of capital gains to income tax..

istration. B means the taxation of capital gains of businesses (whether incorpo-
rated or not but no comprehensive taxation of the capital gains of indi-

A more detailed summary of the report is contained in viduals.
the OECD Observer, issue No. 96. * Single-rate net wealth tax.

1 Personal net wealth tax only.
2 Excludes net taxes on financial and capital transactions.
3 Excludes the taxation of the capital gains of individuals where* The Taxation of Net Wealth, Capital Transfers and Capital such taxation is narrowly based confined short term gains.or to

Gains of Individuals. 195 pages, OECD, Paris, 1979. £10.80, 4 Introduced during 1976, but postponed until 1979 for movable
$22.00, F 88. ISBN 92-64-11896-9. property.
** An attached table shows the forms of capital taxation -- net 5 Abolished as from 6 April 1978.

wealth, capital transfer and capital gains -- imposed in OECD 6 All taxes at the Cantonal level with considerablevariation amongst
Membercountries. the Cantons.
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GENERAL PROBI.EMS OF INTER-COMPANY
TRANSACTIONSACROSS THE BORDER

with a discussionof Austrian practice by Dr. Franz Helbich*

I. INTRODUCTION of life -- whatever may be understood by this term --

that may result from any changes rather than the push
Since World War II the total volume of world trade has for increased industrialization that may have been of

expanded tremendously 1 and in 1978 it reached a re- vital importance in the past. In this paper I can only
cord high of USS 1,300,000,000. During the period provide a list of problems which cannot claim to be
from 1950 to 1975 this growth amounted to about a 65 either complete or provide an adequate definitionof the

percent increase in volume among the industrialized problems faced when attempted to correct imbalances
countries of the free world and, during this same 25 caused by industrialization.
year period, trade in the communist countries rose by Because the MNCs are integrated into the various natio-
about 10 percent and in the developing countries it ex- nal economies just as all other enterprises they are-- --

panded by approximately25 percent. subject to the laws, regulations and general practices of
It was world trade that inspired the creation and devel- these countries. Intercompany transactions across bor-

opment of multinational companies (hereinafter re- ders tend to emphasize the numerous differences be-
ferred to as MNCs). It was world trade that necessitated tween countries, differences that involve both risks as

the creation of a new form of doing business to facili- well as opportunities. These differences include, for ex- ,

tate international interaction. This expansion of inter- ample, the labor cost per unit of production, the type :

national trade during recent decades has been primarily and extent of co-determination, the socio-political and
due to a steady increase in investmentabroad in general political structures in individual countries, the type of
and by the MNCs. The MNCs account for about three- democratic method used and an understanding of these .

quarters of the industrial production in the non-com- methods, the general economic atmosphere of a coun-

munist world. 2 They have become, as they have matur- try, etc. These differences are at the same time both the
ed, the leading advocates of world-wide economic inte- motivations for transactions across the border and, in .

gration. turn, the results of these activities. The central prob- :

Many political and socio-political developments also lem in this interaction is the discrepancy between those

occurred during this same period. Individual states, in countries that have formulated a national solution to a

answer to their own immediate needs, promulgatedsys- particular problem and those that have not yet formu-

tems of taxation on a national basis without regard to lated such a solution. Therefore some type of interna-

the effect they might have on transactionsoutside their tional agreement is needed to assist the communications
between those countries that have not yet formulatedaborders. These tax laws often led to an increase in the

tax burden suffered by an individual company seeking solution to a particular problem and those that have

to engage in business internationally. Thus the growth formulated a solution, but one which may not be a

viable answer to the situation faced by the trading com-of international or intercompany contacts has given rise
to unforeseen problems in many areas, problems that panies.
must be solved if there is to be a continuing pattern of The following areas are ones in which international

growth. agreement is either non-existent or is being achieved

only at a snail's pace:
Co,poration law: up to now only a very inadequate--

Il. PROBLEMSOF ASSOCIATEDCOMPANIES structure exists for mergers, takeovers and spin-offs
AND AREAS THAT REQUIRE INTERNATIONAL across borders. Specific measures, for example, a

COOPERATION European type of corporation,are still in the distant
future.

Because of the high rate of industrialization in a great
number of countries of the world many structural, so-

cial and economic imbalances and disadvantages have
* This paper was submitted at the working Conferenceof Man-

occurred as a result of the expansion of world trade and
on

the accompanying technological progress both of which agement Centre Europe held April 18, 1979 in Vienna. Dr.
Franz Helbich, A-1190 Wien, Iglaseegasse 60, Tel. 32 41 87 -- 32

have been decisively influenced by associated compa- 2373.
nies. In answer to these problems both the individual na- 1. 6.4 percent per annum between 1950/60, 9.2 percent per
tions and the MNCs are attempting to remedy this situ- year between 1960/70, 22.9 percent between 1970/75, and by
ation and improve any structural disruption by means of 13 percent each in 1976/77.
economic policies that are oriented more to the quality 2. Deutsche Bank AG, Economic Bulletin, October 1969, p. 8.
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Commercial law: here there is distinct progress and The reservations by Article 9(2) of the OECD Model--

important steps have been made in the area of legis- Convention, the questionable efficiency of mutual
lation on cheques, bills, patents and royalties. agreement procedures and the absence of remedies

Foregn exchange control law and a framework for under national laws do not safeguard enterprisesagainst--

the setting and the changing of currency exchange double taxation, and thus put the free flow of capital
rates are non-existent. and economic growth of nations in jeopardy. I believe
The legal standards for the control of imports, ex- that there must be alternatives. Among the various me---

ports and prices in which the social and political thods of binding arbitration, the establishmentof an in-
structures of the various countries find a particularly ternational framework consisting of general guidelines
distinctive expression are non-existent. by which the various national tax authorities involved
Anti-trust law, customs regulations and finally the are to judge seems to be a workable solution. I believe--

important field of tax legislation -- with a view to that the creation of an international tax court will be
favorable (lacking) or unfavorable (multiple) bur- highly significant.
dens -- which was the subject of the working confer-
ence is moving slowly.

IV. INDICATIONSON AUSTRIAN PRACTICE,In addition to separate national developmentsit is to be PRESENTED BY MEANS OF THE TAX
noted that there is a development towards harmoniza- TREATMENTOF MANAGEMENTFEES
tion that can be seen particularly in the regional group-
ings (for example, the Common Market, COMECON). In Austrian domestic law well in the double taxa-as as

I believe that the quiet harmonization of small coun- tion conventions concluded by our country, the arm's
tries, such as Austria, constitutesnot the least important length concept is firmly established. An example by
of these developmentstowards world-wideeconomic in- which one can view its practical implementation in our

tegration. country is to look at how the fees paid to foreign parent
companies are handled. This situation raises the problem
of under what conditions such fees paid are deductible

Ill. PRINCIPLES,WAYS AND MEANS OF for the domestic enterprise (Art. 4, Para. 4, Income Tax
OVERCOMING THE EXISTING DISCREPANCIES Act).

Within this paper I cannot go in depth into the various
For overcoming these discrepancies in individual coun- elements involved in the calculation of these fees such as
tries and bridging the gaps, (partial) acceptance of for- license agreements, control costs, cost sharing in pur-
eign regulations, combined in many instances with the chasing and sales, R & D, managementsupport itself and
principle of reciprocity, might serve as a formula; this assistance in personnel matters, industrial design, etc.
holds true, for example, in trade and economic legisla- Rather, I should like to outline the established practice:
tion as would the principle of harmonization of national
regulations with international standards within the 1. Payments to foreign headquarters (calculated with

scope of the Common Market and COMECON. In addi- or without reasonable profit) are recognized as de-

tion, we might also apply the principle of judging a ductible expenditures for the domestic subsidiary,
transaction or a contract by questioning whether this provided these services are actually rendered to this

could have come about among independent third par- subsidiary.
ties; this test is expressed in the concept of dealing at 2. It is not sufficient to register these costs at the for-

arm s length. eign headquarters and to distribute them by a cer-

tain key ratio to the subsidiaries; in addition, the
In Austria the arm's length concept is applied to domes- books and records of the domestic subsidiary have
tic relationships, particularly those economic relation- to show that these services were actually rendered to
ships between a corporation and its shareholders; there the domestic enterprise.the concept is used to solve the fiscal problem of hidden 3. Our fiscal authorities require that services rendered
distribution of profits and disguised contribution of

by the domestic subsidiary to the foreign headquar-capital. This constitutes, at the same time, a general and ters be registered as well and charged against the fees
a legal concept that requires the use of many types of to be paid to headquarters.legal fiction but it also has a certain validity in the fields 4. Generally the proved expenditures of the foreignof customs tariffs, anti-trust legislation and the determi- headquarters are accepted as a basis for estimating
nation of prices and currency exchange rates. the costs accruing to the domestic subsidiary; in ad-
In view of the internationaldouble taxation that occurs dition, the ratios resulting from the comparison of
in many instances, the use of corresponding(correlative) the balance sheet of the domestic subsidiary with
adjustments is internationally an extremely desirable the consoldated balance are accepted as a basis for

goal. Through the medium of bilateral tax treaties it determining the extent of the deductible expendi-
would seem to be a relatively simple matter to both in- tures accepted here.
voke and enforce; however, the fact is, when offered
this relief as a mandatory measure, nations have turned These rules are followed in current practice. Arrange-
away. This is clear from looking at the number of coun- ments (with the tax administration) are valid for three
tries which made reservations with respect to Article years (the interval for tax audits) and in most cases are

9(2) of the OECD Model Conventiondealing with man- changed only upon a detailed presentation of facts and

datory adjustments. only for the future. Arrangementsconsidered as binding
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by both sides form the foundation of the practical im- Only gradually are the outlines of such structures be-

plementation in this difficult field of reasonable remu- coming discernible within the scope of the U.N. and

neraton n transactons between associated enterprises. some regional groupings of states; however, the required
factual and legal efficacy is lacking. The solution to the

many problems pending and the legal integration of ac-

tual developments and disproportions of the various na-

V. MEANS AND TENDENCIESFOR SOLVING tional solutions into a superior, comprehensive and

THESE PROBLEMS,PARTICULARLY IN THE legally enforceable structure is much more difficult than

FIELD OF TAXATION during the 19th century. Limitation on national prero-
gatives and the acceptance of the necessity of supra na-

tional and legally effective organisations is scarce curren-

During the 19th century the various national states suc-
cy everywhere. These are the hard facts that we are

ceeded only after an extensive period of developmentin facing in our efforts. As an attorney representing
adjusting their legal systems to the new developmentsof matters before the highest Austrian fiscal court, the Su-
industrialization associated with the industrial revolu- Court for Administrative Matters, I believe thatpreme
tion. In many stages new legislation was adopted, for

progress can be made primarily by institutionalizingex-

example, in the field of social security, corporate struc- isting and new methods and procedures. Theoretical in-
tures and the laws on pollution, e.g. noise, smoke, sight and practical experience have demonstratedto me

odors, etc. Thus they regulated and integrated technolo- that the establishment of an International Tax Court is
gical and scientific developmentinto their legal systems. necessary. Even though this might seem to be a some-

Current developments in technology and in the econo- what utopian goal, all efforts aimed at such a solution

my have proceeded far beyond national states, and even --

as, for example, this workshop -- should be support-
regional grouping such as the Common Market, COME- ed. After all, only an intense effort and active conside-

CON, LAFTA, etc. However, we are lacking political ration will finally result in success. As this workshop is

structures that would form the counterpoise and orga- part of this endeavour I should like to wish you a suc-

nizational centers that the national states had during the cessful meeting in this city of not only tradition but also

19th century. of forward-lookingdesigns for the future.
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General tax problems f transfrontier
corporate transactions

by Dr. Jakob Strobl*

I. INTRODUCTION December 19, 1977 the Council of the EEC issued its
first Directive in the area of direct taxes on the mutual

The feld I am concerned with in this article is a com- exchange of information between Tax Authorities. 1

paratiuely new one. When I entered the GermanRevenue Politically the Commission had already indicated its
Service some 25 years ago, there were no lectures on position in the so-calledHoldingReportofJune 18, 1973
this field, no conferenceson problemspresentedby Tax (file reference: KOM (73) fin.) and in the Report on
Treaties and no Handbuch zur Prfung von Auslands- Multinational Companies of November 7, 1973 (file re-

beziehungen (Handbook on the tax audit of foreign ference: KOM (73) 1930). Finally, the Council adopted
transactions) a compilation of practices and rulings in a resolution which led to and is explained in the Directive
this field by the German tax authorities. At that time, referred to above. 2

experience in this area was the domain of the big mul- The line of thinking and the approach in the field oftinational companies in the oil and car manufacturing intercompanypricing can be illustrated by comments onfields. this Directive made by a leading official of the Commis-
I have observed both the growing interest and the im- sion who stated in a lecture given in one of the Inter-
portance of this field -- for middle-sizedcompanies as national Tax Conferences that the Directive represents
well -- and the growth of IFA in the last two decades. the first step in the control of international tax evasion,
I attempt to highlight certain basic problems in inter- which includes not only tax fraud (tax evasion) but
natonal tax law n the feld of ntercompany trans- also arrangements involving -- in the view of tax author-

--

actions which haue preoccupiedme for seueral years. It ities abuse of international differences in tax, such
is my conviction that certain basic problems are too as the employment of letterbox companies in tax

easily ignored by tax officials as well as by tax advisors havens and so-called transferpricing (my italics).
in the discussion of methods and the ascertainmentof As I understand these comments, they strongly indicate
reasonable intercompany pricing. The English prouerb ,the existence of the belief stated above that intercom-
One cannot see the wood for the trees could be ap- pany pricing is widely employed in this grey area of tax
plied: In the entanglementof the variousmethods, such evasion and tax avoidance.
as cost plus method, resale price method, and technical In my experience of tax audits German tax agentsissues, the basc issues are uery oen overlooked. (Betriebsp fer) are very mistrustful in the international
There will be political overtones in these comments field. It is very difficult to convince them that there has
which cannot be avoided because tax law is so closely been no tax planning behind a transaction and that no
linked with political opinions and objectives; we are all shifting of profits was intended. Furthermore, several
aware of the growing mistrust of big companies, the statements in the GermanHandbookmentionedabove
multnational or transnational companies as they are support my views and show this attitude. I could cite
called, both in the tax field and elsewhere. various remarks made in articles and in speeches at
In the following pages I will comment on what I con- various conferences which are in line with my observ-
sider are the basic issues which should be brought to the ations.
attention of those working in ths field and which il- I strongly believe that this fear and attitude of mistrust
lustrate my position. is not justified.

As experienceclearly shows, the majorityof transactions
Il. INTERCOMPANYPRICING AS A MEANS are conducted between countries with a similar tax bur-

OF SHIFTING PROFITS den. Business dealings with companies in tax havens are

of secondary importanceand in practice play a very lim-
It is a widespread belief, which is shared not only by tax
officials, that intercompany pricing is used widely (!)as
a means of shifting profits to countries with lower tax * Strobl, Killius & Vorbrugg, Munich. Marion Koebner, Solic-
rates or to tax havens. itor, London, assisted the author with the English version. This

The attitude of national tax authorities and the EEC article is based on a lecture given on April 17, 1979, at the Man-

authorities is characterized by the fear and suspicion agement Centre Conference in Vienna. The lecture took up the
thread of Dr. Helbig's paper (see the preceding article) on Gen-that individuals as well as enterprises take advantage of eral problems of intercompany transactions across the border.letterboxcompanies in tax haven countries, so arrang- 1. Official Gazette of the EEC No. L 336/15 of December 27,

ing transactions as to benefit from lower tax rates in 1977.
such countries. From this attitude stems the fact that on 2. OJ. EEC No. L 35/1 of February 14, 1975.
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ited rle for the majority of enterprises. In addition, tax Ill. LESS INTERFERENCE IN BUSINESS DECISIONS
considerations are, as a rule, of secondary importance in BY TAX AUTHORITIES
business deals betweenaffiliatedcompanies.The business
consideration always comes first and transactions be- In the last few years I have noted a closerscrutinyby the
tween affiliated companies are entered into from the tax authorities in the international field in many coun-

commercial angle. tries, a better training of tax agents performingsuch tax

Many tax issues emerge from a retrospective approach audits, detailed regulations in the intercompany pricing
very often adopted by tax agents who then suspect tax field, etc. For instance, several years ago the United

motives which did not exist and could not be foreseen Kingdom was an underdevelopedcountry in the area

by the managementwhen making their decision. of intercompany pricing; now there is a bright young

Furthermore, it is my firm conviction that although group specializing in the review of pricing policies of
multinational companies. In the United States and in

tax fraud and abuse by means of tax haven operations Germany there is an experienced tax audit staff as well
exist, the number of cases is greatly exaggeratedby tax

as an office of internationaloperationscoordinatingthe
officials and the public. The legislation in various coun- collection of data and tax audits in the international
tries (in the United States the so-called Sub-part F field.
Income Legislation; in Germany the Aussensteuergesetz

Statute regulating foreign tax matters) is very limited In addition joint tax audits by tax authorities -- for in---

in its effect and significance, although it may have a pro- stance, between the United States and Canada- are

hibitive effect for some taxpayers. The revenue gained already being conducted and a similar programme may

from this legislation makes a very small contributionto be initiated between European countries and between

the budget. In my opinion the existingprinciplesof good the United States and the U.K.

business aims will lead in most instances to the same I realize and appreciate that such a developmentis neces-

result as does such detailed and complicated legislation sary and warranted by the complexity and difficulty of
in this area. business operations in the international field and the tax

The majority of businessmen, whether large or small, authorities must be equipped with personnel trained in

consummate their business deals in an orderly and cor- this area and able to understandand examine these com-

rect manner. Thus mistrust is certainly not justified. It plicated problems. However, it is noticeable that this

is a matter of importance to us that tax officials and tax training is very much directed towards educating and

agents should look also on internationaltransactionswith training international tax agents to have mainly the in-

an unbiased and non-suspicious eye, which does not ex- terest of their fiscal authority at heart and not towards

clude close examinationand scrutiny if suspicion is war- respecting and accepting a business decision of an affil-

ranted. What is decisive and important is the attitude, iated enterprise, in particular if in retrospectthe business

the approach. This must be open and based upon trust, decision is shown to have been wrong.
not suspicion. A basic principle in international tax audits should be

In this connection, there can be no doubt that the growth that in the proper course of business (i.e. after proper
and impactofmultinationalcompanies in both developed study and preparation in accordance with modern man-

and underdeveloped countries contribute towards the agement methods) a business decision should not be

mistrust and suspicion evident on the international tax challenged or otherwise disregarded by the tax auth-

scene, bearing in mind that such companies are being orities, unless there is the intent to commit a tax fraud

held responsible for much of the damage and disadvan- or to shift profits to low tax countries.

tages to which modern industrial techniques are bound Permit me to illustrate this problem:
to lead. A multinational concern has established a large manu-

facturing capacity in one of the EEC countries in order
to serve its European subsidiaries. It now appears that

Summary too big a manufacturing capacity was created in the

euphoria of the 1970s based on the market prognosis
Efforts should be made by all parties concerned, in of theEuropean subsidiaries. At present, the over-

particular tax officials, to do away with the atmo- capacity leads to higher costs of goods compared with

sphere of mistrust and suspicionin examininginter- those the European subsidiaries would have to pay for
national transactionsbetween affiliated companies. such goods from independent sources. However, in the
Tax administrations should realize that by far the future the European subsidiaries may enjoy the bene-

majority of business deals are based on business fits and advantages of lower costs if the capacity of
considerations and that tax considerations play a this factory can be fully used at a later date.

comparatively insignificant rle in this area, in par- I believe that the arm's length doctrine cannot be
ticular tax haven operations. interpreted so narrowly as to disregard the fact that
The tax authorities should have a more liberal ap- a subsidiary is a member of a group and therefore must
roach and be more well-disposed to business. We also share in and be prepared for such disadvantages.
need principles and guidelines not only for com- The wrong business decision cannot be blamed on the

panies conducting international business but also parent company in the U.S. who had the final say, be-
for the tax authorities, which will include the prin- cause the manufacturing operation was built to serve

ciples discussed above (Guidelines for Multina- the European subsidiaries and they are, from an econo-

tional Enterprises,OECD, 1976). mic point of view, the owners.
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The tax authorities in the Europeancountries where the coming IFA Congress in Berlin, in 1981 -- which will
subsidiaries are based should not be allowed to attack deal with this subject -- will bring a betterunderstanding
the business decision which, at least for the time being, of the procedure and recommendations for its improve-
is wrong, and must respect such a decision even if a tem- ment.

porary disadvantage results for its local taxpayer. In order to meet the basic objective of a tax treaty it is
absolutely essential that governments are forced to re-

solve the case by mutual agreement and not merelySummary have to endeavour, as is the wording in most tax

It should be a well established principle of inter- treaties.

national tax law that a business decision made in In this connection the proposed Directive on Arbitra-
the ordinary course of business and in the proper tion Procedure should be mentioned (published Nov-

application of management methods cannot be ember 25, 1976) which provides for the appointmentof

challenged or otherwise attacked by the tax auth- a Committee of the two governments in the case of a

orities even if later developments prove it wrong. competent authority procedure with the inclusion of

The tax authorities should concentrate on com- a neutral member on such a committee, thereby forcing
batting tax evasion and tax avoidance, i.e. cases the governments to come to an agreement. Surprisingly
where affiliated companies arrange their business enough this proposal was not accepted by the members
affairs merely to avoid or evade taxes. of the EEC, whereas the approval of the Directive on

It should be kept in mind by the taxpayer that, the exchange of information mentioned above was

generally speaking, the burden of proof will be on readily given, although the business organizationsunder-
stood this to be a package deal, meaning that on the one

the tax authorities. The tax authorities should not
hand furtherance of the exchange was to be providedbe allowed to shift this burden on to the taxpayer

on the principle that information must be given for and on the other hand a benefit to the taxpayer

freely in the nternational field by affiliated com-
would accrue, in the introduction of an arbitration pro-

panies.
cedure within the competent authority procedure. I un-

derstand that constitutional reasons were put forward
against the arbitration procedure, but I believe that this

IV. CORRESPONDINGADJUSTMENT is merely a reflection of the fact that governments are

not prepared to cede sovereignty in this matter. I see

If an adjustment is made in the field of intercompany
in this attitude also indications that the approach of the

pricing in one country the other country should make tax authorities in this area is not an objectiveand unbias-

a corresponding adjustment. Double taxation is con-
ed one. It should be mentioned in this connection that
the exchange of information is rule used to the

trary to the spirit and object of tax treaties and is, in as a

my experience and opinion, usually caused by con-
detriment of the taxpayer; less effort is being made to

flicting interests of the tax authorities. exchange information where it would be for the benefit
of the taxpayer, for example, where the taxpayer can

It will come as a surprise to a layman and even to many show that a royalty rate of --

say
-- 6 percent is being

tax consultants that it is necessary to make such a plea demanded by the U.S. Tax Authorities in auditing the
since the practice of this principle should go without parent company as licensor and the German Tax Auth-
saying, in particular if the tax rates for corporations orities merely allow a 4 percent royalty. This procedure
are rather similar and hardly any incentive exists for should also be used to inform the tax authorities of the
shifting profits from countries with similar tax rates. position taken by the other tax authority and the tax-

Practice, however, looks quite different because most payer should be entitled to request such an exchange of

governments are not prepared to follow the OECD pro- information.

posal for an automatic adjustment set out in Article 9
(para. 2) of the Model Tax Treaty 1977.3 The reason

for this is rather simple: governments are not prepared Summary
to give up their sovereignty lightly, in particular in the
tax field, in spite of political statements to the contrary. The appropriate bodies of taxpayers -- industrial

--

I recommend that the organizations of taxpayers, in- organisations, etc. must strongly request that a

cluding industrial organizations and the Chamber of mechanism be found to avoid double taxation in

Commerce, should strongly request that such a cor-
the intercompany pricing field, except where tax

respondingadjustmentbe introduced. evasion or tax fraud are concerned. Furthermore,
the tax authorities should be forced to come to an

In this connection the problem of the competent auth- agreement in a competent authority procedure
ority procedure arises since this procedure should pro- which should be made more effective and less time-
vide a remedy in cases where the two tax authorities consuming.
take different positions in this area. I cannot, within
the scope of this contribution,discuss the various hand- The same efforts which are being made to improve

the exchange of information procedure should be
icaps and problems in this procedure -- for example its

lengthiness, the difficulties arising for the taxpayer
through not being represented in the negotiations be-
tween governments,etc. It is to be hoped that the forth- 3. Publ. No. ISBN 92-64-11693-1.
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also lent to the improvement of the competent cerned will cooperate in good faith with a view to

authority procedure. Controversial positions taken resolvingsuchproblems,eitherwithin the Committee

by the tax authorities in this procedureshould not or through othermutuallyacceptablearrangements.
be fought on the backs of the taxpayers in the two It would be my recommendation that the appropriate
countries concerned. In these instances the right parties in the countries concerned collect evidence of
parties in most cases are the tax authorities; it is conflicting views of the various authorities and submit
they who are confronted with conflictingopinions such collected data to this organisation. I have noticed,
in the two countries. for instance, that the EEC antitrust authorities are con-

ducting a price comparision of pharmaceuticalproducts
within the EEC and requesting the companies in the var-

V. DIFFERENTATTITUDESAND CRITERIA ious countries of the same group to give detailed inform-
ADOPTED BY GOVERNMENTALAGENCIES ation on the pricing structure and to explain the price

differences in the various countries.
It is a matter of growing concern that intercompany There should be an attempt by the various authorities
prices are not only reviewed and scrutinized by the tax both internally and abroad, at least to ensure that the
authorities of the various countries concerned but also examination of prices is based on the same criteria. The
by antitrust authorities (of the EEC) and domestic anti- businessman should be entitled to expect a uniform ap-
trust authorities, for instance, the German Bundeskar- proach by the authorities. If one insists on the review of
tellamt (Federal Cartel Office). In addition the auth- the pricing structure by the various authorities from
orities in some countries also supervise exchange control various angles, the aim should be to render the various
or domestic price controls. In most instances the valua- authorities bound by each other and not allow them to
tion rules of imported goods by the customs authorities interpret or examine the same factual situation differ-
follow the so-called Normalpreis which is similar to ently.
the arm's length concept in essence; however, certain
additions or deductions are made for various chargesand In conclusion I would like to state that we not only need

costs. a harmonization of direct and indirect taxes in the EEC
but also a harmonizationof the approach of the various

As far as we know various authorities in one country are authorities examining intercompany pricing structure.
not bound by the decisions and approach of other auth-
orities whether domestic or foreign. German Case Law This should apply not only within the tax authorities in
establishes clearly that the German Tax Authorities are various countries but also to the various other agencies
not bound by a position taken by the German Customs reviewing price structure. May I strongly recommend a
Authorities in the case of valuation of goods. The scope closer study of this problem and the collection of evi-
of this brief contributiondoes not permitan analysisand dence of conflictingviews of the authorities.
comparison of the different criteria and tests applied by
the various authorities to judge the pricing structure

domestically and internationally. It should be noted,
however, that the enterprise can determine only one

price whether to an unrelated party or to an affiliated Conclusion

entity abroad, whereas the various authorities whether
within one country or in various countries are not In a world where most governmentsbelieve in exer-

bound by the position of the other authority. cising as much control as possible on business we

should attempt to strive for an unbiased and objec-
The decision of the Council on intergovernmentalcon- tive approach by the tax authorities in particular in
sultation procedures on the guidelines for multinational the international field and to restrict their inter-
enterprises 4 provides under item (4) on page 19 as ference in business decisions. Furthermore, we
follows: should endeavour to strengthen the position of the

66Member countries may request that consultations be taxpayer vis--vis the tax authorities if in different
held in the Committee on any problem arising from countries they take contradictory views of the
the fact that multinationalenterprisesare made sub- same factual issue. In my view the tax authorities

ject to conflicting requirements. Governmentscon- should be obligated to reach a comprise.

4. P. 19 of the OECD publicationcited above.
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MULTILATERALCONVENTION
for theavoidanceofdoubletaxationof
copyrightroyalties
By J. van Hoornjr.

UNESCO and the World IntellectualProperty Organiza- During the discussions, observers from organizationsre-

tion (WIPO) have been working for several years on the presenting authors' interests pointed out that double
problem of double taxation of copyright royalties re- taxation of copyright royalties is prejudicial to the in-
mitted from one country to another. The work is near terest of authors whose work is disseminated through-
to completion as a result of a meeting of a Third Com- out the world. They felt that only a multilateralconven-

mittee of Governmental Experts held in Paris from 19 tion would do away with this injustice.
to 30 June 1978. The following is a brief summary of A majority (not including most of the developed coun-
the proceedings, followed by the text of a Draft Multi- tries) voted in favour of a multilateral convention. Thenational Convention and by a few personal comments. articles of this convention are to be followed by com-
Official delegations from 49 countries attended the mentaries elucidating the texts of the convention. These
meeting, as well as observers from 13 inter-governmental commentarieswill be drafted at a later stage.
and international non-governmental organizations. The During the examination of the proposed texts settingworking languages were Arabic, English, French, Rus- forth the general principles, some delegations proposedsian and Spanish. that in bilateral agreements copyright royalties should
The countries represented were: Algeria, Argentina, Au- be granted preferential treatment and that the multi-
stria, Belgium, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada, Colombia, lateral convention should include a clause under which
Congo, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, the contracting States would undertake to provide for
France, German Democratic Republic, German Federal such treatment. This proposal was turned down, partly
Republic, Ghana, Guatemala, Hungary, India, Iraq, Iran, because of the vagueness of the term, partly because
Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Korea, Ku- such a recommendation was felt to go beyond the Com-
wait, Lesotho, Libya, Malaysia, Mexico, Monaco, Mo- mittee's terms of reference.
rocco, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, After the discussions a drafting committee formulatedSaudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, the following text:
United Kingdom, U.S.A., U.S.S.R., DemocraticYemen.

The Chairman was the head of the Hungarian delegation
and delegates from Spain, Iraq, Japan, Lesotho and
Mexico were elected as vice-chairmen.

DRAFT MULTILATERALCONVENTION FOR
Of the 32 less developedcountries represented 13 had at THE AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATIONleast one delegate from their Ministry of Finance while OF COPYRIGHT ROYALTIES15 of the 17 developed countries had a tax expert in
their delegation. In other words, slightly more than half The ContractingStates,of the countriessent a tax expert.

Consideringthat the double taxationofcopyrightroyalties is pre-
Discussions focussed on the question of the nature of an judical to the interests of authors and thus constitutes a serious
66.international instrument and whether this should be impediment to the dissemination of works, which is one of the
a multilateral conventionor an internationalrecommen- basic factors in the developmentof the culture, science and edu-
dation. A number of delegations were of the opinion cationof allpeoples,
that the double taxation of copyright royalties should Believing that the encouraging results already achieved in the
be avoided through bilateral general tax agreements. fight against double taxation, especially by means of national
They feared that the large number of existing agree- measures and of bilateral agreements, whose beneficialeffects are

ments would require re-negotiationif a multilateral con- generally recognized, can be improved by the conclusion of a

vention would come into being. Other delegations re- multilateralconventionspecific to copyrightroyalties.
jected this argument and based themselves on previous Being of the opinion that these problems must be solved while
discussions. In their opinion, a multilateral convention respecting the legitimate interests of States and particularly the
should contain no more than general principles. For the needs specific to those where the widest possible access to work
actual solutions, a model for bilateral agreementsshould of the human mind is an essential condition to their continuing
be prepared with a view to implementing the general deuelopment in the fieMs of culture, science and education,
principles. Seeking to find effective measures designed to avoid as far as
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possible, or failing this, to limit double taxaton of copyright 2. A person shall be deemed to be a resident of a State if he is

royalties, liable to tax therein by reasonof his domicile, residence,place of
haue agreedon the followingprouisions effective management or any other relevantcriterion as agreed to

in a bilateralagreementon double taxationof copyrightroyalties.
But this term does not include any person who is liable to tax in

I that State n respectonly of income from sources in that State or

DEFINITIONS capital he possesses there.

ARTICLE I

Copyright Royalties ARTICLE IV

1. For the purposes of this Conuentionand subject to the pro- State of Source of Royalty
visions of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this article, copyright royalties
are payments of any kind made on the basis of the domestic Alternative A

copyright laws of the Contracting State in which the royalties For the purposes of this Conuention, a State shall be deemed to

arise, as a condiderationfor the use of, or the right to use, a copy- be the State of source of copyright royaltieswhen such royalties
right in a literary, artistic or scientific work, includingsuch pay- are originally due as a result of the use of a literary, artistic or

ments made in respect of legal or compulsory licences or in re- scientific work in that State.

spect of the droit de suite.
AlternativeB

2. This Convention shall not, howeuer, be taken to cover royal- For the purposes of this Convention, a State shall be deemed to
ties due in respect of the exploitation of cinematographicworks be the State of source of copyright royaltieswhensuch royalties
or works produced by a process analogous to cinematographyas are originally due. :

defined in the domestic copyright laws of the Contracting State (a) by that State or by a politicalor administrativesubdivision
in which the royalties arise when the sad royaltiesare due to the or local authority of that State;
producersofsuchworks or their heirs or successors-in-title. (b) by a resident of that State except where they result from an

3. With the exception of payments made in respect of the activity carried on by him in anotherState through an instal-

droit de suite the following shall not be considered as copy- lation established therein;or

right royalties for the purposes of this Conention:payments for (c) by a non-residentof that State, where they result from an ac-

the purchase, rental, loan or any other transfers of a right in the tivity carried on by him through an installation established

material base of a literary, artistic or scientific work, even if the therein.

amount of this payment is fixed in the light of the copyright
royalties due or if the latter are determined, in whole or n par4
by that of the said payment. When a right in the material base of
work is transferred as an accessory to the transfer of the entitle-
ment to use a copyright in the work, only the paymentsn return I1
for this entitlement are copyright royalties for the purposes of
this Convention. GUIDELINES FOR ACTION AGAINST

DOUBLE TAXATION OF COPYRIGHT ROYALTIES4. In the case of payments made in respect of the droit de
suite and in all cases of the transfer of a right in the material

ARTICLE V
base of a work referred to in paragraph 3 and independently of
the fact that the transfer in question is or is not free of charge, Any actionagainst double taxationofcopyrightroyaltiesshall re-

any payment made in settlement ofor as a reimbursementfor an spect the sovereigntyof States in fiscal matters.
insurance premium, transport or warehousing costs, agent's com-

mission or any other remuneration for a service, and any other
expenses incurred, directly or indirectly, by the remoual of the
material base in queston, including customs duties and other re-

ARTICLE VI
lated taxes and special leuies, shall not be a copyrightroyalty for
the purposesof this Conention. The measures against double taxation ofcopyright royaltiesshall

not give rise to any tax discrimination based on nationality, race,
sex, languageor religion.

ARTICLE 11

Beneficiary of Copyright Royalties

For the purposes of this Conention, the beneficiayof copy- ARTICLE VII
right royalties is the beneficial owner thereof to whom all or a

part of such royalties is paid, whether he collects them as author, Copyright royalties may be taxedeither by the State ofsource or
\ or whether he collects them as heir or successor-in-title of the by the State of residence or by both, prouided, howeuer, that in

author, or as representative or agent of the author, his heirs or the latter case the double taxation thus created be auoided in ac-

successors-in-title. cordance with the provisionsof Article IX.

ARTICLE 111 ARTICLE Vlll
State of Residenceof the Beneficiary

The competent authorities of the Contracting States shall ex-

1. For the purposes of this Convention, the State of which the change information in so far as it is necessary for the implementa-
beneficiary of the copyright royalties is a residentshall be deem- tion of this Conuentionand is not incompatible with their domes-
ed to be the State of residence of the beneficiary. tic laws.
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III DRAFT PROTOCOLANNEXED TO THE
IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE GUIDELINESFOR MULTILATERALCONVENTION FOR

THE ACTION AGAINST DOUBLE TAXATION OF THE AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATION
COPYRIGHTROYALTIES OF COPYRIGHTROYALTIES

ARTICLE IX The States party to the Multilateral Convention for the Avoi-
AlternativeA dance of Double Taxation of Copyright Royalties (hereinafter

called the Convention) that are party to this Protocol have ac-
Each Contracting State, in accordance with its Constitution and cepted the foUowingprovisionsthe guidelines set out above, shall make eery possible effort to
adopt domestc measures to avoid double taxationwherepossible 1. The provisions of the Convention on copyright royalties
and, should it subsist, to eliminate it or, failing this, to reduce its apply also to the taxation of royalties paid to performers,
effect by means of bilateral agreements. A model bilateral agree- producers of phonograms and broadcasting organizations in
ment relating to the auoidance of double taxation of copyright respect of rights related to copyright or neighbouring
royalties and comprising seueral altematies is annexed, by way rights, in so far as the latter royaltiesarise in a Stateparty to

of illustration, to this Convention. The Contracting Sttes, while this Protocol and their beneficiares are residents of another

respecting the prouisionsof this Convention, may conclude bila- Stateparty to this Protocol.
teral agreements based on the norms that are most acceptable for 2. Entry into force.1
them in eachparticularcase.

Finally, the Committee adopted the following resolu-
tion:

ARTICLE IX
Alternative B RESOLUTION

Each Contracting State, in accordance with its Constitution and adopted by the Committee
the guidelinesset out above, undertakes upon the entry into force
of this Convention in respect of that State, to adopt domestic The Third Committee of Govemmental Experts on the Double
measures to auoid double taxation where possible and, shouM it Taxation of Copyright Royalties remtted from one country to
subsist, to eliminate it immediately or, failing this, to reduce its another, conened jointly by UNESCOand WIPO andmeetingat
effect by means of bilateral agreements. A model bilateral agree- UNESCOHeadquarters in Paris from 19 to 30 June 1978,ment relating to the avoidance of,double taxation of copyright
royalties and comprising seeral alternatives is annexed, by way Having considered the preliminary draft multilateraland bilateral

of illustration, to this Convention. The ContractingStates, while instruments and the commentaries thereon, prepared by the Se-

respecting the provisions of this Convention, may conclude bila- cretariat of UNESCO and the InternationalBureau of WIPO, pur-
teral agreements based on the norms that are most acceptable for suant to the resolution adopted by the Second Committee of
them in eachparticularcase. GovemmentalExperts meeting in 1976,

1. Considers that the solution of the problems in question may
be found in the adoption of a multilateral convention re-

stricted to guidelines and accompanied by a model bilateralIV
agreement, comprising several alternatives, so as to govern

FINAL CLAUSES the measures taken to giue practical effect to the principles
contained in the said convention, in the relations between
ContractingStates;

ARTICLE X

[ Ratification, acceptance, accession]
2. Accepts the draft multilateral convention for the auoidance

of double taxationofcopyrightroyaltieswhich is annexed to
the report of its delberatons;

ARTICLE XI 3. Invites the Secretariat of UNESCOand the InternationalBu-
[ Reservations] reau of WIPO to prepare, in the light of the Committee'sdis-

eussions:

(i) a draft commentary explaining the draft multilateral
ARTICLE XII convention;

[Entry into force] (ii) a draft model bilateral agreement,
(ii) a draft commentary explaining this draft model bilateral

agreement;
ARTICLE XIII 4. Considers that it has fully complied with its terms of refer-[Termination] ence;

5. Recommends that an Intemational Conference of States be
ARTICLE XIV convened in 1979 by the Directors-Generalof UNESCOand

[ Languages of the Agreement] of WIPO with a view to the adoption of a multilateralcon-

vention on this subject, accompanied by a model bilateral
agreement,

ARTICLE XV 6. Consequently recommends that the competent organs of
[Interpretation] UNESCO and WIPO take the necessary administrative and

budgetary measures to enable this conference to be held;
7. Requests the Secretarat of UNESCO and the International

ARTICLE XVI Bureau of WIPO, as part of the preparations for that con-
[Settlementof disputes] ference:
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(i) to submit the texts referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 4. There are certainly good reasons for the conclusion
above to governments and to the international non- of multilateral tax treaties which are not as general
govemmental and intergouemmental organizations con- in scope as the existing bilateral tax agreements and
cerned for their obseruations; the OECD Model Convention. During the Third

(i) to communicate such obserations to them as soon as
ESCAP Seminar Foreign Investmentand Tax Ad-

possibleafter they haue been receiued.
on

ministration, held in Sydney, September 1978, such
specific partial multilateral conventions were re-

commended. The reason was that countries may
have reservations, for various reasons, on several

SOME PERSONALCOMMENTS points while agreeing on certain other clauses. It
would be beneficial to all countries involved to con-

1. The large majority of participating countries belong clude a multilateral convention on those points
to the group of developingcountries, most of which which meet with general approval. The present draft
have concluded no or very few general tax agree- on copyright royalties, however, is not a good ex-

ments. While it is difficult for someone who is no ample of such a partial convention. While it is true

expert in the field to judge the actual need of mea- that this text is to be followed by a model for bilate-

sures against double taxation of copyright royalties, ral conventions, the wording of this draft makes one

one can accept the desirability of removing tax ob- fear that such a model may not be easy to accept
stacles to a free exchange of literary work through- from a technical fiscal point of view. The Commit-
out the world. tee apparently did not do their homework proper-

2. The question is whether a special convention is ne- ly. It is not surprising to see that the minority vote

cessary to achieve the desired purpose. Most devel- was provided by those countries whose delegations

oped, and several developing, nations have intro- included tax experts. Literature is not only an art

duced unilateral relief measures for various kinds of but also a profession. So is taxation. It is a pity that

foreign-source income and it would seem that these so much work has been done by so many people of

measures serve this purpose quite satisfactorily. good intentions, but with such a poor result.

Where bilateral treaties exist, the problem is largely 5. The object of the exercise deserves the sympath '
if not entirely solved. and full support of all who are in any way interested

3. The text submitted is the result of much work. This in, or are responsible for, the world-wide dissemina-.,.:

was apparently the third meeting which lasted ten
tion of culture. This, however, is. not the way to do

working days. In addition, preparatory work must things. Those who took part in all this work, and de- i

have been done by both UNESCO and WIPO. The voted so much time and effort to it, will not be

result is, frankly, not very impressive. Some of the grateful for these critical remarks; they may even be

observers expressed their disappointmentbecause of very angry. Criticismshould be positive,however, and

the fact that the text adopted was no more than a
these remarks are meant to be positive, in the sense

declaration of principle without any commitment that they serve as a warning to all those who want to

on the part of contracting States. One can under- achieve a similar purpose. There are many good pur-

stand this disappointmentalthough, as stated above, poses to achieve, and many cannot be achieved be-

many satisfactory solutions exist in practice. The cause of existing tax barriers. These should be re-

really disappointing feature of the draft multilateral moved, as quickly as possible, but on the basis of

convention is that it in no way reflects the expertise principles which in the international tax area have

in international tax matters which has developed developed in a largely satisfactorymanner.

over the years in all kinds of internationalor region- The purpose of this article and these personal notes is to

al organizations. indicate how things should not be done.
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SINGAPORE'SNEW TAXA

INCENTIVES

The economicexpansion incentives
(relief from income tax)
(amendment)act, 1979

Lee Fook Hong, FCIS, FAIA

tiues (Relief from Income Tax) Act, 1967 as amended
CONTENTS are summarised in the Appendix.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. INTERNATIONALTRADE INCENTIVES 2. INTERNATIONALTRADE INCENTIVES
3. INVESTMENTALLOWANCES INCENTIVES

Part IV A (Sections 37A to 37L) provides incentives to
4. WAREHOUSINGAND SERVICING INCENTIVES approved international trading companies which are

5. INTERNATIONALCONSULTANCYSERVICES granted for:
INCENTIVES (a) the incremental exports of qualifying Singapore

APPENDIX -- Summary of Existing and New Tax Incentives manufactured goods and Singapore domestic pro-
duce; and

(b) the entrepot trade in qualifyingcommodities.

International trading company means a company en-

I. INTRODUCTION gaged in the following and approved by the Minister:
(a) International trade in qualifying manufactured

The Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief from In- goods or Singapore domestic produce, the ex-

come Tax) (Amendment)Bill was published in the Gov- port sales of which goods or produce separately or
ernment Gazette Bills SupplementNo. 10 of March 12, in combinationexceed $10 million per annum.
1979. It was introduced into Parliament and read the (b) Entrepot trade in any qualifying commodities, the
first time on March 5, 1979. After the third and final export sales of which qualifying commodities ex-

reading, it was passed by Parliamenton March 30,1979 ceed $20 million per annum.
and assented to by the Presidenton April 7, 1979. Qualifying manufactured goods mean Singapore
The Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief from In- manufactured goods in respect of which one or more
come Tax) (Amendment)Act, 1979 came nto force on certificates of origin or other documents indicating that
April 20, 1979. It seeks to implement the new tax in- the goods are manufactured in Singapore have been is- '

centiues announced by the Minister for Finance in the sued by the Departmentof Trade.
1978 Budget Speech. Singapore domestic produce means:

Four new parts have been introduced by the Amend- (a) eggs, chickens, orchids, and aquarium fish produced
ment Act, each dealing withaseparate incentiuescheme: in Singapore;and

Part Sections (b) other domestic produce approved by the Minister.

InternationalTrade Qualifyingcommoditiesmean any commoditiesother--

Incentives IV A 37A to 37L than:
InvestmentAllowances VI A 46A to 46I (a) tn in the form of ore, ingots or slabs;

--

Warehousingand Servicing (b) natural rubber;--

Incentives VI B 46J to 46 S (c) crude palm oil, palm kernel oil, and palm kernels;
International Consultancy (d) crude coconut oil, copra and coconuts;

--

Services VI C 46T to 46AA (e) logs includingsawn timber;
(f) crude petroleum and petroleum products;

Below is a summary of the main provisionsof the four (g) spices (raw and unprocessed);
new incentives introduced by the 1979 Amendment (h) pepper; and
Act. For ease of reference, the existing and ne tax in- (i) such other commodities as may be excluded by the
centiues available under the EconomicExpansion Incen- Minister by notification in the Gazette.
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Incremental export sales mean the excess of total Exemptdividends
value of export sales over basic export value. Any dividends paid out of tax exempt profits under this

Export sales mean export sales, F.O.B. excluding Part are exempt in the hands of the shareholders. Such

samples, gifts, test-market materials, exhibits, and other dividends are not subject to deduction of tax under Sec-

promotionalmaterials. tion 44 of the Income Tax Act.

Where during the tax relief period an internationalcom- Companies which are exporters Of qualifying Singapore
pany carries on any trade or business which is distinct manufactured goods or domestic produce, the annual

from the trade or business which includes its relevant export sales of which exceed $10 million, or who are

export sales, the company is required to maintain sepa- entrepot traders in non-traditionalcommodities, the an-

rate accounts for the distinct trade or business for the nual export sales of which exceed $20 million, may sub-

same accounting period. The income from that distinct mit their applications to the Departmentof Trade, Min-

trade or business is computed and assessed according to istry of Trade & Industry, whch is responsible for ad-

the provisions of the Income Tax Act. minstering the InternationalTrade Incentives.

The total income of an international trade company is
ascertained according to the provisions of the Income
Tax Act and, n addition, the following conditions 3. INVESTMENTALLOWANCES INCENTIVES

apply:
(a) income from any commissions and other non-trade A new Part VI A (Sections 46A to 46I) has been insert-

sources is to be excluded and separately assessed; ed by the 1979 AmendmentAct to introduce a new tax

(b) capital allowances, includingallowances brought for- incentives scheme for the granting of investment allow-
ward, must be deducted;and ances.

(c) any unutilised losses brought forward must also be
This incentive scheme is available alternative to

deducted.
as an ex-

isting pioneer status and export incentives for approved
For ease of reference, below is the formula to be used in manufacturing and related servicing companies. Pioneer
calculating the relief. status and export incentives provide for specified per

Qualifying export income is ascertained as follows: riods of tax relief during which the approved company
is totally or partially exempted from income tax.

Total Value of Relevant Base To qualify for the investment allowances under this
Relevant Export Sales -- Export Value must out approved project

,

x Total Income Part, a company carry an

Total Sales for:
(a) manufacture or increased manufacture of any pro-

Fifty percent of the qualifying export income is tax ex- duct; or

empt while the other 50 percent is subject to tax at 40 (b) provision of specialised engineering or technical ser- i

percent. The net effect is that the total export income is vices. ,

taxed at the concessionary rate of 20 percent during the
tax relief period which is five years from the day of Approved project means a project approved by the,

Minister. Under the investment allowances scheme, a. !
commencement.

company is granted tax exemption on a specified
Base export value is determined as follows: amount of profits equal to the investment allowances.
For the basis period for the first year of assessment Such profits exempted from tax are based on a specified
within the tax relief period the base export value is: percentage not exceeding 50 percent of fixed capital

1/3 of the total value of the relevant export sales expenditure.
during the three years immediately preceding the
date of its application. The Minister for Finance is empowered to exercise his

For the basis period for any subsequent year of assess-
discretion to specify the percentage and the amount of

ment within the tax relief period the base export value fixed capital expenditure on which the percentage shall

S:
be applied.

1/3 of the total value of the relevant export sales Fixed capital expenditure means capital expenditure
during the three qualifying years immediately pre- incurred on an approved project on:

ceding that basis period. (a) factory building excluding land; and

The base export values for second and subsequentyears (b) new productive equipment and/or second-handpro-

are to be based on a moving average.
ductive equipment if approved by the Minister to be
used in Singapore.

Qualifying year is a year in which the export sales in

respect of: Fixed capital expendituremust be incurred within a spe-

(a) qualifying manufactured goods or Singapore domes- cified period not exceeding five years.

tic produce exceed $10 million; or The percentage not exceeding 50 percent, which is to

(b) qualifyingcommoditiesexceed $20 million. be specified by the Minister, will vary from project to

Where the required information for the three-year pe- project depending on its merit and the tax relief period
riod is not available the Minister may specify such other will not exceed five years commencing from the invest-

relevant base export value as he thinks fit, having regard ment day whch is determined by the Minister.

to the circumstancesof the case. In addition to an investment allowance, usual deprecia-
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tion allowances or accelerated depreciation can be -- the commissions received or receivable there-
claimed by a qualifyingcompany. from;

(b) in relation to a servicingcompany:
During the tax relief period and within two years after -- the considerationreceived or receivable from the
the end of the tax relief period, a company which has provision of services.
been granted an investment allowance is prohibited
from selling, leasing out or disposing of, without the During the tax relief period, a warehousing company

approval of the Minister, any assets on which an invest- must not acquire any sales and the servicing company

ment allowance has been granted. must not acquire any services from any other persons in
connection with its trade or business without the

There is provision for carry forward of any balance of written approval of the Minister. When permission is
any investment allowance to subsequentyears of assess- granted by the Minister, he may vary the base export
ment until the full amount of the investmentallowance earnings and impose such conditions as he thinks fit.
granted to the company has been fully set off. Any divi-
dends paid out of exempted income of a company Any dividendspaid out of tax exempt income of a ware-

which has been granted an investmentallowance are also housing company or servicing company are exempt
from tax in the hands of shareholders. Such dividends

exempt from tax in the hands of shareholders. Such
dividends which are tax exempt are not subject to de- are not subject to withholding tax under Section 44 of

the Income Tax Act.duction of tax under Section 44 of the Income Tax Act.

The EconomicDevelopmentBoard is responsible for ad- Companies which are eligible for warehousing and ser-

ministering investment allowance incentives; companies vicing incentives may submit their applications to the
Economic Development Board for processingand consi-which may qualify for incentives under this Part may deration.submit their applications to the E.D.B.

5. INTERNATIONALCONSULTANCYSERVICES
4. WAREHOUSINGAND SERVICING INCENTIVES INCENTIVES

Part VI B (Sections 46J to 46S) introduces incentives Part VI C (Sections 46T to 46AA) provides an incentive
for companies engaged in certain types of warehousing scheme for certain consultancyservices in respect of ap-and servicing activities. These incentives will only apply proved overseas projects.
to a company in respect of eligible goods or eligible ser-

vices specified in the certificate issued to the company Any company or form which provides consultancy ser-

for the purpose of tax relief. .vices in respect of overseas projects with an annual con-

sultancy revenue exceeding $1 million may apply to the
Eligible goods or services in relation to a warehousing EconomicDevelopmentBoard for this incentive.
company or servicing company mean the eligible goods
or services specified in the certificate issued by the Min- The aim of this incentive is to promote the establish-

ister. ment of consultancy firms or companies or engineering
contractors in Singapore which export their services to

To qualify, a company must incur not less than $2 mil- overseas clients.
lion of fixed capital expenditure on:

(a) building (excluding land); and An approved overseas project means an overseas pro-

(b) new productive equipment and/or second-handpro- ject of the kind specified in the certificate issued to a
'

ductive equipment if approved by the Minister to be consultancy company or firm. Consultancy revenue

used. mean the gross revenue (excluding costs in respect of
materials used or sub-contracts made) derived by a con-

Under this scheme, the tax relief period for an approved sultancy company or a consultancy firm from its pro-
warehousing company or servicing company is five fession or business.
years. A company which qualifies for warehousing and
servicing incentives is granted tax exemption for one Consultancy services mean any of the following ser-

half of the profits derived from export earnings or ex- vices:

port services. The net effect is that the company is re- (a) advisory services relating to any technical, construc-

quired to pay only 20 percent of tax on the total export tion or engineeringmatter;
income. (b) design and engineering;

(c) fabrication of machinery and equipment;Export income is ascertained by reference to incremen- (d) procurementof materials and equipment;tal export earnings in respect of eligible goods and ser- (e) management and supervision of the installation or
vices to persons overseas. constructionof any project;
Incremental export earnings are the excess of export (f) data processing, programming and other computer
earnings over a given base. services;
Earningsmay be defined as: (g) any other services which the Minister may, by noti-

(a) in relation to a warehousingcompany:
fication in the Gazette, declare to be consultancy ,

the considerationreceived or receivable from the purposes-- services for the of this Part.

sales of goods including the provision of services Eligible consultancy revenue means gros revenue de-
connectedor related to such services; or rived by a consultancycompany or firm from the provi-
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sion of services in respect of approved overseas projects granted n respect of the excess of consultancy revenue

excluding costs in respect of materials used or sub-con- over the base consultancyrevenue.

tracts made. For incentives under this Part, a consultancy firm is

The tax relief period is five years. The tax relief to be also eligible. But for incentives under International

granted is that one half of the qualifying income is ex- Trade Investment Allowances and Warehousing & Ser-

empt from tax. vicing, only a company is eligible to apply.
The income qualifying for tax relief is ascertained by A consultancy firm, unlike a company, is not a legal en-

reference to the incremental consultancy revenue in re- tity for tax purposes and the partners are assessed on

spectof approved overseas projects and the incentive is their respective shares of the consultancy firm's income.

APPENDIX

SUMMARYOF ALL TAX INCENTIVESAVAILABLE UNDER THE

ECONOMIC EXPANSION INCENTIVES (RELIEF FROM INCOME TAX) ACT,
CHAPTER 135 OF THE REVISED EDITION

Incentives Requirements Type of Relief Relief Period

Existing incentives

1. Pioneer industries Production of a pioneer product and Exemption of tax on pioneer profits 5 years or such longer period deter-

application in writing to the Minister to mined by the Minister, but not ex-

be approved as a pioneer enterprise ceeding 10 years

2. Expanding enterprises New qualifying capital expenditure on Tax exemption on excess of expan- 5 years

plant and machinery -- more than sion income over pre-relief income

$10 million

3. Export enterprises ) Not less than 20 percent of the value i) Tax exemption for 90 percent of i) For a non-pioneerenterprise---

of the total sales; and the export profits in excess of the 5 years from the export year

Not less than $100,000 in export sales average annual export value For a pioneer enterprise -- if export :.

year falls within the period of its
old trade, 3 years from the com-

mencementof its new trade

ii) Fixed capital expenditureof more ii) Tax exemption for 90 percent ii) 15 years in aggregate
than $1,000 million. or $150 million of the export profits !n excess of

with majority paid-up capital held the average annual export value

locally and it promotes Singapore's
technology

4. Foreign loans and Approved foreign loans from non- Tax exemption for interest on the Duration of the loan

credit facilities residents -- not less than $200,000 for loans

purchase of productiveequipment

5. Royalties or technical Approved royalties or technical assistnce Reduced rate of 20 percent; or full Period of agrement or arrangement '

assistance fees fees or contributionsto research and exemption if royalties invested

developmentcosts locally in approved enterprises

New Incentives (effective20.4.79)

6. . International trade Exporter ot qualifying Singapore manu- 50 percent of the qualifying export 5 years

incentives factured goods or domestic produce -- income is tax exempt while the

(annual export sales exceed $10 million); other 50 percent is subject to tax at

Entrepot trader in non-traditionalcom- 40 percent
modities - (annual export sales exceed

$20 million)

7. Investment allowances Companies proposing to carry out pro- Exempt income based on a specified 5 years

jects for manufacture or increased percentage (not exceeding 50 per-

manufactureof any products or or the cent) of fixed capital expenditure
provision of specialised engineering or

technical services

8. Warehousing and Warehousing company or technical or Tax exemption for one half of the 5 years

servicing incentives engineering service company -- provided profits derived from export earnings
new fixed capital expenditureexceeds and export services

$2 million. Sales or services must not Ie
acquired from any other person in

connection with the trade or business of
the company

9. International consultancy Company or firm providing consultancy Tax exemption for one half of the 5 years

services incentives services in respect of any overseas pro- qualifying income

ject -- provided annual overseas.consul-

tancy fees exceed $1 million
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JAPAN: The 1979 tax reform

Paving the way for a new tax

by Makoto Miura

I. INTRODUCTION -..i

The direct aim of the 1979 tax reform was in the first place to increase tax
revenue. However, its secondary and more indirect aim was to pave the way
for a new tax, i.e. the so-called general consumptiontax.

The need for increased tax revenue becomes clear if one looks at the Ja-
panese debt position. One of the main features of Japanese budget policy ,

during the past years has been an excessive debt financing, i.e. the Govern-
ment has been obliged to issue a large amount of bonds to cover its budget -VE # -/h

deficit. Since the oil crisis the ratio of receipts from the issuance of bonds to '

total revenue has increased as follows:

1974:11.3 percent 1976:29.9 percent 1978:32.0percent,
1975:25.3 percent 1977:29.7 percent 1979:39.6percent

It is quite obvious that this ratio is substantially higher than in other deve-
loped countries and in order to remedy this situation the Japanese Govern-
ment introduced a Seven Year Economic Plan -- 1979-1985 whose main
purpose is the increase of tax revenue. The present ratio of tax revenue to Contents

national income of 19.6 percent (1979) should, according to this plan, be
increased to 26.5 percent in 1985 and the present ratio of social security

I. Introduction

contributions to national income should go from 9 percent in 1979 to 11 Il. Increase ofindirect taxes
percent in 1985.

A. Gasoline tax

B. Aviation fuel taxThe main thrust of the new policy is directed at the increase of indirect
taxes. Although the tax burden in Japan is in general lower than in other Ill. Increase ofdirect taxes
developed countries, it is in particular the burden of indirect tax on indivi-
dual consumption expenditure which is lower than in European countries.

A. Reduction of medical doctors'

Compare, for instance, Japan with 7.3 percent of indirect tax (1979) to the expense deduction

United Kingdom: 16.6 percent (1977), Germany: 17.0 percent (1976) and
8. Securities transactions
C. Entertainmentexpenses

France: 19.9 percent (1977). D. Reduction or elimination of tax

incentives

Therefore, it is interesting to note that one of the most important features 1. Reserve for bad debts

of the Japanese tax reform is an increase of indirect taxation. However, 2. Reserve for price fluctuations

such an increase cannot be significant enough to be able to cover in any 3. Overseas market development

substantial manner the budget deficit, so that the Government is now doing reserve for small and medium

its utmost to introduce a new indirect tax, the so-called general consump-
sized enterprises

tion tax, which resembles significantly the value-added tax as it exists in 4. Specialdepreciationallowances

Europe.
5. Investment tax credit

IV. Reduction of direct taxes
The Tax Committee in its report of December 27, 1978 recommended the
introduction of a general consumption tax in 1980 and the Government A. Short-term capital gains

B. Long-term capital gains
came to almost the same conclusion in its outline of a tax reform published
on December 28, 1976. However, the opposition to the introductionof this V. Conclusion
tax is very strong. Many opposition groups demand that the present tax
system with its inequitable and unfair results first be reformed before the
introduction of a new tax is contemplated. For this reason the present
Japanese tax reform attempts to eliminate or at least to mitigate such * Director of the Institute of Tax and

existing tax provisions which are consideredto inequitable or unfair. Management.
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On March 30, 1979 the 1979 Tax Reform Bill was the total tax increase introduced by the tax reform of

passed by the Diet (Parliament) without any significant 1979 of which 56.9 percent comes from the gasoline
amendments. However, it was a hard battle and the tax (inclusive of the local road tax). 4 The gasoline tax

Governmentonly won by a vote of 125 to 121. proper is increased from 36,500 yen to 45,600 yen

The most important items involved in the tax reform per kilolitre and the local road tax from 6,600 yen to

and the increase of revenue expected are shown in the 8,200 yen per kilolitre, so that total gasoline tax in-

following table:
creases from 43,100 yen to 53,000 yen per kilolitre.
The Ministry of Finance estimates that the retail price

Item Revenue increase in 1,000,000,000Yen of gasoline will be increased from 97 yen to 108 yen

1979 1980 per litre and that the ratio of the tax component in
the retail price will go up from 44.4 to 49.9 percent.

Gasoline.tax 232 309
Local road tax 1 40.8 54.3 However, this estimate is obviously too low, because in

tax 2 May 1979 the retail price of gasoline was already
around 100 to 115 yen per litre so that after June 1,Municipaluaevliation fuel tax 3

24

4.3

24

4.3
Reduction of medical doctors' ex- when the law becomes effective, the price will increase

pense deduction 73 100 to 120 to 125 yen per litre.
Restriction of the deductibilityof This price increase is perhaps not so dramatic as it

entertainment expenses for
if it is appreciated that because of the strongseems,

corporate income tax pur-

poses 30 74 position of the yen the price of gasoline has steadily
Restriction of elimination of gone down over the past years so that in the last year it

other privileged tax treat- was only approximately 90 yen per litre. It may be

ment 89 134 expected that in 1979 the 1974 price will be restored
Introduction of a special exemp- as a result of the tax increase and the weakeningof the

tion for aged dependents for yen.
individual income tax pur- The revenue from the gasoline tax and the local road
poses / 14 ./ 14

tax has been earmarked for the five-year road construc-:-/
Total 479.1 685.6 tion plan which started in 1954. This plan is being/ .-

executed in a number of programs, seven of which have:
Allocated to: been completed and present activities are being directed r f

the General Account Budget 434 627--

under the eighth Examining past records it
the Special Account Budget program.

--

(Local road tax and munici- appears that up to and including the seventh program,

cipal aviation fuel tax) 45.1 58.6 the ratio of the revenue from these taxes to the total

expenditure for the road building plan was approxi-
Total 479.1 685.6 mately 90 percent. If the increase in the gasoline tax .....

and the local road tax had not been effected this ratio
In addition to these tax increases the Government would have been reduced to 78 percent which would
introduced a bill for the increase of tobacco prices, i.e. have caused serious financial problems for the road
the increase of the tobacco tax. constructionplan.
The opposition parties strongly objected to these tax It should be appreciated that the increase of the gasoline
increases. They insisted that the increase of indirect taxes presents a dilemma to the Government. On the
taxes would reduce the taxpayer's effective income and one hand it is intended to use the increased revenue to
that it would stimulate inflation. In addition, they meet the increased cost of road constructionbut on the
argued that the reduction or elimination of certain other hand in order to save oil it is intended to push
privileged tax treatmentwere only half-way measures. down gasoline consumption which -- if this plan is
On March 30, 1979 the tax reform bill was passed by a successful --

may mean that the revenue from these

very small margin since the Government Party- the taxes is reduced.
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) -- barely commands
a majority of the votes in the Diet. The Governmentdid B. Aviation fuel tax
not, however, include the Tobacco Bill in the reform
bill and eventually this proposal proved to be abortive. The aviation fuel tax has been increased from 13,000
Although it is expected that the Ministry of Finance will
have completed a draft bill for the introduction of a

general consumption tax by the beginning of 1980, it is 1. The local road tax is in fact a national (and not a local) tax

obvious that the Government at this moment does not which is levied on gasoline shipped from refineries or withdrawn

have sufficient political support to introduce such a bill from bonded areas.

2. The aviation fuel tax is imposed on aviation fuel supplied to
in Parliament. aircraft in Japan, except fuel for international ights. Eleven-

thirteenths of the revenue is credited to the General Account of
the State and then remitted to the Airport Construction and

Il. INCREASE OF INDIRECTTAXES Improvement Special Account. The remainder is transferred to

municipal governments to be earmarked for expenditure related

A. Gasoline tax to airports.
3. See note 2, above.

The increase in indirect taxation takesup 62.8 percentof 4. See note 1, above.
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to 26,000 yen per kilolitre. Two-thirteenths of the The result of this measure is that members of the
revenue of this tax is remitted to those municipalities medical profession will receive larger tax bills which is
which have airports for the carrying out of construc- illustrated in the following table:
tion preventing environmental pollution, in particular
noise prevention. Twenty percent of the tax revenue (or Annua/ remuneration Income tax (yen)

2/65) paid to the municipalities is distributed by
them to the prefectures.

(in 1,000,000 yen) 1979 1980 and later years

30 35,500 36,000
40 342,500 358,000
50 897,000 1,208,000

Ill. INCREASE OF DIRECT TAXES
70 2,664,500 3,545,000
100 5,505,000 7,395,000

The increase of direct taxation is primarily caused by There are two groups which object to these new pro-
the reform of the so-called special tax measures visions: in the first place, the medical profession which
under which various groups of taxpayers received special complains that they are the only individuals who suffer
tax treatment which has gradually developed into unin- such a drastic tax increase for which they receive no
tended tax privileges for these groups, resulting in compensation, and the second group which feels that
unequal taxation between various categories of tax- the medical profession has still retained most of its
payers. privileges and wishes the total abolition of the lump

sum deduction.
A. Reduction of medical doctors' expense deduction

Since 1954 physicians and dentists could with respect to B. Securities transactions

income received under the national health scheme elect
to deduct either the actual expenses connected with the Capital gains accruing from the transfer of securities by
services they rendered under this scheme or take a lump an individual taxpayer are, in principle, exempt from

sum deduction of 72 percent of the fees received. The individual income tax. However, there exist some

lump sum deduction was introduced some 25 years ago exceptions to this general rule. For instance, if an indi-

as an incentive for medical doctors and dentists to vidual person concludes during a given year more than

co-operate with the then newly introduced social 50 security transactions, the capital gains will be taxed

medicare program. However, according to an investiga- if more than 200,000 shares were involved in those

tion carried out by the Board of Audit, it appears that transactions.

the 72 percent deduction is far too generous as the The 1979 tax reform provides that capital gains will also

average expenses amount to approximately 52 percent be taxed if an individual in a given year transfers more

of the remuneration received. This privileged treatment than 200,000 shares of one and the same company pro-
of doctors and dentists has been one of the causes for vided that the aggregate face value of these shares
them to be among the highest income groups in Japan exceeds 10,000,000 yen. In such a case the capital gain
in terms of after tax income. It is small wonder that for has to be reported in the taxpayer's tax return and it
a long time groups of taxpayers have urged the Govern- will be aggregated with his other taxable income.
ment to withdraw this privileged treatmentand that the
Tax Committee of Japan also recommendedin its 1974

report to reduce these privileges. However, every C. Entertainmentexpenses
attempt to eliminate or alter them met strong opposi-
tion from the Japan Medical Association and its sup- Entertainment expenses incurred by a business are in

porters in the Liberal Democratic Party. Finally, at the principle deductible from taxable income. However,
end of 1978, a compromise was reached which resulted for corporations there is a limitation, i.e. a full deduc-
in the following reform which became effective on April tion is allowed for entertainmentexpenses in an amount

1, 1979. of 4,000,000 yen per year increased by 0.025 percent of

Physicians and dentists who receive a remuneration paid-in capital and legal capital surplus. Any excess is

from the national health services may still take the 72 only deductible for 15 percent, i.e. 85 percent of such

percent expense deduction provided that the income expenses is added back to taxable income and is subject
received is less than 25,000,000yen per year.

to the 40 percent corporate income tax. As of fiscal
1979 the deducton has been drastically reduced, .e.:

If they derive more than 25,000,000 yen per year from
the national health services, the deduction percentage (i). corporations whose capital is less than 10,000,000
is degressive as follows: yen may take a full deductionwith respect to enter-

tainment expenses up to a maximum of 4,000,000
Annual remuneration Deductionpercentage yen per year, provided that they can prove that the

expenses are required for the carrying on of their
(in 1,000,000 yen) 1979 1980 and later years business; 1

25 - 30 70.5 % 70 % (ii) corporations whose capital is between 10,000,000
30 - 40 64.5 % 62 % and 50,000,000 yen may take an automatic enter-
40 - 50 60.75 % 57 % tainment expense deduction of 3,000,000 yen;
50 and more 57 % 52 % (iii)corporations whose capital exceeds 50,000,000 yen
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may take an automatic entertainment expense deduction will be available with respect to price fluctua-

deduction of 2,000,000 yen. tions after 5 years with respect to non-designated com-

modities and after 10 years with respect to designated
In any case where these maximum amounts are exceed-

commodities and stocks. The percentage reduction will
ed, the corporation may only deduct 10 percent of the

be follows:
excess entertainmentexpenses incurred. as

It is noted that the provision which allowed the corpora- Fiscal Year Non-designatedcom- Designatedcommo-

tion to deduct -- in addition to the fixed amount --

modities dities and stocks

0.025 percent of paid-in-capitalhas been abolished.
1979 98.3 % 95.4 %

At first sight it may seem strange that the larger the cor- 1980 98.6 % 95.8 %

poration the lower the allowable entertainmentexpense 1981 98.9 % 96.2 %

deduction. It cannot be denied that the bigger the 1982 99.2 % 96.6 %

corporation the higher the amounts will be it requires 1983 99.6 % 97.0 %

for public relations. To illustrate this point: in 1977 the 1984 - 97.5 %

entertainment expenses of corporations totalled 2,409 1985 - 98.0 %

billion yen, i.e. 4.33 percent of total operating expenses.
1986 98.5 %-

An amount of 830 billion yen or 34.5 percent of these 1987 - 99.0 %

1988 99.5 %
entertanment expenses did not qualfy for deduction

-

and was consequently subject to corporate income tax. This percentage reduction extends over a remarkably
The percentage of non-deductible entertainment ex- long period of time taking into account the impatience
penses was 77.9 percent of total annual entertainment of the Japanese.
expense for corporations having a capital in excess of
10 billion yen and 15.3 percent for corporationswhose

capital is less than 1 million yen. 3. Ouerseas market development reserve for small

However, the Government explained that it had in- and medium sized enterprises
tended to grant only a maximum deduction of Corporations with capital not exceeding one billion yen

2,000,000 yen, but that it was decided to increase this which derive their income partly or wholly from over-

amount for smaller corporations as a kind of financial seas transactions may deduct from their taxable

aid, since these corporationsare currently going through income certain amounts credited to this reserve. The
a particularly difficult economic period. maximum amount deductible is a percentage of the

proceeds from qualifying overseas transactions carried
on in the preceding accounting period (in certain cases

D. Reduction or eliminationof tax incentives in the second precedingaccountingperiod).
The followingpercentagesapply:1. Reserue for bad debts
(a) export of merchandise purchased from third

The reserve for bad debts is a reserve for expected loss parties -- 1.7 percent of the proceeds of such
in the collection of receivables. Starting from fiscal export in case of corporations with capital of not
1979 the percentage taken from these receivables which more than 100,000,000 yen and 0.85 percent for
may be deducted from taxable income is reduced for corporations with capital in excess of 100,000 yen
corporationsas follows: but not exceeding one billion yen;

(b) other export transactions -- 2.3 percent of the
Type of business Percentage reduction proceeds of such export in case of corporationswith

retail or wholesale 2 % to 1.6 % capital of not more than 100,000,000 yen and

retail on installment payments 2.5 % to 2 % 1.15 percent for corporations with capital in excess

manufacturing 1.5 % to 1.2 % of 100,000 yen but not exceedingone billion yen.
banking and insurance 0.5 % to 0.5 % (unchanged) The tax reform reduces, starting with fiscal 1979, the
others 1.2 % to 1 %

percentage of 0.85 percent to 0.82 percent and the

2. Reserve for price fluctuations
percentage of 1.15 percent to 1.12 percent.

The amount credited to the reserve for price fluctua-
tions for the decrease in value of inventoriesand securi- 4. Special depreciationallowances

ties may be deducted as an expense. However, the The special increased initial depreciation of 20 percent
maximum amount deductible is, in principle, their of the acquisition cost of certain machinery and equip-
total book value at the end of the accounting period ment used for the promotion of rationalization by the
less 98 percent of such book value. This percentage is enterprise and which are of direct benefit to perople's
95 percent for listed stocks and other commodities lives has been abolished.

designated by the Ministry of Finance, e.g. commodities In the following cases the percentage of special de-
subject to sharp price fluctuations, such as iron ore and preciation was reduced or the list of qualifying assets
raw cotton and 99.2 percent for securities other than shortened:
listed stocks. qualifying plant and equipment for the prevention--

These percentages will be gradually reduced over the of pollution;
years and they will be eventually abolished, i.e. no -- qualifying industrial water supply equipment;
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qualifying plant or equipment for the regeneration (ii) the individual income tax computed on the
of dregs; normal taxable income.
qualifying plant or equipment designed to improve The purpose of this provision is to tax capital gains at
on ffective utilizationof energy; higher rate than if they part of normal taxable
qualifyingsteel vessels;

a were

income.
certain new equipmentacquired by small or medium
sized enterprises.

B. Long-term capital gains
5. Inuestment tax credit

The 1978 tax reform introduced an investment tax Long-term capital gains are gains derived from the sale

credit as a temporary measure to stimulate investment or other disposal of property acquired before January 1,
in the private sector. Enterpriseswhich acquired certain 1969. These gains are taxed in the followingmanner:

qualifying plant and equipment during the period from (a) The portion of the capital gains not exceeding
April 1, 1978 through March 31, 1979 could, in lieu of 20,000,000 yen is separately taxed at a rate of
the special depreciationallowances, credit 10 percent of 20 percent;
the acquisition against their individual or corporate (b) The portion of the capital gains in excess of
income tax assessment up to a maximum of 20 percent 20,000,000 yen is subject to a tax which equals the
of their taxable income. There was a carry-over provi- difference between:
sion for unused credits which could be taken against the (i) the individual income tax computed at pro-
income of the next three years. The investment credit gressive rates on normal taxable income
expired on March 31, 1979 and was thus automatically increased by 3/4 of the 'amount of long-term
terminated. However, the investment credit has been capital gain; and
retained for enterprises in certain structurallydepressed (ii) the individual income tax computed at pro-
branches of industry, for instance, shipbuilding,electric gressive rates on normal taxable income in-
and open-hearth steel production, the production of creased by 3/4 of 20,000,000yen or 15,000,000
aluminium, ammonia, urea, phosporic acid, alloy steel, yen.
synthetic fiber and textile spinning. The investment This provision will generally result in a lower taxationcredit applies during the period starting from April 1, than if the long-term capital gain were added to normally1979 through March 31, 1981. taxed income.

The 1979 tax reform introduced a rate reduction of
capital gains tax intending to increase the supply of land
suited for house construction. It will, therefore, only beIV. REDUCTION OF DIRECT TAXES applicable in a limited number of cases. Capital gains
from the following transactionswill qualify:The 1979 tax reform does not exclusively increase

direct taxation; in some cases it offers a tax reduction 1. Transfer by the owner to the central or local govern-
for certain categories of taxpayers. Apart from the ment;
extension of the investment tax credit for structurally 2. Transfer by the owner to the Japan Housing Cor-

depressed branches of industry discussed above, a poration or to the Land Development Corporation;
special exemption was introduced for aged independent 3. Expropriation;
persons and certain real property transactions by small 4. Transfer of land of more than 1,000 square meters

landowners will receive a better capital gains tax treat- to persons or entities who possess a license issued by
ment. This last measure will be discussed in somewhat the governorof the prefecture;
more detail. 5. Transfer of land for house construction (even if less

than 1,000 square meters) if the purchaser intends
Capital gains derived from the sale or other disposal of to construct more than 50 ordinary houses or more
land, buildings and rights to use real property during than 30 highly fire resistant houses on the land,the period from January 1, 1976 through December 31, provided the same condition has been met as under
1980 are not subject to the normal progressive indivi- 4, above.dual income tax but to a separate capital gains tax. Its
rates are as follows:

V. CONCLUSIONA. Short-term capital gains
It is obvious that the tax increases introducedunder the

Short-term capital gains are gains derived from the sale 1979 tax reform are too small to cover the enormous
or other disposal of property acquired on or after budget deficit. The Government's solution of this
January 1, 1969. The rate is the higher of: problem is the introduction of a general consumption
(a) 40 percent of the gain; or tax and although it has not been able to introduce such
(b) 110 percentof the difference between: a tax at this time it remains high on the Government's

(i) the individual income tax computed at normal priority list. The removal of inequalities in the current
progressive rates on the sum total of normal tax legislation was the condition of obtaining the
taxable income and capital gains, and co-operation of powerful groups in the Diet, and the
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Ministry of Finance asserts that such removal has now Prime Minister Ohira has indicated that the Ministry
been completed. However, the next request of the of Finance will start the preparatory work for the

opposition parties is to reduce Government spending 1980 Budget as soon as possible. Normally the work
but in this respect the opposition is not in agreement on the draft budget is started at the end of August
among itself. Some groups demand that the military but this year work has begun in June. The reason is

expenses be reduced as well as the investment in in- that the Government wishes to have its proposals
frastructure from which big business benefits. Other for a reduction of Government spending ready and

groups wish that social welfare expenditure be cut and announced as early as possible thus hoping to obtain

again other groups insist that there should be a large more support for the introduction of the general con-

scale dismissal of governmentofficials, etc. sumption tax.

In next issues
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NEWCHINESEJOINT VENTURELAW

On July 8, 1979 the Chinese Gouernment issued a new joint venture law shall reach decision through consultation

which spells out the conditions under which foreign investors may carry on by the participants on the principle of

business activities in the People's Republicof China. The profits from joint equality and mutual benefit.

ventures will be subject to an ncome tax. It is not perfectly clear at this The board of directors is empowered to
discuss and take action on, pursuant to

moment whether that income tax will follow the current tax-legislation the provisions of the articles of association
(see below). An unofficial translation of the text of the new joint venture of the joint venture, all fundamental issues
law was distributed by the official Chinese news agency Xinhua and is repro- concerning the venture, namely, expansion
duced below. projects, production and business pro-

grams, the budget, distribution of prots,
plans concerningmanpowerand pay scales,

Article 1 uted by the foreign participant(s) shall in the termination of business, the appoint-
With a view to expanding international general not be less than 25 percent. ment or hiring of the president, vice-
economie co-operation and technological The profits, risks and losses of a joint president(s), the chief engineer, the
exchange, the People's Republic of China venture shall be shared by the parties to treasurer and the auditors as well as their
permits foreign companies, enterprises, the venture in proportion to their con- functions and powers and their remunera-

other economic entities or individuals tributions to the registered capital. tion, etc.

(hereinafter referred to as foreign parti- The transfer of one party's share in the The president and vice-president(s) (or the
cipants) to incorporate themselves, with- registered capital shall be effected only general manager and assistant general man-

in the territory of the People's Republic with the consent of the other parties to the ager(s) in a factory) shall be chosen from
of China, into joint ventures with Chinese venture. the various parties to the joint venture.
companies, enterprises or other economic Procedures covering the employment and
entities (hereinafter referred to as Chinese Article 5 discharge of the workers and staff members
participants) on the principle of equality Each party to a joint venture may contrib- of a joint venture shall be stipulated ac-

and mutual benefit and subject to authori- ute cash, capital goods, industrial property cording to law in the agreement or con-

zation by the Chinese government. rights, etc. as its investment in the venture. tract concluded between the parties to
The technology or equipment contributed the venture.

Article 2 by any foreign participant as investment
The Chinese government protects, by the shall be truly advanced and appropriate Article 7
legislation in force, the resources invested to China's needs. In cases of losses caused The net profit of a joint venture shall be
by a foreign participant in a joint venture by deception through the intentional provi- distributed between the parties to the
and the profits due him pursuant to the sion of outdated equipmentor technology, venture in proportion to their respective
agreements, contract and articles of asso- compensation shall be paid for the losses. shares in the registered capital after the
ciation authorized by the Chinese govern- The investment contributed by a Chinese payment of a joint venture income tax on

ment as well as his other lawful rights and participantmay include the right to the use its gross profit pursuant to the tax laws of
interests. of a site provided for the joint venture the People's Republic of China and after
All the activities of a joint venture shall be during the period of its operation. In case the deductions therefrom as stipulated in
governed by the laws, decrees and perti- such a contribution does not constitute a the articles of association of the venture
nent rules and regulations of the People's part of the investment from the Chinese for the reserve funds, the bonus and wel-
Republic of China. participant, the joint venture shall pay the fare funds for the workers and staff mem-

Chinese government for its use. bers and the expansion funds of the ven-

Article 3 The various contributionsreferred to in the ture.
A joint venture shall apply to the Foreign present article shall be specified in the A joint venture equipped with up-to-date
Investment Commission of the People's contracts concerning the joint venture or in technology by world standards may apply
Republic of China for authorizationof the its articles of association, and the value of for a reduction of or exemption from
agreements and contracts concluded be- each contribution (excluding that of the income tax for the first two to three profit-
tween the parties to the venture and the site) shall be ascertained by the parties to making years.
articles of association of the venture the venture through joint assessment. A foreign participant who re-invests any
formulated by them, and the commis- part of his share of the net profit within
sion shall authorize or reject these docu. Article 6 Chinese territory may apply for the resti-
ments within three months. When author- A joint venture shall have a board of direc- tution of a part of the income taxes paid.
ized, the joint venture shall register with tors with a composition stipulated in the
the General Administration for Industry contracts and the articles of association Article 8
and Commerce of the People's Republic of after consultation between the parties to A joint venture shall open an account with
China and start operationsunder license. the venture, and each director shall be ap- the Bank of China or a bank approved by

pointed or removed by his own side. The the Bank of China.
Article 4 board of directors shall have a chairman A joint venture shall conduct its foreign
A joint venture shall take the form of a appointed by the Chinese participant and exchange transactions in accordance with
limited liability company. one or two vice-chairmenappointed by the the foreign exchange regulations of the
In the registered capital of a joint venture, foreign participant(s). In handling an im- People's Republic of China.
the proportion of the investment contrib- portant problem, the board of directors A joint venture may, in its business opera-
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tions, obtain funds from foreign banks di- agreements and contracts, the funds he shall be made six months before the expira-
rectly. receives at the time when the joint venture tion of the contract.

The insurances appropriate to a joint ven- terminates or winds up its operations, and

ture shall be furnished by Chinese insur- his other funds may be remitted abroad Article 13

ance companies. through the Bank of China in accordance In cases of heavy losses, the failure of any
with the foreign exchange regulations and party to a joint venture to execute its obli-
in the currency or currencies specified in gations under the contracts or the articles

Article 9 the contracts concerning the joint venture. of association of the venture, force majeure,
The production and business programs of A foreign participant shall receive encour- etc. prior to the expiration of the contract
a joint venture shall be filed with the agements for depositing in the Bank of period of a joint venture, the contract may
authorities concerned and shall be imple- China any part of the foreign exchange be terminated before the date of expiration
mented through business contracts. which he is entitled to remit abroad. by constultation and agreement between
In its purchase of required raw and semi- the parties and through authorization by
processed materials, fuels, auxiliary equip- the Foreign Investment Commissionof the
ment, etc., a joint venture should give first Article 11 People's Republic of China and registration
priority to Chinese sources, but may also The wages, salaries or other legitimate in- with the General Administration for In-
acquire them directly from the world come eamed by a foreign worker or staff dustry and Commerce. In' cases of losses
market with its own foreign exchange member of a joint venture, after payment caused by breach of the contract(s) by a

of the personal income tax under thefunds. party to the venture, the financial responsi-
A joint venture is encouraged to market tax laws of the People's Republic of China, bility shall be borne by the said party.
its products outside China. It may distrib- may be remitted abroad through the Bank

ute its export products on foreign markets of China in accordance with the foreign Article 14
through direct channels or its associated exchange regulations. Disputes arising between the parties to a

agencies or China's foreign trade estab- joint venture which the board of directors
lishments. Its products may also be dis- Article 12 fails to settle through consultation may be
tributed on the Chinese market. The contract period of a joint venture may settled through conciliation or arbitration
Wherevernecessary, a joint venture may set be agreed upon between the parties to the by an arbitral body of China or through an

up affiliated agencies outside China. venture according to its particular line of arbitral body agreed upon by the parties.
business and circumstances. The period /'

may be extended upon expiration through Article 15
Article 10 agreement between the parties, subject to The present law comes into force on the -'

c:
The net profit which a foreign participant authorization by the Foreign Investment date of its promulgation. The power of

'

.,

receives as his share after executing his Commission of the People's Republic of amendment is vested in the national

obligations under the pertinent laws and China. Any application for such extension people's congress.

Taxescurrentlyfound in the People's
RepublicofChina*

In articles 7 and 11 reprinted above, reference is made Tax also applies to all types of enterprises. It can be

to the tax laws of the People's Republic of China. There classified as a sales tax although it also has, in certain
are currently a number of different taxes, the most respects, features of an excise duty. It is, generally
importantbeing the following: speaking, based upon the gross receipts of an enterprise.

Industrial and Commercial Income Tax (plus Sur- The rates reflect the degree of necessity of a particular--

charge) item to the economy as such, and/or to the average
Industrial and Commercial Consolidated (Sales) consumer.--

Tax Items of basic need are taxed at a low rate (lowest rate
both based on legislation enacted in 1950 with sub- 1.5 percent) whereas luxury goods are taxed at rather

sequent amendments. high rates (up to 69 percent). There are, however,
The Industral and Commercial Income Tax and the certain exemptions.
Surcharge thereupon are currently levied on the net In Article 11 of the text of the law printed above,
profit from all types of enterprises. There are, however, reference is made to a Personal Income Tax. No details
certain exceptions and reliefs. The tax rate varies from are yet known of this tax.
5.75 percent to a maximum of 34.5 percent. The (local)
surcharge is based upon the amount of tax that has been

, calculated and is at present levied at a uniform rate of
60 percent in all provinces of the Prople's Republic of

* For a detailed discussion see : TAXES AND INVESTMENT
'

IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC; Chapter on the People's RepublicChina.
f

of China. Published by INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF FIS-
The Industrial and Commercial Consolidated (Sales) CAL DOCUMENTATION,P.O. Box 20237, AMSTERDAM.
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GERIA: and BusinessDecisionsbyA.C.Ezejelue*

axConsiOeotionsfor,nvestment

I. INTRODUCTION

In makng nvestment and business decisions a number of factors must be
taken nto consderaton, inter alia, the feasblity and vablty of the pro- CONTENTSject, financing options, political stability, possibilities of nationalization,
exchange control policies, availability of raw materials and labour, market I. Introduction
potential, communication network, the legal structure and language. Which
part each of these factors plays depends upon whether the decision involves Il. Existingcompany taxes

(a) Income taxthe location of a new enterprise or a capital expenditureprogrammewithin
(b) Capital gains tax

an existing enterprise. (c) Super tax

Although subordinate to the commercial factors, the tax factorsare ofgreat Ill. Adjusted profit
importance in many investment decisions. It is doubtful, however, how (a) Deductions allowed and deductions
many of such decisions are influenced by tax considerations. This may be not allowed
due to the dynamicand changingnature of tax provisions. (b) Automatic exemption of the first

Nonetheless, the tax implications of many business decisions are so far-
6,000 naira profit

reaching that some projects considered otherwise as borderline cases may IV. Dividend and dividend policy
become worthwhile proposals. Some tax provisions have specific.economic (a) Introduction of provisional tax on

interim dividendsgoals and others which may have no specific economic objectives have
impact on business decisions. (b) Payment of dividends

V. Financing optionsIn developing countries like Nigeria, there exist quite a number of
disincentives to industral projects, such as nadequate infrastructure, un-

VI. Capital allowances

developed market arising from very low per capita income, and a dearth of (a) Existing allowances

trained and disciplined manpower. The government has attempted to
(b) Project evaluation via capital al-

lowancescounterbalance these inhibiting factors through the introduction of
numerous tax incentivesand shelters. The purpose of this paper is to reuiew VI l. Treatment of losses

the currentstate ofaffairs in this direction in Nigeria. VI ll. New trade or business

This will enable managers and investors to consider the after-tax results Capital allowances in relation to new

businessof their major business decisions. Inputs into investment decisions -- which
include considerations such as tax costs, tax incentives, timing of tax pay- I X. Cessation of trade or business

ments and tax allowances and reliefs -- should be on an after-tax basis. X. Pioneer companies

XI. Double taxation arrangements

Xll. Building and construction industry

XI Il. Special provisions for certain types
Il. EXISTING COMPANYTAXES of companies

XIV. Accounting methods
There are two main types of taxes levied upon companies: income tax and
capital gains tax. XV. Personal income tax

XVI. Conclusion

(a) Income tax

Income tax is payable for each year of assessment upon the profits of any
company (unless specifically exempt) accruing in, derived from, brought into
or received in Nigeria. These include prots arising from trade or business
and also rent, dividends, interest,' discounts, charges, annuities and any
amount deemed to be income or profits under the Companies Income Tax
Act, 1961 (CITA) as amended. *Senior Lecturer in Accounting and Act-

Section 26 of CITA exempts profits of some specified companies such as
ing Head, Department of Accountancy,
University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus.ecclesiastical, charitable or educational institutions of a public character,

registered friendly societies, co-operative societies and statutory corpora-
1. With effect from 1978/79 the interest
payable on loans granted to aid investmenttions. Interest received by or credited to a company from the Federal Mort- in agriculture will enjoy special exemption

gage Bank of Nigeria is also exempt from tax. from taxation.
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NIGERIA:A SL RVEY

Located on the Gulf of Guinea on the western coast of lems. However, its great potential must be weighed against
Africa, the Federal Republic of Nigeria is the richest Afri- its current condition.
can nation. Independentsince 1960, Nigeriasapproximate- In contrast to the boom years that resulted from the dis-

ly 100 million people the most densily populated nation cove,y of oil and the subsequent price escalation, the
in Africa consists of over 400 ethnic groups. Howeuer, the country is currently faced with cut backs in its develop-
Hausa-Fulani in the northern part of the country, the Ibo ment programand a freeze on its spendingpolicy as a result
in the southeast and the Yoruba in the southwest are the of both reduced oil reuenues and dificulties with the
largest of these groups. Currently ruled by General balance of payments due to declining oil earnings and the

Olusegun Obasanjo under a Federal Military Government continuing high level of imports. Nigeria does have a great
that has pledged to return the country to civilian rule by potential for economic development; it has a large popula-
October 1, 1979, Nigeria is faced with a myriad of prob- tion which could provide both a work force and a con-
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sumer market, a physically large land area, 356,669square land stand unproductive basic food must be imported con-

miles (913,073 sq. km.) with good arable land varying in tributing unnecessarily to the drain on the rapidly dimin-
climate from the tropical to the temporate. It contains vast ishing reserues. A major contribution to this unfortunate
national resources including tin, silver, coal, iron and most situation is Nigeria's lack of infrastructure. Roads, gaso-
importantly oil. Nigeria's wealth is primarily a result ofoil line stations, refrigerated trucks, cold storage facilities all

production. The discovery of oil in the Niger delta region necessary to insure that the produce once harvested wl
and in off shore deposits in addition to those near Lake reach the market and provide the farmers with adequate re-

Chad led to Nigeria's great prosperity in the 1970s. Not turns for their effort are all lacking. In addition people
only are thesedepositsofhigh quality but also since Nigeria must be encouraged to retum to agriculture but this can

is geographically closer to Europe and the United States only be accomplished when rural dwelling is a viable alter-
than most other oil producing countries it has an added natiue to urban living. Basic facilities must be improued to

marketing advantage. These oil deposits are estimated to reuerse this urban drift.
last for at least another 30 years and should provide both
the raw material for petroleum refineries and the capital Although manufacturing is still n its earlieststages in Nige-
needed for developmental projects. Thus while recent ria and only accounts for a small percentage of the Gross
events may haue reduced the amount that o contributed Domestic Product light industry and some consumergoods
to the budget, in the 1978-79 budget speech General

Obasanjo emphasized that Petroleum still remains the
are manufactured in Nigeria. Beer, cotton textiles, paints,
rubber, soap detergents, soft drinks, some electrical appli-

greatest contributor to the economy...(p.x and should
ances and pharmaceuticalsamong other items are manufac-

continue to do so in the future. tured locally. To encourage the development of business
and industy the government encourages enterprises con-

Following the oil price rise in 1972-73 the gouernments nected with agrculture or petro-chemicals. At the same

reuenues reached an es:imated N 53 billion in 1975-76and time in order to develop trained manpower and increase
all but N 684 million of this was a result of oil earnings. An local ownershipa specificpolicy of Indigenizationhad been

expansive spending program based upon this new wealth codifiedunder the Nigerian EnterprisesPromotionDecrees.

has led to the current monetary difficulties for whe the Under this system industries are classified under different
reserves are declining the expenses incurred during the ex- schedules that allow varying degrees of foreign ownership.
pansiue periodare now beingpresentedforpayment. Lesser Compliance by foreign business had not proed too diffi-
amounts of revenue have been accumulated by the gouern- cult but because of the current monetaryproblems repafri-
ment during the last few years for seueral reasons, oil pro- ation of the proceeds takes a long time due to the limited
duction has decreaseddue to the government'sdesire topro- amount of foregn exchange that s now available in the

tecta natural resource and an intemationalpolicy of con- country.
seruationwhich occurredat approximately the same time as

the appearance on the market of new sources of low sul- Various other efforts to control the economy have been ini-
phur crude that are similar to Nigerias, thussales diminished tiated by the gouemment. In strongly worded statementa
and correspondingly the proceedsfrom these sales were less the Commissionerof Finance declared that Realism must
than previously. While state participation in Nigeria'soil in- take the place of expensive and unjustifiable tastes for for-
dustry began in 1971 when Nigeria became a memberof eign goods of all description.For while there has been a
OPEC, the gouemment has restricted its participation to significant reduction in the demand for crude petroleum
generalpolicy matters and has left the actual runningof the which is (Nigeria's) main source of reuenue and foreign ex-
industry to the major foreign oil companies and thus does change earning. (xvii) imports remained hkh. Thus under
not directly control production and must seek other ave-

. .

the 1978-79 budget (a revised) import policy became a
nues by which to regulate the economy major goal in order to conserve.., foreign exchange and

protect local industries(xxxi).
Agriculture once the major ingredient in the Gross Domes- In addition to measures taken to reduce the government's
tic Product now contributes only a fraction ofwhat itpre- expenditures and to stabize the budget, in January of
viously supplied to the budget. Ground nuts, cocoa, palm 1978 a $1 billion multicurrency loan agreementwas signed
oil and cotton among other productswere once leadingex- in London. This agreement concluded between Nigeria and

ports, now howeuer euen food production has not kept up a consortium of banks from the US, West Germany, The
with the population increase and shifting habitation Netherlands, Japan, France, United Kingdom, Switzerland,
patterns. Food has had to be added to an expanding listof Belgium, Italy, the Middle East and the Far East will pro-
essential imports despite the fact that given Nigeria'sgeo- vide funds for financing such projects as petroleum refine-
graphy it should be capable of being self sufficient in the ries, storage tanks and pipelines, port expansionand other

productionof food for its citizens. needed infrastructureprojects.

Nigeria'sprognosis is excellent despite the danger of a hea-
The Government in recognitionof this problem hasgiven uy dependence on a single source of income, oil, for there
the highestpriority to agriculture. . . (xiu) butmany diffi- is great economic potential in agriculture, manufacturing
culties will have to be ouercome to reverse the population and consumer businesses. Once the currentdifficultieshave
flow as farmers seeking the advantages of urban living and been resolued, Nigeria once againshouldexperiencea boom
higher wages drift towards the cities. While this is not a period but now wiser as a result of this experience should

uniquely Nigerian problem it is perhaps more acutely felt maintan a steady path towards economic growth for the
here because of the fact that while huge tracts of arable nation.
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Except in the cases of new businesses, businesses that The rate of capital gains tax has remained 20 percent
have been discontinued and businesses that have on the total amount of chargeable gains accruing in a

changed their accounting date where special provisions year of assessment after deductions allowed under the

under Section 30 of CITA apply, income tax for all Decree. Since the rate of company income tax is higher
established and continuing companies is charged on a than the rate of capital gains tax, it is usually desirable

precedmg year basis -- i.e. income of the income tax -- where possible -- to have profit treated as capital
year (April 1st to March 31st next following) preceding gains instead of treating it as ordinary income. But it

the year of assessment. would appear that this is not usually possible in Nigeria.

The current rate of company income tax with effect Some assets which are not chargeable under this
from the 1978-79 fiscal year is 45 percent. This has decree may, on disposal, attract either a balancing
changed over the years. For instance, between 1972-73 charge or a balancing allowance, depending on whether
and 1974-75 a two-tier rate of tax, 40 percent on the they are sold for more or less than their written down
first 10,000 naira and 45 percent on any excess over value.
10,000 naira, applied; in 1975-76 a flat rate of 40 per-
cent applied on the taxable profit; and in 1976-77 and
1977-78 a flat rate of 45 percent applied; and in 1978- (c) Super tax

79 the rate was 50 percent. If, following the past trend, Super tax, a child of circumstance, was a wartime
further substantial rises in tax rates are to be anticipated measure imposed on prots in excess of 10,000 naira
in the future, it may be advantageous to postpone or 15 percent of share capital, whichever was greater.
certain significantperiodic and uninventoriableexpenses It was, however, scrapped with effect from 1972-73;
such as major repairs and advertising. companies may therefore grow to any size without

fear that their profits will attract super tax.
(b) Capital gains tax

Under the Capital Gains Decree 1967, capital gains tax
is payable in certain circumstances by companies

Ill. ADJUSTED PROFIT

disposing of chargeable assets. Chargeable assets are

all assets not specifically exempt, whether or not Accounting and taxable incomes are usually not iden-

such assets are within Nigeria. However, Section 4 tical, as a result of tax provisions designed to encourage

exempts disposals of non-Nigerianassets by non-resident particular types of transactions. These provisions vary
from time to time and are based on fiscal, economic,

individuals or companies or disposals of assets of non-
resident trusts. social, and political considerations. Consequently,

if tax procedures are used to measure income for
Assets which are specifically made chargeable are the external reporting this lead to imprudent and
following:

can

(i) options, debts and incorporealproperty gene-
commerciallyunsound financial accounting.

rally;
(ii) non-Nigeriancurrency;and (a) Deductions allowed and deductions not allowed

(iii) self-createdproperty. To ascertain company's profits which taxa on assess-

Gains arising from the following, among others, are ment will be levied all the expenses which are incurred

exempt: C wholly, exclusively, necessarily and reasonably for the

(i) disposal of business assets (such as land, purpose of the business are deducted. Specifically the

buildings, plant, machinery, ships, aircraft, following expenses, among others, are admissible
goodwill) if the proceeds are reinvested bona (Sec. 27 of CITA):
fide in other assets used for the purposes of (i) interest on loans employed as capital in ac-

the trade; quiring the profits;
(ii) disposal of property by way of gift, whatever (ii) rent and premiums;

the value; (iii) repairs of premises, plant, machinery or fixtu-

(iii) disposal of motor-cars unless they are of a res employed in acquiring the profits, or

type not commonly used as a private vehicle renewal or alteration of any implement,
and are unsuitable to be so used. With effect utensil or article so employed;
from the 1972-73 assessment year, stocks and (iv) bad debts and specific provisions for bad debts;
shares were included in chargeable assets. (v) contributions to a pension, provident or other
From 1975-76 the Decree was amended to retirement benets fund, society or scheme
make this tax applicable throughout the approved by the Joint Tax Board;
federation as well as to non-residents, whether (vi) donations made to certain organisations,2
individuals or companies. In order to halt the provided the donations are made out of profits
ncidence of non-payment of capital gains tax
it is obligatory for the Federal Commissioner
of Stamp Duties to demand tax clearance 2. Such organizations, which include the Nigerian Red Cross,
certificates when checking documents on the Boys Brigade, Boy Scouts, Girl Guides, Government-owned
sale by any company of assets before such or teaching hospitals, are specifically mentioned in the Com-

documents are accepted for stamping and panies Income Tax (Amendment) Decree 1971 (Decree No. 10)
registration. .

of 1971.
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and do not exceed 10 percent of the total IV. DIVIDEND AND DIVIDEND POLICY
profit for the relevant year of assessment.

The Act (Section 28) as amended also disallows certain (a) Introduction of provisional tax on interim dividends
expenses or deductions which include: depreciation Due to the delay in the payment of tax by number ofaof fixed assets, capital repaid or withdrawn, any ex-

companies, either because the accounts not readywerependiture of a capital nature, appropriations from
or the auditing was not completed or because the taxprofits, reserves out of profits (excluding bad debts assessed was in dispute, the 1978-79 Budget providedand their specific provisions), dividends declared by a
for provisional tax. With effect from the 1978-79a

company and any sum recoverable under an insurance financial year, companies declaring interim dividendsor contract of indemnity. will immediately within 30 days, provisional taxpay,
on the interim dividend with the understanding thatHead office expenses
any excess payment will be refundable at the end of

no longer deductible
the assessment year.

With effect from 1973-74, head office expenses for The budget further provided that provisional accounts

foreign companies were no longer allowed as deductible must be prepared by companies not later than three
expenses but were to be borne in the country in which months after the end of the accounting year and
such office is situated. This is because such expenses advance tax payments made to the Revenue on the
are not regarded as wholly, exclusively, necessarily, basis of the unaudited accounts by a process of self-
and reasonably incurred for the purposes of producing assessment within 30 days. Where applicable, revised
the income. While it may be possible that some big assessments will be made later, when final and audited
companies have incurred expenditure for services accounts are submitted to the Revenue.
rendered by overseas parent companies, the figures This may involve companies in maintaining a running
have usually been nflated. The other expenses of account on a monthly basis for the purposes of advance
foreign companies for management, technical and other company tax. This involves also paying closer attention
services were either totally disallowed or accepted on to the timing of dividend payments. If interim dividends
the basis of a minimal percentage of the turnover or are declared, tax payment falls due and may affect the
takings. However, from 1974-75, fixed management, working capital position adversely.
technical and royalty fees were to be payable in the
first ve years of the establishment of a new company, (b) Payment of dividends
and thereafter a percentage of gross profit (or, in ex-

ceptional cases, net sales or turnover) not exceeding 5 Prior to 1972-73 companies paid dividends net to the
percent in appropriate and deserving cases. shareholders. But with effect from 1972-73 dividends
Also with effect from 1973-74, where a company pays

were expected to be paid gross to the shareholders.

any amount of interest, management fee or royalty to Thus, company profits were taxed without regard to

any other company, the paying company should deduct dividends payable to the shareholders by the Inland
and pay tax on such fees at the appropriate rate in the Revenue while the states taxed the actual gross divi-

year in which such payment is reflected in the income dends and receivable by persons resident within their

statement of the paying company as being due to the areas. In the case of non-resident shareholders, divi-

beneficiary. As from 1979-80, management fees and dends are paid gross but the paying company is obliged
technical assistance fees became taxed gross at the to deduct tax and pay it to the Revenue. Non-resident

shareholders who have paid their tax will be allowedstandard company tax rate of 45 percent. to remit their share of any interim dividend on pro-
With effect from 1977-78 limits have been formally duction of the necessary tax clearance.
imposed on allowable rental expenses incurred by
companies on staff accommodationas follows: With effect from 1975-76 there was a reversion to

(i) Lagos: A maximum of 14,000 naira per annum pre-1972-73 arrangements whereby dividends are

for a flat and a maximum of 28,000 naira per regarded as being paid net to shareholders. Share-

annum for a building; holders who suffer tax by deduction at source on their

(ii) Other places: A maximum of 5,000 naira dividends have a one-year time limit to claim a refund.

per annum for a flat and a maximum of 20,000 With effect from 1976-77, 30 percent gross dividend
naira per annum for a building. restriction was imposed, increased to 40 percent from

the 1978-79 fiscal year. Some companies circumvent
this restriction on the rate of dividends declared by(b) Automatic exemption of the first 6,000 naira profit increasing their paid-up share capital through issue

With effect from 1975-76, small companies relief was
of bonus shares and through asset revaluation.

abolished, and, in its place, the first 6,000 naira taxable To avert this, with effect from 1977-78, any increase
profit of all companies, irrespective of size, is exempt arising from asset revaluation should be placed in a
from tax. Thus, a company making a taxable profit special Asset Revaluation Account and must not be
of 8,000 naira would pay tax on only 2,000 naira. This used for issuing scrip bonus shares. Also, the computa-
exemption which provided a comfortable tax shelter tion of the 40 percent dividend restriction should ex-

for many companies, particularly the small companies, clude scrip issues or bonus shares issued from October 1,
has been withdrawn from 1979-80. 1976. This means that where scrips were issued after
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September 30, 1976, each equity share will earn pro- The shortfall to the shareholders through the 12.5
portionately less than 40 percent gross. percent withholding accrues to the State Revenue and

the 5 percent tax shortfall to the Inland Revenue

Example 1: through reduction of tax rate to 45 percent accrues to
the company. Also, the new guideline stipulates the
maximum dividend payable while leaving the minimum

naira
open.

Issued and fully paid capital as at

September 30,1976 500,000
Scrip issues in January 1978 250,000

V. FINANCING OPTIONS
Total new capital 750,000

When additional financing becomes necessary, it can

be raised through the sale of shares or long-term loans.Approved dividend:

40% of 500,000 200,000 The owners can provide any of these options. Such
financing can provide an extra tax shelter if the owners

Thus, the rate of dividend paid on the total shareholding is supply the funds through long-tern loans instead of

200,000 purchasing additional shares. In the long run it makes
x 100 = 27 percent gross (approx.) no difference to the owners whether their additional--

750,000
funds attract interest or dividends. However, from the
point of view of the company, the tax liability will

The above situation does not apply where share capital be reduced if the owners supply the funds through
has been increased by injecting new capital into the loans. This is because interest on borrowed money
business, i.e. through offers for subscription. is an allowable expense for tax purposes, but dividends
The basis for the computation of dividend distribution are appropriations of profit and so do not carry any tax
has been changed from equity shares to after-tax profit advantage. The option of financing through loan will
from 1979-80 fiscal year. Tax on the profits should be have the effect of increasing the earnings per share on

'-

paid before dividends are paid out and the maximum equity shares. ::
dividend declarable or payable is 50 percent of the
company's after-tax profit. Although company tax has
been reduced to 45 percent, dividends payable to share- ,

holders will attract a withholding tax of 12.5 percent, VI. CAPITALALLOWANCES
which should be paid over to the tax authorities of the
states in which the shareholders are respectively resi- (a) Existing allowances
dent.

Capital allowances on qualifying capital expenditures .
The net effect of the present practice may be to increase
government revenue, improve the net cash flow for the are available to companies. Capital allowances are made .

company, and to reduce the rate of dividend payable against the tax assessment, and not as an expense in,

to the shareholders. computing the profit used for that assessment (credit ..

against tax). The following rates of capital allowance
Example 2 are effective from 1970-71:

naira Initial Capital
Allowance Allowance

Total profit before tax 400,000 % %
Deduct tax at 45 percent 180,000

Industrial buildings 15 1O
After-tax profit 220,000 Other buildings

(non-industrial) 5 10 (rates
effective

Maximum dividend payable (50 percent of 220,000) 110,000 1975-76)
Deduct tax withheld for the states at 12,5 percent 13,750 Plant (including transport

and moving equipment) 20 12
Available for distribution to shareholders 96,250 Mining 20 12

Plantation 25 15

If we assume the facts in Example 1 (see above) a comparison of rate

of dividend payable to the shareholderson both equity share and af-
ter-tax profit bases follows: A reconstruction investment allowance of 25 percent

of the qualifying expenditure which is given in addition
Equity share basis After-tax profit basis to the initial allowance was introduced as a result of

200,000 96,250 the civil war. It is, however, withheld in certain cases.
On total profit x 100 = 50% x 100 = 24%

400,000 400,000 Effective from 1976-77 an enhanced capital allowance
on housing estates has been introduced as follows: 20

200,000 96,250 percent initial allowance plus 10 percent annual
On total shareholding X 100 =27% x 100=13% allowance for the first and 10 percent annually750,000 750,000 year

thereafter. This is to assist and encourage companies
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and organizations that are prepared to put up housing t = the tax rate

estates under some given conditions.With the Land Use i = the investmentallowance proportion (assume that invest-

Decree 1978 coming into effect, the acquisition of land ment allowance is applicable in this project).
for such estates will be easy.

x = the initial allowance

y = the annual allowance
In order to encourage investment in agriculture, with p = profit of the year.
effect from 1978-79, all capital expenditures on plant Tax incentive is defined as the difference between the tax on pro-
and equipment incurred in agricultural production fit, had there been no capital allowances, and the tax on profit,
will, in addition to the existing capital allowances, taking the allowances into consideration.
enjoy an nvestment allowance of 10 percent. Also

Thus, in year one, the tax incentive will amount to
those who lease out agricultural equipment will be Sl=tpl-t[pl-(c(i)+K)]=t(ci+K)
entitled to capital allowances from 1978-79. where K = X + Yl as already defined.

As the practice is to subsequently allow only the AA at reducing
(b) Project evaluationvia capital allowances balance, after the first year, the written down value (WDV) of

the investment (for tax purposes) at the end of year one will be
Recently in project evaluation in Nigeria, there has equal to: c (1--i)--K= c--ci--K = Z
arsen the need to evaluate capital allowances as WDV at end of Year 2 = [c (1--i)-- K] --Y2 = Z-- Y2
additions to the overall value of the project's outputs WDV atend of Year 3 = {[c (1 -i) K] Y2 } -Y3 =- -

or as deductions from its investment input values.
(Z Y2) Y3= -- --

One such evaluation emplos an extension of the
usual present value model.3 WDV atend of Yearn = Z -Y2 -Y3-. -Yn = 0

In the model, where many asset items are involved, the
This that the AA Yj (where j 1,2, n) for the

average rates are substituted for initial and annual assumes = =
. . .,

allowances applicable to the various individual asset
n years will be sufficient to write down the total cost of the
assets to zero at the end of their useful life, and that there will

componentsof the project's capital assets. These average be no balancing allowance or charge arising at their disposal.
rates are calculated as follows: Since the tax incentive at the end of year one = S1 = t (ci + K)

and since only decreasing AAs will be granted for the subsequent
naira useful lives of the asset, the tax incentive at the end of Year 2

Assume that total cost of various individual = S2 = ty2
asset components is = 1,000,000 Similarly, incentive for 3 becomestax year

Total initial allowances (IA) on the assets = 178,000 S3 tY3=

Total annual allowances (AA) on the assets And tax incentive for n years
for the rst year = 101,000 Sn tyn= =

178.000Thus average IA = = X naira and Thus the total tax incentives for n years
N =t [c + X + Y1 + Y2 + + Yn]--

101,000
average AA = = Y naira Since the tax incentivesare not equal for all the years, the presentN

value of the total tax incentives may be expressed as follows:
where N = number of asset items that make up the 1,000,000
naira. V=t[(ci+x+Y1) + Y2 + ...+Yn ]
Thus IA = X for a project may be defined as: 1+r (1+ r)2 (1+ r)n

In the above, V discounts all the cash inflows, by way of tax
n

savings resulting from the investment, to the present, assuming
X= IAi that the desired rate of interest r is known.

If V2c then the investment could be adjudged desirable from
i=l the point of view of capital allowances because the tax savings

N from the investment will be able to repay the loan raised to

acquire the asset plus the interest over the n number of years.
while AA = Y is defined as:

n

Vll. TREATMENTOF LOSSESY= AAl

i=l Under section 31 of CITA as amended a company can

N claim and obtain relief in respect of losses sustained in

any year of assessment. Like profits, losses are deter-
where IAi = initial allowance on qualifyingassets 1,2,3, n mined on a preceding year basis. However, under this...,

emplyed on the project. section a loss could be set off against the profit of the
AAi = annual allowance on qualifying assets 1,2,3,..., n em- actual accounting if specifically claimed withinyear a

ployed on the project. time limit. Thus, although the loss for tax 1979-79
N = numberof qualifyingassets. year

will normally be the loss incurred by a company during
In order to build the present value model for evaluating an asset
via capital allowances, the following symbols are used:

c = the cost of the asset 3. Derived from a model used by SKOUP & Co. Ltd., Enugu,
n = its estimatedeconomic life in years associated Nigerian business consultants.
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the year ending December 31, 1977 (assuming that profits of those years, i.e. April 1 to the following
the accounting year of the company ends on this March 31 in each case. The claim must be for the two

date), such a claim could make the loss that of tax years and not for one or the other only of those years.

year 1977-78. This makes it possible to get a refund of Such a claim, which must be made by a written notice,
tax already paid. may be made at any time within two years, after the

This section provides for the following deductions end of the second year of assessment, to the Revenue,

to be made from ascertained total income of a company
and may be revoked (e.g. if subsequently it turns

out to be disadvantageous to the company) within
in respect of losses: twelve months after the end of the third year of as-

(a) any loss incurred in the relevant year of assess- sessment.
ment, provided such a loss is claimed in writing
within twelve months after the end of the year

As is normally the case, the company's adjusted income

statement for the rst year will form the basis of
of assessment; and assessment for the first three years of assessment. If,

(b) any loss incurred during the preceding years of therefore, the profit of the first year is neither main-

assessment which are carried forward, subject to tained nor improved upon in the second and third years,
a maximum of the assessable prot from that it may spell hardship for the company. It is to ride
same source of activity in which the loss was through this probable hardship that the relief, by way
incurred. of the company's option on how to be assessed for the

But under Decree No. 47 of 1972, loss relief became second and third years, was introduced.

available for set-off against future profits only, and Since the company's accounts for the first year are

cannot as under Section 31 of CITA be set off against likely to form the basis of assessment for the first three

the profits of the accounting year. Under both the years, it may be advantageous to the company to try
CITA and Decree No. 47, such unabsorbed losses may and expense as many items as possible in the first

be carried forward indefinitely until they are com- year so as to reduce the taxable profit to the barest

pletely extinguished from subsequent profits from minimum.
that course. But with effect from 1976-77, the period
for the carry forward of any unabsorbed loss was Capital allowances in relation to new businesses
restricted to four years, after which period any un-

absorbed losses will lapse. This means that if a company In view of the special rules for assessing a new company

continues to make little or no profit from that particu- for its first three years of operation, in some cases

lar source of activity, it stands a good chance of not initial allowances or balancing allowances (or charges)
absorbingsome of its losses. could be made more than once for the same asset in

However, in order to boost agricultural production,
cases where assessment is based on profits computed on

with effect from 1978-79, where losses are suffered by
a basis other than the preceding year basis. In order to

a company engaged in agriculture, such losses can be prevent such double reliefs the Third Schedule to the

carried forward indefinitely until they can be wiped
CITA provides, inter alia, that where two basis periods

off against future profits.
overlap, the period common to both of them is deemed

to fall in the first basis period only.
Where a loss arises from the letting of any property
other than land or buildings, and the letting is not a

As a corollary, where a new company exercises the

trade or business, it is not available for the carry- option to have its second and third years assessed on

forward provisions.
actual profits of those years, any qualifying capital
expenditure incurred up to the end of the third scal '

year attracts its first capital allowances in the fiscal

year in which it is incurred. The implication of this is

Vlll. NEW TRADE OR BUSINESS that the exercise of this option accelerates the claim-

ing of relief in respect of the assets.

The preceding year basis of assessment applies only to Example:
established and continuing businesses. In the case of Chidinma commenced business on January 1,1974 and makes up its ac-

new companies, the following special rules apply in count to December 31 of each year. The following assets qualifying for

respect of their assessable profits for the first three initial allowance were bought:

years of operation: January 1,1974 naira 3,000

First year
-- Actual profits from the date of com- May 1,1974 4,000

mencement to the followingMarch 31; September 1,1975 2,000

February 27,1976 1,500
Second year

-- The profits of the first 12 months
from the date of commencement; The initial allowanceswill fall to be claimed as follows:

Third year
-- Preceding year basis. (If preceding Date bought Cost Where no option Where option

year conditions are not fulfilled, the Revenue may, naira is exercised is exercised

generally, again take 12 months' profits from the Jan. 1,1974 3,000 1973-74 1973-74

date of commencement.)
May 1,1974 4,000 1974-75 1974-75

Sept. 1,1975 2,000 1976-77 1975-76

The company may, however, make a claim to be Feb. 27,1976 1,500 1977-78 1975-76

assessed for the second and third years on the actual
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The above illustrates the fact that the exercise of option The avoidance of an increase on the full year's assess-

expedites the claiming of initial allowances in the year ment (i.e. 1974-75) means less assessment in the case
the asset is bought. This is important for an investor of cessation on April 20, 1976. The advantage, there-
who places a high degree of premium on liquidity fore, lies in the fact that while in each case 1975-76
either because of the great danger of obsolescence or is on actual profits, carrying on into 1976-77 (i.e.
where the investment is extremely risky due to political by continuing to April 20, 1976) avoids the increase
instabiity, impending war and chances of nationaliza- in 1974-75. From the foregoing illustration some

tion, or where the company is besieged with a weak amount of income tax is saved if Nkechi & Co. dis-
cash-and-credit position. In this situation the interest continues on April 20, 1976. Each case depends upon
of the company may be the immediacy of the payback the facts, and in every such situation the alternative
of the capital invested rather than long run profitability. assessments should be computed before a rational

decision can be reached.

From the capital allowances point of view, the appli-
IX. CESSATION OF TRADE OR BUSINESS cation of the special cessation provisions could operate

to the disadvantage of a company because of the inter-
The following rules of assessmentapply where a compa- vals that may exist between succeeding years of assess-

ny permanentlydiscontinuesbusiness: ment. However, this is taken care of by the provisions
(i) In the nal or ultimate year, assessment is based of paragraph 1 (b) (iii) and (iv) of the Third Schedule

on actual profits of that year, from April 1 to to CITA. The import of this paragraph is that where
the date of cessation; there is an interval between the basis periods for succed-

(ii) In the penultimate year, assessment is based on ing years of assessment, then, unless the second of these
of assessment is the of cessation (in whichthe income as computed on the preceding year

years year
the interval is deemed to be part of the first basisbasis, or the actual amount of income of that

case

year, whichever is greater. period), the interval is deemed to be part of the second
basis period.

The question and date of cessation is one of fact de-
pending on the circumstances of the individual case.
There is no cessation if a company transfers from one I l

Assessed asdis- Assessed asdis- Iterritory to another, provided it is still in the same line
continued continued

I
on onof business. Where a company sells or transfers all its March 31,1976 April 20,1976business assets to another company it amounts to

cessation. Where, however, a company sells or transfers Original Final Original Final
its business to Nigerians or to a Nigerian company for
the purposes of better management, the Inland Revenue naira naira naira naira

may, if it is satisfied that one company has control over ULTIMATE YEAR

the other or that both are controlled by some other 1975-76: PYB:

person or are members of a recognized group of com-
(Preceding Year Basis) 2,100 --

panies, direct that cessation and commencement pro- ACTUAL
9

visions shall not apply.
of 2520 -- 2,550 -

12
+ 660

The choice of the date of cessation may be very im- 1976-77' PYB 2,520- - -

portant from the income tax point of view. In general, 2
if the profits are falling, it is advisable to cease at once; 3

ACTUAL: of 781 142if they are rising, it may be advantageous to carry on
- - -

2
until after March 31. 3

3

PENULTIMATE YEAR

1974-75: PYB 1,860 -

9
Recent results of Nkechi & Co. were as follows ACTUAL: of 2100

12

Year ending December 31,1973: ,860 naira 3
+-F of 2520 - 2,205 - -

12
Year ending December 31,1974: 2,100 naira

1975-76: PYB: - - 2,100 --

Year ending December31,1975: 2,520 naira 9
ACTUAL: of 2520

12

Nkechi formed Nkechi Limited to take over the business. It was 2
+ 3 of 781 - - - 2,529estimated that i f the business was not taken over until March 31, 3

1976, the profit for the interval would be 660 raira, and if the Add year before
take-over was delayed urtil April 20, 1976, the profit for the penultimate year 1,860....

interval would increase to 781 naira.

4,755 4,531
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X. PIONEER COMPANIES less undertakings and certain insurance companies.
Special provisions as contained in Sections 19 through

In order to stimulate commercial and industrial activi- 21 of CITA apply to them.
ties in Nigeria some companies are granted pioneer Companies engaged in the business of oil winning are
status under the Industrial Development (Income tax not taxed under the CITA due to the special and com-

relief) (Decree No. 22) of 1971 as amended to date. plicated nature of the oil industry generally. A separate
Investors wishing further information on the procedure tax law known as the Petroleum Profits Tax Act 1959
for obtaining pioneer status or on types of industries guides the taxation in this industry. This principal Act
already so declared should contact the Federal Ministry has been amended by Decrees No. 65 of 1966, No. 1
of Industries. Pioneer companies enjoy certain tax of 1967, No. 9 of 1969, No. 22 of 1970, and No. 15
privileges such as a tax holiday which may extend of 1973. They provide, among other things, for capital
over the first five years of operation. Relief for losses allowances, rate of tax, treatment of losses, offsetable
ncurred during the holidayperiod could be claimable taxes,6 deductions allowed and deductions not allowed.
from profits made after the holiday period. Also,
capital allowances due during the holiday period are

deferred until the period is over. XIV. ACCOUNTING METHODS
With effect from 1977-78, agro-allied projects whose
raw materials were produced locally qualify for pioneer The accounting methods used could have some tax
certificates and so enjoy a tax shelter for five years. effects. For instance, use of the LIFO method of

inventory valuation during periods of rising prices
could have the effect of postponing tax payment by
inflating the cost of goods sold and thereby reducingXI. DOUBLE TAXATION ARRANGEMENTS income chargeable to tax at the time being. But use

of the FIFO method during inflationary periods has
Under the CITA there were double taxation relief the opposite effect. Therefore, the LIFO method will
arrangements between Nigeria and the U.K., the U.S.A., be more desirable, if expansion is desired in periodsDenmark, Sweden, New Zealand, Norway, Sierra Leone, of increasing prices, because it postpones payment of
Gambia and Ghana. These arrangements were ter- income tax and makes more cash available. Also the use
minated 4 by Nigeria with effect from April 25, 1978, of either an accrual or cash basis of accountingand the
with a view to re-negotiating new arrangements later basis for recognizing revenue in the accounts may have
with the countries involved. the effect of shifting income from one year to another
The first discussion5 on a re-negotiatedagreement since -- thus either deferring or accelerating tax payment.
the termination notices were served was started on This idea of postponement is important if a company
January 15, 1979, between Nigeria and the United is in bad shape in terms of working capital.
Kingdom. However, from the Revenue point of view, use of the

FIFO method is preferable and is usually insisted upon.
In some cases the LIFO method is acceptable,provided

Xll. BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY it is consistently applied. Also the Revenue insists on

the use of the accrual basis of accounting, except in

With effect from 1977-78, the Turnover Tax Decree of the case of professionals where the cash basis may be

1969 was amended to the effect that companies in the allowed as a concession. In a decision,7 the Onitsha

construction and building industry will pay either a High Court held that ... tax is properly assessed on

turnover tax of 2l2 percent (which will not be subject the amount accruing due in any particular year...
to deduction for capital allowances) or the normal and not on the amount actually received.

company income tax, whichever is the higher. The
21 percent tax is on the total turnover including sums

subcontracted. Therefore, the Revenue has the option XV. PERSONAL INCOME TAX

to collect all the 2l2 percent on the total contract
price from the main contractor. Where the 212 percent As in the case of companies, individuals are assessed

rule is operative, no claim for the exemption of the
first 6,000 naira profit from tax will be entertained.

4. Legal Notices Nos. 35-43, Federal Republic of Nigeria Of-
ficial Gazette, Lagos, 27:65, July 15, 1978.
5. Business Times, Lagos, 16:4, Tuesday, January 16, 1979, p. 1.

Xlll. SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR CERTAIN TYPES 6. In arriving at the tax payable for any accounting period,
OF COMPANIES any royalties due in respect of oil liable to local refinery and

custom duty or other like charges, which liability was incurred

There are certain companies the nature of whose during the accounting period to the Federal Government, levied

businesses transcend national frontiers. These call for
in respect of plant, equipment, storage tanks, pipelines, etc.,
essential for use in the company's petroleum operations may be

a special formula for ascertaining that part of their deducted from the assessable tax.
world income attributable to the business carried on 7. Dr. Igwegbe v CIR O/Tax 1A/1960 as quoted by C. Njokanma,
in Nigeria. The companies in this category include Income Tax Law and Practice in Eastern Nigeria (Aba:Cynako
shipping and air transport companies, cable and wire- Ltd., 1975), p. 253.
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for Nigerian tax upon income accruing in, derived from, and managers should constantly pay attention to every
brought into, or received in Nigeria in respect of gains, possible tax savings. Ample and full consideration
profits, salaries, wages, fees, allowances, other gains has usually been given to the commercial aspects of
or profits from an employment including gratuities, the proposal but there is a distinct tendency to treat the
compensations, bonuses, premiums, benefits or other financing and tax aspects as fixed parameters rather
perquisites allowed, given or granted by any person than as variables which can be adjusted.9 The days
to an employee, rent from property, dividends, interest are gone when tax factors could be disregarded as ad-
or discounts, pension, charge or annuity, etc. justable inputs into investment and business decisions.

Nigeria can be a high tax country for those in receipt Tax considerations imply not only the knowledge of the
of higher incomes -- i.e. over 30,000 naira. The rates tax laws but also its application to existing alternatives
of tax are graduated in nine stages, ranging from 10 for every transaction so as to be able to choose the
percent to 70 percent, subject to a guaranteed minimum alternative that attracts the greatest tax advantage or

tax of 1 percent of an individual's total income where the least tax liability.
there is no chargeable income after granting reliefs or As in many countries, tax evasion is illegal and un-
where tax payable as computed in accordance with the ethical while tax avoidance is a legitimate activity.tax rates schedule is lesser than the 1 percent minimum. Tax planning which involves careful and adequate
However, an individual enjoys various allowances and consideration of tax factors as they bear on business
reliefs which have the effect of reducing the chargeable decisions is the surest way of legally preventing a tax
income. The allowances 8 include: personal, wife's, liability from coming into existence.
dependents',children's and life assurance.

8. For analysis of these allowances,see A.C. Ezejelue, Evolution
of Direct Taxation in Nigeria, The Tax Executive, 31:1, October

XVI. CONCLUSION 1978, pp. 34-48.
Also note that in order to compensate for the motor basic

This paper deals with some of the tax variables which allowance, with effect from April 1, 1979, which reduced
the take-home pay of senior officers, personal allowances for all

can influence investment and business decisions in
employees have been increased from a minimum of 600 naira

Nigeria. In view of the fact that, today, 50 percent of to a fixed sum of 1,200 naira.
the income of a company subject to Nigerian tax must 9. Malcolm J. Finney, Problems of Corporate Direct Investment
generally be paid out in income taxes, alert investors in the UK, The Tax Executive, 31:1, October 1978, pp. 8-26.
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ax incentivesfor foreign
investors in Argentina by Mximo Bomchil Jr.*

I. THE NEW APPROACHTO FOREIGN industry, imporve the efficiency of existing industry,
INVESTMENTS help the installation of new activities in frontier areas,

press on with the development of ndustries necessary

Since 1976, Argentina has followed a policy of pro- for security and national defence and facilitate the

motion of foreign investments. In Augustof that year a transfer of industries from highly concentrated areas to

new law regulatingforeign inuestments in Argentna was underdeveloped zones. The law not only promotes the

enacted. This new legislaton repealed the existing law, installationof new industries butalso the modernization,
which had proved too restrictive to be compatiblewith specialization, integration, merger, restructuration, ex-

new foreign investments as well as with the growth of pansion and transfer of existing companies.
foreigncapitalalready existing in the country. The industrial promotion system is formed by the new

This old law was part of a trend that can be clearly de- law (No. 21,608), its general implementing regulations
tected in Argentina beginning in late 1970. At that tme (Decree No. 2541/77 published in the Official Gazette

a number of government regulatons began to reect a of September 2, 1977) and complementarydecrees deal-

certain hostilty towards foreign companiesoperating in ing with sectorial, regional and special schemes. In prin-
the country. This trend escalated slowly at the begin- ciple it can be said that it constitutesa closed system in

ning and then very rapidly after the inaugurationof a the sense that the authorities may grant industrial pro-
new administration in May 1973. motion benefits only as long as the investmentprojects
It can safely be sad that this trend has now passed its fall under the scope of a regional, sectorial or special .

hour of triumph and has begun its decline. The present scheme; therefore the importance of these complemen- .

government has clearly stated that foreign capital shall tary decrees. In practice, however, benefits have been ,

partcpate in the achievement of Argentina's national granted in specific cases to projects which were not

goals n the area of economic development. covered by the said schemes. This, for example, was the
case with a recent major foreign investment ih the chem-

In this context the government has enacted a series of ical industry, where, although the industrialproject was

new laws regulating such matters as transferof tech- not covered by any sectorial, regional or special scheme,
nology, financial institutions, customs tariffs and indus- the investor was granted special import duty protection
trial promotion with the clear objective of opening for products similar to those which were to be manufac-
Argentina's economy to the outside world and . re- tured locally.
establishing the traditional Argentine legal principle of
equality between foreign and local investors. In fact, Sectorial decrees regulate the promotion of particular
some exceptions to this princple will continue to exist branches of industries. They determine which benefits

but it s important that the new legislaton has rescued may be granted and for how long, requirementsto com-

the principleas the generalapplicablerule. ply with, limitationsand exclusiohs, antipollutionmeas-

ures, evaluaton criteria, etc. The most importantsecto-
In July 1977, a new law on industrialpromotion was en- rial schemes in force at present are for petrochemicals,
acted (Law No. 21,608published in the OfficialGazette mining, paper, steel, shipyards, forestryand fishing.Most

of July 27, 1977), derogating the regime in force until of these schemes were enacted under the now abrogated
that date which had been inefficient n promoting local old law on industrial promotion but the new law has
industry, mainly due to the bureaucraticprocedurewhich kept them in force until new regulations are issued on

had to be followed to obtain industral promotion the subject. A new petrochemical sectorial scheme was

benefits, and allowing foreign inuestors to benefit from put into force in April 1979 and the government is at
them. This article will analyze the tax incentivescontem- present studying new regulations for the mining sectors.
plated by the law and to what extent and under which
conditions foreign investors have access to them. For The regional schemes aim to promote the different geo-

this purpose we will describe briey the aims and struc- graphical areas of the country specially taking into ac-

ture of the Argentinian industrialpromotionsystem and count for the location of industries their distance from

tax incentives as well as the adminstratveprocedures consumption centers and suppliers and other socio-

which have to be followed to benefit from them. economic factors, such as density of population and

stage of development, so as to achieve a balanced in-
dustrial growth of the country. The general guide-
lines for regional schemes are laid down by Decree No.

Il. STRUCTUREOF THE SYSTEM 922/73. Specific decrees for several Argentineprovinces

The aims of the new Argentinian industrial promotion
regime are to encourage the regional development of * Partner in the Law Office of M. & M. Bomchil.
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have been issued, e.g. Decree No. 2140/74 for the pro- there is no undue effect upon efficient industry already
vinces of Jujuy, Salta, Tucumn and Santiago del installed in the country or in the process of installation.
Estero, located in the North of the country, Decree Projects must contemplate a genuine contribution ofNo. 893/74 for the provinces of Catamarca, La Rioja own capital of at least 20 percent calculated on the totaland San Luis, in the West of Argentina and Decree No. value of fixed assets. The authorities may reduce this
575/74 for the provinces of Formosa, Chaco, Corrientes percentage to 10 percent in exceptional cases for pro-and some regions of Santa Fe in the North-East of the jects of national priority interests. The graduation of
country. These regional schemes determine the indust- benefits may also be adjusted to a greateror lesserdegreeries which are considered priority industries for the according to the amount of own capital contribution.
provinces concerned and are therefore eligible to receive Projects must lave an adequate financial structure and aindustrial promotion benefits. Industriesnot considered correct relationship between net assets and liabilities
priority industries may also be granted benefits if they with third parties.comply with certain other requirements, mostly related
to the number of persons to be employed, raw material Foreign investors have to establish a domicile in the

used, exports, etc. country in order to apply for the benefits.

Finally, special schemes are available for development
areas or industrial concentrationswhich the government
defines as such. IV. TAX INCENTIVES

The law offers as tax incentives the exemption from, and
the reduction, suspensionand deferralof taxes and writ-

Ill. REQIJIREMENTSAND CONDITIONS ing-off of fixed assets for a determinedperiod in a total
or partial form. These tax incentives may be given for a

period of time of up to 10 years, countinggenerally from
The general requirements and conditions with which the day the project is begun.
projects must comply in order to be eligible for indus- In the case in which benefits consist of taxationdeferral,trial promotion benefits are contained in the industrial the updating of these is established for the purpose ofpromotion law and its implementing regulations. As payment, according to the variation of local wholesalementioned above, specific requirements for sectorial, prices as determinedby the administration.regional and special schemes are established by the re-

spective decrees. The main taxes to which the incentives are applicable
are the following:The investment project must have as an objective an

industrial activity. According to the implementing reg- a) Income tax. Companies incorporated in Argentina
ulations, industrial activities are those which cause the (stock corporationsand partnerships are subject to a

physical or chemical transformation, in form or in es- flat rate of 33 percenton theirnet taxable income, i.e.
sence, of raw materials into new products, by means of gross income less expenses incurred in producing the
an industrial process, that is to say by the application of income. Dividends or profits distributed by these
uniform manufacturing technology or the employment companies to shareholders or partners resident in
of machinery or equipment. The implementing regula- Argentina are free of any other tax, but when pay-
tion contain a long list of activities which are considered ment is effected to shareholders or partners abroad,
industrial, which list may be modified by the authority they will be subject to a further withholding tax of
in charge of the application of the law as it deems con- 17.5 percent. This additional withholding takes the
venient. total aggregate income tax for shareholders or part-

ners abroad to 44.72 percent (33 percent corporateIn the evaluation of the projects the objectives of the
tax + i9.5 percent withholding on dividends). How-law as above described will be taken into consideration. the withholding tax dividends is not applic-Industries which manufacturebasic or strategicproducts, ever, on

able when dividends are paid in the form of stockcontribute to import substitution or supply exports are
dividends, that is, when profits are capitalized, orgiven priority as well as those which are dedicated to when they are reinvested in other ways in the com-

transforming regional raw materials or are situated in
for example Branches and other

areas with a high rate of unemployment or a very low pany, as reserves.

sorts of permanent establishmentof foreign compan-gross regional product or use advanced technology or
ies located in Argentina are subject to a flat rate of

manufacture products of accepted international quality 45 percent on their net taxable income.levels.
The tax incentive is generally granted by means of

Projects must show proof of viability, profitability and allowing the beneficiary to deduct from his net tax-
reasonable cost of production. The beneficiaries must able income the investments effected in the project,
possess suficient technologicaland managementskll. either in a total or partial form for a determined
The favoured industries are expected to have done the period of time.
building and possess installations that preserve proper b) Value added tax. The value added tax is levied inliving conditions and avoid environmentpollution. Argentina on sales and leasing transactions on mov-
The authority in charge of the application of the law able goods, construction,manufacturingand proces-
must take care when granting promotional facilities that sing works, the rendering of certain services spec-
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ifically determined by the law, and importation of raise the margin at which profits may be remitted free

goods. The rate is 16 percent. The amount of tax of the tax above 12 percent. Therefore, it is highly pos-
due is determined by applying the said rate to the sible that the authorities will resort to this provision in
net taxable sale price and deducting therefrom the case they wish to exempt the foreign investor from the
amount of tax paid on prior purchases of supplies tax, instead of applying the industrial promotion law.
and materials.

c) Net worth tax. This tax is levied on the net worth of

companies and permanent establishments of foreign
companies located in Argentina. The rate is 1.5 per- V. THE TRANSFEROF INCOME PRINCIPLE
cent annually on the net worth calculated as pro-
vided in the law (assets located in Argentina less Both Argentina's income tax law and industrial pro-
liabilities). motion law provide for a limitation when the benficiary

d) Stamp tax. Stamp taxes are levied in Argentina by of tax ncentives is a foreign investor, which in some

each province and by the Federal Governmentin the cases renders the benefits useless. The said laws provide
city of Buenos Aires. They are applicable on con- that when the owner of the investment project is a for-

tracts, mortgages, deeds and practically all other eign investor, the tax benefits will produce no effect to

agreements evidenced by documents. Although the the extent that they result in an income transfer to a

rates vary in each province, the applicable rate is foreign state. This means, in other words, that the in-

generally 1 percent. The Federal Government may, centives will have no effect in Argentina if the state of
under the provisions of the industrialpromotionlaw, origin of the investor taxes profits originated by the tax
issue exemptions only from the Federal stamp tax, incentives. Through this provision the law purports to
because the provincial stamp duties are not within avoid a foreign state increasing its revenues as a conse-

its jurisdiction. However, most of the provinces have quence of tax incentives granted by the Argentinian
enacted local industrial promotion laws which also government.
provide for the exemption of the provincial stamp This principle of income transfer was introduced in
taxes. our tax law in 1973 in applyinga policy of discrimination

e) Tax on additional profits. The foreign investment against foreign investors. As indicated above, this policy
law enacted in August 1976 introduced a special has now been completely modified. The new laws on

tax on additional profits. According to the law all foreign investments, transfer of technology, industrial

foreign investors, whether they have a registered in- promotion, etc. show very clearly that the traditional
vestment or not, may freely remit their profits and Argentine policy of equality between local and foreign
repatriate the capital. There is no limit placed on the investors has be re-established. Although difficult to
amount of profits which may be remitted nor of justify in this context, the principle of income trans-

capital which may be repatriated. The Executive fer has been kept in our tax legislation and even been
Power may limit the right of non-registered investors strengthened by its inclusion in section 4 of the Indus-
to remit profits and repatriate capital if difficulties trial Promotion law.
in the payment of the external indebtedness of the Curiously enough, the authorities have been unable to
country occur and only while such difficulties sub- enforce the principle up to now, due to the difficulties
sist. The registered investor instead maintains his in determining in each particular case the measure of the
right to remit profits and repatriate capital in spite income transfer to the foreign state. In January 1977,
of such limitations and may continue to request the law was modified with the purpose of facilitating
from the Central Bank foreign currency to do so. the proof of the income transfer. The amendment pro-
The price that the registered foreign investor must vided that the extentof the transferwouldbe determined
pay for the guarantee of availability of foreign ex- in accordancewith the documentationthat the taxpayer
change is the special tax on additional profits. When obliged to file, consisting in certificates issued by
profits of registered investors exceed annually, after

was

the appropriate authorities or other qualified persons of
taxes, 12 percent of the registered capital, the excess the investor's country of origin. The total transfer of
will be subject to the special tax according to the income to the foreign state would be presumed, should
following rates: the taxpayer neglect to present the said certificates,and

Profitspaid Rate consequently the tax incentives would become ineffec-

From 12% to 15%, the excess over 12% 15% tive. It does not require a very deep analysis to come to

From 15% to 20%, the excess over 15% 20% the conclusion that the new provisions clarify what the

More than 20%, the excess over 20% 25% proof can consist of, but remove none of the difficulties
of determining the measure of the income transfer to

It is important to mention that this special tax is applic- the foreign state in each opportunity in which profit
' able to profits paid to the inuestor whether in the remittancesare made.

country or abroad, but not if the profits are reinvested We know of no case in which the principle has been ap-in Argentina, in the same company which generated plied although the provision has been in force for more
them or in another company with the authorization of than 5 years. Probably the authorities will end by; the government.

re-

cognizing the practical impossibility of enforcing the
The foreign investment law authorizes the Executive provision and will finally abrogate it. Until such time,
Power to exempt the foreign investor from this tax or to two points are worth bearing in mind.
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First, it is reasonable to argue that a transfer of income tariat submits the project to the ExecutivePowerrecom-

derived from a tax incentive can occur exclusively when mending the granting or refusal of the incentives re-

the incentive is granted with respect to the withholding quested.
tax or the special tax levied on dividends paid to share- When a foreign investment is involved in the project the
holders abroad; these are taxes borne by the share- most convenientprocedure is to apply directly for an ap-
holders, whose profits can be taxed by their country of proval for effecting the foreign investmentat the Under-
origin. On the other hand, no income transfer happens secretariat of Foreign Investments, requesting simulta-
when the incentivesconcern taxes borne by the company neously the granting of promotional measures. The
itself (for example the corporate income tax, value ad- Undersecretariat will contact the Secretariat of Indus-
ded tax, tax on net worth, etc.), because no foreign trial Development and both applications (foreign in-
state benefits directly from such incentives as no other vestments and industrial promotion benefits) will be
state other than Argentina taxes the company located in decided together.
the country. This being so, the effect of the income
transfer principle is minimized. Second, the application
of the principle may be wholly avoided by investing in

Argentina through a subsidiary or a branchof the foreign Vll. PROHIBITIONSAND EXCLUSIONS

investor domiciled in a tax haven country. In this case

no foreign state would benefit, at least directly, from It was mentioned above that one of the aims of the

Argentinian tax incentives. industrial promotion regime is to encourage the regional
development of industry and facilitate the transfer of
industries from highly concentrated areas, such as the
Federal District and other big cities, to underdeveloped

VI. Procedure zones.

The authority charged with the applicationof the law is Pursuing this aim the industrial promotion law prohibits
the establishment of new industries in the Federal Dis-

the Secretariat of Industrial Development, a section of trict and provides further that the installation,expansionthe Ministry of Economy. or improvement of industries already established in the
The procedure for requesting industrial promotion bene- areas within a radius of 60 kilometers from the Federal
fits has two steps regulated in detail by a resolution of District and the cities of Crdoba and Rosario, in the
the Secretariat (No. 773/77). The first step the investor center of the country, will be excluded fromthe benefits
must consult the Secretariat on the possibilities of of the law.
obtaining industrial promotion benefits for a particular
project and request authorizationto file a definitive pro-
posal of investment. The project is evaluated and the Vlll. INVESTMENTSIN SOUTH ARGENTINA
authorities must decide within 60 days whetherthe filing
of the definitive project can be authorized and under As last point it should be mentioned that Law No.
which conditions. The second step is initiated by the

a

19,640 of May 1972 introduced a general exemption
filing of the definitive project, for which purpose the in- from all national taxes for industries established in
vestor has 120 days from the date of obtainingthe above

cer-

tain regions of South Argentina (Tierra del Fuego,approval. The authorities must within 120 days come to Antrtica Islas del Atlntico Sur). Foreign investors
a final decision as to the concession of the benefits. A

e

benefit from such exemption including all the main
special duty must be paid upon filing the definitive pro-

may
taxes mentioned above as well as several other national

ject to meet the costs of the study and analysis. This
taxes of lesser importance.duty is calculated according to a decreasing percentage

on the amount of the project the details of whose ap-
plication are regulated by resolution of the Secretariat
No. 998/77. Consultations in the first step are free of IX. CONCLUSIONS
duties.

The decision as to the granting of the industrial benefits The new law on industrial promotion constitutes a

is taken by the Executive Power by means of a decree remarkable improvement in the establishment of an

when the beneficiary is a foreign investor or a local com- efficient and flexible system for the promotion of the

pany of foreign capital (companies domiciled in Argen- installation and modernizationof industry in Argentina.
tina in which foreign investors own more than 49 per- Its application during the past 3 years is the best proof
cent of its capital or have enough votes to prevail in the of it. It should become an incentive for foreign invest-

meetings of shareholders). For this purpose the Secre- ments in Argentina as well.
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plied separately with respect to a tax-

S.OilCompaniesand the payer's foreign oil related income. Section
904(c) provides for a carryback of two

years and a carryover of five years of the

ForeignTaxCredit
amount of income taxes paid to a foreign
country for any taxable year that exceeds
the limitation provided by section 904(a).
Rev. Rul. 78-63, 1978-1 C.B. 228, holds
that the surtax imposed on oil companies

Revenue Ruling 79-93 provides that the Libyan surtax paid or accrued under Article 14 by Article 14(1)(a) of the Petroleum Law

(1)(a) of the Liban Petroleum Law No. 25 of 1955 for taxable years beginning prior to is not a creditable income tax for purposes

July 1, 1978 can under certain circumstances be credited against U.S. 1979 income tax. of section 901 of the Code. However, i

See also 32 Buetin for intemationalfiscal documentation 110 (March 1978). pursuant to the authority contained in
section 7805(b), Rev. Rul. 78-63 provides
that it will be applied prospectivelyonly to

ISSUE 904 of the Code. The amounts paid in amounts paid or accrued to Libya for tax-
1978 to Libya also exceeded the amounts able years beginning on or after July 1,

Are amounts paid or accrued to Libya as allowable in 1977 and 1976 by reason of 1978. Rev. Rul. 78-63 revoked Rev. Rul.
surtax under Article 14(1)(a) of the Libyan the limitationsunder sections 907 and 904. 68-552, 1968-2 C.B. 306, which held that
Petroleum Law No. 25 of 1955. as amend- To the extent provided in sections 907 and the surtax was a creditable income tax for
ed through January 1, 1975 (Petroleum 904, certain of the amounts paid in 1978 purposes of section 901. Thus, amounts

Law) for taxable years beginning prior to which could not be utilized in 1977 and paid or accrued to Libya as surtax for tax-

July 1, 1978, that are properly deemed 1976 can be carried to taxable year 1979. able years beginning prior to July 1, 1978,
to be paid or accrued in taxable years be- will be treated as creditable income taxes

ginning after July 1, 1978, pursuant to for purposes of section 901 by reason of
sections 907 and 904 of the Internal section 7805(b).
Revenue Code of 1954, treated as income,
war prots, or excess prots taxes within LAW AND ANALYSIS

Because amounts of Libyan surtax for

the meaning of section 901(b) of the Code
taxable years beginning prior to July 1,

are as
in the years to which they are carried Subject to the limitations contained in 1978, treated income taxes within

the meaning of section 901(b) of the Code, :
sections 901 through 908, section 901(a) these amounts will also be treated as cre-

of the Code permits domestic corporations
..

ditable income taxes for purposes of :
to claim a credit for income taxes paid or computing the amounts which may be

FACTS accrued to foreign countries. deemed paid in a preceding or succeeding
Section 907(a) limits the amount of oil year pursuant to section 907(f) and section

The taxpayer, a United States corporation and gas extraction taxes which are allow- 904.

that uses and has used the calendaryear as able in applying section 901 by a formula Amounts paid or accrued to Libya as sur- ,r

its taxable year at all relevant times, is in based on a taxpayer's foreign oil and gas tax under Article 14(1)(a) of the I,ibyan
the business of exploring for, developing, extraction income. Section 970(f) provides

,

Petroleum Law No. 25 of 1955, as amend-
and producing crude oil and natural gas in that certain amounts of the oil and gas ed through January 1, 1975 for taxable
the country of Libya. extraction taxes paid by a taxpayer which years beginning prior to July 1,1978, that .:'

Pursuant to the Article 14(1)(a) of the exceed the limits set forth in section 907 are properly deemed paid or accrued in

Petroleum Law and Clause 8(1)(a) of the ,a) shall be deemed to be oil and gas ex- taxable years beginning after July 1, 1978,
Second Schedule to that law, the taxpayer traction taxes paid or accrued in the two pursuant to sections 907 and 904 of the

p,id amounts to Libya as surtax for tax. preceding or five succeeding taxable years Code, will be treated as income taxes

able year 1978 and prior taxable years,
as provided in section 907(f). within the meaning of section 901(b) of

which exceeded the amounts allowable as Section 907(b) of the Code provides that the Code in the years to which they are

foreign tax credits under sections 907 and the provisions of section 904 shall be ap- carried.
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1CHAPTER 1 -- INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY

THE SECRETARYOF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON This Report was prepared pursuant to section 553 of the Revenue

May 4,1979 Act of 1978, which stated:
Dear Mr. Chairman: SEC. 553 STUDY OF TAXATION OF NONRESIDENTALIEN
Secton 553 of Public Law No. 95-500, the Revenue Act of REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS IN THE UNITED
1978, required the Treasury Department to conduct a study STATES
and analysis of the appropriate tax treatmentof income from, (a) STUDY. -- The Secretary of the Treasury shall make a full
or gain on the sale of, interest in United States property held and complete study and analysis of the appropriate tax treatment
by nonresident aliens and foreign corporations. The Secretary to be given to income derived from, or gain realized on, the sale
is required to transmit a reportof the results of this study, to- of interests in United States property held by nonresident aliens
gether with the recommendations of the Department, within or foreign corporations.
sx monthsof the date of enactmentof the Act.

(b) REPORT. -- The Secretary of the Treasury shall submit to the
Pursuant to these prouisions, I hereby submita report entitled Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on
'Taxationof Foreign Investment in U.S. Real Estate. Ways and Means of the House of Representatives final reporta

Under present law, capital gains realized by nonresidentaliens of its study, together with its recommendations, no later than
and foreign corporations are not subject to U.S. tax unless 6 months from the date of enactmentof this Act.
they are effectiuelyconnectedwith a U.S. trade or business. Chapter 2 summarizesavailable statistics on the nature and extentThe Treasury Report finds that, while most real property of foreign investment in U.S. real estate.2 Chapter 3 describes
holdings of foreign persons is used in a U.S. trade or business, taxation of foreign investment income under present U.S. statu-
foreign persons rarely incurcapitalgains tax on the disposition tory law; Chapter 4 explains how U.S. statutory law is modified
of their U.S. property holdings. The Report identifies uarious by existing tax treaties. Chapter 5 describes and analyzesways in which the capital gains on real estate, which would proposals to change the statutory treatment of foreign tax-ordinarily be taxable, can be converted into capital gain on payers' capital gains on the sale of U.S. real estate.
some other asset, which would not. The principal means by
which this is accomplished is through a real property holding The statistics presented in Chapter 2 suggest that foreign investors
company, and converting gain realized on disposition on the
effectively connected property into gain realized on dis-
positon of the shares, which is not deemed effectively
connected. 1. This Report seeks to describe and analyze present U.S. law for

taxing income from, and capital gain on the sale of, U.S. realThe Treasury does not belieue that taxing capital gain on the estate. The Report does not purport, however, to take a positionsale of corporateshares is desirableor practieal. But to prevent or resolve any ambiguities in the interpretation of existingunintended tax avoidance, the Treasury recommends modify- statutes, regulations, revenue procedures, and so forth. Theing certain specific statutory prouisions under which foreign Report cannot and should not be relied upon by taxpayers or thetaxpayers conuert taxable gain on real estate into nontaxable Internal Revenue Service in resolving pending or future determi-gan. The Report describes certain steps which may be taken nations of taxpayers' liability for U.S. tax.in this regard. The Treasury plans to work with the Congress 2. The term, real estate, used here land and its im-and with other agencies of the Goernment in deeloping
as means

provements, and buildings and their structural components.formal legislativeproposals in this area. Foreign investors are individuals who are neither U.S. citizens
I am sending an identical letter to Senator Russell B. Long, nor resident in the United States, corporations chartered under
Chairman of the Committee on Finance. foreign laws, foreign governments, and foreign trusts and estates.

Foreign Investment in U.S. real estate includes not only directYours uery truly, ownership by a foreigner of U.S. real estate, but also ownership
W. MichaelBlumenthal of an interest in a U.S. corporation, partnership, trust or estate

The Honorable whose assets consist primarily of U.S. rea estate. A foreignAl Ullman, Chairman investor may buy U.S. real estate for his own use in a non-real-
Committeeon Ways and Means estate business (e.g., manufacturer's plant), for lease to some
House of Representatives other user, or merely for a non-income-producing investment.
Washington, D.C. 20515 This Report, however, is concerned only with real estate which

is leased or held for investment.
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own a small percentage of U.S. real estate generally or of farm- foreign investors to avoid U.S. taxes on real estate income and
land in particular. Both Commerce and Agriculture Department capitalgains.
statistics indicate that foreigners own less than one half of one Chapter 5 describes and analyzes proposals to treat all capital
percent of U.S. agricultural land; previously unpublishedstatistics gain derived directly or indirectly from U.S. real estate as
based on 1974 tax returns indicate that total receipts of foreign effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business and, thus,
and foreign-controlled corporations whose primary U.S. subject to U.S. tax. Analysis of a hypothetical investment in
operations were real estate represented approximately 3 percent U.S. farmland suggests that under present law a foreign investor
of the total receipts of all real estate corporations in the United bears a lighter U.S. tax burden than a domestic investor does,
States. Comparable statistics for individuals and partnerships but would bear a heavier burden if his capital gain were subject
are unavailable. Although press clippings and other sources to tax. Taxing capital gain on the sale of U.S. real property
indicate that such investment has been growing rapidly over would be fully consistent with international practice; indeed, the
the last five years, hard statistical evidence documenting this United States is somewhat unusual in not presently taxing such
trend is simply unavailable. gain.
Tax return data also indicate that real estate investors, domestic
and foreign, often report losses on their U.S. tax returns. Real Taxing part or all of the capital gain on the sale of shares in a

estate ventures are frequently undertaken by partnerships, rather corporation owning U.S. real estate would, however, be a de-
than by corporations, because losses offset other income earned parture from international norms. A tax on the capital gain
by partners. Although most foreign corporations and share- on the sale of shares is, moreover, difficult to enforce. A careful
holders of foreign-controlled U.S. corporations investing in U.S. analysis of the specific steps a foreign investor must go through
real estate come from Canada, the United Kingdom and other to avoid U.S. capital gains tax suggests that present abuses might
industrialized countries, a substantial minority listed addresses be curtailed by modifying the rules relating to like kind ex-

in the Bahamas, the Netherlands Antilles and other western changes of property, corporate liquidationsand reorganizations,
hemisphere countries. and so forth, rather than assessing a tax on the sale of corporate

shares.
The specic rules under which foreign investors are taxed by
the United States on income and capital gain from U.S. real Taxing capital gain on the sale of U.S. agricultural land alone

estate are complex, but their essential features can be described would raise U.S. Treasury revenues by an estimated $22 million

simply. Individuals who are neither citizens nor residents of in 1979; taxing capital gain on all U.S. real estate sold by foreign
the United States and foreign corporations have, for U.S. tax taxpayers would raise Treasury revenues by $142 million. The

purposes, three types of income: balance of payments impact of the proposal cannot be estimated

Income, including capital gains, which is effectively with any precision, but would probably be relatively small.--

connected with a U.S. trade or business. This income can

be offset by allowable deductions and is taxed at progressiue
rates under the same general rules as those applicable to
U.S. citizens, residents or corporations. CHAPTER 2 -- STATISTICALBACKGROUND

Interests, dividends, rents and certain other U.S.-source I. Introduction
--

income not effectively connected with a U.S. trade or

business, against which no deductions are allowed and This chapter summarizesavailable evidence on foreign investment
which is taxed at a flat rate of 30 percent (less for certain in U.S. real estate generally and agricultural land, in particular.

,

items for residents of countries with which the United Although all statistics could be improved, those pertaining to
States has a tax treaty in force). U.S.-source capital gain foreign investment in U.S. real estate should be approachedwith
not effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business more than the usual caution. Under generally accepted account-
iS included in this category only in the exceptional case of ing practices, assets are usually valued at historical cost; this
a nonresident alien who is present in the United States practice may substantially understate fair market value or re-
for 183 days or more in the year in which such gain is placement cost of assets like U.S. real estate whose prices have
realized. been inflating rapidly. Moreover, statistical coverage of large

All other income, which is exempt from U.S. tax.--

investors tends to be better than that of small investors; the

Foreign investors ordinarily prefer to have rental income from typical real estate investment is small by comparison to that

U.S. real estate considered effectively connected with a U.S. in other industries. Finally, the most recent comprehensive
trade or business so as to qualify for deductions. Under statutory Commerce Department and Internal Revenue Service statistics

law, a foreign taxpayer who does not have such a trade or pertain to 1974, Newspaper accounts suggest that foreign in-

business may simply elect to have U.S. real property income vestment in U.S. real estate has been growing rapidly in the

taxed as if it were. last five years, but comprehensive statistics are simply unavaila-
ble.

When real estate is sold, a foreign investor can avoid U.S. tax
on his capital gain only if such gain is not effectively connected II. Commerce Departmentand Other Non-Tax Statistics
with a U.S. trade or business. Although statutory law does not
intend that capital gain on assets used in a trade or business The most recent benchmark census by the Department of Com-

escape taxation, Chapter 3 identifies five ways (there may well merce of total foreign direct investment in the United States
be others) of achieving that result under present rules. Four of was based on 1974 data; results from that survey are summarized
those ways depend only on a careful use of existing statutes, in Table 2-1. The Commerce Department statistics exclude
the fth requires a treaty provision, but would be ineffective U.S. affiliates 3 whose total assets and total annual revenues

without the statutory exemption for capital gains on real estate were both less than $100,000; assets are stated at book value
not used in a trade or business. (usually based on original cost) and net of depreciation (buildings
Chapter 4 describes in greater detail the ways in which tax
treaties modify U.S. statutory law. Although a substantial portion
of foreign investment in U.S. real estate comes from or through 3. According to Commerce Department definitions, a U.S.

foreign countries with which the United States has a tax treaty, affiliate of a foreign investor is a U.S. branch of a foreign cor-

the analysis of available statistics and relevant law suggests that poration or a U.S. corporation at least 10 percent of whose

statutory rules, not treaty modifications of those rules, allow equity is owned by foreign investors.
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and equipment are depreciated for reporting purposes in financial
TABLE 2-1 statements and tax returns, but land is not).

Table 2-1 indicates that total assets of U.S. affiliates of foreignASSETS, LIABILITIES& NET WORTH
investors had book value of $174 billion in 1974. Property,OF U.S. AFFILIATES 1 OF FOREIGN COMPANIES
plant and equipment (net of depreciation) had book value total-

(Millions of Dollars) ing $29 billion; property alone (i.e. land and improvements)
was valued at $4.7 billion. Property, plant and equipment in-All Real
cludes not only real estate leased to other users, but also suchIndustries Estate
assets used by a U.S. affiliate in a business other than real estate.

Year End 1974 Foreign affiliates whose primary industry was real estate reported
Total Assets

2
174,272 4,245

assets worth $4.2 billion, of which $2.6 billion represented
Property, Plant and Equipment property, plant and equipment, and $621 million property

alone. Property, plant and equipment of real estate affiliates(Net) 29,366 2,601
increased by 20 percent between 1973 and 1974. The Com-Property (Net) 4,733 521
merce Department also estimated that foreign-owned affiliates
owned 1.1 million acres of U.S. agricultural land at the endTotal Liabilities 134,165 3,387
of 1974.Long Term 20,865 2,273
The Commerce Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis

Net Worth 40,107 858 updates certain benchmark statistics with annual sample sur-

veys; the most recent survey indicates that net foreign invest-
Office of the Secretary of the Treasury ment (i.e., assets less liabilities) in the U.S. real estate industry

Office of Tax Analysis decreased by $20 million between 1976 and 1977. This find-
ing, which is hard to reconcile with press accounts, may reflect

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Direct Inyestment in the book losses reported by existing investments and inadequate
United States,Volume2: Benchmark Survey, 1974, (April 1976). coverage of new investment. A different picture of new invest-

ment is provided by the Commerce Department's Office of
1. Includes U.S. Companies of which at least 10 percent of the equity was Foreign Investment in the United States (OFIUS),which prepares
owned by foreigners. annual tabulations of foreign purchases of U.S. property as
2. All assets stated at book value net of depreciation. Accumulated depre- reported in the press -- see Table 2-2. OFIUS clippings identified
ciation was equal to $4,523 million in total of which $327 million was in 158 foreign purchases of U.S. real estate in 1978; the 112 pur-
rea l estate. chases for which a price was reported amounted to $1.1 billion.

Several of the larger purchases reflected in Table 2-2 were by
Canadian developers. Purchases through the Netherlands Antilles
(and, to a lesser extent, the Netherlands and the United King-
dom) may have been by corporations owned by residents of third
countries.
The available statistics describing foreign investment in U.S.
agricultural land are more current than those for U.S. real estate

TABLE 2-2 generally. According to a recent report by the General Account-

ing Office, foreigners owned an estimated three tenths of one

1978 FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE U.S. REAL ESTATE percent of the land in the countries surveyed; if those countries
INDUSTRY IDENTIFIED FROM PRESS CLIPPINGS are typical of the United States as a whole, foreigners owned

BY THE OFFICE OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT 3 million acres (as compared to the Commerce Department
IN THE UNITED STATES estimate of 1 million acres as of 1974) of the estimated one

billion total acres of U.S. agricultural land in 1978.s In 1977
Number with Total and the first half of 1978, foreigners were purchasing U.S. agri-

Country Number of Money Purchases Percent cultural land at a rate of 560,000 acres per year, which constitu-
of Parent* Transactions Given (in millions) of Total ted about 2 percent of the acreage sold in that period. Assuming

that foreigners purchased agricultural land worth $1,000 per
acre (as opposed to the U.S. national average of $591 per acre,6

Canada 55 38 $ 564.5 51.3
Netherlands 12 9 131.6 12.0 4. William K. Chung and Gregory C. Fouch, Foreign Direct

NetherlandsAntilles 12 9 28.3 2.6 Investment in the United States, 1977, Suruey of Current

United Kingdom 9 7 81.4 7.4 Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.,
West Germany 15 10 79.7 7.2 August 1978, Tables 13 and 14.

Total 158 112 1.101.0 5. U.S. General Accounting Office, Foreign Ownership of U.S.
Farmland, Much Concern, Little Data, June 12, 1978. This
material can also be found in the Report to the General Ac-

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury counting Office, in Foreign Inuestment in United States Agri-
Office of Tax Analysis cultural Land, published by the U.S. Senate Committee on

*The source of 10 transactionswas not identified. Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry, (January 1979).
6. Available statistics do not indicate the average price per acre

Comments: of land purchased or owned by foreign investors. Evidence
1. There were 13 transactionswith value in excess of $25 million does suggest, however, that foreign investment tends to be

'

accounting for 62.0 percent of the total investment identified. They concentrated in agricultural land of higher average value. Be-
were mainly by Canadian developers. cause the price of prime U.S. farmland may substantially exceed
2. Only 20 transactionsaredefinitely identified as involving a farm or $1,000 per acre, this Report has assumed that foreign-owned

'

ranch. There is therefore not much overlap with the purchases identified farmland was worth $1,000 per acre on average. Experts at the ,

by the Department of Agriculture. Department of Agriculture agree that this estimate is reasonable.
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TABLE 2-3

Zl66O SELECTED BALANCE SHEET AND INCOME STATEMENT ITEMS
4

uejeolauu
s* BY TYPE OF RETURN AND SELECTED INDUSTRY
3 (Money Amounts are in Millions of Dollars)

o

g Mortgages
03 Number Depreciabk Notes and

8ojnenc Selected Industry Returns Assets (Net) Land Payable Receipts Deductions Paid Paid Depreciation Income Deficit

c
Type of Return and of Total Assets Bonds Total Total Taxes I nterest Net

o
o

-n CORPORATIONS
1

soe3 Lessors of buildings 166,985 $62,833 $34,145 $11,792 $5,185 $14,394 $5,737 $2,022 $2,898 $2,010 $1,710 $927

aoon,!alueiio
Lessors of mining, oil,

and similar property 784 549 171 54 48 227 140 15 14 12 88 2
3

Lessors of railroad
=

and other property 6,183 1,754 466 739 106 219 179 24 43 26 63 23

Real estate investment trusts 325 14,705 2,919 961 4,978 1,429 1,869 65 899 81 74 514

I Corporations 174;.77 79,841 37,701 13,546 10,317 16269 15,782 2,126 3,854 2,129 1,935 1,466
u3

1nr-r-8II1N3Z
c PARTNERSHIPSWITH
r- 2
r- BALANCE SHEETS
m
- Lessors of buildings 215,923 117,877 84,177 19,131 98,803 20,121 23,754 2,847 7,744 5,135 1,768 5,401

Other Lessors 21,772 4,808 546 3,421 . 2,445 363 413 50 155 49 131 181

Partnershipswith

Balance Sheets 237,695 122,685 84,713 22,552 101,248 20,484 24,167 2,897 7,899 5,184 1,899 5,582

Corporationsand

partnershipswith

balance sheets 411,972 202,526 122,414 36,098 111,565 36,753 39,949 5,023 11,753 7,313 3,834 7,048

ALL PARTNERSHIPS2

Lessors of buildings 260,635 n/a n/a n/a n/a 20,858 24,478 2,956 7,904 5,308 1 ,9O9 5,530
Other Lessors 32,349 n/a n/a n/a n/a 527 494 65 160 59 222 189

Partnerships 292,984 n/a n/a n/a n/a 21,485 24,972 3,021 8,064 5,367 2,131 5,719

Corporationsand

Partnerships 467261 n/a n/a n/a n/a 37,754 40,754 5,147 11,918 7,496 4,066 7,185

SOLEPROPRIETORS2

Lessors of buildings 29,684 n/a n/a n/a n/a 906 955 103 248 185 97 146

Other Lessors 34,817 n/a n/a n/a n/a 83 117 18 24 28 22 56

Farm landlords 360,610 n/a n/a n/a n/a 2,879 1,466 236 83 182 1,526 113

Sole proprietors 425,111 n/a n/a n/a n/a 3,868 2,538 357 355 315 1,645 315

Corporations,partner-

ships and sole

proprietors 892,372 n/a n/a n/a n/a 41,622 43;.92 5,504 12;273 7,891 6,711 7,500

INDIVIDUALS REPORTING

INCOME OR LOSS FROM

REAL ESTATE
3

1,176,287 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 975 1 ,O95

All returns 2,067,659 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 6,686 8,595

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 1. Source: Internal Revenue Service, Corporation Source Book of Statistics of Income, 1975.

IILI Office of Tax Analysis 2. Source: Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income- 1975, Business Income Tax Returns.
1 n/a Not available 3. Source: Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income 1975Individual Income Tax Returns.-
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TABLE 2-4

SELECTED INCOME STATEMENTAND BALANCE SHEET ITEMS OF
DOMESTICCORPORATIONSENGAGED IN REAL ESTATE AND OWNED 50 PERCENT

OR MORE BY A FOREIGN ENTITY BY COUNTRYOF ADDRESS OF FOREIGN OWNER, 1974
(Money Amounts in Millions of Dollars)

N umber Depreciable
of Total Assets Total Total Net

Country Returns Assets (Net) Receipts Deductions Income Deficit

All geographic areas 760 $2,110 $1,198 $311 $363 $7 $60

Canada 294 470 255 64 77 1 14

Latin America 78 90 30 11 15 * 5

*LtDPanama,excludingCanal Zone 13 44 21 4 7 * 4
Peru 55 13 1 2 2 -

*

All other Latin America 10 33 8 5 6 * 1

Other western hemisphere 85 236 154 29 36 1 8
Bahamas 34 102 - 70 8 12 5--

All other western hemisphere 51 133 84 21 24 1 3
(includes NetherlandsAntilles)

Europe 53 287 115 40 44 3 8CO

Luxembourg 16 24 16 2 3 - 1-r

Switzerland 3 3 3 1 1 --
*

United Kingdom 25 155 108 26 29 1 4*

West Germany 4 69 32 8 6 3 *

All other Europe 5 36 * 3 6 1--

Africa 3 15 2 3 3 *
--

Liberia 3 15 2 3 3 *
-

Asia 93 141 49 19 25 1 7
OPEC countries 9 23 18 2 5 - 2

*NJapan 71 82 12 15 18 1 4
All other Asia 13 36 19 2 2 * *

Australia 24 11 5 22 21 *
--

Country not stated 129 844 613 121 135 * 14

O ffice of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

Source: Unpublished Internal Revenue Service tabulations.

* Less than $500,000

the value of foreign purchases was approximately $560 million, or 1975. Table 2-3 is based on all corporations (foreign or do-
or 4 percent of the total value of agricultural land sold in 1977. mestic), partnerships and sole proprietors (including farm land-
Finally, the average size of foreign purchase, 1,141 acres, was lords) whose primary industry is U.S. real estate, and all other
almost four times as large as the overall U.S. average of 308 individuals reporting income or losses from real estate.7 Because
acres. That difference, combined with the assumption that many of the rules for taxing the real estate income of domestic
foreigners purchase somewhatmore expensive land than domestic persons also apply to foreign persons, data from domestic tax
purchasers, implies that the average purchase by a foreign buyer
was worth about $1.1 million, six-to-seven times as large as the
average domestic purchase. This difference may be attributable, 7, A farrn landlord is an individual filling Form 4835 reporting
at least in part, to the fact that foreigners are typically making gross farrn rental income and expenses, but not materially
large, first-time purchases, whereasmany domestic buyers are participating in the operation or management of a farm. Such
presumably making marginal additions to existing holdings. landlords typically provide land to a farmer in exchange for a

share of farm production. A sole proprietor is an individual who
included with his Form 1040 either Schedule C (Profit or Loss

Ill. Tax Return Statistics from Business or Profession) or Schedule F (Farm Income and
Expenses). Other individuals are those who included with their

Tables 2-3, 24 and 2-5 present tax return statistics on real Form 1040 Schedule E (Supplemental Income Schedule) and
estate operations by domestic and foreign investors in 1974 reported rental income.
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returns provide important information. Table 2-3 documents corporations and partnerships. This $373 million does not
an important aspect of real estate investment; losses are more include rental income of foreign individuals, trusts or estates
often reported on tax returns than net income. For corpora- owning U.S. real estate in their own names or holding an

tions, partnerships, farm landlords, sole proprietors and in- interest in a U.S. real estate partnership.9
dividuals, total deficits amounted to $8.6 billion, and total

owners--

net income was $6.7 billion. Unlike other industries, where Foreign of U.S. real estate corporations most
often listed addresses in Canada, Western Europe (especially

the corporate form predominates, real estate investment is
the United Kingdom), and other western hemisphere

most commonly undertaken by partnerships; total receipts
coun-

tries (especially the Bahamas and, to a lesser extent, the
of real estate partnerships amounted to $20.5 billion, as con- Netherlands Antilles). Foreign corporations investing directly
trasted to the $14.4 billion of such receipts by real estate corpo- in U.S. real estate are, by contrast, predominantly from
rations. Real estate investors often prefer partnerships because other western hemispherecountries.
under U.S. tax laws losses flow through to the partners and

may shelter the partners'other income from taxation.8 -- Foreign investment in U.S. real estate through U.S. cor-

porations is much larger than direct ownership by foreign
corporations ($311 million vs. $62 million in business

Table 24 is based on the 1974 tax returns of U.S. real estate receipts). Both types of corporations are typically reporting
corporations 50 percent or more of whose equity was owned tax losses, rather than positive income.
by foreign persons. Table 2-5 presents comparable statistics for

foreign real estate corporations with income effectively con-

nected with a U.S. trade or business. Taken together, these
tables provide further insight into the nature and extent of CHAPTER 3 U.S. STATUTORY LAW-

foreign ownership of U.S. real estate:

The $373 million in total receipts of these two types--
I. Taxation of U.S. Individuals and Corporations

of corporations taken together equals approximately 3
A. Ordinary Income and Loss

percent of the total receipts of all U.S. real estate corpora-
tions and 1 percent of such receipts by U.S. real estate To appreciate how the United States taxes foreigners, it is ne-

cessary to understand how the United States taxes its own

citizens, residents, corporations and other entities. U.S. citi-

zens, whether living in the United States or in a foreign country,
TABLE 2-5 foreign individuals who are resident in the United States, U.S.

corporations, U.S. trusts and U.S. estates are all taxed on their

FOREIGN CORPORATIONSENGAGED IN U.S. worldwide income. Deductions are allowed for most ordinary
and necessary costs of earning income and for other specificallyTRADE OR BUSINESSWHOSEPRINCIPAL

INDUSTRYWAS REAL ESTATE, BY COUNTRY enumerated expenses. Losses from one activity can be offset

OF INCORPORATION,1974 against income from other activities. Individuals may either

(Money Amounts in Millions of Dollars) itemize deductions, or claim a standard deduction (zero bracket

amount),1o and may exempt $1,000 for themselves,each qualify-
Number ing dependent, and on account of blindness or age over 65

Country of Total Total Net years. Income derived outside the United States is included in
U.S. taxable income, but a dollar-for-dollar credit is providedReturns Receipts Deductions Income Deficit
for income taxes paid to foreign governments.t 1

All geographic The allowance of deductions and the consolidation of income
areas 347 $62 $78 $3 $20 and losses are particularly important to real estate investors.

Rental income from real estate can be reduced by operating
Canada 74 13 15 * 3 (utilities, maintenance, etc.), insurance, propertyexpenses

Latin America 65 6 6 * 1 taxes, mortgage interest and, in the case of buildings, depre-
ciation. Because most readers are familiar with the first four

Panama, excluding items, only the fifth, depreciation, needs to be described in
Canal Zone 60 5 6 * 1

any detail.
All other Latin

America 5 * * * *

8. Losses flow through to the shareholders of Subchapter S
Other western corporations, but the restrictions on such corporations (e.g.,
hemisphere 138 36 48 2 14 15 or fewer shareholders, none of whom may be a foreign in-
(includes Nether- dividual or taxpayer, the need to make a unanimous election,
lands Antilles) the restriction to a single class of stock) may make this form

unattractive to real estate investors.
Europe 39 5 4 1 *

Liechtenstein 10 1 1 * * 9. A nonresident alien with income effectively connected with

United Kingdom 6 4 3 1
a U.S. trade or business (e.g., real estate) is required to file

West Germany 16 * * * * a U.S. tax return, Form 1040NR. However, the Internal Revenue

All other Europe 17 * * * Service does not presently compile statistics based on Form

1040NR. All Forms 1040NR are excluded from the I.R.S.

Africa and Asia 13 1 2 1 tabulations based on Form 1040 filed by U.S. citizens and
resident aliens.

, Australia 7 1 1 * * 10. As of 1979, the zero bracket amount is $3,400 for married
individuals filing jointly, $1,700 for married individuals filing

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury separately, and $2,300 for inmarried individuals.
Office of Tax Analysis 11. The amount of the foreign tax credit cannot, however, ex-

ceed the U.S. tax attributable to income derived outside the
* Less than $500,000 United States.
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Because buildings and equipment may depreciate in value on The owner estimates the useful life of the building according
account of wear and tear, obsolescence, etc. necessary to the to the type of construction, the age of the building when ac-

production of income, a deduction is allowed for depreciation. quired, and other facts and circumstances. Under the straight-
Under U.S. tax accounting rules, the depreciation deduction line method, depreciation deductions are taken in equal annual
is not, however, based on the actual gain or loss in the market installments over the useful life of the investment. U.S. law,
value of the property (so called economic depreciation). Rather, however, specifically allows accelerated methods of depreciation
the depreciation allowance is calculated so that the aggregate as follows:
of amounts set aside, plus the salvage value at the end of the Under the accelerated methods, higher depreciation in the earlyestimated useful life of the depreciable property, will equal the

years of an investment is offset by lower depreciation in the later
cost or other basis of the property. Under this approach, cal-

years. Accelerated depreciation allows an investor to postponeculation of the depreciation allowance depends on the depre- the recognition of income and, thus, defer his tax payments. This
ciation base and the estimated useful life of the investment. makes investment in real estate more attractive than it would
Under the statute, taxpayers choose a particular method for otherwise be under a straight-line method.
amortizing the base over the sstimated useful life.

As shown in Table 2-3, real estate deductions typically exceed
No depreciation can be taken with respect to land. For build- rental income and result in losses for tax purposes. Losses shown
ings, the depreciation base generally equals the original cost of on real estate investment can offset income from other activities
acquiring the property less the cost attributable to the land. in computinga taxpayer's total taxable income, shelteringsuch

other income from taxation. This tax-shelter feature makes real
estate investment particularlyattractive to individuals whose high

TABLE 3-1 income would otherwise place them in a high tax-rate bracket.

ACCELERATEDDEPRECIATIONMETHODS* B. Capital Gain
EXPRESSLY PERMITTED FOR REAL ESTATE

PROPERTY UNDER U.S. TAX LAW Over the last two decades, U.S. real estate has appreciated rapidly
in value. Indeed, the expected capital gain, not the operating
income, has become the primary non-tax inducement to real

Type of Property Method of Depreciation estate investment. Because real estate is ordinarily held for
more than one year, this section will describe only the tax treat-

Land No Depreciation Permitted ment of long-time capital gain. When real estate is sold, a U.S.
taxpayer treats any gain up to the amount of prior excess

New Rental Housing 200 percent declining balance, sum depreciation as ordinary income 2 and the balance, if any,
3of the years digits, or other as capital gain. Under the new provisions of the Revenue

accelerated method Act of 1978, an individual may deduct an amount equal to
60 percent of capital gain on the sale of this property and pay

Used Rental Housing 125 percent declining balance tax on the remaining 40 percent. With a maximum tax rate
(with remaining useful life of of 70 percent on ordinary income, the maximum effective
20 or more years) rate on capital gain of individuals is 28 percent (40 percent

of 70 percent).New Commercial Property 150 percent declining balance
An individual with substantial long-term gain may be affected

Used Commercial Property Straight-lineonly by the alternative minimum tax. Alternative minimum taxable
income as defined by the Revenue Act of 1978, equals taxable

* These different methodsare best illustrated with a numerical example, income plus the long-term capital gains deduction plus certain
Suppose a building cost $1 million, had an estimated useful life of 50 adjusted itemized deductions. Alternative minimum taxable
years. Under the straight-line methods, the investor could claim a income is taxed at progressive rates; the highest rate, 25 percent,
depreciation deduction of $20,000 (one fiftieth of $1 million) in each of applies to alternative minimum taxable income in excess of
the fifty years (assuming the building had no salvage value). Under the $100,000. The individual's income tax liability equals the higher
200 percent declining balance method, he could claim a deduction of of the tax computed under the ordinary rules and the tax com-
$40,000 in the first year (two fiftieths of $1 million), $38,400 in the puted under the alternative minimum tax rules.
second year (two fiftiethsof $960,000, the original base less the first

An unmarried individual with no ordinary income or itemizedyear's depreciation),etc. The 150 percent or 125 percent declining
balance is the same as the 200 percent declining balance method, except
the fraction is 150 percent or 125 percent, respectively,of the straight-
line fraction. Under the sum-of-the-years-digitsmethod,one first totals 12. The recapture rule for real estate is more generous than for

the digits from 1 to 50 and obtains the sum, 1 275. I n the first year, the other depreciable assets. If other assets are sold, the seller must

depreciation deduction equals 50/1275, or 3.92 percent,of the treat any gain up to the amount of all prior depreciation, not

depreciation base; in the second year, the depreciation deduction equals just the excess over the straight-line amount, as ordinary income

49/1275, or 3.84 percent, of the depreciation base, etc, In the early years
and the balance, if any, as capital gain.

of an investment, the sum-of-the-years-ligitsmethod produces a result 13. For example, suppose an investor purchased a property for

closely approximating the 200-percent-decliningbalance method. $1 million and had claimed total depreciation deductions of

$500,000. Had the investor used straight-line rather than acce-

Taxpayersare permitted to make certain switches in the method of lerated depreciation, his total depreciation deductions would
depreciation. Fo new rental housing, for exanple, the most rapid have been $400,000. If the property is sold for $2 million, his
depreciation would be achieved by using the 200 percent declining net gain realized for tax purposes would be $1,500,000. He must, ,

balance method for the first three years and then switching to the however, treat $100,000, the excess of accelerated over straight- ,

sum-of-the-years-digitsmethod. Taxpayers may, subject to certain line depreciation, as ordinary income. The remaining $1,400,000
conditions,change from any declining balance nethod of depreciation is capital gain. If the property was held for more than one year,
to any other method without express IRS permission, Once a taxpayer he may deduct an amount equal to 60 percent of the capital
has changed to a straight-Iine method, however, IRS consent is required gain, or $40,000. Thus, his net taxable income is $660,000
to change to any other method. ($1,000,000 plus 40 percent of $1,400,000).
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deductions, and who claims no tax credits, but who has long- come or gain which are of U.S. source, but which are not
term capital gain of at least $108,000, but less than $214,000, effectively connected with the active conduct of a U.S. trade
would pay by the alternative minimum tax. As a consequence, or business.
the marginal rate of taxation of his capital gain within this b. an individual's capital gain on U.S. property, but only in
bracket would be raised to 25 percent. Because the only credit the exceptional case of the nonresident alien who is present
allowed against the alternative minimum tax is a foreign tax in the United States for more than 183 days in the year in
credit (the computation of which is specially controlled by which the gain is realized.
the alternative minimum tax rules), the alternative minimum
tax provisions impinge most heavily on individuals with sub- 3. All other income, which is exempt from U.S. taxation, whether

stantial deductions for long-term capital gains (or adjusted of U.S. source or not.

itemized deductions) and tax credits, such as the investment This section describes how the residence of an alien individual
tax credit, not allowerd against the alternative minimum tax. is determined for U.S. tax purposes, how the income or capital
Individuals do not recognize capital gain on the sale of a prin- gains of nonresident aliens, foreign corporations, foreign trusts

cipal residence provided a new principal residence is acquired and foreign estates is allocated among the three types enumerated

within 18 months. And, an individual who is at least 55 years above, and how each type of income is taxed.

old may elect once in his lifetime to exclude $100,000 on the

sale of a principal residence.
B. When is a Foreigner a Resident of the United States for

Long-tem capital gains of corporations are taxed without any IncomeTax Purposes
special deduction either as ordinary income or at a flat rate of 28 Because a foreign individual's U.S. tax liability may be sub-
percent, whicheverproduces a lower amount of tax. stantially affected by whether he is or is not considered a U.S.

Corporations and individuals may lessen the impact of the capital resident for U.S. tax purposes, the criteria for determining
gains tax if the purchaser spreads payment over two or more residence are important. The Internal Revenue Code itself

years. If the seller requires payment of less than 30 percent provides no explicit standards. Regulation 1.871-2(b), however,
in the year of sale, he may defer recognition of his capital gain does provide standards:
in accordance with the schedule of payments. For example, if
a buyer makes a down payment of 25 percent of the purchase An alien actually present in the United States who is not a

price and agrees to pay off the balance in three annual install- mere transient or sojourner is a resident of the United States

ments of 25 percent (plus appropriate interest), the seller can
for purposes of the income tax. Whether he is a transient is

recognize 25 percent of total net gain with each payment. determined by his intentions with regard to the length and
nature of his stay. A mere floating intention, indefinite as to

time, to return to another country is not sufficient to con-

C. Taxationof Partnerships stitute him a transient. If he lives in the United States and
has no denite intention as to his stay, he is a resident. One

A partnership is not a taxable entity under U.S. law; rather, each who comes to the United States for a definite purpose which
partner in detemining his own tax includes his distributive share in its nature may be promptly accomplished is transient;a
of the partnership's taxable gross income and of certain other but, if his purpose is of such a nature that an extended stay
specified items of gain, loss, income, deduction or credit. U.S. be for its accomplishment,and to that end the
law provides that a partner's distribution of any item of in- may necessary

alien makes his home temporarily in the United States, he be-
come, loss, deduction or credit is to be determined by the part- comes a resident, though it may be his intention at all times
nership agreement, unless the agreement contains no provision to return to his domicile abroad when the purpose for which
determining a partner's distributiveshare, or unless the applicable he came has been consummated or abandoned. An alien
provision lacks substantial economiceffect. whose stay in the United States is limited to a definite period
Appendix C describes a hypothetical example of a partnership by the immigration laws is not a resident of the United States
between a domestic and a foreign taxpayer. By allocating the within the meaning of this section, in the absence of ex-

tax losses to the domestic investor, who is not limited in his ceptional circumstances.

ability to offset such losses against other U.S. income, and
allocating only capital gain to the foreign investor, who may be An alien who has been in the United States for less than
exempt from U.S. tax on such gain under present U.S. law, both

a year
is presumed under I.R.S. regulations not to be a resident for tax

investors may obtain higher after-tax returns than could either
one investingseparately. purposes. The burden of proof fails on the individual or the

Internal Revenue Service, as the case may be, to rebut the pre-
sumption of nonresidence. This may be done by examining
the following factors:

II. Taxation of Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Corporations Visa -- Some visas under which foreigners enter the United

A. Introduction States allow the individuals to take up residence, but others
do not. The type of visa does not govem for tax purposes,

A nonresident alien or foreign corporation has three types of
but legal residents under U.S. immigration laws would

income for U.S. tax purposes: usually be residents for tax purposes.
1. Income, including capital gain, effectively connected with a

a-

U.S. trade or business. This type of income can be offset by Length of Stay The longer foreigner remains in the
United States, the more likely it becomes that he or she

allowable deductions and is taxed generally according to the will be deemed a resident for tax purposes. Foreigners
same rules and rates as those applicable to the income of U.S.

staying in the U.S. for more than one year are presumed
citizens or corporations. by the I.R.S. to be residents for tax purposes.
2. Certain other income having a U.S. source, which is taxed at a Other Factors Owning a home or condominium, signing--

flat rate of 30 percent (or at a lower rate if a tax treaty applies), a long-term apartment or ofce lease, maintaining bank
and against which no deductions are allowed. This category and charge accounts, registering a car or getting a driver's
includes: license, and joining a church or club in the United States

a. interest, dividends, rents and certain other items of in- are evidence of U.S. residence.
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TABLE 3-2

WITHHOLDINGTAX RATES ON INCOME OTHER THAN COMPENSATION FOR PERSONAL SERVICES UNDER CHAPTER 3,
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, AND INCOME TAX TREATIES

Income code number 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14

I nterest on tax-freeconvenant

bonds

Country of residence of payee BondsissuedbeforeJan.1,1934 Dividendpaidbya Copyrightroyalties
Maturit
date ex-

tended
on or

after
Interest 1/1/34 Real

paid to and U.S, sub- prop.

Interest a con- If obligor obligor sidiary tc income

paid by Interest trolling If obligor assumes assumes U.S, foreign Motiion and
U.S. on foreign assumes 2% or over corpora- parent Indus- pictures natural Pensions

obligors real prop corpora- over 2% loss of 27,5% tion corpora- Capital trial and resources and
Name Code general mortgage tion of tax tax of tax general tion gains royalties television Other royalties annuities

Antigua AC 30 30 30 2 30 271/2 15 tJ.C h 5 30 ..'0 ..'0 c h.0 c15 d O
Australia AS 30 30 30 2 30 271 /2 15 ch.15 30 30 30 0 30 0
Austria AU '.0 30 0 0 .0 mO 15 '5 30 9 10 0 30 d 0
Barbados BB 30 30 30 2 30 271/2 c,15 b.c.h5 30 ..'0 c.'0 cO Ch 15 d 0

Belgium BE g15 g1 5 915 2 915 g15 '15 ,15 eg,m 0 9O 30 gO 30 dto

Belize (British Honduras) BH 30 30 30 2 30 271/2 :h 15 bch, 5 30 c0 .'0 h'0 c'h 15 d 0
() British Virgin Islands VI 30 30 30 2 30 27 1 12 c'h'15 ben 5 30, c.0 c. 0 ch 0 c'h 15 d O

Burundi BY 15 h15 h15 2 h1 5 h15 15 h15 30 0 .h O h 0 30 d O

6L6 Canada CA h15 15 15 2 h15 h1 5 15 15 hO h15 h15 .0 h15 0

- Denmark DA 0 hO hO hO .0 h 0 h15 b 5 30 0 .0 .0 30 d 0

-!eoeJuuai= Finland Fl 9O gO g 0 90 9O 9O 915 bg 5 e-gm 0 g O 90 90 30 d.f 0

Dominica DO 30 30 30 2 30 271 /2 c.h 15 b,c h, 5 30 .'0 0 c.h 0 15 d 0
-. Falkland Islands FA 30 30 30 2 30 271/2 c.h. 15 btu5 30 h0 .0 0 c15 d 0
o

50 France FR glo g10 H0 2 g10 910 15 bg 5 e g,m' 0 5 90 90 30 '' 0

Jaegnnc
OE Gambia GA 30 30 30 2 30 27 1 /2 c,h 15 b'c.h.5 30 ..0 c0 '0 ch.15 dO

o Germany, Fed. Rep. of GE 90 '0 .0 '0 90 gO g15 915 eg. 0 90 9 90 30 d 0oJ

-n Greece GL h0 .0 30 .0 .0 0 30 30 30 .0 30 .0 30 d 0

o!es3 Grenada GR 30 30 30 2 30 27 1 /2 ch.15 b.c.h.5 30 c0 ..0 0 15 d 0
Iceland IC g0 0 '0 gO 90 9O ,15 bg 5 egm,0 90 30 g0 30 -'-0

OOaUeolnUt
o Ireland El ' 0 .0 30 c.0 Cho Cho C,h15 b' '5 30 .h0 '.h'0 0 '15 d 0

Italy IT 30 30 30 2 30 27 1/5 '15 bh.5 30 .0 '0 h0 30 d 0
S* Jamaica JM 30 30 30 2 30 27 1/5 c.h.15 Ich 5 30 .'0 c,h, 0 0 c.15 d O

Japan JA 910 910 910 2 910 10 915 t910 eg. 0 910 910 '10 30 d O
I

I Luxembourg LU hO 30 h0 h0 hO 0 h1 5 5 30 h 0 0 .0 30 /0
I

50 Malawi Ml ch0 ..0 30 0 ch0 C'hO h1 5 b,c'h 5 30 i ch 0 C O c'0 h15 d0
n8c i

r-

r111NI3Z
r-
a
-4



@ Montserrat MH 30 30 30 2 30 27 1/5 c'h15 beh,5 30 hO bD hO c,15 dO

Netherlands NL gO 9O gO 90 90 90 915 bg 5 egmO g0 90 g0 30 dO
4 NetherlandsAntillesn NA h O 30 30 h0 hO 0 h1 5 bh,5 30 h0 hO h0 30 d06{6LL{.O

New Zealand NZ 30 30 30 2 30 27 1/2 h15 b.g 5 30 30 h0 30 30 30

Nigeria (before 1979) N I 30 30 30 2 30 27 1/2 c'h 15 b.c h- 5 30 'O c.h'0 h 0 ch.15 d 0,uUeJ},.+
ieou

Norway NO 90 g O 90 90 g 0 90 915 b 91 0 eg,n 0 90 30 90 30 dt.0

Pakistan PK 30 30 30 2 30 27 1/2 30 b15 30 h O 30 '0 30 df 0

co Poland PL 90 90 90 g 0 gO go 915 5910 egm.0 910 910 910 30 30

Romania RO 0 910 910 2 910 910 910 glo eg0 915 910 910 30 d0egnna Rwanda RW h15 h15 h15 2 h15 bl 5 hl 5 h15 30 .O h0 hO 30 d 0r-

OJ

-n St. Christopher-Nevis-Anguila SC 30 30 30 2 30 271 /2 ch 15 b/h 5 30
c,h,

0 .0 ch 0 ch.15 '0

!3oes St. Lucia ST 30 30 30 2 30 27 1 /2 c,h 15 b'c'h 5 30 h'O th0 'h' 0 c.h 15 d 0

St. Vincent VC 30 30 30 2 30 271 /2 Ch15 b c,h. 5 30 c.h. 0 ch'0 '0 c'h'15 d O

OauGOO0en!lll
Seychelles SE 30 30 30 2 30 271/2 15 be5 30 '0 h 0 ..'0 ch.15 d0

OE
Sierra Leone SL 30 30 30 2 30 27 1 /2 c.h 15 bch,5 30 /h0 .h0 '0 .15 d 0

South Africa SF 30 30 30 2 30 271/2 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

5' Sweden SW hO h O .0 hO .0 .0 h15 .5 hO 0 0 0 30 d0

I Switzerland SZ h 5 5 h 5 2 h5 h 5 '15 b.h 5 30 0 h 0 h O 30 d0

co Trinidad & Tobago TD 30 30 30 2 30 27 1/2 30 30 30 g15 30 90 30 d10

i1n8r3Nz
c
r-- Union of Soviet Socialist Republics UR o0 30 30 2 30 27 1/2 30 30 '0 0 0 0 30 30
i--
m

_4 United Kingdomk UK 90 g0 90 9 0 9 0 90 915 915 0 '0 90 90 ch.15 d0

Zaire CG 15 15 '15 90 '15 15 15 15 30 .0 .0 .0 30 d O

Zambia ZA 0 ..'0 30 ' 0 c h. 0 C,h 0 ch 15 b c h, 5 30 c,h' 0 ch'0 ch'0 c,h'15 dO

Other countries 30 30 30 2 30 271 /2 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

a No U.S. tax is imposed upon a dividend paid by a U.S. corporation which has less than 20 located in the United States. However, if the income is not effectively connected with the

percent of its gross income from U.S. sources for the 3-year period preceding the declaration of conduct of a trade or business in the United States by the recipient, such recipient will be

such dividend. (See section 861 (a)(2)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code) deemed not to have a permanent establishment in the United States for the purpose of applying
b The reduced rate applies to dividends paid by a subsidiary to a foreign parent corporation the reduced treaty rate to the item of income concerned. Section 894(b), I,R.C.
having the required percentage of stock ownership. In some cases, the income of the subsidiary i Bangladesh has not indicated that it wishes to assume the responsibilitiesor exercise the rights
must meet certain requirements (e.g., a certain percentage of its total income most consist of the United States-Pakistan income tax treaty,
of income other than dividends and interest) j Exemption is_not available when paid from a fund, under an employees ' pension or annuity
c The exemption or reduction in rate applies only if the recipient is subject to tax on such plan, contributions to which are deductible under the tax laws of the United States in deter-

income in the country of residence. Otherwise a 30 percent rate applies In the case of Canada, mining taxable income of the employer.
this requirement applies to intercorporatedividends only. kk Yemen has not indicated that it wishes to assume the responsibilities or exercise the rights
d Exemption does not apply to U.S. Government (Federal State, or local) pensions and of the United-States-United Kingdom income tax treaty.
annuities; 30 percent rate applies to such pensions and annuities. I Exemption from or reduction in rate of tax not applicable in the case of income of holding
e The treaty exemption applicable to U,S. source capital gains includes capital gains under sec- companies entitled to special tax benefits under the laws of Luxembourg.
tion 871 (a) (2) if received by a nonresident alien present in the U.S. for a period not exceeding nl Exemption does not apply to gains from the sale of real property; 30 percent rate applies
183 days. (182 days for Belgium) to such sales.
f Includes alimony. nn The exemption or reduced rates applicable to U.S. source dividends, interest, industrial,
g Under the treaty the exemption or reduction in rate does not apply if the recipient has and literary royalties do not apply when these items are paid to a NetherlandsAntilles invest-

a permanent establishment in the United States and the property giving rise to the income ment or holding company entitled to special tax benefits under Netherlands Antilles taw and

is effectively connected with such permanent establishment. Notwithstanding the treaty, owned by persons or corporationsnot resident in the Netherlands.

if the income is not effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the United o The exemption applies only to interest on credits, loans, and other indebtedness connected

States by the recipient, such recipient will be deemed not to have a permanent establishment with the financing of trade between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. It does not include interest

in the United States under section 894(b), I,R.C. derived from the conduct of a general banking business. ,

h Under the treaty the exemption or reduction in rate does not apply if the recipient is engaged P The exemption only applies to gains from the sale or other disposition of property acquired
in the conduct of a trade or business in the United States through a permanent establishment by gift or inheritance.
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Aliens wishing to avoid having a U.S. residence for tax purposes -- Interest, dividends, rents and other such U'S.-source
generally enter the U.S. on temporary visas, limit the length of income, plus capital gains or losses, if the income is derived
any one stay in the United States, and so forth, while those from assets used in (or held for use in) the conduct of
wishing to establish residence do the opposite. a U.S. trade or business, or if the trade or business activities

The dividing line between taxation as a U.S. person and taxation were a material factor in the realization of such income.

as a foreign person is much simpler and more automatic in -- All other U.S. source income (e.g., income derived from
the case of a corporation than in that of an individual. The goods sold in the United States).
United States regards the place of incorporation as determinative; Certain foreign source income attributable to the U.S.--

an entity incorporated in the United States is domestic, while trade or business.
all other are foreign. This rule, which has the obvious virtue
of simplicity, may also be subject to manipulation: investors To take an obvious example, suppose a foreign corporation or
who wish to be taxed under the rules applicable to foreign non-resident alien owned U.S. real estate and was considered
corporations incorporate outside the United States; those who by the nature of its investment to be engaged in a U.S. trade or
prefer the rules applicable to domestic corporations incorporate business. Rental income from that real estate would be con-
in one of the fifty States or the District of Columbia. Countries sidered effectively connected with the U.S. trade or business,other than the United States often look to the place of effective would U.S.-source interest income cash balances main-
management, rather than (or in addition to) the place of in-

as on

tained to pay property taxes and meet other expenses of the
corporation, in determining the tax status of corporations. U.S. trade or business. However, if the corporation also earned
Like the U.S. residence rules for individuals, the place of ef- U.S.-source interest on long-term bonds which were not held
fective management rules for corporations depend on the facts for use in the conduct of its U.S. trade or business, this latter
and circumstancesof individual cases and differ from one country income might not be effectively connected with the U.S. trade
to another.

or business.

C. When is a NonresidentAlien or a Foreign CorporationEngaged
in a Trade or BusinessWithin the UnitedStates E. Election to have Real Property Income Taxed on Net Basis

Although the concept of having a U.S. trade or business is critical Even if a foreigner is not otherwise engaged in a U.S. trade or

to U.S. taxation of a foreign investor's income, the Internal business and would consequently not be entitled to any de-
Revenue Code provides little explicit guidance for making this ductions, he may elect to have his real property income taxed
determination. The performance of personal services within net of deductions. Real property income includes income from,
the United States is, with one limited exception, a U.S. trade or capital gain on the sale of, real estate, rents or royalties from
or business; trading in securities or commodities through an mines, wells or other natural resource deposits, and capital
independent agent by a foreigner for his own account is not. gain from the sale of timber, coal and iron ore. The difference
In the case of real estate, whether a foreign investor has a U.S. between a tax of 30 percent on gross rental income and a tax
trade or business is usually determined by the following factors: on that same income less all allowable deductions can be sub-

stantial.
Size of the Investment. The more substantial the invest---

ment, the more likely the person will be considered to be The disadvantage of making the net election allowed by statute

engaged in a U.S. trade or business. is that capital gain on the sale of the real estate will generally
also be considered effectively connected with the elected U.S.

Terms of a Lease: A lessor with a long-term net lease to a trade or business and thereby lose what might otherwise be
--

single tenant under which the lessee assumes responsibility tax-exempt status. Under section 871(d), an election, once
for paying maintenance and operating costs, insurance, made, cannot be revoked without permission of the Internal
property taxes or mortgage interest has been considered not Revenue Service. Foreigners typically resolve this dilemma byengaged in a U.S. trade or business. The shorter the lease, the

making an election and nding some other way to avoid the
greater the share of the costs incurred by the owner, rather capital gains tax.
than the tenant, and the more numerous the tenants, the
more likely it becomes that the lessor will be deemed to be
engaged in a U.S. trade or business.

Nattre of the Property: Leasing unimproved land, in- F. Treatment of Foreign Taxpayers uersus Domestic Taxpayers--

cluding agricultural land, has been considered not to be a Income effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business of a
U.S. trade or business. foreign taxpayer is generally taxed by the United States ac-

Personal Use. If a house or condominium is used by the cording to the same rules and rates and rates as those applicable--

owner and rented out only occasionally, the investor is to comparable U.S. taxpayers. There are, however, certain ex-

considered not to have a U.S. trade or business. ceptions to this general rule:

If a partnership as an entity is considered to be engaged in a
-- A foreigner's losses effectively connected with a U.S.

U.S. trade or business, so too will be all partners. The Internal trade or business cannot be used to offset U.S.-source in-
Revenue Code also provides that a foreign beneficiary of trust terest, dividends, and other income not effectively con-

or estate will be considered engaged in a U.S. trade or business neeted with a U.S. trade or business.
if the trust or estate is engaged in a U.S. trade or business. A nonresident alien can claim only one personal exemp---

tion. Additional exemptions cannot be claimed for de-

pendents or on account of the individual's age or blindness.

D. What Income is Effectively Connected with a U.S. Trade or A nonresident alien must itemize deductions -- that is,
Business he cannot claim the standard deduction, or zero-bracket ,

If a nonresident alien or foreign corporation is considered to be amount. Apart from the charitable contributions,deductions

engaged in a U.S. trade or business, the income which will be are generally limited to those allocable to income effectively ,

considered effectively connected with the U.S. trade or business connected with the U.S. trade or business.

consists of three types: -- A nonresident alien cannot file a joint retum with his
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1 4 Not only will he be subject to the harsher limi- source dividends, interest, rents, wages, salaries, annuities, andspouse
tations and schedules applicable to married individuals periodical gains, profits and income. It did not subject capital
filing separate returns, but he cannot limit his tax on per- gains to the flat rate tax. The House Report offered the fol-

sonal services income (wages and salary, etc.) to the other- lowing explanation for this change:
wise applicable maximum rate of 50 percent. In section 211, it is proposed that the tax on a nonresident

A nonresident alien may not elect, nor join with others alien not engaged in a trade or business in the United States--

in electing, to have a U.S. corporation in which he is a and not having an ofce or place of business therein, shall
shareholder taxed according to the rules of Subchapter S. be at the rate of 10 percent on his gross income from inte-
The Subchapter S rules allow a U.S. corporation with 15 rest, dividends, rents, wages, and salaries and other fixed
or fewer shareholders to elect not to pay tax provided and determinable income. This tax (in the usual case) is

its shareholders include a proportionate share of the cor- collected at the source by withholding as provided for in

poration's income or loss in their own taxable income. section 143. Such a nonresident will not be subject to the
tax on capital gains, including gains from hedging trans-

actions, as at present, it having been found impossible
G. Taxation of Interest, Dividends, Rent and Other Income to effectually collect this latter tax. It is believed that this

Not Effectively Connectedwith a U.S. Trade or Business exemption from tax will result in additional revenue from

The preceding discussion describes the taxation of income which the transfer taxes and from the income tax in the case
1 7

is effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business or, in of persons carrying on the brokerage business.

the case of real property income, which the foreign investor
elects to be taxed as if it were. The United States also taxes In subsequent years, Congress eliminated the provision that a
U.S.-source interest, dividends, rents, salaries, wages, premiums, foreign taxpayer which had a U.S. office of xed place of busi-
annuities, compensations, remunerations, emoluments, and other but which not in U.S. business, would
fixed and determinable, annual or periodical gains, profits and ness, was engaged

be taxable on a net basis. The flat rate of taxation on interest,
income which are eamed by foreigners, but which are not

dividends, and other income of taxpayers not engaged in a U.S.
effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business. No deduc- trade or business was gradually increased, and the special rule
tions are allowed against such income and, in the absence of for capital gains of nonresident aliens present in the United
a tax treaty, the rate of tax is 30 percent. As Table 3-2 indicates, States for 90 and then 183 days were added. Also, in 1966 the
however, the rate is reduced, often substantially, for residents distinction between effectively connected income and not ef-
of foreign countries with which the United States has a tax

fectively connected income of taxpayers who were engaged
treaty. in a U.S. trade or business was introduced. But the exemption
The withholding rate on rent from real estate investment is for capital gains of foreign corporations and nonresident aliens
often not reduced by treaty and, where it is reduced, is lowered not engaged in a U.S. trade or business has remained since 1936.

only to 15 percent. Moreover, mortgage interest, property taxes, To avoid capital gains taxation under present law, the foreign
operating expenses, and depreciation cannot be deducted from investor must find a way of severing any connection between
rental income in determining the amount of the tax. 5 The the gain and the (actual or deemed) U.S. trade or business which
disallowance of all deductions serves as a powerful incentive qualified him for taking deductions against his operating income.
for foreigners to elect to be taxed as if they were engaged in At present, at least five such ways are available:
trade or business, if they otherwise would not be.

1. A foreigner who is engaged in trade or business (and thus has
made no election to be so taxed) may make an installment

H. Taxation of Capital Gains of Foreign Investors sale and postpone receiving payment until after the end of the

year in which the property was sold. Under the installment
Foreign investors may under certain circumstances be taxable sale rules, the gain is recognized in proportion to the amount
in the United States on capital gains derived from sales of U.S. of the installment payment (see above). Although an election
real estate. Capital gains which are effectively connected with a to be taxed as if engaged in trade or business cannot be revoked,
U.S. trade or business are taxable under the same rules and the actual determination in the absence of an election is made
at the same rates as are applicable to U.S. taxpayers. Capital anew each year. So although a foreign investor may have been
gains which are considered not to be effectively connected engaged in trade or business, he would no longer be in trade or

are tax exempt, except for a foreign individual who, though business when most or all the gain is reported.
not a resident of the United States, is present in the United
States for more than 183 days in the year in which the gain is 2. Suppose the foreign resident owned the real estate through
realized.

The historical evolution of U.S- taxation of capital gain on the
sale of U.S. property may help explain why the tax applies 14. If a nonresident alien is married to a U.S. citizen or resident,
only to gain effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business the nonresident alien may elect to join his or her spouse in filing
or gain of a nonresident alien present in the United States for a joint return. If this election is made, the nonresident alien
more than 183 days. The Revenue Act of 1921 specificaly in- individual is treated as a resident for U.S. tax purposes, and thus

cluded capital gain on the sale of real property located in the the married couple is taxable on their combined worldwide
United States in the income of a nonresidentalien subject to U.S. income.

tax; the Revenue Act of 1934 added capital gains from the sale of 15. If such expenses are paid by a tenant under the terms of

personal property, which. includes stocks, bonds and other a net lease, such expenses are added to the net lease payment
financial assets.1 6 Under these statutes, nonresident alien and made to the foreign in computing the base to which theowner

foreign corporations were taxable in the U.S. on a net basis. withholding tax is applied.
The Revenue Act of 1936 introduced the method of taxing 16. Since 1921, U.S. citizens and residents have been required
foreign persons not engaged in U.S. business on a at rate basis. to include capital gain on the sale of real property, corporate
Section 211 of that Act limited the U.S. tax on a nonresident shares and other capital assets.
alien or foreign corporation who was not engaged in a U.S. 17. U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means.
trade or business and who did not maintain an office or place Revenue Bill of 1936. 74th Cong. 2nd Sess. H. Rept. 2475
of business in the United States to 10 percent of his U.S. (1936).
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a holding company, the company sold the real estate and was cording to the proposed regulations, commercial activities
liquidated within a year, and its assets (e.g., the proceeds from would include:
the sale of the real estate) were distributed to shareholders. activities that would and generally constitute a trade or

--

Under section 337 of the Internal Revenue Code, a corporation, business within the United Statesif it pursues the liquidation according to certain proscribed
steps, will not recognize such a gain for tax purposes. While -- obtaining or holding net leases on property.
the shareholders must recognize the capital gain, that capital Thus, under the proposed regulations income earned by foreigngain is considered to be realized in exchange for their stock. governments from U.S. real estate would be taxable in the same
Because stock ownership does not per se constitute a trade way as if it were earned by a foreign corporation.
or business, the capital gain is tax exempt. The holding company,
not its shareholder(s), is engaged in a U.S. trade or business.
In short, capital gain on the sale of U.S. real estate, which would
have been taxable, is converted into capital gain on the sale of IV. Federal Estate and Gift Taxation
corporate shares, which may well be exempt.
3. The same result would be obtained if the foreign shareholders The United States taxes the estates and gifts of aliens resident in
sold their shares in the holding company. Capital gain on the the United States in the same manner as it taxes those of U.S.
sale of shares is generally tax exempt. The buyer could liquidate citizens. However, the definition of residence for estate and gift
the holding company and recognize no capital gain; the only taxes differs from that for income tax purposes. For estate and

gain the liquidated company would recognize would be the gift tax purposes, an alien's residence is his domicile, his per-
amount of its prior excess depreciation and any similar items manent home to which he ultimately intends to return. Thus,
subject to recapture. an alien who was present in the United States with no definite

plans as to the length of his stay, but with the ultimate intention
4. If the foreign investor exchanges his U.S. property for foreign of some day returning to a foreign domicile, would be resident
property of a like kind, his taxable gain is limited to the for income tax purposes, but not for estate tax purposes. Like-
cash or other boot received as part of the overall exchange. wise, an alien not present in the United States and with no

Thus, a foreign investor could exchange his U.S. real estate definite plans as to the length of his stay outside the United
(and cash and other boot, if necessary) for foreign real estate States, but with a definite intention to retum some day to a

and, as long as he receives no boot, pay no capital gains tax. domicile in the United States, would be a resident for estate tax
The foreign real estate he purchases may have been recently purposes, but not for income tax purposes. To avoid needless
acquired for this specic purpose by his trading partner. If he confusion in this Report, an alien who is resident in the United
then turns around and sells the foreign real estate, that gain States for estate and gift tax purposes will be referred to as a
will not be effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business domiciled alien.
and, thus, will be exempt from U.S. tax.

The estates of U.S. citizens and domiciled aliens are subject to5. As discussed in Chapter 4, many of our tax treaties permit a
U.S. estate tax the value of all property real and personal,foreigner who is not engaged in a U.S. trade or business, but who upon

orelects to have his real estate income taxed as if it were, to revoke tangible intangible owned by the individual at the time of his
death. Such individuals qualify for a credit against the tax ofthat election in the year in which the real estate is sold. (Under $47,000, which effectively exempts approximately $175,000 ofour statutory law, the net election cannot be revoked without from tax.the special permission of the I.R.S.) A foreigner who is not a property estate

resident of a country with which the United States has a tax Similarly, the gifts of U.S. citizens and domiciled aliens are

treaty providing for such an annual election can establish a subject to U.S. gift tax upon the value of all gifts made by (not
holding company in a country, such as the Netherlands Antilles to) the individual. The estate and gift taxes imposed upon such
or the British Virgin Islands, with which we have a trax treaty persons are integratedunder the Tax Reform Act of 1976; that
permittingan annual election. is to say, the amounts of gift and estate tax are computed at the

same rate, and prior gifts made by an individual are included for
No doubt there are other avenues for avoiding U.S. taxation of the purpose of deterrnining the bracket of, or rate of tax imposed
capital gains. Although these methods require careful tax plan- upon, any subsequent gift or upon the individual's estate. The
ning, the substantial value of foreign investments in U.S. real $47,000 unified credit may be claimed against any gift until
estate would usually justify the added legal and accountingcosts the amount an individual may claim has been exhausted; once an

of such planning. 8 individual has claimed part of this credit against a gift tax due,
the amount he may claim against the tax on a subsequent gift or

upon his estate is reduced by a correspondingamount.

Aliens not domiciled in the United States are subject to estate
IIl. Investments by Foreign Governments taxes only upon property situated within the United States. The

existing statute does not define what property is situated withinSection 892 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that: the United States, except with respect to certain limited classes of
The income of foreign governments or intemational or- property. The Estate and Gift Tax Regulations provide that real
ganizations received from investments in the United States property located within the United States is deemed to be situa-
in stocks, bonds, or other domestic securities, owned by ted within the United States for the purpose of the estate tax
such foreign governments or by international organizations, imposed upon nonresident aliens. The Internal Revenue Code
or from interest on deposits in banks in the United States of itself provides that stock issued by a foreign corporation is
moneys belonging to such foreign governments or inter-
national organizations, or from any other source within
the United States, shall not be included in gross income and 18. Knowledgeable practitioners suggest that the of Nether-shall be exempt from taxation under this subtitle. use a

lands Antilles or other foreign holding company, a common
The Internal Revenue Service and Treasury Department have tax avoidance device, is worth the legal and accounting costs
recently proposed regulations interpreting the section 892 only for investments of $250,000 or more. As noted in Chapter
exemption as applying only to non-commercial income. Income 2, the size of the average foreign purchase of U.S. farmland is
from commercial activities would, however, be taxable. Ac- $1 million.
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deemed to be property situated without the United States for elimination of double taxation and the prevention of scal
these purposes. The Estate and Gift Tax Regulationsprovide that evasion with respect to taxes on income or on income and capital.
shares of stock issued by a domestic corporation are treated as These conventions are applicable to 38 independent nations, and

property within the United States. eight territories of other nations. These conventions are always
The rate of tax imposed upon the taxable estates of nondomiciled bilateral.

decedents is substantially lower than that imposed upon domi- The general purpose of income tax conventionsis to avoid double
ciled or citizen decedents. The initial rate is 6%, and the highest taxation of income where persons resident in (or corporations
30%, compared to a range of 18% to 70%applicable to the estates organized in) one country derive income in a second country.
of domiciled and citizen decedents. Aliens not domiciled in The principal means by which this is achieved is through reci-
the United States are entitled, however, to a lower amount as a procal concessions of taxing jurisdiction by the two states
credit against estate tax; they may claim a credit of only $3,600, signatory to the convention. These concessions regulate which
which is the equivalent of exempting $60,000 of property from state -- the state of residence or the source state -- has the pri-
tax. mary right to tax with respect to particular classes of income.

Aliens not domiciled in the United States are subject to U.S. For instance, a double taxation convention may provide that

gift taxes only on tangible property situated within the United the state where real property is located has the primary right to

States. Real estate is considered tangible property. Gifts of tax the income derived from the property, or that royalty income

tangible property situated in the United States by nondomiciled from one state shall be exempt from tax in that state. The former

aliens are taxed according to the same rules and rates as are gifts example is an instance where the primary right to tax is allo-

of all property by U.S. citizens and domiciled aliens; prior gifts cated to the source state, the latter where the right to tax is

of tangible U.S. property are reflected in the computation of U.S. allocated to the state of residence. As these examples indicate,
estate tax on U.S. Property of a deceased alien not domiciled in the reciprocal concessions embodied in a double taxation con-

the United States. vention are ordinarily defined according to types of income.

In summary, aliens not domiciled in the United States can avoid Double taxation conventions therefore avoid double taxation

federal estate taxes by holding U.S. real estate through a foreign only by means of provisions under which the signatory states

corporation and federal gift taxes through a foreign or a domestic relinquish taxing rights. Conventions do not in themselves pur-

corporation.19 For this reason, estate and gift taxes do not port to impose taxes in the contracting states. The provisions of

appear significantly to impede foreign investment in U.S. real double taxation conventions are self-executing under U.S. law;

estate, but they do affect the legal form in which that investment that is, they operate to limit provisions of domestic law incon-
sistent with the convention without implementing legislationoccurs.
expressly overriding domestic law, international treaties or

conventions which purported to impose any tax not other-
wise imposed under domestic law would not be selfexecuting

Chapter 4 -- Tax Treaties under U.S. constitutional law; that is, the tax involved could
not be imposed without implementing legislation adopted by

Chapter 3 describes the manner in which foreign persons investing both houses of Congress according to constitutionallyprescribed
in United States real estate minimize the taxation of income procedures for the adoption of revenue laws. For these reasons,
derived from their United States real estate investment. The deficiencies in U.S. statutory law which permit any class of
methods of achieving tax minimizationdescribed in Chapter 3 are income to escape taxation cannot be corrected by treaty. Thus,
the products of provisions of U.S. statutory law; they are not if it is perceived that the present pattern of taxation contains
primarily the product of double taxation conventions (treaties) in unwarranted gaps in the taxation of income derived from foreign
force between the U.S. and other countries. investment in U.S. real estate, those gaps must be filled by
Double taxation conventions do, however, play a role in the statute. They cannot be filled by bilateral treaties.

manner in which the income derived by foreign persons from U.S. In accordance with the method of double taxation conventions
real estate investments is taxed. In particular, U.S. conventions generally, U.S. conventions involve two sets of concessionsby the
with certain tax haven jurisdictions appear to be exploited by U.S. With respect to some categories of income, the U.S. agrees to
some foreign persons resident outside these jurisdictions,who can accord the primary right to tax the source state. U.S. conventions

gain certain advantages by structuring their U.S. real estate achjeve this by requiring the United States to allow a credit
investments through the tax haven jurisdiction. Although the for taxes paid to the other country in an amount not to exceed
tax savings achieved by these devices are, in the case of real the U.S. tax which would otherwise be imposed upon the income
estate, small in comparison to the tax savings which result from in question. Second, the United States agrees to reduce or elimi-
the operation of U.S. statutory law, the opportunities for a- nate its tax upon persons resident in (or corporations organized
chieving them may nonetheless affect the design of foreign in) the treaty partner on their income from investment or busi-
investments in the United States. ness in the United States. It is these latter provisions which

The operation and impact of the conventions may be very dif- are relevant to the taxation of foreign investment in U.S. real

cult for non-experts to understand when studying arrange- estate.

ments whereby foreign persons invest in U.S. real estate. Limited The object of convention provisions reducing or prohibiting U.S.
improvements in the manner in which income from foreign taxation of described categories of U.S. income is to reduce U.S.
investment in U.S. real estate is taxed might be made by mo- tax on income in circumstances where the income is subject to
difications of existing U.S. double taxation arrangements, even taxation by the state of the recipient's residence (or citizenship).
though a major change in the general pattern of taxing this Two provisions of the United States model income tax con-

income cannot be achieved through the treaty process. For these
two reasons, this chapter is devoted to analyzing the use of tax
conventions by foreign persons investing in U.S. real estate.

19. The United States presently has in force estate or estate and

gift tax conventions with 13 countries. One such convention (Ne-
therlands) and two conventions signed, but not yet in force (the

I. Tax ConventionsGenerally United Kingdom and France), provide that shares in a U.S.

corporation can be excluded from the taxable U.S. estate of

The United States is a party to 26 conventions in force for the an alien domiciled in the treaty country.
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TAB LE 4-1

SELECTED PROVISIONSOF U.S. INCOME TAX TREATIES
AFFECTING FOREIGN OWNERSHIPOF U.S. REAL PROPERTY

Date of Treatment of capital gains in U.S.

signature Waiver Waiver Exceptions to source country exemption

of treaty of U.S. of U.S. P.E. or 183 day
or most Annual second second General fixed '

presence

recent net basis dividend interest source real base in source

Country protocol (P) election tax tax exemption property property state other

Antigual 1958 X x x

Australia 1953 x x
2

Austria 1956 X X X

Barbadosl 1958 X X X

Belgium 1970 X X10 X x x X

Belize1 1958 X x x

British Virgin Islandsl 1958 X X x

3Burundi 1959 x

Canada 1966 (P) x x x x X

Denmark 1948 X
1

Dominica 1958 X X x

Egypt4 1975 xlO x x x X

Falkland Islands1 1958 x x x

Finland 1970 x x x x

5 l0 5
France 1978 (P) X X X X X x x

Gambia1 1958 X X X

Germany 1965 (P) X X X X X x x

@ Greece 1950 X X X
1

Grenada 1958 X X X

lL66
4

4 Hungary 1979 X X X X

Iceland 1975
10

X X X X X X

Ireland 1949 X X X

3 Israel
4 1975 10 7

X X X X X X X

Italy 1955 X X XIeUeOUIjal;O Jamaical 1958 X X X
10

X X X X X x
. (30 Japan 1971

8aneJr Korea4 1976 x xlo X x x x

c Luxembourg 1964 X X x

O Malawi1 1958 x x x

o!esz
Montserrat1 x x x-it - 1958
Morocco4 1977 X X

l0
X X X x X

6

8
Netherlands 1965 (P) X X X X X x x

g NetherlandsAntilles9 1963 (P) X X X
c

New Zealand 1948 X X

Norway 1971
lO

X X X X x x

,-+ Pakistan 1957 Xn,OojllteOaiJl Philippines4 1976 x
l0

x x X

I Poland 1974 x
10

x x X x

50 10
8n Romania 1973 x x X x x
C
i-- Rwanda3 1959 X

11i13NIz
i-
tu St. Christopher,Nevis&AnguillaI 1958 X x x



vention illustrate this point.2 0 Paragraph 6 of Article 4, goveming
n

PE..
the determination of residence under income tax conventions,
provides that if the treaty partner taxes its residents only when
income is remitted (rather than when it is earned), the relief

hsa from U.S. taxes mandated under the conventions is required

ilpceocarr. the conventions in withholding taxes on dividends, interest, andtroppery. apryo only to the extent that the income involved is actually remitted.
In a similar vein, Article 16 (investmentand Holding Companies)

hte of the model treaty provides that any reductions mandated by

htta iioprvnos
royalties will not apply to holding companies owned by third

X Sttea country residents if the tax imposed on such income by the
fo

htoer
treaty partner generates substantially less than would be imposed

illipyacpnr fo these or parallel provisions, primarily because they were nego-

on other business profits in that country.
hts

hte Most U.S. double taxation conventions in force do not contain

x x

itssnco
kmea tiated before the positions embodied in the U.S. model had

dtneesr treaties were signed and ratied before that; the largest number
iw been fully developed. The model was issued in 1977. Most U.S.

tasess dnegs were signed and ratified in the late 1940's and early 1950's.
by Various provisions of double taxation conventions may be of

heosw
tey idap concern to foreign investors in U.S. real estate. Table 3-2 above

X ton described the withholding rates applicable under the various
treaties to interest, dividends, rents and royalties. Real estate

itponarrcoo
s

tcroopo
limit the application of withholding rates with respect to rental

hihwc ttrenes investors may make the election under the statute to be taxed on

txa
a net basis on their rental income, however, and this tends to

to
income.

x x ro

ihtgr

iteervaoopc itrnae relevance to real estate investors. The Table shows the following:

Table 4-1 below summarizes provisions of U.S. conventions in

yocpmna.
hte force or signed with respect to matters which are of particular

--

0 0

typerpro
Most tax conventions signed before 1970 allow residents

XXXX
r4
xx

p.

X X X deso of the other contracting state to elect on an annual basis to

dhlingo it
have real property income offset by deductions when the

txa, foreign resident has no permanentestablishment21 in the

lrae

ltooopcr.
ttsnere. United States. These provisions give these residents rights

n ttease tteesrn substantially broader than those enjoyed by residents of

tteesnrs
hte other countries, who to receive net basis treatment must

tyucrno, n

hihcw election.

XXXX x X X x lera bears make an election revocable only with I.R.S. consent. Most

1965 descno conventions signed since 1970 do not provide for an annual

htreo ilirmas hrseas by hte Most conventions waive the U.S. withholding taxes-- on

hte ro u fo dna interest and dividends paid by foreign corporations earning
fo .C

haress pcoes
a majority of their income from a United States business. (AsC

XXXX XXX x xx 0 ddemena explained more fully below, this waiver of the second
E

dtsneers itme.
(D withholding taxes is of greatest significance to a company

itme,

fo

fo iiltonanea C dan dcrernu,
holding U.S. assets, incorporated in the treaty country, but

('0

lesa + was owned by third country residents). However, most con-.C

OE)(P 5 & (P) htta hte ffteseca, fomr ventions signed since 1970 do not waive the second with-
htta

to

feocr,
on C)

CO 00 CO CO -0 0 CO (D 0 CO
Ln LD LO LD 639 LO LO 9791 LD LD

idap
ta

inga from -0
n

iepesrc holding tax on interest payments which the foreign investor
Cl C) C) C) C) C) C) C) C) G) C)

ta

fftece
CD htne has deducted in calculating his U.S. taxable income. UnderC

fftece
f n

tye
txa igna ddbtssneee present treaty policy, the United States will agree to waiveU

lnoy n on

H
C)

.
. hte its second withholding taxes on dividends and interestC

Truysare sa txa leasr
n sa

2 h Ettreay US.. tteary btu tpypeorr lyon
. -bhte force, dinegs

by o .. 20. The U.S. model income tax treaty reflects the preferredfo

KU.. fmor ilBegan lrea bltexaa hNlteer
no ihtw position of the United States in tax treaty negotiations. If a+

iAlsnasy
n is

lieppsa deos foreign country does not have a copy of the model treaty, thefiArca Steycerar tempx itssu negotiations. Thus, the model treaty is, in essence, the startingtteary
fo fo tey

trpocoo
fo txa fo

SU,. U.S. Treasury provides an advance copy to facilitate treaty0 s

3 E

itnneseox itensoex
tno diteensr itnosenx

offer of the U.S. Treasury in tax treaty negotiations.to

S hStuo tenespr 8E Txa rea hte

tnnncoeoc--C -= hte btu fo hitgr 21. A permanent establishment is a treaty concept and isfo huog2 1) fo 0 TE fo

tsmen i8791 trny S..
n

defined in general to mean a fixed place of business through- t r on. In general, having a permanent establishment implies* @ - B 1 - Ep ec 85

US.. which the business of an enterprise of wholly or partly carried00000300 c u DDDDNN 0 c s ,..62 high higher level of economic involvement the statutory
-- lD r 00 ) - - as or asconcept of having a trade or business. In the particular case ofreal estate, the two notions are largely synonymous.1979 Interrational Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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only if the treaty partner imposes comparable withholding (unless more than 80 percent of the corporation's gross income
taxes. is foreign source), but also to a portion of dividends and interest

In many cases, the United States has agreed generally to paid by a foreign corporation if 50 percent or more of the foreign--

exempt residents of the treaty partner from taxation on corporation's gross income (e.. rent) is effectively connected

capital gain from the sale of U.S. property. In all but two with a U.S. trade or business. The purpose of this second

cases, however, the exemption does not apply to real estate withholding tax is to limit the disparity in U.S. tax treatment of

(i.e., the treaty does not preclude taxation of capital gain on
a U.S. and a foreign corporation with a trade or business in the

the sale of U.S. real estate). The two exceptions to this rule, United States.

Canada and the United Kingdom, tax their residents'capital As a consequence of a treaty waiver of the second withholding
gain from the sale of U.S. real estate at rates comparable taxes, interest on a mortgage nancing a U.S. real estate in-
to those applicable to U.S. citizens or corporations.22 vestment can be paid tax free by a holding company. Suppose,

for example, that a foreigner had $1 million which he wished to
invest in U.S. real estate. Rather than investing directly, he may
establish a Netherlands Antilles holding company to which heII. Conduit Countries
advances $250,000 as equity. The holding company may then

A. NetherlandsAntilles buy the U.S. real estate, advancing the $250,000 equity con-

tribution as a down payment and arranging for a $750,000Although most recent conventions contain provisions designed mortgage held directly or through a financial intermediaryby theto limit benefits under the convention to individuals and cor- company's own shareholder. Assuming the Netherlands Antillesporations taxable in the treaty country, some of the older con- is not too thinly capitalized, the mortgage interestventions do not contain adequate protection against this result.
company
payments will be deductible in computingthe holdingcompany'sThese conventions may be used by third-country residents taxable income in the UitedStates. Even though the interestusing a holding company incorporated in the treaty country (or is payable to a foreign mO.gage holder,the NetherlandsAntillesterritory). In addition to the legal tax advantages derived from convention exempts that interest from the U.S. second with-the careful use of a holding company, the third country resident holding tax. As noted.bove, the Netherlands Antilles itself

may wish to conceal his investment from tax, foreign exchange, imposes no withholding tax. That portion of the foreigner's total
or other authorities in his home country or in the United States. return on his $1 million U.S. real estate investment which theThird-country residents may be able to achieve this objective mortgage interest represents thereby escapes U.S. income tax.by structuring investments through some of the countries
with which the U.S. has double taxation conventions in force. 2. Under the Netherlands Antilles convention, the election to be

taxed on net, rather than gross, income from real estate which isThe most important of the conduit countries is the Nether- not attributable to a trade or business conducted through alands Antilles. The United States signed a double taxation con- permanent establishment can be made (and thus revoked)vention with the Netherlands in 1948. In 1955, the U.S. and annually. A Netherlands Antilles company which does not havethe Netherlands executed a protocol to this convention making permanent establishment therefore deduct substantialthe provisions of the convention applicable to the Netherlands
a can

Antilles. In 1963, the U.S. and the Netherlands executed a
expenses (e.g., operating costs, property taxes, insurance pre-
miums, mortgage interest and, where applicable, depreciation)protocol to the convention which modied the application to while the property produces rental income, and then, by notthe Antilles of the dividend, interest, and royalty withholding making the election in the the property is sold, taxarticles. In 1966, the U.S. and the Netherlands executed a pro-

year pay no

tocol to the convention which modified the application of the
on the capital gain. (Under U.S. statutes, this election cannot be
revoked without the special permission of the Internal Revenueprovisions of the convention. The 1963 protocol does not apply Service.)to the Netherlands, and the 1966 protocol does not apply to the

NetherlandsAntilles. 3. The convention also provides that income from real estate and
interest on real estate mortgages are taxable only in the countryThe Netherlands Antilles has no estate, gift or inheritance tax, no where the real 'estate is located (the United States in this in-tax on capital gains, and no withholding taxes on dividends, stance). The Netherlands Antilles interprets this article to exemptinterest or other payments to nonresidents. In calculating income the U.S. real estate income of a Netherlands Antilles companysubject to the Netherlands Antilles corporation tax, a holding from Netherlands Antilles income tax (which, in event,company can deduct operation expenses, property taxes, mort- any
would have been minimal because of the allowance of deductions

gage interest and depreciation. The Antilles does not permit and the preferential rates of taxation for forein business incomedeductions for accelerated depreciation as generous as those and holding companies' foreign rental income).24

permitted by U.S. law, however, so that a company may in
certain circumstances be unable to show a tax loss for Antilles
prots tax purposes even when it shows such a loss for U.S.
income tax purposes. But even where this occurs, the income
shown in the Antilles will usually be taxed only at 2-3 percent
rates in the Antilles. Under Antilles law active business income 22. The new U.K.-U.S. treaty which has been signed, but is
eamed by an Antilles corporation outside the Antilles, and rental not yet in force, contains no exemption from source-country
investment income earned by certain holding companies outside tax on capital gains.
the Antilles are taxed at one-tenth the otherwise applicable tax 23. The fraction of a dividend or interest payment by a foreign
rates. A final advantage of an Antilles holding company is that corporation to which the U.S. withholding tax applies is the ratio
the Netherlands Antilles allow corporations to issue bearer of gross income effectively connected with a U.S. trade or busi-

shares, which assures the confidentialityof ownership. ness to worldwide gross income of the corporation.
24. This interpretation of the convention is not inevitable. In theThe U.S.-NetherlandsAntilles treaty modifies U.S. or Netherlands reciprocal case of a U.S. corporation deriving income from--

Antilles law in three ways of significance to real estate investors: Antilles real estate the U.S. does not interpret the convention--

1. First, and most critically, dividends and interest paid by a as precluding the right of the U.S. to tax the income, by virtue
Netherlands Antilles company are exempt from the US. second of a provision of the convention reserving each state's right to
withholding taxes. The United States applies a withholding tax tax its own nationals as though the convention had not come
not only to dividends and interest paid by a U.S. corporation into effect.
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B. British Virgin Islands 5. Under a tax treaty, revoking an election to be taxed on a net,
rather than a gross, basis.The income tax convention between the U.S. and the British

Virgin Islands is an extension of a 1945 convention between the Although any one of these methods of avoiding capital gains may
U.S. and the United Kingdom. A 1959 protocol extended the not work or not work well in some cases, the methods are nume-

1945 convention and its subsequent protocols to 20 jurisdictions rous and varied enough that one or more would usually be
which at the time were United Kingdom dependencies. In 1966, available. Although the role of tax treaties, especially the U.S.- I
the U.S. and U.K. executed a protocol to the 1945 convention. Netherlands Antilles treaty, has been highlighted in public dis-
This protocol does not apply to the British Virgin Islands or the cussion, the opportunities for avoiding capital gains tax derive
other territories to which the 1945 convention was extended. In largely from U.S. statutes, rather than U.S. treaties.
1975, the U.S. and U.K. signed a convention which when it takes
effect would replace the 1945 convention.Three protocols to the
new 1975 convention have been signed, but neither the con- Il. Legislative Proposals
vention nor the protocols have been ratied. The new convention A proposal by Senator Wallop to tax the capital gain on the sale
would not apply to the territories to which the 1945 convention of agricultural land was inciuded in the Senate version of the
was extended. Revenue Act of 1978. Apart from tax equity between domestic
A foreign investor can reach the same favorable results by es- and foreign taxpayers, the primary concern expressed in the

tablishing a holding company in the British Virgin Islands as it Senate debate was that exemption from capital gain taxation en-

can via the Netherlands Antilles. Like the Netherlands Antilles couraged foreign investors to bid up the price of U.S. farmland.
treaty, the British Virgin Islands treaty exempts a holding com- Because neither the House of Representatives nor the Treasury
pany from the U.S. second withholding tax on dividends had had an opportunity to consider the proposal carefully, the '

and interest and allows the company to elect on an annual basis House-Senate conference committee decided to delete the propo-
to be taxed in the U.S. as if it were engaged in a U.S. trade or sal, but to ask the Treasury to prepare this Report.
business. The British Virgin Islands does impose a corporate In January 1979, Senator Wallop introduced S. 208, a bill sub-
income tax of 15 percent; deduction for operating expenses, stantiaily similar to the bill the Senate passed in 1978. Essen-
interest, property taxes, and depreciation are allowed; and a tially the same bill, H.R. 3106, was introduced in the House
taxpayer may claim a credit for income tax paid to a foreign of Representatives by Congressman Grassley; both bills have
govemment. More importantly, income is taxed only if it is broad, bipartisan support. Under each bill, capital gain on the sale
remitted to the British Virgin Islands. This means that if income of:
is never deposited in or otherwise paid over to the British Virgin
Islands, it is not taxable in the British Virgin Islands. The re-

-- land used in farming, suitable for use in farming, or in a

mittance basis of the BVI tax law plays the same role in the rural area; and

use of the BVI for these purposes as is played by statutory -- shares in a corporation or an interest in a partnership, trust
favored treatment in the Netherlands Antilles. Like the Nether- or estate, to the extent gain was in excess of $3,000 and
lands Antilles, the British Virgin Islands has no estate, gift, attributable to the unrealized appreciation in such land (or
inheritance, capital gains tax, nor withholding taxes on dividends similar gain which a corporation had realized, but elected not
and interest paid to non-residents. Although bearer shares are to recognize,under section 337)
not allowed, a foreign investor may conceal his ownership by
having a nominee register as the shareholder in the BVI. would be considered effectively connected with a U.S. trade or

business and, therefore, subject to U.S. capital gains tax. The

purchaser of affected agricultural land, corporate shares or

partnership interests would be required to withhold tax equal to
CHAPTER 5 - ANALYSISAND CONCLUSIONS 30 percent of a foreign investor's taxable gain. (The taxpayer

could file for refund of an overpayment.) H.R. 3106 would
I. Summary of RelevantTax Provisions override tax treaties five years after its date of enactment, S. 208

would not.
Income effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business earned
by a nonresident alien or a foreign corporation is taxed under If capital gains on the sale of land were always considered ef-

generally the sarne rules as those applicable to a U.S. citizen or fectively connected with a U.S. trade or business, a foreign
corporation, respectively. Much foreign investment in U.S. real owner could not avoid tax by making an installment sale and

estate constitutes a U.S. trade or business; that which does not deferring recognition of the gain or by falling to make an annual

may, at the election of the foreign investor, be taxed as i f it were. election to be taxed net of deductions. Thus, two of the tax

Allowable deductions often equal or exceed rental income; losses, avoidance methods noted above would not work. If capital gains
rather than positive income, are reported for tax purposes. on the sale of corporate shares (to the extent such gains were

attributable to unrealized gain on agricultural land) were also
If a foreign taxpayerengaged in a U.S. trade or business by reason considered effectively connected, two other methods described
of a real estate investment sold such U.S. real estate, the gain above for avoiding capital gains tax would presumably not work
would ordinarily be effectively connected with the trade or either: the gain upon liquidation of a holding company, or the
business and taxable in the United States. Present law, however, sale of such a company's shares. Although S. 208 would not
offers a careful foreign investor several ways of reclassifying the affect exchanges for foreign property of like kind, such exchanges
gain as not effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business, could be easily covered by an appropriate amendment.
and as a consequence,ordinarily exempt from U.S. tax. The ways
of avoiding U.S. capital gains tax identified in this Report were:

1. An installmentsale. III. Impact of Capital Gains Taxation on a Hypothetical Invest-
ment

2. An exchange for foreign property of a like kind.
The burden of the U.S. capital gains tax depends on how rapidly3. Sale of the property by a holding company, coupled with a property appreciates in value, how long the property is held, and

complete liquidation of the company within one year. other features of specific cases. No hypothetical example can

4. Sale of the shares of a holding company (the new owner can convey the diversity of circumstances to be found in actual cases.

liquidate the company with minor tax consequences and gain a Carefully constructed examples can, however, put proposals for

stepped-up basis in the property). changes into a clearer economic perspective. The particular
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example summarized in this section and described more fully in say, real estate investment is assumed here to provide a tax shelter

Appendix C proceeds on the hypothesis that an investor pur- for a domestic investor, but to have no such shelter value for a

chases unimproved agricultural land for $1 million, $800,000 foreign investor. Needless to say, there may be cases in which
of which is obtained from a conventional, 40-year mortgage a foreign investor can take advantage of such shelter value.

carrying interest of 10 per annum. For ten years, the investor
I receives $50,000 in annual rent and pays out $10,000 each year

When the real estate is sold and the mortgage principal paid off,
each investor is left with net proceeds of $2.1 million, a sub-

in property taxes and other actual expenses. With mortgage
payments of approximately $82,000 per year, the investment stantial retum on his cash outlays over the prior ten years.

has a pretax cash outflow decit of $42,000 per year. After ten Our hypothetical example assumes that the foreign investor can

years, the investor sells the property for $2.9 million (this avoid paying U.S. capital gains tax. The domestic investor must,
amount is derived from the average rate of appreciation for all however, pay ordinary income tax on 40 percent of his capital
U.S. farmland from 1968 to 1978). gain (which, in turn, equals his $2.9 million in gross proceeds less

his basis in the property, $1 million). The tax, which amounts to
The cash-ow profile of such an investment for a domestic and $343,000,exceeds the tax savings from his prior real estate losses,
a foreign investor are depicted in Figure I. Each investor would even when both amounts are converted to their present values.
have to put up $200,000 initially and $42,000 in each subsequent Thus, the real estate investment generates a higher retum to the
year. Figure I depicts the accumulated amounts invested; funds foreign investor than to the domestic investor.
which are spent or received after a period of years are measured
by their present for discounted) value to adjust for the time The foreign investor in this example does somewhat better than

vue of money.2 Present value allows meaningful comparisons
the domestic investor because, under the assumptions which

between payments and receipts occurring in different years.
underlie the example, the de facto exemption from capital gains
tax is worth more than the ability to shelter income other than

Because this hypothetical investment requires additional cash real estate income from taxation. The net advantage of the
inputs in every year, the accumulated cash ow depicted in foreign investor would be larger if he could use the real estate
Figure I declines steadily over the ten-year life of the investment. losses to shelter other income from taxation and avoid paying
Note that the accumulated present value of cash payout by the capital gains taxation. In fact, a foreign investor may have the
domestic investor is less than that by the foreign investor. This best of both worlds in at least three differentways:
difference reflects an assumption that a domestic investor can use

--

the tax losses generated by this investment to shelter other The losses may offset other effectively connected income.

income from U.S. taxation,2 but that the foreign investorhas no -- If the real estate is held by a foreign-controlled U.S.
other U.S. income which can be similarly sheltered. That is to corporation, the real estate losses can offset other U.S.

income whether or not such income would be considered
effectively connected if earned by a foreign corporation.
Table 24 indicated that U.S. companies, not foreign com-

FIGURE 5-1: PRESENT VALUE OF panies, were in 1974 the primary corporate form for foreign
investment in U.S. real estate.

ACCUMULATEDCASH FLOW FROM A
HYPOTHETICAL INVESTMENT IN U.S. FARMLAND -- A partnership agreement between a domestic and foreign

TO A FOREIGN VS. DOMESTIC INVESTOR investor might be structured to allocate all the losses to the
Thousands former and only capital gain to the latter. In an example
of Dollars given in Appendix C, the hypothetical investment under-

+400 --- taken by a domestic-foreign partnership obtains a higher
Foreign Investor.,, rate of return than that obtained by either partner investing
Exempt from * Domestic separately. A partnership agreement may allow a foreign

+300 - Capital Gains Investor investor to derive indirectly some benefit from real estate
Tax

losses allocated to a domestic partner.
/* Foreign

+200 - Investor Thus, the assumption that the foreign investor derives no benefit

jl from real estate losses is probably too strong, and the net tax
Foreign I nvestor ]

/ Subject to
--

' advantage of foreign investor compared to domestic investorCapital a a

+100 -- Dorrestic Investor 111 Gains Tax is larger than that calculated above and depicted in Figure I.--

ll

//l l
l

This conclusion -- that a foreign investor bears a lighter tax
ll t

l/l
iil burden than a domestic investor -- would be reversed if the

0- it

!i
l,/ foreigner were taxable on his capital gain. In the hypotheticalI

l/ltll example described in Appendix C and depicted in Figure I, a

-100 -- I,t foreign investor who can make only limited use of his real estate

Ii/
losses, but is taxable on his capital gain, is worse off than a

'4
domestic investor who can make better use of the real estate

200 - i losses.
4

I
The results reached in the hypothetical case are, we repeat,

300 -

taxes and other expenses payable at the end of the first year

25. For example, the present value of the $10,000 in property
400 -

,

is $9,091 (assuming a 10 percent discount rate). That is to

-500 I 1 1 I I I I I I I J1 say, if the investor put $9,091 in a bond maturing in one year

012345678910 Final and paying interest of 10 percent, he could pay the $10,000 tax

Value with the proceeds when the $9,091 bond matured.
Years Held

26. Because real estate investment often attracts wealthy inves-

tors, the domestic investor is assumed to be in a 60 percent
marginal tax bracket.
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sensitive to the underlying assumptions about the rate of capital Taxing capital gains on the sale of corporate shares would not be

appreciation, the extent to which the initial investment is - justified by general intemational practice and would, in fact, run

nanced with borrowed money, the tax bracket of the investor, contrary to U.S. tax treaties. Such a tax would not affect the sale

the rate of discount and so forth. The main point is that the of shares by residents of countries with a current treaty exemp-

differential treatment of capital gains is one of several differences tion (see Table 4-1).
in the way the United States taxes foreign versus domestic Then, it makes considerable sense to draw a line between capital
taxpayers. Some differences (e.g., treatment of capital gains, gains on the sale of assets used in a U.S. trade or business and
taxation limited to effectively connected and specified other capital gains on the sale of shares. The next issue, however, is
U.S. income) favor foreign taxpayers, others (e.g., treatment of whether the rules for distinguishing effectively connected and
losses, number of exemptions) favor domestic taxpayers.Whether non-effectively connected gains should be so easily manipulable.
foreign taxpayers are better or worse off than domestic taxpayers The abuse highlighted in this Report is the conversion of capital
when all the differences are considered together depends on the gains on real estate which had been used in a U.S. trade or

circumstancesof a particular investmentand investor. business (by election, if not in fact) into capital gains on the sale
of shares.

This, in turn, suggests that an appropriate and effective remedy
IV. Policy issues in Taxing Capital Gains from the Sale of Real may focus on one or more steps in the various processes by which

Estate gains which should be taxable are converted into tax-exempt
gains. For example, in the case of a 'like kind exchange, it may

A. Tax Policy Considerations be easier to impose a tax when U.S. property is exchanged for

In considering U.S. taxations of foreigners on their U.S. source foreign property than when the foreign property is subsequently
capital gains, a criticai issue is tax equity -- a foreign investor sold. Similarly, it may be difcult to impose a tax on the sale of

with more than a minimal presence in the United States should corporate shares of a holding company,but it appears possible to

not bear a lighter tax burden than a comparable domestic in- deny the new owner an all but tax-free liquidation and step-up
vestor. United States real estate arguably represents, in and of in basis.

itself, a presence that is more than minimal. This conclusion has, In contemplatingchanges in statutory law, treaty obligations
in fact, wide international accetance. Section I of Article 13

our

(Capital Gains) of the O.E.C.D. model income tax treaty pro-
to other countries must be taken into account. As noted in Table

4-1, approximately half of the treaties currently in force would
vides: preclude a U.S. tax on capitai gains from the sale of shares by

Gains derived by a resident of a Contracting State from the residents of the treaty country. These treaty obligationscould b
alienation of immovable property referred to in Article 6 overridden, but doing so would tend to make it far more difcult
and situated in the other Contracting State may be taxed in to obtain satisfactory treaties in the future. On the other hand;
the other State. there should be considerably less intemational objection to a

prospective override ot the treaties, coupled with a sufficient

Appendix B to this Report summarizes other countries' rules for time lag so that reciprocal international agreements on limited

taxing capital gain on the sale of domestic real property by taxation of shares can be negociated.
foreign owners. As shown there, virtually all countries tax such

gain using the same rules as those applicable to domestic owners.

The U.S. exemption for gain on real property not effectively
B. Economic Impact of Taxing Foreign Investors' U.S. Capital

Gains
connected with a U.S. trade or business is unusual by inter-

national standards. The rate at which foreign-owned assets typically appreciate in

Countries' tax practices differ widely, however, in taxing capital
gain on the sale of shares in a corporation holding real property.
As noted above, several of the methods for avoiding U.S. capital TABLE 5-1
gains tax on the sale of real estate involve the use of holding
companies. As Appendix B indicates, some countries attempt to REVENUE ESTIMATES FOR THE TAXATION
tax such gains; other do not. OF FOREIGN CAPITAL GAINS

The U.S. exemption of a foreign taxpayer's capital gains on the

saie of corporate shares has at least three justifications: 1979 Revenue Assets Sold Tax as a Percent

Investment (million $) (millions) of Sales Value
Compliance. A tax on capital gains on the sale of corporate--

shares and other securities is difficult to collect because
Agricultural Land 22 $ 150 14.7

transfers of ownership are usually not recorded (as opposed Commercial 120 1,000 12.0
to transfers of real estate, which are) and can and frequent y Real Estate
do take place outside the United States. Such a tax cou d

Stocks and Direct 134 1,100 12.2
only be effectively enforced through measures that wou d
seriously burden the overall market in such securities. These

Investment
Total 276 2 250 12.3

measures are not desirable, nor would it be desirable to enact
a tax that cannot be effectively enforced. Office of the Secretary of the Treasury April 10,1979

Gross vs. Ne t Taxation. Dividends, Interest and other Office of Tax Analysis--

income on financial assets are taxed without the benefit of
deductions unless such income is effectively connected with Assumptionsmade in revenue estimate:

a U.S. trade or business (in which case deductions are allow-

ed, but capital gains are subject to tax). Exemption from
1. Five percent of farmland and 10 percent of commercial real estimate

turn over each year;
capital gains taxation may be seen as an offset, roughly,
for the prior denial of deductions from such income.

2. Foreignersare taxed at the rate of 24 percenl, reflecting a 60 percent

margnal tax rate and a 60 percent exclusion of long term captai gains
Balance of Payments. The exemption from capital gains- from taxation;

tax makes domestic securities easier to sell on international 3. The ratio of gain to basis is 1.5 for farm property and 1 for commercial

markets. property.
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value or the length of time they are held can only be surmised. micile two conditions must be satised: (1) residence must be
Table 5-1 presents exceedingly rough estimates of the potential changed (2) there must be an intention to remain at the new

gain in U.S. Treasury revenues from taxing foreigners' capital residence permanently.
gains on U.S. agricultural land, all other real estate, and all U.S.

Corporation: A corporation is defined to be any association
property (including stocks, bonds and other financial assets). which is taxed as a corporation under the Internal Revenue Code.The first column indicates that the U.S. Treasury might have The essential features of a corporation are associates (share-gained up to $276 million from subjectingall U.S. property to be

holders), an objective of carrying on business and dividing thesold by foreigners in 1979 to the capital gains tax. This additional
gain therefrom, continuity of life, centralizationof management,tax would represent approximately 12 percent of the estimated limited liability, and free transferability of interests.value of U.S. property sold by foreigners in 1979. Taxing capital

gain on agricultura land only would yield an estimated $22 Foreign Corporation: A foreign corporation is a corporation
million, on all real estate $142 million. which is not organized under the federal laws of the United

States or the laws of the fifty states or the District of Columbia.Like all revenue estimates, those in Table 5-1 take no account of
behavioral adjustments lessening the impact of the tax. Foreign Trust: A trust is an arrangement created either by a will or an

investors might, for example, hold their investments for longer inter vios declaration whereby trustees take title to property
periods of time. The extent to which their aggregate investment for the purpose of protecting or conserving it for the bene-
in the United States would be reduced if capital gains were ficiaries. Generally speaking, an arrangement will be treated
subject to U.S. tax is virtually impossible to predict. Aggregate as a trust if it can be shown that the purpose of the arrangement
purchases by foreigners of U.S. real property in 1979 will pro- is to vest in trustees responsibility for the protection and con-

bably be less than $5 billion, and a substantial fraction of that servation of property for beneciaries who cannot share in
will be financed with mortgages from U.S. lenders. Statistical the discharge of this responsibility and, therefore, are not asso-

analysis of the U.S. balance of payments behavior suggests, ciates in a joint enterprise for the conduct of business for profit.
moreover, that long-term foreign investment in the United States
depends more on the growth of the U.S. economy than on

Estate: The property and debts of a decedent.

changes in the current rate of return on U.S. investment.27 This Partnership: A partnership is a syndicate, group, pool, joint
statistical result accords well with the common observation venture, or other unincorporated organization through or by
that foreigners invest in U.S. real estate as a hedge against means of which any business, financial operation, or venture is
economic and political uncertainty overseas and not because of a carried on, and which is not a corporation or a trust or estate
small differential between the rate of return on U.S. real estate within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
and that on foreign property. Permanent Establishment: Permanent establishment is a concept

used in U.S. tax treaties to determine the way in which business
income is taxed. While the precise definition varies from treaty to

APPENDIX A treaty, generally a permanent establishment means a fixed place
of business through which the business or an enterprise is wholly

Glossary or partly carried on.

or or aForeign Inuestment: Foreign Investment is the gross value of as-
Trade Business Within the U.S.: Whether not nonresident
alien is engaged in a trade or business is a basic distinction used insets in the U.S. owned directly and indirectly by foreign indi-
the U.S. statutory law to determine tax treatment and is lowerviduals and corporations. These are ordinarily stated at historical a

threshold of activity than the maintenance of a permanentcost net of depreciation. This definition of foreign investment
establishment concept used in tax treaties. A U.S. tradediffers from the balance of payment definition. The balance or

business includes any business operation in the U.S. involvingof payment denition is based on net equity inflow, retained
earnings of U.S. subsidiaries of foreign shareholders, and total

the sale of services, products, merchandise, in the ordinary course
of business. It also, with minor exceptions, includes the per-earnings of U.S. branches of foreign corporations. As a con-
formance of personal services.

sequence, the balance of payments measure does not reflect
property whose acquisition was financed with borrowed funds Effectively Connected Income Income effectively connected
or non-income cash flow (e.g., depreciation allowances). with a trade or business in the U.S. includes income from per-

sonal services performed in the U.S., income derived from theReal Estate Investment: Real estate investment is land and
active conduct of a trade or business in the U.S., and incomebuildings leased to other users or held purely for investment. It derived from the assets used in, held for in, the conduct ofor usedoes not include land and buildings used by an investor in some
a trade or business in the U.S.other, non-real-estate, trade or business.
Capital Gains: Capital gains are gains from the sale or exchange ofAgricultural Land: Agricultural land is land used for farming, capital asset asset whose tax treatment is theincluding agriculture, forestry, and timber production. It also
a or an same as a

asset. Assets which do not receive capital gains treatmentincludes idle land if its last use was for agricultural production
capital
include stock in trade or other property included in inventrywithin the past 5 years.
or held for sale to customers.

Foreign Individual: An individual who is neither a U.S. citizen
nor a U.S. resident.

Residence: An alien actually present in the U.S. who is not a
27. See Richard Berner, Peter Clark, Howard Howe, Sung Kwak

mere transient or sojourner is a resident of the United States and Guy Stevens, Modeling the International Influences theonfor purposes of the income tax. Whether he is a transient is
Economy, International Finance Discussion Paper 93,U,S.determined by his intentions with regard to the length and Board of Governors, U.S. Federal Reserve Bank, Washington,nature of his stay. If he lives in the U.S. and had no definite

D.C. 1978. This analysis found that rates of return variables hadintention as to his stay, he is a resident. An alien whose stay in
statistically significant impact the rate of foreign invest-no onthe U.S. is limited to a definite period of time by the immigration ment in the United States. This particular finding not speci-waslaws is not a resident except in exceptional circumstances. fically reported in the discussion cited here, butsummary was

Domicile: A domicile is acquired by living in a locality with the obtained by the Treasury Department from the authors of the
intent to make it a fixed and permanent home. To change do- Federal Reserve Board study.
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Basis: Basis, which is used in determining the amount of capital scope of a country's tax law. If it is a domestic corporation
gains, generally means the cost of the asset plus improvements and a substantial holding is sold, several countries assert juris- I
less applicable depreciation, amortization,and depletion. If stock diction to tax. However, enforcementmay be difficult, especially
iS sold, basis is also reduced by the amount of nontaxable dis- if both the buyer and seller are nonresidents and the sale takes
tributionsprior to the sale. place in another country. If there is favorable tax treatment of

Depreciation: Depreciation, for tax purposes, is a deduction gains on the liquidation of a corporation, this may offer another 4

allowed for the exhaustion, wear and tear, and obsolescense of route for disposingof real property with little or no tax.

property used in the trade or business or property held for the In short, the United States, along with the United Kingdom,
production of income. The allowance does not apply to land, is exceptional in not taxing nonresidents on gain from the dis-

inventory, stock in trade, and personal assets. The allowance position of real property other than business property; but

permitted for tax purposes does not depend on the actual decline there are enough loopholes in most foreign laws that, despite
in the market value of the asset over time. their frequently broader scope in attempting to tax nonresidents,

effective taxation of gain on the disposition of real property', Excess Depreciation: Excess or additional depreciation is the

excess of the accumulated deduction for depreciation over the by nonresidents is probably rarely reaized.

amount that would have been taken under the straight line
method. The straight line method allows a fixed annual deduction Examples of Capital Gains Taxes Applicable to Nonresidents

over the estimated useful life of the asset.
on Sales of Real Property
The following examples are very simplified and do not attempt
to describe the complex variations in different countries' taxation
of capital gains. Moreover, they look only to income taxes

APPENDIX B and do not consider, for example, taxes on capital. The rates
indicated are individual income tax rates. References to sales are

Taxation of Real Property Gains of Nonresidents: meant to include other dispositions which give rise to tax liabili-
Some International Comparisons ty, e.g. exchanges or deemed sales.

I. General Observations
A. No taxationofgain on real property

The United States taxes nonresidents on gains derived from
The United Kingdom taxes nonresidents capital gains only(effectively connected with) a U.S. business activity. But

on

if derived from the sale of assets of a U.K. business. The Nether-. :,

otherwise, a nonresident is exempt from U.S. tax on gain from
the dispositions of assets in the United States unless physically

lands does not tax gains on real property under the income, -

tax but applies a transfer tax on the sale.
present in the United States for more than 183 days in the !

year the gain is realized.

Such a broad exemption of capital gains of nonresidents is un- B. Taxationof gain on real property but not shares
usual. The United Kingdom apparently taxes the capital gains
of nonresidents only if derived from business assets in the United Denmark, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Norway and

Sweden are among the countries which tax nonresidentson gainsKingdom. But nearly all other industrial countries, and virtually from real property but not gains from the sale of corporateail of the developing countries for which the information is
shares. Thus, the tax does not apply if, instead of holding the real

readily available, tax nonresidents on capital gains from the dis-

position of real property in the country as well as on gains property, the nonresident sets up a corporation to own the

derived from business activity there. A smaller number also property and sells the shares of the corporation. However, Italy .

taxes corporations on the appreciation in value of land and
tax gains derived by nonresidents on the sale of a substantial
holding of shares in domestic corporation (with substantial buildings not directly used in commercial operations; the tax

typically dened as 25 percent or more of the outstanding applies on the disposition of such property or every 10 years
if no transfer takes place.

shares). And a few tax any sale of shares or other rights when
the underlyingassets are real property.
Thus, in terms of its intended reach, U.S. law is generous in the C. Taxation of gains on real property and substantialholdings
treatment of capital gains of nonresidents. However, at the of corporateshares
practical level, nonresidents may be able to escape tax on gains
realized from the disposition of real property in other countries, Several other countries, including Austria, Belgium, Canada,

despite the broader scope of their laws. This can result if exemp- France, and the Netherlands, do not single out real estate holding
tion is granted for gains on assets held longer than a specified companies but tax gains on the sale of shares in domestic cor-

number of years, or because of difculties of enforcing the porations if the shares sold amount to 25 percent or more (33
tax. percent in the Netherlands) of the outstanding shares of the

corporation. In Canada, the tax applies to any sale if the cor-

In the simplest case, where an individual owner of a piece of poration is privately held, as opposed to a publicly owned cor-

land sells it and transfers the title accordingly, some countries poration. Canada also has complex rules to prevent avoidance of

1 number of years. Capital gains of domestic residents are usually
exempt the gain from tax if the property was held for a specified the tax through the use of trusts, etc.

taxed at lower rates than ordinary income and may be com- Again, however, gain on the sale of real property directly may be

pletely exempt if property is held for a sufficient length of exempt from tax if the property was held for a specified number
of years. Gain on the sale of a substantial holding is rarely exempttime. The same tax benefits are generally available to nonre-

sidents if they satisfy conditions of realizing long-term gains.
after a holding period, but long-term gains in general may be
taxed at lower rates than apply to ordinary income.

The tax on the gain from the sale of real property can often be
avoided by transferring the ownership of the property to a

In Austria, gain on the sale of real property is exempt if the
,

corporation and selling the shares of the corporation rather seller owned the real property for more than 5 years. Otherwise,
than the real property directly. If the corporation is foreign ordinary income tax rates apply (about 20-60 percent).
with respect to the country where the real property is located, Belgium taxes gain on the sale of undeveloped land at 33.5

gain on the sale of its shares is almost invariably beyond the percent on residential land held less than 10 years and on other
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undeveloped land held less than 5 years, at 16 percent on resi- on gains realized on the sale of shares of domestic corporations
dential land held from 10-16 years and other land held for as well as on the disposition of real property itself. Ordinary
5-8 years, and exempts the gain on residential land held longer income tax rates apply. There is generally an inflation adjust-
than 16 years and on other land longer than 8 years. (The ordi- ment. In Argentina, the gain on real property is adjusted for

nary rates applicable to individuals' income range from about inflation only if the property is held more than two years.
40-60 percent.) Exchange controls can be used to help enforce such a tax. For
In Canada the holding period is not relevant, but capital gains example, in both Argentina and Brazil, a penalty tax is levied on

are taxed at one-half the ordinary rates (6-43 percent Federal). excess remittances when dividends paid by local corporations
In France, the taxable portion of gain on the sale of real property to nonresident shareholders exceed a specified percentage of the

varies with the period of ownership; after 10 years, one half of registered capital of the corporation. When a sale of shares takes
on athe gain is excused and after 20 years the gain is exempt. Taxable place between nonresidents foreign exchange, it is in the

gains are adjusted for inflation and taxed at a flat rate of 33-1/3 interest of the nonresidentpurchaser to report the purchase price

percent, or 15 percent on securities held more than 10 years.
so that the registered capital will be increased for purposes of

(For residents tax is calculated as 5 times the tax due at ordinary the excess remittance tax.

income tax rates (5-60 percent) on one-fifth of the gain; i.e., Spain taxes gains on the sale of real property and movable pro-
the tax in effect averages the gain over a 5-year period.) perty, including corporate stocks and bonds. Real property
The Netherlands does not have a special regime for capital gains.

held less than 3 years and movable property held less than 1

Gains on the sale of business assets or on substantial holdings year are taxed as ordinary income. Property held longer than

of corporate shares are taxed under the income tax, but in those periods is taxed at a flat rate of 15 percent, except that

the case of gain on the sale of a substantial shareholding, a gains on stocks and bonds held more than 5 years are exempt.
flat 20 percent tax applies if it results in a lower tax than the Certain real estate holding companies are exempt from income

ordinary rates (of about 20-70 percent for individuals). Sales tax altogether. These provisions seem to apply to nonresidents

of real property are subject to a transfer tax of 5 percent of as well as residents.

the market value of the property.
APPENDIX C

D. Taxation of gains on real property and of shares representirg
realproperty Technical Analysis

Finland, Germany, Ireland, Israel and Mexico are examples of This Appendix analyzes in greater detail the hypothetical invest-
countries which, in addition to taxing gains from the direct ment in U.S. agricultural land set forth in Chapter 5. The land
sale of real property, also tax gains on the sale of shares in a is purchased for $1 million and financed by a $200,000 down
corporation whose assets consist primarily of real property. payment and an $800,000 recourse mortgage. Table A-1 shows
Finland taxes nonresidents on gains from the sale of shares in a the value of various items over the ten years the land is owned.

, Finnish corporation if 50 percent of the corporate assets consist Rental income shown in Column (1) is $50,000 per year in
of real property. However, gains on the direct disposition of real each of the ten years. The mortgage has a forty year repayment
property held more than 10 years are exempt. Gains which are period and a 10 percent interest rate, so $81,808 must be repaid
not exempt are taxed at full income tax rates (individual rates each year. Columns (2) through (5) show the total annual mort-

1 range from about 10-51%). gage payment, the mortgage interest, the repayment of prin-
Germany also taxes nonresidents on gains on real property cipal, and the principal amount outstanding at the end of each
or rights relating to real property in Germany. However, gains year, respectively. Column (6) indicates property taxes, ad-
on assets held longer than two years are considered long-term ministration costs and other deductible expenses paid by the

gains are not taxed. Short-term gains are taxed at full income investor. Column (7) shows the taxable income, (in this case, a

tax rates (22-56% for individuals). loss) which equals rental income less mortgage interest and

Under Ireland's capital gains tax, introduced in 1975, nonresi- other deductible expenses; because land cannot be depreciated
dents are taxable on gains from real property in Ireland and from for tax purposes, the taxable income is not reduced by a de-

shares deriving their value from Irish real property, without preciation deduction, as it would have been for commercial

regard to the period of ownership. A flat rate of 30 percent
real estate. If a domestic investorhas other income, he can reduce

applies (cf. income tax rates of about 26-77%). his total U.S. tax liability by offsettinghis real estate loss against
that income. The domestic tax saving shown in Column (8) equals

Israel taxes nonresidents on real property in Israel, on assets 60 percent of the tax loss shown in Column (7). This 60 percent
representing a direct or indirect right to such property, and rate would be appropriate for a married couple filing a joint
on the sale of more than 25 percent of the shares of an Israeli return with taxable income of $109,400, or an unmarried in-
corporation. On property held longer than two years, the gain dividual with taxable income of $55,300. Because investments
is adjusted for prce increases or devaluation of the Israeli curren- generating tax losses are more valuable to high-income than
cy. The inflationary gain is taxed at 10 percent, the real gain at to low-income taxpayers, a 60 percent tax bracket may be
ordinary tax rates (about 25-60%) but not more than 50 percent. typical for real estate investors.

Mexico taxes gains on the sale of real property or of shares of real Column (9) shows the net cash flow to the foreign investor; it
estate holding companies. The taxable portion of the gain equals the $200,000 outflow when the land is purchased and
declines with the period of ownership to 50 percent on property the difference between rental income and the sum of the mort-
held 10 years or more. Gains on the sale of real property are gage payment and operating expenses in each subsequent year.
taxed 80 percent at lower rates and 20 percent at ordinary rates. Column (10) shows the present value of the cash flow in Co-
Gains on shares are taxed at ordinary rates (13-50 percent) and lumn (9); that value is calculated by dividing the actual cash
the buyer must withhold 20 percent of the purchase price. In flow by (1+i)n, where i is the discount rate and assumed to
the case of direct sales of real property, there is no withholding, be 10 percent here, 28 and n is the number of years elapsed
but the buyer is jointly liable for the tax.

28. The appropriate discount rate to use in these calculations
E. Taxation of gains on real property and all corporate shares

is the taxpayer's after-tax rate of return alternative invest-on

Some countries, including Argentina and Brazil, tax nonresidents ments.
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TABLE A-1

C6L16.O NUMERICALVALUES OF HYPOTHETICALINVESTMENT
4

!)(etjeo,u
=-

IN AGRICULTURALLAND

Discounted Discounted

Cash Flow Present Accumul. Cash Flow Present Accumulated

CO Repayment Mortgage to Value of Value of to Value of Vallue of

egJnor
r-

Mortgage Mortgage of Mortgage Principal Other Taxable Domestic Foreign Prevous Previous Domestic Previous Previous

Year Rent I Payment Interest Principal Outstanding Expenses Income Tax Investor Column Column investor Column Column

O
oJ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

sole Purchase -200,OOO, -200,000 -200,000 -200,000 -200,000 -200,000

DnJ!O0Uea
1 50,000 81,808 80,000 1,808 798,192 10,000 -40,000 -24,000 -41,808 -38 p07 -238,007 -17,808 -16,189 -216,189

2 50,000 81,808 79,819 1,989 796,203 10,000 -39,819 -23,89 1 -41,808 -34,552 -272,559 -17,917 -14,807 -230,996

3 50,000 81,808 79,620 2,188 794,015 10,000 -39,620 -23,772 -41,808 -31,411 -303,970 -18,063 -13,571 -244,567

4 50,000 81,808 79,402 2,406 791,609 10,000 -39,402 -23,641 -41,808 -28,555 -332,525 -18,167 -12,408 -256,975

5 50,000 81,808 79,161 2,647 788,962 10,000 -39,161 -23,497 -41,808 -25,959 -358,484 -18,311 -11,370 -268,345

t
6 50,000 81,808 78,896 2,912 786,050 10,000 -38,896 -23,337 -41,808 -23,600 -382,084 -18,471 -10,426 -278,771

7 50,000 81,808 78,605 3203 782,847 10,000 -38,605 -23,163 -41,808 -21,454 -402,538 -18,645 -9,568 -288,339
c

n--83N
8 50,000 81,808 78,284 3,523 779,324 10,000 -38,284 -22,970 -41,808 -19,504 -423,042 -18,838 -8,788 -297,127

9 50,000 81,808 77,932 3,876 775,448 10,000 -37,932 -22,759 -41,808 -17,331 -440,373 -19,049 -8,079 -305206

10 50,000 81,808 77,544 4263 771,185 10,000 -37,544 -22,526 -41,808 -16,119 -456,492 -19 282 -7,434 -312,640

Final Sale 751 402 450,841 2,107,320 812,463 355,971 1,656,478 638,644 326,004
(1,818,373) (701,062) (244,570)

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis
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partnership's tax allocations have substantial economic effect alone. To this amount would be added $812,463, the present
(section 704),29 the partnership could allocate the full operating value of the net proceeds of the sale (see the next to last row of
loss to the domestic partner; if the foreign partner's capital gain Column (10) of Table A-l), less $116,403, the present value of
is tax exempt, and 40 percent of the domestic partner's capital the domestic partner's capital gains tax. The nal present value
gain, $1,258,001, is taxable at a rate of 60 percent, the latter's would, thus, be $383,600. This, in turn, is greater than the final
capital gain tax would be $301,920.30 present value of the same investment undertaken by either the

The present value of the investment to the foreign-domestic domestic partner or the foreign partnerseparately.
partnership can now be determined. Prior to the final sale, the Figure 5-1 in the text depicts the accumulated present value of
accumulated present value is minus $312,460, the same as t was the cash flow to a foreign and a domestic investor as shown in
when the investment was undertaken by the domestic investor Columns (11) and (14), respectively.

29. The Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury Department received by the domestic partner would be ordinary income
are developing regulations to describe when an allocation has rather than capital gain. One half of the partnership's interest
substantial economic effect. deduction would also be allocated to the domestic partner, so

30. If the interest payment to the domestic partner is a guaran- the results under this alternative are not substantially different
teed payment under section 707, that portion of the amount from those in the table.

I.F.A. in BelgianParliament

On May 17, 1979, Mr. Tijl Declercq, Member of Bel-
gian Parliament - after havig stated that officials of
the Belgian Finance Ministry regularly participate in
congresses of the International Fiscal Association-
asked the Belgian Minister of Finance: (i) how many
officials per service branch are involved, (ii) whether
they represent the tax administration or only act as

private persons and (iii) what function they have at
such a congress of tax consultants.

The Minister replied that two high officials of the di-
rect taxation service had participated in the I.F.A.
congresses of 1975 through 1977. He pointed out
that also other countries use to send tax officials to
these congresses. He further stated that it is:

essential for the tax service that a numberof ex-

perienced officials follow closely the arious
trends in the development of nternational tax
law, in partcular when the activities involved are

on a hgh scientifc level as is the case with the
congressesof I.F.A..

Source: Publication of the Belgian House of Representatives 'Vragen
en antwoorden/Questionset rponses(publishingquestions submitted
by Belgian members of parliament to the Governmentand the ministe-
rial replies) No. 16 of June 26, 1979 at 797.
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and

corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those

in foreign countries planning or doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This denitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessman or corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa

without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.

How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also find:
1. The full official text of every existing treaty, supplementarytreaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and

each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest

trends.
2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for

easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...

permits a single unified index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'11 make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Official reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and official material that affects

you.
To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-
subscription to this unique
publicationat the low rate of ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...

only $ 120, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and official word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

EnglewoodCliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its

New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX

U.S.A, TREATIES. ,
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O*t
of the October 1979 issue LE SYSTEME D'IMPUTATIONFRANCAIS: L'AVOIR FISCAL

L'auteur prsente le systme d'imputation franais par lequel la

Roy T. G0bin: moiti de l'impt sur le revenu ds socits est rembours
l'actionnaire au moment de la distribution des dividendes. Le

A SURVEYAND ANALYSISOF THE TAX SYSTEMS
bnfice de ce remboursement a t tendu aux actionnairesIN THE CARIBBEANCOMMON MARKET ...........445
rsidant dans certains ayant conclu une convention depays

The author traces the development of the tax structures and
double imposition avec la France.

compares the major taxes in Trinidad, Jamaica, Guyana and

Barbados.
DAS FRANZOESISCHEANRECHNUNGSSYTEM:
DAS AVOIR FISCAL

RESUME ET ANALYSE DES SYSTEMES FISCAUX DANS
Der Verfasser untersucht das franzsische Anrchnungssystem,LE MARCHE COMMUN DES CARAIBES
bei dem die Hlfte der Krperschaftsteuerim Falle der Dividend-

L'auteur retrace le dveloppement des structures fiscales et
enausschttungdem Anteilseignervergtetwird. Die Mglichkeit

compare les impts les plus importants Trinidad, en Jamai'que, einer solchen Vergtung wird auch solchen Anteilseignern
en Guyane et aux Barbades.

zuerkannt, die in Lndern ansssig sind, mit denen Frankreich
ein Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen abgeschlossen hat, sofern

UEBERBLICK UND ANALYSEDERSTEUERSYSTEME
dies darin vorgesehen ist.

IMGEMEINSAMENMARKT DER KARIBIK
Der Verfasser zeigt die Entwicklung der Steuerstrukturen auf DIARY 463CONFERENCE .........................

und vergleicht die wichtigsten steuern von Trinidad, Jamaika,
Guyana und Barbados miteinander. CARNET DES CONVENTIONS

VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER
N.M. Qureshi:

TRENDS IN PAKISTAN'SAGREEMENTSFOR
464THE AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION..........452 IFA NEWS .................................

Pakistan has continually appreciated the importance of tax SOME FEATURESOF THE DANISH

1
treaties to ttract foreign investment. It has accordingly con- ECONOMIC SYSTEM 464.....................

cluded a relatively large number of tax treaties and is deliber- Address by Governor Erik Hoffmeyerat the InternationalFiscal
ately attempting to enlarge its tax treaty network. The author Association Congress in Copenhagen, Monday, September 3,
points out by discussing the features of a numberof tax treaties 1979.
that Pakistan has sacrificedsubstantial tax benefits in theprocess.

MR. DAVIES RE-ELECTED AS PRESIDENT

LES TENDANCESSE RETROUVANTDANS LES OF IFA ... .......... ........ 466

CONVENTIONSDE DOUBLE IMPOSITION SIGNEES DR. HUISKAMP APPOINTED AN ASSISTANT
PAR LE PAKISTAN SECRETARYGENERAL... 466.. .

Le Pakistan a toujours apprci le rle important jou par les
SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE SECRETARYconventions de double imposition dans l'attrait des investisse-
GENERAL'S 1978-79 REPORT 467

ments trangers. Par suite iI a conclu un nombre relativement
................

important de conventions de double imposition et cherche 30th ANNIVERSARYOF THE SWISS BRANCH . 468

dlibrment largir son champ d'action. L'auteur fait rmar-

quer en tudiant les caractristiques d'un certain nombre de NOUVELLES DE L'IFA
conventions que le Pakistan a perdu au cours des annes des QUELQUESPARTICULARITESDU SYSTEME
bnfices fiscaux substantiels. ECONOMIQUE DANOIS 464...................

Allocution du Gouverneur Erik Hoffmeyer au Congrs de
TENDENZEN IN DEN DOPPELSBESTEUERUNGS- l'Association Fiscale Internationale Copenhague le lundi
ABKOMMEN PAKISTANS 3 september 1979.
Pakistan hat die Beduetung von Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen
fr auslndische Investitionen seit langem erkannt und demzu- MONSIEUR DAVIES EST REELU PRESIDENT

folge eine verhltnismssig grosse Zahl von Doppelbesteuerungs- DE L'IFA .............................466

abkommen abgeschlossen. Es ist bestrebt, dieses Netz weiter DOCTEUR HUISKAMP EST NMME ASSISTANT
auszubauen. Der Verfasser erlutert die Merkmale einiger DU SECRETAIREGENERAL . 466
Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenund weist darauf hin, das Pakis-

QUELQUES POINTS PARMI LES PLUS IMPORTANTS
tan in diesem Zusammenhang erhebliche Zugestndnisse bezg- DU RAPPORT 1978-79 DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL 467lich seines Besteuerungsrechtesgemacht hat.

..

30 IEME ANNIVERSAIREDU GROUPEMENTSUISSE
Pierre Kerlan: DEL'IFA.......... .... . 468

THE FRENCH IMPUTATIONSYSTEM:
IFA MITTEILUNGEN

,
THE AVOIR FISCAL . .......................459

The author discusses the French imputation system under which EINIGE MERKMALE DES WIRTSCHAFTSSYSTEMS
one-half of the corporate income tax is refunded to the share- DAENEMARKS ........................464
holder at the distributionof dividend. The benefitof this refund Grusswort des Gouverneurs, Herr Erik Hoffmeyer, an den
has been extended to shareholders resident in certain countries Kongress der International Fiscal Association in Kopenhagen
with which France has concludeda tax treaty. am Montag, den 3. September 1979.
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WIEDERWAHLVON HERRN DAVIES ZUM they reside in a country with which the U.S. has concluded a

PRAESIDENTENDER IFA ................. 466 tax treaty.

BERUFUNG VON DR. HUISKAMP ZUM BEIGEORDNETEN
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ASurveyandAnalysisoftheTaxSystems
in theCaribbeanCommonMarket
by Roy T. Gobin*

I. INTRODUCTION

This study traces the development of the tax structures and compares the Contents

major taxes which preuail in the four major countries of the Caribbean
I. INTRODUCTIONCommon Market (CARICOM) - Trinidad, Jamaica, Guyana and Barbados.

Such a comparison is necessary to provide a framework for evaluatng th II. TAx STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

extent to which taxes need to be harmonized withn the commom market if Ill. THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF

taxation is to be used as an effective nstrument in promoting the economic TAXATION IN CARICOM

objectivesof the union. 1. Direct taxation

1.a. Personal income taxation
1.b. Corporate taxation

Il. TAX STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 1.c. Wealth taxation

2. Indirect taxes

A general hypothesismade in the literature 1 of tax structure developmentis 2.a. Excise duties

that indirect taxes, mainly in the form of customs duties and excises, are the 2.b. Sales taxation

most important revenue sources in the early periods of development, i.e. at 2.c. Selective taxes in retail sales

low per capita incomes. However, as the economy becomes more industrial- 2.d. Export duties

ized the importance of these taxes is gradually eroded, as it becomes admin- IV. TAX ADMINISTRATION

istratively more feasible to mplement income and sales taxation. The

development of the tax structure in CARICOM,with the possible exception
V. OBSERVATIONS ON THE SYSTEM

OF TAXATION IN CARICOM
of Trinidad, has followed the path predicted by theory. The evolution of the

major taxes prevailingwithinthe CommonMarket is shown in Table 1 below.

As can be seen from the table, indirect taxes in terms of revenue importance
(as a percentage of total revenue)dominatedin the early period (1955-1966),
but have gradually declined in the recent period. There are three peculiar-
ities, however, within this overall pattern worthy of note. Firstly, the avail-
able evidence indicates that income taxation emerged as a principal revenue

source before the development of a broad industrial base, and earlier than is

typical in other less developed countries (LDCs). 2 This phenomenon is

largely explained by the early presence (late 1940s) of foreign-owned firms
in the enclave mineral and agricultural sectors in the Caribbean. When

agriculture is dominated by small land holdings as is the case in most LDCs,
it is difficult to implement an effective system of income taxation. In the

Caribbean, however, the sugar plantation organizationprovided an accessible

tax base on which corporation taxation could be applied. In addition it
became a convenient medium through which a system of personal income

* Assistant Professor, Loyola University,taxation could be organized, since plantationswere the major source of labor

absorption. Additional corporate tax bases resulted from the growth of Chicago. This paper is based on a chapter
of my Ph.D. thesis submitted to the Uni-

petroleum refining in Trinidad and the emergence of bauxite in the 1950s as versity of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana,
major sectors in Jamaica and Guyana. 1978. I atri indebted to Professor John F.

Secondly, while there has been a relative decline in the inportance of Due, my supervisor, for providing helpful
customs duties over time, it has not been a reflection of any fundamental commentson the chapter.

diversification of economic activities in these economies as is usually implied 1. See H. Hinrichs, A General Theory of

by theories of tax structure development, but rather reects the results of
Tax Structure Change during Deuelopment
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Law

fiscal incentivepoliciesdesignedto encourage import substitution.Over time, School, 1966).
an increasng proportion of captal and ntermediate mports has been 2. Evidence based on: R. Chelliah,
allowed entry on a non-dutiable basis. In addition, the formation of a Free Trends in Developing Countries, IMF
Trade Area has meant a loss of duty on intra-regional imports. 3 Staff Papers 18, July 1971, pp. 254-327.

Thirdly, as compared to other LDCs 4 relatively little use was made of 3 The elasticity of imports with respect

internal commodity taxation, which remained unimportant in the tax struc-
to its base has been less than one in all
countries. This result is shown in R. Gobin,

ture until the late 1960s. The lack of greater interest in the use of any form An Analysis of Indirect Taxation n the
1 of sales taxation can largely be explained by the fact that governments in the Caribbean Common Market: Its Impact on

region, when in need of increased revenues, found it politically more ap- the Performance and Role in Tax Policy,
pealing to increase corporate income taxation and/or administratively con- ch. 5 (Ph.D. dissertation, Uniuersity of
venient to increase the marginal rates of personal income taxation, and Illinois, Champaign-Urbana,1978).
impose heavier duties on imported manufacturedproducts. 4. Evidence based on R. Chelliah, op. cit.
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TABLE 1

Relative importanceof major tax revenues

(each tax source as a percentage of total tax revenue)

Jamaica Trinidad Guyana Barbados

Source of taxation 1955- 1964- 1969- 1972- 1956- 1964- 1969- 1972: 1955- 1964- 1969- 1972- 1955- 1964- 1969- 1972-
57 66 71 74 58 66 71 74 57 66 71 74 57 66 71 74

1. Taxes on income a 31 38 44 47 62 56 55 72 40 37 39 36 42 38 44 47
and profit

2. Taxes on property -- 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 -- 2 2 2 -- 3 6 4
Total direct taxes 31 39 45 49 63 58 57 73 37 39 41 37 42 41 50 51
=1&2

3. Import duties 44 30 23 17 23 25 20 11 41 43 33 18 39 35 28 26
4. Export taxes and other ........ 2 2 2 21 ....

5. Total taxes on international 44 30 23 17 23 25 20 11 43 45 35 39 39 35 28 26
trade =3&4

6. Excise duties 22 25 23 17 7 8 9 5 12 14 12 8 9 9 6 4
7. Sales taxation -- -- 1 7 -- 3 6 6 -- -- 7 12 -- 3 6 8
8. Motor vehicle-licences 2 3 3 2 2 4 5 3 -- 1 1 2 -- -- 5 7

and special excises
9. Other licences, duties, 1 3 5 8 5 2 3 2 5 1 4 2 10 12 5 4

entertainmenttaxes

10. Total taxes on domestic
production and transactions 25 31 32 34 14 17 23 16 18 16 24 24 19 24 22 23
=6&7&8&9
Total indirect taxes 69 61 55 51 37 42 43 27 60 61 59 63 58 59 50 49
=5& 10

Total tax revenue 100.00 100.00 100.00100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

a Includes royalties in the case of Trinidad.

1

Ill. THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF TAXATION to benevolent organizations in some instances may be
IN CARICOM deductible.

1. Direct taxation Tax rate structure

The income of resident individuals in the four countries
Direct taxes, as shown, have emerged as a principal is taxable at graduated rates on chargeable income. The
revenue in the tax structures of the CARICOM econom- marginal and effective rates of taxation are shown in
ies since the early 1950s. The principal form of direct Table 3 below.
taxation is income taxation, levied on individuals and

corporations. Wealth taxes account for a negligible pro- With the exception of Trinidad, progression in the rate
portion of total revenue. structure operates quickly. While the beginning rates of

about 5 percent on taxable income are not atypical
1.a. Personal income taxation (apart from Jamaica, where initial rates are excessively

high - 20 percent), income bands are narrow and mar-

Income tax on individuals is imposed on a global basis, ginal tax rates jump steeply, reaching around 50 percent
i.e. all income regardless of the source or origin is sub- on taxable income between $9,000 - $10,000. When
ject to taxation. Personal exemptions and credits for compared in terms of U.S. dollars, the 50 percenttaxable
dependents are allowed under the income tax laws. In bracket is reached at US$7,501, US$4,000, US$7,500 in
terms of local currencies, allowances and deductionsare Jamaica, Guyana and Barbados, respectively. In Trini-
very similar in the territories. Table 2 shows various dad, the 50 percent taxable bracket is not reached until
allowances granted under the system of personal income TT$29,000oraboutUSS13,000.The rates ofprogression
taxation. In addition personal deductions are allowed are most steep in Guyana and Jamaica, imposing a bur-
for life insurance and healthpremiums,medical expenses den on the middle level income groups which is heavier
and registered retirement plan contributions. Payment than is typical, especially for developingcountries.
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legislation in the Caribbean. Under this approach, cor-

TABLE 2 porate taxation was integrated with personal income
taxation on dividends. Integration was accomplished

Personal exemptionsallowed under income taxation
the shareholder level, with shareholders granted a tax
credit on income received from dividends. However,
since the early 1970s, in an effort to stem the flow of

Category Jamaica Trinidad a Guyana Barbados repatriated foreign-owned companies and to
(J$) (TT$) (G$) (Bds$) profits by

encourage corporations to retain a greater proportionof

profits in order to finance capital expansion, the inte-

Taxpayer 1,500 1,800 1,000 800 grated system was replaced by a partial imputation
Wife b 350 1,000 1,400 1,140 system. Under the present system, there is basic taxa

Taxpayer and Wife 1,850 2,200 2,400 1,940 rate on corporate income (profits tax), with full or
Each child being educated 300 400 400 360

Dependent relative c 100 300 300 240 partial credit granted at the personal income tax level

Total d 2,550 3,300 3.500 2,900
for tax paid on dividends. This is supplemented by a

corporation tax, with no credit given to shareholders
for tax due on dividends. In addition, a separate with-

a The 1978 budget provided for more liberal allowances,which have now holding tax is levied on dividends remitted to non-

been enacted. CARICOM residents by resident corporations. Guyana
b Including wife's earned income. also levies discriminatory rates of taxation against non-

c With limits between 2-4 resident corporations. The rates of corporate taxation
d For a family of 4 with 1 dependent relative. are shown in Table 4 below.

SOURCE: Income tax laws of individual countries as of 1977. The ex- The partial imputation system of company taxation is
change rate in terms of U.S. dollars were as follows in 1976: perhaps the more appropriate form of corporate tax-

Jamaica: J$1.10 = US$1.00 ation for the Caribbean. 5 The fully integrated approach
Trinidad: T$2.40 = US$1.00 is of greater relevance when equity considerations are
Guyana: G$2.55 = US$1.00

Barbados: Bds$2.00 = US$1.00 paramount, i.e. where the major concern is centered on

the issue of double taxation of dividend income. In the

Caribbean, where most of the shareholdersof the larger
corporations are non-residents, the equity issue is of

While high rates of progression are desirable from the lesser significance. Of greater import to the region

point of view of generating revenues and promoting an is the likely impact of corporate taxation on investment

equitable distribution of income, heavy burdens on the decisions.

middle income groups may adversely affect develop- In this respect, the partial imputation system is likely
mental initiatives. In the development process, higher to be more advantageous than an integrated structure

levels of capital are needed to secure the growth of out- yielding equivalent revenue. Investment decisions are

put. The rate of capital expansion and efficient utiliza- perhaps more influencedby the rate of taxation paid by
tion depends on the absorptive capabilities of the econ- the corporation than by the combined tax burden on

omy, the most important ingredient of which may be the corporation and its shareholders, i.e. corporations
the existence of a skilled labor force. Heavy rates of are more concerned with the rate of retum net of

taxation on middle income ranges can have an adverse corporation taxes. The lower corporate tax rates are, the

effect on the supply of skilled labor. High marginal higher will be the rates of return, the lower will be the

rates of taxation may not only aggravate the brain cost per dollar of risk-taking and the earlier will be the

drain to the more advanced economies but may also recovery of capital invested. In addition, a separate tax

act as a deterrent to attracting the relevant skills to the on distributed dividends (i.e. the profits tax) can en-

region. Further, the substitution effect associated with courage a higher level of retained profits, facilitating the

high marginal rates of taxation encourages a reduction financing of capital expansion. The present system of

in the supply of effort, since the gain from increased corporate taxation in the Caribbean appears to offer

effort is reduced and may outweigh the income effect more stimulus to investment than the previous inte-

(which induces increased work effort as individuals grated system of taxation. Withholdingtaxes on distrib-

attempt to maintain a desired income level). For those uted profits to non-residents are designed to encourage

groups which cannot vary their work effort, high mar- a greater retention of profits within the economy.

ginal tax rates can impair job morale, thereby adversely However, the tax can have a negative impact on foreign
affecting productivity. Other undesirable consequences capital inflows, especially in the non-mineral enclave
of high marginal rates of taxation are the withdrawalof sectors since foreign capital in these sectors is likely to

working wives from the labor force, the deterrent effect move, ceteris paribus, to areas in the developing world
on the expansion and development of small businesses, which offer the greatest incentives.
and an increased inducement to evade and avoid taxes If competing concessions given to industry within
(especially on the part of traders and professionalmen). CARICOM to be avoided, strong be madeare a case can

1.b. Corporate taxation
5. For a general discussion of the use of corporation taxes in

Initially, corporate taxation in the Caribbean was LDCs, see G. Lent, Corporation Income Tax Structures in

modelled along the fully integrated approach to com- Developing Countries, IMF Stajf Papers, November 1977,
pany taxation - reflecting the British influence on tax pp. 722-755.
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TABLE 3

Tax rates on personal income

Jamaica Trinidad a Guyana Barbados

Taxable income Marginal Effective Marginal Effective Marginal Effective Marginal Effective
($) (in termsof rate rate b rate rate b rate c rate b rate rate b
local currency
of each country)

Up to 1,000 20 20 5 5 5 5 5 5
1001-2000 25 22 8 6.5 12 8.5 10 7.5
2001-3000 30 25.7 13 8.7 20 12.3 15 10.0
3001-4000 33 27.3 20 11.5 25 15.5 20 12.3
4001-5000 35 27.5 20 13.2 30 18.4 25 14.8
5001-6000 38.7 29.4 25 15.2 35 21.2 30 17.3
6001-7000 42.4 31.2 25 16.0 40 23.9 35 19.8
7001-8000 46.3 33.1 30 19.5 40 25.8 35 21.7
8001-9000 50.0 35.0 30 20.6 45 28.0 40 23.8
9001-11,000 55.6 38.7 35 22.6 50 32.9 47.5 27.2
11001-15000 59.0 44.0 40 27.6 60 40.1 48.8 32.9

Up to 20,000 60.0 48.0 45 32.2 70 47.6 62.0 40.2
Up to 30,000 60.0 52.0 50 38.1 70 55.1 73.0 51.1

a In the recent budget (1978) income tax brackets are to be widened in the range between TT$4,000 - TT$20,000.
b Computed as the total tax liability/upper limit of taxable income.
c In the case of Guyana, a 5 percentage point developmenttax is applied to all incomesand must therefore be added to each figure to obtain the effective

marginal rate.

SOURCE: Income Tax Schedulesof Individual Countries.

for the equalization of corporate tax rates and with-
holding tax rates on distributed dividends for companies TABLE 4
operating in the non-mineral sectors of the region. At Corporate tax rates

present, Guyana -- with the highest rates of corporate
and withholding taxes -- would be the least likely to Profits Corporate
receive investment flows. Marginal differences in the Country tax rates a tax rates

Basic rates

profits tax rates are less likely to have an impact on

investment decisions. If, on the other hand, a regional Jamaica 30 15 45

complementarity of industrial structure is to develop 30 20 50 b

and if a system of industrial programming is planned, a

differential corporate rate structure may aid in directing Trinidad 30 15 45

investment flows to the desired productive sectors in the 50 C

region. Barbados 25 15 40

1.c. Wealth taxation Guyan 20 25 45

Wealth taxation, as shown, constitutes only a small 20 35 55 d

proportion of total revenue in the Caribbean. The prin-
cipal form of taxation is estate and succession duty

a Refers to tax which is credited to shareholders on dividends received.
b Tax rates on closed companies.

a levy imposed on the value of estates at the time of
c Tax rates on petroleum companies.

--

death of the owner. Guyana has also implemented a d Tax rates on commercial (traders) undertakings.
capital gains tax and is one of the few LDCs to levy a SOURCE: Corporate tax laws in individual countries.
tax on net wealth (in excess of G$50,000). Jamaica, in
April 1974, restructured its property tax into a single
unified schedule of taxes based on the site value system.
The tax is progressive, ranging from 1 percent for values 2. Indirect taxes
between J$2,000-J$4,000 to 41A percent for values
exceeding J$50,000. This reform has resulted in a sub- The three most important sources of indirect tax
stantial increase in revenue from this source --from revenue, as shown in Table 1, are customs duties, excises
about J$4 million in previous years to around J$23 mil- and consumption taxes. Export levies, if considered as an

lion, or 9 percent of direct tax revenue for 1975-76. indirect tax, are currently growing in importance in the
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tax structuresof these economies. Of the three, customs 2.a. Excise duties
duties have historically been the majorsource of indirect Excise duties, levied only domestic production,on were
taxes. Since the move from the Caribbean Free Trade major indirect until the late 1960s (see
Area to the CaribbeanCommonMarket in August 1973,

a revenue source

Table 1). With the exception of Jamaica, the excise
the customs duty structure of the individual territories systems in CARICOM are limited in scope. Excises,
has been affected by the agreement to move to a com- levied at specific rates are confined to a small group of
mon external tariff (CET), the implementationof which products with a substantial part of excise revenues col-
is now almost complete. The tariff rates of the CET lected from alcohol products rum, beer, etc. in-- --

approximated the average rates of the individual tariffs Trinidad, Guyana and Barbados. Excises on the produc-
existing in the four countries prior to the formation of tion of petroleum products are the second highest excise
CARICOM. In the tariff rate structure adjustment that revenue-yieldingsource in Trinidad, while in Barbados a

followed, Guyana and Barbados were most affected road tax on motor spirits and diesel fuel essentially a--

since prior to CARICOM the highest rates of tariffs pre- road user charge is the most productive source of--

'

vailed in Guyana and the lowest in Barbados. The excise revenues.

averaging process led to a downward revision in Guyana
and an upward movement of rates in Barbados; the rate In Jamaica coverage under the system of excise duties

structures in Trinidad and Jamaica were not as affected is relatively more extensive than that in l the other

as the other two countries by the introductionof CET. ' CARICOMcountries.Dutiesare payable at specific rates,
mainly on beer, spirits and cigarettes, and at ad valorem
rates on the domestic output of a large number of pro-

As in most other countries, tariffs are levied in the main ducts, with a provision for exemption for sales between
at ad valorem rates although some specific rates are em- producers. There is a wide range of differentiatedrates,
ployed, mostly on food, beverages and tobacco. The which like the rate structure of the consumption tax in
CET has a two-column tariff schedule, based on the Guyana appear to have no underlying economic ration-
Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BTN) classification, con- ale -- there are as many as seventeendifferentad valorem
sisting of General Tariff and a CommonwealthPrefer- rates in addition to a diverse range of specific duties.
ential Tariff. The preferential rates, levied on imports Despite expanded coverage, as is common n most LDCs,
from the Commonwealth,mainly the United Kingdom, excises on a few items -- beer and stout, cigarettes and
have historically been a concessiongranted in return for tobacco, rum and motor spirits account for the--

a guaranteed market in Britain and later in the EEC for greater proportion of excise revenue collections about--

sugar produced in the Caribbean. 79 percent in the fiscal year 1976-77.

The basic principle in structuringthe CET 6 has been to 2.b. Sales taxation

levy low rates (around 6-8 percent) on capital goods and The present system of consumption taxes in Jamaica,
raw material imports needed for industries within the Guyana and Barbados and the Purchase Tax in Trinidad
region, while higher rates are imposed on final and bear close resemblance to a manufacturers sales tax.
completely manufactured products. Duties on motor Coverage under these taxes has recently been extended
cars and electric appliances, etc. range from 30-45 per- to most locally manufactured goods and imports of
cent, while duties on other luxury items such as per- finished products, accounting for the increased impor-
fume, jewelry, cotton and silk fabrics, range from tance of sales taxation as a revenue source. The destina-
30-50 percent (general) and 20-40percent (preferential). tion principle of taxation is applied both to intra-union
As compared to tariff rates in other LDCs, rates under trade and trade with the rest of the world, i.e. exports
the CET are relatively low. are tax-exempt while imports, irrespectiveof source, are

in general subject to the same rates of taxation as locally
Although capital goods and raw materials used in indus- produced goods.
try are nominally subject to low rates of import duties, The tax is payable on a wide range of consumergoods,
in effect most industrial inputs are tax exempt under including alcoholic products. With the exception of a
various pioneer industrial ncentive laws. Further, few specific rates, levied mainly on alcoholic products,
under the CET agreement, 7 and Exemptions List, the rate structure of the sales tax is characterized by
which identified the industries to which member coun- ad valorem rates. Only in Jamaica do relatively uniform
tries could continue to grant non-dutiable status to ad valorem rates prevail, 5 percent on all taxable con-

inputs, was established. The list is exhaustive and covers items; the major exceptions refrigerators
almost all existing industrial activity in the Caribbean.

sumer are

(10 percent) and stereo equipment (15 percent). At the
All member countries have moved to take advantage of other extreme, in Guyana the rate structure is highly
the list in order to ensure that their domestic producers differentiated, with as many as 27 different ad valorem
are not placed at a competitive disadvantage in the rates prevailing. Rates range from 2 percent on paints to
common market. 76 percent on motor spirits and lubricatingoils. In addi-

The major sources on which customs duties are col-
6. See The Carbbean Communty: A Gude, 31-32 (The

lected are on food, beverages and tobacco, manufac- pp.
Caribbean Community Secretariat, Georgetown). For a detailed

tured goods and transport equipment, mainly motor description of the rate structure of the CET, see The Common
cars. Manufactured goods account for about one third, External Tarf of the Common Market (Caribbean Community.

food, beverages and tobacco for one fifth, and transport Secretariat, Georgetown, 1973).
for approximately a quarter of total duties collected. 7. Op. cit.
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tion, specific dutiesare levied on liquor, tobacco,cement, special operating licenses. Professionals -- doctors,
carbonated beverages and petroleumproducts. The wide dentists, lawyers -- need similar licenses. Tax treatment
variety of rates reflects an attempt to design the rate of most services remains limited in the region.
structure in a manner which would, by commodity Throughout the region all industrial machinery and raw

class, recoup revenue that was lost as a result of the materials are exempt from any form of sales taxation.
lowering of customs tariff rate structure which was Administratively the suspension method is used in the
necessary when Guyana's tariff structure was brought granting of exemptions. Exports are also not subjected
into conformity with the common external tariff. Most to sales taxation, thus avoiding any tax-induced reduc-
consumer goods are subject to tax rates between 10 per- tions in competitivenessin foreign markets.
cent and 25 percent. 2.c. Selective taxes in retail salesUnlike the case of Guyana, where the rate structure
does not reflect any apparent tax criteria, the rate Barbados was the only CARICOM country ever to
structure of the Purchase Tax in Trinidad is designed experiment with a general retail sales tax -- from 1974
not only to generate revenue but also to give some con- to 1976. Despite a high revenue yield during its exist-
sideration to the equity criteria, as relatively higher rates ence, the tax was abolished largely because of political
of taxation are imposed on goods regarded as luxury reasons. 8 Distinct from a general sales tax are taxes
items. Clothing and furniture were subject to low rates imposed on retail sales of selected goods. In Jamaica,
of taxation -- 3 percent and 10 percent respectively -- under the Retail Sales Act of 1974, a 10 percent tax is
but since the beginning of 1977 the purchase tax has imposed on the retail sale value of air conditioning
been removed from these items. Imported food and units, television sets, stereo equipment, refrigerators
fruit are subject to a rate of 5 percent, while locally (of a capacity exceeding nine cubic feet) and stoves of

processed goods are exempt. On the other hand, refrig- a value greater than J$100. Motor cars with an engine
erators are subject to rates of 10-30 percent depending capacity of under 1199 cc are subject to a tax of 52 per-
on cubic capacity, and other household durables, such cent, while larger cars pay a rate of 57 percent. At
as televisions, radios, electrical appliances etc., to rates present (1976-77) this source yields a revenue of J$11.2
of 20-30 percent; duties on alcholic beverages range million, with 70 percent of the collectionsbeing derived
from 10 to 25 percent. The rate structureis characterized from the tax on motor cars. The taxed items fall into
also by a two-part column which distinguishes between the category of luxury consumer durables for which
domestic and common market products (Part 1) and the income elasticity of demand is likely to be greater
non-CARICOM imports (Part 2). Rates in the Part 2 than one, thus adding progressivity to the overall tax
schedule are for some products (mainly processed food system. In addition, to the extent that there is a tax-
and fruit) made discriminatory in order to offer ad- induced reduction in the consumption of these goods,
ditional protection to local industry. scarce foreign exchange is likely to be saved since these

The number of products covered under the tax in goods are either imported and/or have a high import
content. By applying the tax to all sales rather thanBarbados is not as extensive as in the other countries,

partly reflectinga narrowermanufacturingbase. Prior to solely to imports, the tax discourages import substitu-
tion in undesirable productive activities over the long1976, only thirty-six items were subject to the tax, but
run.since the abolition of the retail sales tax in 1976 cover-

age has been expanded to about 85 items. In addition to Trinidad and Guyana impose a selective tax, in addition

specific rates on liquor, tobacco and cement, ad valorem to import duties, on motor cars (called a Purchase Tax
rates are applied to products ranging from 15 percent on

in Guyana and a Motor Vehicle Tax in Trinidad), with

stoves, cookers and washing machines to 25-30 percent the rates varyingwith the size of the vehicle. In Guyana,
on water heaters and air-conditioningequipment. Gen- the rates range from 241h percent of the showroom

erally, a rate of 15-20 percent is applied to most house- value to a 511 percent, and in Trinidad from 15 percent
hold appliances. Prior to the rate revision in 1976, rates to 50 percent.
were extremely low -- about 5-10 percent on most 2.d. Export duties
items. The upward structuring of rates appears to be,
as in the case of Trinidad, in accord with the principle Historically, export duties have not been an important
of levying heavier taxes on luxury consumption. tax in the tax structures of the Caribbean. Profits from

the export sectors were reached by corporation taxes.
Exemptions However the higher export prices of sugar which pre-
Unprocessed primary products -- agricultural produce, vailed in 1974 induced the governments of Guyana,
fishing, etc. -- are exempt from any form of indirect Jamaica and Barbados to introduce an export levy on

taxation in the region. Services are also outside the sugar; Jamaica has, in addition, imposed a levy on

scope of sales taxation. A few services are taxed through bauxite exports -- 8 percent on the average realized
the imposition of special levies. In Barbados and Jamai- price obtained on aluminium ingots during the calendar
ca, the services taxes are those usually associated with year. The intent behind the imposition of these levies
the tourist industry. In Barbados an 8 percent tax is was to siphon off a part of the windfall gains from
levied in restaurant sales and in the cost of hotel rooms higher world prices for the central governments. The
and food (Hotel and Restaurant Sales Tax); Jamaica sugar levy is imposed on a sliding scale in Barbados and
imposes a tax of 5 percent (tax de Sejour) on hotel Guyana, with rates becomingprogressivelyhigher as the
accommodations. Guyana levies a travel tax on the sale price received for sugar increases. The rate structure is
of airline tickets and financial services are indirectly 8. The tax became an election issue; the criticism raised against
reached by requiring commercial banks to purchase its use was that it was likely to be regressive in nature.
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much higher in Guyana than in Barbados. A comparison taxes are administered by the Inland Revenue Depart-
of the rate structure of the sugar levy between Guyana ment. To all intents and purposes, indirect tax adminis-

and Barbados is presented in Table 5. tration s separated from that of direct tax administra-
tion and little use is made of established accountingpro-

TABLE 5 cedures in the administration of the major domestic

Sugar levy - Rate structure indirect taxes. Instead enforcement and auditing are

secured primarily through physical controls, i.e. a

Barbados Guyana system of inspection and controls.

Price per ton Export levy Price per ton Export levy

(Bds$) a (% of gross (G$)
receipts) V. OBSERVATIONSON THE SYSTEM OF

TAXATION IN CARICOM
720 - 960 10 365 521 55% over $365-

961-1680 30 522-625 70% on excess An examination and comparison of the major taxes
over G$521 prevailing in CARICOM suggest that from a common

over 1681 50 over 625 85% on excess market perspective there is a need for greater coordina-
over G $625 tion (harmonization) of corporate income taxation and

a Bds$1 = $G1.25 sales taxation. The movement from the fully integrated
SOURCE: Ministry of Finance, Barbados and Guyana. approach to the partial imputation system of company

taxation is a desirable one in terms of encouraging a

In Jamaica, a flat rate prevails -- a charge of J$100 per higher level of capital accumulation in the region. How-

long ton of sugar exported is made. In Guyana, the levy ever, in the absence of a planned system of industrial
accounted for 53 percent of total revenue in 1975, but programming, corporate tax rates need to be equalized,
with declining sugar prices in 1976 the proportion fell in order to avoid competition among member countries
to 23 percent. In light of the nationalization of the for capital and to induce capital to flow into its most

sugar industry in Guyana, the continued existence of productve uses. The differential approach should only
high progressive rates has less rationale since the levy be used in establishing corporate tax rates within the
now serves merely as a reallocativemechanismby which region if a regional production plan comes into exist- -

funds are diverted from the nationalized industry to ence. Marginal differences in the rates of profit taxation..
government current revenues. Immediately following can be maintained without adversely distorting capital
nationalization the need for expansionary funds in the flows within the region.
industry is likely to be crucial, due to difficulties of

borrowing funds on external capital markets. Unlike Wth the destinationprinciple of taxation being retained

sugar there is no special levy imposed on the national- for regional trade, the present system of commodity

ized bauxite industry in Guyana; in Jamaica where taxation appears to be inappropriate for the region. 9

ownership is essentially private, as indicated, a bauxite The imposition of consumption taxes (manufacturers
levy is used. The levies in Barbados and Jamaica do not sales tax) and the use of the suspension method in

constitute a part of current revenue -- instead revenue freeing inputs from taxation do not ensure a commontax

from these sources is treated as earmarked funds. The treatmentof either output or inputs within the common

sugar levy in Barbados is allocated to special sugar funds market. Further the highly differentiatedrate structures

from which expenditures relating to improvements in of the consumption tax in Guyana and the excise

workers' welfare (e.g. housing, etc.) are made while the system in Jamaica reflect no apparent economic criteria

bauxite levy in Jamaica is allocated to a capital develop- and are likely to produce allocative distortions (excess
ment fund from which investment projects are to be burden). Indirect tax harmonization may be best

financed. achieved by replacing the present system of commodity
taxation with a uniform rate, general sales tax extended

In response to higher oil prices, Trinidad restructured its
taxation of petroleum companies under the Petroleum through to the retail level. A value-added tax which

excludes small vendors can be employed. The adminis-
Tax Act of 1974, rather than impose a special levy. In tration of the tax will be facilitated with the of
essence the new act reduced tax concessions to oil

use a

uniform rate structure which will also increase the
companies; replaced imputed market prices by tax
reference prices as the basis for determiningincome tax flexibility in employing the sales tax as a demand

liabilities on the production of crude petroleum; in- management instrument. From the point of view of
are now

creased royalties on new concessions; and increased the equity, the special retail levies which imposed
o gods regarded as luxuries can be maintained along

profit tax from 45 percent to 471 percent. with the present system of exemptions. Greater reliance

on sales taxation may also permit a reduction in the

IV. TAX ADMINISTRATION personal income tax burdens. Individual income tax

bands can be widenedand the marginal tax rates lowered
The basic tax administratve structure in the Caribbean in the middle-income ranges -- a measure which may
is typical of the British Commonwealth countries. The reduce tax-induced distortions in factor supplies. Tax
Customs and Excise departments in all the countries are reform in these directions aid in the achievementof
responsible for the collection of customs duties, export

can

levies, excise duties, the manufacturers' sales tax and
national and regional economic goals.

entertainment and betting taxes. In Jamaica, the Excise

Department is also responsible for the collection of the 9. For a detailed analysis of the system of sales taxation in

Retail Sales tax and Taxe de Sjour. All the other major CARICOM, see R. Gobin, op. ct., chs. 5-7.
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N.M.Qureshi.*

Trends in PakistanS;Agreements
for theAvoidanceof Double
Taxationof Income

'

1. INTRODUCTION
- , '.

Any investment or business profits which transcend the frontierofa partic-
ular country giue rise to at least two potential tax claims, that of the in-
uestor's country of domicle and that of the country in which the investment
is made or the business transaction takes place. Since cumulatiue taxation by
the two countries is likely to be prohibitiueandact as a deterrent to foreign
investment, the tax systems of all captal exportng countres provde un-
lateral measures to mtigate the effects of double taxation. Such unilateral
measures haue, howeuer, generally been considered insufficient in providing
adequate relief and the consensus has been thata satisfactoryaccommodation
of the conflicting tax claims is possible only through bilateral treaty arrange-
ments between the two countries. Contents

The role of bilateral tax treaties is, thus, twofold. In the first place, the I. INTRODUCTION
effects of double taxation are mitigated through reconciliation of the dif- Il. SPECIAL FEATURES OF AGREE-
ferences in the concepts of uarious types of income and their geographical MENTS CONCLUDED UP TO 1970
source by either assigning exclusiue tax jurisdiction over certain income to (i) Permanent establishment
one of the treaty countries or dividing reenue among the two countries. (ii) Business profits
Secondly, once the tax treatment of a particular business transaction and (iii) Air and shipping transport
its tax liability is specified in the respective countries, it becomes easier for (iv) Dividends

the multinationalcorporations to make business decisionsand, thus, facilitate (v) Interest

(vi) Royaltiesthe inflow of foreign inuestment from the deeloped to the less-deueloped (vii) Capital gainscountries.
(viii) Remuneration for personal services

(ix) Other incomePakistan has long since appreciated the importance of tax incentiues as a (x) Elimination of double taxation
measure to attract foreign investment from capital exporting countries. (xi) Exchange of information
Apart from extending unilateral tax ncentves n the form of tax holidays, Ill. NEWTAXTREATIESreliefs and nvestment credits, Pakistan has entered into a number of tax
treaties with both deueloped and less-developedcountries. Whereasmost of IV. SPECIAL FEATURES

the agreements concluded up to 1970 were with the developed countries (i) Permanent establishment

(the U.S.A., the U.K., Ireland, France, West Germany, Denmark, Sweden, (ii) Business profits
(iii) Shipping and air transportSwitzerland, Austria, and Japan), agreements were also concluded with (iv) Associated enterprisescomparatively less developed countries of the region such as India and Sri (v) DividendsLanka. In the md-seventiesPakistan also concludedagreementswith Canada, (vi) Interest

Libya, 1Walta and Poland. Simultaneously,negotiationswere also started with (Vii) Royalties
some thirty countries, mostly in the Middle and Far East. Limited purpose (viii) Capital gains
agreements in respectof air transportationand shippinghave been negotiated (ix) Remuneration for personal services
wth Italy, Greece, and Saud Arabia, and exemption in respect of such in- (x) Elimination of double taxation

come has been achieued through exchange of diplomatic notes with Iran. (xi) Exchange of information

Comprehensive agreements with Romania, Bangladesh, Belgium, Thailand, (Xii) Territorial extension

Philippines and Malaysia are at uarious stages of finalisation. Thus, in all,
sixteen comprehensive conventions and one limited purposes agreement * Chairman of the Central Board of
are operative, and another ten agreements are expected to come into force Revenue and ex-officio Secretary to the
in the near future. Governmentof Pakistan.
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Il. SPECIAL FEATURESOFAGREEMENTS as a permanent establishment. The conventions with

CONCLUDEDUP TO 1970 France, West Germany and Switzerland treat setting up
of a plant as a permanent establishment if the activities

Pakistan's bilateral tax treaties concluded up to 1970 exceed a period of 6 months n the case of the first

are based on the standard draft prepared by its Central two countries and 12 months in the case of Switzerland.

Board of Revenue. This draft is essentially based on the Dependent agents have been treated as a permanent
London and Mexico Draft Conventions. These con- establishment in all the conventions if such persons have

ventions generally have separate articles relating to the authority to conclude contracts for or on behalf of

personal scope and taxes covered; definitions including their principals and have a stock of goods from which

those of resident, industrial and commercialprofits and they regularly make deliveries. Independent agents
permanent establishment; taxation of bsiness profits; carryng out business transactions fora foreignenterprse
shipping and air profits; dividends; interest; royalties; in the ordinary course of their business, however, do not

personal remuneration; elimination of double taxation, constitute a permanentestablishment.

mutual agreement procedure; exchange of information, Some of these conventionsalso specifycertaincategories
etc. Most of these conventions do not have separate of establishments which are not to be treated as per-
provisions for managerial fees, capital gains, etc. Re- manent establishments. Whereas the convention with
munerations for dependent and independent personal West Germany excludes from the scope of the definition
services including those of artists and athletes have at establishments set up by agencies for collection and
times been given identical tax treatment. transmission of information or for scientific research

The most important aspect of all these conventions is in connection with finally setting up of a business, the

that the source country is entitled to a very limited convention with France also covers establishments

right of taxation, and the investors from the capital engaged in advertising or activities auxiliary or pre-

exporting countries generally escape taxation in the paratory in nature.

source country. Pakistan has, thus, agreed to rather

disadvantageous terms in these conventions in the (i) Business profits
interest of much needed foreign capital and technical
know-how. The history of tax treaties in Pakistan shows Except for the conventions with the U.S.A., Japan and
that factors such as monetary, fiscal, social and other Sr Lanka, which follow the force of attraction
policies have duly influenced the negotiations between principle for taxation of business profits, other con-

Pakistan and the developed countries. The concept of ventions follow the attribution principle. The most

reciprocity underlying the treaties between developed important aspect of these conventions is that instead
and developing countries was not strictly followed of referring to the income and profits from business,
especially when the two states were at vastly different these refer to industrial and commercial profits,
stages of economic and industrial development. The which has otherwise been defined in the conventions.
loss of revenue which might be insignificant to the There is, however, always an ambiguity as to the in-

developed countries has constituted a heavy sacrifice terpretation of this expression and it has led to rather
on the part of Pakistan which already had scarce foreign lengthy debates.
exchange resources. However, Pakistan has endeavoured The conventions with Japan and Sweden entitle the
to attract foreign investment not only by extending host country to charge tax on profits arising on pur-
unilateral tax incentives in the form of tax holidays chases made in that country. The Japanese treaty
and tax exemptions but also by entering into tax further establishes the host country's right to tax in-
treaties where the benefits have accrued more to the come arising on the sale abroad of goods wholly or

country of residence of the investors than the source partially manufactured in that state. The conventions

country. with West Germany and Switzerland contain specific

The special features of these conventions, as given in provisions about management fees. Whereas the former

the subsequent paragraphs, shall indicate the extent provides that such remunerationsare taxable in Pakistan
if either the services are performed in Pakistan or pay-

of tax benefits Pakistan has sacrificed in favour of

developed countries. In making a brief comparison, ments are made by a Pakistani subsidiary to a parent

reference is made only to a limited number of articles. company having a permanentestablishmentin Pakistan,

This will also serve as a comparison while highlighting the latter makes such payments taxable in Pakistan if

the changing trends in Pakistan's recent agreements
both the conditions are fulfilled.

with countries fallingin variouscategories, i.e. developed,
less developed and developing. (iii)Air and shipping transport

Generally, the principle of taxation of air or shipping
(i) Permanentestablishment profits from international traffic in the country of

residence or place of effective management has been

The definition of a permanentestablishmentin all these followed in Pakistan's conventions signed up to 1970.

conventions forms part of the article relating to general The variations are, however, there. As to the taxation

definitions. Whereas all the conventionsspecify a branch, of air profits, except for the Sri Lanka treaty which

management, office, factory or fixed place of business provides for 50 percent sharing of revenue, all other

as an example of permanent establishment, those with conventions give the exclusive right of taxation of

Japan, West Germany and Austria also treat a warehouse such income to the country of resdence or place of
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effective management. The conventions with the U.K., the source country levies tax on such income.
the U.S.A., Japan and Ireland, however, make such

The conventions with the U.S.A., Denmark and Sri
taxation subject to these aircraft also being registered Lanka do not contain provisions to the
in the country of residence of the enterprise. express as

source of interest income. Accordingly, the treaty
As respects shipping profits, except for the conventions countries can charge tax under their domestic laws.
with the U.K., Ireland, West Germany, Switzerlandand

The extent to which the country chargesource can
France, such profits are taxable in both the contracting
states in the cases of other treaty countries. Whereas tax, as provided in Pakistan's conventions with Japan,

West Germany, Switzerland and France, varies between
the conventions with the U.K., Ireland and West 10 and 30 percent.-

Germany extend the source country's exemption only
if the ships are registered in the country of residence of
the enterprise, the conventionswith France and Switzer- (vi) Royalties
land entitle the source country to charge tax on such
income. Pakistan's earlier conventions primarily give the ex-

clusive right of taxation of royalties to the recipient's

(iv) Dividends country of residence. The treatment of industrial
royalties, royalties paid for cinema and TV films, and
for the extraction of natural resources or the operationBy and large all the conventions give the primary right of mines, however, varies in different conventions.

to taxation of dividends to the recipient's country of
residence. The source country can also charge tax at As to copyright and ndustrial royalties, the conven-

normal rates if the recipient is the beneficial owner of tions with Sweden, the U.S.A., Japan and Denmark
such dividends. In the case of inter-corporatedividends, provide for exemption in the source country in the

the source country's taxation right is limited to a lower absence of a permanent establishment of the licensor.
rate provided the recipient company holds the pre- The conventions with West Germany, Ireland and

scribed stock capital of the dividend distributing com- France entitle the source country to charge tax only if

pany. The minimumholding and the tax rates applicable such royalties are attributable to the permanent estab- l
in such cases vary between 25-50 percent and 10-15 lishment maintained by the recipient in the source

percent respectively. The conventions with Sweden and country. The conventions with the U.K. and Switzer-
Switzerland also make a further distinction in tax treat- land provide for exemption in the source country ex-

ment on the basis of a dividend distributing company cept where (i) the recipient has a permanent establish-

engaged in an industrial undertaking. Some of the ment in the source country and (ii) the country of

conventions, such as those with Switzerland, France, residence does not charge any tax on such royalties.
the U.K., etc., provide for separate reduced rates of tax In the case of the convention with Sri Lanka, whereas
in the case of Pakistan and the treaty partner. The royalties for scientific and artistic work are exempt in

conventions with Japan, Sri Lanka and Austria provide the source country, except where there is a permanent
for tax exemption of dividends received by the govern- establishment, industrial royalties are taxable in both

ments of the contracting states and the financial insti- states in a 50 percent ratio. The Austrian convention

tutes and local authorities thereof. gives the exclusive tax right to the source country pro-
vided such tax does not exceed 20-25 percent of the

Except for the conventionswith West Germany,Switzer-
land, Denmark, Sri Lanka and Austria which do not gross amount of royalties. The conventionswith Switzer-

land, France, the U.K. and Sweden also contain pro-
entitle the source country to charge tax at normal visions in respect of the taxation of the capital sum
rates under any circumstances, other conventions pro- derived from an outright sale of patents, secret pro-vide that the source country shall have such right if

etc. Whereas the first two countries give total
the dividends are attributable to a permanent estab- cesses,

exemption to such income in the source country, the
lishment maintained by the recipient in that state. latter two entitle the source country to charge tax if

the recipient maintains a permanent establishment
(v) Interest therein.

Taxation of interestessentiallyfollows the same principle As to copyright royalties paid for TV and cinema

as dividends. The primary right to tax interest vests with films, the conventions with Japan, West Germany,
the country of residence of the recipient, but the source Switzerland, Denmark, France and Ireland treat these

country is also entitled to charge tax at a reduced rate if royalties in a manner similar to industrial royalties.
the interest is attributable to a permanentestablishment However, whereas the U.K. treaty treats them like

maintained by the recipient in the source country. An business profits, conventions with Sweden, the U.S.A.,
Sri Lanka and Austria do not contain express pro-exception to the general principle is contained in

Pakistan's conventionswith Sweden,Austriaand Ireland. visions on the subject and such royalties are thus taxable
in both countries under their domestic tax laws. As to

Whereas the first two conventions give the exclusive the royalties paid for the operation of mines, these
right to tax interestto the sourcecountry,the convention provisions are not of much significance for Pakistan.
with Ireland provides that the home country shall While the conventionswith the U.K., Sweden, the U.S.A.

exempt tax on interest if (i) the interest is paid or and Denmark do not contain specific provisions on the
'

guaranteed by the source country government, or subject, other treaties treat this source of income as

(ii) if it arises in respect of approved loans or (iii) if income from immovable property.
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(vii) Capital gains (x) Elimination of double taxation

Provisions regarding taxation of capital gains have been Pakistan has followed both the exemption and credit

made only in two conventions, i.e. the conventions methods for eliminating double taxation of income

with Switzerland and Austria. Whereas the former charged to tax in both the states. Whereas Pakistan has

entitles both states to charge tax on capital gains from opted to give credit for tax paid abroad (as provided
real estate and is silent in respect of gains from alienation in the Fourth Schedule to the Income Tax Act, 1922),

I of movable assets, the latter entitles the country of the other treaty countries have followed the exemption
situs to charge tax in respect of both types of gains. or credit method, whichever suits under their domestic

Further, in the case of disposal of shares the right to tax laws. The conventions with the U.K., Japan, West

tax lies with the country wherein the company is Germany, France, Sri Lanka and Ireland also allow a

incorporated. tax sparing credit. In the U.K., West German and
French conventions, Pakistan is not obliged to extend a

(viii) Remunerationfor personal services tax sparing credit for the foreign tax paid by its residents.
The convention with the U.S.A. provides for a limited

Except for the agreement with France, all other agree- tax sparing credit only in respect of the exemption
ments give equal treatment to remuneration for de- granted to new industrial undertakings under Section

pendent and independent personal services. The former 15B of the Pakistan Income Tax Act.

provides for taxation of remunerationfrom independent
personal services in the country where such services (xi) Exchange of information
are performed. Income of public entertainers and
directors' remunerations can be taxed in both states. As All the conventions generally provide for exchange
to remuneration for dependent personal services, the of information for the dual purpose of carrying out

principles embodied in all the conventions are almost the convention and the prevention of fiscal fraud and
the same as in the OECD Model Draft Convention and evasion. The Swiss convention, however, restricts the

give a very restrictive tax right to the country where information exchanges only to those required for the
the services are performed. The Sri Lanka convention purposes of carrying out the provisions of the con-

entitles both states to charge tax on such income. vention. The information exchanges are not automatic '

As to the tax treatment of temporary residents, except except in the cases of the U.S.A. and the U.K. :

for the conventions with the U.S.A., Japan and France,
the host country shall exempt such ncome if the

recipient's stay in that country is less than 183 days
in a year, the services are performed for or on behalf Ill. NEW TAX TREATIES

of a non-resident and remuneration is paid or borne by
the non-resident employer. The convention with the Since 1970, Pakistan has concluded conventions wth '

U.S.A. only differs in respect of the third condition, Poland, Malta, Libya and Canada. Reciprocal exemption '

i.e. it varies to the extent that the remunerationshould in respect of income from the operation of aircraft in
'

be subjected to tax by the country of residence. Japan's international traffic between Pakistan and Iran has also

convention, however, also entitles the host country to been secured. Agreements with Romania and Belgium
charge tax if the remuneration exceeds the prescribed have been signed. Limited purpose agreementshave also

amount. Regarding taxation of income of public enter- been signed with Italy, Greece and Saudi Arabia. A

tainers, except for the U.S. and German treaties where it number of agreements -- with Bangladesh, Thailand,
is treated in a similar manner to other remuneration,all Philippines, Malaysia, the Netherlands and Lebanon --

other conventions give the exclusive tax right to the are in the pipeline and are expected to be finalised soon.

country where the services are performed.Remuneration There has been a major shift in the pattern of con-

of persons working on board a ship or aircraft is generally ventions negotiated during the seventies. These are

taxable in the country of residence of the ship or air essentially based on the OECD Model Draft Convention.

enterprise. It has, however, been observed that the OECD Model

Remuneration for governmental services paid to persons Draft still extends the prizhary right to tax income

who are nationals and residents of a state is taxable in arising on international transactions to the country of

that state. Similarly, Govrnmentpensions are generally residence of the investor; following this draft in its

exempt in the source country except where paid to a entirety in treaties between developedand less developed
national of the other state. countries would be sacrificing the major portion of the

latter's revenue, especially in the area of dividends,
(ix)Other income interest, royalties and income from personal and pro-

fessional services, etc. Pakistan has evaluated the im-
' The general rule relating to income not specifically plications of the OECD provisions in the context of its

dealt with or sources not expressly mentioned in the business with other countries and has felt special dif-
convention is that it may be taxed in both the states. ficulties to adhere to the OECD provisions because of
None of Pakistan's conventions concluded up to 1970 the absence of a substantial reciprocal flow of invest-
contains a provision of this nature and as such im- ment with these countries. The developed countries

plicitly recognises the host country's right to charge tax have generally claimed that the insistence of the less
under its domestic tax laws. developed countries, including Pakistan, on the source
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principle and the allocation of income concept -- which cluded conventions in some detail. While doing so, it
is not in keeping with internationally recognised stan- is understood that all the provisions of the conventions
dards of tax treaties -- in addition to occasionally im- concluded up to 1970 establishing the source principle
posing corporate tax at a higher rate, is not based on have also been followed in the recently concluded
sound grounds. This is, however, not true. In Pakistan's conventions and need not be repeated. The following
views these standards, as applied to treaties amongst paragraphs, thus, cover only those aspects of these I
developed countries, work to the detriment of less treaties which further establish the right to tax of the
developed countries because of the sacrifice in revenue source country:
involved with no reciprocal benefit because of the
substantiallyunequal mutual flow of investment.

(i) Permanentestablishment
The position in respect of countries at the same level
of economic development has been felt to be quite Some of the recently negotiated conventions treat a
different. Even if the OECD standards are followed, permanent sales exhibition, sales outlet, building site
the provisions are expected to be of equal mutual or construction or assembly or installation project or
advantage. However, in order to strengthen the tax supervisory activities in connection therewith, or the
claim of the host country, Pakistan has consistently furnishing of services including consultancy services, ifadvocated that these countries provide for the source such activities exceed the prescribed period, as a perma-
country's right to tax in their bilateral conventions, nent establishment.This period generally varies between
thus further establishing this principlevis--visdeveloped 3 and 12 months. Dependent agents engaged in the
countries. Pakistan's recent conventions, therefore, manufactureor processing of goods for the parent enter-
amply highlight the source principle of taxation. Where- prise as well as independent agents exclusively working
ever possible the attribution principle has been re- for a foreign enterprise or a group ofcentrallycontrolled
placed by the force of attractionprinciple. enterprises have also been treated as a permanent
As to the taxation of income of air and shippingenter- establishmentin some of the conventions.
prises from international traffic, Pakistan has tried to The conventions with Malta, Libya, Poland, Canada, l
adhere to reciprocal exemption of such income with a etc. exclude the use of facilities solely for the purposes
view to the administrative convenience of both the of storage or display of goods or maintenanceof a stock
tax administrations and the air and shippingenterprises of goods for the purposes of storage, display or delivery
as well as the fact that following the net income from the scope of permanent establishment. Except
approach for computation of such profits the source for Poland, these other conventions also exclude the
countries receive hardly any revenue because of the maintenance of a stock of goods solely for the purpose
overall losses declared by the air and shipping enter- of processing of goods for the enterprises from the
prises. In the area of taxation of dividends, interest ambit of permanent establishment. One of the con-

and royalties, Pakistan has endeavoured to give an ventions does not treat the sale of goods in the frame
extended tax right to the source country. Similarly, of an occasional temporary fair or exhibition, in the
the provisions regarding taxation of capital gains have process of closing of such fair or exhibition, as a perma-
been made more comprehensivecoveringgains from the nent establishment.
disposal of corporate shares. The conditions prescribed Lately, a dependent agent engaged in any manufacturefor taxation of income from personal services have processing of goods merchandise belonging to thebeen comparatively relaxed in order to enable the

or or

parent enterprises, as well as the activities of insurance
source country to charge tax on income of temporary enterprises (except with regard to re-insurance), has alsoresidents. An attempt has also been made to entitle been treated as a permanent establishment thus--

the source country to charge tax on governmental extending the scope of permanent establishment evensalaries and pensions paid to nationals of the host to those activities which were until recently not con-
country. sidered to give rise to taxable profits in the host country.
Pakistan has insisted on making a provision for the
tax sparing credit in all its treaties. In our view it is
of vital importance to have such a provision or similar (ii) Business profitsmechanism in order to ensure that the benefit of the
tax incentives offered by Pakistan in order to promote Some of the recent conventions, including the withforeign investment in its priority areas of economy

one

is really made available to the foreign investor and is Canada, follow the force of attraction principle in
a limited manner, i.e. both income of the permanentnot passed on to the exchequer of the other treaty establishment well that arising to the head officepartner. Pakistan has been able to have this provision

as as

incorporated in all its conventions negotiated recently. through the sale of goods or activities of the same or

similar character as affected by the permanent estab-
lishment shall be taxable in the host country. Recent '

conventions also provide that expenses incurred for the
IV. SPECIAL FEATURES purposes of a permanent establishment, including

-

executive and administrative expenses so incurred in
After highlighting the general principles underlying the the host country or abroad, shall be limited only to the
recently concluded conventions, it is imperative to refer reimbursement of actual expenses without allowing any
to the individual provisions of Pakistan's reoently con- mark-up to the parent enterprise.
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(iii)Shippingand air transport host country is entitled to a reduced rate of taxation

varying between 10 and 25 percent. The host country

The recently concluded conventionswith Canda, Libya, is entitled to comprehensive taxation if the interest

Malta and Poland provide for reciprocal exemption is attributable to a permanent establishment or fixed

of profits arising from the operation of aircraft and base maintained by the recipient therein. All the con-

ships in international traffic. The same principle applies ventions extend exemption in the host country to

to profits from the participation in a pool, a joint interest arising to the Governmentof the other state, its

business or in an international operating agency. Some Central Banks, financialinstitutionsand localauthorities.

of the conventions also treat management and training One of the recently negotiated conventions provides
fees, rentals from leasing of ships and aircraft, etc. as for tax exemption in the host country in respect of

profits from operation of air and ships in intemational interest on government bonds, debentures or other
traffic. The same principle has been followed under the similar obligation as well as a reduced rate of tax on a

limited purpose conventions, except that with Greece company's issue of bonds,. debentures, etc. in the

wherein it has been provided that the shipping profit host country.
will be taxable in the country in which the ship is

registered or documented. (vii) Royalties
Some of the recent conventions also provide for re-

troactive application of the provision regarding shipping All the conventions give the primary right of taxation
and air profits. of royalties to the country of residence of the recipient,

Lately some of the countries in the Far East have been and entitle the host country to charge tax at reduced

insisting on sharing revenue arising out of income from rates varying between 10 and 25 percent. Whereas the

international air transportation and shipping. Although conventions with Libya, Malta, and Poland do not make

Pakistan has accepted this approach in one of its con- any distinction as to the type of royalties, copyright
ventions, it still believes that the source concept would royalties have been exempted in the convention with

not help international air transportation and shipping Canada. Some of the conventionsprovide for a separate
traffic primarily for the reason that it unnecessarily tax rate in the case of payments made for technical

inconveniences such enterprises without the propor- know-how and for information concerning industrial,
tionate revenue collection. commercial or scientific experience. The convention

with Libya treats royalties paid in consideration for
cinema and TV films as business profits. It also ex-

(iv) Associated enterprises clusively entitles the host country to charge tax on

industrial and commercalknow-howfees.
Whereas the earlier conventionsonly provide for primary
adjustmentof the profits between the relatedenterprises The host country is also entitled to normal taxation

at arm's length standard, some of the most recent con- if the royalties are attributable to a permanent estab-

ventions also cater for secondary adjustment of such lishment maintained therein. Some of the treaties en-

profits, so as to avoid economic double taxation of pro- visage the force of attraction principle in this area.

fits arising through intercompany adjustment of goods,
services and intangibles. (viii) Capital gains

(v) Dividends Whereas all the conventions provide for taxation of

gains from the alienation of movable and immovable

The general principle that the country of residence of property in the country of situs, some of the con-

the investor shall have the primary right to charge tax ventions also entitle the source country to charge tax

on dividends and the host country will be entitled only on gains arising on the disposal of corporate stocks

to a limited taxation on dividends arising to a beneficial including shares of real estate companies, firms and

owner of such dividends has also been maintained in trusts. Gains from the disposal of ships and aircraft

recent conventions. However, it has been agreed to in continue to be taxable in the country of residence of

most of the conventions that whereas both the countries the owner-enterprise.
will be entitled to charge tax on dividends, limited
taxation in the host country will be restrcted only to

the intercorporate dividends where the prescribed con- (ix) Remunerationfor personal services

ditions in respect of stock holding are fulfilled. The

prescribed minimum holding and the tax rate vary All the recently negotiatedconventonscontain separate
between 20-25 percent and 10-20 percent respectively. provisions relating to remuneration for independent
Reduced tax rates shall apply if the dividenddistributing and dependent personal services, government services

company is engaged in an industrial undertaking. govemment pensions, directors' fees and remunerations
for artists and athletes.

(vi) Interest As to the taxation of remuneration for independent
personal services, whereas the conventions with Poland,

Generally all the conventions provide that interest Malta and Libya are identical to the corresponding
arising in a contracting state and paid to a resident of provisions of the OECD Model Conventions, those with

the other state may be taxed in the latter state. The Canada and various other countries contain elaborate
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provisions giving a much extended right of taxation (xi) Exchange of information
on such income to the host country. Pakistan has also
been able to persuade some countries to agree to entitle Whereas the conventions with Poland, Malta and Libya
the source country to charge tax if such remunerations have provisions similar to those of the OECD Model
are attributable either to a permanent establishment Draft Convention of 1964, most of the recently nego-
or a fixed base maintained by the recipient therein tiated conventions are on the pattern of the 1974
or if the recipient's stay exceeds the prescribedperiod. Draft Convention. Thus, the exchange of information
As to dependent personal services, whereas the pro- has been made automatic and the information so ex-

visions of the conventions with Poland, Mlta, Libya, changed can also be disclosed to the courts and other
and Canada are OECD based, some of the most recently judicial authorities connected with the administration

negotiated conventions further establish the host of tax laws.

country's right to tax such income. Some of the con-

ventions with countries in the Far East provide that the
host country shall charge tax if the recipient's stay in (xii) Territorial extension
the host country exceeds the prescribed period of 183
days in a fiscal year and either the remuneration is paid A special aspect of Pakistan's conventions,except those
by or on behalf of the non-resident employer or the with the socialist countries, is the provision regarding
remuneration is not borne by a pernanentestablishment territorial extension of the convention to those areas

maintainedby the employer in the host country. for whose foreign relations Pakistan is responsible. This
provision has been incorporated to safeguard our in-As to governmental services and pensions, except for terests in the disputed States of Azad Jummu andthe conventions with Poland and Libya wherein the Kashmir.

right to tax exclusively vests with the country paying
such remunerations, all other conventions are OECD The above analysis amply reflects the major shift in

based. Thus, nationals of a state receiving salaries and our policy towards negotiating tax agreements with

pensions from the Government of the other country other countries since 1970. The concept of source

are taxable in the host country. taxation has primarilydominatedthe conceptof taxation
in the country of residence. Wherever feasible the

As to directors's fees, while the conventions with attribution principle has been replaced by the force
Poland, Malta, Libya, Canada and some of the recently of attraction principle. The scope of the definition of
negotiated agreements are OECD based, other con- permanentestablishmenthas been considerablyenlarged.ventions also incorporate the recommendations of the The underlying conditions entitling the source country7th meeting of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on tax to charge tax on individuals, interest, royalties, capitaltreaties, i.e. income of company officials in top level gains and remunerations for personal services have been
managerial positions is treated in the same manner as relaxed. The tax sparing credit has always been provideddirectors' fees. in the conventions. Information exchanges have been
As to the income of artists and athletes, the source made automatic and more meaningful.
concept has been broadened in all the conventions. In Pakistan's view the source concept shall enable the
Some of the conventions further elaborate the term less developed countries to retain much of the needed
athlete as recommended by the Ad Hoc Group scarce revenue for their developmentprogrammesand at
during the 7th meeting. the same time also encourage foreign investmentbecause

of a well-defined set of conditions governing taxation
(x) Elimination of double taxation of business profits arising on transactions transcending

national borders.
All the conventions negotiated since 1970 provide for
a foreign tax credit as well as the tax sparingcredit.

-
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TheFrench
for such behavior is that these shareholdershave no con-

fidence in banks or, for that matter, in the fisc.

ImputationSystem:
(iii) Refund of tax credit

If the shareholder is an individual person who is subject
to French income tax and if the income tax is lower

The'AvoirFiscal
than the tax credit to which the shareholder is entitled,
the excess amount is refunded to him. However, there is
an important difference between individual and corpo-
rate shareholders since no such refund is available to the
latter.

BY PIERRE KERLAN**
Another significant feature of the French imputation
system is that the benefit of the tax credit system is

only available to residents of France, i.e. individual per-
sons who have their tax domicile in France or French

corporations. There is one problem in this respect, i.e.

I. INTRODUCTION the treatment of a French branch of a foreign corpora-
tion receiving French dividends. Currently no tax credit

Many people regard the imputation system and the ac- is given in such a case. In my opinion this raises the

companying tax credit (which is known in France as the question of discrimination.

avoir fiscal) as having been conceived by the French.

However, we must in fact pay tribute to our British (iv) Dividend must be declared

colleagues who invented this system a long time ago. Another aspect of the French imputationsystem is that

And, even though you would look in vain for the old the tax credit is only attached to a declared dividend,
British system in Europe, you should realize that out- i.e. to corporate distributionswhich have been approved
side Europe it is still in force in many former British by the general assembly of shareholders. Other pay- ,

colonies. ments which are made by a corporation, and which un- .:
der provisions of the French tax law are treated as pro- -:

fit distributions, do not qualify for the tax credit. Ex- :.

Il. MAIN FEATURESOF THE SYSTEM amples are certain fees paid to corporate directors (at- .

tendance fees and percentage fees) as well as disguised :'

(i) Simplicity of the French system profit distributions. i

At first sight the French system looks very simple since

the tax credit to which the shareholder is entitled is (v) Dividend nust be paid fron nornally taxed profit .

equal to one half of the amount of the cash dividend he Another feature of the French imputationsystem is that ,

receives. The advantage of the French system over the (partial) relief from double taxation of corporate dis-.,
British is that under the French system you do not have tributions is only available if such distributionshave been :y
to use a rather complicated fraction like 35/65 which made from income which was subjectto the normal rate

may change from year to year as is the case in the of French corporate income tax (50 percent). An addi-
United Kingdom. We have adopted once and for all a 50 tional condition is that the dividend must be paid from

percent credit which I think will remain in force for a income derived in one of the five years preceding the

long time. year of dividend distribution. Dividends distributed
from income which has been retained for a longer pe-

(ii) Gross up of tax credit riod of time no longer qualify for the tax credit.

Of course, the French tax credit has to be treated as in-

come by the recipent of the dividend, i.e. he must re- For instance, if we assume that a French corporation re-

port the credit and add it to his taxable cash dividend ceives a dividend from a foreign subsidiary this dividend

(gross up). The income tax is then computed on the tax- is almost entirely exempt from French corporate in-

payer's income including the aggregate amount of the come tax. If it redistributesuch dividend to its French

dividend and the credit. Therefore, the main character- shareholder there is in fact no reason to grant this share-

istic of the French tax credt system is that the benefit holder a tax credit for French corporate income tax

of the relief is only available if the dividend is reported. which was not levied on the income from which the

Taxpayers who do not report the dividend are not en- dividend was distributed.

titled to the credit. This raises the problem how to check whether the con-

This may perhaps sound strange to you, but you should ditions under which a tax credit applies are fulfilled or

bear in mind that in many European countries -- includ- not.

ing France -- shareholdersmay prefer to keep the shares
in their homes instead of depositing them with a bank.

* Extract of submitted to the meeting of the U.S.
This is possible since many shares are bearer instruments

paper
Branch of the International Fiscal Association on January 12,

so that in order to cash the dividend the shareholdersonly 1978. The other papers were published in the July issue of the

have to detach the coupons and offer these to a bank or BULLETIN.
to the corporation distributing the dividend. The reason * * Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance, Paris.
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When we introduced our imputation system we could tax credit, but this tax credit will compensate the
choose between two possible systems. amount of the prcompte paid by the distributing
In the rst place we could have granted the shareholder company.

the tax credit only with respect to that part of his divi- Of course, the French imputationsystem is a little more

dend which qualified for such credit. However, under complicated but the above illustrates its main features.
such a system it would be necessary to ascertain wheth-
er the dividend was fully distributed from income sub-
ject to the normal rate of French corporate income tax. Ill. REASONS FOR THE INTRODUCTIONOF THE
If not, the tax credit would have to be proportionately IMPUTATIONSYSTEM
reduced. In other words, tax credits would vary depend-
ing on which corporation made the dividend distribu- At this point I would like to explain why the French
tion and they would also vary from year to year for the Government introduced the imputationsystem in 1965.
same corporation. It was decided no to use this system Before 1965 we had the so-called classical systemsince it would be too complex and would not be well under which there existed double taxation of corporateunderstoodby the taxpayers. profits. In the first place corporations were subject to
Therefore, another system was adopted under which the 50 percent corporate income tax. Secondly, distributed
shareholder would always receive a tax credit of one income was subject to a schedular income tax which had
half of the cash dividend received. That meant, however, to be withheld at the source. And finally, individual
that some device had to be introduced at the corporate shareholders were subject to individual income tax on

level to compensate the French fisc for the tax credit those dividends. Since the schedular withholding tax
given in those cases where it did not intend to do so. could not be credited against the individual income tax
For this purpose we introduced a kind of advance pay- it was in fact an additional tax burden on dividend in-
ment or equalization tax, which we called the pr- come, thus constitutinga discriminationagainst such in-
compte. This prcompte is imposed on those divi- come in comparison to income derived from activities,
dend distributions which would not have entitled the like business, employment,etc.
recipient to the tax credit. In the sixties we were involved in the creation of a Euro-
This can be illustrated with the following simplified ex- pean Common Market which made internationalcompe-
ample. Assume a French parent corporation--

a 10 per- tition a more important factor to French industry. In
cent participation is generally sufficient to qualify as a addition, French industry was also suffering a lack of ca-

parent -- which receives a dividend from its French sub- pital as a result of its tax system. The reason was that
sidiary. Such dividend distribution is generally exempt under the French classical system there was no incentive
from corprate income tax in the hands of the parent for corporations to distribute profits because of the
with the exception of an amount of 5 percent of the extra burden suffered on dividends. Thus investmentin
dividend which has to be added to taxable income and shares was not very attractive for the majority of inves-
which reflects non-deductible expenses connected with tors which made it in turn difficult for corporations to
administering the participation. We will, however, disre- raise new capital, especially equity capital.
gard this 5 percent add back in order not to complicate
the example. If the subsidiary distributes 100, the
parent must for tax purposes be deemed to have receiv- (i) The Common Market

ed 150, i.e. 100 plus 50 tax credit attached to this divi- As I previously said, the CommonMarket was becoming
dend. If this dividend is distributed, the parent is subject more and more important to the French economy. At
to the prcompte, of one third of 150, i.e. 50. The that time the French business community was looking
parent corporation is, however, entitled to the tax credit particularly at its main competitor, i.e. the German
of 50 which may be credited against the prcompte, Federal Republic, and it claimed that Germanenterprises
thus wiping the latter completely out. The shareholder benefited from a privileged regime in comparison with
would then receive a dividend of 100 and would be en- French enterprises. In this respect they pointed at the
titled to a tax credit of 50, thus receiving in fact a vaIue German split-rate system which significantly reduced
of 150 (which he must declare for income tax purposes). the rate of German corporate income tax on distributed

corporate profits. French business was very much in
The situation will be different if a French parent re- favor of the introduction of a similar tax system in
ceives a dividend of 100 from its foreign subsidiary. It France, and the then French Minister of Economic 1will in that case also be exempt from corporate income Affairs and Finance agreed to study the possibilities of
tax with respect to such dividends, but since these divi- the adoption of the German system.
dends are not deemed to carry a tax credit the parent re-
ceives only 100 for income tax purposes. If it redistri-
butes this dividend the prcompte (one third of 100) (ii) The drawbacksof the German split-ratesystem
will be due so that eventually 66.6 will be available for After French tax experts had studied the Germansystem
distribution to the shareholder. The latter will be en- they found a number of disadvantages inherent in the
titled to the tax credit of 50 percent of the dividend of German system so that eventually it was proposed to
66.6, or 33.3, which means that he receives a value of adopt instead an mputation system in France which
100, i.e. exactly the amount of dividend received by the would normally have the same effect for residents of
parent. In other words the shareholdermust for income France as the German split-rate system. Some of the
tax purposes gross his dividend up by the ambunt of the disadvantagesare the following:
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1. Under the German system relief is available with are n principle exempt from French corporate income

respect to any distributed prot, whether the reci- tax as if they had been received from a domestic sub-

pient of the income declares this income or not. In sidiary. At the redistribution of the dividend received,
adopting the German system we might, therefore, be the prcompte is due (as described above) but in this

encouraging tax evasion. On the other hand, the im- case there is no tax credit to offset the prcompte.
putation system is superior to the split-rate system This does not present a problem if the parentcorporation
in this respect because to obtain the imputation redistributes the divident to a resident shareholder, since

relief, i.e. the tax credit, it is necessary to report the the latter will benefit from the tax credit which com-

income. I think that this is the main justificationof pensates the prcomptepaid by the parentcorporation
the imputationsystem. with respect to the dividend distribution. The situation

2. I believe also that some businessmenand also certain will be completely different if the parent corporation re-

politicians found that the introductionof the German distributes the dividend to a non-resident shareholder.

split-rate system would present difficult technical This shareholder is not entitled to the tax credit, so for

problems at the corporate level. him the prcompte would in fact constitute an ad-

3. Under the German system corporations are induced ditional tax burden.

to distribute as much profit as possible to obtain the For this reason -- and also because the prcompte 1s

full benefit of the reduced rate. But in loss years very complex -- there is much criticism of this feature
there will be no incentive at all to distribute a of the French imputation system. However, the actual
dividend. This would conflict with the French impact of the prcompte is to a significantextent re-

philosophyunder which corporate managersattempt duced by certain priority rules and also by the extension
to distribute annually approximately an equal to five years of the period in which the tax credit can be
amount of dvidend in order to balance good and utilized, as discussed above.
bad years. Another factor which reduces the impact of the pr-

compte is that under tax treaties French corporations
IV. SOME PROBLEMSCONNECTEDWITH THE are permitted to credit foreign withholding tax (if any)

FRENCH IMPUTATIONSYSTEM against the prcompte. In other words, if a French

parent corporation receives a dividend from its U.S. sub-

(i) Intercorporatedividends sidiary, 15 or 5 percent U.S. withholding tax will be due

The first problem is connected with intercorporate (depending on the circumstances) but at the redistrib-
ution of the U.S. dividend the U.S. withholding tax may

dividends. If a French corporation has a French sub- be credited against the prcomptedue. If realizes
silliary it is the latter which pays the French corporate

one

that France has concluded approximately60 tax treaties
income tax. In order to benefit from the tax credit the the significance of the reduction of the prcompte
income must be distributed to the parent corporation. through the existence of tax treaties may be appreciated.
The parent does not -- in principle --

pay any corporate
income tax with respect to the dividendreceivedbecause

of the affiliation privilege. However, if the parent re- (ii) Psychological effects
distributes the dividend to its shareholders the pr- Quite a different problem existed with respect to the
compte becomes due (because the parent did not pay attitude of the general public vis--vis the introduction
French corporate income tax at the normal rate, see of the imputationsystem. Many shareholdersat first did
supra). In this stage the French parent can utilize the not understand the new system and one of the main
tax credit which is attached to the dividend, since it criticisms at that time was that they were obliged to add
may use the tax credit to offset the prcompte im-

something to their income i.e. the tax credit which--
--

posed on the redistributeddividend. However, when the
they in fact did not receive in cash. Currently, however,

imputation system was introduced in 1965 parent cor-
the system is working very smoothly, thanks to the as-

porations were required to make the distribution in the sistance of the French banks. These banks send their
year in which they received the dividend from their sub- clients at the end of the year a statement indicatingthe
sidiaries. For instance, if a French subsidiary in 1966 amount of dividend they have received and the amount
made a distributionof profit derived in 1965 (which was

of tax credit to which they are entitled. The taxpayer
subject to 1965 corporate income tax) the parent had then sends this statement together with his tax return to
to redistribute the dividend in 1966, otherwise the bene- the tax office.
fit of the tax credit would be lost. This limitation con-

flicted with the prevailing philosophy which prescribes There is also a political aspect in that it is sometimes

that dividend distributions should be as evenly spread stated that the rich benefit from the imputation system.

over the years as possible. It took the Legislature until There has been the case of one of our former Prime

1975 to remedy this situation. In that year a provision Ministers who was reported not to pay any income tax

was adopted which permits French parent corporations at all because the amount of tax credit to which he was

to utilize the tax credit for a period of five years. entitled offset his income tax liability. This caused a

considerable uproar in the press and although the tax

The second problem was connected with dividends administration tried to explain that in fact the Minister

received by French parent corporations from foreign had made an advance payment of tax through the tax

subsidiaries. You may perhaps know that we do not credit it did not altogether remove the adverse opinion
grant a foreign tax credit. Instead foreign dividends-- if of some persons regardingthe imputationsystem. In fact,
received by a French parent from its foreign subsidiary -- when the German Governmentintended to introduce an
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imputation system in its country it sent a delegation to
Paris to inform itself about this negative aspect.
Another aspect of the problem was the reaction of the Beneficiariesof the French avoir fiscal
boards of directors of French corporationswith respect
to their proposals for dividenddistribution.Some studies Germany Protocol 9 June 1979
were made a number of years after the introduction of Switzerland Protocol 3 December 1969
the French imputation system and it appears that in fact Luxembourg Supplementary protocol of 8 Sep-
the corporations were retaining a relatively higher pro- tember 1970
portion of profits. One can, of course,hardlyexpectthat Finland Convention of 10 September 1970
a relief provision for distributedprofit from whichsolely United States Supplementary protocol of 12 Octo-
the shareholders benefit would constitute an incentive ber 1970
for the corporations to increase their dividend distribu- Austria Supplementary protocol of 30 Octo-
tions. However, it was shown that corporations were ber 1970
roughly paying the same amount of dividendover several United Kingdom Supplementary protocol of 10 Feb-
years, although during those years the amount of profit ruary 1971
on the average increased. In fact, where dividend distri- Belgium Supplementary protocol of 15 Feb-
butions were increased they did not increase in the same ruary 1971
ratio as the increase of profits. This could apparently be Sweden Supplementary protocol of 9 March
justified in the following manner. If a corporation has 1971
100 available for distribution, the shareholders would Brazil Treaty, 10 September 1971
under the previous system also receive 100. If the cor- Netherlands Treaty, 16 March 1973
poration would under the imputation system distribute Spain Treaty, 27 June 1973
80, the shareholders would be entitled to a tax credit of Singapore Treaty, 9 September 1974
40 and would thus receive 120, so that they would re- Malaysia Treaty, 24 April 1975
ceive some benefit, although not the full benefit, of the Former French
imputationsystem. colonies: -- Gabon, Upper Volta, Mali, Niger,

Senegal, Togo, Comoro Islands.
(iii) Non-residents

At this moment, however, the main problem internation-
ally is the treatment of non-resident shareholders. The and the system which is applied to shareholdersresidentnormal rule is that a non-residentshareholderof a French in other countries.
corporation does not receive any tax credit under the
national income tax provisions. I also explained that
when French corporationsreceiving a dividend redistrib- German shareholders of French corporations report the
ute such dividend the prcompte will be due, which dividends they receive plus the attached tax credit in
reduces the available distributable profit by one-third. their German income tax returns. The German income
The law does not contain a provision under which the tax is computed on their income including the aggregate
prcompte can be refunded to such shareholders. amount of the French dividend and the tax credit. Then

the shareholders are entitled to take the (French) tax
credit against their (German) income tax liability. At

V. TAX TREATIES first sight it seems that the GermanGovernmentis paying
the French tax credit but actually it sends its bill to the

After more than ten years of the French imputation French Government for the loss of revenue thus suf-

system it can be concluded that the French Government fered. The French Government thereupon refunds the
has made the system more flexible and it has also at- tax credit minus 15 percent withholding tax. This is a

tempted to remedy the international defects of the rather complicated affair since the refund has to be made
system. At the end of the sixties and in the beginningof to the individualGerman Lnder (States).
the seventies a large number of Protocols to existing tax
treaties were negotiated under which the benefit of the With respect to the other treaty countries we follow a

French tax credit was extended to shareholdersresident different system. The shareholders submit a certificate
in those treaty countries. However, the benefit is limited stating the amount of dividend received and stating also
to so-called portfolio shareholders, i.e. individuals and that they are resident in the treaty country concerned.
corporations which own less than 10 percent of the cap- The French Government then directly refunds to them
ital of French corporations. or their bank the amount of tax credit to which they are

entitled after deduction of the appropriate amount ofThis policy has now more or less firmly been established withholding tax, i.e. the cash payment of the tax creditand it is not the ntentionof the French Government to is treated as if it were a dividend distribution.follow the British example, i.e. to grant also to non-

resident corporations holding more important partici- A Ministerial decision provides that the prcomptepations in a domestic corporation a (limited) tax credit will be refunded to all bona fide residents of tax treatyas is currently demanded by the US. Government. countries whether portfolio shareholders share---

or
With respect to the tax credit granted to non-resident holders possessing a major interest -- provided that they
shareholders we utilize two different systems, i.e. the can show a statement from their tax administrationcon-

system followed with respect to German shareholders firming that they are resident in the country concerned.
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Other Ministerial decisions have granted the benefit of avoir fiscal to which they are entitled under tax treaty
the avoir fiscal to foreign investment and pension provisions or under administrative decisions since they
funds established in Germany, Luxembourg, the Nether- regard the administrative requirements as too compli-
lands, the United Kingdom and, under the provisions of cated to be worth the financial gain. Such criticism is

the French-UnitedStates tax treaty, also to such entities however, mainly expressed by banks.

established in the United States. However, the French Government insists on limiting
However, the payment of the avoir fiscal is subject the payment of the avoir fiscal to bona fide residents

to a number of formalitiesand some of the shareholders who declare their French dividends to their national tax

of French companies do not claim the benefit of the authorities.

-
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Address by Governor Erik Hoffmeyer
at the International Fiscal Association Congress
in Copenhagen,Monday, September3,1979

GOVERNOR
I once attended a seminar at the Johns Hopkins Univer- ERIK HOFFMEYER

sity chaired by the famous economist Simon Kuznets,
who later became a Nobel laureate. The topic to be dis-
cussed was under-developed countries and his initial

HOFFMEYER, Professor Erik, D.Sc. (Econ); Danish econmist
question to the students was how they would start their and banker. Born 1924.
investigation upon arrival in an under-developedcoun-

try. His students came up with many proposals for vari- Career: With the Danmarks Nationalbank 1951-59; studied in
ous statistical analyses, but he eventually cut short the U.S.A. on RockefellerFellowship 1954-55,lectureron economics,
discussion with the remark: The first question to be Uniu. of Copenhagen 1956, Prof. at the Uniu. 1959-64; D.Sc.
settled is: Who has the power (Econ) 1958; Economic Counsellor, Danmarks Nationalbank

1959-62; Gouernor Bikuben Savings Bank 1962-64, Chairman ofI am not suggestingthat Denmark is an under-developed Board 1964. Gouernor and Chairman of the Board of Gouernors
country -- although in some respects it certainly is --

of the Danmarks Nationalbank 1965-; Governor for Denmark to
but rather am underlining that ou cannot understand the InternationalMonetary Fund 1965-.
our system unless you have answered this question. I
have often argued that in our type of society the politi- Pres., Assn. of Political Economy 1951-53; member, Bd. of
cal power rests with the wage earners. They represent Management, Nationalkonomisk Forening (Economic Socy.)
between 80 and 90 percent of the active populationand 1960-66, of the presidency of the Economic Council 1962-65,
the political parties are dominated by their interests. and of the Academy of Technical Sciences 1963. Economic

Council 1965, Danish Science Advisory Council 1965-72, C.L.
It may be worth noting that as regards production and David Collection, Member 1967-77,Chairman1977-; The Housing
distribution of goods and services this majority has Mortgage Fund 1969-72; member Board of Directors of the
shown a preference for a free enterprise market mecha- European InvestmentBank 1973-77, Chairman of the Committee
nism. We have become integrated in the OECD econo- of Gouernorsof the EEC-Countries1975-76.
mic circle and have benefited enormously by the strong
increase in international trade over the last decades. Publications: Dollar Shortage and the Structure of U.S. Foreign

Trade (thesis 1958), Stabile priser og fuld beskaeftigelse(1960);Within this framework a highly efficient industry and Strukturaendringer pa penge- og kapitalmarkedet (1960); \

agriculture have developed in our country. Industrial Velfaerdsteori og velfaerdsstat (1962); Industriel vaekst (1963),
enterprises are typically of medium size. industrial ex- Monetary History of Denmark (1968);contributionsto National-
ports account for 72 percent of exports whereas agricul- konomisk Tidsskrift and international economic journals.
ture provides about 28 percent.
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33rd InternationalCongressof IFA33d
ongss

FA Copenhagen
(openhagen 1979

Particularly during the last quarter of the century real It is an extremely complicatedsystem which in turn de-
income has increased very rapidly and the standard of mands scientific analysis and proposals for counter at-

living in this country is among the highest in the world. tacks. I do not have the time to burden you with a de-
Another important feature is that our society over the tailed analysis of this area, but it may be useful to point
last 50 years has been transformed into a so-calledWel- out the major issues.
fare Society with the main emphasis on the fulfilment Wage earners have the political power. They have created
of the interests of the wage earners, which include of the Welfare State. The instability features are so strong
course both workers and salaried persons. that an improvement of discipline is necessary, particu-
The principal features of this society are free access to larly regarding the fact that costs have to be covered.

education for the purpose of securing equal opportunity I have tried in this brief survey to point at the salient
and a very ambitious level of economic support in case features of our economy with particular emphasis on :

of sickness, old age and unemployment. In all these re- the fiscal aspects of the Welfare State. I wish you suc-

spects our system blongs to the most advanced in the
.

world, which is generally appreciated by the Danes.
cess in your work and hope that you will receive some

impression of a society that is agreeable although it re-
There are, however, certain drawbacks which pose pro- mains to be seen whether a number of conflictingpriori- i
blems of a political nature that are extremelydifficult ties can be resolved. Until this is achieved the system
to solve. will unavoidablydisplay serious traits of instability.
One s that the incentive to save becomes rather weak in First is the well-known search for loopholes in tax legis-
a system where public support is available in case of . ;

lation. It is always easy to arouse fierce public discus- i
need. Another -- which is far more severe -- is that such sion about the use of such rules, particularly regarding
a system has proved to be extremely expensive to run.

:

the taxation of enterprises, but most of them are really
A few figures may show the order of magnitude. not so erious. They can to a large extent only be used

Billions of to transfer taxable income from one period to another.

Percent Dkr. $ equivalent This is of course particularly true of depreciationallow-
ances. It may create envy, which is important from a po-

GDP 1978 100 301 54.5 litical point of view, but not from a long run fiscal as-
Public sector 55 167 30.2 pect.
including

education 8 23 4.2 The second point I am going to mention is far more seri-
health 6 19 3.4 ous, i.e. the development of a parallel economy outside

old age, etc. 7 22 4.0 the system where taxes are not paid at all. It is not a

unemployment 3 10 1.8 new thing. Whenever a tax has been imposed, endea-

other social vours have been made to avoid paying it. Smuggling is a

welfare 9 25 4.6 case in pint. But in our type of society this has become
more important.

subtotal 33 99 18.0 Nowadays these endeavourshave spread from smuggling
to the provision of all kinds of services where VAT and

In spite of the fact that the facilities offered by the pub- income tax are being avoided. The same effect is being
lic sector are used and appreciated by the receivers and achieved through an increase in barter economics. It is
also by potential receivers there has developed a violent- difficult to assess the magnitude of this parallel or

ly growing reaction against covering the costs which can underground economy, but there is no doubt that it is a

of course only be done by paying taxes. The appetite on large item of total transactions and that it is growing.
the receiving side is higher than the willingness to pay. One of the more important negative consequences of
An elaborate pattern of reactions has developed with this development is that it changes the ethics in the
the aim of escaping payment of the full amount of sense that it is considered quite appropriateto engage in
taxes. such transactions. It becomes good sport to cheat the
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State, almost as schoolboyscheat their teachers.

The third point I wish to mention is the tax-wage me- V,r. Davies Re-elected
chanism. An obvious way to avoid the burden of increas-
ed taxation is to try to make others pay. This can be as Presidentof IFA
achieved indirectly by demanding higher salaries or

wages when indirect or direct taxes have been increased, '1

or in any case where a wage earner feels that taxes are ,r.
simply too high.
Needless to say, this has even more dangerous conse-

quences than the previous point. It leads clearly to infla-

tionary pressure which can work through the system, S
whether the rate of unemployment is high or low. I am j,

:..

not contending that this is the sole explanation of the
present highly unsatisfactory state of simultaneoushigh
rates of unemployment and inflation. But it is one of
the mechanisms which makes it almost impossible to
achieve economic stability in the sense of full employ-
ment, price stability and external balace. It must there-
fore give cause for great concern. At the Copenhagen Congress the General Assembly of

IFA unanimously re-elected Mr. Alun G. Davies as
I now come to my fourth and final point, which is that President for another two year term. IFA may look
wage earners may exert pressure directly on the political forward to another two years during which it will
parties not to increase taxation in spite of the fact that benefit from Mr. Dauies' inspiring leadership.expendituresrise too fast. The obvious consequenceof a

too large public deficit is a further inflationarypush and
a deficit on external accounts. This is, by the way, one

of the unpleasant features of our economie perform- Dr. HuislampAppointedas
ance, that we have had far too large deficits on foreign
account. My argument has been that the Danish society an Assistant SecretaryGeneral
has been transformed into one of the most advanced
Welfare Societies with many positive aspects, but it has
stumbled on the lack of willingness of the ordinary tax-

payer to cover the costs.

In former times people revolted against the ruling class
when it imposed too severe taxes to cover the extra-

vagances of the ruling class. It might have been military
ambitions of a king or emperor or the level of consump- 2*a '.'i/q

tion of the upper class or ambitious building projects of
the king or the church. But it was a revolt of the ordi- .*.//

nary population against a small group, which was con-

sidered to demand too much.

The present day problem is far more complicated. It is
in essence a revolt against one's own group. All major 3 , . AV''

changes in the direction of the Welfare State have been

passed through our Parliament by a wide majority. The During the Copenhagen Congress Dr. J.C.L. Huiskamp,
revolt against the high level of taxation must therefore associate professorof tax law at the ErasmusUniversity
be interpreted politically as a sign of regret at the level n Rotterdamand directorof the Rotterdam Instituteof
of welfare which has been created or as ignorance of the Fiscal Studies, was appointedas an Assistant Secretary
reasonably true costs of such a system. General. Inasmuch as the scientific work of the IFA

has substantially increased it has become more and inore ,
However that may be, it seems quite clear to me that

pressing to be nformed the work of other interna-on
the unwillingnessto pay the costs of our Welfare System tional organizations in the tax field in order to integrate
makes our system unstable. It is impossible for an

IFA's work better with the major actiuities of these
economist to prescribe a cure for this, because it is basi-

a closer relationship with ther
cally a question of political logic. agencies and to improue

programs.
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Some -ic 1 i -s-rom:eSecre-aryGenera' 97879 Reoor-.
This Report covers the period between the Sydney and Paris Congress (1980).
the Copenhagen Congresses. The Secretary General, Subject I. The Dialogue between the Tax Administra-
Prof. Dr. Jan H. Christiaanse,while commemoratingthe tion and the Taxpayer up for the filing of
fact that IFA has existed 40 years, compared the first the Tax Return.
Congress held in 1939 with the 33rd Congress held in

Copenhagen in 1979. In 1939 all participants were General Reporter: Mr. Guy Delorme

required, at a minimum to be literate in English, French (France).
and German inasmuch as no translations or summaries Subject II. Rules for Determining Income and Expenses
in other languages were provided. The 33rd Congress as Domestic or Foreign.
general reports were presented in four languages: Eng- General Reporter: Mr. Robert J. Patrick
lish, French, German and Spanish and the national (U.S.A.).
reports were supplemented by summaries in the other
official languages used by IFA. Berlin Congress(1981).

The most importanthighlights are: Subject I. Mutual Agreement - Procedure and Practice.

General Reporter: Dr. Karl Koch (Germany).
The Sydney Congress, September 1978. The President Subject II. Unilateral Measures to Prevent Double Taxa-
of this Congress, Mr. G.L. Herring, Chairman of the tion.
Australian Branch, may look back upon a highly suc-

cessful conference in which 580 persons participated, General Reporter: Dr. D. Juch (Netherlands).
with an additional 311 companions accompanying Excutive Committee. Dr. K.V. Antal (Netherlands)re-them. IFA is grateful to the General Reporters: Prof. J. turned in the Executive Committee after twoa year
van Hoorn Jr. and Mr. P.V. Mayes who respectively, absence.
implemented the following topics: Differences in Tax
Treatment between Local and Foreign Investors and Membership fee it was proposed to increase the mem-

the effect of International Tax Treaties and Taxation bership fees; for the 1979-80 year the fees are as follows:
of the Extractive Industries. The discussions, capably individualmembers of
led by Dr. P. Gmuer and Mr. W. Ritter, resulted in

National IFA Branches USS 36 (was USS 33)valuable resolutions which were published in the 1978 direct individual members
Yearbook and in the December 1978 issue of the
BULLETIN. Distinguished Asian tax experts who had

of IFA USS 38 (was USS 35)

previously attended a conference organised by the
all corporate members USS 85 (was USS 77)

Economic and Social Council for Asia and the Pacific The increase will be used to supplementworking capital
(ESCAP) in Sydneywere invited as guests. Their presence and, if necessary, to expand the Secretariat. 1

made the Wednesday afternoon seminar organized by
Prof. J. van Hoorn Jr. on Fiscal Policy and Tax Struc- National Branches. IFA will accept a National Branch if
tures in the Pacific especially meaningful. it has at least twenty members. IFA started with twenty-

seven National Branches at the beginning of the Report
Mr. D. Coutinho, who had expressed his wish to retire as year. The preparations for the admission of National
IFA's General Treasurer, was succeeded by Mr. P. den Branches in Colombia and Hong Kong have progressed
Boer. to such an extent that it was expected that they would

be admitted during the Copenhagen Congress. 2 In that
Mr. Greason Bryan received an honorablemention for view the efforts of Mr. Guillermo Rico (Colombia),
this study on Developed Nations Tax Law and Invest- Mrs. Nellie Fong (Hong Kong) and Mr. R.E. Moore

ment in Low-DevelopedCountries. (Hong Kong) were particularly recognized.
Mitchell B. Carrol Prize. IFA lost Prof. Jean Baugniet, Indonesia and Singapore are also in the process of

Belgium who died suddenly in February, 1979. He had creating National Branches, thanks to the efforts of

for many years been a member of the Jury charged with Prof. Soemitro (Indonesia)'and Mr. B.K. Ray (Malaysia).
the awarding of the Mitchell B. Carroll prize. He was The Swiss Branch commemorated its 30 year's existence
succeeded by Prof. Klaus Vogel (Germany). in June 1979. 3

Permanent Scientific Committee. During the February, Members. In March, 1979 IFA has 5,427 members (in1977 meeting it was decided to amend the procedure 1978: 5,238).for Congress discussions. Also, new directives for gen-
eral and national reporters were drafted. The prepara- 1. The Copenhagen Congress accepted the increased member-tion time for IFA's scientific work was extended since

ship fees.
the National Branches must now nominate their na- 2. Indeed these Branches admitted during the Copenhagenwere
tional reporters two years in advance. Accordingly, the Congress.
national reporters for the Paris (1980) and Berlin (1981) 3. See for the text of the speech held by Dr. Gmuer at the oc-

Congresses must be nominated. casion of the 30th birthday of the Swiss Brnch, infra.
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30thAnniversaryoftheSwissBranch
1

LUNCHEON SPEECH BY DR. PAUL GMUER AT THE CELEBRATION
OF THE 30th ANNIVERSARYOF THE SWISS ASSOCIATIONOF

FISCAL LAW (SWISS BRANCH OF THE INTERNATIONAL
FISCAL ASSOCIATION)ON JUNE 15, 1979,
IN THE MEISEN GUILD HOUSE IN ZURICH

Dear Colleagues nevertheless been maintained. Membership of our As-
sociation is identical with membershipof IFA.

When on June 18, 1949 our Association was founded in Apart from the constituent assembly there are three
Zurich by a small group of tax lawyers, the first organi- events which have proved to be landmarks in the history
zation of Swiss adepts of fiscal law saw the light of day. of our Association: the three International Fiscal Con-
The initiative to this step did not even come from Swit- gresses of 1951 in Zurich; 1960 in Basel; 1973 in Lau-
zerland, but from IFA, the International Fiscal Associ- sanne.

ation, which was established in 1938 in The Hague. It is

represented here today by its Secretary General, Profes- Anyone who, like the speaker, assisted in the organiza-
sor Dr. Jan Christiaanse, Rotterdam. The present Presi- tion of all these meetings (and, incidentally, also pre-

dent of IFA, Mr. Alun G. Davies, was unfortunatelyun- pared the text of our Articles which is still in effect to-

able to come, but is sending us his best wishes for this day) is justified in saying that our Association has in a

great day. His written address reads as follows: way become part of his own life. This is why I am

taking the liberty of addressingyou here today.
You were kind enough to invite me to be present
at the celebration of the 30th annuersary of the In looking around, I notice that there are other veterans

Swiss Associationof Fiscal Law. Much to my regret, present who may have quite similar feelings; I am think-

Iam unable to come. ing in particular of my fellow-members of the first Ex-
ecutive Committee: Professor Dr. Willy Rigoleth of St.

I have many friendsof old standing in the Swiss As- Gallen; Dr. Max Oetterli of Basel. I also recognize
sociation, and it would haue been a very delightful among you Dr. H.U. Frey of Zurich, who represented
gesture to share wth them the achievement of 30 his bank, Credit Suisse, at the constituentassembly, and
years history in the study of fiscal law. The Swiss who for many years has rendered manifold services to
Association is one of the most reputable, reliable, our Association, for example as Chief of Finance of the
and conscientious in the whole of IFA. If only other International Fiscal Congress of 1951.
branches were able to touch the hem of your gar-
ment, they would be nspired to a remarkable and In the course of the 1950s quite a few persons joined
lively effort in the study of fiscal science. My best our ranks and ever since have been carrying the torch as

wshes go to you all as you sit down to celebrate rapporteurs, as members of the Executive Committee

such a long apprenticeship in fiscal study. and by lendng active assistance to the organizing com-

mittees of our three fiscal congresses. It is not possible
There is also present from the IFA family Professor J. for me to name them all. Thanks to the close coopera-
van Hoom from Amsterdam, Director of the Interna- tion in our Association I am linked to many of them by
tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentationwhich was creat- the bonds of sincere friendship. Other persons, too,
ed by IFA in the form of a foundationand in the mean- have equally found our Associationhas ben instrumen-
time has developed into an importantcenter of fiscal re- tal in forming friendships.
search which publishes its results.

We welcome Mr. Christiaanse and Mr. van Hoorn as our Many of our prominentmembers of the Executive Com-

godfathers, so to speak. mittee have departed this life;may I bring the most im-

portant names to your recollection:
As you know, at a later stage our Association adopted
the name Swiss Association of Fiscal Law. For, from a Professor Ernst Blumenstein, who with his Schweize-

gatheringof the Swiss members of IFA, we have become risches Steuerrecht of 1926/29 and his System des '

the organization which in our country unites all those Steuerrechts of 1944 contributed an essential share to

persons who in one position or another, in the admin- the scientific fundamentals of our field of law and who

istration, in science, in business or in an advisory capaci- was the first President of our Association. He died on

ty, engage in matters of taxation. The link with IFA has July 21, 1951.
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Dr. Josef Henggeler, his successor in the Presidency, is fore endeavour to enlarge the circle ofour members,
still vividly remembered even today by all those who which howeuer depends n the first place on what

knew him asone of the leading tax lawyers of our coun- we can offer them. This leads us to the organization
try. He also presided over the 1951 Fiscal Congress in of the program. We should conceiue ourplans in this
Zurich. He died on August 26, 1952. respect on a long term basis.

Professor Max Imboden, the unforgettableholder of the Beginning in 1956 the number of our meetings increased
Chair on Administrative Law and Rector of Basel Uni- to two per year, and for several years now there have

versity, was President of our Association from 1953 un- even been three or four. It appears that our former ap-
til 1962. He died in March 1969, much too early. peal to provide greater attractiveness has not passed un-

I mention further the following deceased members of heard, since in the course of the ensuing years the mem-

the Executive Committee whose names will live on in bership total has shown a steady rise and by the end of
1978 came up to 269 individualsand legal entities.

the annals of our Association:
:'

Dr. E. Wyss Director of the Swiss Federal Tax This attractiveness is equally reflected in our finances.

Administration;
The net worth of our Association, which at the end of
1952 amounted to 1,587.50 Sfrs., reached, as you just

Dr. Studer Chief of the Tax Administration of heard, by the end of 1978 the sum of 60,477.85 Sfrs., ''

the Canton of Basel-City; to which must be added the fund in the same amount

Professor for the Promotion of Research in the field of Swiss Tax

Henri Zwahlen Lausanne; Law.

Dr. N. Gaudenz Chief of the Tax Administration of As you will all recall, there is no finance or tax bill on

the Canton of Graubnden; the Federal level, nor are there any bilateral or multi-

Eugen Isler Manager of the SchweizerischeTreu- lateral treaties between our country and other states,

handgesellschaft, who was the Secre- nor is there-any activity on the part of Switzerland in in-
ternational organizations,and finally there is no new de-

tary of our Association from 1962
until his death on February 7, 1974 velopment in the field of taxation which has not been

given our thorough attention.
We are keeping all these personalities in honorable re-

Taxation has in the meantime not only developed into
membrance.

an important branch of the law as such, after it had
been engaged in a long struggle to attain the recognition

You all know the current President, Professor Dr. Kurt it deserves; it has become, also in our country, an ar-

Amonn, who has exercised this functionsince 1974. You dently contested political issue, tax law itself perhaps
will remember Dr. Rodo von Salis, a former tax lawyer, to a lesser degree than tax practices and above all the
who has become an industrialist and who directed the burden of taxes to the citizen and to the economy.
destiny of our Association from 1962 to 1966. Ideology and demagogy have thus made their entry into

The predominating mood among the members and the our field of science. Day after day we find this fact con-

ExecutiveCommittee has not at all times been euphoric.
firmed in the daily pres and on the television screen.

It is true that the 1951 International Fiscal Congress in Hence it is all the more important that a forum exist,
Zurich brought about an initial inflow of new members, permitting an objective and unemotional discussion of
but by 1953 their number had reached only 66. In the the problems pertaining to tax law and fiscal practice on

minutes of the Executive Committee of November 26, both a national and an international level.
1955 the following can be read: Nevertheless not supposed to be techno-we are mere

Besides, it must be pointed out that the efforts crats in our field, useful idiots in the sense of Lenin.
made by our Assocation have so far not met with Our discussions must proceed within a framework of
the response which they deserve. In our neighbour- values where law, freedom and self-responsibility of
ing countries a far greater number of fiscal experts each individual take a high rank and where, applied to
from the administration, from business and from the economy, free competition prevails over bureaucra-
science are members of IFA. We, too, should there- tic command.
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- have been brought under the tax net till

May this year.

Bangladesh: and removal of the anomalies in the rates

50. In the field of indirect taxes my pro-
posalsaim at rationalisationof customsduty

and procedures of collection of customs

BUDGET1979/80
duty, excise duty and sales-tax. We are

determined to encourage domestic pro-
duction and to discourage the consumption
of luxury goods. Our continuedendeavour
to improve administrative efficiency and
collection procedures will not only be

Extract of the Budget Speech of the Minister of Finance, Mr. Mizza Nurul maintained but also be reinforced in the

Huda, pronounced on June 2, 1979. coming year. I hope, through these efforts,
we will be able to collect additional re-

venues without mposing any substantial
new taxes.

B. Customs duty
FISCAL MEASURES efforts in this sphere. This will improve the 51. In respect of customs duty the Govern-

supervisory effectiveness directly as well as ment's policy is to increase revenue needed
A. Tax revenues indirectly through checks and balances. I for building up a self-reliant economy by
Mr. Speaker, Sir, am condent that through these efforts increasing the customs duties on com-

coupled with our policy of rewards and modities consumed by relatively affluent
I will now present before the House the punishment commensurate with perfor- sections of the society. Simultaneously,tax measures of the next year's Budget pro- mance will greatly assist in curbing tax in order to further extend the year-round
posed in the light of the Government's evasion. policy of reducing duties essential
fiscal policy and the need for mobilisation

on

conmodities needed by the
of resources. 47. The Government will like to associate common man

the public representatives in appropriate which has been pursued during the last
45. It gives me the great pleasure to inform forums, with a view to preventing tax three years I am proposing the following
the House that like previous years, in the evasion and augmenting revenues. measures:

current year also, we have not only been (a) customs duty on low-priced one-band
able to keep up the growth rate of tax 48. The Taxation Enquiry Commissionhas built-up and kit-form radio for as-

revenues but also made a substantial aug- since submitted its nal report. The re- sembly is proposed to be reduced from
mentation of the same. The total collection commendations of the Commission are 50 percent and 25 percent to 25 per-
of revenue in the current year is expected under the active consideration of the cent and 10 percent respectively.
to exceed that of the last year by Tk. 173 Government. A number of their recon- (b) as a complement to the already
crores. 1 This has been possible due to the mendationsaimed at rationalisationand in- effected duty reduction on bus, cycle,
whole-hearted support of the people and in provement of taxation laws and procedures rickshaw, etc., and with a viewto easing
spite of a large number of duty and tax have been included in this year's budget the transport problem, the duty on

concessions allowed throughout the year proposals. built-up and CKD motor cycles up to
with a view to bringing down the pressure 75 c.c. is proposed to be reduced from
on prices and creating jobs for the un- 49. The Goverment feels that biggr 25 percent and 15 percent (no sales-
employed. Our prime objective in the

a

portion of revenue earnings should come tax) to 10 percent and 5 percent re-

formulation of revenue policies is to from the direct taxes. For this reason the spectively,
mobilise more and more internal resources Goverment lays much stress increasing (c) spectacles, spectacle-frames and partson
and thereby reduce our dependence on realisations from these taxes. With this end thereof are subject to a duty at the
external assistance. Although we have been

in
.

vew, the Taxes departments have been rate of 175 percent if made of precious
devoting all our efforts to broaden the reorganised. The Directorate of Tax or rolled precious metal and 110 per-
tax base and increase revenue earnings, we Intelligence and Investigation has been re- cent if made of other materials, Keep-
have not lost sight of the social justice vitalised and as an extension of the same ing the needs of people suffering from
and equity aspects of the problem. policy an Intelligenceand InvestigationCell deficiency of eye-sights in view, the

46. Government has been making constant has been created in each zonal Commis- above two rates are proposed to be re-

efforts to augment revenue through im- sioner's office. A separate Central Zone has duced respectively to 125 percent and

provement in the tax administrationdespite also been created for intensive examination 75 percent;
serious shortage of trained and experienced of big and complicated cases. This is ex- (d) items such as locks, bolts and sinilar

manpower at all levels, lack of equipment, pected to yield substantial amount of door and furniture ttings are subject
accommodation and logistics. We have also additional revenue. Apart from this a to 150 percent duty. These are pro-

been making continuousefforts to improve scheme of summary disposal of smaller posed to be reduced to 100 percent;
the effectiveness of the tax administration cases has been undertaken this year. Under ) corrugated iron sheet is an important
by recruiting ofcers and staff and by this scheme over two hundred thousand item of house building for the rural

training them up through a crash pro- cases have so far been finalised. This time population. The ever increasing price L

gramme. Obviously, in a complex field like thus saved by disposing of cases involving of this commodity in the international

tax administration it takes a long time for small revenue has and will be used in more market is pushing it beyond the pur-
a newly recruited official to be effective, thorough and better examination of bigger chasing power of the common man. In

well conversant and efcient. In spite of cases. This will help in curbing tax evasion order to give some relief in this regard,
this we have continued our efforts to im- and improving tax realisation. Besides the duty on this item is proposed to

prove the position in this regard and we these, the survey of new cases has been
are determined to further strengthen our intensified and eleven thousand new cases 1. 1 crore = 100,000,000.
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be reduced from 45 percent to 35 per- 55. In additions to the above, as in the to Tk. 3.00 per 1000 cft. This measure is
cent. previous years, it is proposed to simplify, expected to yield an additional revenue of

The measures proposed above will result rationalise, readjust and remove anomalies Tk. 1.75 crore.

in a total revenue loss of Tk. 2.94 crore as
of the rates of duty on a number of items. 59. Plastic and rubber products manu-

customs duty and sales-tax. These will not have any significant effect factured manually and by using 220 volts
on revenue earnings. of electricity only for heating have also re-

52. In order to build up the national malned exempt from duty since long. In
economy on a rm footing through C. Excise duties view of the large scale misuse of this con-

rapid industrialisation and other develop- 56. At present excise duty is levied at the cession and considering that the industry
ment projects, iron and steel products are rate of Tk. 1.50 per pound of unmanufac- has by now achieved a considerablegrowth,
considered to be an essential item. It is, tured tobacco. Since collection of this duty I propose that this exemption be with-
therefore, proposed that the duty on billet involves control from growing stage to the drawn. This measure is likely to yield an
and scraps be reduced from 35 percent and end-product, and since tobacco cultivation additional revenue of Tk. 30 lakh.
25 percent respectively to 25 percent and has been scattered all over the country in 60. Locally produced cement is leviable
12.5 percent. The duty on a large numberof addition to a few areas of concentrations,
chemicals used as industrial raw materials this particular excise has been difcult

to an excise duty at the rate of Tk. 203.00

is also proposed to be reduced from 115 and cumbersome to administer from the per ton; imported cement, on the other

percent and 65 percent to 50 percent. very beginning. Gradually, with the change
hand, is subject to a customs duty of

Besides, the duty on bitumen used in the in people's smokinghabits by far the major
Tk. 40.00 per ton and sales tax at the rate
of 20 percent duty paid value. Theseconstruction of roads and highways is portion of tobacco is now being consumed

on

proposed to be reduced from 100 per- in the manufactureof cigarettes,biris, cigars
rates were fixed in 1974 to effect price

cent to 75 percent. In addition, the duty and 'Zarda'. An insignificant portion of it equalisation between the two. Later on,

on fire extinguishers, gas and water meters is used in 'hukkah' and as chewing tobacco however, a substantial rise in the import
has also been proposed to be reduced. by the poorer section of the people in the price of cement has totally dislocated the

aforesaid price-balance. To restore the
These proposals, if accepted, will entall a rural areas. Thus, this excise has now come balance, I propose the following measures:
revenue loss of Tk. 4.20 crore in customs to a stage when it is possible to exempt (a) sales tax on the imported cement
duty and sales-tax. excise duty on unmanufactured tobacco be reduced from 20 percent to 5

totally and merge its incidence on the end- per-
cent; and

53. The import duty on commoditiesused products, i.e., cigarettes, biris, cigars and (b) excise duty locally produced
by the relatively rich section of the popu- 'Zarda'. I, therefore, propose the following

on
!cement be enhanced from Tk. 203.00
1
'

lation, on the other hand, is proposed to be measures: to Tk. 360.00 ton. !

enhances as follows: (a) an addition of Tk. 3.75 per 1000 per

Commodity Present Proposed cigarettes on each slab of excise This measure is expected to generate an ,

rate rate duty on cigarettes; additional revenue of Tk. 50 lakh.
% % (b) an addition of Tk. 3.00 per thousand

(a) Video cassette re- sticks of biris; D. Income tax

corder 100 300 (c) imposition of Tk. 3.00 per hundred 61. In order to provide some relief to the =

(b) Perfumery and cigars; and lower income groups in the context of ,

cosmetics 150 200 (d) imposition of Tk. 5.00 per pound of present economic conditions, I propose :

(c) Synthetic fabrics 225 250 'Zarda'. to raise the minimum taxable limit from '

(d) Mixed synthetic Tk. 10,000.00 to Tk. 12,000.00. With this
fabrics 175 200 57. The statutory excise duty on gold,

proposal there will longer beno any
(e) Fine and superfine silver and their products at the rate of 25

justification for continuing the specialvery
cotton fabrics 100 125 percent of the retail price has remained

over

(f) Marble chips and exempt since long. These are, however, exemption of Tk. 3,600.00 and

leviable to a sales tax at the rate of 10 above the minimum non-taxable limit of
powder 50 and 75 Tk. 12,000.00 in respect of agricultural

nil percent. The recommendations of the
income. The resultant incidence of tax will

(g) Motor cars:
Taxation Enquiry Commission to transfer

now be on the comparatively well-ta-do
(i) over 1000 cc 90 110 the responsibility of levy and collection of

section of society and the affluent farners
(ii) over 1300 cc 125 150 taxes on these articles from the Tax

administration to the Customs and Excise only.
(iii) over 1500 cc 150 200

(iv) over 1650 cc 200 300 administration have been accepted in 62. In order to control the tendencies of

principle. However, in keeping with the lavish expenditure on publicity and ex-

(The exemption of sales tax on fine and policy of rationalisation, I propose to pense account entertainmentsis has become
super fine cotton fabrics will be withdrawn merge the incidence of these two taxes and necessary to put a ceiling on the aggregate
and cars up to 1000 c.c. will continue to be refix the rate and levy it as a concessional of such expenses. I, therefore, propose to
charged at the present rate of 50 percent.) excise duty at 15 percent of the value in put this maximum ceiling at Tk. 15,000.00
The above proposed measures will generate case of gold and gold products and 7A and Tk. 10,000.00 respectively. In the case

an additional revenue of Tk. 5.40 crore as percent of the value in case of silver and of new concerns, however, this restriction

customs duty and sales tax. silver products. This measure is likely to will not apply during the initial 2 years.
yield an additional revenue of Tk. 75 63. It is felt necessary that individualsand

54. It is also proposed to enhance the duty lakh 2 annually. enterprises in the higher income
, group

of a few items to give some protection to should be taxed more to meet the need for
our infant industry from unfair compe- 58. Compared with the users of all other generating domestic resourcesand to pursue

I tition with foreign products. For this varieties of fuel, the users of natural gas the policy of social equity. I, therefore,
reason, it has been proposed that the are enjoying an inequitableprice advantage. propose a levy of surcharge at the rate of
import duty be enhanced on nished They are, therefore, justiably in a position 71A percent and 12h percent on companies
plastic goods and coal-tar from 75 percent to pay a bit more for their use of gas. I

to 100 percent and from 15 percent to 50 accordingly, propose to enhance the rate

percent respectively. of excise duty on natural gas from Tk. 2.40 2. 1 lakh = 100,000.
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with income between Tk. 50,000.00 and of property in collusion with the purchasers acquired ocean-goingvessels.
Tk. 1 lakh and on those with income by splitting the property and without

exceedingTk. 1 lakh respectively.Assessees obtaining necessary clearance certicates. E. Wealth tax

other than companies with similar income In order to curb such tendency,I propose to 68. At present residentialhouse occupied
will be leviable to surcharge at the rates raise the existing limit of clearance certifi-

a

of 10 percent and 15 percent respectively. cate from Tk. 20,000.00 to Tk. 50,000.00 by its owner is exempt from wealth tax

This measure is likely to generate an and to make the tax liability a charge on
irrespective of its value. In order to make
this provision progressive, I propose to

additional revenue of Tk. 5 crore and the property transferred collusively with- limit the extent of such exemption to
60 lakh. out obtaining the necessary clearance up

Tk. 10 lakh.
64. Capital gains outof transferofproperty certificate.

through acquisition by public authorities 66. There have been many requests and F. Estate duty
iS exempt from payment of capital gains recommendations to set up an Appellate 69. A residential house to the value of
tax. In order to bring such gains equitably Tribunal Bench at Chittagong in order up

Tk. 5 lakh is now exempt from estate duty.
at par with others, I propose to withdraw to expedite disposal of appeal cases. I pro- The value of property has appreciated to
this exemption. It is also proposed to pose to implement this during the next

exempt 3 the capital gains tax now charged year.
a great extent since this limit was fixed.
Keeping this in view as well as to provide

on properties purchased before 14-8-1947 67. For various reasons, it has become some relief to the heirs of a deceased
inasmuch as such purchases were not

necessary to speedily develop a national person, I propose to raise the above value
speculative in nature. This has been recom- merchant navy. To provide necessary limit to Tk. 10 lakh.
mended also by the Taxation Enquiry incentives, therefore, I propose to allow
Commission. an accelerated depreciation of 40 percent,
65. There is a tendency to avoid payment 30 percent and 30 percent respectively
of stamp duty and income tax on transfer during the rst 3 years in case of newly 3. Editor's note: Probably abolish is meant.

''

followed by later decisions in Austria, and then by decisions in

BOOKREVIEW
Belgium, Canada, etc.

To quote the editor, this arrangement illustrates one unique fea-
ture of the ITT Service, namely that for the first time ever, all
court decisions and rulings world-wide which relate to a particu-
lar treaty article are assembled and analysed together. The ITT
Service is thus an invaluable aid in interpreting double tax agree-
ments.

THE INTERNATIONALTAX TREATY SERVICE
The reviewer, who is prepared to subscribe to this statement in

Edited by Michael Edwardes-Ker principle, would like to make a reservation to the word all,
(Dublin, In-Depth Publishing Ltd. 1978) because he has doubts based on his experience in the internation-

ai field that such a far-reaching statement can be made; even an

£75 for the basic volume excellent tax specialist will find it difficult, if not impossible, to
find all such court decisions and rulings bearing in mind not only

The basic volume of the Service was rst published in 1977 and the complexity of tax law in the various countries but also the
in the meantime updating material (June and December 1978) number of special rulings for certain elds. This issue is taken up
has been sent to subscribers. later on.

The Service takes the form of an extensive commentary on the In addition to the publicationand updating, the Service apparent-
1977 OECD Model Double Tax Treaty, upon which double tax ly entitles subscribers to submit queries relating to the Service
treaties between developed countries have come increasingly to which the publishing house promises to handle efciently. The
be based. The starting point is the text of the Model Convention, reviewer, however, has no experience of the quality of this ser-

together with the official OECD Commentary.The Editor makes vice or its effectiveness in practice.
an editorial comment on each article and there are then repro- Mr. Edwardes-Ker, who is well-known to the reviewer, is an Eng-
duced, in full or in summary, the relevant administrative rulings lish solicitor practising in Paris as an international tax adviser.
and judicial decisions available to the editor with the assistance of He requires no introduction for the majority of the members of
other tax specialists. the International Fiscal Association, having contributed a num-

In some 650 pages the ITT (International Tax Treaty) Service ber of articles to European Taxation, the Financial Times, the

analyses, in relation to each Article of the Model Convention. 269 Banker and two other journals.
court decisions and 242 officials rulings. As a loose-leaf reference Mr. Edwardes-Ker's first book, the International Tax Strategy
work, the ITT Service is designed to be updated and amended Service, won him great acclaim;Mr. Alun Davies who is known--

regularly. as a none too benevolent reviewer -- concluded his review by
The material is arranged in alphabetical order by State in which awarding Mr. Edwardes-Ker the medal: DistinguishedTax Writer,
decisions or rulings were issued, with each State's decisions on first class.
any particular Article being arranged chronologically. Thus the
commentary on Article 4 starts with a 1961 decision in Austria, (contnued on page 477)
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U.S.A.:
- -- Article 3

General definitions

V oce Es-a-.eanc Gi--ax-rea:y
1. For the purpose of this Convention,
unless the context otherwise requires:
a) the term United States means the

United States of America and, where
The Treasury Department's revised model treaty released July 27,1979 used in a geographical sense, includes

any area outside the territorial sea of
the United States which, in accordance
with international law and the laws of
the United States, has been or may

CONVENTION BETWEEN hereafter be designated as an area
THE GOVERNMENTOF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND within which the United States may

THE GOVERNMENTOF ..................... exercise rights with respect to the ex-

FOR THE AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION AND ploration and exploitation of the na-
THE PREVENTION OF FISCAL EVASION tural resources of the seabed or its

WITH RESPECT TO TAXES ON ESTATES, INHERITANCES, subsoil; the term United States does
GIFTS, AND GENERATION-SKIPPINGTRANSFERS not include Puerto Rico, the Virgin

Islands, Guam, or any other United
States possession.

The Government of the United States of 4. The provisionsof paragraph 3 shall not b) the term ...... means ......

Americaand the Governmentof ...... affect: ..........................

.................... , desiring to a) the benefits conferred by a Contract- c) the terms Contracting State and
conclude a Convention for the avoidance ing State under Articles 11 (Credits), the other Contracting State mean

of double taxation and the prevention of 12 (Non-Discrimination),and 13 (Mu- the United States or ...........

scal evasion with respect to taxes on es- tual AgreementProcedure);and as the context requires.
tates, inheritances, gifts, and generation- b) the benets conferred by a Contract- d) the terms enterprise of a Contracting
skipping transfers, have agreed as follows: ing State under Article 15 (Diplomatic State and enterprise of the other

Agents and Consular Officers) upon in- Contracting State mean, respectively,
Article 1 dividuals who are neither citizens of, an industrial or commercial activity

Scope nor have permanent residence in, that carried on by a domiciliary of a Con-
an or

1. Except as otherwise provided in this State. tracting State and industrial
commercial activity carried on by a

Convention, this Convention shall apply domiciliary of the other Contractingto: State.
a) transfers of estates of individuals

Article 2 e) the term international trafficmeans
whose domicile at their death was in
one or both of the ContractingStates; Taxes covered any transport by a ship or aircraft, ex-

cept where such transport is solely be-
b) transfers of property by gift of donors 1. The taxes to which this Convention tween places in a Contracting State.

whose domicile at the time of gift was applies are: f) the term nationalsmeans:
in one or both of the Contracting a) In the United States: the Federal es- i) all individuals possessing the citi-
States; and tate tax; the Federal gift tax; and the zenship of a ContractingState;c) generation-skipping transfers of deem- Federal tax on generation-skipping ii) all legal persons, partnerships,and
ed transferors whose domicile at the transfers. associations deriving their status
time of deemed transfer was in one or b) In ........... ...........

as such from the laws in force in a
both of the ContractingStates. ............................. ContractingState.

2. This Convention shall not restrict in ............................. g) the term competent authority
any manner any exclusion, exemption, de- 2. This Convention shall apply also to means:

duction, credit, or other allowance now or any identical or substantially similar taxes i) in the United States: the Secreta-
hereafteraccorded: which are imposed by a Contracting State ry of the Treasury or his delegate,
a) by the laws of either Contracting after the date of signature of this Conven- and

State; or tion in addition to, or in place of, the ex- ii) in ....................

b) by any other agreement between the isting taxes. The competent authorities of ,,,...........,,.,.....

ContractingStates. the Contracting States shall notify each

3. Notwithstanding any provision of this other of any changes which have been 2. As regards the application of this Con-

Convention except paragraph 4 of this Ar. made in their respective taxation laws and vention by a Contracting State, any term

ticle, a Contracting State may tax transfers shall notify each other of any official pub. not defined therein shall, unless the con-

and deemed transfers of its domiciliaries lished material concerning the appliction text otherwise requires and subject to the
of this Convention, including explanations, provisions of Article 13 (Mutual Agree-

, (within the meaning of Article 4 (Fiscl
Procedure), have the meaning it hasDomicile)), and by reason of citizenship regulations, rulings, and judicial decisions. ment

may tax transfers and deemed transfers of 3. For the purpose of Article 12 (Non-
under the laws of that State concerning the

' its citizens, as if this Convention had not Discrimination), this Convention shall also
taxes to which this Convention applies.

come into effect. For this purpose the term apply to taxes of every kind and descrip-
, citizen shall include a former citizen tion imposed by a Contracting State or a

whose loss of citizenship had as one of its political subdivision or local authority Article 4

principal purposes the avoidance of tax (in- thereof. For the purpose of Article 14 (Ex- Fiscaldomicile

cluding, for this purpose, income tax), but change of Information), this Convention 1. For the purposes of this Convention,
only for a period of 10 years following shall also apply to taxes of every kind im- an individual has a domicile:
such loss. posed by a ContractingState. a) in the United States, if he is a resident
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or citizen thereof under United States ties of the Contracting States shall settle a) the use of facilities solely for the pur-
law; the question by mutual agreement. pose of storage, display, or delivery of

b) in .......... , if ........... goods or merchandise belonging to
the enterprise;.........................

Article 5 b) the maintenance of a stock of goods
2. Where by reason of the provision of

Realproperty
or merchandise belonging to the

paragraph 1 an individual was domiciled enterprise solely for the purpose of
in both ContractingStates, then, subject to 1. Transfers and deemed transfers of real storage, display, or delivery.
the provisions of paragraph 3, his status property from an individual domiciled in c) the maintenance of a stock of goods
shall be determined as follows: a Contracting State may be taxed in that or merchandise belonging to the

a) the individual shall be deemed to have other State. enterprise solely for the purpose of
been domiciled in the State in which processingby another enterprise;2. The term real property shall have
he had a permanent home available; if the meaning which it has under the law of d) the maintenance of a fixed place of
such individual had a permanenthome the Contracting State in which the pro- business solely for the purpose of
available in both States, he shall be perty in question is situated. The term shall purchasing goods of merchandise, or

deemed to have domiciled in the State in any case include property accessory to of collecting information, for the
with which his personal and economic rel property, livestock and equipment enterprise;
relations were closer (center of vital used in agriculture and forestry, rights e) the maintenance of a fixed place of

interests); to which the provisions of general law re- business solely for the purpose of

b) if the State in which the individual's specting landed property apply, usufruct carrying on, for the enterprise, any
center of vital interests was closer can- of real property, and rights to variable or other activity of a preparatory or

not be determined,or if he had no per- fixed payments as consideration for the auxiliary character;
manent home available in either State, working of, or the right to work, mineral f) the maintenance of a fixed place of
he shall be deemed to have been do- business solely for combinationdeposits, sources, and other natural re- any
miciled in the State in which he had an of the activities mentioned in sub-sources; ships, boats, and aircraft shall
habitual abode; not be regarded as real property. paragraphs a) to e).

c) if the individual had an habitual abode
6. Notwithstanding the provisions of

in both States or in neither of them,
--

the domicile shall be deemed to be in paragraphs 2 and 3, where a person other
than an agent of an Independent status

the State of which he was a citizen; Article 6 to whom paragraph 7 applies is acting--

d) if the individual was a citizen of both Businessproperty of a permanentestablish- behalf of enterprise and has andon an
States or of neither of them, the com- ment and assets pertaining to a fixed base

.

habitually exercises in Contractinga
petent authorities of the Contracting used for the performance of independent State authority to conclude contractsanStates shall settle the question by personalservices in the of the enterprise, that enter-mutual agreement.

name

1. Except for assets referred to in Articles prise shall be deemed to have a permanent
3. Where an individual was 5 (Real property) and 7 (Ships and air- establishment in that State in respect of
a) a citizen of one ContractingState, but craft), transfers and deemed transfers of any activities which that person undertakes

not the other ContractingState, assets from an individual domiciled in a for the enterprise, unless the activities of
b) within the meaning of paragraph 1 do- Contracting State, forming part of the such person are limited to those mentioned

miciled in both Contracting States, business property of a permanentestablish- in paragraph 5 which, if exercised through
and ment situated in the other Contracting a fixed place of business, would not make

c) within the meaning of paragraph 1 do- State, may be taxed in that other State. this fixed place of business a permanent
miciled in the other Contracting State establishment under the provisions of that
in the aggregate less than 7 years (in- 2. For the purposes of this Convention, paragraph.
cluding periods of temporary absence) the term permanentestablishmentmeans

during the preceding 10-year period, a fixed place of business through which 7. An enterprise shall not be deemed

then the domicile of that individual the business of an enterprise is wholly to have a permanent establishment in a

shall be deemed, notwithstanding the or partly carried on. Contracting State merely because it carries

provisions of paragraph 2, to have 3. The term permanent establishment on business in that State through a broker,
been in the ContractingState of which shall include especially; general commission agent, or any other

the individual was a citizen. a) a branch; agent of an independent status, provided
that such persons are acting in the ordinary

4. An individual who, at the time of his b) an office;
course of their business.

death or the making of a gift or deemed c) a factory;
transfer, was a resident of a possession of d) a workshop, and 8. Except for assets described in Articles

the United States and who had become a e) a mine, oil or gas well, quarry, or any 5 (Real property) and 7 (Ships and air-

citizen of the United States solely by rea- other place of extraction of natural craft), transfers and deemed transfers of

son of (a) being a citizen of a possession, resources. assets from an individual domiciled in a

or (b) birth or residence within a posses- 4. A building site or construction or Contracting State, pertaining to a fixed
base situated in the other ContractingStatesion, shall be considered as having been installation project, or an installation or
and used for the performance of inde-neither domiciled in nor a citizen of the drilling rig or ship being used for the ex-

United States at that time for the purposes ploration or development of natural re-
pndent personal services, may be taxed in

of this Convention. sources, constitutes a permanent establish-
that other State.

5. For the purposes of this Convention ment in a Contracting State only if it has

the question whether a person other than remained in that State more than 24 Article 7 1

an individual was domiciled in a Contract- months. Ships and aircraft
ing State shall be determined according to 5. Notwithstanding the preceding pro- Notwithstanding Article 6 (Business pro-
the law of that State. Where such person is visions of this Article, the term permanent perty of a Permanent Establishment and
determined to have been domiciled in both establishment shall be deemed not to Assets Pertaining to a Fixed Base Used for

Contracting States, the competentauthori- include: the Performance of Independent Personal
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Services), transfers and deemed transfers 4. The tax of a Contracting State with property), 6 (Business property of a

of ships and aircraft operated in inter- respect to the transfer of property (other permanent establishment and assets
national trafc from a domiciliary of a than community property) which is trans- pertaining to a fixed base used for the

ContractingState, and of movableproperty ferred from a domiciliary or citizen of the performance of independent personal
pertaining to the operation of such ships other ContractingState to his or her spouse services), or 8 (Interests in partner-
and aircraft, including containers, shall be shall be determined as follows: ships), an amount equal to the tax
taxable only in that State. a) in the case of tax imposed by .... , paid to ............ with respect

such property shall be included in the to such transfer or deemed transfer.
Article 8 taxable base only to the extent that This subparagraph shall not apply to

Interest in partnerships the value of the property exceeds 50 a former United States citizen whose

Transfers and deemed transfers, from a percnt of the value of all property loss of citizenship had as one of its

domiciliary of a Contracting State, of an (after taking into account any ap- principal purposes the avoidance of

interest in a partnership which owns pro- plicable deductions) whose transfer United States tax (including, for this

perty covered by Articles 5 (Real property) may, under this Convention, be taxed purpose, income tax).
or 6 (Business property of a permanent by ......................., 2. Where imposes tax by reason

establishment and assets pertaining to a b) in the case of tax imposed by the
of individual's

......

domicile thereinan or

xed base used for the performance of United States, the tax shall be limited
citizenship thereof, double taxation shall

independent personal services) situated in to the amount of tax that would
be avoided in the followingmanner:

the other Contracting State may be taxed have been imposed if the transferor
a) where the United States imposes tax

in that other State,but only to the extent were a domiciliary of the United
with respect to the transfer deemedor

that the value ofsuch interestis attributble States.
transfer of property in accordance

to such property. 5. Where a Contracting State may tax with Articles 5 (Real property), 6
the transfer of an estate solely by reason of (Business property of a permanent
Articles 5 (Real property), 6 (Business establishment and assets pertaining toArticle 9

Property notexpressly mentioned property of a permanentestablishmentand a fixed base used for the performance
assets pertaining to a f'xed base used for of independent personal services), or

Transfers and deemed transfers of property the performance of independent personal 8 (Interests in partnerhsips),
other than property referred to in Articles services), or 8 (Interests in partnerships),

. ......

shall allow as a credit against the tax
5 (Real property), 6 (Business property of that State shall allw a credit against its calculated according to its law with
a permanent establishment and assets tax, in addition to any other credits that respect to such transfer or deemed
pertaining to a xed base used for the per- may be allowed under Article 11 (Credits), transfer an amount equal to the tax
formance of independentpersonalservices), in an amount no less than $3,600, or shall paid to the United States with respect
7 (Ships and aircraft), and 8 (Interests in allowan equivalentexemptionin computing to such transfer or deemed transfer.
partnerships), from a domiciliary of a the tax otherwise due. b) if the individual was domiciled in the
Contracting State, shall be taxable only in United States at the date of his death,
that State. Article 11 gift, or deemed transfer, then .....

Credits shall allow as a credit against the tax

Article 10 1. Where the United States imposes tax
calculated according to its law with

or
Deductionsand exemptions by reason of an individual's domicile respect to the transfer deemed

transfer of property (other than pro-
1. Debts that would be deductible ac. therein or citizenship thereof, double perty which may tax in

cording to the internal law of a Contracting taxation shall be avoided in the following accordance
..........

with Articles 5 (Real
State shall be deducted from the gross manner: property), 6 (Business property of a

value of the property the transfer of which a) where ..............imposes tax permanent establishment and assets

may be taxed by that State in the pro- with respect to a transfer or deemed pertaining to a fixed base used for the

portion that such gross value bears to the transfer of property in accordance
performance of independent personal

gross value of the entire transferredproperty with Articles 5 (Real property), 6 services), or 8 (Interests in partner-
wherever situated. (Business property of a permanent ships)), an amount equal to the amount

establishment and assets pertaining to of the tax paid to the United States2. The value of property transferred
a fixed base used for the performance

which may be taxed by a Contracting of independent personal services),
with respect to such transferor deemed

State shall be reduced by the amount of
or transfer.

8 (Interests in partnerships), the
any debts of the transferor or deemed United States shall allow credit 3. If Contracting State imposes taxas a a
transferor assumed by the transferee or

against the tax calculated according upon the transfer of an estate, the credit
deemed transferee, other than debts to its law with respect to such transfer allowed by paragraph 1 2 shall includeor
allowed as a deductionunder paragraph 1.

or deemed transfer an amount equal credit for tax imposed by the otherany
3. The transfer or deemed transfer of to the tax paid to...........with Contracting State upon a prior gift of
property to or for the use of a corporation respect to such transfer or deemed property made by, or a prior generation-
or organization of one Contracting State transfer. skipping transfer of property deemed made
organized and operated exclusively for b) if the individual was a citizen of the by, the decedent, if the transfer of such

religious, charitable, scientific, literary or United States and was domiciled in property is subject to tax on the transfer
educational purposes shall be exempt from .............. at the date of his of the estate imposedby the first-mentioned
tax by the other Contracting State, if and death, gift, or deemed transfer, then State.
to the extent that such transfer the United States shall allow as a credit

a) is exempt from tax on the first-men- against the tax calculated according
4. The credit allowed by a Contracting

tioned ContractingState; and to its law with respect to the transfer State under paragraph 1 or 2 shall not be

b) would be exempt from tax in the other or deemed transfer of property (other
reduced by any credit allowed by the other

Contracting State if it were made to a than property whose transfer or Contracting State for taxes paid upon prior
similar corporation or organization of deemed transfer the Unites States may

transfersor deemed transfers.

that other State. tax in accordancewith Articles 5 (Real 5. The credit allowed by a Contracting
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State according to the provisions of para- State, shall not be subjected in the rst- States concerning the taxes covered by
graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall include credit mentioned Contracting State to any taxa- the Convention insofar as the taxation

for taxes paid to political subdivisions tion or any requirement connected there- thereunder is not contrary to the Con-

of the other ContractingState to the extent with which is other or more burdensome vention. The exchange of information is

that such taxes are allowed as credits by than the taxation and connected require- not restricted by Article 1 (Scope). Any
that other State. ments to which other similar enterprises of information received by a Contracting

6. Any credit allowed under paragraphs 1 the rst-mentioned State are or may be State shall be treated as secret in the

and 2 shall not exceed the part of the tax subjected. same manner as information obtained

of a ContractingState, as computedbefore 4. The provisions of this Article shall
under the domestic laws of that State
and shall be disclosed only to persons

the credit is given, which is attributable apply to taxes of every kind and description or authorities (including courts and ad-
to the transfer or deemed transfer of pro- imposed by a Contracting State or a ministrative bodies) involved in the
perty in respect of which a credit is al- political subdivision or local authority

as-

lowable under such paragraphs. thereof.
sessment or collection of, the enforcement
or prosecution in respect of, or the deter-

7. Any claim for credit.or for refund of mination of appeals in relation to, the
tax founded on the provisions of this Article 13 taxes covered by the Convention. Such
Article may be made until two years after Mutualagreementprocedure persons or authorities shall use the infor-
the final determination (administrative or mation only for such purposes. They may
judicial) and payment of tax for which 1. Where a person considers that the

disclose the information in public court

any credit under this Article is claimed, actions of one or both of the Contracting proceedings in judicial decisions.or

provided that the determination and pay-
States result or will result for him in tax-

ment are made within ten years of the date ation not in accordancewith the provisions 2. In no case shall the provisions of

of death, gift, or deemed transfer. The of this Convention, he may, irrespective paragraph 1 be construed so as to inpose

competent authorities may by mutual of the remedies provided by the domestic on a ContractingState the obligation:
agreement extend the ten year time limit laws of those States, present his case to a) to carry out administrative measures

if circumstances prevent the determination the competentauthority of the Contracting at variance with the laws and admin-

within such period of the taxes which are State of which he is a resident or national. istrative practice of that or of the

the subject of the claim for credit. Any Such presentation must be made within other ContactingState,

refund based solely on the provisions one year after a claim, under this Con- b) to supply information which is not

of this Convention shall be made without vention, for exemption, credit, or refund obtainable under the laws or in the

payment of interest on the amount so
has been finally settled or rejected. normal course of the administration

refunded. 2. The competent authority shall en- of that or of the other Contracting

deavor, if the objection appears to it to be State; or

Article 12 justied and if it is not itself able to arrive c) to supply information which would

Non-discrimination at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the disclose any trade, business, industrial,
case by mutual agreement with the com- commercial, or professional secret or

1. Citizens of a Contracting State shall trade information, the dis-
petent authority of the other Contracting process, or

not be subjected in the other State to any State, with a view to the avoidance of closure of which would be contrary
taxation or any requirement connected taxation not in accordance with the to public policy (ordre public).
therewith which is other or more burden- Convention. Any agreement reached shall 3. If information is requested by a Con-
some than the taxation and connected be implemented notwithstandingany time tracting State in accordance with this
requirements to which citizens of that limits in the domestic law of the Con- Article, the other Contracting State shall
other State in the same circumstances are

or may be subjected. This provision shall tracting States. obtain the information to which the re-

also apply to persons who are not domi- 3. The competent authorities of the quest relates in the same manner and to

ciliaries of a Contracting State. However, Contracting States shall endeavor to re- the same extent as if the tax of the first-

for purposes of United States taxation of solve by mutual agreement any difculties mentioned State were the tax of that

transfers and deemed transfers, United or doubts arising as to the interpretation other State and were being imposed by that

States citizens not domiciled in the United or application of the Convention. They other State. If specically requested by

States are not in the sane circumstances may also consult together for the elimi- the conpetent authority of a Contracting

as citizens of ......... not domiciled nation of double taxation in cases not State, the competent authority of the other

in the United St;ates. provided for in the Convention. ContractingState shall provide information
under this Article in the form of depositions

2. The taxation with respect to a per- 4. The competent authoritiesof the Con- of witnesses and authenticated copies of
manent establishment which an enterprise tracting States may communicate with unedited original documents (including
of a Contracting State has in the other each other directly for the purpose of books, papers, statements, records, ac-

ContractingState shall not be less favorably reaching an agreement in the sense of the counts, or writings), to the same extent
levied in that other State than the taxation precedingparagraphs. such depositions in documents can be ob-
levied with respect to enterprises of that 5. The competent authoritiesof the Con- tained under the laws and administrative
other State carrying on the sane activities. tracting States may prescribe regulations practices of such other State with respect
This provision shall not be construed as to carry out the purposes of this Con- to its own taxes.

obliging a Contracting State to grant to vention.
residents of the other Contracting State

4. For the purpose of this Article, this

any persona allowances, reliefs, and re-
Convention shall apply to taxes of every

ductions for taxation purposes on account Article 14 kind imposed by a ContractingState.

of civil status or family responsibilities Exchange of information
which it grants to its own residents. 1. The competent authoritiesof the Con-
3. Enterprises of a ContractingState, the tracting States shall exchange such infor- Article 15

capital of which is wholly or partly owned mation as is necessary for carrying out Diplomatic agents and consularofficers

or controlled, directly or indirectly, by one the provisions of this Convention or of 1. Nothing in this Conventionshall affect
or more residents of the other Contracting the domestic laws of the Contracting the fiscal privileges of diplomatic agents
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or consular ofcers under the general State and instruments of ratification shall force provided that at least 6 months'
rules of international law or under the be exchangedat ........... . .as soon prior notice of termination has been given
provisionsof special agreements. as possible. through diplomaticchannels. In such event,

the Convention shall have no effect in re-
2. This Convention shall not apply to 2. This Convention shall enter into force

spect of transfers of estates of individuals
officials of international organizations or upon the exchange of instrumentsof ratifi.

dying, gifts made, and deemed transfers
members of a diplomatic or consular cation and its provisions shall apply to

occurring after the December 31 next
mission of a third State, who were estab- transfers of estates of individuals dying,

following the date of terminationspecied
lished in a Contracting State and were not gifts made, and generation-skipping trans-

in the notice of termination.
treated as being domiciled in either Con- fers deemed made on or after the date of

tracting State in respect of taxes on estates, such exchange. DONE AT ............ , in duplicate,
inheritances, gifts, or generation-skipping in the English and ...... languages, the

tw texts having equal authenticity,transfers as the case may be.
this ....... day of ........ ,19xx.

Article 17
For the United States of America:

Termination
Article 16 This convention shall remain in force until (Seal)Entry into force terminated by a Contracting State. Either

.........................

1. This Convention shall be subject to Contracting State may terminate the Con- For
ratification in accordance with the ap- vention at any time after 5 years from the
plicable procedures of each Contracting date on which this Convention enters into (Seal) .........................

It isdifficult, even for an author so well informed, to keep
BOOK REVIEW abreast of all publications and have this information published

and included in the Service so that the reader may be equally
(continuedfromage 472) fully informed on latest developments.

Permit me to take an example from the editorial comment on

In his introduction, Mr. Edwardes-Ker explains that the major Article 9. It is stated that a solution providing for compulsoryar- g

reason for writing such a service was that in advising on the pre-
bitration was recommended by the EEC Commission in Article .

cise meaning of a tax treaty provision, he found that all too often 3(1) of its November 25, 1976 Associated Enterprises draft
in the past, only the opaque treaty text was available for study. directive. This must be amended immediately in the updatingma-

Materials relevant to its interpretationcould only be researchedat terial with the information that this proposal unfortunately is

prohibitive cost and inconvenience. He felt that a practical guide dead and has no chance of being acted upon by the Council of
to the interpretation and use of double tax treaties was needed. the EEC in the foreseeable future. However the Directive on the

Exchange of Information which was supposed to be a packageFortunately the reviewer has not been left quite so high and dry; deal with the former proposal was issued as a Directive on De-
in Germany we have a commentary of long standing on German cember 19, 1977. A certain weakness of any. loose-leaf service is
Tax Treaties (Korn-Dietz, Doppelbesteuerung,Beck'sche Steuer- the difficulty of updating in a fast and efcient manner and I
kommentare Mnchen) and a handbook on the United States- have not found any reference to the above case in the two up-German Tax Convention published by the International Bureau dates mentionedearlier.
of Fiscal Documentation with an introduction to and a good ex- Mention must be made of the author's warning that any such ser-planation of the treaty terms. vice may convey to the reader the illusion that he has the com-
In addition thereto, publications and articles on various terms of plete material at hand and does not need to go to the specificthe Model Tax Treaty are becoming more and more numerous country or tax specialist there concerned. Although I cannot cite
and sometimes can hardly be covered in their entirety by the Tax an example where the material is incomplete, the danger does
Counsel in his own particularcountry. exist that an import ruling, for instance in a certain specialised
The editor and his team of tax specialists have done a splendid area, is overlooked. Therefore, it should be made clear to the user
job in collecting this material and putting it in such good order. of this Service that whilst every effort has been made to collect
No comparable publication is available which enables the tax spe- all pertinent data and decisions, a full guarantee cannot be given
cialist in one country to look over the proverbial border and and there will always be some particularproblem which may and
judge the development of these particular problems in another can only be advised upon by competent counsel in the coun-
country perhaps thereby gaining interesting thoughts and inspi- try in question. This comment is not made in order to promote
ration for the solution of the particularproblem in his own coun- the practice of the reviewer but to cause the limitationsof such a
try. This is a great merit of this Service and the editor's achieve- service to be consideredobjectively.
ment should be acclaimed and recognisedwith gratitude.
On the other hand, I must add two bitter drops to the cup of Dr. Jakob Strobl, of
joy. Strobl, Killius & Vorbrugg, Munich, Germany
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Renouncinof U.S.CitizenshipforTaxReasons
TAXTREATYDOES NOT HELP*

I. GENERAL EXPLANATION IV. LAW AND ANALYSIS country X. Although the treaty contains a

The provisions of Section 877 of the Code Section 877(a) provides, with certain ex- clause similar to the provisions of Section

apply to tax gross income, as dened in ceptions not material here, that every non. 871(a)(2) regarding United States taxation

Section 872(a), of an individual who be- resident individual who at any time after of capital gains, such provision is subject
comes a resident of a foreign country and March 8, 1965, and within the 10 year pe. to the treaty saving clause reserving the

renounces U.S. citizenship to avoid U.S. riod immediatelypreceding the close of the right of the United States to tax its citizens

income tax, even though the income tax taxable year lost United States citizenship, as though the treaty had not come into

treaty between the U.S. and the foreign unless such loss did not have for one of its effect. This aspect of the saving clause is in-

country does not specifically preserve the principal purposes the avoidance of federal tended to preserve, with certain specific ex-

right of the U.S. to tax under Section 877. income, estate or gift taxes, shall be tax. ceptions, United States taxation on the

able for such taxable year in the manner basis of citizenship, notwithstanding the

provided in subsection (b) if the tax im- limitations on United States taxation
Il. ISSUE posed pursuant to such subsectionexceeds otherwise imposed by the treaty. Taxation
Are the provisions of Section 877 of the the tax which, without regard to this Sec- under Section 877 is a manifestation of

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 applicable tion, is imposed pursuant to Section 871. United States taxation on the basis of citi-

to tax gross income (as dened in Section Section 877(b) provides, in part, that zenship: in effect, the section imposes in-

872(a) of the Code) of an expatriate who
a

come tax liability, by reason of citizenship,non-resident alien individual described in
becomes a resident of a country where the subsection (a) shall be taxable for the tax-

for ten years following a tax motivated ex-

income tax treaty between the United able provided in Section 1, 402(e)
patriation. Consequently, the income tax

States and such country does not specifi- year as treaty does not exempt from United States

cally preserve the right of the United States (1), or Section 1201(b), except that the taxation taxpayer's capital gain in the li-

to tax under Section 8777 gross income shall include only the gross quidation proceeds because by virtue of
income described in Section 872(a). Section 877 the taxpayer remains subject

Ill. THE FACTS Section 872(a) of the Code provides that in to tax as a United States citizen within the
the case of a non-resident alien individual, meaning of the treaty saving clause.

Taxpayer was born in country X, immi-

grated to the United States and became a gross income includes only- This interpretation is in agreementwith the

naturalized American citizen. Taxpayer, (l) gross income which is derived from legislative intent of Section 877 of the

who les a federal income tax return on a
sources within the United States and which Code which ... was enacted to forestall
iS not effectively connected with the con-

calendar year basis, is the sole shareholder tax-motivated expatriation. See Kronen-

of corporation Y, a domestic corporation.
duct of a trade or business within the berg v. Commissioner, 64 T.C. 428,434

On April 4, 1977, corporation Y adopted
United States, and (1975), in which Section 877 was held

a plan of complete liquidation under which (2) gross income which is effectively con- applicable by the court to tax United

its liquidation was to be completed by
nected with the conduct of a trade or busi- States source capital gains received by a

April 3, 1978.
ness within the United States. Swiss resident and citizen who had just pre-

Taxpayer left the United States on March Section 871(a) of the Code provides a tax viously renounced United States citizen-

30, 1978, and arrived in country X the of 30 percent on income not connected ship. The legislative intent underlying Sec-

next day with the intention of permanent- with a United States business. Section 871 tion 877 would be defeated with regard to

ly residing in country X. On April 2, 1978, (a)(2) of the Code provides, in part, that in United States citizens who, to avoid paying

taxpayer voluntarily renounced United the case of a non.resident alien individual United States tax on gross income as de-

States citizenship. One of taxpayer's prin- present in the United States for a period or fined in Section 872(a) of the Code, expat-

cipal purposes for renouncing United periods aggregating 183 days or more dur- riated and adopted residence in a country

States citizenship was to avoid United ing the taxable year, there is imposed for whose income tax treaty with the United

States income tax on the capital gain from such year a tax of 30 percentof the amount States does not specifically preserve the

the proceeds of corporation Y's liquida. by which gains, derived from sources with- right of the United States to tax under Sec-

tion. Taxpayer received the liquidation in the United States, from the sale or ex- tion 877.

proceeds on April 3, 1978. change at any time during such year of ca-

pital assets exceed losses, allocable to sour- V. HOLDING
The income tax treaty between the United
States and country X exempts from United

ces within the United States, from the sale
The provisions of Section 877 of the Code

or exchange at any time during such year
States tax a capital gain received from of capital assets.

are applicable to tax gross income (as de-

sources within the United States by a resi- fined in Section 872(a) of the Code) of an

dent of country X who was present in the The taxpayer's gain on corporation Y's dis- expatriate who, for United States income

United States for a period or periods not tribution is excluded from tax under Sec- tax avoidanc purposes, becomes a resident

exceeding a total of 183 days during the tion 871(a)(2) of the Code because the tax- of a country where the income tax treaty
taxable year. Such treaty does not specifi- payer was not present within the United between the United States and such coun-

cally preserve the right of the United States States for 183 days or more during the try does not specifically preserve the right
to tax under Section 877 of the Code. 1978 taxable year. However, in light of the of the United States to tax under Section

However, the tax treaty does provide that fact that one of the taxpayer's principal 877, if the Section 877 tax exceeds the tax

each country, notwithstanding any other reasons for expatriation included the avoid- otherwise imposed pursuant to Section

provision of the treaty, in determining the ance of federal income tax, the provisions 871. Thus, the taxpayer in the subject case

taxes of its citizens or residents may in- of Section 877 are applicable to tax the is taxable under Section 877 on the capital
clude in the basis upon which such taxes capital gain on the corporate liquidation, gain from the proceeds of corporation Y's

are imposed all items of income taxable unless such transaction is exempted from liquidation.
under its revenue laws as though the treaty United States taxation under the income
had not come into effect (saving clause). tax treaty between the United States and * Revenue Ruling 79-152, IRB 1979-20 at 14.
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The publications listed in this bibliography have CHANNEL ISLANDS

recently been acqured by the Bureau's library which TOLLEY'STAXATION IN THE CHANNELISLANDS
will gladly supply further information upon request AND ISLE OF MAN 1978

(please quote the reference numbers). They should,
howeuer, be ordered through a bookseller or direct By Eric L. Harvey. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company, Ltd.,

from the publisher indicated, and not through the 1979. 100 pp. £ 4,-.
A comprehensive detailed guide to taxation in Jersey, Guernsey

Bureau. and the Isle of Man, revised to include the laws at December
1978. (B. 101.806)

ASEAN
CHINA

'

ASEAN: CHALLENGESOF AN INTEGRATINGMARKET
DAS AUSSENHANDELSRECHTDER VOLKSREPUBLIK

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand. CHINA
Hong Kong, Business International Asia/Pacific, Ltd., 1979. 215 ;4

Pp. By Oskar Weggel. Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,1976.
Research work examining the Southeast Asian integration move- Vlkerrecht und Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht, Band 7. 493
ment at work through the Association of South East Asian Pp.
Nations (ASEAN), comprising Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Study analyzing the aspects of doing business with the People's
Singapore and Thailand. The long-term objective of integration is Republic of China. (B. 51.300)
to eliminate all internal barriers between the five countries to the
movement of products, capital, technology and people. Subjects .,j
dealt with are the institutional structure, preferential trading
arrangements, Asean government industrial projects, business en- COMMON MARKET (EEC) :

vironment, attitute to foreign investment, trends towards integra-
tion. (B. 51.307) LA NOTION D'EVASION FISCALE INTERNATIONALE

DANS LA C.E.E.

AUSTRALIA By Pierre Fontaneau. Etudes Jurif. Collection fiscalit des revenus

et des socits. Nice, Les Cahiers Fscaux Europens, 1978.
UNDISTRIBUTEDPROFITS;A CRITICALANALYSIS Loose-leaf publicaton of a series called Collection fiscalit des

By Y.F.R. Grbich and B. Cooper. Sydney, Taxation Institute
revenus et des socitswith respect to the taxation of income of
individuals and companies in the countries of the European

Research and EducationTrust, 1979. 52 pp. (B. 51.304) Economic Community. The present volume deals with the subject
of international tax evasion in the EEC. (B. 101.808)

BELGIUM

FISCALITE DE L'ASSURANCE DENMARK

By Andr Brombart. Brussels, Office des Assureurs de Belgique, SKATTE TABELLER 1979
1977.
Loose-leaf publication explaining the taxation of insurance com- 35 rgang. By V. Spang-Thomsen.Copenhagen, A/S Skattekarto-

panies and related persons such as insurance brokers, as well as teket Informationskontor,1979.137 pp.
related indirect taxes in connection with insurance businesses. Income and net wealth tax tables for 1979 with annotations. (B.
(B. 101.838) 101.805)

TAXATION IN BELGIUM INVESTMENTAND TAXATION: DENMARK

Internationa Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte Has- London, Touche Ross International, 1979. 27 pp.
kins & Sells, 1979.94 pp. Monograph on Denmark in the seriesInvestmentand Taxation,
This book is part of a series, International Tax and Business prepared by Touche Ross International for the use of interested
Service, describing taxation in Belgium based on material avail- clients. The present study deals with general information, invest-
able to Deloitte Haskins & Sells as of February 1978. ment incentives, exchange control, business entities and taxation.
(B. 101.922) (B. 101.797)
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FRANCE gratuitous transfers of shares, tax-avoidance, etc. An extensive
index is appended. (B. 101.841)

LAMY SOCIAL
STEUERROMANTIKRUND UM BETTINA VON ARNIMS

Edited by F. Julien. Paris, Lamy S.A., 1979. 1426 pp. HUNDESTEUERPROZESS
Annual publication containing an explanation of French labour
and social legislation; supplementsare issued regularly in order to By Alfons Pausch. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1978. 60

keep the material up to date. (B. 101.836) pp., 18 DM.
Humorous and satirical report on the legal proceedingsof Bettina

RAPPORT DE LA COMMISSIOND'ETUDE D'UN von Arnim with respect to the dog tax. (B. 101.785)
PRELEVEMENTSUR LES FORTUNES

Volume 1: rapport. Paris, La Documentation Franaise, 1979. INTERNATIONAL
237 pp., 50 Ffr.
Volume 1 of a series of reports prepared by the Study Committee ACCOUNTINGAND AUDITING IN ONE WORLD
comprising Gabriel Ventejol, Robert Blot and Jacques Mraud on

the levy of a net wealth tax in France. This report considers the Proceedings of the llth International Congress of Accountants,
French tax system with respect to taxes and capital and the Munich, October 10-14, 1977. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag GmbH.,
probable substitution by an annual net wealth tax. (B. 101.791) 1978. 544 pp., 45 DM.

Reports of all plenary as well as study group sessions available in
the four official languages of the Congress, i.e. English, French,

GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC German and Spanish. (B. 101.696/902)

AUSSENWIRTSCHAFTSSTRATEGIENUND INDUSTRIALI-DIE BESTEUERUNGDER GESELLSCHAFTEN,DES SIERUNG IN ENTWICKLUNGSLNDERNGESELLSCHAFTERWECHSELSUND DER UMWANDLUNGEN

By Jrgen B. Donges and Lotte Mller-Ohlsen. Tbingen, J.C.B.14. Auflage. By Herbert Brnner, H.P. Bareis and H.-J. Rux._ Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 198. Kieler Studien, Institut fr Weltwirt-Stuttgart, Fachverlag fr Wirtschafts- und SteuerrechtSchffer & schaft an der UniversittKiel, No. 157. 240 pp.Co., GmbH., 1979. 1534 pp., 180 DM.
Comparative study of the import substitution and exportRevised and extended edition of the authoritative monograph oriented policies of industrialization by number of lessdealing with the tax aspects of partnerships, corporations and a more or

other entities including merger and take-over aspects, with refer- industrially advanced countries. (B. 101.698)
ence to case law. (B. 101.931) BERICHTBER DEN SIEBTEN KONGRESS DER UNION

EUROPEENNEDES EXPERTS COMPTABLESECONOMIQUESHANDBUCHDER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT ET FINANCIERS (U.E.C.) VOM 1. BIS 5. OKTOBER
1973 IN MADRID

Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeitete Auflage unter Mitwirkung von

Norbert Andel und Heinz Haller. Herausgegeben von Fritz Neu- Dsseldorf, IdW-VerlagGmbH., 1978. 200 pp., 50 DM.mark. Lieferung 18/19. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), Report on the 7th Congress of the U.E.C. (B. 101.695)1979. 160 pp., 33.60 DM.
Third revised edition of a handbook on public finance prepared TREATY SERIES
by Norbert Andel and Heinz Haller and edited by Fritz Neumark.
Supplement 18/19 deals with the theory of taxation in general Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
and the individual income tax in particular. (B. 101.829) recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 834,

1972. New York, United Nations, 1977. 423 pp., 11 $.HANDBUCHZUR LOHNSTEUER1979 Compilation of texts in the authentic language and translations
into English and French of the same. This volume contains theStand: 1. Januar 1979. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1979. 583 pp., text of the exchange of notes between Denmark and United

49.50 DM. Kingdom to extend the tax treaty between the U.K. andAnnual compilation of the text of the implementary wage tax Denmark of 1960 to the West Indies Associated States andordinance relevant for the assessment year 1979 with related certain Dependent Territoriesof the U.K. (B. 101.933)material. (B. 101.930)
TREATY SERIESL'IMPORTSUR LES SOCIETES EN REPUBLIQUE

FEDERALE D'ALLEMAGNEAPRES LA REFORME DE 1977 Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. VolumeDsseldorf, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1978.32 pp. 847,1972. New York, United Nations, 1978. 339 pp., 11 $.Explanation of the 1977 German corporate income tax law. This volume contains the texts of the comprehensive double(B. 101.815) taxation treaty between Belgium and Spain of 1970, Belgium and

SOZIALVERSICHERUNGS-HANDBUCHFR DIE BETRIEB- U.S.A. of 1970 and the termination of the Belgium-U.S.A. treaty
of 1948. (B. 101.933)LICHE PRAXIS

TREATYSERIES2. Auflage. By Gustav Figge. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt,
1977. 870 pp., 49 DM.

Treaties and international agreements registered filed andorLoose-leaf service giving an extensive commentary on the German recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 856,social security laws with reference to cae law. (B. 101.801) 1973. New York, United Nations, 1978. 246 11 $.pp.,
This volume contains the text of the comprehensive tax treaty

STEUERBERATER-JAHRBUCH1978/79 between France and Portugal of 1971. (B. 101.933)

Edited by Franz Hrstmann, Ursula Niemann and Gerd Rose. TREATY SERIES
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1979. 617 pp., 95 DM.
Proceedings and lectures of the 30th congress of the German tax Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
advisers held in 1978. Congress topics, inter alia, deal with the recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 869,
investment premiums granted under German law, the enterprise 1973. New York, United Nations, 1977. 300 pp., 11 $.
policy with respect to the set-up of tax-free reserves after the This volume contains the text of the tax treaty between Canada
corporate income tax reform, inheritance tax in the case of and the United Kingdom of 1966 and the supplementary agree-
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ments of 1966 and 1969 to the existing tax treaty btween THE NETHERLANDS
Canada and Sweden of 1951. (B. 101.933)

BELASTINGENEN HET BEHEER VAN WONINGEN

YEARBOOKOF INTERNATIONALTRADE STATISTICS Een onderzoek naar de rijksbelastingen en de verschillende be-
1977 heerders van woningen. By F. van Wijk. Amsterdam, Research

Instituut Gebouwde Omgeving (RIGO), 1979. 145 pp.
Volume I: trade by country; Volume II: trade by commodity; Study explaining the central taxes affecting the administratorsof
commodity matrix tables. New York, United Nations, 1978. houses. (B. 101.782)
1020 + 1194 pp., 60 $.
This twenty-sixth edition (in two volumes) of the Yearbook DUTCH BUSINESS LAW
provides the basic information for individual countries' external
trade performances in terms of the overall trends in current value Legal, accounting and tax aspects of business in the Netherlands.
as well as in volume and price, the importanceof trading partners By Steven R. Schuit, Jan M. van der Beek and Bonne K. Raap.
and the significance of individual commodities imported and Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 567 pp.
exported. (B. 101.827/828) Handbook providing general information on Dutch business law

in the English language. It covers a wide range of legal aspects,
accounting and tax aspects of doing business in the Netherlands.
(B. 101.814)

ISRAEL
ELSEVIERSVENNOOTSCHAPSBELASTING1979

INVESTITIONENIN ISRAEL
Bestemd voor de aangifte over 1978.9de jaarlijkse editie. By A.C.

By Ernst W. Klimowsky. Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhan- de Groot and W.H. van der Meer. Amsterdam, Annoventura,
delsinformation, 1978. Schriftenreihe AuslndischesWitschafts- 1979. 216 pp., Dfl. 32.50.
und Steuerrecht, Band 54. 150 pp. Annual guide for filing 1978 eorporate income tax return.

Explanation of business and investment opportunities in Israel, (B. 101.904)
including taxation. The text of the German Federal Republic and
Israel double taxation treaty is appended. (B. 51.266) FINANCIALMEMO 1979

Deventer, Kluwer, 1979. 74 pp.
Revised edition of Financial Memo providing financial and

ITALY
economic gures and other information. (B. 101.893)

DIE GESELLSCHAFTMIT BESCHRNKTERHAFTUNG IN
CODICE CIVILE CON LA COSTITUZIONEE LE DEN NIEDERLANDEN
PRINCIPALILEGGI SPECIALI

Edited by Rosario Nicol and Adolfo di Majo. Milan, Dott. A 2. erweiterte Auflage. By P. Gotzen. Dsseldorf, Deutsch-Nieder-

Giuffr Editore, 1978. 920 pp.
lndische Verlags GmbH., 1978. Schriftenreihe der Deutsch-
NiederlndischenHandelskammer Recht und Steuern, Band 3.

Text of the Italian Civil Code, the Constitution and some other

important Acts. (B. 101.810)
112 PP.
Second extended edition of monograph explaining the limited

DIE ITALIENISCHEN ERTRAGSTEUERGESETZEIN DEUT- liability company (besloten vennootschap) in the Netherlands.

CHER BRSETZUNG (B. 101.840) /.

In der Fassung nach dem Stand am 31.12.1977. bersetzt von
INTRODUCTIONTO DUTCH LAW FOR FOREIGN LAWYERS

4''

Assessor Erdmann Wilcke. Milan, Deutsch-Italienische Handels-

kammer, 1977. 265 pp.
Edited by D.C. Fokkema, J.M.J. Chorus, E.H. Hondius and E.Ch.

German translation of the Italian direct tax laws as per December Lisser. Prepared under the auspices of the Netherlands Com-

31, 1977. (B. 101.833) parative Law Association. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 700 pp., Dfl.
125,-.
Handbook providing a general introduction to Dutch law in the
English language, covering the whole system in its different
branches, such as private law, criminal law, constitutional law,

j KOREA fiscal law, economic law, labour law and international law.
(B. 101.813)

KOREAN TAXATION 1979
LEGISLATIONNETHERLANDSANTILLES &

Seoul, Tax System Bureau, Ministry of Finance, 1979. 248 pp. THE NETHERLANDS
Revised and updated publication explaining the Korean tax
structure and administration to foreigners engaged in business By R.H.D. Debrot. Rotterdam, Foundation Legal Publications
activities in Korea and providing information on the Korean tax Netherlands/Antilles,1978.
system as of the 1978 tax changes to foreign countries, in Loose-leaf publication providing the texts in two languages
particular those negotiatng tax conventions with Korea. (Dutch and English) of the laws regarding the establishment and
(B. 51.309) operations of Netherlands Antilles and Netherlandscorporations.

Experts will contribute comments on specific subjects. The first
release contained the text of the relevant laws in both countries

regardingcompanies. (B. 101.823)
MICRONESIA

OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: NETHERLANDS
COMPILATIONOF TAX AND REVENUE LAWS IN
MICRONESIA Pars: Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,

1979. 60 pp. 12 Ffr. (B. 101.818)
Ponape, Truk, Yap, Kosrae, Marshalls, Palau. Prepared by:
RevenueDivision, Saipan, Mariana Islands, November 1978. 46 ONROERENDGOED; OMZETBELASTINGEN OVER-

Pp. DRACHTSBELASTING
Brief outline describing the major taxes in Micronesia.

(B. 51.285) Tweede herziene druk. By D.B. Bijl and D.C. Smit. Deventer,
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Kluwer, 1979. Fiscale Monografien,No. 30.242 pp., Dil. 39. regulations, banking and credit conditionsand a survey of the tax

Second revised edition of monograph dealing with real estate and structure. (B. 101.896)
its tax aspects arising from the turnover tax law and capital
transfer tax law as of January 1,1979. Texts of relevant laws are

SINGAPORE
appended. (B. 101.811)

BUDGET FOR THE FINANCIALYEAR 1978/79
NEW ZEALAND

Singapore, GovernmentPrinter, 1978. 457 pp.
A GUIDE TO NEW ZEALAND INCOME TAX PRACTICE The present budget represents the first phase of the implementa-
1977-78 tion of the new budgeting system known as the Programme and

PerformanceBudgeting System (PPBS). (L. 52.119)
38th Edition. By Charles A. Staples. Wellington, Sweet & Max-

well, Ltd., 1978. 680 pp. FINANCIALSTATEMENTSFOR THE YEAR 1ST APRIL,
Reference guide explaining the Income Tax Act 1976 as amended 1977 TO 31ST MARCH, 1978
in 1977 by the Income Tax Amendment Act 1977, the Income
Tax Amendment Act (No. 2) 1977 and the Income Tax By Chua Kim Yeow. Singapore, Government Printer, 1978. 336

(Compensatory Export Incentive Allowance) Act 1977. pp. (L. 52.118)
(B. 51.305)

SPAIN

O.E.C.D. IMPUESTOSOBRE LA RENTA Y SOBRE SOCIEDADES

THE TAXATION OF NET WEALTH,CAPITAL TRANSFERS
AND CAPITAL GAINS OF INDIVIDUALS Nueva legislacin. Madrid, Ministerio de Hacienda, 1979. 141 pp.,

100 Ptas.

Report of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, 1979. Paris, Compilation of the text of the new individual income tax and the

Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development, 1979. corporate income tax effective as of January 1,1979, and
connected statutes. (B. 101.935)195 pp., 88 Ffr.

The report covers three taxes or groups of taxes, i.e. personal LA REFORMATRIBUTARIA
annual net wealth taxes, wealth transfer taxes in the form of
death and gift taxes and such taxes on capital gains as apply to XXV Semana de Estudios de Derecho Financiero. Madrid,
personal assets in the OECD member countries. The material was Editorial de Derecho Financiero, 1978. 772
based on replies from a questionnaire that was sent to OECD pp.

a on
member countries in 1976 and that was answered by all countries Compilation of lectures given at conference Spanish tax

reform. (B. 101.901)
except Greece, Iceland and Turkey. Changes thereafter are

summarized in an Annex. (B. 101.804) LA TRIBUTACIONPARAFISCAL

PHILIPPINES By Luis Mateo Rodrguez. Len, Colegio Universitario de Len,
1978. 341 pp.

INCOME DISTRIBUTIONAND TAXATION Handbook on 'para-fiscal' levies. (B. 101.900)
IN THE PHILIPPINES

By Salvador Ortiza y Ferreras. Leuven, Catholic University of SWITZERLAND
Leuven, Department of Applied Economic Sciences, 1978/79.
320 pp. DAS VERHLTNISVON HANDELSBILANZUND STEUER-
Thesis on income distribution, particularly on personal income, in BILANZ
the Philippines. (B. 51.315)

By Arnold Weber. Bern, Cosmos Verlag AG, 1979. 182 pp., 44
Sfr.

PORTUGAL Study analyzing the relationship between the commercialbalance

DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENT sheet and the tax balance sheet with emphasis on Swiss law.

(B. 101.837)
Lisbon, Institute for Foreign Investment, 1978. 15 pp.
Explanation of the procedure for direct foreign investment in THAILAND
Portugal. (B. 101.894)

THAILAND INVESTMENTHANDBOOK 1978-79
FOREIGN INVESTMENTCODE

Frankfurt, Thai Trade and Investment Center, 1979. 270 pp.

Lisbon, Ministry of Planning and Economic Coordination, In- Handbook on Thailand to assist prospective investors and

stitute of Foreign Investment, 1977.62 pp.
businessmen. (B. 51.306)

English translation of Law No. 348/77 of August 24, 1977
containing the Foreign Investment Code and related legislation. UNITED KINGDOM
(B. 101.899)

DEVELOPMENTLAND TAX
TEORIA E TECNICA DOS IMPOSTOS

Second edition. By Robert W. Maas. Croydon, Tolley Publishing ,

5. Edio. By J.F. Lemos Pereira and A.M. Cardoso Mota. Lisbon, Company, Ltd., 1979. 239 pp., 6.75 £.
Rei dos Livros, 1978. 273 pp. A detailed explanation of Development Land Tax as at January
Handbook on taxation in Portugal. A supplement updates this 1979. (B. 101.830)
book to July 1978. (B. 101.843)

LEASING;THE ACCOUNTING& TAXATION
VADE MECUM OF EXCHANGE REGULATIONSAND OTHER IMPLICATIONS
USEFUL INFORMATIONON PORTUGAL

By David Wainman and Howard Brown. St. Helier (Jersey, C.I.),
4th Edition. Lisbon, Banco Espirito Santo e Comercial de Lisboa, Guild Press, 1978. 243 pp., 10 £.
1978. 30 pp. Study on accounting for leasing operations in connection with
Information on direct foreign investments, export and import the tax implications. (B. 101.839)
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TAX PLANNING REVIEW 1979 FEDERALTAXES AFFECTINGREAL ESTATE

By Leslie Livens and Neil Thomas. London, Butterworths, 1979. 4th Edition. By Robert W. Sandison, Robert L. Anderson, Ivan
72 pp., 4.50 £. Faggen, Lawrence H. Garber, David E. Lipson, John T. Schwie-
Source book presenting a review of vital tax developments of ters and Gerald B. Warnick. New York, Matthew Bender, 1978.
1978 in order to assess theur implication for 1979 tax planning. 496 pp.
(B. 101.807) This work considers the income tax law as it affects real estate

transactions for the investor, dealer and developer. The impact of
TOLLEY'S TAX CASES gift and estate tax problems is also discussed. (B. 101.803)

Third edition. A comprehensive digest of reported tax cases FEDERALTAX POLICY AND RECYCLINGOF SOLID
applicable to current legislation at 31 July 1978. By Victor WASTE MATERIALS
Grout. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company, Ltd., 1978. 368

pp., 7 £. (B. 101.831) Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department,
1979. 153 pp.

UNITED KINGDOM DOUBLE TAX TREATIES This study examines the impact of federal tax policies that may
mpede or discourage recycling of solid waste materials, and

By John Newman. London, Butterworths, 1979. 128 pp., 12 £. evaluates potential tax policy changes to encourage recycling.
Summary of each double tax arrangement concluded by the (B. 101.763)
United Kingdom, covering all comprehensive income tax treaties,
shipping and air transport profits arrangements and estate duty A GUIDE TO FLORIDA
treaties. Comparison with the articles of the OECD Model Con-
vention is included. (B. 101.905) International business and investment opportunities. Tallahassee,

Florida Department of Commerce, Division of Economic
Development, Bureau of Trade Development, 1978. 219 pp.

U.S.A. This book contains information by various contributors on

business opportunities in the State of Florida. The subjects
ADJUSTINGDEPRECIATIONFOR PRICE CHANGES covered include United States taxation of for'eign persons; United

States tax planning for foreign persons; Forms of business enter-

By Eugene Steuerle. Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. prise in Florida; Banking in Florida; Labor law in the United
Treasury Department, 1979. OTA Paper No. 37, March 1979. 27 States and Florida; Immigration; Customs considerations; Real
pp. (B. 101.854) estate considerations; Tax accounting for commercial transac-

tions. The same book is also available in the German language.
BUSINESS STUDY: UNITED STATES (B. 101.928)

New York, Touche Ross International, 1978. 185 pp. THE INTERNALREVENUE ACTS OF THE UNITED STATES
Monograph on the United States in the series Business Study 1909-1950
prepared by Touche Ross International for the use of interested
clients. The present study deals with investment factors, trade Legislative histories, laws and administrative documents. Edited
and commerce, business practices and information, forms of by Bernard D. Reams, Jr. Published by William S. Hein & Co.,
business entities, taxation, etc. in the U.S.A. (B. 101.802) Inc., Hein Building, Department A, 1285 Main Street, Buffalo,

N.Y. 14209. 1979, 144 Volumes in 146 books. Over 176,000
THE ESTATE TAX pages. 5,975.00 $

Fourth edition. By James B. Lewis. New York, Practising Law 1978 RETURNS FOR ORGANIZATIONSEXEMPT FROM
Institute, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019. 1979. INCOME TAX UNDER SECTION 501(C) (3) OTHER
771 pp. THAN PRIVATE FOUNDATIONSAS DEFINED IN SECTION
Revised handbook on estate tax with integrated coverage of the 509 (A) OF THE INTERNALREVENUE CODE
Tax Reform Act of 1976 and the Revenue Act of 1978.
(B. 101.921) Washington, Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue

Service, 1978.60 pp.
FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONSAND This package contains the following: Form 990 and Instructions;
SHAREHOLDERS Schedule A (Form 990) and Instructions; Form 990-T and

Instructions. (B. 101.835)
Fourth edition 1979. By Boris I. Bittker and James S. Eustice.
Boston, Warren, Boston & Lamont, Inc., 1979. 1400 pp. TAX REFORM 1978
Revised fourth edition of textbook on the U.S. federal income
taxation of corporations and shareholders with reference to case A legislative history of the Revenue Act of 1978. Prepared by
law. There is a companionvolume to this work -- Federal Income Vanderbilt University Law Library Staff. Published by William S.
Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders: Forms - which Hein & Co., Inc., Hein Building, 1285 Main Street, Buffalo, N.Y.
contains forms and documents keyed and cross-referenced to the 14209.1979, 14 Volumes. Over 11,000 pages, 395.00 $.
corresponding discussion in this work of applicable legal prin-
ciples. (B. 102.026) Hearings -- Reports and Papers; President Carter's Tax Proposals,

the Tax Reform Bill (HR 13511), etc. as well as the full text of
FEDERALESTATE AND GIFT TAXES the debates and proceedings in the Congress.

Code and Regulations as of March 21, 1979. Chicago, Commerce
Clearing House, Inc., 1979. 525 pp., 6.50 $.Reproductionof full
texts of the estate, gift and transfer tax provisionsof the Internal VENEZUELA
Revenue Code and corresponding official regulations.
(B. 101.825) VENEZUELAN INCOME TAX LAW

FEDERAL INCOME TAXES OF DECEDENTSAND ESTATES (As published in the Official Gazette of June 23, 1978, No.
2277.)

CCH Tax Analysis Series. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, English translation and original text in Spanish. Caracas,
Inc., 1979. 174 pp. (B. 101.853) TraductoresTecnicos, 1978.66 pp. (B. 15.866)
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Loose-Leaf Services
Received betweenJune 1 and July 31, 1979

AUSTRALIA Tome VIII, release 101 and 102 PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE
Tome X, release 42

releases 366 and 367
AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX -- Tome XIV, releases 113 and 114

LAW AND PRACTICE: CED-Samsom,Brussels. Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

Bulletin--

GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT
releases 6-15 COMMONMARKET (EEC)
Cases--

releases 404 and 405

releases 8-15
Editions Service, Brussels. DROIT DES AFFAIRESDANS LES

PAYS DU MARCHECOMMUN

Replacementpages GUIDE PRATIQUE DE FISCALITE release 112
--

releases 4 and 5
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood. Tome I, release 26 EditionsJupiter, Paris.

Tome II, release 19

CED-Samson,Brussels. HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE
AUSTRIA GEMEENSCHAPPEN:

WETBOEKBELASTINGENOVER DE
/ DIE EINKOMMENSTEUER: TOEGEVOEGDEWAARDE

-- Kommentaarop het E.E.G., Euratom en

EGKS verdrag; verdragstekstenen aan-

Reehtsprechung relase 21 verwante stukken--

release 9 Ministry of Finance, Brussels. releases 200, 201 and 202
Kommentar Kluwer, Deventer.--

release 30
WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Vienna.

DENMARK
GEBUHRENUND VERKEHRSTEUERN

CANADA
releases J, K, L, M SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:
Im SelbstverlagDr. Karl Fellner und CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE - Skattenyt
Werner Fellner, Linz. REPORTS releases 126 and 127

Skattebestemmelser--

releases 119-122
BELGIUM releases 119, 120 and 121

CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,
COMMENTAAROP HET WETBOEKVAN Copenhagen.CANADATAX SERVICE-- RELEASE
DE INKOMSTENBELASTING

releases 235-241
releases 66 and 67 FRANCE

Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
Ministry of Finance, Brussels.

BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION
CANADIANCURRENTTAX

COMMENTAIREDU CODE DES IMPOTS PRATIQUEDE SECURITESOCIALE

SUR LES REVENUS releases 20-27 and 29 ET DE LEGISLATIONDU TRAVAIL
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.

releases 66 and 67 releases 1, 2 and 3

Ministry of Finance, Brussels. CANADIAN INCOME TAX:
Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIEIN- -- Revised BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION
ZAKE BTW/LE DOSSIERPERMANENT releases 56 and 57 PRATIQUEDES TAXES SUR LE

DE LA TVA Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRESET DES
CONTRIBUTIONSINDIRECTES

release 106 DOMINIONTAX CASES
Editions Service, Brussels. release 3 1

releases 15-20 Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret. ,

FISCALE DOCUMENTATIEVANDE- CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
WINCKELE DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT--

PROVINCIALSUCCESSIONDUTY DROIT DES AFFAIRES
Tome I, release 26 AND GIFT TAX SERVICE
Tome II, release 33 ' releases 32 and 33

Tome IV, releases 51 and 52 release 49 Editions Lgislativeset Administratives,
Tome VI, release 36 Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. Paris.
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DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-- INTERNATIONAL INKOMSTEN IN DE AGRARISCHE
FISCAL SECTOR

releases 48,49 and 50 FISCALITEEUROPEENNE releases 52 and 53
Editions Lgislatives et Administratives, release 2 Kluwer, Deventer.
Paris. Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice.

KLUWERS FISCAAL ZAKBOEK
JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL-- JURA EUROPAE releases 140 and 141FISCALITE IMMOBILIERE

Droit des socits/Gesellschaftsrecht Kluwer, Deventer.--

release 24 release 5
Editions Techniques,Paris. Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich. KLUWERS SUBSIDIEBOEK

releases 8 and 9JURIS CLASSEUR-- CODE FISCAL TABLEAUXFISCAUXEUROPEENS Kluwer, Deventer.
release 196 releases I and II
Editions Techniques, Paris. Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice. KLUWERS TARIEVENBOEK

release 212
Kluwer, Deventer.

LEIDRAADBIJ DE BELASTING-

GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC STUDIE

THE NETHERLANDS C. van Soest -- A. Meering
HANDBUCHDER EINFUHRNEBEN- reease 48A
ABGABEN DE BELASTINGGIDS S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

release 2 releases 78 and 79

Von der Linnepe Verlagsgesellschaft,Hagen. S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. MODELLENVOOR DE RECHTSPRAKTIJK

release 64
HANDBUCHDER GmbH BELASTINGWETGEVING: Kluwer, Deventer.

Wilke -- Gottschling-- Gaul -- Berg
-- Inkomstenbelasting1964

release 19 release 64 NEDERLANDSEREGELINGENVAN

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
-- Omzetbelasting1968 (BTW)/1978 INTERNATIONAALBELASTINGRECHT

releases 5 and 6 release 59 and 60
KOMMENTARZUM AUSSENSTEUER- Noorduijn, Arnhem. Kluwer, Deventer.
GESETZ

CURSUS BELASTINGRECHT NEDERLANDSEWETBOEKENFlick -- Wassermeyer-- Becker
release 10 release 41 release 175
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Kluwer, Deventer.

KOMMENTARZUM GEWERBESTEUER- EDITIE VAKSTUDIEBELASTING- OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN
GESETZ WETGEVING BEROEP EN BEDRIJF

E. Lenski- W. Sternberg GemeentelijkeBelastingen e.a. releases 48A, 49 and 50--

release 38 release 36 S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem.
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Kluwer, Deventer.

RECHTSPERSONEN
KOMMENTARZUR EINKOMMENSTEUER FED'S FISCAAL REGISTER

releases 26,27 and 28
(Einschl. Lohnsteuerund Krperschaftsteuer) releases 86 and 87 Kluwer, Deventer.
release 125 FED, Deventer.
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. DE SOCIALE VERZEKERINGSWETTEN

FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD
releases 131 and 132

RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS releases 1720-1728 Kluwer, Deventer.
STEUERRECHT FED, Deventer.
releases 233 and 234
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart. FISCAAL FUNDAMENT STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF-

RECHTELIJKEWETTEN
release 28

STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM Kluwer, Deventer. release 165

releases 213 and 214 Kluwer, Deventer.

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. FISCALE WETTEN

releases 90 and 91 VADEMECUMVOOR IN- EN
STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN FED, Deventer. UITVOER
KARTEIFORM

release 507
releases 329 and 330 DE GEMEENTELIJKEBELASTINGEN Kluwer, Deventer.
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. A.M. Dijk -- G. Jansen -- J.C. Schroot --

F. Verstegen VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE ENCY-UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ(MEHRWERT- release 270 CLOPEDIE:
, STEUER) VUGA, The Hague.

--

Hartmann-- Metzenmacher Inkomstenbelasting1964
' release 50 HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN releases 266-270

Erich Schmidt Verlag, Bielefeld. UITVOER:
-- Omzetbelasting1968

release 67
Belastingen bij invoer -- Successiewet1956

--

WORLD TAX SERIES -- GERMANY releases 236-242 releases 68,69 and 70REPORTS -- Algemenewetgeving Vennootschapsbelasting1969--

release 119 releases 79-82 release 66
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. Kluwer, Deventer. Kluwer, Deventer.
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NORWAY SWITZERLAND U.S.A.

SKATTE-NYTT DIE PRAXIS DER BUNDESSTEUERN FEDERALTAXES -- REPORT
BULLETIN

A, releases 5 and 7 E. Noher
Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo. Tome II, release 33 releases 22-29

Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
Basel.

FEDERALTAX GUIDE
DIE STEUERNDER SCHWEIZ.- releases 27-34
LES IMPOTS DE LA SUISSE Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

PERU Tome II, release 55
Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS

IMPUESTO A LA RENTA Basel. releases 34-42
release 60 Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.

UNITED KINGDOM
FEDERALTAX TREATIES--

IMPUESTO A LOS BIENES Y REPORT BULLETINBRITISH TAX ENCYCLOPEDIASERVICIOS
G.S.A. Wheatcroft release 5

releases 27 and 28 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima. releases 68 and 69

Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd., Andover.
STATE TAX GUIDE

MANUAL DE IMPUESTOS
BRITISH TAX GUIDE releases 691 and 692INTERNOS

Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.releases 202 and 203release 34
Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. TAX IDEAS REPORT BULLETIN--

SIMON'S TAX CASES releases 11-14

releases 18-24 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

Butterworth & Co., London.
TAX TREATIES

SOUTH AFRICA SIMON'S TAX INTELLIGENCE releases 328,329 and 330
releases 20-28 Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.

JUTA'S SOUTH AFRICAN INCOME Butterworth & Co., London.
TAX SERVICE U.S. TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL

VALUE ADDED TAX -- DE VOIL OPERATIONS
Legislation Section -- A.S. Silke.
release 18 release 69 releases 10 and 11
Juta & Co., Cape Town. Butterworth & Co., London. Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
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Mr. van Hoorn receives Silver Medal 196 France:

Alun Davies on IFA Bulletin 341 Jean-Loup Ha:
France: A re-orientationof the discussionon capital

IFA in Belgian Parliament 438 taxation -- Part I 148
Part II 219--

Prof. J. uan Hoorn Jr.:
In memoriam Dr. K.H. Dronkers 99 General:

Nizar Jetha:
Prof. E. Schreuder: Recent theoretical developmentsin public
In memoriam Jean Baugniet 99 finance 321

Aage Spang-Hanssen: Luc de Wulf:

Welcome to Copenhagen 343 Customsvaluation principles and practices 243

Germany (Democratie Republic):
I. ARTICLES Prof. Dr. Hans Spiller:

Africa: The promotionof house construction in GDR
towns and communitiesby the State financial

I.A. Malik: system 61
Use of presumptive tax assessment techniques in
taxation of small traders and professionals in Germany (Federal Republic)
Africa 162

Dr. Albert J. Rdler:

Argentina: The German imputationsystem -- Modelcomputa-
tion of tax burden of a German subsidiary branch 317

Mximo Bomchil:
Tax incentives for foreign investors in Dr. Jakob Strobl:

Argentina 409 General tax problemsof transfrontiercorporate
transactions ,

378

Asia:
Hong Kong:

Jap Kim Siong:
Recent developments in regional tax cooperation 129 Y.C. Jao:

Hong Kong's new tax on offshore banking profits 15

Austria:
India:

Dr. Franz Helbich:
General problems of inter-companytransactions G. Thimmaiah:

across the border 375 Tax reform in India: An evaluationof the report of
the Indirect Taxation Enquiry Committee

Brazil: (1977-78) 51

Antonio Mendes: International:
Brazilian legislation on industrial development

Part I 198--
-

Jap Kim Siong:
Part II 266-- ESCAP: Common'wealthHeads of Government

regionl meeting 226
Aleksas Juocys:
Compensationof expatriates transferred to Brazil 3 J. van Hoorn Jr.:

Multilateralconvention for the avoidance

Caribbean: of double taxation of royalties 382

Roy T. Gobin:
The system of indirect taxation in the Japan:

Caribbean Common Market
'

252 Makoto Miura:

Japan: The 1979 tax reform 390
Denmark:

Anders Andersen: Malaysia:
1 Taxation in Denmark 344 C.S. Yeoh:

J. Mazanti Andersen: The real property gains tax act 100

Danish rules for dealing at arm's length 347
Nigeria:

Falkland Islands: A.C. Ezejelue:
H.W.T. Pepper: Tax considerationsfor investment and
A brief survey of the tax system 158 business decisions in Nigeria 398
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Puerto Rico: H.W.T. Pepper:
Arthur J. Mann: Tax glossary 35,86,230,285
The new tax exemption law 8 Ireland:

Budget Speech 1979 -- Extract from the
Singapore: proposals 130
Lee Fook Hong:
Singapore'snew tax incentives 386 Malaysia:

Tax changes for 1979 -- Extract from the
South Africa: Malaysia Budget for 1979 presented by the

Dr. Erwin Spiro:
Finance Minister 76

The 1979 income tax changes in the Republic OECD:
of South Africa 210

Tax levels and structures in OECD member

United Kingdom:
countries 28
OECD Report: Transferpricing and multinational

Internationaland comparativeaspects of enterprises 366
corporate/shareholderintegration-- A view
from the United Kingdom 312 OECD Report: The taxation ofwealth 374

Pakistan:
UnitedStates ofAmerica:

M.P. Dominic:
Glenn A. Abraham:

Towardsan Islamic order in Pakistan: IntroductionTaxationof U.S. transferorson transfersof of Islamic taxes (Zakat and Ushr) 183
property to foreign entities 136

Richard P. Casna: Scandinaua:
The Foreign Earned Income Act of 1978:

Taxes in Scandinaviaaffecting corporations 352
the taxationof U.S. citizens overseas 19

The Zenith Case 30 Singapore:
Richard M. Hammer:
Introductionto subject (corporate/shareholder

Lee Fook Hong:
tax integration) 290 Singapore's 1979 budget 181

James R. Haney: Budget statement 249

Integrationof corporateand individual income
taxes 298 South Africa:
Emil M. Sunley: Budget Speech 1979 213

Internationalaspects of integration 292
Sri Lanka:

Dr. Bernard Wolfmann:
Integrationof corporate and individual income Budget 1979 -- Extracts from the 1979

taxes in the United States 305 Budget Speech 123

M.P. Dominic:
Zambia: Budget 1978-79 -- tax proposals 26

A.A. de Silva: Thailand:
Tax changes in Zambia's budget for 1979 227

Business tax replacescapital gains tax privateon

share transactions 7

Promotion of internationaltrading companies 136
II. REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS

UnitedKingdom:
Caribbean: Healey's caretaker budget 179Mr.
Readers' guide to the treaty of Chaguaramas Tax plans of the ConservativeParty 180
establishing the Caribbean Community 258

The Conservativebudget 1979/80 325

China (People's Republic of) United States ofAmerica:
New Chinese joint venture Law 396

Five percent withholdingrate denied to Antilles

Egypt: holding 115

Survey of the Federal Income Tax rates 14
Elizabeth de Brauw:

U.S. oil companiesand the tax credit 413,
New tax measures 25

Taxation of non-resident real estate transactions
in the United States 414

India: .

Depreciationon designs and blueprints permitted
Extract of a decision of the KarnatakaHigh--

Court of July 13, 1978 83 III. CONFERENCEDIARY 39,81,137,191,240,265,
Union Budget 1979 -- Extracts from the 1979 324,377
Budget Speech 116 I

Kailash C. Khanna:
India: Survey of current income and withholding IV. BIBLIOGRAPHY
tax rates on income derived by foreign companies 251

Books 41,89,139,185,233,280,331International:
Loose-leafservices 47,94,142,189,237,283,334Conventionde double imposition entre la Suisse

et la Belgique 65 A selected bibliographyon the imputation system 309

Summary in English 65 A selected bibliography Nordic countries 368-- on
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f the November 1979 issue

ee Fook Hong: NIGERIA BUDGET 1979-80 .................... 502
Extract of the statement of the 1979-80 Budget by Major-AX CHANGES IN SINGAPORE - The Income Tax
General J.J. Oluleye, Federal Commissioner for Finance. Thismendment) Act, 1979 ....................... 491

The author discusses a number of significant tax changes intro- extract, inter alia, includes government decisions based on the
interim reportof the so-called task force on tax administrationduced by Income Tax (Amendment) Act, 1979, including
and the 1979-80 Budget Notes for guidance on companiesprovisons affecting insurance companies, financial institutions
income tax.and non-residents.

BUDGET DU NIGERIA 1979-80MODIFICATIONS FISCALES A SINGAPOUR -- Loi de 1979
Extrait de l.'expos sur le Budget 1979-80 par le Major-Gnralmodifiant la Loi sur l'lmpt sur le Revenu
J.J. Oluleye, Commissionnaire Fdral des Finances. Cet extraitL'auteur tudie un certain nombre d'importantes modifications
contient, entre autres, des dcisions gouvernementales fondesfiscales introduites par la loi de 1979 modifiant I'lmpt sur
sur le rapport ad interim sur le dnommunit de combat pourle Revenue y compris dispositions concernant les compagnies
l'administration fiscale et les Notes de Budget 1979-80 pourd'assurance, institutionsfinancireset les non-rsidents.
les rgles de conduites concernant l'impt sur le revenu des
socits.AENDERUNG DER STEUERGESETZE IN SINGAPUR --

Das Einkommensteuer-nderungsgesetz1979
DER HAUSHALT NIGERIAS FUER 1979/80.Der Verfasser unters,uct eine Reihe von bedeutenden steuer-
Auszge der Haushaltsrede des Generalmajors J.J. Oluleye.lichen Vernderungen, die durch das Einkommensteuer- aus

In diesen Auszgen sind u.a. Entscheidungen der Regierungnderungsgesetz 1979 bewirkt werden; diese betreffen u.a.
enthalten, die auf dem vorlufigen Bericht der sog. task forceVersicherungsgesellschaften, Geldinstitute und nichtansssige
on tax administration (spezielle Arbeitsgruppe zur Steuerver-Personen.
waltung) basieren; fernerwerden die Richtlinien zur Einkommen-
steuer der Gesellschaften fr das entsprechende Haushaltsjahr
wiedergegeben.

.R. Vasudeva Murthy:
AXATION AND SAVINGS: SOME NEW EMPIRICAL Lawrence A. Rupley:
VIDENCE IN THE INDIAN ECONOMY, 1960-1976 ... 498 NIGERIA'S 1979-80 BUDGET AND THE 1975-79
i The author provides statistcal evidence supporting the hypoth- IMPORT BOOM

............................. 509
I esis that in a developing country the Governmentcan, through The last Budget prepared by the military government is viewed

its fiscal policy play a key role in increasing private and public in respect to the import boom which was, in part, triggered off
capital formation. by the government's own policies. The author considers the

government's measures to restrict imports and conserve foreignIMPOSITION ET EPARGNE: QUELQUES NOUVELLES exchangeas necessary and wise.
DONNEES DE L'ECONOMIE INDIENNE 1960-1976
L'auteur fournit des informations statistiques confirmant LE BUDGET DU NIGERIA 1979-80 ET LE DEVELOPPE-
l'hypothseselon laquelle le Gouvernementpeut, par sa politique MENT IMPORTANT DES IMPORTATIONS PENDANT LA' fiscale, jouer dans un pays en voie de dveloppement un rle PERIODE 1975-79.
important dan l'augmentation de la formation du capital priv Le dernier Budget prpar par le gouvernement militaire a
et public. t rdig en tenant compte du dveloppement important de

f l'importation qui a t, en partie, frein par la propre politiqueBESTEUERUNG UND ERSPARNISBILDUNG: NEUE EM- du gouvernement. L'auteur tudie les msures gouverne-
i

'

PIRISCHE ERKENNTNISSE IN DER INDISCHEN VOLKS- mentales diminuer les importations maintenir lepour et com-I WIRTSCHAFT, 1960-1976 merce extrieur comme ncessaire et avis.
Der Verfasser legt statistisches Material vor, das die Hypothese
sttzt, wonach die Regierung eines Entwicklungslandes durch NIGERIAS HAUSHALT FUER DAS JAHR 1979/80 UND DER

I eine entsprechende Steuerpolitik eine Schlselrolle bei der IMPORT-BOOMVON 1975-79.
Erhhung der privaten und ffentlichen Ersparnisbildungspielen Der Verfasser betrachtet den letzten von der Militrregierung

. kann. aufgestellten Haushaltsplan im Zusammenhang mit dem Import-
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Boom, der nicht zuletzt durch die damalige Politik ausgelst DIE ENTWICKLUNG DER STRUKTUR DER OEFFENT-

wurde. Er st der Auffassung, dass die jetzigen Massnahmen der LICHEN FINANZEN IN MEXIKO ZWISCHEN 1895 und 1975

Regierung,die auf eine Importbeschrnkungund einen sparsamen Dieser Artikel stellt in gewisser Weise die Fortsetzung eines vor

Umgang mit Devisen ausgerichtet sind, notwendig und weise einiger Zeit im Bulletin verffentlichten Artikels des selben

seien. Autors dar. Durch das Zusammenfgen beider Artikel knnen

die historischen Entwicklungsablufeder ffentlichen Finanzen

in Mexiko verglichen werden.

IFA NEWS ................................ 513 CONFERENCE DIARY ........................ 52

French Branchof IFA.
CARNET DES CONVENTIONS

NOUVELLES DE L'IFA

Groupementfranais de I'l FA. VERANSTALTUNGSKALENDER

IFAMITTEILUNGEN TAX G LOSSARY ............................
'

52

Die schweizerische IFA Gruppe.
GLOSSAIRE FISCAL

STEUERGLOSSARIUM

Arthur J. Mann: BIBLIOGRAPHY 52............................

THE EVOLUTIONOF MEXICO'S PUBLIC -- books 528

EXPENDITURESTRUCTURE, 1895-1975........... 514 loose-leafs 533--

Article presenting in part a continuationof the authors article

on the evolution of Mexico'spublic revenuestructureduring the BIBLIOGRAPHIE

same period of time, which was published in an earlier issue of -- livres 528

the Bulletin. By combining these two papers both sides of the -- priodiquessur feuilles mobiles 533

historical Mexican budgetprocesscan be compared.
BIBLIOGRAPHIE

L'EVOLUTION DE LA STRUCTURE DES DEPENSES -- Bcher 528,

PUBLICS DU MEXIQUE. 1895-1975 -- Loseblattausgaben 533

Cet article prsente d'une certain faon la suite de l'article du

mme auteur sur l'volution de la structure des Revenus Publics CUMULATIVE INDEX... ..................... 53

du Mexique pendant la mme priode, qui a t publi dans un

des prcdants numros du Bulletin. En combinant ces deux INDEX RECAPITULATI.F

tudes on peut comparer les deux cts du processus historique
du Budget mexicain. FORTGESCHRIEBENESINHALTSVERZEICHNIS

Tax Inspectors
The discussions concerned the technical problems

J

involved in detecting tax evasion and were based

DiscussTax Evasion
on audit experiences in relation to actual cases,
without disclosing the identity of the taxpayers
concerned.

Among topics discussed at previous meetings were

the way in which cases are selected for audit and

A two-day meeting on tax evasion, bringing to- methods of detecting tax evasion among traders.

gether over 60 tax auditors and inspectors from
21 OECD Member countries, to discuss detection OECD is the main forum where tax officials from

of false nvoicing and ways in which income is different industrialised countries, actually working
transferred abroad to evade tax, has just been in the field, exchange views and experienceson tax

concluded. This is the latest in a regular series of evasion.

meetings organised. by OECD's Commttee on

Fiscal Affairs. OECD Press Release, October 19,1979
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TAXCHANGESIN SINGAPORE
The IncomeTax(Amendment)Act,1979
by Lee Fook Hong, FCIS, FAIA

INTRODUCTION 1. Reduction in rates of tax applicable to individuals
and Hindu Joint families (w.e.f. 1 Year of Assess-

The Income Tax (Amendment)Act, 1979 was passed by ment 1978). The rates applicable to clubs, associa-
the Parliament of the Republic of Singapore on March tions and societies remain unchanged, i.e. 6 percent
30, 979 and assented to by the President on April 7, on the first $2,500 and 55 percent on chargeable
1979. It was published in the Government Gazette Act income exceeding$100,000.
Supplement No. 7 dated April 16, 1979, on which date 2. The marginal rate of tax on repatriatedprofits to be
it became operative. subject to a maximum of 40 percent (w.e.f. Year of
The Income Tax (Amendment) Act, 1979 seeks to Assessment 1978).
implement the various tax changes announced in the 3. Extension of the ambit of Section 43A (w.e.f. Year
1978 and 1979 Budget Statements. of Assessment 1978). The existing Section 43A
The major tax changes effected by the Income Tax authorities the Minister to prescribe a concessionary
(Amendment)Act, 1979 are summarisedbelow: rate of tax for income derived by approved Asian

Currency Units of financial institutions. The new

Section 43A provides greater flexibility in the
Minister's authority to prescribe the income of an

Contents approved Asian Currency Unit to qualify for the

Introduction concessionaryrate of tax.

1. Section 138 -- Exemption of certain dividends paid by 4. Concessionary rate of tax for income derived by an

financial institutions and insurance com- insurance company from carrying on the business of ,

panies reinsuring risks outside Singapore (w.e.f. Year of
Assessment 1979).2. Section 14(l)(e) -- Central provident fund contributions

3 Section 14(3) Restriction on car expenses and capital 5. Exemption of tax on dividends, in the hands of
Section 15(j) )- allowances on cars shareholders, by financial institutions or insurance t

Section 19(2D) J companies out of income which qualifies for the
as

4. Section 148 - Further deduction for expenses relating concessionary rate of tax prescribed by the

to approved trade fairs, etc. Minister (w.e.f. Year of Assessment 1979). 1'

5. Section 16 - Industrial building allowances 6. Double deduction of operational expenditure
ncurred:

6. Section 26 - Insurancecompanies
1 (i) in approved overseas trade fairs, exhibitions,

7. Section 37A - Restriction on set-off for trading losses trade missions, etc. (previously limited to
against dividends manufacturers but now extended to banks

8. Section 40 - Non-resident relief and traders);
9. Section 42 - Rate of tax for individuals and maximum (ii) by a manufacturer incurred while participating

rate on remitted income in approved local trade fairs and exhibitions;
an overseas

10. Section 43A -- Financial institutions -- concessionary (iii)in maihtaining approved trade office

rate for specified ACU income set up exclusively for promoting exports of
Singapore manufacturedgoods.

11. Section 43C - Insurance companies - concessionary
1 rate of tax for income from off-shore 7. Accelerated depreciation allowances for ndustrial

re-insurance risks buildings (w.e.f. Year of Assessment 1979).
12. Section 458 - Non-residentdirectors' remuneration 8. Increase in annual allowances for industrial buildings
13. Section 74 - List of persons assessed and notices of in use for the purposes of a trade in intensive pig

assessments and poultry production (w.e.f. Year of Assessment
r 14. Section 79 - Income tax appeals -- obiection to the 1979).

chairman of the Board of Review 9. Deduction for expenses and depreciationallowances

Appendix A - Table showing tax on chargeable income for motor cars restricted to cars registered as busi-
Part A, Second Schedule ness service passenger vehicles (w.e.f. Year of

Assessment 1979).Appendix B - Table showing tax on chargeable income
Part B, Second Schedule

1. With effect from.
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10. Withholding tax before payment of remuneration to
a company director not resident in Singapore (w.e.f. Effective from
Year of Assessment 1979). 3, Section 14(3) Year of Assessment1979

11. Company with accumulated losses precluded from Section 15(j) Yearof Assessment1979

setting off such losses against dividend income Section 19t2D} Year of Assessment1980
received from an associatedcompany (w.e.f. Year of
Assessment 1979).

RESTRICTIONON CAR EXPENSESAND
CAPITAL ALLOWANCESON CARS

Below are some brief notes on the amendments to the
various sections and the respective dates on which such The effect of the new Section 14(3) introduced by the
amendmentsshall have effect. 1979 Amendment Act is that, from the Year of Assess-

ment 1979, the restriction on motor car expenses will
apply not only to motor cars directly owned by tax-
payersbut also to motor cars owned by any other

Effective from i.e. employee leasing Con-t. Section 13B person, an or a car company.Year of Assessment1979 sequently, expenses incurred for a motor car leased
from a leasing company, or reimbursement of expenses
incurred by an employee for the employee's car which

EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN DIVIDENDS is partly used in the employer's business, will also be
PAID BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONSAND subject to the restriction imposed by the new provi-INSURANCECOMPANIES sions.

The new Section 13B provides for an exemption from For proper tax planning purposes, taxpayers should
tax for dividends declared by a financial institution or ascertain from the leasing company or the employee
an insurance company from income which is subject to concerned the cost of the car for which expenses are

tax at the concessionary rate of 10 percent by the claimed for tax deductions when calculating the correct

Minister. The effect is that the concessionary rate of tax proportionof restriction.

imposed on such income is the final tax and no further The new Section 15(j) prohibits a claim for a deduction
tax is payable by the shareholderson the dividends. under Section 14 for any motor car expenses ncurred

Two points are worthy of attention. The 10 percent after Aprl 1, 1979 irrespective of whether they are

concessionary tax paid does not form part of the tax direct expenses or reimbursements,unless the motor car

credit under Section 44(3) available for franking divi- is registered as a business service passenger vehicle (i.e.
dends. 2 Only the net income after the payment of the under Q registration) and irrespective of the owner-

10 percent concessionary tax, i.e. the remaining 90 per- ship of the motor car.

cent, is available for payment of dividends which are Similarly, the new Section 19(2D) disallows, from the
exempt from tax. These provisions are effective from Year of Assessment 1980, any capital allowances for
the Year of Assessment 1979 based on income for the any motr car which is not registered as a business
year ended December 31, 1978. service passenger vehicle.

The Motor Vehicles (Registration and Licensing)
(Amendment) Rules, 1979 were published in the

Effettivedates Government Gazette Subsidiary Legislation Supplement2. Section 14 (t}(e} July 1, 1977 and July 1,1978 No. 15 on April 2, 1979 and came into operation on the
same date. The definition of business service passen-
ger vehicle has since been amended to mean a motorCENTRAL PROVIDENT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS
car registered in the name of:
(a) a statutory board, company, firm, society, associa-The proviso to Section 14(1)(e) is amended to provide tion or club and used for the owners' business; orfor the maximum relief allowable to an employer for ib) an individual and used for the purposes of any trade,CPF contributionsfor an employee which is increased in

business, profession or vocation, but does not in-accordance with the increases in the rates of CPF con- clude a motor car used:
tributions in 1977 and 1978. The maximum relief in (i) for the carriage of goods other than samples;respect of CPF contributions by an employer in respect (ii) for the carriage of passengers for hire reward;orof an employee is as follows:

or ](a) before July 1, 1977 -- not exceeding 15 percent (iii) for instructional for reward.
of an employee's emolu- purposes

ments
t

1

(b) commencingon or -- not exceeding 151 per- 2. Editor's note: There is no economie double taxation of :
after July 1, 1977 cent of an employee's income under Singapore tax law. Companies de-and before July 1, emoluments

company may
duct from their dividend distributions 40 percent income tax.

1978 The tax so deducted is compared with the income tax (also 40
(c) commencingon or -- not exceeding 16A per- percent) due by the Any balance in favour of thecompany.

after July 1, 1978 cent of an employee's company is carried over to the next year and any balance in
emoluments favour of the Government is collected by it.
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hus an individual who uses his motor car for purposes Below is a summary of the types of eligible persons
f any trade, business, profession or vocation may, as of and qualifying expenses for double deduction under
pril 2,1979, register his motor car as a business service the new Section 14B with the respective effective dates:
assenger vehicle.

ompany cars which at present are not registered as
Before the amendment

usiness service passenger vehicles under Q registra- a. Eligible persons: Manufacturers
on may, under the amended registration and licensing b. Qualifyingexpenses: Approved overseas trade
ales, re-register such motor cars owned by the Com- fair, exhibition or trade
any under Q registration so as to qualify for a tax mission.
eduction for car expenses and capital allowances on c. Effective date: April 1, 1973
ach cars. d. Restrictions: Expenses allowable under

Section 14: travelling, ac-
. view of the aforesaid amendments, taxpayers may
ave to consider whether it is beneficial to re-register commodation and subsis-

ighly-priced motor cars under the Q registration. tence expenses or allow-
o decide whether re-registration is advantageousclients ances for only two em-

re advised to compare: ployees participating in
the approved trade fair,) the income tax saved by claiming the restricted exhibition or mission.

deductions for car expenses and the restricted capi-
tal allowances for cars underQ registrationwith After the amendment

) the increased additional registration fee, the high
road tax and the double charge for entering into the I. a. Eligible persons: (i) Manufacturers
Central Business District in the morning. (ii) Traders

(iii)Banks
b. Qualifyingexpenses: Approved overseas trade

Effectivedates fair, exhibition or trade
June 4, 1977, mission.

4. Section 148 c. Effective date: June 4, 1977September 13, 1977, '.:

January 1,1978 d. Restrictions: Expenses allowable under
,.

Section 14: travelling, ac-

commodation and subsis-
URTHER DEDUCTION FOR EXPENSES tence expenses or allow-
IELATING TO APPROVEDTRADE FAIRS, ETC. ances for only two em-

ployees participating in
'he existing Section 14B of the Act is repealed and the approved trade fair,
:-enacted so as to extend the benefit of the provision exhibition or mission. 5,:..

r a double deduction of the expenses relating to
a. :pproved overseas trade fairs, exhibitions and trade II. Eligible persons: Manufacturers r

issions. Before the amendment only manufacturers b. Qualifyingexpenses: Approved local trade fair
'ere eligible to claim double deduction under this or exhibition.
ection. Under the amended Section 14B, a trader or

c. Effective date: September 13, 1977
nk may also qualify for the double deduction laim. d. Restrictions: If export sales (B) do not

exceed 50 percent of total
[owever, the new Section 14B provides, as before, that sales (C) the qualifyingle person, i.e. a manufacturer, a trader or a bank, expenses (A) will be ap-igible to make such a claim for double deductionmust portioned in the ratio of:
e a person resident in Singapore or having a permanent
stablishment in Singapore. The expenses claimed must Ax -B
e for the purposes of promoting the export of Singa- C

pre manufacturedgoods. A = Expenses incurred
he new Section also provides that a manufacturer is B = Export Sales
atitled to claim a double deduction when he has in- C = Total Sales
.rred expenses for participating in an approved local III. a. Eligible persons: (i) Manufacturersade fair or exhibition. (ii) Exporters

person expenses Qualifyingexpenses: overseaswho has incurred in maintaining an b. Approved trade
pproved overseas trade office established exclusively office established exclu-
jr the purposes of promoting the export of Singapore sively for purposes of
anufactured goods is also eligible to claim a double promoting the export of
duction for such expensesso incurred by him. How- Singapore manufactured
ger, companies which are granted export enterprise goods in a country where
centives under the Economic Expansion Incentives the company does not
Zelief from Income Tax) Act (Chapter 135) do not have a permanentestablish-
ualify for a double deduction under Section 14B of ment which is subject to
ie Income Tax Act. tax in that country.
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c. Effective date: January 1, 1978 ances to be granted for industrial buildings or structures

d. Restrictions: (i) Remuneration, travel- Increases which are effective from the Year of Assess

ling, accommodation ment 1979 are as follows:
and subsistence ex- (a) The rate of initial allowances has been increasec
penses or allowances from 10 to 25 percent; and
for only three em- (b) The rate of annual allowances has been increasec
ployees for the ap- from 2 to 3 percent of the qualifying expenditurc
proved overseas trade incurred.
office.

(ii) Expenses for the first Under the amended Section 16, a person who purchase
two years only. an unused industrial building or structure including th,

purchase of a leasehold interest therein of not less tha
25 years will also be eligible for an initial allowance

EffectUe from
5. Section 16 provided:

Year of Assessment1979
(a) he acquires the building or structure or interes

therein from the person who constructed th,

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING ALLOWANCES building or structure; and
(b) no initial allowance had previously been granted ix

Section 16 of the Income Tax Act has been amended so respect of the building or structure.

as to increase the amount of initial and annual allow- Below is a summary of the changes under this Section

Buildings purchased from persons
Buildings constructed who constructed & who had not

by claimant claimed initial allowances Conditions

Present New Present New
rate rate rate rate

Initial allowance 10% 25% (not granted 25% on the cost of If the building is built
before the constructionof the on leasehold land, the

Amendment) building, or the net lease must be not less

price paid for the than 25 years and no

building, whichever initial allowance has
is less. been previously claim-

ed by any other person
for the same building.

Annual allowance

Buildings in
use for: based on the Based on the residue

residue of ex- of expenditure and
intensive pig penditure and the age of the build-
& poultry the age of the ing or 3% of the re-

production 2% 5% building. sidue of expenditure,
whichever is the

other quali- greater. ,,

fying trades 2% 3%

I
-

business (other than the business of life assurances) o
Effectivefrom

S. Section26 Year of Assessment 1979 reinsuring offshore risks. In ascertaining the gains oz

profits derived from such business, the following pro
visions apply:

INSURANCECOMPANIES
(a) no income other than income from premiums, divi

A new subsection (lA) of Section 26 has been intro- dends and interest is included;
duced by the 1979 Amendment Act to provide that (b) dividends and. interest are apportioned in such

separate accounts must be maintained by an insurance manner as may be prescribed by regulations;
company for income derived from carrying on the (c) any expenditure not directly attributable to that
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business is apportioned in such manner as may be a beneficial ownership of the issued capital of the
prescribedby regulations. fourth company equal to such fraction as results

1 new subsection (5) is inserted by the Amendment from the multiplicationof those three fractions, and
ct to defineoff-shore risks. Off-shore risks mean so on.

iny risk outside Singapore, and in relation to: For example, a tax loss company X holds 50 percent of
acultativegeneral insurance the issued capital of a private company A which in turn

i) the nsured is not a resident or a permanent es- owns 50 percent of the issued capital of another private
tablishment in Singapore;and company B. The beneficial interest which company X

ii) the insurer who issues the original insurance policy holds in company B is therefore
is nota resident or a permanent establishment in 50 percent of 50 percent= 25 percent
Singapore; Company B is therefore an associated company of

Lnd in relation to: Company X.

rreaty general re-insurance The anti-avoidanceprovisionunder Section 37A(1) does
i) the nsurer who issues the original insurance policy not apply:

is not a resident or a permanent establishment in (a) in respect of any loss incurred by the loss company
Singapore;and after the end of its accounting period during which

ii) not less than 75 percent of the total risk is outside the relevant date occurs (i.e. during which the as-

Singapore. sociated company first became an associated com-

f any of the above risks is in transit in Singapore, it is pany of the tax loss company);and
eemed to be outside Singapore. (b) in respect of anydividends paid by the associated

company out of the profits of the associated com-

pany derived after the end of the accountingperiod
Effective from during which the relevant date occurs (i.e. during7. Section 37A which it first became associated of theYear of Assessment1980 an company

loss company).
The relevant date for the purposes of Section 37A

ESTRICTIONON SET-OFF FOR TRADING means the date when the associated company first be-
LOSSES AGAINST DIVIDENDS came an associated company of the loss company. The

relevant date in the example mentioned above is the ,,Jnder the new Section 37A, a company with accumu- date on which company X acquires a 50 percent interest
ated losses is precluded from setting off such losses in company A, or the date on whichcompanyA acquires
gainst dividend income received by such tax loss com- a 50 percent interest in company B, whichever is later.
any from an associated company in order to obtain a

ax benefit or advantage. However, the Comptroller
nay exercise his discretion to allow a deduction where Effective from
e is satisfied that the object or one of the main objects 8. Section40 Year of Assessment1978
,f the declaration of dividends is not for the purpose of
ecuring a tax benet or advantage.

NON-RESIDENTRELIEFor the purposes of Section 37A, a company shall be
leemed to be an associated company of a tax loss Section 40 has been amended that in determiningompany if: so

the non-resident relief, the existing tax rates in Part B) in the case of a private company, at least 25 percent
of its issued capital is beneficially owned directly

of the new Second Schedule to the Income Tax Act
will be used. This is but a technical amendment.or indirectly by the tax loss company (private

company has the same meaning as in the Com-
panies Act);

ii) in the case of a public company, at least 50 percent 9. Secticn42 Effeetive from
of its issued capital is beneficially owned directly Year of Assessment1978
or indirectly by the loss company (public com-

pany has the same meaning as in the Companies
Act); RATE OF TAX FOR INDIVIDUALSAND

iii)where a loss company benficially owns directly or
MAXIMUM RATE ON REMITTED INCOME

indirectly a fraction of the issued capital of a second
company which in turn beneficially owns directly or

The 1979 Amendment Act repeals the existing Section

indirectly a fraction of the issued capital of a third 42 and the Second Schedule to the Act. A new Section

company, the loss company shall be deemed to have 42 and a new Second Schedule are introduced so as to

a beneficial ownership of the issued capital of the give effect to reduced personal income tax rates ap-
third company equal,to such fraction as results from plicable to the income of an individual or a Hindu Joint
the multiplication of those two fractions; and vhere Family (Appendix A).
the third company beneficially owns directly or The new rates of tax for individuals and Hindu Joint
indirectly a fraction of the issued capital of a fourth Families applicable from the Year of Assessment 1978
company, the loss company shall be deemed to have are now enacted as Part A of the Second Schedule to
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the Income Tax Act. The old tax rates applicable for These regulations were published in the Governmen
Year of Assessment 1977 are retained as Part B of the Gazette Subsidiary Legislation Supplement No. 24
new Second Schedule. These old rates still apply to: dated June 1, 1979.

(a) non-residents who are Singapore citizens claiming
non-residentrelief under Section 40; and

(b) clubs, associations and societies (Appendix B). 12. Section458
Effective from
April 16, 1979

The maximum rate of tax now applicable to foreign
income received in Singapore from outside Singapore
by a resident individual or a Hindu Joint Family is NON-RESIDENTDIRECTOR'S REMUNERATION
lirited to 40 percent.

The new Section 45B extends the application of Sectior
45 of the Income Tax Act to the payment of remuriera

Effective from o'
tion by to director of the whc10. Section43A Year of Assessment 1978

a company any company
is not resident in Singapore. With effect from April 16
1979, a company is required to deduct tax at 40 percent
before making payments of any remuneration to non

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS- CONCESSIONARY resident directors. The tax deducted must beso re
RATE OF TAX FOR SPECIFIED ACU INCOME mitted to the Comptroller within seven days. This alsc

applies to cases when remuneration is credited to th
Section 43A has been re-enacted, in amended form, to account of a non-residentdirector.
empower the Minister to provide, by regulations, greater
flexibility in specifying the types of income derived by
approved Asian Currency Units which may enjoy the Repealed w.e.f.
concessionary tax rate of 10 percent or such other 13. Section74

April 16, 1979
concessionary rate as the Minister may prescribe.

LIST OF PERSONS ASSESSED AND
NOTICESOF ASSESSMENTS

Effective from
11. Section43C Section 74 which requires the Comptroller toYear of Assessment 1978 preparo

lists of persons assessed to tax from notices of assess

ments is repealed.
INSURANCECOMPANIES- CONCESSIONARY
RATE OF TAX FOR INCOME FROM OFF-SHORE
RE-INSURANCE RISKS Effettive from

14. Section79 Year of Assessment 1978
The new Section 43C enables the Minister to provide a

concessionary tax rate of 10 percent for income de-
rived by an insurance company (other than a life in- INCOME TAX APPEALS- OBJECTION TO THE
surance company) from carrying on the business of CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF REVIEW
re-insuring risks outside Singapore. Under this Section,
the Minister has issued The Income Tax (Concessionary Section 79 has been amended to ensure that no peremp:
Rate of Tax for income from reinsuring offshore risks) tory objection can be made to the Chairman of the

Regulations, 1979. Board of Review in the hearing of an income tax appeal.

,* I

I

See overleaf for appendice

, A
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APPENDIX A REPUBLICOF SINGAPORE- INCOME TAX TABLE SHOWING TAX ON CHARGEABLE INCOME
PART A, SECOND SCHEDULE, INCOME TAX ACT (CHAPTER 141, 1970 EDITION)

YEARS OF ASSESSMENT
RESIDENT

INDIVIDUALS 1961 to 1964 1965 1966 to 1977 1978 onwards

$ % $ $ % $ $ % $ $ % $
On the first 1,500 5 75 2,500 6 150 2,500 6 150 2,500 5 125

On the next 500 6 30 2,500 9 225 2,500 9 225 2,500 8 200

O the first 2,000 105 5,000 375 5,000 375 5,000 325

On the next 1,000 7 70 2,500 12 300 2,500 12 300 2,500 10 250

On the first 3,000 175 7,500 675 7,500 675 7,500 575
On the next 1,000 8 80 2,500 15 375 2,500 15 375 2,500 12 300

On the first 4,000 255 10,000 1,050 10,000 1,050 10,000 875
On the next 1,000 10 100 5,000 20 1,000 5,000 20 1,000 5,000 15 750

On the first 5,000 355 15,000 2,050 15,000 2,050 15,000 1,625
On the next 2,000 12 240 5,000 23 1,150 5,000 23 1,150 5,000 20 1,000

On the first 7,000 595 20,000 3,200 20,000 3,200 20,000 2,625
On the next 3,000 15 450 5,000 25 1,250 5,000 25 1,250 5,000 25 1,250

On the first 10,000 1,045 25,000 4,450 25,000 4,450 25,000 3,875
On the next 5,000 18 900 10,000 30 3,000 10,000 30 3,000 10,000 30 3,000

On the first 15,000 1,945 35,000 7,450 35,000 7,450 35,000 6,875
On the next 10,000 25 2,500 15,000 40 6,000 15,000 40 6,000 15,000 35 5,250

On the first 25,000 4,445 50,000 13,450 50,000 13,450 50,000 12,125
On the next 10,000 30 3,000 50,000 50 25,000 50,000 40 20,000

On the first 35,000 7,445 100,000 38,450 100,000 32,125
On the next 15,000 40 6,000 100,000 45 45,000

On the first 50,000 13,445 200,000 77,125
On the next 50,000 25,000 200,000 50 100,000

100,000 38,445 400,000 177,125

Over $100,000@ 55% Over $50,000 @ 50% Over $100,000 @ 55% Over $400,000 @ 55%

APPENDIX B REPUBLiC0FSINGAPORE- INCOME TAX TABLE_SHOWINGTAX ON CHARGEABLE INCOME
PART B, SECOND SCHEDULE, INCOME TAX ACT (CHAPTER 141, 1970 EDITION)

a. Non-residentswho are Singapore citizens claiming non-resident relief under Section 40
b. Clubs, associations and societies

$ % $
On the first 2,500 6 150
On the next 2,500 9 225

On the first 5,000 375
On the next 2,500 12 300

On the first 7,500 675
On the next 2,500 15 375

On the first 10,000 1,050
On the next , 5,000 20 1,000

On the first 15,000 2,050
On the next 5,000 23 1,150

On the first 20,000 3,200
On the next 5,000 25 1,250

On the first 25,000 4,450
On the next 10,000 30 3,000

On the first 35,000 7,450
On the next 15,000 40 6,000

On the first 50,000 13,450
On the next 50,000 50 25,0OO

On the first 100,000 38,450
Over $100,000 @ 55%
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TAXATIONAND SAVINGS:
4 I

Some \ew Emoirica Evicencein-e
nc ian Economy 960-976-

-,-

BY N. R. VASUDEVA MURTHY, Ph. D.*

1

I. INTRODUCTION questioned for policy formulations and guidance [6] .

Time series studies India by Thimmaiah [7,8] thaton

The vital role of fiscal policy as a means of mobilizing cover a relatively short period of annual observations

savings to promote economic growth in a capital-scarce (1960-73) are also not sufficient for policy formula-

economy is of paramount significance. For a capital- tion. Besides this, Thimmaiah includes in his empirical
scarce economy which aims at increasing its productive
capacity, an increasing government or public sector sav- TABLE 1.1

ing ratio accelerates the rate of economic growth. The PUBLIC SECTOR SHARE IN
growth-accelerating role of government as a saver has NET DOMESTICSAVING: INDIA
been stressed by many economists and is accepted by a

number of experts on planning. Heller [1], Kaldor [2], Household Corporate Public

Kurihara [3], Ranis [4], and Reynolds [5] have, in a
Sector Sector Sector

variety of ways, emphasized the fiscal role of the public
Sh Sc Sg

sector in an underdevelopedeconomy's increasing appe-
Years S S S

tite for maximum economic growth. Even Keynes, writ- 1960- 61 67.90 8.82 23.28
ing in a differentcontext, highlights the role of the state 62 61.12 10.54 28.34
as a saver. He contends that: ... in the event of the in- 63 64.44 9.13 26.43

dividual propensity to consume proving to be of such a 64 62.30 8.17 29.53

character that net saving in conditions of full employ- 65 64.61 5.19 30.20

ment comes to an end before capital has become suffi- 66 73.03 3.86 23.11

ciently abundant. But even so it will still be possible for 67 83.48 3.44 13.OB

communal saving through the agency of the state to be 68 85.54 2.38 12.08

maintained at a level which will allow the growth of 69 80.11 2.55 17.34

capital. 1 70 80.82 3.56 15.62

71 78.04 4.55 17.41

The importance of governmentsaving and the fiscal role 72 79.85 5.42 14.73

of the state in economic developmentcannot be over- 73 81.86 4.70 13.44

emphasized. In the contextof a mixed economy, Indian 74 78.22 6.70 15.08

planningdocumentshave seriouslyassigned a positiverole 75 66.54 8.75 24.71

to taxation to determine the courseofeconomicgrowth.
1975- 76 71.21 3.74 25.05

As is evident from Table 1.1 and the equations in Table
S Net Domestic Saving.=

1.2, though the share of public sector (government) sav- Source: For Years 1961-70, Central Statistical Organization, National

ing in net domestic saving has been declining over the I ncome Statistics, October 1976, pp. 32-3. For the remaning
period 1960-1976, it still forms a sizable proportionand period, Central Statistical Organization, National Income Statis-

ranks only behind the household sector. Hence, a study tics, January 1978, pp. 22-3. (In current prices).
of public sector saving and the effect of taxation on

over-all saving deserves special consideration. model such a large number of independent variables so

The need for some estimates of public saving propensi- that we are actually left with less degrees of freedom. 2

ties for the areas of tax policy guidance and policies de- In this context, one wonders whether strong theoretical

signed to increase the over-all saving propensity, in In- assertions and statements regarding hypotheses-testing
dia, has stimulated some empirical studes. However,
some of the existing studies in this area are addressed to * Jackson State University, Mississippi, U.S.A.
different issues, for example Singh's cross-sectional in- 1. See Keynes [20].
vestigations, whose usefulness to an economy with dif- 2. The concept of degrees of freedom refers to the number of

ferent economic and institutional structures may be variables that can vary freely.
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can in fact be made. Thimmaiah's findings should be ther surveyed by Mikesell and Zinser [11] with some
viewed with some reservation for another econometric minor modificationsby the author. In light of the above
reason. Although he applies theoretical and statistical references, the following relations are specified:
tests to evaluate his empirical results, he fails to apply
an econometric test. He does not report the Durbin- S/Y =

Ot0 + 0 (T/Y) + E [1.4]
Watson statistics. 3 It can be seen that he has in his mo-

1

dels less than 15 observations; however, a serious mind- Sg/Y= 0 + (T/Y) + 2 [1.5]
ed econometrician can point out that if, indeed, the
error terms are serially correlated, the efficiency of the S/Y =

7o + 71 (Yg/Y) +3 [1.6]
ordinary least squares (OLS) estimators can be question-
ed. There might arise a tendency to reject the null- Where
hypothesis, when, in fact, it should not be rejected. The S = net domestic saving
strength of the present paper lies in using the extended Sg = tax revenue

and revised data on the variables used in this study. To Y = gross national product
this extent the nature and scope of this study is differ- Yg = public revenue

ent from Krishnamurthi's [9] .

E E2 and 83 are the error terms. It is assumed thatThe objectives of the present paper are the following: 1,

these error terms satisfy the classical least-squares as-(1) What is the relationship between an increase in taxes
and the overall level of saving in the Indian economy

sumptions. Further, it is assumed that error terms are

not related across the relationsspecified in [l.4] throughduring the sample period, 1960-76
see

(2) What is the relationship between an increase in taxes [1.6]. On thisissue, Zellner [12].
and public sector saving in India over the period
under econometricobservation

Ill. DATAANDMETHOD
Thes.e objectives stem from the imminent need for the
production of some estimates that show the public sec- In order to estimate the relations specified in the previ-
tor saving propensities which will assist in the areas of ous section, data on the relevant variables are gathered
public policy gudidanceand policies designed to step up from two official sources. The most recent, revised and
the aggregate saving propensity. uniform data on net domestic savings, public sector sav-

ings, public revenue, tax revenue, and gross national pro-
'

duct are from National Income Statistics: 1970-76 (Jan-
Il. SPECIFICATIONOF THE RELATIONS uary 1978) and National Income Statistics: 1960-75

(October 1976) published by the (Indian) Central Statis-
In general, existing economic theory, earlier empirical tical Organization [13,14]. In the present study public
studies, data constraints and the simplicity of the model revenue is defined to include income from public sector

heavily dictated the specification of the implied rela entrepreneurship and property, direct taxes, indirect '
taxes and miscellaneous receipts. Tax is 9tions. In particular, the underlying relations are based revenue an ag-

on the specification presented by Landau [10] and fur- gregate of both direct and indirect tax revenues. The
data used in the analysis are considered as reliable [13,
15] and pertain to the sample period 1960-1976. The

TABLE 1.2 data are converted into 1970 prices by using the con-

sumer price index given in the International Financial
LINEAR TREND MODEL: Statistics: 1977 Supplement (May 1977), published bySECTORAL SAVING IN NDIA

the International Monetary Fund [16]. Annual time pe-
Sectors Equations riod is the time unit employed in this study. The ordina-

ry least-squares (OLS) method is chosen as the estimat- I
[1.1] Household Sector Sh ing technique.

66.62 0.83t-- = +
S

(2.1)

R2=0.23 IV. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

[1.2] CorporateSector Sc
7.62 - 0.22t This section presents the estimated results using OLS.-=

S
(1.7) Table 1.3 contains the statistical results. Here, t -- values

R2=0.17 of the regression coefficients are shown in parentheses.
The main focus of this study is on the estimated equa-

[1.3] Public Sector _S_gg tions [1.7], [1.9] and [1.11] Equation [1.8] can be
25.77 0.61t

.
=

--

S treated as a supplementary regression. Equation [1.7](2.0)

R2=0.21
3. Durbin and Watson have suggested a test for the incidence of

t - values are in parentheses. autocorrelation. Here autocorrelation refers to the relationship
s = domestic saving in current prices and t = time. between the successive values of the same variables used to esti-

Source: Table 1.1 mate a relation. For details, see J. Durbin and G.S. Watson, Test-

ng for Serial. Correlation in Least-Squares Regression, Biome-
trica, 1950 and 51.
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appears to be the preferred equation in terms of both study that in the Indian economy over the sample pe-
statistical and econometric criteria. The regression co- riod, taxation and public revenue do exert some positive
efficient of T/Y is of a considerable magnitude and ap- influence on both over-all savings and public sector

pears to be statistically significantat the 1 percent level. savings. This empirical evidence, besides providing us

Equation [ 1.7 ] with its significant regressor, a relatively with some insights into the nature and significance of

high R2 and absence of autocorrelation shows that an taxation and public revenue, stresses the feasibility of
increase in the tax rate has a positive effect on the over taxation in mobilizing both public and household sav-

all saving rate. Although this study cannot be compared ings and thereafter capital formation for economic

strictly with other related studies, its results are consis-
tent with some findings of Bhatia [17], Krihnamurthi

[9] , Morss [18], and Singh [19] which do not support TABLE 1.3

the general contention of Stanley Please that in several SAVINGS REGRESSIONS: INDIA 1961-76
cases increased taxation may have led to reduced nation-
al saving. 4 The general findings of this study differ

= + R2 = R2 =

from those of Landau [10] and Thimmaiah [7,8]. An
[1.7] S/Y -2.41 1.09 (T/Y) 0.72; 0.74

(6.25)* DW=1.50**
examinationof the supplementalregressioncontained in

equation [1.8], although not corrected for autocorrela- [1.8] Sh/Y = --2.69 + 0.85(T/Y) R2 = 0.47; R2 = 0.50

tion, reveals that the rate of household saving increases (3.89)* DW = 0.58

with an increase in the tax rate. This positive significant
relationship between the household savings rate and the [1.9] S/Y = -3.51 + 1.04(Yg/Y) R2 = 0.60; R2 = 0.63

tax rate in the Indian economy during the period under (2.15)** DW = 1.28*

study appears somewhat paradoxical and requires more 2

research work to be performed in the future. A similar [1.10] Sg/Y = 0.04 + 0.17(T/Y) R = 0.07; R2 = 0.13
=

observation on the relationship between taxation and (1.48) DW 0.61

private savings was made by Houthakker [21 ] . It is [1.11] Sg/Y = 0.29 + 0.25(T/Y) R2 = 0.24; R2 = 0.29

plausible that increased taxation might lead to a de- (2.42)** DW = 1.41 (Corrected)**
crease in consumption. In underdeveloped economies,
indirect taxation plays a vital role in the tax structure Note: t -- values are presented in the parentheses.
and economic development. DW = Durbin-Watson statistic (* and ** show no autocorrelationat

the 1 % and 5% levels of significance).

In equation [1.9] we find that an increase in public re-
* Indicates the significanceat the 1% level.

venue induces an increase in overall saving rate in the
** Indicates the significanceat the 5% level.

economy. The regression coefficient in [1.9] is positive Sh = household saving. For other symbols, see the text.
2

and of a consideabe size. With its statistical signific- R = adjusted R2; strictly speaking there is no need for the adjust-
2

ance at the 1 percent level, the variable, Yg/Y, explains ment in the case of simple regression. For emphasis, R is reported.

about 60 percent of the total variation in the dependent R2 - coefficient of determination, i.e. r2 which measures the pro-

variable S/Y. There is no evidence of autocorrelationin portion of the total variation in the dependent variable explained by

this equation.
the model.

In order to test whether government savings and taxa-
growth. The positive effect of taxation on savings,

tion are related, equation [1.10] is estimated. Equation found in this be attributed to improve-
[1.10] shows poor statistical and econometric results. paper, can an

ment in the allocation of resources, factor proportion,
The presence of autocorrelationin equation [1.10] pro- distribution, and enhancement of the incentive and
hibits us from drawing any meaningful statistical in-

ability of various sectors of the to
ferences. Therefore, using the Theil-Nagar procedure

economy save more

with the expectation of greater output in the future.
[22], equation [l.11] is estimated. It is apparent from

One have to plunge into study of insti-
equation [l.111, which shows improvements in terms may even a some

tutional factors that contribute to an increase in nation-
of t -- value, R nd DW, that the saving propensity on al saving. Finally it can be concluded that further so-
the part of the Indian public sector is significantand po- phisticated research using more relevant data is highly
sitive. This finding reveals that an increase in the tax desirable in this field and only then can we make pro-
rate results in an increase in the public sector saving and remedies and policies. To close with
rate, which might have a far reaching consequence on

gress propose
the words of Henry Teil, it is my conviction that

public sector capital formation. substantial progress in economics requires the work of
those who are willing and able to handle theory and
data with equal sophistication. The marginal productof

V. POLICY IMPLICATIONSAND CONCLUSION such a combined effort is bound to be greater than that
of theoretical work without regard to data and that of

The present study provides some statistical evidence for data analysis without any effort to question the theo-
the hypothesis that in a developingeconomy like India, ry.0

C

the government through its fiscal policy can play a key
role in increasing both private and public capital forma- 4. Mikesell and Zinser, [11 ], p. 15 and Please[24].
tion. Through various regressions it is found in this 5. See Friedman [23].
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Nigeria:BUDGET1979-80
Extractof theStatementon the TABLE OF CONTENTS

1979-80Budget II. AGRICULTURE
I. FISCAL MEASURES

II. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

BY MAJOR-GENERALJ.J. OLULEYE,
IV. EXCISE DUTY
V. EXPORT PROMOTION

FEDERALCOMMISSIONERFOR FINANCE VI. TAXATION
Vll. MANAGEMENTAND TECHNICAL

SERVICE FEES, ROYALTIES, ETC.

Vlll.CONSULTANCYFEES

1. I welcome you to this meeting which nies engaged in agricultural production in IX. LOCALOVERDRAFTFACILITIES

has been convened to enable me to elabo- respect of their expenditure on plant and X. DIRECTORS' FEES

rate on the important measures just an- equipment. Such companies could also XI. GUIDELINES ON THE REPATRIA-

nounced by the Head of the Federal Mili- carry forward their losses from year to TION OF THE PROCEEDSOF

tary Government and Commander-in-Chief year without the limitation which is nor- SALES OF SHARES

of the Armed Forces in his 1979-80 Budget mally placed for pioneer projects. In my Xll. STATE AND LOCALGOVERNMENT

Speech. view, these incentives should facilitate FINANCES

greater investment in agriculture. It is Xlll.NEWREVENUEALLOCATION

2. It was clear from his broadcast that unfortunate that the response to these SYSTEM

the economy has by and large, responded concessions has not been very encouraging. XIV.CONCLUSION

positively so far to the measures an- Government must however persist in pro- Appendix I -- Government decisions on

nounced last year, and that most economic moting our agriculture and to this end, changes in taxation proposed by the

indicatorsare showing favourable trends. additional concessions have been approved Task Force on Tax Administration

in the 1979/80scal year.
Mr. Oluleye referred to the problem of Appendix Il --- 1979-80 budget notes for

inflation, whch has been brought under 5. (a) Machinery for Irrigation: In many guidance on companies income tax, etc.

control, as reflected in the downward trend parts of the Federation, tremendous

of the prices of major food items andsome potential exists for raising agricultural
consumer goods. He continued as follows: production through irrigation. Already, ment has carried still further its policy o

machinery and equipment imported for use encouraging local manufacturing through

in agriculture can be imported duty-free by fiscal and physical protection. To this

I. FISCAL MEASURES Approved Users. This dispensationhas now effect, a number of tariff measures have

been carried further to include irrigation been approved, and these are to be found

3. The over-riding consideration in this machinery. I must however emphasize that in the Extra-Ordinary Gazette dated lst

year's scal measures is the concurrent this concession can only be enjoyed by April, 1979. Some of the changes are as

need to save foreign exchange by placing Approved Users directly engaged in agricul- follows:

on import licence some of those goods ture. 9. (i) Local assembly of refrgerators.

that can be locally produced in adequate, 6. (b) Fresh Fish and Shrimps (Live or
The time has come to encourage a greater

or near adequate quantities, and to pro- Dead): Fish caught and landed in Nigeria, incorporation of locally manufactured

mote local employment. These measures by Nigerian-owned vessels registered in parts in the assembly of imported com

are designed to further encourage the Nigeria and flying the Nigerian fag shall ponents of foreign goods. A goods start

mobilisation of local resources to increase no longer be treated as imports subject to has been made by some assemblers o

product in both industry and agriculture. duty payment and remittance of foreign refrigerators, and to underscore Govern

The tariff rates have been carefully fixed exchange. Instead they will be landed and ment's desire that local parts should

to ensure that while locally produce goods cleared free of duty; by the same token, gradually replace the imported ones, it

are protected from cheap competing there will be no foreign exchange implica- has been decided that C.K.D. (completely

imports, the raw materials needed bY tions, except with regard to remittances knocked down) Refrigerator components

local industries shall be admitted into the for the purchase of the vessels.
shall now be imported at 20 percent duty

country at rates that would ensure mode- (instead of 5 percent), but that raw mate

rate prices for the nished products so
7. When caught and landed by foreign rials needed for the actual local manu

as to contain the pressures of inflation. The vessels chartered by Nigerian companies, facturing of the parts should be admitted

highlightsof the measures are as follows:
a 2k per kg. duty will be payable, while at 5 percent duty. If some factories can

the charter fee for such vessels shall, for endeavour to manufacture most of theii

foreign exchange purposes, be deemed to parts, so should others; but a company

Il. AGRICULTURE
be not more than 60 percent of the value that insists on assembly when adequat
of the landed fish. Fish landed by any incentives for manufacturing exist shoul!

4. You will recall that last year in order other type of vessel shall attract 4k per kg. now do so at some cost. The duty dif

to encourage foreign investment in agricul- import duty. This arrangement is designed ferential will make it more attractive te

ture, government approved the re-sched- to encourage the development of an active manufacture the parts in Nigeria, and

uling of Agriculture Production and Pro- local fishing industry. correspondingly, less lucrative to import
cessing from Schedule II to Schedule III all components from abroad.

of the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Ill. MANUFACTURINGINDUSTRY (ii) Plastic pipes: The import duty ha

Decree. In addition to this, Capital Allow- been increased from 20 percent to 331/;

ance of 10 percent was allowed to compa- 8. This year the Federal Military Govern- percent to protect local manufacturers.
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(iii) Tubes and pipes of cast iron or steel: now being worked out and will be an- dividends. The maximum fee which a non-The protective import duty has been raised nounced in due course. resident director of a Nigerian companyfrom 331/3 percent to 40 percent. can be paid from Nigeria has now been! (iv) Flat galuanized iron sheets. To protect .....

fixed atN4,000 per annum.i local manufacturers of corrugated, galva-
nized roofing sheets, the duty on flat .....

sheets has been raised from 10 percent tb VI. TAXATION
20 percent.
(v) Fabricated steel/aluminiumstructures: 19. Last year, the Federal Military Govern-
The protective duty of 25 percent has been ment set up a Task Force on Tax Adminis- XI. GUIDELINES ON THE REPATRIA-

TION OF THE PROCEEDS OF SALEfound inadequate and has been raised to tration to review the sources of Tax Re-
OF SHARES30 percent. venue and the structure of Tax Administra-

(Vi) Recorded tapes (excluding master tion in Nigeria. The Task Force has since

tapes): In order to discourageunnecessarily submitted an interim report: Government 35. Now that many foreign Companies
large imports, ard partly to bring the rate had considered the report and those have complied with the Nigerian Enter-
of duty in line with that fron granmo- recomrnendations of the report which it prises Promotion Decree, 1977, Govern-

phone records, it has been raised from 20 accepted and came into force with effect ment has considered the question of sae

percent to 50k each or 662/3 percent. from 1st April, 1979 are contained in a of shares transferred to Nigerians. It is
(vii)Refuse disposal vehicles: The former separate annex to my Statement. Government's wish that in view of the

duty of 15 percent has been reduced to 5 potentials of the Nigerian economy, as
. ....

aspercent for Approved Users to encourage
much possible of the proceeds of sale
should be reinvested in the Economy.environmentalsanitation.

(viii)Mobile clinics. To help in health care, Vll. MANAGEMENTAND TECHNICAL
However, Government appreciates that
some companies for one reason or thethese will now attract 5 percent duty, as SERVICES FEES, ROYALTIES, ETC. other wish to repatriate the proceedsagainst the previous 15 percent, when may
of the sale of their investment.imported by recognized hospitals and 29. A maximum of 3 percent of net profitclinics. after tax is now fixed for remittancesunder 36. Accordingly, the following guidelines

management and technical services agree- have been approved by the Government for
ments in place of 3 percent of gross profit such repatriation:

V. EXCISE DUTY hitherto allowed. Additionally, manage- (i) Rpatriation will be on instalmental
ment agreements as opposed to consultancy basis;

10. Most local industries now enjoy agreements will no longer be entertained (ii) the rate of repatriation shall be as f

generous tariff incentives as well as pro-
from existing, well-established companies. follows:

tection through import restriction and Such companies should institute specific (a) amounts not exceedingN300,000
rohibition. This naturally reduces the training programmes for their staff, and en- shall on approval be transferred once;
revenue accruable to Government. In order gage the necessary staff where specialised (b) the excess over 4N300,000 shall be
to recoup some of the lost revenue so as to services are required. Existing agreements transferred at the rate of N300,000
be financially strong to channel resources will however be allowed to run through to every six months;
to needy sectors that are in crying need, their expiry dates. (iii) To qualify for repatriation as above,
a number of locally produced goods will applications should be supported by
now attract a nominal excise duty of 5 documentary evidence of Approved 1
percent. These include sound recorders, Vlll. CONSULTANCYFEES Status or evidence of Capital importa-
reproducers and record players, kerosene tion;
cookers, gas cookers, clocks and wathes, 30. Considering the alarming number of (iv) On reinvesting in Nigeria, enterprises
socks and stockings, mattresses and pil- consultancy agreements executed so far, it already enjoying Approved Status will
ows, glassware, and calendars and greeting has been decided that the proportion of have Approved Status also conferred
:ards. consultancy fees remittable abroad to on their new investments;

[ foreign associates be reduced from the pre- (v) All enterprises that cannot produce
i
..... sent maximum of 50 percent to 30 per- evidence of Approved Status would,

cent. Additionally, ability to perform on reinvesting not less than 50 percent
locally without undue dependence on of the proceeds of the sale of their

/. EXPORT PROMOTION foreigners outside Nigeria would be one of shares in new enterprises in the Nige-
the major criteria for the award of con- rian economy, qualify for transfer of

L7. In his Budget Speech last year, the tracts to professionals and consultants by dividends for both their old and new
Iead of the Federal Military Government both the public and the private sectors. investment, thus rationalising their
renounced that the Federal Military position.
lovernment would take steps to reduce
igeria's dependence on oil for nancing IX. LOCAL OVERDRAFT FACILITIES 37. By the decision in paragraph 36(v)ssential services as well as its national above, Govemment has removed the dis-
ievelopment programmes. One of the 31. Henceforth, Government will ensure tinction that has so far existed between
teps taken so far to realise this objective that, as far as possible, companies enjoying sterling and non-sterling area investments
s the evolvement of a new export promo- local overdraft facilities are not at the same made in Nigeria before the Exchange Con-
ion strategy. In the new fiscal year, due time remitting their earnings overseas be- trol Act, 1962, thus demonstratingin prac-
ognisance will be given to the develop- fore such facilities are cleared. tical terms its policy of parity of treatment
nent and exploitation' of our export for all investments of whatever origin and
otentials. To this end, government has its desire to improve the investment
lentied a number of industries which can X. DIRECTORS' FEES climate for those enterpirses affected by
)e encouraged through scal and other indigenisationin order to facilitate the rein-
neasures to export their products. Details 32. Large increases in these fees have be- vestment of proceeds due to the foreign
n implementation of these measures are come noticeable since the restriction on shareholdersof the enterprises.
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XII. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERN- count as weil as the weighting assigned to

MENT FINANCES each critrion, are as follows: Level of Government Incremental
change in

Criteria Weights 1979/80
38. Out of the federally-collected revenue 1. Equality of access to De-
of about N6.8 billion in the 1978/79 velopment opportunities 0.27

(N billion)

nancial year, a total sum of about N2.8 2 National Minimum Stan-
billion -- about a third -- was passed on to dards for National Integra-

Federal Government 1.243

the States as statutory and non-statutory tion 0.28
States Joint Account 0.597

appropriations and Capital grants. In spite 3. Absorptive Capacity 0.20
Local GovernmentFund 0.150

of this favourable proportion relative to 4. Independent Revenue and
the allocation of functions between the Minimum Tax Efforts 0.12
States and the Federal Military Govern- 5. Fiscal Efficiency 0.13

ment, however, the States still found them- Level of Government Total

selves in a nancial indebtedness arising
1.00 Receipt in

from contractual obligations. 48. The Federal Military Government is 1979/80

39. A number of measures have been aware of the possible disruptive effects on (N billion)

adopted in order to widen the sources of the balance of the nances of individual

State Government's revenue. For example, States which the new formula could en- Federal Government 6.271

the report of the Task Force on Tax Ad- gender and because of this it has been de- States Joint Account 2.234

ministration set up by the Federal Military cided to implement it in stages. For pur- Local GovernmentFund 0.300

Government has been accepted and passed poses of the 1979/80 nancial year, there- r

on to the States for speedy implementa- fore, the formula shall apply to incremen-

tion, and it is hoped that the implementa- tal revenue over and above the 1978/79

tion of the approved measures would yield gure. This increment, which is estimated

substantial additional revenue for the at Nl.99 billion, shall be shared as follows: XIV. CONCLUSION

States.
Federal Government Nl.234 billion

State Joint Account NO.597billion 51. Ladies and gentlemen, I must stress, a

40. In view of its revenue implication for Local GovernmentFund NO.150 billion the Head of the Federal Military Govern
the States, the Federal Government has

withdrawn the tax concession on Capital 49. Recognising the fact that the Local ment has himself stressed on a number o

Allowance on loans on Owner-occupier Governments are unlikely to be fully mobi- occasions, that the era when oil revenue

property up to the value oftB100,000.The bised in 1979/80 to fully assume all their would continue to meet most of our ex

concession on interest on loan for develop- additional responsibilities, such as U.P.E., penditure is gone, and although the per

ing such property will, however, be re- Basic Health Service Scheme, etc., it has formance of the petroleumsector this yea

tained. been decided that, for the purpose of the is likely to be better than it was last year

1979/80 Budget, the total allocation to the government nancial resources remain in

..... Local Governments Fund shall shall not adequate when viewed against our existin

exceed **300 million. commitments and future resource require
ments. It is therefore necessary that hence

Xlll. NEW REVENUE ALLOCATION 50. The totality of Revenue that will ac- forth we should continue to widen ou

SYSTEM crue to each tier of Government from the base in order to enable t,

federally collected revenue of N8.805 bil-
revenue use

as as

47. Arising from the Report of the Tech- lion in 1979/80 shall thus be as follows: generate, much possible internally
the resources that are necessary for ou

nical Committee on Revenue Allocation, development. Every sector of the economi

federally collected revenue shall now be and every citizen of this country has a rol

shared as follows by the three tiers of Level of Government 1978/79

Government:
Receipt to play in this task because there is n(

Federal Government 60% (N billion) doubt that in the nal analysis, it does no

matter what resources may be available tc

States Joint Account 30%
Local Government Fund 10% Federal Government 5.028 us as a nation, there can be no substitut,

States Joint Account 1.637 for hard work, sacrifice and discipline if w,

The critical criteria for allocation of funds Local GovernmentFund 0.150 are to realise our objective of sustaine,

among the States from States Joint Ac- and balanced economic development.

APPENDIX I

GovernmentDecisions on Changes in Taxation

Proposed by the Task Force on Tax Administration
I
I

,

1. Last year, the Federal Governmentset gistration should supply the state of resi- (b) The uniformity will also ensurl

up a Task Force on Tax Administration dence of the prtners with particulars of that notices of assessment are serS

which has since submitted an interim re- the registration, accounts and income of out at the same time throughou

port. After deliberating on the report, partners for tax purposes.
the country and this will be s,

Government took the following decisions prescribed in the law.
I

as they affect taxation generally. 4. (a) All the State Tax Laws are to be

unified under one single personal 5. In order to remove some difficulties
. o

2. The various tax Laws of the country income tax law which will be ap- identificationof taxable persons: I

with their numerousamendmentsare to be plicable throughout the country. (a) All Local Government Authoritid
codified. This is to ensure uniformity in should devise ways of numberin

3. Where a partnership is registered in personal income tax law and streets and houses within their areas. I

more than one territory, the State of re- practice. (b) Registration of 'all business names anl
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business premises must be renewed ar- stitute of Chartered Accountants in liaison over to the tax authorities of the
nually with a token fee. Furthermore, with the Federal Board of Inland Revenue States in which the shareholders are
registration of business names will be , will work out the machinery for up-dating respectively resident. Tax on the pro-
decentralised. the new system of record keeping. fits must have been Iaid before divi-

c) Registration of professionals in private 8. Businessmen, tradesmen who keep no
dends are paid out in accordance with

practice must henceforth be notified satisfactory records of their businesses will present practice.
by the appropriate Registries to the

now pay a standardised rate of tax for each (c) In the case of non-resident share-
relevant tax authorities where the pro- of assessment to be determined by holders, the tax withhold by the pay-
fessionals are resident. year

ing companies will be remitted to therelevant tax authorities. This will cover,d) The registration of births and deaths market women, road-side mechanics, petty Federal Board of Inland Revenue as
are now mandatory, States Ministries traders with or without known or specific nal settlement of the shareholders
of Health, Local Government Areas business or residential addresses. tax liability to the Federal Govern-
are required to organise this imme- ment of Nigeria.
diately. 9. A 10 percent tax relief on rents paid 15. A central informatione) The proviso in Section 28(3) of ITMA will be allowed to tenants who declare and centre or data

1961 limiting information from banks disclose the correct amount of rent they bank for internal revenue services will be

to interest is being amended to enable pay to their landlords' representatives. established. All information affecting tax-
able person will be sent to this data bank.Tax Authorities obtain any informa- Such disclosures shall however have to be
The bank will further disseminate such in-tion regarding income etc. of any tax- substantiated to the satisfaction of the tax
formation received to the relevant Statepayer from anybody, including all authorities concerned before such relief is or

Federal Tax Authority. It is expected thatbanks and bank managers, and failure granted. The production of a rent book or
this will enhance flow of information.to respond to such request for infor- rent receipt may not be conclusive evi-

mation will constitute an offence with dence of true rent paid. 16. More area tax offices will be opened to
appropriate penalties. 10. The Foreign Exchange Departmentsof facilitate the delivery of mails to taxpayers.

f) The presentation of Tax Clearance the Central Bank and Federal Ministry of 17. A commercial rate of interest will
Certificate covering the preceding Finance will now provide to the tax au- henceforth be imposed on the sum of the
three years will be a prerequisite for thorities returns of foreign exchange ap- tax liability outstanding plus 10 percent
any business transaction with govern- provals for remittancesabroad in respect of penalty. Thereafter, a criminal sanctionment. This will be extended gradually individuals. Such returns shall be rendered will be imposed on any company forto deserving transactions with the pri- at regular intervals to appropriate tax failure to pay the tax due after two years.vate sector. In this connection, the authorities.
following are the various circum- 18. In order to combat tax evasion by
stances for which such tax clearance 11. Professionals in private practice will property holding companies,
certificate will be demanded: henceforth be assessed at least on an as- (a) only expenses directly attributable to
1. From non-government applicants ssumed minimum net income of their the sustenance and maintenanceof the
(e.g. loans for small business etc.) for counterparts in the public sector in terms properties should be allowed as a de-
government loan. of post-qualification experience. Profes- duction in the ascertainment of rental
2. From persons registering and li- sionals who are evidently earning more income;
censing vehicles (only on first registra- than their counterparts in the public sec- (b) Director's remuneration allowable for
tion). tor, that is more than the assumed mini- tax purposes will be limited for such
3. From persons applying for' gun mum, will be assessed on such increased companies to-3,000.00 per annum

licence. income accordingly. with a maximum of two directors;
4. From applicants requiring ex- 12. To expedite the trial of tax cases, (c) Extraneous expenses normally found
change control permission to remit Revenue Courts are to be established in in the accounts of such companies will
funds. all States. henceforth be disallowed in arriving at
5. From person applying for Certi- rental income.
ficate of Occupancy. 13. (a)Tax authorities have been di-

19. Companies paying other6. From tenderers for government rected to ensure that notices of rents to com-

contract. assessment reach all taxable per- panies or individuals are now to deduct

7. From traders requiring trading sons between 1st May and 30th from such rents a withholding tax of 12.5

licence. September of each year of assess-, percent of gross rent and pay over the

8. From applicants for property ment, failing which any person
amount deducted to the appropriate tax

transfer documents. who fails to receive a notice authorities:

9. From applicants for approval of should demand for same from the (a) in the case of Companies to the Fede-

building plans. relevant tax authority. ral Board of Inland Revenue Office in

10. From electoral candidates. (b) Direct assessment taxpayers will the State in which the Company re-

11. From applicants for plots. now be allowed to make pay- ceiving the rent is located;
12. From applicants for imports/ex- ments in advance or instalmental- (b) in the case of individuals to the State

port licences. ly as the case may be. in which the individual receiving the
rent is resident.

, 13. From applicantsfor BuyingAgents (c) It will henceforth be a punishable In both the rent received will belicences. offence for any taxable person
cases

grossed up to form part of the aggregate14. From applicants for pools or not to ay his tax by 1st February ihcome of the recipient for tax
gaming licences (as and when appli- of any year of assessment. purposes

cable). (d) Policemen will now assist tax and tax already deducted will be allowable
as credit against the total tax due on the15. From applicants for registration as authorities in the enforcement of
aggregate income including such rents.

contractorsby government. tax laws and in the preservationof
16. Application for distributorship. peace, law and order in tax of- 20. Management fees, technical assistance

, 17. Application for Approved Users fices.
fees, will now be taxed gross at standard

' Certificate. 14. The present system of regarding both company tax rate and any agreement pur-
the company and the shareholder as one porting to exempt such fees from Nigerian

r All Government Agencies or functiona-
and the for,tax is tax shall be regarded null and void.es should from now on notify the tax

same person purposes as

abolished. Henceforth:uthorities of financial transactions with
xable persons. (a) Tax will be imposed on companies at 21. To avert the indiscriminate grant of

45 percent, while dividends paid to tax exemption and reliefs to business trans-
Tax Authorities will soon prescribe the shareholders will attract a withholding actions and contractors by government,

ecessary records to be kept compulsorily rate of 12.5 percent. agencies, all Government Agencies will
y businessmen and women who do not (b) Companies paying dividends should henceforth clear with Federal Ministry of
eep complete accounting records. The In- ensure that the tax withheld is paid Finance all proposals for such tax exemp-
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tions and reliefs and'any such exemptions of every Nigerian company's total profits able any excess life assurance premiur
or reliefs purported to have been granted from tax as provided for in Section 33 of transferred to the profit and loss Accour

in any agreement without prior approval of the Companies Income Tax Act is now by Life Assurance Companies.
the Federal Ministry of Finance shall be withdrawn.
null and void. Federal Ministry of Finance,

23. Section 21 of the Companies Income Koyi, Lagos.
22. The exemption of the first N6,000.00 Tax Act is to be amended to render tax- 1st April, 1979

APPENDIX 11 1978-80 Budget Notes for Guidance On

Companies IncomeTax etc.

Introduction tax rate and any agreement pur per annum with a maximum of tw

porting to exempt such fees from Directors;
1. As usual, the Federal Inland Revenue Nigerian Tax shall be regarded (c) Extraneous expenses normally foun

Department has prepared these notes as as null and void. in the accounts of such companieswi

guidance to Taxpayers, their advisers henceforth be disallowed in arrivin

and the general public. The major areas (b) A maximum of 3 percent Net at rental income.

on companies taxation covered in the Profit after tax is now fixed as

Head of State's Budget Speech on 31st the amount remittable outside

March, 1979 and the Commissioner for Nigeria under management and Restriction of Non-Resident Director
technical services agreements in

Finance's Budget Statement on 2nd Fees
April, 1979 are on management and place of 3 percent of gross prot
technical services fees,, royalties, etc. hitherto allowed. Additionally,

7. The maximum fee which non-residera

consultancy fees, non-resident Director's Management Agreements will no
Director of a Nigerian Companycan_be pai

fees, rates of companies, tax, identification longer be entertained from ex.
from Nigeria has been fixed N4,00now at

of taxable persons and tax relief on rents isting well-established companies. This limitation is in
Such companies should institute per annum. respec

paid. Other aspects covered relate to pro- of amount remittable only. The Directc

perty holding companies, grant of tax specified training programme for
other remuneration have oth

exemption; the withdrawal of N6,000
their staff and engage the ne- may earn or

exemption under section 33 of Companies cessary staff where specialised expensespaid on his behalf in Nigeria.

Income Tax Act 1961 and Capital Transfer services are required. Existing

Tax. Management fees agreements that
Companies deductand the

have been notified to the Board or to pay to propE

to Federal Ministry of Finnce Tax Authority withholding Tax of 12.=

Rate of CompanyTax
will however, be allowed to run percent on Gross Rents Paid

to dates,through their expiring
2. (a) With effect from 1st April, 1979 but payments under such agree- 8. Companies paying rents to other co

the rate of Company Tax has been ments will now be liable to tax panies or individuals are now to take fror
at standard rate withoutallowance such rents a withholding tax of 12.5 pe

reduced from 50 percent to 45
for'any expenses. cent on gross rent and pay over the amout

percent; deducted to the proper tax authoritj
(b) In addition to the above, dividends (c) Consultancy Fees -- Considering Receipts for such deductions should b

paid to shareholders will also the alarming number of con- obtained from the tax authority receivin
attract a withholding tax rate of sultancy agreements executed so the deductions.
12.5 percent. Further details far, it has been decided that the (a) In the of companies rent d,
would be found in the paragraph proportion of consultancy fees

case

ducted should be remitted to Feder:
on dividends. remittable abroad to foreign as- Board of Inland Revenue ofce i

sociates be reduced from the the State in which the company rf

present maximumof 50 percentto ceiving the rent is located.
Cancellation of the N6,000 Exemption on 30 percent. Additionally, ability (b) In the of individuals, such d
Taxable Profits to perform locally without undue

case

ductions should be remitted to th
dependence on foreigners outside State in which the individual' r

3. The exemption of the first N6,000 of Nigeria will be one of the major ceiving the rent is resident. In bot
every Nigerian Company's total profits criteria for the award of contracts the rent received will be
from tax as provided for in section 33 of to professionals and consultants

cases, grosse
to form part of the aggregate ir

the Companies Income Tax Act is now by both the public and the private
up
come of the recipient for tax purpose

withdrawn. For the avoidance of doubt sectors. Payment of fees in ex- and tax already deducted will be a

no tax relief is now available under this cess of this amount to foreign lowable credit against the totaas
Section. partners or associates will re- tax due the aggregate incom

quire Federal Executive Council
on

includingsuch rents.
approval. (c) In all cases remittance to relevant ta.

Amendment to section 21 of Companies authority must be accompanied by i
Income Tax on Life Assurance Companies statement showing gross rents pay

Property Holding Companies able, deduction made at 12.5 percent
4. Section 21 of the Companies Income the name and address of recipientan

Tax has been amended to render taxable, 6. In order to combat tax evasion by pro- the location of property and for wha

premiums transferred to the profit and perty holdingcompanies: period payment is made.
loss account b Life Assurance Companies. (a) Only expenses directly attributable to

the sustenanceand maintenanceof the

property should be allowed de- 10 Percent Tax Relief to Tenantsas a

Management Fees duction in the ascertainment of rental
income; 9. 10 percent tax on rents paid will b

5. (a) Management fees, technical fees (b) Director's remuneration allowable for allowed to tenants who declare and did

and consultancy fees will now be tax purposes would be limited for such close the current amount of rents paid t

taxed gross at standard company property holding companies to N3,000 their Landlords or Landlord's represer
I
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atives. Such disclosures shall however, Assessment Notices to be served on Tax All Government Agencies of FunctionariesI
lave to be substantiated to the satisfaction Payers between 1st of May and 30th to notify Tax Authorities of Transactions)f the tax authorities concerned before
uch relief is granted. Tax Authority may Septembereach Year with Taxable Persons
efuse to grant relief if the information
ii'closed is otherwise already known to 12. (a)Tax authoities are to ensure 15. (a) With effect form 1st April, 1979

:h Tax Authority. that notices of assessment in all Government Agencies or Func-
respect of Personal Income Tax tionaries should notify the tax
reach all taxable persons between authorities of financial trans-

mposition of Commercial Rate of Interests 1st of May and 30th September actions, contracts and agreements
br outstandingTax Liabilities of each year of assessment, failing with taxable persons; such in-

which any person who fails to re- formation should include award
1ff. With effect from 1st April, 1979 a ceive a notice should demand for of contracts, grant of import and
:onmercial rate of interest will henceforth same from the relevant tax export licence, grant of pioneer
mj, imposed on the sum of tax liabilities authority; certificate, approved users certi-
utstanding in addition to 10 percent (b) direct assessment taxpayers will ficate, permission or approval of
)enalty normally charged thereon. There- now be allowed to makepayments remittances, loan assistance.
ifter, a criminal sanction will be imposed in advance or by approved in-

n any company for failure to pay tax due stalments as the relevant tax (b) The Foreign Exchange Depart-
fter two years. authority may agree; ment of the Central Bank and the

(c) it will henceforth be a punishable Federal Ministry of Finance will
offence for any taxable person now provide the tax authorities

]Vithholding Tax of 12.5 percent on not to pay his tax by 1st February returns of foreign exchange ap-
of any year of assessment, e.g. provals for remittance abroad inDividends failure to settle 1979-80 assess- respect of individuals and com-

, ment by 1st February, 1980 be- panies on request. However, suchll. The present system of regarding both
comes punishableunder the law; returns shall be rendered at regularthe Company and the Shareholders as one

(d) Policemen may now be requested intervals to the'Federal Board ofind the same person for tax purposes is to assist tax authority in the en- Inland Revenue. Returns shouldibolished. Henceforth: forcement of tax laws and in the state and address of tax-name
preservation of peace, law and payers, amount of remittancea) Tax will be imposed on Companies order in tax offices. approved, date and nature of suchat 45 percent while dividends paid to

remittance.shareholders will attract a further
withholding tax at the rate of 12.5
percent. Assessmentof Businessmenand Pro-

J

fessionals in Private Practice Tax Clearance Certificate
5) Companies paying dividends should

ensure that the tax withheld is paid 13. (a) Businessmen and tradesmen who 16. The presentation of Tax Clearance
Certificate covering the preceding threeover to the tax authorities of the keep no satisfactory records of will be prerequisite for businessStates in which the shareholders are their business will now pay an
years a any
transaction with Government. This is to be, respectively resident. Both the Tax on assumed minimum tax on a

the appropriate portion of profits and standardised income for each year
extendedgradually to deservingtransactions

on the dividend distributed must have of assessment to be determined with the private sector.
been paid before dividends are paid by the relevant tax authorities.
out in accordance with present prac- This will cover market women,

In this connection, the following are some

tice. road-side mechanics, petty traders of the various circumstances and trans-
actions for which such Tax Clearancewith or without known or specific:) Dividends. -- From IstApril, 1979, no business residentialaddress. Certificate will be demanded:

or

company should declare or pay (b) Also professionals in private (1) From non-governmentapplicants (e.g.prac-
dividends in excess of 50 percent of its tice will henceforth be assessed loans for small business, etc.) for
after tax profits in that current finan- at least on an assumed minimum government loan.
cial year. net income of their counterparts (2) From persons registering and licensing

i In effect, all companies cannot pay in the public sector in terms of vehicles (only on first registration).
!. dividends from retained earnings nor post-qualification and experience. (3) From persons applying for gun licence.
1 calculate their profit to be distributed Professionals in the private sector, (4) From applicants requiring exchange

by adding any accumulated profit or who are evidently earning more
control permission to remit funds.

transfer from reserve. than the assumed minimum in- (5) From persons applying for certificate
L The purpose of government action is will be assessed such in- of occupancy.

i to encourage efficiency in all the
come

creased income accordingly.
on

(6) From tenderers for Government Con-
sectors of the economy and to pay tracts.

1 dividend based on the true performance (7) From traders requiring trading licence.
of the company each year. Tax Exemptions to receive prior Approval (8) From applicants for approval of

buildingplans.
id) In the case of non-resident share- of the Federal IVIinistry of Finance and the (9) From applicants for property transfer
i holders, the tax withheld by the Federal Board of Inland Revenue documents.

paying company will be remitted to (10)From electoral candidates.
the Federal Board of Inland Revenue 14. In order to avert the indiscriminate (11)From applicants for import/export
as final settlement of the shareholder's grant of tax exemptions and reliefs to licences.
tax liability to the Federal Government business transactions and to some con- (12)From applicants for plots.
of Nigeria. tractors by Government Agencies, all (13)From applicants for buying Agents

Government Agencies will henceforthclear licences.

) In all cases, remittance to relevant with Federal Ministry of Finance all pro- (14)From applicants for pools or gaming
tax authorities must be accompanied posals for such tax exemptions and reliefs licences (as and when applicable).
by dtails of the gross dividend, name and any such exemptions or reliefs pur- (15)From applicants for registration as
and address of shareholder,the amount ported to have been granted in any agree- contractorsby government.
deducted and remitted. Such remit- ment without the prior approval of the (16)Application for distributorship.
tances must be receipted by the re- Federal Ministry of Finance shall be Null (17)Application for Approved Users Cer-
ceiving tax authorities. and Void. tificate.
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Unification and Codification of various will constitute an offence with appropriate by businessmen and women who do no

Personal Income Tax Laws of the Country penalties. keep complete accounting records. Th
Institute of Chartered Accountants 1 o

17. (a) All the State Tax Laws are to be Identificationof Taxable Persons Nigeria in liaison with the Federal Boar,

unified under one single personal of Inland Revenue will work out the tp
20. In order to remove some difficulties of records to be kept for this purposeincome tax law which will be

applicablethroughoutthe country. of identificationof taxable persons: This will be made available for purchs
This is to ensure uniformity in (a) all Local Governmentauthoritiesare to by taxpayers.

personal income tax law and arrange for the naming and numbering

practice.
of Streets and houses within their

(b) The uniformity will also ensure areas; Introduction of Capital TransferTax
L

,

that notices of assessment are (b) registration of all business names and
4

sent out at the same time through- business premises must be renewed 22. Capital Transfer Tax has been lin
out the country and as prescribed annually with a token fee. Further- troduced with effect from 1st April, 1979

under No. 12 above. more, registration of business names The tax is at a graduated rate on chargeabl
will be decentralised so that States transfers made both during lifetime, e.t

Partnership and Local Governments can now par- gifts and on death. The rates of Capito
take; Transfer Tax will vary from 10 percen

18. Where a partnershiphas establishments (c) registration of professionals in private to 60 'percent on the value of transfer

in more than one territory, the State of practice must henceforth be notied exceeding N100,000. The tax will b
registration or where it has its registered by the appropriate registries to the re- administered by State Tax Authorities

office should supply the other States of levant tax authorities where the pro-

residence of the partners with particulars fessionals are resident. Tax authorities

of the registration, accounts and income may however, ask the appropriate Legislation
bodies for the list of professionals inof partners for tax purposes. their areas; 23. As usual, the provisions in the Bude

Amendment of Section 28(3) of Income (d) the registration of birth and deaths are Statement will where appropriate be em

Tax ManagementAct, 1961
now mandatory. States Ministries of bodied in the decree with retrospectiv
Health and Local Government areas effect from 1st April1979.

19. The proviso in sub-section 28(3) of
are required to organise this im-
mediately.

ITMA limiting information from Banks
to interest is being amended to enable tax
authorities obtain for tax purposes any Necessary Records to be kept by
information regarding income, etc. of any Businessmen
taxpayer from anybody, including all Federal Inland Revenue Department
banks and Bank Managers and failure to 21. Tax authorities are

-

to prescribe the Lagos
respond to such request for information, appropriate records to be kept compulsorily April 1979.

In next issues

A review of the Ethiopian fiscal system ,

by M. Fissehatsion--

'

Taxation in Macao
by M.P. Dominic--

Indonesia: Tax IncentivePackage to support the third five year developmentplan (1979-1984)
by Jap Kim Siong--

Nigerian Income Tax: Constructioncompanies
-by George E. Tickner

An epilogue to a decade of Federal Governmentbudgeting in Nigeria:
An appraisal of the 1979/80 Nigerian Federal GovernmentBudget. 1

by F. Akin Olaloku--

United States: Proposed Internal Revenue Service Regulations
on the creditabilityof taxes
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geria's1979~80Budgetana

Fhe1975~79 ImportBoom
y ,;LAWRENCEA. RUPLEY*

he 1979-80 Nigerian Federal government budget that for alternative government revenue sources as tax, royal-
as introduced on April 1, 1979, is noteworthy because ty and sales revenues have levelled off or declined. That
s the final budgt to be prepared by the military dependence has also intensified the official intention in

)ernment in Nigeria. Since the return to civilian Nigeria to diversify the economy's output. The extreme-

)yernment is scheduled for October 1, 1979, the last ly rapid growth in the value of petroleum exports and

alf of the 1979-80 budget will be carried out under the foreign exchange earnings after 1973 led to virtually
valian regime. The major revenue and expenditure unrestrained growth in imports in 1975 and thereafter;
:tures of that budget are shown in Table 1 alongside that growth culminated in a foreign trade current

rnparative data beginning in April of 1973. Total account deficit of N656 million in 1977 which swelled to
:durrent revenue collected (exclusive of grants or loans N2,300 million in 1978.2
, capital projects) for 1979-80 is expectedto be N8,805 As a result of the desire to curb inflation, correct the
iillion. The Federal government is to retain N6,271 worsening balance of payments situation, and com-
filion of that total after statutory sharing of revenues pensate for the levelling off of government revenue, the
'h state and local governments. Total Federal recur- two most recent Federal budgets in Nigeria have been
:nt and capital expenditureamounts to N9,510million, considerably more restrained than those from 1975-78.
'hich impliesa budgetdeficitof N3,239 million. General Obasanjo's 1979-80 Budget Speech refers to
asofar as government finance in Nigeria is concerned, it the need to tighten our belts, and the budget contains

mpossible to overstate the importance of the 1973 a number of features of restraint on the expenditure
nd 1974 OPEC pricing and taxation decisions. As a side despite the projected deficit of N3,239 million. The

onsequence, Federally collected revenue increased by first feature is the fact that Federal recurrent expen-

early two and one-half times over the space of one diture for 1979-80 is 10 percent lower in real terms than
Ftal year, from 1973-74 to 1974-75. Government in the 1978-79 budget and is lower than such actual

2
/enue has rernained at levels very much h excess of expenditure in 1977-78 (see Table 1). The second is the

)se prior to 1974 as the OPEC actions have been decision to hold Nl,100 million ofcapitalexpenditurein

tained and extended since 1974 (see Table 1). abeyance until financing can be found (however, loan
financing will not reduce the budget deficit). A third

e decision to spend most of that much enlarged feature is the reduction by N76 million and by N104
vernmnt revenue caused a four-fold increase in

million of estimated recurrent and capital defence ex-
deral expenditure from 1973-74 to 1975-76; brought

launching of the Third National Development Plan penditure, respectively, which is a 14 percent reduction
from the 1978-79 estimate. Fourth is the announcement

at called for 1957-80 capital expenditure of t30,000
ilion (nearly nine times larger than the 1970-74 Plan);

that the government will no longer make motor vehicle
,

loans nor provide motor vehicle basic allowances to civilabled the establishment of a new federal finance
9:enue allocation system in April, 1975, whereby state servants (although half the basic allowance will be

(vernments immediately doubled their expenditure; granted as a salary increment to ease the effect on

:d to the hasty introductionof an extremely expensive take-home pay): Budgeted expenditure for 1979-80 is

Iaiversal Primary Education program in 1976; per-
shown in Table 2.

ttted civil service wage and salary increases of 30 to On the government revenue side there are several
0O percent to be paid in 1975; and contributed signi- features of fiscal restraint and of an attempt to diversify
iantly to an inflation rate in 1975 of 30 to 40 percent. away from petroleum taxation in the two most recent

ince the euphoria of 1975, however, it has become budgets, although petroleum is still expected to provide
lar that Nigerian government revenues from petroleum 75 percent of Federally collected government revenue

e not infinitely large, and that government depen-
for 1979-80. In April of 1978 the company profits tax
rate was raised from 45 percent to 50 percent, an excess

ince on revenues from such a single industry makes the
vernmet budget vulnerable to downward fluctua- profits tax on banks was introduced, a Ports Develop-
ns in that single source. That vulnerability is particu-
rly pronounced when virtually all the government * Dr. Rupley is Senior Lecturer, Department of Economics,
ceipts are being expended. Upward movements in University of Nairobi.
:troleum revenue have been a cause for rejoicing in 1. The Naria exchange rate in April, 1979, was N 1 = USS 1.54.
geria since 1970, but the last several years have seen 2. 1979-80 Budget Speech. See West A frica, April 9, 1979.
velling off and some downward movements as well. 3. Nigeria, Official Gazette, Vol. 66, No. 18, April 12, 1979.
e dependence on petroleurn has prompted a search Private employers are to follow suit.
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TABLE 1

RECENT TRENDS IN NIGERIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENTREVENUE AND EXPENDITURE

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80
Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Appr. Appr.

/

estimate estimate

Total Federally collected
recurrent revenue 2,171.4 5,177.1 5,861.5 7,070.6 8,359.0 6,815.2 8,805.0

Less statutory allocations:
to state governments 323.8 833.7 963.1 1,414.9 1,491.8 1,637.1 2,234.0
to local governments 150.0 300.0

Total Federally retained
Revenue 1,847.6 4,343.4 4,898.4 5,655.7 6,867.2 5,028.1 6,271.0

B!Total recurrent expenditure
(net of transfers to Develop- 795.7 808.6 2,466.6 2,158.6 2,933.0 2,6J.0 2,900.0 ..
ment Fund and statutory
allocations)

Total capital expenditure
(net of loans on-lent to 766.4 1,683.9 3,822.7 4,913.1 5,627.5 5,200.0 6,610.0
State Governments)

Total expenditure 1,562.1 2,492.5 6,289.3 7,071.7 8,560.5 7,850.0 9,510.0

Budget surplus/(deficit) 285.5 1,850.9 (1,390.9) (1,416.0) (1,693.3) (2,821.9) (3,239.0)
'i

Source: Various Official Gazettes of the Federation of Nigeria and 1979-80 Budget Speech. Fiscal year from April 1 to I
i

March 31. .

ment Surcharge of 5 percent of the duty on imports was in 1975-76 N705 million was more than double t

imposed,4 the airport tax was increased, some highway N313 million estimate and was virtually twice that Il
tolls were introduced, and measures to speed up the the previous year. Such divergence between estimat

payment of some taxes by firms were instituted,s In and actual revenue is good evidence as to how une

addition, the terminationof double taxation agreements pected was th import expansion, because customs du
with nine countries was announced in late April, 1978.6 has typically been one of the. more accurately estimatc
As of April 1, 1979, a capital transfers tax was an- of revenue items.
nounced. 7 Finally, in both 1978 and 1979 there were If examines of the detailed impIone some more
increases in the rates of import duty on a considerable categories shown in Table 3, one sees that custonumber of items, and an extension of the use of import revenue from machinery, mechanical appliances an(
licensing (quotas) and outright import prohibitions on electrical equipment more than doubled in 1975-7some items. S revenue on chemical products was double the es, :

The major features of import duty revenue over the past mate in 1974-75,and doubledagain in the followingyedu
six years in Nigeria deserve examination because of the One also sees that the 1975-76 import duty of N

importance of the behavior of imports following the million from beer exceeds the estimate by ten times

expansion in petroleum production after the end of the while the duty from wine and spirits was N13 millio:
civil war. As can be seen in Table 3, such revenue more compared to N3 million estimated. Customs revene

than doubled from 1973-74 to 1975-76 and the
1978-79 estimates exceeded the 1973-74 level by more

than four times. The great consumer import boom was 4. A surcharge on customs and excise duties had previou

most spectacular in 1975 (which is split between fiscal been in effect from October, 1967 to April 1,1974.

1974-75 and 1975-76 in Table 3). The suddenness and 5. 1978-79 Budget Speech, March 31, 1978.

severity of that import boom is partially indicated by
6. Denmark, The Gambia, Ghana, New Zealand, Norway, Sie
Leone, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States of Americ

the extent to which the actual import duty revenue Nigeria, Official Gazette, Vol. 65, No. 27, June 15, 1978.
exceeded the . estimates. For 1974-75 (ncluding 7. Nigeria, Official Gazette, Vol. 66, No. 18, April 12,197
January-March, 1975) total import duty was *364 mil- Only personal estates and gifts in excess of N 100,000 a

lion compared with the anticipatedN184 million, while affected.
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,m food imports in 1975-76 was five times its antici- was virtually twice the estimate in 1974-75 and then

ted level fr 1974-75, while that on manufactured more than doubled again in 1975-76. The number of

ods was three times larger. Duty from vehicle imports cars imported (including those imported completely

4 TABLE 2

NIGERIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

1979-80 BUDGETED EXPENDITURE

(N million)

Recurrent Expenditure Capital Expenditure

State House/Dodan Barracks 1.4 Agriculture 183.5

Cabinet Office 38.1 Livestock 17.8

Police i' , 197.9 Forestry 15.7

Police Force Service Commission .2 Fisheries 2.8

Agricuiture and rural development 34.4 Mining and quarrying 726.2

Federalaudit 3.5 Manufacturingand craft 1,365.6
Civil aviation 28.3 Power 540.0

Communications .8 Commerce and finance 38.8

Defence 520.0 Land transport system 962.3

Economic development 27.6 Water transport system 159.3

Education 326.1 Air transport system 122.8

stablishments 20.4 Communications 320.5

External affairs 37.0 Education 391.1

Finance 70.4 Health 80.2

Health 97.2 Information 17.5

ndustries 6.8 Labour 2.1

nformation 76.2 Social development, youth and

nternal affairs 50.8 sports 4.8

Judicial 4.9 Water resources 359.6

Justice 4.3 Environment 6.3

Labour 63.4 Housing 84.2

Mines and power 7.6 Town and country planning 13.8

National Science and Technology
'

Co-operativesand supply 1.7

:DevelopmentAgency 33.0 Prisons 13.8

Public ComplaintsCommission 2.3 Police 28.8

Federal Public Service Commission 3.2 Defence 602.0

Trade 11.9 General administration 373.8

Transport 14.5 External financial obligations 175.3

Works and housing 105.6
Federal electoral commission 26.3 Total 6,610.0
National Assembly 8.7

Contingencies 30.3

Non-statutorygrants 5.0

Grants for UPE 548.2

Grants for secondary education 40.0

Public debt charges 358.3
Consolidated Revenue Fund charges 95.7

Total 2,900.0

Source: Statement on the 1979-80 Budget by Federal Commissioner for Finance, West Africa, April 16, 1979, pp.

660-662. Items may not add to total due to rounding.
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knocked down for assembly in Nigeria) was 37,681 in desires and thirsts of Nigerian consumers when abett
1973, 43,898 in 1974, and more than 100,000 in 1975. 8 by government petroleum-financedpermissiveness wi
The expansion in customs revenue is unequivocally the regard to public sector wages and salaries, imports, a

result of increased value of imports inasmuch as there foreign exchange availability,lo
were general decreases in the rates of import duty on The import boom was fueled to a very significantexteApril 1, 1974, and again on April 1, 1975.9

by the government's own policies. Following the OP]:
Consumer goods, without doubt, played a predominant price increases of late 1973 and early 1974, and
role in the imports of 1975. At least 50 percent of the response to increasing pressure from within the ci'
customs duty revenue for 1975-76 can be directly attri- service, the Report of the wages and salary review coii
buted to consumer good imports, while raw materials or mission (chaired by Chief Jerome Udoji) went to t
component parts for the local manufactureor assembly Federal government in late 1974. Although the Co
of consumer goods-- many of which were granted mission Report was sensitive to the inflationary mplic
concessionary rates of duty -- constituted a sizeable
proportion of the remainder. It is fair to point out that 3.=

in 1974 and 1975 some imports of food were thought 8. Nigeria, Reuiew of ExternalTrade, 1975. I
necessary as a result of the Sahelian drought of the early 9. The rates of customs duties were not generally increasec
1970s. It was not yet so clear that a longer-term deterio- until April, 1978.
ration in Nigerian agriculture was in progress. However, 10. It has been suggested that the wage and salary increases oj

many of the imported goods were not food: customs early 1975 and the introduction in April, 1975, of the n

duties on radios, television sets, and cars were reduced federal finance revenue allocation formula, the Third Nationa:

on April 1, 1974. Until the mport resurgence of 1975, Development Plan, and further import liberalization were al:
intended by the Gowon regime to secure the country's acquiedc-most of the beer sold in Nigeria was locally brewed, ence to an indefinite delay in the return to civilian government.

although with heavy dependence on imported raw
- j

That delay was announced October 1, 1974. R.A. Joseph,materials and equipment. It seems that even apparently Affluence and Underdevelopment: The Nigerian Experience,
complete import substitution was no match for the JournalofModernAfrican Studies,.June, 1978, p. 237.

TABLE 3 1

SOME DETAILS OF IMPORT DUTY REVENUE IN NIGERIA:
SELECTED ITEMS AND YEARS

(N million)

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1977-78 1978-79
Actual Estimate Actual Estimate Actual Actual Estimate

TOTALa 299.8 183.9 364.0 312.8 704.7 1059.0 1263.3
Beer 1.0 .8 3.0 2.0 20.3 18.2 43.0
Wine and spirits 2.5 1.5 3.8 3.0 13.3 16.4 17.6
Food and live animalsb 28.6 7.0 21.1 23.4 36.0 70.2 92.9
Manufacturedgoods 111.1 111.9 190.7 134.8 327.9 421.1 466.8
Vehicles 23.4 44.5 39.0 116.9 176.1 218.4

131.8

Machinery and mechanical applicances
and electrical equipment 33.2 48.3 48.0 110.7 234.3 208.6

Products of the chemical and
allied industries 6.0 10.0 21.5 20.8 39.5 61.5 65.6

Mineral fuels, lubricants, oil
and bituminoussubstances 4.3 2.0 16.8 20.0 16.1 4.1 28.7

Source: Nigeria, Official Gazettes, various dates.

a Items shown are an incomplete list, and do not add to total shown.
b Omits animal and vegetable fats and oils.

.'
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tions of large and sudden wage increases, the Govern- consistent with the present government revenue and
ment White Paper granted wage and salary increases to foreign exchange realities.
sme 750,000 civil servants that ranged from 30 to 100
percent with immdiate effect. In addition, the govern-
nent granted a lump-sum payment in early 1975 of 11. No sooner were the contents of the White Paper announced
those increments for the preceding nine months. It is than private sector employees of large manufacturing and com-

no wonder that there was a deluge of imports. 2 Thus, mercial firms asked for the same increments as those granted in
he Federal government's 1978 and 1979 measures to the public sector. In general, such requests were successfully
restrict imports and conserve foreign exchange are cer-

obtained.

tdinly necessary and wise. Neither miltary nor cvilian 12. The government'sown spending in preparation for the Inter-
national Festival of Black and African Arts and Culture and forgvernments have a monopoly on wisdom or error. large numbers of construction projects perhaps most vividly--

However, the legacy contained in the last two Federal remembered by the prominence of the cement ship armada in
budgets is jvitally important to any incoming civilian the queue of ships waiting to berth in Lagos during the portgvernment.

-

One hopes that that legacy will be main- congestion of 1975 -- also contributed significantly to that

tined by fiscal and foreign exchange measures that are import volume.

I %,

IFlNEWS

FRENCH BRANCHOF IFA
The French Branch of 1FA announced that it would Tuesday, September 16, 1980
organize a meeting on November 19, 1979 in the Discussion of subject I (end) and subject II/
ercle Interalli, 33 rue Faubourg St.-Honor,Paris (8), Tours for ladies: Chteau of Vaux le Vicomte
t6 discuss problems connected with the creation of an and Fontainebleau/Concertat Notre Dame of
enterprise, Mr. Corrze, deputy director at the Direc- Paris in the evening.
tion gnrale des impts, will chair the panel. The Wednesday,September 17, 1980
next meeting wilbeheld at the head offices of A.N.S.A. Excursions.
on December 10, 1979.

Thursday, September 18, 1980

The French Branch also announces some changes in the Discussion of subject II (end)/Seminar A/
program for the 1981 IFA Congress. The farewell ban- Guided tours of museums for ladies: Rodin,
cuet was initially planned for Friday, September 19, Louvre,Jeu de Paume,Svres,etc./Galadinner
1980. It appears that this date coincides with Jewish at Versailles.

ew Year and a number of Jewish IFA members have Friday, September 19, 1980
requested that the farewell banquet be moved to Thurs- Seminar B/Conclusion of subjects I and II/
day 18, 1980. General Meeting.
The new program is as follows:

unday, September 14, 1980 Subjct I: The dialogue between tax administrationand
Registrationand welcomingcocktail. taxpayerup to the filing of the tax retum

,

the

[onday, September 15, 1980 Subject II: Rules for determining income and expensesOpening ceremony/Discussion of subject I/
C City tours for ladies: the Sainte Chapelle, the

as domestic or foreign
Latin Quarter, St. Germain des Prs/Official Seminar A: Recourse to tax havens: use and abuse

reception at the Htel de Ville in the evening. Seminar B: Specifics on French fiscal questions.
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ArthurJ.Mann*:
TheEvolutionof Mexicos
PublicExpenditureStructure,1895-1975

The absolute and relative growth of public expenditures federal government levels, thereby not accounting for
in developed and developing countries is a theme which expenditure variations at lower governmental levls
has been amply analyzed in both theoretical and empiri- and/or in the often more rapidly expanding public
cal terms. Most of the empirical work postdates World enterprise sector.3

War II, and this is especially true with respect to the This paper presents a time-series analysis of expendi-
developing areas. However, much of the analysis done tures in the public sector of Mexico over the perio
on developing countries is cross-sectional in nature, 1895-1975. Although reliable expenditure data fort
often reflecting the absence of pre-World War II histori- Mexican federal government are extant back to 1877,
cal data series.2 Moreover, many cross-sectional (and the 1895 starting point is dictated by the avaiIability o
even time-series) studies have limited their analyses to a a gross output measure (the gross domesticproduct). All
study of public expenditure growth at the central or expenditure date presented represent actual disburse

ments, as opposed to budgeted outlays. The expenditure
totals are further broken down into rather broad func-
tional and economic categores in a attempt to bettrThis article represents, in part, the continuation of a study

previously published in this journal. By combining the two explain and summarize growth patterns. In addition to

papers, both sides of the historical Mexicanbudget process briefly explaining how the data generally correspond to

may be observed, although the methodology employed is Mexico's social, political, and economic history over the
not comparable. For the revenue side of the budget, see 80 year period, comparisons against some well-known
Arthur J. Mann, The Evolution of Mexico's Public public expenditurehypothesesare also carried out.
Revenue Structure, 1877-1977, 32 Bulletin for Inter-

A broad definition of what constitutes Mexico's publicnational Fiscal Documentation(1978), pp. 294-300.
sector has been adopted. All tabular presentations have
broken down the public sector into its three basic com.

This article examnes the relatve and absolute growth of ponents: the federal govemment, the federal entitis
expenditures in Mexico'spublic sector over the first three- (state, municipal, and federal district), and the decen
quarters of the 2Oth century. Definingpublic sectorspend- tralized enterprses (organismos descentralizadosard
ng as the net dsbursementsof the federalgovernment, the empresas paraestatales). It has been argued that tne'

federal entities, and the decentralized enteiprses, t is activities of these decentralized enterprises should not
shown that constant peso per capita outlays and total be included in the definition of public sector activity
expenditures as a proportion of GDP increased ouer the for their production is either profit-motivatedor affect-
time perod covered. These rses were especially evident !
after the decade of the 1940s, as pubic policy transferred
more and more responsibilities to the sem-autonomous * The research for this done while the author
decentralized enterprises. The composition of aggregate paper was wa

Fulbright Professor of Economics in the Facultad de Economexpenditures was also modfed, as relative captal outlays of the Universidad de Nuevo Len in Monterrey, Mexico, leave
(as opposed to current expenditures) and relative spending

on

from the University of Puerto Rico. He is presently employed es
on economic and social functions (as opposed to expendi-

an economist in the InternationalLabour Office. 1tures of purely adminstratve character) took on greater
proportionalmagnitudes. 1. Among the many published studies in this area are those 0

S. Andic and J. Veverka, The Growth of Government Expendr
The applicability of some leadingpublic expenditurehypo- ture in Germany since the Unification, Finanzarehiv, V.2
theses to the Mexican experience s dscussed. Whle (1964), pp. 169-277; R. Bird, The Growth of Governmentl

Wagner's Law and the concentration effect were found to Spending in Canada (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1970);
be generally applicable to public expenditure behavior in D. Mahar and F. Rezende, The Growth and Pattern of Public

20th centuiy Mexico, the displacement effect postulate Expenditure in Brazil, 1920-1969, Publc Fnance QuarterlY,
appears to hold no explanatory power. However, euen n V.3 (1975), pp. 380-399; A. Peacock and J. Wiseman, The

the case of the former two hypotheses, their relative Growth of Public Expenditure in the United Kingdom (Princ-

agueness of exposition limits theirusefulness in explaining ton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1961).
' Mexican publc expenditure trends. Perhaps the best expia-

2. See, for example, S. Gupta, Public Expenditureand Econc
mic Development -- A Cross Section Analysis, Finanzarchiu

nation for the obserued rising trend in public sector spend- V.27 (1968), 26-41; and R. Musgrave, Fiscal Systems (Neing is simply that the oerallconceptof the role of the state pp.
Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1969).has changed, thereby leading to increasedpublic interven-
3. See, for example, I. Goffman and D. Mahar, The Growth o

tion in social and economc matters. This s certainly a Public Expenditures in Selected Developing Nations: Six Cariluniversal phenomenon in this century, and in developing bean Countries, 1940-1965,Public Finance/FinancesPubliquescountries is reinforced by the fragility of priuate sector
V.26 (1971), 57-74; and A. Mann, Public Expenditurstructures to meet demandingsocio-economicproblems. pp.
Patterns in the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico, 1930
1970, Social and Economic Studies, V.24 (1975), pp. 47-82.
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1

1
led by market criteria.4 While this may certainly be the tables yield public expenditure data in terms of current
cse for some of Mexico's decentralized agencies, such pesos, constant (1960) pesos, and per capita constant
affect or motivationis not true for all. Mexican develop- (1960) pesos. Perusal of Table 1 indicates that federal
nent polic, especially since the 1940s, has come to government current peso outlays rose from 42 million
rely more and more on these semi-public agencies to pesos in 1895 to 134,328 million pesos in 1975, a jump
crry out socio-economicdevelopmentobjectives. More- of over 3000 times. However, after removal of the
olver, many public enterprises have become increasingly 'permanent influences of inflation and population
Idependent upon federal government transfers and growth from the urrent peso data, the increases are

b6rrowing to execute their investment programs, and reduced to approximately 53 times and 11 times respec-tlere are strong indications that foreign lenders tend to tively. In other words, the Mexican federal government
nentally lump together notes from the several Mexican in 1895 spent, on all its functions, 72 pesos per head (in
public sector components when taking the decision to terms of constant 1960 pesos). By 1975 this same level
lend. Thus, a broad definition of public sector activity is of government was spending828 pesos per capita (again
Ijustifiable, especially so n Mexico where many decen- in terms of 1960 pesos).7 The disbursements of the
tralized agencies, although not directly subject to federal entities increased in a like manner but in a
fSderal budgetary control, are certainly subject to vary- reduced magnitude.
ig degrees of policy control as decided upon by the
nation's political authorities. Nevertheless, in this studyt

ly the capital expendituresof the decentralizedenter-
prises are ccounted for,6 since they are generally deter- 4. These views are expanded upon in Bird, op.cit., and in

mined by national policy considerations; it is assumed Peacock and Wiseman, op.cit.
5. Support for this statement is found in C. Reynolds, The

that current expendituresare covered by income usually Mexican Economy: Twentieth-Century Structure and GrowthBriginating from the sale of goods and services to the (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1970), 269-271.private sector.
pp.

6. Both the current and capital expenditures of the national
social security agencies are included, for there is a direct tax

charge which finances their disbursements.

AGGREGATE EXPENDITURETRENDS 7. Current and constant peso (pesos of 1950) expenditure data
for Mexico's federal government between the years 1900 and

'- 4r..

1963 are presented in J. Wilkie, The Mexican Rvoluton: Federal :.
The growth of absolute expenditures in Mexico's public Expenditure and Social Change since 1910 (Berkeley: Univ. of '.sector by level of government over the period 1895 to California Press, 1970, second edition). However, his gross ex-

:975 can be viewed by using text Table 1 in conjunc- penditure figures differ widely from the net figures used here. For 4-

-

tion with Appendix Tables A-l, A-2, and A-3. These an explanation of this difference refer to note a of Table A-l.

Table 1

NET EXPENDITURESa OF THE MEXICAN PUBLIC SECTOR, SELECTED YEARS, 1895-1975
l

Level of government

Year Federall Federal Decentralized Government Public
government entitiese enterprisesf subsectorg sectorh

1895

Current expendituresb 42 33 75 75-

' Constant expendituresc 909 713 - 1622 1622
Per capita constantd 72 56 - 128 128

a Double-counting eliminated. See

1925 note a to Table A-l.
b Millionsofcurrentpesos.

Current expendituresb 287 105 45 392 437 c Millions of 1960 pesos.
Constant expendituresc 1889 689 296 2578 2874 d 1960 Pesos.
Per capita constantd 124 45 19 170 189 e States, municipalities, and Federal

11 District.
1950 f Capital expenditures only. See note

Current expendituresb 2796 949 1685 3745 5430
c to Table A-1.

Constant expendituresc 5306 1802 3197 7108 10,305 g Federal Government and Federal

Per capita constantd 206 70 124 276 400
entities.

h Decentralized enterprises and

1975 government subsector.
Horizontal summation may not be

Current expendituresb 134,328 53,127 86,568 187,455 274,023 exact due to rounding.
Constant expendituresc 48,476 19,173 31,241 67,649 98,890
Per capita constantd 828 327 534 1155 1689 Sources: Appendix Tables A-l, A-2,

and A-3.

1,
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By far the largest expenditur jumps are evidenced in second column at each governmental level reveals sloW
the decentralized enterprises sector, which did not exist upward trend over the years with respect to federal
in 1895. Beginning with a constant per capita expendi- government and government subsector activities. Only
ture of 19 pesos in 1925 (exclusively on the Ferrocar- in the last five years of the eight-decade span (1970-
riles Nacionales de Mxico), this sector was spending 1975) can any dramatic jump in the real proportion
534 pesos per capita (in constant terms) by 1975 over a be discerned. While federal relative spending slowly
large gamut of areas.8 Taking into account the overall crept upward between 1925 and 1975, federal entity
public sector, the upward ncrease over the eght-decade proportional outlays outline a U-shaped pattern from
period in constantper capita expenditure is noteworthy, 1935 to 1975. Decentralized enterprise relative spend-
as this figure rose from 128 pesos in 1895 to 189 pesos ing, while remaining steady throughout the depressio
in 1925 to 1689 pesos in 1975. On the basis of this years of the 1930s, began an essentially steady upwark
general evidence alone, it can be concluded that the climb after 1940. All in all, overall public sector relatie
average Mexican has been increasingly influenced by expenditures have risen around an upward trend line
public sector spending activities. since 1925, with the only rather spectacular jumps

taking place between 1955-1960 and 1970-1975. iAs a summary presentationof Tables A-l, A-2, and A-3,
Table 1 does not reveal the time patterns of Mexican
public expenditure growth. In terms of constant peso

Table 2

per capita disbursements (Table A-3), it may be noted
that a slight reduction in expendituresoccurred between NET EXPENDITURES OF THE MEXICAN PUBLIC SECTOR

1895 and 1910, with an effective doubling of public AS PERCENTAGES OF GDP, SELECTED YEARS, 1895-1975

sector spending occurring over the 1895-1940 period. It [(current (1) and constant (2) prices)]
is after 1940 that overall public sector spending began Level of Government
to increase by leaps and bounds, with the semi-
autonomousdecentralizedsector leading the way. Those Year Federal Federal Decentralized-Government Public

five-year intervals that were particularly instrumental in government entitiesa enterprisesb subsectorc sectord '

pushing public outlays to higher levels were those falling I
between 1945-1950, 1960-1965, and 1970-1975.

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

Although the absolute expenditure data in Table 1 do 1895 8.4 7.0 6.6 5.5 -- -- 15.1 12.5 15.1 12.5 1I
'

1900 6.0 7.0 4.0 4.7 ---
--- 10.0 11.6 10.0 11.6

serve to throw light upon the essence of Mexican public 1905 5.7 6.3 3,8 4.1 -- -- 9.5 10.4 9.5 10.4
sector expenditure growth, they nevertheless fail to 1910 3.6 4.7 2.3 3.0 -- -- 5.9 7.7 5.9 7.7

gauge the relative (or proportional)growth. There exists 1925 5.8 5.1 2.1 1.8 0.9 0.8 7.9 6.9 8.9 7.7

an obvious interrelationship between public expendi- 1930 6. 1 5.6 2.8 2.6 1.0 0.9 8.9 8.2 9.9 9.0
1935 6.7 5.8 3.3 2.9 1.0 0.8 10.0 8.7 11.0 9.5

I tures and national income; increased public spending 1940 7.1 6.8 2.7 2.6 1.8 1.8 9.8 9.4 11.6 11.1 ,

serves to increase national income (ceteris paribus), 1945 6.8 6.3 2.3 2.1 2.1 1.9 9.1 8.3 '11.1 10.2
while rising real national income levels may serve to 1950 7.0 6.4

'

2.4 2.2 4.2 3.8 9.4 8.5 13.7 12.4

increase relative public income levels and, in the context 1955 7.8 7.2 2.1 2.0 3.3 3.0 9.9 9.1 13.2 12.1

of economic underdevelopment, most likely require
1960 7.9 7.9 2.4 2.4 5.7 5.7 10.4 10.4 16.0 16.0

11965 9.3 9.6 2.4 2.5 6.7 6.811.712.1 18.318.8
rising public investment outlays. Thus, in order to 1970 9.5 9. 1 3.2 3.1 6.7 6.5 12.7 12.2 19.4 18.7

measure relative Mexican public expenditure 'growth 1975 13.4 12.4 5.3 4.9 8.7 8.0 18.7 17.3 27.4 25.3

over the 1895-1975 time span, expenditure to gross
a States, municipalities,and federal district.

domestic product (GDP) percentages are presented in b Capital expendituresonly.
Table 2. c Federal governmentand federal entities.

The first column for each governmental level in Table 2 d Decentralized enterprises and government subsector. Horizontal sum-

gives the expenditure to GDP ratio in terms of the
mation may not be exact due to rounding.

current peso value for each variable; each second Sources: Appendix TablesA-I, A-2, and A-4.
column percentage calculates the same proportion, with
both the numerator and denominatorvalues in terms of An alternative method of measuring public expenditure
constant (1960) pesos. This is in line with a recent relative growth patterns is by means of elasticity coeffig
article by Beck,9 which illustrates the importance of cients; such coefficients simply gauge the percentage
deflating both series in order to obtain more accurate change in public expenditure (over time) as a proportiori
measures of real public sector magnitudes. Expenditures of the percentage change in (this case) GDP. It has beeri
at all levels have been translated into 1960 pesos by use -
of wholesale price index over the 1895-1955 period and 8. Some of the important (in of expenditure levels)by the national accounts implicit price deflator for the

more terms
of the myriad enterprises comprising this sector are Caminos ygovernmental sector for the 1960-1975 time span (see Puentes Federales, Comisin Federal de Electricidad, Ferrocar-

Appendix Table A-4 for sources). riles Nacionales de Mxico, Instituto de Seguridad y Servicios
The relatively high percentages corresponding to the Sociales de los Trabajadores del Estado (ISSSTE), Instituto

years 1895 and 1900 should probably be discounted,
Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS), Petrleos Mexicanos
(PEMEX), and the Banco Nacional Hipotecario .Urbano y defor although the numerator value is reliable and con- Obras Pblicas.

sistent, the GDP values give every indication of being 9. M. Beck, The Expanding Public Sector: Some Contrary
underestimated (independently of the Table 2 propor- Evidence,National Tax Journal, V.29 (1976), pp. 15-21.
tions). 10 Focus on the proportions presented in the 10. See the discussion to Table A-4.source
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agued that elasticity coefficients give a more useful Taken together, the figures of Tables 2 and 3 fit very
iriterpretation of public expenditure changes than do well the historical backdrop. Although the Constitution
tlle simple ratios of Table 2.11 They are therefore of 1917 conceived of the state as an entity having the

presented in Table 3 for different time spans. The power to broadly intervene in the nation'seconomiclife,
periods have been intentionallyselected. The 1895-1975 the socio-economic views of Mexico's leaders during the

priod obviously is included since it covers the entire 1920s and into the mid-1930s did not differ greatly
san of this study; the 1895-1910 period covers the last from the laissez-faire views held under the Porfiriato.

decade and a half of the Porfirio Daz regime that pre- Nevertheless, even after the mid-1920s certain measures

ceded the Mexican Revolution.Given the problem men- were taken which were later to prove significant in the
tiored above regarding the underestimationof GDP for financing of economic development. For example, an

t]he year 1895, the coefficients pertinent to these two income tax was introduced, which by the 1970s pro-
periods should not be accepted with a great deal of vided close to half the federal government's recurrent
confidence. income; a central bank, the Banco de Mxico, was

However, all years following (and including) 1925 may created, and internal debt bonds to finance public works

be taken as quite reliable, based as they are on con- were first issued.

expenditure data and on the most recent revi- By the mid-1930s public investment in the national
'ons of current and constant price GDP figures. The infrastructure began to lay the bases for the economic

ear 1940 is included given that Mexican economic growth take-off, a process which maintainedmomentum

gowth dates from approximately this time; 1960 re- through the early 1970s. These capital expenditures on

resents a watershed era in terms of expenditurepriori- the economic infrastructure werd made by reordering
ties (as will be pointed out subsequently),as does 1970 federal government spending patterns (see Tables 4 and

l terms of an excessively debt-financed expenditure 5) without, until the 1960s, appreciably increasing the
tkke-off. relative spending of the federal fisc. Increasingly after

1940 capital outlays were channeled through the decen-
tralized enterprises, the most important of which were

.i Table 3 Petrleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), the Comisin Federal
de Electricidad, the national railway system, and the

ELASTIC COEFFICIENTS OF NET PUBLIC EXPENDITURES national social security systems. This is evidenced in
-Y GOVERNMENTAL LEVEL, SELECTED PERIODS, MEXI- Table 2 by the jumps in the expenditure/GDPratio after

1895-1975 1935 and in Table 3 by the high elasticity coefficients
of the decentralized enterprise sector in comparison

. Coefficients based on current prices with the other sectors.

While by the late 1950s federal government spending
Level of government began to move away from heavily emphasizing

eriod Federal Federal Decentralized Government Public economic spending towards more spending on social
government entitiesa enterprises subsectorb sectorc objectives, expenditures in the 1960s and into the 1970s

- came more and more to depend on deficit financing.
895-1975 1.58 0.80 - 1.24 1.81 From 1940 to the mid-1950s capital spending fi-was
895-1910 0.28 0.18 -- 0.24 0.24

nanced internally, basically via debt monetization;both1925-1975 2.32 2.50 9.53 2.36 3.10
925-1940 1.61 1.72 3.79 1.64 1.86 inflation rates and money supply rates of increase were

1940-1975 1.90 1.98 4.73 1.92 2.37 high. After 1954-1955 increasing reliance came to be
940-1960 1.12 0.90 3.18 1.06 1.40 placed on external debt emissions, a process which

1960-1975 1.82 2.39 1.63 1.95 1.84 reached its culmination by the mid-1970s. Especially1970-1975 1.71 2.14 1.49 1.82 1.70
after 1971 the federal debt rose in absolute and relative

i terms; whereas in 1960 the federal government'smone-

B. Coefficients based on constant prices tary deficit represented 0.5 prcent of GDP, by 1970
and 1975 it had grown to 1.6 percent and 5.8 percentLevel of government respectively.

Feriod Federal Federal Decentralized Government, Public
government entitiesa enterprises subsectorb sectorc

EXPENDITURECOMPOSITIONTRENDS
895-1975 1.80 0.89 - 1.40 2.07

1895-1910 0.25 -- 0.03 -- 0.13 0.13 In order provide greater insight into the evolutionaryto
J 925-1975 2.61 2.84 11.08 2.68 3.54
' 925-1940 2.74 3.00 7.17 2.81 3.26 growth pattern of public sector spending in Mexico,
940-1975 1.94 2.03 5.03 1.97 2.45 disaggregated expenditure data are presented in Tables 4
;940-1960 1.24 0.93 4.21 1.16 1.64 and 5.12 Table 4 breaks down total outlays at each
960-1975, 1.92 2.65 1.68 2.09 1.95
970-1975 2.50 3.50 1.98 2.75 2.49

11. I. Goffman, On the Empirical Testing of Wagner's Law: A

States, municipalities,and federal district. Technical Note, Public Finance/Finances Publiques, V.23
b Federal governmentand federal entities. (1968), pp. 359-364.
: Decentralized enterprises and government subsector. 12. In order to reduce the size of the tables, spending break-

downs for only five different years of the 1895-1975 period are
ources: Data presented in Tables A-1, A-2, and A-4. presented in these two tables. Breakdowns for each five-year

interval are available from the author upon request.
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governmental level into current and capital expenditure total public sector spending (excluding the currentcategories. Such a distinction is especially significant to outlays of the decentralized enterprise sector) was othe process of economic growth, for the capital dis- capital account. I
bursements are durable asset-creators. All current and i

Table 5 reveals a strictly passive (and administrative)capital transfers between governmental levels are count- functional expenditure structure in the late 19th (anded only once as expenditures at the level they are
early 20th) century. As the decades of the 1930s analoriginally made. Table 5 has broken down the same 1940s progressed, relative economic category spendintotal spending figures into three rather broad functional

categories. 13 The administrative category is a catch-all surpassed that of the remaining two classifications. As
ilproportional administrative expenditures fell, dueclassification in the sense that any outlay not clearly large part to the easing out of the military from ,belonging to the other two categories is placed here; this significant role in Mexico's political life, economi |heading includes expenditure on the armed forces, growth-oriented expenditures were given precedence |general government functions, and public debt interest

socially oriented disbursements,although this latter |(excluding debt amortization). The economic heading
over

category was certainly not ignored. After the late 1950sncludes all disbursements on transportation and com-
a more balanced system of expenditure prioritiesmunication, industry and commerce, and most outlays was
implemented, as spending on both social and economicon the agricultural sector. Social expenditures incorpo- objectives was given more or less equal priority.14rate outlays on education, social security, health and

welfare, labor, and housing. Again, all transfers between Llevels are counted only once.

In conjunction, Tables 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate the 13. As far as possible an effort has been made to follow Wilkies
passage of the Mexican public sector from a late 19th (op.cit., p. 13) functional classification. However, given thcentury laissez-faire non-interventionist entity toward difference in expenditure concepts (especially administrative e]-
an activist promotor of economic and social develop- penditures) between this paper and the Wilkie study, the federal
ment. As late as the early 1930s, well over four-fifths of government figures are not strictly comparable.
government subsector outlays went toward current 14. These trends, in terms of federal government functional
expenses. However, by the decade of the 1940s both expenditure categories, are discussed by Wilkie (op.cit., Part I,

For an overview of Mexican economic policy during the 20thfederal and decentralizedenterprise capital expenditures century, see Reynolds (op.cit.) and L. Sols, La realidadtook the lead in promoting the developmentof Mexico's mica mexicana. retrovisin y perspectivas (Mxico: Sigloecon-Vebasic infrastructure. And by 1975 fully 40 percent of tiuno, 1976,6th edition).

Table 4

CURRENT AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURESa OF THE MEXICAN PUBLIC SECTOR,SELECTEDYEARS, 1895-1975

(Millions of current pesos (1) and percentage breakdown (2))

Level of government

Year Federal I Federal Decentralized Government Public 111
government entitiesb enterprises subsectorc sectord

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

1895

Current 39 93 N.A. -- -- - 39 93 39 93
Capital 3 7 N.A. -- -- - 3 7 3 7

1925
1,
|

N.A. Not available.
Current 250 87 93 89 -- -- 343 88 343 78
Capital 37 13 12 11 45 100 49 12 94 22 a In those cases where a transfer is not

1classifiable, it is assumed to be a cur-
1940 rent expenditure. All transfers are

Current 405 73 164 78 2e 1 569 75 571 63 counted as expenditures only at the
level at which they are initially made.Capital 147 27 45 22 142 99 192 25 334 37

b States, municipalities, and federal
district.1960

c Federal governrnent and federal
Current 9150 77 2675 73 2900e 34 11,825 76 14,725 61 entities.
Capital 2778 23 995 27 5599 66 3773 24 9372 39 d Decentralized enterprises and govern-

ment subsector.
1975 e Current expenditures of social
Current 92,562 69 43,534 82 27,864e 32 136,096 73 I 163,960 60 security agencies.
Capital 41,766 31 9593 18 58,704. 68 51,359 27 ! 110,063 40

Sources: See sources to Table A-l.
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Table 5

NET EXPENDITURESOF THE MEXICAN PUBLIC ECTOR BY FUNCTIONALCATEGORYa,SELECTEDYEARS, 1895-1975

(Millions of current pesos (1) and percentage breakdown (2))

Level of government

Year Federal Federal Decentralized Government Publlic
government entitiesb enterprses subsectorc sectord

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

1895

Administrative 36 86 N.A. -- - -- 36 86 36 86
Economic 4 9 N.A. -- - -- 4 9 4 9
Social 2 5 N.A. - - -- 2 5 2 5

1925

Administrative 163 57 N.A. -- 0 0 163 57 163 49
Economic 98 34 N.A. -- 45 100 98 34 143 43
Social 26 9 N.A. -- 0 0 26 9 26 8

1940

Administrative 227 41 N.A. -- 4 3 227 41 231 33 N.A. Not Available.

Economic 206 37 N.A. -- 137 95 206 37 343 49
a The adm inistrative category isSocial 119 22 N.A. -- 3 2 119 22 122 18

residual in the sense that any out-

1960 lay not classifiable under the
economic and, social categories

Administrative 2998 25 1965 53 212 2 4963 32 5175 21 was placed in it.
Economic 5264 44 467 13 3620 43 5731 37 9351 39 b States, municipalities, and federal
Social 3666 31 1241 34 4667 55 4907 31 9574 40 district.

c Federal government and federal
1975 entities.

Administrative 34,101 25 36,542 69 266 0 70,643 38 70,909 26 d Decentralized enterprises and

Economic 58,712 44 5311 10 38,735 45 64,023 34 102,758 37 government subsector.
Social 41,515 31 11,274 21 47,567 55 52,789 28 100,356 37

i Sources: See sources to Table A-l.

f

EXPENDITURE POSTULATES AND THE MEXICAN were unable to acquire the capital funds required for
EXPERIENCE , large-scale investment. Finally, social expenditures

would increase in relative importance given the income
Vumerous hypotheses have been developed in an effort elastic nature of the demand for publicly provided social
;o explain the growth patterns of public expenditures. goods (e.g. education).
)robably the best known of these postulates are Mexico, at least from around 1940 through 1975, cer-

Vagner's Law and the Peacock-Wiseman displacement tainly seems to meet the general conditionsunder which
fffect and concentration effect. What follows is a brief it is expected that Wagner's Law would operate. In
issessment of the relationship between these hypotheses terms of 1960 pesos, per capita GDP rose from 2376
,nd the Mexican public expenditureexperience. pesos in 1940 to 6666 pesos in 1975. A greater propor-
Vagner's Law of expanding state activity advances the tion of the population became at least indirectly in-

)ostulate that, in the process of industrialization and volved in the political process; institutional, technolo-
'economic progress, government expenditures will in- gical, and structural change took place; and industriali-
:rease as a percentage of some national gross output zation moved forward.
neasure. The law would most likely operate under Empirically, many different formulations have been
:onditions of increasing real per capita income, institU- used to test the Wagner hypothesis. If, as Michas 15

,ional and technological change, and broader political suggests, the correct measure to test the postulate is the
)articipation. Wagner reasoned that the law and order per capita income elasticity of public expenditures,
'unction of the state would have to be expanded due to Wagner's Law, in the aggregate, appears to hold in the
he increased complexity and tensions created by the Mexican context over the 1940-1975 period. Using GDP
noderr state; the regulation of economic relationships as the income measure, during this time span the current
ould also become a growing necessity. Moreover, the
.tate would more and more have to enter the realm of 15. N. Michas, Wagner's Law of Public Expenditures: What is
:he actual production of goods and services, as private the Appropriate Measurement for a Valid Test , Public
nonopoly power increased and private corporations Finance/FinancesPubliques, V.30 (1975), pp. 77-83.
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1

peso elasticity coefficients for federal government period. In fact, especially in the past two decade

expenditures and for overall public sector outlays were relative public expenditure levels have risen at a fast

1.92 and 2.39 respectively; the constant peso elasticity rate than relative tax revenue levels, for the federa

coefficients were 2.29 and 2.99 respectively. With government (and the overall public sector) has recurre,

respect to a functional disaggregation of the entire more and more to deficit financing.What seems to hav

public sector's disbursements between 1940 and 1975, conditioned the proportional expenditure rises evj

the per capita income elasticity coefficientscorrespond- denced in Table 2 between 1960 and 1975 is more th

ing to the administrative, economic, and social expendi- availability of internal and external,credit than dramati

ture classifications are estimated at (in current pesos) upward shifts in tax threshold limits. Certainly one o

2.42, 2.36, and 6.52 respectively. Certainly, then, in the major causes of the 1976 peso devaluation was th

both an aggregate and compositionalsense, the Mexican growing gap between public expenditures and publi
data appear to support Wagner's Law. This nterpreta- recurrent revenues.

tion should be accepted with caution, however, for as Thus, there appears to be little or no indication that th
Bird'16 has pointed out, Wagner's theoretical construct displacement effect hypothesis can be used to explai
is neither clear nor does it have a meaningful empirical Mexican public expenditure patterns. Given th
counterpart. Since the pertinent variables are not of the hypothesis, it does not easily lend tsel
specifically delimited, the end result is not a substan- vagueness

to statistical testing. Moreover, its very existence ha
tive theory but a philosophical theme, highly depen- been seriously questioned, for it may only represent
dent upon Wagner's own view of the nation state and its temporary interruption in a longer-run trend pattern.
duties.

The names of Peacock and Wiseman are also linked t,
The displacement effect, a term originally coined by another public expenditure hypothesis-the concentra
Peacock and Wiseman, 17 implicitly postulates an un- tion effect. This postulate sustains that public secto
sated demand for publicly provided goods, and refers to and economic growth produce centralizationof publi,
the stepwise fashion in which government expenditures

a

spending toward higher levels of govemment. Such:
as a proportion of an aggregate outputmeasure increase phenomenon results from the economies of scal,
(or decrease) over time. Public expenditure, dependent created by the centralizationprocess, economies spurrec
to a large extent on tax revenues, is constrained by the by nationwide improvementsin transportationand com

prevailing consensus as to tolerable tax levels. However, munication facilities. These improvements, in turn, mee
under the influence of a social disturbance (e.g. war, a demand for greater uniformity in the provision o

depression), tolerance restraints are lifted, thereby public goods and services.
providing the mechanism by which a new proportional
level (or plateau) of public expendituremay be reached. A percentage breakdown of the data presented in Tabl

Thus, the displacement effect hypothesis
'

may be used A-1 may be employed to observe two differentversion

to explain the irregular time pattern of relative public of this hypothesis. Taking the governmentsubsector b:

expenditurechanges. itself (i.e. excluding the decentralized enterprises), ove

the entire 1895-1975 period there has occurred concen

Although the advent of World War II did generate the tration in the sense that federal government expendj
beginnings of Mexico's industrialization push, Mexico tures as a proportion of total government subsecto
remained relatively unaffected by it. It would appear disbursements increased. From 1895 to 1910 the federa
that the only period which could be categorized as one

governmentaccounted for around three fifths of govern
of social disturbance (over the 1895-1975 time span) is ment subsector outlays; from 1925 to 1975 the federa
that of the Revolution (1910-1917). Thus, if displace- share roughly fluctuated between two thirds and fou
ment was a phenomenon in Mexican fiscal history, it fifths. In the past decade sharing by th.or so revenue
would be expected to have occurred during or subse-

states and municipalities under federally imposed ta:
quent to this period. statutes had become important of federaa more source

Unfortunately, there are no Mexican GDP estimates for entity recurrent incomes. For the purposes of the dat

the tumultuous 1911-1920 epoch. Nevertheless, as presentation of Table A-l, these revenues are considerec

pointed out above, the Constitutionof 1917 adopted an . owned federal entity income, and therefore serve tc

interventionist view of the state in national economic buoy the expenditure figures of these lower govern

and social affairs. Therefore, if the social upheaval of mental levels. Thus, the process of concentratioi

the Revolution were to produce a lagged displacement appears to have been arrested toward the end of th,

effect, it would most likely occur in the decades of the eight-decade period. This is not surprising, for seriou

1920s and 1930s. efforts have been made to fortify the fiscal capacities o

the states and municipalities.
The data presented in Table 2 do not reveal the presence Taking the broader view of total public sector spendin(
of a Mexican displacementeffect. Instead of an irregular and the concentration effect, it is obvous that thi
growth pattern of expenditure plateaus, what appears is outlays of the decentralized enterprises have dramatic
a rather steady upward drift of the public expenditure/ ally risen as a proportion of aggregate disbursements
GDP proportion. Both the current and constant peso Employing the definition of decentralized enterpris,
data yield a similar conclusion. Moreover, there is no

accompanying evidence of sudden changes in tax toler-

ability (or tax threshold) levels. Federalgovernmentand 16. R. Bird, Wagner's Law of Expanding State Activity,Public

federal entity tax revenues as a percentage of GDP also Finance/FinancesPubliques, V.26 (1971), pp. 1-26.

show a steady upward movement over the 1920-1975 17. Peacock and Wiseman, op.cit.
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pending adhered to in this study (i.e. capital spending semi-autonomous agencies and the federal polity itself.
Nith the exception of social security), these semi- This latter process has been referred to as decentralized
utonomous agencies increased their relative expendi- centralization,18

:ures from one tenth to over one third of the aggregate Whichever version is accepted of the concentration
luring the 1925-1975 span of years. If, despite the fact effect in Mexico, any link with the Peacock-Wiseman
;hat many decentralized enterprises operate outside hypothesis is tenuous. Communicationsand transporta-
tirect federal government budgetary control, it is tion networks have certainly improved since 1925 (and
assumed that these agencies form part of the federal before), and there does today exist greater regional
overnment policy structure, the degree of fiscal con- public service uniformity. But it is difficult to move
entration (vis--vis the federal entities) is markedly from such generalities to a definite case of cause and
greater than shown by the government subsector data. effect. All that may be ventured is to state that an

Nevertheless, at the national level (excluding the federal expenditure concentration effect did occur in Mexico
entities) decentralizationhas occurred, in the sense that over the period under analysis.
the direct budgetary functions of the federal govern-
ment fell as a percentage of the spending of both the 18. See Mahar and Rezende, op.cit.

See for appendicesoverleaf.
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1
APPENDIX

TABLE A-1 b States, municipalities, and the federal district. A breakdown b

Net expendituresaof the Mexican entity at five-year intervals over the 1895-1975 period is no

public sector, selected years, 1895-1975 presented here in order to reduce the number of tables, but i:

available upon request from the author.
(millions of current pesos) c Includes the capital spending of the Mexican organismos descen

tralizados and the empresas paraestatales together with the
Level of government capital and current expenditures of the national social security

agencies (IMSS and ISSSTE).
Total Total d Federal governmentand federal entities.

Year Federal Federal Decentralized government public e Decentralized enterprises and governmentsubsector.
government entitiesb enterprisesc subsectord sectore

Sources:
Numerous primary and secondary sources were used. Given tha

1895 41.8 32.8 -- 74.6 74.6 these sources (especially the secondary ones) often varied, the
1900 56.6 37.7 -- 94.3 94.3 difficult problem of reconciliation cropped up.

1905 75.6 50.0 -- 125.6 125.6
1. Anguiano Equihua, R. (1968) Las finanzas de/ sector1910 89.2 56.9 -- 146.1 146.1
pblico en Mxico. Mexico City: UNAM.

1925 287.2 104.7 45.0 391.9 436.9

1930 269.1 124.1 42.0 393.2 435.2 2. Banco de Mxico. Indicadores econmicos (monthly since
1935 284.7 142.9 41.0 427.6 468.6 1972).
1940 552.0 209.0 143.1 761.0 905.1

3. Idem Informeanual (1950-1963).1945 1320.0 437.1 397.0 1757.1 2160.1

1950 2796.0 949.4 1684.6 3745.4 5430.0
4. Idem (1977 Estadsticas de la oficina de cuentas de pro-

1955 6591.0 1801.0 2802.0 8392.0 11,194.0 duccin, 1960-1976. Mexico City.
1960 11,928.0 3670.0 8499.0 15,598.0 24,097.0
1965 23,475.0 6048.0 16,537.0 29,523.0 46,060.0 5. Colegio de Mxico. (1965) Estadsticas econmicasdel Por-

firiato: Fuerza de trabajo y actividad econmica por sectores.
1970 39,791.0 13,388.0 28,227.0 53,179.0 81,406.0

Mexico City.1-975 134,328.0 53,127.0 86,568.0 187,455.0 174,023.0

6. Comisin Mixta, (1953) E/ desarrolloeconmicode Mxico
a The concept of net expenditures corresponds to the Mexican

government's use of the term gastos presupuestales efectivos. As y su capacidad para absorber capital del exterior. Mexico City:
Nacional Financiera.

such, this net figure is less than gross expenditures (egresos presu-

puestales ejercidos). Wilkie employed the gross concept, and by 7. Cuentapblicadel Distrito Federal Variousyears.
doing so overstated (especially after 1940i the total amounts ex-

pended by the Mexican federal government. For example, Wilkie's
8. Reynolds, C.W. (1970) The Mexican Economy: Twentieth-

figure for actual federal government expenditures in the year 1960
Century Structureand Growth. Ne\N Haven: Yale Univ. Press.

came to 20,150 million (current pesos), whereas the net figure
employed in this study is 11,928 millions of current pesos. The large 9. Rosas Figueroa, A. and Santilln Lpez, R. (1962) Teora
difference between the two concepts can be accounted for by many

general de las finanzas pblicas y el caso de Mxico. Mxico
items which are not conceptually net disbursements. The following
breakdown presents the componentsof the gross'vs. net expenditure City: UNAM.

gap for the year 1960 (data in millions of current pesos):
10. Secretara de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico. Cuenta de la

Gross expenditures 20,150 haciendapblica federal Variousyears.
Less: Tax-compensatedsubsidies 753

Notes under account of PEMEX 1770
11. Idem Direccin General de Estudios Hacendarios. Departa-

Revolving debt amortization 535
mento de Estudios Econmicos. Work sheets and data specially

Investment and amortizations
prepared for the author.

Compensated for by sales and

Capital recoveries 833
12. Secretara de Industria y Comercio. Anuario estadstico.

Debt amortization 3469
Various years.

Others 862
Net expenditures 11,928

13. Secretara de la Presidencia. (1964) Mxico: Inversin
Wilkie does logically support his inclusion of debt amortization pay- pblica federal Mexico City.
ments in his expenditure figures (only debt interest payments are

included in this study), but the other inclusions are less justifiable. 14. Secretara de Programacin y Presupuesto. (1977) Infor-
As far as possible, double-counting has been eliminated in terms of macin econmicay social bsica. MexicoCity.
monetary transfers between the different levels of government.
These transfers have been counted as expenditures at that level 15. Idem Direccin General de Estadstica. Oficina de Finanzas.
which makes the initial transfer. Nevertheless, there probably Work sheets.
remains some degree of double-counting at the lower governmental
levels and in the decentralized enterprise sector. This concept of 16. Servin, A. (1956) Las finanzas pblicas locales durante los

1 transfers relates to monetary transfers of the owned funds of one ltimoscincuentaaos. Mexico City.
sector to another; the expenditures of Iover governmental levels

(especially the states) financed by their income from revenue-
'

'17. \Nilkie, JW. (1970) The Mexican Revolution: Federal Ex-

sharing are considered made from owned funds, and are not penditure and Social Change since 1910. Berkeley: Univ. of
therefore included in the transfer concept. California Press.
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TABLE A-2 TABLE A-3

Net expendituresaof the Mexican Constant peso per capita net expendituresa
public sector, selected years, 1895-1975 of the Mexican public sector, selected years, 1895-1975

(millions of 1960 pesos) ( 1960 pesos)

Level of government Level of government

Total Total Total Total

Year Federal Federal Decentrazed government public Year Federal Federal Decentralized government public

government entitiesb enterprisesc subsectord sectore government entitiesb enterprisesc subsectord sectore

1895 909 713 - 1622 1622 1895 72 56 128 128-

1900 1155 769 - 1924 1924 1900 85 57 141 141--

1905 1260 833 - 2093 2093 1905 87 58 -- 145 145

1910 1088 694 - 1782 1782 1910 72 46 -- 118 118

1925 1889 689 296 2578 2874 1925 124 45 19 170 189

1930 1922 886 300 2808 3108 1930 116 54 18 170 188

1935 2224 1116 320 3340 3660 1935 123 62 18 185 202

1940 3172 1201 822 4373 5195 1940 161 61 42 223 264

1945 3917 1297 1178 5214 6392 1945 176 58 53 234 287

1950 5306 1802 3197 7108 10,305 1950 206 70 .124 276 400

1955 7979 2180 3392 10,159 13,551 1955 266 73 113 339 452

1960 11,928 3670 8499 15,598 24,097 1960 341 105 243 446 689

1965 20,360 5245 14,343 25,605 39,948 1965 492 127 347 619 966

1970 27,069 9107 19,202 36,176 55,378 1970 551 186 391 737 1128

1975 48,476 19,173 31,241 67,649 98,890 1975 828 327 534 1155 1689

a Net expendituresdefined as in note 'a to Table A-l. a Net expendituresdefined as in note a to Table A-l.

b States, municipalities,and federal district. b States, municipalities,and federal district.

c See notec to Table A-l. c See note 'c' to Table A-1.

d Federal governmentand federal entities. d Federal governmentand federal entities.

e Decentralized enterprises and government subseoeor. Hori- e Decentralized enterprises and government subsector. Hori-

zontal.summationmay not be exact due to rounding. zontal summation may not be exact due to rounding.

Sources: Each figure of Table A-1 is adjusted by the price index Sources: Each figure of Table A-2 is divided by the population

presented in column 3 of Table A-4. corresponding to each selected year.

TABLE A-4
Sources: ,

,

GDP in current and constant pesos for the years 1895-1910 was
Gross domestic product and price index, taken 'from L. Sols, op.cit. The conversion to 1960 pesos was

Mexico, selected years, 1895-1975 made by the writer of this article. The current and constant

peso GDP data for 1925-1975 were taken from the most recent

Year Gross domestic product Gross domestic product Price index historical revisions made by the Banco de Mexico (1977 see--

(millions of current pesos) (millions of 1960 psos) (1960=100) Table A-1 sources). These revisions reveal that the 1925-1935

data presented in Solis (frm estimates made by the Banco de

1895 495 13,005 4.6 Mxico a decade ago) were seriously underestimated (and the

1900 944 16,548 4.9 data after 1940 overestimated). The 1925-1935 revision thus

1905 1317 20,140 6.0 corroborates a criticism made by C. Reynolds (op.cit., Appendix
C). These revisions and Appendix C in Reynolds may also be

1910 2497 23,272 8.2 used to support the argument that the 1895 and 1900 GDP

1925 4937 37,402 15.2 estimates are understated.

1930 4399 34,364 14.0 The price index presented in the last column is a combination

1935 4279 38,549 12.8 of the 210 item wholesale price index for Mexico City (years
1895-1955) and the implicit price deflator for the government

1940 7774 46,693 17.4
sector from the Mekican national accounts (years 1960-1975).

1945 19,382 62,608 33.7 The 1895-1910 index values were taken from Colegio de Mxico

1950 39,736 83,304 52.7 (see Table A-1 sources). This index provides a link with the

1955 84,870 111,671 82.6 Mexico City wholesale price index which, for the years 1925-

1960 150,511 150,511 100.0 1955, was taken from Nacional Financiera, Statistics on the

Mexican Economy (Mexico City: 1977). All conversions to the
1965 252,028 212,320 115.3

base year were made by this writer; the implicit price deflator
1970 418,700 296,600 147.0 data were taken from the Banco de Mxico (1977) source.

1975 1,000,900 390,300 277.1

r
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TAX GLOSSARY
paid for those most recently pur
chased. (See also VALUATION
LIFO.)

MOVABLE PROPERTY -- The term
applied not only to physical propert
such as vehicles, furniture, and port
able equipment such as typewriter,

by H.V.T. PEPPER* and hand-drills, but also financia]
documents of title, e.g., share and loa
certificaes. Tax treatment may vard
between movables and immovables'|
for example, some countries exclude

MONETARY CORRECTION -- Where the MORE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES foreign immovable property from the
currency of a country has been subject (MDC'S) -- See LESS DEVELOPED incidence of their death duties
to exceptional inflation so that the COUNTRIES(LDC's). (knowing it is sure to be taxed in the
profit of a business in money terms situs country) but do tax foreign
would be a misleading representation MORTGAGE TAX -- Taxes, usually in the movables.
of its real income, adjustments are form of stamp duties, are sometimes
sometimesmade by allowing taxpayers levied on mortgages. Such levies are a MOVEMENT OF GOODS, AS TAXABLE
to revalue or write up the values of relic of the days when taxes tended to EVENT -- As regards sales taxes, the
their plant, machinery, etc., and some- be levied on legal instruments of most TAX POINT (q.v.) is sometimes taken
times trading stocks, to figures which kinds, i.e., on the form rather than on as the moment the goods are removed
are more realistic in terms of money. the substance of a transaction, the from the factory or warehouse of thc
In circumstances of rapid currency raison d'tre being that such docu- seller for delivery to the buyer. This
depreciation, i.e. inflation, gilt-edged ments were usually under the control practice serves as a form of anti-
loans issued by the governmentand in of lawyers, or the courts, who could evasion measure since tax officials
some cases money borrowed in the be relied on to ensure compliance. In charged with preventing evasion are

private sector may contain, in addition the case of mortgages, the duty tends able to make more effective checks on
to normal commercial interest, a to put a further burden on the bor- goods in transit, e.g., on highways, rail,
monetary correction factor as an rower, compared with the man who rivers, or canals, to determinewhether
inducement to investors to lend can buy real or other property for tax has been accounted for, without
money at current values which will cash. The trend is to eliminate such having to prove that there is an actual
ultimately be repayable only in levies. sale by one party to another.
depreciated currency. In such cases,
the monetary correction factor would MORTON'S FORK -- The name given to MOVING EXPENSES-- In many countries
not normally be regarded as taxable the fiscal technique used by Arch- the expenses of an employee in
for income tax purposes. Allowances bishop Morton to raise revenue for moving to a new place to take up a
are also sometimes made to allow Henry VII of England (1485-1509) at new job are often not allowable for
taxpayers to write-up the cost of assets a time when the Treasury was empty income tax as not incurred in earning
disposed of, for the purpose of calcu- after a period of civil war. The rich the remuneration of any particular
lating capital gains tax. were compelled to contribute on the employment. In the U.S.A., moving
Where a taxpayer is able to defer ground that they could clearly afford expenses including fares for the
paying his taxation liabilities beyond to. The nobility who avoided any family, carriage of household and per-
the due date in conditions of rapid show of wealth or conspicuous spend- sonal effects may usually be deducted
inflation, he may obtain an undue ing were also constrained to contribute whether incurred by a new employee
benefit by being able to pay liabilities to the royal revenue on grounds that or self-employed person, or Someone
incurred in terms of one currency by their economies they must ' have merely changinghis occupation.
value by using a depreciated value. accumulated resources enabling them
Some countries have accordingly to pay up. MULTI-SHIFT USAGE, DEPRECIATION
attempted to add a monetary correc- -- Where standard rates of depreciation
tion and/or interest factor to increase MOST-FAVOURED-NATION TREAT- have been agreed for certain types of
the sum nominally due in overdue MENT -- Trade agreements between plant and machinery to cover normal
taxes to avoid this undue benefit to two countries may contain a most usage, some countries permit enhanced
laggards in tax payments. (See also favoured nation clause by which each allowances for tax where the assets are
STOCK RELIEF.) party to the agreement pledges that used for abnormally long hours, e.g.,

any trade concession given to any on multi-shift working.
MONEY'S WORTH -- A term sometimes other country will henceforth be

used in taxing statutes (Japan, U.K.) applied also to the other party to the MULTI-STAGE TAXATION -- Indirect i
regarding the taxing of FRINGE agreement. The tendency of such taxes which are charged on the same
BENEFITS (q.v.), to denote those clauses is thus to liberalise trade and goods at successive stages of produc-
benefits which can actually be con- accordingly most favoured nation tion and distribution. (See also
verted into cash and are normally clauses are approved by G.A.T.T. as CASCADE TAX, TRANSACTIONS
taxable. helping to carry out the objectives of TAX.)

that Agreement.
MONTHLY ASSESSMENT -- A direct tax

originally levied by Cromwell in MOST RECENT PURCHASE METHOD --

Britain which was based on tax quotas The method of valuing stock-in-trade
imposed upon each district. In effect, (inventory) where all goods of the * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-the levy became a form of land tax. same kind may be valued at the price national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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MUNICIPAL TAXATION -- Taxes levied NATIONAL DEFENCE CONTRIBUTION private and domestic requirements in
by a municipality to provide revenue (NDC) -- An additional income tax that period.
to cover the cost of carrying out introduced in Britain in 1937 to help
public services rendered by the finance rearmament. The tax was NET OPERATING LOSS DEDUCTION --

municipality within its administrative initially levied at 5% on the profits of For U.S.A. tax purposes, losses in-
area. tSee also LOCAL RATES AND corporate and other bodies, the profits curred in operating a trade or business
TAXES, PROPERTYTAX.) being computed upon a somewhat may be carried back 3 years or carried

different basis from that used to forward 5 years. The same applies to a

MUNITIONS LEVY -- A tax introduced in calculate income tax. The tax was CASUALTY LOSS (q.v.), or a loss on

Britain in 1916 upon armament superseded in 1947 by PROFITS TAX sale of depreciable property or real
manufacturers who had to pay either (q.v.) which took various forms. property used in a trade where there is
this levy or EXCESS PROFITS DUTY During the period when EXCESS a surplus of such loss over the income
(q.v.), whichever was the greater. PROFITS TX (q.v.) was in opera- of the year in which the loss was in-

tion, NDC was only charged where the curred.
MUTATION TAX - A tax on the assets of amount chargeable exceeded what

, a deceased person, the ownership of would have been charged as Excess NET WORTH (WEALTH) METHOD -- See
which passes to others as a result of his Profits Tax. NDC provides an interest- NET ACCRETIONMETHOD.
death. (See also ESTATE DUTY.) ing example of a tax the first govern-

mental proposals for which were NET WORTH TAX -- Another term for
MUTUAL FUND -- See REGULATED IN- withdrawn, after heavy criticism of WEALTH TAX (q.v.), the tax being

1 VESTMENTCOMPANIES their complexity, the actual form of computed annually as a percentage of
tax being based broadly on the net wealth or worth of a tax-MUTUALITY PRINCIPLE -- Where in- adopted

represented by his total! dividuals as a body or group jointly suggestions by the private sector. payer as assets
less liabilities. In some tax systemsI provide' services for themselves, which

NATIONAL HEALTH CONTRIBUTION there is formal authority for comput-are not available to those who are not
A payroll tax on employees and ing income using the NET ACCRE---

members of the group, trading profits TION METHOD (see above) where thedo not normally arise, for the reason employers in the U.K. which provides
a minor part of the revenue (the taxpayer's declaration is not consider-that a man (or a group of persons in a
remainder coming from general taxa- ed satisfactory. In most countries,mutual relationship) cannot make a
tion and charges patients) to however, the technique is usedprofit out of himself. The typical

on

finance State medical and other administratively as a check on unsatis-

i example of mutuality is that of a
welfare services. factory declarations. (See alsomembers' club where the members

EXTERNAL INDICIA OF WEALTH.)
I come together for the purpose of pro-

viding services, especially facilities for NATIONAL INTEREST -- Works of art,
sport and recreation, for their own historic buildings, etc., the preserva- NEUTRALITY,TAX -- The term tax neu-

enjoyment only, to the exclusion of tion of which is regarded as in the trality has several connotations,
the public at large. The mutuality national interest, are exempt from mostly with regard to indirect taxes.

principle is broken if non-membersare CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX in the For example, one of the E.E.C. direc-
allowed -to use the club's facilities on U.K. on certain conditions. The prin- tives to its members counsels them to

payment of fees (in which case the ciple is also followed in some other apply the same criteria for determining
club is trading, at least to the extent of countries, e.g., the national heritage the taxable base for imports as for
its dealings with outsiders), and diffi- relief in Canada. locally-produced goods so as to ensure

culties sometimes arise when a club tax neutrality between them. A single
allows outsiders to become members NATURAL RESOURCES -- Economically stage sales tax at a flat rate is often

1 for a day, or even shorter periods. valuable resources, such as mineral in- regarded as a more neutral tax than a

Mutual trading is carried on by co- cluding oil and gas deposits, virgin multi-stage (cascade) tax which may

operative societies, which were forests and grasslands, which occur have an uneven incidence on the same

pioneered n 1844 in Britain, initially naturally and are capable of exploita- goods passing through different rates

for the purpose, inter alia, of pur- tion for the national benefit. for different commodities. On the

chasing goods for resaleto members at other hand, it is arguable that, to be

retail. The profits from such activi. NEDSLAG, KRAV OM -- (Denmark) truly neutral, indirect taxation should
be levied goods and services at ratestIl ties

.

are usually largely distributed to Claim for relief. on

variable in strict proportion to themembers in the form of discounts on
,

NEGATIVE INCOME TAX See IN- relative elasticities of demand (reflect-.i their purchases. Legislation was, how- --

ever, enacted in 1933 in Britain to COME TAX, NEGATIVE. ing the degree to which they were

make co-operative societies taxable, in regarded by consumers as necessities)
for the products services, concept,effect, on their undistributed sur- NEGLECT ASSESSMENT -- An assess- or a

pluses, deemed to be profits for ment of tax liability made after the however, which would be quite im-

income tax purposes. usual time for making assessments, but practicable to implement and ad-

within certain time limits, the delay minister. Even where a fixed rate per-

having occurred through the neglect of centage of ad valorem duty or tax is

N
,

the taxpayer to declare his taxable in- applied to the same commodity, there
come (or to declare it in full) at the is likely to be some un-neutrality
proper time. where the lower income groups buy

their requirements in small quantities
ACHSTEUER -- A special tax imposed NET ACCRETION METHOD A method at higher prices per unit than the rich--

on non-distributed exempt dividends of computing income by having regard who can buy in larger quantities at
received by a German company. (See to the taxpayer's accretion of assets bulk, or discounted, prices. As far as
also SCHACHTELVERGUNSTI- over a year or a period of years and income taxes are concerned, neutrality
GUNG.) allowing for his expenditure on his iS best secured by taxing the aggregate
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income of resident taxpayers whether NON BIS IN IDEM RULE- The rule in OCCUPANCY TAX -- A tax on occupied
drawn from local or foreign sources, Belgium (literally not twice on the property either in the form of (a)
and with due regard for DOUBLE same thing) whereby the shareholder, LOCAL RATES (q.v.), a contribution
TAXATIONRELIEF (q.v.). when taxed on dividends received, is to local government expenditure nr-

granted relief for tax paid by the com- mally levied on occupiers of premises
/

pany on the income out of which the in the local administrative area, or (b)
NEWSPAPER TAX -- Generally speaking, dividends paid. (See also IMPUTA-are property taxation which is levie,dtaxes on newspapers are nowadays TION SYSTEM and ECONOMIC

i

either on the owner or occupier bf
eschewed as taxes on knowledge or DOUBLE TAXATION.) premises which occupied which'
freedom of expression, although

are or

are held in readiness for occupationsuch taxes were levied in Britain in the NON-CUMULATIVE TAXATION See (see VOID RELIEF). I--

19th century. SINGLE STAGE TAX. I
OCCUPATION, BENEFICIAL -- Wherel a

NO NEW PREFERENCES PRINCIPLE N.O.P.'s -- See NOT OTHERWISE person is permitted to occupy rei-
In order to achieve the objectives of PROVIDED FOR. dential, other accommodationrefit--- or

G.A.T.T. (q.v.), it is desirable that no free he is said to be in beneficial occu-

new trade agreements should be made NOT OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR pation of the property. For tax pur-

which, by giving special privileges to (N.O.P.) -- A catchall phrase in, e.g., a poses the beneficial occupier, rather
one country, restrict trade with others customs tariff (such as that of than the owner, may be assessed and
and accordingly G.A.T.T. has adopted Canada). After listing dutiable (or required to pay property taxes or

the principle that there should be no exempt) goods (see also BRUSSELS RATES, and in some income tax

new preferences granted. On the TARIFF NOMENCLATURE)a clause systems the annual benefit may be

other hand, an extension of MOST may be inserted to charge a flat rate of assessed and taxed along with the

FAVOURED NATION TREATMENT duty on all other goods, i.e., goods occupier's other income.

(q.v.), which tends to broaden trading not otherwise provided for, which I

opportunities by extending to other in common official jargon may be OCCUPATION, REPRESENTATIONAL=-

countries trading privileges already referred to as N.O.P.'s. (See also In contrast to BENEFICIAL OCCU;
granted to some, is favoured by MATERIALOF CHIEF VALUE.) PATION, where an employee is rie-

G.A.T.T. quired by his employer to reside rent-

NOTCH PROVISION -- A provision in free in a place he would not himslf
Canadian estate tax law to the effect choose, there is said to be represeN-

NO REPRESENTATION WITHOUT that the estate in Canada of a foreign tational occupation. Such accomm6-
TAXATION -- The obverse of the domiciled person must not be reduced dation might be apartment in a fac-an

better known expression NO TAXA- by estate tax below a certain sum. The tory complex occupied by a mainte-
TION WITHOUT REPRESENTA- provision is somewhat similar to a nance engineer, rooms over a bank f
TION (q.v.), relating to the somewhat basic exemption from tax of the same shop occupied by the manager. Thee
dubious principle sometimes enunciat- minimum sum. is precedent in U.K. case law fo
ed (and occasionally operated) that no holding that such benefit is no

one should be entitled to vote in elec- NOTHINGS -- In Canada the term taxable because it suits the employet:I
tions unless he is a payer of direct nothings is commonly used to de- rather than the employee. ii
taxes. The principle has historically scribe certain expenditures made for i/

been employed (e.g., in post-Civil- the purpose of producing business in- OCTROI - A mediaeval levy, on the goods
War-U.S.A., and in early U.K. fran- come which are neither deductible as entering a town or city to be con-

chises) to provide that only those who an expense nor eligible for CAPITAL sumed there, which took theform of a

had paid some form of poll tax or ALLOWANCES (q.v.). Nothings kind of municipal custms duty. In
property tax could vote. include the cost of acquiring goodwill France the octroi survived until wl]

and intangible rights, such as fran- into the twentieth century.
NO TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESEN- chises for indefinite periods.

TATION -- The principle that one OFFENCES, TAX -- Tax offences my

should not be forced to pay a tax either be specified in the tax laws

imposed by a government without covering such matters s lateness o

having had the opportunity to vote for
O

filing or rendering tax declaratior

or against the tax measure, either forms, lateness in paying tax, omissidr

directly or through elected represen- to declare taxable income or transac

tatives. The principle has been invoked tions, neglectful or fraudulent mis.

in history, notably in the course of the OASIS, TAX -- A tax haven. statements in tax declarations. Son:f

Peasants' Revolt in 1381 (inter alia offences committed in connectior

against a poll tax); in the ship OBLIGATION -- Bond, debenture. (Den- with taxation, e.g., perjury or con

money dispute in which Hampden mark) spiracy to defraud, may, however,

and others refused to pay this defence punishable under the general laws dc

levy imposed by Charles I. This OBSOLESCENCE ALLOWANCE -- An the country.

dispute, among other causes, led to the allowance, introduced in Britain in
Civil War in England in 1642. The plea 1918, in respect of the difference be- OFFSHORE BANKS -- Some bankin

was one of the arguments raised by the tween the WRITTEN DOWN VALUE enterprises are set up in TA
North American colonies in the reign (q.v.) and sale proceeds of plant and HAVENS (or FINANCIALCENTRES
of George III of Britain against paying machinery replaced as obsolescent. q.v.) so as to enjoy the benefits o

stamp, tea and other duties arbitrarily The allowance was replaced by freedom from income tax on profit
mposed by Britain, which led to the BALANCING ALLOWANCES (q.v.) and exchange control on internation
American War of Independence(1775- when the Capital Allowances system operations. Instead of taxes, suc

1783). was introduced in 1945. banks, e.g., in the Cayman Island
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, may be called on to pay substantial the alternative, which would be for the fixed at the time the scheme is com-

annual registration fees. Another taxing authority to guess or estimate menced (usually at the then market
development is the favourable treat- the tax liability in all cases would value). The idea is that the director,
ment sone countries afford to resdent place an impossible burden on the etc. will then have an incentive to
banks which have offshore activities. administration and appear somewhat ensure that the company prospers so

In the Philippines the pverseas profits arbitrary in practice. that the value of its shares increases
of local banks are taxed at only 5 and a capital gain will result when the
percent and in Singapore the cor- ONZUIVER INKOMEN -- Income less option is taken up. Tax administra-
responding rate is 10 percent. In Hong deductible expenses, but before deduc- tions look on these arrangementswith

4 Kong all foreign profits of resident tion of (i)persoonlijke verplichtin- varying degrees of benevolence if they
companies were formerly exempt, but gen, (ii) buitengewone lasten and comply with certain conditions, e.g.,

:

it has recently been decided that over- (iii) deductible gifts; for purposes of in the U.K. the beneficiary must be a

seas banking profits should be taxed at personal income tax. full-time director or employee, and
17 percent, the same rate as local there is a minimum period which must

profits. OPCENTIEMEN -- (Belgium) A surcharge elapse (both in the U.K. and the
A fairly new development is the set- expressed as a percentage. U.S.A.) before a profit is taken. If the
ting up by large internationalcorpora- conditions are met the usual result is
tions of captive offshore banks to OPDECIME -- (Belgium) A 10 percent sur that the gain is charged as a capital
perform some of their overseas bank- charge. gain, i.e. at a lower rate than if it were

: ing operations for them, taking advan- treated as remuneration of an employ-
tage of kindlier haven laws on income OPEN-END FUNDS -- (U.S.A.) See RE- ment.
tax and exchange control to reduce GULATED INVESTMENT COM-
the cost of such operations. PANIES. ORDERLY MARKETING ARRANGE-

MENTS (OMA) -- See QUOTAS, IM-

)FFSHORE COMPANIES -- The term OPEN MARKET PRICE See VALUA- PORT.--

usually applied (see, however, also TION.
FI LETTER BOX COMPANY) to com- ORDINARY RESIDENCE -- The concepti

panies registered abroad, usually n a OPTION TO BE TAXED-While the ideal of ordinary residence is different
tax haven, either as a PERSONAL of optional taxation is dear to the from that ofresidence.Anyone mayHOLDING COMPANY (q.v.), to hold hearts of taxpayers, it is only in con- be resident in a country for a partic-
investments, or for some specific trad- nection with certain forms of sales tax ular tax year, almost certainly if he
ing purpose, e.g., banking (see OFF- where some such option is usually resides in the country for the whole of
SHORE BANKS) or insurance (in the granted. Where a trader or professional the tax year, and usually if he resides

i
form of, a captive insurance com- iS exempted from V.A.T., he may for more than 6 months of the year.pany). nevertheless have purchased supplies Such residence may, however, be for a

I)FFSHORE TRUST -- A settlement or jected to the tax and if he is com- treatment convalescence to

1 or equipment which have been sub- specific purpose, e.g., for medical
or or carryfamily foundation established in one pletely exempt from the operation of out a particular business or professio-country (often a tax haven) by a per- the tax he will not be able to recover nal task, whereas the taxpayer ordi-

soh who is resident in another. The the tax thus borne. Accordingly, some narily lives in some other country.settler usually sets up such a trust to V.A.T. systems provide an option for In income tax systems, it is fairly usual
avoid, at least to some extent, the tax exempt taxpayers to claim to be sub- to tax a resident taxpayer on his worldlaws in his country of residence. Some- jected to a nil or zero rate of tax. income in the country where he
times the trust may be set up to hold Since they have already borne tax on normally or ordinarily lives, but=

foreign assets and/or provfde for a
mem- their purchases, the appropriate credit taxpayer who comes to live in thebers of the family who are not resident for such tax will entitle them to a country for limited period only, ifa

in the settler's country so that the tax refund and hence to practical s well domiciled or ordi!arily resident some-laws of the latter's country are in any as theoretical exemption. (See also where else, is usally required to payevent not necessarily appropriate to ZERO RATE and OPTIONAL TAX.) only on the income he derives from
apply to the assets (or income there- the taxing country in the of resi-yearfrom) of the beneficiaries. OPTIONALTAX A system in the U.S.A. dence, although this liability be

--

may
whereby taxpayers with incomes increased by taxing any remittncesheMS -- (Denmark) Sales Tax, Purchase below fairly modest ceiling opt makes from his foreign incomeI

a may to theTax. to pay income tax according to figures taxing country during his stay there.
in a statutory table. The tabled tax

ZETBELASTING -- (Holland) Turn- would be lower than that to which the
over Tax. taxpayer would ordinarily be liable,

especially if he had little to claim injIROERENDE VOORHEFFING -- (Bel- the way of additional reliefs. The op-gium) Advance payment of tax on in-
tion is similar in substance to SMALL

come from real property. INCOME RELIEF operated in some

VUS ON TAXPAYER -- A very widely countries in favour of those with

adopted principle in the tax laws of modest incomes.
most countries is that the taxpayer has
the basic responsibilityof declaringhis OPTIONS, STOCK, for DIRECTORS and
taxable income or transactions. It is OTHERS -- Some companies allow
not usually possible for a tax system directors and key employees an option [to be continued]
to operate successfullyunless the onus whereby they may opt, within a

is thus placed upon the taxpayer to period of years, to buy shares in the
give an account of his taxability since company employing them at a price
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STATE AND LOCAL TAXATION

The publications listed in this bblography have

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which Editor R.L. Mathews. Canberra, Australian National Universit
Press and Centre for Research on Federal Financial RelationsI 1

will gladly supply further information upon request 1977. 389 pp., AS 12.50. t
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Compilation of studies by various authors examining theoretica

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct and conceptual questions arising in state and local taxation

from the publsher ndicated, and not through the particularly in Australia, and some comparison studies dealing
with Canada, the U.S.A. and the German Federal Republkc

Bureau. Papers include: Criteria for state and local taxes by H.
Brennan; Provincial and local taxation in Canada by J.
Hayes. (B. 102.092)

TAXPAYER 1978/79 ANNUAL TAXATIONSUMMARY
AFRICA

Melbourne, Australian Taxpayers' Associations, 1979. 178 pp

LES INVESTISSEMENTSETRANGERSEN AFRIQUE Survey of major aspects of Australian income tax and otei
taxes. (B. 51.323)

Avec des tudes de cas portant sur l'Algrie et le Ghana. By
Christian Hberli. Paris, Librairie Gnrale de Droit et de Juris-

prudence; Abidjan, Nouvelles Editions Africaines, 1979. 331 pp.,
106 Ffr. BELGIUM
Study of foreign investments in Africa with emphasis on case

studies with respect to Algeria and Ghana. (B. 10.987) LA FORTUNE DES BELGES

By A. Babeau, M. Frank, P. Pestieau, P. Praet, J. Vuchelen anc

AUSTRALIA J. Walravens. Brussels, Editions de l'Universit de Bruxells
1978. 150 pp. I

1979 AUSTRALIANMASTER TAX GUIDE Compilation of articles by various authors dealing with th,

North Ryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1979. 816 pp., AS 13.50. concept, measurement, determination, distribution and taxatir
Guide providing information for filing tax returns for the 1979 of wealth in Belgium. (B. 101.844)
income year.
The material reflects all significant changes in the tax law ap-
plicable to the 1978/79 financial year. (B. 51.326) BOTSWANA

AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX ASSESSMENTACT FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF COMMISSIONEROF TAXES

Including regulations, rating acts & international agreements. For the tax year ended 30th June, 1976. Gaborone, Governmen
1979 Edition. llth Edition, incorporating all 1978 amendments. Printer, 1978. 15 pp. (B. 10.989)
North Ryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1978. 1500 pp.
Annual consolidation of the text of the Income Tax Assessment
Act 1936, as amended by 1978 amendments. Full text of the
Income Tax Assessment Amendment Bill (No. 5) 1978 is ap- CHINA (PEOPLE'SREPUBLICOF)
pended. (B. 51.327)

DOING BUSINESS WITHTHEPEOPLE'SREPUBLICOF CHIN

INCOME TAX ASSESSMENTACT 1936 Industries and markets. By Bohdan O. Szuprowicz and Maria I

As amended by Acts passed to 31 December 1976. With tables Szuprowicz. New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1978. 449 pp.
of provisions, note and index to Act and Regulations. Canberra, Detailed assessment of 25 major industries in China which are c

GovernmentPrinter, 1977. 685 pp. importance for exporters, manufacturers, bankers and all tho:

Consolidated text of Australian Income Tax Assessment Act of who are seeking new overseasmarketingopportunities.(B. 51.31(

1936 as amended to December31, 1976. (B. 51.317) /

MAO'S CHINA: A STUDY OF SOCIALIST ECONOMIC !
COMMONWEALTHTAXATION BOARD OF DEVELOPMENT

.

REVIEW DECISIONS By R.M. Breth. Melbourne, Longman Cheshire Pty., Ltd., 197'

New series. Editors: E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris. Volume 22. 178 pp.

Chatswood, Butterworths, 1979. 996 pp. An assessment of the economic developmentstrategy followed b

Compilation of Australian tax cases concerning estate duty China since 1949, the establishment of the People's Republic c

income tax. (B. 51.328) China. (B. 51.335)
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OLOMBIA GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC

JUEVA LEGISLACIONTRIBUTARIA AUSWERTUNG DER DOKUMENTATION DER VIERTEN

iekunda edicin. By Julio Florez Velandia. Bogot, Ediciones WELTHANDELS-UND ENTWICKLUNGSKONFERENZ
NAIROBI 1976 0F y P, 1978. 708 pp.

ompilation of the major important Colombian tax laws in- By Werner Gatz. Baden-Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,1978.
luding incom tax law, inheritance and gift tax law, sales tax Wissenschaftliche Schriftenreihe des Bundesministeriums fr
aw and the stamp duty law. (B. 15.865) wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit, Band 32. 635 pp., 69 DM.

This publication, which forms part of a series published by the
Minister of Econonic Cooperation of the Federal RepublicI
of Germany, consists of articles based on material from the( UNCTAD conference in Nairobi in 1976, in addition to a critical)ENMARK of the most important problems faced by developingI survey
countries. (B. 101.821)

BJENDOMSSALG2. HALVR 1978

Jdarbejdet af Statsskattedirektoratet, Vurderingsafdelingen. BILANZ- UND UNTERNEHMENSSTEUERRECHT
dpenhagen, GovernmentPrinter, 1979.66 pp. By Brigitte Knobbe-Keuk, Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt,;tatistics on the free sales of real property (thus not including 1979. 620 pp., 85 DM.
.g.. auction sales) in the second half of 1978 in Denmark, pre- Second updated edition of a sourcebook giving a detailed ex-
,ared by the evaluationdepartmentof the national tax directorate. planation of the legal provisions concerning the balance sheet
B. 101.939) and the taxation of companies in Germany, includingmany prac-

tical examples and references to case law and literature. A new
vrURERINGAF FAST EJENDOM chapter discussing the treatment of inheritance and gift tax in
Zedegrelse fra den af ministeren for skatter og afgifter den 19. the case of transfers of shares has been added. (B. 101.937)
uli 1976 nedsatte arbejdsgruppe. Copenhagen, Government

'rinter, 1979. 169 pp. BECK'SCHESTEUERTABELLEN
report prepared by the special work group designed to make (Mehrwertsteer-Tabellebis 100,000 Dm, -- Brutto- und Netto-eommendations with respect to the valuation of land and pro- werte mit den Steuerstzen 6,5 prozent und 13 prozent und
,erty for tax purposes. (B. 101.938) Erluterungen. Gltig ab 1.7.1979. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck,

1979.92 pp., 16.80 DM.
Value added tax tables up to an amount of 100,000 DM. Both

)EVELOPINGCOUNTRIES gross and net values are considered in computing the tax due
(in accordance with the new rates of 6.5 and 13 percent, ef-
fective as of July 1, 1979). (B. 101.898)'ERSONELLEEINKOMMENSVERTEILUNGIN

;NTWICKLUNGSLNDERN
DIE BERHHTE BELASTUNG DER VOLKWIRTSCHAFT

y Wolfgang Arnold. Tbingen, Horst Erdmann Verlag, 1979. MIT SOZIALAUSGABEN-- ENTWICKLUNGUND
68 pp., 25 DM. MGLICHKEITENDER LASTENSENKUNG
,ntitled Distribution of personal income in developing coun-

les,
I ,, this theoretical study analyses the disparities in the dis- By Hans-Ludwig Dornbusch and Siegfried Schwermer. Bonn,

Institut Finanzen und Steuern, 1978. Finanzen und Steuern,ibution of personal income in developing countries among Heft 118. 149 32 DM.1e population and possibilities of arranging some sort of re- pp.,
s'tribution. (B. 101.822) Study on the increased financial burdens due to the levying of

social security premiums; examination of the developments
i and the possibilitiesof achieving a reduced burden in this respect.

, (B. 101.809)

UROPE

GREECEDROIT EUROPEENDE LA CONCURRENCE

ly R. Plaisant, R. Franceschelli and J. Lassier. Paris, Editions ACCOUNTINGIN THE GOLDEN AGE OF GREECE
Delmas et Cie!, 1978. 491 pp.

[reatise on the antitrust law in Europe with reference to case
A response to socioeconomic changes. By George J. Costouros.

'w. The material is up to date as of March 1, 1978. (B. 101.845) Urbana, Ill., Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois,
Center for International Education and Research in Accounting,
1979.91 pp.APPORT DE LA COMMISSIOND'ETUDE D'UN

:ELEVEMENTSUR LES FORTUNES Description of accounting in the fifth and fourth centuries,
B.C. in Greece. (B. 101.943)lume 2: Contribution e la Documentation Franaise aux

de la Commission. Paris, La Documentation Franaise,vaux

79. 128 pp., 50 Ffr.
olume 2 of the Report by the Study Committee on the levy GUATEMALA

net worth tax contains descriptions of the net worth taxes
ved in other European countries. (B. 101.832/832A) MONOGRAFIA

Guatemala, Ministerio de Finanzas Pblicas, 1978. 28 pp.
Brochure explaining the Income Tax Law of Guatemala.
(B. 15.873)

ANCE

:ECIS DE FISCALITE,CADASTRE,DOMAINE,
TBLICITE FONCIERE HONG KONG

jour au ler mars 1979. 2 Volumes. Paris, Direction Gnrale INVESTMENTGUIDE HONG KONG
: Impts, 1979. 1062 + 806 pp.
x handbook in two volumes comprising an explanation of the Kong Kong, Citibank, 1978. 88 pp.
ies levied in France as of March 1, 1979 administered by the Economic information on Hong Kong including investment and
nistry of Economicsand Finance. (B. 101.941/942) taxation law for investors. (B. 51.321)
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INDIA TREATYSERIES

Treaties and international agreements registered or filed anc
THE LAW OF CENTRALEXCISE recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volu

By V.J. Taraporevala and S.N. Parikh. Bombay, N.M. Tripathi 818, 1972. New York, United Nations, 1976. 460 pp., $11. !
Private, Ltd., 1979. 544 pp., 80 Rs. This volume contains, among others, the text of the inco

Comprehensive treatise on the general principles of excise levy, tax treat of 1970 between Finland and France. (B. 101.946)
the principles of interpretation of statutory provisions as well
as notification and relevant rules. The treatment is sectionwise, TREATY SERIES

itemwise and rulewise and the comment is illustrated with the Treaties and international agreements registered or filed an

most up-to-date case law available. (B. 51.340) recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volur
842, 1972. New York, United Nations, 1977. 388 pp.,$11.
This volume contains, among others, the text of the income ta

INDONESIA treaty of 1958 between France and Luxembourg as well as th
additionalagreement of 1970 thereto. (B. 101.946)

PENUNTUN PERSEROAN TERBATAS DENGAN UNDANG
UNDANGPAJAK PERSEROAN TREATY SERIES

Cetakan ke-VI yang diperbaharui. By Rochmat Soemitro. Jakarta, Treaties and international agreements registered or filed anc

P.T. Eresco Bandung, 1979. 438 pp. recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volun
Sixth revised edition of textbook dealing with company law and 862, 1973. New York, United Nations, 1977. 410 pp., $1il
corporate income tax law in Indonesia. The material has been This volume contains the texts of the income tax treaty of 196

updated as of June 1978. Text of principal statutes is appended. between Canada and Ireland, the supplementary convention o

(B. 51.341) 1964 modifying the income tax treaty of 1955 between Denmarl
and Canada, the supplementary convention of 1971 furthe
modifying the income tax treaty of 1959 between Finland anc

INTERNATIONAL Canada. (B. 101.946) I

CAPITAL SHORTAGE AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE
WORLD ECONOMY ISRAEL
Symposium 1977. Edited by Herbert Giersch. Tbingen, J.C.B.
Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1978. 348 pp. INCOME TAX ORDINANCE

Conference report containing discussions concerning unemploy- Translated and incorporatingall amendments,up to and includin
ment and capital shortage. (B. 101.697) amendment34. Jerusalem, A.G. Publications,Ltd., 1979. 115 pp

INTERNATIONALEENTWICKLUNGSFINANZIERUNG English translation of consolidated text of the Israel income tai

ordinance. (L. 52.128)
Die Rolle der International Finance Corporation im Entwick-

/

'

lungsprozess. PROFESSIONALRECOMMENDATIONSAND GUIDELINES

By Hans Heinrich Peters. Tbingen, Horst Erdmann Verlag, 1978., Tel-Aviv, The Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel
283 pp. 25 DM. 1978.46 pp.
Entitled International financing of development; the role of the English translation of the Regulations concerning the Auditor'
International Finande Corporation with respect to the process Mode of Performance (Auditors Law 5715-1955 and sev
of development, this book describes the functioning, etc. of

opinions. (B. 51.289)
the InternationalFinance Corporation, which exclusivelysupports
investment made by private enterprises in developing countries. I
(B. 101.819)

JAMAICA
INTERNATIONALTAXATIONAND LIVINGCOSTS 1978

London, Inbucon/AIC Salary Research Unit, 1978. 49 pp. INCOME TAX ACT

(B. 101.932) Kingston, GovernmentPrinter, 1978. 255 pp.
Consolidated text of the Income Tax Act of 1954 as amende

1977 TAX TREATIESAND COMPETENTAUTHORITY by Law No. 31 of 1977. (B. 15.864)
Edited by Virginia di Francesco and Nicolas Liakas. New York,
Matthew Bender, 1978. 324 pp.

,t
Printed speeches and papers presented at the 1977 International

t

Institute on Tax and Business Planning convened by. the New JAPAN

York University on September 26 and 27 in New York City.
The themes of the conference include the following: United MEMORANDUM

States negotiating objectives and model treaties by Robert J. Re: Japanese anti-tax haven legislation. Preparedby Gary Thomt,
Patrick Jr.; Application of treaty rules to investment income Tokyo, Baker & McKenzie, 1979.61 pp.
by Stanley Weiss; Application of treaty rules to income from Treatise on the anti-tax haven legislation. (B. 51.333)
services and licenses by Robert T. Cole; The 1976 United

Kingdom treaty as a concrete example of how some special
problems can be handled by Marianne Burge; Introduction to

competent authority by Richard M. Hammer; Competent KOREA (SOUTH)
authority -- the Canadian approach by Robert J.L. Read;
International disputes with respect to tax conventions- the FRAGEN UND ANTWORTEN ZU IHRER INVESTITIC

French view by Pierre Kerlan; Competent authority -- the IN KOREA

German view by Thomas Hans F. Menck. (B. 101.826) Bonn, KoreanischeBotschaft, 1978.68 pp.
Investment guide for South Korea including explanation of t

TREATY SERIES incentives. (B. 51.145)
Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume STATISTICALYEARBOOKOF NATIONALTAX 1978

767, 1971. New York, United Nations, 1976. 358 pp., $11. Seoul, Office of National Tax Administration, 1978. 290 p

This volume contains the text of the income tax treaty of 1979 This edition contains detailed 1977 figures of all internal tax

between Barbados and the United Kingdom. (B. 101.946) collected in the Republic of Korea. (B. 51.334)
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:,ATIN AMERICA DOING BUSINESS IN MEXICO

Edited by Edward L. Newberger. New York, Matthew Bender,:NVESTITIONENIN LATEINAMERIKA 1974. 348 pp.
nternationale:Vertrgeund nationale Bestimmungen.By Giselher Papers presented at the second International Institute on Tax and
'oth. Frankfurt, Alfred Metzner Verlag, 1979. 609 pp., 95DM. Business Planning held in Mexico City in April 1974 convened

evtms
vlestment opportunities in Latin America with emphasis on by the New York University in conjunction with California

an investors. Investment laws of the host countries in Latin Western School of Law on the subject Doingbusiness in Mexico.
kmerica and sub-regional arrangements between Latin American Some papers concerning taxation include: Mexico -- dividends,
:ountries are dealt with. (B. 15.881) interest, royalties, technical service fees and the tax aspects as

to foreign investmentsand the transfer of technologyby Genaro
rII JORNADAS HISPANO LUSO AMERICANASDE Nieto G.; United States aspects of Mexicanizing existing op-
:STUDIOS TRIBUTARIOS erations by Chester C. Hilinski; Maximization of United

States foreign tax credit for Mexican tax by Malcolm Johnson;fuenos Aires - Argentins, Septiembre 25 a 29 de 1978. Tema I: United States tax aspects of forming venture by Melvinbe]keticin de tributos. Buenos Aires, Asociacin Argentina de
a new

J. Jacobowitz. (B. 15.862))eiecho Fiscal, 1978. 400 pp.
t)orts from the rst subject of the VIII Spanish-Portuguese- IMPUESTOSSOBRE LA RENTA E INGRESOSnlerican Meeting of Tax Studies held in Buenos Aires on Sep- MERCANTILES1965-1976en'ber 25-29, 1978, covering tax reimbursements in Spain,
:otugal and Latin American countries. (B. 15.858) Mexico, Secretara de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico, 1976. 353 pp.
l Survey of legislation and case law from 1965 to 1976 with re-

III JORNADASHISPANO LUSO AMERICANASDE spect to the income tax, the scal law and the turnover tax.
STUDIOS TRIBUTARIOS (B. 15.875)
uenos Aires - Argentina, Septiembre 25 a 29 de 1978. Tema II: IMPUESTOSSOBRE LA RENTA E INGRESOSMERCANTILESi [ Americanos.as alicuotas tributarias en los paises Hispano Luso

Volumes. Buenos Aires, Asociacin Argentina de Derecho Adecuaciones 1977. Mexico, Secretaria de Hacienda y Crdito
iscal. 1978. 350 + 400 pp. Pblico, 1977.35 pp.
:eports fromlthe second subject of the VIII Spanish-Portuguese- Survey of the legislation and case law in 1977 with respect to the

I.njerican Meeting of Tax Studies held in Buenos Aires on Sep- income tax, the fiscal law and the turnover tax. (B. 15.876)
mber 25-29, 1978, dealing with tax rates in Spain, Portugal
n Latin Anericancountries. (B. 15.859/860) LEY DE INGRESOS DE LA FEDERACION

Ley que reforma adiciona y deroga diversas disposicionesfiscales
1979. Mexico, Secretara de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico, 1979.

[ALAYSIA 207 pp.
Law stating the various taxes which the Federation will levy in

IREKTINVESTITIONENIN MALAYSIA 1979, and a law which modifies various tax laws, especially with

er Einfluss auf die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung. By Thilo respect to excise taxes. (B. 15.868)
ode and Thomas Ed. Mller-Debus. Tbingen, Horst Erdmann LEY DEL IMPUESTOAL VALOR AGREGADO1980
erlag, 1978. 391 pp., 25 DM.

tdy on the impact of private foreign direct investmentwith re- Ley de CoordinacinFiscal 1979, Mexico, Secretara de Hacienda
ect to economic development in Malaysia. (B. 101.824) y Crdito Pblico, 1979.75 pp.

[ Text of the Value Added Tax Law (applicable as of January 1,
11 1980) and the law on collaboration between the federal and

local authorities. (B. 15.869)
, IALTA

z

VESTMENTAND DEPRECIATIONALLOWANCE
LEY DEL IMPUESTO SOBRE LA RENTA 1965-1977

Apndice (1978). Mexico, Secretara de Hacienda y Crdito
alletta, Malta DevelopmentCorporation,1978. 4 pp. (B.101.949) Pblico, 1979. 340 pp.

Text of the Income Tax Law and rulings and circular letters..ALTA -WHERE INVESTMENTPAYS The 1978 modifications in the income tax legislationare published
lletta, Malta DevelopmentCorporation, 1979.32 pp. in an appendix. (B. 15.883)
ochre providing nformation on business conditions and tax
i in Malta. (B. 101.950)

1. THE NETHERLANDS

EXICO WERKGELEGENHEID,DIENSTVERLENINGEN MKB

The Hague, Raad voor het Midden- en Kleinbedrijf, 1978. RaadkSES ESPECIALESDE TRIBUTACION
voor het Midden- en Kleinbedrijf, No. 2. 118 pp.

gresos mercantiles, 1972-1976, Vol. 8. Mexico, Secretara de Report by the standing committee for socioeconomicpolicy and
tcienda y Crdito Pblico, 1976.85 pp. labour problems of the Council for Small and Medium-Sized
,mpilation of official circular letters and rulings on the federal Business concerning employment, service sector and small and
rnover tax. (B. 15.886) medium-sizedbusiness. (B. 101.759)

kSES ESPECIALESDE TRIBUTACION

Lctor agropecuario. 4 Volumes (1972-1975). Mexico, Secretara
, Hacienda y Crdito Pblico, 1979. 682 pp; 1120 pp; 1125 pp. NEW ZEALAND
Dmpilation of official circular letters and rulings'on the taxation
agricultural income. (B. 15.884) INCOMESAND INCOME TAX TO 1977

Final detailed statistics replacingprovisionalfiguresand summaries
ASES ESPECIALESDE TRIBUTACION released earlier. Wellington, Department of Statistics, 1978.
'ctor personal fisicas, 1972-1976, Vol. 7. Mexico, Secretara de 144 pp., $ 3.75.
acienda y Crdito Pblico, 1976.76 pp. Report on income and income tax of persons and companies
,mpilation of official circular letters and rulings on the taxation derived from income tax returns and tax deduction certificates.
'

individuals. (B. 15.885) (B. 52.314)
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OVERSEAS INVESTMENTIN NEW ZEALAND SINGAPORE

Sydney, The National Bank of New Zealand, Ltd., 1978. 34 pp. THE BUDGET FOR THE FINANCIALYEAR 1979/80
Brochure providing information for foreign investors on business
conditions and laws affecting investments in New Zealand, in- Singapore, GovernmentPrinter, 1979. 460 pp.

cluding taxation, company law, foreign exchange regulations. Detailed figures of the 1979/80 financial year. (B. 51.337

(B. 51.313) PUBLIC FINANCE AND PUBLIC INVESTMENT
IN SINGAPORE

NORWAY By Lee Sheng-Yi. Singapore,The Instituteof Bankingand Financ,
1978. 227 pp. t

LEGISLATIONCONCERNINGTHE NORWEGIAN This study describes and analyzes public nance and investmer
CONTINENTALSHELF in Singapore. The following four major areas are covered: tx
5th Edition. Oslo, Royal Ministry of Industry and Handicraft, and other revenues, governmentexpenditure,public debt manig
1977. 273 pp.

ment and budget balance policy. (B. 51.311)
Norwegian text and unofficial English translation of the basic
legislation relating to the Norwegian continental shelf for those
interested in exploration for and exploitation of natural re- SUDAN
sources. (B. 101.940)

MEMORANDUM ON STRUCTURAL AND TAXATION CO1
SIDERATIONS FOR FOREIGN BUSINESSES OPERATIN(

O.E.C.D. IN THE DEMOCRATICREPUBLIC OF SUDAN I

Prepared and published by Abdel Latif Eltayeb & Co., 1975
BALANCES OF PAYMENTSOF OECD COUNTRIES1960-1977 24 pp.

Paris, Organizationfor Economic Co-operationand Development, Brief summary of taxation and business legislation in the Suda

1979. 235 pp., 52 Frs. (B. 101.842) as stated in the laws in force as of March 31, 1979. (B. 10.98

THEORETICALAND EMPIRICALASPECTS OF THE
EFFECTS OF TAXATION ON THE SUPPLY OF LABOUR SWITZERLAND
Paris, Organizaiton for Economic Co-operationand Development,
1975. 140 pp., 22 Frf. (B. 101.948) STEUERBELASTUNG IN DER SCHWEIZ/CHARGE'FISCA

EN SUISSE 1978

PANAMA Bearbeitet von der Edigenssischen Steuerverwaltung/Elabor
par l'Administration fdrale des contributions. Bern, Bundesan
fr Statistik, 1979. Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz, Het

CODIGO FISCAL DE PANAMA 629. 105 pp.
Con notas, concordancia y leyes que lo reforman o adicionan. Statistical survey of the tax burden in Switzerland for individua]
Prepared, revised and published by Ramn E. Fabrega F. and and corporations. (B. 101.947)
Jos T. Compodonico Cordova. San Jos, Costa Rica, 1978.
730 pp. lu1978 Edition of the tax code of Panama. (B. 15.887) TURKEY

.

EL IMPUESTO SOBRE TRANSFERENCIAS DE BIENES CONDUCTINGOPERATIONSIN TURKEY
MUEBLES (ITBM)

Prepared by Touche Ross International. London, Tax Plannin
By Arturo Hoyos and Victoria Romero de Hoyos. Panama, International, Finax Publications, 1978. 13 pp. I1
Ministerio de Hacienday Tesoro, 1977. 124 pp. Brochure describing business operations in Turkey including ta.
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THE MEXICAN VALUE ADDED TAX ..............539 ON STATE POWER TO TAX FOREIGN

At the end of 1978 Mexicoenactedseveral laws amendingdirect COMMERCE (Japan Lines Ltd. v. County of
and indirect taxation. One of these amendments is,the introduc- Los Angeles) ................................550
tion of VAT as of January 1, 1980. The author discusses the The United States Supreme Court held in a recent case that a

main featuresof this new tax. State cannot impose an ad valorem property tax on cargo ship-
ping containers used exclusively in foreign commerce betweena

NOUVEAUX DEVELOPPEMENTSEN AMERIQUE LATINE: foreign country and the United States. This decision further de-

LA TAXE SUR LA VALEUR AJOUTEE MEXICAINE fines the limits of a Stbte's power to enact taxi,g legislation
A la fin de 1978 Mexcio a promulgu plusieurs lois modifiant les under the Commerce ,Clauseof the United States Constitu-

impts directs et indirects. L'une de ces modificationsconcerne tion.

introduction de Ia TVA partir du ler janvier 1980. L'auteur
ETATS-UNIS: COUP D'OEIL SUR LES LIMITES QUANT AUXtudie les points les plus importants de ce nouvel impt.
POUVOIRS DES ETATS EN MATIERE D'IMPOSITION DU

JNGERE ENTWICKLUNGEN IN LATEINAMERIKA COMMERCE EXTERIEUR (JAPAN LINES LTD. CONTRE
DIE MEXIKANISCHEMEHRWERTSTEUER COMTE DE LOS ANGELES)
Ende 1978 traten in Mexiko mehrere Steuergesetze in Kraft, wo-

La Cour Suprme des Etats-Unis a affirm dans une affaire r-
durch verschiedene indirekte und direkte Steuern gendert wur- cente qu'un Etat ne peut frapper d'une taxe sur la valeur des
den. Eine dieser nderungen betrifft die ab 1. Januar 1980 zu

' conteneurs de bateaux-cargo exclusivement utiliss pour le com-

erhebende Mehrwertsteuer. Der Verfasser untersucht die wichtig-
[ merce extrieur entre un pays tranger. et les Etats-Unis. Cette

sten Merkmale dieser neuen Steuer. dcision dfinit par ailleurs les limites au pouvoir d'un Etat pour

introduire une lgislation fiscale en application de la Commerce

Clause'de la Constitution des Etats-Unis.
M.P. Dominic:
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EINZELSTAATESBEl AUSSENHANDELSGESCHFTENBriefsurvey of the tax system of Macau.
(ENTSCHEIDUNG IN DER SACHE JAPAN LINES LTD.
GEGEN COUNTY OF.LOS ANGELES)LES IMPOTS A MACAU
Der oberste Gerichtshof der USA entschied krzlich, dass einRsum succinct du systme fiscal en vigueur Macau.
Staat keine ad valorem-Vermgensteuerauf solche Cargo-Schiffs-

DIE BESTEUERUNG IN MACAU container erheben darf, die ausschliesslich im Rahmen des Aus-
Kurze bersicht ber das Steuersystem von Macau. senhandels zwischen einem auslndischen Staat und den USA be-

nutzt werden. Diese Entscheidung zeigt die Grenzen auf, inner-

halb derer einem Staat nach der sog. Commerce Clause der
TAX LEVELS AND STRUCTURES IN

US-Verfassungdas Recht zusteht, Steuern zu erheben.
OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES ....................548

Summary of the annual statistical bulletin on tax leveis and

structures in the OECD Member countries containinga chart on

total tax revenue as a percentage of GDP 1977-78 and a chart PAKISTAN: BUDGET 1979/80 ................,..556

illustrating the developmentof total tax revenueas a percentage Extract of the BudgetSpeech of the Ministerof Financeand Co-

of GDP during the years 1965-1977. ordination, Mr. Ghulam Ishaq Khan, delivered on June 28, 1979.
He emphasizedthat Pakistan needs more revenue so that higher

NIVEAU DES IMPOTS ET STRUCTURES FISCALES DANS fiscal effort is expected from the population. The Government

LES PAYS MEMBRES DE L'O.C.D.E. however, hopes that the introduction of the Zakat and Ushr as

Rsum du bulletin annuel des statistiques sur le niveau des im- Islamic instruments for the redistribution, equitable sharingand

pts et les structures fiscales dans les pays membresdeI'O.C.D.E. removalofpoverty will be successful.

contenant un graphique du revenu fiscal total en fonction du

produit intrieur brut de 1977-78 et un graphique montrant PAKISTAN: BUDGET 1979/80
'

l'volution du revenu fiscal total en fonction du produit intrieur Extraits de l'allocution du prsentation du Budget du Ministre

brut au cours des annes 1965-1977. des Finances, Monsieur Ghulam Ishaq Khan, prononce le 28

juin 1979. Il insiste sur le fait que le Pakistan a besoin de revenus
DIE HHE UND DIE STRUKTUREN DER STEUERN IN DEN plus importants ce qui sous-entend un plus grand effort fiscal de
MITGLIEDSLNDERNDER OECD

la part de la population. Toutefois le Gouvernement espre que
, Zpsammenfassung des alljhrlich verffentlichten Bulletins be- l'introduction du Zakat et Ushr actes juridiques isla-comme

zglich der Hhe und der Strukturen der Steuern in den Mit- miques pour une redistribution, un partage quitable et une dis-
gliedslndern der OECD. Angefgt ist ein Tabelle mit den ge- parition de la pauvret succs.sera un
samten Steuereinnahmen, ausgedrckt als Prozentsatz zum

Bruttosozialprodukt in 1977-78, sowie eine bersicht, womit PAKISTAN: DER HAUSHALT 1979/80
die Entwicklung der gesamten Steuereinnahmen im Verhltnis Auszge aus der Haushaltsrede des Finanzministers, Herrn

zum Bruttosozialproduktwhrend der Jahre 1965 bis 1977 dar- Ghulam Ishaq Khan, gehalten am 28. Juni 1979. Er unterstrich,
gestellt wird. dass die pakistanische Regierung hhere Einnahmen bentigt
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RecentDevelopmentsinLatinAmerica

THEMEXICANVALUE
ADDEDTAX
byPedroF. Massone*

1. INTRODUCTION

Contents
At the end of 1978 Mexico enacted several laws introducingvarious amend-
ments to direct and indirect taxation. The changes cover a broad spectrum 1. Introduction

and include the following measures: 2. Taxable persons
3. Taxable transactions

(i) Enactmentof a Law of Fiscal Coordination (Ley de Coordinacin Fiscal) 4. Taxable transfers

and other provisions in order to control and further the avoidance of internal 5. Taxable services

double taxation (e.g. taxation of the same matter by both the Mexican Fede- 6. Taxable use or right to use

ration and one of the States). In order to avoid this kind of double taxation, 7. Taxable importation

conventionscan be concluded by the Federation and a particular State under 8. Tax rates

which taxation powers of the State are restricted and revenue from taxes
9. Tax credit

collected by the Federation shared with the State.
10. Tax administration and payment
11. Tax refund

12. Special regime for small taxpayers
(ii) Introduction of a special deduction to be made in the computation of 13. Measures toavoid internal doubletaxation
taxable income of enterprises. This deduction can be said to represent a 14. Enforcement of the tax

partial adjustment of income for inflation: the deduction is related to depre- 15. Final remarks

ciation allowances, long term financial assets and liabilities, and is linked to
a factor established in the Revenue Law which is enacted every year.

(iii)Repeal of the ComplementaryTax on Extraordinary The enactment of the new legislation concerning in-
Gross Income (Tasa Complementaria sobre las Utili- direct taxation takes place after 10 years of discussion '

dades Brutas Extraordinarias). This Tax had been es- about replacing the old cascade taxation with a value .:'!
tablished in Mexico by a tax law of December 31, 1976 added tax according to the model of the European
in order to curb price increases by means of taxation. Economic Community. Moreover, the new system

follows a world-wide trend and is adopted after the
(iv) Replacement of provisions governing income taxa- introduction of the value added tax in many other
tion of individuals. The new regime stresses the im- Latin American countries (i.e. Argentina, Bolivia,
portance of global taxation and narrows the scope of Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Honduras, Ecuador,
exceptions to this rule. Changes in income taxation of Panama, Peru and Uruguay).
individuals also affect capital gains, dividends, interest The Mexican VAT covers a broad spectrum of econo-
and personal tax rates. mic activities and is not limited by the business or non-

(v) Introduction of a value added tax effective as from business nature of the transaction involved. In fact, the

January 1, 1980. As from the same date the Tax on scope of the new tax includes transfers of goods, ren-

Commercial Receipts and 17 minor taxes are revoked. dering of independent services, leasing agreements, and
aThis paper will cover only the first mentioned change importation of goods

'

and services, irrespective of

which is, perhaps, the most important. profit making purpose.
1

The Mexican VAT is governed by a Law of December
In order to get a better understanding of the reform, it 22, 1978, published in the Official Journal of December
is useful to remember that the Tax on Commercial 29, 1978.1 The main features of the new tax are dis-
Receipts was a turnover tax devised under the cascade . cussed below.

'

system. It was levied on commercial receipts arising
from the transfer of goods, the leasing of goods, the 2. TAXABLE PERSONS
rendering of services and the making of conditional
sales, provided that the transaction was conducted or The Mexican VAT is levied on individuals, legal entities
produced effects in Mexico. The Tax on Commercial
Receipts was levied at a general rate of 4 percent and at * Professor of Tax Law at the University of Chile, Valparaiso.
five special rates of 5, 7, 10, 15 and 30 percent. 1. Mexican laws are not numbered.
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and economic units carrying out taxable transactions in located in Mexico at the moment of being physically
Mexico. The tax must be, however, specifically and delivered to the person to whom the use or right to use

separately shifted by the taxable persons to the persons it is granted.
acquiring goods, temporarilyusing or deriving advantage Exportation of goods and services is not subject to the
from goods, or receiving services which are the object Mexican VAT. An exportation is deemed to occur
of taxable transactions. where: (i) there is a final transfer of goods or services

, Where a non-resident carries out taxable transactions in abroad; (ii) intangible property is transferred by a

Mexico by means of a representative, the representative resident of Mexico to a non-resident; (iii) the temporary
is under the obligation to file the tax returns and to pay use or right to use intangible property abroad is granted
the VAT on behalf of the principal. Moreover, the by a resident of Mexico; and (iv) services rendered by
representative and the non-residentprincipal are several- a resident of Mexico are used abroad.
ly liable for the payment of the tax. 2

The different taxable transactions mentioned at the
The Federation, Federal District, States, Municipalities, beginning of this Section are discussed in separate Sec-
decentralized bodies thereof, private charity institutions tions below. For each group, provisions defining the
and associations, cooperativesocieties and other persons transactions, the taxable base and exemptions are dealt
carrying out taxable transactions are subject to the tax with.
or must accept the shifting of same by suppliers, as the
case may be, irrespective of exemptions established in
laws other than the VAT law. 4. TAXABLE TRANSFERS

Nevertheless, the Federation, Federal District, States
and Municipalities are exempt from the VAT as regards As stated before, the Mexican VAT is levied on any

the discharging of their duties as established in public transfer of goods, unless otherwise provided for.

law. Under the wording of the Mexican VAT law, taxable
transfers include the followingactivities: (i) any transfer
of goods not made by means of inheritance or company

3. TAXABLE TRANSACTIONS merger; (ii) gifts made by an enterprise which cannot
deduct the gift for income tax purposes; (iii) sales where

The Mexican VAT is levied on any transfer of goods, the seller retains the title to the property (if the transfer

rendering of independent services, granting of tempo- never occurs the tax is refunded); (iv) assignment of

rary use or right to use tangible goods (leasing arrange- goods to the creditor or to another person; (v) trusts

ments), and importationof goods and services, provided (fideicomisos) involving a transfer of goods under the
the transaction is not covered by an exemption granted Fiscal Code; and (vi) any unjustifiable lack of goods
by the law. from the enterprise'sstocks.

Where an exchange or a payment in kind takes place the The taxable transfer is deemed to be carried out and the

tax is levied on each good transferred or granted and on tax is due when: (i) the property is physically delivered
each service rendered, irrespective of the fact that the to a person who is under the obligation to receive or

different transactionsare included in a single contract. acquire it; (ii) the property is remitted to the acquirer
In order to be taxable a transaction must be carried out provided he is under the obligation to receive it; (iii) the

in Mexico. This rule is further elaborated for each kind price is wholly or partially paid; and (iv) the relevant
document covering the transfer is issued.

of transaction.

As regards tangible property, a transfer is deemed to be As regards the taxable base of transfers, the law provides
! that VAT is calculated on the price inclusive of any sum

carried out in Mexico if: (i) a physical delivery of the
added to such taxes, fees, interest, and

property by the transferor takes place in Mexico; (ii) the same, as arrears

property is located in Mexico at the moment of its penalties. The VAT and the tax on the transfer of new

remittance to the acquirer; or (iii) the property is sub- cars are not, however, included in the taxable base of
VAT.

ject to registration in Mexico. As regards intangible
property, a transfer is deemed to be carried out in If there is no price (e.g. gifts), the tax is calculated on ,

Mexico if the transferor and the acquirer are residents the market value or, in the absence of a market value,
, of Mexico. on the appraisal value of the goods. A similar rule

Similarly, a service is deemed to be rendered in Mexico applies where the consideration received by the tax-

if it is performed, wholly or partially, by a resident of payer is not represented by money but consists wholly
Mexico. In case of international transportation, the or partly of other goods or services. If this is the case,

service is cctnsidered.

to be rendered in Mexico if the the market value or, in the absence of a market value,
corresponding trip is started in Mexico, irrespective of the appraisal value is taken as the value of goods and

the residence of the operator. The same standard applies services forming part of the consideration.

to round trips. A special rule provides that in case of The law provides for a list of transfers which are exempt
international transportation by air (even to border from the VAT, either because of the nature of the trans-
areas), only 25 percent of the service is deemed to be
rendered in Mexico.

2. This means that if the non-resident principal is not available

Finally, the temporary use or right to use tangible goods to pay the tax, the tax administration may charge the tax to the
is deemed to be granted in Mexico if the property is representative.
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action itself or because of the nature of the item in- expenses, reimbursements, interest, arrears, and penal-
volved. The list includes: ties. The VAT is never included in the taxable base of

(i) inheritancesand mergers of companies;
same.

(ii) gifts made by individuals, and gifts made by an If there is no price (e.g. gifts) the tax is calculated on

enterprise which can deduct the gft for income tax the market value or, in the absence of a market value,
purposes; on the appraisal value of the services. A similar rule

(iii) the soil, as well as constructions adhering to the applies where the consideration received by the tax-

soil, provided the construction is used for dwelling payer is not represented by money but consists wholly
homes (hotels are taxable); or partly of goods and other services. If this is the case,

(iv) machinery and equipment used only in agriculture the market value or, in the absence of a market value,
or cattle raising (machinery and equipment for the appraisal value is taken as the value of goods and

processngproducts is taxable); services forming part of the consideration.

(v) fertilizers, animals, non-processed vegetables, and The Law provides for a rather long list of services
meat in its natural state; which are exempt from the value added tax, including:

(vi) loafs (tortillas), pasta, flour, bread, natural milk,
eggs, sugar, salt and water (effervescent water, (i) any service rendered directly by the Federation,

compoundwater and ice are taxable); Federal District, States and Municipalities;
(vii) books, periodicals, and copyrightsbelongingto the (ii) services rendered by public institutions of social

author: security;
(viii) property belonging to credit institutionsand trans- (iii) services provided by certain specified institutions

ferred by same (constructions adhering to the soil (political parties; unions; religious, scientific and

other than those mentioned in (iii) above and cultural institutions; etc.) within the scope of same

property received in trust are taxable) to their members;
,

(ix) used personal property provided it is not sold by (iv) teaching services rendered by decentralized bodies

an enterprise; or by private establishments authorized under the

(x) Mexican and foreign currency, company shares law;

(partes sociales), and bonds (ttulos de crdito); (v) free services;
and (vi) specified services rendered directly to farmers or

(xi) tickets for authorized lotteries, raffles, casting lots cattle raisers;
and games, as well as the relevant prizes. (vii) milling of flour or pasta and pasteurizationof milk;

(viii) services rendered by the stock exchange and by
Consumptionof food in the same place or establishment credit institutions;
where it is sold is treated as a taxable service, irrespec- (ix) insurance of risks of agriculture and cattle raising
tive of the exemptions listed above. as well as insurance and reinsurance covering death

risks or granting life pensions or annuities;
(x) public transportation of persons except where a

5. TAXABLE SERVICES concession or permit for operation is required;
(xi) public spectacles provided for an admittance ticket

As stated before, the Mexican VAT is also levied on the (spectacles rendered in restaurants, bars, cabarets,
rendering of independentservices. saloons and night centers are taxable);
According to the Mexican VAT law, taxable services xi) dependent services;
include the following activities: (i) consumptionof food (xiii)professional services for which a title is required
in the same place or establishment where it is sold; (ii) provided they are rendered by individuals, pro-

transportation of persons and goods; (iii) mandate, com- fessional organizations, associations or civil com-

mission, mediation, agency, representation, brokerage, panies;
consignment and distribution services; (iv) insurance, (xiv) services rendered by an author under the Federal

reinsurance and guarantees; (v) technical assistance and Law on Copyrights;and

transfer of technology; (vi) any activity performed in (xv) services rendered by entertainers, speakers, bull-

order to discharge an obligation to do something; (vii) fighters or athletes.

any obligation to give something, to abstain from doing
something, or to allow another person to do something,
provided the transaction is not taxed under other pro- 6. TAXABLE USE OR RIGHT TO USE
visions of the Mexican VAT law.

The scope of the Mexican VAT also covers the grantingThe taxable service is deemed to be carried out and the
of a temporary use or right to use tangible goods (leas-tax is due upon maturity of the consideration con-

tracted for the service. Maturity of part of the consi- ing arrangements).
I deration and advance payments also make the relevant The temporary use or right to use tangible goods which
i pa of_the_tax payable. is taxed under the Mexican VAT law includes specifi-

As regards services, the taxable base is similar to that cally- the leasing, right to use, and any other transaction

used for transfers. In fact, for the rendering of services, by means of which a person grants for a consideration
to another person the temporary use or right to use

the VAT is calculated on the whole value of the consi-
deration contracted, inclusive of any sum added to tangible goods.
same, such as taxes, fees, traveling expenses, other Where the temporary use or right to use tangible goods
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is granted, the tax is due upon maturity of the relevant Where the consideration is paid in installments the tax
consideration. Maturity of part of the considerationand becomes due upon maturity of each installment.
advance payments also make the relevant part of tax Finally, where services performed abroad are used in
payable. Mexico, the rules provided for services apply.
As regards the granting of the use or right to use tangi- The VAT levied on the importation of tangible prop-ble goods the VAT is also calculated on the whole con- erty is calculated on the value taken for the computa-sideration contracted inclusive, in this case, of any sum tion of ordinary customs duties as increased by theadded to same, such as taxes, fees, maintenance ex-

same duties and other duties paid on importation. It is
penses, construction costs, reimbursements, interest, useful to remember that VAT is never included in the l
arrears and penalties. The VAT is never included in the taxable base of same. As regards the importation oftaxable base of same. goods and services listed from (ii) through (v) at the
If there is no price (e.g. gifts) the tax is calculated on beginning of this Section, the taxable base of the VAT
the market value or, in the absence of a market value, is that which would be appropriate to transfers of
on the appraisal value of the use or right to use which goods, rendering of services, or use or right to use goods
is being granted. A similar rule applies where the con- in Mexico, as the case may be.
sideration received by the taxpayer is not represented The following imports are exempt from the Mexican
by money but consists wholly or partly of goods or VAT:
services. If this is the case, the market value or, in the
absence of a market value, the appraisal value is taken (i) temporary imports, return of goods temporarily
as the value of goods and services forming part of the exported, and goods in transit or transshipment;
consideration. (ii) baggage and household furniture specified in the

Customs Code;The temporary use or right to use tangible goods is (iii) importation of those goods the transfer of which is
exempt from the Mexican VAT where it refers to: exempt from VAT 3 (importationof used personal
(i) the soil; property is taxable); and
(ii) real property used for dwelling homes (if the (iv) utilization in Mexico of international transporta-

real property is furnished or if the real property tion services.
is used as a hotel or boarding house, the trans-
action is taxed);

(iii) farms devoted to or used only for agriculture or 8. TAX RATES
cattle breeding;

(iv) machinery and equipment that can be used only The VAT is calculated by applying the tax rate provided
for agriculture and cattle breeding (the use or by the law to the taxable base. The liability resulting
right to use machinery and equipment for pro- after that calculation is reduced, where appropriate, by
cessing products is taxed); and offsetting against such liability the tax credit arising

(v) books, periodicals and magazines. from inputs.
The Mexican VAT is levied at a 10 percent rate, the
only rate for the greatest part of the country. However,

7. TAXABLE IMPORTATION taking into consideration that certain regions of Mexico
have special characteristics, the law provides for a re-

Finally, the Mexican VAT is levied on importation of duced rate of 6 percent. This rate is applicable to trans-

goods and services. actions other than imports carried out within specified
areas by residents of the same areas.

Taxable importation includes the following activities:
(i) introduction into Mexico of foreign goods; (ii) The areas which benefit from the 6 percent reduced rate

the acquisition by a resident of Mexico of intangible are: (i) a strip 20 kilometerswide on the northern inter-

property which is being transferred by a non-resident; national border of Mexico; and (ii) the Free Zones of

(iii) the temporary use or right to use intangible prop- Baja California y Norte de Sonora and Baja Califor-

erty in Mexico where such property has been actually nia Sur.

delivered abroad; (iv) the utilizationin Mexicoof services
rendered by non-residents (international transportation 9. TAX CREDITis not treated as importation into Mexico).
The importation of goods and services is deemed to be Taxpayers can offset against their liability to the VAT
carried out and the tax is due: (i) upon customs clear- (calculated either at the general 10 percent rate or at the
ance; or (ii) when a temporary importation becomes reduced rate of 6 percent) the VAT invoiced by sup-
final. pliers or paid by the taxpayer on imports. This means
Nevertheless, regarding the acquisition of intangible that there are instances in which the liability is calcu-
property from a non-resident and the temporary use lated at a 6 percent rate (transactionscarried out within
or right to use granted by a non-resident, the importa- specified areas by residents of the same areas) while the
tion is deemed to be carried out and the tax is due: credit is calculated at a 10 percent rate (inputs from
(i) when the property is used in Mexico; (ii) when the outside the area).
relevant consideration is wholly or partially paid; or

(iii) when the appropriate documentation is issued. 3. See Section 4 above.
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The Mexican VAT law further elaborates the conditions 10. TAX ADMINISTRATIONAND PAYMENT
under which the credit is granted. The credit is available
only if it arises from any one of the following situa- Taxpayers of VAT must keep accountancy books and
tions: records as established in the regulations to the law.

Taxable transactions must be shown separately from
(i) The credit arises in connection with goods or ser- exempt transactions. Likewise, transactions giving

vices which are strictly necessary to carry out rise to credits must be shown separately from those
transactions subject to VAT. Certain specified not giving rise to credit.
items can meet this condition only if the relevant

t expenditure is deductible for income tax purposes. Taxpayers are also under the obligation to issue the

The items to which this limitation applies are the appropriate documentation stating the value of trans-

following: the importation, acquisition, and tem- actions and showing specifically and separately the

porary use or right to use cars, aircraft, boats, VAT which is being charged.
houses or goods or services connected therewith, as The Mexican VAT is normally calculated in fiscal
well as lodging, meals, gifts and entertainment. If periods which are the same as those used for income
only part of the taxpayer'sactivity is subject to the tax purposes. If the taxpayer of the VAT is not subject
VAT, the credit is available only in connection to income tax, then the fiscal period is the calendar
with that part. year.

(ii) The credit arises in connectionwith machinery and
Taxpayers must, within the first 20 days of each month,equipment that can be used only in agriculture or file a tax return reporting taxable transactions carried

cattle raising (machinery and equipment for pro- out during the preceding month and the VAT
cessing products are not included in this group). pay

However, the credit so arising can be taken only arising from those transactions. Moreover, taxpayers
must, within 3 months following the end of each fiscal

upon a sale of similar property (i.e. sale of ma-
(annual) period, file tax return for the whole perioda

chinery and equipment that can be used only in
and balance of tax due.

agriculture and cattle raising). Moreover, the credit pay any

is limited to 10 percent of the value of each trans- Where taxpayers have several establishments they shall
fer of similar property; any balance is deferred file a single return for all the establishments.
until a subsequent transfer of similar property is For imports of tangible property the value added tax
made. must be paid before customs clearance. For occasional

(iii) The credit arises in connection with goods or ser- transactions other than imports the tax must be paid
vices which are exported. 4 In this case the credit within 15 days after the payment of the consideration.
is available even for goods and services which are

exempt from the VAT. Moreover, the credit is

specifically granted for tangible property which is 11. TAX REFUND
exported in order to be sold abroad or to grant the
use or right to use it abroad. For tangible property If credits in a month exceed the liability to VAT the
the credit can be taken once the exportation is balance must be normally carried forward to the next
completed under customs laws; for intangible month.
property the credit can be taken upon the payment There are, however, some instances in which the tax-of the consideration. The credit is limited to 10
percent of the value of goods and services actually payer can apply for a tax refund, as follows:

exported; any balance of credit is deferred until (i) If a balance credit appears in an annual tax return
a subsequentexport is made. the taxpayer may choose to apply for a refund or

to carry the credit forward.
In addition to the rules mentioned above, it is necessary (ii) If the credit arises in connection with goods or
to take into account that for the taxpayer to be entitled services which are exported the taxpayer can
to the credit it is also necessary that the VAT giving choose to take the credit or to have the tax re-

right to the credit be specfically shifted to him by hs funded. In this case the benefit is available even for
suppliers and shown separately in the appropriatedocU- goods and services which are exempt from the
mentation. Although the law does not state so, it should VAT. Moreover, the benefit is specifically granted
be understood that the aforegoing rule does not apply for tangible property which is exported in order to
to credits arising from imports where it is more ap- be sold abroad or to grant the use or the right to
propriate to require the receipts proving the payment use it abroad. For tangble property the credit can
of the tax. be taken or the tax refunded once the exportation
The entitlement to the credit is a personal one and is completed under customs law; for intangible ,

cannot be transferred to other persons except in case of property the credit can be taken or the tax re-

: a merger of companies. funded upon payment of the consideration. The
credit or refund is limit.ed_to__10_percentof the

__

Under a temporary provision, taxpayers who as of value of goods and services actually exported; any

January 1, 1979 acquire goods to be included in their balance of credit is deferred until subsequent ex-

fixed assets can offset from their liability to the new ports are made.
VAT 50 percent of the Federal Tax on Commercial
Receiptspaid upon the acquisition of such goods. 4. For the concept of exportation, see Section 7 above.
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(iii) If the credit arises in connection with investments The appraisal conducted by the tax administration is
made under plans approved by the tax administra- valid until a new appraisal is made. A new appraisal is
tion (Secretarade Hacienda y Crdito Pblico). made if the tax administration comes to the conclusion

(iv) If the credit arises in connection with machinery that the amount of actual transactions is above the
and equipment that can be used only in agriculture amount of transactions resulting from the appraisal in
and cattle breeding the taxpayer can choose to force by more than 20 percent. Where a new appraisal
take the credit or have the tax refunded. Neverthe- is made the tax administrationmay claim differences of
less the credit so arising can be taken or the tax taxes plus legal charges for arrears. A new appraisal is
refunded only upon the sale of similar property also made upon request of the taxpayer. In this last case

(i.e. machinery and equipment that can be used no legal charges for arrears may be made.
only in agriculture and cattle breeding). Moreover For more taxpayers the tax is calculated by applying the
the credit or refund is limited to 10 percent of the tax rate (10 or 6 percent as the case may be) to the ap-value of each transfer of similar property; any praised base. The resulting liability can be reduced bybalance is deferred until a subsequent transfer of offsetting the VAT charged to the taxpayer, providedsimilar property is made; the taxpayer has the appropriate documentation. The

(v) If the credit arises in connection with transactions balance of tax must be paid to the treasury during the
carried out in areas entitled to the reduced rate of first 15 days of each month.
6 percent. 5

13. MEASURESTO AVOID INTERNAL
12. SPECIAL REGIME FOR SMALL TAXPAYERS DOUBLE TAXATION

Small taxpayers commonly constitute a particular The fact that in Mexico both the Federation and the
problem from the point of view of taxation. The com- States are invested with taxationpowerscan cause, and in
putation of actual transactions or profits is, or can be, fact does, internal double taxation.
encumbered by lack of proper accounting records. In
addition, small taxpayers are usually reluctant to com- In order to avoid this internal double taxation, the

ply voluntarily, making the control and enforcement Federation and the States can conclude bilateral con-

of taxation more complex. ventions under which taxation powers of the States are

restricted and taxes collected by the Federation are

These reasons have led governments to introduce shared with the States.
special tax treatment for small taxpayers. Where these conventions are concluded, the contracting
Following this trend, a special regime of taxation is State must agree not to levy local taxes on: (i) trans-

provided by the Mexican VAT law for those small actions or activities subject to the VAT; (ii) transfers of

taxpayers considered to be minor taxpayers goods or rendering of services which are exported; (iii)
(causantes menores) under the Mexican Income Tax goods forming part of the business property of an enter-

Law. 6 prise; (iv) the capital of an enterprise; and (v) interest
paid to banks or credit institutions located abroad.

It is emphasized that the special regime is only ap- Under the VAT law, the Federal District shall not levy
plicable to individuals and that the tax administration the local taxes mentioned above. In this case, the provi-
possesses discretionary power to grant it to the tax- sion is effective without it being necessary for a conven-
payers. Moreover this special regime shall come into tion to be signed.
effect gradually to be fully effective only as of 1982.

14. ENFORCEMENTOF THE TAX
Under the special regime, minor taxpayers keep simpli-
fied records covering only those transactions specified The Mexican VAT law includes several provisionsaimed
by the tax administration. Moreover, minor taxpayers at insuring complianceand enforcementof the tax.
are exempt from the obligation to file monthly returns

reporting taxable transactions. Under one of these provisions, where one or more tax
returns is skipped, the tax administration can charge

The taxable base for minor taxpayers is established by a tax equal to that appearing in any of the six last
the tax administration by means of an appraisal. This monthly returns, or in the annual return, as the case

appraisal is made taking into account purchases, stock
of merchandise, machinery and equipment, rent paid 5. See tax rates in Section 8 above.
for the premises, number of workers and wages of same, 6. Individuals acting as enterprises whose gross receipts in the
social security contributions, taxes, electricity and fiscal year do not exceed 1,500,000.00 pesos are considered to

telephone bills, self-deliveries, personal expenses, loca- be minor taxpayers (causantes menores) and their taxable

tion of the business, and any available data. There are,
income is calculated under special rules as percentage (ranging

however, certain transactions the taxable base of which from 3 to 30 percent) of gross receipts.
cannot be appraised, namely, the transfers of immovable

Other enterprises are deemed to be major taxpayers (causan-
tes mayores) and their taxable income is calculated under the

property, the granting of the use or right to use goods, general rules.
and some specified services (mandate, commission, Individuals receiving commissions, brokerage fees, income from
mediation, agency, representation, brokerage, consign- the transfer of property or from granting the use or right to use

ment and distribution services). property are always treated as major taxpayers.
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may be, and even increase the tax so charged with any is not available, the market value or the appraisal value
'

corrections introduced to such returns by the tax is taken.
administrationunder its control powers.

The tax charged under the special procedure mentioned
above can be further corrected, where appropriate, by
the tax administration under its other control powers.
Moreover, the taxpayer is not discharged from his 15. FINAL REMARKS

obligation to file the return or returns he skipped by
the fact that the tax administration avails itself of the In all countries where cascade sales taxes have been

special procedure. If the pending return or returns is changed into a value added tax, it has been difficult to

subsequently filed by the taxpayer, the tax collected calculate the yield of the new system. The Mexican
under the special procedure discussed above can be cre- government has declared, however, that the replacement
dited against the liability resulting from the tax return. of the Tax on Commercial Receipts and other indirect

The Mexcian VAT law includes another provision which taxes by the VAT system should be neutral from the

grants the tax administration the power to make an point of view of revenue.

appraisal of the amount of taxable transactions in the If the Mexican government is right and revenue does not

same instance where the tax administration has the change, there is no justification for an inflationary
power to do so for income tax purposes. In this way pressure arising from the inception of the new tax. How-

the VAT law enables the tax administration to co- ever the new tax is prone to produce sectoral changes,
ordinate control of both taxes (i.e. Income Tax and namely, it is expected that prices of processed goods
VAT). will go up and, alternatively, prices of clothing should

Under the aforementioned provisions the appraisal of go down.

the amount of taxable transactions can be made in the Moreover, it has been stated that all changes included in

following instances: (i) if tax returns are omitted; (ii) the tax reform mentioned at the beginningof this paper
if accounting books, documents sustaining tax returns, are aimed at making the Mexican tax system more

or reports are not produced by the taxpayer; (iii) if equitable and simple and also better suited to current

accounting records are not properly kept; or (iv) if the conditions of the Mexican economy.

taxpayer is an individual the gross receipts of whom The Mexican VAT can represent a valuable contribution
are below 1,500 pesos. to those purposes. By removing the distorting effect of
Where one of the instances listed above is present, the previous cumulative taxation, the new tax brings about
amount of transactions subject to VAT can be speci- an improvement in the structure of indirect taxation

fically taken from accounting records and documents which in turn can promote a better allocation of re-

or from income tax returns filed for the same period or sources. Moreover, the fact that the new system is more

for a previous period, inclusive of corrections made linked to direct taxation can improve the control oft
to same by the tax administration under its control taxpayers.
powers. The amount of transactions can also be es- The special regime for taxation of small taxpayers and
tablished through indirect methods, such as an econo- provisions concerning the enforcement of the law
mic survey. The tax resulting from the appraisal can be represent a practical approach which can help to deal
reduced by deducting normal credits if the appropriate satisfactorilywith problems arising in these areas.

proof is provided.
On the other hand, the fact that the Mexican law pro-

Under still another provision, where acquisitions of vides for a general rate of 6 percent which is applicable
goods have been omitted by the taxpayer, it shall be only to specified areas involves some problems and
assumed that the goods which were the object of such risks.
acquisitions have been transferred. Moreover the trans-
fer value of same goods is deemed to be equal to the First, it is difficult to forecast part of the revenue from

acquisition value increased by the rate of gross in- the tax due to lack of regional information.

come of the taxpayer. The rate of gross income is Moreover a real or fictitious incentive is created to carry
taken in this case from the income tax return filed by out taxable transactions in the eligible areas.

the taxpayer for the relevant period or from his last Finally, the reduced rate is not applicable to imports for
income tax return. If the taxpayer has not filed an in- final consumption in the border areas, giving ground for
come tax return, the rate of gross income is deemed to the argument that the Mexican VAT is discriminatory
be 50 percent. against imported products, violating the General Agree-
A similar procedure is used in order to establish the ment of Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the Treaty of
value of goods missing from inventories. In this case, if Montevideo and the Accord between Mexico and the
the acquisition value cannot be established, the acquisi- European Economic Community (1975), all of which
tion value of similar goods acquired by the taxpayer establish that internal taxes have to be the same for
in the relevant period is taken into account; if that value domestic and imported_goods.

1
See also table on page 549
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by Drs. M.P. Dominic

1 I. INTRODUCTION services rendered in Macau. Medical benefits, family
allowances, birth allowances, retirement payments and

Macau is about 60 kilometers west of Hong Kong and food allowance up to $ 12 Patacas per day are exempt.
comprises a small peninsula occupied entirely by the The tax rates applicable to employees are:
town ofMacauand the two islands of Taipa and Coloane.
The pennsula is linked by a narrow isthmus to the large Up to Ptc $13,000 ......... 1%

Chinese sland of Chung Shan. The total land area is Up to Ptc $15,000 ......... 2%

15.5 square kilometers. Up to Ptc $20,000 .......... 3%
Up to Ptc $30,000 ......... 4%

Macau is a Portuguese colony and acquired autonomy Up to Ptc $40,000 5%.........

dn February 17,1976. Themajormanufacturing indus- Up to Ptc $ 50,000 6%.........

try is textiles. Other industries are wood and furniture, Up to Ptc $ 60,000 7%
optical and photographic goods and ceramics. The

.........

Up to Ptc 870,000 ......... 8%
government favours the establishment of industries to Over Ptc $70,000 9%.........

make subsdiary products for the textile and garment Those who earn up to Ptc $12,000 a year are exempted.
industries, construction materials, cement, plastics,
tools, shipyards, electronics, watches, jewellery, med- Tax payable by the employees must be deducted at

icines, furniture and canned foods. An industrial lcence source by the employers at the time of payment.
is required to establsh any industry in Macau. Applica- The tax rates applicabe to professionals are the same

tion for the licence must be made to the Chief of the as for employees, but with a minimum fixed salary tax
Economic Department. There are no exchange control of $ 120 patacas to Ptc $ 1,200, depending on the
restrictons. Toursm s another mportant source of profession. Tax on the professionals is imposed on a

income. previous year basis. Receipts must be issued by the

The tax system is rather simple and the tax burden is professionals for all income received by them.

comparatively low. In 1976, direct taxes made up 18.6 The salaries tax paid is deductible from profits tax.
percent of the Goverment's total reuenue, indirect taxes

33.6 percent.

B. Profits tax

Il. TAXATION ON INCOME. Profits tax is imposed on single proprietors, partner-
ships, corporations and other persons carrying on any

The Macau tax system is of the schedular type. There trade, profession or business in Macau and employees.
, are three categories of taxes: Salaries tax, Profits tax No distinction is made between residents and non-

and Property tax. All other income such as dividends, residents. Tax is imposed only on profits and salaries
interest and capital gains is not taxable. arising in or derived from the territory of Macau.

Foreign income is not subject to tax.
A. Salaries tax

All expenses incurred by a taxpayer wholly for the pro-
Professionals and employees are subject to Salaries tax. duction of chargeable profits are deductible. As noted
No distinction is made between residents and non- earlier, salaries tax is deductible. Bad and doubtful debts

residents. It is imposed on all professional and employ- actually written off and annual registration fees are

1 ment income arising in or derived from Macau. No tax deductible. Carry forward of unabsorbed losses is

is imposed on foreign income. Taxable income includes allowed for three years. For industrial buildings and
' salaries, wages, fees, commissions, perquisites, bonuses, structures, machinery and plant an initial depreciation

gratuities, leave pay, the value of free quarters and car deduction of 20 percent is permitted in the first year.
transportation, pensions and all income derived from Annual depreciation deductions are permitted on the
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basis of the declining balance method. The annual In addition, the following allowances are deductible.
deductionsare: Electricity for lifts
1. Tangible assets: (for each floor served) ........ Ptc 8200

Industrial and commercial Porters (for buildings
buildings ........ 4% over a certain height) ........ Ptc 8600
Machinery, tools and other equipment for: Lighting for stairways

Textile industry . ....... 15% (for each floor) ........ Ptc $100--

Precision industry ....... 12.5% Central heating ........ Ptc 8900--

Others ....... 10% Air conditioning--

Other machinery, tools and equipment (for each floor) ........ Ptc 8900
Electronic equipment ....... 16.66% are as

--

The tax rates follows:
Engines ....... 10%--

Up to Ptc 8120,000 16%Others ....... 10%-- ........

Vehicles or other means of transport Up to Ptc $240,000 ........ 18%

Light ....... 14.28%-- Over Ptc $240,000 ........ 20%

Heavy ....... 16.66%--

Other taxes include annual industrial registration fee,Furniture and untensils ....... 10%
estate duty, duty on sale of property, stamp duty,

2. Intangibleassets: excise duties, welfare tax, export duty and fixed con-
Incorporationexpenses ....... 33.33% sumption tax. There are no customs duties on imports.
Patents ....... 10%

For individuals, personal deductions are granted: D. Annual Industrial Registration Fees

Personal deduction -- Ptc $ 12,000 Corporations, bodies of and partnershipspersons carry-.

Wife deduction -- Ptc $ 6,000 ing trade business in Macau subject to thison a or are
Children under 21 years tax. The tax rates vary according to the economic

over 16 Ptc $ 3,000-- -

activity (categorized into three classes) and the location
over 11 to 16 Ptc $ 2,500 industry. vary ....

-- -

of the The rates for factories from
over 7 toll Ptc $ 2,000 :-- -

Ptc $ 40 to Ptc$ 5,000 in Macau and from Ptc $ 20 to
under 7 Ptc $ 1,500-- -

Ptc $2,500 in Taipa and Coloane Islands. ':

Educational deduction for each child under 26 years
who is studying abroad -- Ptc 8 6,000 E. Estate duty
Dependent parents or parents-
in-law -- Ptc $ 1,500 Estate duty is imposed on that part of the estate of a

deceased person which is situated in Macau. The rates :
The tax rates vary from 2 to 15 percent. The maxi-
mum rate applies when the taxable income exceeds vary from 4 to 33 percent, according to affinity and

value of the estate.
Ptc 8300,000.
Tax is imposed on a previous year basis. The income of F. Duty on sale of property
a wife is aggregated with that of her husband.

This duty is imposed on the value of any land or build-
Companies limited by shares (quotas) with a capital over

Ptc $ 300,000 or an average profit over the last three ings transferred in Macau. The duty is 6 percent in
Macau and 4 percent in the two islands.

years of more than Ptc $100,000are required to submit
a balance sheet certified by registered accountants or G. Stamp dutyauditors.

Stamp duties may be fixed duties or ad valorem, de-
pending on the documents.

C. Property tax

H. Excise duties
Property tax is levied on the rent or rateable value of
buildings situated in Macau, therefore no tax is imposed Sugar, alcohol, motor vehicles, coffee, hydrocarbonoils,
on buildings situated outside the Colony. The tax is wines and spirits, beverages, rice, cement, matches,
imposed on the owners of such buildings and no distinc- tobacco and listed machineries are subject to excise
tion is made between residents and non-residents.No tax duties.
is imposed on land.

No tax is mposed on ndustrial buildings occupied by I. Welfare tax

the owner for industrial purposes and on buildings This tax is equivalent to 5 percent of the and mealroom
occupied by non-profit making schools. Exemption is

bill and is mposed hotels, guest houses and restaur-given for new residential or commercial -buildings_fo.r
on

perod-of years
ants.;_.

a four years in Macau town and six in
the two islands, and for new industrial buildings for five
years in Macau town, and ten years in the two islands. J. Export duty

A 15 percent deduction is allowed for repairs and The duty is 1 percent on the CIF value of exports to
maintenance. quota-limited countries (Federal Republic of Germany,
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Belgium, Austria, France, Netherlands, Luxembourg, depending on the item group. A preference rate is im-

Italy, Irish Republic, Denmark, United Kingdom, posed on Portuguese goods. Exemption is given for

Canada, Sweden, Norway, United States of America ancillary machinery, spare parts for the assembly or

and Finland) and 0.5 percent on the CIF value of alteration of equipment and the expansionof industries,
exports to other countries. as well as raw materials used in industrial production.

Reductions of 80 and 70 percent are given for imports
K. Fixed consumption tax of fuel and salt for the fishing industry. Special exemp-

tions may be granted by the Governor, on the advice of
Imported goods are subject to a fixed consumptiontax, the Economic Department.
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The OECD has just published its annual tries for which data are available, indicate Total Tax Revenue

statistical bulletin on tax levels and struc- a levelling off of this trend and an actual (including social security contributions)
tures in OECD Member countries. The decline in a number of countries (see as percentage of G DP *

bulletin contains the most comprehensive attached table). **

information that is at present available on 1977 1978

an internationally comparable basis, con- As regards tax structures, the main tenden-
Sweden 53.4 53.1cerning the amounts of tax receipts col- cies have been to increase reliance on the

--

lected by OECD Membercountries and the personal income tax and, in most coun- Luxembourg -- 50.0 n.a.

varying ways in which these receipts are tries, social security contributions, whilst Norway -- 47.5 47.3

raised. Though the data refer to the years reducing overall reliance on consumption Netherlands -- 46.3 46.7

1965-1978, the gures for 1978 are taxes, and especially excises on tobacco Belgium -- 42.9 44.4

provisional estimates which may be subject and alcoholic drinks. Taxes on corporate Denmark -- 42.0 43.2
to change and are accordingly not shown incomes and on property have also con- Finland -- 41.2 38.9
in most of the compara-tive tables. tinued to declinesteadily in most countries. France 39.6 39.4-

Austria -- 39.3 41.3
The 35 comparative tables contained in the Data on the allocation of tax revenues by Germany 38.2 38.0--

report, as well as the numerous country levels of government during the years Italy 37.6 34.5--

tables, show how countries differ in the 1973-76 are provided in an annex to the United Kingdom 36.6 35.2--

proportion of their Gross Domestic Pro- publication. The annex highlights the Ireland 35.2 33.7duct taken in taxes and the different wide differences in the proportion of tax
--

New Zealand 34.5 32.3reliance that they place on the various revenues accruing to each level of govern-
--

Canada 32.0 32.3kinds of taxes: income taxes, social secur- ment and the varying methods that are
--

ity contributions, consumption taxes, etc. used to finance local government.
Switzerland -- 31.5 31.5

The commentary which accompanies the United States - 30.3 30.4

tables-draws attention to how the level A table attached to this press release Australia -- 29.7 n.a.

and composition of tax revenues have compares the total taxes in OECD Member Greece -- 28.1 n.a.

changed. For the OECD area as a whole, countries, as a ratio of GDP, in 1977 and Portugal -- 27.2 n.a.
the average proportion of GDP accounted 1978 and a graph indicates how this ratio Turkey 24.8 n.a.--

for by taxation rose from 28 percent in has changed since 1965. Spain 22.5-

1965 to 36 percent in 1977. The increase
n.a.

was especially large in Northern Europe Japan -- 22.2 n.a.

(the Nordic countries, Belgium, Luxem-
* Ranked by 1977 figuresbourg and the Netherlands). Between Revenue Statistics of OECD Member

1977 and 1978, however, for the first Countries 1965-1978. 235 pages, OECD,
** Provisional Estimates

time since 1965 when the series began, Paris 1979. ISBN 92-64-01959-6.Available n.a. not available

provisional 1978 figures for the 16 coun- from OECD Sales Agents.

VAT RATES IN LATIN AMERICA

country tax coverage common rates (%) other rates (%)

Argentina sales and services 16 ---

Bolivia sales 5 ---

Brazil

Federal VAT sales at producer level ---- 3 to 365.6
State VAT sales 13-14-15 depending --

on region
Chile sales and services 20 --

Colombia sales and services ---- 4-6-10-15-35

Costa R ica sales and services 8 --

Honduras sales 3 --

Ecuador sales 5 --

Mexico sales and services 10 6
Panama sales and services 5 --

Peru sales 22 3-5-42

Uruguay
current rates sales and services ,18 7

pending project sales and services 14 8
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J.S.A.:
appealed to the United States Supreme
Court which reversed the decision of the
Californian Supreme Court and found the
tax to be unconstitutional under the

A Lookat the Limitationson
Commerce Clause of the United States
Constitution.

State Power toTaxForeignCommerce Ill. THE LAW

The United States Constitution is one of

(Japan Lines Ltd. v County of Los Angeles) enumeratedpowers. The TenthAmendment
to the United States Constitution declares
that powers not delegated to the United

by Phylllis Culp* States by the Constitution nor prohibited
by it to the states are reserved to the
states.., or to the people. One such right

I. INTRODUCTION places of business and commercialdomiciles granted to Congress under what is known
in Japan and they operate vessels, re- as the Commerce Clause of the Constitution

In a majority opinion decided on April gistered in Japan, which are exclusively states that Congress shall have power...
30, 1979, the United States Supreme used in foreign commerce. The ships have to regulate commerce with foreign nations
Court held in Japan Lines Ltd u County their home ports in Japan and are specifi- and among the several states. 4

of Los Angeles -- U.S. -, 47 LW 4477 cally designed and constructed to ac-
The U.S. Supreme Court, which is the final

(1979) that the city of Los Angeles and commodate large shipping containers. 2

the county of Los Angeles, political These containers not only have their home interpeter of the Constitution, has held
that both the United States and the in-

subdivisions of the state of California, port in Japan but are also taxed on their
dividual states have to enact legis-

could not impose an ad valorem property full value in Japan. power
lation with respect to traffic or trade that

tax on Japanese cargo shipping containers Although the cargo containers are in passes beyond the borders of an individual
used exclusively in foreign commerce be- constant motion except for periods of time state. In defining the limits of the power
tween Japan and the United States. This when they are either undergoing repairs of individual state to enact taxing legis-an
decision further defines the limits of a or waiting for the loading or unloading lation that affects between thecommerce
state's power to enact taxing legislation of cargo, there are always several con- states, the U.S. Supreme Court has onlyunder the Commerce Clause of the United tainers in the state of California at all sustained those laws that do not dis-
States Constitution. While a state may times during a given year. Under California advantage trade from other states muchso
tax instrumentalities (i.e. means, methods property law, 3 property present in Cali- that the flow of traffic between theso
or vehicles by which goods or products fornia on March 1 of any given year is individual states would suffer result.as a
are transported) of interstate commerce subject to an ad valorem property tax on
underspecificcriteriapreviously formulated the assessed value of the property in

The Supreme Court of the United States

by the Court, if it imposes a tax on in- has held that such traffic must bear its
question. Since a number of the cargostrumentalities of foreign commerce two containers physically present in

fair share of the tax burden and even

additional tests must be met: the tax must
were

the instrumentalitites used in interstate
California on March 1 of 1970, 1971 and

not place a substantial risk of international
1972, property tax was levied on the

commerce are subject to state tax and

multiple taxation on the property taxed assessed value of the containers for the property taxes on the various forms of
and it must not prevent federal uniformity in question by the city of Los Angeles transportationequipment. 5

in the regulation of commerce with foreign years
and county of Los Angeles. Legislation that apportions taxes levied

governments. instrumentalities of in terstate
After paying under protest the taxes of upon com-

The effect of this decision is twofold: first
over $550,000, the companies sued for

it provides a new test to determine the con- their refund in the Superior Court for * J.D. Graduate of Case Western Reserve
stitutional limitations upon a state to the County of Los Angeles, the trial court University, Staff member of the Inter-
impose a tax on foreign-ownedand operated in that jurisdiction. In a non-jury trial the national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
instrumentalities of foreign commerce and court granted the recovery of the taxes 1. See National League of Cities u Usery,
secondly it reiterates the absolute and together with interest and court cost to 426 U.S. 833 (1976).
exclusive power to Congress to regulate the companies.

2. A container is a permanent reusable

foreign commerce. Thus while Congress' article of transport equipment...durably ,

power to regulate interstate commerce The city and county of Los Angeles then made of metal, and equipped with doors

has been held to be restricted by consid- appealed the trial court decision in the for easy access to the goods and for re-

erations of federalism and state sovereignty, California Court of Appeal. The Appeal peated use. It is designed to facilitate the

congressional power to regulate foreign Court reversed the judgment of the lower handling, loading, stowage aboard ship,
carriage, discharge from ship, movement

commerce will not be so limited. 1 court and held that a state may impose an and transfer of large numbers of packagesad valorem property tax on moving in- simultaneously by mechanical means to
strumentalities of commerce (i.e. cargo minimize the cost and risks of manually {

Il. HISTORY OF THE CASE containers) on an apportioned basis in processing each package.
order to meet expenses such as road, Simon, The Law of Shipping Containers,

Six Japanese shipping companies who bridges and other services within the 5 J. Maritino L. Comm. 507,513 (1974)
engage in trade with the United States taxing state's jurisdiction. (the Court's footnote 1).

3. Cal. Rev. and Tax Code Ann 117,
and are incorporated under the laws of The companies then appealed from the 405, 2192 (West 1970 and Supp.) 1978.
Japan were held liable for property tax by California Court of Appeal decision to 4. U.S. Const. Art. I, Sec. 8, cl.3.
the city of Los Angeles and county of the Supreme Court of California whic 5. 47 LW 4477, 4480 Washington Re-
Los Angeles, on cargo containers they in a unanimous opinion upheld the Court venue Dept. u Association of Wash. Steue-
owned. The companies have their principal of Appeal decision. Finally, the companies doring Cos., 435 U.S. 734, 750 (1978).
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merce has been regularly upheld as a tax was invalid. The application of the division of tax can only be accomplished
method of insuring their contribution of home port doctrine, the court reasoned, by treaty or other international agreement
a fair share, but not more than one tax was necessary to avoid multiple taxation between the taxing authority and those
may be levied on the full value of the of instrumentalities engaged in commerce subject to the tax. The power to enter
items assessed. with foreign nations. While apportionment such agreements is prohibited under the

Mathematical precision has not been re- of taxes was used in interstate commerce U.S. Constitution to the individual states

quired and reasonable methods of ap- to prevent such duplication of taxes it as only the federal governmentmay engage

portionment of the tax have become the is not practical when one of the taxing in foreign relations. The California Court
10

practice by which a risk of possiblemultiple entities is a foreign sovereign power. of Appeal, however, rejected the shipping
In such cases [t]here is no tribunal that companies' argument that, in light of thistaxation of the instrumentalities has been

resolved. By apportioningthe tax among the can adjudicate (competing) rights unless inability to apportion, a distinction should

jurisdictions, the risk of a tax on more than it be the InternationalCourt and to invoke be made in the constitutional analysis
the instrumentalities'full value is eliminated its services jurisdiction must be consented given to taxes that affect international

and multiple burdens logically cannot to by all parties. 11 The trial court then commerce. It found that the home port
occur. 6 No one jurisdiction can tax the held that to apply the tax in derogation doctrine should not shield a taxpayer
instrumentality in full, thus instrumen- of the home port doctrine would subject even if...engaged in foreign commerce

talities from other states are not unfairly international commerce to multiple tax- from a fairly apportioned ad valorem

burdened and placed at a disadvantage by ation and thus was unconstitutional under tax levied by a non-domiciliary juris-
being taxed fully in their state of domicile the Commerce Clause. In so holding diction with which the taxpayer has

and perhaps again when engaged in inter- the court followed Scandinavian Airlines sufficient contacts......The possibilityof in-
12

state commerce. System, Inc. u County of Los Angeles ternational double taxation of instrumen-
where it was held that an ad valorem talities of foreign commerce... [was] no

In determining whether a particular state property tax levied by California upon reason to limit the local power to tax them
tax law is constitutional in that it does not aircraft owned, based and registered upon a non-discriminatory apportioned
place a burden on commerce and hinder abroad and used exclusively in inter- basis. 15
the flow of traffic between the states, the national commerce was unconstitutional
U.S. Supreme Court has formulated a under the Commerce Clause because it
four-prong test to apply to such legislation. subjected instrumentalities engaged in 3. The California Supreme Court

First the instrumentality must have a foreign commerce to a risk of multiple
substantial nexus with the taxing state, taxation that could be avoided by ap-

The Califonia Supreme Court granted
secondly the tax must be fairly appor- portionment domestically, but not when a hearing. It reversed the judgment of

tioned, thirdly the tax mustnot discriminate a foreign nation was involved.
the trial court and essentially adopted

against out of state property and finally the opinion of the Califonia Court of

the tax must be fairly related to the 2. The CaliforniaCourt of Appeal Appeal. In sustaninner validity of the

services provided by the State. 7 Had the tax, the Californiupreme Court found

cargo containers been engaged in interstate When, however, the city and county that the samet that was applied to

commerce (i.e. between the individual appealed to the CaliforniaCourt of Appeal taxes on y*state commerce was also

states) the four-prong test provided by the this court appeared to conclude that SAS to be v,d to test the constitutionality
U.S. Supreme Court would have been suf- was no longer controlling, believing it to of

Unli:'
.tes involving foreign commerce.

ficent to insure that the constitutional have been effectively overruled by a the trial court, the California

considerationsunder the Commerce Clause subsequelt California Supreme Court de- Supreme Court concluded that the

were satisfied. However, since the con- cision. 13 In the eld of interstate com- threat of double taxation from foreign
tainers were engaged in foreign commerce merce, apportionment of taxes has re- taxing authorities has no role in commerce

the Supreme Court of the United States Placed the home port doctrine as a method clause considerations of multiple burden...

found that a more extensiveconstitutional of eliminating discrimination by the taxing [therefore] the containers' foreign owner-

inquiry [was] required. 8 state against out of state property. This ship and use [were] irrelevant for the

method avoids multiple taxation of the purposes of constitutional analysis. 16

instrumentalities by their domiciliary state

IV. THE OPINION OF THE LOWER and other states with which it has contact.

COURTS While the U.S. SupremeCourthas discarded 6. 47 LW 4477, 4481.

the home port doctrine for an apportion. 7. 47 LW 4477,4480 Complete Auto
v

I. The trial court ment of the tax levied by a non-domiciliary Transit, Inc. Brandy, 430 U.S. 274,
state and states with which it has contact 279(1977).

8. Ibid.
' The question of a state's power to enact it has consistently distinguished the treat- 9. 47 LW 4477,4478.

taxing laws that affect foreign commerce ment of ocean going vessels in the field of 10. Ibid.
is not a new one. foreign commerce and has continued to 11. Ibid.

Federal courts had consistently held use the home port doctrine to prevent 12. 56 Cal.2d, 11 363 P d Cert. denied,
that vessels which are instrumentalities multiple taxation of these vessels. 368 U.S. 899 (1961).

13. Sea-Land Seruice Inc. u County of
of foreign commerce and engaged in The basis of the U.S. Supreme Court's Alemeda, 12 Cal. 3rd 722, 528 p.2d
foreign commerce can be taxed in their approval of the apportionment theory in 56 (1974). In that case the California
home port only, 9 and this principle the domestic area, in interstate commerce, Supreme Court not only criticized the use

had become known as the home port has been the court's power to enforce full of the home port doctrine as a basis of
doctrine. When the Japanese companies apportionment by all potential taxing taxation by labelling it anachronistic
sued for a tax refund, the trial court bodies. 14 In the international context, but also upheld an apportioned property
applied the home port doctrine and however, when the- -tity is owned by a

tax on containers owned by a domestic

granted the refund. The trial court reasoned foreigner, domiciled in a foreign country corporation used in both intercoastal
and foreign commerce.

that since the cargo containers (the pro- and engaged only in foreign commerce 14. LW 4477, 4481.
perty being taxed) were instrumentalities with the United States, the U.S. Supreme 15 Japan Line Ltd. u County of Los
of foreign commerce and were taxed in Court does not have the power to pre- Angeles, 20 Cal: 3rd 180, 185 (1977).
Japan (their home port), the California scribe a fair apportionment of the taxes. A 16. 20 Cal. 3rd 180, 187.
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Since an individual state of the union law affects interstate commerce come U.S. Supreme Court is that a state tax must
cannot levy an import or export duty on into play. The first of these is whether, be in conformity with the United States
goods entering or leaving its territory, the notwithstanding an apportionment of the national government's policy and philos.
companies maintained that, in addition tax, it enhancesthe risk of multiple taxation ophy. The taxation of foreign commerce

to the Commerce Clause violations, the of the property engaged in foreign com- of necessity may require a uniformnational
tax also violated this prohibition. The merce. The second, equally important, rule and only the U.S. government can

taxing of the containers, they maintained, issue is the necessity of maintaining federal formulate this rule.
was an indirect tonnage duty prohibited uniformity in the area of foreign relations The court reasoned that this need for
under Article I, section 10, clause 3 of the and foreign commerce. federal uniformity in the area of foreign
United States Constitution. Under this Under the Commerce Clause, multiple commerce may be frustrated in several
provision, individual states are prevented taxation of commercial transportation ways by state tax legislation that affects
from denying access to their territories vehicles or instrumentalities of commerce foreign property. If, for example, an in-
by the imposition of duties. The California used in trade not only between the in- dividual state imposed an apportioned tax,
Supreme Court dismissed this argument dividual states of the union but also be- an international dispute over the formulae
and found that the U.S. Supreme Court tween the United States and foreign used in the apportionment might arise;
had held in previous decisions that in- nations is not permitted. In interstate therefore, any resolution of the disagree-dividual states may impose an apportioned in order to eliminate ment has to involve the United States
property tax on moving instrumentalities

commerce, any
unfair treatment that may result from national governmentand not the individual

of interstate commerce to meet the ex- the imposition of a tax on property by taxing state. Or if a state creates an asym-
penses of the services within the taxing both its domiciliary state and those states metric taxing system, those nations placed
jurisdiction. It reasoned that the property through which it travels, the SupremeCourt at a disadvantage by the tax could retaliate
tax on the cargo containers was not levied has required apportionmentof the tax by by taxing all American instrumentalitiesan
while they were in transit since there all the possible taxing jurisdictions.This al- in their jurisdiction and not just those
were always some containers within the location of tax that of the from the individual state that haveassures no one maystate at all times. It was the continuous

jurisdictions taxes the property imposed the tax. Such retaliation ofon more
presence of the containers that was being than its full value. Therefore those engaged necessity would be directed at American
taxed on an apportioned basis. Therefore

n interstate trade will not be penalized for transportation equipment in general not
the tax was not imposed as a duty upon their activities. The basis for sustaining just that of the taxing state, that theso
entering or leaving the state, but was

apportioned property taxes, however, has nation as a whole would suffer. 20
levied on an apportioned basis for use of been the Court's ability to enforce this The Court then proceeded to analyze thethe state's harbor facilities, roads, bridges, division among the individual taxing
water supplies, fire and police protection bodies.

California tax under this test. It found

as well as other services. 17 that the California tax did result in multiple
In the area of foreign commerce this is taxation of the containers, once in Japan

The shipping companiesmade a final appeal not possible. Neither the U.S. Supreme and again in the United States. Secondly,
to the U.S. Supreme Court. The issue that Court nor the federal government can en- it found that the tax prevented the nation
was presented to the Supreme Court was if sure that tax levied on property domiciled from following a uniform treatment of
a state within the limits of the Commerce in another country will be divided among containers used in foreign commerce and
Clause of the United States Constitution the potential taxing bodies. The country therefore there was an inconsistency in
may impose a non-discriminatory ad of domicile may well impose a tax on the policy between state and federal
valorem property tax on foreign owned the full value of the property. When one government. As evidence of this the Court
instrumentalities (cargo containers) of

among the taxing entities is another cited a Customs Convention on Containers
internationalcommerce. sovereign nation, the court's power and to which the United States and Japan are

ability to enforce a distribution of the signatories. Its purpose is to remove any
burden is impaired. Consistent with the impediments to the use of containers as

V. U.S. SUPREME COURT OPINION customs of nations the country of domicile 66instruments of international traffic.
has the right to impose a tax on the full The California tax would hinder this

Under Volume 28 of the United States value of the property. 18 uniformity and create a risk of retaliation

Code, section 1257(2), the U.S. Supreme A state tax, even though fairly appor-
in Japan. 21

Court has appellate jurisdiction to review tioned, may subject foreign commerce Therefore, because California'sad valorem
a final judgment rendered by the highest to a multiple tax burden to which inter- tax as applied to appellants' containers,
court of a state when such adjudication state commerce is not subject. Apportion- results in multiple taxation of the in-
determines that a state statute did not ment of the tax is not a solution when strumentalities of foreign commerce, and
vilate the Constitution, treaties or laws there is no administrative body that can because it prevents the FederalGovernment
of the United States. Since the validity insure that, in the aggregate, the taxes from 'speaking with one voice' in inter-
of California's apportioned ad valorem

imposed would not be on more than the national trade, the tax is inconsistent
property tax levied on the cargo containers full value of the property subject to the with Congress's power to 'regulate com-
was sustained by the California Supreme tax. The tax in California as sustained merce with foreign nations'. We hold the
Court and deemed not to be repugnant not only created a risk of multiple taxation tax, as applied, unconstitutional under
to the Commerce Clause of the Consti- but does in fact result in double taxation. the Commerce Clause and reverse the
tution, the U.S. Supreme Court has ap- judgment of the Supreme Court of Cali-
pellate jurisdiction over the case, to hear As foreign commerce is primarily a matter fornia. 22
and decide the issue placed before it. of national concern, internationalrelations
In formulating the constitutional inquiry with foreign nations must be conducted

required to determine the validity of a through a single administrative body. 17. Ibid.
law that imposes a tax on instrumentalities The national government must have full 18. 47 LW 4477, 4481.

engaged in foreign commerce, the U.S. and adequate power to speak with one 19. Ibid.

Supreme Court found that in the Commerce voice when regulatingcommercial relations 20. Ibid.
19 4477,4482.Clause analysis two additional con- with foreign governments . Therefore 21. 47 LW

siderations beyond those required when a the second consideration looked at by the 22. Ibid.
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ANALYSIS GATT provisions cited by the companies, they only
prohibit discriminatory treatment. There was absolutely
no evidence that the Japanese containers were treated

. The international consequences that would have flowed any differently than domestic containers which were

from the judgment rendered by the CaliforniaSupreme also subject to the state property tax. Under this treaty
Court were abruptly halted by the U.S. Supreme Court as under the FCN Treaty the California tax applied
in this recent decision. Due to the fact that the U.S. equally to all containers so that this provision was not
Supreme Court found tha the California property violated and therefore this Agreement could not be
tax violated the Commerce Clause and therefore based used as a limitation on the power of a state to mpose
its judgment on this clause it never reached several other a property tax on foreign owned cargo containers.
constitutional arguments that were raised in the lower
court. Because of this, the validity of these arguments
in terms of the power of the states to impose taxes on Il. TONNAGE DUTY PROHIBITIONS
moving instrumentalities of foreign commerce remains
unresolved. The following analysis of the U.S. Supreme Under Article I, Section 10, clause 3 of the United
Court opinion will attempt to give some indication of States Constitution the individual states are prohibited
the current status of the law as a result of the U.S. from taxing access to their territories by levying a

Supreme Court's opinion in this case. tonnage duty. In the lower court, the companies argued
that the California tax contravened this clause for its
application resulted in a tonnage duty indirectly im-

I. TREATY QUESTIONS posed upon the cargo containers. The companies argued
that the tax, although ostensibly levied on the cargo

1. U.S. Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty containers, was in reality a tax on their capacity to carry
with Japan goods, which tax was prohibited by the Constitution.

The lower court rejected this argument completely. It
Under the supremacy clause of the United States found that whereas tonnage duties taxes the
Constitution, treaties between the United States Govern-

or on

transported goods are prohibited, the clause does not
ment and foreign countries take precedence over state totally prevent the state from imposing taxes trans-
laws. When, however, the companies maintained that

on

portation vehicles. The states are permitted under the
the Californiaproperty tax violated United States treaty Constitution to charge the instrumentalitiesof
oblgations with Japan, both the California Supreme

commerce

for their services rendered and enjoyed by the instru-
Court and the U.S. Supreme Court rejected this argu- mentalities. It therefore characterized this tax not as a
ment. duty but as a charge for various state services from
The Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation which the instrumentalitiesbenefitted.The U.S. Supreme
Between the United States of America and Japan, Court never reached this question due to its adjudication
dated April 1, 1953, prohibits discrimination against of the case nor can it be seen whether this constitutional
Japanese nationals by the imposition of more burden- clause will prevent or limit the states' power to tax
some or greater tax on them than on Americannationals. foreign owned instrumentalities engaged in foreign
Both the lower court and the U.S. Supreme Court found commerce.

that the Califormia tax in no way violated the pro-
vision cited by the companies. The property tax was Ill. THE IMPORT-EXPORTCLAUSE
applied equally to American as well as Japanese pro-
perty located in the state without regard to its owner- The lower court also rejected the companies' argument
ship. The purpose of the provision was to insure like that the tax was an mpost or duty that violated Article
treatment for the citizens of both countries and this I, Section 10, clause 2 of the U.S. Constitution, which
the courts found had been done. The state tax law did prohibits the states from levying an impost or duty on
not contravene this treaty provision and therefore mports to or exports from its territory. The U.S.
was not invalidated under the supremacy clause of

Supreme Court opinion never considered this issue
the U.S. constitution. due to its disposition of this case.

2. GATT The lower court maintained that mports and duties
are taxes on the commercial privilege of bringing

In addition the companies argued that the state tax was goods into a country. 1 The Constitution prohibits
a violation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and duties on the mportation of goods and not a tax
Trade (GATT) to which the United States is a signatory. upon the means of transporting the goods into the
The U.S. Supreme Court deemed this argument to be territory. Clearly the goods that the containers were

frivolous. Article III, Sections 1 and 2, of GATT de- transporting come under the protection of the import-
, clares that imported products may not be subject to export clause, as well as the tonnage duty prohibition.

heavier taxes or less favorable treatment than like Hgwever, th.e- question still remains as to whether the

products of a domestic origin. The cargo containers cargo containers or other vehicles of transportation
were not mported products for they were designed to are likewise protected from state taxation under these
be used repeatedly for transportation.The U.S. Supreme clauses. According to the lower court, neither clause
Court noted, however, that even if the containers could
be considered to be imported within the meaning of the 1. 20 Cal. 3rd 180, 186.
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protects the instrumentalities of transportation from national or foreign commerce the home port doctrine
state taxes levied upon them. However, it is unclear had not been replaced by apportionment but was still
as to whether the U.S. Supreme Court also holds this a valid limitation on the state's jurisdiction to tax
view. ocean-going vessels and the instrumentalitiesassociated

In a footnote to this case, the U.S. Supreme Court with them.

stated that the policies underlying both the Commerce The U.S. Supreme Court declined to answer whether
Clause and the import-export clause are very much under the home port doctrine an ocean-going vessel
alke. 2 The criteria established for determining the could only be taxed in its home port by its state of

constitutionality of laws affecting the import-export domicile regardless of whether it was engaged in foreign
clause were found by the court to be similar to those or domestic commerce, or whether its ownership was

affecting the Commerce Clause. The three-prong test an important element in any analysis undertakenunder
enunciated by the U.S. Supreme Court under the this doctrine. It is not clear from this opinion whether

mport-export clause challenge held that a state law the new test formulated by the Court will replace the
violated this prohibition if it prevents the federal home port doctrine as a method of defining the state's

govemment from speaking with one voice when reg- power to tax foreign owned vehicles of transportation
ulating commercial relations with foreign governments, or whether the mmunity granted under this doctrine
diverts import revenue to the states and lastly disrupts to ocean-going vessels engaged in foreign commerce

the harmony between the states. may still exist.

Similar aims were found to underly the Commerce
Clause prohibitions; in fact the first test, a uniform
national policy for regulatingforeign trade, was adopted V. THE CURRENTSTATUS OF THE LAW

by the U.S. Supreme Court in this case. In the import-
export clause case 3 the court upheld a state tax as not Although some unanswered questions remain due

preventing the federal government from speaking with to the fact that the U.S. Supreme Court failed to

one voice. However, it specificallynoted in the case that reach several issues raised in the lower court, a pattern
this was true except in those instances when state taxes seems to be emerging in the current status of the law

were imposed on foreign businesses or vessels. that defines the limits of a state's power to tax instru-
mentalities of commerce. Ownership of the vehicle

In contrast to the likelihood of the Tonnage Duty clause is the critical factor in the determination of the con-

being used to limit a state's power to tax foreign owned stitutional protection afforded vehiclesof transportation
instrumentalities of foreign commerce, the import- engaged in foreign commerce against the imposition of
export clause and all the policies emanating therefrom state property taxes.
seem to be possiblegrounds for a constitutionalchallenge. A case which was discussed extensively in the California

Supreme Court opinion, Sea-Land, appears to be dis-

IV. THE HOME PORT DOCTRINE positive of the state's power to tax domestically owned
instrumentalities of commerce even though engaged in

Several theories have been used by the courts to prevent foreign commerce. Although the U.S. Supreme Court

the multiple taxation of moving instrumentalitiesused never reached this question in its reasoning in this case,

in commerce. One such theory which was raised in the this appears to be the current law with regard to do-

lower court and could have been used by the U.S. mestically owned vehicles.

Supreme Court in the disposition of this case is the In Sea-Land the California Supreme Court upheld an

home port dotrine. Because this doctrine is based upon apportioned property tax on a shipping company's
the common law right to tax and not upon the U.S. cargo containers used in both interstate and foreign
Constitution, the U.S. Supreme Court chose to rest its commerce. In that case the California Supreme Court

analysis of this case on the Constitution and not the not only rejected the home port doctrine as a method
common law. However, as a result of its decision, the of limiting the state's power to tax but also rejected
status of this doctrine remains unclear. the contention that any possible international double

The home port doctrine developed as a theory of taxation of these containers might be a reason to limit

taxation that defined the jurisdiction of a state to the state's power to tax them on an apportioned basis.

tax moving equipment of commerce. It allowed for It was irrelevant to this court that foreign and not

the taxation of moving vehicles of transportation in interstate commerce was involved, for these domestically
the place n whch they were not only registered and owned containers used in both intercoastal and foreign
owned but also where they were based, that is in their commerce were held subject to the state's apportioned
home port. Gradually in the domestic context, ap- property tax despite their internationalactivities.

portionment of the taxes mposed on vehicles of trans- The California court in the Japanese Lines case found

portation, whereby each taxing jurisdiction was em- that the threat of any multiple taxation due to the

powered to tax a portion of the value of the instru- instrumentalitites' foreign ownership was not to be

mentality, has replaced the home port doctrine as a considered in the court's reasoningunder the Commerce
method of eliminating the risk of multiple taxation
in interstate commerce.

2. See 47 LW 4477, 4481 footnote 14: Michelin Tire Corp. v

Both in the lower court and again in the U.S. Supreme Wages. 422 U.S. 276 (1976).
Court, the companies argued that in the field of inter- 3. Ibid.
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Clause. Since this risk of possible double taxation was commerce must be dealt with on a national level un-

not due to any discrimination on the part of the taxing fettered by state laws. Foreign policy and any laws

jurisdiction the California court found that the multiple affecting foreign relations must remain a federaldomain.
tax burden should not be considered in its analysis of Throughout this opinion the U.S. Supreme Court made
the state laws' constitutionality under the Commerce reference to the fact that ocean-going ships and now
Clause. the instrumentalities connected with them, their cargo
Using this case as precedent the California court found containers, traditionally have been giveh special treat-
that the Japanese cargo containers' foreign ownership ment when state laws attempted to impose taxes upon
was irrelevant in its analysis and the challenge of the them. In the cases that upheld apportionment of state
tax as being unconstitutional under the Commerce taxes on various forms of transportation, ocen-going
Clause was rejected. In the appeal to the U.S. Supreme ships have usually been exempted from their mposition.
Court, however, the U.S. Supreme Court found that It remains unclear from this case whether other forms
the ownership of the vehicle subject to state tax seems of transportation equipment will be immune from state

to be critical to its determination of the power of the taxation under the new test formulated by the court or

state to levy such a tax. whether this test is an extension of this exception.
Foreign ownership of the property subject to state law Since local taxes have become a question of some

impairs the power of the court to ensure a fair ap- importance for domestic as well as foreign companies
portionment of the tax which would eliminate the risk engaged in foreign commerce,immunityfrom these taxes

of multiple tax burdens under the Commerce Clause. would be advantageous to these companies. The dif-
When a vehicle is not only owned by an entity in- ference in the tax liability of foreign owned as opposed
corporated in a foreign country but also used exclusively to domestically owned vehicles of transportation can

in foreign commerce there is no administrative body be a decisive factor in the businessplanningof companies
that can enforce an international apportionment of engaged in foreign commerce with the United States.
a state tax so as to elirninate the risk of multiple tax Prognosis of further constitutional limitations on the
burdens that is required under the Commerce Clause of state's power to tax instrumentalitiesengaged in foreign
the Constitution. Therefore, a different constitutional commerce is difficult from this opinion. One thing *t

4

analysis is required when a state law is challenged as does appear to be clear from this opinion: the U.S. 41
being unconstitutionalunder the Commerce Clause and Supreme Court seems to feel that the federal govern- t
the instrumentality subject to the tax is foreign owned. ment and the federal government alone must establish :
The distinction granted to foreign owned instrumen- foreign policy unrestricted by any state laws and any.
talities seems to reflect the U.S. Supreme Court's aware- notions of federalism when dealing with laws that affect :1

ness that federal policy in the area of international foreign commerce.

j,

-

I.F.A. IN THE COMMISSIONOF THE The Commission's reply followed on October 18,
EUROPEANCOMMUNITIES 1979:

On September 6, 1979 Mr. Damseaux, Member of The Commission agrees with the Honourabte
the European Parliament, submtted the following Member that the Intemational Fiscal Associa-

question to the Commissionof the European Com- ton makes an mportant contribution to the
munities: search for solutons to problemsarising in con-

Has the Commission sent one or more experi- nection with tax harmonization in the Commu-

enced officials to the Congress of the FA, nity. Accordingly, it is reguarly representedat

whose activities are conducted at a high level the Associations annual congresses by high-
and allow the various trends in intemational ranking oficials from the Directorate-General

fiscal law to be closely followed for FinancialInstitutionsand Taxation.

Source: OfficialJournalof the EuropeanCommunitiesNo. C 288ofNovember19, 1979at 19
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a_ustanBudget1979~80
in national income resulting from devel-

opment.
It is, however, also an unfortunate fact
that an underdeveloped economy is also

Extract from the Budget Speech pronounced on June 28, 1979 by the underdevelopedin the field of taxation.
The preponderance of low level incomes

Minister for Finance and Coordination,Mr. Ghulam Ishaq Khan. and the widespread prevalence of self
employment sharply restrict the tax base.

A detailed discussion of the Pakistan tax system appears in the Bureau'spublication: The tax payers in a poor country are also

TAXES AND INVESTMENTIN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC understandably allergic to suffer cuts even

in incremental incomes effected through
fiscal imports. This attitude is conditioned

NO GENERALTAX RELIEF 80. Non-development revenue expenditure by a variety of factors such as low per
for 1979-80 is estimated at Rs. 29,140 capita income in relation to aspirations,

inadequate awareness of the beneficient
70. Various proposals were made before million.

effects of financed expenditures, lacktax
the budget was finalised, seeking tax relief, 81. There is thus an estimated revenue of development consciousness and know-
more concessions and more reliefs, more deficit of Rs. 509 million. The major ledge of development requirements and
concessions and more subsidies. I am afraid increases in non-development revenue certain psychologicaland political attitudes
that these suggestions were based on an expenditure projected in 1979-80 are largely inherited from colonial days when
incomplete and partial understanding of in debt services (Rs. 878 million), de- government was looked upon as an alien
the economic situation. fence (Rs. 1,243 million), grants to pro- exploiter.
Let me reiterate that the dictate of the vinces and local bodies (Rs. 187 million), These characteristicsof underdevelopment,
economic situation is for a total national subsidy on edible oil (Rs. 246 million). need not be taken to be immutable and ir-
effort which is in excess of what we have 82. Net capital receipts for 1979-80 are remediable. These need to be positively
ever done in the past. It would be the estimated at Rs. 855 million, which would changed if equity promised economic
height of irresponsibility for a finance represent a decrease of Rs. 48 million over growth in a milieu of stability is to be
minister to provide general relief at this the revised estimates of the current year. ensured. The alternatives to additional
stage. This decrease is attributable to higher taxation in our present economic pre-
It would be taking an easy option not to repayment of foreign debt. dicamentare either to interruptthe nation's
do anything and leave the situation to progress towards self-reliant growth of
deteriorate for the next government to 83. Self-financing by autonomous bodies

to have excessive to regressive andresource
handle. The present government has and external resources for 1979-80, as al-

destabilising deficit financing which even

adopted the only course possible for a ready indicated are estimated at Rs. 1,294 though it not be commonly realised
responsible government. million and Rs. 10,258 millionrespectively. may

as such is the more cruel form of taxation
71. However, the government is conscious 84. It is quite obvious that a gap of the or to resort to still greater external bor-
that it would be unfair to subject the indicated magnitude cannot be adequately rowing, which if unmatched by adequate
already impoverished to a further burden. covered without recourse to a substantial resource mobilisation effort at home is
In this connection, I will be announcing tax effort. Along with the need to nobilise generally possible only on terms which

selective measures aimed at relieving the additional resources changes are also called place the nation's future in permanent
burden for lower income groups. for in our taxationstructure and the pricing bondage and compromises its sovereignty
At this, point I would refer to the intro- policies in respect of goods and public and honour. I am convinced that given
duction of Zakat and Ushr 1 in the next services with a view to increasing the rate these choices, the nation would gladly
fiscal year. As you are well aware, this of investment and savings, maximising accept a higher fiscal contribution.

injunction is the Islamic instrument of agriculturaland industrialproduction,curb-

redistribution, equitable sharing and re. ing non-essential consumption, strength-
moval of poverty. Through organising it ening the balance of payments by en-

at the state level we hope to fully provide couraging exports and stimulating viable TAXATION PROPOSALS

for those who are not in a position to import substitution, removing price dis-
meet their minimum needs. tortions, improving efficiency of public 86. I would now like to briefly indicate

The government earnestly hopes that services, reducing inequalities in income my taxation proposals, the full details of

Zakat and Ushr would emerge as effective and wealth, promoting and imparting which may be seen in the summary of

mechanism for meeting the basic needs greater flexibility to the tax system. financial measures which is being released

of the poor aside from ensuring a more The various proposals that I shall pre- to the press simultaneously.
equitable distribution of income and sently outline have been designed to

wealth. service one or more of these purposes.
A sincere effort has also been made to

BUDGET DEFICIT make the tax system simpler, rational, WEALTH TAX ON URBAN PROPERTY
less complicated and to reduce the area

79. I shall now briefly outline the budget- of discretionof the tax collector. 87. We are all aware of the boom in urban

ary picture for 1979-80. Gross revenue construction. This would have been all

receipts in the next fiscal year at existing right had this process taken care of the
rates of taxation are estimatedat Rs.33,220 HIGHER TAXATION housing needs of the low and middle in-
million which represent a climb of 9.7
percent over the revised estimates for the 85. It is an established fact that a devel- 1. See M.P. Dominic, Towards an
current year. Net federal revenue receipts oping country in its journey on the path Islamic Order in Pakistan: Introduction
for 1979-80 after transfers to provinces to attainment of self-sustaining growth of Islamic Taxes (Zakat and Ushr) in
are estimated at Rs. 28,631 million as requires large and expanding resources, 33 BULLETIN FOR INTERNATIONAL
compared to Rs. 26,142 million in the which have primarily to be mobilized by FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 183 (April
current year. syphoning off through taxes increments 1979).
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come groups. But instead we see massive to be fully realised from 1st October, 1979 sources of energy in certain areas and for
resources being diverted to luxuriousplazas was instead made effective from 1st April, certain purposes, we have not been able to
and palatial houses completely out of place 1979. In addition, market premiums emulate the example of those countries but
in our present setting. I, therefore, propose ranging from dollar 1.90 to dollar 2.42 I must emphasise that it is the national duty
to levy wealth tax of 2A percent on the per barrel have also been levied by most of of each and every Pakistani to economise
value of urban property in the possessionof the suppliers. the use of petroleum products so that
each family in excess of Rs. 5 lakh. 2 Since Similarly, the price of deficit products the growing bill on this account can be
all other wealth is liable to Zakat, we had which we import inreased by 15 percent contained.
made it clear in the Zakat and Ushr Order by 1st April, 1979, as against the original
that wealth tax shall not be levied on estimate of 7 percent made in December 93. With the same objective of conserving
assets paying Zakat. 1978. The overall increase in the price of energy and to discourage the import of
This wealth tax remains applicable only imported refined products until yesterday luxurious cars, I propose to increase cus-

to urban and such other properties in the ranged from 29 percent to 33 percent ac- toms duty on all cars above the engine
case of Muslims which are outside the cording to today's inflation the price of capacity of 1600 ce to 350 percent. The

purview of Zakat and Ushr Orders and to crude will go up by at least around 24 per- duty structure of other vehicles and all
all assets presently so taxable in the case cent for US dollar 14.46 to a maximum of cars of 1600 cc capacity and below remain
of non-Muslims. US dollar 18 per barrel. unchanged.

91. As a result of the unexpected increase, 94. Natural gas is an energy substitute and
its price has to move in step with the POL

ABOLITIONOF ESTATE DUTY our import bill has sharply increased from
the previously estimated figure of dollar to ensure its economic use and also to

522 million to dollar 605 million for the avoid price distortions. We, therefore, pro-
88. Estate duty which in the Western 1978-79. pose to enhance the duty on natural gas
world had been brought in as a battering year

from 57 paisa deca cubic meter toHowever, the full impact of the increases per
ram against inherited wealth has in our

will be felt in the nancial year 1979-80. 86 paisa per deca cubic meter and on
context of Islamic system of inheritance

The crude and the deficit product import liquied petroleum gas from 41 paisa per
largely become irrelevant. Considering its bill will the basis of present prices and deca cubic meter to 86 paisa per decaonlow yield over the years it was also serving taking into account the latest increase of cubic meter. Certain adjustments are also
more as an irritant than a source of revenue being made in the rate of development24 percent during the year will rise from
or serving any social objective and is ac-

dollar 605 million in 1978-79 to surcharge in such a manner that the con-
cordingly being abolished. over

sumer's price of natural does notdollar 874 million in 1979-80. gas
However, due to increase in exportearnings exceed by more than 58 paisa per deca

from our own surplus products such as fuel cubic meter. The consumer's price of
INCREASE OF IMPORT BILL

oil and naptha and the commissioning of natural gas will still be very low if its price
based on calorific value is compared with

89. Dut to the construction boom that I the Additional Refining capacity of 5,000
that of POL products.referred to earlier, we have to import an. BPD in the 1st quarter of the financial year

nually one million tons of cement from to process increased indigeneouscrude, the After announcing various measures with
abroad out of our scarce foreign exchange net import bill for the year 1979-80 is

respect to customs duties and excises,
resources. The import of cement has led estimated to be around dollar 693 million.

many of which will be increased in order
to the emergence of a two-tier price 92. In view of these developments it has to conserve foreign currency and to curb
structure and a thriving black-market in become necessary to increase the product non-essential consumption, the Minister
the commodity. prices by 25 to 45 paisa per litre in order turned to measures to stimulate domestic
To remedy this situation it is accordingly to be able to meet the increased cost of production and investment.
proposed to unify the prices of imported the imported crude and the refined pro-and domestically produced cement at ducts.
Rs. 900 per ton ex-factory or bulk sale The revised price of motor spirit has ac- INCENTIVES FOR DOMESTICgodowns through an increase in excise cordingly been fixed at Rs. 3.61 litre, PRODUCTIONduty and developmentsurcharge. per

that of kerosene oil at Rs. 1.25 per litreThis, apart from curbing the large-scale and of HSD and LDO at Rs. 1.97 and In this behalf I mention thatblack market in this item will also dis- may our
Rs. 1.40 per litre respectively. Even with capital goods industry has to compete with

courage its wasteful low social priority these adjustments the price of kerosene imported machinery which is subject touse and make the new capacity which is oil and light diesel oil will be less than their 40 percent rate of duty. To increase thebeing established at six to seven times actual landed cost by about 50 paisa and competitiveness of the domestic industrythe cost of old units and which will soon 56 paisa per litre respectively. I may also one way would be to increase substantiallybe coming on stream, financially viable.
mention that despite the increases of 25-45 the import duty machinery but thison

90. Another critical item in which we paisa per litre the prices of all the essential would come in conflict with our invest-
are decit and which is being imported at petroleum products in Pakistan will con- ment objectives. We have, therefore, de-
an enormous cost is POL products. It tinue to be lower than in the neighbouring cided that import of raw materials and
will be sometime before the full effects of countries. For instance, as compared to components for the production of capital
our accelerated programme for petroleum India petrol will be cheaper by Rs. 1.50 goods should be allowed at the rate of
exploration and development will be felt. per litre, kerosene by Rs. 0.63 per litre. 30 percent instead of 40 percent. A further
In the interim period oil imports will In most of the developed countries also 10 percent concession has been extended
continue to place a heavy burden on the petrol is being sold for not less than Rs. 20 to intermediate goods like enamelled
economy during 1979-80. per gallon compared to the revised price of copper wire, tubings, and bolts and nuts.
Earlier in December 1978 the OPEC had Rs. 16.25 per gallon in Pakistan. Because Such industries will get repayment of
announced an overall increase of 15 per- of the rising prices of oil, the rest of the duty and sales tax paid in excess of 20
cent in crude prices spread over a period world is trying to conserve energy and mea- percent on supplies made to the local
of four quarters starting January 1, 1979. sures have been taken to cut down con- capital goods industry. In case where
However, in March 1979 the entire increase sumption by 5-10 percent in most countries.
of 15 percent earlier announced which was Considering our deficiencies in alternative 2. 1 lakh = 100,000.
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locally fabricated machinery is supplied which are also being manufactured locally INCOME TAX
to areas paying 20 percent customs duty has been raised to 50 percent from the

on imports, the concession will be further present rate of 40 percent. 115. Coming to Income-tax, of late both
enhanced to repayment of duty in excess (iii) In case of rings and spindles locally the law and the Department have come in

of 15 percent on the importedraw materials fabricated, the industry shall receive full for quite a bit of criticism. Certain
and components. Unity supplying machin- rebate of customs duty and sales tax on quarters have suggested that the Income-

ery to duty exempt areas like Baluchistan the raw material and components im- tax system be abolished altogether. This,
and Azad Kashmir, will be allowed a ported for the manufacture of these in my opinion, would be a highly retrograde
refund of entire customs duty and sales items. and unjustified act. In our present fiscal

tax on components and raw materials. (iv) Import duty on dyes has been raised system, income-tax is the only significant
These are very substantial incentives to to 70 percent to protect and encourage direct tax which can be progressively
the local engineering industry and I expect the local manufacturers. As a measure of geared to take into account the 'capacity
them to increase their production and unifornity, central excise duty at 22 per- to pay' of the citizens. Its abolition would

ensure high quality of the machinery cent of retail price leviable on sulphur make our taxation system almost entirely
fabricated by them. black has been restored to bring it on dependenton indirect taxes.

107. As a general incentive for indus- par with other dyes. It would deprive the government of a very

trialization of backward areas, I propose (v) Import duty on typewriter ribbons effective and useful instrument of reducing

adding to the list of duty exempt areas,
has been raised to 70 percent and on raw inequalitities of incomes. It is our mis-

the districts of Mansehra and Kohistanalso. material for the manufacture of ribbons fortune that we have not been able to

locally, duty has been reduced to 40 achieve greater flexibility and buoyancy
108. Further relief to industry has been percent. in our taxation structure mainly because
provided as following: (vi) Full rebate of customs duty has been of the low proportion of direct taxes.

(i) Reduction of customs duty on import granted on the raw materials for local The government has addressed itself
of gas cylinders from 90 percent to 40 manufacture of vials and ampoules as well seriously to rectifying this imbalance
percent and abolition of 10 percent sales as collapsable tubes to be supplied to the between direct and indirect taxation. It
tax now leviable. pharmaceutical industry, glass vials, glass has also been in response to publiccriticism
(ii) Reduction of customs duty on im- ampoules and collapsable tubes have also of the department and the system taken
ported components of air conditionersand been exempted from excise duty when used radical steps to simplify the process of as-

refrigerators to 40 percent and abolition in the local pharmaceuticalindustry. sessment and collection as well as reduce
of sales tax on such components at the In the field on agriculture, we are main- the area of discretion of the tax collector.
import stage. taining the subsidization of key imputs With this end in view a new income tax
(iii) If any industrial unit imports its like fertilisers, pesticides and water rate. law has been promulgated with the fol-
urgently needed spares by air, only 20 lowing main features:
percent shall be added to the full value As a further incentive to agriculture it

of such items for the purpose of assessing has been decided to give complete rebate a) All provisionsrelating to the assessment

duty which is roughly equal to the sea of customs duty and saes tax on the of a particular class of income have been

freight. local manufacture of agricultural im- 'aggregated', simplified and rationalised

plements and machinery. in the light of the decisions of the superior
111. Exemption has been granted from courts.
central excise duty for slack wax used as

Customs duty and sales tax have also been

fuel by the refineries. abolished on fruit grading and polishing (b) The rate of tax for which a tax-payer

machinery to stimulate fruit exports.
has at present to look into the various

112. The scope of cottage industry for finance acts and ordinances have for his

exemption from central excise duty has Import of bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots convenience now been incorporated in the
and live plants has been made duty free.

been liberalised in order to provide relief new law itself.

to small manufacturers. According to the Relief has been given in the case of a
(c) Provisions regarding reliefs, exemp-

revised definition the limit of capital number of items of common use. In the
tions, etc., which at present scatteredare

employed has been raised from Rs. 10,000 field of customs, we had last year abolished
over different places in the Act of 1922

to Rs. 50,000, that of number of persons customs duty on the inport of second and a large number of notifications (which
employed from 6 to 15 workers on single hand clothing but it did not include used traceable) have beenare not always easily
shift basis and the use of mechanical and woollen caps, blankets etc. These items consolidatedand made part of the new law.
electrical energy has been permitted. have now been exempted from customs

duty. Customs duty has also been abolished (d) The procedural provisions have been
113. Production in the cycle industry has

on the equipment imported for storage and simplified and vexatious and unnecessary
been stagnating. In order to give a fillip use of solar energy to encourage develop- requirementsdone away with.
to the industry it has been decided to de- ment in this field for which Pakistan has (e) The keynote of the new ordinance is
control the prices and replace the present a big potential. It has also been decided to self-assessment and voluntary compliance.subsidy of Rs. 150 per cycle given last abolish the central excise duty on Henna Over 95 percent of the assessments will
year by a rebate in full of all duties and and glass bangles, which are items of ex- 'self-assessment' basis,now be made on
taxes paid at the time of import on the clusive use by our womenfolk. Exemption without requiring the attendance of the
raw materials and components. from sales tax has also been extended to taxpayer or his authorized representative.
114. Past changes in the duties and taxes locally manufactured metal fittings, doors

have resulted in a number of fiscal an- and windows, electrical machinery, ac- (f) The discretionary powers of the in-

onalies which in some cases are inhibiting count books and registers, dicalcium phos- come tax ofcers have been reduced to

the growth of local industry. To rectify phate and plastic tubular films as well as the minimum.

the situation the following changes have imported aircraft spares and engines. (g) Imposition of fiscal penalties will be

been made: Customs duty on travellers cheques and resorted to only with the approval of

(i) Duty on import of cassettes, has been airline tickets and stage has also been superior officer not below the rank of

changed to Rs. 10 per cassette instead of abolished. Customs exemption has also assistant commissioner and decision to

the present rate of 60 percent ad valorem been accorded to hospitals providing free intitiate prosecution proceedings for fraud,
plus 20 percent sales tax. medical treatment in respectofrefrigerators etc will be taken at the level of the central

(ii) Import duty on cone windingmachines and window type air conditioners. board of revenue.
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SELF ASSESSMENT the rate of 3 percent shall henceforth be (8) Industries set up in under-developed
extended to those contractors as well who areas whose income equal to 5 percent of

116. With the introduction of the com- supply goods or services to companies the paid up capital was hitherto exempt
prehensive self-assessment scheme and listed on stock exchange or companies from tax will now qualify for tax exemp-
other modifications in the law and pro- owned or managed by government and tion on income equal to 10 percent of the

cedures, the hall mark is now squarely in foreign associations declared as companies paid up capital.
the court of the taxpayer. The straight under the income-taxact. (9) The date of establishmentof industries
forward tax-payer making an honest

(5) Deduction of tax at source on imports enjoying the afore-mentioned tax holiday
return of his income will have nothing to has been made gradual from 1 percent to and tax concession has been extended from
fear. At the same time I must warn that 3 percentdependingonthe valueof licence. 30th of June 1981 to 30th June 1983.
procedures are being devised to effectively
deal with those who betray the confidence (6) Addition to the trading account made (10)Concession of tax credit for modern-

being reposed in them. by income-tax authorities during the last isation of machinery has been made co-

four assessment years in respect of income- extensive with the five year plan i.e. up to

117. Coming now to specific income-tax tax will be permitted to be credited in the 30th June 1983.

measures: books on payment of a composition fee (11)Deduction from income is being made
of 10 percent. permissible for an amount equal to the

(1) The rate structure has been revised.
actual payment of Zakat or wealth tax in

The main features of the new structure are: 118. It may have been noted thatcomparng computing income-tax.
(a) Tax shall be levied on the excess of to the existing tax burden incomes up to
income over Rs. 12,000 by giving a straight Rs. 21,000 will get substantial relief. In (12)The present provision that income-

line deduction of this amount without tax and wealth-tax can not exceed the total
'addition the following further concessions

having to compute various allowances.
are being given:

income of an assessee has been relaxed so

(b) In case of income from salaries, tax on that these taxes will not now exceed 75
income exceeding Rs. 12,000 and up to (1) Exemption limit of interest on savings percentof the total income.

Rs. 21,000 shall, subject to marginal bank account has been increased from

adjustment, be Rs. 120 without investment Rs. 500 to Rs. 1,000. (13)Preferentiai treatment accorded to
dividends received from NIT and ICP

allowance and Rs. 84 if full investment is (2) Computed income from self-occupied Mutual Funds has been done withaway
availed. property which hitherto was exempt onlY and dividends received fromnow any
(c) For non-salary income of Rs. 21,000 if the annual letting value of the property listed stock exchange from.company on or
tax would be Rs. 1,350 without investment did not exceed Rs. 6,000 has now been NIT ICP shall be exempted toor up
allowance and Rs. 945 if full investment totally exempted. Rs. 15,000 in the hands of the recipient., i
allowance is claimed.

(d) Both in the case of salary and non- (3) Loss or gains due to exchange rate (14)At present tax rebate is available at

salary incomes up to Rs. 21,000 the new fluctuations will now be adjusted against 50 percent of the income accruing from :

tax liability is lower than the existing the written down value of the imported exports. This rebate is being enhanced to,

liability. plant and machinery and depreciation 55 percent. Aside from the enchancement

(e) The rate structure has been so designed allowed thereon. This concession will of the existing 50 percent rebate to 55 per-
that for income exceeding Rs. 21,000 and take effect from 1975. cent on export income as a further measure

up to Rs. 40,000 tax payable for salary and (4) Limit of claiming depreciation al- to stimulate exports of certain manu-.,

non-salary income will more or less be the lowance of original cost of motor vehicles factured products, it has been decided to,:
same as before. On incomes beyond has been increased from Rs. 75,000 to grant compensatory rebate at 121 percent :.

Rs. 60,000 per annum, the rates have been Rs. 100,000. of fob value to all engineering goods in-,

made more progressive. (5) Compartmentalised investment allow- cluding electrical appliancesand machinery,
(f) It may be of interest to note that up ance has been done away with and the light and heavy engineering goods, con-

to an income of Rs. 21,000 tax burden for allowance will now be available on all ap-
struction materials and transport equip-

business income varies between 0 to 4.5 ment. It has also been decided to extend
proved investmentswithout any distinction

percent and for salary income varies
as to their nature.

the coverage of compensatory rebate on

between 0 to 0.56 percent. Tax on an textile to canvas footwear. Export of

income of Rs. 50,000 for business income (6) The limit of investment allowance has canvas footwear is at present ineligible for

would be 16.1 percent and for salary in. been increased from 30 percent of income compensatory rebate since its textile com-

come 10.10 percent. subject to a maximum of Rs. 30,000 to the ponent (canvas) is less than 50 percent of
same 30 percent but with a maximum of the product by weight althoug the canvas

(2) Super-tax on companies excepting Rs. 35,000. uppers is the principal component in value.
banking companies has been raised from
20 percent to 25 percent. (7) Industries located in Azad Kashmir, (15)For delay and default in payment of

northern areas, tribal areas and districts of advance tax penalty leviable at 15 percent
(3) Surcharge on income-tax and super-tax Mansehra and Kohistan which hitherto and above the penal interest at rate
at the existing rates shall continue.

over a

enjoyed partial exemption have been of 24 percent per annum has been with-

(4) Advance deduction of tax at source at given total tax holiday. drawn.

,
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D AL
on synthetic and artificial textiles as

follows:
. a) Suitings

1) Per meter (up to 148 centimeter width)

BUDGET 1979/80 Rs. 7/-.
2) Above 148 centimeter width; for each

additional width or part thereof Rs.-/50
would be charged on top of the rate
stated as in (1) above.

Extracts from the Budget Speech 1979/80 delivered by the Finance Minister, Mr. Surya
Bahadur Thapa, to the Rastriya Panchayat on July 9, 1979 (unofficial translation). b) Shirtings

Only those parts which pertain to taxation have been reproduced. 1) Per meter (up to 90 centimeter width)
Rs. 1/40.

2) Above 90 centimeter width; for each
additional width or part thereof Rs.-/16
would be charged on top of the rate

Honourable Chairman, I have mentioned sector. To conserve fuel consumption, stated as in (1) above.
earlier that His Majesty's Government customs duties on small carswith a capacity Wheat flour and parqueting have been
iS engaged in the task of making the tax of 1,000 CC and below will be reduced to

ex-

system more simple and scientifically 60 percent from the existing rate of 125 empted from excise duty. All other excise
duties will remain unchanged.

and socially justifiable. The Economic percent. Similarly, import duties on

Commissionwithin the short period of time motorcycles will be reduced to 35 percent. Road cess for all kinds ofvehicles (jeep, car,

available has also made some suggestions Besides, import duty on spare parts for bus, truck etc.) will be removed from the

for changes in the existing tax structure of small cars and motorcycles including tyres next fiscal year. Revenue loss from this

the country. I have taken these suggestions and tubes and also on electrical household measure will be Rs. 18.5 million.

into consideration while formulating my goods and appliances like heaters and I have waived the imposition of royalties
tax proposals for the next year. I have cooking rnges will also be lowered. I have levied on the generation of electricity from
proposed some changes in direct taxes as introduced some adjustments in customs the coming year. The revenue estimates
well as indirect taxes to provide some relief duties to be levied on goods imported from shown under this sub-heading are only the
to. the people who have contributed so overseas with a view to receive full refund dues to be collected for the current year.
generously to the development of the on excise duty from India under the AR 1

country. form. Other duties not mentioned in I now submit proposals for direct taxes.

schedule are retained as before. These In view of difficulties encountered by small

I now submit the proposals for indirect adjustments will reduce the revenue from taxpayers with fixed incomes, I have

taxes. While maintaining the same relief customs duties by Rs 8.89 million. changed the exemption and income tax
schedules. For administrative simplicity

for customs duties for export promotion, I have categorized income taxpayers into
I have made changes in the export schedule With respect to excise duties, a flat duty
for leather,dry gingerand turmeric, in order will be levied on rice and oil mills of 10 hp single persons and married couples or

families. From the next fiscal year the
to encourage the exportof processedgoods. and above. The rice and oil mills of 10 to
I have proposed to increase customs duties 25 hp will also be exempted from main- exemption limit on income for single

and married couples families
on exports of some forest-based products taining accounts of their production as re-

persons or

and income tax rate schedules would
in view of the importance of forest re- quired by the existing excise rules. Duties be follows.as
sources of the country. I have also pro- on rice and oil mills will be levied on a flat
posed to impose new taxes on the export rate basis from the next year as per below: a) Exemption for individuals Rs. 7,500
of wool and woollen goods for the pro- HP. capacity of mills Annual rates b) Exemption for married
tection of domestic industries. couples or families Rs. 10,000

(a)Up to 10 hp Rs. 600/-On the import side, I have raised duties on Thereafter the tax rate is:

the import of goods like polythene pipes (b) From 11 to 18 hp Rs. 2100/-
%

and sheets for the protection of our (c) From 19 to 25 hp Rs. 3900/-
plus Rs. 1100/- for each First Rs. 5,000 5

domestic industries. I have made a proposal additional hauler. Next Rs. 5,000 10
to reduce customs duties on imports from

(d) From 25 to 30 hp Rs. 4400/- Next Rs. 10,000 15
India for necessities like various kinds of Next Rs. 20,000 20plus Rs. 1100/- for each
cloth and clothing materials, vests, socks, additional hauler. Next Rs. 20,000 30
and underwear as well as some daily con- Next Rs. 30,000 40
sumption goods like spices (cuminseeds and Duties on rice and oil will be unchanged. And above Rs. 90,000 50
pepper), milk for children, etc. Similarly, Cottage and rural industries with a total For firms, companies, corporate bodiesI have reduced customs duties on medicines fixed capital of up to Rs. 200,000 were
to be imported from India as well as from exempted from excise and sales taxes.

and non-resident, there would be no in-

overseas. In addition, I have reduced sur- Because of the difficulty in assessing the
come tax exemptions. The rate of income

charges on some imports from India under fixed capital of these industries I have
tax would be as follows:

'

AR 1 forms. From these changes it is ex- proposed to classify cottage and small scale
%

pected that the people will have some relief. industries according to their nature in
On income up to Rs. 5,000 5
Next Rs. 5,000 10It is also expected that this measure will specific schedules for the purpose of ex- Next Rs. 10,000 15

help the Tarai market to flourish. SimilarlY cise duty and sales tax exemptions. Only Next Rs. 20,000 20
I have proposed a reduction in the customs those industries which are scheduled for

Next Rs. 20,000 30
duties on imports of agricultural goods like this purpose will be exempted from the Next Rs. 30,000 40
tractors, powertillers and their accessories sales tax and excise duty.
and spare parts for providing incentives And above Rs. 90,000 50

to the development of the agricultural I have made a proposal to levy excise duty From the proposed changes in income tax
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ceiling and rates, income tax collection is In land revenue, the present structure of Private persons will not be required to pay
estimated to decline by Rs. 7 million. But land revenue on land holdings from 3 to 10 land revenue on their lands acquired for,
in the coming year receipts will be reduced bighas by 40 percent and holdings ex- public works, such as roads, dams, canals,
by Rs. 4.5 million only. ceeding 10 bighas by 60 percent will be public buildings, etc. by His Majesty's
In respect of urban housing and land tax inoperative from the coming fiscal year. Government and/or district and local

the exemption limit as applied to the value The existing rates of land revenue in panchayats. The land records will also

of property has been increased. Besides, Terai and inner Terai districts and the hilly be adjusted accordingly. This measure will

tax rates have also been changed. For the regions where land survey has not been be promptly enforced.

coming year the exemption limit and tax conducted will remain unchanged in the As the seventh amendment of Mulki Ain
rates would be as follows: coming fiscal year. The present rebate of requires compulsory registration of deed, I

50 percent of revenue on the holdings of have proposed as an additional measurealue of urban Tax rate as
one bigha or equivalent will be retained.

houses and percentage to that effect requiring a registration fee

land of the value In view of the higher amount paid by land- of one percent for all deeds up to Rs. 500.

Rs. owners in the hilly districts after the Apart from this no change has been made

Exemptionlimit 100,000 cadastral survey, I have proposed to reduce in the existing registration fees.

Thereafter 100,000 0.5 the rates of land revenue so as to lessen In view of the existing problems in respect
Thereafter 100,000 1.0 the heavy economic burden of the land- of water cess, I have proposed to set up
And above 2.0 owners in the hilly districts where the a committee including a local representative

cadastral survey is completed. Likewise for the records in assessingAs a result of the proposed change, revenue preparation of

is estimated to decline by Rs. 2.7 million.
revenue rates have been reduced for those water cess. Water cess will be assessed on

hilly areas of the Terai and the valley the basis of actual utilisation of water.
In order to make the systemof depreciation districts where the cadastral survey is
rates for urban houses more realistic and completed. As trucks and buses are exempted from

to provide facilities to buildings, godowns, In order to collect the back dues of land
vehicle tax, I have proposed to exempt
mini-buses also from the next fiscalindustrial shades and labour quarters used

revenue effectively, arrangementwould also
year,

because of increased of them publicby industries, necessary amendments will be made in the coming year without any
use as

be made in the relevant Act. transport. The effect in revenue from this
extra fine and interest to those persons proposal would be insignificant.

A deposit equivalent to 50 percent of the who pay the dues before mid-April 1980.
tax assessed and another 50 percent in the In view of the problems that have cropped

From the changes in the tax proposals
form of either bank guarantee or against due to the lack of implementation

mentioned above there will be an actual

the pledge of property is required in the up proper deficit of Rs. 16.28 million in the total
of the Panchayat Development and Land estimates. There will be changepresent system to appeal to the Revenue Tax which now operates in the fifteen dis-

revenue no

Court against income tax assessments. It tricts of the Kingdom, it has become im-
in other direct and indirect taxes what-

is proposed to make a deposit of only 50 perative to evaluate the experience that we
soever.

percent of the assessed amount in cash. have had so far. Hence, the collection of The resource gap for the coming fiscal
Arrangement would be made for an alter- this tax will be suspended. In those fifteen year would now be Rs. 186.35 million
native system of appeal which would be districts where the collection of this tax has which would be met through internal
entertained by the Tax Department. Under been suspended, land revenue will be col- borrowings.
this arrangement no such deposit would lected as in other districts of the Kingdom Necessary will be undertaken tomeasures
be required. from the next fiscal year. In these fifteen make the administration efficient,revenue

Separate commissions will be constituted districts, the dues for the fiscal years capable, simple and healthy during the
under the Tax Settlement Act for collecting 1977/78 and 1978/79 of Panchayat coming fiscal year. In this context, apart
the back dues-one for income tax and the Development and Land Tax will, however, from imparting training to improvemanage-
other for house tax. Necessaryarrangements be collected by the Land Revenue Offices ment capabilities, preliminary works to-
will be made for a simplified assessment without extra fine to those who pay the wards the establishmentof revenue services
procedure for small income taxpayers tax before mid-April 1980. Taxes thus as a separate cadre under the administrative
having less than Rs. 25 thousand income collected would be made available to the services of His Majesty's Government have
per annum including those who fall in the concerned Panchayats as their share, already been undertaken.
same category and who have not cleared retaining 35 percent by His Majesty's
up the back dues for a long time. Governmentas per PDLT Act.

See for Government revenue the table on p. 562.
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GOVERNMENTREVENUE
(In Million Rupees)

Mid-July 1977/78

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 I Il III lv Annual

1. Tax Revenue 466.7 518.8 647.6 841.6 901.0 1104.3 180.5 237.5 330.7 495.2 1243.9

A. Customs Duties 198.6 238.9 276.0 328.5 354.1 386.2 75.3 104.7 123.2 153.0 456.2

a. Export 27.3 16.3 22.6 28.8 39.1 47.8 7.2 8.3 11.0 12.2 38.7

b. Import 117.4 126.2 125.0 177.9 195.7 220.0 47.5 73.4 87.5 125.7 334.1

c- Indian Excise Refund 50.9 85.1 116.5 108.2 112.0 117.4 20.4 22.9 24.5 15.0 82.8

d. Miscellaneous 3.0 11.3 1-9 13.6 7.3 1 .O 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.6

B. Excise 63.6 68.0 78.2 119.7 131.1 167.8 26.2 41.1 45.2 54.5 167.0

C. Sales Tax 69.1 79.6 97.9 190.5 161.6 220.9 51.8 60.5 72.1 88.7 273.1

D. Income Tax 22.0 23.3 32.9 46.9 89.3 134.5 7.3 9.4 23.8 96.4 136.9

E. Other Taxes 11.3 18.4 22.7 29.1 36.1 51.6 11.1 14.3 20.0 22.6 68.0

F. Land Revenue 83.2 70.9 110.9 89.4 89.0 97.9 2.0 1.5 25.2 59.9 88.6

G. Registration 18.9 19.7 29.0 37.5 39.8 45.4 6.8 6.0 21.2 20.1 54.1

2. Non-tax Revenue 86.7 93.4 128.5 165.4 211.0 227.2 32.8 96.6 65.4 114.7 309.5

A. Forest 22.5 35.7 47.5 44.7 30.4 44.4 12.3 3.4 9.6 38.3 63.6

B. Public Utilities 9.2 10.8 13.2 13.5 26.2 41.0 11.1 13.8 14.5 18.9 58.3

C. Interest and Dividend 32.9 23.3 32.5 76.1 124.1 98.5 2.6 66.6 4.0 7.9 81.1

D. Civil Administration 11.1 12.4 19.7 19.0 19.6 31.2 6.1 11.3 35.3 23.3 76.0

E. Miscellaneous 11.0 11.2 13.5 12.1 10.7 12.1 0.7 1.5 2.0 26.3 30.5

TOTAL (1 + 2) 553.4 612.2 776.1 1007.0 1112.0 1331.5 213.3 334.1 396.1 609.9 1553.4

Source: Nepal Rastra Bank. Quarterly Economic Bulletin, Volume XIII, Mid-October 1978, Number 1.

SEPTEMBER 1980

ConferenceDiary logue between the tax administration and
34th Annual Congress of LKA.: I. The dia-

taxpayer up to the ling of the tax return;
II. The determination of the source of in-
come. For the seminar the subject is the

flight to tax havens, their use and abuse.

JANUARY 1980 MARCH 1980 Paris (France), September 14-19 (English,
French, German, Spanish).

British Branch of I.F.A.: The limits of tax Business Intemational Institute. Seminar
avoidance (Tax Workshop),London(U.K.), on finance: current practices, future trends FOR FURTHER
January 8 (English). (including taxation of exchange gains and INFORMATION

losses), Zurich (Switzerland), March 3-5 PLEASE WRITE TO:
(English).

FEBRUARY 1980 Business International Institute, 12-14

Management Centre Europe. Managing and chemin Rieu, 1211 Geneva 17 (Swit-
Business Perspecties: Sth International developing foreign subsidiaries (including zerland).
Tax Conference (including : The unitary tax in international operations), Brussels

system of taxingcorporationsin the U.S.A.; (Belgium),March 5-7 (English). British Branch of I.F.A.: Secretariat

The legal and tax conditions of trading
c/o Williamsand Glyn's Bank Ltd., 20
Birchin Lane, London EC3P 3DP

with the People's Republic of China; Taxes British Branch of I.F.A. Exchanges of in- (United Kingdom).
on oil, gas, shippingand natural resources), formation and extra territorial claims by
Singapore, February 3-8 (English). Revenue authorities (Tax Workshop), Lon- Business Perspectives, 11 Alexander

don (U.K.), March 6 (English). Place, London, SW7 2SG (U.K.).
Management Centre Europe International
Tax Management(including Inter-company British Branch of LF.A.: Estate and gift International Fiscal Association

pricing, licensing, service fees, goods valua- tax treaties (Tax Workshop), London (I.F.A.): General Secretariat, Wouden-

tion), Brussels (Belgium), February 7-8 (U.K.), March 27 (English). stein, Burg. Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box

1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam (Nether-
(English). lands).

British Branch of LF.A.: The unitary basis Management Centre Europe, Avenue
of taxation, London (U.K.), February 13 des Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).
(English).
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FOREIGNOILTAXCREDITS:
law nto closer conformity to the thrust of Congressional ntent
as expressed n prior changes n the tax law n 1975 and 1976.

Explanationof proposal

A U.S.TreasuryProposa1 The proposal will revise the computation of foreign tax credits
for foreign oil and gas extraction ncome. The proposal will:
limit the foreign tax credit for extraction taxes to extraction
ncome; repeal the loophole allowing per country losses to

generate extra usable credits; cause U.S. tax benefits generated
On June 11, 1979 the United States Treasury ssued a by extraction losses n a country to be recapturedwhen extraction
statement explaining ts proposals regarding ts foreign gains are realized n subsequent years n that country;and repeal
oil tax credit proposals, which are expected to close the special rules relating to oil related, but nonextraction in-

some loopholes n current legislation. The text of this come. The new computationof the credit for such taxes will limit

statement- which was prepared as a briefingpaper for the credit to the lesser of:

the Members of the HouseWays and MeansCommittee - The credit computed with respect to overall foreign oil and

s reproducedbelow: gas extraction ncome (net of losses); or

The credit computed with respect to such ncome calculated

Present law
on a country-by-countrybasis.

This double computation, coupled with the recapture of tax
Under present law, a U.S. taxpayer can claim a foreign tax credit benefits attributable to per country extraction losses, will prevent
for oil and gas extraction taxes of up to 46 percent of ts current excess credits or losses from foreignoil and gas extractionactivities
foreign oil and gas extraction ncome. This rule mposes an n one country from spilling over to offset U.S. tax with respect
overall limitation on the credit: the world s divided into the to (a) similar activitiesn other countries and (b) other oil related
United States, on the one hand, and all foreign countries, on the activities. The recapture of tax benefitsattributableto per country
other hand, and the high taxes of some foreign countries are extraction losses applies whether the computation of credit for

averagedwith the low taxes of others. any given year s on the per country or overall basis.

Moreover, foreign oil and gas extraction ncome has a special
definition for the purpose of this rule: f a taxpayer has a loss The proposal will also remove the separate limitationwith respect

with respect to foreign oil or gas extraction activities in one or to the broader category (foreign oil related income), and the 2-

more countries, such loss does not reduce foreign oil and gas percentage-point limitation on carrybacks and carryforwards of

extraction ncome. Thus, the amount of foreign oil and gas
excess extraction credits. Within a country the normal rules for

extraction taxes available for credit may be substantially greater carrybacks and carryforwards of unused extraction credits will

than U.S. tax liability on foreign oil and gas extraction ncome, apply. Foreign oil related ncome other than extraction ncome

because the atter takes per country losses nto account, and will be ncluded n the same limitation as other business ncome.

the former does not. It will still be necessary to determine on a case-by-case basis
whether any particular payment to a foreigncountrys a creditable

Present law also provides that foreign oil and gas extraction taxes income tax. Finally, the proposal will amend as necessary the
equal to an additional 2 percent of foreign oil and gas extraction denition of foreign oil and gas extractionncome. In the case

ncome may be carried back or carried forward to other years of an affiliated group any member of which has foreign oil and
n which the taxpayer has such ncome. gas extraction ncome, the limitation on the credit will be com-

Taxes available for credit either currently or by reason of a puted as f a consolidated return had been filed.

carryback or carryforward can be offset only against the
U.S. tax liability on foreign oil related ncome. Such ncome Effective date

ncludes foreign oi and gas extraction ncome (net of losses) The proposal will be effective for taxable beginning after
plus ncome from transporting, processing, and marketing oil years

and gas. The per country extraction losses which are taken nto December 31, 1978. Any U.S. tax benefit attributable to a per

account here protect low tax extraction or other oil related eountry extraction loss will be recaptured (to the extent possible)
n the first taxable year (beginning after the year of the loss) n

ncome from U.S. tax. Such losses and the U.S. tax benefits
which there s extraction ncome n the country n question. Such

they generate are generay not recaptured f the taxpayer Iater
a loss incurred in a taxable year beginning n 1979, will be re-

earns taxable ncome n the country n which the loss was n-

curred. (Per country extraction losses are only recaptured,under captured n the first taxable years beginning after December 31,
1978, to the extent of 50 percent of the extraction ncome

present law, f they are part of an overall foreign oil related loss.) arising n the country n which the loss was ncurred.

Reasons for change Revenue estimates

The proposal will build upon concepts n present law but will Change n calendar year tax liabilities
close some evident loopholes n that law. It will strictly limit (millions of dollars)
the U.S. credit for a foreign country's oil and gas extraction taxes

mposed. Under present 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
to the ncome on which those taxes are

law, foreign tax credits or extraction losses from one country 514 772 636 706 777 848 914

can easily shelter ncome from other countries and other activities
from U.S. taxation. Present law thus allows ncome which is Change n fiscal year receipts
taxed by a foreign country at a low rate or which s not subject (millions of dollars)
to an ncome tax n the U.S. sense (e.g., because the country
uses a posted price) to escape U.S. taxation. The proposal, which 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

is technical in nature but mportant n substance, will bring U.S. 77 784 711 668 738 809 878
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assets of these enterprises. Further studies of the

IFA NEWS
difficult problems related thereto should be under-
taken by IFA in the light of the work of organiz-
ations such as the OECD.

Subject Il: The effect of losses in one country on the income
tax treatment in other countries of an enterprise or

COPENHAGENCONGRESS1979 of associated companies engaged in international
activities

Resolution (original version)
i Resolutionson The problem is important because restrictions theon

relief of losses impede economic relations between

SubjectsDiscussed countries.

These restrictions result from the interplay of three

principles -- tax sovereignty, annual basis of assessment
and the separate juridical personality of companies.
Each of these principles may conflict with the realities

At the end of the Copenhagen Congress of IFA the of international economic life. Further conflicts of

following resolutions were issued which reflect the principle develop:
results of the two topics discussed.

-- the principle of symmetry between the tax treat-
ment of profits and losses versus taxation on the
basis of economic capacity;

Subject I: The taxation of transfers of family-held enterprises -- one concept of neutrality or symmetry versus an-
on death or inter vivas other;

the world-wide income basis versus the territorial--

Resolution (original version) principle;
the tax-credit method versus the exemptionmethod--

In considerationof of relief from internationaldouble taxation.
a. the generally recognized socio-economicimportance

of enterprises held and operated by individuals or
These conflicts explain the complexity of the subject.
There are dfferent methods of transferring profits and

families
b. the significant role played by these enterprises par-

losses from one taxable entity to another, differencesat

ticularly in the areas of innovation, production', national level in the treatment of losses of different

employmentand capital investment kinds and differencesbetween countries in the computa-

c. the ensuing desirability of permitting the continua- tion of profits and losses, with consequent difficulties

tion of such enterprises, irrespective of their legal of proving to the authorities in one tax jurisdiction facts

form, beyond the death of their owners
located in another.

the Congress is of the opinion that The major problems, however, concern the relationship
between parent and subsidiary rather than between head

1. The national tax system should not impose wealth, office and branch. These problems are accentuated by
income, capital gains and gift, estate or inheritance the formal and informal pressures put on international
taxes resulting in such a financial burden as to threa- enterprises to incorporate their branches, so that in
ten the continuationof these enterprisesbeyond the practice the choice between branch and subsidiary is
death of their owners. often not free.

2. Against a tax burden so jeopardizing the continuity The Congress accordingly recommends:
of these enterprises, relief may be sought by
a. appropriate methods of valuation of the pro-

1. That the problem be mitigated by an extension of

perty subject to transfer taking into account e.g. provisions for carry forward and carry back of losses

latent taxes on income and wealth and the both nationally and for purposes of the tax credit

effects of inflation method of relief from internationaldouble taxation;

b. rates fixed in consideration of family relation- 2. That provisions be made for an extension of the in-

ship and/or the nature of the property as relating direct method of relief for the parent against losses
to an enterprise of the subsidiary, for example by fiscal recognition

c. facilitation of payments which can be accom- of subventionsor writing off the investment;
plished by permitting deferral or payment by 3. That in countries where world-wideconsolidation is
instalments or by granting favourable terms and not practised the parent company be entitled to
conditions. exercise an option for all its subsidiarycompanies to

3. In the international field rules should be adopted be treated as permanentestablishmentsfor purposes

unilaterally by the taxing authorities or by bilateral of the parent company's taxation, such option to be

or multilateral treaties to avoid double taxation of subject to restrictions in order to avoid misuse.
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TAX OSSARY
incomes are the same, but one of
whom owns his residence and the
other does not, some countries have
included in the computation of total
income for income tax purposes the
annual value of the owner-occupied
residence. This accords with the prin-
ciple of taxation according to the

by H.V.T. PEPPER* ability to pay, since the owner-occu-

pier does not have to pay rent and if
he has to pay interest on a mortgage
he is usually granted tax relief for the
interest payments. Some countries
have exempted owner-occupied resi

ORGANSCHAFT -- The term applied to Ribicoff amendment (now section 913 dences as a tax incentive, with the

the system, used at one time in Ger- of the Tax Code). object of encouraging a property-
many, and also in Austria and Luxem- The U.K. taxes foreign earnings but owning democracy, since the in-

bourg, whereby sales (cascade) tax was allows a deduction for travel and tangible income from an investment in

not imposed on transactions between board and lodging expenses, and also a the purchase of a house would be tax-

companies under common control, deduction for absence overseas while free whereas investment of a similar

i.e., what was granted was a form of earning the emoluments which varies amount in stocks and shares would

group treatment for sales tax pur- from 25 percent when at least 30 days produce taxable dividends. In Britain,

poses. It may be noted that the rule is are spent abroad to 100 percent if 365 exemption was granted partly, it

logical in respect of horizontalcom- consecutive days are spent away. appears, for administrative reasons

binations of enterprises engaged at the since many property owners incurred

same stage of production or distribu- OVERSEAS MARKETS, DEVELOPMENT considerable expenditure on maintain-

tion but where there is vertical ntegra- OF, DEDUCTION FOR -- A Japanese ing their residences, the annual values

tion within a single company or a corporation engaged in export trade of which were usually assessed at

group of companies, tax is avoided may deduct sums put in reserve equal much less than true current values, and

where more than one stage of the pro- to the cost of developing overseas a great deal of administrativework had

duction/distribution process takes markets. The reserve is subject to to be done in processing maintenance

place internally within the enter- over-riding limitations of (a) a per- claims for very little net yield in taxa-

prise. This type of avoidance by in- centage of the corporate capital, and tion. (See also SCHEDULEA.)
tegration has sometimes been coun- (b) a percentage of the value of the
tered by a ZUSATZSTEUER (q.v.) or goods exported.
by FORFAITAIRE (q.v.)treatment, One fifth of the amount of the reserve P
and is of course nowadays quite elimi- has to be re-credited in each of the 5

nated in V.A.T. systems. years following the year the original PACKAGE TAX -- A moderate tax usually
deduction was made. on the lines of a customs handling

at so much per pack-OUTPUT TAX -- The term is used in con- charge levied
'

nection with V.A.T. to denote the tax OVERSEAS TRADE CORPORATION age imported, generally without
'

payable on the sales of goods or ser- (OTC) -- Overseas Trade Corporation regard to the actual size of the pack-
vices by those who are subject to the (OTC) status was accorded from 1957 age.

tax and in contrast to the INPUT in the U.K. to U.K. companies the PARADIS FISCAL --- The French term for
TAX (q.v.) for which a credit will be whole of whose trading income came a TAX HAVEN (q.v.).
available. from abroad. Tax was charged on

foreign income only if it was distrib- PARI-MUTUEL SYSTEM -- A system used

OVERDRACHTSBELASTING-- Turnover uted to shareholders (see, by contrast mainly on race-tracks whereby bets on

tax (Belgium); tax on the transfer of -- WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE a race are accepted, totalled, and

real property (Holland). CORPORATION (WHTC)). The status divided, less a proportion for expenses

was abolished with the introduction of and tax, for distribution to those who

CLASSIC (q.v.) corporation tax in bet on the winner and the 2nd and 3rd
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT -- An em- in the The odds calculated

ployee who is resident in one country 1965, but the loss was modified by race. are

after the according to (a) the total
but employed in another is treated in granting OVERSPILL RELIEF (q.v.). race

amount staked, and (b) the total
different ways for income tax in dif- OVERSPILL RELIEF The transitional amounts staked the winner and-- on
ferent countries. One method, for- relief, on a diminishing scale, granted those placed 2nd and 3rd. The calcula-
merly used in the U.K. and still used in to OVERSEAS TRADE CORPORA- tions are done by mechanical or elec-
some countries, is to tax the foreign TIONS (OTCs) (q.v.) in the U.K. tronic devices (see also TOTALI-
earnings in the home country only during the period 1965-1977 when SATOR) and the system is fair to the
to the extent to which they are re- OTC status was abolished with the in- punter, and convenient to the tax
mitted there. Australia exempts troduction of classic corporation tax administration which can collect its
foreign earnings if they are taxed in in 1965. Subsequently,classic corpora- tax at the source, effortlessly.
the country of origin. The U.S.A. tion tax was superseded by a form of PARTNERSHIP A partnership is theallows exemption of the first $ 15,000 corporation tax with an element of

--

of foreign earnings if the employee is IMPUTATION (q.v.) on the EEC relationship which exists between per-

overseas for 17 out of 18 months model.
sons (who may include companies) in

while earning, but taxes the remainder, business together for the purpose of

subject to double tax relief -- relief for OWNER-OCCUPIEDRESIDENCE,TAXA- making profits. For tax purposes,

excess housing, living and education TION OF -- In order to preserve * With the assistance of the staff of the Interna-
costs are also allowable following the equity between two taxpayers whose tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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while the partnership may be assessed taxpayer's total income exceeds cer- ployers' profits and from employees'
as an entity, and the precedent acting tain limits. remuneration in respect of contribu-

partner made responsible for declara- tions to approved pension funds. In
tions and payments, there is usually PAYMENTS, SPRADING OF -- Some tax principle, some of the employees'cur-

recourse for payment to any of the administrations spread the due dates rent earnings are, in effect, being put
partners, and tax is normally calcu- of payment for tax to a limited extent aside for future consumption,and it is
lated on a conduit basis, i.e., by either by reference to the alphabetical logical that only the net earnings are

looking through the partnership to tax order of taxpayers' names, by refer- currently taxed, and that in due course

each individual partner on his share of ence to different types of trade or the pension, or deferred earnings,
the profits, whether or not actually profession, or according to tax refer- should be fully taxed. This, in fact, is

drawn, according to his personal ence numbers, in order to spread the the effect of the usual tax treatment

circumstances. Interest on partners' administrative work. The method is of the subject. Formerly, however,
capital is treated merely as part of used, e.g., in France and Brazil, in con- many countries lacked provisions
their shares of the profits, and as quali- nection with V.A.T. usually by arrang- whereby the self-employed could

fying for treatment as EARNED IN- ing that payments are made by various obtain tax relief on similar provisions
COME (q.v.). sections of taxpayers, divided as in- for a retirement income, and there

dicated, who are to pay in different were restrictions on directors of close
PASSENGER TAX -- A tax on passengers, parts of the month during which pay- companies. In the last decade or so,

usually those leaving a country by air ments are required by law. A fairly however, there has been a general reali-

(see AIRPORT TAX) or sea, and usual arrangement is to divide the sation of the justice of including a

usually levied as a contribution to the month into three periods and the tax- more liberal relief in tax statutes for
administrative costs of maintaining an payers similarly into three groups, retirement provisions for taxpayers in

airport or seaport passenger terminal. each group henceforth paying in the general. Accordingly, both directors of
particular part of the month allocated close companies and self-employed

PATENTE -- A registration tax on busi- to it. In the U.K. version of V.A.T. the business men and professionals are

nesses or professions, as levied in tax periods are spread or staggered able to make suitable, tax-deductible,
France. within each quarter of the year accord- provisions for retirement.

ing to the trade classification of the

PATENTES, CONTRIBUTION DES -- business. PERCENTAGE DEPLETION -- See
(France) Business tax. DEPLETION.

PAYROLL TAXATION -- Tax charged on

PATENTRETTIGHEDER -- (Denmark) an employer's payroll, usually without PERFECTION OF ENTRY -- The term
Patent rights. reference to the individual circum- used, e.g., in Canada, to refer to the

stances of employees. The tax may completion of documentation, etc. on

PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS -- In Cana- constitute a contribution from the em- imported goods, which have been per-
da such dividends are in the nature ployer to general Government revenue, mitted to be brought into the country
of discounts to customersand are fully occasionally specifically that part urgently by the Customs Dept. on a

deductible in computingprofits if paid devoted to social welfare benefits. SIGH ENTRY (q.v.).
at the same rate to all customers, sub- Another application is the imposition
ject to a restriction if necessary that by cities of such a tax, usually at a low PERFORMANCE RATIO -- The term

the deduction should not reduce the percentage rate (e.g. percent in New performance ratio is sometimes

payer's taxable income below a certain York City), on payrolls of employers applied to the percentage which a

percentage of capital employed. Other whose employees are commuters, i.e., country's tax yield bears to the natio-
restrictions may apply where the rate persons who live outside the city limits nal income or G.N.P. The idea that
of dividend varies or where some reci- and thus do not contribute to city there is a better tax performance if

pients have voting rights in the payer's taxes although gaining their livelihood taxes collected represent a higher
business. The U.S.A. has somewhat by working in the city. propertion of national income is, of
similar provisions regarding such divi- course, an over-simplificationsince the
dends which are usually paid by co- PENALTIES -- For tax offences, including per capita income has to be taken into

operative enterprises. neglect to make timely declarationsor account. The wealthier a country's
payments, and the making of false taxpayers, i.e., the higher their per

PAUSCHBESTEUERUNG (also PAU- returns or statements, penalties may capita income, the higher is the pro-
SCHALIERUNG) -- The system in either be in terms of money which, in portion of national income, other

Germany whreby income tax is levied the case of late payments, may include things being equal, that can be ex-

in a lump sum. interest for the period the tax has been tracted in taxation.
in default. A prison sentence may be

case moreP.A.Y.E. (PAY AS YOU EARN) -- The imposed in the of serious
tax frauds or where a taxpayer refuses

letters P.A.Y.E. were first applied to
to monetary penalty imposedthe British Pay-As-You-Earn system pay a

him for less serious offence.
whereby tax was levied on the current upon a

See also COMMUTATION; OF-
salaries and wages of employees in

FENCES, TAX.
such a way that the deductions were a

reasonably accurate computation of
the tax currently due. The phrase has PENSION SCHEMES, DIRECTORS OF
been extended to other schemes for CLOSE COMPANIES -- Since it is

deducting income tax from salaries or socially desirable that employers and

wages, even where the deductionshave employees should provide for mainte- [to be continued]
to be corrected by an end of the year nance of mployees when they retire,
adjustment or have to be supple- most tax administrations provide
mented by an additional tax where the deductions for tax purposes from em-
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Boos
The publications listed in this bibliography have ECUADOR

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library whch TAXATION IN ECUADOR
will gladly supply further information upon request International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Haskins & Sells, 1979.63 pp.
howeuer, be ordered through a bookseller or direct Comprehensive guide to taxation in Ecuador. After an intro-

from the publisher indicated, and not through the duction to the tax systems, income taxes and other taxes are

Bureau. featured. (B. 15.890) ...:

EL SALVADOR
BRAZIL

RECOPILACIONDE LEYES DEL RAMO DE HACIENDA
ELEMENTOSDE DIREITO TRIBUTARIO Volumen IV. San Salvador,Ministerio de Hacienda, 1976. 310 pp.
Notas taquigrficas do III Curso de Especializaco em Direito Compilation of various taxation laws, including the selective tax ''

Tributrio. Coordinated by Geraldo Ataliba. Sao Paulo, Editora on consumption law. (B. 15.893)
Revista dos Tribunais, 1978. 476 pp.

Compilation of courses on fiscal law. (B. 15.888)
FRANCE

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS L'IMPOSITIONDES BENEFICES DES SOCIETES

FRANAISESAUX ETATS-UNIS
INCOME TAX IN THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS Les rapports entre droit fiscal interne et convention fiscale

By McWelling Todman and Milton Grundy. Tortola, Tortola internationale. By Guy Gest. Paris, Librairie Gnrale de Droit

Trust Corporation, Ltd., 1978.30 pp. et de Jurisprudence, 1979. 441 pp., 151 Frfrs.

Description of the income tax law in the British Virgin Islands Study describing the profit taxation of French companies in the
as stated on March 1, 1978. (B. 15.877) U.S.A. arising from the tax implications between national and

international treaty law. (B. 101.978)

CANADA MEMENTOPRATIQUE FRANCIS LEFEBVRE

Social 1979; securit sociale, droit du travail. A jour au 15 avril
ABC ASSISTANCETO BUSINESS IN CANADA 1979. Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1979. 1035 pp.
The Federal Government's directory of business assistance pro- Annual publication containing an explanation of French labour

grams, services and incentives. Ottawa, Board of Economic and social legislation; supplements are issued regularly in order

DevelopmentMinisters, 1979. 283 pp. to keep the material up to date. (B. 101.986)
Handbook designed to help businessmen keep abreast of federal
economic development programs, as well as those tax incentives
and services which encourage economic development in Canada. GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC
A French version is also available. (B. 101.981)

DAS EINKOMMENSTEUERRECHT

COSTA RICA
Band II. 12. verbesserte und erweiterte Auflage. By Eberhard
Littman and Georg Grube. Stuttgart, Fachverlag fr Wirtschafts-
und SteuerrechtSchffer & Co GmbH., 1979. 1386 pp.

TAXATION IN COSTA RICA This is the second part of a revised and updated comprehensive,
International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte extensive commentary on Section 13-55 of the German Income

Haskins & Sells, 1979.56 pp. Tax Law (Einkommensteuergesetz), on the Berlin Promotion

Comprehensive guide to taxation in Costa Rica. After an intro- Law (Berlin-frderungsgesetz) and on the Foreign Tax Law

duction to the tax system, income taxes and other taxes are (Aussensteuergesetz).The Tax Amendment Law 1979 is worked

featured. (B. 15.882) into the revised commentary. (B. 101.975)
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HANDBUCHDER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT In this book which consists of 24 graphs first the general pro-
blems relating to fiscal balance sheets (Steuerbilanzen)of partner-

Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeitete Auflage unter Mitwirkung von ships are outlined, then the continuous taxation of the separate
Norbert Andel und Heinz Haller. Herausgegebenvon Fritz Neu- forms of partnerships explained. Finally the effects the
mark. Lieferung 20/21. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),

are on

fiscal balance sheet of extraordinaryevents, e.g. founding, change
1979. 160 pp., 33.60 DM. of partners, division, are shown. (B. 101.992)
Third, revised edition of a handbook on public , finance. This
supplement deals especially with the theory of personal taxes

(income taxes, net worth tax, inheritance tax). (B. 101.985) 18 SCHAUBILDERZUR EINKOMMENSTEUER

KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ1977 6. Auflage. By H.W. Stoppkotte. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue

Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1978. Schriftenreihe Optisches Steuerrecht,
Kommentar. By Gnther Felix and Michael Streck. Munich, Heft 2.36 pp., 18 DM.
Verlag C.H. Beck, 1979. 531 pp., 62 DM. In 18 graphs all aspects of the West German income tax system
Comprehensive commentary on the German corporation income are illustrated. The revised income tax law (Einkommensteuerge-
tax law of 1977. The commentary contains a detailed glossary setz) and the income tax executive order (Einkommensteuer
concerning disguised profit distributions. (B. 101.996) Durchfhrungsverordnung) as of December 5, 1977, are taken

into consideration. (B 101.988)
SCHACHTELBETEILIGUNGBEI DER KRPERSCHAFT-
STEUER, VERMGENSTEUERUND GEWERBESTEUER
IN NATIONALERUND INTERNATIONALERSICHT 22 SCHAUBILDERZUR KRPERSCHAFTSTEUER
By Ulrich Moebus. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, By F. Lammsfuss and K. Mielke. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue
1979. 134 pp., 27.50 DM. Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1978. Schriftenreihe Optisches Steuerrecht,
Monograph explaining the tax consequences of major share- Heft 13.47 pp., 22 DM.
holdings for the corporate income tax, the net worth tax and the In 22 graphs the complicated system of the corporation tax law
business tax. (B. 101.966) is illustrated and made understandable. This is helpful, because

the working of the law is otherwise not easily comprehensible.
16 SCHAUBILDERZUM BEWERTUNGSGESETZUND (B. 101.995)
ZUM VERMGENSTEUERGESETZ
5. Auflage. By K. Heisel. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-
Briefe, 1978. Schriftenreihe Optisches Steuerrecht, Heft 5. 16 SCHAUBILDERZUR ERTRAGSBESTEUERUNGBEI
34 pp., 15 DM. GRNDUNGEN,EINBRINGUNGUND UBERTRAGUNG
In 16 graphs an overview of the principles of valuation for the VON GESCHFTENUND TEILBETRIEBEN
purpose of assessing the net worth and land tax and an overview
f the taxation of net worth is given. The new provisions of the 2., erweiterte Auflage. By Erwin Kobs. Herne/Berlin,Verlag Neue

tax amendment law (Steuernderungsgesetz)1977 are taken into Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1977. Schriftenreihe Optisches Steuerrecht,
account. (B. 101.989)

Heft 11.34 pp., 16 DM.
This book tells in 16 graphswhich taxeson revenue, i.e. the income

20 SCHAUBILDERZUM INTERNATIONALER tax/corporation income tax (Einkommensteuer/Krperschaft-
STEUERRECHT steuer) and the business tax (Gewerbesteuer)are due, if a business

enterprise is funded, transferred or contributed. Besides legisla-
By Perygrin Warneke. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts- tion which does not cover this subject entirely, jurisdiction and
Briefe, 1976. Schriftenreihe Optisches Steuerrecht, Heft 12. administrativepractice is taken into account. (B. 101.993)
44 pp., 21 DM.
In 20 graphs an overview of international taxation law from a

German perspective is given. The book deals with the general 20 SCHAUBILDERZUR VERPROBUNGUND SCHTZUNG
principles of international taxation law, unilateral measures, DER BESTEUERUNGSGRUNDLAGEN
the German foreign tax law (Aussensteuergesetz), the foreign 2., genderte Auflage. By K. Pohlner and W. Bldtner. Herne/
investment law (Auslandsinvestitionsgesetz),developing country Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1977. Schriftenreihe
tax .aw (Entwicklungslndersteuergesetz)and double taxation Optisches Steuerrecht, Heft 7.44 pp., 23 DM.
treaties. (B. 101.994) In 20 graphs the basic principles of the fiscal audit methods

20 SCHAUBILDERZUM STEUERSTRAF-UND STEUER-
are shown. The two basic methods: tax audit and a system of

drawing conclusions from certain accounting ratios (Verpro-
ORDNUNGSWIDRIGKEITENRECHTNACH DER AO'77 bungen) are explained. (B. 101.991)
ZUGLEICH ZUM ZOLLSTRAF-UND ZOLLORDNUNGS-
WIDRIGKEITENRECHT

3., erneuerte Auflage. By J. Knig. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue STEUERERLEICHTERUNGENBEI NDERUNG

Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1977. Schriftenreihe OptischesSteuerrecht, DER UNTERNEHMENSFORM

Heft 6.44 pp., 18 DM. Erluterungenzum Umwandlungssteuergesetz1977.2., neugestal-
In 20 graphs the basic principles of criminal and non-criminal tete Auflage. By Rudolf Wrdinger and Reinhard Eder. Berlin,
sanctions against fiscal violations as contained in the new fiscal Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1979. Grundlagen und Praxis des Steuer-
code (Abgabenordnung) 1977 are illustrated (covering also rechts, Band 9. 207 pp., 34.60 DM.
the sanctions against customs violations). (B. 101.990) Second revised edition of a textbook containing a systematic

outline of the German TransformationTax Law (Umwandlungs-
26 SCHAUBILDERZUR ABGABENORDNUNG1977 steuergesetz) with special consideration of the new law of 1977.

The Transformation Tax Law gives relief for the disadvantagesof

5., vllig neu bearbeiteteund erweiterteAuflage.By W. Pierchalla. the transformation of companies into another legal form. Up-to-
Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1976. Schriften- date jurisdictionand literature are worked into the book.
reihe Optisches Steuerrecht, Heft 1.52 pp., 18 DM. (B. 101.976)
In 26 graphs the central principles of the fiscal code (Abgaben-
ordnung) 1977 and of the code of fiscal procedure (Finanzge-
richtsordnung)are presented systematically. (B. 101.987) SUBVENTIONSRECHT

By Albert Bleckmann. Stuttgart, Verlag W. Kohlhammer, 1978.
24 SCHAUBILDERZUR BESTEUERUNGDER 168 pp., 24.80 DM.
PERSONENGESELLSCHAFTEN This monograph on German subsidy law illustrates the function
By Erwin Kobs. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, of subsidies in the German economic system, analyses all legal
1978. Schriftenreihe Optisches Steuerrecht, Heft 9. 52 pp., problems of subsidies and shows the attitude of the EEC towards
24 DM. subsidies. (B. 101.967)
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GUATEMALA income tax treaties concludedbetween Indonesia and the Nether-
lands and Indonesia and Belgium. (B. 51.360)

GENERALPRECEPTS FOR DOING BUSINESS
IN GUATEMALA COLLECTIVEBARGAININGAND EMPLOYEE

PARTICIPATIONIN WESTERN EUROPE,
Prepared by Praun & Reyes Accountants and Auditors, Cor- NORTH AMERICAAND JAPAN
respondents of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Guatemala, Gua-
texpro, 1978.47 pp., (B. 15.897) Report of the Trilateral Task Force on Industrial Relations to

the Trilateral Commission. By Benjamin C. Roberts, Hideaki
GUIA DEL CONTRIBUYENTEPARA PREPARARY Okamoto and George C. Lodge. New York, The Trilateral Com-
PRESENTARSU DECLARACIONJURADA DE RENTA mission, 1979.90 pp. (B. 101.979)

Guatemala,Ministerio de FinanzasPblicas, 1978.32 pp. DIE GRUNDPROBLEMEDER PERSONENGESELLSCHAFT
Guide providing information for filing the individual income IM STEUERRECHT
tax return. (B. 15.896)

By Heinrich Wilhelm Kruse. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt,
MANUAL DE AUDITORIATRIBUTARIA 1979. 338 pp., 58 DM.

This boom contains the lectures held by international leadingGuatemala, Direccin General de Rentas Internas, 1977. 115 pp. experts in tax law at the Vienna conference 1978 of the German
Explanation of basic accountancy concepts and basic techniques Society of Tax Jurists (Deutsche SteuerjuristischeGesellschaft).of tax auditing. (B. 15.891) It deals with the basic tax law problems of partnerships with

main emphasis on Germany, the United States, Switzerland,
Sweden and a lecture on other OECD States. (B. 101.965)HONG KONG
TAX INCIDENCE: A GENERALEQUILIBRIUMAPPROACH

SYNOPSIS OF TAXES ADMINISTEREDBY THE INLAND
REVENUE DEPARTMENTOF HONG KONG By Wouter Jacques Keller. Rotterdam,Erasmus University, 1979.

514 pp.
Hong Kong, GovernmentPrinter, 1978.15 pp (B. 51.288) A theoretical study dealing with the distribution of the burden

of taxes. (B. 101.952)
INDONESIA TREATY SERIES

HIMPUNANPERATURANPERPAJAKAN1977 Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
recorded with the Secretariatof the United Nations. Volume 766,

Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1978. 353 pp. 1971. New York, United Nations, 1976. 335 pp., $11.
Compilation of tax laws, including implementing provisions This volume contains the English translations of the texts of'
thereto promulgated in 1977. (B. 51.361) the double taxation treaties on income between Belgium and

Denmark signed October 16, 1969 and between Denmark and
DASAR-DASARPENGETAHUANPAJAK Iceland signed May 21, 1970. (B. 101.998)
Himpunan artikel dalam Majalah Berita Pajak tentang. Jilid I.
Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1978. TREATY SERIES
Volume I containing a collection of essays on various taxes Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
levied in Indonesia reprinted from the weekly review Berita recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 815,
Pajak. (B. 51.116/356) 1972 New York, United Nations, 1977. 379 pp., $ 11.

This volume contains, among others, the text of the income and
HIMPUNANPERATURAN-PERATURANDI BIDANG death duties agreement between France and the Central African '

PERDAGANGAN1977 Republic signed on December 13, 1969. (B. 101.998)
Januari 1977 s/d Desember 1977. Jakarta, Yayasan Penyuluhan
dan Penerangan Perdagangan, Departemen Perdagangan, 1978. TREATY SERIES
678 pp. Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
Compilation of regulations on commercialactivities in Indonesia, recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 817,
imports and exports promulgated in 1977. (B. 51.355) 1972. New York, United Nations, 1976. 387 pp., $11.

This volume contains the text of the comprehensive double
PEDOMANINDUK PENAGIHAN taxation treaty between Austria and Greece signed September 22,
Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1976.72 pp. 1970 and the protocol signed September 21, 1970 amending the
Handbook publishing text and explanatory regulationson collec- existing tax treaty between Austria and Finland signed October
tion of taxes for use by tax officials. (B. 51.358) 8,1963. (B. 101.998)

PEDOMANINDUK JURUSITA TREATY SERIES

Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1976.68 pp. Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
Handbook publishing the text and explanatory regulation con- recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 827,
cerning the activities and function of bailiffs in the tax adminis- 1972. New York, United Nations, 1976. 297 pp., $11.
tration. (B. 51.359) This volume contains, among others, the texts of the income tax

treaties between Japan and Zambia signed on February 19, 1970,
PEDOMAN INDUK TATA USAHA PENERIMAAN Japan and Switzerland signed on January 29, 1971; Japan and
PAJAK (TUPP) Singapore signed on January 29, 1971. (B. 101.998)
Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1976. 133 pp. TREATY SERIES
Handbook publishing the text and explanatory regulationson the
administration of tax receipts for use by tax officials. (B. 51.357) Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and

recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 829,
1972. New York, United Nations, 1976. 394 pp., $11.

INTERNATIONAL This volume contains, among others, the text of the income tax

treaty between the Netherlands and South Africa signed March
PERJANJIANPAJAK BERGANDAINDONESIA-BELANDA 15, 1971. (B. 101.998)
DAN INDONESIA-BELGIA

TREATY SERIES
Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1977.59 pp.
Official and unofficial translations of texts of comprehensive Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and
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recorded with the Secretariat of the United Nations. Volume 870, H.M.N. Schonis, F.E. Sprey and J.W. Zwemmer. Aspects of
1973. New York, United Nations, 1978. 263 pp., $ 11. Dutch tax law are dealt with, in addition to aspects of capital
This volume contains, among others, the text of the compre- gains tax in France by D.A. van Waardenburg and the Surinam
hensive income tax treaty between Belgium and Luxembourg investment law by P.G.M. Raijmann. (B. 101.964)
signed September 17, 1970. (B. 101.998)

INVORDERINGVAN BELASTINGEN

Derde druk. By W.P. Eramus, Deventer, FED, 1978. 363 pp.
Thircl revised edition of monograph on the collection of taxes.

JAPAN (B. 101.963)
TAXATION IN JAPAN MISBRUIKVAN RECHTSPERSONEN
International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte Welke taak hebben adviseurs Verslag van de studiedag, gehouden
Haskins & Sells, 1978.86 pp. op 27 november 1978 te Utrecht, georganiseerddoor Het Neder-
Comprehensive guide to taxation in Japan. After an introduction landse Genootschap van Bedrijfsjuristen, De Nederlandse Orde
to the tax system, income taxes and other taxes are featured. van Advocaten, De Nederlandse Orde van Belastingconsulentenen

(B. 51.354) De Koninklijke Notarile Broederschap. Deventer, Kluwer, 1979.
50 PP.
Printed report of lectures and ensuing debate on the subject

MALAYSIA misuse of legal entities held on the study day convened by
four associations consisting of business lawyers, attorneys, tax

ALL ABOUT INVESTMENTINCENTIVES consultantsand notaries. (B. 101.951)
Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial DevelopmentAuthority, 1977. SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE NEDERLANDSE
30 pp. (B. 51.347) BELASTINGEN

BANKS AND EXCHANGECONTROL REGULATIONS 13e druk, 1 januari 1979. By H.J. Doedens, Deventer, Kluwer,
1979.12 pp. 7.50 Dfl.

Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial DevelopmentAuthority, 1977. Revised and updated 13th edition of comparative survey con-
10 pp. (B. 51.346) cerning Netherlands tax laws effective as of January 1, 1979.

GETTING APPROVALFOR INDUSTRIALPROJECTS (B. 101.968)

Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial DevelopmentAuthority, 1978.
36 pp. (B. 51.349) PANAMA
GUIDELINESFOR GETTING TARIFF ASSISTANCE

TAXATION IN PANAMA
Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial DevelopmentAuthority, 1978.
48 pp. (B. 51.350) International Tax and Business Service, New York, Deloitte

Haskins & Sells, 1978.58 pp.

INCORPORATINGA MANUFACTURINGCOMPANY Comprehensive guide to taxation in Panama. After an introduc-
tion to the tax system, income taxes and other taxes are featured.

Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial DevelopmentAuthority, 1977. (B. 15.889)
14 pp. (B. 51.345)

INVESTMENTIN MALAYSIA

Policies and procedures. Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial SPAIN

DevelopmentAuthority, 1978.49 pp. (B. 51.352) ERWERBVON GRUNDSTCKENUND FERIENHAUSENIN

LABOUR AND WAGE RATES SPANIEN

Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial DevelopmentAuthority, 1977. 9. neubearbeitete Auflage. Stand Februar 1979. Barcelona,
17 pp. (B. 51.348) Deutsche Handelskammerfr Spanien, 1979.26 pp.

Guide describing the acquisition of land and tourist accommoda-

MALAYSIA,YOUR PROFIT CENTRE IN ASIA tion in Spainas stated in the law as of February 1979. (B. 101.768)

Kuala Lumpur, Federal Industrial DevelopmentAuthority, 1978.
43 pp. (B. 51.344)

SWITZERLAND

MEXICO OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: SWITZERLAND

Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
IMPUESTOSOBRE LA RENTA AL INGRESO GLOBAL 1979.63 pp., 12 Frfrs. (B. 101.984)
DE LAS EMPRESAS

By Jos Mauricio Fernandez y Cuevas. Mexico, Editorial Jus,
1977. 875 pp. UNrrED KINGDOM
Second revised edition of handbook on the taxation of income of
business enterprises. (B. 15.892) INTERGOVERNMENTALFINANCIALRELATIONSIN

THE UNITED KINGDOM

By A.R. Prest. Canberra, Centre for Research on Federal Finan-
THE NETHERLANDS cial Relations, the Australian National University, 1978. Research

Monograph No. 23. 118 pp., £ 4.75.
FISCALEMINIATUREN In this book the following subjects are discussed: local finances,
Deventer, FED, 1978. 393 pp., 52 Dfl. property taxation, local income tax, grants principles and prac-

Commemorative book published on the occasion of the 25th tices. (B. 101.953)
anniversary of postgraduate study in tax law at the Universities

PUBLIC FINANCEof Tilburg and Amsterdam. The book contains 44 contribu-
tions by former lecturers and students, edited by J. Renes, An introduction. 2nd Revised edition. By Graham C. Hockley.
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London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979. 448 pp., £ 9.95. AN ANALYSIS OF THE FOREIGN EARNED INCOME ACT
Textbook on public finance outlining the operation of the OF 1978
monetary system and its links with the fiscal and debt operations New York, Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1979.46of public finance. Major taxes are discussed and the problems of pp.

Outline of the new tax law for Americans working abroad.
using monetary and fiscal policy to control the economy are

considered. (B. 101.980) (B. 101.957)

DIREKTINVESTITIONENIN USA
TAXATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte By Helmut Fickenwirth.Zrich, Verlag Moderne Industrie, 1979.
277 pp.Haskins & Sells, 1979.98 pp. Study of foreign direct investment opportunities in the U.S.A.Comprehensive guide to taxation in the United Kingdom. After
Tax aspects and financing dealt with and the comprehensivean introduction to the tax system, income taxes and other taxes

are

double taxation treaty between the German Federal Republicare featured. (B. 101.997) and the U.S.A. is reproduced. (B. 101.982)
UNITED KINGDOM TAXATIONOF BRITISH NATIONALS

1978 TAX LEGISLATIONWORKING OVERSEAS
Individuals: capital gains, tax shelters, deferred compensation.London,Touche Ross & Co., 1979.26 pp. (B. 101.970) Business: lower corporate rates, expanded investment credits.

UNITED KINGDOM TAXATIONOF FOREIGNNATIONALS Energy taxes, retirement plans, expatriates. Small business,
WORKING IN BRITAIN farms, estate tax. Other provisions affecting the tax laws of

the United States. November, 1978 - Second printing. The 1978
London, Touche Ross & Co., 1979.29 pp. (B. 101.971) Revenue Act, enacted November 6, 1978, as P.L. 95-600. Lon-

don, Touche Ross & Co., 1978. (B. 101.954)

U.S.A. 1979 U.S. EXCISE TAX GUIDE

Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1979. 223 pp., $ 6.
AMERICAN FEDERALTAX REPORTS Federal excise taxes explained. Excise tax forms, rates and

Second Series. Volume 42, table of cases to volumes 41-42. lists are appended. (B. 101.955)
Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979. 1800 pp.
This bound volume contains unabridged federal and state court U.S. TAXPAYERSLIVING ABROAD

decisions arising under the federal tax laws (previously reported An explanation of the tax rules and how they have been changed
in Prentice-Hall Federal Taxes) on income tax, estate & gift tax for 1978 and later years. London, Touche Ross & Co., 1979.

'

and excise tax. (B. 101.977) 34 pp. (B. 101.969) tY
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AUSTRALIA CANADA HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE
GEMEENSCHAPPEN:

AUSTRALIAN INCOME TAX- CANADA INCOME TAX Kommentaar het E.E.G., Euratom--

LAW AND PRACTICE: GUIDE REPORTS
op

en EGKS verdrag; verdragstekstenen

Bulletin releases 124 and 125 aanverwantestukken
--

releases 22,23 and 24 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. release 203

Cases Kluwer, Deventer.--

releases 21, 22 and 23 CANADATAX SERVICE-- RELEASE

Replacementpages releases245 and 246
--

release 9 DENMARKRichard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood.

CANADIANCURRENTTAX SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:
AUSTRIA releases 28,34-37

-- Skattenyt
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. release 128

KOMMENTARZUR LOHNSTEUER -- Skattebestemmelser

release 12 CANADIAN INCOME TAX: releases 122 and 123

WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Vienna. Revised
A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,

--

releases 59 and 60 Copenhagen.

BELGIUM Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.

FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE DOMINIONTAX CASES
VANDEWINCKELE FRANCE

releases 12, 24-27
Tome I, release 29 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
Tome II, release 34

BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION

Tome VII, release 33 PROVINCIALSUCCESSIONDUTY PRATIQUEDES TAXES SUR LE

Tome VIII, releases 171 and 172 AND GIFT TAX SERVICE CHIFFRED'AFFAIRESET DES
CONTRIBUTIONSINDIRECTES

Tome IX, releases 103 and 104 release 50
Tome, X, release 43 Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

release 4

Tome XII, release 30 Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
Tome XIV, releases 117, 118 and 119 PROVINCIALTAXATION SERVICE
CED-Samsom,Brussels. DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-

release 369 DROIT DES AFFAIRES
GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. release 37

release 406 Editions Lgislativeset Administratives,
Editions Service, Brussels. Paris.

COMMON MARKET (EEC)
GUIDE PRATIQUEDE FISCALITE DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT--

Tome I, release 29
DROIT DES AFFAIRESDANS LES FISCAL

Tome II, release 21
PAYS DU MARCHECOMMUN release 55

Tome III, release 26 releases 113, 114 and 115 EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,
CED-Samsom,Brussels. Editions Jupiter, Paris. Paris.
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JURIS CLASSEUR-- CHIFFRE releases 7,8 and 9 release 29 .

D'AFFAIRES-- COMMENTAIRES -- Vennootschapsbelasting Editiorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.
release 24

release 6101
Noorduijn, Arnhem. SWITZERLANDEditions Techniques,Paris.

CURSUS BELASTINGRECHT
JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL-- DIE STEUERN DER SCHWEIZ/
CODE GENERALDES IMPOTS release 44 LES IMPOTS DE LA SUISSE

S. Gouda Quint- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Tome IV, release 48release 4
Editions Techniques,Paris. FED'S FISCAAL REGISTER Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel.

JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL-- releases 88 and 89 UNITED KINGDOM
COMMENTAIRES-- IMPOTS DIRECTS FED, Deventer.

release 1118 FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD
BRITISH TAX GUIDE

Editions Techniques,Paris. releases 205 and 206
releases 1733-1737 Commerce Clearing House, Inc. Chicago.
FED, Deventer.GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC SIMON'S TAX CASES
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BECK'SCHESTEUERKOMMENTARE: release 31
A.M. Dijk -- G. Jansen -- J.C. Schroot -- Butterworth & Co., London.

Gewerbesteuergesetz--

F. Verstegen.release 15 release 271 SIMON'S TAXES
Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich. VUGA, The Hague. releases 36 and 37
DOPPELBESTEUERUNG HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN Butterworth & Co., London.

Korn -- Dietz -- Debatin UITVOER:-
SIMON'S TAX INTELLIGENCE

release 38 -- Belastingheffingbij invoer
Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich. releases 243 and 244 releases 33-36

Butterworth & Co., London.Kluwer, Deventer.
HANDBUCHDES UMSATZSTEUER-
RECHTS KLUWERS TARIEVENBOEK U.S.A.
release 13 release 213
Herman LuchterhandVerlag, Neuwied. Kluwer, Deventer. FEDERAL TAXES REPORT--

BULLETIN
RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS MODELLENVOOR DE RECHTS- releases 35-38
STEUERRECHT PRAKTIJK Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
release 236 release 65
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart. Kluwer, Deventer. FEDERAL TAX GUIDE

releases 40, 41 and 42
STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM NEDERLANDSEWETBOEKEN Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
release 216 release 158
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Kluwer, Deventer. FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS

releases 48,49 and 50
STEUERFOLGENIN DER WIRT- OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN BEROEP Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
SCHAFTS- UND RECHTSPRAXIS EN BEDRIJF
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release 20 release 51 FEDERAL TAX TREATIES
REPORT BULLETINVerlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. S. Gouda Quint- D. Brower, Arnhem.
release 8UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ UITSPRAKENV.D. TARIEFCOMMISSIE Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

(MEHRWERTSTEUER) EN ANDERE RECHTSCOLLEGES
Hartmann-- Metzenmacher INZAKE IN- EN UITVOER STATE TAX GUIDE
release 51 release 4 releases 698 and 699Erich Schmidt Verlag, Bielefeld. Kluwer, Deventer. CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.
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GERMANYREPORTS VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE TAX HAVENS OF THE WORLD
ENCYCLOPEDIE:

release 123 Walter Diamond
CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.
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release 90 Matthew Bender, New York.
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